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There is clearly still misunderstanding as to the time taken and the
processes involved between submission of a contribution to THE WIRE and
the final publication of THE WIRE containing the article in question.
It is thought it may be useful, and possibly of interest, if the sequence of
events from the early ' build up' of a WIRE until final publication is
repeated from the editorial of an earlier WIRE.
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Up to the 15th: Contributions start to arrive, at first in a trickle and
then about the 12th (closing day for copy) in considerable quantity. Each
contribution must be carefully read through and, if accepted, prepared for
printing often involving re-phrasing, fresh paragraphing, attention to punctuation and grammar, setting out of supporting photographs to the best
advantage and general dressing up. Corrected copy is sent off in batches to
the printers each d ay, the deadline being the 16th after which the printers
can accept no more. If this timetable is upset and extra work created by copy
coming in after the 12th, involving rush treatment, there is the possibility of it
not getting into THE WIRE at all, or of publishing photographs of the
S.0 .-in-C. back to front, which has been known to happen.
16th to 24th: Contributions come back in batches from the printeis in
galley proof-long strips of paper of column width. Once again all this has
to be read through and corrected and alterations made. Sometime an article
has to be virtually re-set. The Editor, at this stage, carefully measures the
length of all articles, including photographs, to the nearest tenth of an inch.
From the total of these measurements an estimate can be made of the
number of pages that will be required to publish all articles and photographs.
To this total is added the number of pages of advertisements so giving a
final total estimate of the size of THE WIRE in pages and column inches.
This is always an intriguing figure. The total number of WIRE pages must
by a multiple of four-generally 36, 40 or 44 pages and it is with mixed
feelings that the Editor finds that his length estimate works out at some
figure such as 38 pages plus eight column inches. This means that he must
either cut back by over two pages or ' pad up ' THE WIRE by a page plus
from his ' dead-sack' (material left over from previous WIRES). Let us say
he decides to aim at a 36-page WIRE. Accordingly, not without some remorse,
for he has a conscience, he earmarks ceitain articles and/or portions of
articles for probable elimination. However, he cannot be certain what the
proposed slaughter of innocents will really amount to until the process of
' pasting-up ' takes place ( ee below).
About the 24th or 25th: 'Paste-up' day arrives. All contributions,
advertisement and photographs are pasted onto sheets <;>f paper so as . to
make up the individual pages of a 36-page WIRE. This is an exasperaung
fo rm of jigsaw puzzle in which articles, accompanying photographs and
adverti ements h ave to be fitted into their appropriate place in THE WIRE,
each column being accurate to within the nearest tenth of an inch of a
standard length. At the same time the whole must add up to exactly 36
pages-no blank spaces being acceptable. It is at this stage that mayhem,
hari kiri and running amok all come into the Editor's mind. It is also now
that it becomes quite clear what contributions will have ' to be left out of
THE WIRE and what friendships are likely to be ruined for the next few
months- if not forever!
The crisi of paste-up over, THE \VIRE in its final ough format is
conveyed in person by the Editor's assistant to our printers at Hastings. The
Editor still remembeis the day when the paste-up copy went astray in the
post! At Hastings our good friend Mr. Levy (late of the Corps) spends
much time in going through THE WIRE from the printer's technical viewpoint, putting right all the things the Editor has managed to get wrong.
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THE BRITISH ARMY'S NEW HF RADIO STATION-THE A.13

H.M.S. FEARLESS
The Navy's latest assault ship

The most up-to-date, fully transistorised, lightweight, military H.F. packset-the Plessey-made
A.13-is now in full production. Already adopted
by N.A.T.O. and Commonwealth armies, the
A.13 has proved its superiority in world-wide
trials and in service with the British Army.

The scene at the commissioning ceremony of H.M.S. Fearless

Free Tuning without Netting
The A.13's crystal calibrator makes any one of
the 2,400 channels in the 2-8Mc/s band available
immediately, without netting.

The Commissioning ol H.JU.S. " l<'earless "

The Representative Colonel Commandant makes a Presentation
Anti the Corps continues a Naval Association
H.M.S. Fearless (Captain Hugh Corbett, n.s.o., o.s.c., R.N.)
was commissioned on 25th November at Belfast, where she
had been built. Fearless is the first of the new Assault Ships,
and she represents the last word in amphibious techniques. She
can carry an Infantry Battalion and its vehicles; she can act
as a headquarters ship; and she can be partially flooded to enable landing craft, with tanks or vehicles, to swim out of her
hull.
The ship is fined with a mass of radio equipment. She carries,
as part of her complement, 621 Signal Troop (Landing Ship
Assault) (Captain M. J. P. Vann). See page 25.
At her commissioning ceremony, the Representative Colonel
Commandant presented her with a silver "Jimmy" and a Corps
plaque and made her an Associate of Royal Signals. MajorGeneral Whistler, who had previously called on the Lord Mayor
of Belfast, lunched on board before the ceremony, which opened
with a shon address by the Captain. The White Ensign was
then raised to the accompaniment of the National Anthem,
whilst an immaculate Royal Marines guard presented arms.
After the commissioning service which followed, there was an
address by Major-General M. A. H. Butler, C.B., C.B.E., o.s.o.,
on behalf of the Chief of Defence Staff (Field Marshal Sir
Richard Hull, G.C.B., o.s.o.) who, at the last moment, had to
to cancel his visit. Lady Hull, who had originally launched the

ship, presented the Captain with a magnificent salver and later
cut the commissioning cake.
General Whistler, in presenting the "Jimmy" and plaque to
the Captain, on behalf of the Corps, spoke warmly of the
bonds which he hoped would always exist between H.M.S.
Fearless and Royal Signals.
He went on to say that there had been many years of
close and happy association between the Corps and H.M.S.
Meon, and that he hoped this association would continue and
prosper with HM.S. Fearless,_ whose company would always
be very welcome in any Royal Signals unit or mess throughout
the world .
Captain Corbett, in thanking the Corps for the presentation,
said it was a great honour and delight to be adopted by Royal
Signals, for which they were proud and grateful.
Later, in a letter to the representative Colonel Commandant,
he wrote: " It was splendid for the ship, and particularly
pleasing for me, that you were yourself able to come to the
commissioning ceremony, and I was only disappointed that I
was able to see you to speak to you so little myself.
We are delighted to be adopted by the Royal Corps of
Signals, and it was very kind of you to say that we shall be
welcome fa Signals messes wherever we go-that will be followed
up!"

How " The Wire " is built up (continued from Editorial page)

CONTRIBUTIONS IN AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE
AND CERTAINLY TO REACH US NOT LATER
THAN THE 12th OF THE MONTH, OR EARLIER
IF THE 12th FALLS ON A SATURDAY OR SUNDAY.

MON'TH 2

=:=:=:=:=

About the 5th: THE WmE, still in galley form, but
now set out as a magazine with pages in sequence, is
returned for final checking. This is the last chance to
correct mistakes or make alterations. The Editor, who by
now is heartily sick of reading the contents of THE WmE,
has willy nilly to read them yet again from cover to cover
-generally in a hurry. The amended version is then sent
back to the printers for final printing and distribution.
About the 15th: THE WIRE is published and despatched from the printers (not Association H.Q.) to all
subscribers, bearing in mind that because of the prohibitive
costs involved, it has to go by surface mail not airmail.
This, unfortunately, means a considerable delay before it
reaches the more distant overseas stations.
About the 16th: A senior officer rings up and points
out that there is a spelling mistake on page 15 ! The
Editor's assistant says that three articles have just come in
late for the next WIRE. Life has its moments!
The moral of all this? PLEAS E SEND YOUR
2

PM, AM and CW Operation
Phase modulation gives improved range with
longer battery life. AM and CW facilities make
the A.13 compatible with existing systems.
Multi-Role Flexibility
High-grade, lightweight ancillaries can be
provided for any man-pack, ground station or
vehicle role. Transistorised amplifiers, hand
generators, voltage regulators, remote controls,
vehicle adaptors and a full range of aerials are
all availab le.
Ruggedn ess with Easy Maintenance
The A.13 fully meets the most exacting British
Army standards for ruggedness and ease of
maintenance. Highest reliability is maintained
throughout the A.13's long life.
Recharg eable Batteries
With a 1:9 transmit/receive ratio, the battery life
exceeds 8 hours. Batteries are quickly charged
from the hand generator or any vehicle supply.

Regimental Cummerbunds &
Matching Bow Ties
Lend a truly di tlngul ht>d appearance to
your evening dres ensemble. Avallable extoclc In the colours of the Royal Signals,
other design a vallable on ueclal request.
Cummerbunds 35/- each. Bow Tles 13/6.
Sead ca 11 with order to Deot. W.,

CLUB CUMMERBUNDS, LTD.,
Oak Mills, Clayton,
Bradford, Yorkshire.
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A.13 standard man-pack radio

For further details,
please request Publication 233.
The Plessey Company Limited
llford, Essex, England.
Teleph one: llford 3040. Telex: 23166
Telegrams: Plessey llford Telex.

PLESSEY Electronics

n ·histl«>-stop Toar
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Tiie S. 0. ·in-C.
visits tlle
Mitltlle East

Tlte · .O.-h1-C sees his C'-0rps in the Middle East •••
of real interest were the many personal contact.

Command
" faced with a very tight
programme, he set a new
course record and still
managed to see everything
worthwhile and to talk to
every soldier en route . . . "

The S.0.-in-C's personal escort were in good heart. Left to right : Lance Corporal Rolt, Signalmen
Wilson , Hartley and Corporal Perrin

All Royal Signals were delighted to see their S.0.-in-C.
during his whistle-stop tour of M.E.L.F. The day of his
arrival coincided with the annual Sapper-Signals festivities. In
the afternoon the General, we regret, watched his Corps Rugby
team lose 11-3 to the Sappers in a very clean, hard game.
The speed of the tour can be judged by the notes that follow:222 Squadron (Air Formation)
On Friday, 12th ovember, ·t he S.0.-in-C., accompanied by
C.A.F.S.O., Lieutenant-Colonel M. D. Scott, visited Squadron
H.Q. at Steamer Point and toured the unit lines, stopping to
chat with all Squadron H.Q. personnel. The O.C., Major L.
Beaumont, then took the General to Khormaksar to see "' K "
Troop on parade in their new and rather resplendent home in
Hanger 50. The General was particularly interested to meet
Sergeant D. Rotherham, the son of Staff Sergeant Rotherham,
also serving in the Corps.
Included in the tour was a visit to the new 1,200-line automatic
exchange Isthmus, brought into commission only two weeks
before. Here the S.0.-in-C. had a long chat with Foreman of
Signals K. Johnson (30th Regiment) and Staff Sergeant D. A.
W. Nichols, responsible for its smooth running. The all-tooshort visit terminated in the new Station Operations Room
where the S.0.-in-C. saw evidence of the professional-style finish
of "K" Troop's engineering under Captain J. D. Bromley,
their O.C.

15th Reglment
General Bradley arrived from Kborrnaksar just after 10 a.m.
accompanied by his armed escort. The task of defending the
S.0.-in-C. within the safer precincts of Singapore lines was
then handed over to two very smart lance men, Lance-Corporal
yq. E. Scott and Signalmen J. S. McAllister. A presentation
m the conference room as to the role of the Regim ~nt was given
by the Squadron Commanders.
The S.0.-in-C. then toured the lines, seeing members of the
Regiment at work. An air portable demonstration was arranged
around the largest tree in Aden, the Dus can be seen driving
into action in the photograph elsewhere. Later the General
sent a message over another Dr r link to 3 Squadron at Bahrain.
In the Regiment Clul>-the Kat Clul>-the S.0.-in-C. was
able briefly to meet three of the Regiment's wives and their
families: Mrs. Hughes, wife of the R.S.M., Mrs. Gambell and
Mrs. Fitzsimmons. To show how the shortage of transport had
affected the Regiment, the Yeoman, W.0.1 P. F. Byers, produced
a camel complete with S.D.S. insignia much to the amusement
of all concerned and to win his bet of a week's free supply of
beer in the Sergeant's Mess from the R.S.M.

F.n..~.

Squadron

On. arrival at Federal Army Headquarters next day the
S.O. m C. was met by the Force Commander, Brigadier Viner
and Aqeed Nasir Buraik Aulai, Senior Arab Officer. A camel
guard was _on parade. ready for his inspection. Major J. S.
Agar, the Signals Advisor, and the Squadron Commander Rais
Ali Mohammed Aulaqi, then conducted him on a lightning tour
4

of the Squadron. Although of necessity this was done with
rapidity, there was still time for a word with all Signals personnel that he met.
210 Squadron
The S.0. in C. broke all precedent for VJSltmg VIPs by
arriving on time. This was partly due to the local experience
of the Second-in-Command, Captain M. C. Spence, who acted
as ADC. Faced with a very tight programme, he set a new
course record and still managed to see everything worth seeing
and to talk to every soldier en route.
Star turns on the tour were Sergeant R. Vasper and his Ham
station (ro8 countries to date), the half-finished cabin cruiser,
the go-karters self-help hut complete with Le Mans type
display of nine karts, the home-made cinemascope cinema and
of course Corporal J. Smith's Wendy Hut (lately a crate for a
Dn air technicians container, now a very passable servicing
office/transport cafe).
There was no doubt though about General Bradley's real
interest-signallers of any shape, size or colour. The few that
were missed he found in the Club. The party was completed
by the dramatic entry of Corporal " Scouse" Francis and
Signalman Norman Leadsome from up-country covered with
guns, dust and very long hair. The 0.C. then made two
r~quests : would the General permit us to name our fibre glass
dinghy the Peter Bradley, and what about buying some tickets
for the Christmas Draw. The General agreed and then left for
the Officers' Mess amid spontaneous and enthusiastic applause.
After lunch a tour of the Radfan, by helicopter, where he was
fascinated by the lush green belts of cultivation which suddenly
appear in the middle of the desert. Refuelling took place at
Habilayn where Sergeant D. F. Higgins, N.C.0. I.C. 515 Troop
attached r Welsh Guards, had assembled his nine assorted
Signalmen in line by the landing pad. Addressing this motley
crew in their tvpical Radfan uniform, as ' Habilayn Garrison
Royal Signals Element,' Sergeant Higgins carried the thing off
as though it were Buckingham Palace.
Bahrain Units
On Monday, 15th November, General Bradley had one day
in wh(ch to visit all units. The day started with 3 Squadron
15th Regiment where the O.C., Major C. A. M. Robertson,
showed him the Joint Message Centre, a SRDu Air Technician
demonstration and the Squadron H.Q. in its brand new
accommodation.
The S.0. in C. next visited all departments of the Joint
Comcentre Bahrain where be met the O.C., Squadron-Leader
D. J. Redmond, and Lieutenant (Tfc) F. W. Taylor.
Next port of call was 650 Troop (Major P. H. Ridlington),
where he inspected the statk installations and was shown around
the signal centre by Sergeant T. S. Langley. The mobile
element of the Troop were on parade with their vehicles under
Staff Sergeant J. W. Whelpton. The S.0. in C. then presented
certificates to Corporal G. A. Chard who represented the Army
at swimming and water polo in the M.E.C. Inter-Services
(Continued on page 6)
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I. Sergeant C. N. Lightfoot of l Squadron tells the S.0.-in-C. about his radl
• •
Murphy and Allen . l. Just in from the 'sharp end' Si nl
L d
o problems. l. At B Troop 212 Squadron, A chat with Sl1nalman
explalnin1 where the goals all went Round the table gC man lea Bson c~mplete with S.L. R., dust and sweat tells his story. 4. The football team
5. At Steamer Point, Aden, Lance-C~rporal Harlow of 2-11 Sorpodra s one,
oddard, O'Donnell, Walker and Davis and Lance-Corporal Carllsl•
y eoman o f s·ognals P. Byers an d Corpora l Syme Abdul thequa
ron meets the S.0.-in-C 6 15th R ·
COM
. .
•
c
I (L
C
•
•
e11ment
CEN was vmted. Dl1cu11lon with
landrover towed D.11 mobiles drawn up fo; inspec~lon
ame
oance- orporal Scott up) re.i.dy for an S.D.S. run. 1. Good camoufta1e. Two
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A NOTABLE OCCASION I N THE EA RLY DAYS OF THE CORPS
The 1st Divisiona l Signals, Aldershot, m a rches past H . M. King George Von the occasion of a Royal Review in 1924. The Corps
was so young that a numbe r of officers are weari ng t he uniforms of the original Corps or Regiments from which they had been
seco nded.

(Continued from page 4)
S.O.C.-in-C. s TO V R
Championsh ips and to Signalman T. G . Murray who represented
the Army at water polo.
From there, out l 5 miles into the desert to visit the detachment of 216 Squadron with I P arachute Battalion Group at
H amala Camp.
Lieutenant I. E. K err who had the honour to act a s the
General's Bahrain ADC then took him to Muharraq to visit
" B " Troop. T he G eneral was able to see at first hand some
of the incre<lible difficulties met by the cable jo!iiters in effecting
repairs to cable joints in a station, the water table of which is a
m ere nine inches b elow the surface.
The d ay was rounded off by having tea with Y. of S .
A. Leitch and his family and several other s.
Major-General Bradley returned to the U.K. in a B.O.A.C.
V.C.rn the following morning taking with him our sincere best
wishes and regrets that he was unable to stay longer.
C:OllPS

BA..~D

:HAKES ITS l'UAR.K IN

~fAJl{;J(

C:HlllST~IA S

DOWN Tllrn STRi-\.1'°1)

The Corps Band was much appreciated by London's bustling
Christmas crowds when, on the 22nd of December, it played
outside St. M artin-in-the-Fields th en marched down the Strand
to give a performa nce on the stage of D rurv Lane Theatre as a
con tribution to the St. Martin's Christmas Charity Matinee held
every year at this time.
The Representative Colonel Commandan t, Major-General A.
M . W. Wh:stler, C.B., c.B.E., was present and received a letter
of appreciation from the Vicar as follows : " I would like to express my d eep appreciation at the
presence, not only of the band, but of yourself at the Christmas Mat:nee. I r was lovely to have you, more particularly
as the band itself put up the best performan ce we have yet
had. !king present you were able to judge just how much it
enlivened th e whole aft ernoon. I am most grateful for your
kindness in m aking it possible."
It will be r ecalled that Brigad ier The Revd. W. B. Rowett
(late of the Corps) is Senior Curate at this fa mous L ondon
Church.
(l()J,O~EI. L. HAYES, T.D.
As we go to press we were grieved to hear of the d eath of
Colonel L eonard H ayes. H e was a well known Corps T .A.
personality and commanded several Signal Units during h is
tim e in ·the T .A. The war found him in Hong Kong where
unfortu nately he was taken prisoner. After the war he took
m uch in terest in Corps affairs and was Chairman and later
P resid ent of the Nott ingham Branch of th e Association. H e
had a wid e variety of other interests as was evidenced by the
very large attendance of many sections of the community at h is
funeral at Bramcote on the 21 st D ecember. Captain J . B.
France represented the Corps and the Association at the
funeral. O ur deep sympath y goes to his family in their sad loss.
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Signal Ollicer-in-Chiel
visits Marlborough College

O

N Wednesday, 1st December, 1965, the Signal Officer-inChief, M ajor-General P . E. M . Bradley, C.B.E., o.s .o.,
visited Marlborough College at the invitation o f the M as ter.
The Signal Officer-in-Chief had been in vi ted :to visit the College
as an old Marlburian and it was suggested th at, during th e
course of the visit, he m ight li ke to inspect the Marlborough
College C.C.F . Signal Platoon of which he is an ex-member .
This he agreed to do.
G eneral Bradley arrived at the College at 12.30 hours and
rook sherry with the M aster- ]. C . D ancy, M.A.- ar the Master's
house and was introduced to the Officer Commanding M arlborough College C.C.F., M ajor T . Gartside, M.A., A.R.C.O.,
A.R. C.M., the O.C. of the Signal Platoon, Lieutenan t H. E.
Lansley and Major J. L . McKellar, O.C. 243 Squadron (South ern
Command). This Squadron is the sponsoring un it for th e
College Signal Platoon. Lunch was then taken in the M ain
H all with the boys of the Coll ege and at 14.00 hours G eneral
Bradle y commenced his tour of the tra in ing area to see the
Signal Platoon a t work.
H is first visit was to a lecture where ten cad ets, who had
recently joined the Signal Platoon, were being in structed on
voice pro: edu re. From the lecture room he went to the signal
training room at the Armoury where other recently joined
Signal Platoon cadets were being trained in morse.
The school had established two radio nets u sing the senior
members of the platoon as operators. One, an H .F . net, had as
control a 52 set sired in the Physics laboratory with three 18
sets in other locations within the college grounds and a 19 set
and a l set working in the Armoury. It is interesting t o note
that this is probably the only No. l set still working in this
country although this ha.s been adapted, by the boys of M arlborough College Signal Platoon, to work from a mains power
supply.
A 12 set was workin g on the national net to Christ Hospital
and to Victoria College, Jer sey, and it was d uring the S .0.-in-C.'s
inspection of the 12 set working on this net that the General
was pleasan tly surprised to be inform ed that his old ins tructor
- Commander A. R. P epin, M.B.E.-the Officer Commanding
the Signal Platoon when Ge neral Bradley was at M arlborough
CoHege, was available at Victoria College, J ersey. The followin g
is th e text of the m essage received from Victoria College : " Venerable persons h ere assembled send greetings to
Pron to.''
The G eneral's reply to Commander P epin was as follows : "For A.R.P. from P E MB. A great joy to be her e and
in touch with you. D eligh ted to get your Jetter. Kindest
r egard s and best w ishes from us all who owe you so
much.''
THE WIRE , JANUARY-FEBRUARY
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No. I set wi th mains power pack. Cadet/Lieutenant R. A. M.
McNeile, Cadet/Sergeant C. C. Banks
'J?le Gen~ral also sent a message to Major C. F. Kirby of
Chr!St H ospital who controls the C.C.F . natir>nal net saying: " This has been a grea t afternoon. Kindest regards and
best wishes."
The party moved from the Armoury to the Memorial Hall
where Serg: ant K. . Cokayne of 243 Squadron (Southern Command) was mstrucrmg cadets of the Signal Platoon on an 88 set
network. The Signal Platoon was ·then assembled by Lieutenant
H . E . L ansley and were addressed by General Bradley who
commended the Platoon on the excellent tum-out which they
ha d . ~roduced for him and reminded the boys of the great
trad m on of the l\;farlborough College Signal Platoon which
had, ~der the guidance of Commander A. R. P epin, M.B.E.,
established the C. C.F. national network between Marlborough
College and Sherborne School and in 1936 when G eneral
Bradley's fa th er- the lat Colonel E. de W. H. Bradley, o.s .c.,
~·~·-wa~ Chief Signal Officer, Southern Command, had
mv1red him to Marlborough College ro see the first m an pack
set to be produced. Later six sets from Marlborough College
were sent on trial to th e Middle East.
H e als.o r~minded ·them that, of the senior signal officers
now servmg m the Army, two Generals and six Brigadiers are
old Marlburians.
M ajor T. Gartside then invited the Genera! to take tea at the
Armoury and meet the cade t officers and other members of the
M arlborough College combined cadet force. At 16.30 hours the
General rook h is leave of the Master and depar.ted from the
College.

MORSE CLASS
Le~ to right : Cadet H. W. Mcconnel, Cadet D. M. H. Barlow,
. Cadet A. T. A. Edwards, Cadet H. B. W arre n-Gash, Cadet A. W .
Byrde

BATES
Hatter & lJ/ilitary Cap Manufaclurer

2la JERlfYN STREET, L0~1DO~, S.W.l
Tel. REGe111 2722

One minute fr om Piccadilly Circus

FOR TELEVISION - RENT OR BUY
LATEST MOD ELS

D. & G. MANSELL
41, MARKET PLACE,
RICHMOND , YORK S. T el. 2024.

Specia.ists in Regimental Caps for

ROYAL SIGNALS

Also all Domestic Electrical Appliances

and to many other Corps and Regiments

O ur R ecord Dept. contain s the lar<>esr selection
of records in the dis trict, also s he~t music and
musical instruments.

" Bates" lightweight khaki S.D. Cap is made to one
fin est quality only, and at a most rea enable prioe.
We have no second quality cap.
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Movements
Offleers
ADDITIO. S- OCTOBER LIST
Captain (Q.M .) S. G. Barnes
Licutenlll1t W. A. Price ...
ADDITIO S-

... To H.Q.. 3 B.O.D.
....• 645 Troop
1

0VEMBBR LIST

... •• 2.48 (Gurkhn) Squadron
. . . ., 247 (Gurkha) quadro!l
. . . ., I?th (Gurkha) Regiment

Major A. C. Dexter
Major J. A. E. Ha ell •..
Major H. Mel. Paterson

ADDITIO ' -DECEMBER LIST
.. 13th Regiment
Lieutenant C. Baalham
.. 20 Arnd. Bde. Gp. and
ignal
Second-Lieutenant I. N. Carruther
Squadron
IS! Div. H.Q. &
ignal Rcgt.
Second-Lieutenant J. D. Cox ...
7 th Regiment
Second-Lieutenant H. J. P. Exon
., 640 Troop
Second-Lieutenant D . M. Hetrccd
Second-Lieutenant J. D . M. Ingram ... •• 7th R egiment
22nd Regiment
Second-Lieutenant G. J. Mann
nth Inf. Bdc. Gp. H.Q. &
Second-Lieuten:mt J. W. Miller
Signal quadron
.. rst D iv. H.Q. and Signal Regt.
Second-Lieutenant I. J. Oddie
2nd Div. H .Q. & Signal Rcgt .
Second-Lieutenant M. A. Rowbory
Second-Lieutenant P. A. C. Shaw ... ,, r 1th Regiment
12th Inf. Bde. Gp. H.Q. &
Second-Lieutenant J. F . Stuart
Signal Squadron
Lieutenant (Tfc.) R . M. Sutherland ...
252 Squadron
Major E. G . Thomas .. .
647 Troop
Captain W. H. Turney .. .
644 Troop (UNFICYP)
Scco:id-Lieutcnant C. R. Treeby
216 Squadron
Lieutenant (T / Capt.) M. V. Upson ...
6o2 Troop
Second-Lieutenant Q. Vigur
209 Squadron
Major (Q.M.) H. Waterworth
H .Q. r (BR) Corps
Major L . A. Welton ...
21st Reg'ment
Captain J. Westlake
11th Regiment
Lieutenant R. L. Windmill
6th Inf. Bde. Gp. H.Q. &
Sign:tl Squadron
Captain M. G. H. Wise
246 (Gurkha) Squadron
Lieutenant R. C. E theridge
H.Q. nth Eng. Bde. ignal Tp.
JANUARY, 1966
Captain (T.O.T.) L. E . Adcock
Lieutenant D. M. Aird . ..
Captain B. F. Allen
Captain R. I . F. Amos ...
Captain J. 0. C. Alexander
Captain P. D . Alexander
··:
Lieutcnant-Colo::el B. A. Bearue
Major D. A. Bond, M.Q.E. . ..
Lieutenant-Colo:iel R. W. Brader
Lieutenant M. L. P . Brock
Lieutenant A. F. Browne
Major J. F. Blake ...
Major D . G. Ortterrnull
Captain E. F. Carrel .. .
Major G . A. Cathcart .. .
Major W. G . Cunningham
Captain A. P. Fielding ...
Lieutenant E. W. Firth ...
Captain M. J. Ford
Lieutenant M. L. Forge .. .
Captain M. J. Flynn .. .
Lieutenant (Q.M.) M. Ham
Captain F. G. Hardy . . .
Major J. H . Hild ...
Captain J. N. Hancock ...
Captain B. C. Hodgson
Lieutenant R. A. Hogbton
Captain D. J. Jolly
...
Major (Q.M.) W . E. Judd
Captain J. M. Liddell . ..
Major G. J. K. McKintosh
Captain C. K. Powell . ..
Major (T.O.T.) K. Pattison
Lieutenant F. Richardson
Major P. G. Rogers
Lieutenant G. C. Saunders
Lieutenant P. M. Stamp
Lieutenant T. J. Starkey
T/~jor J. E. C. Stevens
Lieutenant D. Strong
Major P. A. Talbot
...
Lieutenant K. G. Turner
Major R. C. Walker
Captain R. K. Ward
Captain J. Westlake
Captain T. H. Wheawell
Lieutenant D . B. S. Yates ...
Second-Lieute,ant J. E. Neevc
Lieutenant (Tfc) J. N. Clarke

227 Sq uadroa
.. School of Signals
. R.M.C.S.
., r 4th Reg'.ment
,, 200 Squadron
., M.o.D. (ASD 4)
·., H.Q., Radio Group
,, R .S.M.E. (to be Lt.-Col.)
,, School of Signals
,, School of Signals
,, School of Signals
,, 266 Squadron
., 16th Regiment
,, A.A.C.
,, H.Q ., C.B. G .L.G.
1st Regiment
,, 225 Squadron
19th Regiment
,, School of Signals
School of Signals
,, H .Q ., Hoeg Kong
,, 66th (Ulste=) Regt . (T.A.)
,, H .Q., AFCENT
,, 253 Squadron
,, M.o.D. (Q2d)
roth Reg'.ment
,, School of Signals
., Jun. Leaders Regiment
H .Q., Troops, Malta
., 640 Troop
J.C.U., Borneo
,, 6o7 Troop
,, 240 Squadron
,, 18th Regiment
., J .T.R., Troon
,. School of Signals
17th (Gurkha) Regiment
rr th Regiment
,, Royal Military College of Science
School of Signals
,, 228 Squadron
., School of S:gn&ls
., J.S .S .C.
,, R.M.A.S.
., M.o.D. (M.0.1)
,, Royal Military College of Science
School of Signals
r7th (Gurkr.a) Regiment
,, 14th Regiment

LATE ADDITIONS TO D ECEMBER LIST
Captain M. F. Andrews
Captain J. M. Newman
Major E. G . Thomas

8

,. 266 Squadron
647 Troop
., School of Signals

n -arrant

Of/leers

anti

Sc>nior

N.C.O.s

New Years Honours List

JANUARY, 1966
W.O.I (Y. of S.) P. V. Dixon
W.O.II A. A. Leach
W.0.It J. w. Ankers ...
W.O.II D. V. Smith
W .0.II K. R. Kreckelcr
W.O.II A. A. Hawke
W .O.II B. E. Cracknell
W.O.II R. Bibby
W.O.II R. Smith ...
W.O.II H. J. Crow
W .0.II B. C. Oscroft
W.O.Il F. A. Gibbs
W.O.II R. C. Shaw
...
...
W.O.II (F. of S.) F. A . Smith

... To
.,
.,
..

Staff Sergeant H. Shevlin
taff Sergeant P. Ellis
Staff ergeant R. Elliott
Staff Serge:mt R. V. Fewstcr
Staff Sergeant J. G. Mead ...
A / Staff Sergeant R. F'. Knight
A / Staff Sergeant S . H. Bairoil
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) J. A. Wilkins
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) J. G . Bradford
Staff Serge:mt (F. of S.) R. Walmsley
Staff Sergeant D. Parker
Staff Sergeant T. E. B. Cran
Sergeant W. J. Hills
Sergeant G. Punnett
Sergeant H. D. Woolf
Sergeant B. HassaU
Sergeant W. Lee
Sergeant A. Blagg
ergcant M. V. Joglekar
Sergeant P. J. B. Maiden
Sergeant T. Sharrock
...
Sergeant J. P. Jewell ...
A/Sergeant E . D. Duncan
Sergeant E. D. Unwin
Sergeant W. McKay
Sergeant P. E. Jepson
Sergeant D. G. Palmer
Sergeant J. Howker
...
Sergeant D. 0. Thompson
Sergea:n R. A. Dodmao
Sergeant A. E. Phillips . . .
Sergeant T. Ditch
...
Serge:mt G. W. T . D owdle

.,
..
..
.•

Army of the Fed. of Malay!ia
C.O.D., Donnington
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
65th Regiment (T.A.)
30th Regiment
10th Regiment
61st Regiment (T.A.)
8th Regiment
49th Regiment (T.A.)
Junior Leaders Regiment
Noujngham University O .T.C.
30th Regiment

,. School of Signnls
School of Signals
4th Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
4th Div. H.Q. & Signal R egt.
46th Regiment (T.A.)
19th Regiment
., 16th Regiment
,, 30th Regiment
500 Troop
,, School of Signals
57th Regiment (T.A.)
22nd Regiment

,.
..
.,

21st Regiment
30th Regiment
School of Signals
519 Troop
H.Q., British GurkhllS L. of C.
8th Regiment
653 Troop
253 Squadron
226 Squadron
252 Squadron
222 Squadron
H.Q., Southern Command
CAFSO, H.Q., R.A.F., Germany
209 Squadron
253 Squadron
24th Regiment
3rd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
16th Regiment
49th Regiment (T.A.)
A.F.N.E.
20th Armd Bde. Gp. H.Q. &
Signal Squadron
6th lnf. Bde. Gp. H.Q. &
Signal Squadron

Sergeant K. J . Orton

..

Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

,, 22nd Regiment
r 8th Regiment

J. Spiers
W. O 'Connell
F. Common
...
A. G. M. Thomson

Sergeant J. H. Goodman
Sergeant H. B. Brownlie
Sergeant C. Meredith
Sergeant T. Stockdale . . .
Sergeant A. P. Waugh .. .
Sergeant R. C. Bishop . . .
Sergeant K. M. Coker . . .
. ..
Se=geant R. F. E. Mortimore
Sergeant A. T. Wright ...
Sergeant D. C. J. Grove
Sergea:i t D. Bower
Sergeant S. G . Falla
.. .
Sergeant R. A. Melvin .. .
Sergeant E. V. Thompson
Sergeant A. T. Green . ..
Sergeant D. R. Blackmore
Sergeant J. W. A. Clarke
Sergeant C. V. Forth
Sergeant G. C. Henry
Sergeant L. K. Dickey
Sergeant E . H. Kilshaw
Sergeant P. Johnson
Sergeant D. E. G. R ozier
Sergeant J. Carr .. .
. ..
Sergeant E. J. S. Baxter
A /Sgt. D. S. Berry
Sergeant C. Markie
...
Sergeant D . T. Llewellyn
Sergeant P. J . Frecston ...
Sergeant H. J. O ' Mahoney
Sergeant W. M. Kerr .. .
Sergeao:it R. J. Delamare
Sergeant D. Smith
Sergeant 0. H. Carr
Sergeant A . Knox
Sergeant P. J. B. Tuppeney
Sergeant P . R. Uttridgc .. .
A/ScrMeant G. A. Foggo
Sergeant B. J. Buzzard
Sergean t E. C. Thornton
Sergean t C. G. Harding
Seirgennt J. F. Sanderson
Sergeant R. Devey

,, 4th Div. H.Q. & Signal R egt.
,, nth W. Bde. H.Q. & Signnl
Squadron
,, 22nd Regiment
Life Guards SignB'l Troop
,, 2nd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt •
,, School of Signals
,, 1st Div. H.Q. and Signal Regt.
,, 245 Squadron
,, 249 Squadron
,, 253 Squadron
,, 1st Div. H.Q. & Sognal R.egt .
" 1St Div. H.Q. & Sognal Regt.
,, 15th Regiment
3rd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
., 13th Regiment
,, School of Signals
., 5oth R egt., R.A., Sig1Ial Troop
., 2nd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
,, 24th Regiment
., 263 Squadron
,. 16th Regiment
,, H.Q., 7 Amd. Bde. Gp. H .Q . &
Signal Squadron
,, 241 Squadron
,, 6th Inf. Bde. Gp. & Signal
Squ8'dron
,, Joint Cornn. Unit, Borneo
,, 6o7 Troop
,, 4th Div. H.Q. & Signal Regr.
,, Junior Leaders Regiment
,, 3rd Div. H.Q. & S og~ al Regt.
., School of Signals
,, 15th Regiment
,, Joint Comn. Unit, Borneo
,, Joint Cornn. Unit, Borneo
,, 1st Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt .
.. 13th Regiment
,, 16th Regiment
.. 18th Regiment
,, 15th Regiment
,, 7th Regiment
,, Fed. Regular Army Sig~nl Sqn.
,. 21st Regiment
,, 1st Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
13th Regiment
,, 22nd Regiment
,, 15th R egim en t
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. All will be ?e~ighted t? hear that the Chairman of the Royal
Signals Assoc1at1on, .Maior-General L. de M. Thuillier, was
awarded the C.V.O. m the New Year's Honours List
It is probably not generally known that one of General
Thuillier's many responsibilities in the Cabinet Office is the coordination of communicatins planning for the Royal Tours
abro.ad that 'J"!le Queen and Prince Philip undertake from time
to time. He is currently engaged on this task for the forthcoming spring tour to the Caribbean and hopes that as m the
past,_ a~d in l.ine wi.th the traditions of the Corps,' the commumcauons will be m " Certa Cito."
Congratulations also go to the following who received the
awards shown against their names: Lieutenant-Colonel T. G. H. Jackson
O.B.E.
...
. ..
Major R. S. Cathmoir . . .
M.B.E.
W.O.I J. J. Elliott ..
M.B.E.
Captain (Q.M.) A. M. French
M.B.E.
Major (Q.M.) S. Vernon
M.B.E.
Staff Sergeant T. H. Cross
B.E.M.
Sergeant W. J. Locker
B.E.M.

Congratulations also to the following who were recently
\ientioned in Dispatches for Distinguished Service in the Borneo
rerritories: Major G. L. Davies
W.O.I (F. of S.) G . D . Willis

Promotions

Signal Training Centre (FARELF)
Radio Tech (Lt)
...
Line Tech
Electronic Tech
Pre F. of S. Exam
Electrician Driver
Electrician Driver
Lineman
Lineman
Lineman
Cable Jointer ...
Radio Operator
Telegraph Operator
Comcen Operator
Comcen Operator ...
Ex/Switchboard Operator
...
Ex/Switchboard Operator
Comcen Op for potential Y of S
Radio Op for potential Y of S ....
Clerk Royal Signals
Clerk Royal Signals
Clerk Technical
. ..
. ..
Technical Storeman (MOR)
Draughtsman R Signals ...
Staff Sergeants' Course
Military Proficiency
Military Proficiency
Military Proficiency
Military Proficiency
Military Proficiency
Miiltary Proficiency

III - II
III - II
III - II

18th April
18th April
18th April

II - I
III - II
II - I
III - II
III - II
II- I

18th April
13th June
18th April
18th April
13th June
18th April
18th April
18th April
18th April
13th June
20th June
12th July
18th April
13th June
6th June
2nd May
13th June
18th April
As required
16th May
18th April

IIth July

II - I
II - I
III - II
III- II
III- II
III - II
III
III
II - I
III - II
II - I
III - II
III - II
1

I
II

11th July

16th May

II

11th July

III

18th April
13th June

III

NOVEMBER, 1965
New

To W.O.J
To Sgt.

To Sgt.

S Sgt.
Sgt.

14454705
23487993
23220365
23463970
23251286
23677340
23487202
23224911
22288048

W .O.JI

Harvey, P.

TECHNICAL ROSTBR
Cpl.
Westgate, L. C.
5095 4850
Cpl.
Guest, J. E.
5325 886o
Cpl.
Banks, J. C.
5330 5414
Cpl.
Loveday, P. J.
5335 7150
Cpl.
Lynn, A.
5352 II268
Cpl.
Blackman, G. A.
536o 8529
FraLD ROSTER
A / Sgt.
Tuppeney, P. J . B. 4470 3770
Cpl.
Robinson, G. E.
4480 386o

INSERTIONS
CHIEF CLERKS ROSTER
22515669 S Sgt.
Fairhurst, R. v.
FIELD ROSTER
22265778 S Sgt.
Slll'Ughter, K. M.

Sgt.

DELETIONS
FOREMAK OF SIGNALS ROSTER
720
730
1400
CHIEF CLERKS ROSTER
270
280
430
66o
TeCHNICAL ROSTER
3832
408o
5070

Sgt.

9340

Sgt .

3300

Sgt.

700

W.O.I
W.O.II

w.o.r
S Sgt.

Old

990

2420 (RD)

440 278o (RD)

OPERATING ROSTER
FIELD ROSTER
ADMINISTRATIVE ROSTER

Upgrading and Military Courses
Training Brigade, Catterick
L Tech
Driver Royal Signals
E Tech
C Op
E.D.

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

II - I

II - I
III - II
III - II
III - II

Letter to the Editor

Sen. No. Sen. N o.
1000 1050

26th
26th
5th
12th
19th
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July
July
July
July
July

MAJOR E . D 'AHCY- CLAllKE

I~ the N<;>vember-December issue of "The Wire," 10th
Regi'!'ent P<nd tn"bute and bade f areweU 10 a redoubtable old
wan:or iww Bo years of age- Major d'Arcy-Clarke-and spoke
of hts wonderful record of 60 years loyal and devoted sen.ice
t~ the Crown. !n fact in that iss11e of " The Wire" Major
d Arcy-C_lar~e 111mself wrote tis an article on the teleplwnic
commumcations cm L ydd Ranges and paid a great tribute to
the Corps. It was an article which aroused wide interest.
N_ow, the Editor has received the following letter from
M<Zfor R. E. S couller of the Training Brigade.
Dear Editor,
How wonde.r ful to read about Major d'Arcy-Clarke. As the
officer responsi ble for his "re-enlistment " in 239 Squadron in
a very old Royal Sign~ls haunt, Crowborough, I was very
pleased to see he had still managed to retain a respect for the
Corps .. P'Arcy c:ame to the Un.it when it was converting rapidly
to ~ c1vil1an bas1~ on the_ admmistrative side, and filled a post
which many of his expenence and background might well have
regar~ed. as "beneath them." But he put into that job all the
con sc1ent1ousness and . loyal service which one should really
e.xpect of one of precisely that background, and there can be
few Units which have had the good fortune to have had their
documentation in such good hands. It must certainly be the
only one which produced a Part II Order while the D.A.A.G.
was con ducting his part of the Annual Inspection I
There was no mention in his reminiscences or in the notes
of his quit7 outstandin~. historical record which show (in h~
o.wn b~ami_ful handwrnmg). the holders of all public offices
(mcludmg if my memory 1s correct) a far down as Chief
Constables for the la t several hundred years. This i a most
precious document, invaluable a a work of reference and I
hope steps are taken to ensure its survival. I t shuuld be
published by a learned society. The hours of work he must
have spent on it are typical of his ideas of loyalty and ervice.
Not mentioned either was his ride in the Grand Nationalperhaps you can persuade him as an "honorary Signalman "
to contribute another chapter sometime.
Yours faithfully,

R.

E. SCOULLER

'

All.HY

Al"l"RENTICES

SCHOOi.

.JUNIOR LEADEllS' REGl1'1ENT,
BEND• RY c;AlUP

in s::cond place at the end of the compulsory routines

The e~ent of the month was undoubtedly
the onh tn Command Night March. This
was a fifteen -mile march open to all units in
the command as a test of stamina, fitness and
night navigating ability. There were some one
hundred and st>venty entries, of which this
school entered two teams per Squadron, each
of ten men.
The weather 1•rogressed from the
hu1mssible to the ridi •nlous
The fust two nights of the competition saw
seventy-five teams through, including all our Squadron entries.
Then a "low "-it was definitely not a "high "-swept in
from the west and the weather progressed from impossible lO
ridiculous. As a resulr, the remaining serials of the competition were cancelled and the results adjudged on the first two
nights.
The course itself embraced an area between Catterick and
Ripon familiar to all good signalmen, but not be it said to
Apprentice Tradesmen, and included a slice of moorland to
upset those who thought rhey did not need a compass. 'Enemy '
patrols were sited to make quite sure that competitors suffered
maximum misery in getting from " A" to " B," and the weather
on the night selected for our teams was well up to Yorkshire
standards.
HARROQATE

Well D ne, Penney Squadron!
Much training and hard work preceded the event and any
dales farmer suffering from insomnia may well have been
puzzled to see formed bodies of men pounding down country
lanes in the small hours of the morning. The training generated terrific spirit amongst the teams and the hard work bore
fruit on the day. First place was denied the school by fourteen
minutes, but Penney Squadron "A" team, led by A/T Sergeant
Storer were second, with a ver:y creditable time of six hours
twenty-five minutes. All the Squadron teams completed the
course, with Phillips " B " and " A " teams in fifth and si:xth
places respectively, out of a field of twenty-six on the first
night.
The l ,ord .H ay o r enjo ys his visit
Visitors to the school have been numerous as always, but
while we are ever pleased to see them, these occasions are not
perhaps · of interest to readers of THE WIRE. Exception should
perhaps be made in the case of the Lord Mayor of Sheffield,
Alderman J. S. Worrall, J.P., whose city is the birthplace of
many members of our Corps. He saw all that we do at Harrogate and appeared to enjoy h is visit.
The weather has curtailed much of our normal sporting
activity and we were disappointed that the Winter Games
against the Army Apprentices School, Chepstow, were snowed
off. Nevertheless, some games were played, and A/T Sergeant
Moore particularly distinguished himself by being selected for
an Army hockey trial.
lUowatai n Lead e r s hi1• Course i n the Cairngorms
While on the subject of weather, three members of the
permanent staff spent a week on a Mountain Leadership
Course in the Cairngorms. This course, which is run by
the Scottish Council for Physical Recreation at Glenmore
Lodge, Aviemore, may well be of interest to other United
Kingdom - based units. It is designed primarily for civilian
enthusiasts who wish to take boys and young men into the hms
as a part-time activitiy, but any officer or N.C.O. involved in
adventure training should find it well worthwhile. The accent
is on the practical side and embraces simple compass work,
expedition planning, equipment, basic rock climbing and an
introduction to mountain rescue techniques.
A reasonable
standard of fitness is required. During the course, and while our
three representatives were in the hills, a Royal Marine Commando on a Marine exercise was brought down suffering from
exposure. This brought home very forcibly .the need to know
what one is about when undertaking this sort of activity. This,
incidentally, was the " summer" course !
10

Exerc>lst• « Five Jo"ingers "
In addition to the now familiar fourth term Exercise " Slogon," the fifth term have their own Exercise. At the beginning
of November, sbcty Junior Leaders left Denbury for Penhale
near Newquay in Cornwall. It was the start of a four-day multifunction exercise.
The weather prevailing in the Devon area had not been
pleasant for a few weeks and it made a change .to have lovely
sunshine for once. By the time we had pitched our 16o lb. tents
on the edge of the ' sand dunes ' dusk had fallen and it became
very chilly. Little flickers of flame dotted around the camp area
indicated the 'Tommy ' cookers of some very cold individuals
making attempts to cook a meal from Compo!
Dawn the next day saw frost biting at the grass-and our
fingers and toes, as we emerged from our sleeping bags. By
08.00 hours everyone had eaten and work began. Two groups of
ten commenced revising and learning basic infantry tactics,
learning that trees do not grow let alone run on grass covered
sand dunes. Two other groups learnt some bridge building and
the last two went rock climbing at Roche Rock.
The tactics .training was by far the hardest, running up the
side of dunes where for every two paces forward you did one
back. Sergeant Hall of Iron Troop did not enjoy .this! The
use of trip flares and smoke grenades added a bit of realism
to the training which culminated in a night exercise over the
dunes. The defending party surrounded themselves with trip
flares and waited for the inevitable. But no! A sly Junior
Corporal Watson and Junior Signalman Wheeler noticed the
wires in time and attempted to mark them so that the attacking
force could slip in unnoticed. Alas, the temptation was too
great and one was set off. The noise of the thunderflashes being
thrown into the area deadened everything for five minutes.
Then, down went the smoke grenades and the attack went in.
The following day, both these par.ties went to Roche Rock
where Mr. Cooksley, one of our civilian instructors waited to
take them rock climbing. The wind was so strong that one
could almost walk up the side of the rock unaided and most
of the group could not resist abseiling out of the window of
the hermits hut on the top of the rock. Both party leaders,
Lieutenant Rumford and Sergeant Hall, declined the invitation
of the Junior Leaders to attempt this rather breath-taking feat.
In the afternoon, with a couple of hours to spare, both parties
were taught how to dig in-very easy work in sand. This
culminated in a kind of pitched battle on the top of a steepsided dune where both party leaders were rolled in the sand.
On the last day, fantastic efforts were made to build a couple
of bridges across a wide stream. If only the P.S .O.s could have
seen them I am sure that the Royal Engineers would have
gained some BIII Bridge Builders. Having constructed these
engineering marvels the time came to take them to pieces and
return to camp. The feeling at the end was that it had been
interesting but not too arduous an exercise. The only regrets
were that we had to leave such a pleasant .t raining area.
llei;fim.ental Soccer-Fine start to season
(Contributed by 'junior Corporal Carr)
The regimental football team has got off to a good start for
the 1965-66 season. Playing in the South Devon Youth League
they have gained 14 points out of 16 points so far and achieved
a fantastic goal average of 93 points for and 14 against, in the
league. They have also played two friendlies and two cup games
with 10 goals for and ro against. Altogether .t hey have scored
103 goals for and conceded 24.
A newcomer to the side is Junior Lance-Corporal Burrows
who plays at right-back. His strength in the tackle and his
fine ball distribution belie his sixteen years. Centre-forward
Holt, who has recently left the Regiment, and inside-forward
Proctor went on a football course during the last week of the
summer break, and what they learnt of trapping, heading and
ball control and distribution have been of considerable value
to the whole of the forward line. The "Goal'S Scored " column
in our record is ample evidence of this.
Junior J,eaders Army ChallenJfe Cup
We are pleased to report ~hat the team avenged its defeats
at the hands of the RE. Junior Leaders during the past two
seasons, which on both occasions has terminated the R egiment's
interest in the Army Cup. This year at Denbury in the preT HE W I RE , JANUARY - F E BRUARY 1966

In the

~fternoon, however~ an excellent performance on the. parallel

A Test of St-11111h1a and FltllNiS

ars put S.I. Dart mto the lead, which he never lost.
Thus we captured our first Army title; S.I. Dart also won
m-dals for the vault and parallel bars as well as the Southe
Trophy for the individual title.
m
. I!1. the Junior .gymnastics, which is a team event with an
~~vSdu~ champion, we were up against our old rivals from
h · ·. a r~ogat-e whose team had all competed in last year's
c amp1onsh1ps. Howeve~, with good steady p~rformances we
dr~ .ahead sl<;>wly to wm the team trophy by 7 points thu
retammg the u_tlc we won last year. Much credit for this win
must go to Ju_n1or Corporal Riddell, who collected the individual
trophy, for his all-~ound JY,!rformance-he did not drop below
90 ma!ks on _any piece of apparatus and the only piece he did
not wm outright was the vault which went to A/T Tungate
~f th~c A.A .S. who co!lected a 9.4 for a touch front somersault
m 1s vo1untary routme.
The r_unner-up in this event was Junior Signalman Cumberp;rc~ w1th
d the other team members gaining ind ividual placings
o St an 6th. Work must now start on next year's performances
and we look forward to keen competition but with higher hopes.
0

llesults
Senior. Army and Southern Command gymnastic champion:

WINNING ARMY GYMNASTS FROM JUNIOR LEADERS REGIMENT, ROYAL
SIGNALS
Photo&raph showing cups and medals won by the gymna.scic club at the Sou thern
Command and Ar my Gymnastic finals for 1965
Junior-Lance-Corporal Kendall, Junior-Corporal Dyer (Junior champion team
m.embers), S.I. R. Dart, A. P.T.C. (Senio r Army champion), Jun ior-Cor poral
Riddell (Junior Army champion and Juni o r team member), Junior-Signalman
Cumberpatch (runner up individ ual champion an d Junior team member)

liminary r?und the Signals lads came home 3-1 victors in a
mate? wh1~h was . unfortunately marred by the frayed tempers
and ill-feelmg which one normally associates with professional
games. Naturally these !ll~tcl_ies are keenly competitive, but
lack of self-control and disc1plme only serve to spoil the game
for both spectators and players alike. In the second round
played at J?enbury the Regiment met the Junior Leaders R.A.C.
from . Bovmgton. Although the Regiment did most of the
attackmg an~ looked the better of the two teams the visitors
were 4-2 victors and so removed the Regiment's interest in
the Army Cup for yet another season.
.\rmy titles for De11bury-au out."!tanding
gymna!lltic success
Earlier. this term ~e gymnastic and trampoline club was hard

~t ".York m pr~arauon to defend the gymnastic and trampoline
iumor ArI?Y utles wo~ at Aldershot last year; and to enter for

the first time the Senior Army Gymnastics. The training was
long a~d arduous for all concerned, proving the point that this
Sl)?rt is ?ne of the world's toughest. The trS:ning, however,
paid off m the Southern Command stage of the championship
where ~he club was also the defending champions. The
gy~nast1c team of four Junior Leaders, Junior Corporal Riddell,
Jl_IIlmr Corporal Dyer, Junior Corporal Kendall and Junior
Signalman .Cumberpat~h retai~ed. ~he team cup with Junior
Corporal Riddell wmnmg the mdlVldu\11 title with an excellent
all-round ~erfo~mance. It was very pleasing to see the team
reserve J u.mor Signalman Honey also turn in a good performance,
a fact wluch must herald well for next year.
We were not so for tunate, however, in the Trampoline Section
where the "A" team was confronted with strong opposition and
eventually took second place to the Army winners Gunior
Par~chute Company) by 3 marks. In th e fin al Army stage the
Ju~1or Parachu te Company were winners by a very clear margin
w.h1ch must show the excellent standard · r ached by Junior
Signalman 1'.orster an~ Gibson. Finally the turn of the team
coach came m the Semor gymnastics and here we captured our
ne:ct trophy, S.L Dart, A.P.T.C., winning the title by a clear 15
PO~ts. Thus the club returned with a further three weeks to
poh~h perf9rma~ces be.fore the Army championships, and with
hop_s runnmg high for further success the work proceeded well
under the watchful eye of Lieutenant Pearce, R.A.E.C.
Ii:i November_ the Army ~tage began with the first event, the
Seruor gymnastics and excitement was high as S.I. Dart was

~i~Ss)~t, A.P.T.C. (attached Junior Leaders Regiment, Royal
J1;10iorC Army aru;i Southern Command gymnastic champion.
·
J unior orpora1 Riddell..
Juni?r Army_ and Southern Command gymnastic team
champions: Junior Leaders Regiment, Royal Signals.
Runners-up Southern Command trampoline title . J ·
Leaders Regiment, Royal Signals "A" team.
· unior
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•• A lick of paint 011 the wounds "
b Theb Indian ~ummer of our last exercise is over and we have
e~ usy amid the flurries of early snow puuing a lick of
pamt on the wo~n?s o~ the summer season. The C.I.V. and
tht; Annual ~~strauve Inspection have come and gone in
quick succ:ss:on With a good report from each and th
·
sports are m full swing.
e wmter
The Administrative Inspection was carried out on r6tb
November b.Y Brigadier P. K. Rooke, C.R.A., who is a much
respected fnend of. the Regiment. He was welcomed by a
Quarter-Guard pr<?v1ded . by 2 Squadron and commanded by
Sergea~,t T .. Gracie; this guard was known as the "Didd
Guar?, owmg. to_ the stature of those in it.
Sergea!r
Gracie was agam m the limelight when the Brigadier went
on to . take the pass-off parade of an M.P.C. III course
of which Sergeant G!Scie wa the Chief Instructor.
Fo;
th~ . res,t of t~e. momm~ the Brigadier croncentrated on th~
soldiers amemues, tourmg the barrack rooms, the W.V.S.
0

M.P:C· II~ Course being inspected by Brigadier P. K. Rooke. Left
to right m atte~dance, R.S.M. Wombell, Lieutenant-Colonel J. R.
Cu bberley, Maior W. J. Robinson, Sergeant T. Gracie. (Photo:
Sergeant Richardson)
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room and the Corporals' Club. After drinks in the Sergeants'
Mess and lunch with the officers, the Brigadier watched a
drive past by the M.T. of 2 and 3 Squadron . This was
followed by a comprehensive tour of our airmen 27 Flight
A. .C. The quarter guard saluted his departure at the end of
successful day.

Probable trad structure of the future
explained
On the 24th ovember we had two important visitor . The
fir t, Lieutenant-Colonel W. R. H. Hencher, M.B.E., Deputy
Offi r l.C. Royal Signals Records, spoke to all the Warrant
Officers and
.C.0.s of the Regiment on promotion, career
planning and postings in the various trades of the Corps. He
made crystal clear the qualifications that are required of N .C.O.s
and the probable trade structure of the future. F. of S. Goodman ( I Squadron) gamely argued a point in question time but
lost amicably. After lunch in the Officers Mess, LieutenantColonel Hencher was then sent off in a Land Rover to battle
his way through .the snow to 1st Regiment at Verden who had
reported that the roads in their area were impassable. However
our two drivers returned the following day and reported rhat
they had managed to reach their objective.
• • • then the Disho11 had something to say
about smuggling
Our second visitor ~temporarily speaking) was me Senior
Chaplain to the Forces, The Right Reverend Stanley Woodley
Betts, M.A., Bishop of Maidstone. He addressed ourselves and
2 Division Regiment R.C.T. from the boxing ring in the
gymnasium. Perhaps strengthened by the Pope's e.xample, be
was undeterred by this unusual rostrum but thought it an
appropriate excuse to ask us to make it known to any Customs
authorities that we might meet that His Grace .the Bishop is
not a smuggler of arms, a misconception that led to his being
searched on entering one of the remoter parts of tlle world. We
are reliably informed that the authorities concerned suspected
that the Bishop's collapsible staff was a new secret weapon.

GERMANY
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RILEY
WOLSELEY
M.G.
SOLE DISTRIBUTOR
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backs. Corporal Stopforth (R.M.P.), Lance-Corporal Brazier
(Royal Signals), Captain Billingham (Royal Signals), Signalman
Bowers (Royal Signals), Second-Lieutenant Baly (Royal Signals)
and Driver Morgan (R.C.T.) played outstanding well.
(Obviously a good game, but what was the score?-Editor.)
One of our practice games for the Army Cup was a friendly
against 7th Regiment, a tremendously hard game for which we
lost 6-nil, having beaten them earlier in the season I2-9. We
were delighted that several 7th Regiment players came to
support us in the Army Cup, and in the bar afterwards.
We are now looking forward to the spring and an equally
good second half of the season, particularly the seven-a-side.

Boxing
This has started in fine style. As last year, the first match
of the season was against the Bunde and Melle German Club.
The Regiment won by seven bouts to three as compared
with a draw last year. The match was preceded by an exchange
of trophies between the two teams.
Highlights of the evening were the brilliant win by Army
Champion Featherweight Lance-Corporal F. Waters in two
rounds and an exciting three rounds points win by Signalman
F. Fiero.
Despite this first success the team approached its first Army
Cup match with caution and the result a win by six bouts to
five against the ISt Bn. The Royal Fusiliers was as close as
the score suggests.
Lance-Corporal War.ers again boxed well bur the most exciting
boxing was by Light Middleweight Lance-Corporal L. Hibbert,
who is showing championship form, and heavyweight Signalman
D. Pelligrinetti whose speed and skill impress the pundits, many
of whom think him an Army heavyweight "hope." We are still
unbalanced, partially through illness and courses but, alas, also
through posting of some of our better men. Enthusiastic newcomers are, however, filling the breaches and we hope to retain
the 2nd Division championships when we meet the 15/19th
Kings' Royal Hussars on 16th December.

Soccer
The regimental soccer team had done very well in playing
six games to date wiA1lout a defeat and scoring a total 36 goals
for, five against. They are through to the third round of the
Army Units Cup, beating 2 Field Regiment R.A. two goals to
nil and 25 Corps Engineer Regiment 4-2. If hard training is
any measure they must be the fittest team in B.A.0.R. so we
hope for more wins in the near future.

Rugby
The snow has arrived and it looks as though we will be
exchanging our rugger boots for ski boots until the end of
January at least. Nonetheless we have had a good start to
the season.
Because the integrated Divisional Headquarters and the
Signal elements of the Regiment are split by the 15 miles
between Lubbecke and Bunde everything tends to become
administratively a little difficult, but where there is a will there
is always a way and rugger is no exception. We have two
flourishing teams, each thoroughly enjoying their friendly
fixtures. For the Army Cup we had a walk over in the first
round, and met the Duke of Wellington's Regiment in the
second. You may say "enough said," but it was an excellent
game for spectators and players alike, with brilliant breaks by
the Duke's backs, a series of grand forw&d tushes by our most
impressive pack and some courageous defensive play by our

Transformation--Into • gleaming e~amples of
teclmical emclency '
Most of November has been taken up either preparing, enduring, or getting over one inspection after another, with, of
course, an odd exercise or two thrown in just to make sure
that no one was missed out.
In rhe course of three weeks we have successfully negotiated
a U.E.I., C.I.V. and Administrative Inspection. No sooner
had we returned from exercising in North Africa than we
were faced with the main problem confronting the Regiment,
which was to transform our battered vehicles and abused equipments into gleaming examples of technical efficiency. Thanks
to a lot of hard work by all concerned, the deadline was
reached, and a big sigh of relief must have been heard all over
Salisbury Plain when it was all over.
The Administrative Inspection turned out to be a minor
operation-so much detail went into it. We were inspected by
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Lance-Corporal L. Hibbert (right) of 2nd Regiment was in championship form in the first Army Cup match against Isl Battalion Royal
Fusiliers. The Regiment won the match by 6 bouts to 5

Hockey
We started the season with high ambitions (and hopes) by
playing ,t he Army champions, 7th Regiment, and did quite well
considering that our team is a fairly new one, losing 8-o. Our
team is progressing well, helped by 't he enthusiasm of our
young blood and we hope for better things to come. So far
we have played eight games, won five, lost three.
Basketball
The regimental team has played seven League games, winning
six and losing only to R.A.F. Gutersloh.
3rd

U.Q.

&
SIGNAL REGIMENT,
DULFOllD CAMP
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1. We have many
years of
experience in
meeting British
Forces
requirements in
Germany.

Corporal Springe~ ~f 3rd Regiment competing in the horse riding
section of the British Pentathlon Championships as a member of
the Army 'B' Team. In this event he finished 3rd overall
MORRIS 11004 DOOR DE-LUXE SALOON

Brigadier J. D. Goddard, M.C., C.R.A. to the Division, and be
really made sure that we kn.ew. what ~e ~ere .doing. 1 Squadron
we~e set the task of estabhshmg radio c1rcults with outstations
which had been "planted" unknown to us. The drivers of
3 Squ'.1~?n were given a complicated set of driving tests
and D1vmon. H.Q. Squadron were sent off on a timed route
march. Dunng the course of the day the inspecting officer
spoke to a large number of officers, N.C.0.s and soldiers but
I am sure that the following conversation must have mad~ his
day:
" And what games do you play?"
Squash, sir."
INSPECTING OFFICER: "Splendid
splendid-and who do
you play with?"
'
CORPORAL: " Sergeant - - - and Corporal - - - , sir."
INSPECTING OFFICER: " Good, and where do you play?"
CORPORAL: "In a squash court, sir."
· . . . . followed by silence from the Inspecting Officer.
.Our sporting activ.ities have been confined, in the main, to
friendly and domesuc fixtures, except to record the sad fact
that the hockey -team bowed out of the Army Cup to R.E.M.E.,
Afborfiel?, ~y the convin~ing scor~ of 4-I. The run of play
did not 1ust1fy such a difference m the score, but it is goals
that count.
INSPECTING

3. Our stock of
spare parts is
over two million
Deutschmarks in
value.
4. Hire purchase
facilities avaHable
through .
N A.A.F.I.

OFFICER :

CoRPORAL: "

Special mention 11111si be 111;uJc•
We. feel that Cor.l?oral Spr~~er deserves a special mention
for ~1s fine efforts m the British Pe!ltathlon Championships.
H~ JS the only. member of Royal Signals who competes in
this event at this s~and.ard an~ 1:1e finished 14th overall. His
best events were third m the ndmg and fourth in the fencing.
Our photo shows him in the riding event.
Congratulations!-and welcome
Our con~ratulati<?ns. ~is month go to W.O.I (F. of S.) C.
Day on hi~ com~issio~mg and posting to Aden. Farewells
go to .Captam Davies, Lieutenant Sutherland, Lieutenant Risby,
Captam Mulley, Sergeant Boyle, Staff Sergeant Byrne (A.C.C.),
Sergeants Blake and Williams (R.E.M.E.) and Corporal White,
and. our welco~es are extended to Captain Goldney, Captain
Robmson, Captam Jackson, W.O.I Ashton, Sergeant Braithwaite
Staff Sergeant Figgins (A.C.C.)
'
Now we are winding ourselves up for the final week of
"Jollies" and celebrations.
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you right on
German motoring
regulations.
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quarter-final against 13/ ~8 H1;1ssars, which was played in
bitterly cold weather and m a wmd of gale force, our team had
one of those days when nothing went right .and we were
deservedly beaten by 4 goals to I.. The team 1s we~ pla~ed,
however, in our lo~! league, havmg won five of its eight
league games.
.
Although our Regimental Hockey tean: has w~n its only C?P
match so far, it would perhaps be temptmg providence to wnte
more.
A couple of weeks ago we took the first st~p towards _the
formation of a Unit Boxing Team by holding a Novices
Competition. Eleven bouts were stag~ and the standard was
such that it is hoped to form a Unit Tea!11 to meet. other
units in friendly matches throughout the wmter. purmg an
interval between bouts the spectators were entertamed by a
very oompetent display on the unit trampoline by Signalman
Quinn of 2 Squadron, Signalman Cleve of 3 Squadr~n and
Craftsman Heap of the I:.A.D., who _gave ev~ryone an _idea of
th fun which can be obtamed from this new piece of eqwpment.
Charlie Troop look smart with crook sticks at the port

7th
4th BEGIHENT, D.F.P.O. IS
In last month's WIRE notes we included a brief account of
our annual Administrative Inspection, al~ough by . then no
photographs of the great day had be<>...n prmt.ed. 11us month
we include two photographs to serve as a remmder of ~e day.
Unfortunately a thick mist which covere~ Herford during that
morning, and which those on parade will remember only too
vividly proved too much for our photographers for none of
the ph~tographs of the parade itself is clear ei:iough for reproduction in THE WIRE. We are now preparing for the C.I.V.
Inspection and the R.E.M.E. Tel~ Inspection both. of which are
due to take place in January. While these preparatio~s _are ke~p
ing the Regiment's technical experts busy, the Trammg Wmg
has re-opened and large numbers of . the Regiment's tradesmen
are back in the classroom on upgradmg or refresher courses.
Sport
This month we must give pride of place to the Regimental
Rugger XV which has. won the pivisional Inter-U~ it Team
Championship by beatmg our neighbours, 7th Regunent, by
25 points to 17 in a thrilling final. They next meet 2 R?yal
Tank Regiment in the semi-final of the B.A.O.R. Championship and we hope to report success !_lext month.
.
.
Our Regimental Soccer Team beat two ~er reglID~nts ~
successive rounds of the B.A.0.R. Inter-Umt Champ1?nsh1p
and we had high hopes of further success; however, m the

REGIMENT,
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With the coming of November, we turned our back on ttie
German forests and withdrew to Maresfield Barracks to start
individual training.
We celebrated this on 5th November
with fireworks, sharing the occasion with Guy Fawkes.

Training
Lieutenant de Bretton Gordon, on posting to _the Regim~nt,
had barely set foot in the camp when he found himself runnmg
three busy M.P.C. courses. As a result, we now ha"'.e .over 50
more professionally proficient soldiers_!
Trade tra:nmg was
carried out in Squadrons and ed_ucatlon by 4.5 A.E.C. We
started to achieve our aim of movmg each soldier one step up
the ladder in one of the three requisites for promoti?n. It
was difficult at one stage to find more than two soldiers per
Squadron who were not actively engaged in some course or
other.
SCH!inl Activities
Our very active W~ves', Club held a. dance on 13th November
and sold their conmbutlons at a brmg-and-buy sale on 29th
November. This was judged to have been a successf~ venture
and a substantial sum of money was r.aised for charity.. The
Officers' Mess held a ladies' guest mght, and early m the
month entertained 2nd Regiment. The Sergeants' Mess allowed
all repressed Beatniks to show their true selves at a " SloppyJoe Night."
.
Lieutenant Sampson brought guarde~ reports of th~ auditions and rehearsals he has been hold~g for t_he Regm~ental
Concert in December. Hidden talent will remam so until the
~M~
.
"Tango" Troop ran a car rally. This was enioyed by
everyone who took part-except, perhaps, Corp?ral Jones and
Signalman Hughes. The for.mer .because he su_ll h~s an _egg,
which must be very hard-boiled mdeed, stuck m his radiator
pipe. The latter because he thought of the idea of requiring
competitors to boil eggs. He tested what proved to be a very
soft egg on the window of his car.

family, together with the other arrivals, who are: W.O.II
Clarkson, Staff Scrgefsnt Brackstone, Corporal Filer, Corporal
Clark, Lance-Corporal Ingham and Signalman Wilmot.
One of the longest serving members of the Regiment, raff
ergeant Knight, has left us to go on an unaccompanied tour
to Gan Island. We are very sorry to lose him, but as a
memorial he leaves behind him in 2 Squadron such remarkable feats of engineering as the field latrine de luxe and the
The
palatial (H. & C., all mod. cons.) 0.C.'s caravan.
Sergeants' Mess is indebted to him for his presentation of very
impressive serviette rack. We also said goodbye to crgeant
Pilkington and Sergeant Campbell, and wish them well in their
new units.
~larrin"ei.

Signalman Mcfadyen sets this line moving in the first round of the
B.A.O.R. Cup against 27 G.M. Regiment, R.A. The Regiment won
40-nil

Corporal Cairns, our 6ft. 6in. technician, has disproved the
claim that Judo is the small man's means of defence. He won
the B.A.O.R. light heavyweight championship in Sennelager
and went on to be runner-up in the Army competition held in
Aldershot. He is, of course, the leading light in the Regimental Judo Club, and is to be congratulated on a very fine
performance.
The Army Champion Hockey Team, although depleted by
a few members, has been successful in the first round of this
year's Army Cup. We hope they will do as well this year as
last.

Arrivals and Departures
Major Pitkin, recently arrived from the Army Air Corps,
has not only " had his wings clipped," but has been locked behind the bars of the R.H.Q. cage. We welcome him and his

An Alpha Troop saracen drives past the inspecting officer
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Jlirths
Lance-Corporal and Mrs. McNally, a daughter, Denise, on
15th October, 1965; Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Carter, a
daughter, Diana, on 23rd October, 1965; Signalman and Mrs.
D. Phillips, a daughter, Pamela Anne, on 19th September, 1965;
Signalman and Mrs. D. Thomas, a daughter, Michelle, on
15th October, 1965; Signalman and Mrs. Sheppard, a son,
Torston, on 31st August, 1965; Sergeant and Mrs. Flake, a
son, Robert, on 13th October, 1965; Sergeant and Mrs. Brodie,
a son, Marcus; Corporal and Mrs. MacDonald, a daughter,
Elaine Jamieson Richardson; Corporal and Mrs. Keighley, a
daughter, Pamela Jane; Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Doe, a son,
Gary John; Lance-Corporal and Mrs. White, a son, Michael
Robert; Signalman and Mrs. Clayton, a daughter, Tina.
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Sport
S.S .M. Craddock has shown that we are no_t to be _foile~
and can rattle sabres with th~ best. True _rap1er-thrustmg ~s
now performed twice weekly 10 the gyi:nnasmm. Al~ough it
is early days yet, reports have come m of a Fenc:ng Clu?
party being planned.
It is to be held when the club 1s
twenty-two meetings old.
.
The rugby team, although unfor~~te to lo.se some of its
members early in the season through miury or sickness, showed
great promise. The first _two rou~ds of the A~my Cup were
won easily by a forty-pomt margm. The third roun~ was
more difficult, but we eventually bea.t. R.N.F. by 22 pomts to
1 r. Although the game was played ~n sub-zero temp_er.a~ures
on a hard ground injuries were surprismgly few. The l51v1S1onal
final was hard-f~ught and was almost in the bag ~hen 4th
Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment scored a last-mmute try
and converted it to even the score. Our opponents played
extremely well during the extra time and th_e game ended
with 4th Regiment e:ght points ahead. We wish them every
success in the remaining rounds.

Lance-Corporal D. Mar.tindale to Priscilla Larrier, at Methodist Church, Roscoe Place, Leeds, on 14th August, 1965;
Lance-Corporal P. Vince to Susan Webb, at Parish Church,
Illingworth, on 2nd October 1965; Lance-Corporal I. F. Grant
to Irene Armstrong, at St. Machar's Cathedral, Aberdeen, on
2nd October, 1965; Signalman E. Buckland to Diane Atkinson,
at Church of Holy Cross, Fenham, on 16th October, 1965.
Other marriages were: Signalman Hall to Miss Haywood;
ignalman Mogg and Miss Banton; Signalman Jones to
Fraulein Dietrich; Signalman Mullen to Miss Wilson.

precious stones, a badge brooch is
a gift of lasting charm. Here
is a pi ce of jewellery which is
always appropriate and always
in perfect ta te. \Vrite now for
details to our military department.
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MEN OF THE CORPS
IN 8th REGIMENT
They have all been to
'Faraway Places,'
but back they all come
to Catterick in the end!
Major General C. J. Deedes, O.B.E., M.C., Chief of Staff Eastern
Command , talking to Staff·Sergeant Ellis-an instructor on the
Com Cen Op Class 111-11 course, during a recent visit to 10th Regiment

10th Regiment, Hounslow
n.11.q.
In October we were honoured by a visit from MajorGeneral C. J. Deedes, o.B.E., M.C., Chief of Staff, Eastern
Command,. who was shown the various unit activities. The
accompanymg photograph shows the Chief of Staff talking to
Staff Sergeant Ellis, one of the instrucrors on the Comcen
Operator Class III-II course presently being run by the Regiment. October also saw the pass-off of yet another M.P.C.
Class I Course, and readers may recognise some of their friends
in the accompanying photograph.
I

Squadron
party from. I ~quadron has recently spent three days prov1dmg communications for the B.B.C., filming sequences in
a i;;rograrnme " So you think you can Drive " on Stanford
P.T.A. Those present were left in no doubt that the actual
c~as~es were most authentic and should make spectacular
~1ewmg wh~n shown on 23rd D~c~mber. With the State Openmg of Parliament and the Arm1st1ce Day Service in Whitehall
behind us, we now resort to the more mundane type of
soldiering.
We extend a hearty welcome to Corporal Takarwn GurllJlg
from 17th (Gurkha) Signal Regiment, who is attached to the
Regiment prior to attending a Radio Technician TI Course at
Catterick.

. A:

I. Corporal Barker, ex Christmas Island, Anglesey and Cyprus, just completing a termination on to tag blocks. 2. Corporal
Errington, ex Labuan, Singapore and B.A.O.R., strips the ends of cables-note the home made brazier. 3. Lance.Corporal
Fred, ex Seychelles Islands, B.A. O.R. and Cyprus, and Signalman Hall, ex Singapore, Borneo and B.A.O.R., having just completed
a joint. 4. Signalman Wood, ex B.A.O.R., Cyprus and Gan Island, fills in one of the numerous holes

(;able Jointer upgrading

Although Catterick does not really come into the category
of a far-away place-or does it-we do get people from all
over the world passing through on upgrading courses. Cable
Jointer, Class I, Course No. 8, which assembled on the 21st
September, produced a group of twelve experienced men from
many parts of the world and it was soon appreciated that they
formed a group of very experienced practical workers. For
their practical training they were given the task of connecting
up a system control incorporating radio relay, auto exchange
and DC equipment for technician training. This involved
jointing cables between three training rooms as subs:diary
stations to a mains system control, and whilst it is appreciated
that compared to some of the normal tasks of the Corps this
was not a particularly difficult job, it was sufficiently out of the
ordinary to warrant mention.
Unfortunately, the Catterick winter arrived early, and on
the second day there was a full " arctic " blizzard to contend
with, and, for the rest of the week, about two to three feet
of snow. However, nothing daunted these stalwarts, and in
true Cable Jointer style, they were soon equipped with homemade tents, braziers and paraffin stoves and carried on, if
not merrily, then for certain, cheerfully.
16

As the O.C. Troop had recently started attending photography
classes, he was soon seen floundering through knee-deep snow
clicking away, and whilst not producing professional results,
it is hoped that these snaps are suitable for reproduction.
(Possibly by the end of his course he may have learnt more
about how to take good photographs!)
(;lass I Teelmieian Course qualifying examination

The third of these half-yearly examinations was held on
26th October, and the results are now in the hands of all
concerned . We would very much like to congratulate Corporal
C. T. D erbyshire, of 4th Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment,
and Corporal W. Lawson, of 7th Regiment, on achieving outstanding results. At the other end of the scale there are a
few real triers, who have unfortunately failed for the third time.
We appreciate that they probably cannot hope to emulate the
Corporal Derbyshires and Corporal Lawsons of this world, but
we would respectfully suggest that the dusry old notes of the
Class II Course be dug out and looked at before the next
attempt! If anybody wants help, they have only to write to
us: we regret, however that stocks of old qualifying examination
papers are very low indeed, but we can suggest suitable
avenues for fruitful study!
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2 Squadron

Major Gordon Neilson our former Squadron Commander,
has left us to command 21st Regiment; we wish him (and his
dog) every success .in ~is new appointment. We welcome Major
Tom Fortescue-Hitchms, who has replaced him.
St•ort
The Regimental soccer team has made a most encouraging
start to the season, having played five and won four drawn
one, with 24 goals for and IO against. We are at' present
top of the league.
Another notable achievement in the field of sport ( ?) was
made by Major Bert Sawyer, President (and almost the only
member) of the Regimental Angling Club, when he landed
a 24lb. carp from the River Thames on a Wednesday recreational
training period. This fish is a record for the river, and Major
Sawy~r was awar~ed a prize r.eel from ~e Angling Times
for his feat, and m true champion style, 1s complaining of a
weakness in his arm as a result.
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DO YOU KNOW ANYONE HERE!
M.P.C. Class I Course at 10th Regiment
Rear standing (left ID right): Corporals Hudson (H.Q. A.E.R.), Lidbury (2l7 Sqn.),
Joyce (H.Q. A.E.R.), Braithwaite (Depot R.M.P.). Hardman (10 Rc1t.), McCaskey
(30 Regt.), Middleton (Lofe Guard Si&. Tp). Centre (left ID ritht): Corporal
Hawkins (227 Sqn.), Lance·Corporal Joy ('41 Rest.), Corporals Galland (1 0 Rest.)
Abbott (S4 Re1t.), Pennington (School of Infantry), Lance-Corporal Turner
(1 0 Regt.)! Corpora ls Blackman (1 0 Regt.), Holmes (10 Rest.). Sittint (left to
ritht): Sergeant Scottern (65 Reg<.), Corporal Robinson (227 Sqn.), W.0.11
(S.S. M.) Palman, Major M. W. Simms-Reeve, Lieutenant-Colonel J, R. Ellis,
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) A. A. J. Reed, Sergeant Spiers, Corporal O'Kill (30 Rea<.)

A reminder to all Ham stations-the Regimental station now
has its own call sign, G3UUD, and is on the air most days
looking for CQs-let's hear from you.
2ht llE4;DIE~T D.F.1•.o. ta
f»oodbye to the c:;.O.-he t•ut ns on the nm1•
At the end of the month we said goodbye to our Commanding Officer and his wife, Lieutenant-Colonel Geoffrey and
Peggy Homer. At his dining-out by the warrant officers and
Senior N.C.O.s and by the officers, he was left in no doubt
that his stay with us has been a happy one, and that we have
put ourselves on the map in both work and sport during his
tour with the Regiment, largely through his encouragement
and enthusiasm.
Peggy was seen off by the Wives' Club in an equally incere,
but not quite so energetic manner, and they both leave us
with our good wishes for a peaceful tour in FARELF.
Lieutenant-Colonel Gordon Neilson and his wife came to
us from 10th Regiment.
We are sure their stay will be
happy and interesting.
Lieutenant-Colonel Homer's last duty was to present the
Inter-Squadron Swimming Trophy to 3 Squadron and the
Inter-Squadron Cross-Country Cup to "L" Airfield Troop.
Both were hard-fought and their winning was well de erved.
The n_\.F. Fitters are certainly our gain
In common with a number of other Royal Signals units,
we acquired, attached to L.A.D., a number of R.A.F. fitter~
who, it was said, were surplus to their requirements. The
R.A.F.'s loss is our gain, for they were certainly hand-picked
and a finer bunch of lads at work and play one could not wish
for. They identified themselves \\ith the Reg1m.:nt from the
start, and are in the peculiar position of being on an R.A.F.
station in R.A.F. uniform, working for the Army. We are
very pleased to have you, and if you've anv friend who would
·
like to join, let us know.
(Best wishes to our R.A.F. Signalme11.-Editor).

Why not keep your connections with the Corps when
you leave the Service?
A good appointment at Association H.Q. await a
London based ex-Warrant Officer or N.C.0. of the
Corps.
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BEST

CA~IP

BECIWITS

Signulman P. J. Hewitt
The best recruit to pass
off on 14th October was
Signalman Peter Hewitt
aged 19. He is the only
son of Mr. and Mrs. J.
Hewitt, of ro, Mashery
Place
C o n g 1e t o n ,
Cheshire. Whilst living
in Congleton, Signalman
Hewitt received his education at Con g 1 e t o n
Secondary Modern School
for Boys.
On leaving school he
took a job with a local
radio and television sales
and servicing establishment where he learnt to
drive as well as me
servicing of radio and
Si1nalman Peter Hewitt
television. During this
period he also attended
Crewe College of Further Education (Central) and sat his City
and Guilds Diploma. On encouragement from Mr. James
Hewitt, his father, who is an ex-regular soldier, be joined
the Army. Because of his background in electronics he had an
obvious leaning towards ilie Royal Corps qf Signals and joined
them in August, 1965.
He has now completed his seven weeks basic training. In
his training he showed himself to be a first class recruit in all
aspects of his work and was awarded the title of "Best Recruit
at P.T." in his intake.
Signalman Hewitt is keen on sport and has not only boxed
and played soccer for his Troop, but was selected to play
soccer for his Regiment, and looks forward to joining his next
Unit and playing for them.
He will continue his training at 8th Regiment, when he will
be trained as a Technician.
Signalman P. A. Seymore-Smith
The best recruit to Pass Off on 29th October was Signalman
Seymore-Smith. He comes from Monk's Way, Priory Road,
Bilsington, Ashford, Kent.
He attended the Royal Naval Training Ship Mercury for
four years and reached the rank of Leading Hand (LanceCorporal). He was trying to become a deck officer but was
failed on his eyesight.
He is a keen sportsman, interested in rugby, soccer, sailing
and shooting.

Signubnuu D. H. lUurks
The Best Recruit of No. 8 Troop which passed off on 12th
November, 1965, was Signalman lJavid Marks, aged 20. He
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Marks, of 358, Sea Side,
Eastbourne. Whilst living in Eastbourne, Signalman Marks
received his education at .hastbourne Grammar School and was
also a C.C.F. Cadet for two years.
On leaving school he became a trainee manager with Associated
British Cinemas and atter two years decided that lite m the
Army would sausfy his desire for a more active life and also
give him a better trade.
In his training he showed himself to be a first class soldier
in all aspects or his work and also to have the title of Best
Recruit m his intake.
He will now continue training in the potential officer troop
at nth .t{egtment and obtam the necessary qualifications for
a Commission m the Corps, we hope.

S•gnabuan G. \Vise
The Best Recruit of 2 and 5 Troops which passed off on
Friday, 26th November, 1905, was ~ignaunan Gerald Wise,
aged 17 years.
He is single and prior to joining the Army he lived with his
parents, lVJ.r. and Mrs. Sidney Wise, at 148, Wordsworth .Koad,
rlofietd, Bnstol 7.
His brother is a Corporal in the Is.t Bn. the Gloucester Regiment. After leaving scnool, where he passed five G.C.E. '0' level
subjects, he worked. as a general clerk tor the South West Gas
Hoard, but his job· had few prospects.
The adventure, travel and trade offered by the Army life
appealed to film and so he applied to join the Royal Corps of
~ignals. He leaves tlus unit tor 8th Regiment to be trained
as a Signals Technician.
Visit by the ~faster of Signals
The major event of the month was the visit by the Master
of Signals, Major~General Sir William Scott, K.C.M.G., C.B.,
c.B.E., on roth November, 1965. He visited the Regiment whilst
on a visit to the Training Brigade and was shown various aspects
of the military training and work. The Regiment provided a
Brigade Quarter Guard comprised of members of Continuation
Training Troop. (Those awaiting Trade Training courses).
His Al>C for the visit was Lieutenant M. L. P. Brock who
commands one of the Recruit Troops. Lady Scott accompanied
her husband on his visit to Catterick and had coffee at the
Harewood Club with wives from the three Training Regiments.

Armistice Sunday
On Armistice Sunday, 14th November, we joined with 8th
Regiment in a non-denominational Drumhead Service on Vimy
Square. Later services were held in all churches including St.
Martin's, the Garrison Church. At mid-day there was a march
past by troops representing all units in Catterick Garrison.
The Regimental detachment of fifty men was led by Captain
J. H. May, with Lieutenant D. M. Aird and W.0.11 P. Gill.

The Inspecting Officer, Brigadier A. J. Woodrow, M.B.E., Commanding Training Brigade, talks to Mrs. Seymore-Smith and son, after
the Pass-Off and Prize-giving
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He represented the Regiment at rugby and was equal ' best
shot.'
He has been selected for training as a Special Operator and
will undergo his training at 224 Squadron.

•• Puss oil " Parades
The usual number of 'pass-off' parades have been held
during the month. The first, on 12th November, was taken by
the Brigade Commander, Brigadier A. J. Woodrow, M.B.E. It
was after this that the snow came down causing the Drill Square
to be ' hors de combat ' and the next ' pass-off ' parade had to
be held in the Gymnasium- the first time for over two years
that the weather has forced us indoors. The Troops on parade
had .to use "P.T. foot drill" but the problem of acoustics was
not so easily solved for the Royal Signals Band! Brigadier W.
C. W. SJoan, late 3rd Carabiniers, Prince of Wales' Dragoon
Guards, Brigadier Royal Armoured Corps Northern and Scottish
Commands, Acting G.O.C. Yorkshire District, took the salute.
THE WIRE, JANUARY-FEBRUARY 1966

The Master of Signals accompanied by the Brigade Commander,
Brigadier A. J. Woodrow, M.B.E., inspects the Quarter Guard
Sno ·, snow, evf'rywbf're
The . snow has ~rought its usual havoc and many outlying
farms i~ _the Cattenck area have been cut .off by severe drifting.
The rmlitary was called upon to take m food supplies and
~veral members of the Regunent, w~o were known skiers, were
kitted out ready for the task, adding yet another sphere in
which the Army has proved its versatility.

No. 2 (DEPOT) SQUADRON
We write these notes mainly for the interest of all who will
be passing through out hands, for the information of all who
remember their time spent here in transit and for units who
despatch soldiers to us and receive soldiers from us.
For those who do not know we are now situated in Hooge
Lines at Catterick occupying W.R.A.C. accommodation (stand
easy! the W.R.A.C. are not here now).
We receive
All men who break ·t heir journey here report to our Reception,
an office set out to operate on the same lines as that at an
airport, hotel, motel, etc., and staffed along the same lines. The
men who in fact will visit Reception are those moving from
B.A.0.R. to World Wide and vice versa, resettlement courses,
discharges, R.T.U.s and Training Brigade movement output to
Units outside the United Kingdom.
We have achieved some progress and are ambitious of
achieving much more in so far that whilst you may tarrv a
while we try to ensure that vour time is not wasted. Besides
!?Oing through the normal dekittin!I, kitting. medical, passport,
documentation, pay, welfare procedure. we also have a training
programme (what! in the Depot Squadron?).

.~T.

f,,LOUf:ESTEll

Freedom of Entry to ihf' (lty of Glou<'t·~ter
It is with just pride that we announce that the Right Wor hipfuJ Mayor and citizens of the City of Glouce ter have agreed
to grant the Freedom of Entry to the City of Glouce ter to
14th Regiment. This is, we believe to be, unique in the hi tory
of the Corps and we are highly delighted of the honour be towed
on the Corps.
Royal Signals have been directly associated with the City
of Gloucester for a quarter of a century, for it was in 1940 that
the communication centre at Boddington wa first opened,
though at that time it only served military installations in the
West of England. In 1954 H.R.H. The late Princes Royal,
as Colonel-in-Chief Royal Signals, opened a new block and
from then on world-\\'._idc communications which had hitherto
b~n operated from Whitehall itself, were terminated there.
At the same time, a Signal Regiment was po ted to Robinswood Barracks-or Reservoir Camp as it was then named-in
order to undertake the increased load of work.
'Ifle Regiment was then named No. I War Office Signal
Regunent and it has operated Boddington without a break, for
twenty-four hours _every day since 19th September, 1954·
On 12th May this year, with the inauguration of its automatic
routing equipment, the centre became the most up-t<Hiate of
its type in the world.
The Regiment now looks forward to the demolition of the
present hutted camp and the erection of its new barracks on
the same site below Robinswood Hill, work which is due to
commence at the end of 1966.
The ceremony of granting the Freedom of Entry will be
held during late April and early May and as can be imagined
planning has already started.
Visits galore
Readers who have not seen the installations run by the Regiment, namely the T.R.C. at Boddington and the Transmitter
and Receiver sites possibly do not realise that they compare
more than favourably with equivalent service and civilian
establishments both in terms of equipment and efficiency.
Knowing that we have something to sell, which is worth selling
we do just that, and take great pleasure in showing our ware;
t~ _visitors from all walks of lif~. We have recently organised
visits to the T.R.C. for 57th Regiment (T.A.) and the University
of Bristol O.T.C. Signal Section, and the members of these
parties were visibly interested in an aspect of the Corps that is
not known in detail to many.
Holding on to what we hove
The I Squadron soccer team which last year won the
Southern Command Minor Units Championship is again on the
rampage. Afte!'.-.a_slow start caused by the inevitable team

We train ond give information
Training is varied and will include sport, films, trade refresher
training (restricted to the operating trades at the moment).
visits of interest including our own corps museum which, sad
to relate. most cbaos have never seen or even heard of! Also
information about the Unit and country a man is going to. (0.C.
Drafting Trooo office is more like a well-known travel bureau
at the moment), and Units please note, not all transitees know
about ilie Unit and country thev are goinit to. particularlv the
voung soldier who has just tiassed out of the Trainin2 Bril?llde.
The soldier really needs to be told. Our thanks l!O to Regiments,
Souadrons and Trooos overseas who have kindlv sent us
information sheets so that we can do our best to orientate the
men who are comin11: to you. We are planninl? a room soeciallv
for this purpose. Please send us yours, including photographs.
We respectfully request
Finally we do ask Units that when a chap leaves them to
come to us not only should he be equipoed to scale but also
to be in possession of that scale when he arrives here, have
his passport, bren dealt with medically. his problems, if any,
passed to us. This all makes it easier for us to deal with him
and get him moving quickly.

T HE w ! R E J
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The smiling wives of the 14th Regiment-their Christmas gift stall
raised over £100 for Service charities. Left to right: Mrs. Hibberd,
Mrs. Mootham, Mrs. Fox, Mrs. Haw, Mrs. Evls, Mrs. Porter and
Mrs. Anderson
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ch nge they are now back into gear and are registering scores
whi h read more like a rugger side. On Wednesday, 8th
December, they played 70 Aircraft Workshop R.E.M .E. on the
first round of the D istrict Championships and came up with a
- 2 win ; so our hold on the cup slowly tightens.

l :itlt HEGHIE~T, D.F .P.O. 6 9

!he Regiment has .finally said goodbye to the
umt's first Commandmg Officer since it was reformed, Lieutenant-Colonel J. W. Rayner. The
Colonel was sent off with a parade on Tuesday
30th November, and was suitably dispatched o~
a cable plough (we have at last found a use for it!) to three
rousing cheers from the whole Regiment.

s ..\F.\ Baza ar
For a change we devote space to that essential body of backroom w orkers, namely the Regimental Wives. T hey have been
bu y for months preparing for the Gloucester hire County
AFA Christmas Bazaar which was held in the Guildhall on
Friday, November 12th. Their task was to run a Christmas
Gift tall and to exceed the total contributed in previous years.
At the end of a harra sing and exhausting day t heir efforts
proved to be succes ful and they were able ro hand ro the
organising committee £uo. The photograph shows some of
the wives before they and the stall W!!re engulfed by a horde
of bargain seekers I
2 Squadron-.\11n11.11l l11s1u~ction
November was a fairly hectic month at Droirwich. The big
event, of course was our Annual Administrative Inspection by
Brigadier R. C. Windsor-Clive (late Coldstream Guards),
Commander I 59 Infantry Brigade (T.A.).

The day got off to a good start when the Brigadier, who
had stopped in a lay-by to adjust his uniform, saw our
3-tonner groaning past loaded to the gunwhales with unmentionable objects that we thought it would be too
embarrassing for him to see.
Advantage to the Brigadier. The Squadron Commander,
when the Brigadier mentioned this 'en passant,' quickly
pointed out the defects of the workshop organisation which
had kept his only load carrier in dock for three weeks to
have flashing indicators fitted and only released it, filthy
dirty, the night before with the camp bulging with rubbish
for disposal.
Deuce! The Brigadier was suitably impressed with the
Guard of Honour, Transmitter Hall, Welfare Facilities, and
all the operational working of the Unit, but appeared to be
fascinated by the Signal Works Service System of accountil}g for Stores against an Annual Expenditure Allocation.
Anyway, he was very kind about everything he saw and
ended up at our Sailing Club, Upton Warren, helping to
start the last race of the season, which was well attendaj by
the W.R.A.C. from C.A.D. Kineton. He declined to attend
the routine orgy that followed in our 'Tudor Hall.'
~fake

Plans and Beware of Waits (~IPDl\' )
One of our great disappointments has been the lack of
progress of many important Works Services being undertaken
by the Ministry of Public Building and Works (MPBW). We
bad hoped to have new showers, ablutions and kitchens, and
to have our Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess modernised
and redecorated.
None of these has been done despi~e fifteen months' chasing,
but we have succeeded in having a six-a-side enclosed hockey
pitch and a miniature range completed, so we are looking
forward to a busy winter as both sports are very popular.
:J Squadron-An all-time record?

From now on the 8th November will be remembered as the
day that we broke the record. We received for erection the
three largest telegraph poles ever to be handled by the Corps.
At least this is our belief.
The three poles, 90 feet long, averaging 5 tons apiece, were
supplied by the Forestry Commission from the New Forest.
The trees, Douglas firs, were by United Kingdom standards,
giants, being 140 feet tall and 105 years old. The poles, after
dressing and preservation at Southampton, were delivered by
road, vehicle and trailer 100 feetl-in itself no mean feat of
vehicle handling on our country lanes. On arrival they had to
be off loaded. A problem? A borrowed crane, the Unit's tractor,
one line party, no problem. It is thought that the hedge that
was in the way will recover in time.
These poles, which are still to be erected, will be held in
position with six stay wires each. The concrete anchoring blocks
have been cast by MPBW, eighteen in number and totalling
I 50 tons. When finally in position they will be used to carry
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A DAY THE 14th REGIMENT WILL NOT FORGET I
This is one of the 90 ft. poles to be used as radio masts, arriving.
" We broke the record " say 14th. " They are the largest masts
ever to be handled by t he Corps (Statistics? . . . see Unit Notes)

a ver tical cone antenna which will allow the Signals Command
Detachment of the R.A.F. stationed here at Ba mp ton to maintain communication with aircraft in flight over a ver y large area
centred on Bamp ton. T o give the very broad band omnidirectional characteristics required, a cone rather than a monopole must be used. To suspend a cone which gives the necessary
frequency coverage requires a height of 90 feet. As metal towers
surrounding an omni-directional antenna are out, we are back
wi th our three giant "telegraph poles."

Welfare at Association Headquarters, Cheltenham
Terrace, London, S.W.1, have a constant need for
- clothing of all sorts. Please send unwanted clothes.

(;om1•lete with c a t, J•arrot mad c ame l s tic)k
The same evening, with a !leet of vehicles to take his
kit from the Rock Hotel to the airpo t, C'..olonel Rayner was
finally seen off with " Stims " all round. The bar at the airport would not sell alcoholic drinks, much to the d ismay of
the assemble~ company. Colo?-el and Mrs. Rayner finally
boarded the aircraft complete with parrot, cat, camel-stick and
fur coats.
.The Regiment welcomes as its new Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel D. A. Polley, who has joined us from the
" Siberia " of Catterick.
The Regiment is just as busy as it has ever been, despite
the fact that the new automatic exchanges have now been intalled. There is a long waiting list of subscribers awaiting
telephones and the line detachments will have their work cut
out for a long time to come.
FishJ n ~

popular
There is now a 15th Regiment Fishing Club, thanks to the
hard work of S.S.M. L aing, Staff Sergeants Walton and
Simmons and Corporal Black. An old and decrepi t Firefly
dinghy was renovated and the P.R.I. has bought an outboard
motor. The club is proving very popular and many stingrays and other game fish have been caught.
Work is still going ahead with the Regimental " Kat Club,"
but due to the frequency of out-of-hours duties, a volunteer
labour force has been hard to come by.
Trips to French Somalilaud
Various members of the Regiment have been fortunate
enough to go on long week-end trips on H.M.S. Albion. One
party was able to go to Assab and another to Djibouti, in French
Somaliland.
Congratulations go to Captain I. Graham, our Adjutant, on
the birth of a son, Richard Iain, and to Corporal F. Black,
Lance-Corporal J. C. Smith and Signalman D. G. McGonigle,
all of whom have now got daughters.
Congratulations also go to Lance-Corporal D . Garrod and
Signalman P. J. Hodges who have recently married.

fS,000
for 25/- per month
This is an example of the amount of cover that can
be secured by an Officer up to the age 40, who
wishes to protect his family against the risk of
losing his terminal grant by premature death.

18th Regiment
c/o G.P.O. SINGAPORE

Higher ages at slightly increased rates .
Farewell

We represent the War Office officially approved
underwriters of the Officers ' Terminal Grant Trust.

walking around in the open. The word had obviously been
passf'.d " Jung~e T raining is on again-the Press Gang are out."
Evasion provided only temporary reprieve. The Second-inCommand, Major J. A. King, had made bis preparation carefully, so no one escaped the net. Every fifth day during
November twenty-five " volunteers" were kitted, rationed and
armed. The Orderly Room worked overtime to cope with the
number of Wills submitted by the apprehensive. Excuses and
pleas for mercy fell on deaf ears, and the convoys moved off on
time on each occasion. We asked several soldiers who returned
to describe their experiences, but they were speechless. The
following details are, as a result, " Hearsay " and must therefore be regarded as inadmissible at any subsequent courtmartial.
The third tJOncho would come in w,iseful
As each convoy arrived at the camp, situated just north of
Mersing. some 100 miles from Singapore on Malaysia's east
coast, they were met by the Camp Cadre, who took great care
to ensure that no fraternization took place between incoming
and outgoing groups of trainees.
Any fears harboured by the incoming trainees were heightened
when they saw a row of ominous mounds of earth, discreetly
sited at the very edge of the camp. No effort was made to
dispel these fears.
As soon as the trainees were dismounted, th~ Camp Cadre
set them to work preparing their camp site. Three-man bashas
were constructed consisting of two ponchos tied together and
stretched across a framework of bamboo. When one Signalman
had the temerity to ask W.O.I Overland for what purpose the
third poncho was to be used, the Sergeant-Major's eyes drifted
back to the mounds of earth and he assured his inquisitor that it
would come in useful.
Ambushes set with fiendish cunning
During the first two days in camp the trainees were given
instruction on field hygiene, living off the land, and some basic
jungle lore. The third day saw the trainees being taken out

Brigadier E. C. R. Blaker, O.B.E., Chief Signal Officer
(FARELF), paid a farewell visit to the Regiment on the
4th November.
The C.S,O., after inspecting a Quarter-Guard selected from
our Malayan Other Ranks, was acompanied by the Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel R. W. Milla, to the Warrant
Officers and Sergeants' Mess for less formal goodbyes.
On the 5th November Brigadier and Mrs. Blaker were guests
of honour at a Ladies' Dinner Night in Princess Mary Officers'
Mess. On ¢.eir departure, they were towed away seated precariously on top of a Land Rover (specially modified), steered
by Lieutenant T. A. Swales our M.T.O., with motive power
of thirty V.M.R.S.O. (very merry Royal Signals Officers). On
reaching the main road, Brigadier and Mrs. Blaker forsook the
Land Rover for a safer and more sedate mode of transport, and
left for home amidst the strains of "'For he's a jolly good fellow.''

We also offer impartial advice on House Purchase,
Provision for School Fees, Childrens' Security,
Capital for Retirement, Investment Schemes, etc.
Write now to :

MR. A. A. KIRBY
G. H. BULL (Life and Pensions) LTD.
16 THE BROADWAY
WOKING
SURREY
Tel. Wol<lng 4097-8

Inspecting the Quarter Guard

.,
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The Training Season
A tranquil calm descended on Princess Mary and Meiktila
Barracks during November. There were fewer soldiers seen
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Farewell at the Officers Mess
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to learn how to move through the jungle, and how to look out
for ambu hes which were set with fiendish cunning by the
in structor . At 23.59 hours the trainees were given the rest of
the day to themselves to prepare for the following day's trials.
On the fourtli day the trainees were sent out as a platoon
to spend 24 hours in the jungle. This consisted of a four-mile
march through thick secondary jungle, guided only by compasses.
After eventually staggering, tom and bleeding to the selected
harbour area, preparations were made to spend the night
alfresco. Sentries were posted and booby traps rigged just in
case the Cadre should think of launching a night attack. The
Cadre did think of doing so; the attack was executed with much
expertise.

llnnniJ1g straight into large trees
Thunderflashes and blank rounds were expended at a rate
which would have caused even John Wayne to gasp. Various
sentries who were caught 1n the open when the attack was
launched ran for cover, several of them running straight into
large trees. Many obscenities were heard, and more than one
instructor was forced to admit that he, too, had learned
something from the attack.
Both trainees and instructors claimed a victory, but the
neutral umpire provided by the Camp 01dre gave his unbiased
vote to the instructors. H aving returned to the camp on the
morning of the fifth day, t he camp was broken and clean ed up.
It was noted that two more mounds of earth had appeared
and two ponchos were r epor ted missing. NOK have not yet
been informed !
Beware the Press Gang
When the convoy from Singapore arrived, bringing a further
batch of trainees, there were many sighs of r elief.
On arrival back on the square at Princess Macy Barracks, the
graduate trainees, now completely " jungley-fied," dispersed
with phenomenal rapidity, lest they should be t aken by the
press gang and re-exported to Mer sing. One trainee who is
not so fleet of foot as ·most is reputed to have been sent
five times to Mersing-poor chap.

w.n.A.c.
Any notes on Regimental activities would be incomplete without mention of our female element. They are, all 34 of them,
in great demand socially; scarcely an evening passes without
their attending some dance or barbecue. It is little wonder,
therefore, that we lose so many to the "marriage st akes."
Corporal R. Bone, Lance-Corporal H. R. Mitchell, Private
French and Private Lavelle have all been married within the
past two months-the three former to members of the Corps,
so we have not lost them entirely!
Recently Staff Sergeant Foulds took a party of twelve girls
to Jason's Bay, a beach scime 70 miles north of Singapore, on
the east coast of the Malayan Peninsula. Despite heavy rain
and an assault by several large groups of crabs, spirits remained
high, and the outing proved a great success, so much so
that further outings of this type are being planned for the
·
near future.
W.O.II Griffiths, Corporal E. Budgeon and Corporal Flynn
have recently arrived, and we hope their tour will be a happy
one.

Take me to· your leader "
Science fiction writers assure us mere earthlings that the
opening conversational gambit of exotic creatures is "Take me
to your leader." But what if the creature is a Phasrnid and
has a system of communications unknown even to Royal Signals?
A few weeks ago a Phasrnid visited us and, being unable to
" get through," took up a position on our leader's "No Parking"
sign outside R.H.Q., a position guaranteed to attract attention.
He was seen there, basking in the morning sun, by our movements clerk, Mr. Rosayro. A whispered word to a friend in
th e Orderly Room brought a curious but intrepid spectator,
who was followed by many more, in ascending order of rank.
Small wonder, for our Phasmid was a green, foot-long insect,
rather like a gigantic grasshopper, with menacing claws and
Yagi-like antennae.
In due course our caller was photographed by the C.O.
Unfortunately, we were unable to overhear the conversation
that ensued after he, the C.0., acknowledged his position as
leader.
What we can state, however, is that our Provost

Sergeant quickly arrived on the scene and escorted the
creature to the guardroom, where it was identified by Mr.
Roland Sharman, lecturer in zoology at Singapore University,
as being a stick insect of the Genus Phasmid, and quite
harmless.

The sporting scene
We are to be envied for the number of men we have who are
prepared, and cheerfully so, to run, kick and shoulder themselves into an often bruised, but always satisfying, exhaustion.
Among the sporting personalities coming to the fore this
season is a young giant, Lance-Corporal Alan Turner, who has
distinguished himself on the rugby field. He has twice been
selected to play for the Army (Singapore) XV; besides rugby,
he has also shown great prowess at both shooting and water
polo.
The inter-Squadron hockey and water-polo competitions are
arousing tremendous enthusiasm. The final placings are by no
means a foregone conclusion, due to the herculean efforts being
made by each team to improve its standard of play.
Rumours that a " book " bas been opened on the results
are completely untrue.

19th IlEGHI ENT, c /o G.P. O . SINGAPORE
T roop
T.M. Troop came into being in September, 1964, as a
result of the fusion of the Unit SWS Stores Staff with the
Unit Workshops Staff. This unification was a trial, but undoubtedly .the Troop has made a name for itself within the
Regimen t for its capabilities at both work and play.
In its embryo stage, T.M. Troop embodied four military
technicians and four civilian employees in the workshop. The
gatherin g of personnel was left in the capable hands of Major
(T.O.T .) C. W. T. W eech, the Troop Commander. Soon, by
demanding, scrounging, begging and " sleight of hand " he
had increased .the workshop strength to fourteen.
M eanwhile, the Troop F oreman of Signals, W .O.I H udson,
was busily instituting PACE maintenance and training the
technician s to carry out specification tests on each and every
item encountered in an Air Formation Signals Workshop.
T.~J.

J<'orniidable sporting rec ord
The T r oop's ability at sport was very soon put -to the test,
and our prowess was later to be both ad mired and envied.
Winners of the Regimental Seven-a-Side Rugby T ournamen t, without conceding a single point to the adversaries.
C hampions of the Regimen tal Six-a-Side Soccer Competition, once again with no points scored again st T.M. Troop.

The new MEL L556 looks the sameand uses the same harness-as the C11
equipment it repla ces. Yet. operating on
s.s.b., it offers twice the range. eliminating
the gap between ground wave and 1st
skip ! Other features inc lude frequency
coverage of 2- 16 Mc/sin 1 kc/ s steps.
high setting accuracy and electricallylocked final frequency, 120W p.e.p.
output. c.w. telegraphy, c.f.s. with RTA
type L607 and d.s.b. telephony facilities
availa ble. complete transistorization up to
the final stage.

a complete station
Up-dating an existing C11/R210 station
is as simple as replacing the C11. making
a few minor modifications to the standard
receiver.

..• with teleprinter if required!
All the advantages of teleprinter operation
can be added to most vehicle- mounted
h.f. and v.h.f. Military Radio stationsusing the new MEL L607 adaptor. Fully
transistorized. it enables the add1t1on of
fa cilities for automatic coding and
decoding, and permits 600 Baud data
operation with certain stations.

tt
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SPORTING TROPHIES WON BY TM TROOP 1964/65
Standing : Lance-Corporal Mokhtar, Corporal Wong, Corporal
Burns, Lance-Corporal Wood, Signalman Ho. Seated: LanceCorporal Lowes, Lance-Corporal Brazil, W.0.1 (F. of S.) Hudson,
Lance-Corporal Bourgoise, Lance-Corporal Lee
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ot just content with these victories, the Troop went on
to win the Inter-Troop Athletics Cup, and also, after a very
exciting duel with Seletar Troop, the Inter-Troop Swimming
Trophy.
Three members of the Troop were in the team th at emerged
as victor in the Army (Singapore) Sil -a-Side Soccer Competition. Four of the Troop have represented the Army (Singapore) at athletics, hockey or soccer.
During one year, ten members h ave accumulated 74 medals
and trophies between them. Is this a record, or can this
figure be bettered by any other Troop in the Corps? We
would like to know.
It would seem that technicians are not the "fairies" our
counterparts, the "Hairies " make them out to be.

\\. rk re ord--another achievement
Our readers probably believe by now that our entire time is
spent on sports and secret training sessions. On the contrary,
at a g1ance at our records show that during the past five
months the civilian element serviced more than 1,000 desk
telephone sets, while the military staff repaired 500 items of
equipment, ranging from field telephones to VF telegraph
and carrier telephony equipment.
With regret, the Troop has bid farewell to one of its
outstanding personalities, Lance-Corporal Bourgoise. A true
sportsman in every sense, he has been one of the leading lights
during our one year as T.M. Troop.
Our first year has been eventful and successful Much has
been done and a lot has been learned. We look forward to our
second year with the confidence that we will go forward and
achieve yet higher standards.
1.ieuten:mt Wan Jalil Din Ahmad,

~l.D.E.

Lieutenant Wan Jali1
was born in 1925 at
Johore and educated at a
public English School.
In 1947 he enlisted as a
LEP into the British
Army and went to Penang for his basic training. After recruit training he was posted to the
Singapore District Signal
Regiment as a switchboard operator and then
as a clerk in the Signal
Office.
In 1948 he was selected
to be attached to the
Malayan Basic Training
Centre as a drill and
weapon .training instructor.
He very soon impressed
"1 can fix you a rubber tappers resettle·
everybody with his hard
ment course in Perak. Signalman Jaffa" says
work and enthusiasm and
Lieutenant Wan Jalil, M.B.E. our locally
enlisted personnel welfare and resettlement
promotion came early.
officer
After a further drill and
. .
.
weapon training course,
this tune as a student with the Royal Malay Regiment at Port
Dickson, he was selected for promotion to W.O.II and was responsible for the first courses over to be held at the Malayan
N.C.0.s' Training Wing at the Training Centre in Singapore.
It was at this Training Centre that be understudied the British
R.S.M.
In 1953 he returned to the Malayan Basic Training Centre
and took up the appointment as R.S.M. In 1954 he became
the first Malayan R.S.M. to be sent to Pirbright .to attend the
drill course.
In 1957 he was awarded the C.-in-C.'s certificate for outstanding service, and two years later he voluntarily transferred
to the Singapore Guard Regiment as R.S.M. and also took
on the added responsibility of becoming the Malay Welfare
Officer.
In 1963 he was honoured by receiving the M.B.E. for outstanding servi~e. That ~ame year be returned to his old Regiment, 19th Signal Regunent, and was made responsible for
Malayan welfare and resentlement, and it is in this role that
h~ visited all parts of. ~alaya and Borneo, never thinking of
himself but always stnvmg to help the young soldier.
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30th Regiment
BLANDFORD C:•.\.MP

TM TROOP SEVEN-A-SIDE RUGBY TEAM 1964/65
Left to right: Corporal Burns, Lance·Corporal Bourgoise, Sergeant
Cobb, Lieutenant·Colonel W.R. G. Hencher, M.B.E., W.0.1 (F. of S.)
Hudson, Lance-Corporal Lowes, Lance-Corporal Wood, LanceCorporal Mokhtar
On 151-h September, 1965, he was awarded the Queen's Commission. Now, as a Lieutenant, he continues to serve with
19th Signal Regiment doing an invaluable job. He is wellloved by all the Malay soldiers, who never fail to seek his
assistance and guidance on any matter. He gives freely of
his spare time, and is well-known to many in the Corps as a
soldier whose understanding and natural charm will be a
great loss to Signals when his time runs out in the Army.
Selamat Baik Tuan

22nd

REGIMENT,

B.F.P.O.

Vh11t of Major-General P. JI. ~Inn, General Officer
Comn1andb1g Aldershot JHst..ict
The General Officer Commanding paid the Regiment wha t
will probably be h is final visit as Commander Aldershot District
on Friday, 22nd October.
Highlight of this informal visit was a special parade by 640
Troop for the presentation to one of thc!r members, Corporal
David P entland, of a Certificate of Commendar;on awarded by
the Commander-in-Chief Middle East.
Corporal Pentland won this certificate for services beyond the
normal call of du ty dur ing the Radfan operations in 1964 whilst
on detac~men t from 640 Troop with 213 Squadron.
The General's visit was a great success and he as usual kept
everyone of us hopping around; particularly when he spotted a
button marked " General Alarm " and said quote, " I'm a
General " and pushed the button with his cane. Thank goodness
Bob Wellings of Southern B.B.C. TV, waiting for the parade
didn't have bis camera at the ready!
At the end of his day t he General Officer Commanding had
tea with some of t he wives of the Regiment. The General
enjoyed this brief interlude with what he called " A charming
armful of wives." The wives promptly voted him "General of
the Year."
621 Troop (LSA)
Since July this year a small but distinguished group of
signalmen had been assembling in the Regiment to become, on

621 Ship Signal Troop (Assault) "dressed overall" before moving
off from Blandford to join H.M.S. Fearless
the arrival of their troop commander Captain Vann, the first
Ship Signal Troop Assault.
After a hectic period of training with the Navy and Royal
Marines, during which they acquitted themselves well and
learnt to drink Grog, they have departed to Belfast to join
H.M.S. Fearless. We wish them every success and send them
on their way with our very best wishes.
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An Exercise with a sting in its tail
Although November was principally concerned with inspections (arms, tels., C.I.V., etc.), it also saw the last exercise
of the year. And it certainly had a sting in its tail. The two
coldest November nights in this part of Germany for fifty years
saw us providing an Infantry covering force, whose task it
was to prevent penetration patrols from 65th Regiment (T.A.)
getting from their DZ to a report line. Judging by the speed
with which our visitors reached the report line, they must have
been doing a deal of marathon training, or was it just the
thought of our warm blankets in Lippstadt that spurred them
on?
Fortunately, the cold spell has not affected our sports programme; 4th Division Engineers managed to put us out of the
Army Soccer Cup, but we got our revenge when we put them
out of the hockey. The only goal of the match was scored
by Signalman Rogers at the end of the first fifteen minutes.
Thereafter, we managed to hang on to our ·tenuous lead in a
well and hard-fought match, which, thanks to the two teams
and good umpiring, never degenerated into the squabble which
one occasionally sees in cup matches. In the previous round
we had knocked out the 13th/18th Hussars by two goals to one
in another well-fought match.
Comings and goings
There has been quite a turn-round in our supporting services in the past month. " Q " Graham and Staff Sergeant
Richardron have gone, being replaced by Staff Sergeants
Atkinson and Whitby, who will, we trust, feed and pay us
as well as their predecessors, despite the very high standard
they have been left to emulate. Perhaps Staff Whitby is the
luckier, if anything goes wrong with the standard of pay,
he will doubtless be able to blame the National Incomes
Board!
On the signals 1!ide, we welcome Staff Sergeant Landymore,
who has been loaned to 244 Squadron, and Sergeant Mathiesson,
who goes to I Squadron to help out in "Alpha " Troop (as
soon as he has done his stint of catering in the Sergeants'
Mess).
Our rate of changeover of personnel seems to have been
higher than usual in 1965; a lot of corporals who came to us
as signalmen when we were founded have been winkled out
and spread to the four corners of the globe. To them and
all our other friends, wherever they may now be, we send our
best wishes for a prosperous 1966; we hope that they will keep
" thrusting " in •t heir new posts.
THE WIRE , JANUARY-FEBRUARY 1966

Tht> Fall ol Hong K11ng, 20 years ago

"Signal Communications tlitl not fail"
says H.q. Hoyal

Signals~

Hong Kong

Visit of Lleute11a11t-f'olonel E. Levett, O.B.E.
Memories of a tragic period when the Corps played its
full part, were revived for the residents and those serving in
the Armed Forces in Hong Kong. Remembrance Day, and the
approach of Christmastide inevitably call to mind the historical
events leading up to the fall of Hong Kong on Christmas Day,
194r. This year perhaps even more so, this being the 20th
anniversary of the surrender of the Japanese forces. Not much
is said in t-he official histories of these times of the part
played by Royal Signals in the sometimes disastrous, and often
tragic, events immediately before the fall of the Colony. This
is perhaps significant in that it is often our lot that only when
communications fail do we give some cause for comment. In
the fall of Hong Kong, communications were the one thing that
did not fail, but they were only maintained at a price which,
by reference to casualty lists of the occupation period show
that our losses, in proportion, were as high as and in most
cases even higher, then those of the front line units.
A
measure of the efficiency of our predecessors can perhaps be
assessed by the fact that many of the underground cable laid
25 or more years ago still form part of the cable system operating
today.

C.S.O., Hong Kong, 1939·41
This year we had the good fortune to hear first-hand
accounts of these hectic davs from Lieutenant-Colonel Eustace
Levett, o.B.E., who was C.S.0., Hong Kong, from 1939 until
the Colony fell. Lieutenant-Colonel Levett was visiting the
Colony in the company of Major-General C. M. Maltby, M.c.,
the G.0.C. in 1941, and about 70 other ex-prisoners-of-war, inThe party attended the Remembrance
cluding Canadians.
Dav parade at the Cenotaph and a wreath was laid by General
Maltby in memory of all ranks lost in the fall of Hong Kong
and, subsequently, in the prison camps.
We were very pleased that Colonel Levett was able to find
time, in the midst of a short and concentrated programme, to
visit 253 Squadron, at Whitfield Barracks, and H.Q., Royal
Signals at Victoria Barracks. Amongst all the bustle and new
THE WIRE, JANUARY.FEBRUARY 1966

building in Hong Kong and Kowloon, the Colonel explained
that he was a trifle lost and that there were very few landmarks. A sad commentary, however, was his remark that,
apart from a few new buildings, little had changed in Whitfield
and that he could still find his way around. He also took
the opportunity to make a nostalgic visit to his old cell in
Mong Kok Police Station. This hadn't changed either, except
that a bed was not provided.

Valuable information on unknown t'able
routes
At H.Q. we were able to show him round the new Communication Centre with all its modern aids to efficient communkating. As he said, "it is a little more advanced than
brass-pounding." We were also able to show him the historical
records of Royal Signals, Hong Kong, ably maintained by another old soldier, Major (Rtd.) Jack Hastings, which go back
to the time of the re-occupation by British Forces in 1945.
Colonel Levett very kindly agreed to let us have some more
items for inclusion in these records to fill in some of the inevitable gaps.
After the tour of the new Communication Centre, we were
were able to show him the old operations room in the underground headquarters. We hope we have his forgiveness for the
climb down all the hundreds of steps! In talking of the cable
systems of those days, Colonel Levett caused a few red face
by being able to point out to us a number of cable routes,
including some submarine ones, of which previously we had
not been aware. The SWS Troops are now in for a busy
time tracing these old routes. We hope -that one, in particular,
has not been irretrieveably lost in the building explo ion of
the Colony.
During his all-too-brief a visit, Colonel Levett was able to
meet one of his old civilian staff, Mr. Ch::.n Tong, now Technical
Supervisor in the Island SWS Troop.
This is one visit we look back on with plea ure, and we
only wish it could have been longer. To Colonel Levett we
express our hope for many more years of good health in retirement and our thar.k5 for taking such a great interest in our
affairs.
Awards
Oongratulations to Lieutenant (T.O.T.) V. De Witt of
Island SWS Troop on the award of the M.B.E. as a result
of his operational tour in Borneo. This well-earned award wa
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Corporal and Mrs. R. D. Brown (left) and Signalman and Mrs.
D. F. Broom of 262 Signal Squadron take coffee with the S.0.-in-C.
WHAT SIGNALS DID IN THOSE MOMENTOUS YEARS
Examining the Historical Records maintained by Major (Retd.) J.
Hastings
Left to Right. Maj. F. M. Handsley, Lt.Col. N. G. Gallyer CR Signals,
Lt.Col. E. Levett O.B.E., Maj. (Retd.) J. Hastings

gained in his first command after comrru s10ning, which must
be a very rare achievement. Lieutenant De Witt atrended an
investiture at Government House on 8th December, 1965, and
was presented with the medal by His Excellency the Governor
of Hong Kong, Sir David Trench, K.C.M.G., M.C.

Corps Aetl~"itles
The Royal Signals, Hong Kong, Rifle Meeting was held
at Sek Kong in September. A closely-contested competition
was won by 246 (Gurkha) Signal Squadron.
On Tuesday, 7th December, we held our annual ladies' guest
night in the Victoria Officers' Mess. It was a most successful
and enjoyable evening. A total of 43 officers and their ladies
dined in. The opportunity was taken to dine-out Major and
Mrs. Mike Petheram, Major and Mrs. J. Foster, Captain (Tfc.)
and Mrs. E. G. Barrett and L ieutenant (T.O.T.) and Mrs.
V. De Witt, all soon to be leaving Hong Kong.
Staff changes
Since our last H.Q. notes we have said goodby to LieutenantColonel Ted Winn and we wish him well in his new appointment at the Joint Warfare Establishment. To his successor,
Lieutenant-Colonel Norman Gallyer, welcome and a hope for
a happy and successful <tour.
Recent changes in the Branch have been the departure of the
Chief Clerk, W.0.II Pemberton, to 18th Regiment and the
arrival of W.0.II Downey from C.S.0.'s Branch FARELF.
Today we also say goodbye to Sergeant Wormall who has been
a tower of strength in the SWS department. We wish him
every success as an instructor at the Depot Regiment.

H.q.,

ROYAL

SIGNALS,

CYPRUS

The Signal Officer-in-Chief visits Cyprus
Major-General P. E. M. ~radley, C.B.B., D.s.o., spent a week
with us in Cyprus and, with untiring interest, visited all our
widely-scattered units. Everywhere he went he found time to
have a word with almost every soldier and civilian, besides seeking out opportunities to meet their wives and children for a
chat as well. We are most grateful to the Signal Officer-inChief for his energetic and inspiring example of service to the
Corps. He was accompanied throughout the tour by the Chief
Signal Officer, Colonel T. H. C. Grigg, except for the occasion when there was not enough wind for the Auster to take
off with two passengers. This meant the C.S.0. having to dash
from one end of the island to the other by road to catch up
with our fast-moving visitor.

Coming ashore at the Yacht Club,
Episkopi with Corporal P.H. Macculloch

Highlights of the tour included an opportunity of
seeing something of the
work of Royal Signals with
the United Nations Force in
Cyprus during a period of
communal trouble which
coincided with the visit, the
record turnout of the InterService Yacht Club at Episkopi to give the General a
good afternoon's racing, the
memorable buffet lunch in
the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess, 9th Regiment, and a comprehensive
tour of R.A.F., Akrotiri,
conducted by the Chief Air
Formation Signal Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel A. Lamb,
M.B.1!.

jfestibal of l\tmtmbranrt, 1965
R. G. F. PHILLIPS, a Life Member of the Association,
M
and whose son is serving as a Staff Sergeant in the Corps,
writes of a memorable experience at the Festival of Remem-

brance held at the Royal Albert Hall.
" The British Legion Festival of Remembrance was held on
Saturday, 13th November, 1965, at the Royal Albert Hall,
London, at which I was privileged to take part, as the sole
representative of the Industrial Civil Defence Service.
The main reason for writing this short story is of the strange
coincidence that happened on this memorable day.
I served in the Royal Corps of Signals from September, 1922,
to September, 1928, at Crowborough, Maresfield Park, Ewshott,
and with the British Army of the Rhine at Cologne and
Wiesbaden.
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In November, 1928, I joined the police service, retiring on
pension with the rank of Inspector.
In December, 1958, I was appointed Industrial Civil Defence
Officer to the Pressed Steel Company Limited, Oxford.
It was on Saturday morning, 13th November lasti that on
entering the hotel restaurant for breakfast I saw a fe low resident dressed in the Civil Defence uniform of the Dorset County
Division. We introduced ourselves, and to my great surprise,
I was speaking to ex-Regimental Sergeant-Major Jack Sarfaty,
Royal Signals.
Here were two life members of the Association to represent
the Civil Defence Service of Great Britain at the British Legion
Festival of Remembrance. This was indeed an honour. The
reader can well imagine the gist of our <;onversation at break-

fast time and at odd moments during the rest of the day.
Though we are both from the same Civil Defence l<egion
(No. 6, Southern Region) I bad never at any time met or
served with R.S.M. Sartaty, but on showing Jack a photograph
of my son, Sta~ Se.rgeant. Vavid Phillips, now with 206 i:>ignal
Squadron, he was immediately recogmsed, both having served
together in Singapore a few years ago.
At 14.00 hours we arrived at the l<.oyal Albert Hall. After
a wash and brush-up; a little extra po!Jsh to our shoes; beret
badges over the left eye (after all, we had to maintain the
reputation of the Royal Signals as there was a detachment of
the Corps present on paracte) we were ready for the afternoon
presentation.
At 14.30 hours the first Presentation commenced, taking the
usual form: The parade of the British Legion Standards; muster
parade of detachments of the Royal Navy, Army, Royal Air
Force; respective .Reserve detachments; the Merchant Navy;
Women's Forces; St. John Ambulance Brigade; the British
Red Cross; St. Andrew's Ambulance Association; the Civil
Defence Service; Auxiliary Fire Service and the Chelsea
Pensioners.
As Jack Sarfaty and I stood at the top of the centre sta!rway, waiting for our cue to march on, I felt that extra thump
under my tunic, proud that I was to be back on ceremonial
drill again with the Services.
As the bands struck up again, this was our cue, and Jack
and I marched off across the arena and so our respective positions in the muster as we, too, stood to attention came the
voice of the Narrator, loud and clear
'This Festival would not be complete without the veterans
of former years, those grand old men of the Royal
Hospital, Chelsea-the Chelsea Pensioners.'
Slowly, but very surely, the Chelsea Pensioners, with their
Regimental Sergeant-Major at their head, marched down the
stairs, across the arena to take their place in the muster, and
as they marched so the packed audience stood and gave them
a tremendous welcome. I was very moved and not ashamed
that a little moisture came into my eyes; I am sure many
others experienced the same feeling.
The Muster, having been completed and seated, the floor
pre entation then commenced. This was followed by Community singinit, led by Squadron-Leader Ralph Reader, C.B.E.
For this the arena was filled with those who had previously taken
part in the floor presentation.
Then we came to the finale, the service of Remembrance and
Dedication, led by the Lord Bishop of Birmingham, with
attendant clergy; this was a most moving ceremony, and as the
Poppies fell, not a man or woman moved. After the service
the Festival ended with the National Anthem.
The evening presentation was graced by the presence of Her
Majesty The Queen, His Royal Highness The Duke of Edinburgh, Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother, and other members
of the Royal family.
At the end of the evening's presentation it was "off caps"
and three tremendous cheers rang out for Her Majesty and,
with a graceful acknowledgement by wave of the hand, the
Royal Party took their departure.
Though we must remember those who have died for the honour of Britain and the Commonwealth, I shall never forget
that I was privileged to represent the Industrial Civil Defence
Service on this memorable occasion."
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OST readers of THE WIRE will have benefited at some
time or other from the generosity of the Nuffield Trust,
many recreational facilities having been bought with money
granted by the Trust.
Less well known is the Nuffield Talking Book Library for
the Blind which provides many hours of pleasure for thousand
of sightless people throughout the United K.mgdom. The blind
person rents or buys a machine from the library and can then
borrow any of the thousands of books which have been recorded
by well-known voices, actors, B.B.C. announcers and so on.
The machines take two forms. Firstly, there are the disc
machines; these are basically a portable record player fitted
with an mgenious pick-up arm control which allows the reader
to position the pick-up in the first groove or alternatively to
lift it from the disc and replace it in the same place should he
be interrupted midway through a disc. The discs look like
ordinary twelve-inch long-playing records and operate at
similar speeds.
Disc machines are gradually being replaced by tape machines.
The complete tape recording of a book together with the playback head comes in a cassette which fits onto the machine.
Once the reader comes to the end of a track he presses a
button to move the head to the next track and turns the cassette
over, thus reversing the direction in which the tape moves.
With up to 17 tracks on the extra wide tape and a maximum
of 75 minutes' pla}'._ing time per track quite long books can be
contained in one cassette.
One of the greatest difficulties in a scheme of this sort is the
maintenance and repair of the machines themselves. It is
obviously absurd to have to return the machine to a central
workshop when all that is wrong is that the spindle needs a
drop of oil or the mains lead is broken.
For several years the writer was one of thousands of Servicing
Volunteers who maintain and repair the machines of blind
readers in their area. This was not an onerous task, despite
the two large towns in the area calls for assistance were few and
far between. Often six months went by without a call and
never more than one a month was received.
What is the procedure? A form arrives by post from the
Library's Headquarters saying that Mr. Smith of 99 Any Street
is having trouble with his machine. You may find that you can
fix it on the spot but let's suppose a component needs replacing.
Forward the faulty component to H.Q. and they send you a
replacement within a few days. Having completed the repair
you send off the report form provided, claiming any expenses
incurred and the job is finished.
Not a lot, once every few months, is it? Have you ever
turned over the page of a book to find that someone has torn
the next page out just as you were finding out who the
murderer was? If so imagine the blind reader whose machine
packs up just as a story reaches its climax.
The Nuffield Library still needs Servicing Volunteers. You
don't need to be a Foreman of Signals or have completed a
T.E. course, anyone with a little technical background could do
the job. The vast majority of the faults are simple things which
had the reader not been sightless he could probably have fixed
himself. If you come up against a really difficult one, a faulty
motor perhaps, you merely replace it. Full technical details
circuit diagrams, etc., are issued to all volunteers.
Some parts of the country are well covered, others are not.
Would you be prepared to give l}P an hour or two a month, it
isn't likely to be more than that. Ex-members of the Corps
and members of T.A. and A.E.R. units are obviously in the
best position whereas regular soldiers liable to posting may find
it difficult to help. Here then is a suggestion. Let Commanding
Officer volunteer on eha f of their units to look after blind
readers in the vicinity of their station.
The writer remembers a blind reader saying: "It <loesn't
often go wrong but it's always at an exciting part when it
does." Will you help to save others like him from being kept
in suspense?
If so, drop a line to Mr. D. Finlay-Maxwell, A.M.l.E.E.,
J. Gladstone & Co. Ltd., Wellington Mills, Huddersfield.
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FAR AWAY PLACES-=UNUSUAL JOBS
Reports from the Outposts
TlllS is (;hangi

I have lost my Parochialism since coming here •••
SaflS this unknown arithor lrorn 19th Regim e nt

AM stationed in Changi with 19th Regiment and .I work
Ialthough
with the Royal Air Force. I enjoy the life very much
it was strange at first for me to work with another
Service: I was then very parochial in outlook. But twenty
months of living and working with-being entertained by and
entertaining members of-the R.A.F. has broadened my views,
with the result that I have lost my parochialism and gained a
wider understanding of multi-service life and work.

• • • situations seemingly impossible of
neeomplishment
From Gan Island in the Maldives the steamer route carries
south-east through the Sunda Straits thence nor{h to M:ilaya:
east to Sarawak; the Sultanate of Brunei and North Borneo.
So that with confidence it can be said t hat this Regiment has
wider confines than any other. This fact could be contributory
to our justifiable pride in work done well and at times and in
situations seemingly impossible of accomplishment.
The Regiment comprises three-quarters locally enlisted
personnel. The senior LEP is the Locally Enlisted Welfare
Officer, Lieutenant Wan Jalil bin Ahmad, M. B.E., whose photo
appears on page 24.
"H.Q." Squadron and Ghangi Troop of I Squadron, as well
as R.H.Q. are in Changi. This means in effect that Quartermaster, M.T.O. and the Regimental T elecommunications
Officer, with its associated S.W.S. and T.M. Troops as well as
the Line Troop are all here.
lJne experience phenomenal
The brunt of line work is born by the L.E.P. as is so with
M.T. The majority of our L .E.P. were born, and went to
school, in Malaya; subsequently joining the British Army in
Singapore. Many of the S.N.C.O.s have been with 19m for up
to 10 years and their loyalty is purely and simply to the Regiment. The line experience among them is phenomenal and
some know to a yard the lay of a particular cable. The
responsibility here is considerable, for not only is the station
Wing size plus, but Far East Air Force Command set-up is
located here. Thus the responsibilities of a single troop are
immense.
Lush greerurns of the island
Changi is set on the soum-east tip of the island of Singapore.
A lush green is predominant and the facilities for swimming
and sport are good. These apart, the club facilities cannot
be bettered anywhere on the island.
The Airmen's Pool vies with the synopsis pool which is part
of Selerang Barracks and to which a limited number of the
Regiment belong. The Pagir beach west of Changi Point with
its bashirroofed sheeting, golden sand and gently sloping beach
is especially good. Within the reach of all, the government
development along Nichol Drive and the Pasir Ris resort are
good beaches. Clubs include the Malcolm and Chalet and the
recently opened Changi Bowl as well as the Yacht and Angling
-all available for the use of other ranks.
The year round sees a variety of sports being played on the
Changi Padang and New Fields and seldom a day passes when
at least one pitch is not in use. Additionally squash, basketball
and badminton are played as is tennis; with the majority of
facilities supplied by the R.A.F. Physical Fitness Officer and
his very helpful staff.
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111 a Pieto1·ial Kaleidoscope the 19th Regiment say • • •
This is w h e1·e " re live, wl1ere we w ork, and where \Ve play

There is even n honey1noo11 cottage bert1 • • •
Without facilities of its own the Regiment is (perhaps)
fortunate in that it ha tl1c running of the China Sea Beach
Club, which has always been Army property. When the Army
moved out of Changi in 1946 the site was run by then G.H.Q.
Signal Regiment, but in 1954 the tactic of take-over was exercised since which time the husbandry became the responsibility
of 0.C. 19th Regiment. Recently .the Club has had a face-lift;
having been 'blessed' with a gift of £10,000 from H.Q.
Singapore Area (a murrain on them). The verandah and
promenade have been ex"tended and the bar rebuilt; with
additional storage and a beer machine, which to the delight of all
pumps ice-cold Tiger. The whole lounge area is improved and
a new men's dressing-room added; whilst the ladies' dressingroom has been moved. Additionally the k1tchen is rebuilt and
the catering is outstanding: Chinese, Malay and European foodstuffs being available. A dinner of roast beef (Yorkshire pudding
it would be hard to better) and such can be produced at the
drop of a hat. Also important is that duty free beer which is
generously allocated by Singapore Area and the order is relaxed
dress at all times. Chalets have been built in true Burlin style
and other single and married accommodation is available in the
tower which can be seen in the photograph. There is even a
honeymoon cottage !

The genius who presides over all this is Mr. W. Mountford.
Bill has seen both world wars whilst living in Singapore, and
remains to give sterling service to the British troops stationed
on the island, who find the club a soothing atmosphere in
which to relax.
Changi village itself is a delight to the shopper, for here
can be had fa brics in batik or Thai silk, whilst tape recorders
and record players can be had for 50 per cent of the European
price. Exotic sandalwood, camphorwood chests, chopsticks and
exquisite ornaments can be had for a song.
At s port tlm llegi111e 11t"s t rotthy c abinet i s
nearly ove rfull
The Regiment is equally proud of i.ts sporting record, having
won outrigh t the Far East Hockey Championship last season;
winning the 4th D ivision Football and Champion ship in 1964;
and runners-up to the cup winners, as well as in the league last
season. Also finally beating .the Singapore giants of foo tball in
the Six-a-Side F estival. The Regiment also holds the T riangular
Athletics Shield and the Royal Signals B.A.M .A. T rophy.
L ast month we became outright winners of the catering
competition (Malay Section) and are now waiting to add ~his
fu rther .trophy to our already overful cabinet.

The d ifficulties inherent in Air Formation are fairly apparent
in this Regiment, for we maintain ten airfields- apart from
the purely routine and the new projects. The fact of all these
splinter groups makes cohesion difficult. The sense of belonging is always present, however far the soldier is stationed from
Changi, for there is always someone- Detachment Commander,
C.0. or R.S.M . who is on the visitors' list, whether the soldier
is on Gan I sland or in Borneo. It is considered significantthe getting out to see " bods " on the ground; to help sort out
their problems, if any, and be genuinely interes-ted in t he work
they are doing. (Rumour even has it that the R.S.M. has on
call a Beaver Mk. II for V.I.P. <travel).
There is no doubt that the R.A.F. is of considerable help
to the Regiment-certainly the Ghangi based segment finds
this so. It is certain that here in Changi exists an inter-Service
spirit which can be envied. Without the considerable help of
Mr. Anchant, of Photographic Flight, the accompanying photographs would have been impossible. I am proud to work in
an area which so well fulfill s the charter of the unified Ministry
of Defence.
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I. The reason for it all. Some of the transport aircraft on Western Dispersal. 2. Thto airmen's bathing beach with the all ranks
Yacht Club in the background. 3. Looking down from Hospital Hill onto the Airman's Swimming Pool, and the acht Club,
with the Padang hockey pitch to the left. 4. R.H.Q. 19th Signal Regiment housed in the accommodation built for the 15-inch
gun battery that pointed the wrong way. 5. The China Sea Beach Club at Telok Paku run by the Regiment and converted from
an old gunsite. 6. Some of the major sports trophies held by the 19th Regiment. The Regiment's sporting prowess is well •••
formidable
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Exercise "Quo Vadimus" was tough going 234 Signal Squadron Team was only caught at the end!
By Sergeant P. T. Goudman, 234 Squadron

"J areSUSPECT
they
really rather
proud of themselves,"
wrote the Squadron
Commander when the
tough,
brown and
hardened
Squadron
team
returned
to
Malta after taking
part in Exercise " Quo
Vadimus." And well
they might be too.
The exercise was a
practice in escape and
evasion
techniques
and a test in desert
navigation and physical endurance played
out in the North
They may try to catch us further ahead ! A tem- African Desert to the
porary stop on Exercise Quo Vadimus " whilst
the next stage is considered .
In the picture south of Tripoli.
And the Squadron
Sergeont Goudman and Signalman Godsell
t e am competing
against thirty-five teams from other Services-did very well,
being caught only on the last leg.
11

The Signals team was: Lance-Corporal Frith, Signalmen
Godsell and Buckley, and the writer of this account, Sergeant
P. T. Goodman.
The aim of the exercise was to practice escape and evasion
techniques, and each team consisted of four members with a
vehicle and driver. The exercise was primarily a test of desert
navigation and physical endurance as teams were sent from
agent to agent in an attempt to avert capture and escape to
safety. It was planned that all teams would finally be trapped
in a certain area and made to march over difficult country in
an attempt to break through a company of troops out searching
for them.
Do yoa like bathing bean.ties?

The location of the exercise was the North African desert,
south of Tripoll, and on 19th October all teams were given a
briefing on the exercise and a lecture on interrogation methods.
Teams were then called forward on to the square at Prinn
Barracks, Tripoli, and thoroughly searched for money or food
which they might be carrying. Then a bus took us to a
point near Idris Airport while the vehicle was given an inspection by me R.E.M.E. A handicap for every fault found
on the vehicle was given, and this Squadron's vehicle was only
handicapped to the extent of ten points for one fault, and
even that was hotly disputed by the driver. The team, less
the driver, meanwhile, were starting the first leg, a march
across country for a distance of about 14 miles to meet with
their vehicle, which had been driven to the Magpie. Ranges on
the coast. On arrival, we were allowed an hour's · rest and
bathed our feet in the sea-a most welcome relief! We were
then introduced to a secret agent called "Dogs Body," dressed
very appropriately as a rather scruffy Arab, who gave us a
map reference and directions how to get to the next agent
called "Euclid." This leg of the escape was to be in the
vehicle and we were told that our average speed must not
exceed 25 miles an hour and that we were to use a certain
password, namely: " Do you like bathing beauties " the answer to which was to be "I don't know, l"z:e never bathed any!"
Daager Warniag br1 •• IC1id Copious,.
The mileage we worked out was 51 miles, and this proved
to be just about correct, and this was fortunate, as penalty
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points were awarded against teams arriving early or late at the
RV. No problems or difficulties were encountered and we
arrived spot on time. The agent, on our arrival, told us that
we were in great danger and directed us to carry on to
another agent called "Red Copious," giving us directions on
how to find him. The next RV we worked out from the map
was a place called Giado, a drive of over three hours at the
This time the roads were
stipulated 25 miles per hour.
very narrow and often petered-out into tracks and wadi crossings, which took us at first by surprise. Arriving at Giado, at
00.20 hours, very tired -and hungry, we were again given instructions to proceed to yet another agent called "Thaw."
Once again we carefully worked out the RV to be Mizda,
some 150 miles away and set off over country which gradually
got worse and worse. By this time we were getting very
hungry and thoughts were turning to hot cups of tea and some
good food.
Arriving at Mizda at 06.20 the vehicle petrol
tanks were almost empty and we were told to refuel our vehicle
for the next stage and allowed a short rest. A couple of tins
of Compo were produced and a fire started with petrol and
sand to heat them. This meal served as our only meal for
two days.

Hazardous Journeu
At 07.30 hours we again set off to find an agent called
" Napoleon," armed with another password. This drive turned
out to be a really hazardous affair across the desert. Often we
did not know exactly where we were because of having to
change directions so many times when encountering sanddunes. On one occasion we got firmly bogged down in deep
sand and had to dig our way out, helped by the sand channels
which we were carrying. On arrival at this RV we were very
surprised and pleased to find we were only the fifth team to
check through after starting off from M izda eighteenth. This
boosted the whole team's morale a lot, especially after hearing
the other teams were getting lost and taking many hours to
cross. Two actually did get completely lost---Qne of them for
three days. This particular diversion resulted in a search by
the well-trained desert rescue organisation of 219 Signal Squadron and the R.A.F.

•• Napol1ion,.

Again

The agent "Napoleon" gave us further instructions on how
to reach our next RV, which turned out to be a point called
"Kilo 57." The drive there was 25 miles over very rocky
ground and then an easy 25 miles over smooth tarmac. Again
when we arrived we were given instructions on how to get to
yet another RV, but this time with a difference . . . we had
to ma.rch a distance of 30 kilometres and evade capture by a
Company of The Green Howards, who were looking for us.
We are c1u1.ght!

After marching for about two and-a~half hours, we were
finally caught and made to wait in the freezing cold of the
night for a vehicle to take us to the Interrogation Centre. A
vehicle finally arrived and took us to Tarhuna Barracks, where
we were put straight into the guardroom.
The guards made us lean against the wall with our hands
up and feet kept apart for half-an-hour in the dark, all the
time being constantly watched. After two days without sleep,
this made the eyes go very hazy and feel as heavy as lead.
After this we were taken to an officer where we gave our
number, rank and name, and a bag was put over our heads
and we were led away by an armed guard. The cellar that
we were taken to was cold and damp, with a solitary lamp on
the wall. For the rest of the night we sat on an unresisting
concrete floor, being prodded awake if the ~uards suspected
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us of falling asleep. Twice during the small hours we were
given sips of water, and at 08.00 hours were given a small
plate of sweetened boiled rice to eat. Most of the troops
took only a few mouthfuls before throwing it away.
At midnight we were called before an officer and told
that we were free to go; a meal was again given us in the
camp cookhouse and we were then driven back to Prinn Barracks, and for us the exercise was over. In fact the team did
extremely well. Up to the point of our capture, we had
successfully completed all stages of the exercise and were only
cal.'tured on the v~ry last leg. Of the 35 teams competing, our
pomts scored until our capture would have placed us eighth;
~owe v~r, capture resulted in no official placing being given. It
1s of mterest to note that of the 35 teams taking part, only
seven completed the course without capture and, of those, five
were of The Green Howards, who were really on their "home
ground."
Our thanks to 219 Squadron

The Squadron Commander reports that the team .returned
to Malta looking tough, b.rown and hardened and certainly
none the worse for their experience, and suspects that they
are really rather proud of thei.r efforts at desert navigation
and their ability to endure long, arduous marches across the
r a~er unfamiliar desert. 234 Squadron must also acknowledge
therr thanks to the O.C. of 219 Squadron, who helped in the
train ing of this Squad.ron's team and passed on much useful
d esert ' lore,' which greatly benefited our team during the actual
exercise.

glacier again we had a slide down, using a series of ropes tied
together as .a guide.

Beaten by the locals nt Ru~by!
Next day we returned to the base camp where we gave a
display of mountain rescue. We showed a large party of
spectators how mountain descents are carried out with a
stretcher. That afternoon we played sports with the French
people from the camp and village. We beat them at volley
ball but unfortunately lost the Rugby. In the evening we had
a camp fire, where both parties sang songs in their own
language. A truly international evening, it was enjoyed by all,
and we were sorry to leave.
lUuc h local kindness
We were struck by the hospitality of the local people in
Louchen. They were all very pleasant and friendly, and on
the lasr day when a group of us were having a meal in a cafc
a gen tleman paid our bill. Evidently he fought with the British
in the last war.
We were all very sorry when the time came for us to leave,
and we all vowed that we would return if ever we got the
chance. The long journey home was rather depressing, but
the thought of another two weeks' leave ahead soon had us
smiling again when we arrived back in England.

Vnder-sea Swimming and Diving
in January? • • • llgla1

Army Boys Expedition to the Pyrenees
By Junior Signalman Shield,

J~nior

leaders Regiment

Two Junior Leaders from Denbury find themselves
9,000 feet up In the Pyrenees
HIS expedition was organised to give boys from all arms
a chance to do some serious climbing and walking in
conditions very unlike those available in the British Isles. It
also gave us a chance to meet the people of a different nation.

T

Chosen to represent Signnls
I was chosen with JI.Corporal Hughes to represent Royal
Signals. On Sunday, 8th August, we finished the term ea.rly
and started on our long journey south to the Pyrenees. At
Dover we met the other members of our party. There we.re
boys from the Royal Engineers, the Royal Army Medical
Corps, Army Catering Corps and several Infantry Regiments.
Monday was spent in the briefing room and getting to know
the other boys. We left Dover n ext morn ing and arrived at
Louchon, a town at the base of the Pyrenees, 24 hou.rs later.
From the railway station we walked t o the base camp, eight
miles across the hills. H ere we met a group of French students
who were camping nearby and they were soon very interested
in our proposed expedition. The base camp was situated in a
valley about 3,000 feet above sea level.
Selected for moderate climbers' ~roup
Before the expedition started we were split into three groups,
experienced climbers, moderate climbers, and walkers. For the
first few days we all did a bit of walking, then the experienced
climbers went further into the mountains where the climbing
terrain became more difficult and a higher standard was
required. The walkers were by this time, making their way
towards the Spanish border, on a two-day trip; I was put with
moderate climbers. After three days we started into the
mountains.
A mile-and-a-half-wide J!lncier
The first climb was up to a height of 9,000 feet. We spent
several days a.t this height. At first we did a few smaller climbs
and some abseiEng, but later we start~d working on ice in
groups of four. We walked across a glacier for 1t miles. It
was so steep that we had to zig zag most of the way up. Just
below the top there was a small crevasse about 5 feet wide and
12 feet d eep. We were within 100 yards of the Spanish border
when we .reached the top. In order to get to the bottom of the
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But this is Cyprus where the Sun is still Shining
"It may be thought," writes the O.C. of 261 Squadron
" that the timing of this article is a little inappropriate just
now, but the sun is still shinini brightly out here in Cyprus
and it may serve to bring a little warmth into wintry England..;

Domer knew about this sport
If you thought that underwater swimming and diving
round Cyprus was a comparatively new sport you
would be wrong. For example, Homer told in the
Iliad of how divers swam to
the bottom of the sea to
gather oysters, sponges and
coral and centuries later
members of the Akrotiri Airfield Troop of 261 Squadron
are still doing the same thing
in thewarm sea round Cyprus.
There is no comparison
between braving the elements
in England and plunging
into the limpid blue Mediterranean, and most nc:wcomers to Cyprus soon find
Captain K. G. Goulding, o.c. Akrotiri
themselves explormg the
Troop just returnin& from the depths
world below the sea. They
usually start off with a mask
schnorkel and flippers costing £4-5- With these they can see
down to a depth of 40- o feet, and can explore down to about
20 feet before they use up all the air in their lungs and are
forced to the surface gasping for air. This first glimpse of an
entirely new world often serves to whet the appetite of the
more adventurous ouls, and they begin to chafe at the limitations imposed by only being able to stay down for a minute or
two at the most. Their next step is to try free diving using
compressed air. Whc:n they do this most divers join one of the
many diving clubs which exist in Cyprus. Joining the club
only costs a few shillings and is an absolute must if one i to
learn the difference between right and wrong ways of becoming
a diver. Going a out it the right way there is very little chance
of getting into difficu!t:es, but if one tries to be clever there arc
very real dangers awaiting the over-confident, iaexperienced
diver. All clubs recognise and abide rigidly by the rules and
standards of the British Sub Aqua Club.
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ll"bat is ne dNI to qualify
Once divers are qualified up to 3rd Cla s stanqard, that is
to say they have become proficient at fitting and removing their
equipment underwater, and carried out a eries of tests
consisting of:

Clearing flooded face masks and breathing tubes.
Showing control of buoyancy by correct breathing.
Sharing an aqualung with a fellow diver.
swimming with mask blacked out.
A series of life saving tests.
Attending a series of lectures on diving danger given by
a doctor.
Completing a series of open water dives in a competent
manner.
They tend to follow their own particular interest the most
popular fields being spear fishing, under water photography,
and salvage work.
Dyna mile?
There is not an abundance of fish around the shores of
Cyprus largely due to some of the local fisher~en !!S~g
dynamite. This is a most inefficient way of fishmg, killmg
many more fish than are actually retrieved. It a~so bas made
inroads into the numbers of fishermen, and qmte often one
meets one-armed men in the fishing villages-they didn't
calculate the length of time the fuze would burn quite
accurately enough!

Vleious fighting eonger"'
The three types of fish
most frequently seen round
the Akrotiri peninsula are
Moray Eels, Grouper and
Octopus. The eels grow up
to ten feet long and the big
ones are about the same
diameter as a man's forearm.
They are a fish which merit
the greatest respect with
their large mouth crammed
full of razor sharp teeth.
ormally they are content
to leave swimmers alone
providing they themselves
are not bothered but if they
sense danger they display an
utter fearlessness right up
to their last gasp, and have
been known to inflict nasty
wounds on fishermen who
An enjoyable time beneath the waveshave been rash enough to
but don•t touch the conger
prod them long after they
have been gaffed and left
lying apparently lifeless in the bottom of a boat.
There
is only one way to be absolutely sure they are dead and that is
to cut off their bead with a long handled knife or axe. The
general rule most spear-fishermen follow is to leave them well
alone.
The Grouper is the spear-fisherman's favourite prey. They
are found in caverns, crevices, under overhanging rocks and in
wrecks. When approached they display great curiosity and
approach quite close to the swimmer to find out what ne"". ~ort
of fish be is. In fact some of the larger underwater expediuons
have reported the Grouper they have met seem to be looking
for some one to play with and become ridiculously tame.
Perhaps it is just as well that they have such a placid temperament as they grow up to twelve feet long and weigh anything
from two pounds to over a thousand pounds, with over a third
of their length and weight made up of head and mouth.
The Octopus-a harmless er•mture
So much mystery and fear surrounds the Octopus that most
people have an instinctive revulsion whenever they come
anywhere near one. In fact the Octopus as opposed to the
Giant Squid, which is an entirely different kettle of fish
(sorry), is a harmless creature living in boles and crannies and
making a diet of shellfish. A pile of broken shells outside a
hole on the sea floor is usually a sure sign that one of these
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terror of the depths is in residence . Octopus makes good
eating providing it is properly prepared first. A good beating
on any convenient slab or wall to soften it is followed by either
boiling in a wine stock or by deep frying in oil or grilling over
charcoal. After this treatment they taste rather like a slightly
rubbery prawn. In Cyprus it i considered a delicacy and forms
part of any well prepared meze.
There isn't a lot one can say about underwater photography.
It tends to be quite an expensive hobby because of the cost of
pecial waterproof containers for the camera. However, .it is
gaining in popularity, and there are already one or two relatively
cheap waterproof cameras on the market. Some adventurous
photographers have also been trying out the simple expedient of
putting their camera inside a polythene bag. In fact Cyprus
is mor.e rewarding to the keen photographer above rather than
below sea level. There is little or no coral to photograph and
scarcely any of the brightly-coloured fish one finds in the Indian
or Pacific Oceans.
Snh· a~ed

[ro111 wreckt>d Uoma11, Phoc•nit'ian or
Grec•k galll•ys
Salvage work, on the other hand, is most rewarding in Cyprus.
Firstly, all round the island there are ample traces of earlier
civilisations to explore and relics to bring to the surface. Old
wine amphora, mostly broken unfortunately from wrecked
Roman Phoenician or Greek galleys : pieces of mosaic or broken
ves els from the sea floor at Salamis where the ruins on land
are only a fraction of what lies below the surface. You never
know what you may find. One Royal Signals officer even recovered an ancient cannon near Fama~sta and it is now
permanently on display outside 9th Regiment Officers' Mess
with a plaque recording the fear. Stories are also told of gold
coins and other treasure being discovered but here it is a
case of "reluctant heroes," as the penalties for unauthorised
taking of antiquities are severe.
The other type of salvage work which is popular in Cyprus
is that done by the Near East Underwater Salvage Team. The
team is officially recognised by the Ministry of Defence and
performs all manner of tasks which range from checking
moorings and underwater fuel lines to salvaging parts of
crashed aircraf.t and recovering bodies. The team has a very
high reputation; its numbers are limited to ten divers all of
whom must be fully qualified divers. At the moment we in
Royal Signals are filling four of the ten vacancie s, which we
think is not bad going considering the intense competition
for places.
That then is a very brief resume of one of the most popular
pastimes in Cyprus. It is quite cheap to do, a fascinating hobby
which will bring you into contact with other enthusiasts
among whom you are bound to make many lasting friendships.
Not only that of course, think of ~he tales you will be able to
tell back borne!

Ten Corps Wives on a Spree to
Fontainebleau
Lt1ter thert aRI': • Ditl 011.r h11,sbnnds
reallrt sabotage tlie b11.s '?
HIS is a light-hearted and humorous account of a trip
T
from Soissons to Fontainebleau by ten Corps wives
(written by one of them) of 227 Squadron (ALFCE) on a
Christmas shopping spree. Easy enough. But things did
not turn out like that. The engine of the mini bus started to
make ' funny noises' (eventually cured by the driver's tie),
French workmen look startled then blew kisses; they travelled
(the wrong way of course) up one-way streets and the
Gendarme were not amused! But our ladies survived it all.
Later, though, when that delightful feminine intuition got to
work, a question was asked: ' Did the husbands sabotage the
bus'?
" Administrative," over, ten of the husbands of 227 Squadron,
Soissons, felt sufficiently relieved to allow their wives to go off
on a shopping spree to Fontainebleau-some 100 miles from
here. Necessary authority having been given and a mini-bus
detailed for the trip, we look d forward to the trip with
pleasurable anticipation. Our high hopes were slightly shattered
when the mini-bus was involved in an accident with a French
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van (the fault of the van) and further shattered when it snowed
the following day. However, the mini-bus was made roadworthy,
the snow disappeared and we set off enveloped in blankets
kindly loaned by the 'Q' stores (on signature).
Having heard that an excellent cup of coffee could be
obtained en route, we pulled up at the Cheval Blanc at
Outside the hotel, a
Vareddes and "refuelled ourselves."
couple of French workmen were engaged on road repairs. They
were completely demoralised to see ten fully-grown females
enter a bus clearly marked Transport d'Enfants. Their expressions were so funny, we waved to startle them out of their
stupor, whereupon, with true French gallantry, they immediately
livened up, decided we were normal women and not overdeveloped children, and waved and kissed hands enthusiastically.
'aved by inches
By this time it ~as raining hard, with a few snow showers
thrown in for good measure. Silence-the first since we left
at o8.3o-came over the occupants of the bus when the engine
started making funny noises. False alarm, and we carried on
until we reached the cross roads at Melun, the one big town
on our journey. Need I say the lights were against us and the
engine chose that moment to pack in? We all leaned forward,
and whether by the 90 stone straining towards the front or the
know-how of the driver, we inched forward a few feet and
cleared the crossing before the lights changed. A few minutes
panic and by some knowledgeable fiddling and deep-breathing
on the part of the driver, we were once more on our way.
Our next stop came on a desolate strip of road, miles from
anywhere. We debated whether to offer to push the bus or to
hitch a lift, but more fiddling and even deeper breathing produced results. The engine came to life and we were off again,
this time successfully to reach the car park of the SHAPE
shop at Fontainebleau at 12.15.
We went to see the driver to find out if we had to phone
an S.0.S. to 227 to send relief transport, and found him putting
what looked suspiciously like his tie round an important piece
of mechanism. He was amazingly cheerful and said it was only
rain in the distributor--or something equally convincing, so
we cheered up and went to lunch and then on to do our
shopping.

The Gendarmes were not amused
The return journey was uneventful until we reached Mel~,
Going along the main road we were met by the. most appallmg
driving we have seen anywhere. Cars overtakmg to meet us
bead-on, cars passing on both sides, and going o.n to the pavement to do so. Some clot had turned the road mto a one-way
street in the last few days and we were going the wrong way!
The appropriate sign was in such an inconsi;iicuous place as. to
be almost invisible, especially when the driver was watchmg
the traffic lights. The bridge loomed ahead of us and waiting on
the other side were three gendarmes. Despite the adverts on
television all gendarmes are not smiling, helpful souls, gratefully
accepting' cigarettes from British tourists. These three didn't
look helpful and they certainly weren't smiling (they had probably never ;een that advert on TV an~ didn't smoke anyway.!).
The driver, with remarkable percepuon, took a narrow side
turning and we disappeared from the gendarmes' view. That
man should pass bis initiative test with ease.
Those workmen again
Next stop Cheval Blanc, where the same workmen greeted us
enthusiastically, assuring us that Br~tish ladies we~e always gay,
always chic and letting us ~ow m no . ~certam terms that
that we bad twice made their day. (Brmsh husbands please
note!).
Back to our respective homes, tired, happy, and with plenty
to talk about. One last point. After reflection we came to
the conclusion that the reason half the camp, including the
C.O., turned out with big smiles to wave us off, an~ ~e
" Q " gave us blankets, was not because they were wishing
us well on our journey, it was because they had sabotaged
the bus and weren't expecting us back. They would have
thrown in compo rations with those blankets, but it would have
been too obvious. Ah well!. There's always those two French
workmen. Between ten women? Elbows and nails at the ready
ladies, and may the best ones win!
Roll on next Christmas!
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A Party from the 13th Regiment have a
=== wontlerlul Weekentl ====
Gm•sts

t1f

Gl'rnian ltlillionair#' iri Jrh/n('fand
Pairy-Tal" Castl"

(Courtesy Roy Rainbird, BANEWS Service)
Ever been the guest of a millionaire? Ever suycd in a
fairly-tale castle over 1,000 years old-but installed "'1th all
the modern conveniences imaginable?
The chances are that you have not, but if you want to
known what it is like to sleep in centrally-heated rooms that
have sheltered generations of German princes for as far back
as the year 905 A.D., ask some of the men, and their
Women's Royal Army Corps counterparts from 13th Signal
Regiment, stationed in B.A.O.R. If you want to capture the
atmosphere of gracious living in a panelled hall whose walls for
centuries absorbed the carousing and revelries of Germany's
warriors, they will be able to paint a pj.cture of that for you, too.
A party of 20-Signalmen and W.R.A.C.s, and an equal
number of young Germans-have just spent a week-end in
a magnificent castle south of Koblenz, overlooking the banks
of the Rhine, as guests of the German Association for International Youth Exchange.
The castle, Burg Gutenfels, is
owned by Herr Willi Maurer, owner of the huge soap powder
firm Rei-Werke. A keen promoter of Anglo-German relationships, he has placed it at the disposal of the Association, with
the result that virtually every week-end is taken up with
enterta_ining youth parties.
For the soldiers and the girls who came from 13th Regimc:nt,
the setting was perfect for one of those idyllic week-ends
"away from it all." The long, low-gear haul up to the castle
that stands proudly at the summit of one of the hundreds
of vine-shrouded hills rising sharply above the banks of the
Rhine ends in front of massive oak doors. The tiny bakelite
bell-push looks ludicrous against the huge chunks of stone that
form the castle's 3ft.-thick walls.
llnek to the :\fiddle Ag<•s

Once these doors have ponderously swung open, one is
back in the Middle Ages, when German princes owned the
land and private armies were trained, clothed and fed and
mounted in castles such as this up and down the fertile wine
lands of the Rhine. One can almost hear the urgent clatter of
horses' hooves on the flagstoned courtyard, the shouted commands of the captains, and the click and scrape of men preparing for battle. The sudden rush of armour and flash of
steel never seem very far away.
All this, however, is confined to the imagination. Pipinghot showers, centrally-heated rooms, beautifully panelled in
dark woods, soft beds and points for electric razors were to
be found in the accommodation wings-turreted corners of
the castle that look out 500 or 6oo feet over the magnificent
vista that is the Rhine Valley.
An unusual early fall of snow had blanketed the countryside
by the time the party arrived, so the fairy-tale setting was
complete. Most of the young Germans spoke excellent English,
so there were no language barriers to be overcome, and the
week-end was soon in full swing. Far into the night the lights
from the castle gleamed out over the snow-swept valley, while
the ancient, scarred walls reverberated to the clashing mu ic
from drums and electric guitars-the jet age flying high among
medieval arches.
With the air like wine, and inches of fre h clean now underfoot it was inevitable that on the next and final day snowballs
sho~ld start flying thick and fast, and the ramparts and courtyards echo to English and German war cries as the kirmi. hers
advanced through the falling snowflakes. After their memorable experience the soldiers and the W.R.A.C.s were very
loathe to leave for the utilarian atmosphere of a military barracks, but the time came when the handshakes an~ cm/
wiederse11ens had to stop, and a rather sad p3rty chmbed
aboard their transport. " Out of this world; out of this world,"
they murmured as the castle, its grey, now ~ilent bulk reaching
up towards the snow-filled sky, faded from view.
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The Representative Colonel Commandant
visits Northem Ire/anti
HE Representative Colonel Commandant, Major-General
T
A. M. W. Whistler,
visited Norther:n Ireland
in late November.
Ace mpanied by Mrs. Whistler, he
c.B., C.B.E.,

arrived at Aldergrove Airport on 22nd November, and was
met by the C.S.O., Lieutenant-Colonel]. . Con.gdon. He then
drove to Cloona House, where he was to stay .with t~e G .O.C.in-C., Li utenant-General Sir Desmond F1tzpatnck, K.C.B.,
D.S.O., M.B.E., M.C.

"\' is5t to 213 Squadron
On 23rd November, ~era! ~histler visited 213 Squadron
(Infantry Brigade). On his arrival at the entrance to H.Q.,
39th Infantry Brigade, he was met by the Squadron Commander, Major B. 0. Haw and the S.S.M., W.O.II Mar~am,
and taken to the Officers' Mess for coffee, where he was introduced to the officers on the staff of H .Q., 39th Infantry
Brigade.
.
Tbe General then went on a tour of the umt, where be was
able to meet most of the operators of the . Squao/on and 524
Troop (air portable) - one of the Battalion Signal TrOOJ?S
attached to the Squadron-who were packed ready for an au
move. The party then moved to the miniatu~~ range where
the Squadron small bore rifle team were ·pract1S1.ng und~ the
direction of Lieutenant J. W. Denny, Royal Anglian Regimei;it.
The General challenged the C.S.0. to ~ mati;:h for al?- ~dis
closed side-stake and was able to Will qwte convillcmgly.
General Whistler then moved to the Squadron ga~ages, where
he met members of the Queen's Dragoon Guards Signal Troop
(commanded by Sta!f Sergeant C~dmS?). He then saw the
drivers radio operaung course beIDg IDstructed. by Sergeant
Taffinder in some of the intricacies of operaung.
The visit was concluded in the Sergeants! Mess, where the
General was able to meet the senior N.C.O.s he had not rnai;iaged to see during his tour of the unit. The General left us .m
a typ:cal Irish downpour which we hope has not deterred hun
from visiting Ireland again.
.
General and Mrs. Whistler were subsequently entertained to
lunch at Killyleagh by Colonel C . F . C. Lindsay, the Honorary
Colonel of 66th (Ulster) Signal Regiment (T.A.) and 302
Signal Squadron, Infantry Brigade, TA., and. afterwards called
on Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. Hamer at ·Fmnebrogue.
Visit to T . A.
In the evening the Representative Colonel Commandant
visited 66th (Ulster) Signal Regiment and 302 Squadron
during their drill period. He first went to 302 Squll:dron, at
Victoria Barracks, and was greeted by the O.C., Maior I. J.
Kyle, T.D. He spent some time talking w!th the
'.Ind
his P.S.O. on the difficulties of the forthcomIDg reorgarusatlon.
He then drove to Clonaver Park, home of 66th Regiment,
where he was met by the Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel J. R. Hamer, the Adjutant and the R.S.M. W.0.I
Harrison escorted the General to the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess, where he met the senior N.C.O.s, both male
and female. He chatted to the mess members over a glass
of beer for some minutes and was then taken on a tour of
the various aspects of training going on at the time, showing
keen interest in everything he saw, and spoke to many of the
soldiers and girls who had braved the elements that night to
be present.
The G.neral also paid a visit to the cookbouse, where the
A.C.C. staff were busily engaged in preparing a cold buffet
supper for a regimental function the following evening. Sergeant
Todd, A.C.C., the Cook Sergeant, explained what was being
prepared and showed the party round. From there ~he G eneral
went on to visit the L.A.D. Having completed his tour, the
Representative Colonel Commandant was entertained in the
Officers' Mess where he enjoyed a quiet drink before his departure. Both units much enjoyed General Whistler's visit
and feel that his kindness and understanding have gone a long
way towards helping them over a difficult time.

o.c;;.

V i sit to 2 3 3 S quad r o n
General Whistler's visit to 233 Squadron (O.C., Major A. R.
B. B. Dale, M.B.E.) on 24th November had a family touch about

it. His daughter, Second-Lieutenant Clare Whis.tler, W.R.A.C.,
had been Duty Signal Officer in the Squadron e1gl;tteen months
earlier. The General was interested to meet her successor,
Second-Lieutenant Gay Hughes, W.R.A.C., and to be led
around, as it were, in his daughter's footsteps.
The General renewed acquaintanceship with W.O.II. Ankers,
S.Q.M.S. Didlick, Sergeant Brown, Corporal Hardmg and
others. After visiting the Signal Centre and Exchange-where
he had a long chat with Sergeant Schulz and Corporal Hunter,
W .R.A.C.-he was shown over the new Si~al . Centre flo?r,
under construction in the Command H.Q. bu1ldmg, by Ma1or
F. Speakes, M.B.E., the T.O.T.
The General was then driven to Antrim, where he show~d
a tremendous interest in the Squadron's four-berth cabin
cruiser, the Banshee. This 26ft. craft has been under construction for 2l years, and redoubled efforts had bee~ made
Trouble with the
to get it ready for the Gen~ral's visit.
engine, however, prevented a tnp on ~ough ~eagh, as ha.d been
intended, but the General was sufficiently impressed with t!:Je
Banshee's potential to congratulate all concerned and to predict
a lively future for the boat.
General and Mrs. Whistler subsequently lunched with the
C.S.O., and afterwards attended a tea party with some of the
wives of members of the two Regular Squadrons. In the evening they were present at a champagne party given b)'. the officers
of all Royal Signals units in the Command, at which some of
the officers of H.M.S. Fearless were welcome guests.
On the following day, after attending the commissioning ~ere
mony of H.M.S. Fearless, Major-General and Mrs. Wh1s~~r
left Northern Ireland for London by air. Their welcome v1s1t
had been all too brief.

The • Monty '

Legiend-

Another Piece ol Vnrecorded History

Those Setontls when the Worltl just Stops!
!HE Desert war was over and the Eighth Army were
T
on the move again. Malta had been alerted that
the victorious army were to be their g11ests for a while

and that General Montgomery was to make the island
his Headquarters. Orders we~t out, lines ~mzzed an<!- a
general smartening up campaign was put mto operauon
-belts were blancoed white, brasses polished until every
soldier on the island became a living target for enemy
fighters, and white vehicle lines began to appear in every
nook l\_nd cranny-' Monty ' was coming . . .
St. George's Barracks was chosen to ~ecome the
operational H.Q. and the Royal ~rps of S1.gna.ls were
put to work wiring up the. essential com'!1un!cat1.ons. I,
for my many sins, was put m charge of this vital )Ob and
on a sweltering bot day I was standing on the top of . a
ladder, stripped to the waist, ·hanging 'Don 8 ' cable m
festoons round the walls of an underground cavern when
a sharp voice said: " Why don't you take it across the
roof? It would be quicker." Without looking down I
replied: "Why don't you mind your own b ... business?"
All of a sudden there was a deathly silence then all hell
came a-popping. " Get down from that ladder at once,
Corporal!" came the familiar tones of the C.S.O. I
looked down and found that the complete floor area of
the cavern was covered with highly polished • Brass
Hats' and in the middle of them was the owner of the
voicd who had originally given the rebuffed advice-he
was a small man with a black beret with numerous badges
attached to it. In a flash I was on the ground standing
nervously in front of the great man himself. He looked
me up and down, then cast his eye over .the sm~ll ari;ny
of spit and polished Brass Hats and then m a quiet voice
said: " Thank God somebody round here looks and
sounds like a soldier."

(An incident recalled by Arthtfr Rofjey and refrrir:t.ed
by permission of the West Wickham Branch, British
Legion, from their magazine, "Service.")
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205 SQUADRON, BORNEO
Delays-but all's well thnt ends well
After a great deal of notice and a number of changes, 205
Squadron is now fu.mly concentrated in Borneo. Our advance
party seems to have had a rigorous trip, their time table for
the journey ran as follows :
(a) Three successive delays at London Airport, culminating
in an overnight stop at Hendon Transit Centre.
(b) An hour's delay on the morning of departure.
(c) Over nine hours delay at Kuwait caused by a faulty
No. 3 engine.
(d) An hour's delay on the morning of departure from
Singapore.
(c) Diversion from their destination to Labuan because of
low cloud, resulting in an overnight stop there.
(f) A furrher day's delay at Labuan because of a faulty aircraft.
By comparison, " J " Troop's ex~rien~ of 0e!r threetonner getting stuck in a monsoon dram whilst bnngmg ~em
into the new camp, seems trivial. However, for the remamdi:r
of the Squadron everything went very .~II?O?rhly, an~ we ~walt
the arrival of the follow-up party, now hvmg lt up m Smgapore, to complete our number.
Favourable impression-not mud huts in
the jungle any 1nore
Most of us here gained a favourable impression of th~ area
and, in particular, our camp. We e;icp~cted ~ud huts ID ~e
jungle, but instead found wooden buildings raised up on .stilts
Our Brigade
which, although Spartan, are comfortable.
Armourer, A.Q.M.S. Jones (a veteran of B?rnC?) w~ amazed
by the changes since his last tour, and persists ill going round
.
saying : "We had it !ou~h ~hen." .
Our job of commumcaung is :veil m hand. The operating
troops, in the main, work on a shift system. The no?ble exceptions are the linemen and drivers. The way thIDgs are at
the moment, "J" Troop and "M.T." Troop. are likel'.>;' t?,
be renamed the " Borneo Telephone and Taxi Compames,
respectively. We are spread across a large area, and Ser~eant
Trotter, Lance-Corporal Simpson and Signalman Mallmd~r
have already had a three-day trip up country to set up a radio
station. It is surprising that they don't seem to. come ~a<=;k
with tales of how tough it was in the jungle . . . mstead 1t 1s
a case of . . .
.
.
·
1
" Cor ! you should have seen what 1t was like in the ong
house. Sarongs are three dollars cheaper than, back he;e. . l
got th1s blowpipe cheap-don't know what I 11 do :-v1th ,lt,
but I got in cheap. Tell me what you want and next tune Im
up country I'll get it for you, you don't ~ant to p~y th~se base
prices." We have even worked out the difference m prices between the Charwallah and the NAAFI. You buy your soap
from one and toothpaste from the other and save 5 cents.

The Fire Officer's NiJfhtmaro
The messing staff, ably led by Sergeant . Buckley, A_.C.C.,
are doing sterling work in a cookhouse which has been described as a "Fire Officers' Nightmare," because the petrol
burners are used like flame-throwers from one row of pots. to
Our new equipment is somewhere on .the high
another.
seas or so the MPBW (they're here as well, like Kilroy) te!J
us. ' Still, with the limited means at our disposal, everyone 1s
kept full and happy. For entertainment, w~ have fiye ~
showings a week, plus tombola on one other mght. .Swururung
is the main rtlcreation in a fabulous, modem, Olympic-standard
pool which seems q~ite out-of-place here in Borneo. As one
chap was heard to say, " it's the best fourpennyworth anywher6." Rugby is the only major spor~ we can pl~;: .at the
moment as the camp is sorely lacking m sports facilmes.
Still basketball at the local girls' school, and ba~minton are
under' way. Fishing, led by Sergeant Brooks, Brigade H.Q.,
Sergeants McCarthy and Thompson, is held every Sundav on
the banks of the local river, with sing;ilar lack. of success: What
is so embarrassing is that -the natives fishing alongside us,
with little more than a bent pin and string, put us all to shame
with their catches. Still, it is rumoured that Lance-~rporal
Candon, Lance-Corporal Armstrong and Signalman. Massie have
been having lessons from the locals and .are determined to prove
they can catch bigger fish than the semor N .C.0.s.
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No~

us bad n1o1 we were led to believe
In conclusion, we must reiterate the point that it is not as
bad as we expected or were led to believe. The heat is bearable, a mosquito-bite 1s something of an occasi?n and is worn
like a decoration. We are comfortably established and fully
occupied, and getting stuck into the jo~ in hand. . Our oper~
tional capacity and skill at our trade improves daily and this
is very satisfying.
2oa (COlUMONWEALTJI) sqU.\DllO:\
c·/o G.P.O., MALACCA, .)1.\L.\YSI.\
•• A .. Troo1• elaim n Cntterick myth
is ex1>loded
Many will have heard it said on. Cat~erick courses that
Shirleys and Jamaicas are antennae which give a better s~gnal/
noise ratio--but don't worry, you'll never see them, JS the
assurance.
.
We have now perfected the art of erec~ion of S?irleys m
the ulu (second-class jungle) and can do 1t .on . racacal c;xercises, i.e., exercises without torches. The ~cnal 1~ no~ .quite a
uue Shirley but a bastardisation-well, slightly 1llegmmateyou ask Lie~tenant Peter Brunton (0.C. "A" Troop), Corporal
Dave L elo or Signalman ~ill Slater. The t~ree spent so!Ile
time feeling their way cautiously through the 1unglc, countmg
out the paces between the masts;-150, 1.51, 15?, etc.
For those interested, the techmcal details of the antenna are
as follows:
Both ends of a half wave length of 300 o~s
spaced television feeder are joined. One leg of the loop ~s
broken and another lengih of television feeder inserted. This
length acts as the ·aerial feeder. This process is repeated and
both feeders are fed in parallel to the set.
,
.
.
On the results side we boast some 18 hours voice m
a day and the remaining six hours on CW at 'fives ' both
Could this antenna be the ans~er to
ways 'on the Cn.
Yeoman Durrant's British Honduras problem .J?Osed ID the
August/September edition of TuE WIRE? (Bnttsh Honduras
.
please rune !)
With the help of the Royal Engineers we are ere~ting a
permanent Jamaica array, but recently we erecte~ a cubic quad
array by ourselves using eig~c masts and ~ profusion of halyards.
The cubic quad looked like a study ill ~odern 3!t. 'I}le
"A" Troop boffins are now working on a simple device which
will enable me cubic quad to be rotated on one mast (patent
applied for).
,
We will soon lose our '(Airportable Brigade Group) appendage and will have instead '(Aerials).'
,. J "

Troo1>.-We nre not so nerinlly
conscious but • • •

Although not quite so aerial con ciou~ as "A''. T.roop, ~e,
too have managed horizontal and veracal polarisation usm.g
ond mast for our Yagis. This is very useful when space is
limited.
The Troop is commanded by Lie~te.nant Barry ~lade, Royal
Australian Signals (ex-S.A.S.), who is eagerly looking forward
to an adventure training trip down River Pahang.
This should be better than a trip to the reptile ho.use at the
London Zoo, where !'he cage often obscures your view of the
crocodiles. (Hope we get the story for THE WIRE later on.Editor).
S.Il.(~.

Troop-AU Work and no glory!

S1•ort-~'

Son1e mPasurfll of sn,•et1'SS

.,

We have had some measure of succe s .in the sporting w?rld,
winning the Minor Units Water Polo, CJ:1cket Cup an.d Cn~ket
League. We very narrowly missed retainmg the athletic shield,
going down to our old rivals, 2 I~fantry ~orshop , much to
the disappointment of Corporal Lisle Toppm ?nd .Craftsman
Robin Phillips, both R.E.!-A.E. ! In the s~vmmmg, 1t was the
Engineers who put u~ mto. second . bert ; they broke .two
champion hip records m the1r fine wm. Our congratulauon,
to our ancestors! We are now toning up for bask~tball. Our
coach and rearguard, Sergeant Gerry Keelor R.A.0.C., sa~.
we will do even better than last year (runners-up-we can t
do much better!).
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Remembrnnee Sundny
A Drumhead
ervicc, conducted by the Archbishop of
Sydney was held in the early morning on the sports field.
e, of course, supplied the P .A. system, under the watchful
eye of Foreman Bob Chidley and Lance-Corporal Bob Pow,
who didn't feel It nece sary to have a loud-hailer back-up.
ll-·h ·es· Club
The Wives' Club nearly followed the dodo, but a spirited
rally saved it at the eleventh hour and once again it flourishes
-parti ularly at badminton. If we ever get enough time between exercises, we will take them on at the game.

219 S(tUADllON. B.F.P.O. 51
ll·e nre now r111111i11g down ••••
The Squadron is now in the advanced stage of the run-down
towards our disbandment. Sergeants Peter
ea! and Victor
Thompson have left us for their Yeomans course and Sergeant
Wally Hammonds leaves us very shortly for Cacterick to become
a Foreman. All too many of our operators have also left us all
for upgrading courses prior to joining their new 11ni1s.
Our last exercise in the desert has finished and the field radio
troop is the first major working section of the Squadron which
no longer has an operational role. The troop has worked most
s~ccessfully over the last two years in the closest co-operation
Wlth the R.A.F. Desert Rescue Team. Their last exercise was
suitably terminated in that one of the Squadron F.F.R. Land
Rovers was given credit of finding a R.E. Land Rover that had
been miss~ng for 36 hours. The Sapper Land Rover concerned
had a broken front axle and a very unhappy crew who d enied
emphatically that they were eight miles off course!
•••• a11d even in the sporting fi e ld we are
rmding it difficult to com1•ef P
In the sporting field we are finding it more and more difficult
with our reduced numbers to compete. The Rugby season has

THE ROYAL SCHOOL
ARMAGH
Four Entrance (Boarding) Scholarships are
offered for annual competition valued at £125, £75
and £so (2). Candidates may enter in Group A (under
12 on July r, 1966) or in Group B (under 14 on July
r, 1966). (Note: Group A is roughly equivalent in
standard to that of the Qualifying Examination, Group
B to that of Common Entrance). The papers will be
taken on Monday, April 4, either in Armagh or at
candidates' own schools. Final date of entry: March
15, 1966.
The Royal School, Armagh, is one of five Ulster
schools founded by James I. At present, a major
expansion programme is being completed. It is the
policy of the Board of Governors to give priority for
Boarding places to Service children.
Scholarship
Prospectus, Application Forms,
Entrance forms, etc., may be obtained from: The Secretary,
The Royal School,
College Hill,
ARMAGH, Northern Ireland.

tarted again and thi! yca1 we lia\ c had to combine with
R.E.M.E. in order to •play. Our results to date have not been
very encouraging and the officer commanding and Sergeant
Jamieson although considered the most experienced, are known
to be the most ancient.
The Squadron has, however, formed a complete hockey team
this season and is doing very well. It is composed almost
entirely of the younger members of the Squadron who are
mainly ex-Junior Leaders. The only exceptions are the
Squadron Commander and the R.Q.M.S. who are firmly
entrenched as the full-backs. No comment on this choice of
positions is necessary!
Our soccer team, which is an amalgam of our own and
B.M.H. players is not, regrettably, the invincible team of former
seasons. However, with stalwarts Eddie Gill, Roy Sutcliffe,
Jo::k Douglas and Wally Adams (our R.A.P.C. left-back) playing
their ·hearts out in defence we shall give a good account of
ourselves in what, because of the run-down, will be a very
short season. So far, we have beaten R.A.F. Idris and sunk
38 Squadron R.C.T. in a 9-goal deluge. On the other hand,
let it be written in small print, we were walloped 9-3 by a
civilian team, composed mainly of Italians, in a "friendly." As
one wag would have it, "Our lot are a bit too friendly." In
the League, however, ..
~u111erous

visitors
We have had numerous visitors recently. The most important
of them being the G .O.C. Malta and Libya, Major-G~neral
J . .J?. Frost, C.B., o.s.o., M.C., and the Signal Officer-in-Chief,
Maior-General P. E. M. Bradley, C.B.E., o.s.o., whose most
welcome appearance at Idris Airport was much enjoyed by the
senior ranks of the Squadron who met him informally. We were
very grateful that he should have taken the trouble and we
were most disappointed that he did not have sufficient time
to meet all ranks and families of the Squadron.

262 SQUADRON, D.F.P.O. 63
Life in the Squadron over the recent past has followed a
rather routine pattern, but we offer the highlights in their
chronological-and not precedence---order.
Wives' Club
A number of difficulties arise when runnings a Wives' Club
in a unit which is not only mainly composed of shift-working
husbands, but spread out between Larnaca and Dhekelia. The
more credit, therefore, when events are staged and meet with
the approval of participants. The close of the summer season
found a party of ladies sampling a meze in Charlie's Bar
Nicos~. The . uninitiated now know .that the main require~
ment for ensurmg a full measure of appreciation of this most
famous of Cyprus meals is a completely empty stomach.
On what must have been truly the last warm and pleasant
week-end of the summer, a bus transported wives, children and
husbands to Fig Tree Bay. This well-known spot was quite
deserted and our outing was pleasantly private. It is muttered
that Lieutenant Loudoun's barbecued food contained rather a
lot of charcoal, but he points out that this is an excellent aid
to digestion.
Gunpowder, trenson and plot
Little did Guy Fawkes realise to what extent his name would
be celebrated in Dhekelia., Bigger and better bonfire nights are
celebrated yearly, and this last one was most impressive. It
would be difficult to single out any particular event on the
programme, which, with a multitude of sideshows ran for
some eight hours.
Free-fall parachuting, equestrian events, the R.H.F. pipes
and drummer, the dozen or so attractions, held the estimated
ro,ooo crowd's attention to the end.
The ~quadron's part in this mammoth event was the supply
~nd mamtenance of contin?ous P.A. facilities-not so easy as
1t sounds, as our Second-m-Command's nail-less fingers will
bear out.
." Q " Best's. entry in the guy competition, though everyone
said was a wmner, came second.
S.0.-ln-C.'s visit
The current phrase " It's all go " is really all that's needed
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to describe the flying visit of the S~gnal Officer-in-Chief, MajorGeneral P. E. M. Bradley. Despite the remorseless hands of
the clock, which limited his stay, he managed a few words with
all he mer, including the wives of the Squadron, with whom he
took coffee.
A fleeting visit, but O?C which gave us a fresh vigour by his
example, and we hope m return a happy impression of all he
saw in 262 Squadron (Cyprus).

fact, a glance at the league re ·ults so far thb ~i:ason will show
that we must be the unluckiest team in Aden. That's \\hat the
captain, Staff Sergeant Bob Wherry, says, anyway.
We're doing much better in the footballing 11\~ld. Mor le in
the team is very high, because whenever we lose a match, we
just have to challenge the Sergeants' Mess to a game to salve
our wounded pride. I'll cross that bit out, taff, if you really
mean it about doing extra duties.

(;yprus District lliOe Meetin~
. ~is was ~ . two-day .shoot held under somewhat windy and
difficult condmons, turnmg out almost unrehearsed for this event
the Squadron team, led by "Q" Best, was almost the sam~
as that which won the C.S.O.'s Competition earlier in the year.
O~r faith. was justified. whe.n our team tied, equal first, with
Admm. Unn, Dhekeha, m this 17-team competition. Corporal
Brown did very well in proving to be the best individual rifle
sho t of the meeting.

• • • our • infallible ' Jtools s:- INn i. C'f•rtalnly
• fallible'
Whilst we mention football, our heartiest congratulations are
extended to Sergeant Bob MacKnight. Bob has invented an
almost infallible system for winning the football pool each
week. Everybody in the Squadron has invested a little (roughly
half) of their monthly pay into the syndicate, and r~sults so f r
are very encouraging. For an outlay of only ten shillings per
head per week, we've already won loid. each at one go! Who
need secondment credits with a substantial weekly income such
as this promises to become?
The Squadron is in a state of abject mi ~ry at the moment.
A special Part One Order was recently distributed, threatening
that P.E. Tests time has drawn nigh. Certain members of the
Squadron who have exercised a marked contempt in the past
for energetic pastimes may now be seen " taking the kiddies for
a romp.'' Others iµay be seen lurking around the M.I. Room
door with a distressingly hopeful look draped aero s their
faces. Generally, though, there is an air of resignation, a getit-over-with feeling in the air. This is obviously the most
practical attitude to adopt, as the writer from his own experience
can testify to the heartlessness of the Medical staff in times
such as these. The writer, sad to say, is a m3Tingerer.
Still, we'll need to be fit soon, as the Annual Admini trative
Inspection shortly follows the P.E. Tests, and there are several
sets of footprints to remove from our ceilings before the great
day.

Hall and fnrewell, C.S.O., Cypru!!i
Tuesday, 7th December, marked a passage of time for the
Corps in Cyprus, and in particular for the Squadron. On this
day we said "hello" to C'..olonel M. J. R. Fletcher, M.B.E., and
" goodbye " l(O Colonel T. H. C. Grigg.
Whilst wishing Colonel Grigg the best of health and good
fortune for the future, we also wish Colonel Fletcher a very
happy tour with us.
Perhaps one of Colonel Grigg's first recommended actions,
as Officer-in-Charge Records, in the business of postings, will
be that moves from sunny climes to U.K. should be nearer the
alleged summer of England. We hope this winter, which has
come in rather viciously, will warm up somewhat for him.
FEDEHAL HEGUl,A.Jt AHMY SIGNAJ,
St!UADllON, B.J<'.P.O. 69

\'e r~·

" ' ords of praise are 1net with an e111barrassed
smile
In the battalions, our radio technicians are continuing to act
as radio technicians, cum generator mechanics cum signals
advisors, on all matters in which they can be of assistance.
Should you pour some words of praise on the husky shoulders
of these rather hairy young men, you'll just get an embarrassed
smile and a muttered, ••It's all in a day's work.'' They can,
and indeed do, give advice on technical matters completely
outside their spheres of work. " I think you under-exposed
that one, scribe. Hang on, whilst I raise a smile again. '

new arrivals. arrivnls and de1>nrtures
Our congratulations go to Sergeant and Mrs. Joe Chambers
on the birth of their daughter, Linda. Congratulations are
also extended to Corporal and Mrs. Ray Crook on the birth
of their son, Mark. May their tribes increase.
We welcome to our midst Corporals George Grant and Brian
Beers, and Lance-Corporals Alan Benson and Pip Hill. We
also greet once more Lance-Corporal Terry Hubbard, who
returns to a somewhat changed and depleted flock.
These gentlemen replace Corporals Pete Goodwm, Jack
Jenner and Roger Denton and Lance-Corporal Pete Clayton.
Masallama, sedigis.
We also tender our farewells to Major Frank Edwards, who
leaves the F.R.A. shortly for foreign (British) climes. Major
Edwards has ably supported G (Int) in his time here, and
we have enjoyed his company many times in our Jimmy Club in
off-duty hours. We wish you the best of luck in your new post
at 3 Division, sir.
Staff Sergeant Frank Williams the Squadron Adjutant, Chief
Clerk and Car Dealer, has encountered quite a setback. He
has not been able to sell the O.C., Major John Agar, his latest
car. It is a Rover 75, " in excellent condition my boy."
Major Agar is in dire need of a car, as he recently mist00k
the main road for a stock track and paid the appropriate
penalty. He says he is in touch with the Shanks Transport Co.,
Ltd. (motto: A camel for every occasion) and wouldn't be
seen in a Rover.
The Squadron still has a few ties left, which it is trying to
get rid of. For the information of past members of the unit,
who alone are eligible to wear them, they are slim ties, dark
green in colour, with the crossed gambias, star and ere cent
tastefullv plastered in odd places across the front. Diagonal
blue and white stripes meander across the front for no apparent
reason except that this is the Signal Squadron. The overall
effect of thi colour scheme gone mad i , curiously enough,
quite pleasing.

At Rnsketball we are c .. rtainl:-t' • not the greatN1t '
but ••••
The Squadron is doing moderately well in the sporting field.
We were narrowly pipped in the last minute by 2ro Squadron
at basketball recently. The final score, after a closely fought
ding dong battle, was a win for 210 by 95 points to 18. We
were similarly unlucky against l 5th Regiment just afterwards,
too. The score sheets weren't all that different either. In

This is uot ad,'ertisln~ but ••.•
We're not advertising, but technicians-listen in! A tour
with the F.R.A. i of only eighteen month ' duration, life in
the unit is much more varied and therefore more intere ting
than in other units of the Middle East, and of course, tire pay
is so muc11 better! Send your applications to your Unit
Adjutant, for onward transmis ion to Royal Signals Record .
Hang on, 007, I'm coming. Hang on!

James Bond gets his lot-The Squadron Clerk was engrossed. James Bond was really
in trouble this time. His biretta barked, and barked again;
two agents of Smersh dropped writhing to the ground. But
there were eight more to beat yet, and he couldn't take them
all. It was the time for the hidden help, rhe F.R.A. Signal
Squadron Clerk, to lend a hand. But hark-what's this? Thf:
arch enemy is near at hand.
" If you've enough time to sit there reading books, you've
enough time to write the ' Wire ' NotesJ" the villain said.
"But you don't understand, sir. 007's in trouble, and it's
time we did our bit " (appeal to his finer senses-it never fails).
• • • bet?anse ••\Vire " Notes have to be written
"He'll have to fend for himself this time. You do those
'Wire' notes."
Should you, in the days to come, wonder what has become
of Britain's answer to Smersh you'll know that he went down
smothered in a haze of British glory, whilst his hidden ally
laboured under the weight of these notes. The villain of this
sorry tale is our R.Q.M.S., W.O.II John Raymond, and follows
·
the story of his merry men.
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HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN BERLIN

TllO OP

(JIHITISJI

JIOND U llAS )

lly \V.O.ll fl!. ol S.) P . Dur1•nnt
Departures and Arrivals
Signalman Mike Dryland returned to U.K. early in
November. His tour here was a colourful one. Apart from his
leaves spent in the U.S .A. and Mexico, du ty took him to
the Cayman Islands for radio tests and to El Salvador on earthquake r.elief. We wish him success with his new career in t he
police force. Dryland's relief is Signalman John Doyle, who
i settling in nicely.

, .i sihi
The Commander of the British Forces, Caribbean Area,
Commodore H. H. Danreuther, R. ., paid his annual visit this
month. He arriv d in H.M.S. R othesay and stayed three days.
The Staff Communications Officer, Lieutenan t-Commander
H . M. Balfour, R.N ., who accompanied the Commander, discussed fut ure communication s in the area and d isplayed tremendous in terest in the T roop. H is stay with us was informal,
busin esslike and fruitful.
The Garrison is r nown ed for its hospitality to visiting ships,
and H.M.S. Rothesay's visi t was no exception. T h ere was
plenty of sport, and a fair amount of work, but the entertainment programme was like an endurance test.
This happy photograph of H.M. the Queen meeting some
of her troops was taken some months ago on the occasion of
her visit, accompanied by H.R.H. the Duke of Edinburgh, to
Berlin.
About to be presented are Sergeant Black of 229 Squadron
and Mrs. Black.

S(tUADRON (AIR FORMATION)
ll.F.P.O. 53
We take this opportunity of catching up on our arrivals,
departures and family additions :
261

Arrivals.-Sergeants Kimberley and Turner, Lance-Corporals
Cooper and Worthing, Signalman Mancienne.
We trust their tour with us will be an interesting and happy
one.
Depanures.-Sergeant Pe-trie, Corporals Clarke and Lyons,
Signalmen Collier, Fagg, Hopkins and Riley.
All have left for service with other units, and we wish them
the very best of luck.

Births.-To the wives of Sergeant Loome, Corporal Oldham
and Lance-Corporal Oakley (sons), Signalman Telford
(daughter).
Our congratulations to the proud parents.

A Colonel pays tribute • • •

lance Corporal Kenneth Fraser
It was with the deepest regret that I received news of the
sudden death at his home in Inverness of Kenneth Fraser (late
Lance-Corporal). War-time members of 5 Division Signals
will remember him as my driver batman when I commanded
the Unit in 1942-43. No man could have been better served
than I was by Corporal Fraser, or had a better friend. During
the wanderings of 5 Division in U.K., Jndia, Persia, Iraq, Syria,
Egypt and throughout the Sicily and Italy campaigns, never
oncv did the C.0.'s car have an involuntary stoppage; and as
a batman no one could have done more for me to ensure that
I never had anything to think of but the business in hand of
communications and command. A quiet, slow speaking Scot,
~cspe~te d by all, he. had a great sense of humour, a most
ingenious turn of mmd and I never knew him stumped, no
matter what the problem or how adverse the conditions. He
was a true gentleman and a real friend. We offer our deepest
sympathy to his widow.
E. L. L. Vut..LlAMY
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Exercise " Pole Vault "
A d etachment of 36 Engineer R egiment arrived this month
for Exercise « Pole Vault.'' The purpose of the exercise is to
build a bridge and an air strip. Their arrival has coincided
with exceptionally heavy rains (4.79 inches in 24 hours), but
this doesn't seem to worry them very much. The d etachment
has two Royal Signals operators, Corporal J ack Lovatt and
Signalman John Matthews, both of whom have made themselves
at home here.
Our Boat
A golden opportunity presented itself this month when a
boat was put up for sale. For £13 the Troop purchased a
second-hand 12ft. boat. At the moment it :is all °' scrape and
paint" but we hope to have a lot of fun with it later.
Season's Greetings
May we take this opportunity to send season's greetings to
the Editor and staff of THE WIRE, who dot the i's and cross
the t's monthly for us, with such expertise, and to all our
other friends in the Corps.

HOYAL MILITARY ACADEMY, SANDllURST,
SIGNALS WING
Sport-110 lack of talent, but oppo,.tunify
requJred
Even after an absence of more than a year from the
columns of THE WIRE, we still find it difficult to produce an
impressive catalogue of sporting achievements. This is not
so much from lack of talent, but from lack of opportunity. We
are the proud possessors of silver cups for tennis, cricket and
basketball, and also a pennant trophy for exploits unknown.
The facts are, however, that no other Wing at th e Academy
has dared to challenge us for the possession of these during
the last year, and they therefore portray past glory rather than
current successes. There has only been one competition for
the staff at the Academy this year-the Inter-Wing Athletics
- and we did not cover ourselves with glory, although S.Q.M.S.
Mullin almost willed our tug-of-war team to victory. Our convincing win in the chain-of-command relay, however, demonstrated the value of hard training and teamwork.
A ' 'ast re1eos tory of fasei11ati11g Juaowlf"dge
For our achievements, therefore, we have to look away from
the sporting sphere and into the .. Thank You L etters" file,
which bulges with gratitude. Our primary task is, of course,
to teach the Cadets something about communications but we
also help out with almost every aspect of Academy life. It
seems that there is no activitiy, from athletics, via dragging
and dramatics, fencing and fireworks, to psywar and Christmas
Fair that does not need a contribution from some or all of our
forty all ranks and their wives. The result is that we have a
vast repository of fascinating knowledge which may be of
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interest to readers. So if you want io know the number of
signalman-hours required for the technical aspects of a ball
for 3,000, or the number of radio technicians required for
running repairs during a mammoth fencing tourney, or the
communications layout for an air display or a boat race, do
call in or write. One thing is certain, it all adds up to very
long hours for everyone concerned.
The P e r s onal Sid e
On the personal side, members of the Wing will join with
us in our sympathy for Mrs. Smith, who lost her husband on
4th September. She intends to go on maintaining continuity
for us after a magnificent total of r6 years with the Wing
and as a most staunch supporter of the Corps.
Sergeants Bland, D rugan and Dunnett have joined us in
the last year, and Sergeant Styles has left us.
Sergeant
Breese led an expedition to the Tibesti Mountains of North
Africa during August and brought back many excellent archaeological specim ens.
Everyone here has a real job to do, and con sequently h as
different impr essions of the Academy, but all agree that life is
"different.'' So if you are passing through Camberley and
want to see what we are up to, do look in-we are always
pleased to see visitors from the Corps.

•

47th REGDIENT T.A.
MIDDLESEX '\' EOlUANRY
(The Duke of Cnmbridge•s Hussars)

Once aga in the fa miliar cry r ings out "WIRE Notes by Friday,
please," and after much mumbling about inequities of the
service and stroking of balding spots they appear.
Regimental Communications Exercise
After an excellent weekend course on the C4r/R222 and
r + 4 No. 3 equipments, run most ably by Staff Sergeant
(F . of S.) Mannion and Sergeant Webb, both of 30th Regiment,
a weekend exercise was held to put it into practice. Results
proved that contrary to previous expressed opinions all ~hat
the afore-mentioned stalwal\ts had told us had not gone straight
through that well known gap between the ears in record time.
P.ermission was obtained from the Fine Arts C-0uncil to erect
aerials on an ancient monument (R.H.Q.) and this drew the
obvious comments from .the wags in our midst.
Highlight of the exercise was a message received from one
of ·the out-stations reporting that an atom bomb had been
dropped on them. One tired operator was heard to mumble
" Thank God that's us dead, I'm off home to the wife " while
th e more serious-minded were heard to be discussing in awed
voices about the hardiness of both men and equipment in
surviving a direct hit and still continuing to operate. The more
sceptical wanted to know why they didn't hear the bang at
Chelsea.
Our grateful thanks go to 30th Regiment and the two aforementioned stalwarts for their co-operation.
Exercise •• ~feet the ~len ''
This was •h eld on Putney Heath in _the usual 'Nov~mber in
England ' weather and was designed to show. ~e Reg1m,ent to
the civilian population and to encourag~ recrmtmg. Desp1t_e, the
weather this was a good effort. Results of the compet1t.1ons
were:· 22 Team: " C " Squadron.
·22 Indiv'dual: Lance-Corporei Milne, "C " Squadron.
Guard Mountin)I: " C" Squadron .
Li-c Lny•rg: ' B " Squadron.
Message Passing: "A" Squadron.

Moss
Bros
COVENT GARDEN, W .C.2

THE COMPLETE MAN'S STORE

Open Thursdays till 7 p.m.
Nearest station Leicester Square
BRANCHES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

W•

.r• o{flclal !allot• to the Royal Signal•

Contrary to all beliefs the new R.S.M .. was not open to bribery
in the Guard Mounting Competition in spite of the fact that
"C" Squadron won it once again. Time did not. permit the
tug-of-war competition b:::tween the Officers and Senior N.C.O.s,
a small mercy for which it is believed among the Senior N.C.O.s,
that the Officers were duly grateful.
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;i3rd (WEISII) SIGXAI. HE(.;JlUENT (T.A.)
For all its silence in THE WIRE, these many months, the
Regiment has been extremely active. In a time of change,
and despite the press prophecies the Regiment is ·holding its
own. Perhaps it is the wealth of activity that encourages our
new entrants. Certainly it was not the "dogs breakfast" of
annual camp that helped. Splintered into five separate subunits and as many different camps, the Commanding Officer,
Lieu~enant-Colonel J. A. Cleland, new to the Regiment from
the Regular Army, was forced to take wings for his visits
to the camp , a "'chopper" being his transport from Towyn, in
Wales, to Folkestone and Crowborough. The Brigade Squadrons
went their separate ways to Stanford P.T.A. and to B.A.O.R.
Foraying into Southern England, 1 Squadron, with H.Q.
Squadron acting as its "mum," spent its camp training at
Crowborough, from its base at Folkestone, under the training
wing of Home Office personnel.

Ex R.S.M. W.0.1 (R.S.M.) M. J. P. Giles (now commissioned Lieutenant) receives a sword (donated by Officers and Sergeants Mess)
on the Lafone Day Parade from the S.0 .-in-C.
llegimental Band
A very creditable third place (out of 12) was won by the
Middlesex Yeomanry Band in a T.A. Band Competition held
at Reading. Our congrarulations to the Bandmaster, W.O.I
E. J. Tamplin, M.B.E., and all m embers of the band on this
sterling performance.
Ins pection
The annual series of inspections are over and happy smiling
faces are once again greeting each other with cheery good
mornings (at least till the nex.t one).
Regimental Shooting Day
Sunday, 5th Dee<:mber, 1965, saw the Regiment, consisting of
many happy, healthy smiling faces arrive at Pirbright Ranges
for this annual event. The smiles were quickly washed away
when they were met by the proverbial buckets of water (less
buckets). FofitUilately the rain cleared away shortly after they
arrived and everyone settled down to a happy day of shooting
in what ducks and headcases might refer to as first class
conditions. Our thanks to the powers above that cut out the
run-down competition. The author hasn't tried it out as yet
but feels quite certain that it would be rather difficult to carry
out snap shooting laying under water. This could probably be
proved one way or the other at some future date by Major F.
Ruthven with « D " Squadron (Recruits) as an Adventure
Training Exercise!
Our congratulations go to " C" Squadron on making a
clean sweep of the team events, and also to the R.S.M. on
the sterling performance he put up as telephone orderly.
Social Events
The Officers, Warrant Officers and Senior N.C.0.s of the
Regiment gathered in the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess
to say farewell to three of the permanent staff who were
departing from the Regiment in the near future.
Major W. H. H. Parkes, our Training Major of long standing,
departs for B.A.O.R. not as carefree as might be expected. It
is rumoured that he is a little apprehensive about all rhe free
evenings and weekends that he will have at his new unit in
B.A.0.R. and how to fill them.
W.O.I (R.S.M.) M. J. P. Giles departs with our congratulations on his be:ng commissioned L ieutenant and posted to
8th Regiment.
Sergeant S. J. Nunan has taken the plunge and decided to
have a go at this thing called Civilian Life.
Our best wishes go with them all.

Tea1n s1tirit and determination
A large element of the Regiment found itself responsible
for the communications of the Cambrian March, the Divisions
tough three-day joust during July in the mountains of midWales. Not only the communications, for drivers and signalmen,
linemen and D.R.s left their vehicles to form a footslogging
team in the March. A team which, though success eluded it,
gave a demonstration of team spirit and determination which
brought distinction to the Regiment. A Divisional exercise in
the same Welsh mountains during the second week soaked
up any energy left over.
Empire building in a most responsible way, a Troop has
been formed at Knighton, in Radnorshire, to look after H.Q.,
R.A., and another has been formed at Shrewsbury, with the
interest of the Shropshire Yeomanry at heart. But the plums
have fallen to 344 Squadron, who moved some months ago
to splendid new quarters at the R aglan Barracks a·t Newport.
Cor1ts Dny celebrated
Celebrating Corps Day, a motor rally brought civilian and
Army vehicles into competition along the roads of South
Wales. Watching points as umpires were members of the Royal
Signals Old Comrades Association, who watched for driving
skills with old Signals-wise eyes. By common consent, they
gave first place to Signalman Arthur Staniforth of H.Q.
Squadron. As a tailpece to Corps Day, the officers and the
Regiment spent three days training at the W.E.T.C. at Penally
on the lovely coast of Pembrokeshire, which gave as good an
excuse as any to hold their deferred camp regimental dinner
in holiday surroundings.
The Regimental Association Football Team, formed a few

BROTHERS-IN-ARMS
Pictured are four of th e five pairs of brothers serving in 53rd
(Welsh) Signal Regiment (T.A.) at Annual Camp at Towyn in Merionethshire : Left to right : Dennis and John Hinchley, Robert and
Joh n Conibeare, Sergeant Jim and Sergeant Col in Lang, Sergeant
Ron and his brother Signalman Mike Borley
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years ago and sustained by the devotion of Sergeant-Major
Frank McFarland, M.M., keen participants in local civilian
leagues, ·have at last reached the Divisional finals and, in
December, fight the last battle at Brccon.
Gtuw but not lost
Change is ever a feature of T.A. life, and not least amongst
its members. We say farewell in February to Major Peter
Mallin, our Regular Training Major, who, having shattered
many a T .A. complacency, is "going to the dogs." He is to
devote all his life, as a civilian, at his South Wales dog-breeding e tablishment and small farm, but he is not forsaking the
T .A. and is to join as a T.A. officer.
Ex-Boy, ex-R.S.M., ex-P.S.O., known throughout the Corps,
Captain Gerry Carter ceased to be Adjutant in ovember, but
he, too, cannot renounce the Regiment and remains as a T.A.
officer. A man who has served the Regiment and his Corps
in a host of unadvertised ways, far beyond the call of duty, he
stays to continue his work. Replacing him is another old
soldier, Captain Frank Doherty, until recently Traffic Officer,
and before that the !inch-pin, as P.S.I., of 344 Squadron and
later as R.Q.M.S. Another Joss-yet not a loss-is Major Philip
Linton. Age, that often anomalous restriction, took him from
command of H.Q. Squadron, but the C.S.O., Colonel E. W.
Milner, needed him as S.O.II and so he remains wi~hin the
Corps and, by happy chance, a tenant of R.H.Q.
It goes without saying that in all this time training has not
been a victim of the myriad other activities, but we leave
talk of that to the Squadron notice boards. Now to Christmas
and the P.R.I.'s aspirins.
Footnote

News of another Jong-servmg Royal Signals "Terrier,"
Major Ken Russell, who left the Regiment in September, 1964,
is still a member of 53rd (Welsh) Division as the T.A. P.R.O.
We mention this, because he wrote these notes and supplied the
photograph. He is just one example of the continued loyalty
and support we get from all our ex-members. (Your contrition appreciated.-Editor).
Stop press news.-In the final of the 53rd (Welsh) Divisional
Soccer Cup, the Regiment scored a great victory, beating the
4rh Battalion The Welch Regiment 4-3. The Regiment now
go on to the Western Command Cup.
64th

llEGIHE~T

(T.A.),

SllEFFIEl,D

Fanfares by the Cor1•s Trumpeters
Christmas is almost upon us once again, and this is forcibly
brought home, no doubt, to many T.A. units, as the G.P.0.
move in to take over the drill halls for extra sorting offices.
This necessitates any Chri tma functions being held either
early or late. We got off to a good start with the Sergeants'
Mess Draw. Numerous were the cries of "fiddle" as the
R.S.M., the C.0. and our Honorary Colonel, Colonel M. W.
Batchelor filed up to receive their numero\,IS prizes.
Another social occasion worthy of note was our annual
officers' dinner, when we were fortunate to have the Corps
Trumpeters and Light Orchestra in attendance. Unfortunately
our local M.P., the Minister of Defence (Army) was unable
to be with us, but the Deputy Lord Mayor of Sheffield and
the Mayor of Rotherham graced us with their presence and
were greeted with suitable fanfares by the Trumpeters.
SJtorting successes
Our football team continues to thrive under Captain (T.O.T.)
S. Cottage. Latest successes have included winning the Sheffield
T.A. Units Football Competition Trophy (the Batchelor Shield)
for the fifth year running, getting through to the Sheffield
Sunday League 4th round, and the final of the 49th Division/
Di trict Cup, due to be played on 12th December.
3 Squadron, at Rotherham have continued to shoot well and
have high hopes of winning the Sheffield Units Small Bore
Trophy. Their other successes in this field have been reported
previously under their own heading in their columns. They were
also clue ro take par.t in the Northern Command night march,
but were cc snowed-off" after a cold and tiring journey all the
way to Bellerby.
We feel that many of the officers must be kept young and
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[Courtesy Sheffield Telepaph

The Deputy Lord Mayor of Sheffield, Alderman A. Smith, J.P., is
called to Dinner
healthy by life in the T.A. No less than three have qualified
recc:ntly for their Territorial D ecoration, to whom we offer
our thanks and congratulations-Majors Holleyhead, Clark and
Captain Ken Pilley. Our congratulations also go to W.0.11
Godden, one of our P.S.I.s, on the award of his Long Service
and Good Conduct Medal, and to W.O.II Cruxon on the award
of the Territorial Efficiency Medal. To W.O.II Pykett goes his
first clasp, together with the ottingham T. and A.F. Association Certificate; and to Sergeants Dearden and R. T. Wright
goes the Lord Lieutenant's Certificate.
Finally, may we send our best wishes to an old friend, W.O.II
Hulse, who is to return to us next September once more,
as a P.S I.
337
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.\ niJ!ht to rememberW .0.11 G. llowthorn dined oui
On Friday, 12th November, the members of 337 Squadron
(Infantry Brigade) T.A. and their wives and friends assembled
at the Drill Hall, Derby Road, ottingbam, for the purpose of
"dining out" our P.S.I., W.O.II D. G. Rowthom.
W.O.II Rowthom is leaving us to resume Regular Army
life as W.O.I at 257 Squadron in B.A.O.R., following two anda half years with this Squadron.
Among the guests present were Lieutenant-Colonel L. W.
Wright, T.D., Commanding Officer, 46th (N.M.) Signal Regiment, T .A., Captain and Mrs. I. C. McCulloch and R.S.M.
G. E . Parfitt and Mrs. Parfitt.
Following a most delightful dinner, Major R. A. Ledder,
Officer Commanding 337 Squadron, welcomed the guests. He
made reference to the marked progress made in the Squadron
during the time W.0.II Rowthom had been with us, both
numerically and from a general efficiency point of view, and
expressed the wish of all present that he and Mr . Rowthom
would be very happy in their new environment.
The preseut.atiou
He called upon the C.0. to make a presentation of a suitably
inscribed pace-stick, and Sergeant Sinclair had the honour
to present a plated coffee service and tray. Corporal Weightman,
on behalf of the junior .C.0.s, made a presentation of a suitably inscribed pint tankard, and Signalman Burrows (our
youngest soldier) presented Mrs. Rowthorn with a gift of
jewellery and a bouquet of flower .
W.0.II Rowthorn, on behalf of himself and Mrs. Rowthorn,
thanked all concerned for the mo t delightful gifts, and as ured
them that they would be a lasting reminder of a very enjoyable soiourn in Nottingham. H e recalled that 2t years
ago he ca~e from the Regular Army to his T.A. appoi.ntment
with some trepidation, but very soon reah.>ed that with the
ream of men with whom he had to deal, the T.A. was
nothing like so bad as he had been led to believe, and it was
with profound regret that he was leaving the .quadron. ~
conclusion he paid a warm tribute to Sergeant S~ncla1r for his
very hard work in connection with the event, which proved to
be a most successful evening.
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Corporal Lyth, Signalman Mare and Corporal Ghaut, LanceCorporal Thompson converting one.

Corps Bllfl•fl

Hat-Trick for the Corps!
Is Cor1•s llugby in Che asc>endant nt Inst?
HIS season Corps Rugby has been in two pans. The first
part consisted of a trial, training and three matches in the
North of England. Twenty-nine players from U.K. and
B.A.0.R. as embled at Catterick on the 3rd November. Three
days of trials and training followed; at the end, twenty were
selected to form the nucleus for the three games.
The first game was against the Royal Artillery at Bramcote
on the 9th NO\'ember. The Rugby in this game although not
very skilful was hard and vigorous. During the first half the
game switched from end to end. Lance-Corporal Thompson
scored from a penalty to put Signals three points up. Ten
minutes later a set play by Signals saw Corporal Ghaut go over,
the conversion failed. The Gunners then pressed hard and just
before half-time scored a try, again the conversion failed.
The second half saw more skilful Rugby and some good threequarter movements but good covering by both sides prevented
the movements being finished. Corporal Ghaut picked up the
ball, after a cross kick by Captain Blackwell, to go over for his
second try, the conversion just missed. Despite valiant efforts
by both sides there was no further score.

T

Final Result: Royal Signals 9 pts., Royal Artillery 3 pts.
The second game was against the R .E.'s at Canerick on the
nth ovember. As to be e11.'J)CCted this was a very hard game
which produced good Rugby from both sides. Although Signals
won by 17---0 the game was more even .than the score suggests.
Signals won because their finishing was better and they made
the most of their chances. At half-time Signals were leading
3---0 through a penalty taken by Lance-Corporal Thompson.
The second half saw many good three-quarter movements and
further uies were scored for Royal Signals by Captain Blackwell,

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS O\V

Final score: Royal Signals 17 pts., Royal Engineers o pts.
The fin al game was against the R.E.M.E. at Catrerick on
the 13th November. With two wins to their credit Signals
were anxious to make it a hat-trick. In the first half the game
was very even with R.E.M.E. having the better of the line-outs
and scrums, and Signals the better three-quarters. A try by
Lance-Corporal Lyth after a 20-yard run put Signals in the
lead but R.E.M.E. soon replied with their scrum scoring a push
over try, neither try being converted. Just before half-time
Corporal Hague scored a try after a brilliant so-yard run by
Lieutenant Shiner, again the conversion failed. In the second
half Signals just bad the upper hand, Lance-Corporal Lyth
an!f Corporal Ghaut both scoring tries and Lance-Corporal
Thompson converting one.
Final score: Royal Signals 14 pts., R.E.M.E. 3 pts.
Although all our players are to be congratulated on a fine
performance a few are worthy of special mention. Signalman
Parker-Moore who played in the first game as hooker played
very courageously after badly damaging his shoulder in the
opening minutes. Lance-Corporal Thompson at full-back always
seemed to be in the right place and his touch kicking was
extremely accurate. Corporal Evans, the scrum-half, was always
ready to star.t attacking movements and gave his three-quarters
excellent service. Staff Sergeant Block was always working hard
in the scrums and Corporal Ghaut as lock-forward an attacking
player and yet always covering in defence. Finally, Captain
Blackwell who as captain inspired the team both on and off
the field.
The following players represented the Corps during the three
matches: Captain B. Blackwell, Captain I. Penny, Lieutenant
G. Maude, Lieutenant R. Shiner, Staff Sergeant Block, Sergeant
Martin, Sergeant Fox-Rober.ts, Corporal Hague, Corporal
Welling, Corporal Davies, Corporal Ghaut, Corporal Stevens,
Corporal Evans, Lance-Corporal Thompson, Lance-Corporal
Lyth, Signalman Parker-Moore, Signalman Morrell and
Signalman Mate.

HE generous support of many-particularly tho e who
T
contribute under the Day's Pay Scheme-has enabled
your Association to assist the less fortunate members of
our Corps
Number
Total of
Numlxr

One of the Month's Cases
ANCE-CORPORAL
after 15 years' service
L
in the Corps, was discharged with an incurable
disease, and died in September of this year.
R YAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATI ON , BATH AND DISTRICT BRANCH ANNUAL
DINNER
fl " (left to t1fht) Mr. and Mrs . Ian Jones, Mr. A. Agacy , Mr. D. Ottaway, Mr.
B Wenham, Mr. A. Box, Mr. R. W ilshire, Mr F. Fox, Mr. S. Pointon, Mr. L.
Juvis. Mr. J . May, Mrs . T. Ev>ns and Mr. T. Evans. Front {left to right) : Mr. J.
R chards •nd Mrs. Ri chards. Mr. T. M>Crindle, Mr. D. Kinnaird, Mr. A.
l<.eelinc, Mrs. A. M. Keeling , Mr. E. Hedger, Mr. L. Moorse, Mr. J. Boyland,
Mr. T. Cork, Mrs. D Thomson , Mr. D. Thomson, Mr. W. Swanson

His widow, left with five young children, appealed to
the Association for help in her difficulties.
A substantial grant was at once made to clear off her
Hire Purchase commitments, thus reducing her weekly
expenses by £2 a week. Help was also given towards the
purchase of clothing for the children for the winter.
The family is now under the care of the Association.
Parcels of clothing are being sent regularly, and Mrs.
- - - received a cash gift at Christmas, together with
a box of toys for the children.

BATH AND DISTRICT BRANCH

One of the Month's Letters

[Court esy

Bath and Wills Herald

T he main feature of our yearly programme is the Dinner
and we v.:ere able _to muster the usual suppor't for .the 17th
Annual Dinner durmg November. The President Major Eric
Hedge~, o.B.E., presided and the toast of our guests ~as proposed
by Maior Max Keelmg. We were pleased to have representatives
from the Coldstreamers' Association with us and Chester
Br~nch will b~ interested to know that Mr. Syd Pointon is
g1vmg us s~erlmg support since he moved to this part of the
country. Dmner arrangements were, as usual, in the capable
hands of Mr. Ian Jones and Mr. John Boylan.
If any ex-members of the Corps should be settling in Bath
and district, they will be assured of a hearty welcome and our
Secretary, Mr. Tom McCrindle, II, Ivy Grove, Bath will be
very pleased to receive applications for membership. '

Royal Signals OCTU Reunion

It only takes a few seconds to identify switchgear or a cable with Dymo.
It often saves minutes. Sometimes saves hours. Could even save a life.

IN ASIGNAL UNIT
DYMO GIVES You THESE
SEVEN BENEFITS

....-.~Mo

......, T
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Dymo identifies things with SMARTNESS Clean professional labels and
signs. That's what Dymo gives you. CLARITY Large and legible, that's Dymo
lettering . And itdoesn'tdiscolourwith time . DISTINCTIVENESS Dymotapes
are made in 14 colours-all you need for coding . ACCURACY Dymo allows
you to word your label exactly as you want it. SPEED When you want
a Dymo label you can have it. On the spot. In seconds. ECONOMY Dymo
labels cost you only pence. PERMANENCE Dymo labels stick on any
smooth dry surface. Dymo guarantee it.

Dymo Limited, Browells Lane, Feltham, Middlesex. FELtham 7284
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family as follows: of cases assisted during the past month, 34;
grants and loans made, £517 14s. ud.;
of clothing parcels despatched, 29.

M'.ljor K.. W. Anderson, who organises the annual O.C.T.U.
reumon, writes:
"The Royal Signals 0.C.T.U. reunion was duly held at the
Rembrandt Hotel, South _Kensington, on Saturday, 23rd
October. We had a gathering of officers and families in the
af~ernoon and a dinner for officers in the evening. There were
t~1rty-one present at the dinner-our twentieth.
The first
d10ner was held in 1946 at the Connaught Rooms. We usually ·
mu ter between 25 and 30 and we cover the span of the
Catterick O.C.T.U. from 1939 to 1947.
The extraordinary thing is that people whom we have not
seen for years tum up unexpeccedly from all over the U.K. and
abroad. O~viously the ties of the O.C.T.U. are pretty trong.
I have no idea how long we shall continue to meet but as
long as twenty or more are still keen to travel f;om the
ends of t~e c_ount:Y, I think that it is well worthwhile keeping
our orga01sat1on; m any case, the letters from those who cannot come are of great interest to those who can.
Perhaps the list of people who attended the 20th dinner
may be of interest to subscribers to THE WIRE (see below).
Our 21st reunion will be held at the Rembrandt on Saturday, 22nd October, 1966."
Maj_or K. D. Anderson, B.SC., M.A., Captain A. J. Arthur,
Captam J. P. Berryman, B.A., Major P. S. C. Brisbourne,
Capta!n G. L. S. Brown, Major W. M . Buchanan, B.Sc.,
~ptam E. F. Bunyan, Major R. E. Britton, Captain H. Cam,
Lieutenant-Colonel W. E. Chisnall (P.M.C.), Colonel W. H. N.
Dent, O.B.E., Captain J. Dore, Major W. E. Fill, Major H. H.
Garner, Lieutenant D. I. Grant, Major D. S. A. Hutley, G.M.,
THE WIRE
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" . . . I do not know what to say to you, only a big
Thank You, and God bless you and your Committee.
You are all so good to me. The first thing I do is to get
some coal in for the winter, as it is always very cold
here by the sea. I can't explain to you, my dear friends,
how thankful I am to you all, but I shall think of you
on Christmas morning in my prayers at the Crib, for
all you have done for me in the past year . . . "

THE. CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN

Major T. H. Kinder, Colonel A. J. Leahey, o.B.E., Captain W.
H. Long, Captain S. Maynard, Major F. T. Pitt, M.B.E., Major
J. B. Poucher, Captain F. G. Rawcliffe, M.A., Captain H.
Rawnsley, Lieutenant-Colonel G. Rowland, M.B.E., Major M.
H. Taylor, LL.R., Captain A. K. Tudor, Major D . N. Van der
Goot, Lieutenant-Colonel F. Warhurst, M.B.E., A.M.Ll!.B.,
Captain C. J. Wilcox, Captain H. L. Winter, R.A.M.C.

Royal Signals Association anti Benevolent Funtl
The follotuing subscripiions tuere most patefully received during
NOtJember, 1965:
[. s.
491h Regiment T.A. {Church collections at Annual Camp) ...
3 I2
339 Squadron T.A.
9
3rd Regiment
13 0
14th Regiment
25 0
30th Regiment
35 0
216 S"uadron
2 8
Soth Regiment A.B.R.
...
.. .
...
...
. ..
3 15
471h Regiment T.A. (Warrant Officers' and Sergcants;··Mes~)
12 12
47~h ~eg!ment T.A. (A.O. & H.Q. Squadron)
3 0
71
eg1ment
...
...
...
. ..
76 6
2rst Regiment (R.A.F. Laarbruch Pete)
40 0
7th Armoured Brigade Group Squadron
3 3
245 Squadron (Wives' Club)
...
21 0
R.A. Range, Hebrides (Wives' Oub)
35 JO
24th Diviaional Signal O.C.A. ..
I 0
Broadwny Bnpti t Church, ~by
3 3
Major T. F. Jenkinson ...
..
2 2
F. G. Key, Bsq.
...
. ..
2 12
G. B. Hollings, Esq . . ..
I I7
R. E. Edwards, Bsq. ...
. ..
I 0
Various individual donations
I 17
Total Reoeipu

{.288 IO

d.
3
0
0
0

0
3
0
0

3
8
0

I
0

5
0

0
0

9
0

0

•
0
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BY APPOINTMENT TO
H.R.H. THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH

SUPPLIERS OF MOBILE
RADIOTELEPHONE EQUIPMENT

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR
TAXFREE PRIVl.LEGES

:!"l"=l"......l!'r:"'l. .

'CAMBRIDGE' transistor
Mobile Radiotelephone
BUY AFORD OF BRITAIN CAR!

Yo u can't beat a Ford of Britain car-they're famous all
over the world for their versatility and reliability. They
t ake everything in their stride, give you mile after mile of
comfortable, economical driving. Autobahn, dirt track, .
city street, country lane- a Ford of Britain car is always
at home. And you get delivery priority of any car in the
superb Ford range if you're posted abroad.
NO BRITISH TAX TO PAY! You can enjoy your Ford
in Britain for up to six months before you leave, or you may
qualify for up to twelve months' tax-free privilege between

Anew high standard in Mobile Radiotelephone design

overseas postings. Alternatively Ford will ship your car
direct to you. Hire purchase facilities are readily available.

TAKE YOUR PICK FROM THE FABULOUS FORD
RANGE The complete range of exciting saloons, estate
cars and GT cars is yours to choose from. Automatic
transmission is available as an optional extra on all models
from Cortina up, and of course you get the added bonus
of world-famous Ford service and replacement parts
wherever you go. For full details of any model(s) contact
your local Ford dealer or fill in this coupon:
INT.•. 101

Please send me without obligation, full details of the Ford of Britain model I have ticked below and of your personal export scheme.
NAME ................................................................. ........... ..... .................................................. .. ............................................................................................

•Fully transistorised receiver •Printed circuit sub-assemblies •Seal ed 1.F. block filters • Dustproof and splash proof
• GPO approved and meeting Am erican and European specifications • 100 Milliamps receive r drain • A.M. or F.M. versions
• 25 Kc/ s or 50 Kc/s channelling • Single or six channel

FULL ADDRESS .......................................................................................................................................................................................................... ... ..
I AM BEING POSTED TO ..... ........ ........................................ .. ............................................................................... ······ ................................. .

0

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
CA MBRIDGE • ENGLAND • TELEPHONE; TEVERSHAM

(CAMBR I DGE) 3131 . • TELEX No. 51166
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ANGLIA

0 CORTINA

0 CORSAIR V4

0 ZEPHYR 4

0 ZEPHYR 6

0 ZODIAC

Cut out this coupon and post it to Dept.12, FORD MOTOR COMPANY LTD., LONDON SALES, 88 REGENT ST., LONDON WI · Telephone: REGent 7272
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Tile late Major-General
F. J. Swainson, C.B., O.B.E.
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Each month as we prepare THE W~ for p~blication, we are
delighted to receive and read contributions which describe how th: youn~
men of the Corps (and quite often the not so. r~ung! ) get o~t a~~ a out.~n
make the most of their postings and the fac1liues 1;bat Se.rv1c~
e prov1. es.
Visiting remote and interesting places, canoemg, chmb~g mountfamths,
·
. m·g and sailm·g ' are but some of the many
aqua-l ungmg,
s k 1d interests
y t o th e
present day soldier of which he avails hims.elf mor.e an moref
e
~~
are some whose outlook is curtailed t~ ~ ~a~y routme, a cup 0 ~:~at is
NAAFI a visit to the pictures and a kip m the ba~rack ro<?m i
ere
nothing'better to do-in sh~rt a dull and uneventful life, despite the wealth
.
of opportunity so often available all round.
th b
t
To these 'stay-at-homes' we would say: "You are 1ettmg ~ est P.ar
of Service life pass you by. Use your initiative, get out and :eet mt~res~g
people, see new places, try new sports, have. a ' bash ' ~; w atever is gomg
and life will take on a completely new mearung for you.
.
In the world of sport alone it is surprising what can be a~hleved. Ever
had a go at ski-ing? What about a trek up that local mountam? Why not
try s~~~ ?up your mind you are going to do something different and you will
be surprised how well it will turn out. You will ~ucceed far n:iore than ever
you thought you could. You will thoroughly enioy yoursey;:: ~pr~~s~
and you will be a better man for it at the end. So go to it
en
on
e
time and opportunity pass you by.
E
h .
p -As you spring from your chair about to conquer verest, avmg
been in~pired by this article, don't forget to take your camera and let us
have the story of your adventures!

s
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your pal wants to borrow your " Wire "?
Lend it to him-but suggest-with
your usual tact-that he might like to
fill in one of the forms below!

------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - The General Secretary,
Royal Signals Association,
Cheltenham Terrace,
Chelsea,
London, S.W.3.
Please arrange to send THE WIRE to me for twelve months commencing
with the next issue. I enclose a cheque/Postal Order for 18/-.

My rank and name is

............... · · · · ... .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

I wish THE WIRE to be sent to ............... . .... · .... · .. · · · · ...... · · .. · · · · · · · · · .. · · · ·

··· ·· ·· ·· ·· ····· ········ ····· ············· ·· ···· ···· ········ ··· ··· ·········
OR

The Accounts Officer or P.R.!.

····· ··· ··················· ···· ····· ·· ······· Regt./Sqn./Tp.
Please reserve a personal copy of THE WIRE for me in the unit bulk order
until further notice. I understand this will cost me 1/6 a month.
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Ma1or-General F J. Swainson .
c.a., O.B.E.

Training Brigade, was ample
General Eric Swainson was
best be ummed up in the
W. B. Rowlett, who helped

A Memorial Service was
held on the 25th January at
St. Martin-in-the-Fields for
the late Major-General F. J.
Swainson, recently Signal
Officer - in - Chief
and
a
Colonel Commandant of the
Corps.
A large congregation paid
their last tribute to one who
was un1vt:rsally admired and
respected, in a simple, but
moving service. Tht: congregation, which was headed
by the Chief of Defence Staff,
Field Marshal Sir Richard
Hull, and included representatives from many units,
branches and organisations,
Commonincluding
the
wealth, the United States,
and all ranks, right down
to young soldiers from the
evidence of the affection in which
held. The occasion can perhaps
words of Brigad ier the Reverend
to conduct the Service :

General Kotlentlera Tbimaya, D.S. 0.
" The Wire " is glad to
print below a very sincere
tribute to a great man,
w r i t t e n by LieutenantColonel
A.
R.
Wythe,
C.S.O. of the U n i t e d
Nations Forces in Cyprus.
In h!s covering 1 e t t e r ,
Lieutenant - Colonel Wythe
writes: " General Thimaya
was known and well liked
by many Royal Signallers of
all
ranks.
He
thouglit
highly of our Corps and
went out of his way to make
clear his understanding of
our difficulties. If our young
men can see the reason for
U.N. service, in the round,
we are well forward, The
following, showing the kind ·
of man leading the U.N.
military effort, may enGeneral Kodendera, Th imaya, D.S.O .
courage them."
General Kodendera Thimaya, D.s.o., Commander of the
United Nations peace force in Cyprus, died in Cyprus on 18th
December, 1965. Those of Royal Signals who had the honour
of serving him, and with him, will mourn his passing.
In July, 1964, he accepted command of the United Nations
Force in Cyprus. By firm and just diplomacy, and skilful
negotiation, he built a close relationship with the Greek and
Turkish leadership. This enabled him to deal with them
effectively, and to play a key part in restoring and maintaining
order. When he died he had just succeeded in separating
Greeks and Turks after a serious outbreak of hostilities in
Famagusta.
That is the bare bones of his career, but there was much
more to " Timmy" Thimaya than that. He was a brave, gay,
and complete man of inimitable style whose presence quickened
the heart, whose influence permeated to every man under his
command, whose wisdom and humour restrained passion that
common sense might prevail; and when bitterness of faction
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY-MARCH 1966

' We give thanks to our Heavenly Father for the life and
work of one whom most of us have known as ERIC
SWAINSON.
We remember, before God, his loyalty and
utter devotion to duty in the service of his Queen and country
during the 33 years of his service on the Active Li t of the
Regular Anny.
The confidence placed in h im by all those whom he
served.
The deep and sincere affection felt for him by his
comrades and contemporaries.
The respect and devotion which he inspired in all who
served under him.
We remember the great contribution which he made to the
Royal Corps of Signals, his own Corps, in his long and varied
service, at home and overseas.
We recollect his outstanding personality, his forthrightness
and his sense of purpose, carrying him from the life of a
recruit right through to the responsibilities of Signal Officer-inChief.
His deep understanding of men of all ranks, especially
in times of stress and danger and challenge, or in frustration or difficulty.
We shall remember his stability, good humour, his genial
down-to-earth commonsense, his impatience with any humbug,
or sham, or hypocrisy, or anything insincere or slipshod.
His constancy and perseverance in bringing others to give
of their best.
We give thanks for all that ERIC has meant to his family
and his many friends; for all that he put into life, and for all
that his life will continue to mean to those of us who have
known him, and those who will follow."

compelled him to the tough and uncompromising bluntness of
which he was capable, all sides saw him as just.
Realistic but never cynical, I shall not forget him very regretfully breaking off a conversation with our Signal Officer-in-Chief,
for whom he had carefully arranged his programme, with the
words, " I'm sorry, that chap who has just arrived wants to give
me an ultimatum." Nor will I forget a luncheon parry when he
entertained another of our generals, much similar to him in
character, and a very old friend, when the conversation was
that of two riotous subalterns.
Signals 'h e regarded as friends of sinister trade who in isted
upon knowing where he was at all times. Caught out in unreported absence, he would bare-facedly accuse his ADC,
secretary, or the duty officer (with a smile), when the truth was
he had slipped away to do the twist somewhere. Finally, given
a battery of telephones and bell pushes complex enough to baffle
the captain of a battleship, he would report one unserviceable
with triumph, and then say he had not meant to cause trouble
as large numbers of determined signallers descended upon him.
He knew us, and recognised our importance to him, and was
grateful.
Charming, kind, 0£._en-hearted, he was the life of any gathering
he attended, and wherever he went, people clustered around
him.
His theory was that no dress regulations for generals have
ever been laid down, and cited British generals to prove it.
In threadbare but immaculately pressed battledress, the trousers
sometimes matching the tunic, his gorgets fading, wearing a
blue scarf, blue cap, and brown highly polished shoes, carrying a
cane, puffing at a cigarette, smiling, his tall square figure moved
among us with unconscious panache. He had the humility of
all great men, and was glad to be spoken to, and sometimes
seemed embarrased at the respect and affection shown him.
In Signals we see it all, and sometimes we serve a man great
beyond his time, coolly dealing with the present depths while
being sure of the heights he will never see. To serve such a
man has been the priv_ilege of Royal Signals in the United
Nations Force in Cyprus.
I have written at length about General Thimaya because I
wish the young men of our Corps to understand that the hope
of our world is to have soldiers who will have as their object
not kt1ling of each other but the prevention of other men
killing each other. I v-lsh them to see United Nations service,
with its necessity for discipline and restraint, as an in urance
for the happiness of their children. I wish them to know that
in United Nations service they will be led by men like him.
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Movements
Offlcers
ADDJTIONS-DECEMBER LJST
Captain M. F.
Major (Q.M.)
Captain B. C .
Lieutenant D.
.i\iajor (Q .M.)
Captain J. M.
Major E. G .

.. . To 266 Squadron
Andrews . . .
. ..
8th Regiment
R. F. C. Ashford
640 Troop
Hodgson ...
12
Inf. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn.
R. Hodges
...
I I th Regiment
H . R. C. Holmes
647 Troop
Newman
School of Signals
Thomas ...
ADDITIOo

-J~ARY, 1966, LIST

FIRST CO.M.MISSIONS
Second-Lieutena::it R. W . Barry
Second-Lieutenant H. B. Bcnneu
Second-Lieutenant C. J. Dakin
Second-Lieutenant P. R. Dick
Second-Lieutenant C. J. Grant
Second-Lieutenant J . A. Grierson
Second-Lieutenant P. A. Hallett . . . .
Second-Lieutenant R . N. C. Harmon
Second-Lieutenant D. R. C. Jonas
Second-Lieutenant M. R . Jones
Second-Lieutenant W. V. Legge
Second-Lieutenant G. H. Mills
Second-Lieutenant I. W. Morris
Second-Lieutenant M. D . Patterson . . .
Second-Lieutenant D . Reading
...
Second-Lieutenant M. A. Rice
Second-Lieutenant A. J. Saunders
Second-Lieutenant R . G . Stokes
Second-Lieutenant H . M. Vines
Second-Lieutenant G. M . Whittaker
Second-Lieutenant R. F. Willshcr .. .
Sccond-Lieutenm:it J . C. Young
Second-Lieutenant W. H. Backbousc
Lieutenant (Tfc. Offr.) J. N . Oarke
Major (Lt.-Col.) E. M . T . Crump
Captain A. P . Fielding
Captain J. G. Grcatrix
Captain D . H . lnsall
Captain J. u. Liddell ...
Major (Tfc. Offr.) F. W . Moseley
Second-Lieutenant J . E. Neeve
Lieutenant P. M. Stamp

School of Signal

,,
»

i

,,
.,

,.
,,
uth Regiment
I 4th R egiment
8th Regiment
225 Squadron
654 Troop
School of Signals
10th Regiment
Signals 6 (Army) M.o.D.
17th (Gurkha) Signal Regiment
22 S .A.S.

FEBRUARY, 1966

MS Po51ing
Colonel T . H . C . Grigg
Major D . H. Briggs
Captain P. H . Pedley
A.G. I I
Major B. H. Adams
Major (T.O .T .) J . Bewley
Major D. H. W . Barnes ...
M ajor R C. Bryson
Major M . B. M. Brown ...
...
Lieut.-Colooel P. S. Banbury, M.B.E.
Captain B. J. Burke . . .
. .•
Captain (Tfc.) G. H. Cowsill
Second-Lieutenant C . W. Collier
Lieutc:nant-Coloncl D. S. OB'rke
Captain (T.O .T .) W. A. Cox
Major f'. W . Edwards ...
...
Lieut.-Coloncl J. E. D . Farr, M.B.E.
Major S. C . Finch . ..
Major J. Foster ...
...
...
. ..
Second-Lieutenant D. G. J . Graham
Lieutenant R. W. Garlick ...
Second-Lieutenant R. N. Hayaom
Major D. Hall
Captain A. J. Hill
...
Major (T.O.T.) J. Harwood
Captain E. W . Huot
Major J. W. Joyner
Major G. N . Jenkins
Major (Tfc.) W. A. Lavers
Captain R. J. Lcttin . . .
Captain R. A. MacHeath
Lieutenant T . C . McCoy
. ..
Captain (Q.M.) T. P. O 'Connor
Lieutenant (Tfc.) T . C. O 'Toole
Captain L. J. Pertwcc . . .
Lieutenant D . F. Rees ...
Captain A. J. Sammes ...
Captain (Q.M.) A. B. Smith •••
Major H . L. H. TaylM . ..
Second-Lieutenant J. P . Theodorson
Captain D. T urner
Major R. D . Whitehead .. .
Major F. A. Wainwright
Captain E. G. Williams ...
Captain A. Yeoman
Captain A. S . de N. Rogers
Lieutenant W . P. B. Thomas

Officer-in-Charge Records
,, H .Q ., NORTHAG
,, H .Q ., Yorkshire District

,,
,,
,,

,,

,,
,,

,,

,,
,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

57 th Regim ent (T.A.)
Technical Group, R.E.M.E.
19th Regiment
H.Q., M.E.L.F.
210 Squadron
H. Q. , Aldersbot District
School of Signals
16th Regiment
nth Regiment
H .Q ., 17th Div./Land Forces,
Borneo.
Malaysia
3rd H.Q. & Signal .Regt.
H .Q ., A.D . R adio Service
H .Q . 1 (BR) Corps
3otb Regiment
9th Regiment
1 D.l!.R.R.
:io4 Squadron
3rd H .Q. & Signal Regiment
H .Q . I (BR) Corps
18th Regimen"!
Jun. Leaders Regiment
8th Regiment
245 Squadron
13th Regiment
220d Regiment
13th Regiment
3rd H.Q., & Signal Regiment
20d Signal Regt., Malaysian Sigs.
7th Regiment
School of Signals
237 Squadron
RM.C.S.
5oth Regiment (T.A.)
M .o.D. (Signals 35 d).
13th Regiment
46th Regiment (T .A.)
22nd Regiment
H .Q., MFCE (to be Lt.-Col.)
53rd Regiment (T.A.)
3rd H.Q. & Signal Regiment
64th Regiment (T.A.)
M .o.D. (MP 6 (A))

FEBRUARY 1966
W.O.I (R.S.M.) L. J. M adley . ..
. .. To 263 Squadron
. .. ,, 42nd Regiment (T.A. )
W .O.Il C . Howes ...
16th Regiment
W .0.Il 1. A. Reid
W .O.ll T . Blackburn
,, 225 Squadron
W.0.11 D . H . M . Rumsey
16th Regiment
W.O.II C. H . Surch
227 Squadron
W .0.Il J . Taylor ...
..
16th Regiment
w.O .Il P. N . V . Hammond ...
22nd Regiment
W .O .II (F. of S.) G. E. Shakeshaft
25 9 Squadron
W .O .Il (F. of S.) A. J . Murray
22nd Regiment
Staff Sergeant S. Robertson ...
213 Squadron
Staff Sergeant C . Speight
. ..
262 Squadron
Staff Sergeant D. H. Gorman
,, 259 Squadron
Staff Sergeant R. C . Johnson ...
,, 24th Regiment
Staff ergeant L. Heyworth . . .
,, 13th Regiment
Staff Sergeant R. C . Nicholls . ..
,, Joint Commun . Unit, Borneo
Staff Sergeant A. M. Lea
,, 249 Squadron
Staff Sergeant J. R. Purdy
249 Squadron
Staff Sergeant H. A. Kerton
,, 1 Jth Regiment
Staff Sergeant R. Houghton
9th Regiment
Staff Sergeant R. Copland
., H .Q., Scottish Command
Sergeant L. P . Gribben ...
,, 7th Regimcn,t
Sergeant G . C. Maple . ..
,, 8th Regiment
Sergeant M. J. Croadbrangwyn
,, 30th Regiment
Sergeant R. J . A. Edwards
,, School of Signals
Sergeant H. D . Woolf ...
Sergeant P. C. A. Oilton
Sergeant R. C. Scriven
Sergeant A. Tomlinson
Sergeant C. J. Field
Sergeant M. V. Pittock
Sergeant P. M. Charles
Sergeant R. A. McEwen
Sergeant J. Goldsworthy
Sergeant G. F. Brindle
Sergeant D. V. F . Hall
Sergeant H . J. Whcnman
Sergeant L. R. Crowe
Sergeant J. N. Hammonds
Sergeant C. J. Moore ...
Sergeant E . A. P. Chambers
Sergeant D. G. Layton ...
Sergeant D. J . Finighao
i 1th' Re&'imeni'
Sergeant E. A. Pearson
Army Air Corps
Sergeant A. J. Stirling
213
Squadron
Sergeant W . Wood
r4th Regiment
Sergeant R. Rodger
9th
Regiment
Sergeant R. E. Hunt
. ..
2nd Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
Sergeant C. D . Cunningham
1 1th Regiment
Sergeant K. E. Wormall .. .
,,
21st Regiment
Sergeant S . C. Gibney .. .
,, JI lnf. Bde. H .Q. & Sig. Sqn.
A / Sergeant J . D . Henderson
,, 6 Arrnd Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn.
Seregant G. Johnstone
,, 20 Arrnd. Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqo.
Sergeant R. C. Jones .. .
,, 16th Regiment
Sergeant T. W. Morris .. .
H .Q ., FARELF.
Sergeant D. J . Tunmorc
9th Regiment
Sergeant D. Parmley
10th Regiment
Sergeant J. Duncan
,, 227 Squadron
Sergeant R . Bates . ..
,, 262 Squadron
Sergeant T. M. Mack
6 Inf. Bde. H.Q. and Sig. Sqn.
Sergeant D. Wright
,, 22nd Regiment
Sergeant K. I. Morgan
,, 6o7 Troop
Sergeant J . H. Golding
,, 7th Regiment
Sergeant D. Loach ...
,, 3rd Div. H .Q. and Sig. Regt.
Sergea-ot D. W. Patch ...
,, H.Q. , I I Engr. Bde. Sig. Tp.
Sergeant J. J . McElvogue
,, 645 Troop
Sergeant D. A. Kingdon
6o7 Troop
Sergeant R . F. Jones .. .
H.Q. , AFNE.
Sergeant F. R . Gardner .. .
,, H.Q., London District
Sergeant M. J. Cano . . .
. ..
7 Armd. Bde. H.Q ., & Sig Sqn.
Sergeant C . R. Bellamy-Wood
,, H.Q. , Far East Land Forces
Sergeant A. G . Rose
Air Formn. Sig. Staff, Aden.
Sergeant H. Cole ...

BY APPOI NTMENT TO
H.R.H. THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH

SUPPLIERS OF MOBILE
RADIOTELEPHONE EQUIPMENT

'CAMBRIDGE'transistor
Mobile Radiielephone

Upgrading Courses in Catterick
Tg Tech
RR T ech
Tg Op
L Tech
RR Tech
R Tech (Hy)
Qerk Tech
Clerk R Signals
Tg Op
* Two courses

August, 1966
Class II - I
Oass II- I
Class II - I
Class III - II
Class III - II
Class III - II
Class III - II
Class III - II
Class III - II

30th
30th
*23rd
16th
9th
30th
30th
30th
*30th

August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August

CLOTHING is still URGENTLY required
by the WELFARE SECTION

THE WIR E, FEBR U A RY- MARC H 1 96 6

Anew high standard in Mobile Radiotelephone design
• Fully transistorised receiver • Printed circuit sub-assemblies • Sealed l.F. block filters • Dustproof and splash proof
•GPO approved and meeting American and European specifications • 100 Milliamps receiver drain • A.M. or F.M. versions
• 25 Kc/ s or 50 Kc/ s channelling • Single or six channel

P YE T ELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
CAMBRl·D GE • ENGLAND • TELEPH O NE: TEVERSHAM (CAMSRIDGE) S131 · • TELEX No, 81166
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Promotions
RnGIMBNTAL

DUTY

ROSTER

New
Old
Son. No . Sen . No .
To W.O.I
To W.0.11

T o S Sgt.

To W.0.1

22550959
14446o27
14o66583
22515596
22550496
22212938
22548154
22288400
22200224
22541 949
22971369
22296717
22515690
14191894
22950220
22242969
22289283
22539265

L/W.0.1
A/W.0.1
A/W.0.1
S Sgt.
A / W.0.11
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
A/W.0.11
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt .
Sgt.

Allen , R . D .
Hornby, R .
Williams, R . E. J .
Elliott, ?'(. C.
McPhail , D . M.
Osborne. E. W .
Gittins, ] . M .
Howes. D . W. M .
Brown, T. B.
Sparrow, D . S. T .
Holmonroyd, F. G.
Davies, R. J .
Watson, G .
Gwynne, J . L .
Wright, A . T.
McCartney , D. G.
Purdy, J. R.

FOREMAN OF SIGNALS ROSTER
W.0.11
Green, J. F.

1210
980
910
1970
950
2080

800
810
820
3370
3380
3390
3400
3410
3420
3730
3740
3750
3770
3790
3810
3820
3830

900 (Tcc)
1500
630 (Fd)
1440 (Fd)
188o(Tecz:)
6740 (Op)
1310 (Fd)
6880 (Op)
152o(Tec)
6680 (Op)

1010

1125

1210

YBOMAN OF SIGNALS ROSTER

Mr. R. G. Friend , Director of Electronical Research and Develop me nt
(Telecommun ications), Brigad ie r R. H. E. Rob inson , Di rector of
Telecommunications MOD (Army) and Mr. R. J. Lees, Direct o r
Signals Research and Development Estab lishment on a visit to
GEC, Appl ied Electron ics Laboratories, Portsmouth

To W.0.I
To S Sgt.

Retirement of Mr. R. 6. FrienJ
T he S.0.C .-in-C. together with the Director of T elecommunications Director of Electronics Research and Development
(Tdecomm~nications), Mr. R. G. Friend., and the Director,
S ignals Research and Development Es.tablishment., Mr. R. J .
Lees, recently visited the G .E.C. Applied Electronics L aborawries, Portsmouth.
G .E.C. is a Ministry of Aviation contractor curren tly undertaking development of one of the new family of V.H.F. and H .F.
radios to be known as CLANSMAN.
.
.
This was a par.ticularly noteworthy, but sad occasion, as 1t
was one of .the last official duties of Mr. Friend as D .L.R.D.(T)
before his retirement.
Mr. Friend has been D .L.R.D.(T) for 7t years, and as such
has been closely connected with Royal Signals, and h~s ~ een
responsible for a large number of the excellent communications
equipments brough~ into service ~ recent y~ars . .
We wish Mr. Friend all good wishes for his retirement and
t hank him most sincerely for h is valuable services to Royal
Signals and communications in the Army.

Deaths
RAWSON.-Oiptain (T.M.0.) W . H. Rawson, who served with the Corps
from 1921 until 1945. For many years be was Treasurer. of t?e
D arlingtOn Branch of the A ssociation and one of the earliest Life
Members.
SCULLY. -Signalman G eorge Scully, of 2wd Regiment, on .2ut November,
1965 at Lippstadt Germany, as a result of a traffic accident. H e was
a Ll!e Member ~f the Royal Signal Association.
WELLMAN.
ignalman P . N . Wellman, of 22nd R egimenr, on 20th
N ovember, at Lippstad t, G ermany, as a result of a . tr~ffic accident.
H e w:rs a Life Member of the Royal Signals Assoetauon.
HO E.-Ex-Scrgeant H . G . Hose, on 220d No vember.
Sergeant. Hose
H e 1!•d been il! !or
served in the Cor ps from 1920 until 1945,
some time. He was an annual member of the R oyal Signals Assoetauon
and ''''" very m uch interested in the Kni ghts of St. George.
BOYLE.- Sergeant A. C . Boyle, who died on 19th November. Sergeant
Boyle served with the CorpS from 1939-1951, w~, as ~ result of . an
accident, he lost both hands, having to walk with the rud of surgical
supports.
He was a man with many friend s.
PALMER.--Corporal Colin David Palmer, 6th Infantry Brigade Group
and Signal Squadron, B.A.O.R., on 17th December, as a result of
injuries received in a traffic accident in B.A.O.R.
HALLIDAY.-Signalrnan James Halliday, of 4 Guards Bripde . 0<>?P
and Sigoal Squadron, on 12th January, 1966, as a result of 1DJUnes
sustained in traffic accident in B.A.O.R .
SILVER- Ex-Corporal C . W. Silver, at Edinburgh, on 4th December,
1965, at the age oC 47. He served in the CorPa from 1931 to 1946. He
had been a member of the Loughborough Branch since 1953 and was a
Life Member ol the Association.
T H E WIRE and rhe A ssociation offers sinure condolences 10 the relatives
on 1he sad deaths recorded.
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22247168
2547737
22844152
22793543
22771380
23237550
22951237
22773850
23485085
2333628g

W.0.11
W.0.11
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

22983764 Cpl.
23676961 Cpl.
23534955 Cpl.
23685178 Cpl.
23743030 Cpl.
23528448 Cpl.
23238333 Cpl.
23708568 Cpl.
23742379 Cpl.
23765796 Cpl.
23743454 Cpl.
23675343 Cpl.
23534980 Cpl.
23534855 Cpl.
23675327 Cpl.
23534897 Cpl.

To Sgt.

Francis, J. D .
Dixon, P. V.
Cox, D. E. P.
Travers, B. J . P.
Dcwis, K. H .
Brooks, E. J .
R"ku, G . P . T .
Massey, R . T .
Rayner, V. W .
Bassett, D. L.

410
450
56o
420
1220 716o (Op)
1230 8230 (Op)
1240 846o (O p)
1250 9000 (Op)
126o 9050 (Op)
1270 926o (Op)
1280 12410 (Op)
1290 9810 (Op)

TECHNICAL ROSTER
Williams, D.
Douglas, A. M .
Cartwrigh t, C. J.
Smith, T .
McGinn , P . D .
Drayton, L. G.
Constable, T. P .
Holmes, I.
Galland, A. W.
Stcchman, E. R.
Catford, M. G.
Ghaut, G. A.
Gould, A. B.
McMullen, A .
Laws, G . J.
Pyke, J . D.

53•5
53r6
5365
5370
5378
5390
5400
5430
5440
5445
5470

5500
5505

5515
5220
5530

9840
n944
10788
1o629
1016o
9430
9753
10407
10725
II273
III40
12386
10420
10450
10480
uo65

INSERTIONS
To W .O.II

To S Sgt.

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROSTER
Coyne, A.
19034163 W.0.11
22049998

W.0.11

HallidO'}', J.

2549548

W .0 .II

Purkis, R.

22309340

S Sgt.

Mortlock,

22080080

s
s

Sgt .

Forster, R. N .

Sgt.

Coleman,

22296475

580 [120
(Sig. Ccn . Spvr.
1500
(Sig. Ceo. Spvr.
I I 10 1250
(Sig. Ccn. Spvr.
130
6oo
(Sig. Ccn. Spvr.)
u84 3200
(R egt. D uty)
1196 35 10
ro6o

v.
D.

J.

A. L . c.

DELETIONS
W.0 .1
W .0 .11
S Sgt.

370
260
540

R EGIMENTAL D UTY R OSTBR
380
410
1240
1800
730
FOREMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTBR

S Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

1530
1230

TECHNICAL ROSTER
3400 .
3780
1750

7830

OPERATING ROSTER
9824
II490

4000

4295

Have you placed a standing order for
a copy of The Wire ?
Why not do so now?
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e Archery Club of the Army Apprentices School is well equipped with steel
eq;,1ipment. These modern archers start with wooden bows and arrows, and
aft r initiation, graduate to steel bows of considerable accuracy shooting alloy
ar ows
In the photograph are arche rs A fT Curry , Lamb, Byrne, Guy, Hickmott
and Brown

~RMY

APPRENTICES' SCHOOL, HARllOGATE

Graduntlon Day
They said it could never happen! it rained
on Graduation Day ! Graduation Day for the
Winter Term was on 15th December. The
Reviewing Officer was Major-General A. M.
W. Whistler, C.B., c.B.E., Representative Colonel
Commandant of the Corps. The parade was
held in the Indoor Arena due to the inclement
weather. The restricted space cut the parade
size down to the Senior Term only, with the
HARROGATE
band being present. Their parents and some of
the visitors watched. After the parade, before
giving out the prizes, General Whistler told the graduating
apprentices, , " The job they had been trained for was more
important than ever before. Communications were the greatest
single factor in peace-keeping today."
Seventy-one apprentices graduated with the following trade
qualifications : CLASS

II
Line Tech
Telegraph Tech
Electronic Tech
Radio Tech (Lr)
Radio Relay Tech
Telegraph Operators

2

I

3

III
14

Total
16

IO

IO

5
16
5
15

5
17
8
15

Of the Class III Technician s, nineteen have reach ed Class II
standard in Principles and Equipment theory by written examination, but require further practical experience before being
granted Class II ra ting.
Of the Telegraph Operators, ten out of fifteen graduating
have reached Class II level, but cannot be classified as such until
completion of six months satisfactory service with a Field Unir.
'Ibis is the highest proportion of apprentices achieving this
standard of any output from this School.
Prize winners for the term included : Army Commander's Prize for all-round excellence : A/ T
R. S.M. P. W. J. Leech .
C ommandant's Prize for conduct, discipline and example:
A/T S.S.M . M . Gass.
Signal Officer-in-Chiers award for best all-round tradesman:
A/ T A. H. Halfpenny.
Colonel Commandant's Prize for best all-round soldiertradesman: A/T Sergeant H . G . Taylor.
Borough of Ha rrogate Prize for rthe best set of essays on
Local GoTernment : A/T Sergeant H. G. Taylor, A/ T
M . Lewis.
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY-MARCH 1966

RAF INSTRUCTION FOR ARMY AP PR ENTICES G LI D ER PILOTS
Gl iding with the RAF at Leeming carrie.s on in all flyable weather, which for
glider pilots tends to be all types! It is ho ped that t wo more apprentices will
go solo this term. In the photograph are A/T Lyle and A T Blackman, They are
being shown the instruments and their functions by an RAF lnnructor. A/T
Lyle has just started gliding, but for A ·T Blackman this is a bit of r evision, as he 1s
now well advanced in his training. A . T Lance-Co rporal Sherlock should pa.SS
out on the Army Swallow soon, which will enable him t o take on solo aero-two
flights

After a tough battle through the term, Penney Squadron
regained Champion Squadron.

Ad venture Training in N rway
A party of three officers and twenty-four apprentices, with
Major P. L. Stackhouse, Sherwood Foresters, in charge went
on Adventure T raining in Norway, from 30th December-9th
January. The Ad venture T raining consisted of ski-ing instruction, including cross-country work, and Survival T raining. The
Chief Instructor of the Ski-ing School was very im pressed with
the q uick grasp the apprentices made of the art. All three
officers and. all but fo ur boys passed their one star ski test in
five days instruction only.
T his is not the only sphere in which appren tices have had
success. Within a short space of arrival in Norway they were
in great d-mand from the local girls. F rom an overheard
conversation on the first day, it appears that a t first there was
some difficulty in unders tanding the local way of asking a girl
to d ance, but this difficulty appe-ars to h ave been overcome
quickly.
Due to the short period between now and when we returned
from leave, a photo of the Graduation Parade will have to appear
in the ne.xt issue of TuE WIRE. Also the Norwegian Adventure
T raining trip is stop press, a more detailed article with some
interesting pictures will also appear in the next issue. (W e
would welcome it.-Ediior).
Hobbies
Hobbies in the School cover a very wide range of activities
of which two are Archery and Gliding.

Butchers

Grocers

Gatne Dealers

our aim in all Depts.:-

S up er b Quality

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
Telephone
DARLINGTON
2955

Established
1894

Sixty Years

Sat i sfac t ory Service

" WE BUY THE BEST "

" WE · SELL THE BEST "

DAILY DELIVERIES IN YOUR

DISTRICT
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==::::::::::=2nd HEGDIENT, B.F.P.O. 22 ==:=:::::::=
I.Ink to Bavaria
Our neig~bour 2 .Divisio~. Regiment R.C.T. are running a
k Centr~ m Bavaria, an.d Bravo" Troop have been given
the commitment of providing a Du radio link back to Bunde·
distance of 50mc 500 miles. Captain G. C. M. Newton and
Sergeant. Ander~<m conducted a small convoy to the Bavarian
te at Hmterstem, where they arrived, after the inevitable minor
r~.1kdov.n , early morning of 28th November. To date the link
1
prov~d most successful, working a duplex FSK link. This
pro 1dmg useful practice for TG Operators working the link
t both ends. Two Robertson lamps (provided by 16th Regienr) re t~rmmating the inverted V antenna at the Bavaria
1t
nd are casting a seasonal glow upon the local village.
fajor C. J. 0. Phillips 3 DG (0.C. 3 Squadron) bas taken a
parry from the Regiment to the Ski Centre for what we left
chmd call a Swan 'Ski-mg Warfare At New Year) Course; and
' ·ordmg to reports, all i going well with them.
E

e~lsfl

•• ('. Id ( omfort "

Wear~er conditions ady in December proved to be most
appropriate fo1 thi ex rcise in which a small element of the

Talking to Signalmen Scott, Miley and Lawn who are rest ing after t he
assault course

Signal Officer-in-Chief
visits Training Brigade
1965~

Br~g~de

9th and 10th De.cember,
the !raining
was
visited by the Signal Officer-m-Ch1ef. The v1s1t com0
menced at the H eadquarters where after being welcomed by the
Brigade Commander, Brigadier Woodrow, and inspecting the
Quarter Guard provided by IIth Regiment, G eneral Bradley
met the Brigade H eadquarters staff.

Staff Sergeants' Course
The Signal Officer-in-Chief then visited IIth Regimen t where
he saw a cross section of the varied activities of the Regim ent.
Meeting the Staff Sergeants' Course on weapon train ing he had
an informal chat with each member, and later bad an encouraging
word for the newly joined recruits who were completing a
hectic indoor assault in the gymnasium.
There was, however, a moment of panic on leaving the weapon
training area, when the Signal Officer-in-Chief's cavalcade found
i-tself locked in. R.S.M. K irk took control of the situation and
with the typical aplomb of all R.S.M.s, with a smart salute and
call of ' follo w me,' soon had the convoy back on the main r oad .
Arriving at the Depot Squadron the Signal Officer-in-Chief saw
the reception office in its new guise with a desk every bit as
impressive as the limartest airline-it even had a pretty hostess
in the form of Lance~Corporal Jenny Jones, W .R.A.C.
Major Jim Telfer, of golfing fame, explained how everything
worked, and was undismayed when some of his demonstration
forms d id not appear to contain the details on them h e expected.
Reeorded hy TV
At Relles barracks the Signal Officer-in-Chief planted two
commemorative trees in front of the Guard Room. This event
was recorded by Tyne Tees Television, and General Bradley
was able to see the film on television later that evening. In
spite of the gloomy weather, the pictures were excellent.
After meeting the senior warrant officers of the Brigade in the
Sergeants' Mess, the Signal Officer-in-Chief had lunch with
the officers of thl Regiment.
The visit continued in the afternoon at 8th Regiment where
the Signal Officer-in-Chief took the opportunity of chatting
informally with all the technicians and tradesmen be saw. He
was interested to meet Signalman Loates, whose borne is the
Tower of London and whose father, an ex-member of the Corps,
is a Yeoman Warder.
Taken for a ride by a Signalman
A new type of adjustable ladder (Ladda-roll) under trial by
t he lineman, was demonstrated with super efficiency by Corporal
Parker. Whilst visiting Driver Training Troop the Signal
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Gene ral Brad ley plants commemorative trees watched by
Li e utenant-Colone l (Retd.) R. W. Atkinson , and the gardener of
11th Regiment

Officer-in-Chief was suddenly seen to drive off in a 3-tonner as
the passenger of Signalman Elkins, a trainee driver negotiating
hazards on the square. We are pleased to report that he returned
safe and sound--0ccupational hazards in Catterick.
At the Amateur Radio Club General Bradley was able to
exchange greetings with his old school, Marlborough College.
Before leaving 8th Regiment the Signal Officer-in-Chief met
over a hundred Warrant Officers and Sergeants of the Regiment
in their Mess.
Later in the evening General Bradley attended an informal
supper party held in the Officers' Mess 24th Regiment, and
met many of the officers and their wives, including guests from
the other R egiments.
The next day the Signal Officer-in-Chief had a very full
programme which commenced at 24th Regiment. As usual
General Bradley took every opportunity of chatting with as many
soldiers as possible.
T aking coffee in the newly opened Corporals' Club, the Signal
Officer-in-Chief invested a little money in the Random Number
Indicator installed there (known to the uneducated as a Fru it
Machine).

Caps 1nay have b een lost but t h ey didn' t
los e their h e ads
From here General Bradley left to take the salute at the P ass
Off Parad e at uth Regiment. This parade was of particular
interest, as it con tained not only recruits passing off from basic
training, but also a contingent of sold iers from 8th Regi ment
graduating as fully trained soldier tradesmen, Technicians
Class III.
The weather was cold and miserable with a biting wind . At
one time a gust at gale force arrived smartly r emoving several
caps. But as the Signal Officer-in-Chief was charitably swift to
point out, although some lost their caps no one lost his head ,
and the parade was completed with the usual precision.
After the P ar ad e the Signal Officer-in-Chief spoke to the
recruits, pa.rents and friends and presented prizes for outstanding achievement to Signalmen Butler, Webb and Harland.
In the afternoon after lunching at 8th Regiment, General
Bradley concluded his visit to the T r aining Brigade by visiting
the operators of 24th R egiment, including the W.R.A.C. tradeswomen-do we hear that a new face has been added to the
pictures in their pop star gallery?
A very full and successful visit
General Bradley's visit was a very full one, during which he
met a great number of the members of the Brigade, recruits,
cache and civilian staff; we hope be was pleased with what he
saw. From our point of view bis visit gave us tremendous
pleasure, particularly to those he met personally. May he soon
return.
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Regiment took part
Orgam ed by Divi n H.Q. as an administrative exercise
:n the field, communi uons were good throughout and this
'
wound up a uccessfu. exercise season for 1965.
' h·.- • Club Dant•
This function was held in the Corporals' Club on the 9th
December, the evening v.-1s a great success. A mobile HI-FI
Unit constructed .mainly by Foreman of Signals Goodman made
its debut, and this was found to be invaluable at many of the
following Christmas functions.

·1slt of new C.S.O. B.A.O.R.
Brigadier P. Pentreath visited the Regiment
December. He was .treated . to an expl~nation of
of the Central Carner Vehicle by Maior D. H.
r Squadron), and afterwards lunched with the
Officer and Officers in the Officers' Mess.

on the 9th
the workings
Briggs (0 .C.
Commanding

C'hristmas Diary-All Ranks' D a n ce
The All Ranks' Dance on the 15th December marked the
opening of the festive season. This was held at the local
Stadgarten in Bunde, and the evening (and the Brandy and
Coke) went down jolly well.
Orphans' Party
~~ the 19th Decem~er the Corporals' Club treated fifty underprivileged Ge~n children from Bunde to a Christmas Party.
Cre.am cakes, 1elly ~nd .a Walt Disney film show caused great
excitement but the b1ghhght was a sleigh (constructed by L.A.D.)
drawn by reindeers carrying Santa Claus and a present for each
of the children. The Burgermeister of Bunde (H err Reinke)
thanked the Corporals' Club, and as a token of appreciation
presented the Mess with a framed photograph of Bunde.
Children's Parties
Two children's parties were held for all the children of the
Regiment on the 20th and 21 t December. Corporal M. E .
Turner made a great succe s of playing Santa Claus and he
really did arrive down a chimney.
'
S.Q.N. D ar Competition
On the 23rd D~cembcr the Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel J. R. Cubberley, awarded the first prize for the Squadron
Christmas Bar competition to 2 Squadron. Closely behind was
1 Squadron with a meritable and notable theme of 007 or ' T he
Bond Bar," which is to remain in situ for the use of visiting
sports teams.
Chr istmas Day
Our ever industrious cooks did their stuff again t his year.
W.0.11 Moran and his staff produced a bumper feast for those
nc~t fortunate enough to be on Christmas leave and midst many
cries of more ! the Commanding Officer stirred a generous
amoun t of brandy into the sauce.
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The Commanding Officer Lie uten ant-Colonel J. R. Cubberley taking
delivery of 'Signalman Hi-Fi' from Foreman of Signals Goodman

B o xing Day -lnternatio11nl Special
The feature of Boxing Day was the Officers' v. Sergeants'
Mess S<><;cer Matc!l. Fortunately only the linesmen took this
game senously, and both teams managed to turn out in an
equally ridiculous selection of sporting dress.
The Sergeants soon established a lead, and at half-time the
score was four goals to two in their favour. After the Officers
had fail~d to score from three or more penalties, iii sheer
desperation the referee made it 4-3 with a cracking thirty-yard
drive in his bedroom slippers.
The Sergeants went on strike after fifteen minutes of the
second half, and the Officers then came into the limelight. They
managed . to score the equaliser against no opposition (after
sev~ral trtes) and the C.<?. then called them out in sympathy.
This ended the game with a very fair result-and no bones
broken.
Doxi11g-Deaten in the Divisio nal Finals
On the r6th December, the Regimental team boxed at
Munster against 15 / r9th The Kings Royal Hussars in the
Divis:onal Boxing Fj naJ. The form of both teams was well
known and a great number of spectators came to see a match
which was widely acknowledged as one which would produce
exceptional boxing skill and thrills. No quarter was asked and
none given, we still had hopes of victory until the final bell of
the last bout. The 15/19th win by 6 bouts to 5 gave them
revenge on their defeat by 7 to 4 in the Division Finals
1964/ 65. We wish luck to our old rivals in their coming
Army matches.
T wo of our boxe rs, Lance-Corporal Waters and Signalman
D. Pellegrinetti, have been selected for the Army team and
have gone to U.K. for the first Army match which is against
the R.A.F. The remainder qf the team will stay in training
for the B.A.O.R. individual championships. Likely bets would
be Corporal Quirk (Bantam), Signalman Keenan (Feather),
who was beaten in the Division Final in a very close run
deciSlion, Lance-Corporal Hibbert (Middle} and Signalman
G abriel (Light Heavy) who is perhaps a man to watch for the
really big time.
Cor1ts Colours for two of our Boxers
Corps Colours for 1965 have been awarded to Lance-Corporal
F. Waters and Lance-Corporal K. Jacobs. Lance-Corporal
Waters is reigning Army Featherweight Champion, a superb
boxer and a fine sportsman. L ance-Corporal Jacobs ha now
boxed in the Army for seven years. He was the I BA Junior
Champion in 1959 and since then has constantly been in the
running for the Senior Army Title at Welterweight.
H e boxed for the Army in 1965 and was aga in chosen this
year. Unfortunatecy he has a serious knee injury and has not
been able to box this season. Lance-Corporal Jacobs is noted
as a tactician and like Lance-Corporal Waters is a fine sportsman.
Both boxers can be proud of their well-earned awards.
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Tim -tabl of n ' 'cry lteetic week
We all went our different ways on two weeks' block leave on
17th December but the week preceding ~s was I?robably as
hectic~if not more so-a any wet:k preceedmg the mspections,
what with Troop parties children's parties (tea for 6~ ! ) All
Ranks' dances, Christmas dinners, every taste and reqmrement
must surely have been catered for. Perhaps I can ?c.st collect
my thoughts and memories of the week by chroruclmg them
in diary form.
Monday, 13th December. 1200 11ours: R.H.Q. Troop partynever did we realise just how well off R.H.Q. was for staff.
1930 hours: Wives' Club Christmas Dinner in the Sergeants'
Mess. A very successful evening and I am told, thoroughly
enioyed by all concerned. We regret that Staff Sergeant
Wilkins and his band of " actors " are not available for
touring shows at present.
Tuesday, 14rh December: All hell let loos~the Chil~ren's
Christmas Parry-all children firstly entertamed to tea m the
dining room and then entrusted to the tender care of r, 2 and
3 Squadrons for respective patties. S.S.M.s Overton, Raynor
and Leach take a bow-they should have had a medal!
Wednesday, 15th December. II.30 hours: Eleven extremely
weary officers and sergeants bow to the superiority of the
Regimental Football XI to the tune of four goals to one. A
thoroughly enjoyable game and well ' slaked ' by the visit of
the Sergeants to the Officers' Mess at mid-day for Christmas
drinks.
Wednesday, 15th December: In the evening the All Ranks'
Dance very well organised by W.0.II Raynor (2 Squadron)
and his willing band of helpers. It took three days of hard
work by all concerned and was well appreciated by all who
at.tended. Who said the R.S.M. was twisted enough without
the music.

Brigad ier Goddard , the Inspecting Officer, looks in on the midday
meal

only just getting under way again. Similarly, our postings in
and out have been few. We say goodbye to W.0.II and Mrs.
Lciich and welcome W.0.II P. Johnson in his place.

3rJ Divisional Signals Reunion Club
There are, no doubt, many readers who having been in the
3rd Regiment have not yet joined the Reunion Club. It is open
to all ranks who have served with the Regiment.
Membership, at an annual subscription of 3s., offers an
opportunity of periodically meeting old friends at the annual
reunion. The club has been active for 15 years and has a present
membership of 300.
This year's Reunion Dinner is being held in London on
Saturday, 2nd April.
Details can be obtained from Major K. N. Smartt, r508,
Greenford Road, Greenford, Middlesex.

Thursday, 16th December: Officers to Sergeants' Mess for midday drinks. Sergeant Roy's attempt to spike the G.O.C. and
C.R.A. rather misfired-they didn't turn a hair. I think the
officers took ample revenge-we are still counting the
empties.
Thursday, 16th December, 16.30 hours.--Carol Service in the
Garrison Church. The Church was beautifully decorated by
the ladies of the Wives' Club, ably led by Mrs. Proudman,
wife of our Commanding Officer. The congregation was in
good voice and Lessons were read by the G.0.C., MajorGeneral Blacker, the Commanding Officer, the R.S.M.,
Sergeant Kirkwood (Black Watch) and Signalman Tuc;ker.

In the evening a smoker was held in the Triangle Club,
where many reputations were put to the test at the vitriolic
pen of Lance-Corporal Gray and his able assistant, Private
Griffiths (alias Goat-Herd, alias very affectionate Doctor),
during a very amusing session of "this is your life." The
R.S.M. is not convinced, even now, that there is not grounds
for gross libel somewhere.
Friday, 17th December.-Christmas dinner served to the Regiment by Officers and Sergeants and the usual address by the
Commanding Officer. Then a mad rush by train, car and
bus to all points of the country for r4 days' well-earned
leave. In the evening the Sergeants' Mess held their Christmas draw and dance. This was a great success, due largely
to W.O.II 'Y. of. S.) Glendinning and Staff Sergeant Burgess,
and, of course, all other members of the committees responsible. The less said about the number of the best prizes
taken by the officers the better.

This write-up of the Christmas festivities would not be
complete without a very big thank-you to Staff Sergeant Figgins
and his team of cooks, who never failed to meet every requirement throughout what must have been the most exhausting
week many of us can hope to remember.
All other news is rather at a premium this month. The
various sports came to a halt early in December and we are
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The Herald opens 11p-saves 1ime, bo1her, expense.

The Triumph Herald 1200 hides nothing

and the choice of Hocks, Burgundies and
other wines is almost as dazzling! Saccone
and Speed make a point of offering you a
truly magnificent variety of wines, spirits
and cigars. The range and quantity may
surprise you-the superb quality will not.
That's something you can always expect
from Saccone & Speed. May we send you
our price list? SACCONE & SPEED LTD
32SackvilleSt, London W1. Tel. REGent 2061
Wine Merchants to H.M. Services since 1839

llndo one pring-loaded clip each ide of
the Herald's bonnet and the whole
caboodle, lights and all, lift completely forward. If the engine were
mounted on a bench, it couldn't be more
acces ible.
You can examine your battery without
groping with a torch. Check the oil
without dirtying your cuff . Take the
tones out of the tyre without getting
down on your knee .

From top to toe the Herald hide nothing. That's why it has a lot to declare.
Any Standard-Triumph dealer will give you a
free trial drive. Take him up on it. And find
out aboui the tax conce ions for overseas
po tings. 1r you prefer to hop by post, write
for a catalogue to Standard-Triumph ale
Ltd .. Personal Export Di\ ision. Coventry,
England, or Berkeley Square. London.

To boot. Accessibility is the key word
for the boot, too. It opens high, wide
and handsomely to reveal 13 cu ft of
space. Ma imum opening width, 43 inches.

0.26
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Step inside. The doors are 44 inche.s
wide! They prop themselves open. So
men don't bark their shins and women
don't ladder their stockings on shopping basket .
Sit in the driver's seat. You'll notice the
Herald has glass where other cars have
blind spots. Technicians calculate 93%
a/I-round visibility.
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R covering!
As these notes are written the Regiment is r~vering from
th traditional Christmas fes tivities; the celebrations seem t~
begin earlier and last longer each year. The Herford Players
production of "Ten Little Niggers ." on 3r~ and 4th D~ember
was the first of many enjoyable social functions h7ld dunng the
month. For one harassed officer at least the climax was the
party for our Regimental children-all 403 of them!
Training
.
The Training Wing is now reaching the last la.I? of tl}e various
trade up-grading courses which have been running. through~ut
the winter, while military proficiency ~urses c:ontlm~e despite
sub-zero temperatures. No day passes without the. voice of 01;1f
resident drill instructor, Corporal Lockwood, bemg h~d m
ome corner of the barracks, be it ~n th~ sqwi:e or m an
empty garage or attic. H~ is now wavmg his mag:ic wand over
the fourth military proficiency course to be run srnce the start
of the individual training season.
Hockey
The Regimental 1st XI has reache~ the second r~und of
the Army Cup, having beaten 14th Regiment R.A. by six goals
to two. We now face 3 RH.A.
.Judo
Next week the annual B.A.O.R. versu.s French Fo:ces
(Germany) Judo Competition is being held m our gymnasium
in Hammersmith Barracks. This match should prov~ to be
highly entertaining, and will do _much ~o. boost enth~a~m for
this sport which is already rapidly gaming populanty m the
Regiment.

::::==
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REGl~IE~T.
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We gather our strength for 1966
December was a month in which the calendar was largely
free of outside events and the Regiment wa~ i_eft very II!Uch. to
itself to gather its strength for the n~w tramrng ~~n which
promises to get off t~ '.1Il ~arly start m 1966. This m no way
implies a lack of actlVlty m De~~mber : ~ great. many people
spent a great deal of time orgamsrng a wide vanety of ~v~ts,
many of which are described below. Naturally the culmination
of the month was the round of festivities which marked the
Christmas season and th~ tu}:Il of another year.
Personalities
There seem to be a great many changes in progress at the
present time. The officers have said their own fare~ell to. the
C.C. Royal Signals, Brigadier M. S. Hancock, ~t a c:Wmer ~g~~
in the Mess. On the same occasion those terrible twins,_
Thomson and Lombard, were dined out-although the Regiment will continue to demand its pound of ficsh. from them
until early February. In his speech of ~oodbye C'.aptam 'J?omson
presented a fine silver cup to the Regu:ient which he stlp~~ted
is to be played for annually in a noyices hockey com~tltlon.
In the next edition of THE WIRE it should be possible to
announce the first winners of the trophy.
Nothing has so far succeeded in removing the ear to ear grin
on the face of Major Paterson since the arrival of Major Y'·
H. H. Parkes who is eventually to take over as Seco~d-m
Command. In the meantime he has assumed the duties of
Training Officer in which- he has the able assistance of Yeoman
Longstaff. Across the R.H.Q. c:oridor the Adjutant's office ~as
more or less settled down to normal after a confusing period
in which both chairs were occupied by Allens. Captain Bernard
Allen the temporary occupant of the main desk, variously
described as "the officer who never was " or " the most
expensively educated officer in the Corps," has now departed for
Staff College. Lieutenant Geoffrey Allen, of hockey fame, has
been detached to the School of Infantry co attend an R.S.0.s
course.
On leaving 4 Squadron to the care of Major Pitkin and
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Sixty men of the Regiment went to the Mosel Valley he lping to gather
the grape harvest. Here is one of them, Signalman Rhodes enjoying
his lunch with 'meat, bread and hot wine.' Article and more pictures
on page 69

Ski-ing
Ski-ing is proving more popular rl?an ever this year, a.nd
each weekend small parties of enthus1asts go off to the hills
to try their hand at it. For the present there is plenty of
enthusiasm but little skill.

moving to r Squadron Major _Knott has chalked ~p his third
sub-unit since joining the Regiment-well done, Sir, only two
to go. Captain Ryding, fresh from his _triumph ~.The Herford
Players' presentation of " Ten Little Nigger :SOys, . has reverted
to Second-in-Command of the Squadron which, with the rec.e nt
promotion of Alan de Bretton Gordon, no~ boasts ~o captarns.
Second-Lieutenants John Ingram and Heller Exon _JUSt m~naged
to arrive in the old year and are at present learning .t~e~r ~y
round the Regiment by means of a three-week famihansation
course.
Chief Clerk O .R.Q.M.S. Strutt and S.Q.M.S. Elliot were
due to be presented with Long Service and Good Conduct
Medals at the farewell parade for Brigadier Hancock. .pue to
the torrential downpour .that the Gods saw fit t() provide .for
the occasion the parade was cancelled and the presentation
took place in the C.O.'s office.
Seaso11al entertainments
The annual exodus to the U.K. by plane, by car, by coach
and by train started well before Christma~. For those who we!e
left a comprehensive programme was l_a1d on. The two. !!lam
events in the weeks leading up to Chnstmas were the vmt of
"Mickey" Hayes and the Regimental Concert. The former
show was popular if only for the more or less unprece?ented
appearance on the camp stage of a galaxy of pretty girls all
scantily clad. Signalman Adams of 3 Squadron has reason to
remember the show and, at the finale, tha-e was no shortage of
volunteers to .twist and shake with the cast on stage.

Of more local interest was "Friday Night at the Herford
Palladium" on the 17th of :the month which owed its inspiration
to Captain Giller and much of its success to the hard work at
rehearsals of Lieutenant Sampson. These two officers unc~rthed
a great variety of hi?<len talent fr?m a!l par.ts of the:; Regiment;
it must be made qwte clear at this pomt that Ronnie Sampson
has not applied for transfer to the R.A.Ch.D. There were no
less than four bands in the programme: The Sleepwalkers, led
by Signalman Flynn, The Maresfield Steel Band, The Jct
S-:t and The Jaguars-a German group which featured voca~ist
280 Smith. An e.&tremely popular item was the hauntmg
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singing of the Fab Fijian Four. The staff officers who performed
in . the 2 Squadron sketch "Babes in the Wood" were not
imported from Headquarters 1st· British Corps but were in
fact both residents. It is completely true tha:t during rehearsals
Lance-Corporal Large was treated to at least one crashing salute
by a W.0.II S._$.M. It has not been possible to name everyone
who took part in the concer.t but all concerned deserve high
praise for their efforts.
Both the Corporals' and Sergeants' Mess draws went off
successfully. Lieutenant Knight took away the star prize from
:.he Corporals' Mess but was unable to make it a double; at the
Sergeants' Mess event the big prize of the evening and several
others were won by Staff Sergeant Meekings. It is to be hoped
that he shared at least some with luckless fellow compere
Staff Sergeant Angell.
Something like 400 children were catere.d for at the two
children's parties organised by the PRI. The distribution of
the final present by Santa Claus Jarvis evoked a deep sigh of
relief from Lieutenant Lombard for whom it marked the
conclusion of the fourth seri~ of parties in the Regiment. These
parties are entirely paid for by the proceeds of the Thursday
evening tombola sessions and all thanks are due to Staff Sergeant
Stowe and his team who give up their time so freely throughout
the year.
1 he L A.D. did their own Father Christmas act at t he
orphanage 10 the nearby town of Schotmar. They gave away
to he children over eighty toys which they had collected in
from families in the Unit and renovated to look like new.
p o rt-Ski-Ing, lloe k ey and Cross-Coui1try
Second-Lieutenant Gallon headed a ski-party to the Royal
Engineers' hut at Zwiesel in Bavaria. The party arc repor ted
ro have had a good time d espite the effects of Pte. Green's
s ew. Signalman Marshall of the line Squadron is reckoned
to be the most promising skier.
The hockey team continues on its winning way despite
depletion of its ranks due to postings and leave. The sixth goal
against 3 RHA was the 15oth of the season. The team has now
been unbeaten since October 1964.
On the 15th December the Regiment acted as host to the
cross-country teams from the 4th Division who were taking
pan in the annual championship. The event was won by the
Grenadier Guards; the regimental team came 8th out of II.
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" White Horses "
Christmas comes but once a year-thank goodness. In the
middle of the Christmas festivities someone with a wry sense
of humour decided to have a defence exercise, aptly named
" White Horses."
People appeared from the most remarkable places, shrugging
into battle order and looking rather dubiously at S.L.R.s and
S.M.G.s, long hidden from the light of day. Some members
of 2 Squadron were even observed digging trenches in the
wadi- Lance-Corporal Dcmelweek's being voted the trench we
would most like to live in if we really had .to. First blood
in the battle went to us, with the capture of two Fantasians
looking remarkably like Sappers. The score was evened up
when they were being marched to R.H.Q., and managed to
t hrow a thunderflash under Majqr Fcrricr's car. Luckily be
managed to drive out of harm's way before it exploded, and
as he had only had the car for a couple of days, he didn't see
the joke.
The exercise was planned to last for 24 hours, but after 12
hours all but two of the enemy had been captured, so they
were released and told to have another try during the night.
It seems they decided once was enough and went to attack
the Ordnance Depot across the road. After that the exercise
was declared a great success and we called a halt to the battle
for another year.
Christmas dinner
Christmas dinner was served on 23rd December in the
traditional manner by the Officers, Warrant Officers and Senior
N.C.0.s. The meal was a tribute to the ability of the Messing
taff and was thoroughly enjoyed by all. Not only had Staff
Sergeant Alexander and his merry men been cooking for the
Regiment, they also produced the Christmas puddings for the
Irish contingent of UNFICYP.
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FRIDAY NIGHT AT THE HERFORD PALLADIUM
" The Fab Fijian Four." Technician Corporals (from left to right);
Kubu, Drika, Zoing and Erasito

The Personal side •
MARRIAGES
Corporal Huxtable to Norma Sutcliffe, on 4th December. 1965.
Signalman Morrison to Anna MacLcnnan, on 10th December, 1965.
Signalman Patrick to Renate Schulze, on 10th December, 1965.
Signalman Noonan to Jacqueline Whalley, on 20th December, 1965.

BIRTHS
Sergeant Rhind , a son, James, OD 9th December, 1965.
Corporal Rennie, a son, Shane Haddon, on 23rd November, 1965.
Signalman Brennan, a daughter, Angela, on 20th November, 1965.
Corporal Brogan, a daughter, Susanne, on 19th November, 1965.
Signalman McLean, a son, Brian, OD 16th November, 1965.

When dinner was finished the grand opening of the Squadron
bars took place. These ranged from a jungle basha in 1 Squadron
(the winners), to a desert oasis in 3 Squadron (with KEO), to
an olde English pub in 2 Squadron (with darts). Later the
same evening we got two volunteers from the Anny Air Corps
who tried to fiy without wings.
Officers v. Sergeants football
This memorable match took place during the Christmas
break. Your correspondent was "conned" into playing by
Major Crookes, who offered to take some photographs for THE
WIRE. By the end of the match I wished I had taken my
own photos.
At half-time the Sergeants were leading 1-0. Refreshments
then served braced everyone for the second half. They also
account for the fact that few can remember what the final
score was, or cared much, by the time the final whi tle went.

FORCES U.K. TRADE-IN SCHEME

If you are to be posted overseas soon and wish to
dispose of your present car, we will give you a high
trade-in figure now against any future purchase.
For full deuils write to:

WEIR

WEIR LODGE GARAGE

LODGE

Tel : Chertsey

Bridge Road, Chertsey, Surrey.
2~64.
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10th REGIMENT. HOUNSLOW

n.u.q.
1965 has been a very full year for the Regiment, and now
we all look forward to 1966, our second year since the Regiment's reformation. The past two months have been particularly
busy ones with Regimental activities ranging from training to
the field of sport, and social events, each in their turn all
deserving a write-up, but which would regrettably exceed our
space allocation in this edition of THE WIRE. We have, therefore, given-to use an editor's expression-a photo splash-to
cover the majority of events and only selected the highlights
for write-up.

10th Regiment

"'arrant 0ffi<'4"rs• and Serlo(eauts• Club
On the 10th December, 1965, the Warrant Officers and
Sergeants held their first Regimental Christmas Dinner and
Dance to which they invited their wives, and also the Officers
of the Regiment and their wives.
In addition and in keeping with tradition and pleasure Staff
crgcant George King and Sergeant Vic Coles of the Chelsea
Hospital were invited and to their delight arrived amongst us
at lunch time in the C.S.O.'s staff car.
At 19.30 hours members and guests assembled in the Bruno
Club to sit down to an excellent dinner provided by Sergeant
Graham, A.C.C., with his staff and served by members of the
W.R.A.C. detachment. The opportunity was taken to say
goodbye to Sergeant and Mrs. Spiers who are shortly to leave
us for B.A.O.R.
The main club having been transformed for the Christmas
festivities and having a club atmosphere with candlelight and
a newly established bar lent itself admirably to a most pleasant
social evening.
A regimental plaque was presen ted by R.S .M. Reed to our
two guests from Chelsea who in their reply thanked members
for their hospitality.

celebrate
a year

of
achievement

Per s o nal
MARRIAGES

Lance-Corporal S. J. Pedley on uth D ecember, 1965, at St.
James Church, Blaengar ee, Glamorganshire, to Carol Ann
Banner.
Signa!man G . J. L ander on 4th December, 1965, at the
Register Office, Surrey South West, to Erica D iane Cobbald.

Box ing
Once again the Regiment entered its Novices in the London
District Novices Boxing Championships held in Chelsea
Barracks, and won two out of the eight weights.
Corporal Skillicorn fi ghting as a light middleweight was
outreached and although the fight was stopped in the third
round in favour of his opponent, was game throughout the
contest. Lance-Corporal Weston fought as a welterweight and
in a hard-fough t oontest lost narrowly on points.
Lance-Corporal Helsby and Signalman Mitchell both met in
a fea therweight final. The fight was hard-fought and towards
the end of the second round S i ~ a lman Mitchell lost by a
knock-out that in no way detracted from a good performance
by both boxers.
Lance-Corporal G eorge in a middleweight contest sought out
his opponent from the start, and with skill and punching power
forced the referee to intervene in the first round to avoid further
punishment to bis opponent.
Squad r on-A '' i ~ it to the House of 4' onnno11s
In December, Major Forrescue-Hitchin s took a par ty from
the Regiment to spend an afternoon in the Strangers Gallery
at the House of Commons. Anybody who wants to see the
House at work, should attend Question T ime-anything can
come up and on this occasion most things did . Questions were
asked about Princess Margaret's visit to the United States, the
advantages of the F I I I as against the Mirage, R hodesia a.nd
Viet Nam, to mention only a few of the subjects. The unfort unate Mi nister of tate for Foreign Affairs had to cope, not
only with the Opposition, but also with bis supporters
asking barbed questions on Viet N am.
Everybody had to sign that he would "abstain from making
any interruption or d isturbance.'' U n fort unately the pay of
H. M. F orces was not discussed, if it h ad been there might
have been some te mptation to break chis und ertaking. However,
I

I
2 C t I S tt and Major Mc Quade. Are they preparinr
I. All lbnks Chrlstmu Dance. " RA_HMA" The human volcano Lance-CorporalhC:~~a:~lse~ p::. 1::er:'.' 4. W.O.s and Sergeants Chrlstmu Dinner,
for the future? 3. Nice for the Pens'.onersl Wives of W.O.s anddSersge~~ wit : Ser eants Christmas Dinner. Presentation of Re11lmental Plaque to
Mr.. Howes, Lieutenant-Colonel Ellis , Mrs. Ellis and R.S. M. Reeh . RS M. ;,• ~~e Bar' w u well patronised at the All Ranks Chri s tmas Dance. In the
Chelsea Penslopnh•:::,
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there was one thing of particular concern to the military-a
debate on the Army Act. It was gratifying to hear that there
had been far fewer court martials since the introduction of
forfeiture of a sum from pay?
Two final impressions: how urprisingly formal and dignified
Parliamentary procedure still is-" Will the Right Honourable
gentleman not suggest to his Honourable friends . . . " followed
by delicately phrased but icy questions. And how does the
Speaker remember one's name out of six hundred odd when a
Member rises to catch his eye?
I Ith

REGI M E~T.

(~ATT E HU " K

( :A~IP

A s u.bjec•t w e e uu' t n,·oid
It is difficult at this time of year to avoid the subject of
Christmas; in fact, to omit all reference to it, in this enlightened
day and age, would be tantamount to admitting that the
Christmas festival was not celebrated in th is regiment.
On the other hand, to dwell too long on th is su bject would
merely ensure that this article is not read . A brief word, therefore, on the more unusual aspects of che entertainment provided
by the Regiment will suffice.
This R egiment differs from most in chat it embraces two
extremes of the military cycle. On the one hand are recruits
for whom this Christmas was the firs t spent in the Army and
on the other, the transitees in the Depot Squadron, including
in their numbers, many awaiting their d ischarge from cbe Army.
The type of entertainment suitable for the former would
obviously not suit the more sophisticated appetites of the latter.
This d elicate problem was solved by the very simple expedient
of arranging two separate parties.
Both functions had one feature in common-the Chri.$ttnas
dinner was followed by a TToop's smoker.
In the case of .the Depot Squadron this party took very much
the conventional form: " Old Hands " ad libbing on the stage
after consuming sufficient quantities of their favourite beverage
to engender the necessary ' courage.'
The recruits' affair, however, was carefully and painstakingly
prepared and controlled throughout. Acts were found, rehearsed
and kept secret until the " moment of truth " arrived. Highlighted amongst these were rwo which deserve mention. The
first-was a mimed show of the girl whose recent ' secret '
marriage caused a stir among the more sensational of our
daily papers. The performance, though not unique, was noteworthy because of the subtle physical changes that grease paint
can make to the appearance of a drill instructor.
The other, also in mime, was a take-off of a celebrated and
beribboned group of four young Liverpudlian . They were
admirably mimicked by four subsalterns of Recruit Squadron
who seemed to have ucceeded in growing their own hair to the
standard length now accepted by those aspiring to a stage
career.
S 1t0rt
During December the weather played a prominent part in
the sporting activities of the Regiment. Suffiice to say that
many opponents of ours must have breathed sighs of relief when
the arrival of unprecedented quan tities of snow prevented a
meeting. k is significant that on the first outing of the hockey
side since before the snows they won 2-1 ! The rngger players
of the Regiment, needless to say, are like greyhounds in the
traps determined to emulate, if not better, their brethren.

Sergeants' M ess Note s
Life in the Sergeants' Mess has been going its normal way
considering our constan tly fluctuating population.
The Christmas Draw has been voted a tremendou success
this year, especially by the R.S .M., ·who drove away with no
less than 15 priz s in his car. H e says that he is sleeping better
now with his electric blanket.
W e spent a very enjoyable hour or so a guests oi the Officers'
Mess on 23rd D ecember, 1965.
Corporals' ~le ss Notes
The news for the month of D ecember wa

ood. We ha e

(Concinued on page 6o)
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had a very ucce fut Chri tmas Draw. All the prizes were
taken and all the prize winners were very happy.
Af~er the Regimen tal Dinner on T u esday, 22nd December,
Corporal Mills of Instructional Wing showed_ what the Co~porals'
Club could do, by pu tting on a first class act at. the. Reglffiental
Show. A performance that will surely go down ID history.
The Club has many func tions in line for tlle New Year.
There are still plenty of darts . matches .to be J?layed, a~d . of
cour e these alway end up with a oCJal evenmg, cons1stmg
of da~cing by candlelight, and prizewinning games.

Dest U ruit, Pass Out 1•arnde
10th December, 1965
Signalman Butler was ~h~ best ~ut of 35 sold iers. H e proved
himself in Weapons Trammg, Dnll (he was a member of the
S.0.-in-C.'s Guard of Honour), P.T. and Sport. He represented
the Regiment at soccer on more than one occasion, and proved
to be a very useful member of the team.
Butler enlisted into the Army from Grangefield Grammar
School County Durham, via the Adm..iralty where he worked
for t\.Jo years as a Civil Se.rvant. He now goes ~n. to 8th
Regiment where he is studymg to become a techmCJan. He
hopes eventually to earn for himself a commission, and we wish
him all the best of luck in his future career.

The Carnival Float-Mrs. Wright exhorts the mu ltitude before
execution!

Best Recruit, 22nd December, 1965
The best recrllit for the Pass Off 22nd December, 1965, was
Signalman P. Catterall. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Catterali,
of 12, Foxdale Close, Edgworth, Bolton. He attended Canon
Slade Grammar School until April, 1965, and he represented
them at cricket, cross country and soccer. He has also played for
Bolton Boys' Cricket Team.
He joined the Regiment in October of this year and has
now completed his Ba.sic Training. During his seven weeks
here, he has played soccer and cross country, and also won the
medal for the troop shooting competition.
He is going to 8th Regiment for training as a technician.
He also hopes to represent his new Regiment at cricket and
soccer.
PHElt-·- T u t Was Some Year!
SAYS 13th REGIMENT, D.F.P.O. 40

GIVING A RO~D UP OF 1965
The tale of the Royal Navy destroyer off Crete during the last
war comes to mind. She had just been subjected to a devastating
attack by enemy dive-bombers and completely disappeared in
the turmoil and spray of near-misses. When she emereged from
chis boiling cauldron, flag~ spelling the _letter P-H-E-W were
flying from her signal halyards!-There indeed was a Yeoman
who was on his toes !
For all of us in IJth R egiment, 1965 has been a "'vintage"
year. Even our wine tasting experts, Majors Wilton-Steer (our
O.C. l) and Vearncombe (our O .C. 3), would agree on this
score! h has also been a happy and productive year for most of
us, and so much has happened that we can only pick out a few
of the highlights.
And now, PHEW, it is over and done with (silent thanks to all
those "near misses," our incomparable W.R.A.C. I).
We remember • • . •
Waiting for Signalman Gue to crack the 4-roinute mile.
(We are still waiting, but he has a good chance of doing it
next season if they let him come out of the wilds of Norway
to try.)
The visit of the team from the Inspectorate of Establishments in July (to call them CS is passe these days!) They
actually promised to give us more men in some departments,
but we are stil waiting!
Our C.0., Lieutenant-Colonel "Bogey" Scott, and Mrs.
Scott, carrying off all available silverware for every conceivable golf championship in the area (except, of course, for
the " pots " won by Lance-Corporal Milne and Sergeant
Simpson, each of whom, we believe, was born with a golf club
clutched firmly in his hand!). How Major Ashwood, our
Unit Paymaster, team-manages such an unruly lot we just
don't know!
(Continued on page 6r)

"TH E SO·i n-C HAD A VERY CLOSE LOO K ATTHE REGIMENT .... "
Here talking to Corporal J. B. Allen during the Parade Inspection

Our soccer team winning promotion and moving up into
the 1st Division. (Staff Sergeant Banyard pushes them so
hard they are nearly at the top oir that, too 1)
Winning the team event in the French Army Canoe
Championships in May (this put our Second-in-Command,
Major "Paddles" Painter, into orbit, and we are still waiting
for the re-entry!)
Seven separate "visiring firemen" V.I.P. visits to the
Regiment in September (we survived !).
·
An endles series of blokes on Adven ture T raining stunts,
5Wanning off (on official duty, mind you!) to the South of
France, Syvitzerland, Bdgium, Holland, Norway, etc., etc.
How do they get away with it?
The Carnival Float entered by the Regiment for the local
town Carnival (a personal triumph for Major " AngloGerman" Wilbur Wright, our O.C. H.Q. Squadron) and
depicting Tower Bridge, Henry VIII and the dispos?I by Axe
of his various wives. Sergeant Ireland was a very convincing
Henry, Signalman Gower wielded the axe (hundreds of times
in the afternoon) and Mrs. Wright took a sadistic pleasure in
bustling the various "wives" to their execution, much to the
apparent delight of the local German community.
The visit of our Signal Officer-in-Chief, with a Ceremonial
Parade in beautiful sunshine (at last) and presentation of
medals to some of the " Queen 's Best Soldiers " who serve
with us. This indeed was a day to remember.
The Band of the Cheshire R egiment (old friends) giving a
c ncert in the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' M ess, and then
marching through Wassenberg (an Anglo-G erman venture) on
lndept:ndance Day (4th July for those who don't know).
Our Army Catering Corps element (bless them) winning
the Rhine Area Cookery Competition for the third time.
The installation of the new(?) semi-auto switchboard. This
new toy caused such a stir tha t, for the first day or two, every
subscriber spent most of his available working hours d ialling
away for the hell of it-so much so that the DBP had to be
called in to apply a mustard poultice to the switch gear!
Anyway, it works now!
The R.S.M. showing us how the PE tests should be done.
He did! (inevitably).
The new trampoline in the gymnasium, and Sta.ff Sergeant
Millar (our PT!) making it all look so easy!
The open air dance floor outside the Junior Ranks' Club,
the Beat Group (and of course the n ice dark shadows in the
trees nearby!)
Over-35 P.T. The incredible thing about this is that (as
predicted by the C.O.) it was not popular until it became
completely voluntary, and now you couldn't keep them away
if you tried !
The C.O. and the Second-in-Command visited a Trout
Breeding Ground and th en a Brewery, in July, at the invitation
of the Dutch Military Police. They both came back full of
it ! (of what?)
A visit to the Regiment by our new C.S.O., Brigadier P.
F. Pcntreath, M.B.E., on 6th December, which almost ended at
the double because time was running out.
Padre Sellers bringing a party of orphans from Naples to
visit us. It's just as well that we haven't any donkeys on
esta blishment, because if we had they would be without hind
legs after that visit !

Personalities
The Regiment has been enriched by an influx of personalities
during the year. To mention just a few: Breath of fresh air from the Caribbean by the arrival of Major
and Mrs. Wilton-St er-Jamaica was their previous posting.
Will the new Regimental March be a Calypso?
The arrival of Captain Reg Aggett (late Devon Regiment)
has brought much more volume to the Devon " burr " already
emanating from our R.S.M. and Second-in-Command.
Our new Adjutant, Major Keith White, is busy applying a
vacuum cleaner to every aspect of the Regiment-the veterans
(old lags?) can be heard muttering that there are no cobwebs
but, as is always the case, this is a debatable point!
W.0.1 (Y. of S.) Francis, M.B.E., in addition to his normal
job, has thrashed his way through a monumental Audit Board
since his arrival. But he really settled in the other day when
he was inveigled into a canoe for the first time in his life (by
the R.S.M., of course) to rush down the River Roer in spate.
He actually seemed to enjoy it!

T h e future?
Your guess is as good as mine, but one thing is certain, 1966
is bound to be full, active and eventful for us here--and it will
be " good for laughs " too.
J6tl1

REGDlfa ·T,

D.F.P.O.

3:i

Christmas at Kre feld
Somehow, after a glut of visas, inspections and C.I.V.s,
Christmas arrived.
A conference called by the Second-inCom.mand was held and arrangements made. There was to
be a function virtually every day, yet preparations for the
Admin istrative Inspection had to carry on.
The Wives' Club Christmas social was the first round; this
party got everyone in the mood. Round 2, the Corporals' Club
dan ce in the gymnasium, transformed into a dance hall by the
Cable Troop-the S.M.I. actually relented and gave the Regiment a break from P.T. for a week. Some break! The German
beat group gave everyone enough P.T. for a fortnight.
Round 3, the Sergeants' Mess dance-an opportunity for a
qu iet drink and a slow waltz. No chance. Some officer requested a "' Let Kiss," so everyone on the floor-kick two to the
left, two to the right, jump forward, back, 1, 2, 3, repeat . . .
result, complete exhau.stion. No! Then Round 4, six-a-side
hockey tournament on the square; winning team, Radio Troop.
Round 5 (same day), all ranks' dance-terrific sucess. Good
band, good buffet, good decor, plenty of girls, plenty to drink
and the " Let Kiss " again.
Round 6, next afternoon. Children's Christmas party (300
of them). Visit by Father Christmas-presents-film showconjuror and a super tea. Round 7, Troop party-too much
beer-result nearly a knock-out, but must keep going for Round
8. Christmas dinner-a very good meal indeed, prepared by a
very overworked cookhouse staff, for whom we are ever grateful. Round 9 (are you still with us?) Sergeants' Mess draw.
For some, a prize, others not-bad luck, try the splendid buffet
and have a dance. Round 10, Chiistmas Day, followed by a
rugby match: P.R.I.'s XV versus Regimental XV, and on
Boxing Day, a hockey match, Officers and sons versus Sergeants'
Mess. Round II, last and final round. W.V.S. party, Sergeants'
Mess dance and Officers' Mess dance. The C.S.O. visited the
Officers' Mess function and found a German trad jazz band.
(Continued on page 62)
AT XMAS

EVERYONE ~ HAD ~A-BALL

We had to work down in our new T.R.C.

"Count Down " -Our 21 C about to go into orbit!
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY·MARCH
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Major " Misty" Heyes took over our 2 Squadron during the
year, thereby increasing Regimental strength by fi ve plus a very
sleepy dog ! Tails are high in 2 Squad ron!
Just in case the M anpower Planning people get the wrong
idea, we have had too many sad goodbyes during the year as
well!
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Real cool-conversation not possible. Result-dance and eat,
splendid buffet, sec in New Year and at 05.00 hours go to
bed. End of conte t I
Generosity to lot>al ortthaus
The Christmas spirit was very much in evidence this year as
the Corporals' Club decided that the local orphans should be
given a treat.
On 19th December 14 members arrived at the orphanage in
Huls and dispensed Christmas presents, including two bicycles
and two tricycles, to all the children. Corporal Sharpe, A.C.C.,
prepared a Christmas cake and a complete tea party was held.
The Corporals enjoyed them elves so much with the children
that .they are now making regular visits to the orphanage.
The Corporals' Club weren't the only visitors co an orphanage.
Signalman G . Scott and other Signalmen from 3 Operations
Troop collected money from the Signalmen and Privates in the
J.R.C. one evening. Scott asked the Mother Superior what
would be most suitable, toys or cash. Clothes and shoes
apparently were most want ed, so Signalman Scot•t and Signalman Stapley duly presented DM 530. A very generous gift
which was greatly appreciated.
Personal
Congratulations to Signalman Hudson and Private Callaghan
(W.R.A.C.), both of this Regiment, on their marriage and to
Lance-Corporal Coles on his marriage to Miss Patricia Bedwell;
Signalman Ayres to Miss Ann Green and Lance-Corporal
Leahy to Lance-Corporal Smith (W.R.A.C.).

18th REGIHENT, c/o G.P.0. SINGAPORE
An invitation which was not decllned

18th Regiment have very kindly invited all to their Christmas
Dinner and as it is being held at lunch time on the 24th-a
normal working day-we are not declining the offer!
We would like to say "Cheerio" to Lieutenant J. P. Tyler,
O.C. Exchange Troop, who ieaves us to get married early in
the New Year, and wish her and her future husband happy
landings in Osnabruck; farewell also ·to Lieutenant S. E. D.
Berwyn-Jones who is retiring.
l\' e entertain the children-and enjoy
ourselves as well
On the 8th of December we help:!d entertain some 6o children
from a Salvation Army Home-at a ChriS;tmaS Party and we
enjoyed ourselves as much as they did; in fact there were as
many big children taking rides on the " Noddy Express " and
" Santa's Sleigh " as small ones. It seemed rather strange for
those of us on our first tour to see the children wearing fancy
hats, and surrounded by all the usual festive paraphernalia
tucking into prawns, various Chinese dishes and curry and rice
instead of the traditional turkey and Christmas pud !
Christmas in Singapore
How many people of the Christian faith stop to think of the
way in which people of other religions spend Christmas? This
question arises when living in Singapore since one is surrounded by Chinese, Malays, Indians and Pakistanis who
follow their own respective faiths or sects. Looking at the
Eastern calendar one discovers that Christmas Day is marked
as a Public Holiday, Christmas Eve passes unobserved, Boxing
Day is denoted as Penang Race Day or Singapore Independence
Day and upon further enquiry some believers look on Christmas
Day as just another day free from labour. The Chinese, seventyfive per cent of the population, use this festival to visit friends,
and due to the growing Western influence are likely to present
a household gift to close relatives, and despite all these enlightening facts the local people will always wish a Christian " Merry
Christmas." People at home no doubt will be thinking that it
can't be much of a Christmas in Singapore, but a stroll through
the streets would soon alter this impression. The industrious
Chinese have studied ·the atmosphere in which the European
goes Christmas shopping, and he poor fellow perspiring freely
can see simulated snow liberally sprinkled by window dressers,
signs such as " Merry Christmas," " Shop here for your Christmas gifts " and even hear records of Christmas carols. In
general the Singapore merchant offers native products like hand
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"STIRRING THE CHRISTMAS PUDDING"
Left to right : W.0.11 Freelove, Signalman Searl, Private Wood, A.C.C.,
R.S.M. Dathan , Lieutenant-Colonel Freeland

Congratulations also to Corporal and Mrs. Wilding on
producing a son and to Corporal and Mrs. Laidlow on producing
another daughter.

beaten silverware and pewter, silks, elaborate wood and ivory
carvings, but if money is no problem, a Mini car can be bought
with a silk bow around it!
In some modern stores a Father Christmas can be found
giving presents to children of all races and his name seems to
bring a deal of promise t o Asian children in just the same way.
The West has influenced the Eastern people in the cause of
charity and about this time 1t is possible to read about parties
held for the more unfortunate local orphans and elderly people.
When all is over, the people of Singapore look forward to their
own "Hari Raya," "Chinese New Year" and various other
festivals.
Eoha Cup
In the past working in a busy sigcen proved rather frustrating
because of d ifferent methods used by other Services. This
applies equally well to the Army (Singapore) Signal Centre,
but after much co-operation between our supervisors and those
of the Royal Navy Sigcen there developed quite a friendly
relationship. Very soon " B" shift of the Army Sigcen invited
the R .N. equivalent watch to a game of football, followed by
a social attended by wives and girl friends, and the success of
this resulted in further matche between other shifts, watches,
and the R.A.F. and Far East Command Sigcens !

At the
Inter-Squadron
Concert

*

Lance-Corporal P. M. Gates,
and Privates W. Lodge and M.
Ingram , W.R.A.C., took part
in some comic turns and gave
a polish ed performance. It is
felt that Lance-Corporal Gates
could earn a living on the stage
by her facial expressions alone.
In the photo Lance-Corporal
Gates with Signalman Rickard
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Brigadier A. D. Brindley M.B.E., paid his first visit to the Regiment
in his new capaci ty as C .S.O. FARELF. His inspection of the MOR
quarter guard was followed by a tour of all the Squadrons of the
Regiment an d to see us at work. All ranks of the Regiment wish
Brigadier an d Mrs. Brin dley a happy stay in the Far East

22nd llEGllUENT, D.F.P.O. 16

A footba ll trophy, the Eoba Cup, named after the channel
~etters of the cct b etw~n. the Army and Navy Sigcens, was
introduced. At the begmrung the Army won very convincingly
but at the last match we met more than our equals-the RN.who nor only won the Eoba .cup but also our darts cup at a
darts ~atch held at the SOC!Bl ! We are now awaiting with
enthusiasm the match which will (we hope) provide us with
the opportunity of winning back both the Eoba and the darts cup.
The best laid plans • • •
It was a hot sunny December morning. Tension had been
mounting for two or three days, and the strain was showing on
the faces of many of the officers, warrant officers and senior
N .C.O.s. There was apprehension-lest the plans and orders for
the for~coming operation ~ere inadequate. A slight error might
cause disastrous repercussions, and increase the casualty rate.
There were many '" 0 " groups down to Squadron level, and
the plans appeared well laid. An RV had been arranged for
H hour minus 90 minutes. The location of it was a closely kept
secret, known only to a few score people. Would any one tell?
Surprise is essential in military operations, but to the horror of
the striking force, it was discovered at H hour minus two hours
that the plans had been revealed to the enemy. Luckily our
force consisted of staunch loyal men so there were no deserters
but a ~arge number of them not wishing to endanger the safety
of their comrades, reported sick. It was definitely a case of
' FE ' only for this task. To confound the enemy the RV was
kept, as case of double bluff. Extra stores and ammunition had
been prepared, and the officers, warrant officers and senior
N.C.O.s were each issued with the following stores (for
consumption at the RV) : Beer pints, 4; Whisky tots (large), 2; Gin tots (small) 2;
Rum pints, 1; Cigars 18in., t.
'
Mor~le was raised. H hour aproached . The embussing point
was adJacent to the RV. The task force after a brief exhortation
by the Commanding Officer moved forth to battle. On arrival
at the objective it was evident that the enemy were well dug in.
They had also supplemented their strength by smuggling in
twenty female front line troops-psychological warfare no less !
Undaunted the .task force split into four groups and deployed
around the obiective delivering blow after blow. The plans
had been cunningly laid and the enemy were softened up with
a fieldish device-hops specially treated and matured-<:hemical
warfare indeed. The Geneva Convention was forgotten.
The battle raged for an hour before screams of surrender
were heard, " No more Christmas J'ud, please!" The Commanding Officer chivalrously accepte the surrender and wished
all present Happy Christmas and Prosperous New Year.
Another soldiers' Christmas Dinner was over.
THE WELFARE SECTION STILL REQUIRES
MORE CLOTHING

1966

Liaison visit between 22nd Reciment and 110 Fernmelde Baull1on ol the Germu
Army. The picture shows, from the left , Ma1or R. H. Gilbertson, Second in
Command. Senior Lieutenant Locherer, Lieutenant Colone l E. J. Beale, Com
manding Officer 22nd Regiment, lieute 1ant Colonel Nau. Commandins Offict
ol 110 Fernmelde Baullion and Major S. C. Finch, OC 2 Squad ron
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This is no pt•riod f rest • • •
Anyone. who thin~s that December and the individual tra ining
season brmg a penod of rest would be wrong if he was in
22nd Regiment. Admittedly many people have been and are
?n leave, but th<;>se left behind will no doubt agree that filling
m for four men m barracks can be just as arduous as doing two
men's work on exercise. Apart from people on leave we have
others on courses ranging from Catterick, through upgrading
courses with other units in B.A.0.R. to a Regimental Ski-ing
Course being held from the beginning of January onwards at
Winterberg.
" Regimental birthdny "
During the month the officers celebrated the "Regimental
Birthday" with a Ladies' Dinner night followed by a dance.
We were pleased to have as our guests Brigadier Hancock, the
C.C. Royal Signals, and Mrs. Hancock. This was a good start
to a month which culminated with the Christmas and New
Year festivities.
The Corporals' Mess gave their party on the 19th, e .:h
Squadron held a dance on the 22nd and the Warrant Officeh'
and Sergeants' Mess held their traditional Draw and Danct> en
~he 23rd. This. hst we~t very well, particularly the final prize
m the draw wh1::h consJSted of the Commanding Officer's spurs
won by himself, after some joker had filched them from hm;
unnoticed.
We start a cnm1• for ski-lug
~ring December our sporting activities have been seriou ly
curtailed by the weather, first severe frost, then heavy rains,
which have made grass pitches unusable. However, at nearby
Winterberg there has been snow for about six weeks and a
few hardy souls have been trying out their skill on skis. The
Regimental Ski-ing Officer Major S. P. Morrison, has been
working on his fellow Squadron Commanders with such success
·th~t we have established a tented camp near Winterberg, at an
altitude of al;xrnt 2,5o_o fef;t, where we shall carry out ski training
courses. This camp 1s bemg run under the Adventure Training
Scheme and we hope to send courses of fifteen men for a
week at a time throughout January and February to learn ba ic
ski-ing. This scheme is known as Exercise " Snow Thrust "
and proves that we don'<t believe in hibernation in this Regimen't.
Liaison with the Fernmelde Battalion
A visit of great interest was made recently by our Commanding Officer, the Second-in-Command, Major R. H . Gilbertson, and ~.C. 2 Squa on, Major S. C. Finch, to our opposite
numbers m 1st German Corps, the uoth Femmeld,. Bactalion
at Borken. Our party was taken round the barracks and •hown
the Ge.rman equipment, armou~ and vehicles. After this they
were. given a very.~ lunch m the 1'1-ess. It was intere ting
to discover how similar the problems m the German ignals
were to our own, particularly in the fields of te t equipment
and vehicle maintenance. The visit was a great success and
served to establish useful links with our allies.
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Look at Lile No. 5

NOTES ARE
TAKEN AUTOMATICALLY

- Watch your Language! ========

EYES DOWN-LOOK IN
(Augen auf-Schau hin)

SO THAT'S WHAT
IT MEANS

Sprechen Sle Deutsch

S~'UtaX

Whether Syn is taxed or not, every regiment in B.A.O.R.
is expected to make an all-out effort to lea.rn German. For us,
as Franciscans in a .A.T.0. regiment this is particularly important since our day to day work is with a sister German Signal
Regiment. For these reasons we have taken a typically
progressive look at the problem.

Language Laboratory
Through the skill of our technicians, language tramlilg is
now highly mechanised with batches of ten students at a time
passing through the Language Laboratory. In this sophisticated
centre various combinations of spoken phrases heard through
earphones, written phrases appearing in front of students or an
individual teleprinter and cartoon pictures on a screen are
automatically applied to the stuCfents. The pace is rapid and
demands the anention of all.

The results of this automation and sophistication in our
unique centre are impressive. In a short time any student. is
fa'ini.liar with most of the commonly used phrases. And with
the help of follow up attachments to our associated German
Radio Relay regiment, spoken confidence is assured. There are
other side effects too. Suddenly friendships with local German
girls have increased with the resultant extra incentive for those
as yet unqualified to "'have a go."

Teehnical " Know How "

The success of this scheme must again be attributed to the
high degree of individual skill and flexibility of our technicians
under the almost bi-lingual Sergeant Dunmall. With the
professional competence that is the "'hallmark" of Roya~ Signals
technicians today, they have adapted the modern idea for
language training to reality for the Regiment. Our pictures show,
the laboratory in action with the instructor at the console.
All this showmg that 28th are " switched on " when we "Look
at Life."

30th Regiment
Dl.A.'\'DFORD CA.lf"P

The world will now know, or should if it doesn't, that we
deploy world-wide out at Blandford from 640 Troop which
has the rather whimsical annotation of U .K. Garrison. Their
movements we are used to, but we reached an all time record
in the last six weeks when we had members of all four Squadrons
actively engag::d overseas. We cannot quite claim that the
detachment from the trials squadron was operational except
on behalf of the Chancellor of the Exchequer-see Foreman
of Signals Walker's separate article.
However, despite all the comings and goings, we got through
our Christmas programme and -t he photographs tell their own
story.
640 Troop report their own spare of activity thus:The last few weeks has seen the return to Blandford of
Sergeant Dick and his troop from British Guiana, Sergeant
Haydon and his party from Aden and the departure of
Lieutenant White, Sergeants Allen, Gallagher and Sammutt for
destinations overseas.
We would like to welcome Second-Lieutenant D. M. Hetreed
on his first posting with a small word of advice, " Don't unpack
(Continued at the foot of page 66)

The new MEL L556 /ooks the same-and
uses the same station un its and harnessas the C11 equipment it replaces. Yet.
operating on s.s.b .. it otters twice the range.
eliminating the gap between ground wave
and 1st skip! Other feat ures include
frequency coverage·of 2- 16 Mc/sin 1 kc/s
steps. high setting accuracy and
electrically-locked final frequency, 120W
p.e.p. output. c.w. rnlegraphy, c.f.s. with
RTA type L607 and d.s.b. telephony
facilities available, complete
tra nsistorization up to the final stage.

a complete station

... with teleprinter if required!

Up-dating an existing C11/R210 station
is as simple as rep lacing the C11. making
a few minor modifications to the standard
receiver.

All the advantages of teleprinter oper 3ttOn
can be added to most vehicle-mounted
h.f. and v.h.f. Military Radio stat1onsusing the new MEL L607 adaptor. Fully
transistorized. it enables the addition of
facilit ies for automatic coding and
decoding, and permits 750 Baud data
operation with certain stations.

~.
I

Whether up-dating or installing new
stations-contact MEL

No regimental function would work without the helpers. Signalman F. W . Dawson , Signalman P. D. Hanna and Signalman J. T. Ellis
kept the party going at the W.O.'s and Sergeant's Mess Dance, the
Corporal's Club Dance and the All Ranks Dance
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The MEL Equipment Company Ltd

Manor Royal Crawley Sussex England
Telephone Crawley 28787
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Joint·
Communications -~~

Unit
(Borneo)
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J/Ts Russe ll and W ilb raham together with Signalman Roach working
in the generator complex

Guard of. Honour for Major General P. M. Hu nt, C.B., D.S.O., formed up in fron t of General's plane

Farewell to 1'1ajor-Genernl P. lU.
c.n., D.S.O.

D U~T ,

T he unit provid ed a farewell guard of honour to the G.O.C.,
17th D ivision, Major-General P. M. Hunt, C.B., D.s.o., and
after six three-quarter-hour periods with shift workers, change

of O.G., tailoring, drill, and polishing, etc., the final result was
summed up in the letter of thanks from the G.O .C.:
" The guard itself was splendidly turned out and did your
Corps and Squadron much credit."
Life at work and • • •

Since the last mention, Fairyland T ransmitter site has been
undergoing continual change. To the great relief of all concerned, mains power has now been installed.
Flight-Lieutenant T om Oliver, the Station Signals Officer at
R.A.F., L abuan, has given a great d eal of his time to planning
the integration of the tran smitter site and the erection of
new aerials. The latter has caused some headaches, and " Fairyland" has seen aerials come and go, but our two sun-tanned
R.A.F. aerial erectors refuse to be defeated. They continue to

do sterling work, as do the rest of the Troop in assisting them.
Another interesting innovation is our new recruit, in the form
of a female baboon, which has developed an attachment for
Royal Signals garter tabs.
Throughout reorganisation, Sergeant L ennon, the N .C.0 .-incharge "Fairyland " has battled manfully on, smoothing his
sometimes ruffled features with some special pills from an unknown source.
O ver the period of Christmas dinner, officers and senior
N .C.O.s were set the task of manning essen tial services.
J z was no zed rhaz circuit availability was excellent during this
period. W as it sheer efficiency, D uich courage, or some secret
arrangement?
Receiver station, unlike " Fairyland," has experienced little
change, but has seen much hard graft, all the same. Many
is the night that senior N.C.0.s and operators have searched
frantically for a signal while operating a morse key with the
other hand. It is as well that December brings some Chr istmas cheer, since it also seems to remove the South East Asian
ionosphere.
(Continued on page 67)

(Continued fro m page 64)

The organisers of a highly successful Corporal 's Club dance and
draw relax awhile . Left to right : Corporal K. B. Holloway, Corporal
J. B. Greeney and Corpo ral D. H. Ford
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your kit- we have a small job for you, it will only take six
months and you may get a suntan out of it."
For one brief spell the Troop, with the sole exception of
Sergean t Moat in Borneo, were all in the U .K . at one time,
the first time it has happened in the two and a half years
history of the Troop.
This unique event was celebrated by a quickly organised
camp on Dartmoor, where for eight days we did our best to
lose half the Troop in the mist. But despite Sergeant Stogdale's
plaintive cry of "Car 54- Where are you?" the Troefp were
rounded up and returned safely to base.
The last day of our camp was spen t on a highly successful
escape and evasion exercise, when four small parties under
command of Lieutenant White attempted to infiltrate the
defensive positions and capture our canteen at base. D espite
brillian t sunshine, with visibility unlimited, Sergeant D ick and
his men reached their objective to the surprise of us all.
T o our horror, on the followng morning, we awoke ·to find
ourselves in the cen tte of a blizzard, with the B.B.C. Announcer
glibly informing us that Dartmoor was completely cut-off and
surrounded by abandoned cars.
H aving well learned ·the lesson of the previous d ay, the Troop
crept off the Moor and returned safely to Blandford.
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• • • Life n t piny in Borneo
Christmas Eve saw the opening of the re-built "Carousel
Club." This was achieved after some sterling work by Captain
Les Taylc;>r, our Quartermaster, who spent the preceding
week chasmg M .P.B.W. to get it ready in time.
The opening night went with a swing, and we had our
unit draw, ably organised by R.Q.M.S. Steadman.
1 he traditional Christmas dinner, served by the Officers and
S-:nior N.C.O.s, was magnificently prepared by the cooks of
R.A.F., Labuan. The meal finished up with the " Pongos"
and "Penguins" singing songs (?) to each other.
Our naval friends from 848 Squadron were invited to the
club for a social evening on Boxing D ay. They brought their
skiff!<: group with them, and Christmas and other songs were
heartily sung. For once the Navy did not have a " boggy hunt "
those who are not familiar with this naval custom can apply f~r
the rules from the Navy.
We say goodbye this mon th to our O.C ., Major H ild, who is
depart ing to the brighter lights of H ong Kong. We welcome
Major Blake, the new O.C., who has come out from U .K.
REGULATION PATTERN

RO Y AL SIG NA L S
STA B LE BELTS
Ll1ht Blue/ N'avy/Green, ratio 3: 1:3 two leathe r 1tr a 1>9, two
buckl••·

Home -11 /· e ach plus I/· post
Abr oad-10/· each plus I/· post

Wall Shields 7' x 6' Royal Signal s
Blazer Badges " Superior "
" Quality" Car Badges . ..
Ties Royal Signals
Pace Sticks
Sergeants full size Regimental Walking
Canes, Ma lacca , Ball, Pear or Thimble Cap,
Crested
Export

32/·
44/·
38/·
120/·
54/·
44/·

Flashes e m broidered to special designs.
Ties m ade specially to any design.
Miniature Medals

ERNEST

GOODRICH

Specla //st In the supply of Miiitary Requisites
EVESHAM HOUSE, COMMON ROAD,
CLAYGATE, SURREY
Telephone: ESHER 63705
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TRIUMPH
POWER AND STAMINA
ON DUTY AND OFF
If you can handl e it, real power adds zest to the pleasure of
motorcycling. That' s why the ski lful riders of the Roya l
Signals Displ ayTeam, togetherwi thhundreds of other officia l
bodies all over the world, always choose Triumph. Doesn't
that make a Triumph the idea I off-duty motorcycle for you?

I tOi(UMPB
THE BEST MOTORCYCLE IN THE WORLD
TRIUMPH ENGINEERING CO. LTD .. MERIDEN WORKS, ALLESLEY. COVENTRY
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FAR AWAY PLACES=UNUSUAL JOB
Reports from the Outposts

1. CO NQUEROR
2. SAR AC EN COMMAND VEHICLE
3. DAIMLER
4. SALADI N
5. LAN D ROVER
6. CHAM P

Sig nalman Kremer humping a hundredweight

f;a t h ering the Grnpes in the lHosel Valley

Sixty Men from 4th Regiment find it
hard work - /Jut well worthwhile
The C1 3 is the officia l replacement for the
WS19H P set. It is in service with the British Army
and 14 overseas armies as the extra long range
set in Fighting Vehicles. Exceptional range and
performance, simplicity of controls, rugged climatic
protection and the elimination of all netting
combine to make the C1 3 a versatile and highly
serviceable equipment. It conforms in al l respects
to the Joint Services Specification K114G.
The C1 3 provides up to 25 watts
RF output on Phase Modulation. Used with its
RF Amplifier No. 7 the power is increased up to
250 watts.

--9tfMEMBER OF
THE COHlROLS ANO,
COMMUNICATIONS

'' Schnapps " for breakfast
As usual this year, the farmers in the Mosel Valley asked
the British Army in Germany for help .to pick the grape harvest,
and at the beginning of November a party of 6o men of this
Regiment left barracks at 05.00 hours in .three 3-ton vehicles,
Alter a
their d estination being Bernkastel, on the Mosel.
journey of about nine hours we arrived there, to be met by
the Burgermeister.
We were quickly distributed among German families, who
t ook us away to their homes. The first day was spent in
settling in, and the next day, a Sunday, was spent by everyone in tasting the wine, with some quite remarkable resulls.
Thereafter, each day followed a routine: we were roused at
08.00 hours and given a glass of home-brewed schnapps, followed
by breakfast of bread and jam. The whole family, with their
soldier guest, then mounted a trailer, pulled by a chugging
tractor, and roared through the village at about 10 m.p.h., enroute to the vineyards.

BRITISH COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION LIMITED
EXHIBITION GROUNDS, WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX. Telephone: WEMbley 1212. Telegrams: BEECEECEE WEMBLEY.

GROUP
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An impressive sight
These are an impressive sight, with 45° slopes holding one
vine per square metre, and stretching as far as the eye can
see along the banks of the Mosel, winding its way through the
valley. When they arrived at their fields the family would
spread out into an extended line and advance, tearing the grapes
from rhe vines and throwing them into plastic buckets. When
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY-MARCH 1966

Grape gathering was very hard work-but it has its compensations,
as Signalr:nan Seaton in this photograph would agree

these were full the grapes were transferred to a larger container which held about a hundredweight of grapes. It was
the soldier who usually humped this on his back and carried
it either up or down the hill to the waiting trail'!r. Lunch, consisting of bread and meat and hot sweetened wine, was eaten
in the fields and then work contined in the afternoon. Work
in the fields finished at about 5 o'clock, but there was still
plenty to be done. Grapes had to be unloaded and piled into the
press. This was normally a manual press (a few were automatic), but contrary to popular belief, feet are not used! A
pipe carries the juice into a barrel in the cellar, a dry, dark
hole under the farmhouse. Each barrel holds about 1,000
litres of wine.
In most years the grapes are picked selectively, one by one,
to produce Spatlese, Auslese and Natur wines, but this year's
crop was the worst in quality in living memory, and all the
grapes were thrown in together. The villagers organis::d parties
for the soldiers and these were tremendously successful. Everyone was remarkably friendly and we quickly lost our identity
as members of the British Army and became, for a fortnight,
German wine growers.
O ur knowledge of German impro ves
tr1•m.-11domd~·

Our knowledge of the German people and of the German
language improved out of all recognition, and the effect of thi
break from military routine on the soldier's attitude to life was
remarkable. There were 300 soldiers in the Mo el Valley, under
virtually no supervision (for there were no senior N .C.0.s) and
not one unpleasant incident occurred.
We enjoyed German hospitality at its best, and when the
time came to return to Herford, many strong friendships had
been made. A number of soldiers were asked to stay with the
farmers for Christmas and possibly a few permanent liaisons
were made. Everyone agreed that the fortnight, although it
meant very hard work, had been tremendously worthwhile.
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Thi' Advl'ntnre ol a
Lifl'tlme

D~YOEN f83
K~NORA 271

TO ALASKA OB B1JST ..

• •

British ArmyAlaska or Bust!
A chronicle of the adventures of a party of young
officers in North America, as
told by Lieutenant R. A.
Stark, of the Corps.
Set-back to onr plans
the cold winter mon0s of 1964/65 certain members of
18 Degree Course deoded that the long summer vacation
would be bener spent in sunnier climes and that North America
woul~ .be the ideal target for our plans.
Ongi:nally I had an attachment arranged with the U.S. Signal
Corps JD tJ:e U .S.A. for one month, and bad then arranged to
meet up with .the three R.E:M.E. officers, who were trying for
at~ac?ments with the Canadian Army, to undertake a canoeing
tnp 10 Canada.
In late May, however, the Ministry of Defence disallowed the
attachment, due to the costs involved and Lieutenant David
Borries, R.E.M.E., and. I decided to make the canoeing trip
the r~ason for our proiected travels to North America. After
pleading and begging with the authorities concerned it became
very o~vious .that any help from the U.S.A.F., R.C.A.F. or
R.A.F. ID gettmg from Europe to North America was unlikely
and our th<?u~ts turned to crying to join a charter flight.
.About this n~e the attachment of L ieutenant J oho Willcox,
Lieutenant David Langley-Hobbs and Lieutenant Adrian Peirse
of R.E.t1.E. to !11~ Canadian Army were also turned down and
they d~1ded to JOID. our party for canoeing in Northern Ontario.
I h~d, 1~. the meanume, ~een fortuna te in contacting the British
~ruvers1ties North Amenca Club who were running jet charter
flights across. the Atlantic for £60 return, but due to the late
date of bookJDg caused by the long delays in our scheme being
approved, the party was split over three flights, an arrangement
we were later to regret.

I

New York and onwards
Part II exams over Lieutenants Stark, Willcox and Peirse
set. off by DC8 for New York on Monday, 28th June, and
arrived at 01.3.0 .on ~he Tuesday morning to find both temperature and humidity ID the upper 70s. After a night's rest the
T~sday . was spent in looking around the New York's World
~air, wh1~h we found did not live up to its glowing reputation
m the arncles of the glossy magazines and newspapers.
The next day after a very early breakfast, Lieutenants Willcox
and Sta.r~ started th~ loi:~ hitch-hiking trip to Port ArthurFort William, the twm c1ues of the Canadian Jake head and
after a long wait, as hitch-biking is illegal in New York State
they ~ere fortunate to. get a lift to Buffalo, which was with~
10 miles of the Canad1an-U.S. borders.
9n the Thur.sday, after visiting the N iagara Falls, Lieutenant
Wil~cox and L1e.utenai:it. Stark split up and by following their
devious routes hitch-hikmg, were h?th in. the Lake head by the
weekend, where they met up with Lieutenants Peirse and
Langley-Hobbs.
Th7 next .three <f;ays were spent in purchasing canoes and
~upplies, gett1Dg advice and travel permits ang, rapidlv diminish!Dg our me~gre funds as each day went by. On the Wednesday
1t was dec;ided to move to our starting point of the trip on
Lac de Mille Lac~, and so having hired a large car we transported all our eqwpment and canoes the 6o miles to the Lake.
Fears for our survival
At Lac .de Mille Lacs the party gradually worked into shapa
for th7 trip ahead _and except for a wonderful exhibition given
by L1cutenwt Peirse as to how a canoe should be turned
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quickly, which earned him a small swim and Joss of his glasses
there were no watery mistakes. Needless to say after the los~
of his glasses Lieutenant Peirse's comments regarding navigation
for the rest of the trip always met with rather derogatory
comment. It was at Lac de Mille Lacs that we first met what
was to be our biggest nuisance on the trip-mosquitoes! The
Canadian variety, whilst smaller than their big brothers from
the Thetford PTA are just as vicious and applying insect
repellent seemed to add a challenge to their quest which they
could not resist.
Scotsman, medium rare, seemed to be their primary delicacy
and Lieutenant Stark for a lot of the time looked as though he
had the measles.
On the Sunday afternoon we got one of the rare calm days
on the Lake and so having left further instructions at the Lakehead for Lieutenant Borries to try and meet us at certain points
along our route, we started our trip in the general direction of
Winnepeg, some 6oo miles distant by water.
Our departure was somewhat overshadowed by the words of
wisdom of an old Indian guide who told us that the 45 mile
trip through the many islands on the Lake would take at least
seven days, and even then we would need a guide to find the
exit. For inexperienced "tourists" who could not even paddle
at the same rate he held out little hope of our ever finding our
way out of the Lake, and even feared for our survival. Needless
to say it gave us a lot of pleasure to ring him up, from a lakeside fishing centre at the far end of the lake, less than 24 hours
later.
Shooting the rapids new style-backwards!
After leaving the Lake we
portaged over a flood dam
and started our travels down
the Seine River, but were
soon halted by about xt
miles of very shallow rapids
and we had to make a rather
unsatisfactory c a m p - s i t e
amongst thick undergrowth.
At this point the heavens
opened and within minutes
everyone was completely
soaked--combat .suits stayed
waterproof for about a
minute - anoraks a little
longer. That night, even in
our shelter, we were forced
to sleep inside plastic bags
to keep our sleeping bags
moderately dry.
The following morning
was warm and sunny and
after sacrificial offerings of
various articles of clothing
The author of this article, Lieutenant
had been made - by overR. W. Stark, catcheo his breakfast at
enthusiastic d r y i n g by
Finlayson Lake, Ontario.
Lieutenants Willcox and
.
Stark, it was felt we should
now be JD for good weather, the Gods having been appeased.
For the next two days the canoeing was through beautiful lakes
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.
I. The lo1s floatln1 downstream. 2. Relaxation. 3. The Monorail at the World's Fair Ne y k Cl
Alberta. 6. Lieutenant Stark with membera of the co~atrwctl or
ty.h "1· Al II aboard. 5. Ridin1 the loss at Edmonton,
u on crew, e o ned In Alberta.
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and hon stretches of river, and except for Lieutenant 1:-a?gleyHobbs shooting one set of rapids backwards and the ruinmg of
Lieut nant Starks' film, which sank wi th his canoe and
Lieutenant Willcox there were no mistakes.
H aving portaged arou1_1d a double wat~fall t~e poi:tion of the
trip along the slow flowing and meandering Sein~ R iver proper
began. ·1 his section of the river was about SS, miles and except
for falls and rapids, co:isisted of series of loops and ox-b~ds,
which made the general direction of progres~ hard. to de~ermine.
It took two long and tedious days to n~g_ottate this. secuon and
for one day we had no idea of our po 1uon as rapid s and ~alls
were mark-d on the maps in places we had pad dled straight
through assuming them to be small rapids! On the Fri~ay
evening however I sland F alls at the entrance to Mamuon
Lake w~s reached' and after fishing, this time unsuccessfully, for
our supper we paddled five miles u p the L ake to an island
where we had a rather fru gal supper of scones, jam and coffee,
due to our rapidly dimin ishing food supplies.
0

l\"early over the {alls
With the prospect of going hungry. before us, it w'.ls decid ed
to try and r:ach the to wnship of Aukokan before rughtfall on
the Saturday, and breaking camp at os.oo hours we started the
long paddle. By 11.30 we r eached the log boom. at th~ entf'.lllce
of the exit d am which presented a rather. frightening SJg_ht.
Th e dam was situated at the end of a t-rrule rock cut, which
bad sheer walls about ISO feet high. The water flow was about
4 m.p.b., but to portag~ over the dam fr was necessary to canoe
parallel to the lip of the dam spill way for about 100 yards, to
a rock outcrop hoping that we could paddle faster than the
wat:r. Below ilie 20 foot falls there was a large pool which
entered another rock cut, which was narrower, longer, and bad
a flow much faster than the first. It ended with 6 foot falls
and a sharp right hand turn, which a local fisherman told us,
had drowned the last person who tried to shoot it.
.
Whilst Lieutenants Stark and Willcox were recceing and
debating the best way to attempt this, ~uch hil~rity was ~e.ard
in the second cut, and apparen tly, havmg got erred of wa1~g,
Lieutenants Peirse and Langley-Hobbs were seen rapidly
approaching the falls, unaware of the danger. Luckily a warning
was got to them and back paddEng furiously they managed to
anchor themselves to the walls of the deep-cut. With careful
lowering by rope to the edge of the falls it was possible to make
a portage around the drop and withill the ~our the ~xhausted
party was paddling against a very strong wmd up Findlayson
Lake.
From comments from the fishermen at the rock cuts it was
apparent that some major changes had been made to the waterway we were following, but just how great these changes were
was not apparent from the map. When the end of the Lake was
reached several carloads of people were seen in a parking area
and we spoke to one of the men and found out that the maps
that we had were completely out of d ate and that due to large
sea.le iron minirig in the lakes we hoped to follow, a portage of
IO miles was necessary, as the alternative man-made channel
was unnavigable.
This gentleman-a Mr. Cy Baker--<>ffered to take us to
Atikokan where we could buy food and arrange transport to
the Atikokan River and as it was now Saturday evening his
wife offered to put us up at their house until the Monday
morning.
Iron mining in Ontario
Having borrowed a station wagon to bring our canoes and
kit from their hiding place in the lakeside brush, back to
Atikokan, we began to ready ourselves for a start on the trip
to Fort Fran:is, leaving on the Tuesday morning. On the
Monday evening, however, friends of the Baker family, being
interested in our trip and having heard we were running very
short of funds, suggested that we take jobs at the Steep Rock
Iron Mines for a few weeks then push on for Winnepeg, suitably
refreshed financially. After intelligence tests, illterviews and
strict medical examinations, we obtained jobs at the mine as
" Rock Crusher Mates " and the following Monday all four
started work, taking alternate shifts around the clock.
Whilst working at the Mines we found that the reason for
the geographical changes in the area was the open-cut iron
mining. Apparently in 1930-31 iron deposits were found below
Steep Rock Lake and with the spur of the Second World War
dams had be:n built, the Seine River diverted, the Lake pumped
dry and 300 feet of silt hydraulically dredged away, to reveal
the high grade ore. The equipment used at the Mines was
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vast compared to _anything we had see~ in Brit'l:in: e.g. trucks
IS feet high carrying 80 tons of ore driven by d1e~el generat~rs
powering motors on the back wheels, thu~ removmg transrrussion, 12 cubic yard electric shovels draggmg 4,000 volt power
cables around with them, and ore crushers that crushed 6-foot
boulders like lumps of sugar.
A w ildcat strike
We had been working at the mines for five days when the
" brothers " decided there had been a case of victimization and
a "Wildcat" strike ensued, that was to last for more than a
fortnight. Not being mem.bers of the Union, ~ut st~ being
" workers " provided us with the unusual and mteresung experience of seeing how a union works in these instances .. It
was rather frightening and sobering to see how . 20 men. with
extreme views could keep sso men, who had no mterest m the
strike, away from work. The main wea.1;>0n seemed to be. f~ar,
which could be understood when reading of men at similar
strikes being murdered for breaking the picket line.
After four days of "meetings between employers and U nion "
we d ecided to wait for one more week then .continue our travels,
calling back for news at every major stop. This was necessary
as no pay was released whilst the men were on an unofficial
strike and our financial situation was therefore little improved
until the next pay day.
This wasted week was spent in stripping a pick-up truck
belonging to our hosts, the Bakers, and re-buildin~ the clut<:h
and considerable portions of the body work, so that it was again
road worthy. We now had transport which removed our worries
regarding the transporting of the canoes back to Atikokan where
we had received a firm offer for the purchase of them when we
had fin ished our travels.
Weaving in nnd out of lo~ jams
On Thursday, 12th August, at 03.20 in a thunderstorm, we
set out for Fort Francis, 120 miles distant, determined to try
and make the trip in 24 hours. By 06.30 it was a clear, sunny
d ay and with no wind and easy portages, progress through the
truly beautiful lakes and rivers abounding with wild life was
excellent.
By midday the wind was up and we got extremely wet
canoeing the 10 miles up wind to the river exit fr~m Calm L ake
and with long portages around two Hydro-electric power <la.ms
in the next 10 mile section, this proved to be the most exhaustmg
part of the d ay's trip.
The next section of the river provided considerable enterta inmen t as a consignment of logs was being run down stream
for pulping, and dodging the logs plus rocks in the rapid s and
then weaving in and out of the log jams in the r iver proved a
full- time occupation. We had been advised, in all seriousness
before we left, to watch for the I ndian squaws on the reservation
on Wild Potato L ake, as there was a lack of men in the area,
but despite much wishful th inking, our luck was out, and nc
encouraging signs were seen. By 16.00 hours, 60 miles had been
completed and within two hours we were in Rainy L ake and
able to make the 30-mile crossing with the help of calm seas,
bright moonlight and a WD compass.
The night crossing was uneven tful and by 07.00 we were
having breakfast in Fort Francis, having been met with the
truck by friends, and given the news that the strike was nearly
over and we would be best to return to Atikokan.

"Alaska or bust "
On the Sunday night all was back to normal, but it was not
to be for long, as tragedy soon struck. On the Thursday shift
Lieutenant Peirse got tangled with an unguarded pinion whilst
clearing a rock stoppage on the crusher conveyor belt, but due
to quick th inking on the part of the loader driver, who stopped
the blood outflow from a torn neck artery, he was rushed to
hospital and his life taken out of immediate danger.. .
The accident had the unwelcome effect of bringing our
employment to the " official" atte~tion of . the i~migration
authori ties. As we had no work permits and with our Jobs gone,
Lieutenants Willcox and Stark decided to hitch-hike to Alaska
and get jobs there, as any further canoeing with either only
three people in two canoes or two people in one canoe was
unwise and strongly discouraged by the Department of Lands
and Forests.
Having visited Lieutenant Peirse ill hospital and found he
was to be financially covered for compensation and hospitalisation, the party of now only two set off for Alaska, hitch-hiking
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with our large sign "Alaska or Bust." Dame Fortune indeed
smiled on us that day as our ccond driver was going the several
thousand miles right through to Anchorage Alaska via the
Traps Canada and Alaska Highways.
'
'
from our _host v.:e learnt that obtaining a job even in remote
Alaska was 1mposs1ble without a United States social security
num~er and so our plan were altered to going to the last large
city m Canada on the route to Alaska, which turned out to be
Edmonton, Alberta. The journey to Edmonton, for most of
the mute, was over. the Prairies and it is here that the immense
size of Canada begins to be appreciated. For some of the route
the ro'.1d runs stra_ight for twenty to thirty miles with an eight
foot ridge, a veritable mountain. The lights of Regina for
example, can ~~ seen from nearly seventy miles away. Fu~ther
~c~t the Pr~ries become gently undulating, not unlike the
Salisbury Pl~m, e~cept that almost all forestry is very stunted
du~ to the high wmd and cold winters and is nearly all planted
by man .
J •' 00 miles in under 2 -1 hours

By taki~g tu~.ns at driving, however, a?d only stopping for
fo<>d and gas, we covered the 1,400 miles from Atikokan ill
Jes than 24 hours, by a liberal interpretation of the national 6o
mile an hour speed limit.
{ n arrival at Edmonton, on the Saturday afternoon, an evening
a r vas bought to find the jobs vacant in the area, and after
a c uple of telephone calls we had a job with a construction
corrp ny, starting work on the Monday.
The hospitality we received whilst in North America was
really wonderful and during our short stay in Edmonton as
perf~ct , trangers we were made most welcome as members of
the tarrnly, by the sister and her family of our hosts in Atikokan.
Edmonton :s a r~lly beauuful, modern city, built on either side
of . the. deep, _w1~e valley of the North Saskatchewen River.
Wnh latle_ building on the valley floor, the space being used
f~r recrea!1on areas, and cont~mporar y landscaping of the skyline bu1ldmgs, we felt that this was the most attractive western
Prairie city, despite the rival claims of the citizens of Calgary.
1•ralrle construt•tion Inc.
Our job it appeared was to erect steel barns on farms dotted
throughout Alberta, and as considerable travelling was involved,
w~ were fortunate to see many facets of the nac-..iral
mmeral wealth of this Prairie Province. For three weeks we
worked in a_ cosmopo~itan construction crew of six, consisting
of three Itahan-Canadiansi one Yugoslav- Canadian, an Englishma~ and a Scot, and despite la nguage problems with one of the
Italians,. we got on _very well, with some words appearing to
have umversal meaning.
Towards the end of our third week of work the weather
s udde~ly broke fr~m blu_e kies w_ith temperatures in the high
sevenues, to howling blizzards w1th temperatures reminiscen t
of England in January, and we decided that at that weekend
Wt: would depart on our separate ways-Lieutenant Willcox
gomg " North to Alaska " and Lieutenant Stark going to the
East Coast of New Brunswick to the Bay of Fundy.
Dy b u s t o New , .ork

Having collected our pay and received a haircut from a
gentleman whose ancc 'try we suspect was Indian contact was
made with the R.C_.A.F. base in Edmonton who ~ffered to fly
us anywhere an a1rcraft was going, including Europe. The
A!aska route was apparently off tha t week, but I was offered a
!~Ip to .Toronto, providing I had uniform and a leave pass.
I he umform was no problem as we had it waiting for us in
Edmonton, but the leave passes, as none are issued at R.M CS
looked as though they could cause trouble. I was lucky, ·h~w":
e~er, and me~ a certain R.A.F. officer who attached both
Lieutenant Willcox and I to Victor Bomber Wing of the
Squadron then sent us on six weeks leave.
_Early on T~esday, 14th eptember, with a blizzard blowing,
Lieutenant Willcox et off fo r Alaska hitch-hiking and I started
fo~ the airport hoping for an aircraft to Toronto. Due to the
blizzard, however, the schedules were altered and it looked as
though the first flight with space for a passenger would be on
Friday. As time was short, I caught a Greyhound bus for
Calgary and there joined the Trans-Canada Route Bus ro the
east c;oas.t. These long distance buses in North America are
superior 1i;i comfort and conveniences to their European counterp~rts, havmg reclining ea.ts, air cond i tioni~g and being equipped
with a washroom and toilet, but even with these conveniences
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I was. most relieved when I reached Niagara Fall on the Fr;day
·
mormng.
A pleasa~t morning wa~. then spent ~t the falls and I ook
the boat tnp on the Mai~ of the Mist right to their base:
It was _felt that th~ boat rightly deserved its name, as, de pitc
heavy issued i:nackmtoshes, the spray wa5 soaking and photography very difficult.
Queb•'e w a s uttrac•tive
Two d!'ys were then spent in being shown around the
B~ffalo Niagara Falls area by friends, before I set off for Quebec
City, wher~ I had arranged to meet an ex-Shrivenham , tud nt,
now b~ck m Canada, serving at the Ordnance Depot at Camp
Valcar~1er, Io miles froi:n the city. Quebec City was extremely
attr_ac~1ve, ~mpared with mo.st of its American counterparL,
as it is typically European, with _a wonderful view overlooking
the. St.. Lawrence Seaway. Th_1s, h_owever, is not the only
maior differ~nce! as Quebec Provine~ is a French speaking area
wh7re English is not spoken, and it was at times difficult to
beh~ve .one was still in Canada. In Quebec the anti-Briti h
feeling is not really hidden! and during my two-day stay, no
barman, shopkc:eper or waiter would speak English because
I had no American accent; my schoolboy F rench was tried to
the utmost as a consequence.
Two days in Q uebec over, I headed, via Fredericton where
I stayed with relatives, for St. John on the Bay of 'Fundy
I am told ~at the tides, of nearly 'so feet, due to current~
~nd geographical for mation in this area, are among t the highest
~n the world, an_d at s~. John's, due to this unique tide, there
1s a waterfall which during the day actually changes its direction
of flow!
On . Frida_y, 23rd September, I reached New York and met
up with Lieutenant Willcox, who, having successfully hitchhiked to ~aska, had managed to return with the U.S.A.F. via
San Francisco and Florida to New York.
M y final two days of Uiis wonderful trip to North America
w_ere . then spent in a closer look at the World's Fair, which
did lictle. to ~ange ~Y first impressions, and a last look round
the bustlmg mternat10nal meeting point that is New York.
Final thoughts •••
. In a~ article of this size, covering such a long period, it is
llllposs1ble ~o relate even a few of the everyday incidents which
made the trip such a memorable one. There are, however several
aspects of a venture such as th is which I feel should be' ingled
out.
During the planning stages of this trip there was considerable opposition to the idea of Canada as the location of our
' Adventure Training.' There are several factors nevertheless
which I feel made it ideal for this type of pr~ject. Thes~
are :
The vast ~ajority of the land in the non-prairie provinces
of qtnada is undeveloped, giving a wide range of opportunmes for all types of outdoor activities.
Due to this lack of development it is possible to " live
off the land," the water being unpolluted and there being
an abundant supply of fish and edible wild berrie .
D espite the vas t size of the country, the D epartmen t of
Lands and Forests have intimate knowledge of their local
area, and can advise on best routes and types of obstacle
that can be expe~ted . ! hey also in ist that all expedition
have travel permits which cover the approxima te time of
t ~avel and in the event of a party not arriving at its de tinauon, they have a well-organised rescue service. I am glad to
say we did not require this service!
The experien~e of meeting people and finding out first hand
what the Americans feel about world events, and seeing how
their. views differ from ours was very valuable. It was noted
for instance, that outside Vietnam, little time was given t~
world news in either the Press or television. However, fir thand talks with people, such as a member of the Klu Klux
Klan, proved very interesting and gave a good insight into the
problem~ of. another nation rarely seen by any other method of
comrnumcauon.

Royal Signal Band Records
are available from A sociation H.Q.
Price 30/- by post, 27/- counter sale.
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As well as food and fuel, the R.A.F. also dropped us crates
of canned beer-for this we shall be ever grateful I Each evening we sat round our camp fire and supped the barley brew,
and soon members of the Malayan detachment began to join
our little circle. No people could be more welcome.
At such times, the at.mosphere of comradeship and togetherness was a very real thmg. During our ten days in the jungle
a real friendship and understanding grew up between the
Malayan soldiers and ourselves. We shared food, talked a great
deal and at the end wopped hats. For a short time the gulf
between the Orient and the Occident was bridged by man's
inherent brotherly nature and goodwill towards his fellows.

But no1v I smile at the

things that ltappf'nt•d to me

Journey in Borneo
SAW a lot of inland Borneo. I lived and worked in
the jungle and there were many hardships to be endured.
Now I can smile at these things . . . I would not have
missed the trip.'
So writes Signalman 1: ~uggan of 209
Squadron, the author of this fresh ·and ob1ecuve account .of
his experiences as a member of a party sent to help build
helicopter pads in the jungle.
"

Signalman Duggan ivrites:
To most people the name " Borneo " means a. land of headhunters, wild-men . . . and it lies somewhere m the East or
maybe Far East. In spite of what I had read to the contrary,
I still felt apprehensive on arrival. Now, fo1;1r months lat~r,
I can say that this land can be one of two thmgs to a soldier
serving here. It can be a place of great boredom, where one
simply counts the days to "departure day" or, for tho~e "".ho
take the trouble to look round, it can be a land of fascmanng
interest and e."periences.
• • • a tough and risky assig1unent
After spending three
months in a civilised area,
I welcomed a trip to the
interior. I wanted to see
Borneo as it had been in the
past. Unexpectedly, I was
told one day I had been included in a party going near
the Indonesian border to
clear away jungle and make
a combined dropping zone
and helicopter landing pads.
It sounded like a tough and
risky assignment . . . but I
kept my thoughts to myself.
An M.P. and myself were
detailed to travel ahead by
R. A.S.C. launch, with the
I
stores and equipment.
spent the night before we
left on board to guard the
stores. I shall never forget
the huge river rats which
kept coming for food. The
lban women pounding rke in the time
journey up-river was more
honoured way
of a pleasure cruise. The sun
shone brilliantly out of a deep
blue sky; there was a slight breeze, and from their longhouses
the !bans waved to us as we passed. We arrived at Kapita small town 85 miles up-river from ~>Ur base . in Sibu--:--"ls
the tropical night descended, and we waited at this enchanting
little place for two days.
T h e E n gli s h •pub '
Then the main party arrived and we continued our journey
up the shallower Balleh River by longboat to the naval helicopter base at Nanga Gaet. After laboriously transferring the
stores and equipment to the helicopters, we se~ out on the
last leg of the journey in these remarkable machmes. I must
mention the replica of the English ' pub ' which the Navy
have built at "the Gaat "-it is a very homely · sight and
called "The Anchor Inn." Also, a very noticeable sight are
the many !bans of all ages who come for medical treatnientsome of them travelling for days to get here.
Flying over the jungle is downright boring. All one can see
in any direction is a vast carpet of green. Here and there a
river or open space helps to relieve the monotony. I felt
better when we finally reached our destination, an open space
at the junction of two swift rivers.
T h e first 4 6 hours wer e d ecide dly
unpl e a s an t
but • • •
For me, and possibly for most of the others, the next 48
hours were the most difficult and unpleasant of my whole life.

_,

Now I snaile nt the thin s that happened te mfl
The longed-for departure day finally arrived. We said goodbye to ~ur Malayan friends and boarded the helicopter for the
return 1ourney. It was so good to be going back to the comforts of civilisation-we hardly noticed the discomfor in
travelling back.
While it_ lasted, ol!-1' jungle trip caused us much hard hip,
even suffering. Lookmg back now, I can smile at these thing .
However hard it may have been, I would not have missed the
trip. I saw a lot of inland Borneo; I lived and worked in
the jungle and, after overcoming the hardships, even enjoyed
it.

Corps Warrant Ollict>r with a touch

ol salt in his h11ir

SllflS

•

•

•

I am among the Sea-going Types here!
We arrived too late in the day to be able to construct a wo~h
while camp. By the time our section had made a clearmg
among the trees, it was already dark. Although very hungry
we had to be satisfied with tea and hard-tack. Small black
insects tortured us as we tried to get to sleep in our very
makeshift basha. We all vowed that our position would be
vastly different the next night.
After a snack breakfast the following morning, all five of us
worked as one to build a large, secure, comfortable and showerproof basha. By mid-day we felt very weak from our labours
and from lack of a decent meal. But the job was done, and
that night we slept dry and very comfortable.
Working in the jungle, for those not accustomed to it, can
be a very severe test on physical and mental powers. A way
has to be cut through the jungle, and fallen logs are a constant
menace· there are constant soakings from the rain, and you
have to' live with the attendant yellow mud and, adding to the
discomfort-day and night-are th_e myriads of. insects. However, as time passes all these thmgs lose their effect.
. soon we got organised and life
was bette1·
In a matter of two or three days our section had become
so or<>anised that life became almost pleasant. This was due
entireiy to one of our number, Private Diamond, of the
Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders, and a veteran of the
Malayan campaigns of the ' fifties.' He knew exact!Y. how to
build a jungle basha and how to serve up an appeusmg meal
from compo.
While the others in the party spent many
n ights hungry and wet, we slept pea::efully, completely dry
and with a full stomach.
The joys of swinging au axe
Within a very short time clearing of old logs and brush began.
Explosives were used extensively in blowing up old stumps
and also the larger trees. Two log bridges were built over
streams. None of us had previous experience in tree-felling. We
soon learned-painfully-that it takes time to grow hard
callouses. Blisters come first, and certain muscles have to be
developed. In time we found a strange joy in swinging an axe,
making the chips fly and cry~ng " timber'.' as another tree
keeled over to hit the ground with a resounding crash. Gradually the clearing was enlarged, the wood piled into large heaps
and burnt and the extra helicopter pads staked out. All the
time the R.A.F. dropped food and fuel to us by parachute ...
sometim~s too close for comfort !
T h e Jt . A .F . d r op t-be b eer
Another member of our section d ~se rves to be mentionedPrivate cc Lofty" Cooper, of the Royal Pioneer Corps, who y~ry
soon became an object of amazement and envy. The rap1d1ty
with which he felled tree after tree made him a very valuable
member of the party.

W.0.11 G. Slater, N.C.0.-in-charge Royal Signals at 20
L.C.T. Regiment, Gosport, describes below something of the
work of Royal Signals aboard L.C.T.s. Having read Volume I
of the Manual of Seamanship, our Warrant Officer now has
certainly a touch of salt in his hair.

He wntes:
One could hardly term me an expert! Apart from a couple
f trips on the Empire Windrush and a devil-may-care jaunt
on the Portsmouth to Go<;port ferry, my sea experience has
been a little sketchy. However, I am among the sea-going types
of the R.C.T., so, yo-ho-ho and a bottle of - - - , what is
the name of the stuff they drink?

J<:vc•n you ' lnndlubbt•rs ' will find
this interesting
To ease the evident strain, someone kindly placed into my
rheumaticy hands a salt-stained book, Volume One of the
Manual of Seamanship. To say that I am now an expert (or
even remotely a converr) W'Ould be a foul lie, but I must confess finding the book fascinat!ng. Even more intriguing is the
glos ary at the rear of the book. For instance, who could be
completely impervious to words like cc Tiddie-oggie" or
a cc Timonguy.'' " Thrum " and " Ballywrinkle," how delightful. I can recommend this reading to even you ' landlubbers.'
To business! J::-io doubt there has been reference in previous
issue to 20 L.C.T. Regiment, R.C.T., but I must confess
that I knew little about the Regiment until I joined it. For
the benefit of the crowds of interested readers, I would like to
quench their avid curiosity and describe, very briefly, the role
of the signals within the Regiment.
('ommu11icating with ships at sea
We are based in Gosport, and from there communicate to
vessels at sea. The distances involved, of course, vary from
a few miles to hundreds of miles. Installed recently, for this
purpose, we have the Marconi NT 201 TX and the NS 702
receiver. This is the Marconi maritime equivalent of the Dn.
With this set we communicate perfectly to ships in the Middle
East. We hop: to co'm municate regularly to the Far East once
a little initial difficulty with antennae has been overcome.
One of the main difficulties is lack of space, the other is
Sergeant cc Paddy " McGonagle. He has climbed so many trees
lately that if he were a little better looking he would be known
as "Tarzan."

High s1,eeds c•sst•11fial
On each Landing Craft Tank there are a mm1mum of two
Royal Signal Telegraph Operators, consisting of, where possible,
one N.C.O. and one Signalman. In view of the high CW
speeds working to both R. . and commercial firms, the telegraph
operators are a basic essential. We would, as an ideal like to
see a basic minimum of Class II operators, but that is possibly
an unsurmountable ob1ect. Mind you, don't take that as a slight
to our present morse-bashers. We ask for the best-and usually
get them. We attempt to rotate our shore-based operators to
give the sea-going type a chance to keep in their hands on
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Corporal Dunn and Signalman Topping aboard LCT Aachen]

the manipulation side, for we are now linked to the wicked
world by TAS.
Unfortunately, we see each other as a Regiment, but rarely,
and in consequence, the sporting aspect of the Regiment suffers.
However, the Regimental soccer team is placed second in
Division III of the United Services League, and Signals are
ably represented by Lance-Corporal Schofield. Rash promises
were made over (and after) Christmas drinks, and we hope to
form a hockey team of sorts. This will probably be of corpulence
unrivalled, but it should at least aid in defence.
The lUaritime Group Cornmander is ex- ignals
As a note of interest, and as an illustration of the knowledge
gleaned from Christmas drinks, it came to light that Colonel
Cheetham, O.B.E., the Maritime Group Commander, is himself
ex-Royal Signals. He enlisted into the Corps in 1939, on the
outbreak of war and became a lineman, touring the Manchester
area in a two-seater car with a ladder for company. Then off
to France with the B.E.F., service with 3 Corps Signals, and
returning, still with one foot on the ladder, as Lance-Corporal
via Dunkirk. Transport being his prevailing interest (and seeing no future in D8), he transferred to R.A.S.C., into which
Corps he was commissioned. Not a bad achievement, " hairy"
lineman to Colonel, eh?
The • Crut•l S"a • will 1ualf> into insi~11i01•nn('e •••
For our next WIRE notes it is hoped that we can include
some photographs of the bounding main. The e should make
cc The Cruel Sea " pale into insignificance with tales of Force
10 gales, antennae blown away and flag signalling on a heaving
deck. Until that time I include a photograph of Corporal Dunn
and Signalman Topping on board the Aachen.
In conclusion, we would like to wish all succe s to W.0.II
Ken Kreckeler, off to Catterick on his Yeoman's cour e. May
the weather prove not too inclement up in the wilds.
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l'" lt>ome t
the n..-w Brigade {'ommnuder
The Squadron welcome the new Brigade Comma~der,
Brigadier P. J. Howard-Dobson. Our new commanQde; i no
stran er to Detmold, as he commanded The
u~n s
"".11
Huss!rs in Hobart Barracks for the last year. of their tour ~
BA o R On 6th December he spent the day ID: a v<:.ry C?mpre
h~n~iv~ tour of the Squadron and expressed himself qwte lost
in the labyrinth of cellars and stores. After an: exhaustu:ig tour,
the final item was a presentation by me Br~?e ~aAold ~d
the Squadron officers of Brigade Headquarters m e e ·

0

l'"e wish success to • • •
We wish success to our Second-in-Cornman?, Captain R. K.
Ward who has now left us for a .tour as mstruotor a~ ~e
Ro al' Military Academy, Sandhurst. Our _new Seccm -mCo~and Captain J. O. C. Alexander, has iust left R.M.f\.,
Sandhurst' and joins us at the end of February, after attending
the All &-ms Battle Group Course at th~ School of Infantqr.
Second..J...ieutenant I. N. Carruthers arnv.ed on Ne\\'. Years
Eve and will take charge of the Comcen, Lme and Radio Relay
Troop.

205 Squatlron give Cheer to others at
Christmas
205 Squadron, in faraway Borneo, momen.tarily ~urn
from their operational commitments to bnng a little
cheer to the local .children in hospital at Sibu,
Sarawak.

Pictured below is Corporal Danny Flanagan who is
obviously used to handling children (he has five of

his own!), also Corporal

J. Hodgkiss presenting. a

camera while the Squadron Commander (Ma1or

Peter Baldwin) and the Brigade Commander (Brigadier H. R. S. Pain) look on.

nnd soy ' goodbye ' to • • •
The end of the year bas seen the depar.ture of m11ny " old
hands " Sergeant Llewellyn, who started the Squadron H~
Club ·has left for the Yeoman of Signals Cou_rse, and we wish
him 'and his wife every happiness at Ca~c;nck.. Cr~w commanders, Corporal Smith (Brigade !>~=.strauve Net) and
Corporal Armstrong (Divisional . Admmistrauve ~et) h!l~e left
us for warmer climes, and we .wish them and their families the
best of luck in their new postings.
As the D.A A. & Q.M.G. and Staff Captains "A" and "Q"
are leaving shortly as well, we will have a completely new
adm.iIDstrative team for 1966 !

Our communication trials this month have been with both
Radio Relay ((4.r) and VHF ((42). The former trials have
consisted of establishing a lateral link on C4r at a distance of
roo miles. Thi . has met with reasonable success but work
continues to improve the circuit.
Our (42 problem was the provision of a VHF link over a
distance of 120 miles. This bas now been achieved and the
final stages of establishing permanent stations are being carried
out. As in the case of the C41 tests we were assisted by the
use of a civilian 265 f.t. Radio Tower here and a high peak at
the distant end. However, (41 Yagi aerials were needed to
provide that little extra to produce a working circuit.
Much of the credit for these achievements must go to
Corporal Flanagan, Lance-Corporal Candon and the line detachment, for the way they swarmed up the radio tower like
monkeys and erected the masts. They say the climb is even
better than circuit training, and the view from the top of the
tower is well worth the effort!
Our Foreman of Signals, Staff Sergeant Thornbury, and his
technicians provided the technical know-how and worked long
and hard to ensure maximum output from the sets. The Foreman even led the linemen on their excursion to the top of
the mast on more than one occasion.
We are waiting
expectantly for the latest improvement to the circuit to come
out of the technical workshop-a six-element Yagi for the (42.
As one wit put it, " Seeing as how the boom is I 5ft. long,
it will never get through the door."

Fitting in the pieces of our new FV 432s
The New year will see the introduction of our seven
FV 43 25 and, at present, ~e. are still wondering where to fit all
the pieces which keep arnvmg. Sergeant Bell, our new M. T.
Sergeant, who arrived in November, .departs ?~ a I1V 432 ~n
structors' Course in January and will then JOm our growing
ranks of knowledgeable FV 432 experts.
.
A large percentage of the Squadron will bav~ ~ opporturuty
to ski this year. The Winter Warfare ~rammg School at
Silberhutte bad plenty of snow and was enioyed by all those
who attended (we think!) and twenty members of .the Squadron
will be at Bad Tolz during January. The ski hut at Bad
Tolz, which we were to have · used, was in the path of !in
avalanche and alternative accommodation ~ad .to ~ hastily
arranged!
Latest reports indicate everything 1s going well,
however.
We are also planning for 70 men fr~m the Squadron to go
to Norway in March, but more of this anon.
Our cross-country team-they acquit
themselves well

Congratulations ~o. ~ur cro~s-country team, who won both
the Brigade and Divmonal M~or Umt~ Cross-Country Championships under the leadership of Lieutenant Crmcksh.ank.
Signalmen Durm and Hayden and Corporal Arms~ong. acquit~ed
themselves extremely well in the Brigade Championships, bemg
placed 13th, 20th and 37th. We are still trying to fl?d ~e
missing Brigade Minor Units Cross..COuntry Championship
Cup!
The Ohristmas activities were relatively quiet, but enj~yed by
all. We are not quite sure why Signalman ~row arnved 10
minutes late for Christmas dinner, but he claims he <X?uld not
have overslept as he had not bee~ to ?ed ! .If the nmse level
was anything to go by, our children s Christm11s party was
also enjoyed by all who attended.
The Corporals' Mess finished its fir~t year with a most suc.::essf ul Christmas draw and dance, which our new Commander
attended.
All ranks would like to thank Sergeant Howard, A.C.C., and
his cooks for their much appreciated culinary efforts throughout
the year and, as always, particularly at Christmas.

GOING, GOING •••
The tug-o-war betweeri the Officers and the W.O.'s and Sergeants
nded in a stalemate-one end of the rope was tied to the basha
support and the other to a landrover! So somebody was for the mud
splash. So the O.C. Major Baldwin was grabbed and here he is on his
way!

Activities
The activities of the Squadron over the last ~onth have been
founded firmly on two main things. Som~ might argue as. to
which have precedence. However, the pnmary. ~k was improving existing communications and the. estabh~h!ng of some
far-reaching new ones. The other ~aior ac11.v1ty was th~
Christmas festivities which of necessity were m two parts,
those for our wives and children at home and our own.
Communications
We have now firmly grasped the reins and have got things
working in our favour.
.
A :three-shift system is worked and the superv~sors a!e
Corporals Paddison, Hall and Ha~son. Al~ough the night shift
from 18.oo hours to 08.00 hours 1s long, it does mean tha.t _the
operators get 30 hours off duty, to swim, play sport or go into
town.
(Continued on page 77)

They deserve ' honourable mention ~
A detachment of two, Corporal Hodgkiss and Lance~Corporal
Kelly, and Private Winstanley (R.P.C.), deserve an honourable
mention. They were deployed as a sub-station on the C42
tests and were in the midst of setting up their equipment in
a clearing, when "Pronto Minor" arrived by helicopter with
cries of "' get it up to the .top of that hill."
All the equipment was loaded back into the vehicle, only to
find that the approach road had been bulldozed out by a
native. No·~hing daunted, a rope was bought from the local
shop, the equipment loaded into the helicopter and afrer the
detachment bad climbed 6ooft. to t'he top of the hill, the helicopter flew over and roped the equipment down through the
trees to them. They were ready to establish communications
wi.th five minutes to spare, and the station worked perfectly.
What was not known is what was said as "Pronto Minor"
flew off leaving them with the happy thought that they would
have to carry the kit down themselves.
Christmas At>tivitic'S
At home, the highlights of our Christmas act1v1t1es was the
Children's Party on the 15th December which al!,11ost 100
children attended. The party was organised by Lieutenant
Guest. Father Christmas was ably performed by Staff Sergeant
Chiverton. Out here we were more ambitious, simply because
we had the manpower and facilities. The programme started
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY-MARCH 1966
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GONE!
Major Baldwin, says the Squadron caption, improving his looks
with an all over mud-bath!"

on Christmas Eve with " A" and "J " Troops' Christmas party
for the children of the local hospital. The evening saw the
Smoker and Race Meeting. This event, organised by Sergeant
Robinson, occupied most of the evening, and it went very
well. We heard the NAAFI Manager is putting up a petition
to have Christmas Eve every Friday!
After breakfast on Chrisunas morning the Troop "Potted
Sports" were run-very light-hearted, and taken in good part.
The grand finale was a tug--0f-war between the officers (Sarongsters) and the Warrant Officers and Sergeants (the Pirate1>).
However, when one end of the rope is tied to lhe basha
support and the other to a Land Rover, it becomes a stalemate. So, a free-for-all ensued, and many a noble head was
dropped unceremoniously into our mud splash.
The Troop tug-of-war was won by Admin Troop. Someone said " don'l they throw the coach into the water or
something." Promptly, the team grabbed a very dapper Sergeant
Jones, and unceremoniously dropped him in the middle of the
pool, best trousers and all! One small ·thing: R.Q.M.S. Simpson
was the coach for the pulls-" Jonah " had only been helping
with training.
Christmas dinner was served by the Officers and Senior
N.C.O.s, and great credit must be given to the Catering taff
for the magnificent effort produced under difficult condition .
The afternoon saw a combined Admin Troop, R.M.P. and
5 P.C.C.U. Christmas children's party, and another children's
party at the Methodist Mission, given by concerted efforts of
M.T. Troop, L.A.D. and 3 Flight.
Sunday was spent quietly recovering, although there was a
boat trip for three hours up the river for those hardy souls
capable of making the effort.
And so, Monday saw all back at work, some slightly the
worse for wear, but refreshed by the relaxation of two days off
from routine.
207 S Q UADROX. D.F.P.O. 30
Comings and Goings
Since last appearing in print this Squadron has bid farewell
to several " integration originals " among whom are Captain
David Randel of "A" Troop who left in October to embark on
a slightly less rugged tour in Signals Employmen_! Group at the
School of Signals. Staff Sergeant Ernie (Pirbright 65 !) Storie,
the "A" Troop Sergeant, left at the same time for Borneo.
Our Adjutant, Captain Bertie Ward, 2 RTR, also moved on
to rejoin his Regiment after handing over to Lieutenant Peter
Slingo, M .B.E., of the 9/12 L.
Captain "Paddy" Verdon has joined the Brigade H.Q. a
Staff Captain "A." We can already see all that weight he lo t
while testing A I 3s in Borneo going back on!
Captain Kelvin Kent (C.Q. ! ) has arrived to take over "A"
Troop and has Second-Lieurenant Tony Singleton and James
Budd (from 7th Regiment) to assist him.
Sergeant John Custus came at the end of September ano
despite the alarming imilarity he bore to the magnificent Guy
on 5th ovember, he is still with us looking after the battery shop
and our fleet of 432s.
Sergeant Phil Tuppenney left in December for the Middle
(Contimurd on page 79)

n

East after a variety of jobs in the Squadron, his last being I .C.
"A" Troop stores which were certainly well stocked. Anyone
want to buy a 432?
We wish all who have left recently good luck in their new
appointments and welcome the recent arrivals.

•• Double Deal . ,
Exercise-wise the Squadron provided umpire communications
for the 4 Division Exercise "Double Deal" from the 4th to
14th October. Apart from our mountain top location, it was
a success in that everything revolved round the much-prepared
Control Marquee which has since become a legend! The
lavatory-chain strip lighting suspension is worthy of ment ion
although we r eally must get a better quality underfelt for our
carpets next time !

Admin c•ome~ but 011.-.~ a yt>ar-tbank go o dn4'~H !
Since then it has been fairly quiet except for the odd C.I.V.
and the mcessant scrubbing and slapping-on-of-paint sounds in
general preparation for our " Admin " which was on 8th
December . The tempo and altitude of our organisers rose
steadily until the accommodation was judged (and they're on
the 2nd and 3rd floors anyway! ) but the right standard was
produced by everyone on the day.
During the parade our R.S.M ., W .O.I K. G. Wright, received
hi Good C onduct and Long ervice medal from the Brigade
C',ommaoder.
Afterward s th e Officers were splendidly entertained at a
Games Evening by the Warrant Officers' and Sergean ts' M ess
during which M ajor " Jimmy " H;ellier won back on behalf of
the officers a wooden spoon big enough to stir from here to
Signals Records !

Rugby-our m u c h reju~·cnated Club
Finally, a word about our much rejuvenated R ugby Club
(motto: Reach for the Astra). The Club itself now boasts its
own clubroom as a result of m uch back-breaking work by all
concerned. Training sessions are held every Tuesday evening
and anyone is welcome to attend providing they can afford
the next round.

Gieves
LIMITED

21 6 S QU ADRON (PARACHUTE BIUGADE)
The g e neral picture
A lot of water has passed un der the bridge since the last
notes were submitted by th is unit. In future it is hoped to
submit these n otes on a more regular basis.
Although ·the Squadron is based in Aldershot, individual
members are scattt:red over the globe. At the time of writing,
Sergeant Bowes, Lance-Corporal Rose and Lance-Corporal
Smith have just returned from an emergency tour in Borneo
with the G uards Parachute Company. Another detachment,
including Second-Lieutenant Swainson and Corporal Thornton
are now in British Guiana, also on an emergency tour with the
3rd Battalion.
A detachment, including Sergeant Garner,
Corporal H art and Corporal MacDonald are in Bah.rein with
the 1st Battalion. Lieutenant Graham has just returned from
there to go to Catterick on his 'Q' Course and has been
replaced by Lieutenant Eastburn.
Yet another detachment,
commanded by Corporal Davis, is now on embarkation leave
prior to their departure to the Far East. The detachment in
Bahrein thankfully (though last seen by the 0.C., on a flying
visit, ·tO be in excellent spirits) return to U.K. shortly to be
replaced by another detachment commanded by Corporal
M andy. He will be taking with him some comparative newcomers to the Squadron, amongst them Signalmen Wells, Waterworth and Elliott. It seems now a long time ago, but, in
fac t, is only a very few months since Sergeant Wells returned
with his merry men after yet another emergency tour in Borneo
wi th the 2nd Battalion.
It is to the everlasting · credit of the individuals of these
detachments that despite, at times, very rough conditions, a
minimum of leisure time, no leave, really hard work and the
very barest essentials of equipment, they receive nothing but
glowing reports from the O.C.s of the Battalions or sub-units
concerned-praise not easily earned, as exmembers of this
Squadron will know.
The notes above would indicate that those of us languishing
in Aldershot merely sit here pressing buttons and send ing off
detachmen ts overseas.
Some would doubtless wish that it
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could be so, even for a week! However, nothing could be
further from the truth.
The Squadron departed in September for the emerald, and
very wet, island, of N orthern lreland for a fortnight's training.
the. ~im of which was to fu rther our knowledge of military
trammg-a very important facet of life in this Brigade. Signalman Waterworth was "invited " to write a short article on his
impressions of camp, and this is included (uncensored , but
spelling corrected!) with these notes. Suffice to sav that the
Squadron returned to Aldershot a bit fitter and, it' is hoped,
wiser, not only in the art of warfare, but in the art of drinking
Guinness.

Sport a 11d advm1ture t raining
The policy of the last 0 .C,, M ajor A. H . D ennis, is being
continued, viz., ad vance in the field of sport on a broad front.
On a Wednesday afternoon the Squadron regularly turns out
rugby, soccer and cross-country t eams at the same time. Having
won the Brigade Minor Un its (lsmailia) Cup in 1964 competition this year was intense, and the issue was still in doubt
up to the las t bout of the boxing on the last n ight of the competitions. The winter sports events were all played off in
one week. Needless to say, one or two gladiators literally and
metap horically fo ught themselves to a standstill. It is always
invidious to mention names, bu t one is worthy of note. Signalman Evan s on the Thursday played a hard game of rugby and
the sam e evening defeated his opponent in· the first bout of
the middl eweight class; he then defeated an opponent in the
sem i-final on the same evening. With an injured thumb, he
again played in the final of the rugby on the Friday, and
only just lost In his final of the boxing that same evening.
Another, Lance-Corporal Cunningham, in the same week represented the Squadron in three rounds of rugby, one round of
soccer, two rounds of basketball and two bouts of boxing. He
was deservedly selected to colle{:t the cup, which we share
in a tie with the Parachute Squadron R.A.C.-each to hold the
cup for six months.
Our other activities over the last few months include the
formation of a judo class, the purchase of three K2 canoes to
help the team for the Devizes - Westminster race and the
Brigade competitions, basketball, athletics (we defeated 3 H.Q.
and Signal Regiment by nine events to two in a friendly
match), climbing, marching and shooting teams, and in January,
adventure training in Glencoe. We have six trained free-fall
parachutists and are hoping to get approval to form a Corps
Free-Fall Club.
At long last we are now able to form our own Corporals'
Club again, and functions are already being arranged.
A Squadron dance, the first for many months, was held in
October. This was a great success and well organised by
Corporal Emecy and his committee.
These will in future
be a regular activity of Squadron life. But we want some
volunteers who parachute and can play an instrument in order
to form a Squadron group.
We have a thriving Wives' Shooting Club. They are to be
known as the " Unpredictables (a name they have selected
themselves). They will shortly be forming a team to take on
allcomers-wives only!.
2 24 S 'tUADRON
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R a u d oJJ.1 though ts on Christmas E~· ..
Time . . . if only the clock would stop to enable one to reflect and wonder . . .
It seems only yesterday that we were fastening our seat
belts at Akrotiri on the first day of July. Time waited thenas did the aircraft-after all, it is commonplace for a dear lady
to find she has emplaned without her handbag, which is reclining forlornly in the transit lounge. We take off; the handbag has re-joined its owner. What lies ahead? Telly and
B.B.C. 3-the writer missed the word of the year-cigarc:ttes
at an impossible price, and warmth, not from the sun, which
we have worshipped for two wonderful years, but from half
one's pay which disappears madly in smoke up the chimney.
It is now Christmai Eve. What ever has happened in between a rain-washed L yneham and now . . . One arrive at
the new post after an enforced curtailed leave to find your
predecessor has long since emplaned and already spending
his L.0.A. In at the deep end . . . Engagement in one thing
(Continued on page 80)
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or another happen with such speed that item~ like the a~nual
Adminisuative Inspection pass nearly unnouced !
Trainees,
upgrading personnel and visitors come and go with unceasing
regularity. But the location and landscape of the Squadron'
new barracks helps to make this so worthwhile. It is a pleasure to work here-and play, too, of course. Will the remainder
of the tour be as pleasant? I'm sure it will.

The Arthur Hritton ~(e-\norial Trophy
Some events that should be reported in detail include the
introduction of the Arthur Britton Memorial Trophy.
This magnificent trophy was the result of the donation of
£100 by Mrs. Britton, widow of Mr. Arch~ .Britt<;>n, who died
suddenly this year. Arthur had a long aSSOClatlon with the Corps
and those operators who passed through the unit during 19581900 will remember him as an instructor.

The uophy is awarded to the best all-round trainee in each
squad. In addition, the winner has his name plac~. on th<: ~oll
of Honour Board in the Hall of the trade tra1mng buildmg
and also receives a Certificate recording his award.
The first presentation was made by Brigadier (Retd)_ J. J.
Duvivier, c.B.E., to Lance-Corporal Cox now of 13th Regiment.
Other winners are: 9th Regiment
Signalman W illiamson
Lance-Corporal Peters
225 Squadron
Lance-Corporal Moseley
9th Regiment
Among the "characters" that have departed after completing
their tour at Garats Hay are Lieutenant R. Windmill, who is
now in B.AO.R. after attending his "Q" course, W .O.II
"Taff" Riddell and last but by no means least, our 0 .R.Q.M.S.,
Staff Sergeant McKay. Our best wishes for the New Year go to
them and to all our readers.

BT APPO[!rrfTI(L'iT TO

At the Hong Kong Agricultura l Show 246 Gurkha Signal Squadron
had a display of infantry man pack set A4 I. Lance-Corporal Hemasing
Tamang, Gurkha Signals, and two Chinese schoolboys

257 SQUADRON, B.F.P.O. 20 ::::::::::::::'.
Although avid readers (100 copies a month) we must confess
to bemg extremely idle WIRE correspondents. However, our
first New Year's resolution is to rectify this so here, from .i:he
mog of Dortmund, is our opening shot for 1966. The past year
has seen the consolidation of the amalgamation and integration
of the previous Units (256, 257 Squadrons, 622 Troop and
H.Q. 1 Artillery Brigade) but the Daily Telegraph tell us that
the future, with the phasing out of the Corporal missile upon
us, is most uncertain. Despite this we are confident that we
can again do some underwater canoeing on Lake Constance,
wear out our boots marching to and fro at Sennelager and drink
Merl am Moselle dry whilst we pick up the daughters and chat
the grapes.
Old and new Brigade Commanders and C.S.O.s have visited
us. The only adverse comment was when the O.C.'s (Major
Savage) hat flew off as he went past the Adminisuative Inspection saluting base and thus saluted without head dress. R.Q.M.S.
Crampton then acting as R.S.M. has put in a plea for more
seniors' drill parades to our new R.S .M., Mr. Rowthorn-as
yet without success.

The •• Barbecued Bhat "
We continue our normal routine of training, exercises, typhoon
communications and IS Stand to's. In September to celebrate
the Regimental birthday the whole Squadron, families included,
moved to Gordon Hard beach where a fine " barbecued bhat "
was helped down wi:th a ' 0 rare chilled ruksi." This feast was
followed by children's sports and swimming in which the
children of 67 Independent Field Squadron Gurkha Engineers
were invited to join in and run, jump, swim and laugh at Babu
competing in the old soldiers race-there always seems to be a
large number of fit burros about, in this particular case the
S.S.M., W.0.II Kunbahadur Gurung.

Skl-ing in Bavaria

Tradition in the modern manner

However, down in Bavaria something else flies through the
air. Yes, our skiers are there being shown how to stand up by
" Lofty " Tune and how to fall down by Captain Richard
Hinds. We hope to include a fall by fall account of thcir
activities in our next report. (We shall be glad to see it ..=..
Editar.)
On the training side of life we continue to provide the best
radio relay communications in B.A.0.R. much to the astonishment of the Germans we support. They, like us, can never
understand how our old vehicles get there. Nevertheless our
gallant detachment wi.th Second-Lieutenant Hanbury, Sergeant
Wisher and Corporal Thurley to the fore always make it. No
doubt they are spurred on by the thought of the appetising
Bundeswenr rations of cold sausage and tubes of vitamin paste.
More news from the murkey areas of Westfallia in the next
issue.

H.J. are well known to all regiments as
makers of fine Service caps, but not everyone may know that we also offer a range of
quality soft felt hats. In fact, we are very
proud of our "softs", and for many years
they have been the choice of discerning
gentlemen who like to feel as correctly-yet
comfortably-dressed off parade as on. We
supply hats to suit every occasion and
taste. Why not call and see the full range?
Or write for an illustrated brochure.

+
-

Civil and Military Hatters
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246 (GURKHA) SQUADRON, B.F.P.O. I
After a pause from featuring in this Journal we hasten to let
you all know that we still reside in the New Territories of
Hong Kong. Although .the SqU11dron remains in name, practically every one takes his rum into the third largest, second
wettest and most wild and rugged island in the world-namely
Borneo.
<?ur recent changes have been O.C.s, Second-in-Command,
Chief Clerk and many other personalities. Major T. C. Livingstone was su<;ceeded by Major M. G. H. Wise in September, the
Second-in-Command is Captain P. D . Jones with SecondL1eutenant D. G. McH Overton now commanding "A" Troop.
W.e also welcome Lieutenant (Q.G.O.) Khagbir Pun to our
midst to command " J " Troop.

nc:w

40a LONDON RD., CAMBERLEY (Wednesday afternoons only)

38 NEW BOND ST., LONDON, W.1. TEL: MAYfalr 7177
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Some of our 'more photogenic members' at a recent practice scatter
for the C .S.O., Brigad ier P. F. Pentreath, M.B.E ..... 257 Squadron's
caption for this picture
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T)Je Rifle Meeting-We win it outright
The Squadron once again organised and ran the Royal Signals
Rifle ·Meeting, but this year we managed to win the meeting
outright, also most of the individual trophies (as well we should).
Our thanks go mainly to Lieutenant (Q.G.O.) Khagbir Pun who
arrived just in time to uain and participate in the meeting. In
view of the complexity or some of the practices and the general
ignorance of their finer points we were helped somewhat in
some practices by firing last (some inspired drawing by our
team captain).
Several Gurkhas also won much of the money in the pool
bull-incidentally the patches were stuck on by . . . yes,
Gurkhas!
~lore

James Bond qualities needed
The Brigade Commander was probably the happiest person
there since only a few weeks earlier he had witnessed both bis
driver and his operator shoot a dreadful score on annual classification, he had immediately demanded a new Rover crew with
more -James Bond-like qualities.
Our Dashera celebrations were held between the IS stand to's
on 1st and 10th October and we also managed to arrange it in
between two typhoons, but owing to very wet weather the
Kalrati celebrations were held inside the gymnasium. One
highlight of the evening was seen when a small three-year-old
boy one Narbahadur walked out onto the floor and Qealt the
leading boy dancer, one Lekhnath, a stunning blow on the nose
-not .to be thwarted the madals played louder and the
children's chorus sang louder which some how deterred the
would-be assailant.
" The llttle Chinese feet . . . ?
Recently the Sek Kong airstrip has been transformed into a
site for the colony agricultural show at which we provided a
static display of radio, line and radio relay equipment. One of
the popular pastimes for the visitors seemed ro be pulling all
the ignition, lighting and radio wiring out of our Ferret Scout
cars and for the smaller children winding the handles off the
Tele J's. After completely repainting the vehicles involved it
was hear•t-breaking to see the effect of little Chinese feet all
over them. There also seemed to be some fascination to be
found in trying to see how many children you can get standing
on top of a Cp.
(Continued on page 82)
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The football team 1s doing well under / gt Marchant's
management and at the moment of writing we are second in
the Hong K ong minor units league. This is attributed to both
good playing and the "Q' " morning training runs which are
received with mixed feelings. On cold mornings the " Q's "
feelings being more mixed than most.
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TUE YOUNG MEN OF THE t:;ORPS ARE MAKING THEIR MARK!

• • • and tlu• bi J{J{er • Jlopph•Jf feet! '
In D ecember we heard the tramping of feet- rather flopping
of feet as we prepared for Force G uard in our DMS boots.
The Squadron had this commitment over Christmas which
meant a working Chri unas for Second--Lieutenant Overton,
Lieutenant (Q.G .0.) Khagbir Pun and the members of the
guard. We had some problem in locating black gloves to
alleviate the severe winter conditions we were experiencing.
The temperature had dropped to 8°C at nights which made our
m embers in Borneo and Malaya reminis and everyone scratch
their heads to convert it back to Farenheit- well do not bother.
We will tell you what it is-it's 43°F .

259 SQUADRON
CYPRUS
known

locally

as

the " young '' and happy
Squadron.

VIPs-Fnr('>WCll Vislt.s
Our visitors to d ate have included Major-General Hunt,
Colonel Winam-Moore and Brigadier Blaker on their farewell
visits. Lieutenant-Colonel Tika Shamsher, the Nepalese L iaison
Officer and recently the Nepalese Minister for Industry and
Commerce, who took much intere t in the agricultural show,
the family hospital and welfare centre and was most interested
to learn of the capabilities of our technicians with a view to
employment in light industry in N epal.
We are more than pleased to relate that W.O.I (F. of S.) Willis
has been awarded his well-earned Mention in Despatches for
his work in Borneo, also the Captain (Q.G.O.), Namgyal
Tchering Lepcha is making a fine recovery after suffering a
mild stroke on the night of our Squadron Kalratri celebration.
We hope to see him back in full circulation by early March.
Our opening in 1966 is made with a three-month concentrated
retraining period which will include the training of crews for
our newly acquired (41 / R.222 equipment.
We are also manning the Frontier OPs during January and
February and as we are establi hing a new radio network this
works fits in n icely with the retraining programme.

Over

the total strength of the
Squadron are aged 21
four of these young men
at their daily workhe is, carrying responsibility

for

communications.

RADIO RENTALS
(U.K.) LTD., HAROLD HILL, ESSEX

The re are vacancies at the above Servicing
Works fo r the following:-

T.V. SERVICE ENGINEERS
T.V. CHASSIS TESTERS
RADIO SERVICE ENGINEERS
T.V. AND RADIO IMPROVERS
Excellent prospects and working conditions
in a modern well equiped works. Starting
salary according to qualifications and
experience.
5 day, 40 hour week with paid holidays and pension
scheme. Social club and canteen faci lities. Apply
Personnel Officer, Spilsby Road, Harold Hill,
Romford, Essex. lngrebourne 40171.
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1.

Signalman Bill Bowie, aged 21, works as an antenna rigger on a 15oft. radio tower.

2.

Lance-Corporal Ron Ferguson, aged 19, ex-Harrogate apprentice on a C.43 transmitter. He is a radio relay technician.

3·

L ance-Corporal David Robertson, age 20, ex-Harrogate apprentice and now a line technician, checks new 12-channel
V.F . telegraph terminal equipment.

4·

Lance-Corporal George Bain, an 18-year-old, also an ex-Harrogate apprentice, at work on channelling equipment; he
is a radio relay technician.
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633 TROOP. BRITISH llONDlJRAS
Tr p .t\cth·Jties
. .
Apart from the social activities expected at this ume of the
y ar December has been a quiet month. The main partY: of
R.E.: out here for Exercise «Pole Vault,' returned home JU.st
befor Chrisanas and the heavy fiow of traffic was rcd~ced m
time to enable most of the Troop to relax over the. holiday:
Our main occupatio , outside of routin~ schedules, 1~ plann~g
for the Du. We know it's on a ship which we hope is headmg
this way, but we receive reports of the s~ip's delay with regular
monotony. Not to worry the di.scuss1ons on ~e virtues of
log periodics, rhombics and slopmg Vs,_ occa~1oned by the
advent of this new equipment are most st1mulaung.

People really do read THE W!RE· as a result of. an article
submitted by this Troop, we received a letter from. Singapore~
East to West-asking us to find a person here mtere ted m
butterflies. Take heart advertisers.

A Party
At this time of the year one would think that the subject
of parties has no news value and that it is not ~eally .worth
mentioning in THE WIRE noces. However, we thmk this one
is different.
On 17th December, our very small Garrison gave a party
to the handicapped children from the Stella Maris C.Onvent,
Belize City. The children, of all ages, came to the Sergeants'
Mess via our own buses. The blind, the deaf, the dumb and
the crippled all looked a little apprehensive. However, before
long the Mess echoed with contagious laughter. Father Christmas-the best ever seen in these parts-<!istributed toys and
was cheered heartily. It was a most rewarding afternoon.

47th REGDIENT T.A.
MIDDLESEX 'l.'EOMANRY
(The Duke of Cambridge's lla<1sars)

Enc ourage m e n t to Advert isers
It is not really extraordinary to find a copy of THE WIRE
in the Garrison M. I. Room, or even, perhaps, in the NAAFI.
However, here in British Honduras we know H.E. The Governor
sees THE WIRE from time to time, and both the Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess members have asked for old copies-no, they
can't be persuaded to take out a subscription-most extraordinary of all, was the discovery of a copy of THE WIRE stuck
between T ime and Punch in the waiting room of the local
radio station .

*

*

*

From time to time we hear of " The Wire" in strange
places. The Editor would be interested to hear from anybody
who finds "The Wire" somewhere off the beaten track. We
know of a case where " The Wire " is passed on by a Signalman to his fiance who, in turn, circulates it around the factory
where she works-and where it is read avidly!

•

Policies Covering War Risks
for:
Children.
Convertible Whole Life.

Death Duties.
Education Endowment.
House Purchase. Retirement.
Unit Trust and Share Purchase
by Endowment

Officers ' Kit. Household Effects.
Hospital Schemes (33 ! % Group discou nt - Officers
and retired Officers).
Personal Accidents. Personal Liability.
Motor Competit ive rates for New and Old Cars.
Home and Foreign Policies.
Bloodstock. Camera, Caravan , Golf, Gun, Holidays,
Hunter, Transit , Television, etc.

B. E. THOMPSON & CO. LTD.
INSURANCE BROKERS

11, KING STREET, RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE
Telephone No. 2308.

(HIGHLAND, REGIMENT, T.A.
ABEllDEEN
Since last contributing to THE WIRE, the Regiment has
continued with a normal, hectic, T.A. programme.
Trade
training goes on at all T.A. Centres, and we have taken part
m the many Command, District and C.Orps activities, to name
but a few-shooting, motor rallies, orienteering, " combined
ops" (see 333 Squadron notes). One highlight of our recent
activities was the Jubilee Reunion of the 5ISt Highland Division
which was held at Aberdeen. This was voted a great success,
and the Regiment played a very active part, both in competitions and organisation.
With R.H.Q. (Ljeutenant-C.Olonel J. M. Wotherspoon, T.D.),
H.Q. Squadron (Major B. K. Crookshanks, T.D.) and I
Squadron (Major D. Sutherland, T.D.) all in Aberdeen, 333
Squadron (Major E . Sutherland) in Dundee, 334 Squadron
(Major Allistaire Petrie) in Stirling, 2 Squadron (Captain Alex
Milligan, P.S.0., and reoent ex-Regular Q.M.) in Kirkcaldy,
and 3 Squadron (Second-Lieutenant David Freeburn and W .0.11
Ian Given) at Cumbemauld, it will be seen that we are a
widely-scattered unit.
So far as some of the Regimental personalities are concerned,
firstly we report the following "casualties "-Major Brian Crookshanks, who are present has an arm in plaster through slipping
on ice, and Captain Nina Havergal (P.S.0./W.R.A.C.) who,
we are pleased to say, is making good progress after her operation for appendicitis. We are all sorry to be losing our popular
Training Major, Derek Hall, before his tour with us is complete-he goes off to join 3rd Regiment as Second-in-Command
in February.
alst

The Visitor front Space, after all, was • • •
At last! The first British astronaut! 47th Regiment (Mx
Yeo) T.A. has done it again.
At precisely 16.35 hours on rst January, 1966, a space capsule
desoended to the fioor of our Chelsea drill hall. With tense
expectancy, all present at the touch down, waited for o~r
astronaut to emerge. Out climber W.0.11 (S.S.M.) Harry Wylie
(more affectionately known as the " Ghob" (the grey-haired
old . . . .) to fellow Mess members). A gasp, and then our
180 VIPs burst into loud shrieks of delight, "it's Santa Claus"!
Needless to say the Children's Christmas Party was a ~uccess_.
This was Harry Wylie's swan song as Santa-he 1s leaving
us for the wilds of Scotland, we take this oportunity of wishing
him and Mrs. Wylie all the best for the future. (One last
thought, who wears the kilt, Harry?)
.
.
Having survived ithe usual Christmas/New Year social whirl,
we are now gathering momentum for an assault on our co~
munications commitments, both at home and overseas, for

Life Assurance

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING

1966. With recruits coming in a steady flow, our trade training
programme is quite comprehensive and promises to be very
busy.
Whereas the reorganisation of the Reserve · Army has been
an unpleasant shock to many T.A. Units we seem to have come
out of it very well. We retain our Regimental organisation
with slight changes of location in some Squadrons. We will
be happy <to interview any of our less fortunate T.A. brethren
who find themselves without a Regiment. C.Ome and see us at
the Duke of York's H.Q. any Wednesday evening at 19.30 hours.
Congratulations to our P. .0., Captain Nigel Pilkington, on
the birth of a daughter, on 6th January.
Our sympathy,
however, goes out to his family because shortly before Christmas
he suffered a heart attack and is in hospital. He is likely to
be off the road for some time. All ranks wish him a speedy
recovery and the Training Major begs him to return to duty
as soon as possible.

P ER C I VAL COACHES
for PRIVAT E HIRE
Lu x ury Saloon Coa che s
Ava il ablejo r Mi li t ary
uni t s a t shor t notic e
TELEPHONE:

Rl.CHMOND 2348

Percival Brothers (Coaches) Ltd
53, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.
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The Royal Engineers' /lloyal Signal s'
.t\nnnal Dinner
In December we held our annual Royal Engineers/Royal
Signals Officers' dinner.
On this occasion we were hosts
and had great pleasure in welcoming the officers of the Royal
Engineers of 51st (Highland) Division to what turned out to be
a most enjoyable pa11ty. Before our Sapper friends joined us
on that evening, we took part in a much sadder, brief ceremony,
when Colonel T. B. S. McMain, M.B.E., T.D. (C.S.0., East
Lowland District) handed over to the R!!giment for safe keeping the decorations and medals of one of our most illustrious
former officers, ,t he late Lieutenant-C.Olonel J . R. Ross, O.B.E.,
T.D., Legion of Merit (American), who died in April, 1964,
and whose obituary notice appeared in THE WIRE in May,
1964. Colonel Ross's widow had expressed a desire for the
medals to be held by her husband's former Regiment.
Looking ahead, presumably like all other T.A. units, v.:e a;e
shocked by the Government's proposals on the Terr1tonal
Army, but will do our best in keeping up our Regimental spirit
until we are finally "axed." Scheduled to take place in the
coming months are several interesting even ts.
A ver y i;:rea t honour for u s
I n June we are to send a cemplete Infantry Brigade Squadron
to Germany to take over from the Regular Squadron who
signal for the 4th (Guards) Brigade, for two weeks. This we
consider to be a great honour, and there is terrific competition
throughout the Regiment to be selected for this important
commitment. So far, the r esponse from personnel of all trades
THE W I RE , F EBRUARY - MARCH 1966

to go to Germany from 4th to 17th June, in addition to
attending our own annual camp at Fort George Inverness-shire, which will run from 16th to 30th July, ls most encouraging.

Laying n cable to the top of Ben Nevi
Whilst at Fort George, in July, the Regiment has been asked
to lay a telephone line up Ben Nevis for use by the mountain
rescue parties who are so often required there. The intention
is to lay a buried quad cable, possibly taking it up to the
top of the mountain by helicopter and ploughing a furrow
downwards to take the cable. In conjunction with c.s.o:~
Branch, Scottish Command, a recce has already been carried
out by our Captain Stanley Tough.
On 4th June, our Pipe and Drum Band will beat Retreat
on Edinburgh Castle Esplanade, along with the two other
Scottish Signals Bands, and will also appear at the Old C.Omrades' reunion at Catterick on 26th June. During our many
band engagements in the next six months et so, we hope to
have playing with us, Pipe-Major Sergeant Sanbahadur Rai,
of our affiliated Regiment, Gurkha Si~ls (the Pipe-Major is
at present in Scotland on a piping course).
In the meantime, we would like to take this opportunity
of sending, through your columns, greetings to our friends of
Gurkha Signals at Seremban or wherever else they may be
serving.

Royal

333 SQUADR ON, T.A., DUNDEE
Signals at sea--combined operation s

During the week-end 27th/28th ovember, two members of
this Squadron, Sergeant Smith and Lance-Corporal Mamie,
were on detachment to H .M. Minesweeper Montrose, of Tay
Division, R.N.V.R. This minesweeper carries a compliment of
40 and is one of the older class of wooden-walled wartime
sweepers. On Saturday we steamed to Aberdeen to arrive before the harbour closed at 18.00 hours.
(Continued on page 86)

A N E W VAUX HALL
free of Purchase Tax!

The brand new Vauxhall Viva from £-436
V>uxhaJI Victor fro m £570.
Six-cylinder mode ls fro m

cno.

Export home deli very-pr eferenti a l fi nancial t reatme nt
If you are being posted abroad or ret urning to England
fo r re-posting ove rseas, a new Vauxhall can be yours
free of Purchase Tax.
Fr ee of P.T. to a ll eligible serving m e n.
Hire Purchase and Insurance facili t ies arranged.

WE WILL GLADLY SUPPLY FULL DETAILS

E.

J.

Baker & Co. Ltd.

BIRCHETI ROAD, ALDERSHOT
Telephone Aldershot 2-4141
Also at: Dorking, Gu ildford , Reigate, Chertsey, Tonbridge,
Tunbridge Wells, East Grinstead and Staines
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On the unday, "wakey-wakey" ounded at o6.oo hours
and work started at 07.00 hours, after a hearty breakf~st, and
we set sail at 08.00 hours. On .i;eaching o~n sea we w1tne~sed
the procedure involved in makmg the ship ready for mmesweeping. This task took place in stori:ny weat~er and very
wintry condition . In spite of being clad m all available protective clothing, the bitter cold mad~ u~ glad to go below and
tum our attention to the commun1cauons.
Communication were maintained throughout by . tclegrap?Y
to Aberdeen and Ro yth. The ship was also eqmpped with
two multi-channel VHF tranceivers.
We had the opportunity of sitting with the naval operator
on watch, in cramped conditions, and observed the navy p~ 
cedure, which varied lightly from our own. Morse transrrusions were of a good standard.
The food at sea was excellent and the cooks did us proud;
the hospitality was terrific and we were made very welcome
and thoroughly enjoyed our week-end aft~at._ In fact . Sergeant
Smith now walks with a decided roll and insists on being called
the Bosun-whatever that means!

*

*

*

Corps Football Result
Sheffield University 3, Royal Signals 4.
Association ~otes
The Annual ·D inner of the Aldershot Branch . of the
Association will be held on 21st May at the Masonic Hall,
Farnborough, Hants. Tickets from: A. V. lent, Esq., III ,
Gloucester Road, Aldershot, Rants. Tel.: Aldershot 23658.

Royal Signals Association anti Benevolent Fund

THE BRITISH ARMY'S NEW HF RADIO STATION-THE A.13

The following mbscnptions tutr• most gratefully received during
December, 1965 : -

£ •.

Regiment
H .Q . Mess
..
.
3rd Regiment
10th Regiment
.
.. .
.. .
.. ·
47th Regiment (Middlesex Yeomanry) .. .
309 Squadron T.A.
. .
...
.. .
13th Regiment (Corporals" M ess)
.. .
13th Regiment (Di posal of lo t property)
22nd R egiment
28th Regiment
Vorious individual donation

28
8

d.

8

II
10 0
10 0 0

111 h

3S o
3

o

2
0

8

3

3

I

0

78
I OO

0

8 8
9 7
0

0

4

6

5

4

Expc11d11ure during December, 1965 ...
.. .
.
£935 18
(Includes : Rent and Rates, Beds and ~ddmg ,
Furniture , Cots and Prams, G cnerll'I A ss1stance)

4

s

[.275

The most up-to-date, fully transistorised, lightweight, military H.F. packset-the Plessey-made
A.13-is now in full production. Already adopted
by N.A.T.O. and Commonwealth armies, the
A.13 has proved its superiority in world-wide
trials and in service with the British Army.

Tlle lnte l.\lnjor-Genernl F ••J. Swalnson,

C::.D.. O.B.E.
It will be recalled by many that on the sad occasion of the
death of Major-General F . J. Swainson a request was ma~e that
no fl.oral tributes should be sent to the funeral but that mstead
donations might be made to the Royal Signals Benevolent Fund
as this would have given him more pleasure.
As a result donations have come in from many sourcesindividuals units industry and friends in overseas countries.
The total ;um r~ceived at the time of going to press amounts
to some £ 170.
.
The Association is profoundly grateful for this generous
support and those who knew General Eric will appreciate just
how much this would have pleased him.

Free Tuning without Netting
The A.13's crystal calibrator makes any one of
the 2,400 channels in the 2-8Mc/s band available
immediately, without netting.
PM, AM and CW Operation
Phase modulation gives improved range with
longer battery life. AM and CW facilities make
the A.13 compatible with existing systems.
Multi-Role Flexibility
High-grade, lightweight ancillaries can be
provided for any man-pack, ground station or
vehicle role. Transistorised amplifiers, hand
generators, voltage regulators, remote controls,
vehicle adaptors and a full range of aerials are
all available.

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS O\VN

Clothing Gilts
Since early August, 1965, gifts of clothing, toys, etc., have been
gratefully received from the followmg:
The Misses Moberly
W.0. E. McNaughton
Mrs. F. Enright
Mrs. M. Steiner
.
z Squadron, 13th Regunent
Major T. F. Jenkinson
Mrs. W. A. Lavers
Colonel and Mrs. E. R. NanneyMrs. D. Napper
Wynn
W.O.II R. W. Coe
R . L. Cartwright, Esq.
A. Stokes, Esq.
l\.irs. M . .Bardell
Mrs. M. Connelly
F. C. Wilson, Esq.
W.O.II F. P. J. Edge
Mrs. E. Fladgate
Mrs. A, Murphy
Lie~t.-Colooel G. A. Horner
Major and Mrs. F. B. Saul
Ma1or and Mrs. J. Wheeler
Mrs. M. S. Wheatley
Mrs. G. M. FN1ser
Mrs. M. Parsons
Colonel and Mrs. J. R . West
Major and Mrs. K. A. C. Wilson
Mrs. J. L. Purdon
Mrs. Roa'ke
Mrs. P. M. Heath
Colonel J. G. Christopher
Captain T. W. Hackworth.
Unknown Doner, Army Signals
Captain C. R. C. Bunce
W. J. Russell, Esq.
Equipment Branch
W.O.II E. Ormood
Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Hamer
R.S.M. E. Summers, M.B.E.
Mrs. F. Bligh
W.O.I and Mrs. F'. Stockdale
Royal Signals Association, North
3 H .Q. and Signal Regiment
London Branch
W.O.II and Mrs. L. Dathan
Lieut.-Colonel A. D. Inglis
Major P. D. "Warren
Major-General G. G. Rawson,
D. J . Oliver, Esq.
C.B., O.B.B., M.C.
Brigadler H. R. Firth
Captain D. T. Hunneyball
Major-General R. J. Morbcrly,
Lieut.-Colonel and Mrs. E. G.
c.B., o.B.E.
Day
Colonel W. D. McGregor, O.B.B.
W.0.Il D. Chambers
Regimental Thrift Shop, Cattcrick.
Captain and Mrs. M. H. L.
Lieutenant J. Bayfield
Kenning
Licut.-Coloncl G. M. Welsford
Major G. A. Weedon
Major R. M. Lustig
Mrs. G. S. Power
Mrs. D. E. Harrison
Lieut.-Colonel and Mrs. J. N.
Sergeant Hayden
Boyland
Mrs. E. Halliday
Colonel D. D. Fairman, O.B.B.
Mn. A. T. Scott
W.O.I and Mrs. W. Barnes
Major J. A. Baker
Lieut.-Colonel and Mrs. I. G.
Swan
Major and Mrs. F. F. Ellis
4Stb Regiment (T.A.)
Signalman Barnes,
Signalman
"A," "D" and "H.Q." SquadFletcher
and
Signalman
roos, 47th Regiment (T.A.).
Sheppard, 2 S~uadron, 41st
Regiment (T.A.)
Royal Signals Association, Croydon
Branch
LieuL-Colonel G. A. Horner
Licut.-Colonel E. McK. Erskine
Major M. w. Pollard
F. Vene•, Esq.
A. E. SWtd, Esq.
A. F. Morgan, Esq.
A. Walsh, Esq.
Mra. F. Straight
Mrs. E. C. Barker
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HE generous support of many-par·ticularly those
who contribute under the Day's Pay Scheme-has
T
enabled your Association to assist the less fortunate
members of our Corps family as follows : Number of cases assisted during the past month, 124;
Total of grants and loans made, £935 r8s. 4d.;
Number of clothing parcels despatched, 94.

Ruggedness with Easy Maintenance
The A.13-fully meets the most exacting British
Army standards for ruggedness and ease of
maintenance. Highest reliability is maintained
througho~t the A.13's long life.

One of the Month's Cases
X-SIGNALMAN
received a spinal injury
two years ago and ba-s been under treatment ever
E
since. He has been told that it will be another three
years at least before he can work again.
His wife was smitten with a fatal illness and died
four months ago, leaving him with their five young
sons. He has struggled to look after them and keep
the home together, under a heavy financial burden,
aggravated by the expense of his wife's illness and death.
The Association came to his help with a substantial
grant to clear his debts and put him straight. Christmas presents were sent to the children, and the family
is now on the Association's clothing list. This courageous
man writes gratefully to say that a great load has been
taken off his mind.

One of the Month's Letters

A.13 standard man-pack radio

"I am writing to thank you so much for your
wonderful help and the lovely Christmas parcels. The
children have had such fun with the gifts you sent
them-the tea set for Susan, the teddy bear for John,
and the doll for Jennifer. I wish you could have seen
their faces when they opened them on Christmas morning.
I only hope you had as happy a Christmas as we bad.
God bless you all."

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN
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Rechargeable Batteries
With a 1:9 transmit/ receive ratio, the battery life
exceeds 8 hours. Batteries are quickly charged
from the hand generator or any vehicle supply.

1966

For further details,
please request Publication 233.
The Plessey Company Limited
llford, Essex, England.
Telephone: llford 3040. Telex: 23166
Telegrams: Plessey llford Telex.

PLESSEY Electronics

f f A»OINTMENT TO HSI!, MAJUIT THE QURK

QOU>SMITHS & CROWN JEWELLERS,
OAIUlAAD & CO. LTD.

11.0Y AL SIGNALS

9 ct. rold and enamel

Increased operating range for h.f., AM and
SSB transmitter/receivers, is provided most
economically by the Redifon Linear Amplifier,
Type GA.406 which boosts r.f. output to 750W
p.e.p. from 50W p.e.p. over 2-18Mc/s.
• Four operating channels-three pre-set, one
continuously tunable • Remote-control channel
selection • Fully automatic Send/Receive
switching • Front panel control for switching
amplifier out of circuit • Comprehensive
metering for quick setting of different
fr equencies • Optional v.s.w.r. indicator
• Silicon diode power unit • Standard rack·
mounting unit (14 x 19 x 18! in.) or h oused in
cabinet as required.

In gold and enamel or set with
11.0Y AL SIGNALS

9 ct. rold and enamel

in perfect taste. Write now for
details to our military department .

GARRARD & CO. LTD. Crown j ewellers
112 REGENT STREET· LOND O N· W . 1
Telephone: R.EGBNT 7020 (11 lines)

LET
RESERVE YOUR SELF-DRIVE HIRE CAR
MORRIS DE LUXE SALOONS, EST ATE CARS
and VANS
4-BERTH MOTORISED CARAVANS
FORD ZEPHYR 6 SALOONS
All latest Models, not more than 12 months old
FROM

WINTER £5 PER WEEK
SUMMER £10 PER WEEK
Including Insurance

No Charge for Mileage
FREE Personal Accident Insurance for Driver and
Passengers, Benefits up to £1,000 or £10 per week.
Send for Brocliure to:

76, CAMBRIDGE ROAD,
KINGSTON-ON-THAMES
Telephone Kingston 9941 (10 lines)
Cables " Karhire" Kingston-on-Th a mes

ALSO

LI MIT ED coMMuNrcATioNs sALEs niv1s10N
Broomhill Road, London, S .W.18
Tel: VANdyke 7281

POVEY CROSS MOTORS
Nr. Gatwick Airport
HORLEY, Surrey
Telephon e Horley 5461 (3 lines)

A Member Company of the Redijfusion Group
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a gift of lasting charm . Here
always appropriate and always

MORLEYS of K INGST ON

RetliFon

precious stones, a badge brooch is
is a piece of jewellery which is

FOR YOUR NEXT LEAVE

Full technical informati on
will be sent on request.

THE BADGE OF YOUR CORPS

RADIO REITAl.S
(U.K.) LTD., HAROLD HILL, ESSEX

There are vacancies at the above Servicing
Wo r ks for the following:-

T.V. SERVICE ENGINEERS
T.V. CHASSIS TESTERS
RADIO SERVICE ENGINEERS
T.V. AND RADIO IMPROVERS
Excellent prospects and working conditions
in a modern well equipped works. Starting
salary according to qualifications and
experience.
5 day, 40 hour week with paid holidays and pension
scheme. Social club and canteen facilities. Applr.
Personnel Officer, Spilsby Road, Harold Hil ,
Romford, Essex. lngrebourne 40171.
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BY APPOINTMENT TO
H.R.H. THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH

SUPPLIERS OF MOBILE
RADIOTELEPHONE EQUIPMENT

A constant worry to the Editorial staff of THE WIRE is the time taken
for the Corps magazine to reach the more distant Units of the Corps.
Alas, our finances simply cannot stand the strain of paying for Airmail
postage and so, willy-nilly, THE WIRE has to be despatched by surface mail
under Army Post Office arrangements. This method is not renowned for its
speed and we are reminded of that once popular song " Slow boat to China "
as we contemplate the tardy progress of THE WIRE to Hong Kong. Even
under these conditions our annual postage bill is in the order of £800 a year.

E WIRE

'CAMBRIDGE' transistor
Mobile Radiotelephone

THE

ROYAL SIGNALS
MAGAZINE

The Official Organ of the Signals
Association

Editor:
BRIGADIER P. M. P. DOBSON,
D.S.O.
Assistant Editor:
BRIGADIER n. n. FlllTB
All correspondence and matter for
publication in THE WIRE, should be
addressed to Tira WIRE, Royal Signals
Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea,
London, S.W.3. Tel. Nos. SLOane 4z29
and SLOane 3477, Ext. z43.

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE
12th OF THE MONTH PRECEDING PUBLICATION.

Anew high standard in Mobile Radiotelephone design
• Fully transistorised receiver • Printed circuit sub-assemblies • Sealed 1.F. block filters • Dustproof and splash proof
• GPO approved and meeting American and European specifications • 100 Milliamps receiver drain • A.M. or F.M. versions
• 25 Kc/ s or 50 Kc/s channelling • Single or six channel

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
CAMBRIDGE • ENGLAND • TELEPHONE: TEVERSHAM

(CAMBRIDGE) 3131 ·• TEL.EX No. 21166

Remittances should be made payable
to : Royal Signals Association. Subscription rates (post free, except air
mail): Twelve months 18/-; single
month, 1/6.
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We are as well aware, as are our readers, of the tedious exercise involved
in reading of Christmas revelry in April or of Corps rugby results in July.
This problem is, of course, common to all Service newspapers and
magazines and is a hardy annual at the conference of Service Editors which
your Editor regularly attends. Indeed he is a member of the Committee and
had the opportunity a few months ago of stressing this problem personally
to the Director of Public Relations (Army) who is the link between the
Committee and the Ministry of Defence.
\Vhile the D.P.R. was sympathetic and has done his best to argue the
case on our behalf at the Ministry of Defence, he made the very strong
argument that the best way to try and convince those who control the purse
strings would be for Units to represent the matter themselves through
staff channels.
We, therefore, address ourselves to any C.O. of a Unit who feels that
the timely arrival of THE WIRE is a useful factor in helping Unit morale
and general esprit-de-corps. In particular we hope this catches the eye of
Unit Commanders East of Suez where the problem is greatest.

If you feel strongly that something should be done to speed up the
arrival of THE WIRE and that it is fair to ask the Ministry of Defence to
help in this problem then please PUT A CASE UP THROUGH STAFF

CHANNELS.

*

*

*

We sometimes print a little slogan in THE WIRE to fill in the odd space
which reads: "THE WIRE is written by the Corps-to be read by the
Corps." This trite statement, which is not one of our brightest efforts
is, if nothing else, true. For let it be quite clear we are merely the collators
and printers of what flows in to us from the Corps. We create little or
nothing here and the pages of THE WIRE are a reflection of the Corps and
its activities as writ en by the Corps.

If, therefore, you think there is too much emphasis on certain types of
articles (we have heard a whisper about canoeing) then write (or persuade
someone else to write) something different to take the place of that which
does not meet with your approval. To paraphrase a well-known advertising
slogan: "We want the best articles-you h::ve them."
So give us those articles-especially on the theme "Faraway placesunusual jobs."
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battle shoo?ng. He showed, with a lot of coloured photographs
how electric ~a~ges are making it possible for shooting to ~
far more realistic. Some of the standard range positions now
make the soldier fire through windows, over gabled roofs and
from behind piles of rubble.
'
A Clever DtivJce
!fe intr~uced_ the Hythe Sight, a clever device for night .
tmng that is so simple and cheap that it will soon be a standard
fi_tti ng on S.L.R.s. _All it consists of is a larger aperture rear
s1gh_t so that more light cai:i reach the eye, and a tiny chemicolu m~esccnt glass tube let into the front sight blade. We were
p:om1scd that any reasonable shot could achieve 70 per cent
hits on a s ~andard target that could be made out in the dark
and this without. any special training. When the Conventio~
went out to Whipperdale Range later that night to try it the
average was 70.7 per cent.
}"cur R.S.M. is really n kindly uncle
Brigadier A. J. Woodrow was dire~ting the Convention on
behalf of the S ignal Officer-in-Chief and as soon as he had
finished his lunch in Headquarters' 'Mess he and W O I R
_dams of Is~ Division were grabbed by' Mr. Jack Qa;k of
I rv, p~ shed m front of the cameras, and asked for their views
on l 1 e JOb of the R.S.fyi: today. In the interview, which was
• ro cast over the televmon network later that night Brigadier
Wo r_ow e~ph~s~sed the . challenging task which the R.S.M.
fa
m mam tammg a high standard of discipline by conemporary methods, and W .0.I Adams earned himself the
mckmme of Uncle Joe by his closing statement that really
the I .S.M. always had been and always would be ; kindly
nncle to all his soldiers.

R.S.M.'s CONVENTION 1966
W.0 .1 Yo ung demonstrates to the Convention that the modern R.S.M. retains trad it ional skill

Space-Age R.S.M 's Ga ther at Catterick
THE fifth Royal Signals Regimental Sergeant Major's convention was held at Catterick from 31st January to 2nd
February.
What do 54 R.S.M.'s talk about and what do they do when gathered together? You'd be surprised!
The Wire is happy to record below the proceedings of this high powered convention which made headlines
in the U.K. press and was featured on T .V. and radio.

The sth Convention got off to a good start on Sunday night,
30th January, 19664 in the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
M ess of nth Regunent. The S4 members assembled, met
each other, met the Signal Officer-in-Chief, met the Convention
staff and talked well into the night. The Convention was
formally opened the following day by Major-General Bradley
who welcomed the R.S.M.s and after his formal address met
them all individually.
They c aught the public imngiuat lon
The Convention drew tremendous interest from the Press,
B.B.C. and LT.V. The Convention was introduced on the
morning "Today " programme on B.B.C ., and reporters and
photographers arrived in force. T his gathering together in one
place of so many of those formid able figures in military life,
the Regimental Sergeant - M ajors, had caught the public
imagination, particularly since for the first time they were to
consider possible applications of computers and automation in
the Army.
R.S.M. C. Young In fine voice
W.O.I F. W. Kirk of nth Regiment was host to the R .S.M.s
for the Convention and on the first morn ing he received an
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Drt>i., -an hnportnut topic
. The .variery and interest of the subjects chosen for talk and
discussion ensured the success of this Convention right from
the ~ta~. Such things as recruiting, career prospects, reorgarusauon ?f the reserve army, military training, introduction
of new _equ1p~ent and Corps finances were all covered by
e x~rts m . therr own fields. The dress presentation was of
part~cular JDterest to the Convention, and the subsequent discussion showed some h<?Pe that the constant changes and
confusions of the last decades may eventually be sorted out. At
least the mystery of the different length sleeves on two jackets
w~s solved! One R.S.M. complained his right sleeve was
2 JD. longer than the left and another reported his left sleeve
2 in. longer than the right.
On Tuesday morning the Convention found itself reported in
half-a-dozen national and local newspapers under the headlines
" Space-age R.S.M.s." As The Times correspondent said,
". Catterick had not seen quite so many note-books and cameras
JD~e the ~ays when recruits used to write to their M.P.s about
wh1tewashmg coal"

Tim 11.S.lU. who b-nrnt> fnmoqs overnt.:ht
Tuesday's highlight was a presentation on the me of
c'.>mputers given by Major C. B. Ward, Royal Signals. A short
talk and film were followed by a closed circuit TV demonMration
of the School of Signals' Elliott 803 Computer doin!? an accounts
p~oblem. The R.S.M.s and the Computer were then " issued "
wah a supply and transport problem, and both were instructed
to get on with it. To the Directing Staff's dismay W.0.1 D.
R. Armstrong, from 63rd Regiment (T.A.), the longest service
R:S.M. at tht: Convention, beat the computer by a short head
with the correct answer! There were some B.B.C. cameramen
and reporters in the room at the time so this incident could not
~elp ~ut ma~e the headlines. W.O.I Armstrong, in a Television
mterv1ew with Mr. Harold Williamson which was broadcast
by the B.~.C. later that night, explained that his early traming
as a bookie's clerk had made him very quick with figures. It
would perhaps have been truer to say an R.S.M.'s initiative
o~ce again found the right answer. Other R.S.M.s were interviewed at the same time and were asked what future they
thoug~t computers had in the Army. This broadcast made a
splendid prelude to the Dinner Night in IIth Regiment Warrant
O!ficers' and Sergeants' Mess, at which Brigadier Woodrow,
L1e~tenant-Colon~I Jackson, Commanding Officer of nth
Reipment, and Lieutenant-Colonel Pounds, the R ecruiting Coordmator, were guests of the R.S.M.s.
.\

Highlight
~ere is no doubt that one of the highlights of the Con-

vention was the presentation on Wednesday morning given
by . ~.O.s Adam~ and Pearce on the working of in~egrated
d~v1s1onal and brigade headquarters. As they talked, a clear
picture emerged fro m the early days of integration up to today
when . per~onnel of many different regiments and Corps work
and live m close harmony with each other all based on the
framework of the Royal Signals Regiments ~nd Squadrons.
And so back to Units
And so, in _this memorable week in space history when the
first soft landJDg on the moon was made the Convention of
"~pac~ Age R.S .M.s" came to its end. fu his closing address
Brigadier Woodrow summarised the main events thanked the
staff_ of the Sch?<>! of Signals, School of Infantry and nth
~egnn~t for therr belp and thanked the R.S.M.s for the way
JD which they ·h ad helped to make the Convention such a
succes~. W.0.I. A. F. N. Crabtree then thanked the Brigadier
and his staff on behalf of the R.S.M.s and the Convention for
1966 was over.
Not quite .. The da)'. after, the. Sergeant-Majors warranted a
fourth leader JD The Times and this cartoon in the Daily Sketch.
(Published b> pcrmis.sion of 1he " Daily Ske1ch.''

outsize post-card from an anonymous sender, probably the
Sappers, showing a cartoon with the caption " No buts-if my
computer says you are on a charge you are on one, lad I" It
was a glorious sunny day and after the official photograph
members of the Convention posed for the Press in various
groups. W.0 .I C. Young from 12 Brigade provided them with
as fine an example of a parade-ground .command as could be
found anywhere, and earned himself very full coverage in the
Northern Echo.
A working display of modern communications equipment in
North Hall provided a fascinating background for informal
talks and press interviews during breaks in the Convention
programme. It was particularly interesting to the T.A. delegates
who do not always see the latest equipment in their Units.
Guest s o f t h e O fficers of t h e C o r p s
O n Monday the R.S.M.s were guests of the Officers of the
Corps to lunch in the Headquarters' Mess. Over a hundred sat
down to an excellent lunch which made the job of
Major D. T. Maher, Small Arms School Corps, an ex-tremely
difficult one. However, his subject was so interesting and the
way he dealt with it so enlivening that not a single head nodded.
H e brought the Convention up to d ate on current training for
THE WIRE , MARCH - APR I L 1966

[Photo by courtesy of Derrick Penman, ·Darlington

R.S.M.'s CONV ENTION 1966
W.0.1 Armst rong at t he cont rols of the mach ine he beat
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R.S.M s Convention hits the Headlines!
HI year's R.S .M.s' Convention at Catterick received much
publicity in the leading U.K. newspapers.
The following account comes from the .orthern . Corre~
pondent of The Times and appeared prominently m thel.f
edition of 2nd February, 1966.

T

*

*

*

IGHT SIGHT AID FOR RIFLE
'GLOWWORM

GIVES DAYTIME RESULTS

A convincing demonstration of the Army's new " Hythe
sight" for night firing of the standard self-loading rifle was
staged here la t night when 52 Regimental Sergeant-Majors of
the Royal Corps of Signals achieved 70 per cent effective fire
in darkness, without previous practice, and with little oppor·
tuniry to correct aim between shots.
The Hythe sight, which has been developed by the Small
Arms School Corps as an inexpensive modification to the normal
S.L.R., should shortly be going into production if economy
restrictions can be overcome. It enables any rifleman to obtain
the same results in the dark as in daylight provided, of course,
he can see the target. This is a facility urgently needed in
such theatres as Borneo and south-east Arabia, and indeed in
any "brush fire" war.
The sight is simple. An additional aperture backsight is
added, the " bore " of which is much bigger than that of the
normal sight so as to admit the maximum amount of whatever
light exists to the iris of the eye, which dilates in darkness.
A "glowworm" foresight is added to the normal one-this
consists of a tiny glass tube containing activated chemicals
which will glow for up to two years without replacement, and
which, unlike phosphorus paint, is impervious to rain or
friction. The glow is too small and faint to be seen by the
enemy but stands out clearly to the firer.
Computer Beaten
Last night the 52 delegates to the Royal Corps of Signals
R.S.M.s' convention were invited to fire five rounds each at
man targets 75 yards away. Many confessed that marksmanship was not their particular military forte and few had practised
recently.
The 70 per cent effectiveness was achieved after only five
minutes of formal instruction in the technique and in spite of
the fact that this average included my own indifferent result
of two rounds out of five on a target which kept fading from
view to my slightly ageing right eye.
The computer session at the convention ended on a high
fhe delegates were invited to pit their brains
note today.
against a computer in finding the minimum vehicle mileage for trucks delivering stores from two ports and two airheads to five depots. ·nie computer took five minutes; Mr.
D . R. Armstrong, R.S.M. to 63rd Signal Regiment (T.A.), produced the same answer of 1,530 miles about 30 seconds earlier.
He had done it, he told the somewhat deflated instruction
team, by lus experience before enlistment as a bookmaker's
clerk. (Reprinled by perm ission.)

United Nations Memorial Cemetery,
Pusan, Kore a
HE Dedication Ceremony of the Commonwealth Memorial
T
in the United Nations Memorial Cemetery took place
in May, 1965.
Consequent upon this, it has been the intention to send
to the next-of-kin of each man buried or commemorated there,
a photograph of the ceremony and a photograph of the panel or
plaque on which he is commemorated, together with the negative in the latter case.
Unfortunately, not all the next-of-kin can be traced. In
the case of the Corps, anyone who knows of the whereabout of
the next-of-kin (fi:ither at the time) of 2549556 Signalman W.
Smith, should please get in touch with the Editor of THE WIRE,
Cheltenham Tcrrac-, Chelsea, London, S.W.3. (T el. : SLOane
3477, ext. 143).

LUU-TENANT-COLONEL .J. II. MANSFIEl,D,
O.B.E., T .D.

Lieutenant-Colonel "Jimmy" Mansfield died suddenly m
hospital on 4th February.
He first joined the Corps in April, 1939, as a volunteer, in
54th Divisional Signals (T.A.), at Stratford. After the outbreak of war he went from 18th Divisional Signals to S.T.C.,
Whitby, as a Sergeant Instructor (0.W.L.).
From 152
O.C.T.U., he was gazetted in July, 1942, and joined 161 Brigade
Signal Section at Witham. In December, 1942, he embarked
for India, and from 1943-1944 served with 4th Indian Air
Formation Signals in Chittagong and Arakan. He was Mentioned in Despatches during the latter part of the Burma
Campaign. He then joined 26th Indian Division and took pan
in the seaborne invasion of Rangoon.
In May, 1945, he was involved in the preparations for the
invasion of Malaya, but the force was diverted to Hong Kong.
In 1946 he returned to the U.K. and was demobilised later
that year.
In February, 1947, with only a short break, he rejoined his
old T.A. Unit, at the time designated "Y" Signal Regiment,
at Wanstead. (This Regiment subsequently became thJ! 45th
(Essex) Signal Regiment (T.A.).
Jimmy Mansfield serve.d this Regiment loyally as Troop Commander, Squadron Commander and Second-in-Command, and
as Commanding Officer (196o-1964). During his tenure of
command, the Regiment was granted the Free.dom of the
Borough of Wanstead and Woodford, camped in B.A.0.R., and
was involved in the large-scale reorganisation of the T.A.
As a fitting termination of bis career of selfless service,
especially the enduring link he established between the Regiment and the local civic authorities, he was made an Officer
of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire in the .New
Year's Honours List of 1964.
He retired in March, 1964, but continued his interest in the
T.A. by his work as a member of the Essex Territorial Army
Associat:on. He also took much interest in the Royal Signals
Association and was a Vi::e-Chairman of the 45th (Essex) Signals
Regiment (T.A.) and East London Branch.
H is many comrades and friends regret his death at the early
age of 44; their thoughts are with his wife, Audrey, and their
two children, Susan and Robin.
CAPTAIN CDABLES MARVYN DAilDY
His many friends will be both shocked and grieved to hear
of the recent death of Marvyn Darby in a vehicle accident
in B.A.O.R.
Marvyn Darby was a most promising young officer who
undoubtedly had a very bright future in front of him. He
made his mark as a Y.0. in the Training Brigade, where be
showe.d much imagination and understanding in the command
of young soldiers. More recently he had been employed as
a Battalion Signal Officer with the Royal Irish Fusiliers and
the East Anglian Regiment, in both of which be was regarded
with the highest esteem by all ranks.
His sudden death is indeed a Joss to the Corps.
Our deep sympathy goes to Mrs. Darby and his family
and relatives.
D EATH OF FAMOUS M OTOR-CYCLIST
Major Geoffry Davison, T.D., died at his home near Birmingham on 3rd February, at the age of 7x. Geoffry Davison
won the Lightweight T.T. in 1922 and in the same season
was champion in both the French and Belgian Grand Prix
events. He was the first rider to do this hat-trick. The son of
Dr. Charles Davison, Seismologist and Mathematician he
studied accountancy from 1911 until he joined up in the signal
Service in 1914. He served in France, first as a D .R. and
later as an officer. In 1939 he was again knocking on the
~ecruiting ?~c;e door. and he became a Company Commander
ID 61st D1v1S1onal Signals.
While in North Africa with 1st
Air Formation Signals, he was invalided home. He was dem.obi~sed from Eastern Command Signals in 1945.
In the
~irmingham Po.st, he wa~ summed up in the following words :
Apart from his profession, first as a racing motor-cyclist and
later as an author and journalist in this connection this adventurous characte_r entered with unbounding enthusi~sm into the
hazardous pasmnes of amateur coastal cr uising and flying.
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From Bulgaria Cfln&l'B Tlais Storg ol . . . .

The Public Flogging of a Royal Signals
01/icer!
llut onl11 the dust new it was not as bad as it so•nds I

starting ~.bitter ~old at 05.00 hours, and a very liquid lunch,
new participants ID the hunt were horrified to find out that
throughout the morning they had been under observation by
th~ older hands and that a 'court ' s~t to try the new boys for
breaches of h~nt etiquette and bad hunting manners. Colonel
Tonry was tried for:lavish expenditure of cartridges for small return;
firing at hen pheasants;
claiming other people's birds.
He was ordered to lie down across his gun and received twelve
lashes, which mainly revealed the amount of dust which can
bt" absorbed by a parachute smock.
An American officer is ' under trial ' in the second photograph and he was tried for: -

shooting down a pheasant and not picking it up;
playing golf with his rifle butt and a hare's head;
wearing a hat which frightened the birds.
He also received twelve lashes.
Apart from indigestion, weary bones and a splitting headache
from language. complications it was a good day and certainly a
strange event m a far away place.

Colonel C. E. Tonry, O.B.E., Defence Attache, at the British Embassy, Sofia, lying over his rifle, about to get "twelve of the best"
but the flogging "only revealed the amount of dust which can
be absorbed by a parachute smock."
ex~members

OME
of 8th Regiment ('62-'64) might even
S
be secretly pleased .to see their late C.0. about to receive
a
from a burly Bulgarian game warden seen above
do~en lashe~

holdmg the lissom looking canes and receiving his instructions
from a Bulgarian officer assisted left to right by a Czech
Russian, Pole and Hungarian.
'
It's just as well it's all a game or heaven knows what might
have resulted.
The occasion ~as the en~ of a hunt which .took place in the
area of Bela Slatma, Bulgaria. After a hard morning's exercise

An American Officer also had to stand "trial" for breaches of
etiquette-sentence another "twelve of the best"

Royal Signals Band
15th. 18th May
t9th • 2ut

May

22nd - 28th May
22nd May
29th May
30th May
...
Jut May • 4th June
Sth June
6th - 10th June
11th June
2nd July
3rd July
4th - 9th July
10th July
...
t Ith - 16th July
7th August
8th - 13th August
15th - 21st August
28th August
...
. ..
29th Aug. - 2nd Sept.
3rd - 4th Sept.
5th - 9th Sept.
10th Sept.
nth Sept.
14th Sept.
18th Sept.
•..
19th Sept - 2nd O~i:

Pinc Walk Bandstand, Bournemouth
p.m., t8th, when Band will be at
man's Wnlk, Southboume).
Pinc Walk Bandstand, Bournemouth
p.m., 21st, when Band will be at
man's Wn!k, Southboume).
Grand Parade Bandstand, Eastbourne.
The Dorne, Worthing.
Grand Parade Band st20d, Eastbourne.

,,

,,

(except
Fisher-

,,

Victorin Embankment Gardens, London.

n

,,

Ravensgraig Park, Kirkcaldy.
Beveridge Park, Kirkcaldy.
Pittencrfe.ff Glen, Dunfermline.
Princess Street Gardens, Edinburgh.
Leas Cliff Bandstand, Folkestone.

L~~s c't'itr HatC Folkestone:)
Westminster Gardens, London (90oth Anniversary
of the Foundation of Westminster Abbey).
Grand Parade Bandstand, Eastbourne.

TH E W ·I RE , MA R C H - A PR I L I 9 6 6

Royal Signals Motor
Cycle Display Team

(except
Fisher-

En ga g e nie n ts,
28th April
25~ - 26th May
28th May
30th May
8th - 9th June ...
9th - 13th June
41h or nth June
4th or nth June
11th June
18th June
25th June
26th June
27th June • 1st J.tly
2nd July
9th July
9th - 30th July
ISt - 2nd August
)rd - 6th August
13th August
...
8th - 20th August
27th August
29th August
3rd September
...
71h - 10th September
24th September

*

J. 966

Press Show, Cattcrick.
Scarborough Round Table
Congleton Carnival
Newbold Rugby Club, Rugby
Cheshire Agricultural Show
*Southern Command KAPB
Warrington Works Fete
Poulton and Flydc Fete, Blackpool
Leicester Agricultural Show
Old Rutlishians Fete, Wimbledon
Guinness Works, North London
Royal Signals " At Home," Cattcrick Camp.
•Glasgow Tattoo
Pres ed Steel Company Fete. Swi~don
Ha><ey Carnival, Doncaster ·
Royal Tournament
Tur rill Agricultural Show, Aberdeen
Tyneside Summer Exhibition, Newcastle-on-Tyne
Wes Bromwich Carnival
Cardiff Tattoo
Harlow Town Show
Wntlord Gala
Keighley how
Birmingham Tattoo
York British Legion

KAPE Sponsored Eogagcmcnts
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Corps ''.At Home" anti Oltl Comratles
Reunion 1966
IDS will be held at Catterick Camp on the 25th
and 26th June. Members of the Royal Signals
Association are cordially invited to attend, but
applications should be made as early as possible as
there is a limit to the number that can be accommodated. Those bringing wives must make private
arrangements.

T

Applications to attend by those not going under
Association Branch arrangements should be addressed
to " The Secretary, Reunion Committee, H.Q.
T raining Brigade, Royal Signals, Catterick Camp,"
and must be in his hands not later than the 1st June.
A copy of the application should be sent to Association H.Q., Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London,
S.W.3.
The weekend starts with the playing of " Retreat "
at 19.00 hours on the 25th and concludes at about
17.00 hours on the 26th.

Have you a Lion Skin ••• or a Tiger Skin?
Its wantetl here
From: Captain G. Schofield, Roynl Signals
(Can any " Wire" reader put Captain Schofield in touch
with a lion or tiger skin?-ED1TOR.)
Dear Sir,
As you know, each Troop in our Junior Le~ders' Regiment
at Denbury is affiliated to a parent Signal Regiment, and ours
is Iron Troop, with whom we maintain very close contact.
The Troop is anxious to obtain a Lion sl<:in, or a Tiger skin,
or both, for use in the Regiment, and I have been asked to
assist them in this matter.
Alas no-one in our Regiment has such a thing, but I thought
that this was an opportunity of contacting you again, in the
hope that may be you could help?
3 H.Q. & Signal Regt., Carter Barracks, Bulford Camp, Wilts.

Unusual A warJs !
Congratulations to Major J. A. Agar and Captain J. K.
Hedges recently awarded the Order of South Arabia, second
and third class, respectively, in a recent South Federation Day
List. The British equivalent honour is C.B.E./M.B.E.

The A.G.M. of the Royal Signals Association will
be held at 12.00 hours on Sunday, 26th June.

24th Regiment Win U.K. Anny Soccer Cup Final

Britain huiltls three Earth Stations
to link with Satellites

The United K ingdom Section champions of the Army
Soccer Cup are 24th Regiment, who beat the 4th Bn. The
Royal Anglian Regiment by 3 goo.ls to nil in the final at
Aldershot on 2nd March. The goal-scorers were Signalman
C. Beston Corporal J. Clarke and Signalman B. Hannah. The
Grand Final of the competition, be-tween 24th Regiment and
the Rhine Army Champions will be played at Aldershot on
6th April.

To Study 1'1ilitary Communications Via Space
A White nylon dome 6o feet in diameter which is to be
erected over a concrete platform just constructed at Christchurch, H ampshire, will house one of three British-built and
British-operated Earth stations that will be used in the active
study of military co;nmunications via satellites. The first Earth
station, a 40-ft.-diamerer satellite tracking aerial, is being erected
at the Ministry of Aviations Signals Research and Development Establishment. The two others will be erected elsewhere
later and the three will rake part in the United States' Initial
Defence Communications Satellite Project.
In this initial system some 20 American designed and built
satellites will be launched from the United States by Titan
rockets. Britain is to be allowed free use of them and will try
them out as space links for the sending and receiving of military
communiD!.tions. It is intended that, eventually, British satellites
will be used and possibilities are now being studied.
The British Earth stations are being developed by the Marconi
Research Laboratories under the directi.Qn of the Signals Research and Development Establishment. The dish aerials are
40 feet in diameter but the new Belfast " stractical " transport
aircraft now coming into use with the Royal Air Force will be
able to carry them to any part of the world should their
presence be desirable for military operations. Most of the
equipment to be used in the three Earth stations is British
designed and built.
-From Banews.

New Years Honours List
The Editor regrets that in the January/February WIRE the
award of an M.B.E. was shown against the name of Captain
(Q.M.) A. M. French. The award was, in fact, made to Captain
A. W. French of the 44th (H.C.) Regiment (Cinque Ports)
T.A.
THE WIRE apologies to both these officers for any embarrassment caused by this error.

CLOTHING is still URGENTLY required

by the WELFARE SECTION
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Promotions
REGIMENTAL DUTY ROSTER
Old
Ne w
Sen. No. Sen. No.
To W.O.JI

To S ~gt.

To W.0.I
To W.0.11
To S Sgt.

To Sgt.

To Sgt.

22212676
22289383
22515384
21005073
22548347
22845700
2n82667
22287855
22212923
22515743
22548444
225266o2
22212064
14189969
22540794
22547532
23201579
22515291

S Sgt.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
A/W.0.II
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
A / S Sgt.
Sgt.
SgL
Sgt.
A/S Sgt.
-Sgt.
Sgt.

H:rwey, ].
Orr, F. M.
Copley, J. M.
Easter, W. W. /
Gibson, A.
Cockroft, R.
Piper, A. A.
Robertson, L.
Johnstone, P.
Wilson, D. F.
Heyes, A.
Knight, R. F.
Holland, G. J.
Burgess, P. G.
Noble, R.
Cummins, J .
Sharp, A. J.
Heeley, R. A.

CHI.BF CLERKS ROSTilR
Barnaby, G . A. J.
22522842 A/W.0.1
Lane, E.
19033910 A/W.O.IJ
Cran, T. E. B.
22804196 S/Sgt.
Marshall, D. W.
14483785 A/W.O.II
Burgess, J. L.
22931027 Sgt.
Stapleton, A. G.
22993627 A/S Sgt.
23251337
23544497
23710746
23710584
22669563
23744116
236766o4
23696690
23675344
23657159

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

TECHNICAL ROSTER
French, R. F. 0.
Mackey, F. B.
Petitt, ]. P.
Cowley, F.
Swift, C. A.
Doyle, C. M.
Hartland, G. M .
Mallett, A. E.
Griffiths, M. J .
MBthie, A.

FIELD ROSTER
Thomas, M. P.
22776o48 Cpl.
Smith, K.
22808334 A/Sgt.
Tea-gue , M. W.
22569980 A / Sgt
Herbert, D. K.
23473064 Cpl.
Brackston, D.
A/Sgt.
22559789
W rigglesworth, H.
22692171 A/Sgt.

3430
3440
3450
3460
3470
3480
3490
3500
3670
3840
3850
3870
3880
3890
3900
3940
3950
396o

1680
u2o(Tcc)
2430
2230
26oo
2520
1070
126o
100 (Pd)
904 (Pd)
1400 (Pd)
1540 (Fd)
1570 (Fd)
6920 (Op~
1784 (Ad
1630 (Fd~
6290 (Op
1824 (Ad)

36o
910
920
930
116o
1170

600
740
96o
510
1320
2310

5326
5356

9752
8791
9880
II007
9380
12541
12540
10710
1046o
1o632

5358
5375
5380

5385
5395
5490
5510

5525
4394
4414
451 0
4520
4540

206o
2004
396o
4054
4530
4140
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Move111ents-Omeer11
ADDITIONS-DECEMBER LIST
Brigadier J. E. Anderson C.B.B
To Impc . I Def
C
Colonel (T /Brigadier) J. 'B. Bi;kcii;
ria
encc
ol. (Course)
C:B.B.
···
· ·•
•·• " BGS AED Co-ord M 0 D
Carn:rm P. Goldney
•. . ,. 6 Flight A.A.C.
·
ADDITIO:NS-JANUARY 1966
Captain J. 0. C. Alexander ...
..•
Held 'strength
th R ·
Captai!' (Q;M.) K. B. Bailey ...
. . ;; 257 Squadron ' n
cguncnt
Brigadier .E. C. R. Blaker, o.e.B. . .. ,. A.S.V.U. Woolwich
e<:ond-L!Cutenant T. Cow.an .. .
.. ,, 224 Squadron
Scc!>nd-L1eutcnant G. Davies ...
... ,, Junior Leadc:• Regiment
Ma1or Cq.M.) R. G. Furtado, B.B.M.
Held strength" nth Re ·
, ccond-Lteutenaont D. G. Halliburton
Rtmcnt
14 th Regimen~
~lonel D. M. Haalchust
.•.
••• ,, H.Q. A E R
L!cutcnant-Colonel G. A. Horner
Far East Co~md
gcutc;nanFt ER. CMa. Jones . ..
•. .
nth Regiment (Cadre)
. ptam . ·
ynard .. .
MoD AG n .
L!cuteaant J. Radford . . .
8th Regiment
Lieutenant D . B. S. Yates
uth Regiment
ADDITIONS-FEBRUARY 1966
~«md-Licutcnant A. J. Clark
. .. ,, 7th R:giment
L1cutenan.t-Coloncl K. M. Evans ... ., MoD A.C.E.P. (a)
Second-Lieutenant R. A. Frotsham1 Div HQ & s·g R ·
Gray
. ..
.. .
. ..
.. .
...
.
. .
' . cgiment
Captain C. R. F. Hinds .. .
.. .
. .. ,, H.Q. 1 (B.R.) Corps
I..1e!'tcnant J. H. ~ay (T /Captain)
School of Signals
.. . ,, 15th Regiment
Maior M.. J. T. 0 Connor . . .
Second-Lieutenant N. G. Reynolds . ..
2 Div. H.Q. & Sig. Re · cnt
CS,aJ)laln H. S. de N. Rogers . .
. .. ., 64th Regiment (T A ) gun
ccond-L~cutcnant R. L. W~son
4 Div. H.Q. & Sig. Regiment
~cond-L1cutenant C. ]. Wm
22nd Regiment
L1cutenant-D. L. Swallow
Ministry of Aviation.

MARCH LIST, 1966
Captain 0. J. Milton ...
. ..
4 Division H.Q.
Major G. W. A. Stephenson . ..
Brixmis
Colonel A. V. Brandle, M.B.B.
B.A.S. Washington
Major D. F. B. Anthonisz .. .
51st (H) Regiment T.A.
Captain (Tfc) A. W. Batram .. .
r8th Regiment
T /Captain c. D. A. Blessington
18th Regiment
Captain (Tfc) E. G. Barrett ...
28th Regiment
T/Major P. H. Bolton ...
21st Regiment
Major D . H. Baynham, G.M.
nth R<g:ment (H S.)
T/Captain A. M. P. Barker
209 Squadron
Major D. B. Camic
...
3rd Regiment
Major R. A. Dominy . .
. ..
54 (E.A .) Regiment T.A.
Licutemmt V. de Witt, M.B.B.
H.Q. AFCENT
Major L. D. Edinger .. .
. ..
H.Q. AFNE
Lieutenant-Colonel G. S. Fenton
H.Q. Southern Command
Lieutenant (Q.M.) Gerrard, B.B.M.
15th Regiment
Lieutenant (TOT) A. Holmes
,, 7th Regiment
Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Hamer
nth Regiment (H.S.), then to
B.A.S. Washington
Major D. F. L. James .. .
16th Regiment
Major A. D. Lewis
...
. ..
,, 229 Squadron
Lieutenant (Tfc) W. C. Lombard
,, 30th Regiment
Captain M. A. J. Mulcahy ...
:' Retirement
Major E. F. Ma-tthew .. .
,, Comb. Stats & Record Centre,
FARELF
Major R. P. D . Painter ...
. ..
,, MoD Si~als 1
Captain M. R. E. Pack-Davison
School ot Signals
Major M. H. Priestley . . .
. ..
217 Squadron
Major W. J. Perry ...
H.Q. SPSO
Major R. C. Pringle
,, H.Q. R. Signals, Singapore
Captain C. J. Rayner ...
wd Regiment, Malaysian Sigs.
Major T. F. Ross ...
. ..
15th Regiment
Major (Tfc) E. C. W . Stagg
,, D.E.F. Comms Centre
Major J. E. Taylor
MoD Signais 36
Major P. J. L. Wickes
,, 227 Squadron
Major N. A. Butler
G .S.0. 2 NATO Defence Col.

Move11ients-ll' arrant Officers tuul Senior N .<;.O.'s
W.0.1 R. J. Wombell . ..
.. .
W.O.II (Y. of S.) H. B. Wright
W.O.JJ J. R. Gilbert
W.O.II D. Convery
. ..
. ..
W.O.II W . R. D. Clark :::
...
W.O.II C. W. Stear
W.0.JI R. G. Wood

... To 59th Regiment T.A.
,, R.A.C. Centre
,, 2 Squadron 14th Regiment
H.Q. Southern Command
208 Squadron
,, 245 Squadron
British Joint Services Training
Team, Jamaica
W.O.IJ R. C. Higgins
,, 226 Squadron
W.O.JJ E. W . Osborne
,, Junior Leaders Regiment
W.O.IJ S. C. Srucklcy :::
...
18th R egiment
W.O.II (Y. of S.) H. E. Wriiibt
,, 228 Squadron
W.O.II P. L. Harrison
,, H.Q. A.F.N.E.
W.O.II D. M. McPhail ...
. ..
217 Squadron
W.O.II R. H. J. Talbott
24th Regiment
W.O.II C. L. Gardiner
A.A.S. H&"rrogntc
W.O.II T. H. Lll'}'cock ...
,, 7th Regiment
W.O.IJ J. H. Paterson
., 2 Div. H.Q. and Signal Regiment
W.O.IJ ]. H awey
. ..
• ..
., 491h Regiment T.A.
Stnff Sergeant R. A. C. Mllgnum
,, 48th Regiment (T.A.)
Staff Sergeant B. G. Banyard
224 Squadron
Staff Sergeant D. J ackson
,, 14th Reg'.ment
Staff Sergeant E . Arnold
,, 6n Troop
Staff Sergeant J . W . Graoy
...
,, 63 Regiment (T.A.)
Staff Sergeant E. T . A. Webster
,, 249 Squadron
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Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff

Sergeant R . A Peake
Sergeant P. G. Burgen ..
Sergeant A. W. Pugh ..
Sergeant J. Bell
S~ Sergeant (Y. of S.)
D." Hay1"c;;
tm• Sergeant P. W. Jona
Staff Sergeant B. J. Styles ···
· ·
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) A. R: · Jarr~tt
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) A. Sharp
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) J. Cooper .::
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) ] . R. Carey
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) R. C. Kelly
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) T. R. Bateman
...
...
. .•
Staff Sergeant J . R. Storer ...
Staff Sergeant W. S. Rowland
Staff Sergeant D. B. Collins
Sergeant P. J. Berkett .. .
Sergeant R. M. Keasey ..
Sergeant J. G. Jones ...
. ..
Sergeant A. C. Smith-Taylor
Sergeant B. G. Waus . . .
. ..
Sergeant W. H. M. Feeley
Sergeant P. A. J. Pratt ..•
Sergeant H. C. Hunt ...
Sergeant C. H. W. Gardner
Sergeant A. Smith
.. .
Sergeant P. C. Barnett .. .
Sergeant C. E. Robinson
Scrg"3nt D. G. Northcott
Sergeant E. D . Parlett ...
Sergeant P. Drake
Sergeant F. R. Sidey
Sergeant J. T . Phin
Sergeant A. Cush ...
Sergeant J. Woodhouse
Sergeant A. H. Recd
Sergeant S. Brown · ...
Sergeant E. J. H . Petrie
Sergeant P. L. Gray
Sergeant W. R. Jupe ...
Sergeant W. T. Matthews
Sergeant M. T. Kjruade
Sergeant A . Williams ...
Sergeant J. A. Strickland
Sergeant B. V. Harbord
Sergeant C. L. Smith ...
Sergeant J. H. G. Ralph
Sergeant G. M. Home ...
A/ Sergeant K. C. Wats0n
Sergeant P . A. Noble .. .
Sergeant F. Atkins
.. .
Sergeant N. M. Horton .. .
Sergeant T. T. G . Mullord
Sergeant J. E. Walker .. .
Sergeant C. J. Walton .. .

i:

S

0

10th Regunent
30th Regiment
,, 2 Div. ~.Q. & Signal Regt.
I1 th Regiment
:: Sc1•ool or Signals
6 h .,_ ·
" St "-"lllment
.A.)
;; ~~~ ~':,~~t Regiment
,, 14th Regiment
,, 17th (Gurkha) Regiment
S h00l 0 f Inf
·
1gnal, Wing)
;· c
:i.52 Squadron
,, A.A.S. Harrogate
14th Reg!ment
,, 209 Squadr<'n
13th Regiment
19th Regiment
,, 47 LT Rcgt. R.A. Signal Troop
., School of Signal
220d Regiment
., A.A.S. Harrog;itc
,, R. Scots Greys Sig. Troop
,, 36 Bag. Rcgt. Signal Troop
30th Regiment
School of Signai1
15th Regiment
,, nth Regiment
,, 18th Regiment
., 9th Regiment
,, 30th Regiment
,, 7th Regiment
., School of Signals
14th Regiment
8th Regiment
,, 7th Regiment
233 Squadron
.. A.A.S. Harrogate
11th Regiment
,, 21st Regiment
,, U .K. Element SEATO
205 Squadron
,, 17th (G urkha) Regiment
Mons Officer Cadet School
,, J.C.U. Borneo
,, 209 Squadron
,, 2 Div. H.Q. & Sig. Rcgt.
227 Squadron
,, 243 Squadron
,, 22nd Regiment
,, 22nd Regiment
,, 543 Troop
,, 545 Troop
15th Regiment
640 Troop
,. RM.A. Sandhurst

c·r

cs·

Upgratling Courses in Catteritk
Electronic Tech
Radio Tech (Lt)
Lineman
Cable Jointer
Cipher Op
Comcen Op
Radio Op
Electrician Dvr
Electronic Tech
Radio T ech (Lt)
Lineman ...
Cipher Op
Electrician Dvr
Dvr R Signals
* Two courses.

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

II- I
13th September
II - I
6th September
II - I
13th September
II - I
27th September
II - I
13th September
II - I *20th September
II- I *13th September
II - I
20th September
III - II
6th September
III - II 13th September
III - II 13th September
III - II
20th September
III - II
13th September
III - II

20th September

B.£M. for Royal Signals Sergeant
Major-General R. H. Whitworth, G O.C. Yorkshire District
presented the Bri_tish Empire Medal to Sergeant William Joh~
Locker at Cattenck recently. The presentation was made at
H .Q., School of Signals, where Sergeant Locker ha erved for
two and-a-h~lf year. in the Planning Wing, first as a Corporal
Cle!k and, smce November, 1964, as chief clerk. During this
penod h~ h~s made a signi~cant contribution to the long term
comm~mc_auons plans, which are the Wing's prin.dry task.
Th~ citat1oi; . str~sses " the. initiative, tireless energy and intelligent ant1c1pation of reqwrements he has displayed throughout long hours of work and to an extent beyond the normal
call of duty."
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OFF-AT THE DROP OF A DAT!

Corporal
M.MYOCK
Radio Operator Bl
From Signalman to Sub
Corporal since June,
1963 and a world tour
Dec 1963-May 1964 Hong Kong-I RUR
May 1964-Aug 1964 Sarawak-I RUR
Nov 1964-Libya attached Gren Gds
Apr-Nov 1965-Aden
Royal Sussex

·
ldi rs of 6 0 Trooo who between them have travelled the length
Pictured below and on the page facmg aftre tenf so e l
4 doing ~usual jobs by applying for a posting to 640
and breadth of the world. You too could be o . to araway p aces
Troop - the Troop that spans the orld.

Sergeant
F. NUTTER
Radio Operator Bl
Formed
538
Signal
Troop with I Glosters
in Cyprus January, 1964.
Returned to 640 Troop
August, 1964

Sergeant
M.St.C.INGLEFIELD
Radio Operator Bl
Joined the DERR in
Malta during January,
1964.
Returned via
Cyprus in April, 1964.
Attached to 4th Light
Regt RA in Malaysia
from February, 1965 to
August, 1965.

Sergeant
D. HAYDON
Radio Operator Bl
Formed
537
Signal
Troop with the Greenjackets in Cyprus January, 1964. Recently returned to 640 Troop
after a six month detachment in Aden with
I Royal Sussex (500
Troop)

Lance-Corporal
A. B. PAICE
Radio Technician (Lt)
Tl
Has spent six months in
Cyprus with 537 Troop
and three months with
43 Marine Commando
on Spearhead duty

TR

VEL! -

Signalman
M. P. BAYLISS
Radio Operator Bl
Nov 1963-Mar 1964 Swaziland-I loyals
May-British Guiana attached D & D
Apr-Nov 1965-Aden attached I Royal Sussex

I

ADVENTURE! -

EMBER of 640 Troop, our world-wide organisation, have
ISlted twenty-four countries over the last three years.
Score to date; Aden, Brunei, British Guiana, Bahrein, British
Hondura., Cyprus, Canada, Denmark, France, Gibraltar,
Germany, Hong Kong, Kenya, Libya, Malta, Northern
Rhode•·ia, Nassau, Northern Ireland, Swaziland, Sarawak,
Singapore, Thailand, Tanganyika, Zambia.
J..

V C'An.-1.-s t~xhit for
Telegraph Operator Sergeants: To command Medium Radio
Detachments, Du or C15.
Radio Operator Sergeants/Corporals/Lance-Corporals: To
command or be Second-in-Command of Troops providing
rear links for Battalions on operations.
Radio Technicians (Lt.): For all kinds of work from Battalion
Signal Troops to Medium Radio Detachments. If you are

I

EXUITEMENT!

thinking of becoming a Foreman, start your experience here.
Comcen Operators: Constant demand for Comcen Operators
for a great variety of tasks. You really see the world as a
<;omcen Operator if you join our organisation.
The men filling these vacancies will know their trade backwards, will be able to soldier with the best, will be alert and
able to accept responsibility, and will be able ro work when all
others have failed.
How to Join
You can learn more about these challenging jobs by writing
to: -The Officer Commanding, 640 Signal Troop (U.K.
Garrison), Blandford Camp, Blandford Ferum, Dorset.
If you measure up, your Commanding Officer will be
informed of your wish to join and bis approval sought.

REGULATION PATTERN

ROYAL SIGNALS
STABLE BELTS
Corporal
T. HOWARTH
Radio Technician (Lt)
Tl
Recently returned from
six months attachment
to I st Lancashire Fusiliers in British Gu iana

Corporal
D. M. PENTLAND
Tg Operator A2
Attached to 213 Signal
Sqn. Completed over six
months in the Radfan
where he received the
C in C MIDEAST Commendation
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Lance-Corporal
G. A. BOARD
Radio Technician (Lt)
T3
Though only recently
joined has already done
two months detachment
with the KSLI in British
Honduras

Lance-Corporal
G. W. PUTTOCK
Tg Operator Al
One of the oldest members of the troop
May-Jun 1965 -Bankok
Aug-Dec 1963-Swaziland attached I Loyals
Jan-Feb 1964-Northern
Ire land attached 213
Sqn
May-Oct 1964-Radfan
attached 213 Sig Sqn
Oct 1965-Libya attached 3 Sig Regt
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Ll1ht Blue/ Navy/Green, ratio 3: I: 3 two leather atrapa, two
buckles.

Home -11/- each plus
Abroad-10/- each plus

1/- post
I/- post

Wall Shields 7' x 6' Royal Signals
Blazer Badges "Superior "
" Quality" Car Badges . . .
Ties Royal Signals
Pace Sticks
Sergeants full size Regimental Walking
Canes, Malacca, Ball, Pear or Thimble Cap,
Crested
Export

32/-

44/·
38/·
110/-

54/·
44/-

Courage

Flashes embroidered to special designs.
Ties made specially to any design.
Miniature Medals

ERNEST

GOODRICH

is the Word for Beer

Specla//st In the supply of Military Requisites
EVESHAM HOUSE, COMMON ROAD,
CLAYGATE, SURREY
Telephone: ESHER 63705
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A Commonwealth War Memorial
in Korea
" THE WIRE" is indebted to Lieutenant-General ~ir
William Pike, K.C.E., C.B.E., D.S.O., for the follow~g
account of the unveiling of the Commonwealth War Memorial
in Korea.
On 24th May, r965, I had the. honour . to ,unveil, in tl?e
Commonwealth Section of the Umted Nauons Cemetery JD
Pu an a Memorial to the 386 men of the Commonwealth
killed in the Korean War, bur wich no kn~wn graves. Tho~gh
small compared with che Korean and Amen 7an bactle casualties,
there nevertheless lie buried in th is far d istant, but hallo:"'.ed
pot, nearly 1,6oo soldiers, sailors and a}rmen of the Bnush
Commonwealth of Nations.
Tht; soldiers are from m~y
famous Regiments and Corps, and mdude the battle casualties
of the Royal Corps of Signals.
The unveiling ceremony was simple and moving. It was
attended by the personal representative of th<; Pr~ident of the
Republic of Korea, the British and Australian i\Illbassa~ors,
representatives of the Canadian New Zealand and South AfnC3:11
Governments and of the United Kingdom Deft;nce Co~c1l:
the Mayor of Pusan, the Custodian of the Umted Nauon~
Memorial Cemetery, the Chiefs of Staff of the three Korean
armed services, the Commander of the 8th U.S. Army, and
many other distinguished guests.
The Memorial is in Gosford stone, from New South Wales.
It is rectangular in shape, with an. altar ft;atur~ ~t the front,
above which is a bronze panel bearJDg the ~scnpuon. Round
the Memorial are other bronze panels bearmg the names of
the individual men by Regiment or Service. For the u!lveiling ceremony ic was flanked by detachments from Australia,
from the Royal' Navy and the Royal Marines and from the
Royal Air Force; the main guard of honour was found by the
Durham Light Infantry.
After the detachments and the guard of honour had been
mounted, the Chaplains entered in procession and took up th.e ir
position on the steps leading to the front of the Memorial.
The day was perfect, with a light breeze from the sea and
whisps of sea mist swirling round the distant hills. The whole
scene was one of peace and beaury, with the Cemetery standing
on high ground overlooking the sea and itself overlooked by the
lovely Korean hills clothed in their. spring flowers._ At one
side of the Memorial scood three Pipers of the King's Own
Scotcish Borderers, whose Royal Sruart Tartans made a glorious
splash of colour against the white. Australi~ s~one, _a.nd whic?
contrasted with the black and wh1te Chaplams surplices, cherr
folds stirring on the wind.
.
The service of dedication was performed by the Ass1stant
Chaplain of the Far East Land Forces, aided by the Chaplains
of all other denominations. It was short, with well-::hosen
prayers and hymns, perfectly accompanied by the Band of
The Durham Light Infantry and supported by a mixed choir
from the local Presbycerian Church who sang beautifully. The
actual unveiling was preceded by the Last Post and followed
by Reveille, sounded superbly by the Buglers of Durham
Lighc Infantry, whilst the Pipers of the King's Own Scottish
Borderers surpassed themselves in their playing of the Lament
"Lochaber No More" as the actual unveiling took place, and
" Flowers of the Forest " at the later wreath-laying.
Present on parade, in charge of the wreath-laying parry, was
Sergeant William Speak;man, v.c., who won his Victoria Cross
with che King's Own Scotcisb Borderers on a battle-tom hill
north of the River Imjin, on which many of his comrades fell
one November day in 1952. The presence of the tall, soldierly
figure of the only serving V.C. in the Army made a notable
contribution to a memorable scene. His thoughts, like mine
and chose of others present, must have gone back over the years.
Each of us had his own memories, similar, yet different. Mine
were of my Batteries which came from all parts of the Commonwealth to support many famous Regiments and Bactalions;
and of such friends as a Canadian Observation Officer who
died of his wounds; of a New Zealand Forward Observation
Party, masc of whom never got back; of an Australian Air
O.P. pilot shot down and killed over the enemy lines; of a
young subaltern of The Royal Leicestershire Regiment, just
commissioned from Sandhurst and killed leading his platoon
in his first attack; and of the "lost " platoon of the King's
Own coctish Borderers who, like my F.O.P. party, went
100

down fighting to the last man, to join the select band of the
Unknown D ead. Let honour go without stint to such sons
of a great Empire and Commonwealth-38~ of them are not
forgotten on t his beautifully simple memorial.
Yet chis war and these deeds seem to be largely forgocten
here. No mention of the ceremony was made in any of our
national newspapers and no word o~ it ~ame .from t~e ~ . ~. C.
Does this mean that these men died JD vam, or 1s it JUSt
time and d istance that make people forget? It is surely the
latcer for these m en surely made history. Their fathers and
grandfathers, and their fathers and grand fathers ?~fore th~,
fought for King and Co~try and . for the B aus~ E_m p1re
which for all its fa ulrs, tned to brmg peace and JUSUce to
the la~ds it ruled. But chese men were the first to give their
lives for something greater-the United N ations and the great
principles of freedom, justice and peace on which it was
founded and for which it strives so hard under such great
difficulti~s . The campaign changed little geographically, and a
country civilized and uniced for ch ~m sand.s of yea~s, ~till ~es
wickedly divided. Yet these warriors did not d ie m vam .
They went to fight and to die in .t he first Uniced N ations'
war co show tyrants and aggressors that our hatred of war
doe~ nor mean that we fear it; and they .taughc them that the
countries who rallied to the support of the United Nacions have
the courage to stand and to fight when provoked beyond reasonable endurance. If this lesson has been learnt, the Korean
War may well have been a turning point for good in the
history of the world.
The guns are now silent in Korea, and the storms and
controversies of the world elsewhere pass over the graves of
our battle comrades. They lie in peace in this hallowed
comer of a beautiful country beside their comrades in battle
of many other na tions; or on a hillside once scarred by battle
but now lovely with wild flowers; or t hey sleep their last
long sleep on an ocean bed, their task fini shed, their tribulation
over, their dury done.

Nothing is here for tears, nothing to wail
Or knock the breast; no weakness, no contempt,
Dispraise or blame; nothing but well and fair
And what may quiet us in a death so noble.
Your pal wants to borrow your " Wire " ? Lend it to himbut suggest-with your usual tact-that he might like to fill in
one of the forms below !

--------..-------------

Slloo ting
.\ .R.A. l\"on-C:entral Mawb l lesults f or 1965
The Captain of Corps Shooting reports as follows: 21 st Regiment completed a memorable year in winning two
more A.R.A. matches and being placed third in another
·
Detailed resulcs were as follows :
.\;fatch 44-T11e K ing George Cup. (A rifle (SLR) match, team
of fou r officers)
3rd 21st R egiment
Match 50-Th e Corps hield. (A rifle (SLR) match, team of
six, any rank)
1st 21st Regiment
Also winners of the R. Signals U nit Shooting Trophy.
,\!arch 60-The Duke of Connaught Cup. (A revolver match,
team of six, any ra nk).
1st 21 st Regiment
1arcJ1 61-The Indn:idual Revolver Match

2nd Captain D . H . Insall
4th
econd-Lieutenant R. C. F. Homewood
sch Corporal J. W illiams
All of 21st Regiment

Match 66-T he Individual SR(b) R ifle Match
4th Lieutenant G. C. Saunders Uun. Leaders Regt.)
5th W.0.11 H . H aw (14th Regiment)
6th Captain D. H. Insall (21st Regiment).
7th Signalman D. C. Yeoman (21st Regiment)
8th Second-d...ieutenant R. C. F . Homewood
(21st Regiment).
Winner of Royal Signals Bulford CupLieutenan t G. C. Saunders
In che last few year s we have taken five or six of the first
eight places in this match. We should have had ·two more in
the prize list this year , one of whom would have been placed
second, but the cards, d ispatched by a Bisley Club did not
reach the A.R.A.
~otes

The General Secretary,
Royal Signals Association,
Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London, S.W.3.
Please arrange to send THE WIRE to me for twelve months
commencing with the next issue. I enclose a cheque/Postal
Order for 18/-.
My rank and name is

I wish THE WIRE to be sent to .. . . . .. .. . ... . . . .... .. . . ... .... .. . . .

····· ··· ·· ··· ····· ··· ········· ··· ····· .. ... ....... ... ...
OR
The Accounts Officer or P.R.I.

for your Diary
Shooting Dates for 1966
13th, r4rh and 15th June.-Royal Signals Southern Command R ifle Meeting at Bulford.
16th, 17ch, 20th and 21st June.-Royal Signals Corps
Rifle Meeting ac Bulford.
22nd June to 2nd July.-A.R.A. Meeting at Bisley.
30th June.-Methu:m Oup and Woolwich Trophy at
Bisley.
4th to 7th July.-N.R.A. SR(a) Meeting at Bisley.
8th to 16th July.-N.R.A. SR(b) Meeting at Bisley.

Shootb1g Trophies
Brigadier R. H . E. Robinson, c .B.E., E.R.D., has presented a
most handsome silver cup, designated " The President's Cup,"
to the Corps Rifle Association. The cup will be shot for
annually at the Corps Meeting and will be awarded to the
Champion Class " B " Shot.

School of Signals reach
Army Rugby (up (U.K.J Final

. ........ . . .. . ...... ... . .. .. . .. .. . . ... .... Regt. / Sqn. /Tp.
Please reserve a personal copy of THE WIRE for me in the
unit bulk order until further notice. I understand this will
cost me 1/6 a month.
Name and rank

As we were going ro press the news came through that the
chool of Signals had reached the final of the Army Rugby
Cup (U.K. Seccion) where, alas, they were beaten by 14 points
to 6 points by the 63rd Parachuce Squadron, R.C.T., ably
led by Capcain J. D. MacDonald, the Army and Scotland
The Signals' six points were scored by Captain
forward.
Jeremy Bally, who kicked two fine penalry goals.

VISIT OF COLONEL F. l. CLARKSON M.B.E.
.JOl~T COM;\IU~lf'.AfiON UNIT, BOR"VEO

B.F.P.O. GGO
' "isitors
The beginning of this month was spent returning to the
normal working routine after the hectic Christmas and New
Year festivities.
During the month we had two visits, the first by Colonel
F. L. Clarkson, M.B.E., Director of Signals Far East, and the
second by Colonel J. R. West, M.B.E., C.S.O. COMCAN.
Colonel F. L. Clarkson, M.B.E., is also the Chairman of ' the
Joint Signals Board, Far East,' and as such had a particular
interest in our Joint Structure.
The photograph shows: -Colonel F. L. Clarkson, M.B.E.,
with Flight~Lieutenant E. Morris, R.A.F., O.C. Comcen Troop;
Sergeant Hank, R.A.F., D.S .M., and Lieutenant-Colonel P. A.
M. Tighe, M.B.E., C.R. Signals, Borneo.
Colonel West was naturally interested in the working of
one of the far " outposts" of the COMCAN network and we
trust he enjoyed his visit to JCUB and this paradise island.

4t

and 1'1.T. Troop

For the benefit of readers who avidly scrutinise the pages of
THE WIRE to find in whac parts of ·the world their friends have
landed, we thought it would be a good idea to name a few of
1he personalities serving here in Borneo. This ' Socks and Soap '
troop is commanded by Captain (Q.M.) L. J. Taylor, M.B.E.
His second-in-command is R.Q.M.S. Sceadman, one of the
fifteen unfrustrated men on the island who have their families
here on a 2f -year tour. Sergeant Needham (ex 24th Regiment)
who,. it is rumoured, volunteered for a year's unaccompanied
tour as he already has a family of six. The Junior N .C.O.s
consist of Corporal Sigrist who tries to catch fish and sometimes succeeds, Corporal Cuthbert, Corporal Shipley (Mr. Body
Beautiful) and Lance-Corporal Flavell. Lance-Corporal Flavell
(ex Display Team) has already given the locals a taste of the
.thrills usually provided by the team when he gave a solo
display on one of the local beaches on a borrowed machine.
We hear that the owner of the machine was very relieved to
get it ba:k in one piece. Other members ,are Signalman Rogers,
who is beginning to look like one of the locals and when in
his ' cups ' speaks Chinese, we think; Signalmen Hazel,
Probert, Hull, Lawlor, Burnett, Boyle, Calder, Craig, Buck,
Walker, Taylor, Mawhinney, Corsar, Swift, Harding and Earl.
Not forgetting our two R.E.M.E. stalwarts, Corporal Girling
and Craftsman Roberts who do sterling work keeping the
transport on the road. In all a grand bunch of chaps doing a
job of work so essential for the back-up to that more glamorous
side of Corps communicating iife.

" The Wire " is written by the Corps • • • •
to be read by the Corp-.
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ARl\IY APPRENTICES" SCHOOL

GERMANY
MORRIS
RILEY
WOLSELEY
M.G.
SOLE DISTRIBUTOR

J. A. Woodhouse & Co.
Under British Ma11ageme11t

KOLN-BRAUNSFELD, STOLBERGER STRASSE 108-110

1. We have many
years of
experience in
meeting British
Forces
requirements in
Germany.
MORRIS 1100 4 DOOR DE-LUXE SALOON

2. We can put
you right on
German motoring
regulations.

3. Our stock of
spare part is
over two million
Deutschmarks in
value.
4. Hire purchase
facilities a\·ailable
through
N.A.A.F.I.
5. Deliver y
arranged of any
model in England
(tax free) or in
Germany after
you arrive
(including the
fabulous Morris~
Mini and 1100).
6. Dealer service
in all pares of
Germany.
MORRIS-MINI SALOON

The winter season has brought an abundance
of activiti~s fro m our skiers, mountaineers and
rugger players. Oth7rs, of course, have been
equally active, both indoors and out, but 0 ey
will have their chance to report later, smce
most of the schedules are still to be completed.

HARROGATE APPRENTICES GET TOUGHENED UP FOR THE TESTS AHEADSOON THEY ARE OFF TO CLIMB THE PEAKS AND GLACIERS OF NORWAY

Outward bound (or Norway!
As mentioned last month a party from the
school set off to go ski-ing in Norway. The
HARROGATE
followi ng report by Apprentice Tradesman F .
G ile is a self-explanatory chronicle of the exped ition.
Scoft Squadron Visits Norway
. .. and the story is told by Apprentice Tradesman F. Giles
We left H arrogate by road on 30th D ecember embarking at
Newcastle for the crossing to Stavanger that night. After three
hours ashore we continued by sea to Bergen where we were
to spend the night on board.
Next morning we had a two-hour train ride to Voss, where,
without more ado, we were put in the cable cai: ~nd }aunched
into our first ski-ing lesson. We found that ski-mg is not as
easy as it looks and that going uphill is definitely hard work.
After our first lesson, we were taken to the Voss Youth
Hostel which is about two miles outside the town. The hostel
was warm and co:nfortabfe;- the food plain but plentiful and
the Warden (known to all and sundry as Oswald) was at great
pains to make everyone feel at home.
Each day for a week, we left the hostel as it was beginning
to get light (in case this gives a false impression, it was 9.30 a.m.)
and by bus and cable car, made our way to the ski slopes.
w e' had two hours instruction before the lunch break and
another two hours afterwards. As we became more expert, the
afternoons were spent in more adventurous cross-country ski
expedition and survival training.
At the end of the week came the tests for our "one star "
badges and most of us managed to pass.

lUountni11ee1·s preitnre tor ~orwe~inrt h eights
The 1lnow this season bas been neither deep nor crisp nor
even! But what little bas been found has been used to
advantage. Under the direction of Major K . Sedgwick, R.A.E.C.,
much determined preparation has been going ahead for the
Army Boys' Climbing Expedition to Norway in August. Major
Sedgwick is at present on a Winter Survival Course at Glenmore
Lodge in the Caimgorms. Run by the Scottish C.C.P.R., the
course offers a fitting and exacting curriculum for mountain
activities in near Arctic conditions.
Already this term our Mountaineering Club and Mountain
Rescue Team have spent weekends in areas of the Lake D istrict
and Snowdonia under conditions varying from mild to severe.
Such activities by these clubs are common place with daily
coverage of some 15 miles under all but the most seyere
conditions. These, however, are only the start of preparations
to climb and traverse the 8,ooo ft. peaks and glaciers of the
Oye area of Norway. Other preparations include traiJ.?ing
exercises in the Glencoe Area at Easter, when final selections
for Norway will be made.

There is keen competition among the Army Apprentices at Harrogate to get selected for the team which will shortly be selected to climb and traverse the 8,000 ft. peaks and glaciers of the Oye area of Norway. Considerable stamina and endurance
ls needed and training is tough. The top photos show some of the boys getting toughened up and the bottom show ski-ing parties
who went to Voss in Norway recently: most of them managed to pass their one "star" badge tests.

New Pattern Corps Ties

Please send catalogues and prices for the
MAKE ..

MODEL ................................................... .

TO (FULL NAME) ..................................................................................................... ..

ADDRESS

POST TO :

J. A. WOODHOUSE & CO.
5 KtiLN·BRAUNSFELD
STOLBERGER STR. 108-110
GERMANY
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Suc•cessful Rugby Season
Congratulations to A/T Sergeant Williams (Captain), A/T
Corporal Mulley and A/T Lance-Corporal !'J.orley on tfi.eir
selection for the Army Youth XV from a highly competltlve
field. Although yet to play in their first Army game these three
have already shown their prowess with the Harrogate A.AS.
XV in a hereto highly successful season. A/T Sergeant Williams
is to skipper the Army side and in this we wish him every
fortune.
SucN•ss snatched from us in llmiketbnll Doubl••
Strange coincidence saw the finals of both the Major and
Minor Boys' Units Basketball Championships being fought
between the School team versus the Junior Tradesman's
Regimental side and a Penney Squadron team versus "A"
Company, Junior Tradesman's Regiment at York on 2nd
February. Both teams from the School were hard pressed but
played skilfully in two exciting open games.
THE WIRE, MARCH - APRIL 1966

CORPS HOCKEY XI 1965/66
8ock Row (left to right): Staff-Sergeant Pocock, Corporal Coldwell, Major Hartnett ,

Major Tripp, Serge•nt W e bber, Second-Lieutenant Oddie
Front Row (left to ri ght): Sergea nt Hyde, Corporal Banham, Sergeant Grierson,
Sergeoa nt Forster, Lie ut e nant Mcluckie , Sergeant Bayliss , Sccond· Lieuten3.nt
Stu art
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At a recent meeting, the Corps Committee approved
modified versions of the Corps tie to meet a demand
for a tie more in the modem trend.
These ties are as follows:
PATTERN D. - An open-ended tie with diagonal
stripes and conventional cut but considerably narrower
in width.
PATTERN EI. - A straight-cut tie of narrow width
throughout its length with square cut ends and horizontal stripes.
These ties are in terylene and can be ordered from
Royal Signals Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chel~ea,
London, S.W.3, price 8/- each, post free.
When ordering, it will be sufficient to refer to them
as Pattern 'D' or Pattern 'EI.'
Note: Tliese ties are protti,.,g very popular. Reasonable
stocks are in hand at the moment and now is the time
to order a tie tliat identifies you witli your Corps and
at the same time is in the modern style.
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2nd llEGDIE..~T~ B.F.P.O. 22
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The month of January was a quiet month after th~ festivities
of December. On New Year's Day the G.O. C. Ma1or-G~neral
T . N. S. Wheeler, c.B.E., honoured the Warrant Officeri. and
ergeants' Mess, Bunde. by a visit to the Mess, and apart from
obviously enjoying him If the Gen_eral commented on th_e d~r
of the M ss, which had been earned out by members m the!-f
spare time. The detached Squadron at Lu_?becke held a comic
football match between the Warrant Officers and Sergeants
and the Corporals, the re ult being an honourable draw:
On 19th January Major Briggs was dined o~t. He _will be
mis ed during the coming exercises. We al.I wish Ma1or and
Mrs. Briggs well, and thank them fo~ all th~ir efforts ~m beha!f
of the Regiment and 1 Squadron m particular durmg their
stay with us.
The Wives' Club at both Bunde and Lubbecke are still
thrivin<T but the men are not encouraged to find out what goes
on in iliis secluded order. On occasions the ladies appear to
dine and wine well.
Ski-ing notes from Da,•aria
Sometime last Autumn it was suggested that the Regiment
should form a ski team. The idea was met Vl'.ith lots of
enthusiasm, but when the question of ~ho ~o put 10 the team
was raised there was a rather embarassmg s1lence. There were
very few experienced skiers in the Regiment and they Wc;fe n~~
available, the team, t~erefore, bad to be selected d1:1f~g dry
training in Bunde. Smee we were to be run on limited funds
it was decided to form one langlauf team. .
.
We left Bunde for Hinterstein, a small villa~e .Ill South~rn
Germany, early in December. <?~r party con~1sted of Ma1or
C. J. O. Phillips, 3DG (our fug1t1~e command~g 3 ~quadron
and the only langlaufer in the Regiment), and six novice langlaufers. On arrival at Hinterstein our first problem was no
snow, so for the first few days <?ur training was restricted to
road-running. When the snows did <:?me we started on downhill skis and graduated to langlauf skis after a few days, when
we had mastered basic technique (staying upright). We suffered
a serious loss during the first week when Signalman Thompson
broke a leg, leaving us with only one reserve.
As the days went by we trained hard~, re~ni~~ to. t?e
hut in the evenings so weary that our only Apns ski acnvity
was sleep. Two weeks before the Divisional Champion~h_ips,
Corporal Green bad a foot infection and had to stop ski-mg.
We then had no reserve and our training had to be a little more
careful.
The Divisional meeting was in mid-January. We entered the
4 x 10 km. relay and won the novices' class, and came tenth
out of nineteen starters in .the open class. We also entered the
patrol race but did not get such a good position. The team
entered the 4 X IO km. relay in the B.A.O.R. meeting held a
week after the Divisional meeting. We took sixteenth place out
of thirry-one starters. We all felt very pleased with the results
of our first year's langlaufing.
In retrospect it was extremely hard work and sometimes not
very enjoyable, but the results made it all worth while.
During our training in Hinterstein we stayed with the 2nd
Divisional Regiment R.C.T. in their hut. The team very much
appreciated the way that they were looked after there.
We are now back in Bunde, getting ready for the coming
exercises that are so nearly with us. It is snowing, so perhaps
we may put our new-found knowledge to some military
use soon.
2 Division Soccer Final
Having fought our way up to the Divisional Final, we faced
f e team from rst Bn. Queen's Own Highlanders (Seaforth and

The Cameronians) on a day when football conditions were ideal,
with approximately 500 eager spectators on the touch line. The
Queen's Own Highlanders kicked off and quickly settled down
and after about 10 minutes a well--{)lanned shot gave them the
first goal. They continued to attack hard for the remainder of
the first half of the game, but our team, always at its best in
the defensive role, held off all assaults on the goal.
After half-time the initiative swung over to us and the
Queen's Own Highlanders were forced to defend. Signalman
Lawrence seized an opportunity and scored the equaliser with
half an hour of the game left. The tension now mounted and
the standard of football naturally declined, however, the
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3rd llE(•I.H ENT, DUJ,FOUD CAMP

SevPral n1ore quallfieatlons are added
January was intended to be a month devoted to the improvement of the various skills and trades-Le. upgrading in all
trades. As usual, of course, it was not as easy as it appeared on
paper-exerci?es taking their inevitable toll-but, by and large,
a lot of wafflmg and a lot of head scratching finally resulted in
several more qualifications being added to several more 2672's.
Trade training will be going on until the end of March but I
think we can safely say that we have broken the back of it
I think probably I Squadron have best summed up the continuai
" GO " of the Regiment in the following notes.

G.O.C. INSPECTING PATROL TEAM
Left to Right : G.I. Lieutenant-Colonel D. M. Pontifex, General
Officer Commanding Major-General T. N. S. Wheeler, SecondLieutenant Cartwright, Corporal Edwards, Signalman Burns,
Private Jackson, A.C.C.

spectators were now wild with excitement. The Queen's Own
Highlanders bombarded our goal with powerful shots but
Signalman Easton played a SP<;Ctacular gam~ and saved t;h~
all except one which passed him, but was i?terce.I?ted within
six inches of the goalmouth by Corporal Pickersgill who, as
always, took the whole game calmly and efficiently.
The final whistle blew with {be score 1-r, and both teams
full of apprehension formed up for half an hour's extra time.
Half way through extra tio:e the score was s01 1-1. and the
excitement was now even higher. However, with 10 mmutes to
go the Queen's Own H ighlanders scored a brilliant goal which
w;s headed in from about 12 feet outside the goal. We never
quite recovered from this, and try as we did the final whistle
ended the two hour 'battle' with the score 2-1 in favour of
the Queen's Own Highlanders.
It was a truly splendid final, full of cup final atmosphere,
and the overall standard of play was very high. Our Divisional
Commander, Major-General T. N. S. Wheeler, c.B.E., congratulated both teams and asked the Corps Commander to
present the cup. Before presenting th~ cup, ·the ~ps Con:mander referring to the state of equality and excitement said
that at one stage of the game he thought that the only way. to
decide the matter would have been to get the two Commanding
Officers in the ring behind the Stadium.
We thank the 1st Bn. Queen's Own Highlanders for a
splendid game and wish them every success in the remainder
of the B.A.O.R. Competition and the Army Cup.

New Type Corps Car Batlges
HE Association will have in stock about
T
the end of March a new type of Royal Signals
Car Badge.
The old type of badge had a gilt and silver
' Jimmy ' which quickly tarnished and collected
dirt.
The new badge has a chromium 'Jimmy' countersunk flush with .the surface of the badge which is
easily cleaned and does not collect dirt.
In addition badges can be supplied with nut and
bolt fittings either on the sides of the badge or at
the base as required.
The cost of these badges is 35s. post free and
they can be obtained from Association H .Q.,
Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, S.W.3.
Please specify when ordering which type of
fitting is preferred.
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The Staff Sergeant goes • Up in the Air '
Our fir~t commitment appeared in the form of an exercise
organi ·ed by H.Q. R.A. which involved "Bravo" Troop. This
routm jaunt was hit by a blizzard that brought its own drama
as vehicles got lost and bogged down in the snow. Staff Sergeant
Burges was literally ' up in the air " over all this, Captain
lviacka and W.O.II ('l. of S.) Glendinning found him in a
helicopter, truck spotting and directing rescue operations.
With barely time to get our breath back we were off to the
chool of Signals for a demonstration during the Command
and Control study period. Our two main tasks were to demonstrate our airportability and how we overcome the problems of
operating from Land Rovers and trailers as opposed to the
larger vehicles used in the less mobile units. The team was led
by Major N . Moss ably assisted by W.O.II (S.S.M.) Raynor,
W.0.II (Y. of S.) Glendinning, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Langford and a bearded Corporal Springer standing stalwartly as
marker on the snow-covered square.
The Hegiment.al llally
One of the major events of the month has been the Regimental !{ally-or night-driving exercise as the M.O.T. prefer us
to call it. The ' exercise ' was first planned to take place on
the night of Friday, 21st January, but that very day the weather
closed right in on us with freezing rain covering what were
already ice-packed roads so it was put back to the night of
February 4th. This time all 28 starters got away at five-minute
intervals starting at 18.30 hours, even the one who was turned
back by Staff Sergeant Brough's team of mechanics because be
had no oil in his engine. Apart from the officer, who shall be
nameless, every vehicle managed to at least take the right
direction out of camp.
The rally was over a course of 350 miles with its furthermost point being Weston-super-Mare. Captain G. Schofield
and Staff Sergeant Burgess spent a cold couple of hours on the
end of the pier without even a Mod or Rocker to distract their
attention before they finally decided that everyone who was
going to get there had done so and were safely headed back
towards Bulford.
W.O.II (S.S.M.) Johnson was on hand at the finish to check
them all in and enter the results (provisional) as they rolled in
-tired but no doubt pleased at having completed the course.
The R.S.M. was muttering something the night before about
being there to see them in but he must have got lost between
his quarter and the camp, but never mind-the thought was
there.
The final individual winners were adjudged to be LanceCorporal Harris (R.C.T.) and Signalman Snuggs. Dare I
mention that Lance~Corporal Harris is the M.T. details clerk
and the M.T.0. organised the rally. The team prize was won
by the L.A.D. (complete with all mod cons)-a good effort and
proof that we can "'rally" with the best of them. It was hoped
to have photographs of the rally but time does not permitperhaps we can include them next time.
Arrivals and Departures
We say farewell this month to Major J. P. Durrant who is
going to a staff appointment at 3 Division H.Q., W.O.II A.
Leach who has gone to the other end of the stores pipe line at
Donnington (a friend in the enemy camp) and Major B. H.
Adams. We welcome Major F. W. Edwards, Captain Bonaker,
Sergeant McKenzie and Sergeant Falla.
3 Division lleunfon Club
Ex-members of 3rd Division may be interested to know that
there is a flourishing Reunion Club in existence. Fu.rt.her
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particulars can be had by applying to: The Secretary, Major
K. N. Smart, 1508, Greenford Road, Greenford, Middlesex.
This club is open for membership to all members of 3rd
Division as soon as they have left. (This does not apply to
AMF (L) Troop who are at present somewhere north of the
Arctic Circle-you have not got away yet).
Just Reward for Sweat and Toil
The cross-country team earned a just reward for their sweat
and toil by coming second in the Divisional stage of the Army
championships and thus qualifying for the Southern Command
stage to be held on Friday, IIth February. If effort and the
urgings of Second-Lieutenant Hutt and Sergeant Bradley win
races then we should give a good account of ourselves.
Well Done?
Finally a late sports flash. The Regiment this afternoon
defeated 1st Bn. Royal Scots in the first round of the Divisional
soccer cup. Managed and trained by Captain Swan and Sergeant
B. W. Kirkwood, we wish them further success in the next
round.
7th

BEGDIENT,

D.F.P.O.

lu

Helicopter training
For the majority of the ninety members of the Regiment
who completed Stage I of- the Infantry and Logistics helicopter training on IIth and 12th January, this was their first
experience in travelling in a helicopter. In spite of the intense
cold (snow stopped flying for a time on the second day) great
interest was shown in this versatile load carrier. Major Pitkin,
now released from behind bars in R.H.Q. to command 4
Squadron, took the opportunity to unclip his wings for half-anhour to act as co-pilot.
Small Dore Shooting
Although a number of our marksmen from last year's team
have now left us, a good standard of shooting has been maintained during regular practice under the captaiii.cy of Lieutenant
Dick Whittington. Our scores in the first stage of the Rhine
Army Small B<ire Championship totalled a very promising
9029 (an improvement by 92 on our last year's score) which
Our
gives an individual average score per card of 94.1.
score also beats the highest score in last year's first stage, so
we are fairly confident of being one of the best eight teams
and qualifying for Stage II, which is being fired shoulder .to
shoulder at Sennelager in mid-March.
Family connection
The long arm of coincidence has once again reached out
to unite two members of the Corps who last met some 30
years ago. Lieutenant (Tfc.) Wally Lombard and Lieutenant
(T.0.T.) Dick Whittington-both are the sons of long serving,
pre-war members of the Corps, and last met in the midthirties, when they were at school together in Jubbulpore,
India. Their fathers were then both serving as senior N.C.0.s
at the Signal Training Centre (India).
The previous generation retired from the Service after the
war as Captain (T.O.T.) Wally Lombard and Captain (T.O.T.)
Dick Whittington, having served in the First World War as
telegraphists in the Royal Flying Corps and Royal Navy
respectively. Both enlisted after the war and served with the
Corps from the time of its formation until the end of the
Second World War.
The sons, having enlisted in the Corps in 1944 and 1945,
are maintaining the unbroken service to the Corps of both
families over the past 45 years.
Lieutenant Lombard, who has been with us since August,
1962, was joined by Lieutenant Whittington in March, 1965.
Lieutenant Lombard is shortly leaving us on posting to 30th
Regiment.
Television personalities
A well-known personality to 7th Regiment, and within the
H.Q. of r (BR) Corps in the field is Mr. Charles Parrett, of
Epsylon Industries Ltd. He has attended most of the major
exercises in recent times to keep an eye on his firm's closed
circuit television equipment. Due to increased responsibilities
(Continued cm page 1o6)
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W .0.11 Holness
W.O.II Holness has now made a satisfactory recovery from
his heart attack last September. He is now posted back to
U.K. He served for a total of four years in the Regiment and
was s . s.M. of 4 Squadron and H.Q. Squadron.
We all
wish hrm a complete recovery and an interesting appointment
m the future.

A»rivals and Departures.-Among our new members this
month are Sergeants Atherley and Uttridge.
Those who have left us include W.0.II Holness, mentioned
above, Staff Sergeant Purdy and Sergeant Johnson .
.M~riages.-Signalman Parsons, at St. P~trick's R.C. Church,
H~rmmgham, on 27th December, 1965, to Carole Ann Jones.
Signalman Spencer, at the Parish Church Warmsworth on
4th December, 1965, to Valerie Ann Large'.
'
Birtlis.-Our late.st contingent of new arrivals this month
rdle~ts on last spring: Staff Serg~ant Edgar, Lance-Corporal
Atthis, Lance-CorI><Jral Probart, Signalman Brunnen, Signalman Edwards, Signalman Fogg, Signalman Penman and
Corporal Zoing, all have new sons. Sergeant Crabtree, Corporal
Brown, Corporal Coleman, Corporal Hazel Corporal Knowles
md Signalman Mullen all have new daughters.
8th REGUIENT, CA T'l'ERICK CAlUP

!.~Helicopter Traininr.
Members of ![Squadron undergoing Stage I of the Infantry and Logistics Wessex II helicopter training.
Date I Ith and 12th January 1966.
Names (left to right): Signalman Grogan, Morton, Markes, Murray, Jobson, Lance Corporal Dempsey, Signalman Cripps, Sergeant Homard, REME (LAD att).
l. Layinr Sommerfeld Trackinii: Men of I Squadron, improving a track with Sommerfeld tracking near HQ I (BR) Corps in the field during Exercise New Pin
1-'l February, 1966. Captain N. Moss. adjutant and Lieutenant P. Lenthall, troop commander are on the left and Lieutenant D. G. D. Gray and Second Lieutenant H.
J. P. Exon are on the right hand side of the picture.
3. Freeinr a renerator from soft rround: Twin 3t KVA generator mounted on I ton trailer is manhandled into position after being winched out of soft mud with
the hand operated Trewhella winch.
Names (left to right): unce Corporal Crowden, Major P. J. Knott, OC I Squadron.
. 4. ~egimental Hockey Team: 7th Regiment hockey team before their game against 22nd Regiment in preliminary round of the -4th Divisional Hockey Cup Champoonshops.
Names (left to right) : Standing: Corporal Richardson, Staff Sergeant Hall, Staff Sergeant Meekings, Staff Sergeant Angell, Captain J. Colbeck, RAPC, Major D. Pitkin.
{Kneeling): Captain N . Moss, Corporal Oliver, Signalman Curtis, Corporal White, Corporal Luis.

at home he may be unable to attend future exercises. Mr.
Parrett shares all the minor discomforts and interrupted sleep
of exercise life with unfailing good humour. His expert knowledge and skill have been invaluable to the television project and
the Corps H.Q.
We ar~ hoping to receive new transistorised television equipment this year and hope that Charles Parrett will find time
to visit us again to steer it into service.

to the efforts of ·the L.A.D., who provided a snow plough,
and to the R.S.M. and his willing (?) team of helpers. In
recent games we have missed Lt. Allen, who is attending a
U.K. course. Now Captain Moss has left us for a few days on
a visit to Royal Signals Records-which, surprisingly enough,
coincides with a Corps hockey fixture. We hope to have everyone back for the Divisional final.
I

llock••y team
The team are enjoying a very good season and have now
reached t!te ~al of the 4th Divisional Knock-Out Challenge
Our
Cup, which IS part of the Army Cup Competition.
form, so far t_his season, is played 32, won 29, drawn 3, lost o,
Our las~ borne match, against 22nd
for . 166, against 26.
Regiment, was only made possible after the pitch (on our
Regimental Square) had been cleared of a foot of snow, thanks
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Squadron build road
A sudden and unexpected thaw at the start of Exercise
"New Pin" turned what otherwise would have been a good
track into an impossible quagmire for a number of our radio
relay vehicles. However, ever resourceful, we are fortunate to
hold in our midst a one-time Sapper, field engineer Biil, and
he was promptly dispatched to oversee the restoration of the
soggy track. Our picture shows Captain Moss, Adjutant, supervising the laying of Sommerfeld tracking " Moss way " and
a generator which has just been recovered from deep ~ud.
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.Rather suddenly in January we lost our Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel D. L. Swallow, to the Ministry of Aviation.
He and Mr~. Swallow had been with the Regiment longer
than most, Lieutenant-Colonel S:wallow having been successively
Squadron Commander, Second-in-Command and Commanding
Officer without a break. We were sorry to see them go as the
turnout for the farewell ceremonies in the Officers' and Se~geants'
Messes amply demonstrated. We wish them every good fortune
in the future.
In their stead, we welcome Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. E.
M . T. Crump, who must have had one of their shortest moves
from the School of Signals--<>nly a few hundred yards f
Almost at the same time, R.S .M. and Mrs. D. F. Rees left
us for FARELF, where Lieutenant D . F. Rees is to serve with
the OOMCA Squadron. We offer congratulations and best
wishes to them both. Congratulations are also in order for
R.S .M. H. J. Crow who has joined us on promotion. We wish
him and Mrs. Crow a happy tour of duty with the Regiment.
Meanwhile business continues as usual; the snow is thick
on the ground and we hope to have more news next month!

0th

REGllUENT,

B.F.P.O.
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Pantomim-" Cinderella "
. The Mercury Theatre Group staged another large production when they went on stage with the pantomime " Cinderella"
early in the New Year. The show was based on a script
by K. 0 . Samuel and was revised for this presentation by Don
Mickey, Staff Sergeant John Kane and Sergeant Ken Day.
The success of the show could be judged by the full houses,
particularly towards the end of the run, and the matinee being
sold out long before the day. The pantomime had a cast of
over 30 on stage, and a further 20 backstage; there were 10
scenes in the show involving seven set changes, which gave
the backstage crew a great deal to think about, and was
accomplished mainly by swinging flats and cut-out scenery.
The Ugly Sisters, played by Lance-C.Orporal Rod Harris
and Lance-Corporal Mick Barker were very popular; Jennifer
Halliday played Baroness Bamboozle; Barbara O'Donnell was
Cinderella; and Douglas Crookes doubled as Baron Bamboozle,
Cmder's father, and as the Wizard. Prince Charming was
played by Sheila Wake!in, the wife of a civilian member of
the Regiment; Dandini by school teacher Pat Gray; Buttons
by Lance-Corporal Arthur Joseph, and Spy, Cop and Sergeant
by Lance-Corporal Richard Whetham, Lance-Corporal Mel Cad,
and Lance-Corporal Malcolm Palfrey. The Fairy Godmother
was played by Freda Mickley, who was also co-producer and
The show followed the
responsible for the choreography.
traditional pantomime story, with plenty of local humour
~rown in, and a touch of magic here and there, particularly
m the scene where two guinea pigs and a silver ball were conTHE WIRE , MARCH-APRIL 1966

Major Douglas Crookes, Jennifer Halliday, Pat Gray, Lance-Corporal
Rod Harris, Sheila Wakelin , Lance-Corporal Mick Barker, Corporal
Jan Johnson, Irene Rippon
verted to a coach pulled by two very charming horses, namely
Jei;mifer ~lliday and Carol Smith. All taking part thoroughly
enioyed domg the show, as did the audiences, judging by their
reaction and the number of curtain calls.
Congratulations must go to the producers, Don and Freda
Mickley; to Margaret Crookes for the costume design; but
most of all to the stage manager, Lance-Corporal Tom
Demelweek and his backstage staff, which included people like
Sergeant Neil Dye, Lance-Corporal Chris Carr, Sergeant Joe
Seddon, Ray and Freda Dalleywater, Ray Gannon, Phil
Burghart, LaD:ce-Corporal Stewart Alexander, and many others.
Special menuon must be made of Mr. Alf Pittaway and
Sergeant Joe O'Donnell, who did such an excellent job of
publicity, programme, house manager and bar. To celebrate
the success of the production, the Cinderella cast and backstage workers propose to hold a Donna-Kebab party in the
Old City of Famagusta in the very near future.
Sergeants'

~fess

Bull

The Sergeants' Mess Annual Ball took place on 22nd January.
Music was provided by a section of the Royal Highland Fusiliers
Band, recently arrived on the island on a six month tour with
UNFICYP. Twists, shakes, bully-gullies and some even more
unpronouncable gyrations soon had the walls and floor vibrating
rythmically. Dancing space was at a premium, about one
parquet square for each couple.
Staff Sergeant Alexander and the catering staff produced a
buffet which came up to their usual superlative standard. The
fresh salmon provoked a certain amount of discussion on the
2 Squadron table as to whether it came from Scotland or
Ireland (who ever beard of Scottish salmon?).
The Entertainments Committee deserve a well earned vote
of thanks for a thoroughly enjoyable evening.
Driving Manoe-uvreability Tests
These tests were open to all holders of a driving licence.
They consisted of driving forward and reversing in and out of
garages and several other tests all with penalty points for the
time taken. The test took place on Wednesday, 19th January
1966, with 35 competitors in nil. The inevitable question a~
the end was "When is the next one." A good time was had
by all. Many thanks to W.O.II E. Gibson, the M.T.W.0., for
the time he gave to organise it.
ResuUs
Private Cars: 1st, Corporal Platts, 295 penalty points; 2nd,
W.O.II Gibson, 473 penalty points; 3rd, W.0.I Gill (R.E.),
484 penalty points.
Land Rovers: 1st, Lance-Corporal Devlin, 499 points; 2nd,
Signalman Grant, 514 points; 3rd, Signalman Stoke , 602 points.
Overheard on the Administrative Inspection: Inspecting Officer to Driver: What's the turnover of wiper
blades?
Driver: About half a windscreen, Sir!
TRUE!
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A New Year and a busy one from all that can pe sem.
February, Annual Inspection; March, the Master of Signal
visits the Regiment; and April we receive the Freedom of
Entry to the City of Gloucester; meantime of course we
continue to signal 24 hours a day! and continue to be: hosts to
visitors from all parts. These past few weeks have seen 59
"Q" Course and No. 9 Yeoman of Signals Course from
Catterick viewing the Tape Relay Centre and it has also been
our pleasure to have Chef De Bn (Major) G. Degatier of the
French Army Signals with the Regiment for a week's attachment. He was shown every aspect of the Unit and it was
comforting to hear that our problems are no different from
those in his Army! It seems that all soldiers suffer the same
no matter what nationality.
A new venture was the first visit to the Tape Relay Centre
of 16 R.A.C. Officers from the Signal School of the R.A.C.
Centre Bevington. Our type of communications were entirely
new to them and they were visibly impressed by the weekly
working hours put in by the men on duty at the T.R.C. !

In January we welcomed W.0.II (R.Q.M.S.) Bibby, Sergeants
Griffiths and Duncan, Corporals Comber and Sp~cer, LanceCorporal Buck, Signalman Chambers and Morrison to the
Regiment, and said goodbye to W.O.II (R.Q.~.S.) Howes,
who leaves us on promotion to R.S.M. of 42nd Regiment (T.A.),
Manchester· Sta.ff Sergeant Ellis, who goes to a Yeoman of
ign ls Cour e· and to Sergeant Spiers, Corporals Chapman,
Brooke, Turner, Signalman Janes and Robson.
Congratulations go to Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Smith and
Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Charlesworth on i-he birth of a son
each.
Assisting others
For three consecutive week-ends the Regiment has been
engaged in assistance to the T.A. Signal Regiments '?'i~ the
Command, in the operation of th!! Du/R230. It 1s evident
that the effort made by W.O.II (F. of S.) Noakes, Sgt. Tanner,
Corporal Miles and tbeir assist~ts were appreciated, as all the
students are eager to come back to the Regiment for further
training. These courses were visited by the C.S.O., Eastern
Command, Brigadier M. D. Price, o.B.E., ~d the C.S.O.,
London District, Lieutenant-Colonel J. C. Clmch.
The Regiment is playing "host " for eleven weeks to the
Signal Platoon of the 1st Bn. The Irish Guards, w~o have
been attending a Signals Classification Course. The mstruction on this course is being done by the Battalion itself. The
Regiment is only called ~pon t'! provide s~ialist ~quipment
and the occasional techmcal asslStance that is required.

11th BEGLUENT, CATTEIUCK Cil:IP
A Day in the Life of a Junior N.C.O. in the
nth Regiment
If you joined the Corps for variety, have you ever considered
applying for a post as an Assistant Instructor at 11th Regiment?
This probably sounds as if we are selling the job . . . well, we
are. This is normal Signals work--communicating-but in a
different medium.
No. 1 Squadron has the rask of transforming civilians into
soldiers .in seven hectic weeks, and of initiating the young
recruit into die ways of Army life.
The Squadron has eight Troops, each commanded by a
young officer, and run by a Troop Sergeant and two Troop
Corporals.
The Assistant Instructor is basically a Recruit Troop
Corporal. With his Troop Officer and Sergeant, the Troop
Corporal is the firm base on which the character of the
recruit is built.
If you are a clock-watcher; if you are not prepared to listen,
advise and help the anxious recruits with their barrage of
questions and problems, to produce as good an end-product
as you possibly can-then this job is obviously not for you.
The job is not easy, but it is certainly not difficult for the
right man.
This may sound a little strange to those who have forgotten
their own recruit training, but most readers will remember how
they sought advice from those they trusted-their Troop
Corporal and Sergeant.
This, however, is only part of the Assistant Instructor's life.
He must be able to reach drill efficiently (don't worry, we can
train you to do th_at ! ). He must know his weapons sufficiently
well to teach basic weapon training (we can teach you to do
this, too I). He must be fit, because what better example can
the recruits have than a fit, confident N.C.O. who can do
everything better than they can.
I t is a responsible job
and one which requires enthusiasm and a determination to
remember and complete the thousand-and-one things that start
a young soldier on his career.
When Pass-Off Day comes and the Troop marches off;
when the Inspecting Officer has remarked on the " high standard of drill and turnout"; when mothers and fathers, wives and
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Four Junior N.C.O . Ground Keepers marching off on the completion
of the Pass off Parade
sweethearts seek you out and thank you for what you have
done you are sufficiently rewarded. And what can you look
forw:U.d to?-Well, here come some bright-eyed, long-haired
young men through the gate. I am starting again!
This is just a general outline of the work of one of us.
Here now is an example of one day's work-a day taken
at random from the recruits' training programme.
I live in and so my day begins with reveille at 06.30 hours.
No longer' the whistle-blowing, bellowing of the duty N.C.0.
Reveille in the modern Army is much more "humane." The
duty N.C.0. merely wakes one . recruit per T~oop (and, ~
cidentally, me in my bunk) who is then responsible for calling
the remainder of the Troop.
Washed and shaved, I then quickly pop around the Troop
to ensure the recruits are up and about, and then I'm down
to the Jun ior N.C.O.s' dining room for breakfast. This meal
over by 07.15 hours, and my bunk tidied, ten minutes later
I am ready to start on the recruits. First a quick tour to s~e
that the room jobs are progressing (beds no longer made up m
the old way) and then the small person.al proble~ to be d<:alt
with. Bloggs doesn't know how to write out his laundry list;
Jones has forgotten the addre~s for his. mail; Smith ?as lo.st
his cap (again !) and Wi.Jliams is not feelmg w.ell, but is afraid
to go sick .in case he is relegated. At last it is all sor·t ed out.
The rooms tidy and ready for inspection, it is time to ge.t
them outside for drill. I assist the Troop Sergeant with the

MUTUAL CONFIDENCE AND RESPECT
The Corporal knows his job and his recruits. The young soldiers
look up to him and respect him
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Two A.l.P.T.'s being briefed by the C.S.M.I. before the Recruit
Boxing Competition

instruction, by demonstrating movements and checking faults.
In the absence of the Sergeant, I take the squad myself.
09.55 hours and time to move the Troop "smartly" down
the road to the gymnasium for a period of P.T. I stay and
watch to get to know the recruits and see their improvement
(can we save Evans from the Physical Development Centre).
Back to barracks, a break and a welcome cup of coffee, gives
me a chance to relax and chat with friends from the Corporals'
Mess-some of our Corps specialists in physical or weapon
training (the Corporals' games night went well last night!).
The next period is planned and items of kit have been
collected for the fieldcraft lesson-" Elementary Observation."
I am helping the Troop Officer with this lesson. I must follow
him and see how he puts it across, because I have the next
fieldcraft lesson to teach tomorrow.
The last period before lunch the Troop is taken to the
miniature range. All the recruits are excited . Strict control
and eyes in the back of my head are needed here. I help
to show them how to hold, aim and fire the weapon-they
start their weapon training next week. One or two budding
marksmen are discovered and no one disappointed . .. "Well,
at least I hit the - - thing!" Now rifle cleaning and
back to the Armoury and it's lunch time.
After lunch, pay parade gives me a chance to catch up with
the barracks damage report the Troop Sergeant wants, and
collect the football boots ready for the game later. A cup of
coffee and a chat in the office and plans are made for next
week's adventure training on the moors.
Recreational training time and the Troop team put on their
football boots, and with the rest of the Troop for supP?rt,
set off for the football pitch. This is a needle f!latch agamst
our rivals in the inter-Troop competition. Feelings are hot,
the play is fierce and I get a painful crack on the shin-and
I am only refereeing. Never mind! We have w~n ~nd the
recruits are jubilant at being one step nearer wmnmg the
competition.
A quick warning: "Everyone is to change and shower"
to the team, and away to have one myself and dress for tea.
After tea my room is like King's Cross Station for a little
while-the questions and recruits flow thick and .fast. I deal
with problems over kit-cle::ining, personally helpmg the man
if he is not "with it."
When there is a lull, I walk round the rooms quickly, ju t
to see what is happening and in some to inject a little more
enthusiasm in others to get them out of barracks and then,
with a clear conscience, I change, ready for a few hours away
from it all.
When I return the rooms are dark. A quick tour for the
night and I can go to my own bed-another day gone and a
different one to look forward to tomorrow.
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Highly Merited Award
Many members of the Corps will already be aware of the
award of the M.B.E. in the ew Year's Honours List to Major
"Jock" Cathmoir.
" Jock" Cathmoir was born in Aberdeen on 30th November,
1911, and spent many of his early years in Canada. He
joined the Army on 17th January, 1930, and was commissioned
in December 194r. For the greater part of the War he served
with the nth Armoured Division and he was Mentioned in
Despatches in July 1940.
In 1948 he was posted to No. 1 War Office Signal Regiment
and ever since that date he has been employed in the Army
Strategic Communications Network,, first in the U.K., then in
Singapore and finally at Boddington, where he has been for
the last eight years. As a result of this specialisation, he has
become perhaps the most experienced of all officers in the field
of Iong-·h aul communications.
The citation says that his undoubted expertise has ensured
that the Ministry of Defence (Army) has had ample and efficient
commuri.ication with the Theatre Commanders in Cyprus,
Kenva and the Far East during the periods of uncertainty
which have occurred in those places. It goes on " He is one
of the most loyal and dedicated officers imaginable, ready at
a moment's notice of the day or night to make inroads into his
off-duty time at the first hint of trouble in his Tape Relay
Centre: the way in which he identifies himself with his work
goes far beyond the normal call of duty."
The unstinting service of this officer and his outstanding
professional expertise over a long period, have been keenly felt
by all who come into contact with him and are an example for
all to follow.
Major Cathmoir is retiring shortly from the Service and we
SJ?eak for the Corps when we say how delighted we are that
his services to the Corps and the Army as a whole have been
recognised by this award.
(·ups gained and retained
1 Squadron ·have been busy improving to the collection of
silver held at the Barracks. On 27th January, 1966, the R.H.Q.
and 1 Squadron Basketball Team went to Exeter for the District
Championships and after spirited games in the semi-final and
final matches they beca me convincing Minor Unit champions
as the scores show: 14th Regiment v. 48 Company R.A.0.C. . .. . ... . . 69-11
14th Regiment v. Junior Leaders Regt. (R.C.T.) 51-28
A week later we met our neighbours C.V.D. Ashchurch in
the final of the bistrict Minor Units Football Championship
and the team came up with a cracking performance and alutatory win of 7 goals to 3. This is the third year running that
we have held this particular cup and it is regarded as an old
friend! We now tackle t:ie cask of retaining the Southern
Command Minor Units Cup.
Concert Tinae
Have you ever tried to put on a Regimental Concert when
the talent available is either on shift or stationed 30-40 miles
away and still on shift? If yo'! haven't, be. warned an~ i~ you
must do it, only do so once m your service! We did it on
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12th January and astonishi~gly to mose concerned wi~ puttin_g
it on, the show was a roarmg success. The fact that 1t was is
entirely due to the performers themselves, some of whom had
never trod the boards, but they worked hard and it came off.
The programme included two groups, " The Chevrons " from
Robinswood Barracks and the " T Set " from Bampton, an
excellent sol i t, Corporal Morgan (Bampton)-conjuror,
Corporal
mith (Robinswood)--<>ur tame satirists, LanceCorporal Killingbeck and Lance-Corporal Spencer (Droitwich)
and a rousing display by the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess on how to be a Happy Little Dwarf (F. of S. Wood as
" Snow White" and O.R.Q.M.S. Cooke as Prince Charming);
Corporal Ar.(::Ott (entirely unrehearsed) did magnificently as the
compere of what proved to be quite an evening.
2 SOUADROX, DROITWIC:R
Readers will remember the definition of M.P.B.W. (Make
Plans and Beware of Wait) coined in our recent notes. 0.C.
2 Squadron has at last found the solution to this problem. It
requires nerve and courage, but it works and bas a simple
theme. Namely, invite the Army Commander to visit the
Unit! This produces instant results and the Squadron bas now
been invaded by a horde of eager workmen who are gaily
tearing up floors, painting, sawing and hammering to great
effect. The only snag is that he hasn't got a cookhouse any
more!
Pre par a tion f o r the Sailinl'( Season
With sailing weather not very far away work is in hand
preparing the dinghy fleet for the water. We now have seven
Fireflies and four GP 14s under our wing and this makes a
very respectable fleet. We are hoping this year to tow some
boats around the country and to see what we can do in competition against other Units. If any Unit in U.K. would like
to take us on, either at home or away, a telephone call to Major
C. M cDevitt, 2 Squadron, 14th Regiment, Droitwich, will be
enough.
3 S t}UAD llO N, H AMPTON
T wo D e4!ades Plus T wo
Extract from a Secret War D iary- " E" Section, I War
Office Signal Regiment.
"15th November, 1943- ine O .R.s arrived from H.Q.,
eight from ' N ' Section and one from ' 0 ' Section, on posting,
bringing the total to one Sergeant and nineteen 0.R.s."
This extract appears to be the first record of what is now
3 Squadron, 14th Regiment, and, at that time, it is doubtful
if serious thought bad been given to 'E' Section becoming
the main U.K. COMCAN Receiver Station of the future.
No historical record is available and, therefore, nothing is
known of the personnel of " E " Section and their habits. The
diary does record, however, that on 29th November, 1944, 23
A.T.S. Auxiliaries arrived and were accommodated in the
Manor House, Bampton. (A most impressive building of
castle-like proportions which a board of officers, the diary
records, bad previously passed as suitable for accommodating
up to 25 girls!)
No doubt the advent of the girls, who probably were half of
rbe Section strength, was a great morale booster. Perhaps it
also heralded one of the greatest headaches to be encountered
over the twenty years to follow. The quest for married
accommodation!
Whatever the statistics at that time, the construction of the
first six married quarters was not completed until 1954, and
ten years later these were still the only quarters in existence.
By this time, it will be appreciated, demand far exceeded supply,
and for many years the local Estate Agents, and their clients,
feathered theJI nests as more and more of the "older properties "
were taken over as hirings. Many members of the Corps can
now talk knowledgeably on woodworm, dry rot and :the . need
for a damp course!
Over the years there had been vague talk of a service to
provide more quarters, and thought of this golden lining must
surely have kept many wives on the side of sanity ! The construction of 31 quarters was eventually approved and building
commenced, during May 1964, in a neat little estate on the
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Three of the new "B" Type quarters in Mercury Close. Bampton

east side of Bampton. The last is due for completion during
February 1966, and Mercury Close, as the estate is named,
will be added to .t he unwritten history of Royal Signals in
Bampron.
The estate, comprising 16 "B" type and 15 "C" type
quarters furnished in the latest style, is of a high standard and
it is anticipated that every married Serviceman in the Squadron
will be accommodated by late February 1966. There may even
be a "spare" for the next married arrival! (Apologies O.I.C.
Records if this increases your "post-bag"!)

. lY double_______
the _
range
stmP
----- -----'
~

_...... r:--.-::=:_-_:::::_--~~- --------------- ---,'

3 Squadron, always a popular posting, must surely now
become even more popular and now that the married men have
been accommodated, the rebuild of the administrative section
of unit lines, including single accommodation, is eagerly awaited.

He didn•t earth

~is

set!

You might very well think
that omitting to earth his set
was inexcusable, but even more
to the point-" Was he a member of the Soldiers' Widows'
Fund"?
In fact this little chap was
probably more accustomed to
smoke signals and, bad be been
old enough to have a wife,
would probably have left her
well provided for with sea
shells!
Our archaeologists date the
skeleton some 1,500 years, and
estimated the age between eight
and ten years. There is no
indication that the site of the
0
'
find " was a burial ground,
and the chance discovery was
made during preparation of the
foundations for the new married
quarters in Bampton, during
early 1965.

The new MEL L556 /ooks the same-and
uses the same station units and harnessas the C11 equipment it replaces. Yet.
operating on s.s.b .. it offers twice the range,
eliminating the gap between ground wave
and 1st skip! Other features include
frequency coverage of 2- 16 Mc/sin 1 kc/s
steps. high setting accuracy and
electrically-locked final frequency, 120W
p.e.p. output. c.w. telegraphy, c.f.s. with
RTA type L607 and d.s.b. telephony
facilities available, complete
transistorization up to the final stage.

a c o mplete stati on
Up-dating an existing C11/R210 station
is as simple as replacing the C11. making
a few minor modifications to the standard
receiver.

... with t eleprinter if required!
All the advantages of teleprinter operation
can be added to most vehicle-mounted
h.f. and v.h.f. Military Radio stationsusing the new MEL L607 adaptor. Fully
transistorized. it enables the addition of
facilities for automatic coding and
decoding. and permits 750 Baud data
operation with certain stations.

Inciden.tally, archaeology at
3 Squadron is not confined to chance discoveries. Under the
patronage of W.0.I R. C. Evans, several members of the
Squadron have attended a "dig," and numerous small items
of interest, mainly shards, brooches and coins, have been
unearthed.
Whether up-dating or installing new
stations-contact MEL

British Commonwealth Cemetery, Tobruk
A colour transparency of the grave of Second-Lieutenant
R. H. Martin, Royal Signals, bas come into the bands of the
Editor of THE WIRE who wou ld be pleased to pass it on to
any relative of this officer.
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Sergeant Faragher.
Various knockout competitions were
organised, including a very amusing ladies' race, finally won by
Mrs. Rothwell from Mrs. Polley.
lliJ,!hest peak scaled
Lieutenant Tony Ingham managed to take a party from
Radio Troop up-country for a three-day radio exercise and
learned many lessons about communications and administration
in the desert. Lieutenant Owen Lewis took a party and climbed
the Sham San, the highest peak in Aden proper; I believe
his mission was to admire the view.
Congratulations to Corporal and Mrs. Gann on the birth of a
daughter, Jacqueline, and to Corporal and Mrs. Selkirk on the
birth of a son, Bryan.
Post Seript
English as she is spoke--Aden style
The Aden scene.

No grass on the pitch. A t ense mo ment in an
inter-troop football fin al

15th REGIMENT, B.F.P.O. 69
A Loss

The Regiment is very sorry to have to lose our
Quartermaster, Major Furtado, who, unfortunately, had to be medically evacuated back to
England. We all appreciate the hard work he
has put in on all aspects of Regimental life.
(All wi:ll be glad to hear that he turned u p in
THE WIRE office fit again.-Editor).

To,
The Leiutenant
Army 15 Signal
Singpore Line
Dear Sir,
With due respect and humble submission beg to request
your kind honour to help me and to transfer me from the
job of Sweeper to Labour as I am entitle for your help I
am Adenity by birth and have a birth certificate and I shall
not deprive from your help and you are in this world.
I have a great hope that my humble request will meet with
your kind approval as far as your justice is a famous.
For which act of kindness I shall ever pray
Awaiting your kin<l favourable reply.
Yours Obed iently, XYZ.

Successful pantomime
A pantomime, " Puss in Chuka Boots," under the direction
of Captain Bill Griffiths, was recently produced. The show
had an all-star cast of Captain Dick Johnson as the Kat; LanceCorporal Moger as the Genie with Light Brown Hair; Signalman Edwards as Ali-Bin-Whittington; Signalman Mitchell as
oo6t (complete with white jacket, bow tie, bathing trunks,
flippers and spear gun); Lance-Corporal O'Loughlin was t he
union official; Signalmen Lindsay and Wilson were coolies,
and finally, Lance-Corporal Fletcher as the Hairy Godmother.
The pantomime was followed by impromptu turns, and a
p::rformance by the "Ali Kats," the Regimental beat group.
For the evening we had some weicome guests from the Coldstream Guards, 1st Bn. King's Own Yorkshire Light Infantry
and the Prince of Wales' Own Regiment.
No need for tall stories in Aden
The Fishing Club is still going from strength to strength.
Recently, Sergeant-Major Laing caught a 25lb. Leonard Ray.
It was ably gaffed by Captain Ian Graham, while Staff Sergeant
Simmons was preparing to jump out of the other side of the
boat if the fish was brought aboard alive. The ray produced
enough food for a meal tor about seven families.
Even the Commanding Officer has taken up this sport-perhaps to escape from the telephone.
Craftsman Greenham, a few days later, was dangling a line
over the side of the boat with just a weight on the end,
th is was swallowed by quite a big bone fish, which was duly
brought aboard.
The Regimental soccer team is still doing well, under the
capable captaincy of Signalman Barker. The team is now
third in its Aden League.
.A soccer knockout co.mpetition was run within the Regiment,
with each troop producing a team. The final was won by Radio
Troop in a close and exciting match against Line Troop.
The hockey team plays regularly and Signalman Cooper
scored all four goals in a recent match against an R.A.F.
team.
A distinguished visitor
On 6th January, the Regiment was honoured by a visit from
the Commander-in-Chief, Middle East Command, Vice-Admiral
Sir Michael le Fanu. K.C.B., D.s.c., R.N., when he met the
Officers, Senior N.C.O.s and many soldiers of the Regiment.
On the same day the Officers' Mess held a very successful
Twelfth Night Party, in which the main aMraction was the
model car racing, which was kindly lent to the Mess by
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1. CONQUEROR
2. SARACEN COMMAND VEHICLE
3. DAIMLER
4. SALADIN
5. LAND ROVER
6. CHAMP

Lamp signalling still has its day. Signalman Stewart contacts an
incoming aircraft by Aldis lamp prior to establishing radio communication

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
New Regulation Pattern with Straps

The C1 3 is the official replacement for the
WS19H P set. It is in service with the British Army
and 14 overseas armies as the extra Jong range
set in Fighting Vehicles. Exceptional range and
performance, sim pl icity of controls. rugged cli matic
protection and the elimination of all netting
combine to make the C13 a versati le and highly
serviceable equipment. It conforms in all respects
to t he Joint Services Specification K114G.
The C13 provides up to 25 watts
RF o utput on Phase Modulation . Used with its
RF Amplifier No. 7 the power is increased up to
250 watts.

Made up as required

EXPORT
U.K. incl. P. Tax

each 9/5
" 10/1

BRITISH COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION LIMITED

(Portap Extra)

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY
Nr. DONCASTER
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OF ADEN
"TRADE WINDS" IN DJIBOUTI HARBOUR

Sailing on a rollfog
tropical sea escorted b) a
hundred porpoises, in
areas renowned for
sharks . . . and then there
was I he giant ray!

By Major T. E. Grice

PREVAILING
--............. MONSOON
~ (OCT.-APR)

0

SOMALI L AND
The route taken by" Trade Winds" from Aden to Djibouti ;ond back.

HEN planning to 'go foreign' in U.K. the problem is
W
to select which of the many places across the channel
to visit first. You are faced with a very different problem in

time to get out of the water safely 1 After a leisurely breakfast
we set sail under the main and genoa with a steady southwesterly wind.

Aden. The choice is between visiting some uninhabited coast.

Berbera in Somaliland or Djibouti in French Somaliland. To
us Djibouti seemed the obvious choice, the attraction of all
things French being the main factor.
The hot season brings gales and rough sens
To sail in we had the folk-boat Trade Winds of Arabia,
belonging to Aden Services by kindness of the Nuffield Trust.
In the crew we had two sol~iers, Majors Trevor Grice and
Peter White, and two airmen, L.A.C.s " Mac" MacNicholas
and John Sowerby. As the yacht is owned by all three Services
we normally try to take an inter-Service crew. Our voyage
was to be the first major cruise since a considerable re-fit during
the hot season. It is an odd fact about sailing here that it is a
winter sport, October to May, and the hot season is the time
for refits. The reasons are that the hot season brings gales and
rough seas and really it is too hot to sail for pleasure anyway.
During the cool season the temperature seldom drops below
70°F., so not many pullovers are required!
Trade Winds has three bunks but we decided to have a crew
of four, one person can always sleep on the cabin floor or on
deck in harbour and when sailing someone has to be on watch.
We found, in fact, four to be an ideal crew, split into two
watches, for a week's cruise. No doubt we would have been a
bit crowded for a longer period.
K.-ep ... g a wary eye on the sharks
After provisioning ship we set sail on a Friday afternoon from
~e Yacnt Club at Steamer Point. The object being to sail to
Bu Fukum Bay for the first night. Bir Fukum is a small native
fishing village. Falaise Camp occupied by, amongst others 210
quadron, is just over the hill behind the village. We dro'pped
anchor soon after dark about 200 yards off shore and had an
ell!IY night. We awoke at 5.30 and had a swim: being in
fauly shallow water we reckoned we could see the sharks in
11'4

A hm1dred porpoises e!<cort us

Soon aft er midday the porpoises joined us. We were running
with whisker pole set with large rollers coming in astern. The
favourite game of the porpoises appeared to be to surf ride on
the front of the waves, going past the boat as closely as possible.
At first it is rather frigh tening to see porpoises rushing at you
from above but of course the stern lifts as the wave passes.
At times we mu~t have had up to a hundred porpoises escorting
the boat.
At dusk we reduced sail by setting the working jib instead of
genoa, not being sure what winds the night would bring. In
fact the wind dropped for some hours, later coming in from
slightly north of west where it stayed for the night, rever.ting
to its usual quarter soon after dawn.
!tunning before the wind 011 n Tro1•lc Sen
Running before the wind and sea in the dark is always
exciting but specially so in the tropics owing to the phosphorescence on breaking waves which makes them look
enormous. This, added to the glowing tracks of porpoises
torpedoing past the ship and the bright tropical stars, is enough
to start one quoting poetry. Enough to say that by dawn we
were at the entrance to the Golfe de Tadjura, south of Ras
Bir light.
The journey down the Golfe past Iles Musha was uneventful.
The porpoises left us at dawn. This area is renowned for
sharks so we felt glad to drop anchor off the Club Nautique
in Djibouti at midday.
The club had offered use of their facilities for our stay.
These consisted of a very pleasant bar and toilet facilities
difficult to describe with justice: perhaps ·t he phrase French
Somali is sufficient. The shower and shave were, however, most
welcome as the skin soon becomes uncomfortable wirh sun
dried salt.
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In Djibouti Harbour-we (•onsort with very
s uperior craft
In Djibouti harbour there were three other yachts : Europa,
Jenae and Zulu lu. Two of these were on their way around the
world, a fact which took the edge off our journey. Europa,
French owned, had been four years on the way. As she had
been to Aden a few weeks before we knew rhe crew well-a
Frenchman, a German and American-so we were soon aboard
gathering local knowledge and cold beer from their fridge.
Jenae was a Brazilian-built craft owned by a Frenchman who
was away selling film in France. It was ten years out from
Brazil: he reckoned going round the world was a life-time job.
He had left his wife, a beautiful Franco-Japanese girl, in
Djibouti living on board Jenae. Naturally we anchored next to
Jenae. The third boat was a brand new ketch owned by an
Englishman taking it from Falmouth to Kenya.
D jibouti itself is just like any French provincial town except
that the trees on the boulevards are palms. It is most pleasant
sitting in the cafes on the pavements after the security regulation
bound life of Aden. Prices, particularly of food and drink, are
however very high: about twice those prevailing in France.
Hende-~vous

with a giant Ray
We decided on an early start on Wednesday for the return
journey. We set off with a gentle breeze soon after first light
and sailed on a broad reach past Iles Musha before hardening
up to sail down the Golfe de Tradjura. Dusk found us still
well in sight of land. During the night we only had one
mom-::nt of excitement when a giant ray swam under the ship.
I could not tell the size but it looked very large; we felt as
though the ship was a cup sitting on a giant ray saucer. The
fact that the ray was phosphorescent probably made it seem
larger than it really was, but we were glad it ignored us.
All day we continued beating into a choppy sea on a starboard tack until by dusk we were closing the Arabian coast.
Since we did not fancy waking along an unlit coast at night we
put about and headed across the shipping lanes. Not only is
Trade Winds well equipped with navigation lights but it has
an Aldis lamp. Lighting up the sails with this is most effective
and the many merchantmen we saw during the night kept
well clear.
Tlie smell of Aden
Soon after dawn we saw Aden : we had smelt it during the
nil.l'ht when the wind was off shore as a mixture of burning
rubbish and oil refinery. We put into a bay at Little Aden for
lunch and a swim. We al'so cleaned shio so that when we
arrived back at the Sailing Club we would look as though we
had always been tidy.
. W~ are now planning the next journey which is to be a
c1rcu1t, Perirn, Djibouti, Berbera and back to Aden.
THE WIRE, MARCH-APRIL 1966

I Ton Austin K9 with Clark Mast. The scrambling net in the
background is for keeping technicians fit

To Paris witli tlie SR 50

30th Regiment's Export Sales Team
gets into Action
By W.0.11 (Foreman of Signals)

~.

Walker

Early in November the C.Ornrnanging Officer was asked to
provide a vehicle radio station C50 for a demonstration in Paris
to coincide with a N.A.T.O. Signals Working C.Onference during
the week 15th-19th November, 1965. Needless to say there
was no shortage of volunteers but as two certain gentlemen
(namely W.O.II (Foreman of Signals) N. Walker and Corporal
T. E. Trent) had previously been employed on SR C50 demonstrations they were detailed. If only there were more details
like this!
Pre1mrations-011r Jlumbc>r I Ton looked really
something
The week previous to the journey was spent very industriously
in preparation. The Humber 1 Ton vehicle was completely
stripped and repainted. Luckily we had an expert spray painter
in Mr. J. Downes who is a civilian technician employed on
User Trials and many thanks are due to him for the extremely
smart vehicle which was finally produced. Thanks must also
go to Sergeant L. Saxby, his men of I Squadron, Motor Transport, and the regimenta'l Light Aid Detachment who gave
considerable help as always.
Journey to Paris nutl the> Frt•neh (";usto1ns
are in despair
Finally the vehicle was ready and after collecting the many
forms needed for the journey we got under way at 12.00 hours.
The salient points of the trip to Paris were firstly that the
ferry from Dover to Dunkirk did everything but stand on its
nose much to the discomfort of one of the members of the
party secondly on docking at Dunkirk we had to report to the
French Customs where I handed in the necessary import forms.
It was 04.00 hours. TOe Customs man spoke no English at all,
we spoke little French and after he had perused the complicated
looking forms for a while he threw his arms up in a tvpical
continental gesture of despair, stamped the forms and allowed
us to proceed. We finally arrived at Camp Volenceau on the
outskirts of Paris at 11.00 hours on the Sunday very cold.
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by saying two very weary men caught the first train on the
Metro the following morning. (THE WIRE will publish much!-

brink of a rock strewn ravine, with what little ground I had
crumbling away beneath the wheels of the machine, gave me a
~care which I wouldn't like to repeat. More by luck than
Judgment I managed to throw the bike on its side and drag it
clea.r .back to solid ground, then I started to breathe again and
deciding that safety lies in numbers I waited for th Test
Observation Team to catch up. As the old saying goes, " All'·
well that ends well."

Ediior.)

After a few hours sleep on the Thursday morning we set off
back to Blandford. This was an uneventful trip and we arrived
home at midday on the Friday.
f'ont•lusion • • • and if we could 011ly win Che
1•ools!
After a well earned weekend off and reflection about the trip
we decided that it had been a most enjoyable experience and
that the job we had set out to do had been well done. From
the entertainment side it was decided that before any further
trip to Paris is contemplated we would either have to win the
football pools or that the Services must get a considerable
rise in pay.

lle~ult

The Trailbreaker Mk. II on Jungle Trials

R hearsal-nnd our hearts arc iu our mouths

After an extremely long sleep and a very lazy Monday morning
we were contacted by Major B. Woods who instructed us to
report to N.A.T.O. building Port Dauphine the following afternoon for a rehearsal. On arrival we were dismayed to hear that
the actual demonstration was to be held in a conference room.
Our dismay was on two accounts. Firstly that our very smart
vehicle would not now be on view and secondly that part of
the station was a 40 foot Oark pneumatic _mast with two very
large Log Periodic aerials mounted on top and this we were
informed still had to be demonstrated. On inspection of the
conference room we found deep pile carpets and considerable
amounts of plate glass. Needless to say we were rather concerned about the damage we might cause with the mast but
as the powers that be were willing to accept this danger and
the room was high enough it was decided to attempt to erect
the mast in one corner of the room. The next problem was
to transport the equipment from the vehicle to the conference
room but, with the aid of some rather garrulous but very willing
French porters, this was soon achieved. We then laid the radio
equipment out and with out hearts very much in our mou ths
erected the mast. This proved to be a far easier task than
anticipated and Messrs. Clark must be complimented on the
easy handling qualities of such a large device. I muse also add
that it made a most imposing sight and we had never seen it
look as impresiive as it di9 <then. (I must apologise for the lack
of photographs but .A.T.O. security barred the use of cameras.)

FARELF

T HE "

Trailbreaker " is a 2-stroke motor cycle, with a very
good cross-country pedormance, used widely by American
prospectors and hunters.
It was thought that such a motor cycle might go towards
improving the mobility of foot patrols. With this in view, the
British Army participated in trials, and Lance-Corporal Howard,
a former member of the Royal Signals Display Team, was
selected to ride the cyde in F ARELF.
The Trailbreaker was not found practicable for the purposes
envisaged, but Lance-Corporal Howard has written this ligbthearte:l artide about his experiences during the course of the
trials.
Full of curiosity, one day last June, I r eported to 221 Base
Vehicle Depot in Malaya to collect a new two-wheel drive
" wonder motor cycle." The "powers-that-be " had asked that
I ride it for them, on Jungle Warfare trials, to prove its worth.
• • • con(ronte•I by a weird looking machine
One must understand (as I was feeling secretly pleased at
being chosen for this job), my disappointment on being confronted by a weird machine painted bright yellow and looking
rather like an ice cream vendor's nightmare. Still, considering
myself a fair-minded person, I climbed into the saddle of " the
Trailbreaker " as she was called and after a few dozen kicks
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The vehicle is shown as it approached a log in a direction approxmately parallel to the axis of the log. The track made a sharp left
turn at this point but the vehicle could not negotiate the obstacle
at this ang le of approach. The rider attempted to continue straight
ahead and go round the end of the log but became emmeshed in
in numerous vines and small trees
on the kick-starter and a few well-chosen words, she burst
into life.
Ambling forward at a sedate two 111.iles an hour
The noise from her little two stroke engine was terrific and
fully expecting _her to surge forward when I engaged first gear,
imagine my feeling of consternation when she ambled forward
at a sedate two miles per hour; but even this pace was abruptly
halted five yards furth er on; " Trailbreaker " had blown an
oil seal. However, soon she was modified and ready for her
first trials in jungle terrain.
E x pel"iences-some amusing. some hazardous

In the following days she was put through her paces, she
negotiated jungle swamps plus logging trails and jungle tracks
of the worst kind; we shared a variety of experiences, both
amusing and, in some instances, hazardous.
On one occasion, whilst crossing a swamp in the early stages
of her trials the machine found a deep hole under water and
very rapidly disappeared into it. Almost immediately her huge
balloon tyres floated cycle less rider back to the surface. ~ot
having brought along my water wings I was left floundering
in two feet of filthy water and green slime; the stench of which
was far from pleasant. Needless to say a few choice words to
fit the occasion were uttered and I then proceeded to drag a
very slimy motor cycle and a very slimy and bedraggled self
back to reasonably dry &!Ound.
Looking back, I am forced to laugh at t?e thought _of how
comical we must have appeared, wallowing ahout m that
mud hole.

Demonstration-and all's well that ends well

The demonstration started at 09.00 hours and after an introduction, given by Major M. S. Jarrett, Royal Signals, the
engineer representative of Plessey Ltd. gave a detailed technical
talk on the equipment, this at times put a rather severe strain
on the interpreters but from the rapt attention of the delegates
it obviously proved very interesting. This was confirmed at
question time by the many questions that were asked and despite
language difficulties most were answered satisfactorily. The
demonstration finished at u .30 hours and we then retired for
much-needed refreshment. During the morning we had met up
with a French Security Officer who had served with the British
Army during the war. He soon proved that 'Entente Cord:ale'
is not a thing of the past and entertained us royally at the bar.
Between this and re-installing the equipment in the vehicle
the afternoon passed very quickly. At about 16.oo hours we
finally made our excuses and said goodbye having had a very
entertaining day.
On arrival back at Camp Volenceau a quick change was
performed and then back into Paris to see the sights, censorship
would have cut most of this part of the report so I will leave it

ORPORAL JERRY WILMOT, of 633 T roop, writes
C
this short story of a leave taken in a part of the world
little penetrated by men of the Corps. Well, the Editor of

f,nnc•.--Cor1toral I. Jlowartl o( 249 Squadron,

SR CSO installed in the I Ton Austin K9

( 'omplete di aster is 11arrowly averted
Though we had many such incidents in the follow~g weeks,
none can match up to the rime when we were travelling al_ong
the side of a steep ravine, carrying a 150 lb. payload of rat1~ns
in the rear pannier basket. From nowhere it seemed, a VJ!le
tangled itself in the front wheel drive chain and threw us bodily
to the edge of the ravine. The fact t!lat I was balanced on the

THE TR.AILBREAKER

It looked rather like an "ice-cream vendors nightmare"
THE WIRE, MARCH-APRIL
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II this wa!j • • •

In Faraway Places two Corps men
get around in Texas anti Mexico

Corps 1J1otor-Cycling E."\:p~rt Tnlrnll

n~-

of

Regrettably upon completing the trials it was found that
" Trailbreaker " would not be a permanent member of H.M.
Forces in this field, as she could not carry the payload required
over this type of terrain. Therefore the wonder machme is to
be found a new home. But where, who knows?
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" The Wire" is constantly asking: " Send us YOUR story":
Corporal Wilmot did and " The Wire " publishes. Remember,
the Editor wants your stories about your experiences. After
all, this is your book, write for it!
"On the 18th September, Signalman (Mike) Dryland and I,
Corporal Gerry) Wilmot, started our three-week leave in which
we planned to visit Mexico City and the lower parts of Texas.
We left for Chatarnal, which is on the border of Mexico, by
Land Rover at l I.oo hours and, except for a puncture, we
covered the 80 miles of very bad road by 14.30 hours without
mishap. As our plane was not due to leave until 16.oo we
decided .to spend those one and a half hours in a pleasant cafecome-bar down by the sea.
We landed in Merida airport, where we had to change flights,
in the D.C.6 and had an hour wait until the Comet airliner
which we were going to spend five hours in was due to take off
for Mexico City Airport.
From the airport we took a taxi to a hotel which was recommended to us; it was by a massive Cathedral which is called
La Catedral or plain the Cathedral, and is said to be the oldest
building in the Continent of Am~rica. We stayed in Mexico
City five days, shopping for some decent clothes, and looking
like typical tourists, I suppose; visiting some of the night clubs
and sampling some of the local brews of beer. Then we caught
one of the express buses, paid eight dollars U.S. and travelled
the 16-hour 700-mile trip, of which mostly was desert, to Larado,
Texas.
Finding no night life there at all we continued on our way to
San Antonio, where the famous Alamo is situated. Here we
decided to stay, especially as we had met an American couple
in Mexico who had promised to show us around, so we hired
a compact automatic car as big as a tank and drove out to the
address we were given. True to their word they showed us
around the places where the Texans themselves go, which we
found quite extraordinary, but a couple of days later neces icy
made us return to camp a week before we were due back."

FAU,U\' .'Y

PLA('ES • • •
U~USU.ll

.JOBS!

Have you been up a 9u1n tree ret•ently?
Rountl the world in eight11 daflS?
Just bad~ from Timbuktu?
'\."ES? • • • th n tell the Editor all about
it in an article for H The 'ft' ire ••

BECOME A CORPS WRITER!
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cases, the batik of the kebaya !s. of dif_ferent colour and pattern
to the sarong, and yet surpnsmgly it never seems to clash
It is an extremely comfortab~e garment; the " everyday wear·"
ones are usually made of bughtly-coloured cottons this being
'
more economical than the batik or lace.
T~e Indians are ~lothed in a sare_e, a beautiful, yet simple,
~r~at1on, ve!y pleasmg and dec~rauve.
To the uninitiated,
1t 1s most difficult to put on. It is a length of material-about
six yards long and usually of Indian silk-which starting at
the waist is wrapped aro.und the body to form a :ype of skirt
of ankle length, the remamder of the material is t:ijier wrapped
around the back of the head or worn loosely over the boulder.
The _Chinese \\'.ear eit?er a samiu or a cheong-sam. The
samfu 1s a two-piece suit, very similar to a pair of pyjamas
but t~e " jacket '.' has short .sleeves, usually a high collar, n~
ra.stenmgs, b';lt .is of ~he shp-<>ver type, and there are two
slits about S!X mches m length, on each. side, from the hips
up. Both pieces arc of the same material-brightly-coloured
c tton-and it is. t~e accepted working dress. Those designers
of the trouser suit m the western world take note-the Chinese
w re there before you, but with slight modifications due to the
~r,1pical climate!
The ~eong-sam i_s a very tight-fitting, high-collared dress
w.th a s!it. u~ the side. ~pparently~ the difference in length
o.f t~e sht md_icates status, i.e., three mches, a married woman,
\IX mches a smglc one.
It must be emphasised however that
only slim, petite women can really wear a cheo~g-sam a; it is
meant to be worn 1

e/o G.P.O. SINGAPOltE

lleincarnatiou
On 1st February the Regiment increased its size substantially
when on reorganisation under our new establishment, 263
Squadron (Training) ceased to exist a an independent unit and
became 3 quadron 18th Regiment.
We wish all members of the Squadron a hearty welcome to
the Regiment.
~lotor

sport in SinJ,tapore
Perhaps when one has thoughts on Singapore they are of
un-drenched beaches, and air-conditioned bars where one can
relax and sip long, cool drinks. That is as it should be on a
tropical island but there is another side to it, the sporting one.
Every sport imaginable is catered for except those requiring
wintry conditions.
Motor sport in particular is rapidly increasing in popularity,
so much so that next year's Malaysian and Singapore Grand
Prix will be promoted to international status. Both these events
cater for the car (saloon sports and pure racing models) and
motor-cycle enthusiasts. In between, drivers and riders can
compete in numerous organised events, such as rallies, sprints,
driving tests, hill climbs, trials and moto-cross.
Expense is to be considered, but there is something to
suit everyone's pocket.
The competitively-minded motorist
with the family saloon can compete quite successfully, and at
very little cost, in rallies, driving tests and in his own class
at the Grand Prix meetings. The motor cyclist, too, will find
plenty of opportunity for cheaper competition than can be
found in most other parts of the world. A big welcome and excellent facilities are offered to the prospective member by the
Forces' Driving Club, Malaysia, which is affiliated to the Automobile Association and is recognised by the R.A.C. for competition.
The Forces' Driving Club, Malaysia, as its name implies,
was originally formed as an independent, self-supporting club,
aimed at offering a wide variety of motor sport and associated
functions for past and present members of the Armed Forces.
However, by general demand of members wishing to introduce
their friends not possessing Forces' qualifications, membership
has been extended to any person interested.
The variety_., and quantity of events organised are designed
to cater for au tastes, from the beginner in the family saloon,
to the expert on his racing machine. The club has progressed
and strengthened considerably since its formation, and at the
present time is the only one in Singapore currently organising
Motocross, Autocross, Skilled Driving Tests and Rallies.
We enjoy a healthy competitive relationship with all other
motor sports clubs in Malaysia. Last year, our more notable
successes in the sport included the overall winner of the South
Malaysia Rally in May. An F.D.C. member has the distinction
of winning the F.T.D. (fastest time of day) award at every
Skilled Driving Test Meeting in Singapore during 1964 and
1965.
The Club also caters for the social side, and members meet
every Tuesday evening at the Anophel Inne, where film shows
treasure hunts and other activities take place.
'

Visit
Captain Barker W.R.A.C. Signals, who is on a short v1s1t
from Hong Kong, had a look around the Signals compound
last week. She is ex-Boddington, so knew some of our members
-Staff Sergeant Smith, Corporal Haggerton and Private Hopewho are also ex-14th Signal Regiment.
Feminine Fashion-Far Eastern style
The women of Singapore are of many different races, each
Many wear
with their own customs, language and dress.
western-style clothes, but an equally large proportion wear a
habit appertaining to their particular race.
The Malays have a Sarong Kebaya (their national costume).
The Sarong is a long skirt extending down to the ankles and
n_eeds no zips, buttons, or indeed any type of fastener, it is
simply knotted over around t!Je waist. The material is usually
batik-traditional Indonesian designs, hand-printed on cotton
fabric, in beautiful colours-bright red, rich greens, and golden
yellows, etc. The Kebaya is a sort of jacket extending down
to the hips, which can be either of lace or batik; in many

APOLOGIES(

w.n.A.c.
f'omings and goings

No one has left us this monrh, but we welcome two arrivalsPrivate Batt-Wilson, ex~Chester, and Private Breedon, ex-York.
Both are employed in the Sigcen and, although they find the
work more hectic than in their previous units, we are assured
they are going to enjoy their tour.
Days or hlfts
The "Good morning Tanglin" girls (all day workers) have
finally got themselves on shift-something they have been
hankering after for quite some time--due to the MOR and
COR switchboard operators being given four days off for their
respective festivities, namely, Hari Raya Puasa and Chinese
New Year. Their O.C., W.O.II Griffith, W.R.A.C., is hoping
to keep it permanent and thereby obtain some peace!
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Saree

Cheongsam

Sarong -

Samfu

Ke~aya
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Th4' ( 'bineHe New "l'ear and lUalay Dari Raya

For ~re than a .week prior to the occasion sporadic crackling
and bangmg, lik~ distant gunfire, can be heard. Finally, the eve
of the event arrives, and as if the enemy were making a final
offensive, the noise grows into an incessant crescendo. The
surrounding skyline possesses a flashing red glow which either
arouses the curiosity sufficently to brave a clos~r look or at
least enquire "what's going on?"
Most British soldiers serving in Singapore are already aware
of .the occas!on, since they are just commencing a four-day
holiday. This denotes their second New Year break within a
matter of weeks. However, they also realise the necessity of
the break to counteract sleepless nights caused by the continuous d!n from the streets of Singapore and local kampongs.
Well, !f we ~n't beat them, let us take a look and join them!
It is Chmese New Year.
Before encroaching on their
celeb;~tion.s, it. is advisable to learn the phrase "kong bee fatt
choy,. which 1s a Cantonese New Year greeting.
A Journey into the city reveals the origin of che uproar. Firecrackers,. of power superior to those used in England, are
thrown mto the streets from windows and doors, and it's impossible to find a peaceful corner. A normal commercial fire~racker has about forty sticks tied together, which are ignited
ID a chain reaction, making a terrific row. Some communities
purchase chains of crackers which, when lit, explode continuously for ten to thirty minutes.
People have emerged into the thoroughfare wearing their
• Sunday-best'; Chinese girls are seen clothed in attractively~oloured samfus or cheong-sams, and, with the growing western
mfluence, European dresses. The cinemas have special star
~hows and bars and restaurants are crowded with people. This
1 the beginning of the festivities, which continue for fifteen
days.
To appreciate the atmosphere, it is best to visit a Chinese
family. It is customary to take along two oranges as a token
of wishing them a prosperous year.
On arrival, the family is waiting at the door to greet their
guests .. The New Year.'s greeting must not be forgotten when
presenu.ng one's simple gifts, is also serves to ' break the ice."
I;n bewilderment, one is swiftly taken through formal introductions,. ushered within, and seated before a table. Simultaneous
questions are fired from all quarters.
. ~onfectionery, ground-nuts, melon seeds, and red or green
Jellied lumps (similar to Turkish Delight) seem to appear from
nowhere, so do flour-coconut cakes and " love-letters " (a
form of rolled wafer). Beer is also acceptable among the male
celebrators.
Once settled in, and having acquired the art of extracting
the kernels from the melon seeds, the main meal is served.
Chop-sticks are provided. Endeavouring to pick up a form
of boiled spaghetti using chop-sticks is a real problem; the
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condiments are far easier to grasp!
This i · all washed
down with a glass of Chinese tea.
(\fter ~e main meal it is time t() frighten away the evil
spi~1ts ~1t~ fire-crackers; a special slow-burning taper is used
which 1s ht from a candle upon the household altar. The
altar. possesses a back-cloth adorned with Chinese characters,
and ii: the foreground are neat piles of oranges. The rockets,
cathenne~wheels and fire-crackers, as stated before, make an
awful noise, but nobody outside the family is concern d since
they are doing likewise.
'
. , Ev~ntually, .the exhilarating experience comes to an end and
It s time to bide farewell. Once more the family assembles in
the doorway, and the customary handshakes, along with bows
of respect, are made.
Hari Raya is a Muslim festival, which commences in
December with Hari Raya Haji. At this time many hundreds
of Malays make a pilgrimage to Mecca, while the remainder
start fasting during daylight hours. This continues until the
new moon is sighted in the latter half of January, which is
called Hari Raya Puasa and denotes the commencement of a
new lunar year.
The sighting of the new moon is extremely important consequently, oniy an approximate date can be set a ide f~r the
New year ~l~brations. Once spotted, fasting may cease, but
sometunes lt is necessary to delay the feast, due to unavoida~le. i_niscalculat!on_s. The sighting sets the Malays into happy
rei01cmg and w1shmg each other " Selamat Hari Raya Puasa."
Again fire-crackers are let off in recognition of the
ew
Yea~, and. feasts are to be observed everywhere. The Malay
so!d1ers d1s~ppear to their homes or participate in their own
private parties.
In all, the Chinese New Year and Malay Hari Raya
Puasa occur normally within three days of one another and
the State of Singapore allows a five-day national holidliy in
respect of this.
On Wednesday, 26th January, a Hari Raya Puasa lunch was
given for our ' living-in ' Muslim soldiers.
After a short
address by the Commanding Officer, the meal was served by
the Malayan Officers, Warrant Officers and Senior N.C.0.s of
the Regiment. The photo shows Lieutenant H. 0. Yahya together with the Warrant Officers and Senior .C.O.s.

\\"ater J•olo
Ever since inter-Squadron competitions were implemented
at the beginning of last year interest in most fields of sport
has been gaining momentum. Water-polo, in particular, has
become very popular amongst players and spectators alike.
In fact, the referee's whistle is invariably muted to non-exi tence amid cheers (and various other explosive comments) from
the crowds.
During the quarter which ended on 31st December, the interSquadron water polo competition resulted in a win for 1
Squadron.
As a result . of increasing enthusiasm and support from all
concerned, 18th Regiment now possesses its own interSquadron league, and fixtures are forecast in the normal way.
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f,oolc at Lile No. 6-The Flr11t Daffodil

28tla llEGllUENT, 11.F.J•.o.

3~

Tr1m s 1•ort of Deli~bt
For many years the R egiment's transport has been "difficult "
to say the least, causing m~ny headaches to all concerned. Now
at last a complete re-equipment programme has started-but
with a difference, for the Regiment is to be the first British
Army regiment to be equipped with D .A.F. vehicles. D .A.F.
also make the famou s small Daffodils with " elastic band "
automatic transmission.
Gol11~

The C.S.O., with the C.O., Lieutenant-Colo nel W. G. Nei lson,
meets Major (T. 0 . T.) M. Hogan and is having the U.E .O., Captain
J. Cunningham R.A.E.C., introd uced to him

======

======

21st REGDl.El\"T, n.F.I•.o. 43
Part of the Regiment, based at R.A.F. Laarbruch, has won
the Rhine Area Minor Units Cross-Country Team Championship for the sixth time on the 12th January and retains the
Minor Units Shield.
The ream now goes forward, under the guidance of R.S.M.
W . A. Barnes, ro the B.A.O.R. Competition.
Major F. P. Walker, soccer officer, is quietly confident that
his team will do well against the Sappers on the 2nd February
in the quarter-finals of the B .A .0 .~. Minor Units Cup. As
the Sappers have beaten us once (4 goals to 1) in a "friendly "
some think that this is just a ruse to get maximum support for
our team through curiosity about our team's " secret weapon!"
On the 21st January, Brigadier P. F. Pentreath, M.B.E., C.S.O.
H .Q. BA.0.R., kept to a full itinerary on his first visit to this
Regiment despite early bad weather. We hope that his visit on
the 21st to 21st Regiment is a good omen for the future!
The Second-in-Command, Major R. C. Bryson, left us on
the 14th and we were sorry to hear that he was badly mauled
by Customs after taking everything " dished out," when Dined
Out, so well! We are also without education because Capt.
J. Cunningham, R.A.E.C., has left us.
22nd REGllUE:r\'T, 11.F.P.O. 16

Obersleutnant G. B. Nass presents the document of association
between the German and British Signal Regiments to Brigadier
Hancock and Lieutenant-Colonel Beale
may have held were dashed on the rocks of Herford when we
were well beaten in the Divisional semi-final by our friends
in 7th Regiment. The game was bard and fast and territorially
the play was fairly even: it was the superior skill of the
opposing forwards that deservedly won the game for them.
We wish them luck and hope that they will repeat their great
success of last year and again win the Army Cup.

Presentation from German Signal Ilegiment
Brigadier Hancock, the C.C. Royal Signals, paid his final
official visit .ro the Regiment on 14th January when he was
dined out in the Officers' Mess. A gay, but sad occasion.
At the same time, we were delighted also to have as our guest
Oberstleutnant G. B. Nass, the Commanding Officer of 110
Fernmelde Battalion, our "twin " in 1st German Corps.
Oberstleutnant Nass marked the occasion by presenting
Colonel Beale with a handsomely framed document, signed
personally by the Inspector General of the Bundeswehr.
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llugg••d and tough
Everyone was most impressed by the ruggedness and toughness of the military vehicles produced in the factory. And
there were all kinds there. With an attractive interpreter and
the Second-in-Command to ensure fair play, some of the
lads sampled the " water splash" in a typical vehicle.

Driving forward
Now the M.T. Park is an impressive place, with a formidable
array of new vehicles. And as we drive forward into a busy
1966 exercise season we Franciscans have a much rosier or
should we say 'Daffodilian' 'LOOK AT LIFE.'

.\ long weekend fo celebrate --~The month opened for many with carousing and the strains
of " Old Lang Syne" but it did not take long for the festive
smiles to fade from our faces when the great tru th dawned that
the Annual Inspection was only ren short days away. Backs
were bent, brows furrowed and activity was feverish. Came
the day, the weather smiled, the C.C. Royal Signals smiled,
the C.O. smiled and we all took a long weekend to celebrate.

Out of the Arnty Hockey Cu1•
Sport has been heavily curtailed by the fros t and snow but
five-a-side games are beginning to flourish in the Gyumasium.
Tarmac pitches have enabled hockey to continue between
snow falls but any aspirations towards the Army Cup that we

«Orand J•rix
Besides seeing our new vehicles having their various bits
bolted or welded into place on the almost endless production
line, everyon e tried the new Formula 3 racing car for size.
One enthusiastic Franciscan was heard trying to convince aD .A.F. executive that the Regiment would not miss a 3-tonner
and perhaps the racer could be sent "in lieu." No doubt he
thought tha t he could emulate Jim Clark and get some practice
at the Nuerburgring.

Lone Hovers
There was something unique about our small vehicle replacements too. These were ordered direct from the Rover Company
and a party of Franciscans went overseas to Solihull to collect
our Lana Rovers as they rolled off the assembly belt.

====

StiJI thrusting
It is, of course, the individual tr3llllng season and soldiers
are hard to come by, so many being on operating, driving or
educational courses. However, thrust we must and thrust we
do. Not barrack-bound sabre rattling-" military blustering "
as the d ictionary defines the term-bu t trying our steel against
the ice and snow with Exercise " Winter Thrust " and Exercise
••Snow Thrust." For the first we have set up a tented camp
in a wood just outside Winterberg, where parties of twelve
have been coming to terms with life at sub-zero temperatures
and learning to travel cross-country on skis. Exercise "Snow
Thrust " provides the continuation training for the more
proficient ski-iers and is taking place in Norway. Those
readers who have attended Wbiresbod courses will have some
idea of the hazards involved. For the less enlightened, a
carefully edited report of the exercise will no doubt appear in
a later issue.

Dutch
To emphasise this unique situation we swiftly arranged a
visit to Eindhoven to see our vehicles being made. "This again
was unique since few regiments can claim to have seen their
vehicles moving down the production line. On our visit we
i.oon discovered that " Going Dutch" has a very different
meaning at the D.A.F. Factory, Eindboven. The factory welcomed our representative parry of drivers and mechanics with
tr~dition al Durch hospitality.

Once round the daffodils-Go
THE FRANCISCANS ARE ALWAYS IN THE NEWS!

ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS
TIES
BLAZER BADGES
Wool 10/6
Silk 9/6
Terylene 12/6
Gold Wire 32/6 & 45/Silk 19/6
Wall Shields 32/6 to 50/Cuff Links 22/6 & 52/6 Car Badges 35/- & 39/Crested Tankards 50/- & 65/Ties made to your own design

-

6 Gabriels Hill, Maidstone, Kent
Tel: 56666/7
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Signalman Burke our Ace Drummer getting on the "controls"
"with It"
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Members of the Francisca Institute of Technicians (28th Regiment)
on a visit sponsored by the Institute to the LORENZ factory at
STUTTGART, Germany-(FRANCISCA TECHNICAL PRESS Item)
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30th REGIMENT
TAKE THE LID OFF WITH

OKEHAMPTON BATn.E CAMP

Herewith a belated report on our NovemJ:>er "battle." camp
submitted by one of the few who acrended It and survived.

LE.E. 1LE.R.E.

Demonstrations, Trials,
Symposium •••
anti more ol 640 Signal Troop

AS YOU LIKE IT
0.C. Troop said, " Off to Dartmoor"
for a sojourn round the tors,
Skeleton rig was the order,
just for " trogging " round the moors.
Miles and miles he walked us,
with our feet all blistered sore,
still we kept a cheerful ouilook,
and next year hope for more.

Introduction
At this rather quiet time of the year when most are sleeping
off the effects of Christmas, we find our life just as active. The
month of January followed our normal routine.
Staff ollege, Camberley
C.W.A. writes.-The annual demonstration of signal equipment and vehicles was given on the 25th January to the Staff
and some 150 officer students attending the 1966 Course at the
Staff College, Camberley.
The Regiment, assisted by detachments from the Radio Wing,
Royal Armoured Corps Centre, 216 (Parachute Brigade Group)
Squadron, and Headquarters and 3rd Regiment, presented a
demonstration of all arms radio, the trunk communication system
and a work:ng display of most Army signal equipment in use
now or coming into use in the immediate future in their normal
and specialised roles. Also shown were Brigade Headquarters
command vehicles and some electronic warfare equipment.
The demonstration was enhanced by the presence of some
attractive 'Usherettes' from the Aldershot District W.R.A.C.
Troop, Royal .Signals, who conducted parties of officers around
the various stands.
On the 27th January the demonstration was given again before
some 300 officer cadets of the Royal Military Academy,
Sandhurst.
1.E.E./l.E.ILE. Symposium
J.D.C.M. writes.-The coming of age of Radio Interference
Troop was celebrated most appropriately by the Regiment
participating very actively in the joint I.E.E./I.E.R.E. Conference on V.H.F. and U.H.F. Mobile Communications Systems
and Equipment at the Institution of Electrical Engineers in
Savoy Place on 12th and 13th January: a conference for which
365 British and foreign engineers registered.
The work of the Radio Interference Laboratory was
presented in two papers by Mr. J. D. C. Madder. The first, on
"Army Frequency-Management Problems at V.H.F." set out
the problems inherent in the production of frequency assignment plans for Army purposes and showed how they are unnecessarily complicated by mutual interference with present-<iay
radio sets. The causes of interference were discussed and it was
demonstrated that the set designer is in a becrer position to
prevent interference than the user is to cure it.
The second paper, entitled " A Field Strength Survey at
59 Mc/s with Special Reference to Military Tactical Siting,"
gave the results of the survey already mentioned. These results
gave the statistical distribution of field strength for path lengths
of 10 to 50 miles with random siting of both transmitter and
receiver.
An active discussion on the two papers followed.
An exhibition was staged as part of the conference and the
Regiment contributed two items demonstrated by Mr. F. C.
Chambers and Staff Sergeant (Foreman of Signals) R. A.
Jeffery. The first was an Antenna System Simulator developed
for interference investigations. The second item was a live
demonstration showing on a cathode-ray tube the spurious
responses of a Receiver R222. The demonstration stimulated
a great deal of interest among manufacturers' representatives
and we may be said to have arriveq in these higher spheres.

Trials, as usual
D.W.G. writes.-This month's special was a ten-day assessment trial of a new radio set. What does ·this entail? Briefly
we operate the equipment under trial :in its proposed installation,
~d non-stop, under field conditions giving a close approximation to the role for which it was designed. The makers claims
are thoroughly tested in detail-=-even if that means coming
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TllOOP

B.C.H. writes.-

-Anon
CAMBERLEY DEMONSTRATION
Corporal York and Lance-Corporal Bannister in the Bruin Div
Message Centre

Life was quiet and peaceful in the Troop lines and had been
for all of 24 hours, and this was contrary to the nature of the
Troop.
The O.C. sat staring at an empty IN-tray and a silent telephone; the S.S.M. was pacing the lines muttering, " Someone
somewhere must need a haircut," finally the " snap " decisio~
was made--let's go off to camp.
"Yeoman!" came the cry. "Fix up the Troop for a camp."
" Yessire ! " ca~e the ~~arr reply (thinks-" v.:ho_do we know?")
Great planmng acav1ty started, phones nngmg, typewriters
tapping out the confirming letters, maps of Dartmoor covered
with coloured pins appeared on the walls and a new word
quickly added to the Troop vocabulary-" TOR." Two weeks
later after many headaches, the day came and off to Dartmoor
went some eighty members of the Troop ready to do battle
with the elements.

TRIALS
Major Philp, Corporal Rowe, Signalman Hazelton, Corporal
McComb, Corporal Lyth, Signalman Mumford, Signalman Perkin
and Warrant Officer Class II (Foreman of Signals) Kimber, happy on
a trials site .... as will be seen the Squadron Commander's splendid
black moustache survived being frozen solid

Squadrons
205

" The Grand Old Duke of York
he had ten thousand men,
he marched them up to the top of a tor,
and marched them down again."

l.E.E./1.E.R.E. SYMPOSIUM
Staff-Sergeant (Foreman of Signals) Jeffery, Mr. Madder and Mr.
Chambers demonstrating the problems of radio interference at the
1. E.E./ l.E.R.E. Symposium. It was pointed out that "the set designer is in a better position to prevent interference than the user
is to cure it"

in out of ·the gales and snow to the stuffy warmth of the
laboratory. The trials personnel are NOT long-haired boffins,
but as Kipling said " ... men in barricks most remarkably
like you." Indeed, our trials correspond very closely to your
exercises, the main difference being ·t hat your tried and proven
equipment may well respond to a properly applied tap with
a 16 pound hammer, whereas we are trying {0 prevent such
I.A.s being necessary.
The latest trial was not without incident. One detachment
located on a particularly bleak hillside found itself cut off from
civilisation by a heavy snowfall, and almost de-tented in the
subsequent severe gale. All credit to Corporal Rowe and crew,
for establishing and maintaining communications in very difficult
conditions. At one stage the Squadron Commander and the
trial Foreman (who must have been caught off his guard)
actually trekked through half a mile of waist deep snow to
reach the detachment. As our photograph shows, the Squadron
Commander's splendid bl~ck moustache survived being frozen
solid-and the subsequent removal of some impressive icicles.
We have recently received into our tender care the whole of
T.M. Troop, and despite having to move their equipment,
Foreman Grigsby and his team are to be congratulated on
maintaining business as usual. Their real difficulties lie in
persuading the rest of the Squadron that T.M. Troop's services
extend to rthe whole Regiment, and that there are only 24
hours in any one daf l
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The same could be said for 640 Troop, on a less grandiose
scale; we all learnt a lot trogging round the moors, and there
were always a few red faces at the daily debriefs. We will
therefore confine the remainder of our story to extra-mural
activities.
Three successful games evenings were held in the canteen,
the O.C. being seen on more than one occasion at the dart
board proving that he has a nifty eye for a dart.
Des pite the bad weathi::r in our 1,500 foot eyrie, the lure of
the local hostelries and maidens was great. A darts match against
the local champions was strongly contested, 640 finally emerging
winners.
To subsidise our diet of compo, sales of fish and chips in
the town soared. One local trader closed early as his entire
stock bad been sold-mainly to the Troop. Nevertheless the
warm hospitality shown by the local population will long be
remembered as will be the excellent facilities and arrangement
laid on at the Battle Camp.
After a most enjoyable week we crept quietly off our mountain
in the middle of a blizzard and returned safely to Blandford
where we eagerly await a return trip in the Spring.
Welcome back
To: Sergeant Haydon and his detachment after doing ~n
excellent job in Aden with the Royal Sussex for the last six
months;
Sergeant Dick and his merry men from British Guiana after
six months with the Lancashire Fusiliers. And Sergeant Moat
back once more from his travels, this time from FARELF.
Departures
We have recently bid a temporary farewell to a number of
our brethren who have gone to a variety of places in that evergrowing command M.E.L.F. Getting their knees brown with
15th Regiment in Aden are Sergeant Sammut and his "hairies "
and Corporal Muxworthy and his Comcen operators.
Lieutenant D. G. O. White, B.E.M., has recently become. a
very rare 640 Troop bird in so far as ·he is the first officer ~
the Troop for over two years to go on a detachment. No, Slf,
we do not count a weekend in Jersey as an overseas tour!
Lieutenant White and his crew are in Zambia.
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SQUADllON,

D.F.P.O.

68G

Linemen
This month it is the turn of our linemen and their achievements which make up the bulk of the e notes. Since we
came 0 ut to Borneo they have put in a lot of hours and
miles to provide new line routes and telephone facilities.
Corporal Flanagan, Lance-Corporals Candon and Roberts,
Signalmen Brodie, Brownlie, Johnstone and Gregory spent
many days installing a new internal system at Wong Padong
Camp, but we hesitate to think what words were uttered by
Corporal Flanagan on the completion of the job, when the
pilot of the aircraft to bring him back left him behind. Still,
ever cheerful, he returned the next day.
The linemen also played a major part in our (42 trials
mentioned last month. To them fell the unenviable task of
installing the co-axs up the 3ooft. radio tower (has it increased in height since last month ?-it seems to, the more we
climb it). Perhaps we shall have a roll of honour of those
who climbed the tower.
The Foreman of Signals, Staff Sergeant Thornbury, was the
first up, and econd-Lieurenant Jackman the first officer to
make a full ascent. Still, full credit should go to the linemen
who spent days swarming over the tower getting the job done.

Visit of Colonel F. L. Clarkson, 1'1.D.E.
Our most notable visitor this month was Colonel F. L.
Clarkson, M.B.E., Director of Signals, Far East Command, who
arrived -..vith Lieutenant-Colonel P. A. M. Tighe, M.B.E.,
C.R. Signals, Borneo, on 1st February.
In this Headquarters, where never a day passes without
someone vi iring it, it is nice to have omeone from our own
Corps.
Colonel Clarkson spent some rime looking round the Comcentre, the local Post end Telecommunications Department,
and 1 K.0.S.B., enquiring into the communications provided.
A highlight of the visit was a drink in The Island Club 'the
local social club) with the senior
.C.O.s, and a Chinese
meal with the offic rs afterwards.
Among the guests at dinner was Captain Hamilton, the R.S.O.,
I K.O.S.B., and Mr. James Lee, the Director of the Po ts
and Telecorrununications Department in Sibu who has done
so much to assist us since we came here.
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208 (CO~IWEL) S(tUADl\ON, c/o G.P.O.,
MALA CC.<\, MALAYSIA
A n w system for registering messages

Since our last notes, we have taken part in four ex~ci~es.
Probably th most notable of these was .a purely c~mrnurucatlon
exercise, "First PrinciI:Jles." The ex~rc1se :-'ra~ des1gne? to look
at a new technique in traffic handling with1.11 the S1gcen.
The new technique involved our, or rather the 0.C.'s, revolutionary register. Instead of having in, ou~, and . through
registers, in and out service registers, delay register, Warr etc.,
we now have "The Regi ter." Probably the most revol~tionary
part of it is the fact that serial numbers have been d1spe~sed
with. All traffic is registered in "The Register." It ~e~a~ly
cuts down on the amount of paper in the office (any sunilarny
between our Land Rover and an "office " is purely coincidental).
There were a couple of minor miracles performed on this
exercise. The first was splitting our Comcen staff t? man
three sigcens on 24-hour working. The second was gemng the
majority of S.H.Q. into the bush to act as DS. So many strange,
pale faces 1

The messages go through
The exercise was quite successful. A total number of 399
messages were moved in 21 hours ~ ea~ of the . three locaSignalman Dave McCol'ID.lck, 1.11 one sigcen, who
tions.
hitherto had managed to lead a peaceful life, managed to shift
some 163 messages in 8! hours. A creditable performance.
A new qualification to a voice appointments title was born
on e.xercise "First Principles." R.Q.M.S. John Emery wanted
to speak to his wife through the system. To preserve security
he came out with a most ingenious "Ferch Mrs. Molar."
On our next exercise we had more trouble with our voice
appointmencs titles. This time it was the turn of Signalman
George Dryborough. Instead of passing "Fetch Sunray,'' he
managed a slight garble and the request went out as " Fetch
Sunlight." It is rumoured that the MLBU offered to take the
call.
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That holiday feeling
Well, there's another Christmas gone! We certainly enjoyed
it, but it is just as well that it didn't last any longerpocket, digestion and head could not have survived.
It probably all started with the Squadron Christmas draw.
This was a marvellous party, spoilt only by the fact that the
first prize (£50) went to our previous good friend Sergeant-Major
Dady of the 4th/7th Dragoon Guards Signal Troop, and
second and third prizes to the Commandos. However, we took
ample revenge in other people's draws, and Sergeant Tom
(the pirate) Leak picked up a grand .total of just over 50
prizes.
Breaking point was reached on Christmas Eve, when the
O.C. unwisely fell the Squadron out at lunch time, before
the usual drinks, with an instruction to the S.S.M. to "double
the guard, lock up the flag and immobilise all the vehicles."
Within ten minutes, all the flag poles in the camp were bare
and the Squadron club was festooned. In another ten minutes,
B.F.B.S. were broadcasting ransom calls on behalf of the Wireless for the Blind.
Things seemed to be getting out of hand when the tractor
and trailer entered the compound carrying the Brigade H.Q.
cannon and, as if the gods were demonstrating their disapproval, one of the gate posts fell down. ((It really wasn't
hit-gerry-built things deteriorate, arab things fall down). The
B.M. was later seen to retire to bed in some dismay, having
looked out of the window at the H.Q. party to see the gun
disappearing out of the yard, and then looked up ten minutes
later to see it coming back again.
A bid of £120, for the Wireless for the Blind, secured us an
hour's programme on the B.F.B.S., and this was very professionally executed at short notice by Sergeant Donkin. Now,
our only problem is how to raise the money.

Departures
It bas been a time for nostalgia, with a rush of old faces
h':aving.
Recent weeks have seen the R.H.E. of such old
timers as Sergeant Bill Bolton, Corporal Terry Fitzgerald,
Corporal Syd Sydney and Signalman Roy Freeman. At least
we were able to mark the occasions by handing out the in124

scribed tankards, which have at last arrived. They are very
good indeed and those old "Two-Ten~ns " who left without
them can l~k forward to receiving them shortly.
.. .
Meanwhile, Corporal Brummy Walker, Lance-Corporal Jock
McNulty Lance-Corporal Alan Pretty, and the 0.C. are all
in the starting blocks. One thing, we can at least look forward
to the time when we won't have to put up with what they
all did in Kenya any more.

222 S(tUADl\ON (Alll FORMATION)
Squadron D.Q. and Technical Troops
On~e again we are ~appy to .report that a detachment of
638 Signal Troop are with us agam. The same smiling facesis it that 0ey like the place, in the firm knowledge that their
stay here is only temporary- I wonder? To all the detachment
we say • thank you ' for all the hard work you are doing and
come again, we are always pleased to see you.
'

face with teams from ~5 Commando, H.M.S. Albion, R.A.F.,
Khormaksar, and the Itke. Formidable opposition which wu
why w~ drew one match and lost the rest! Still 'an energetic
and enioyable week-end.
'
The 222 Fishing Table is on the move. Foreman Duffey at
th.e head with ~ 2Ilb. sting ray, followed by O.C. 'K' Troop
With a 19lb.. &Ung ray. Lance-Corporal Wallhead lost a big
one-swears it was more than 2Ilb. I

S1•ort
Pride of place goes thi year to the water polo ~earn. Major
Unit League record: Played 27, won 27, lost o, pomts 54, goals
for 316, goals again t 12. With one game to go, we expect
to win the league I
Basketball has also gone very well. Our only loss to date
cost us fir t place in the M.E.L.F, League (Major Units), but
we seem to have the Minor Units League sewn up. The
one loss was by eight points against a team we have beaten
eight times before and after, I Infantry Workshops, and w~en
duty and sickness reduced us to a very low ebb. Our pomts
totals have been remarkable, with several hundreds, and an incredible score of 172-22 in one Major Unit game against
R.C.T . Aden. (Yes, one hundred and seventy-two).
In water polo and basketball we combine with the Provost
Unit (strength 25) in Major Unit matches. No mention of
these two sports should be made without underlining their
sterling contribution, especially in the water polo.
At the end of the M.E.L.F. League, we played an exhibition
game against the winners before receiving our runners-up
medals, and we had the pleasure of beating them 59--41.
W ith many stalwarts leaving, soccer has not done so well,
but the reserves are performing much better than we had any
right to expect. None of last year's glory, but we shall still
finish in the first four. We have just beaten the league leaders,
1 R.T.R., in a thrilling match, 4-3.
The Go-Karters have come on so well that we now undoubtedly dominate Aden Karting. Corporal George Garside
(B) and Lance-Corporal Dave Love (C) always win their respective classes and usually one or other takes away the Grand
Prix.
There are no rugby competitions, but a combined Squadron/
Brigade H.Q. side is doing well, and Captain Ron Saville
captained the successful Army side. We arc hoping that he
will go on to captain the Combined Services and thus emulate
Major Butler (rugby), Major Harmett (hockey) and Corporal
O'Donnell (soccer) who all captained their respective Combined Services sides in Kenya in 1964.

Vl!i!U"
Recently, the Squadron was favoured by a visit from the
S.0.-in-C., Major-General P. E. M . Bradley, c.B.E., o.s.o.,
accompanied by Lieutenant-Colonel M . D. Scott our new
C.A.F.S.O., A.F.M.E.
'
The visit to the Squadron Headquarters took the form of a
working inspection, with the S.0.-in-C. having a few words
wi h most of our personnel. After leaving Squadron Headquarters, General Bradley paid a visit to ' K ' Troop at Khorm ksar, where, after inspect_i~g ' K' Troop personnel on parade,
he toured the area and v1s1ted the new automatic exchange.
n the afternoon of 15th November, the S.0.-in-C. visited
' B ' Troop at Muharraq, where he inspected ' B ' Troop personnel and toured their area.

Farewells
During the past two months we said adieu to Lance-Corporals
Bevan and West, also Signalman O'Neil, thank them for their
work and company, and wish them well in the future.

The ~lountaineers
Captain Saville and Staff Sergeant Heyes have at last gone
off on the 24th Brigade expedition to climb Mount Kenya. For
weeks we have been fascinated by their efforts to work up some
degree of fimess, and by the vast pile of gear that they have
been preparing for the scheme.
Mount Kenya is no easy climb, and we wish them the
best of luck in their attempt. We look forward to their return
on 16th February flushed with success and carrying the inevitable boxes of fruit, meat, flowers, strawberries etc.
(Doubtless, they will write up their adventures for THE WIRE.
-Ediwr).

Dam lladio
The Ham Club, led by Sergeant Ray Vasper, have now
made over 1,500 contacts in 189 countries (89 confirmed) in the
past six months. They have also brought us every ball of the
test matches in Australia. This record will be even better in
March, when we mount an expedition to Kamaran island,
one of the few 'countries ' not previously broadcast from.
All in all, we should have plenty to write about nex.t month.
(Plenty of photographs, please, from Kamaran Island.-Editor).
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Farewel}s
We say our 'goodbyes' to Major Arthur Pritchard who, for
the past two years has been Projects Liaison Officer, and
thank him for all the hard work he has done on the changeover of Aden from manual to automatic exchanges. May we
wish him a more ' peaceful ' life in his new appointment.
Also, we say our 'goodbyes '· to Captain Frank Smith, who
has now completed his stint in the hot seat of Second-in-Command, and wish him well in his new posting.
Arrlvals
A warm welcome is extended to Lieutenant-Colonel D. M.
Scott, who now fills the new appointment of C.A.F.S.O.,
A.F.M.E., and to Lieutenant Denis Camell, who has taken
over the duties of Squadron Administrative Officer. Our longawaited Orderly Room Sergeant, namely Sergeant E. D.
Duncan, arrived on 14th January, and has taken over from
Corporal Garland, who has filled the gap very admirably in
the meantime.

=====

" K " Troop
A Highlight
The highlight of the past three months for the Troop has
been the recent visit of the S.0.-in-C.
During a short, informal parade, Major General Bradley
spoke to each member of the Troop. After a short brief on
the Troop's deployment, by the O.C. Troop, Captain J. D.
Bromley, the S.0.-in-C. visited the new Isthmus auto exchange,
where he met Foreman of Signals Johnson, who has supervised the installation and commissioning of the auto from its
inception, and Staff Sergeant Nichols, who is responsible for
the maintenance and faulting of the exchange. Finally, a visit
to the new station operations room to see the latest installation
project completed by the Troop. Here, General Bradley met
the Deputy Station Commander, Wing Commander Green, and
Corporal Parsons, whose 'baby' the new operations room setup has been. In all, a most enjoyable morning for 'K' Troop.

A period of upheaval
Looking back on the past four months, it has certainly been
a period of upheaval. On the ' signalling ' side, the auto commissioning and several major projects have kept the Troop
busy. Amidst all this, tfte Troop moved to new offices and
stores accommodation. We have finally left our little white
dusty hut behind. It was not without nostalgia that the door
was pulled closed behind us; it had been the Troop's home for
about five years.
We have an excellent annexe to a hangar, so we are now,
so to speak, ankle-deep in aircraft. Although Troop accommodation was fairly desperate, the opportunity must be taken
to deny the rumour that the advert for office and store accommodation which appeared in the "Dhow Newspaper" was
not submitted by ' K' Troop.
On sport, 'K' Troop are still the mainstays of the Squadron
teams.
Under the able guidance of Fortman Duffey,_ the
s?ccer team is nearing the top of the league. At a recent s1x-as1de hockey festival, 'K' Troop found themselves face to
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•t B" Troop
Visit
The Troop. was recently visited by the S.0.-in-C During his
tour of the airfield he spent some time talking to members of
th.e Troop at work on their various jobs. On the same day
Lieutenant-Colonel M . D. Scott the new CAFSO paid us a
brief introductory visit.
'
'

Sports
'Winter ' sports have restarted with the onset of the cool
season and the Troop is fielding teams in the Station Football
and Cricket Leagues with mixed success.

Basketball-Aden
The gap in the Squadron Basketball Team caused by the
departure of last season's ' Aces ' has yet to be filled, the remaining few, however, are playing good basketball.
Corporal Chillery has been nominated as a trialist to represent
M.E.L.F., and we all feel sure will make the grade.
Of interest to any player who may soon be joining the
Squadron, there is plenty of good standard basketball played
here in Aden, mostly on outdoor courts, and usually under a
blinding sun.
In conclusion it would be wrong to write of basketball in
222 without· mention of the "_Basketball Wives," who have
supported the team so well throughout the season.
Stop Press
The Squadron won the M.E.C. Basketball Knock-Out
Competition on 4th February, 1966, by beating I P.W.0.68 points to 59.
Many congratulations to our ex-Orderly Room Sergeant,
Sergeant Bellamy-Wood, on his fine achievement of corning
top on his Chief Clerk's course. I am now sold on the idea that
cord, nylon, identity discs, for the use of, should be 38 inches
long and not 37 and three-quarter inches.

Signalmn11 G. CollJns
A correspondent from 222 Squadron (Air 'F ormation) writes:
" Ir is with regret that we have to record the tragic, sudden
death, due to accidental gun shot wounds in Aden, on 25th
October, 1965, of Signalman Collins."
This unfortunate accident cost the lives of two persons, the
other being Lance-Corporal Gomez of the 15th Regiment.
Signalman Collins was a very well liked young soldier, who
· got on extremely well with bis comrades.
He was buried with full military honours in the Military
Cemetery, Little Aden, on the 27th October, 1965.
Our sincere sympathy goes to his family and friends."
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Chong~ of

quodron Con1mru1ders
By the time these notes are published we will have had a
change of Squadron Commanders having said farewell to Major
and Mrs. Fyfe and welcomed Major and Mrs. Jenkins. We
would like to record our appreciation to Major and Mrs. Fyfe
for all their hard work in pi;omoting Squadron activities and
particularly to Mrs. Fyfe for her untiring efforts in looking
after the Wives' Club. We wish them both every happiness in
their new posting.

0
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The Squadron football team-they trained hard a nd played keenly, winninc
the Football League
Bock Row : Signalman Merrick, Staff-Sergeant (FofS) Dav id, Lance-Corporal
Smith (721), Lance-Corporal Mood ie, Sergeant Downton and Lance-Corporal
Howell
Front: Lance-Corporal Ayres, Signalman Garner, Lieutenant (Q.M.) P. Laffe rty,
Signalman Taylor (Capt.} , W.O. 11 (S.S.M .) Thornton an d Lance:Corporal Denton

"THE NEW ACKERS"

Left to Right: Lance-Corporal Lewis, Sergeant Acey, Corporal

.\ review of the situation at 1st January, 1966
Recently, the manager of a rival firm treated us to some facts
~.nd ~~es about his area of operations.
Apparently in his
pansh the ~eaceful hordes of Indonesians are massing on
a border that, if rolled up and transported to Great Britain
w?uld s~etch ~rom Lands End to John O'Groat.5. The squar~
mileage JS eqmvalent to . . . oh dear! I have forgotten, but
perhaJ?S we shoul~ l?Ok to our PR and start 1966 by refocussmg the proJecuon of our own image.
. At ~he start. of th~ .~ew Year, 248 Gurkha Squadron finds
1~self ID the Frrst D1v1S1on of Sarawak, providing communications for 99 Gur_k ha Infantry Brigade, which is known in this
theatre of ope~auons. as Wes.t Brigade. Brigade H.Q. and ourselves are stationed ID Kuch~ng. In an~ around Kuching have
gathered a. host of offensive, . defensive and administrative
~pport units ~f all three Services which generate a flow of
signal ~affic q~te out of proportion to the handling capability
l)f a Bngade S1gn3:1 Squadron. To help cope with this traffic
a Troop of the Jomt Communications Unit (Borneo) has be~
attached to the Squadron and a Joint Communications Centre
has been established.
As at January, 1966, the nominal roll of officers and warrant
officers is :

Parsons, Corporal Vannan , Cor poral Smart
Their music sets the Squadron toes tapping

'1' I I 11·11 II

248

(Gurkha) Squadron

Major A . C . Dexter . . .
. ..
. ..
Captain M. L. W. Jennings ...
Second-Lieutenant M. J . Young ...
Captain (Q.G.0.) Narbahadur Thapa
Lieutenant (Q.G.0.) Chane Rana .. .
W.0.11 R. Stather
...
...
.. .
W.0.11 Gobansing Gurung .. .
W.0.11 Tekbahadur Ghlde .. .

No.

2

Officer Commanding
Second-in-Command
Commanding " J " Troop
Senior Q.G.O.
Commanding " A " Troop
Foreman of Signals
Squadron Sergeant-Major
" A " Troop Radio Supervisor

Troop Joint Communications Unit (Borneo)

Lieutenant I. C. Double
W.0.1 G . I . D. Gubler

In the general knowledi,!e quiz-we reach
the finals
. Rec~tly the 1~ F.B.S. organised a general knowledge quiz
m which all Uruts m the area competed. Our team comprising
Sergeant " Ken " Downton, Lance-Corporal " Jock " Moodie
and Lance-Corporal "Dave" Howell showed that technicians
are capable of greater things and deserved reaching the finals,
where they "ost to Camp H.Q. It was a very close contest and
all who watched it on the final night gave credit to two good
teams.

And our wives ns usual are very 1nuch 011 the ball
November saw the culmination of many months of hard
work by_ members of the Squadron Wives' Club when they
held their Annual Sale of Work. This was proclaimed by all
those attending to be a great success.
Before these notes are closed we would like to take the
opportunity of saying farewell to Sergeant Kay and 14th/20th
King's Hussars Signal Troop who are about to leave B nghazi
for a short stay in U.K, before proceeding t-0 B.A.o.R., and
welcome Staff Sergeant Ayres, Sergeant Norrie and all members
of 5 Inns D.G. Signal Troop.

0

ro:

In sport-a most successfatl season
In the field of sport the Squadron has had its most successful
sea on so far. It was necessary to split the football season into
two and run two separate leagues. As a result of this the
football team, ably looked after by Lieutenant (Q.M.) Lafferty,
won the football league. The- team throughout have trained
hard, and played keenly and it is a just reward for their fine
efforts. Signalman "Geordie" Taylor has been an anchor in
defence and be will be sadly missed when he returns to U.K.
in early February. Our hockey team ended up in third place
and won the December sLx-a-side tournament. They owe a
great deal of their success to their captain and trainer, Staff
Sergeant Harrison, and to Lance-Corporal O'Hara. These two
have built up a team of keen youngsters who, though lacking
skill, are fit and keen.

Plenty of radio exercises
The Squadron has been kept busy with plenty of radio exercises. Most of them have been Rear Link detachments located
at our favo1:1rit~ tourist spot, Bomba-and all the operators,
much to therr discomfort, have now spenc several weeks at this
dust-ridden location.
We offer our congratulations to Staff Sergeant Wade and Staff
Sergeant Harrison who received their L.S. and G.S. Medals
from Colonel A. Martin, O.B.E., Commander Cyrenaica Area, on
18th December, 1965.
Since our last notes the Squadron has organised its own
group, "!he New Ackers,'' and they have started off in great
form, bem~ fully committed . in Benghazi during D ecember.
Most certamly our own Christmas Dance and Wives' Club
Dinner Dance went with a swing.

S~UADllON

IS.F .P.0. 628
t •hooge of Command
It woul.d appear that the letter "D " is the key to the line
su~-<:ess~n to th commanUd of 248 Squadron. Dacre, Deverill
av1cs an ?Ow ~xter,
nfortunately the handover/takeove;
b tween Mai~r Davies and Dexter did not take place as planned·
G raham . Davies had to leave the Squadron at short notice
compa s~1onate _leave on 8th November, and Alan Dexter did
! mve
1?thd Nofvembd~r: It was very sad that Major
av1 s was epri_ve o tra monal farewell ceremonies and
the pl~ asure of b~mg. able to personally hand over a Squadron
of which he was Justifiably proud; this was, however, compensated for by the ~ood news that he had been Mentioned in
Th:spatches for his d~voted and untiring efforts during the
last year. Congratulations l
Major A. C. Dexter, of course, is not a. newcomer as Signal
Officer ~t H.Q.. , 99 Gurkha Infantry Brigade, he previously
filled this a~pomtme n t ~rom. June, 1955, until June, 1957. In
fact, there JS now s::rvmg m 248 Squadron a strong " Love
rroop ,, cadre, but hasn't the equipment changed some r

fj.

Y~ar

Yet another year has been enthu iastically seen our, the cobwebs have just been cleared away and the Squadron is now
settling down to prepare for .. Admin." For a large percentage
of the Squadron this is R.H.E. year and " D ays to do " charts
are appearing everywhere. Even S.S.M. • Jimmy ' Thornton
now has a mile knowing be leaves us in March-we wish him
good luck on his new appointment as R.Q.M. . with 30th
Regiment.

(GURKHA)

...
...

Troop Commander
Yeoman of Signals

All things changeth (few things as fast as nominal rolls
of C!urkha Signals Officers and Warrant Officers l) and the
nomu:ial roll will change in the near future as Captain Jennings
is reliev~ by Captain S. G. McK. Gordon on 20th January;
Second-Lieutenant Young becomes a Lieutenant on 31st
Januar}'.; W.O.II Tekbahadur Gurung is posted to 247 Squadron
as a Lieutenant (Q.G.O.)· also Lieutenant Double is about to
be relieved by Captain D. C. N. Genders.

WIVES CLUB 245 SIGNAL SQUADRON
The culmination of many months of hard work was an Annual Sale
of work-voted by all to be a great success
Left to right: M"rs. Cameron, Mrs. Thornton, Mrs. Coleman, Mrs.
Brown and Mrs. Graham
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Vital statistics
~ow, as I promised, a few facts and figures about the
Br~gade area.
The annual production of pepper in West
Brigade area is sufficient to meet the British Army's requirements (subject to revision after the Defence Review) for the
next 197 years. Units of West Brigade are deployed along
a length of Indonesian border which is equivalent to twice
~he distance by raii between East Cheam and Much-Bindingm-.rhe-Marsh (subject to the proposed closure of the line). If
the daily catch of fish landed in the Brigade area was laid
out nose to tail it wouldn't stretch from the fish-and-chip
shop in Richmond market place to Camp Centre.
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" Q" Harvey brings home the bacon. Brigade rebroadcast station
wee~ly resupply

HaviJ;ig giv7n you. ~e really important facts, we will now
m a little mv1a. The West Brigade order of battle
1s .the ~rges~ of at;iY brigade in the British Army-we currently
have six maior uruts under command. The Commando and the
Ba~lions all com:t?unicate on the Brigade VHF Command and
Brigade HF Admm nets. The former net was established on
13th pee.ember, 1965, and quickly commended itself as being
SUP"-!lor to P. and T. telephones for speed of connection and
quality of speech. There are still one or two staff officers
relucan~ to u~ the command net; perhaps we should reproduce
the nouce which hangs over the Gunner Regiment's command
net remote handset: " Before use, stop, engage, brain, open
mouth"!
~ow

A really busy C:Onacen
The Jo!nt Comcen cai:not yet claim to have handled 2,000
messages m one day, but 1t has been a very close thing-recently
that total was missed by only six messages. To swallow this
mass of traffic, we man teleprinter links .to the R.A.F. Comcen
Singapore, to H.Q. Director of Borneo Operations at Labuan'
to H.Q. Mid West Brigade at R.A.F., Kuching. In additio~
to HF radio to back up all of these teleprinter Jinks, we work
HF and UHF nets to ships in the West Sarawak Patrol
Area and overland, provide a radio relay 1 +4 link to a
Battalion stationed in a remote comer of the Brigade area.
To fill in any odd moments of spare time, we are involved
in the building of a new comcen and transmitter site.

The \Vest Brigade llebroodcast Statleo
Much work has been put into the site since the first helicopter load of stores was dumped there in August, 1965. There
are now . semi-permanent buildings providing accommodation
for a ra~1~ eqwpment roo~, generator house, sleeping quarters
and a dmmg room-cum-kitchen. There are, in addition, two
extremely stro?g defenc;e posts. Alt;hough the original intencion
was to establish a radio relay stanon, the importance of this
3,ooof.t. peak as a VHF rebroadcast station was not overlooked
and this aspect is now being fully exploited. In addition to
radio relay equipment, the site now contains rebroadcast stations
for the Brigade Command Net, the Naval West Sarawak
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Patrol (UHF) Net, and the Artillery Intelligence net. The
Command Net and and West Sarawak Patrol Net rebroadcast
stations have been made available as alternative air safety contact
points.
. .
· ·
In addition to operators, a techrucian and an electrician
driver, a cook and miscellaneous men are included to ma~e
the detachment a viable defence force. :rhe detachment is
commanded by a Sergeant and a 50 per cent relief of men
is effected each week, making a tour of duty in the station of
two weeks.

Interesting problems for the S.Q~f.S.
Relief and resupply is carried out by helicopter from a
road head five minutes flying time from the rebroadcast. station.
Although this pre-positioning of men and stores achieves an
economy of helicopter hours, it is producing as a by-product
more than a few grey hairs on the heads of Messrs. Harvey
and Styles, our S.Q.M.S . .twins. Depending on the amo~t
of drinking water required, an average re-supply task reqw.res
a lift of 5,ooolb. to 6,ooolb., including men and their equipment. The first " Q " snag is met on the road journey out
to the LZ, where a vital river ferry may or may not be out of
action due to either mechanical trouble or a shortage or excess
of water in the river. The final frustration occurs when a half
completed re-supply has .to be called off due to cloud conditions on the peak, the timing of withdrawal under these circumstances is a dilemma; to pack up and return to base too early
can lead to a clear view of .t he peak from the verandah of the
" Q" Stores back home, whilst to hang on at the LZ, in the
hope of the cloud clearing, more often than not leads to a
wasted day.
As the site was originally built as a radio relay station, the
helicopter pad was constructed right on top of the peak, the
{41 aerials being erected below the skyline. The introduction
of rebroadcast stations w .the site brought a requirement for
the erection of omnidirectional aerials, the positioning of which
clashed with the requirement for clear helicopter approaches.
It is now proposed to build a helicopter pad on a shoulder
below .the peak, leaving the latter clear for aerial erection.
C:Onunissions for two British Warrant Officers
Both W.0.1 ('l. of S.) Gubler and W.0.11 (F. of S.) Stather
have been provisionally selected for appointment to short
service combatant commissions.
Those readers who know
them will, I am sure, agree that the Corps has found in these
Warrant Officers two very worthy candidates for commissioning.
(Readers will recollect that both these Warrant Officers were
Mentioned in Despatches l.ast year in connection with the
Borneo operations.-Editor).
248 Squa d r on Gurkh a f a milies
A Gurkha soldier can expect to be accompanied by bis
family for one three-year tour during his first 15 years of
service. If he qualifies to extend his service beyond 15 years,
by promotion to the rank of Sergeant, he will be considered
for further accompanied tours. Gurkha officers and warrant
officers are entitled to be accompanied on a permanent basis.
248 Squadron is at present serving in a non-family station.
Family men are posted to 248 Squadron for a one-year tour,
after which they are posted to a station where they can be
accompanied by their families. During the time that the men
are serving in Sarawak, families are accommodated in Nee
Soon, administered by the resident Gurkha Transpor.t Squadron
but cared for in detail by a small 248 Squadron party which
is at the moment commanded by W.0.11 Tekbahadur Ghale.
The men return to their families for three fortnightly leaves
during their unaccompanied tour. Fiim plans are being made
to reduce this unaccompanied tour to six months, and more
distant plans are under discussion to move the families to the
bosom of the Regiment, but this latter plan requires money
for building at Seremban, and is therefore subject to all the
current financial delays and frustration.
V is ito r i;t-Or t h e Drigadier'8 d ilemma
Brigadier A. D. Brindley, o.B.E., has made his first visit to
248 Squadron as C.S.O., FARELF. The usual sort of visit
programme was followed, including makan at .Ah Loke's, but
a rather interesting diversion occurred on the morning of the
Brigadier's departure. He found himself with his C.R. Signals,
O.C. 248 Squadron and the Unit Paymaster of 17th (Gurkha)
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Regiment (work that one out I) at the Brigade rebroadcast
station, cut off by descending cloud, with the minutes to reporting time for his Kucbing to Singapore flight ticking away
and no sign of clear sky to be seen. The detachment entertained the Brigadier very well, feeding him with tea, jungle
juice and broken biscuits, .t hen one Gurkha really excelled
himself by snatching a bird out of the air with his bare hands
(O.C. 248 Squadron was rather pleased about this as it distracted
attention from a C4r blower which was developing an alarming " big-end " knock). The Brigadier's .time and space problem was conveyed to the helicopter pilot waiting on the LZ
below, who agreed to make a final attempt to get on to the
peak. The hopes of the stranded party rose and fell in direct
relationhip to the volume of noise from the helicopter engine,
and at last the grey shape of a Whirlwind appeared amid the
swirling cloud, only to be completely enveloped within seconds.
The noise of the engine faded away on what all assumed to
be a note of finality, but the pilot turned his machine and,
with a sweating crew member peering down from the doorway of the hold, inched his way through the gloom and on
to the pad; the approach and landing now even more complicated by a strong cross wind. With a rapid farewell to
the detachment, the C.S.0. and bis party leapt aboard and
were quickly en route for Kuching airport, where a dramatic
and timely arrival was made slap in front of the crowded
passenger terminal.
Swimming TrainlnJf
The Gurkha soldier does not exactly take to water like a
duck, or even as easily as his British counterpart. In the
Gurkha's homeland swimming, as a recreation or necessity, is
practically unknown, and drowning is usually the result of
contact with deep water. On operations, this aquatic limitation is an unnecessary hazard and as a result much emphasis
is placed on swimming training, with maximum use made of
British officers and N.C.O.s as instructors.
One of the most modem and luxurious recreational facilities
in Kuching is the magnificent Olympic size swimming pool.
Taking full advantage of this, Captain Mike Jennings bas
organised a very progressive swimming training programme.
Fifty per cent of our Gurkhas have now passed in elementary
swimming.
We have had to modify the Gurkha Signals test (to swim
50 yards fully clothed) in deference to the local municipal
regulations. Our test demands that, after swimming 50 yards,
in swimming trunks, the man then has to tread water for one
minute (at the deep end!).
A grant from the Nuffield Trust
We are now the proud owners of six "all singing, all
dancing" bicycles, thanks to a grant from the Nuflield Trust.
The full possibilities of cycling excursions in the Kuching area
have not yet been explored, but the Squadron runner is
eternally grateful to his late Lordship as he (the runner)
pedals his way between Brigade Headquarters, New Camp and
the Palm Road workshops. A letter of thanks to the Trust
having been drafted, we set about getting an action photograph. Easy enough . . . "Narbahadur Saheb, fall in six men
in day mufti, please" . . . but not so easy. When they were
assembled it was discovered that only three could ride bicycles.
"Action photograph, eh?"
"Right men, out pumps"and a pumping action photograph it was I
It might bap1•en to you% (or it might nod)
Lieutenant Double was very pleased with himself as he
walked along Carpenter Street one Saturday afternoon. He
had just bought a record player and couldn't get back to bis
room in the Fata Hotel fast enough. But misfortune and
sadness were just around the corner. As he strode along he
happ:ned to put bis foot right on to a banana skin and-<>ops
dearie-backwards he went right into a monsoon drain, making
a deep cut in his left elbow. But help was at hand. A
smiling Chinese passer-by, carrying a black bag, offered his
one free hand and pulled the unfortunate officer from the pit
of disaster. But the good Samaritan didn't just leave it at
that. He kd Mr. Double into a nearby shop, inspected the
wounded elbow, opened his bag and deftly closed the wound
with a brace of stitches !- The record player was undamaged I
(Thank you for such full and interesting Squadron notes.Editor).
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833 TROOP. BlllTISH HONDURAS
W.O.ll P. Durrant

eport11

A Take-Over
The 3rrival of two D.us and two I-ton trailer-mounted power
plants, prompted our Garrison Sergeant-Major to suggest that
w7 be ~enamed "B.H. Gauison H.Q. and Signal Troop." What
with nme men, an M.T. Section of three prime movers and
five t!a!lers, two ai~-conditioned offices, a la.rge fenced-off area
contammg a TX site, and the recent allocation of the most
coveted accommodation for troop stores it is no wonder that
the G.~.M. and the other 50-<>dd GarriS:,n staff suspect a takeover. bid. However, h is all in good fun and we couldn't
poss1~ly manage without the ever-ready assistance of the
Garrison M.T.O. and R.E.M.E. Workshops in particular.
A Full Programme

262 SQUADRON CORPORAL IS CYPRUS BEST SHOT
Corporal Roy Brown being presented with the award for Best
Rifle Shot by Colonel S. E. Warne, D.D.O.S. Cyprus at Cyprus
District Rifle Meeting

262 SQUADllON, B.F.P.O. 53
eotball--. shaky start, but now in fine form
In previous years very little bas been said about the Squadron's football prowess-understandably so, since there bas
been little to crow about. Indeed, only nine games have been won
since the Squadron's formation in 1962, and eight of those
were last year.
.However, this year the boot is on the other foot-if you
will pard~n the pun-and, despite a shaky beginning, this has
been a triumphant season to date.
Two defeats in the first three games did not inspire confidence, but then followed a succession of results to gladden
the he.art. An unbeaten league sequency of 21 games, taking
39 pomts, has taken the team to the top for the first time
ever, and there is every hope of final honours, despite strong
c~allenges from the R.M.P. and Pergamos Wanderers.
In~den~ally, our league sequence included two very satisfying
v1ctones over R.M.P., traditional 'enemies' in Dhekelia.
Another ' first ' achieved by the team was a cup tie victory
which so inspired them that they fought through to the final
of the Area Minor Units Cup, only to fall at the last hurdle
to S.S.D. (R.A.O.C.) by four goals to one in a keenlv-contested
final.
•
Unfortunately, one ' first ' still eludes the Squadron-a
C.S.O.'s cup tie victory, and this year we fell heavily against
259 Squadron (COMCAN) by seven goals to two-the only
blot to mar this season.
All this has been achieved, not with a few stars, but with
II industrious players giving their all.
To do them honour
we produce a photograph of our current team and hope that
they will remain in the ascendant for the rest of the season.
Sadly, though, we bid farewell to Sergeant Latham, before
that time, heading for colder climes in Yorkshire, and thank
him for all his valuable services.

262 Squadron's promising Football Team
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Apart from the day-to-day chores, the latter part of the
month has been taken up preparing for the first exercise of the
yea~ .and carrying out a Dr r familiarisation programme. In
addition to this, Co:porals Rolfe and Cadman have again spent
days. on th<; .road m an attempt to qualify as drivers. The
0rr~son ~nvmg test is of a very high standard, and although
this 1s at IS should be, the results can be depressing. Corporal
Cadman got a good pass and we are now waiting for Corporal
Rolfe to do the same.
Arrivals mad Dep~rtures
Corporal Marr left for home early in January and long before
these n~tes get in~o print w~ shall lose Signalman Wood. The
latr r will be particularly missed by the Garrison hockey team
and the Company footballers but the deep-sea fish will breathe
a sigh of relief at his departure.
Corporal Brown and Signalman Hattersley arrived this month
and are wondering what has hit rhem. It is winter here and
the order of the day one day may be bare buff and the next
greatcoats-the minimum temperature today was 50° while th~
maximum was 80°. Both Brown and Hattersley are settling
down well and have already been asked to play soccer for the
Company.
Footnote
Our than.ks go to 208 (Commonwealth) Squadron for their
advice on antennae which appeared in January-February
"Wire." We had considered Shirleys and Jamaicas but decided
that to use these would be like trying to crack a nut with a
sledge hammer. Nevertheless it is gratifying to know that
our problems command such worldwide attention. Than.ks
again.

654 TROOP (S.A.M.),
LLANNION BARllAC:KS, PE1'mROKE DOC:K

" The Wire," on behalf of its readers, salutes this brand new
Troop of the Corps which recently formed at Pembroke Dock.
Over so strong, we are sure they will make their mark wherever
they serve. Our good wishes go to them and we look forward
to hearing from them in " The Wire " ftom time to time.
At a small but extremely smart parade on Saturday, 15th
January, 654 Troop was formed .
The Commanding Officer of 37 Regiment Royal Artillery
welcomed the Troop to Pembrokeshire and later took the
salute as the Troop marched off the Square. 654 Troop is to
move to B.A.O.R. in May to join R.A., R.E.M.E., RC.T. and
R.A.0.C. to form 36 Heavy Air Defence Regiment.
In the meantime we expect to collect our stores and equipment, but this can be a slow process. Having time to spare
while we wait for release of equipment and so on, we have
started a fairly ambitious T=aining Programme.
On the competition side a •:Ombined drill team from 653 and
654 Troops came equal 1st with R.E.M.E. in the recent
Regimental Drill Competition.
A combined Royal Signals football team is, at present, taking
all before them in the Regimental Soccer League.
Watch this space and remember the number, you will hear
from us again. By the way, S.A.M. does not suggest American
tendencies, it means Surface to Air Missiles.
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For those wondering how Bond (007 type) fared in his foray
with the Squadron Clerk . . • we won.
About to be~ontt' a leaderless rubble
This leaves the Squadron with its villain, R.Q.M.S. John
Raymond, and his merry men. Sad to say, these merry men
are shorrly to become once again a leaderless rabble (as opposed
to a rabble with a leader), since Mr. Raymond is soon to be
posted to 22nd Regiment, where !\e will assume the post
of R.S.M. Our loss is their gain and we wish you the best
of luck in your new unit, sir. We would also like to take
thi opporrunity to wish the best of luck to the inhabitants
of the 22nd Regiment.
Members of the Squadron are still, alas, considerably out
of pocket as regards that " Infallible Pools System" of Sergeant
Bob McKnight. However, to see him bowed over his prayer
mat, begging for a win (and his subsequent reinstatement into
our unit social circle) is a sufficient sight to stir the dregs
of pity from the hardest heart. H is sales technique is superb
when selling shares in this unit "income-booster," and one
can't help but feel, when watching Bob in action that the.
correct tools for bis trade are not soldering irons and insulated
pliers, but perhaps a vacuum cleaner and a hopeful smile.
Whilst mention is made of Bob, we wish him the best of luck
in his entrance examination for the Foreman of Signals course
he shortly hopes to take, and wonder if this will prove sufficient.
Faraway places -

unusual jobs

(Or to be more explicit-lea<t:e)

Staff Sergeant and Mrs. Bob Wherry took their tribe to
England for two months' leave about thirteen weeks ago, and
they haven't been heard of since. We're posting him to the
'Y ' List next week but therein lies the problem-which section
should be come under? Absence? Desertion? Is he suffering
from insomnia ? He was last heard of in the Channel Islands,
and we can only assume that an extra large wave has dropped
him off in France, and he has joined one of those Continental
armies. But we're not worried-we never have to worry about
our bad pennies!
Sergeant George Emslie and Corporal Gordon Stewart, two
of our more rugged acquisitions from the tribal areas north of
the Tweed, a.re shortly to leave us. This, in itself, is hardly
unusual, as nobody lasts for ever, but what is a little different
is that these two adventurous souls are not going to jump on
the first plane home, and thence to the nearest ale distributors.
They're going by ship to Greece, and overland from there
through Sicily, Italy and sundry other sun-laden Continental
countries. Having sampled the pleasures these areas have to
offer, they intend finishing their leave in an orgy of weprefer-to-know-what-not in Paris. Naturally, they can'-t fail
to have a fascinating and exciting leave, but Mr. Editor, restrain yourself, please don' t ask them for a resume of their
experiences in a later issue of this magazine, as some of your
younger and more delicate readers will doubtless be led astray.
(THE WIRE readers can take it.-Ediwr). Gordon, God willing,
will leave the Army on completion of his leave, whilst George
strides on to better things-his Foreman's course to be specific
-if he's fit enough to undergo one, that is I
Talking of things military

Our technicians are performing well in the battalions, as
usual. We hear the occasional disquieting rumour, but never
pay attention to it. We have been told, for instance, that
some of our technicians (Snowy Holloway--eyes down, look
in) have been using the machines sent to them for distilling
water to distill anything but water! However, Lance-Corporal
'Pip' Hill redeems the reputation his confederates may tarnish
in their moments of abandon. Pip is really getting his Signal
Troop organised-perhaps he's just a trifle too enthusiasticafter all, closed circuit television is rather an elaborate improvement on a telephone network, we feel.
·
The Squadron had an excellent pass mark in this year's P.E.
Tests and Annual Range Classifications-about r6 per cent.
Next year we hope to do even better, and shall start training
rigorously at least 48 hours before our classifications.
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" Wire " Snles-we excel
We notice that in a recent edition of " The Wire," one of our
brother units in the Caribbean area was boasting of a sales
percentage of 95% among its members. Relax, friends, for this
is nowhere near a record. Our normal sale of " The Wire " is
105% of the total membership of the Squadron. All praise
for this worthy effort must go to Staff Sergeant Frank Williams,
although it is not yet clear whether this is because he is
very keen or because he made a mathematical miscalculation.
We also notice that in another recent edition of " The Wire,"
15th Regiment sported an excellent photograph of a member
of our camel troop, plus rider. Since this was for a spot of
local colour for the S.0.-in-C.'s recent visit, we were glad
to loan them to our colleagues from across the seas. Could
we have them back now, please, as we have got them on our
signature?

"HOW DID YOU GET ON I~ CAMP?" asketl the Etlitor ol The Wire
and 45th Essex Signal Regiment (T.A.) supplied the answer with this page of pictures and said:
11

SPLEND/DL Y"

(See Lieutenant-Colonel R. Chell's letter overleaf)

Births, lUarrlnges, Deaths
We are glad to say that owing, in all probability to the heat,
we've had no births in the unit of late, nor have we had any
deaths, but we beg to report that Lance-Corporal Ted Wray
is shortly to take the fateful plunge. (Have to watch what we
say here- his future brother-in-law is a radio technician in
the Royal Signals). We poiat out quite regularly to Ted that
most of bis daily pastimes will no longer be open to him
once the last bars of the Wedding March have ended, but he's
quite adamant about it all. He feels the same way as Corporal
"Lofty" Yates, who goes in feet first in May.
The llat•PY Mnjor
Major John Agar has a kind word and a happy smile for
everybody, nowadays. He requests that it be noted that this
was not so a year ago. The writer will testify to the verity of
this statement. But his smile can easily be understood, for
he's leaving us shortly, and has such sunny horizons approaching as a very liquid farewell to the unit in the '°Jimmy Club,"
and a new posting to go to. He keeps running in and poking
the writer, and saying: " That means a new clerk, too!" Major
Frank Partingron's grin, on the other hand, looks just a
trifle forced. Can this be because he sees stretching before
him eighteen months as chief cornerstone of the F.R.A. Signal
Squadron? My word, he should be grateful !
The '' Jhnmy Club "
We regret that this excellent shelter from the stormy blasts
of sobriety that strike us unawares from time to time is in
imminent danger of losing its "raison d'etre." In addition
to those departures already mentioned, here are a few more.
Lance-Corporal Ron Belcher, who goes to Catterick for his
" Tee Too " up grading course. Corporal Pete West is leaving
us soon for we-don't-know-where, and this is a deadly blow,
forsooth. But perhaps the hardest blow to bear will be the
Joss of Lance-Corporal George (Toss me a highball) Cardwell.
No more will innocent inmates of the Squadron trip over
his heaving shapeless mass, no more will they get on his back,
and no more will they be stirred with thrilling tales of yesteryear. We refer, of course, to those glorious days when George,
as a member of the Trucial Oman Scouts, was Britain's Commando No. I.
However, all is not yet lost. The spirit of the club will not
fade as long as we have in our midst such sterling workers as
Corporals D ick Gillard and Ronnie Webber, Lofty Yates and
Ray Crook. Several newcomers show promising signs of joining that select little clique, the "Bloodshot Eye Club." We
refer to L ance-Corporals Alan Benson and Geordie Harrison,
and most certainly that old sweat Tex Hubbard. Their daily
consumption leaves nothing to be desired, and they must surely
graduate from the ranks of the average to the heights of the
gods. One can't help but notice that several of our technicians
manage to solder their fingers and thumbs to their radio sets
each day, but it must be realised that you can't be topping
(as it were) in more than one sphere at a time.

We are still looking for radio technicians (with unsoldered
fingers and thumbs), so come on all you mercenary technicians.
G et your fingers out and your applications in, and join the
most exclusive unit in the Corps. There's always the chance
that if you don't app y to join us, you'll end up in 15th Regimen.t, and they earn their pay-what there is of it- the hard
way down that way. So how about it?
THE WIRE ,
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I. Lleutenant· Colonel Chell presents the Lord Lieutenant's Certificate to S.S. M. Street. l. They say old soldiers fade away I Not In the 45th
,
w I h Staff Serreant Bavln, S.S.M. Street, Staff Serreant Hunter, R. Q.M.S. Wiikins, Ser1eant
they don t (left to right) S.S.M. Broomfield, Sergeant
'
I
' C t .fi t
3 Only the top paople read PRIVATE WIRE.
B
c II Effl iencyasMedals
and Lord L eutenant s er 1 1ca es.
•
~
ackhouse, Sergeant Ranson, A.C. • co ect
cd.
Offi
Lie tenant Colonel R Chell "censorin1" the first copies to appear In the camp. 4.
Brigadier Jolly (Hon. Colonel) and the Comma.n inr • icer,
u
Ca taln now Major) M. Froud take 3 Squadron to pieces. 5. It's a x xx.•
De·briefinr after the Rerlmental Exercise: Ma1or E. Richardson and
p
(. Front row: Second Lieutenant T. Ford, Ser1eant Byrne, W.0.11
way down. Recruit Thredder tries the high wall. 6. l Squadron hockey team
Mouatt, Signalman Ellis, Lance Corporal Eltham (16 Sienal Reriment attached), W.0 .11 Thomas and Lance Corporal Bartlett.

decessor and we must teach them to be successful and efficient
volunteers.
So, in answer to your que~tion what else h appened at camp,
the answer is practically everything . . . but we had a
m arvellou time. We know we stm have a lot of hard work
to do preparing for camp in 1966.
Yours sincerely,
P.S. Any volunteer ?
ROBIN CHELL

•

45th ESSEX REGl.HENT (T .A.)
(From Lieutenant-Colonel Robin (;bell, T.D.,
D.S.c;., Officer Commanding)
Sir,
It was indeed a pleasure to see some of the cartoons from
our unofficial magazine adorning the pages of THE WIRE. The
editor of Private Wire (a scurrilous newspaper which spares no
one in this Unit) is like a spy and his government, if all goes
well ignore him; if he is exposed they disown him. At the
moment he (the Editor of Private Wire ) is writing a book on
how to be the most disowned person in the T.A. ! Since your
question is loaded I assume that he has a 'hot-line' to your
Editorial table.
You ask how did we get on at camp in 1965? Oh well, the
truth has to be told sometime-and the answer is ' splendidly!'
Each year we go to camp and each time we are aJ ways uncertain how the ' ne w boys ' are going to settle down. Annual
camp is always the testing time for a T.A. Unit. Can we
resolve our uncertainties? Can we work happily and efficiently
together? Can we produce the effective unit expected of us
by higher commander.s? Each year our uncertainties are d isabused to a higher or lesser degree-but last year in the face
of an uncertain future (now happily settled) the Regiment
excused itself.
After a week of centralised t rade training we re-assembled by
Squadrons for the large scale communications exercise. For five
alternately wet and very wet days, we were spread over a
large part of central England-high in the Pennines and low
in the Lincolnshire Plain. Everything worked smoothly; a-s
soon as a Unit was through and a notable communications
system operating "close down . . . up sticks . . . and move to
a new location" was the order of the day. In modern warfare
such mobility and the maintenance of realistic communications
are essentials, and in achieving these essentials this Regiment
certainly proved the critics of your part-time Army wrong.
Th,.re were the amusing incidents, of course. For instance,
the omcer who lost the tail of his convoy and eventually spot<ted
them as he was crossing the feeder bridge into a motorway as
they were proceeding alon~ the motorway beneath him. Where
are you now going?" he heard over the radio. "Overhead old
chap-<>verhead .. ." was his laconic reply. Then there was
the other fellow who led his convoy of vehicles round and round
a roundabout until he was sure of the correct exit . . .
Incidents such as these are amusing in retrospect; they
certainly weren't at the time. Most important they certainly
won't happen again!-whilst we can laugh at ourselves, we
are constantly aware of our Taults and so can rectify them thus
becoming more efficient, both individually and as a Regim~nt.
Although we know we can fulfil our allotted task we are not
complacent. We have got to recruit young men, t~ train them
to take our places, as we have taken the places of our pre132

4 7th flEGHIENT T .A.
' YEO MANllY
(The Duke of Cnmb r id "e's Hussars)

THE
FABUlOUS
FOUR-0-EIGHI

~llDDLESE .

• .. is the Receiver of the 1970's. Lts pe rformance and reliability set a stan dard
unlikely to be equalled for the next decade.
Naturally, it's all solid-state. Silicon
planar transistors for reliab il ity. Full, nogap frequency coverage 13 kc/s to 28.0
Mc/ s. Single or double conversion depending on range selected. Cho ose your
own bandwidth anywhere in th ~ ran ge
800 c/ s to 8.0 kc/s-or the 160 c/s crysta l
filter for win kling out th at elusive CW
signal. All t he sensiti vity you can use plus

Another busy month h as gone by with exercises and training
building up to our annual camp in July.
We welcome back our R.S.M . (not the one who beat the
computer) from the R.S.M.s Convention. It is understood
that the Middlesex Yeomanry No. I Dress H at caused quite
a stir, probably due to a certain amount of envy.
The M.0.D. organised a very intere ting display of electronic
equipments for the benefit of foreign military attaches in our
Chelsea Drill H all. It was noted with pleasure that ex Royal
Signals personnel r epresented most of the civilian firms taking
part in the display.
Major (T.O.T.) A. N . Duell, E.R.D., and his merry men at
Uxbridge, performed sterlingly in preparing our n ew equipments for recent exercises and we take this opportunity of
r.ecording our thanks for a job well done.

exce ll ent frequ ency stabil ity and resetting
accuracy.
Handli ng qu alities on all mod es- SSB,
AM or CW - are as smooth as the
perfo rmance. Unprecedented GC perfo rm ance-selectab le for variable attack
and decay times to combat the worst
cond iti ons.
T here are AC and DC models available
fo r ma ins or vehicle supplies.

Full technical information available on
request.

"A., Sq11 n dro11
During the month of January the Squadron has been doing
individual training. This included a trip to Snowdon, with
305 Squadron (Middlesex Yeomanry) T .A., our parachuting
cousins, by Sergeant Hill, Corporal Harris, Corporal R egan,
Lance-Corporal Venture and Signalman O'K eefe, who after
clambering about on Snowdon, soaked to the skin and frozen
to t he marrow, go on record as having enjoyed it immensely.
" B "
qoad r on
The main even t in the " B " Squadron calendar this month
was the visit of the C.S.O. Eastern Command and the C.S .0 .
London D is trict to Putney during the regimental engineering
exercise on Sunday, 23rd. The exercise Squadron-wise was
a success, the Line Troop in particular coping manfully with
their new task of systems control and, after some initial bewilderment, enjoying a novel and instructive weekend. A large
number of potential C omcen operators from the Squadron
at.tended the alternative exercise at 10th R egiment.
A late-night film shown on T hursday, 27th, gave the
Squadron yet another opportunity to do something out of the
ordinary. The Sergeants' M ess entertained the Officers and
showed the cine films taken at SHAPE last summer by Sergeant
Heartfield. The excellent refreshment was once again due to the
efforts of Staff Sergeant Smith.
Captain Smith, t he O.C., still " Wants a 100 Men." The
recruiting effort since September, when Captain Smith first
issued his challenge, has so far boosted the Squadron strength
from 50 to nearly 80 men. The d ead line, as far as the O.C.
is concerned, however, is the 28th February, so it is almost
' a man a day ' if we are to answer his challenge in the traditional
" B " Squadron spiri t.
Sergeant and Mrs. Heartfield are congratulated on the birth
of their son. His n ame has been noted for our " Meet the Men
XX " r ecruiting campaign of 1984 !
Some of us apparently do manage, despite all the activities
at Putney, to find time for other things: we must also congratulat e Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Yellowlees, on their marriage
this month; we all wish them every happiness.
Our congratulations to Major (T.0.T.) A. N. Duell, E.R.D.,
on reaching his majority and also to Captain J. A. Capewell, T.D.,
and Captain A. Laing, T.D., on their being awarded the
Territorial Efficiency Decoration.
It is with regret that we have to report the death of Signalman
Michael Dowling, after a short illness. Our deepest sympathy
goes out to his family.
THE WIRE, MARCH-APRIL 1966
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~1st

(HIGHLAND) REGDIENT ( T .A.
ABERDEEN

SOUTllAlU •T O N

The Last lnspN!tion
Yet another and, I am afraid, the last, ;'\nfl:ual Fitness Inspection, carried out on 5th February by Maior-q.~n~ra l Ian
Robertson, M.B.E., M.A., G.~.C. 51st Highland DlYl s1 0~ . f t
will never be the same again-many weeks of preparation m
advance for this annual "sweat "-still if we g~t a~ good a
repon for this inspection as we have been getting in ~ecent
year, then we will have con_1pleted our ~al )'.Car as a Regiment
of the Territorial Army with some sausfact1on.
:8fo~t

ruenaorable- e''""ning
The main highlight of our recent activities was a reunion
dinner of officers of the Regiment. This came about through
a chance meeting of the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel
Iain Wotherspoon, at the England v. Scotland rugger match
at Twickenham last year, when he met some of the last war
officers of the unit. The question came up--" how about a reunion dinner?"-well, it happened, in Edinburgh on 29th
January.
Some 40 officers of the Regiment met in the
Caledonian United Services and Northern Club and had a
most memorable evening together. There were present, officers
who had served with the unit since its formation as a Divisional
Signals unit of the Royal Corps in 1921, right up to serving
officers of today. These included no. fewer than six Co_mmanding Officers, whose photograph is shown.
Occupymg
the chair was the Honorary Colonel, Colonel James Cochran,
o .B.B., T.D., D.L., himself a former C.O. Notable amongst the
others were Major Alex Fraser, M.B.E., M.C., T.D., and
Lieutenant-Colonel Thallon Wood, both of Kirkcaldy; Major
R J. Henderson, o.s.o., M.B.E., T.D., and Douglas Reith, T.D.,
Q.c., both of Edinburgh (Ronnie Henderson was awarded the
D.S.0. for the part he playCd in getting a line across the
Rhine when the Highland Division was advancing in 1945).
Several ex-officers who had been taken prisoner at St. Valery
in 1940 were in the assembled company, 31l:d Colo~el E.
Birnie Reid, of Aberdeen, who was an R.E. Signaller m the
First World War, served in 51st from 1921 until 1940, was
later Honorary Colonel, and is still an active supporter of the
T.A., having recently been Chairman of the Aberdeen T.A.
Association, was also present. Colonel T. I. G. Gray, Chief
Signal Officer, Scottish Command, was the only guest of the
Regiment at the dinner.
Pipers of the unit, Lance-Corporals Lennon and Riley,
played appropriately during and after the meal.
Arrangements for the evening were in the hands of Major
R 0. M. Williams, M.B.B., M.C., Secretary of the club and a
war-time officer of the unit, Major George Louden, M.B.E.,
T.o., Second-in-Command, and Captain Bill Tyers, Adjutant.

Slst (H) SIGNAL REGIMENT (T.A.}
Photog raph of Six Commanding Officers :
Left to right : Lieutenant-Colonel J. M. Wotherspoon, T.D., present
C.O. Colonel T. B. S. McMain , M.B.E., T.D., C.S.O. (East Lowland District) (last C.O.), Colonel E. Birnie Reid, former C.O.
and Honorary Colonel , Colonel James Cochran, O.B.E., T.D.,
D.L., present Honorary Colonel, Colonel T. P. E. Murray, O.B.E.,
T.D., former C.O. and Honorary Colonel, Colonel G.D. G. Mckinnon,
T.D., C.S.O. Highland District

The success of the event makes it quite possible that similar
reunions might be held in the future. Any officer who has
served with 51st Highland at any time and who did not receive
notification of this reunion, should get in . touch with the
Adjutant at Aberdeen and ensure that his name and current
address is on the list.

Gurkbn Pipe Sergeant welcomed
We were delighted to have Pipe Sergeant Sanbahadur Rai
with us at Aberdeen on one of our training days recently, we
hope to see much more of this N.C.0. from our affiliated
Gurkha Signal Regiment, whilst he is attending a piping course
at Edinburgh.
A Bally not without incident
In early November, the Regimental rally was held on a
course from Dundee to Aberdeen. There was a very good
entry from the Regiment, as well as competitors from R.E.
and 3rd Gordons. Whilst the Sappers won the team event,
the individual was won by Second-Lieutenant Sim and his
crew from 2 Squadron, with Second-Lieutenant Ramsay and
his team from l Squadron as runners-up.
The Holmes Trophy for the best Regimental team was won
by Second-Lieutenant Ramsay's team from I Squadron.
The event was excellent training for the Divisional Rally,
which took place later in November. Unfortunately, the
weather didn't play the game, and Arctic conditions made
The picture shows
driving ha7.ardous-if not impossible.
the fate which befell one of the competitors (not ours) although
one of our team swore that stopping to give assistance lost
them the rally. Our best performer was Sergeant Campbell of
333 Squadron, coming seventh, which, in the aforementioned
conditions, was an excellent performance.

Regimental Cummerbunds &
Matching Bow Ties
Lend a truly di. tlngulshed appearance to
your ernnlng drc s ensemble. AvaUable exstock in the colour of the Royal Sh:nals,
other designs avallable on sueclal request.
Cummerbunds 3;;;- each. Bow Ties 13/6.
' end ca h with order to Deot. W.,

CLUB CUMMERBUNDS, LTD.,
Oak Mills, Clayton,
Bradford, Yorkshire.
Scene at the Regimental Rally.
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(Unit Notes give the.answer to this}
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The annual dinner of the above branch will take place at
Blighmont T.A. Centre, Millbrook, Southampton, on Sat urday,
7th May, at 7.30 p .m.
As usual, this is combined with the annual reunion of the
43rd Wessex Division (1939-46) and all former members of
the 43rd, whether they are branch members or not, will find
themselves very much at home. T ickets are obtainable from
Lhe Branch Honorary Secretary, Mr. L. W. Illingsworth, 52,
Parkside Avenue, Millbrook, Southampton.

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN

CROYDON AND DISTRICT BRANCH

One of the Month's Cases

The Annual Dinner and Dance of the Croydon and District
Branch was held at the Norbury Hotel on Saturday, 5th
February. Some seventy members and guests attended.
T he branch members were delighted to have among their
guests the Master of Signals, Major-General Sir William Scott,
K.C.M.G., C.B., C.B.B., and Lady Scott, Brigadier~- M . .P. Hobson,
o.s.o., Major and Mrs. D avidson from Cattenck, Vic lent and
" Dodger " Green and their wives from Aldershot Branch.
After an excellent dinner the rest of the evening was given
over to dancing. The whole evening was voted a huge success.
CHESTER BRANCH
.\.nnual Dinner
The 20th Annual Dinner of the Chester Branch Royal Signals
Associa tion took place on Friday, 28th January, 1966, at the
Stafford Hotel, Chester. One hundred and thirty-three ~embers
and fri ends dined. Dinner was followed by a dance which was
as usual very well handled by Mr. W. G. Faircloth as M.C.
Among those present were Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson,
General Secretary, Royal Signals Association, Colonel I. G.
Swann, C.S.O. Western Command, Lieutenant~Colonel P. :11·
Brown Lieutenant~Colonel and Mrs. W. MacCulloch and Maior
and Mrs. Bob Barrett, all of C.S.0.s Staff, and Capta~ and
Mrs. Nutt of 241 Squadron who is Command Duty Signals
Officer.
After the Loyal Toast, Mr. W. G. Faircloth proposed .the
toast of the Association. This took the form of an appr~sal
of the Branch's progress during the past 20 years. Emerging
from this were the facts that whilst the Branch had not grown
to any large extent, neither had it dinlinished and he could look
round and see the faces of the founders of _the Branch be.fore
him. Mr. Faircloth asked what did they e:cist for? And m a
few well chosen words declared that their aim was firstly to do
whatever local benevolence they could for less fortunate con;irades, but above all to keep alive the spirit of comrades.hip
that bound them together .t hrough two world wars. Concluding,
Mr. Faircloth said he would like to see more of the younger
Illembers in the Branch and exhorted anyone present. !o
encourage any ex-member of Signals to come along and JOlD
the Branch.
Brigadier Hobson replying to the toast warmly apI?lauded
the proposer for his presentation of the toast. ai;id said that
seldom had he heard a better speech, and pomting o~t ~at
Mr. Faircloth had hit the nail right on the hea? .. ContU?-u.U?-g,
the General Secretary gave a resume of Association acpv1t1es
to date giving much emphasis on this year's Reumon at
Catterick which may be the last, before the School moves
South.
Fellowing the Brigadier the Toast to the Guests was p~opose~
by "Jumbo" Charlton, Chairman of the Branch. D_urmg ?is
remarks it transpired that Brigadier Hobson had been his Section
Officer in India 30-odd years ago. Major de Bretton Gordon
suitably replied for the company assembled.
The arrangements for the dinner had been in t~e very caJ?able
hands of Mr. P. Haigh, Chairman of the Social Con_immee,
who s!J.ould be oongratulated for a record number of dmers.
ALDERSHOT

BRANCH

The aanual dinner of the Aldershot Branch will take place
at the Masonic Hall, Alexandra Roa~, Fa~borough,. at ~ p.m.
on 21st May. Guests for the evenmg will be B~igadier A.
C. C. Willway, c.B., c.B.E., T.D., D.L., and Mrs. Willway.
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IHE generous support of many-particularly those
T
who contribute under the Day's Pay Scheme-has
enabled your Association to assist the less fortunate
members of our Corps family as follows: Number of cases assisted during the past month, 34;
Total of grants and loans made, £474 os. 9d.
Number of elothing parcels despatched, 28.

X-GORPORAL
, after six years' service,
E
started work on his own account in civilian life
as a window cleaner. All went well for himself his wife
•
1

and four young children, until one day he fell from a
ladder and sustained very serious injuries. For a year
the family struggled to keep going on State Bene~ts
without falling into debt. They then came to the nouce
of the Association, and a grant was at once made to
ease the situation and relieve this couple of some of
their worries. Mrs.
's own fund, the A.T.S.
Benevolent Fund, are also helping, and it is hoped that
things will now be less difficult for this family until
Corporal
is able to .work again.

One of the Month's Letters
" My family and I wish to express to you our mo~
heartfelt thanks for your most generous grant. This
enabled me to purchase shoes and clothing, of which
the children were greatly in need. In fact, the shoes of
my two eldest boys were actually letting in water, so
you can see what a great help your grant was to us.
I only wish you could know how grateful I really feel,
for mere words seem so inadequate when one tries to
express one's real feelings, for the help so speedily given.
Many thanks al~ for your most unexp.ected, bu.t mo~t
welcome parcel My little boy was delighted with h1s
present, a little .mobile pull-along d.og. He preferred
this above all things. The other children were equally
delighted with their things also. So many thanks again
for the wonderful surprise, and for all the work and time
that went into it. My family and I will never forget
it.

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN

Royal Signals Association anti Benevolent Funt/
The following subscriptions were most gralefully recaitJed during
'January 1966:-

[.
H.Q. Training Brigade
nth Regiment
24th Regiment
30th Regiment
57th Regiment T.A.
C.S.0. Royal Marines
325 Squadron T.A.
327 Squroron T.A. . ..
H.Q. A.E.R. Royal Signals
. ..
. ..
.. .
471h Regiment T.A. (W~ant C?fficers and ergeants} ..
All Arms Junior Leaders Regiment
66th Regiment T.A. (Ladies' Club)
5151 Regiment T.A. ·· ·
...
2nd Regiment (Officers' Mess)
:md Regiment (P.R.I.)
. ..
. . ._
. ..
.. .
. ..
21st Regiment (2 Squadron-clothing sale-late Major C. P.
Bolton)
...
. ..
···
225 Squadron (Offictts' Mess)
t Sth Regiment
235 Squadron
245 Squadron
.
Federal Regular Army Signal Squadron
...
9th R egiment (Warrant Officers and Sergeants)
261 Squadron
Vr.Tious individual donations
Tol!ll Receipt

s. d.
I

6
5

0

II

l

0

IO

0
0
0

II

5
5
5
l

s

3
3

0

2

II

0

2

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

2 13
12 10

0
0

4
30
20

8

0

0

4 3

225 10
2 17
20 0
3 0

4
0
0
0

4 10 2
19 3 6
3 9 0

£378

4

I
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THE BRITIS H ARMY'S NEW HF RADIO STATION-THE A.13

The most up-to-date, fully transistorised, lightweight, military H.F. packset-the Plessey-made
A.13-is now in full production. Already adopted
by N.A.T.0. and Commonwealth armies, the
A.13 has proved its superiority in world-wide
trials and in service with the British Army.
Free Tuning without Netting
The A.13's crystal calibrator makes any one of
the 2,400 channels in the 2-8Mc/s band available
immediately, without netting.
PM , A M and CW Operat ion
Phase modulati on gives improved range with
longer battery life. A M and CW facilities make
th e A .13 com pati ble with existing systems.
Mult i-Ro le Flex i bi l ity
High-grade, lightweight ancill aries can be
provi ded fo r any man-pack, ground station or
ve hi cle role. T rans istori sed amp lifiers, hand
generato rs, voltage regu lators, remote controls,
veh icle adaptors and a fu ll range of aerials are
all available.
Ruggedness with Easy Maintenance
T he A .13 fully meets the most exacting Brit ish
A rmy standards fo r ruggedness and ease of
mai ntenan ce. Highest rel iab ility is maintained
thro ughout the A.13's long life.
Rechargeable Batteries
With a 1:9 transmit/receive ratio, the battery life
exceeds 8 hours. Batteries are quickly charged
from the hand generator or any vehicle supply.

A.13 standard man-pack radio

For further details,
please request Publication 233.
The Plessey Company Limited
llford, Essex, England.
Telephone: llford 3040. Telex: 23166
Telegrams: Plessey llford Telex.

PLESSEY Electronics

•

your experience anti
knowledge are
needed in the Zambia
Defence Force
The following (Ex-Service) personnel are invited to apply for the .exceptional
and interesting posts now existing in the Defence Force:-

Rank: Sergeant, Staff Sergeant or W.0.11
VEHICLE MECHANICS; INSTRUMENT MECHANIC; ARMOURERS;
RADIO TECHNICIANS; TELEPHONE TECHNICIANS; SIGNALS
TECHNICIANS; AMMUNITION TECHNICIANS.
Applicants should not be more than SO years of age. Period of agreement
3 years renewable for periods of three years by mutual agreement. Agreement terminable by six months' notice on e'. ther side. Service normally in
Zambia only, probably in Lusaka, N'dola, Broken Hill or the Copper Belt.

Rates of Pay:
Example : Sergeant

w.o.n

£751- £887 p.a.
£1,074-£1,290 p.a.

Trade Pay comparable to British Army. Terminal Gratuity : 25% of total
gross pay received over the period of the contract, subject to 30 months'
service completed.
Due to shortage of Married Accommodation, single men or married men,
prepared to go out unaccompanied until Married Accommodation is available,
are preferred.
Applications, quoting age, rank and brief history of previous military service,
should be sent to :- The Defence Liaison Officer, The High Commissioner
for the Republic of Zambia, 7-11, Cavendish Place, London, W.l.
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Editorial

Vale

Of the various tradesmen who make up the Corps who are the best soldiers?
A difficult question and it is a brave man who is prepared to answer it. In fact
· ood soldiers are found in all the Corps trades, each contributing in his own way
to achieve the common end. However, many who have s~ed w4th the linemen
of the Corps will regard them with affection. Their tradition goes back over the
years and it is epitomised in !_he famous Corps picture 'Through.' A bit rough and
ready at times, robust and forthright in their outlook, nevertheless when a tough
job comes up they will invariably tackle it with vigour and see it through to a
successful conclusion in their usual dogged manner.
Linemen have not changed much since the first-day that cable was laid. We
think that our readers will detect that certain spirit peculiar to linemen in the
three photographs below taken from the arch ives of the Royal Signals Institution.

lllllGADIER R. D. E. RODINSON, C.B.E., E.R.D.
Colonel C:.:ommn11dn11t, Royal Slg11nhi

®hftuarp
MAJOR-GENERAL SIR LESLIE G. PHILLIPS,
K.D.E., C.D., M.C.
All will be very sad to hear of the recent death of MajorGeneral Sir Leslie Phillips, a past Director of Signals and a
Colonel Commandant of the Corps.
Leslie Gordon Phillips, born in 1892 in Bombay, was educated
at Bedford and Sandhurst. He was commissioned into The
Worcestershire Regiment in 1911, soon becoming Battalion
Signal Officer in Egypt.
In 1914 he was seconded to the Army Signal Service serving
in France with 2nd Division. He won the M.C. as Brigade
Signal Officer to 4th Guards B;igade and in 1916 he took
command of the Guards Divisional Signal Company. He was
mentioned three times in dispatches. In the late 1920s and
193os he served in India and in 1939 became a Brigadier and
Commandant of the Signal Training Centre in Jubbelpore.
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The Official Organ of the Signals
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Brigadier • Rex ' (on right) in cheerful mood

SEVENOAKS-189 1
The li ne detachment from the 1st Division Telegraph Battalion which won £5 for
laying 48 miles of cable from Aldershot to Sevenoaks in 30 hours.

Editor:
HRIGADIER P • .i\I. P. UOllSON,

o.s.o.
Assistant Editor:
URIG.\DIEU U. R. FlllTU
All correspondence and matter /or
publication in THE WIRE, should be
addressed to THE WIRE, Royal Signals
Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea,
London, S.W.3. Tel. Nos. SLOane 4129
and SLOane 3477, Ext. 143·

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE
12th OF THE MONTH PRECEDING PUBLICATION.

LIMERICK-1911
The boys of the Limerick Air Line Section take a 'stand easy' with local friends.

Remittances should be made payable
to : Royal Sigtulls Association. Subscription rates (post free, except air
mail): Twelve months 18/-; single
month, 1/6.
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MESOPOTAMIA-1918
Handling a cable waggon In true lineman fashion.
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Rex Hamilton Edward Robinson went into Electrical
Engineering when he left the Oratory School. At the age of
20, in 1933, he was commissioned into the Supplementary
Reserve, Royal Signals, where he used to train with 2nd
Divisional Signals.
On the outbreak of war he joined H.Q., Eastern Command,
and served mostly with No. I Command Signals. After being
Second-in-Command of No. 1 L. of C. Signals from 1942, he
commanded this unit in 1943-44, both in England and North
Africa in Operation "Torch," the combined United States/
British operation to occupy French North Africa. Here Rex
made full use of the opportunity to work with Allies, and in
particular Americans, which was to help enormously in future
years. He then commanded 8th Army Signals in the Central
Mediterranean Force. He was awarded the O.B.E.
After a spell of Control Commission work in Germany and
some Regimental work in Air Formation and L. of C., he
commanded Palestine Command Signals, where he gained a
Mention in Despatches. In 1949 he was G .S.0.2 in the War
Office and m 1950 he joined the B.J.S.M. in Washington,
accompanied by Nan, his wife, who he married in 1949· They
thoroughly enjoyed the States and went down well with the
Americans.
In 1952 be took over signal planning at H .Q., B.A.O.R.
This entailed much liaison with Americans, Canadians, Dutch,
French and German soldiers and civilians. Rex was in his
element, and his ability to think big was given f~ll scop~.
He had a soothing effect on excitable people and gamed universal trust.
After a short spell in Army Group Si~als, as Sec~md.-in
Command, he became · S.0.1 of the Techmcal CommurucatJons
Section of AFMED in Malta where he met all the other NATO
partners with whom he had not already served. Fr<?~ being
G.S.0.1 Signals 4 from 1958-59, he moved to the ~irustry ~f
Supply as a Colonel (DLRG(T)) and .here he remau~ed until
his appointment as C.S.O., Far East, m 1962. In Smgapore,
in 1963, Rex had a very serious accid~t, fallin~ ou.t _of. a
window on to his head on concrete. His extensive m1ur1es
yielded to treatment at the Colchester Military Hospital. .Incredibly, Rex was able to re-join as Director Telecommuruc~
tions (Army) in 1964. His strength was tremendous, and this,
aided by .the hospital treatment and, later, the devoted attention of his wife had restored him to normal. In 1965 lfe was
awarded the C.B.E., and he now retires to his beauti~ul home
at Fernhurst where he has a first-class workshop, his horses
and his land.' As Director of Telecommunications, Rex ensured
a full and proper study of our future equipment needs, both
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Rushed home in 1940 immediately after Dunkirk, he took
over C.S.0. Eastern Command in London, and to him fell
much of the provision of communications for the defence of
the homeland. From 1941 to 1943 be was S.0.-in-C. Home
Forces as a Major-General, and, after a brief spell, as S.0.-in...C.
21 Army Group, he was moved to the War Office as Director
of Signals in 1943.
All Signal Officers agree that the team of Signal Officers and
Units which went into the Western Europe campaign in 1944
was the best trained and most highly integrated which the
Army had ever seen. They also agree that the manpower and
equipment provided by Phillips's predecessors in the War
Office were used to the best advantage in Europe.
As S.0.-in-C. Home Forces "Flipper" had built up that
team, trained it, and planned its use. As director he was able
to bring his unrivalled knowledge and experience at every level
to bear on every theatre, not only Europe where his own team
were in action.
He was created C.B. in 1943. On his retirement in 1946 he
was advanced K.B.E. (he had been made C.B.E. in 1938). In
retirement he was an energetic Colonel Commandant of bis
old Corps.
Phillips played all games better than well; be represented the
Corps at cricket and hockey. He had also plaved hockey for the
Army and had county and English caps. While in India he
had been Master of the Quetta and Rawalpindi hunts.
He married in 1914 Maud Constantia, daughter of J. Wells
Thatcher. They had two daughters.

A MEMORIAL SERVICE

for
Major-General Sir Leslie Phillips, K.B.E., C.B., M.C.
will be held in St. Martin-in-the-Fields
on Thursday, 21St April, at 12 noon.

(Continued from previous column)
with the other Services and with our Allies, on the basis of
the original Royal Signals ' Hobal't ' concept.
The infect.ious enthusiasm and great love for the Corps
which Rex has always shown, has been recognised by his
appointment as a Colonel Commandant, Royal Sipials. We
wish Rex and Nan a long and very happy retirement.
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Promotions

Lieutenant Colonel G. A. Dutton
George Alfred Dutton, born 1913, was commissioned into
rhe Corp from The hop., in 1933· He served from 1934
co 193 in 2nd Divisio03l Signals and then joined A Corps
:goals (India). He w.i.s Adjutant of Western District ignals
in Baluchistan in 1949-.p, and then commanded G .H.Q. (India)
ignals as a Major. From 1942 to 1944 apart from a War
Course at the Querta raff College, he was Second-in-Command
of four Indian Signal Regiments in Burma and on the North
Ea t Frontier. He was promoted Lieutenant-Colonel on the
staff of .E.A.C. in 1944 and assumed command of 15 lnruan
Corps ignals in 1945. He was Mentioned in Despatches in
Burma.
After some staff work in the U.K. he returned to the Far
East as Serond-in-Command of G.H.Q.
igna1 Regiment
which he later commanded from 1951-1954. He retired in
1957.
George tried his hand as the landlord of an inn in Devonshire, and the hospitality caused a number of people to select
the more hilly and tortuous Dartmoor road into Cornwall,
rather than the easier A.30.
George had been il1 for many months when he died on
9th February, 1966, in London.

To W.O.I

1903895 4
2548991
To W.0.II 22515959
22538224
22212655
22771393
To S Sgt.
14106385
22242 35
23090411
22276425
225370 0
22309302
22265079
22569177
22309317
22796995
22569520

" Many old friends will be
sorry to hear of the death
of George (Tich) Maskell on
13th February, 1966, after
an operation in Harrogate
General Hospital.
George enlisted on 1st
February, 1935, into Royal
Signals from Ipswich, eventually passing out from ' E '
Company as O.S.III, 14
months later.
Drafted to India, he was
on frontier operations during 1936-37, qualifying as
O.S.II, also the operations
of 1937-39.
He spent time in Burma during the last war and returned
to U.K. during April, 1944. Nine months later he was in N.W.
Europe at the stan of a two-year stint, then three years at
home.
His next tour took in FARELF, Burma (B.S. Mission) for
two years. During the years 1952-1956 he became Technical
'Q' at home. Off again to FARELF, then back to finish at rhe
Army Apprentice School Harrogate, 31st January, 1963, where
·
he decided to settle.
George had 28 years' service to his credit. Sports minded, he
shone ar soccer and hockey, and was no mean performer in
the square ring. He was an enthusiastic member of the Harrogate Association and at his death held the office of Vice-Chairman, Life Member 10910.
The sympathy of many of his friends goes out to his widow
and family at 58, Plompton Drive, Woodlands, Harrogate."

To

Sgt.

Technical
R Signals
Tech (Lt)
Tech (Lt)

22289335
22274148
22537950
22967469

S Sgt.

1765
1810
2440
248o

2350
2120
336o (Tcc)
3785 (Tee)

116o

1120

Weighill, R . E., B.6.M . 710
Maclean, A. D.
5420
Pennington, K . A.
5535
Harrison, J . A.
540
l'orrest, A.
5545
Hough, J.
5555
Hallows, W . H .
556o
Harriso:i , M .
5580

46o
11280
10490
11006
10440
9450
12169
10740

4th
25th
4th
25th

Abb:ss,

To W.0.II
Tn Sgt.

2549706
23487164
23657192
23657154
23534861
23528540
23782532
23782626

S Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

23761925
14052990
22524448
22537386
22526415
22537653
23232580
22289384
23484792
22548')6o
22999466
23236395
22999527
22812o6r
23548340
23238748
23546751
23497987
22569251
23502505
23459350
21o61287
23200519
22222042
22845990
23482572
2237n90
23220497
23247967
22179167
22776637
236o2594
22909134
23685990
23537122
23481381
22776171
23204616
23487280
22983934
22953909

A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A /Sgt.
A /Sgt.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A / Sgt.
A /Sgt.
A / Sgt .
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
Ci!!.
A /Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A /Sgt..
Cpl.
A / Sgt .
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl .
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

Have you placed a standing order for

a copy of Tiu! Wire ?

B.

TECHNICAL ROSTER

OPERATING

To Sgt.

October
October
October
October

ROSTER

McLaughlin, F. C.
H"ggins, D. F.
Watson, K . C.
Hawkes, P. E. G .
Baldwin W .
Lockley, R. E.
Clarkson, A. A.
Gavin, N . A.
Hanlon, M. J.
Gaffney, F.
Gratton, P. C .
Read, D. B.
Halliwell , K .
Haynes, H . F.
Lewis, G . D . J.
Hanson, G.
Booth, K. J .
McGuirk, F.
Keating, T.
Wade. K . D.
Parkes, J. H .
Harrison , A.
Rice , R. N .
Brown, C . L .
O ' Halloran, H .
Berry, D . S.
Taylor, D . R. E .
Bartlett, C. S. N.
Taylor, B.
Spencer, A.
Papanicolaou, N.
Stubbir:gs, M. D.
Smith, A.
Roberts, M. L.
Winstanley, A. A.
Lile, G.
Brackston, J .
Little, E. D.
Sharpe, P.
Taylor, R. G.
Bdl, W. G.

12642
1266o
12680
12684
12690
12710
12720
12730
12740
12750
1276o
12780
12790
12800
12810
12820
12830
12840
1286o
12870
12880
12890
12900
12910
12920
12940
12950
12980
12990
13010
13020
13030
13040
13050
1306o
13090
13110
r3150
1316o
13170
13180

2236o
II6
1530
2IIO
3o6o
48oo
7180
Soto
II 170
11316
13230
13934
14120
14670
15570
15650
1578o
16510
17490
17690
17740
2494
3274
6670
7540
13750
1476o
16750
1778o
18o70
1816o
19340
2II70
2126o
21300
15170
21484
22090
22150
17890
18640

DELETIONS
REGIMENTAL

W.O.II

140

DUTY ROSTER

310
TECHNICAL ROSTER

Sgt.

3900

4040

Sgt.

102

n610

Why not d-0 so now?

I 'l-0

ROSTER

Sharp, A.
Ba11ham, R.
Jackso:i, J. H .
Tricker, R . L.

S Sgt.
S Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

22526437

1 966

Class II - I
Class II- I
Class III - II
Class III - II

A/ W .0.I
A / W.0.1
S Sgt.
A/ W.0.11
S Sgt.
S / Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
A / S Sg1 .
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

New
Old
Se11. No . Sen . No.
Garlar d, M. F. B.
840 II50
Kirk, F.
850 II70
Wymbs. P. B.
3510 2630
Duke, W.
3520
96o
Morrill. G. E.
3550 2330
Webster, E. T. A. 356o 2650
Roffon, J.
3630 136o (Fd)
Delpinto, F. H .
386o
104 (Fd)
Rand, D. B.
3920 212o(Tec)
S"<imming. W.
1680
(Pd)
3970
Bermi - ghnm . A. D. 3980 7010 (Op)
Morphey. M.
3990 686o (Op,
McDoonld, 1.
4000 3370 (Op)
Barnett. P. C.
4010 1500 (Fd)
Fell. R.
4020 7000 (Op)
Size!and, R . G .
4030 1450 (Pd)
Clothier, R .
4040 1340 (Pd)

To W.0.11

Upgratling Courses in Catterick
Clerk
Clerk
Radio
Radio

DUTY

YtOMAN OF SIGNALS ROSTER

A correspondent from Harrogate writes:

O c tob e r .

RUGJ.MJJNTAL

FOREMAN OP SIGNALS RO~TEK

To W.O.II

W.0.11 G. Maskell

C ommf'n c ing

Movements-Officers

4555

OPERATING

ROSTER

10¢<>
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ADDITIONS- JANUARY LIST
.. . To H .Q., s Infantry Briaade
Captain P. R . Dll'Vies
ADDITIONS-FEBRUARY LIST
Maior F. G. Bonnart ...
.. To 11th Regiment
Lieutenant S. Cowan . .
,, 11th Gurkha Signal Regiment
l:lrigadier M S. Hancock. M.8.1!. •
B.G .S., SHAPE.
Lieut. (T J O.pt.) A. W. de V. Hunt ,, Joint Corns. Unit, Borneo.
Capwin R. A. MacHcath
,, 3oth Regiment
Brig-Jd1er P. S. Man ergh, 0.8.1!.
C.S.O., EASTCO.
Bngaditr M. D. Pri"°, 0 .8.E.
,, M.o.D . (DAP(A)).
Captain A. C . M. Prince
J 1th Regiment
J ieutenant P. M. SUL1np
..
. .• ,, 15th Regiment
·ccond · Licutenant R . C. A. Starkey ,, t 1th Regiment
ADDITIONS--MARCH LIST
•...U1or Q.M.) R. F . C. Ashford
. ,, 4ut Regiment (T.A.)
247 Gurkha Signal Squadron
econd-L1eutenant M. J. Backhurst
B.A .S. , Washington
Colonel A. V. Brandle, M.B.I!.
42nd (L) Regiment (T.A.)
Major (Q.M.) R. G. Furtado
To retire
Colonel G. 0 . T. Harris, O.B.I!.
Ministry of Avirtt.ion
Bngacli r R. G . Miller
•
248 Gurkha Signal Squadron
J.ieutaiant D. G. McH. Overton
M.o.D. (DPS(A))
J eutenant-Coloncl J. W . Rayner
24th Regiment
econd Lieutenant J . R. Selby
246 Gurkha Signal Squadron
Lieutenant M . J. Young
APRIL
Maior (T.O T .) T. H. Amott ..•
Lieut:nant W. A. Bain ...
•.•
C11p1ain R . E. Barber .. .
CaptaiJ. G. N. Bell
Ma1or ·. A. Butler
...
Lieutenant-Colonel J . N. Boyland
Lieutenant P . L . Bye ...
...
..
Lieutenant-Colonel D . H. B3')1nham,
G.M.

••

.

, ,

LIST
,. H.Q. Royal Signals, Cypru1
,, 213 Squadron
,, H .Q., <!8th Division (T.A.)
,, 4 Communications Unit
,, H.Q., 48th Division (T.A.)
,, Inspector, Trade Training
,, 8th Regiment
,,

Captain CT/Major) T. G. Boast
...
Major D . B. Camic
Lieutenant A. F. N. Crabtree
Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Cooper
Captain (Tfc.) A. J . E. Cheshire
Major P. F. W . Gahan . .
.
Captain (Tfc.) A. C. llctt . .
Maio• R. G. Jones
...
CapUlin (T.O .T.) A . J. Lees
Lieutenant P. A. May ...
...
. ..
Captain (T.O.T.) N. W . Merryficld
Lkutcnant G. E. Parfitt
.
Major (to be Lt.-Col.) J. R. T.
Paterson
Ma1or M. A. Petheram ...
Major W . J . Pritchard .. •
T/Major J. W. Roberti ...
Colonel G . H. Starr ...
Captain R. J. R. Stokes
Major I. C. Spear
Major A. W . Stewart
..
Lieutenant A. Taylor . .
Captain (T.O.T.) P. Thomson
Captain E. C. Vulliamy ...
Major R. M. Wright . .
. ..
Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. Ward

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,

School of Infantry
244 Ground Liaison Section
R.M.A.S.
243 Squadron
H .Q ., ALFCE.
14th Regiment
M.o.D. (Signals 35 b).
15th Regiment
3rd Regiment
235 Squadron
2nd Regiment
2rn Regiment
1sth Regiment

,, 47th Regiment (T.A.)
,, 13th Regiment
16th Regiment
,, CAFSO, NEAP.
,, To retire
,, ind Regiment
7th Regiment
,, School of Signals
14th Regiment
,, 30th Regiment
., 646 Troop
,, 222 Squadron
,, H.Q., AFCEN

Staff Sergeant B. O'Ncill
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) J. W. Banlls
Staff Sergeant J. G. Woodley
Staff Sergeant W. K. L. Bell
Sergeant A. F. J . Gundersen
Sergeant T . F. Constable
••.
Sergeant J. A. Harrison
Sergeant C. T. Hall
Sergeant A. Jamieson
Sergeant M. A. Walker
Sergeant F. Boulton
Sergeant G. Park
.
•.
Sergeant L. E. Saxby
••
Sergeant E. C. Brown •..
Sergeant R. R. Gilmore
ergeant C. L. Sinaleton
Sergeant J. Evan a
...
Sergeant H. Simister
Sergeant R. W. Pape
Sergeant B. H. Lee
Sergeant R. Paterson
Sergeant T. H . Atkins
Sergeant J. B. Graham
Sergeant R. E. Newson
Sergeant R. Doutch
Sergeant B. Cook .. .
Sergeant D. A. Fraser
Sergeant A. Scou
St:rgcant R. C. Breese
Sergeant A. A. QarkJon
Sttaeant J. Griffin
Scracant J. R. Nicoll
Sergeant J, G. Ablon ...
A/Sergeant W J. Locker
Sergeant M. J. Cann ...
Sergeant J. Rocke ..

,, 24th Regiment
,, 13th Regiment
30th Regiment
13th Regiment
nth Regiment
., t R .H .A. Signal Troop
,, A.A.S., Harro11ate
., 237 Squadron
14th Regiment
,, 234 Squadron
,, Joint Communic111iont Unit
,, 252 Squadron
,, 63rd Regiment (T.A.)
,, 21 t Regiment
,, 11th Regiment
., 7th Regiment
,, 3rd Div. H.Q. & Siana! Rcat.
,, 234 Squadron
., 11th Regiment
,, 2nd Div. H.Q. & Signal Reat.
,, 8th Regiment
., 209 Squadron
2nd Div. H .Q. & Signal Reat .
4 Gd . Bde. H.Q. & Sig. Sqn.
16th Regimem
13th Regiment
Junior Leader Regiment
Joint Com" Unit, Botnw.
225 Squadron
18th Fd. Rcgr., R.A., Sig. Tp.
Liverpool Univer ity O.T.C.
A.A .S., Harrollltte
,, toth Rcaiment
H .Q., B.A.0 R
2nd Div. U.Q. & Signal Rcat.
612 Troop

In the March/April "Wire," W.0.11 (Y. o( S.) H. E. Wright
was shown as being posted to the R.A.C. School and also to
228 Squadron. The posting to the R.A.C. School wa that of
W.0.11 (F. of S.) G. J. Wright and not W.0.11 (Y. of S.) H. E.
Wright.

Your pal wants to borrow your "Wire " ? Lend it to bimbut suggest-with your usual tact-that he might like to fill in
one of the forms below !

--------------------The General Secretary,
Royal Signals Association,
Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London,

.W.3.

Please arrange to send THE WIRE to me for twelve months
commencing with the next issue. I enclose a cheque/Po tal
Order for 18/-.
My rank and name is ...... ..... ................................... .
I wish THE

WIRE

to be sent to ................... ... ........... .

MovementsWarrant Officers anti Senior N.C.O.s

... .............................................................

APRlL, 1966

··············································· ................. .

W.O.I (Y. of S.) P . F. Mctca!Ie
To 15th Regiment
W.O.I CF. of S.) K. A. Rutter
,, 9th Regiment
W.O.II P. Gill
...
•. 252 DSquauoQn & SionaJ Rcgt.
W.O.II R. G. Aitken
4th
iv.
. •
...
W.O.Il B. Fisher ...
,, 249 Squsdron
W.O.II J. Smith ...
14th Regiment
W.O.II (Y. of S.) B. Adcock
,, Junior Leaders Regiment
W.O.II E. Bell
..
,, 24th Regiment
W.O.II G . E. C. Hitchcock
,, 18th Rcgimenc
W.O.II P. H. Iverson
,, 30th Regiment
W .O .II G . Armstrong
,, nth Regiment
53rd Regiment (T.A.)
W 0 II J A R
· ·
·
· ose
54th Regiment (T.A.)
WW.OO.Il E. Webb ···
Junior Leaders Regiment
. .II F. M . Orr ...
W.O.II L. Robertson
,, 71h Regiment
W.O.Il R. A. Lawry
...
46th (N.M.) Regiment (T.A.)
W.O.ll (P. of S.) W. P. Scott
,, 240 Squadron
W.O.II (F. of S.) P. Johnson
,, 21 t Regiment
W.O.II (F. of S.) D. H. Davies
H.Q., COMCAN
W.O.II D . W. Singleton
,, 222 Squadron
Staff Sergeant R. Fill
2nd Div. H.Q. & Signal Rcgt.
Staff Sergeant T. Keany
15th Regiment
Staff Sergeant E. Milne
16th Regiment
Staff Scr11eant (F. of S.) P. A. Cook ,, 15th Regiment
Staff Sergeant G. McGilvray
,, 208 Sqll:ldron
,, 30111 Regiment
Staff Sergeant J. E. Taylor
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OR
The Accounts Officer or P.R.I.
........................................ Regt./Sqn./Tp.
Please reserve a personal copy of Tm! W1RE for me in the
unit bulk order until further notice. I understand this will
cost me 1/6 a month.
Name and 'rank . ·······

........................... .

'"'

AR~IY

APPllENTICES' scnoo1,, DARllOGATE

Do"'·n Penney Pot Lane
Spring has surely come to Penney Pot Lane
at last. The snow has quite vanished and the
mud is only thigh deep now. The contractors
are beavering away, tearing down the old and
erecting the new, whilst some sort of ordered
plan is becoming perceptible in the welter of
glutinous chaos which once was tender greensward.
Hasn't the weather been vile? An cxceptionHARROllATI!
ally bad year for sport. The acres of marshland which constitute our playing fields have
b.en out of bounds for months, nothing on them e~cept an old
seagull trying to locate a patch firm enough to nsk a touch
down and flapping forlornly away. Nevertheless, ~o!Ue ~tal~arts,
oumeying abroad have managed to find competmon m divers
activities.

Country
At Alder hot, on 25th February, the School team came
f urrh in the Army Youth Championships (major units). This
as a notable feat. Only twenry-two points separated us from
t. e wmners, all finished .well _togetJ:ier, from A/T. :rurvey in
ninth position to A/T Dixon m thrrry-seventh posiuon.

f rOH'I

The DI l/ R134 installation presented by The Marconi Company
stands o utside G3CIO, the Headquarters Stati on of Royal Signals
Amateur Radio Society.

lleekey
The winter fixture list looks like remaining unchanged till
next winter. However, we completed our participation in the
Northern Command Stage of the Army Cup. After extra time,
in a splendid game, we managed to beat the School of Signals
by four goals to three. In the semi-final against 8th Regiment,
after extra time, again we were still level at three-all, and lost
the hard fought relay by the only goal of the match.

For the Hoyal Signals Radio SoeietyA Dream Come True

Gih of a Complete D111R234 Installation
by the Marconi Company
It JD.arks JD.any years of clese association
If you were in the vicinity of the Society's Headquarters
station on Vimy Road, Catrerick Camp, recently, you probably
saw a mobile crane lifting a large grey container from a lorry
and placing it alongside the station building. This was the
climax of a story which, to most radio amateurs, must seem
like a dream of winning the Treble Chance.
Has anyone ever telephoned you to ask whether you would
like a transmitter and receiver covering the 3.5, 7, 14 and 2I
Mc/s bands which could be used on CW, AM, SSB and RTIY?
Probably not, it certainly had never happened to the Field
Secretary of RSARS before. The caller was the Society's
President, Brigadier R. H. E . Robinson, O.B.E., E.RD., breaking
the news .that The Marconi Company were to present the
Society with a complete Du/R234 installation.
Whilst many members of ·the Corps will be familiar with the
Du a brief description for the benefit of ex-Service readers
will not come amiss. The transmitter known as the Du, or to
give its maker's designation, the type HS 27, covers from 2 to
22 Mc/s and has a peak envelope power output of SSB of
350 watts. The frequency range is covered in a series of I Kilocycle steps, the frequency being set on a series of decade
switches and a Phase Locked Oscillator locked to the synthesiser
to give the required frequency. Once set a maximum drift of
one-third of a cycle is claimed. The transmitter has an oscilloscope built into it by which the radiated signal may be monitored.
Audio test oscillators may be switched in to give the standard
two-tone test for linearity. Apart from SSB the transmitter
may be used for CW, AM and FSK, the latter with three
different shift frequencies.
The accompanying receiver, the R234 or HR28, covers 2 to
28 Mc/s continuously. With built-in 100 and 10 Kc/s calibration oscillators it is easy to measure the frequency of a received
signal. When the received signal has a carrier, Automatic
Frequency Control compensates for any drift. Auxiliary equipment includes a Dummy Load and a Standing Wave Ratio Meter
which gives continuous monitoring of the antenna matching.
The whole station is housed in a Formica panelled container
with strip lighting and has a ventilation fan, built-in cupboards,
and Formica topped tables among its fittings. Centrally placed
above the SWR meter is a plaque bearing the inscription: -

A view of the antenna switch ing panel and SWR meter showing the
inscribed plaque.

PRESENTED BY THE
MARCONI COMPANY
To THE
ROYAL SIGNALS AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
To Co~MORATE THE MANY YEARS OF CLOSE
ASSOCIATION BETWEEN
THE COMPANY AND THE CORPS
The operators of G3CIO, still slightly staggered by this
magnificent gift, are busy familiarising themselves with the
equipment which will certainly be fully used in the months
to come.
The Society has already expressed its gratitude to the Marconi
Company but the writer, who now firmly believes in Father
Christmas, Fairly Godmothers and all, would like to add his
own inadequate thanks.

Butchers

Grocers

Game Dealers

our aim in all Depts.:-

S up er b Quality

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
Telephone
DARLINGTON
1894
29SS

Basket Dall
We suffered less than most from the weather and when the
snow permitted us to reach the gym and use the roads, we had
some fine games. A/T Bond of Rawson ~quadron has WOil; a
place in the Army Boys' team to play m the Inter-Service
Boys' Competition.
Long and short lines
Some of the best lines ever shotted or laid come from the
School's Angling Club. This is one of our most thriving activit!es
and we can boast of having our own water well stocked with
good trout and carp. We have exclusive use of two lakes,
the properry of a local landowner, containing big (enormous)
chub, eels and trout-all within five miles of the School. Apart
from purely piscatorial pursuits, members of the club ~pend
happy hours making up their own rods in the y.iell-eqmpl?ed
club room where we meet twice weekly to discuss fishing
matters. The cost? Ten shillings for Apprentice Tradesmen
and twenty shillings for the Permanent Staff per season.
The Commandant, Colonel J. R. Piddington, is to be thanked,
for without his interest and assistance there would have been
no water let alone the fish to stock it. All visitors, and of
course new members of the staff, are invited to co~tact S.S:M.
R. Hunter who will be pleased to give any further mformation.
'Hodel Railway Club
This splendid organisation, Penn~yl?ota~ian .Ra~ways, is
responsible for one of the most ftour1shmg hne cl!c~1ts m the
School. It is in the charge of Mr. G. Kenyon:-Mul! and ~as
charge of Captain G. A. Cox and an enthusiastic mem~rsh1p,
thanks to whose efforts the layout provides much enioyment
and not a little bewilderment. We own thirteen locomotives and
a variety of rolling stock, one ~erminus and three thro~gh
stations-two of the latter are still m course of construction.
Our gauge is oo as we found the TT Track an.d s~ock w~s. unsuitable for the present system. A part of the cl!ct~1t detail is to
be found in the accompanying photograph showing the gang
hard at work- no one ever plays with the trains.

Established

Sixty

Years

Satisfactory

"WE BUY Tim BEST"

Service

"WE SELL Tim BEST"

DAILY DELIVERIES IN YOUR

DISTRICT

Bird 'Vatchbag
The Ornithologists of the School were interested t~ hear of
the advent of a new species within their domain. The v01ce ?f the
Turtle is liable to be drowned by the scream of th~ ~gle if the
" powers that be " have their will. (C.S.O. 3 D1V1s1011 please
note.-Editor.)

WHEN WE WERE VERY YOUNG! -THE STUFF THAT DREAMS ARE
MADE OF
Thi• photo •hows part of the circuit detail of the Model Railway at the A .A.S.
The Model Ra ilway Club has an enthusiastic membership and owns thirteen
locomotives and a variety of rolling stock, one terminus and three throu1h
sutions . The Apprentices put much hard work into the layout and cain a creat
dea l of en joyment, but NO ONE EVER ]UST PLAYS WITH THE TRAINS I

Canoeing
Our stalwart paddle pullers are looking forward with eager
anticipation to the Devizes-Westminster canoe race to take place
during the Easter leave. A great deal of hard work and preparation is being put into this year's team and we hope to
repeat our previous successes.
Conclusion
All good things must come to an end it is said, but we see
no necessity for this. Changing with the times, moving ahead,
developing, rebuilding and reshaping are going on in all the
fields of our activities, but alas my muse is dead, my pen run
dry, my fire is out. I trust that Phoenix like, next month's
contribution, will make up for the quality of my poor efforts.
JUNIOll

LEADERS'

REGIME:\"T.

DENBURY

CAMP
DenbW"y Floods
The most significant recollection of the Easter Term so
far is the incessant rain. It hardly seems to have stopped, and
every outdoor exercise has been marred by the bad weather.
Many outside improvements have been delayed and the occupation of our mobile homes bas had to be put back.
Sporting scene
In the Army Junior Cup, the rugby team accounted for the
Junior Leaders, R.C.T., in the first round, but were narrowly
defeated by "J" Company, A.A.S., Chepstow (3-0), in the
next. This was a really hard-fought game at forward, played
in almost a mudbath. Our forwards played extremely well, but
unfortunately the backs were less effective. Particular credit
must go to Randall and Whitehead.
In the same competition, the hockey team have also
accounted for Junior Leaders, R.C.T., in the first round (3-I
after a drawn first game). There wa some grand hockey
played in this game and Roe scored all three goals. Unfortunately, although very confident, because we . had been
without our captain and star forward, Greatholder, m the first
round, we were bea~n 2-7 in the quarter-finals by Junior
Leaders, R.E.M.E., after a good game.
Slim Squadron scor
a notable ac~ievement at bask~t~all
by winning the Southen< Command Mmor Umts CompeU~?n,
but were defeated in the semi-finals of the Army Competition
by a team from Junior Trade men's Regiment Troon.
Permanent Staff
Each team has entered for the Minor Units District Cup.
The rugby team deserves pride of place, having won the com143

142
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petition. After an indifft!rent start, this team has settled down
and has now won all game ince early December.
The m ~in difference in the strength of the rugby team has
been the impr_o':'e.d play of the forwards. Whereas we have a
strong b~ck d1v1s1on_, the forv.:ards were suspect and the team
was . unlikely to gam possession of the ball. However, we
obtained at least as much of the ball as the opposition and
our backs then normally ran riot. In the three cup matches,
the ~earn scored I?I pomts and only five against. In the final
we beat 22 Location Battery, R.A., by 24 points to nil.
The taff .hockey team scored a good win over the School
of Infantry in their first match, but went out to a good HQ
Southern Command side in the semi-final.
· .,
The sta~ soccer te_am scored a first round success, but also
went out 10 the semi-final to r4th R egiment.
The:; ?"eather ~as curtailed a lot of activities and, at the time
of wntmg, a fairly extensive 'flu epidemic has also taken its
~oil. H_
owever,_ t~~m exercises are continuing. One of the most
mtcrestmg acuvmes -this term has been the ski-ing trip to
Scotland by a party of Junior Leaders.

New Intake
Ow~g to the fa~t that there is no school leaving in England
at Christmas, the intake in January was the smallest number
ev~r-21.
~owever, all have stayed the course well and, in
sp~t~ of thelf reduced strength, appear a very happy and
spmted group.
J. W. Joyner
There are many_comings and goings in a unit-normally too
numerous to mention. One who cannot be overlooked is Major
J~hn J~yner,_ who ~as departed for Catterick.
He has been
with this unit fo_r mne ye_ars, and a decade of Junior Leaders
ow~ 1!1uch to him ~or . his unselfish dedication in furthering
!-hm mterest and skill m external leadership training. There
1s probably no greater expert or lover of Dartmoor and the
~uccess. of ~he Ten Tors Expeditions over the years has largely
rested 10 his shoulders. We wish Major and Mrs. Joyner the
best of good fortune in their new station.
~fajor

TRIUMPH
Power/Precision/Performance
contribute in no small measure to the out·
standing success of the Royal Signals Display
Team.
Hundreds of other official bodies all over the
w~rld appreciate these qualities too-as you
will when you own and ride a TRIUMPH.

TRIUMPH ENGINEERING CO. LTD., MERIDEN WORKS, ALLESLEY, COVENTRY

1+4

Scottish Ski Trip
On roth February, 14 boys set off from Denbury in the
P.R.!._ bus on a trip_ to Scotland, where they were to learn
to ski. . T?e first mght . stop on the way was at the Army
Appre~t1ces School, Carlisle, where food and overnight accomm~auon w~s provide_d.
The following day ·t he bus made
Av1emore without a hitch-much to the surprise of everyone.
The hotel. that had been booked was the new J. Arthur Rank
Coylumbndge Hotel, which was luxurious, and the boys were
at a complete Joss to start with, having everything provided
for them.
The ski training itself proved valuable for all and after
ll?e week's efforts sev~ral boys became quite profi~ient. The
b1gge~t slope, the White Lady, eventually proved to the more
proficient of the boys that they possibly had not reached the
s~ndard that they imagined, and brought them down to earth
with a bump.
Injuries were n egligible- apart from a couple of sprained
ankles-and the trip was well worth while. The return journey
to Denbury again went without a hitch--0nce the bus got
started after six hours' effort.

Satellite Communitation Tratking
New Corps Troop for At1g1o.u.s. Project
Major J. M. Newman and Warrant Officer (F. of S.) A. R.
Taylor, both of ·the Royal Corps of Signals, are just completing
a t_htee-month cour~e on satellite communication tracking
eqmpment at Marcoru's at Chelmsford, Essex. Major Newman
will .t~en weld together a new sub-unit of highly-skilled
tech01c1an~, known . a.s 647 Troop, Royal Corps of Signals, to
-~ake part m the Imual Defence Communications Satellite ProJeCt _(IDCSP), a joint Anglo-American military project. After
passing a two-year telecommunications course a.t the Army
Schoo.I of Signals, Catterick, Major Newman became an
Associate Member of -the Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Warrant Of!Jcer Taylor, who joined the Army in 1948, and
has served m Germany and Hong Kong, is to be Second-inCommand of 647 Troop.
THE WIRE , APRIL-MAY 1966

The S.0.-in-C. with Commandant School of Signals and C.S.O.
Eastern Command.

========== Sf"HOOL

OF SIGXALS
Command nd Control Study 1•eriod-No. 2
On Monday, 17th January, Senior Officers from All Arms
assembled at the School for the second Command and C.Ontrol
Study Period. The aim of the Study Period was 'to study the
latest means of Command and Control and Electronic Warfare
together with their implications on staff procedures.'
The Study Period was formally opened by The Director of
Combat Development (Army), Major-General J. N. Thomas,
D.~o., M.C., in the presence of the Engineer in Chief, MajorGeneral J. H. S. Bowring, o.B.E., M.C. This was followed by
a very brisk equipment demonstration by the Chief Instructor
(Engineering), Colonel A. T . Burrows, M.B.E., E.R.D., during
which he d isplayed the latest signal equipments used by the
Army. Colonel J. A. S. Fearfield, M.B.E., (Colonel Plans), followed this up with an expose of future communication trends.
This provided the students with the essential background knowledge for their future studies of the Bruin System and tactics,
which were explained by Lieutenant-Colonels J. E. P. Sampson
and L. F . Ball.
As a relief to their studies, a Cocktail Party and Buffet Supper
was held in the Headquarters Mess on 19th January at which
the S.0.-in-C. presided.
The Study Period included a presentation on Strategic Reserve
Operations which was given by a Joint Army/ R.A.F. team from
3 D ivision and 38 Group R.A.F. This presentation was attended
by the G.O.C. 3 Division, Major-General C. H. Blacker, O.B.E.,
M.C.

The final day of the Study Period was devoted to the subject
of Automatic Data Processing, and the future role of computers .
in the Army. The Chief Instructor (T actics), ('.<>lone~ J. M.
Sawers, M.B.E., and his team of ADPS experts, mcluding Dr.
Ken Hunt, B.Sc., Ph.D., staged a most convincing demonstration of how the use of computers can assist commanders and
their staff in solving tactical and logistical problems. This was
followed by a talk on the part computers will play in the Army
of the future, by Mr. Bishop of the RARDE.

Visit of the General Ofilcer Commanding
Yorkshire District
Major-General R. H. ~hitworth,. ~.B.E., celebrated bis first
day ' in the chair ' by paymg us a v1s1t.
Upon arrival he presented the B.E .M. to Sergeant W. J.
Locker and Long Service and Good C.Onduct Medals to W.O .II
(Band 'sergeant-Major) J. Lee, and ~o Lance-Corporal J. R.
Barrett also of the Corps Staff Band. Sergeant Locker had
been ;warded the British Empire Medal in the New Year's
Honours List for his outstanding work as Chief Clerk of
Planning Wing.
During his visit General Whitworth had coffee with the
Warrant Officers and Sergeants where he met our new R.S .M.,
W.O.I W. J. Harrison, and after a brief but comprehensive tour

Major-General Whitworth presents the BEM to Sergeant Locker
WO II Lee and Lance-Corporal Barrett await their LS&GC Medals.

of the instructional wings of the School he was able to visit
the junior ranks, kitchens and dining room. His visit concluded
with luncheon in Headquarters' Mess where he met staff and
student officers of the School.

50 and 61 Divisional Signal llegiments (T.A.)
Visit the School
Colonel A. A. Edwards, T.D., C.S.O. 50 Division (T.A.),
Lieutenant-Colonel S. P. Irwin, C.O. 50 (Northumbrian)
Divisional Signal Regiment, together with about 100 members of
the two Regiments, paid a visit to the School on Sunday, 6th
March.
The morning began with a presentation of current communication equipments given by the Chief Instructor (Engineering), Colonel A. T. Burrows, M.B.E., E .R.D. The second half
of the morning was taken up by a talk and demonstration of
future message handling equipment. This was given by Major
R. J. Armstrong who commands the Traffic Group of the
School who showed how modern office machinery together with
future communication techniques can combine to give speedy
handling of messages both within offices and signal centres.
The visit concluded with a curry lunch in the Headquarters'
Mess and no explanation or demonstration was necessary to
show the officers attending how to deal with the succulent
delicacies which were made available.
Visit of G.O.C.•in•C. Northern Command
Although he visited the School of Signals last June as an
observer to Exercise " Quicksilver XIII," Lieutenant-General
Sir Geoffrey Musson, K.C.B., C.B.E., o.s.o., General Officer
Commanding-in-Chief, had not paid us a formal visit until
8th March, 1966, tjlis year. This time his visit was part of a
tour of units of the Catterick Garrison, and the General was
able to spend a couple of hours with us.
After a comprehensive briefing on .the role, work and
organisation of the School by the Commandant, Brigadier T. R.
Warburg, C.B.E., the General met the Students of No. 9 All
Arms Automatic Data Processing Course amongst whom were
members of the Royal Navy and the Royal Air Fo~e. After a
brief but interesting visit to Systems Group where LieutenantColonel L. F. Ball demonstrated the latest line and telegrapt1
equipment, General Musson was entertained in the Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants Mess. The visit conclu~ed with a
luncheon party in the Headquarters' Mess.

INDIAN SIGNAL ASSOCIATION ANNUAL DINNER
This will be held at the Duke of York's H.Q., Chelsea,
S.W.3, on the 23rd April. Tickets (22/6 each) and full particulars from:
Lieutenant Colonel G . R. Gould, 65 Angel Hill, Sutton ,
Surrey. Tel : Fairlands 8992.
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THE LIGHTER SllJE OF LIFE IN 3rd BE61HIENT
Corps men star before

Try
But it is no good training, learning must be tried out and
on 2nd February, four radio detachments moved ou't on
Exercise " Trout Call." This was designed to train Army and
R.A.F. operators in field HF communications and to enable
them to meet a!1d work UJ? before the first major 3 Division/
38 Group exercise later this year. The detachments consisted
of. two Dn/R23os working .FSK and two C15s working
voice. One of each was stationed at R.A.F., Tangmere, in
Sussex, and the other two in Milltown, north of the border.
These last detachments went abroad via R.A.F. T ransport
Comman_d to .Lossiemouth. In both sites separate transmitter
and receiver sites were placed about half-a-mile apart, although
at Tangmere the Du had some trouble on receive due to the
R.A.F. set pushing out one kilowatt. After mu~h technical
discussion, we were given a bigger frequency separation.
Readers may wonder why the Du wasn't moved, but being on
a flying airfield, limitations dictated siting. T he C15 from
Tangmere worked happily on a 34ft. mast by day and on a
sloping V at night. The exercise was technically worth while,
and the Milltown detachments feel that overseas service definitely
broadens the mind. The 'entertainment ' was very good.

the film camera
anti The Wire moves
in with still shots of
the personalities
involveJ

I. The cameras roll. Leadina star Corporal Richards in the limelight. Lance-Corporal Hill looks on.
2. At the Triangle Club. Our heroJ Corporal Ric hards, back to bar, surveys the scene.
J. Marksmen all ! Lieutenant Clark draws a deadly bow. WO II Johnson watches critically.
4. Corporal Richards is no mean bowman either.
S. Late nicht at the Triancle Club. Sicnalman Cook of the 'Earles' puts his soul into it.
Backina by Lance-Corporal Chapman and Corporal
Robinson.

An unusual and stimulating course

The Regiment made history by providing all the members of
a Christian Leadership course at Church House, Bagshot, for
the week ending the 26th February. There were two facts
which made this unique. One was that never before had one
Regiment supplied all the students, the other was that the
course was mixed in ranks for the first time. Three Officers,
three Warrant Officers, three Sergeants and twenty-three
N.C.O. and soldiers formed the party.
The life in what was previously the residence of the Duke
of Connaught in Bagshot Park (now on lease to the Army for
forty years and the depot of the R.A.Ch.D.) was relaxing and
impressive. Time was no longer an enemy and many found
themselves able to think deeply about matters which had long
been wrongfully allowed to recede into the background. The
grounds and interior of the buildings were the ideal surroundings for this contemplative life. Food was excellent. The only
complaint fr .:m some was that it was too plentiful and too good
with the neu result of a few extra inches round some waistS.
The experiment was a resounding success and the course was
stimulating. The one drawback to the course was the attack
by a virulent 'flu bug which caused four members of the course
to b:: beddeq down.
3 Squadron quietly go about their business
• o. 3 Squadron have continued during the month to
admioii.ter to the needs of the whole. H.Q. and Signal Regiment
without making any headlines either adverse or favourable.
They have in fact just represented the Regiment in the Southern
Command small bore competition but the results have not been
published as yet-needless to say we have high hopes.
We would like to welcome Major D . Hall who has taken
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gress, much to everyone's surpri~e-everyooe that is who believes it when the nationa~, dailies say "We'll all be in .... ... . .
by the end ?f the month. The continuity of the course has
not been eotJ!elY s~ooth, due to many other Squadron commitments, but with a little traditional flexibility the "Trade Board"
- looked forward to with some trepidation here and there-is
about to mount, and they say the Spanish Inquisition is over!
The Course N.C.0. has ~~me grey, although still a young
c~ap, and ca~ be seen orbitmg the camp transmitting " whose
pmched my mstructors?"

over {be long vacant chair of Second-in-Command and who was
received with sighs of relief by all concerned in R.H.Q. Our
farewells go to Sergeant and Mrs. Burgess who have left for the
far distant climes of 30th Regimen t at Blandford.
I have been dared by the members of No. 9 Yeoman of
Signals course to record the fact that .t hey had to carry the
Sergeants' Mess darts team in a match against a local hostelry.
H aving only arrived in t he afternoon on a four-day visit they
found themselves shanghied into the team in the evening
and caused quite a few blushes among the mess team by
winning where the mess h ad failed the previous week.
R.S.M.'s anguished ery well answered
When I sent out my usual month1y cry to the Squadrons for
information for THE WIRE notes, one Squadron decided against
the usual policy of Pf!SSing the job to one man, and formed
a team of reporters to compile the facts and present the case.
I thought, therefore, tha t since so much trouble had been taken
to prepare their tale, the least I could do was present it in
its entirety. No. 2 Squadron have also presented things as
they see them so, for better or for worse, here are their excuses
and tall stories.
I

SQUADRO~

D iverse indeed are the paths we tread, and just three of these
paths caught the newshawks' eyes this month. Train, Try and
Rally, these are the h eadlines.. Now for the stories, beginning
wi th training, with which the month both started and ended.
Train
Indeed, since 3rd January, our upgrading course for Telegraph Operators, AIU to All, has been making steady proTHE WIRE, APRIL-MAY
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Rally
It might be supposed that after all this work the Squadron
might rally to the nearest hostelry, but not a bit of it. They
rallied, instead on Friday, 4th February, to the M.T .0.'s banner
and entered the Regimental all-night Motor Rally. Five teams
from the Squadron were entered and they had to cover a
distance of about 300 miles, encompassing the Cheddar Gorge
and Weston-super-Mare. I t was mainly a {est in night driving
and practical map-reading. T he first, and probably the most
difficult section was a cross-country drive from Bulford to
Netheravon. It was here that most teams came unstuck (stuck?)
in the mud and along numerous-according to the navigatorsuncharted tracks. Most managed to plough their way through
to the first check point, however, although quite a number
reckoned that it wasn't where it should have been. It couldn't
be an error in map-reading surely? All those who got this
far-which included all the Squadron's teams-then managed to
complete the course in good time, except for Signalman Dave
Worthington
Worthington and Signahnan Geoff Lindsey.
complained bitterly about Lindsay's map-reading and Lindsey
was heard to remark that if it wasn't for Worthington's "freelance" driving they would have been first. It is clear both
why husbands and wives are advised against rallying together
in the same team- and why our heroes are unlikely to be entering next year's " Monte." However, a good time etc., and
although 2 Squadron woo the cup, our team won the hearts
of . . . well, this month's editorial team at least.
2 SctUADRON

The new Administrative Officer and an ITV Film Unit
arrived at about the same time, and the O.C., Major Voss,
was seen from time to time either explaining things in words
of one syllable, or dashing off into the wind and rain to make
recruiting films .
Radio Relay paths tested out
The second week of the month was taken up with an exercise involving " Oscar " and "Romeo" Troops, :With elements
of " Charlie " Troop, and was to prove the rad.10 relay paths
between Berkshire and Pembrokeshire. The weather was still
unkind and when it wasn't raining, we had sleet, or it froze.
Comm~nications worked, but at the end of the exercise the
detachment on the highest hill on Exmoor were u~able to
unfreeze the sections of one mast and had to get 1t down
" another way."
THE WIRE, APRIL-MAY
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O u r wanderinJ( b oy rt>turn
Our Permanent Course Officer, Second-Lieutenant Ma..kercth,
returned to the fold this month. He was last seen in the middle
of last year, and has since been on three courses. We arc
wondering when he is off again.
A number of the Squadron went to Bagshot on a CJiurch
House Course. They are now back, full of "&;angelical Fire."
The last week-end of the month was taken up with the
annual 9.xford an~ Cambr_idge Universities O.T .C.s' Signalling
Compeuuon. This year 1t was held at Cambrid ge, and was
also attended by the C.S.O., Eastern Command, Brigadier
Mansergh. We set and judged the competition, and the home
tt!am regained the cup by a short head.
W " wel c ome
A belated welcome to Sergeant Mackenzie, and rather more
up-to-date ones to L ieutenant McCoy, Coq~orals Clark and
Saunders, and Signalmen Wing, Sandys, Foster and Fawcett.
W c- say fare well
Farewells to Lance-Corporal Sturges and Signalman Wilson,
on discharge, and our best wishes to Corporal Smith and
Lance-Corporal Cooper, who have gone down the road to
3 Squadron.
FIU~f

INDUSTRY SETS UP IN CARTER
BARRACKS

An intriguing title, but slightly incorrect, as it was not Holywood, but a film unit from the Independent Television
Authority.
• .. _It all started in January, when it was decided that two
recruiting films would be made in 3 H.Q. and Signal Regiment,
showing only a few of the many varied roles personnel in the
Regiment could be called upon to perform.

Those well-known stars
Two men were needed for the leading parts, and those were
selected with difficulty from the great number of possible
choices. Eventually it was decided that Corporal John Richards,
a Telegraph Technician in ' M ' Troop, whose home is in
Buckinghamshire, and Lance-Corporal John Kirkman, from
Royton, Lanes., a Telegraph Operator in " A" Troop, would
be our " stars."
Both films were to be shot in early February, so, on the
appointed day, filming commenced, with sequences of Corporal
Richards working on carrier equipment in the Regiment's
technical workshops. That completed, and it being a Wednesday, we had an afternoon of sport-Corporal Richards doing
archery on which he is very keen, with football being played
in the background.
Music by the •Engles' (C.S.0.'s ewn)
Then, on to a social, which had been arranged in the
Junior Ranks' Club, the Triangle Club. Soldiers and their
girl friends attended, as did the local press, and music was
provided by the Regimental Group, "The Eagles." Everyone
had a good time, and the social carried on well into the night.
However, it was back to work the following morning, this
time for our other star, Lance-Corporal Kirkman. Scene ,
shot at R.A.F., Benson, showed him flying in with his equipment, off-loading it and getting it working.
Weather gets in on the act
At this stage the good old English weather took a hand in
the proceedings, even though it hadn't been very pleasant
up until then. The follo\ving day's filming, which should have
been of Corporal Richards landing in a Scout Helicopter, working on tentacle equipment, and on the Scout's equipment with
a R.E.M.E. Technician, was virtually washed out; so were
sequences of him doing gliding training. The film unit therefore postponed completion of the films until the end of the
month, at which time we were washed our again. We did
manage to get in a little filming on the 24th and 25th.
It was then decided to put off filming until we could be
sure of completing the outside sequences.
Everyone enjoyed themseh•es Immensely
In spite of all the setbacks, everyone enjoyed themselves imConiinued on page i48
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The aircraft duly arrived. Only half-an-hour overdue. The
Customs Officer stood by. The manifests were brought at a
trot for th7 S.Q.M.S. to mark the items which were for him.
Consternauon: NOT ONE.
Has anybody seen some boxes with seventeen assorted test
equipments? If so, they're wanted urgently; please send them
on the fastest possible (surface) means.

men ely. Filming, we d iscovered, i<n' t just lying around on
sunny beaches urrounded by pretty girls, with short breaks
off to roll the cameras. In the words of one onlo ker- " it's
all go."
Our photographs show some of our more photogenic p~rson
alities at various aspects of work and play-some say it was
harder to pretend to be playing than it was to work .
BEGDIE~TAL

EX·DO"\'..S' DIX. 'ER

On Wedn sday, 2nd March, some 35 e.' \-boys at present
serving in the Regiment attended a well organised dinner h eld
in che Wives' Club ac Career Barracks.
Guest at the dinner included Lieutenant-Colonel D. E.
Higgins, M.B.E., the present Commanding Officer of the Jun ior
Leaders Regimenc, and our own Command ing Officer,
Lieucenant-Colonel G. Proudman, M.B.E.
Senior members of the Regimenc, both commissioned and
non-commissioned, actending in their own capacity as ex-boys
included Captain G. Schofield, W.0.I (R.S.M.) C. G. Johnson,
W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.) R. Acoct, W.O.II ('l. of S.) J. Glendinning,
W.0.II (S.S.M.) P. W. S. Johnson, Sergeancs M arkie, W atkinson, Patch and Emsley.
The evening was very well enjoyed by all those attending.
Excellent light encertainment was provided by Corporal Gray,
him elf an ex-boy thQugh of doubtful vincage, accompanying
him was Private Griffiths, R.A.0.C. Both deserve congratulating
on their very fine performance. It is, however, hoped thac
Corporal Gray managed to return the General's uniform before
he missed it.
The older ex-boys found to their dismay that Woodbines no
longer fetched the high prices they used to and were consequently left holding large stocks. Never mind, R.Q.M.S., it
was basically a good idea to stock up.
Junior R.S.M. Miller from the Junior Leaders' Regiment,
accompanied by Junior Sergeant Whittaker and Junior Corporal
King also attended the dinner with their Commanding Officer.
We trust their brief stay with us gave them an insight into

The Regimental Ex-Boys Dinner-35 ex-boys attended and the event
was such a success that it is hoped the dinner will now become an
annual event.

tb ings to come-a posting to the strategic r eserve maybe on
completion of boys' service.
I t is now hoped that a regimental ex-Boys' Dinner will become
an annual event.

The Need is 1Jrgen.t lorME:V'S,

ll·OJHEN'S

AND

ClllLDREN'S

CLOTlllI\.G

Please send what you can spare to the
ll·euare Section

640 Troo 1• (U.K. Garris on )
After three months of " stand-ups" and "stand-down" we
have at last reached a stage of near sanity in the Troop. We
arc at present busy preparing detachments to leave for Aden
under the command of Sergean ts N utter and Knight, and ove:
a dozen Comcen Operators are leaving shortly for B.A.O.R. on
posting. The unfortunate " left-behinds" will have to cope
with the annual Administrative Inspection before they leave
for the fl\'iera of the South Coast, Poole Sandbanks, for our
annual camp, providing the communication for the Poole Bay
Olympic Yachting Trials.
Some of our African Globetrotters are beginning to filter
back to base, and every effort will be made to get them to
write notes for THE W IRE.
l&ugby -W.D.G. writes:
The 1965/66 season has been a particularly good one for
the Regiment, in spite_ of an abnormal spate of postings, detachments and courses . Our 1st XV record to date is won 19, lost
3 and drawn I. Notable achievements are an 8-o win over
Mons Officer Cadet School in the Aldershot District Cup
second round (we are now in the semi-final), and a 23-0 real
thrashing of H .Q. and 3 Division Signal Regiment, avenging a
narrow II-8 defeat at the beginning of the season.
A number of players have had representacive honours this
season. Corporal Davies and Corporal ·Hague played for Dorset
in che coun ty trial against Wiltshire. Corporals Davies, H ague,
Marshall and Lythe have played for the Corps, and in addition,
Signalman H arvey and Signalman McCormick have been called
up for the Corps M arch Tour.
Note for the School of Signals or 8th Regiment.-Fancy
your chances ? ?

200 sqUADRON, B.F.P.O. 41
Eager volu1ateers for Norway trip
The ind ividual Training Season having finished, the accent
has been on preparation for the coming exercises and on
ad ven ture training. As last year, Major Spary (0.C. l Flight
A.C.C.) is runnin g two. Winter Warfare Adventure Training
Courses at Hjerkin, a small village 300 miles north of Oslo.
E ach course caters for 36 and lasts ten days, needless to say
both were over-subscribed; we hope to be able to give a further
accoun t in the next addition when both courses will be back,
complete no doubt with hair-raising stories of falling off icecovered mountains.

It onlv takes a few seconds to identify switchgear or a cable with Dymo.
It often saves minutes. Sometimes saves hours. Could even save a life.

IN ASIGNAL UNIT
DYMO GIVES YOU THESE
SEVEN BENEFITS

C>VMO
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Dymo identifies things with SMARTNESS Cl ean professi ona l labels and
signs. That's what Dymo gives yo u. CLARITY Large and legi bl e, th at's Dymo
lettering.And itdoesn'tdiscolourwith time. DISTINCTIVENESS Dymota pes
are mad e in 14 colours-a ll you need for coding. ACCURACY Dym o all ows
you to w ord your la bel exactly as you want it. SPEED W hen you w ant
a Dymo la bel you can have it. On the spot. In seconds. ECONOMY Dymo
labels cost you only pence . PERMANENCE Dym o labels st ick on any
sm ooth dry surface. Dymo g uara ntee it.

Dymo Limited, Browells Lane, Feltham, Middlesex. FELtham 7284
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Squadron s1mris11uan of the year
In the field of sport we were unlucky to lose both t.h e Brigade/
Area Minor Hockey Units Hockey and Basketball m the final,
but our football team deserves much credit for being in third
place in a league which includes eight major units. None of our
teams would be the same without Corporal Derbyshire who
seem s to be able to play a different type of game every day, all
with outstanding success; for this performance he has been
awarded the Osbalderton Cup as Squadron Sportsman of the
Year. Our cooks under Sergeant Howard have also surpassed
themselves by winning a shield as runners-up. in the 4th
Divisional Cookery Competition-no more complamts about the
food are being entertained.
Co.-1•s ('ona11u1nder in Sergeants' 1'f ess
On the 2rst February, r966 the new Corps Comma?~er,
L ieutenant-General Sir John Mogg, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.s.o., VlSlted
units of 20 Armoured Brigade in Detmold and we had the
pleasure of entertaining him in our Sergea~ts' Mess befor7 .he
went on to lunch in the Officers' Mess. Smc the last ed1tJon
we've said a sad farewell to Sergeant Cush and family after six
years-the R.S.M. thought he should have h~d · a refresher
course in English before he left-and we woul~ like to welcome
our new arrivals, Sergeant Dowdle and Captam Alexander and
families.
THE WIRE, APRIL-MAY 1966

Relaxing on the slopes above Oberstdorf.

u.q. AN"D 204 sqt;ADllO::\'", 11.F.P.O. 24
Snow can be such fun%
From the end of October through to February the Squadron
rather sat in barracks, because, with two battalions away from
the Garrison we suddenly found ourselves doing all sorts of
odd th ings that a Brigade Squadron doesn't normally do. We
also did all sorts of courses, had the usual round of Inspections,
took leave when we could and did everything else that everyone
does in B.A.O.R. during the winter, including quick reaction
exercises, ski-ing and so on.
At the start of February, remembering one of the earlier of
Radio Luxembourg's commercials about the human liver, the
Squadron sallied our to Soltau on exercise Carter's "Little"
with a glorious programme of tactical and escape and evasion
training in mind. Now we know why Caesar stayed in wincer
quarters. The fuse day it just snowed. The second day ic blew
a howling blizzard. The third day ic mostly just froze. The
fourth was a gory. mixture of freezing rain, flood and blizzard
(actually each snow flake was a portable snowdrift). The fifth
day, wich met. forecasts getting gloomier, we came back to
barracks. Just as well. The next day North Germany came
to a total grinding halt.
One or two 1nemb e r s o f the Sq u adron
lea rn a thin g o r two
It was an interesting time. Corporals Styles and Wilmot are
now experts in the art of driving and commanding a Saracen in
- 20°C in a respirator apiece. Captain Story discovered that
thunderflashes don't thunder in the cold. Sergant Donovan and
his crew got some real fire practice-and jolly slick they were
too. Lance-Corporal Lavery would like a divorce from his
r-ton armoured which lived up to its name of pig. Sergeant
Gooding and Signalman McD ermott gave some splendid
demon trations of 3-tonner driving though we don't really want
to see the G office truck with daylight under two wheels again.
Lance-Corporal Markham discovered that rebros run into
difficulties when they go out armed with a I: l,000,000 map,
which should be reserved for higher strategy. The Line crews
led by Corporals Wren and Milner produced examples of
stoicism in the face of gdversity (and on the seats of open Land
Rovers) which moved all who saw them. Signalman Taylor
went axle deep into a field with the bactery charger and gave
the L.A.D. a beautiful recovery task. It was a joy to watch
both Scammel and winch truck sliding gently towards the
morass as they tried to heave him out. A two-way pull, they
called it.
Unfortunately our camera froze. However, overleaf is a
sketch by Our Own Correspondent (who wasn't there but reconstructed the scene from eye witnesses). Identifiable officer ,
from rioht to left: Major J. P. Hart, Captain C. J. Hope (our
Grenadier Adjutant) and the Second-in-Command, Captain
M. R. Topple. O.C. "A" Troop has taken an action for libel
against the artist.
A•lvice t o y o wag Officers
Oul' late Q.M., who left us last December, once gave the
following demonstration of how ro handle a complaint at meals.
Late arrival, a Signalman: " There's no butter, ir."
Co111111ued on page
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Q.M.: " Are you a religious man, son?"
Lme arrival: ? ?? ?
Q.M.: "Well, what are you, C. of E., or wlzat?"
Late arrival: 'C. of E., SI'' ."
QM.: "Good. Say t~1e Lcrd'~ Prayer."
.
Late arrival: " .. .. Give us thts day our dwly bread
."
QM.: Stop! Doesn't say a *** w ord about butter, does 1t?
Fall our!"
4~0

miles for a bit of ski-ing
The Squadron had the use of one of 4th Guards Brigade ski
huts from 9th-20th January. The hut was .large and co~ort
able but Jacked bathing facilities; however, 1t was conve!llently
near the centre of Oberstdorf, a pleasant little resort ~ear the
Austrian frontier in the Allgau Alps. Our party consisted of
16 men who travelled down the 450 miles jourp.ey in ~ ?ay by
4-tonner, arriving feeling very cold but raring to go ski-mg.
Excellent instructors
The general routine was that the 4-tonner drove up to the
ski slopes and left the skiers who would later langlauf back to
the hut for lunch· the process being repeated in the afternoon.
We were extrem'ely fortunat~ to have. .instructors from the
French-Canadian Royal 22 1eme Regiment (The Vandoos)
who were training nearby at Oberj~. Although we all la~ghed
at their English, they were excellent mstructo~s an.d we enjoyed
their company. Usually two men stayed behind m the hut to
cook and do the chores so the competition to produce good
meals gave excellent results at times, but even when they were
not so good there were remarkably few complaints since everyone knew that his turn to cook would come! Lance-Corporal
May was a tremendous organiser and quickly had the food
divided up so that the fresh and compo overlapped (there was
no problem keeping fresh food cold ! ).
A touch of frostbite
Second-Lieutenant Meyer of the "Vandoos " instructed us
in winter warfare training prior to leading a trek up to the
1 800 meter peak of the Rcidburghorn. Surprisingly enough
.~alking up was so warming that we started taking off parkas
and combat jackets but we had been told to watch each. other
for signs of frostbite. Thinking th.is was very academic, .we
were surprised when one of Private Whittle's ears turned white.
Rubbing snow on it soon restored the circulation. On the
descent we stopped to cook a meal and the Canadians demonstrated how to make snow holes.
Sunny days and bitter nights
For ~he first few days we had battled with falling snow but
after that the days were sunny and the nights bitterly coldwe even parted with stoves from the hut to put under the
vehicles at night as the temperature often fell to -25°. However,
everyone thoroughly enjoyed the trip and Signalmen Harper
and C.Orney, two who had never skied before, ended with almost
full marks on the final slalom and langlauf tests, proving that
the course had been worthwhile.
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O.C 'A' Troop is taking an action for libel for this cartoon say
204 Squadron.
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welcome Major (Q.M.) Judd, who is now our good neighbour
as Camp Quartermaster to H.Q. M<ilta and Libya. Finally, we
welcome Lieutenant-Colonel (Retired) T . G . Tucker to 234
Squadron in his new post as Administrative Officer; LieutenantColonel Tucker is not without Corps associations, and we hope
his own time with Royal Signals will be , enjoyable one.

Tac H.q. a bit difterent from the U.K. co11ce1•t
Ignoring our sports re ults and visits by senior officers
(details of which can be had on application) we devote most
of this month's notes to the unusua l method of deploying a
It bears little similarity to
Brigade Tac H.Q. .in Borneo.
B.A.0.R. or an exercise on Salisbury Plain. Personnel and
communications are as per SOP's, but there the similarity to
a deployed Tac H.Q. west of Suez ends.
The primary means of transport in this country is a boat,
and the move of Tac H.Q. is no exception. A Chinese launch,
looking like a cross between " Showboat " and " River Queen "
is chartered and men, equipment and supplies are loaded
aboard for the move upstream. W ith antennae rigged and sets
working, the impression is one of a mobile Crystal Palace.
break from routine
Although the accommodation on board is "Spartan," and
the men are forced to " rough .it " for the four or five days
they are away, everyone, without exception, seems to thoroughly
enjoy themselves, and it does provide a break from routine
and a chance ' to get away from it all."
Staff Sergeant Stephens is our expert, as he has been out
with Tac H.Q. on three occasions, and it is only on our
latest deployment that he has surrendered his post to Sergeant
Most of the operators have had a turn and, as
Baldwin.
far as possible, we try to see that each man has a share of
what they describe as "the good jobs."
Second-Lieutenant Martin has just made his name by asking
for permission to close down for 30 minutes to refloat the
launch. Rivers are often tidal!
A

Way out in the jungle
Corporal Hodgkiss and Signalmen Collins, Doyle and Simpson have each spent a fortnight at our VHF rebroadcast site
which is at the top of a 2,oooft. hill way out in the jungle,
where re-supply and reinforcement can only be done by helicopter.
Each has done his bit to improve the site, despite torrential
rain, bugs, rats and unidentified: animals w~ich seem to vary
in size and description from a wild cat to a tiger. (We haven t
Jost an operator yet!)
All have done remarkably well
It is the toughest job we have met here, and all have done
remarkably well. However, we must not forget the work done
by the men of our Defence Platoon, who, in tu;n, share the
load with the operators. To them has been given the task
of building and refurbishing the site.
A further mention of Corporal Hodgkiss must be made (it
was he with Private Winstanley, R.P.C., who established our
station)~ When told to march to the next LZ ·t<;> be lifted back
to Sibu he managed, after numerous verey lights had been
fired fr~m the rebro site, to get back exhausted to the place
he started from.
Corporal Watkins has now taken over another of our farflung detachments, replacing Sergeant Trotter and CorJ?Oral
Hearns, who have returned to S.H.Q. for a change of air.
224 SQUA.DBON (RADIO TRAINING)
LOUGHBOROUGH
The Tigers have an outstanding success
The answer was really obvious. Why keep all your tigers
in tanks? Why not let some loose and put them to work elsewhere. And so from a select group of these " animals " was
formed the "Garats Hay Tigers " Basketball Club.
After months of hard work, in which training and practice
·became "voluntarily compulsory," so that individuals could
keep their place in the team, the fruits of the .team effort
have been abundant, and the crowning success has been the
capture of ?ot~ the. Northern Comm~r;id Major and M~nor
Units trophies m this season's competmons. Our entry mto
the Major Unit Competition was something of an error, for
which we were not fully responsible, but ·the team were not
overawed by the prospect of playing teams from units much
larger than us in numbers-on the contrary, their confidence

GARATS HAY TIGER S224 SIGNAL SQUADRON
WINNERS NORTHERN COMMAND MAJOR AND MINOR UNITS
BASKET BALL COMPETITIONS 1966
Stand;ng · Si1nalman Dinsdale, Signalman Henderson , Corporal Evans, Sergeant
Fra.ser, Corporal Doyle.
Seated . Lance-Corporal Rooney, Lance-Corporal Isaacs. Major W . J. Clapp,
Corporal Murphy , SSI Combe.

became more firm.
It must, on the other hand, be conceded
that we have a great advantage in being able to play local teams
from the colleges, where the standard of 'the game is extremely
high, but even here we have held our own.
This success in the Command Competition again goes to
prove that constant practice, with enthusiasm, will bring results, and we look forward to going to Aldershot for the Army
finals with the knowledge that, what ever the result, we shall
gave a good account of ourselves.
The road to the Command finals was as follows :
Major Uni1s .-Beat Q.O.H. by 59 points to 23 points; 38
Engineer Regiment, R.E., by 43 points to 34 points; A.A.S.,
Harrogate, by 48 points to 20 points. Final, A.A.S., Carlisle,
by 66 points to 40 points.
Minor Unils.-Beat 35 Central Workshops, R.E.M.E., by 81
points to 18 points; 19 Tank Transporter Company, R.C.T.,
by 107 points to 13 points. Final, Yorkshire Brigade Depot by
80 points to 24 points.

Royal Signals Malta
======·an ti l i /J ya ====
A sad farewell but all showed tremendous spirit
The n ew year of 1966 sees several changes in units and
personnel of Royal S·ignals Malta and Libya. On 14th February,
219 Squadron was officially disbanded after a long and valu.able
period of service. The radio link with Malta was maint~ed
with a D13/R234 until 31st March, backed up by a CW link
manned at both ends by 234 Squadron. The run down has been
achieved by all ranks hewing tremendous spirit in spite of
having to work under difficult and depres ing conditions. The
Squadron was much cheered to receive a farewell signal from
the S.0.-in-C. in which he expressed his appreciation, and we
would take this opportunity of wishing all ~-mei;nbers .of the
Squadron who read these notes every happmess m their new
postings.
Comin~s

and Gnin~s
Among the new arrivals, Major Blackwood came fa December
to take over as .O.II after a gap· of some five months, Major
G. H. Clarke, the previous incumbent, having been evacuat~
to the U.K. on medical grounds. We hear that Ma;or Clarke is
progressing very well, and wish- him a .speed)'. recov~ry t~. full
health. In February, Major G. N. Jenkrns _Paid ~ bnef visit to
Malta on his way to 245 Squadron. He is takmg over from
Major Fyfe who leaves for Northern Command. We also
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Suecessful Study Day
A Royal Signals Study Day was held on 23rd February.
Approximately sixty senior signallers attended the Study, the
theme of which was "The Other Signaller's Job." The
audience was drawn from both Malta and Libya, and the
G.O.C., Major-General J. D. Frost, C.B., o.s.o., M.c., and the
Deputy Commander, Brigadier The Lord Grimthorpe, O.B.E.,
A.D.C., also attended for part of the morning. The Study was
interesting, enjoyable and we believe, beneficial. It was not
without its humour: Major Fyfe's talk gave everyone a vivid
insight into the problems of signalling in North Africa, and
was a good example of how to keep the other lip stiff without
forgetting how to smile.
The training season is about to begin. Royal Signals are
committed to the full in what is going to be an active and
energetic period.
The last four months have been more than usually hectic
due to extra commitments, visits, and (of course!) Christmas
and New Year festivities.
Highlights
Sunday, 14th November, 1965. Royal Signals, Malta, were
" Right of the Line " at a Drum Head Armistice Service and
March past. Also present : I DERR and I Royal Sussex. Brigadier The Lord Gr.imthorpe, O.B.B., A.D.C., Deputy Commander Malta and Libya
took the salute and seemed well pleased with all he saw.
Wednesday, 17th November, 1965. Brigadier D. R. Horsfield,
o.B.E., C.S.O. Southern Command, visited the Squadron and
asked some very penetrating questions. We hope that he was
pleased with our replies!
Thursday, 23rd December, 1965. After a most enjoyable
•• joint" gathering in the Officers' Mess, Sergeant Margaret
Hamilton, W.R.A.C. (" Blushing like a sailor's delight," to quote
a Sergeants' Mess member), marched a very unruly squad of
Officers, Warrant Officers and Senior N.C.O.s to the Junior
Ranks' Dining Room. There, the Squadron Jiving-in members
enjoyed a most excellen-t Christmas Dinner in traditional style,
and our thanks go to Corporals Jones and Boxall, A.C.C., and
to the civilian cooks for their efforts this day, and in particular
for the other 364 days of the year! Following the Otristmas
Dinner, C.R. Signals Malta and Libya joined us just in time
to hear Sergeant Charlie Froggatt render his favourite Barrack
Room ballard "Cock-a-doodle-do." The choice of date for the
Christmas Dinner is deliberate, since it allows on Christmas
Day, family invitations for the living-in members.
Christmas Day. The Officers, Warrant Officers and Sergeants,
serving "Gunfire" to the Junior Ranks, were delighted, as theJ
left the W.R.A.C. Block, to hear a rendering of "Will Ye No'
Come Back Again " from a nightdress-clad chorus on the upper
. balcony. Captain Janet Hill, W.R.A.C., hastily counted us off
the premises. (See December, 1966, WIRE Notes for a sequel!)
Monday, 27th December, 1965. After weeks of anxious
rehearsal, Corporal "Plod" Connor (Producer) and Corporal
Jack lkin (Stage Manager), produced our Christmas Review
" Comcan Capers " before a very appreciative audience. Private
Anne Dutton was outstanding as an "Amazon" SergeantMajor (and has since been promoted to Lance-Corporal);
Private Greta Walton, in the sketch "On Matrimony Bent,''
proved that she had the loudest cream in the business. Wolves
beware!
O.C. Squadron twer so eoy
The same day saw the annual soccer match between Officers/
Seniors and Juniors. One goalkeeper defended his goal with a
3-ton truck and a bed, two forwards rode scooters and everyone seemed to carry at least one bucket of water. Since the
Officers/Seniors team turned out in borrowed female finery
th.is was probably their handicap! All looked very pretty, and
Major Galbraith, the Commanding Officer was ever o coy in
W.R.A.C. sports skirt and blouse. They were a perfect fit and
everyone is now trying to " figure " who he got them from!
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• ·a "' in th Ot>WS
Foreman of Signals Pete Hutley, who shot for the Army in
the Combined ervices Shoot on 5th November, 1965.
Sergeant Gordon Smith, who shot in the same match; then
again, for the Combin d S rvices against the United States
6th Fleet on 20th November, 1965. •
Corporal Pete Liles, selected for Officer Training, and now
attending a potential Officer ' Course at Catterick.
Foreman of Signals Ray Tricker. ' The Walki~g-Stick Foreman," who avoided parade and P.E. Te ts for six weeks with
an ankle injury. He 'then staged a miraculous recovery, just
in time to atcend an Advanced Wmter Warfare Course in
Cyprus. Hh. account follows.
Sergeant Charlie Bonwick is to get married towards the end
of April. He has captured his future wife from outside the
Squadron.
Corporal Herbert Elder is to marry Corporal andra Black
of the W.R.A.C. at the end of March. He has captured his
future wife from within the Squadron l
SKl-L~G I~ SUl'~Y CYPlllJS
BY STAFF SERGEA T (F. OF S.) R. L. TRICKER
From the 17th-28th January four members of 235 Squadron
(Comcan) attended W<inter Warfare Training Courses at Troodos
in Cyprus. Corporar J. A. Chambers, Lance-Corporal S. P.
Moore and Lance-Corporal J. Newcomb (W .R.A.C.), all of
whom had never attempted to ski before, were on the Novices
Course. Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) R. L. Tricker, who had
already 1aken a Winter Warfare Course in Germany, and had
had various ski-ing holidays in Austria, was on the Advanced
Course.
The flight from Malta to Cyprus was by the Mediterranean
" Milk Run," stopping at Tripoli, Benghazi and El Adem. All
of us were thus able to catch a quick glimpse of other Med.
postings, which we would not normally have seen.

The food is excellent
The Winter Warfare Course operates from the Troodos Leave
Centre (a AAFI concern). Whilst the living accommodation
is a little bit primit~ve, the very good food and excellent cooking
help one to overlook this. After ski-ing all day, one tends only
to see one's bed anyway. Incidentally, the courses are free of
charge.
Courses run for two weeks, and instruction is given from
Monday to Friday, whilst Saturday and Sunday are free for
private ski-ing. Skis, boots and sticks are all provided free of
charge for the co~se . At the week-e!J-ds,. however, a very
moderate amount 1s charged, and considering the very high
standard of equipment provided, this fa a splendid system.
During the period mentioned, six Novice Courses and one
Advanced Course were run concurrently. The instructors come
r_·om the British, Austrian, Swedish and Danish Armies at
present policing Cyprus with UNFICYP.
Getdng through £4 worth of ski-lift tickets
Novice Courses were taught such movements as " Traversing
Step Turns," " Snow Plow Turns'' and, most important of all
ho_w t~ stay upright on a pair of skis l Advanced Courses ar~
pnmarily to teach people, who have skied before to act as
Regimer al Ski Instructors ill the future. Students were
schooled in 'the ar~ ?f stem swings, parallel turns, cristies and
other rather soph1st1cat~. m~vements. i:ius included getting
through £4 worth of ski-lift ackets each m a fortnight (and at
2t a go this is quite a number of lifts l ).
At the end of the course, novices were given a series of tests
on the lines of the "Austrian Ski School Silver Medal Test."
All three members of our Squadron did very well, and LanceCorporal Newcomb (W.R.A.C.) excelled d.n comillg second in
a class of ten, of which she was the only female.
All are enthusiasts now
All four are now well and truly bitten by the "' Ski-ing Bug "
and are able to use such 'o.k.' terms as "Piste" "Cristies'"
and "'Parallel Turns," etc., with gay abandon. Unfortunately
a terrible misfortune with our team camera prevents a phot~
graphic record of this course.
However, the general feeling <is that this is a most useful
course, and we are all determined to have another go at ski-ing

whenever the opportunity arises. It is really a grand feeling
to skim along on kis ! " Loyper '' (clear the track) l

7th Regiment retain 4th Divisional Hockey Championship in thrilling game

249 SQUADllON, e/o G.P.0. Singapore

I t is a long ti me since you heard from us but we are still
very muc~ alive and kicking. Major J. M . N. Lyons took over
from M~JOr J. L. Donne as our officer commanding last July
and Maior Jack Hart is our administration officer. A new
Squadron post ?f opera ti~ns adjutant has been filled by Captain
R. Burfitt, whilst Capta m R. D . K . Thompson remains in
charge of Air Support Troop. Lieutenant T. B. Scarfe is
running HF Troop anCl, until recently, W.0.1 (Y. of S.) Caplan
was commanding Comcen Troop. This has now been taken
over by Second-Lieutenant P. White who has just joined us
Irom Catterick, together with Second-Lieutenant D. Case.
So much has happened in the troops since our last notes that
we think they should tell their own story.
Cascomex, S1•ortex, Drinkex
Air Support Troop has been ranging over Malaysia continuously since November. It all started with a Cascomex
involving H.M.S. Ark Royal and H .M.S. Eagle. This was the
first exercise in the Far East in which two strike carriers had
·
taken part.
Before the exercise, the Troop visited the Ark Royal and
were shown the complete workings of this impressive ship.
This was followed, just prior to deployment, by an exchange
of one supervisor and 1hree radio operators for the duration of
the exercise and Staff Sergeant (now W.0.11) Robertson,
Corporal Audsley, Signalman Shorting and Signalman· Duff left
us to spend four days aboard .t he carrier. They reported that
the air conditioned wireless room was most comfortable but
the living accommodation was rather akin to the proverbial
sardine tin.
The exercise went very well on the communications and
procedure side and we think .that ships' operators will in future
be far more appreciative of our working conditions. To quote
Radio Supervisor Rainer, from the Ark Royal, "There are a
million b - - - mosquitoes in Malaya and every one of them has
bitten me."
After returning to Singapore the Troop continued its close
liaison with the Ark R oyal and sports fixtures and social evenings
were held, both home and away.
Recently we have become verY. " Air Portability " millded and,
in turn wi1h the rest of the Squadron, we have spent several
afternoons at the Far East Land Air Warfare Training Centre,
where we sweated away loading and unloading our vehicles
into mock up Beverleys and Argosies.
We welcome back to the troop Sergeant L. D icker from his
attachment to 209 and 205 Squadrons. El D ic's huge frame and
tea flasks are once more a popular landmark at the Air Support
Operations Centre.
Peewee's Pot
Radio Relay Troop report that quenching one's thirst in a
tropical climate is a matte~ for serious thought. Apart from
the occasional NAAFI truck and small Tamil boys with bicycle
borne "refrigerators" (both of which seem to track down
troops exercising in the most obscure places), tea brews are
die order of the day. Sergeant Hunt bas always taken bis tea
drinking as seriously as the next man and, with this in mind,
used to take his two pint mug to any detachment be was visiting.
The mug acquired a certain popularity among the troop when
disaster struck. Lance-Corporal J. C. McDonaugh drove his
vehicle over Sergeant Hunt's pack at Seremban-end of mug!
Taking the only honourable course open to him, Lance-Corporal
McDonaugh made amends by presenting a new mug to Sergeant
Hunt at the troop Christmas Party.
Message Parlour
Comcen Troop tell me that Sergeant Roberts, after much
joint working (entailing the usual bickering as to whether
' Comcen' has one or two ' Ms '), has decided to rename bis
empire 'The Message Parlour '-a phrase familiar to those
who have experienced the Orient!
Continued on page 174
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The Regiment beat 42 Medium Regiment R.A. by 4 goals to nil and so retain the championship they won last year. These pictures show some
highlights in a thrilling game.
I. Corporal White opens the scoring for 7th. 2. Sergeant Oliver beating the R.A. goalkeeper after making a fine solo effort. He went on to
score. 3. Where the heck did that one go ? 4 7th Forwards putting pressure on the R.A. goalie.

The Coming of Spring
Th~re is an unrnistaken feeling of freedom in the air at
the . tlm~ of writing these notes. This is permeating to all
sections and departments of the Regiment who appear anxious
to cast off the shackles imposed by the mundane matters that
occupy them during the winter. The new spirit reflected in
the number of fresh activities which have burst into life has
been greatly assistt.'<l by the early spring weather.
'
Extra mural activities
February saw the inaugural meeting of the Sub 7 Aqua Club.
The Secretary and Instructor is S.S.I. Dolphin, who is assisted
on the committee by Sergeant Haydon, Sergeant Hughes
R.J?.M.E., Lance-Corporal Clarke and Lance-Corporal Atkins'.
It .1s felt that soonc.r or later they will get round to doing somethmg 0th.er than talking, especially as they have absorbed the
nearby B1el.efeld Club and with it seven sets of good equipment.
Also durmg the month, the first results of the modellin"" club
started by me~bers ?f 3 and 4 Squadrons have been° seen'.
A number of mterestmg models have been made, including a
wax .effigy ?f t~e R.S.M. and a fully-automated Peugeot with
g nume. ~1chehn X tyres. In March, it is planned to hold
an cxh1b1uon of the work of the club members
With the arrival of Second-Lieutenant Clark ·from Mons

<?.C.S ., fencing in the Regiment has taken on a new lease of
life. S.S.M. Craddoc"k is the other instructor. Gradually the
standard of the enthusiastic amateurs who take part every
Tuesday evenillg is bemg raised.
Television
~any r~aders of THE WIRE will know already that 7th
Re~ent 1s t?e proud owner of the closed circuit televi ion

e9uipmen~ whi~ s~rves H.Q. 1 (BR) Corps in the field. From
ume to r;me th1s 1s put to less ?fficial use: there was even
a sugg~stlon at one stage to use 1t to replace the Regimental
guard ID rather the same way that TV is u ed in the UK
to '.'patrol" motorways. On the last day of February, lb~
equipment was _used to present those well-known stars of stage,
screell: and rad10, the young officers of the Regiment led bv
Captam de Bretton Gordon. This, in fact, was the ~ulmina·
~on of the c.urrent affa~s studies which they have been carrymg out durmg the wmter and consisted of a pre entation
to a number of outside visitors on South East A ia and its
problems. The day was obviously a success for the " team"
have been asked to "go on tour."
ext month's ediuon should
contain details of their presentation to the G.O.C. 4th Divi ion,
which is due to take place at the end of March.
Conrimred 011 page 150
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Land Rover Ilally
A number of very successful Land Rover rallies were held
last year, under the auspices of the O.C. L.A.D., Captain Kelly.
The first of a new series of similar events was held on 2nd
March, when 26 Land Rover teams and several motor cyclists
too~ part in a 30-mile rally, which included map-reading
sections and secret check points. The winning -team consi&ted
of Signalmen Goodchild and Bazely of 2 Squadron, followed
by Lance-Corporal Hunter and Corporal Elkerton of 3 Squadron.
Lance-Corporal Ross was the first motor cyclist home.
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COVENT GARDEN, W.C.2
THE COMPLETE MAN'S STORE

Please note our Sam Browne
bells can be broken in

upon req1ust

Open Thursd1ys till 7 p.m.
carest station Leicester Squart
Branches throughout the country
T

We are official tailors w the Royal Signals

Spori
The limited sporting facilities to which the Regiment has
access have been used to the full recently. The results of the
ShintJ: Competition, which has been progressing throughout
the wmter, ~ave now been decided. A.fter a series of thrilling
matches, which marked the final evenmg of the competition
" Charlie r " Troop emerged as the winners. In the finai
they narrowly defeated "Tango " Troop by 5 goals to 4.
. !'.or those w~o. are. unfamiliar with the game of Shinty,
1t 1s ~ game s1rrular m form to hockey, but with a strong
affihat.1on to rugby and certain connections with ice hockey.
As far as we know, no rules are written down but a number
of guiding principles are handed down in th~ Regiment by
word of mouth from generation to generation. The old hands
say that the competition has become soft this year: old mattress~s have ~een used to cover the radiators of the gymnasium
--obiects . "'.'hie~ have caused many a bruise in the past. The
teams re101ce m such names as The Avengers The Filthy
Fiinf and The Swillies.
'
· The rugby stars of the Regiment continue to represent the
Regin:ient well in outside fill."tures. In all, five players took
part m the recent match in which 4th Division comfortably
de~eated a Rhine Area side.
A number of players are also
gomg back to the U.K. to represent the Corps in matches
of their March tour.
T .h ere has been a great deal of hockey played recently. The
Reglffiental rst XI, by beating 42 Medium Regiment, RA.,
by. four goals to nil, hav~ retained the 4th Divisional championship, won for the first time last season. The final was a thrilling game. Fingers remain crossed for subsequent rounds of
the Army Cup. The 2nd XI is also now a flourishing concern,
thanks largely to the efforts of W.0.11 Hurley, of the L.A.D.,
and Lance-Corporals Laverty and Brians.
A very popular hockey six-a-side competition was played on
Saturd.ay, 5th March. On this occasion over a hundred men
of the Regiment were able to wield a hockey stick (many
apparently, for the first time) to their heart's content. At th~
end of the day the C.O. presented the Thomson Trophy to
Captain Thomson's old Troop, who had beaten H.Q: Squadron
in the final. The pla.re competition was won by the L.A.D.
who beat C3 Troop, a team that had done remarkably well to
get so far.
Personalities
At a Regimental guest night on 25th February, at which the
officers of ·t he Regiment were very pleased to be hosts to the
officers .of 22nd Regiment, the C.0. said goodbye to the
S~cond-m-Command and the M.T.0.
Major Paterson, who
will have. left to take over command of the Middlesex Yeomanry
by the time that these notes are read, was presented with a
new set of Cavalry epaulettes. We hope that these prove satisfactory, as we believe it is the custom to wear them in his new
R egiment. Captain Knight (newly promoted) has already left
to attend an All Arms Quartermasters' Course, followed by a
posting to the Far East. Lieutenant Sampson, who has just
attended the M.T.0.s' Course at Bordon, is wondering how he
has managed to escape being given the duties of Messing Officer.

Arrivals.-Lieutenant (Tfc.- Offr.) T. C. O'Toole, SecondLieutenant J. E. Fitzgerald, Second-Lieutenant A. J. Clark,
Sergeant Cribben.

Depariures.-Captain (Q.M.) R. G. Knight, Lieutenant (Tf<:.
Offr.) W. C. Lombard, Sergeant Kinrade, Sergeant Stirling.

Births.-To Signalman and Mrs. Patrick, a son; to Signalman
and Mrs. Ross, a son.
Marriage.-Corporal Smith to Miss Kathleen Ann Yates, on
5th February, 1966.

A tough rally.

9th

Captains Hodges and Pickup did well t o come
second.
REGUIE~T,

D.F.P.O.

53

The Royal Signals (Cyprus) Seven-a-Side Rugby Tournam·nt, an annua l event counting towards the Chief Signal
0 1eer's Champion Squadron Competition, took place on 19th
February. This year the venue was changed from Dhekelia to
I•amagusta, but the change did nothing to favour the home
teams-indeed 259 quadron and 261 Squadron were both
amply rewarded for their long journey from the western end
of the island, both of them qualifying for the final. Further,
it allowed 9th Regiment to act as hosts at what was very
much a family occasion, and visiting players and spectators were
entertained to lunch prior to the tournament.
The afternoon provided three hours of almost continuous
rugby which, under ideally cool and dry weather condi~ions,
proved fast, open and spirited.
With I Squadron, 9th Regiment and 262 Squadron eliminated
in the first round, 2 and 3 Squadrons of 9th Regiment going
out in the semi-final, 259 and 261 Squadrons were left to do
battle in the final.
Both teams had played attractive ano determined rugby in
the preceding rounds, with 259 looking the more powerful
side. In addition, 261 had lost a key player in Signalman
Mulvana, who was injured in a first round game after scoring
IO points in a total of 13.
As a result it was no surprise
when 259 Squadron ran out the decisive and well-deserved
winners by 24 points to nil.
Land Rover rally

On 27th February, in pouring rain, 35 vehicles queued up
at the " Elephant and Castle " in Mercury Barracks for the
start of the 9th Regiment Land Rover Rally.
Organised by the Regiment's M.T.W .O., W.O.II Ernie
Gibson, and Corporal DevHn, of the M.T. Section, everything
ran very smoothly. The two-stage course was designed to test
drivers' and navigators' skill and mapwork, and took in more
than 50 miles of mainly rough track within the Dhekelia SBA
and Ayios Nikolaos area. After Saturday night's rain there was
mud everywhere, in some places axle deep and violent skids
were the order of the day.
Aimed at testing a driver's ability to travel across country,
following instructions and, at the same time, to follow a reasonable schedule, without excessive speeding, the route chosen
made much use of muddy cart tracks and what the Ordnance
Survey Maps laughingly call "All Weather Roads." Navigators
were required to follow mapped routes using six-figure grid
references. This entailed compass work and, in many places,
a bit of ingenuity.
The first vehicle got away promptly at lI.OO hours. It was
driven by Lance-Corporal Carter, of Cyprus District Provost
Company, who carried the only woman competitor, C?rP?ral
Edna Smith, W.R.A.C., making her first essay at rally nav1gaung.
At two-minute intervals the start officials saw the remaining
competitors away. These included a big entry of 12 v~hicles
from the Royal Anglian Regiment, six from the host unit, 9th
Regiment, and five from the Swedish Battalion, United Nations,
one of which was a Volvo. Other units represented were: 259,
261 and 262 Squadrons, 644 Troop, 33 Field Squadron, 62
Park Squadron and 58 Squadron R.C.T., who craftily entered
only one vehicle· so certain were they of winning-and they
did!
The first u-mile leg of the course led through the ora;ige
groves and potato fields of the Ayios Nikolaos area and required
some good mapwork and skilful driving in the prevailing
conditions. Teams never know whether the checks points were
manned until they reached them. On this leg of the course

Jump for it! 2 Squadron 9th Regiment and 262 Squadron
it out in the Royal Signals (Cyprus 7 a-side competition.

Captain Newman of 58 Squadron R.C.T., who has been in
Cyprus only one month, ably navigated by Captain Shahar Ali
Rawashdeh, temporarily attached to 58 Squadron from the
Royal Jordanian Army, who arrived for his first visit to Cyprus
only the day before the rally, established a lead he was to hold
throughout the run.
The second leg was r()uted through the Dhekelia SBA and,
after leaving the Dhekelia Straight, vehicles careered across
barren, rock-strewn countryside and past Forestry Commission
plantations, fighting violent skids in the mud which, in places,
was axle deep. Where cultivation was in hand teams found
themselves facing expanses of newly ploughed earth with only a
line of stones to indicate where a farmer expected a track to be
re-established. This quaint Cyprus custom no doubt threw off
a few of the early compet~tors, but after the passage of so
many sets of wheels the right of way according to the map was
once more settled. Tracks close to the coast had drivers thankful
the Land Rover is no amphibian or the organisers would
certainly have had them swimming round Lamaca Bay.
Over this final forty miles of the course Captains Newman
and Rawas4deh maintained their dominating position and
romped home to win the competition.
Second place went to 9th Regiment with Captains P. Hodges
and E. Pickup producing a very satisfactory score of 650 points,
while third place was taken by 33 Field Squadron in the
persons of Corporal R. Mathews and Lance-Corporal F. Hagan
with 910 points.
Lieutenant-Colonel 0, J. Peck, Commanding Officer of 9th
Regiment, who was present at the "Elephant and Castle"
during the final stages, made the presentatio~s. He said in bis
address that 'from all he had heard he was sure the rally had
been a success. Of the thirty-five starters only thirteen had
completed the course, but there was no doubt that everyone had
benefited from the experience." Lieutenant-Colonel Peck went
on to praise the tremendous effon put in by W.0.11 Gibson and
his marshals and officials. " It was remarkable," he said " that
thirty-six officials •h ad been required to administrate for the
thirty-five entries."

I®I

10th Regiment, Hounslow

PersonalitJes
This month we welcomed W.O.II R. Peake B.E.M. (ex-18th
Regiment) as S.S.M. 2 Squadron, and Captain J. U Liddell (ex22nd Regiment) as Adjutant, and lost Major G. N. Jenkins on
posting to command 245 Squadron (Benghazi) and W.0.11 R.
C. Higgins on posting as R.Q.M.S. to 226 Squadron.
Congratulations go to Lance-Corporal Murdoch on hi marriaae to Miss Carol McGinney, and we wish them both every
s~ccess in their married life.
Corporals Strangwood and Patterson again represented the
Corps at football against the R.E.M.E. at Bordon. LanceCorporal George, boxing at light middleweight, did very well to
reach the final of the Eastern Command Boxing Championships.
He put up an excellent show but was beaten by a very experienced and skilful boxer.
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(' mmltments satisra.-torily discharl(ed
In February both MPC Class III and Class II Courses were
run concurrently. Forty-two Junior. 1:-f.C O.s and Signalmen
from thirteen units assembled for trammg, and die hard work
put in by the instructors and students was weµ rewarded _by
the highly successful end of course results. With a breathlflg
space of one week-end, the instructors have now started . mtructing a MPC Class I course of 25 students from eight
Signal units.
.
.
The first of this year's out 1de comrmtments, the London
Di trict B.A.M.A. Rally, was held in glorious weather and was
highly successful. The Regiment provided communications. between the marshals at the various timed and observed secuons,
and we were delighted to see 41st Regiment (Princess Louise's
Kensington Regiment) T .A., provide the winning team.
A small detachment under Captain G. H. Scott, has been
deployed at Crowborough Camp for the past fortnight assisting
.
at the Guards' Signal Concentration.
Corporal Miles is congratulated on passmg the G.P:O.
!\mateur Radio Test and he has been allocated the call sign
GJ VBE. We trust that he is rewarded by many c~ntacts ~ith
other Corps amateur radio operators at the various points
around the globe.
Dined-out
On 18th February, the Warrant OfficCFs and Serge3;0ts
dined out Brigadier M. D. Price, o.B.E, Maior G. N. Jenkins,
R.Q.M.S. (now R.S.M.) C. Howes and S.S.M. (now R.Q.M.S.)
R. C. Higgins. The dinner was held in the Bruno Club and
the opportunity was taken by the R.S .M. t o s~y goodbye, ,on
our behalf, and to present each of our deparrmg guests with
a Regimental plaque.
With so many saying goodbye, the
speeches could have lasted some considerable time, but an
encouraging "you've got four minutes " from the R.S .M., enabled all our guests to say their goodbyes in quite a short
time· in particular S.S.M. H iggins, who gave us a short lecture
in only four seconds.

Her Majesty's Kayak "Doc Walton"
~i'ote

from Major R. P. D. F. Painter of the
13th Hegisnent

Until a few months ago, S taff Sergeant D . C. Walton was
serving with 13th Regiment as a member of the staff of the
Regimental Training Wing. H e has now left the Regiment on
posting to Aden.
Staff Walton is a hard, rough man, who is remarkably fit
for his age-he is over 40 years old, but we won't say by
how much! There must be very few (if any) soldiers who
have passed this landmark in age, and who have made the
journey by canoe down the length of the R iver Rhine from
Basie, in Switzerland, to Krefeld, n ear the Dutch border, twice
111111111111111111111111111111

THE BRITISH ARMY'S NEW HF RADIO STATION-THE A.13

The most up-to-date, fully transistori sed , lightweight, military H.F. packset-the Plessey-made
A.13-is now in full production. Already adopted
by N.A.T.O. and Commonwealth armies, the
A.13 has proved its superiority in world-wide
trials and in service with the British Army.

The finished product-a really beautiful kayak

in consecutive years; Staff Walton is one who has-in a double
canoe in 1964, and in his own single kayak in 1965.
Besides his enthusiasm for participation in adventure training
expeditions, "Doc" Walton is an expert in first aid--'hence
his nickname. While with 13th Regiment jie put his skill
in .this respect to good use, and quite a few of us have reason
to be grateful for his sometimes rough and ready, but always
effective treatment of our ills. This ability was one of the
reasons why he was a most useful member of our " way out"
expeditions to the wilds.
A short .rime before his departure from 13th Regiment, Staff
Walton paid for a canoe kit (a "Rapide " single racing kayak),
and then presented the kit to <he 13th Regiment Canoe Club
as a personal gift. The kayak has now been built by a team
of enthusiast~, and will be in constant use from the coming
season onwards.
We want " Doc" Walton to know how much we appreciate
his generosity, and we hope he reads this between cold beers
in Aden. Perhaps he will also be glad to see from the photographs what a beautiful kayak H.M.K. " Doc Walton" has
become ! (We have no doubt that all our readers will applaud

Free Tuning without Netting
The A.13's crystal cali brator makes any one of
the 2,400 channels in the 2-8Mc/s band available
immediately, without netting.
PM, AM and CW Operation
Phase modulation gives improved range with
longer battery life. AM and CW facilities make
the A.13 compatible with existing systems.
Multi-Role Flexibility
High-grade, lightweight ancillaries can be
provided for any man-pack, ground station or
vehicle role. Transistorised amplifiers, hand
generators, voltage regulators, remote controls,
vehicle adaptors and a full range of aerials are
all available.

this splendid gesture on the part of Staff Sergeant D. C. Walton.
-Editor).

FOR YOUR NEXT LEAVE
LET

MORLEYS of KINGSTON

Ruggedness. with Easy Maintenance
The A.13 fully meets the most exacting British
Army standards for ruggedness and ease of
maintenance. Highest reliability is maintained
throughout the A.13's long life.

RESERVE YOUR SELF-DRIVE HIRE CAR

MORRIS DE LUXE SALOONS, ESTATE CARS
and VANS
4-BERTH MOTORISED CARAVANS
FORD ZEPHYR 6 SALOONS

Rechargeable Batteries
With a 1:9 transmit/receive ratio, the battery life
exceeds 8 hours. Batteries are quickly charged
from the hand generator or any vehicle supply.

All latest Models, not more than 12 months old
FROM

*
The kayak takes
shape.
Signalman Spray
prepares to fit
the decking.

WINTER £5 PER WEEK
SUMMER £10 PER WEEK
Including Insurance
No Charge for Mileage
FREE Personal Acciden t Insurance for Driver and
Passengers, Benefits up to £1,000 or £10 per week.
Send fo r Brochure to:

76, CAMBRIDGE ROAD,
KINGSTON-ON-THAMES
Telephone Kingston 9941 (10 lines)
Cables " Karhlre " Kingston-on-Tltames

ALSO

*

POVEY CROSS MOTORS

A.13 standard man-pack radio

For further details,
please request Publication 233.
The Plessey Company Limited
llford, Essex, England.
Telephone: llford 3040. Telex: 23168
Telegrams: Plessey llford Telex.

Nr. Gatwick Airport

HORLEY, Surrey
Telephone Horley 5461 (3 lines)

PLESSEY Electronics

llliiillllllllllllllllllllllll
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BOB ~ 'OOLE,. OF ROYAL HOSPITAL,
CDELSE.\, AND 13th JlEGDIENT,
RO'\..AL Sl~ALS

None of us in 13th Regiment would dream of misappropriating Government Stores (that's our story and we
stick to it!), but we confess that we have become very possessive during the last two years about a particular character who
shared hi 24 years of Colour Service between the South
Staffordshire Regiment and the York and Lancester Regiment.
He is considered almost to be on Regimental strength by now,
and we can all regard him as a member of the Corps by adoption-we are not sure that he would agree, but we like to look
at it that way!
We are thinking, of course of C.S.M. Bob Wooley, 74 years
old (but not a day over 30 in his attitude towards life), and a
C.S.M. P-ensioner at the Royal Hospital, Chelsea. Bob joined
the Colours in l9II and served with the South Staffordshire
Regiment for eight years. He then transferred to the York
and Lancaster Regiment and served on until he left the Army
in 1935· He has been a Chelsea Pensioner since 1957. He has
seen a lot of the world during his service and chalked up five
years in India, after serving in the Army of Occupation in
Germany from l9I8 to 1922.
Bob first visited us in December, 1963, and has been back to
the Regiment twice since. He spent last Christmas with usthree weeks as a guest of our Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess-and we will all remember for a long ·time his talk to
us all in the dining hall after lunch on Christmas Day. There
is absolutely no doubt, from reports of the Sergeants' Mess
dance and draw, that his charm, courtesy and proficiency on
the dance floor made a tremendous hit with the ladies!
Our other "young soldier," In-Pensioner George Pledger,
found himself so much in demand this Christmas that he was
unable to visit us, having already arranged to savour the de-

14th

llEGDfENT,

GLOUCESTER

Out of their holes come the gardeners
Spring in the air, and a bestirring after the winter months.
Out of their holes come the gar...fleners, and the pleasant sound
of mowing and hoeing intermingles with the somewhat more
militant noise of an MPC Course going through its paces on
the square. The annual inspection of Robinwood Barracks and
Tape Relay Centre by Brigadier R. G . S. Bidwell, o.B.E., on
the 28th February, went by with a minimum of upheaval and
(we say this confidently) the maximum approval.
The Training Centre and the R.S.M. have, between them,
been keeping up the training pressure. A Comcen Operator
BIII-BII Upgrading Course finished on the 25th February and
a new course started on its eight-week programme on 7.th
March. An MPC II Course, comprising students from the
Regiment and orb.er signal units in the Command, passes out
on Friday, 11th March, after three weeks' intensive training
which has included taking part in Exercise "Cotswold Chase."
This was a full scale hunter/evader-type exercise, which involved living in the field for 48 hours-the sole means of comfort being one blanket! The Course shared this experience with
645 Troop, who were having a change from the trials they
have been carrying out with the air transportable D.13 Station.
The Jong-awaited Tx & Rx containers for the station proved
to be just what we wanted, and the Troop now eagerly awaits
getting its hands on the first production station which should
be ready by the end of April. Meanwhile the Troop is demonstrating the station to the S.0.-in-C. at Messrs. Airtech Ltd.
on 11th March, with the establishment of a two-channel circuit
to COMCAN, Malta.
The Master's Visit
On 17th March we are to be visited by .the Master of
Signals? Majo~-G~eral. ~ir William Scott, K.C.M.{;., c.B., C.B.E.,
who will, during his v1s1t, have the pleasant task of presenting
the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal to Staff Sergeants
F. Pickard and E. Slade. He will also see the Tape Relay
Centre ilnd the Transmitter Station at Droitwich.
Whilst
visits and the normal business of keeping the Regiment functioning go on, in the background, the preparation for the confer-

f 1 11..tallntio11 Troop
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--

the mo,·e nJeaiu

M ajor P. D. Moolham, having realised an ambition of his
career, that of seeing all of the Troop under one roof for a
few weeks, has now despatched himself and the majority of
his T roop to infinitely preferable climates. He led a small
party, on 15·th January, to Malta and thence Tripoli, where they
had the task of dismantling and packing the Eu transmitter
whil:h has rendered faithful service to the Garrison for many
years. This is now on its way back to U.K. for re-furbishing
.
by the rear element of the Troop.
On 24th January his small party moved on to Cyprus, via
Benghazi and El Adem-three crowded days followed, discus ing projects to be carried out in Cyprus, and then on 27th
Janua ry they met up with another team of Installation Troop
at Akrotiri Airport, who had just flown out from U .K., boarded
heir aircraft and flew off to Singapore. Then followed a
• crash " project to re-design and install a new layout for the
ingapore TRC. The team' hours of work on this task were
from 09.00 to I r.oo hours daily-the off-peak period in the
Traffic H all.
"Where do you put the powder in I" C.S.M. Bob Wooley with
Lance-Corporal Lennon and Signalman Shaw.
lights of Berlin at the invitation of 229 Squadron. George is
an ex-member of the Corps with previous service in the Devonshire Regiment. Although younger than Mr. Wooley, he is
less mobile, yet in spite of this, he managed to steal the hearts
of one or two of our girls. We even have pictures of George
caught in his more amorous moments!
What fine young men they are to have around! We hope to
see lots more of them, and they know that there will always
be an enthusiastic welcome for them here at 13th Regiment.

ment of the Freedom of Entry to the City of Gloucester are
proceeding well and have got to the stage where people are
trying the 'beat the band ' game and testing us to see what
we have forgotten!

New System Control
The present System Control at TRC Boddingron is at last
to be pensioned off after many years of honourable service.
Later this year a completely new system control is .to be installed by International Aeradio Ltd., at a cost of approximately £60,000. Some of the facilities that will be provided
by the new installation are_:
Audio monitor using high resistance phones
Audio amplifier with speaker
Level measurement with TDMS
Line current measurement by milliameter
D istortion level of 5 or 7 unit code pulse
Actual error rate of EDC circuits-these will be checked
by digi tal error counter display and electronic stop
watch
Hard copy of 50 baud unclassified transmissions
Long space ca11 facility
D istortion alarms with variable adjustment from 5 - 45 %
Hasler distortion recorders
Test message generators
Dial up facilities for the monitor and distortion measurement of any circuit
Circuit state indication of all circuits.
All patching jackfields will be mounted in closed cabinets
and all inter-cabinet cabling will be enclosed trunking. There
are t.o ~ ten teleprinters, four for engineering, four for channel
momtormg and two for local liaison to transmitters and receivers. It is hoped that the teleprinters wili be Type TE,
priming each character as it is typed, enclosed in silent covers
and equipped with automatic paper winders.
The shit:t superintendent will have a desk console with
monitor lamps for distortion alarms, Jong space calling, TARE
alarms and 10-line PBX.
This project is almost the last for the time being to bring ·the
TRC up to an engineering standard which will be second to
none.

T here were, however, compensations, and on 7th February
they moved on to Bangkok where, no doubt, business will be
mixed with pleasure!
We at Robinswood Barracks are green with envy!

2

SQUADRON

We will soon be deep in sailing events (metaphorically speaking). The Squadron " puddle " will blossom out in w~i~e sails,
multi-coloured buoys, canoes, flags and, of course, sailmg enthusiasts. To this end, life ha been hectic over the last month,
scraping, and repainting, refurbishing and polishing 0e
GP14s and Fireflies that will eventually and gracefully skun
across our 20 acres of water to the raucous voice of the megaphone. Again this season, the Jess cautious navigators will find
themselves stranded on the mod banks dotted about the
area and, no doubt, many feet will get wet-and in some cases
it will mean a complete ' drying-<>ut' process.
However, the Squadron, whic:h is now the Worcester A.~.A .,
is looking forward to an engagmg season, and already qwte a
few regattas are planned. Apart from these, we will cont~ue
to train the Youth of the County at most week-ends, with
the assistance of the County Youth Organisation who, by the
way, arc responsible for our obtaining permission to use the
aforementioned "Puddle."

Hockey
Our own six-a-side hockey pitch (within the camp) is nearing completion, and it is hoped to train to a good standard the
many enthusiastic, if amateur, players.
We do, howev.er,
possess many good players who not only bolster up, but provide
most of the Regimental team, so, by all standards, success should
be ours.
Shooting
The open range season is nearly with us again, and much
preparation is taking place for the first shot to be fired. Not
that we have been idle during the winter months-far from
it. .22 shooting has been going on, and we are currently
holding second place in our division of the Worcester Small
Bore Shooting League; this after losing our first three mat~he~.
The Squadron has also fired in the ~-S:R:·A· team, rnd1vidual, the A.R.A. Small Bore team and md1v1dual matches.
The Worcester Snooker League has proved rewarding for
t he Squadron, and many a visiting .team have d_eparted sadde~
and wiser men. They say somethmg about mis-spent youth~
if this is true both our Sergeants' Mess team and the O.R.s ·
team must h~ve given their parents heartache.
To depart from the sporting side of life and to get down
to the reason we are here-communications. Many changes
have ·taken place in the Squadron o:-rer the past y~ar: new sets,
aerial exchange, completely new aenal towers, aenal feeders and
absorber routes and soon we hope to have a new control
system of which more in later issues of THE WIRE.

ROYAL SIGNALS
BAND RECORDS
are still available
from H.Q.
I

I
I

I

Price 30/ - by post
27 I - counter sale
I

I

JOINT COMMUNICATIONS lJl\"IT, DOIL."\'EO
All change
Episode N in the life of No. 2 Comcen Troop, Kuching, by
the three Duty Signal Masters, Sergeants Eric Brindle, Reg
Collis and Don Donnithorne.
The days fly by. Normally one day is very much like the
last but the last month has 5een that well-worn British Rail
phrase ' All Change " used to the full.
First a· welcome to our new Troop Commander, Captain D.
C. N. Genders. He has been with us now for a month, ha
aged a year, and has carried out all the duties from acceptance
clerk to DII operator.
To our departed O.C., Lieutenant I. C. Double, who is now
languishing in the island paradise, Labuan,_ we wi~h the ~st
of luck in the future and a hope that he en1oyed his stay with
us. We have heard that banana skiris are not to be found near
monsoon drains in Labuan. (See November issue of THE WIRE.)
Sergeant Campbell, R.A.F., Corporal Jones and Signalman
Towlson have departed for those parts of the world. where
unions have a much stronger hold. We hope they enJOY the
next few years of the five-day 'Yeek. Staff Sergeant Ni~holls,
Sergeants Biddle and Clarke, both R.A.F., are now with us
and we hope settling down to the seven-day week we work.
Despite the holes in the. l"oof • . .
After four months of fighting the monsoon mud, the local
·contractors have allowed us to take possession of part of our
new Comcen, despite the holes in the roof, we are in.
It can safely be said that all are glad of the move. It has
given us the Jux.ury of air conditioning, but unfortunately
through the Jack of windows i~ has tak:n away that a~e-old
custom of "bird watching" which we enioyed so much m the
old building. The lack of windows has raised a fire problem.
Each room has an axe and an escape hatch marked on the wall
with R.A.F. orange marking tape. Signalman Brown has been
heard to say that he must take some exercise just in case he has
to use those narrow hatches. The Brigade Signal Officer ha
suggested that a weekly nre ~cape practice _should be held on
the Square with the D.y.M. ~ ho!d~ng blazmg hoops through
which their shifts should practise d1vmg. Members of the C'..orps
Display team please note-Kuching could be the next po• ing
for you.
In January five lucky "'Tlembers of the troop, Staff Ser~eant
Styles Sergeant Brindle, ignalmen Brown, Barber and Fieldsend ;pent ten days rest and recuperation in Hong Kong. That
well known firm of H.M.S. Albion supplied the transport and
Contimied 011 page I 56
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·c believe that they were even allowed to draw paint scrapers
and do a 'bit' of Navy duty.
Every Saturday morning two of our sailors rise "from. their
hammocks" at five-thirty and join the party for Serap1, the
Brigade's radio relay and rebroadcasting site. Suffice to say
that it is a darn high mountain by local standards and that the
last sailors up there must have angered the gods. For the first
time they learnt the true use of trenches when they underwent a fierce thunderstorm. We are still trying to find out
what it is they sail up there.

orps t.-chnieinns please 11ote
Helpf
Thanks to our technicians we have what we believe is the
first working D13 in the Borneo Territories. Can anyone help?
Are the valves really supposed to glow cherry red-ours did!
The troop dog gave birth to five pups on Signalman Barber's
bed-now known as the ' Hot Dog Stand.' Captain Genders has
obtained a Sulpher Crested Cockatoo, which is on its way to
Labuan to become the mascot (fifth we think) of the Joint Communications Unit. Sergeant Donnithorne has suggested that
we obtain a talking mynah whom we can teach to answer the
phone by saying 'Joint Comcen West Brigade.' Yeoman of
Signals, W.0 .I Gubler, bas only three more address group
extracts to compile.

18th Regiment
c/o G.P.0. SINGAPORE
Bari Bayn Punsa Party
On Saturay evening, 5th February, the Malay soldiers of the
Regiment organised a Hari Raya Party, to which all the
British Officers and Senior .C.O.s of the Regiment were invited. W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.) Khalid had directed the organising
committee well; in addition ro the splendid food provided by
Sergeant Mabadi and his cooks, additional entertainment was
laid on in the nature of Joget girls and a " swinging" local band.
Two delightful lo~! television stars, Miss Hamidah Zainal
and Miss Norma Zainal, came to give a cabaret act, which was
much appreciated.
Notes

on

~arrjcd

Accommodation in
Singa1mre
When married families arrive in Singapore to join the Regiment, the majority of them are unable to move straight into
married quarters or hirings. They are instead booked into one
of the many official guest houses which specifically cater for
Service families; a reasonably high standard is maintained by
them. The food, although it may not suit everyone, is quite
ample and conforms largely to the European taste.
The cleaning and laundry is done by the amahs, so families
can relax and acclimatise themselves to the Far East. After
the plane trip out to Singapore, most people are grateful for
the opportunity to sit back, relax, and enjoy the facilities provided by the guest houses.
The average length of stay in a guest house is three to four
weeks, after which time families move out to quarters or
hirings, but more likely into privare accommodation. In Singapore there is plenty of accommodation available, so there is no
need to rush inro the first flat or house one sees. As in all
dealings with civilian merchants or businessmen in Singapore,
it is best to take one's time, look at several places, bargain at
each to find out the true price, for the true price is never
the one first stated, and then select the most reasonable
accommodation which offers the facilities required.
A word of warning, before deciding on a place to hire, check
with someone who has been out here long enough to know any
hidden disadvantages of a particular area, and also remember
rhat the monthly rent does not include the electricity and water
bills. Provided care and common sense are used, the local
overseas allowances are more than adequate to cover the cost
of living in private accommodation.

=:=::== TDA.IPUSAM

IN

SINGAPORE=::==:==

Friday, 4th February, was Thaipusam in Singapore, which
is a Hindu religious festival.
The main participants bad already undergone three or four
weeks of " fasting." This &"eally implies that they were denied
meat slept isolated from their family and tended their own
needs.

Chanting, drum beat:in~ and clarinet inusic
The evening prior to Thaipusam proper is celebrated with
the drawing through the streets of the silver chariot. Th is is
a trailer bedecked with illuminations and transports a golden
image of Krishna Subramaniam, a God who defeated evil on
this occasion centuries before. Hundreds of Hindus escort this
to the Chettiar temple in Tank Road, Singapore. Chanting,
the beating of drums, and tunes from an old Indian clarinet
also accompanies this huge procession.
I t is advisable to set out early on Thaipusam day, since the
crowds are large, and dodging the Singapore traffic is qu ite a
problem. En route, the .curious discover the reasoning behind
the festival. Apparently, if a Hindu or his family suffers an
illness or desire something badly, he makes a vow to his gods
to pay penance on the next Thaipusam, if the wish is granted.
Pierced by 111nny spikes
After the initial 'fasting,'
the devotee is bathed in the
pool at Perumal temple in
Serangoon. He then offers
prayers, when a " K avadi"
is placed upon him.
A
" Kavadi " takes the form of
four semi-hoops joined in a
cross to produce eight spurs.
In each spur a total of
twelve long thin steel spikes
are suyported; these spikes
are tlien pierced into the
body from the waist upwards. The frame is already
fastened to the waist by locking nuts, and shoulder pads
prevent the rubbing of the
steel burden. In addition,
there are smaller spikes
passed through the tongue
and from one cheek to the
other. Small fish hooks,
upon which are dangling
A Devotee, pierced by many small s~ikes
small limes, are stuck into
the bare thighs and back.
The votary is bare-footed and simply wears a cloth of decency
around the waist. Mounted on the frame are adornments of
peacock feathers, and small wooden "Kavadis " bearing a
Attached
picture of Sambu Kumaran, a Hindu goddess.
to all the "Kavadis" are two small brass bowls containing
cows' milk, since this animal is a sacred beast. Young boys
and girls also take part, each carrying the smaller wooden
"Kavadis."
Once ready, the long walk starts down Serangoon Road.
The votaries are already daubed with holy ash and are supported by friends and relations.
At the head of each array of people are the drum and
clarinet players, followed very often by youthful dancing
drunkards. Then come the main "Kavadi " bearers, who are
surrounded by spike carriers, chant leaders, and members holding pots of charcoal and incense. Following these are the
minor " Kavadi" bearers, behind whom walk the women
dressed in bright colourful saris, carrying pots of holy ash. A
liberal sprinkling of Europeans, armed with cameras, can also
be observed mingling with each group.

Saffron water and holy ash
Every now and then, the procession reaches a refreshment
point, where a dancing ceremony is performed by each devotee,
encouraged by invigorated chanting. A line of prayer is sung
and then comes the chorus "Yea! Yea!" Saffron water is
poured over and rubbed into the legs of the " Kavadi " bearers.
Holy ash is repeatedly thrown over them. Coconuts are smashed
on the road; hand-clapping and singing is continuous. One

Hari Raya Puasa party swinging it in the 18th !

tt>nds to cringe in anticipation at the sight of another spike bemg pierced into a devotee's tongue. A sudden crescendo of
shouting voices accompanies this act, since tears of pain are
c;een to trickle from th..: votary's eyes.
The the procession moves forward once more in sympathy
with the " chink-chink-chink-chink," caused by the striking together of two small discs. Movement slows down as garlands
of white berries are placed around the " Kavadi " bearers' necks.
It is also not uncommon to see a younger member become entranced and need restraining.

Fire toreh.-s are waved
Various groups pass along Dhoby Ghaut and tum into
Orchard Road. The festive groups have right of way over the
already dense traffic. Outside the temple in Orchard Road
each votary performs a ritual before the images at the altar,
while fire torches are waved before the gods. A refreshment
point with watered-down milk is available to the procession at
this point. More saffron water, more holy ash and more garlands
are distributed.
The dancing, chanting groups turn into Clemenceau Road
and then Tank Road. Eventually they reach the alreadypacked Chettiar temple. However, the police manage to force
a passage and the formation passes into ~e 01;1ter temple.
Once within, the chanting grows to a deafemng pitch and the
dancing is more frantic. The " Kavadi " bearers parade round
the covered outer temple maybe once, maybe . twice.
At
last the climax is reached as they enter the middle temple
to present themselves before the altar. Many of the younger
devotees faint at this crucial moment.
1•ninful un1lressing
Immediately the final ritual ~s past, the "Kavadi." bearers are
led quietly away to be pamfully undressed m the ?uter
temple. This is done wit~ the utmos~ care and systematically
before holy ash is blown mto the spike wounds.
Group after group ari;ives, and . by 2 p.m. more than
200 votaries had arrived at the ChettJar temple. In the ~e.an
time other Hindus paid their respects to the gods. In addmon,
babies had their heads shaved outside as pena?ce f?r the
gods' gift of them to their parents. Also others. p~1d theu: ~ues
to the priests squatting in a cordoned-off area w1thm the middle
temple. Even more paid about 20 cents. C:ach to be blessed
and presented with half a coconut conta1rung a banana and
banana leaf sprinkled with holy ash.
An excellent jumping-off place
Singapore is an excellent local point for the w?uld-be
traveller-Thailand, Australia, Hong Kong, Malaysia, the
Philippines, even Japan, are all. within easy reach, and the
mode of transport can be by air, and to Bangkok e:ven. by
train. The latter is perhaps the better way, beca_use 1t gives
one an interesting close-up view of the countr}'.s1de of both
Malaysia and Thailand, passing ~ubber estates~ pmeapples ~nd
coconut plantations, farmers standing knee~eep U: ~a.ter plantmg
rice in paddy fields, water buffalo. drawmg .pnmmve wooden
ploughs and smiling children wavmg to the passengers.
Bangkok lmrd to bent
Bangkok itself is wonderful. Its many monks in their c:olourful saffron robes and hundreds of temples dra':"' attention to
the fact that its religion-Buddhism-plays an important part
in the lives of the friendly Thai people. Some of the more

Hari Raya Puasa party.

Colonel Millo and Major Gordon-Jones
serving the meal.

famous temples are the Temple of Dawn, sit~a~ed across the
river from Bangkok; the Temple of the Reclmmg Buddhatbe image of Buddha in a reclining position, I 50 feet long,
and the soles of the feet are inlaid in mother-of-pearl; the
Temple of the Golden Buddha-the image is cast in six tons
of solid gold and must be worth a king's ransom; and the
Temple of the Emerald Buddha-the image is green 1asper,
22 inches high, and its costume is changed with the seasons.
A " must " for all travellers is a visit by launch to the
" Floating Market," one of the most fascinating experiences in
the world so called because hundreds of boats of all sizes,
laden with exotic flowers, fruit and vegetables, pineapples and
papayas, pomeloes and coconuts, o~anges and b~as, chillies,
peppers cucumbers, garlic and omons, make their way along
the klo~gs (canals) to the early morning market at Bangkok.

The Bridge over the lliver K.wni
About 70 m iles away, near Kanchanaburi, is the fam_ous
Bridge over the River Kwai, and th€'. infamous Burn:ia-S1am
death railway. Close by are two allied war. cemeteries-the
Kanchanaburi War Cemetery and the Chungka1 War Cemetery
-both beautifully kept, in which _lie buried the thousand~
who perished whilst toiling on the railway . . To reach Chun_gka1
necessitates a trip by launch about a mile down the river.
and is definitely worth a visit.
~lalaysin,

too, has its attractions
For people who prefer not to stray so far from Singapore,
Malaysia linked by the Straits Causeway has plenty t? offer.
On her 'north-west coast is the island of Penang, which has
an abundance of sandy beaches-ideal for those who prefer a
quiet and lazy holiday-and .a funicular rail"."ay wl_tlch. slowly
inches its way to the summit of Penang Hill, which 1s v~ry
pleasant; it is nice and cool up there and the accompanymg
view is pleasing to the eye.
The Cameron Highlands, up towards the north of the
country are ideal for walking enthusiasts. and golfers! The
flora and fauna is rich and varied-the 11;1ngle surrounds the
area-particularly the moths and butterflies, some are huge
·and very colourful.
Rugby
On Saturday, 5th February, the ~egim~ntal rugby team
played against H.Q., 3 Commando Bngade m the. ~al of the
The
Singapore Area Major Units Knockout Competlt!on.
match was keenly fought, and our hope~ were big~ as our
team took the lead with a try scored by ~1gna!man Biggs after
ten minutes' play. Our opponents equalised JU t before h_alftime, when they scored an unconverted try. The half-ume
score was 3-3.
Shortly after half-time, H.Q., 3 Commando took the lead
with a well-taken penalty kick. We were far from beaten, ho_w·
ever, and our kipper, Captain R. D .. K. Thomps_on r_all1ed
the team to a fighting come-back, which resulted m Signalman Biggs scoring his second unconverted try.
In the closing minutes of the . ga~e both teams thr_ew
everything into the battle for the wmnmg score. The tension
amongst the spectators was tremendous. One team bad .to
break through and it was our opponents who succeeded with
a well-taken hy by their left wing three-quarter, after they
had gained posses ion from a set scrum.
Cominued on page I 58
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A tremendous game; the defeat, by 9 points to 6 points, was
no disgrace.

FAR AWAY PLACES---UNUSUAL JOB§

Boeke)'
In the final of the in gapore Area Major U nits H ockey Knockout Competition, we lost a h ard-fought m atch r-o to H.Q.,
FARELF. It was ironic that the <inning goal should have
been engineered by Captain C. M . L ast, of Roya l Signals, the
kipper of the H .Q., FARELF team.

Reports from the Outposts

Disaster
It is with regret that we report the following d isaster:
On Saturday 26th February all flags in the Regiment were
ordered to be flown at half-ma t, and all married sold iers were
summoned into bar racks for a special extraordinary conference.
Morale was shaken, and the scorn with which the single
It
soldiers greeted their married comrades was unbearable.
was a black day. At 12.00 hours, when normally the married
officers and men are departing for home, not a car left, the
It was apparent that the scorn which
ferri es were empty.
would greet the m on their arrival home would be even worse.
The cause for this dejection was simple. The wives had
defeated the husbands in a .22 shooting competition the previous
day by the wide m argin of 20 points. Mrs. R. W . Mille led her
well-trained team to a resounding victory. Their skill and
ability reflects great credit on the efforts of Staff Sergeant
Joyce and Sergeant Powell, R.E.M.E., for their efforts in
coaching the wives each Thursday morning.
In addition to the competi tion shoot, Staff Sergeant Joyce
and Sergeant Powell had prepared many novelty events. Their
ingenuity and enthusiasm has made this quarterly event into an
extremely popular and eagerly anticipated evening's entertainment. Sergeant Powell has now left us on posting to 12 Lt. AD
Regiment, R.A., Workshop, so we would like to take this
opportunity of thanking him for all his efforts and hard work
with which he contributed so much to the Regiment, both on
and off duty. We wish Sergeant and Mrs. Powell all the best
for the future.
After Note
It is now rumoured that the wives' shooting team is to be
re-formed as a rifle platoon for onward transmission to Borneo.

16th

BEGDIENT,

B.F.P.O.

35

Sport takes the spotlight this 1nonth
With the administrative inspection now just a pleasant
memory, life has settled into its normal pattern again. In fact
priority for manpower during the past month has been for
sporting activities.
The football, hockey and cross-country
teams were all involved in championship fixtures, and a good
deal of time had to be devoted to training.
. Th~ cross-country team, hav!ng won the Rhine Area Champ10nsh1p, went forward as Rhine Area representatives in the
B.A.O.R. Championships.
Here they found the opposition
from the Infantry teams too strong and were placed seventh.
The football team, having had a very successful season in
the Rhine Area League, went to Herford on 9th February
to meet r 1th Hussars in the semi-final of the Army /B.A.0.R.
Challenge Cup. In conditions more suitable for ice hockey
than football, we were unlucky losers by 2 goals to 1.
Our hopes rested on the hockey team, which had reached
th~ semi-final of th~ Rhin~ Area Cup, after beating our near
ne1ghours, 28th Regrment, m the quarter-finals and 21st Regiment in the semi-final. However, 34 Regiment, R.A., proved
too ~ood for us in the final and we went down by two goals
to nil.
The only representative from the unit to enter the Rhine
Area . Individual .Boxing Championships was Signalman
McKnight. He lost ID the final to a very much more experienced
boxer, who Corps boxing enthusiasts will recognise from the
photograph as Corporal Jones, at present serving with 28th
Regiment.
Hard luck, McKnight, congratulations Corporal Jones!

V.l.P. Visit
!he. unit was honoured by a visit, on 22nd Fel;>ruary, from
Bngad1er Dame Joanne Henderson, the Director of the Women's
Royal Army Corps. She showed a lively interest in all aspects
of our girls' lives, and her keen sense of humour was very
refreshing.

fforking a rear link back
400 miles lo Malla

SJgna/s·
•
1n
Signalman McKnight (left) of 16th Regiment and Corporal Jones of
28th Regiment in their Rhine Army Individual Boxing championship
Bout. Corporal Jones eventually came out the winner.

During the month we bad e fa rewell to Captain W. P . B.
Thomas and W.O.II J . lent. We wish the best of luck to
Captain Thomas in his recruiting of future Corps members
and to W.0.11 lent with his " socks and vests " job in 22nd
Regiment.
We extend a welcome to Captain and Mrs. G. H. Cowsill.
W.0.11 Rumsey, W.0.11 Taylor, Staff Sergeant Moore
W.R.A.C., and wish them a happy stay with the Regiment:

A NEW VAUXHALL
free of Purchase Tax I

The brand new Vauxhall Viva from £436
V>uxhall Victor from £570.
Six-cylinder models from £720.

Export home delivery-preferential financial treatment
If you a re being posted abroad or returning to England
for re-posting overseas, a new Vauxhall can be yours
free of Purchase Tax.

Free of P.T. to all eligible serving men.
Hire Purchase and Insurance facilities arranged.
WE WILL GLADLY SUPPLY FULL DETAILS

E.

J.

Baker & Co. Ltd.

BIRCHETT ROAD, ALDERSHOT
Telephone Aldershot 24242
Also at: Dorking, Guildford, Reigate, Chertsey, Tonbridge,
Tunbridge Wells, East Grinstead and Staines

Sardinia
By Corporal T. Guest of
234 Squadron

A

View of Teulada Training Camp, Sardinia

fortunate attach111ent

Early in January I was
told I was to be attached to
the Malta Fortress Squadron, Royal Engineers, for
the duration of an exercise.
Exercise " Green Olive" I
discovered, was to take place
in Sardinia during the last
two weeks in January and
we would be only the second
unit of the British Army to
go Sardinia since the end of
World War II. A contingent
of 1st Bn. The Duke of
Edinburgh's Royal Regiment
went in 1965 accompanied
also on that occasion by a
detachment of 234 Squadron.
The Fortress Squadron
were going to Sardinia to
Practice Field Engineering,
Cor poral Guest , the author of this
d M
ar ti cle, operating his Cl l / RllO
Infantry .Tactics an . ap
Reading m a colder climate
and in a typ e of country with which they were ~nfamiliar. ~l
their previous training had taken place locally m Malta or. ID
the Libyan D esert. I was to work a rear link of some 400 !rnles
back to Malta for administrative and training purpo es using a
Cn /R210 station.
My O.C. originally intended to send a complete detac~ment
but because space was limited I became th~ only Royal S1gn~ls
representative in rhe party. The prep~rat1on fo~ the exerc!se
included familiarising the Maltese Regimental S1gn~llers w1th
the Cu /R2ro and improving their morse speed. This task was
undertaken by Lance-Corporal Hurel of 234 Squadron and
myself.

By L.S. T. to Sardinia
On 14th January the main party embarked on the L.S.T.
Empire Grebe in Grand Harbour, Malta. Alongside the L.S.T.
was a ship which will no doubt bring back memories to many
readers, the ex-troopship Nevasa, which was in Malta prior to
a Mediterranean cruise. The L.S.T. glided smoothly out of
Grand Harbour but once outside the harbour entrance the ship
started to roll and lurch as only a L. .T. can. This rough sea
continued for the two days it took to sail to Sardinia. The
only land we saw during the voyage was the extinct volcano
Montagna Grande, which is the largest of the Pantelleria
Islands. This appeared in the half light of the morning of
.1sth January. During the war this island was a German ~-boat
base until the Allies took it in May, 1943. The first sight of
Sardinia was early the following morning when we saw the
lights of Sant Antioco in the darkness. As the light improved
the rocky island of Sant Antioco could be seen on the left and
the mountains of south-west Sardinia on the right. The L.S.T .
docked at Porto Sant Antioco from where the convoy was
escorted by motor cyclists of the Cabinieri, across a causeway
onto th~ island of Sardinia, then some twenty-five mile to the
Training Area at ~ ulada.
Loc•nl t1•rral11
The training camp is situated on the south coast of . ardin ia.
The country is very similar, in appearance, to the Penmne , the
height varying from sea level to l,200 feet the hills arc steep
and craggy. The vegetnion is limited to stunted bushes and
parse grass. On these hills sheep try to forage enough gras
to satisfy their appetites. They are watched by hepherds, clad
in sheepskin overcoats, carrying enormous, brightly co! iured
umbrellas, to protect them from the frequent rain. It was cold
and windy most of the tim-, but having recently left B.A.0.R.
the climate didn't caus~ me any hardship although most of the
Maltese Sappers complained about the cold.
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The Camp is u ed to train Italian conscripts for the Italian
Armoured Regiments the tanks and APC:s used are all American.
Th~ conscript do fourteen months " National Service " and
most of them reach the rank of C.Orporal which gives them the
princely daily rate of pay of rs. 9C1., but during any leave they take
their pay is stopped! I hope Mr. George Brown, the Minister
of Economic Affairs doe n't read this?
T.-ebnleal aspect
My task was to work back to Malta each day regular schedules.
After trying a variety of frequencies and antenna , the best
results were achieved on 6 Mc/s with me using a 16 ft. Twin
'V and with Malta receiving on a 4 ft. rod and transmitting
on a 1-wave dipole. Apart from a little interference we had no
trouble communicating. The amount of traffic did not prove
to be heavy but some traffic outside the radio schedule hours
was sent via the Italian Army, NATO, the Royal Navy and
into the COMCAN system in Malta. The Italians co-operated
very well in this, considering the first stage of this route was
by telephone and the Italian operators could not speak English.
They had to spell each word out using a phonetic alphabet made
up of Italian city names. ' R ' Roma 'M' Milano and so on.

During non-schedule hours I assisted the Regimental Signallers
by doing some of their battery charging and operating on the
link between the training area and the Fortress Squadron
Headquarters, u ing a C42 or an A4I set.
A pl.-.nsant trip Jaonae
All too soon 29th January came around and once more we
embarked on the L.S.T. Empire Grebe sailing out of Porto
Sant Antioco between vessels of the American 6th Fleet which
were at anchor off Sardinia. The return voyage to Malta was
a holidaymakers dream, the Mediterranean was as calm as a
mill pond and we enjoyed bright sunshine for the two days.
Once more we saw the Pantelleria Islands and also the coast of
Sicily on the eastern horizon.
We docked in Grand Harbour on 31st January and so another
exercise was over and another country visited added to my
log. No doubt, in the future, more troops will have the opportunity of visiting Sardinia from Malta, as other training areas
around about are no longer available to us. If this is so they can
be assured of a warm welcome from the Italian Army and a
very interesting stay in unusual surroundings.

could happen to you!
We print below a true story with which your Editor has certain connections. Although we print it
with some diffidence we believe it will serve a good purpose. As we become more and more immersed in
present day technicalities it is possible that we may, perhaps, tend to forget that basically we are fighting soldiers. What happened in this story could happen equally well today. It is Just the sort of thing
we can see happening to a comcentre or a rebroadcast site in a Vietnam-style war - in fact it could
happen to you!
(0.C.3 Company had been describing how he had been
overrun in a brigade headquarters in the early Arakan days.
The C.O. thought to himself 'Harry was unlucky. This can't
happen to us.')

*

T

*

*

HE 7th Indian Divisional Signals had been operating in

the Burmese Arakan for nearly six months when its hour
came. Months of tremendous effort in maintaining long-drawnout communications in driving rain, steaming jungle and over
the knife-edged Mayu range, which cut the front in two halves,
bad turned the unit into a battle-tried and efficient team. This
was in sharp contrast to the inexperienced unit that had been
so rudely flung into this exacting operational area in August,
1943.
By Christmas, 1943, the Division had crossed the formidable
Mayu range on a pack-mule and porter basis, leaving all its
motor transport behind. Divisional Headquarters had established
itself in the Laung Chaung area. This was a narrow steep-sided
valley that cut westwards into the jungle-clad Mayu's which
ran north and south. By this time also the famous Ngakyedauk
Pass had been completed and soon afterwards the divisional
motor transport rejoined its various units. Divisional Headquarters at Laung Chaung, although in thlck jungle, was a
pleasant enough place, with a stream running through it dividing
Signals on the north side from ·the rest of the divisional headquarters on the south side. The cold weather had set jn and
one woke <in the morning with a distinct sense of chill and to
the steady drip of heavy dew which fell from the leaves like
rain. This was generally accompanied by a thick damp morning
mist.
All was quiet on the operational front as the bui:ld-up went
ahead for a major offensive against the Japanese, scheduled for
February. Divisional Signals sorted itself out, checked equipment and consolidated communications during this very welcome
breathing space.
A dramatle turn 111 events
The storm was about to burst, although in a manner which
no one had foreseen. Early on 4th February the dramatic news

came through that an enemy force, estimated to be 1,000 strong,
had penetrated through the left-flank brigade and was even
then attemi;>ting to cut a~ross the rear of the division. Taung
Bazaar, a village seven nules to the left rear of the division had
been occupied. A brigade (89) was diverted to intercept' this
threa~ but by 5th F~b_r1;1ary the Japanese advance was steadily
drawmg nearer to D1v1S1onal Headquarters. That evening large
fires were seen burning in the main open valley which ran north
and south, past the entrance to the Laung Chaung position.
These fires were only a mile away, in a village where a heavy
engagement was going on between a Gurkha battalion and the
enemy. It became clear that if the Japanese penetration was
not held, Divisional Headquarters itself would be threatened.
Normally the defence of Divisional Headquarters fell upon the
defence company, but this company had been withdrawn. for
another purpose. It was therefore all too obvious that this role
~ould now fall on th~ shoulders of the Divisional Signals,
aided by a newly arnved company of an Indian Engineer
battalion, which had been hastily called in to reinforce the
Divisional Headquarters.
Because of a previous alarm, defensive positions had been
sited in considerable derail, but these were based on the defence
company being the mainstay of the defence. These dispositions
had now to be readjusted, and a good deal of the perimeter
defence and outer strong paints were found from Signals
resources.
Defenc~First

Priority
The evening of the 5th was occupied in making the new
defences as strong as possible, in the time available. When
darkness fell the C.Ommanding Officer was satisfied that the
hard work put in had resulted in a strong series of dug positions,
supporte~ by LMG's sited to give flanking and covering fire
from suitable locations. The layout consisted basically of the
signal office area on the right, a main strong point in the centre
and a position on top of a ridge which dominated the left
flank. There was also a stop position, in the rear of Divisional
Headquarters, to guard against rearward infiltrations . The
remaining gaps in the perimeter were filled by the previously
mentioned Engineer company. These positions were all interconnecting except the signal office position. This was cut off
by the stream which flowed down the centre of the Divisional

Headquarters area. By the time night had set in, all defensive
posts were fully manned and sentries were on the alert. At about
20.oo hours the Divisional C.Ommander rang up to say that he
was concerned about Signals transport, which was in Jager
about a mile from the Divisional Headquarters. The transport
was accordingly moved to the divisional administrative box,
which was some two miles to the south of Divisional Headquarters, and <in a safer position. With the transport went a
number of new wireless sets (22 sets) still in their packing cases
-they were to be a godsend later on.
The storm breaks
An eerie night ensued. Strange rustlings in the jungle were
interspers-ed with odd rifle shots-some quite close. There was
an inescapable feeling of impending crisis. The question was
when would the storm break, for break it must. At about 05.30
hours it looked as if the unit was going to get thro1,1gh the
night without being attacked, but this thought was shattered
by a sudden and dramatic outburst of shouts and screams from
the Divisional Headquarters Jeep car park-about 300 yards
away. The Officer commanding No. I C.Ompany, who had spent
the night in the signal-office area, rang up to say that an N.C.O.
had just come in from the car park to report that there were a
number of strange figures there and that he thought they were
Japanese. Shortly after this, very loud shouti?g wa~ heard _on
the immediate front coupled with a stentonan voice yelling
orders. This was quite astonishing, as one associates a Japanese
attack with a silent crawling approach rather than with the
uproar that was now going on. Sudde~y, out of the dark? misty
night, a Jong line of figures could be discerned approach_!!lg the
main defences. There was no doubt who these were and fire
was opened. A LMG on the left flank, wa_s particularly w~ll
ited to bring enfilading fire to bear and this weapon took its
toll causing a number of casualties, who were seen to fall.
Th~ advance wavered, came to a halt and then swiftly withdrew-the wounded and dead being dragged away. Leading
Japanese elements had penetrated as close as a few feet from
the Signals forward po~itions, and. a..wound~d Japanese was
pulled in by some soldiers. 7th D1V1s1o~al S1gnals had. taken
its first Japanese prisoner; an unusual real, as t_he taking of
Japanese prisoners alive was very rare. Meanwhile, a further
thrust was made where the stream intervened between the
main position and the signal. office area: . J:Iere a number of
enemy managed to infiltrate mto the D 1v1S1onal Headquarters
area. This caused the G.0.C. and other members of the staff to
vacate their normal positions and to withdraw to. th.e high
ground on the south of Divisional Headquarters. This mfi!tration also cut off the signal office from the rest of the Signals
defence area. A number of the enemy were now milling about
in the rear of the main strong point. It was quite light. by th~
time, but the thickness of the jungle and the well-<lug-m positions concealed Signals from these Japanese, whom they were
able to dispose of almost at their leisure, with grenades and
rifle fire. An astonishing sight was that of a group ~f Jap~~ese
setting up a MMG ten yards in rear of a Signals dug-m position.
They appeared blissfully uncons~ious of .any danger and ~ere
shot down, one by one, at practically ~mt-bl~nk range,. without appearing to comprehend where ~heir peril lay. This was
typical of the attack, which was conspicuous through~ut. for _the
lack of any subtlety on the part of the enemy. A distinct rmpression lingered afterwards that the Japanese were under ~e
influence of some sort of drug, so unaccountable were their
actions at times.
A decision to holtl ou
o further frontal attacks were made. Instead heavy mortar
and LMG fire from the neighbouring airstrip became ~he
order of the day. As things were quieter, the Com~.dmg
Officer made his way pistol at the ready, to the d1v1S1onal
command post area td report on the situation. This he found
deserted, until he c~me across a sergeant from ' I ' Bran~h, who
told him that the G.O.C. and the 'G' staff had decided to
move to the divisional administrative box area. (s.ome two and
a half miles away) with a view to re-estabhshmg command
from there. He wa~ wondering what to.done~ when he ;ame
upon the C.R.A. and his staff in a dug-m posm<;>n, prepar~d to
sell their lives dearly. After some discussion with the C.R;.A.,
it was decided to con~inue to hold on and see how things
developed.

Friendly ta11k11 very hestile
At this juncture, a squadron e;f friendly tanks suddenly
appeared on the open ground to the front and all felt considerable relief at seeing this powerful reinforcement. But hope
were dashed. They passed several times in front of the headquarter area and, qelieving it to be evacuated, subjected the
defence to an -intense and terrifying concentration of all the fire
power they could muster. This was much worse than anything
the Japanese had produced and it was with relief that they
were seen to disapppear in the direction of the divisional
administrative box, During the fighting the signal office had also
been in the thick of the battle. 1t had been rushed four time
and also had been subjected to a number of infiltration attacks.
All efforts to break through their deiencc area failed. Instead,
the Japanese had sustained a number of casualties.
The s~tuation deteriorates
At al:out 10.30 hours things started to liven up and it wa~
clear that the Japanese were endeavouring to gain a tighter grip
on the headquarter position. LMG's had been worked forward
and a dangerous threat was developing from the high ground,
which overlooked Signals from the north. The small detachment in this area reported that they were being badly harassed
by Japan'!se infiltrators and that a LMG had been moved up
very close to them. It became apparent that if the Japanese
succeeded in occupying this high ground the defence would be
in an awkward p6sition. The enemy would then look down into
the dug positions and Signals would be at the mercy of their
fire, to say nothing of the unpleasant prospect of having grenades
rolled down into their midst. In view of this, the Commanding
Officer went across to consult with the C.R.A. The C.R.A. told
him that he had decided the time had come to evacuate
Divisional Headquarters, as they were serving no useful purpose
in staying on, divorC"~ from the remainder of the Headquarters
staff. After some ruscussion, it was decided to t!!Ove out to the
south and make a way through the jungle to the divisional
administrative box, situated at the Ngakyedauk Pass.
:ttany stragglers and wouuded
The evacuation started and this proved to be a long-<lrawnout nerve-racking and dangerous operation, as there was no
longer the safety of well-<lug positions to give prot~crion. H~w
ever the thickness of the jungle afforded help m concealmg
mov~ments and saved many casualties during this critical period.
By this time rain had started to fall and ~e going ?ecame very
slippery and difficult. Furthermore, the line ?~ wit~drawal. to
the south was denied by a Japanese LMG position sited astride
it and w, perforce, a detour had to be ~d~ to the west, w~ere
the jungle was even thicker a~d the. hillsides almost vemcal.
Divisional Signals became split up mto a numb~r o_f small
parties and it was a question of eac~ pa!ty findmg its own
route through the jungle to the adnumsuauve box area as b~st
it could. This was far from easy, as apart ~ro!11 the very thick
jungle, which often had to be cut, steep hillsides and nSf!OW,
winding streams made progress very slow a?d sei;ise of dir~
tion soon became very confused. It was durmg this evacuauon
that a number of the unit became Jost-some never to be seen
again.
Parties of the Divisional Signals started arriving in .the
administrative box from 14.00 hours onwards, but by evemng,
when $1 check was made, there was still a considerable number
missing. Many were to come in during the next few day as
stragglers, some were taken prisoner by the Japanese and a few
perished in the jungle. Later, when a final chec.k was made,
Signals casualties were found to. be five officers kil.le~ and ~wo
missing, three British ranks killed a~d. four nussmg. eight
Indian ranks killed and fifteen m1ssmg.
However, the
Japanese had suffered very COJ?-Siderably in. their attacks
and while it is difficult to be precise a fair e umate would be
af>out 40 killed and a considerable number wounded. An
extract from the captured diary of a Japanese officer ummed
up the day as follm s: "6th F~bruary, 07.00 hours. Advanced to a point ! ~le
N.W. of Ngakedauk village (Note: T~is was the exac location
of Divisional Headquarters). In . this area the enemy "".ere
encountered and as a result of a pitched battle our commurucations with the Headquarters of the . Bhutai . (Brigade Headquarters) were broken." Subsequent mformat1on showed that
this 'pitched battle' had been again t a Japanese battalion and
that the 7th Indian Divisional Signals had held them at bay
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for five hours. The G.Q.C., therefore, had some cause for
making a pecial telephone call to the C.S.O. XV Corps later
that day, to say that he was proud of his Divisional Signals.
o ended the first phase of the 7th Indian Divisional Signals
adventures in the Arakan. There was, however, to be no respite,
as the withdrawal of the Divisional Headquarters, Divisional
Signal and other units into the administrative box was
promptly followed by the siege of the box for nearly three
weeks. This episode, well known as the ' Battle of the Box,'
involved the Divisional Signals as much as any unit. It would
take too long to chronicle all the events that took place during
this period of intense fighting. Only some of the highlights, as
seen from the Signal view-poinr, will be mentioned.
•

~fixing it '

with tbe Japs again
Almost immediately on withdrawing into the box, Japanese
pressure began to build up. The first night found a hastily
improvised perimeter defence in contact with Jap11nese probing
patrols, and fire was exchanged. The perimeter was hurriedly
reorganised the next day and a sector allotted to Divisional
Signals, who, except for a nuckus at Divisional Headquarters,
had to all intents and purposes become infantry. This was
possible, as, except for a few wireless sets and internal lines,
the unit had little else in the way of communications to find.
Later on, as things become more organised, more sets were
opened up and the inrernal line layout became quite complex.
The unit then became hard pressed to maintain irs commitment on perimeter defence as well as finding an increased scale
of communications. Night afrer night various portions of the
perimeter were attacked and fierce close-quarter battles ensued.
Sometimes the Japanese made penerrations, but these were
liquidated and the morning sun frequently came up to reveal
the grotesquely huddled bodies of dead enemy, lying within the
ourer defences. By day, mortaring and shelling went on and
Divisional Headquarrers area seemed to be !l particularly lively
spot. A mortar bomb fell into an exchange dugout, wounding
all who were there and shattering the exchange. A shell exploded
next to a wireless set .and blistered the paint off it and even
off the sreel helmet of an operator who was beside the set.
The bonnet of the Commanding Officer's Jeep was blown 15
yards away by a direct hit a minute after he had left the Jeep.
A Japanese infantry gun, sited in the ji.mgle on high ground
immediately overlooking the box, was able to take on targets
ar almosr poinr-blank range over open sights. A favourite target
for Japanese shellfire was ~e corps ammunition dump, some
I 50 yards away from Divisional Headquarters. Here was stacked
the large quantiry of all types of arnmunoition necessary for a
major offensive and once this was hie ammunition went on
exploding haphazardly for several hours on end. It was a 25pounder shell from this dump that ploughed its way inro the
cipher dugout where, forrunarely, it failed to explode. It was
first noticed by a corporal, who burnt his fingers on it. This
unwelcome intrusion was followed by a hurried evacuation of
the cipher office until the shell was disposed of by a volunteer,
who carried it away and laid it in the bottom of a slit trench
while all kept their fingers crossed.
The siege continued with incidents such as these and many
others too numerous to relate.
Nightmare experience
The horrors of the overrunning at midnight of the MDS
and the slaughter of tJ:ie patients therein must rank as one of
the most brutal acts of war ever committed. This and the everincreasing numbers of wounded (some 400) lent a nightmare
quality to those days of ceaseless attack and bombardment.
Air ~upply went on every day and e:ven at night. Parachutes,
swaying as they fell, wrapped themselves round and tore down
signal cables. Fierce fires from burning vehicles consumed cable
in their flames. Signal officers and orderlies, with messages,
moved at their peril after dark. The order was that everyone
should"be in their rrenches once darkness set in and any movement after this was to be considered probably hostile. But the
messages had to be delivered-and they were.
Divisional Signals were fortunate in that no direct attacks
came in on their portion of the perimeter, though there were
many alarms. A sneak raid by Japanese Zero fighters took its
toll, though, and the Officer Commanding ' A ' Section suffered a
severe leg injury and several men were wounded.
'Wireless tay through
Wireless communications were maintained throughout by a

faithful 19 control set working to all brigades. This set was
never off the air. The G .O.C. spent many hours on it every day
and exercised personal command of his division with his own
voice. H is confiden t, calm tones in periods of crisis had a
wonderful reassuring effect on all who heard him. Outside the
box the battle raged. Brigades cut off fought desperately to
keep the Japanese out of their own defensive boxes. The
Japanese fou ght equally desperately, in the face of mounting
casualties and dwindling supplies, to break down the stubborn
unyielding defence. They knew well that failure to do th is
meant their own ann ihilation.
Jlrignile nnd Artillery Signals do their bit
The brigade and artillery signal sections of the unit played
their part in the fierce battles that raged round their own headquarters. Ali commanders were loud in the praise of their
Signals, and a number of awards were gained by officers and
m".n of these sections in recognition of their gallant efforts.
A typical e.xploit was 't hat of 89 Brigade Signal Section. This
Brigade Headquarters, with one battalion under command, had
been detailed to move inro the divisional box when it became
clear that the defences were becoming dangerously weak, due
to casualties. During the move the brigade column was
ambushed at night and the signal section mules, carrying all the
brigade's resources, were stampeded and lost. Nothing daunted,
the Officer Commanding Brigade Signal Section set off on his
fiat feet with a few men into enemy-held territory to find his
mules. After a day's search he had recovered nearly all and
communications were restored-a fine example of devotion to
duey.
The end at Inst
As Me days dragged on, it seemed as if the siege was never
to end. The 5th and 26th Indian Divisions were endeavouring
to break through the Japanese encirclement, but this was the
usual slow process of attti~ion common to jungle warfare. However, the great day came at last. The defenders in the box
made contact with the 2/1st Punjab and 4/7th Rajput Regiments of the 5th Indian Division. Once again the Ngakyedauk
Pass was opened and Me fierce fioodtide of the Japanese attack
now fast receded as the scattered, starving and disorganised
enemy fought their way back to where they had started. A
major Japanese offensive had been halted and turned into a
defeat.
This was the turning point of the Burma campaign, from
which the subsequent victories stemmed. Ali ranks of the
7th Indian Divisional Signals .had played a part worthy of the
spirit and traditions of their Corps. Not only had they kept
communications ' through ' but they had proved that they
could fight.
A tribute to their reputation was, perhaps, a
request from the staff, a few weeks later, for Signals to provide
a fighting patrol, to say nothing of the assumption by the staff
that the defence of D ivisional Headquarters in future would
be a Signals commitment.

New Pattern Corps Ties
At a recent meeting, the Corps Committee approved
modified versions of the Corps tie to meet a demand
for a tie more in the modem trend.
These ties are as follows:
PATTERN D. - An open-ended tie with diagonal
stripes and conventional cut but considerably narrower
in width.
PATTERN E1. - A straight-cut tie of narrow width
throughout its length with square cut ends and horizontal stripes.
These ties are in terylene and can be ordered from
Royal Signals Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea,
London, S.W.3, price 8/- each, post free.
When ordering, it will be sufficient to refer to them
as Pattern 'D' or Pattern 'E1.'
Note: These ties are proving very popular. Reasonable
stocks are in hand at the moment and now is the time
to order a tie that identifies you with your Corps and
at the same time is in the modern style.
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Exertise
White thrust
By Major S. P. Morrison

A large party from the 22nd
Regiment brave sub-zero temperatures and have the time of
their lives in the snow thanks
to Norwegian Signals.
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Bock row : Corporal Crabtree, Signalman Treverton, Signalman Norman, Signalman Coombs, Signalman Ranson, Signalman
McDonald, Lance-Corporal Boag.
Fourth row : Lance-Corporal Chandler, Signalman Bownead, Signcuman Thorne lance·Corporal Peters, Signalman Males,
Lance-Corporal Page, Signalman Spendley.
Th ird row : Signalman Irving, Corporal Power, Signalman Orummorid, Signalman Purvis, Craftsman Hedley, Lance-Corporal
Robinson.
Second row : Signalman Purdie, Signalman Ince, Signalman Dawson, Lance-Corporal Lockren, lance-Corporal Edwards,
Private Ha.swell , Signalman McCarthy, Lance-Corporal Culshaw.
Front row : Sergeant Goodman, Sergeant Holien, SSM Cave, Fen Lorentzen, Major Morrison, Lieutenant Orde, Sergeant
Harildstad, 2-Lieucenant Mann.
Absent : Signalman Heyes

The lnvltatlon
On a number of occasions during my service I have had the
good fortune to be sent to Norway on ski courses or at~c~
ments to the Norwegian Army. During one of these vmts
it was suggested by the Norwegian School of Si~als. ~at
perhaps a Royal Signals Unit might like to use their ~acilm~s
for winter warfare training and thereby gain some expenence m
the difficult techniques involved. I duly reported this on my
return but I was unable to do anything about it myself until
my posting to 22nd Regiment last year. W~en. I. suggested
that it might be a good idea to take up the mv1tat1on to my
Commanding Officer I was given every encouragement and told
to see if it could be fixed.
Some problems to be ironed out
Basically .the fixing broke down into .three parts, firs.tly, would
there be support from within the Regiment for a wmter warfare course which would be at times very hard work and unc0!!1fortable. Secondly, would we be given permission and ~anc1al
assistance from our own higher authorities to. make ~e mp,. and
thirdly, would the Norwegian School of Signals sull be m a
position to accept us.
No lack of volunteers
Detailed work for the trip started in September, 1965, and
as soon as the word got around that there was .a chance of a
trip to Norway for ski-ing, it quickly became obvious that there
would be no trouble about support. A case wa.s put .up to
H.Q. B.A.O.R. for permission to hold the exerc1se1 this was
granted, even encouraged. Finally, I visited Norway m ~oyem
ber to see how they felt about it, and to make the prelimmar_Y
arrangements if agreement was reached. The outcom~ of this
trip was that we were invited to send a party of !111rty-three
all ranks to the Norwegian School of Signals, near L11leha111!1:er,
for two weeks at the beginning of February, 1966. ~ addmon
the Commandant offered to assist us with the loan of mstructors.
clothing and equipment and various facilities at the School.
Preliminary training
This was all we needed to get things moving. From J?ecember
onwards we started getting people off to learn to ski so that
when we arrived in Norway we would not be held .ba~k by
having to teach them from scratch. We succeeded m mtro-

ducing about sixty people to the art of ski-ing and from these
the successful candidates were drawn. Inevitably, however, we
still had one or two who had no previous experience on skis due
to last-minute changes and so on. In addition we cheated
slightly by taking an extra man, Signalman Irving of 244
Squadron, who was the only remaining reserve when we were
due to leave. Unfortunately for him no one had fallen out at
the last moment and he was preparing to unload his kit and
return to his Squadron. However he had worked so ?ard at
the preliminary training that we decided to take the nsk and
let him make the trip even though it meant being one man
extra. He travelled on the free ticket given by the ferry company
to the ' Leader ' of a party of over fifteen people.
The exercise started with four days of preliminary fimess
and lectures in our own barracks to prepare everyone for their
formight in Norway and to save time for the things which
could be only done there. At last, after what seemed endless nervewracking preparations we moved out in our own transport at
08.30 hours on Friday, 28th January, precisely as planned.
A three-day journey
The journey to Norway consisted of three parts, a two-day
drive to Frederickshaven in North Denmark, a night ferry
crossing to Oslo, and a short day:s drive to Lilleharnmer. The
first part of the trip went accordIDg to plan: we stayed overnight with a friendly landowner north of Hamburg and on
both days Sergeant-Major Cave pushed .a!iead with the ~ook
house Land Rover and had hot meals wa1tmg for us at suitable
places along the route. Private Haswell, our c<>?k, became. ve~
adept at setting up, cooking a meal and movmg off agam m
under an hour.
The second day's drive was long and tedious and we were
glad to reach Frederickshaven at about 2040 hours, the ferry
sailing rwo hours later. Unfortunately the trip through Denmark was spoiled by fog and visibiliry was on average I 50 yards.
Towards the end of tht: day we came across pretry deep snow
and we found how cold it was in our three Land Rovers and
3-ton Bedford G.S. trucks. However, the whole parry was
soon comfortably installed aboard the ferry, m.s. Aken.1us.
A tough drive

The trip went uneventfully if one forgets the temporary lo s
of Signalman McDonald who was overlooked in the disembarkation arrangements. We found him an hour later sleeping peace163
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The tents were very comfortable: here Corporal Crabtree, LanceCorporal Boag, Signalman Norman, Signa lman McDonald and Signalman Treverton show that they are very pleased with the set-up.

fully in a reclining seat which we bad olissed in our earlier
search. After breakfast on the quayside we set off in freezing
rain for the last part of the journey. It was at least -10°C
and as the rain hit the windscreens it froze thus blocking out
the drivers' view. The convoy crept out of Oslo at about 4 m.p.h.
with drivers and passengers leaning out of the windows. Once
we reached higher ground the rain turned to snow, as expected,
and we were able to proceed normally again. Unfortunately
the change in conditions came too late for Signalman Purvis
whose Land Rover rammed a civilian car in the first mile. The
Land Rover was unmarked but the car, although able to be
driven off, needed a new left-hand side.
The road from Oslo to Lilleharnmer is in general hilly with
many bends and it was covered with hard packed snow. The
sides were banked with snow about three feet deep and the
temperature was between -15°C and -20°C. The bulk of our
party ki:pt wan:n by putting on all their clothing and getting
mto their sleepmg bags. It was not a comfortable ride however, and it took nearly the whole day as we crept al~ng at
about 20 m.p.h. In the afternoon the clouds cleared and we
were treated to some startling views as the sun shone brilliantly
on the snow-covered countryside and mountains.
~-elcomed

by Norwegian Si~uals
We arrived at the School of Signals at 16.30 hours, half an
hour later than had been estimated. We were met at the main
gate by Fenrik (Second-Lieutenant) Lorentzen, Sergeant
!farildstad and Sergeant Holien who were given to us as
mstructors. We were particularly pleased to see rhem as it had
~en by no means certain that anyone could be spared to
mstruct us. They had everything organised and within half an
hour every man bad a bedspace, a set of bedding, had unloaded
his personal kit and was off to the Mess Hall for his evening
meal. The Officers and Sergeants were accommodated most
comfortably in the new Officers' Mess. To cap it all, heated
garage space was founq for our six vehicles; r,his was very
welcome as the batteries would not have been in good shape
standing outside for two weeks with night temperatures of
-33•c.
On Monday, 31st January, the exercise began in earnest with
an address of welcome given by the Commandant, Oberst
(Co!onel) Langaas; After that . we were issued with clothing,
~qu1pl!lent and .sk!S. The re~amder of the morning was spent
m trymg all this on and fittmg the skis. After lunch we tried
our .skill on the nearby nursery slo~es, just to give the instructors
an idea of our standard. Unfortunately one man, Signalman
McCarthy, hit some soft snow at speed and wrenched his knee
so badly that he was unable to ski again during the exercise.

•·e

Slowly
improve
On Tuesday we started the hard work: this consisted of
learning to walk on the flat without sticks. We snuffled up
and down for hours but appeared to make little progress and
eve;y ~ay we started off practising this particular tec~ique
w~1ch. 1s .a m1;1st for the cross-country skier. Later on we
med It wHh sucks and then when we had some idea of it we

.. . enormous pile ups when the man at the front fell but later we
became more proficien t ...

went for tours. On the first day we only walked for about three
or four kilometres but by the end of the exercise we were doing
ten to fifteen kilometre tours which included long ascents and
descents.
Naturally the emphasis was on cross-country work but we
had some downhill instruction everyday to ensure that when
we had climbed to the top of the hills we were not stranded
there unable to come down. Strangely enough although everyone enjoye~ bombing down. ~e training slopes most people
regarded this as not real ski-mg and preferred touring. This
of course went down very well with the Norwegians who love
touring better than anything else.

A night in the open
N<;>t all our time was spent in ski-ing. One night was spent
out m tents, to show everyone what this involved. The tents
used were the standard 16-man Swedish M39 which has a wood
burning stove in it for cooking and beating; the chimney also
act~ as the te~t pole. Each man was issued with a 24-hour
ration pack which he had to prepare for himself. I think everyone would agree that whilst the contents, soup meat cake
bis.cuits, cocoa, coffee and cake block, were good, they w~re not
filling enough for the potato-eating British soldier.
W~ spent ~ne aftemooi:i in a temperature of about - 25 °C
learning to ski towed bebmd weasels, tracked vehicles like the
old Bren gun carrier. This went well and was very exciting
first of all due to the enormous pile ups when a man at th~
front fell, and later, as we became more proficient when we
were able to move at quite good speeds. We wer~ towed in
the. weasel tracks using two ropes each holding nine men.
This was a prelude to a full day spent in the mountains above
Lilleharnmer at Nordseter towing behind weasels.
On two of these trips to the mountains we visited some
Norwegian soldiers training in the snow. One detachment of
five men we saw were representing an infantry battalion rear
link station. They were living in a large hole in the snow roofed
with ground sheets supported on their skis. They were moving
loca.tion every six hours for about four or five days but seemed
comfortable and cheerful.
Thirty below zero
The exercise culminated in a ten kilometre race for the bronze
medal qualification and this took place in spite of the cold
weather, - 25 °C . At this temperature the skis do not slip well
and times were greatly increased. The result was that only
four people succeeded in completing the course, in the required
sixty-five minutes. These were ·Lance-Corporal Peters (" M"
Troop), Sigoolman Bowstead (" B" Troop), Second-Lieutenant
Mann and myself. We were very unfortunate with the weather
whi:;h was consistently very cold. In the final week we were
not permitted to ski before 10.00 hours every day as a precaution against frostbite and this undoubtedly prevented us
getting the practice we needed for the ten kilometre race. For
the record the lowest temperature experienced during our time
was - 33°C. Most nights it was - 30°C and during the day
- 20 °C to - 25 °C. I don't think it was warmer than - 15 °C at

22nd Signal Regiment Ski Patrol about to set off for a night In tents,
each man carrying his sleeping bag and sufficient clothing for one
week.

any time whilst we were there. According to one source this
has been the coldest winter in Norway for 136 years.

A few parties were squeezed in
Throughout the fortnight we all had many opportunities to
meet our Norwegian opposite numbers socially. On the final
night the Officers and Sergeants arranged a small drinks party
to entertain the Commandant, our instructors and those
members of the staff with whom we had been associated. At
the same time our soldiers held a party at which they entertained the Norwegian soldiers they had met. It was at this
party that the Commandant presented the bronze medals and
made a farewell address. We presented a Regimental plaque
as a memento of our visit.
Adventures 011 the return journey
We finally left the School on the morning of Sunday, 13th
February, with the temperature at -27°C. It was a fairly
straight forward drive except for the danger of frostbite and one
accident. The 3-ton truck driven by Corporal Crabtree left
the road for no apparent reason and plunged down a small
slope into the forest. This truck was carrying 900 gallons of
petrol and would have caused some difficulty if it had turned
over. Fortunately it stayed on an even keel and after unloading

Hound Trip to llong Kong • • •

Anti men of 24 9 Squadron soon
appreciate an oltl Naval Custom
The story Is told by Sergeant Mike Roberts
' Up Spirits '
For a few fortunate members of 249 Squadron (F.E.), a recent
sea trip to Hong Kong provided a welcome diversion. Sergeants
Jack and Roberts, Corporal Lamont, Lance-Corporals Ey!e and
Hurren, plus Parker, landlubbers all, board~ H.M.S. T_numph,
a heavy repair ship (formerly an aircraft earner) .at the Smgal?<'re
Naval Base in late November. We all very quickly swung mto
the naval routine. By the time the sun was up, dozens of
' Pongoes ' could be seen painting flag-poles, ch!pping off rust
with noisy vibrating tools, and generally making themselves
useful. At first the novel naval jargon provided a small problem.
For instance, to the Officer of the Day the phrase ' parade on
the verandah at the back' seemed a poor substitute for the
simpler 'muster on the quarterdeck.' One nautic~l. term ,was
soon appreciated. This was <>f course, the. trad1tion8;1 .UP
Spirits ' call, when our Chief Petty Officer gmde, M~. Bmrungton, brought round the rum issue. For our otherwise teetotal

it we were able to tow it out using the other two Bedfords.
It was undamaged except for the air compressor belt which had
C?ffie .off. Craftsman Hedley, our ve1•icle mechanic, put thi~
nght m half an hour and we pressed on again. Unfortunately
everyone had got so cold standing around that we had to spend
an hour in the station waiting room at Hamar to thaw out.
~everal people caught the first touches of frostbite, particularly
m the feet.
It was so cold that after this we kept going until we arrived
at the ferry in Oslo where we had a hot meal and embarked.
Although we had five hours in hand before sailing no one wanted
to go ashore and everyone settled down to a comfortable
evening in the warmth. Incidentally the sea was covered all
the way from Oslo to Frederickshaven with a four inch thick
layer of ice.
After our earlier experiences the remainder of the trip was
comparatively unexciting and a repeat of the journey up. We
arrived back in barrack~ safely with all our number on Tuesday
the 15th of February.
Great credit goes to our team of drivers who covered the
round trip of 1,500 miles in difficult and unfamiliar conditions
with only one accident involvin_g damage.

Altogether a very successful exerc>ise
Apart from the experience gained in driving under winter
conditions I believe we succeeded in teaching our men a lot
about living, working and surviving in very cold conditions.
In addition everyone improved their standard of physical fitness
and self-reliance. Overall, "Whitetbrust" was most useful
training and worth all the effort which it took to organise.
Grateful thanks to our Norwegian (ric-nds
Without exception everyone enjoyed the exercise enormously
and would like to go again. That this is so is entirely due to
the help and hard work of our very good friends in the
Norwegian Army Signals. I should like on behalf of all the
members of the party, to thank them for what they did for us,
in particular, Oberst Kumle, the General Inspector of Signals,
for h,is encouragement and giving the permission; Oberst
Langaas for accepting us in his camp and for taking such a
very great interest in us; Kaptein Flisnes for fixing all the
accommodation and administrative arrangements in his training
battalion and, of course, our three instructors, Fenrik Lorentzen,
Sergeant Harildstad and Sergeant Holien, for all their work,
help and friendship during the two weeks we were in their
hands. In addition there are many others, both staff members
and ordinary soldiers who were helpful, kind and friendly to
us. To all of these we send our thanks and best wishes. We
hope that perhaps some of them will be able to visit our unit
in Germany and enable us to repay some of our debt to them.

personnel, this 'grog ' proved to be strong stuff. About oneeighth of a pint of reputedly 100 per cent proof Jamaican rum,
and always a drop or two left over by abstainers to share out.
Sergeant 'Paddy' Jack grimaced a bit at first, but soon acquired
quite a taste for 'Bubbly ' as it is known in naval parlance.
The seas were quite heavy on the last two days of the
journey up. Somewhat surprisingly no Army passengers were
sea-sick, though some of our Royal Air Force passengers were
affected.

Communications Centre-the Silent Servic.>e
lh•es up to its name
We would have liked to have had a closer look at the hip's
Communication Centre, but the Silent Service lived up to its
name security-wise. In fact we could all profit by the: example
of Royal Naval 'clamming-up' when questioned too closely
about our communication jobs.
The view as we steamed slowly into Hong Kong harbour wa
magnificent, and it was quite moving to hear smaller ships
salute us by short bla ts of their fog-horns.
We stayed nine days in Hong Kong, some of us sleeping and
eating on board. I will not dwell too much on our adventures
ashore, except to say that most of us enjoyed all the traditional
pleasures of soldiers who have drawn an advance in pay for a
visit to foreign parts.
165
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GeHln~

.\.round ht Dong Kong
A party of us took a ride to Aberdeen, the famou s fi bing
villag_ on the other ide of the island. H ere thousands of
Chinese familie spend their whole Ev s on small sampans and
junks, small children of about five years manoeuvering their
small craft like professionals. We had a good and amazi ngly
cheap meal on one of the rwo floating restaurants.
The China Fleet Club offered us sood food , drinks and cheap
accommodation when required. Many American sailors used
the club-they were amllzed to see that their British and
Australian counterparts could wear civilian clothes and stay
ashore until the next morning. Their own chaps ashore had
to leave the bars and other entertainment centres by midnigh t.
Their club- winging Shore Patrol looked hungrily at us as we
strolled around
anchai, the night-life quarter, in the early
hours.
And n tri1• ba<'k in history
A few of our party ventured as far as Macao, the Portuguese
colony on the China mainland, which aates back to the 16th
century. There they indulged in their hobby of collecting unorthodox oriental literature and photography samples. Meanwhile Sergeants Roberts and Jack made new friends at the 252
Squadron Mess at Victoria Barracks, and recognised old
acquaintances from 18th Regiment.
A coach trip through the new Territories via Kowloon was
arranged, and a few of us managed to pose for each other
right on the Red Chinese border without receiving a volley of
bullets from the other side.
T a rget practice
The voyage back was fairly uneventful. Once we stopped
while a mysterious object drifted towards us, with a shark as
company. This turned out to be the upper part of a motor
launch, complete with mast. Our Captain used it for target
practice, all four Bofors guns on the flight deck taking turns to
try and sink it, which proved harder than it looked.
Tnan ks a lot!
Docking again at Singapore seemed rather an anti-climax,
after Hong Kong's wonderful climate, scenery and absence of
insect life. But we will always remember with nostalgia the
fine hospitality, e.xcellent food and Mess companionship and,
last but not least, naturally, that fine old custom of the midday
tot of 'grog.'
21 st
~In n~·

B E GL~IENT,

n.F.P .O. 43

Events ineludin " the Flont that
na11 Out o f Sweets
On the 23rd February we added the Rhine Area Minor Units
Football Cup to the Regiment's success in the cross country!
"Walker's Wonder XI " could not be contained by 7 Artillery
Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron who had to concede five
goals for one.
Many of our cross country runners will be representing
R.A.F. Laa.rbruch in the R.A.F. G.ermany Cross Country
Championships and it will be interesting to_ see how many of
the Regiment oppose them on behalf of other R.A.F. Stations!
It was the turn of this R egiment to construct the carnival
float for R.A.F. Laarbruch and, along with the Station Pipe
Band, " Kleine London " made a brave showing.
Two disasters struck the float however. First of all we ran
out of sweets, thus losing the affection of at least a quarter of
the children of Goch, where the procession took place. It was
no consolation to realise that all the other floats had run out of
sweets either, for with more sweets (an extra ton!), we could
have achieved the finest stroke of "one upmanship" in public
relations by appealing to the children through their stomachs.
Some cynic muttered that we would have had the children
follow the float like the Piper of Hamelin and ended up with
irate parents and sick children!
On Valentine's Day the Wives' Club invited husbands along
and thanks to the effort of Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. W. G.
Neilson at their first all ranks' social occasion it turned out to
be a most enjoyable and informal dance whilst the R. S.M.'s
wife, Mrs. W. A. Barnes, organised a supper good enough to
tum it into a dinner dance!
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21st Regiment carnival float " Kleine London" with those who were
responsible for its design and construction .

He didn·c open his instructions
0.C. r Squadron has given us one of his stories about " D "
Troop, this time on Exercise '" Tender Foot." Dropped off in
pairs with 4 DMs between them at 1.30 a.m. on a windy night
they "adventure trained " their way back to base.
With a gay " Oh, I know my •way from here," one Corporal
re turned at the speed of a pigeon to its loft. Over confident,
he had neglected to open his instructions and therefore didn'.t
collect the seven items to be obtained on the way.
Signalman Flynn, feeling that action speaks louder than
words, attempted to obtain a hair grip from a non-English
speaking German girl and was therefore the only casualty of
the exercise.
As a result of Flynn's wounds we are considering, here in
" Kleine Kremlin," whether to modify troop exercises for there
seems to have been too much emphasis on adventure! Thought
has been given to altering our basic German course by the
addition of the phrase, in German, "Please may I beg/borrow/
steal your hair-grip?"
Take Your Piek
Tbe wives have us confused to say the least at the moment
for it seems that an epidemic of 'flu and of babies have arrived
together so that those unaffected and uninformed do not know
whether to express regret because a wife is ill or get ready to
celebrate a birth with an overjoyed father!
I wonder if the Editor would mind if I just happened to
mention that we are in the midst of an annual inspection,
provided the detail is left to your imagination. (Thank you.
Doubrless all went off very well in true 2rst style.-Editor).

Looking at Lile, No. 7 - " COKE "
2 8 th RE~DIENT, B.F. P.O. 35
., Coke " Galore
A recent weekly Regimental training programme was duly
published-'to the disgust of the members of 2 Squadron. We
saw we were to spend an afternoon at the Coca-Cola factory
instead of visiting the local Rhenania Brewary. The general
outlook was one of a « dry " and boring afternoon.

*

BRITISH MINISTRY O F DEFE N CE A PPR OVED T O
DEF. 133 STANDARDS

*ADOPTED BY NATO AN D COMMONWEA LTH A RMIES
*

THE SMALLEST, LIG HTEST, FULLY TRANSISTORISED ONE
MAN H.F. TRA NSMITTER/ RECEIVER EQU I PM ENT OF MORE
THAN 20 WATTS O U T PU T i N PRODUCTION .

See you later, .i\utom ater
On arrival at the factory we were shown around the production plant by the Production Manager, Herr · Schaefer. The
plant was almost fully automated, and Lance-Corporal Exall
was noticed on several occasions having a learned and heated
discussion with one of the plant managers on the intricacies of
automation-as all good Franciscans should.
T a ken in t h e r i g h t s p iri t
Later we were taken to the Visitors' Room on the fust floor.
This room was all very neatly laid out with bottles of "Coke"
and plates of biscuits. (Anglo-German relations were by then
stretched to the limit, with moans and groans from all the
visitors). Then when everyone was dutifully sipping their bottle
of " Coke," lo and behold, bottles of brandy were produced.
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ergeanr Roberts has also been experiencing other parts of
the Orient, as witnes an article on his trip to Hong Kong,
published el ewhere in THE WtRE. (See page 165.)

port
Although the Squadron has been communicating madly, we
have not let our sporting standards slip. The trend was set by
Major L yon who, shortly after arriving, won the Royal Signals
Helmsman's Trophy. As if this had shown .that the ·new boss
was a water sportsman seven taping members of the Squadron
jumpl!d into the swimming pool and carried off the Interquadron Water Polo Cup, winning all their matches.
The quadron Rugby team, led by Captain Thompson, has
also had an unbeaten season-not surprising as we have ten
members in rhe 18th Regiment team which reached the final
of the Singapore Area Rugby Cup for rhe third year in succession. Lance-Corporal Prier's try in the semi-final against
40 Commando has been called the be t try seen in Malaysia this
ea on and Lance-Corporal McGibbGn s place kicking has once
more been extremely accurate.
ow we look forward to soccer successes as the team Starrs
training under our newest subaltern, Second-Lieutenant P .
White.
262 SQliADRO:\", B.F.P.O. 53
From various sections of the Squadron we offer on a light
nore rhe following dirty submitted by our new "Q " and
directed to, or should it be at our bachelor readers in other
starions:If you should still be single,
And feeling rather blue,
We can find you a lifetime's partner,
From the girls of Two Six Two.
They work all day on traffic,
They are good there is no doubt.
But their interest seems more than ROUTINE,
At night when they go out.
Our marriage rate is soaring
And before this year is through,
We will have Jost another seven,
Demobbed to say " I do."
They are all so darned attractive,
That's where the trouble lies,
Why don't they post us ugly ones,
Of an inconvenient size?
Or if this cannot be organised,
Enlist Diana Dors,
Wrap her in clothes of bottle green
And posr her to the stores.
The Field of Soccer
We surrendered our chance of the Minor Units League title
by losing 4-2 to R.A.F. Pergamos and we are now likely to
finish third.
We did, however, gain our revenge for a previous defeat by
beating 259 Squadron 3-2 in the Army (Cyprus) Cup. This
was a replay resulting from a previous 2-2 draw. The following round in this competition ~tilled any further interest in the
eventual outcome when we were defeated 3---0 by Administrative
Unir Dhekelia.
It has been nevertheless a most encouraging season and
cenainly the best ever.
Hello 64: Our S.S.M., W.O.II S. A. G. Hulse, wishes to
thank the members of 64th Regiment (T.A.) for their good
wishes and looks forward ro renewing old friendships.
Land Rover Rally By Lance-Ccrrporal. Bonser.
Having been volunteered by Signalman Philpot as his
navigator for 9th Regiment's Land R:over Rally, I foupd myself
on the morning of Sunday, 27th February, at the start line.
There had been extremely heavy rain during the night which
until we were told that the course was mainly cross-country
did not unduly worry us. Even at this news we were not too
put our, feeling safe in our knowledge that the heavy rain usually
gets away very quickly and little effects the usually firm tracks
and dirt roads.
"You live and learn" was an accurate forecast. The rally
organisers had imporred some special routes, we suspect from
the area of World War I Flanders, for the occasion. Thickly
laid with mud or totally submerged in water the tracks were
quite unlike those we anticipated and had prevfously experienced.
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Navigation was achieved, however, and the tracks negotiated,
although there were many moments of near terror as we lurched
forwards, sideways and even rearwards towards trees and
boulders.
The organisers said we missed a check point. We claim it
must have sunk! For a first time effort we were more than
content to reach the finish and, completely undaunted, are now
anxiously awaiting news of further rallies.

With S rgennts' ~ess :i.1embc•rs in ~lind
By the S.S.M.
Not many words have been written of the Mess life of the
Warrant Officers and Senior N.C.0.s of this unit. They are all
members of the No. 1 Garrison Mess which consists mainly of
the staff of H .Q. Cyprus District (Rear), Administrative Unit
Dhekelia and the D.P.0.
All rhe seniors are very active members and are always well
ro the fore in any event that takes place. In the recent Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' "European Cup" matches we had five
members in the Mess team and have supplied the darts team
wirh many gifted players. However, with the departure recently
of Staff Sergeant F. Jones, Sergeant H. Latham, Sergeant J.
James on R.H.E. and Sergeant A. Till on a course the teams
are struggling somewhat.
I t can be said we are aH happy members of a good Mess
under the genial eye the Garrison Sergeant-Major, W.O.I V.
Herd, of the Royal Anglians.
By the C.D.S.O.
The following vacancy exists: Yeoman of Signals. Applicants married or single will be
accepted on a normal three-year tour basis. All the usual
facilities exist from a domestic .i?Oin t of view. Successful
applicant (no interview required) should be prepared to attend
an average of six weddings (as a spectator) per year with the
resultant depletion in his comcen staff offering an ideal
opportunity for mathematical solutions to problems in wo/man
power fleicibility.

252 SQUADRO~, D.F.P.O. I
A number of months have elapsed since our last contribution
to THE WIRE, an omission for which we offer our apologies.
Typhoon • Agnes ' causes some e1nbarrassment
We had our usual crop of typhoons during the summer, none
of them really serious, but one at least caused u s a certain
amount of embarrassment. This was Typhoon " Agnes," which
flooded our R.Q.M.S. stores and with it the entire MFO consignment belonging to our newly-arrived C.R. Signals,
Lieutenant-Colonel M. G. Gallyer. R ather naturally he was
not amus-ed, but we are glad to relate that he is now speaking
to us again!
The summer brought us two distinguished visitors: the Signal
Officer-in-Chief and C.S .0. FARELF, Brigadier E. C.R. Blaker,
on a farewell visit. We were happy to welcome Major-General
Bradley, who inspected our Quarter Guard and made a lightening trip roupd the Squadron's domains; and we were sad to
say goodbye to Brigadier Blaker, who bas visited the Squadron
on several occasions during his FARELF tour. To complete
the round of visits, we welcomed our new C.S.O., Brigadier A.
D . Brindley, when he made an initial visit to the Squadron. For
rhe second time in succession, the Squadron produced a Hong
Kong Other Ranks Quarter Guard, whose turn-out was highly
commended.
Our s1•orting activities-wide and varied
We have continued to play our full part in Garrison sporting
activities, fielding .t eams for soccer, hockey, basketball, swimming and athletics. The football league is now in full swing,
and we retain our position about mid-way in Division II of the
Minor Units League; our star players are Lance-Corporal
Wong Pak Keung and Corporal E. M. J. Woodley, ably assisted
by two recent arrivals, Sergeant J. Boyle and Lance-Corporal
F. L. Armstrong. The basketball team, ably led by W.O.II
(R.Q.M.S.) B. V. Link, continues a splendid record with a total
of thirteen wins against one loss in the Garrison combined Major
and Minor Units League; the loss was against the D epot of
the H.K.M.S.C., our old rivals, but it proved to be an extremely
exciting match and scores were level until the last five minutes
of the game, when the Depot's finesse and experience finally
prevailed. In hockey, too, things are really looking up; last
year we had to combine wirh 253 Squadron to form a team,
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whereas this year we field a team of our own-with at least
six reserves! In addition to the more conventional sports there
~ n?w a thriving inter-troop badminton and volley-ball ieague,
mspired by ~.O.Il (S.S:M.) R. A. Lawry and supported with
great enth usiasm. Play is conducted on courts marked out in
front of the Squadron block-and if anybody wants anybody
afrer 16.30 hours each day, that is the place ~o look.

The s ocial sJcle • • •
On the social side we have
just returned to normality
after the combined frivolities
of Christmas and the Chinese
New Year. Recently we celebrated the riotous festivities
of the Chinese New Year.
As usual, the resounding din
of thousands of bursting
fire-crackers - continued for
two solid days and nights,
prohibiting cohesive thought.
The Squadron contributed
its share to the general festivities with a H.K.0.R.
kiddies' party (complete with
the traditional Lion Dance,
and its star performer LanceCorporal Tsang Tsun Hing
as the head of the lion); and
of course the traditional
"Squadron Chow,'' held
again this year in the Throne
Lieutenant Colon el N . G. Gallyer, C.R.
Room of the Yin King
Sicnals Hong Kong, being enthroned as
Restaurant, with LieutenantKing at the Squadron "c how"
Colonel Gallyer as principal
guest. This is always a unique and most enjoyable occasion,
and our thanks go .to W.O.II Chin Ten Loy who handled all
the arrangements.

• Lee ' and • Wong '
Before concluding our description of social activities we should
also mention a charitable effort by Radio Troop, who organised
a Christmas party for twenty Chinese orphans on 21st D~ ember

F.R.A.
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Random Jottings or Glimpses Behintl the
Yashmak
At ·the time of writing these notes, the Squadron is once
again in the depths of despair.
It is a Sunday morning,
and last night's football results are still fresh in our minds.
Sergeant Bob McKnight has failed again, and it is generally
felt that our excellent pay rise of next month is more than
an unexpected luxury-it is fast becoming an economic necessity. Bills which have Jain neglected since the beginning of
the season are now becoming pressing, and the syndicate
feels that a win ol a substantial nature is needed to combat
the onslaughts of weary creditors. The odds are fast growing
against our even reaping what we have sown, let alone making
a handsome, tax-free profit. Bob sails blithely past the most
desperate objections, secure in the knowledge that NEXT
week will be .the bonanza, and that THIS week was just
another fluke.
Still, who are we lesser mortals to criticise
a man who was solely responsible for a win of twenty-two
shillings only a few months back?
;\ modern-day ~loses
Members of the Squadron who remember with a twinge
of nostalgia the good old days of Catterick, when men were
men, and boys were never mentioned, will warmly welcome
our latest acquisition, Sergeant George Foggo. If (and it's a
very big if) one were to stand outside the main billets at
seven in the morning, it is possible that one might spot George
lurking in the bullrushes like some modem-day Moses, waiting
for late risers, that he might instil into them a modicum of
common sense and respect of the rules. It is a very rewarding
sight to observe a rather sluggish stream of the defenders
of our Commonwealth emerging from their beds at 6.30 in the
morning, like silkworms from their cocoons, trusting to blind
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Radio Troop saying "cheese" in Cantonese HKOR Squadron "Chow"

--<omplete with presents for each child, and a bumper feast
which was a great success. In addition, Radio Troop have
"adopted" a six-year-old under-privifeged Chinese boy, for
whom they sponsor all educational fees; and the senior N .C.O.s
of the Squadron have adopted another boy, on a similar basis.
They are named, respectively, "Lee" and " Wong" for short,
and they attend all Squadron children's festivities as associate
members!
Arrivals and departures since our last notes are far too
numerous to mention in detail, but we would like to welcome
at least the principal actors who have recently taken the stage:
Captain J. R. Barker (W.R.A.C.), .Lieutenant (Tfc.) R. M.
Sutherland, who now commands Operating Troop, Lieutenant
(T .O.T .) N. Ribchester, who has joined us again after a year in
Borneo and now commands the Island Signal Troop, and W.O.I
Morrison, who has t aken over Maintenance Troop. At the
same time, we have said farewell to many old hands of the
Squadron, including Captain (Tfc.) E. G. Barrett, Captain A.
M. G elston (W.R.A.C), Lieutenant (T.0.T.) V. de Witt and
Staff Sergeant J. R. Carey; we wish .them all every success in
their new postings.

instinct alone to guide them to the washrooms and showers.
They are, of course, sightless, soundless, and lifeless for their
first few hours on terra firma, but revive after a cold milk
and hot pie in the canteen, returning to work joyful, eager,
full of fire, and totally unaware that they have been earning
their living for the previous three hours.

Late O.C:. suitably briefed
Major John Agar, our ex-0.C., has now left Aden for
England. Arter a short, stirring speech in the Jimmy Club by
Staff Sergeant Frank Williams, he was presented with an excellent leather briefcase ro brandish in future years at the
Ministry of Defence. He was also given bis first set of " briefs"
and the draft for his initial lecture on Combs. We can but
hope that in the days to come, when Major Agar refers to his
notes, he withdraws the correct reference!
Our man from the Channel Islands safely
back
Much to everyone's relief, Staff Sergeant Bob Wherry has
now returned from his U.K. leave to soldier on as our Foreman
of Signals. He has explained that he did not desert, lose his
memory or leave pass, and did not absent himself without
leave. He did a quick tour with the Channel Islands Defence
Militia, as any patriot would. Of late, he states, the locals
have been having considerable troubles from the April-toOctober tourists who, apparently, have been demanding their
money's-worth of fun and gaiety. But this is just a fly in
the ointment of their ti'ibulations, when compared with the
imminent invasion threats from thousands of <tax-relief-seeking
bu inessmen seeking economic immunity after the last budget.
However, thanks to the herculian efforts of Our Man in the
Channel Islands, it would appear that all is now quiet on the
Guernsey front.
Continued ori page 176
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D me is Che wanderer
ergeant Harry Flood is shortly to go on a tour of East
Africa, where he's going to photograph nature in the rawan imal
cenery and p~ople, for an uninterrupted fortnight.
Harry rejoined the quadron some 14 months ago, and was
promptly d patched up-coumry as a roving technical inspection team, reporting on all our ba!talions. He took to this
as ignrnent like a duck co water and, in fact has been so enthusiastic in his approach to the job that we have for some
time been wondering whether he was still serving up-a>Untry
or had nipped off to Germany for a short spell in the snow.
All our doubts were alleviated last week, however, when a
dark visaged young Arab, in typical native attire, strode into
the office. We were at once struck by the thought-" i\h,
the original noble savage." The noble savage smiled and said:
" alaam Aleikhoum sedigi. How're you going me old china?"
Welcome home, prodigal son!
l:nforturmte incident
This unit does not often boast of its achievements in the
administrative field, for a reason which by now will be obvious
to all and sundry, we're sure. In fact, we a~e so shy and retiring we aren't even going to wax lyrical over the glo!'ies of
our Administrative Inspection, as brother units do. It might
be worthwhile, though, to record a small incident of note
which occurred du!'ing the pre-admin. Major Frank Partington,
the O.C., decided to enact the role of inspecting officer for
this ceremony, but forgot to inform his clerk, Lance-Corporal
John Ovenell, of this gory detail. In consequence, the time
came when master confronted slave in the murky recesses of
the Squadron Office and said : " Good morning, Corporal.
What's your name and what do you do here?" However, all
was clear to this alert young scribe, and so he smiled tolerantly,
stood up, and said: " ow you remember me, sir. I'm your
clerk. You just sit here for a minute or two, and I'll get you
a nice cool drink." The ensuing explosion was heard quite
distinctly at C.S.0.'s Branch, some six miles down the road.
A tie with a swank value for you?
Since we received several requests for Squadron ties af.ter
a flagrant bout of advertising in these columns recently, the
writer is "strongly recommended " to try his hand at salesOnly past members of the - unh are
manship once again.
eligible qo wear these ties, which gives them a swank value in
keeping with the price. They are slim, dark green in colour,
with the crossed gambias, crescent and star appearing in all
the wide open spaces.
Faint blue and white stripes are
apparent, just to show we're signals. The overall effect of
these ties is quite pleasant, and for only 24/ - each, they are
a must for all " with-it" past and present members of the
Squadron.
In our wisdom, we realise that many members of the Corps
who are not eligible to wear these " tailor's dreams" will be
saying to themselves " I wish I could have a tie like that!"
Well, you may I Just send in your application for secondment
to your Unit Adjutant for onward transmission to Royal Signals
Records. Who knows but that you too may be allowed to join
that select little band of Royal S1gnals' elite who soldier on in
the sun-drenched reaches of the Middle East. We can offer
no more.
UndPr eo,•er agent for East African travel
Members of our unit do not take pan in "jolly interesting "
sporting activities very often, if at all. We do not go potholin~, mountain climbing, ~~i.mming, boxing, horse-riding or
canoemg. Such onerous acuvmes we leave to our comrades in
arms of the British Army, with plenty of sympathy for their
fights against arthritis and lumbago in their twilight years.
As a result of our non-participation in these stirring feats of
valour, we have a little more time than most .ro devote to our
hours of leisure. Take for instance the case of Corporal Ronnie
Webber.. He _has just returned from two weeks' leave (for the
~eco nd t~e) m Mombasa where, he says, he spends his time
iust getting the lay of the land. He is shortly off to do the
same thing in Djibouti (again for the second time) and
~ccord~ ngly, we wish the locals the very best of luck.
Ron
is talkmg several members of the unit into taking their leave
in Africa rather than in U.K., and we wonder whether he's
an _under cover agent for the East African Travel Association .
This would not greatly surprise us, for he has all the hallmarks of the modern-day successful businessman. But Jet's be
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fair to Ron-he s recently returned to his normal place of duty,
an up-country battalion, where he swears he's going to play
football regularly and go on the wagon. We look forward to
seeing a rejuvenated Corporal Ronnie amongst us upon his
return to the fleshpots.

Lance Corporal Hirasing Rana, Gurkha Signals
Major H. Mel. Paterson, Gurkha Signals, of 17th Gurkha
Signal Regiment, writes:
"Your January-February copy has just arrived.
I note that ignalman (now Lance-Corporal) Hirasing Rana
is not mentioned in the Mentioned in Despatches List under
F. of S. Willis. I am no longer with 247 Squadron, and so
it i not really my duty to tell you, but he was with me,
and so I am particularly pleased that his name came up.
Hirasing Rana has made an outstanding contribution to the
effort in Borneo, far beyond his share, and in a manner unusual for a Gurkha soldier.
For nine months in i965, not only was he the senior of the
two operators providing the valuable radio link from H .Q.
Sabah Component, Royal Malaysian Police, to H.Q., 51st
9-u~kha Infa~try B~i~ade, in Br1:1nei, his official task, and one
in Itself, but m add1uon, he earned out all the military cryptographic duties for MIO Sabah, organised the SOS and ADS
in and around Jesselton, and did countless other duties not
associated with signalling. His unofficial work for MIO Sabah
was beyond price. His detachment radio rarely closed before
~en each e~ening, and his cryptographic work kept him toiling
mto the mght on countless occasions.
He has been on active service in Borneo continuously since
February, 1964, practically the whole time out on detachment
duty. His service in Borneo continues.
One with absolutely no education before he enlisted the
standard of his work, his devotion to duty, and incessan~ toil
have been exemplary in the extreme, judged by any standards,
and far beyond that expected from a humble signalman.''

•

4 7th REGIJUENT T . A.
MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY
(The Duke of Cn:mhridge's Hussars)

.The ~as_t mon~ ?as been a very busy one for the Regiment,
wlCh 1rammg building up to Trade Board, various Regimental
and Squadron exercises and the social events of the year in
the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, the Mess Dinner
Night, when we said goodbye officially to W.O.II Harry Wylie.
The Regiment entered two teams in the British Army Motoring Association Rally. A good time was had by all, but for
once we did not shine.
•· D " Squadron
" B " Squadron, at Putney, has been the centre of Regimental activity r ecently; the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess dinner on 26th February, which proved to be a great
success, and the exercise on the 4th/ 5th/ 6th March. This has
done a great deal to eliminate any possible impression of remoteness from R.H.Q.
Lieutenant Curry and his team continue to train for the
T.A. Marathon- the date is now very close--even the groaning
stiffness on Monday drill nights, evidence of the strenuous weekend's preparation is now disappearing. Lieutenant Beaumont
commanding the "D " Squadron detachment at Putney, seem~
to have his team on a special diet; Monday night finds him
fee~ing them on brown ale with all the care of a F.A. Cup
tramer. One hastens to add that eight miles' hard marching
generally precedes this treat.
Lance-Corporal Barlow, our Permanent Staff Technician left
us this month. We thank him for all his help, and in parti~ular
the off-duty time he gave up to assist in preparing our social
fl!nctions. We also lose Captain Farrant this month; we wish
him the best of luck. There will always be a welcome for him
in any of the messes at Putney.
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,. D ,. Squadron-mtH'h ' esprit de C'orps '
." D •: Squadron, the Recruit Squadron of the Regiment is
sull gomg strong. We have entered two teams this year for
the C<?urage Trophy, the T.A. Marathon. All are very keen
attending every wee.k-ei;id for training, which takes place i~
the Aldershot and P1rbnght areas. They really put everything
int? it.. In the Alders)lot area they arc on forced marches
which include map-readmg-:-the last RV being, of course, the
local. The last team to arrive pays for the thirsty ones who
have already downed the "odd noggin." At the time of writing
no team. is. o,~t ~f pocket; _o ne. week it is " A" which pays:
the next IC is B. In the P1rbnght area, both teams still show
their rivalry over the obstacle course where, unfortunatdy
"A" team had an accident, one of the lads sprained his ankle'
but he maintains that be will be alright for the big event
on 2nd/3rd April.
Much of this esprit de corps comes from our 0.C., Major
F. Ruthven, who, along with Captain Holness ("""A'' Team)
and Second-Lieutenant Beaumont (" B " Team) have given up
a lot of their spare time in the training of the Squadron.
Sergeant Keene ("A" Team) is having a go for the fourth
time this year. He states, with quiet confidence, that he and
his men will be first past the post. We wish him and both
teams the best of luck.
Our congratulations go to our R.S.M., W.0.1 R. G. Robinson
on the award of the Long Service and Good Conduct Meda!'.
:.1si

(lllGUl,AND) HEGIJUENT (T.A.).
ADE HD EE~

omeers' \\' eekend and • • •
The highlight of recent regimental activities was the Officers'
Weekend held at Carnoustie on 26th/27th February. There was
a very satisfactory ·turn-out in numbers. A full and interesting
programme was carried out during the two days; this included
talks by the Commanding Officer on the new A.V.R. set up
and on the organisation and functions of the Brigade Squadron
which the Regiment is to send to Germany from 28th May to
IIth June, when they will provide communications for 4 Guards
Brigade.
We were very pleased to have visit us from Catterick Major
de Clive-Lowe and Captain J. C. Rundall, who gave most
interesting lectures on the development of Signafs equipment.
llegi111ental Cocktail Party
During the evening of the 26th, a Regimental Cocktail Party
was held in ' the T .A. Centre kindly loaned by 4/ 5 Bn. The
Black Watch (T.A.), Carnoustie, at which a distinguished
company of -guests were present, including the G .O.C. 51st
Highland Division/District, Major-General E. MaitlandMakGill-Crichton, o.B.E., Colonel T. I. G. Gray, the Chief
Signal Officer, Scottish Command, and Major K. Lloyd, S.O.
Signals, Scottish Command. Later that evening an informal
dinner was h eld in the Bruce Hotel which was a!tended by
Officers1 taking part in the Study Period and many wives. During
the evening a Silver Salver was presented to our now-departed
Training Major, Major Derek Hall, who had come back from
the 3rd Regiment for this occasion.
The Officers were delighted to have with them during the
weekend Major D. F. B. Anthonisz, who replaces Derek Hall
as Training Major-alas he does not take up his appointment
until mid-April.
334 SQ1 AIHION

A company of 150 was welcomed at the Ann ual Ball of 334
Squadron 51st (H ighland) Signal Regiment, T.A., by R.S .M. J.
J. Hutchison and W.O.II T. Parker, the P.M.C., of the Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, held in T.A. Centre, Goosecroft
Stirling, on Friday night.
The Ball may well be the last to be held by the Squadron as
it is today, for after 40 years the Squadron is in future likely to
become a Volunteer Reserve.
Among the guests were: Major-General E. Maitland-MakgillCrichton, General Officer Commanding the 51st Highland
Division District, and Mrs. Maitland-Makgill-Crichton ·
Brigadier N. G. A. Noble, Commander I 53 (Highland) Infantry
Brigade, and Mrs. Noble; Colonel Ja s. Cochran, o.B.E., Honorary
Colonel of the Regiment, and Mrs. Cochran; Colonel T. I. G.
Gray, Chief Signal Officer, Headquarters, Scottish Command,
and Miss Gray;
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guests who attended
334 Squadron.

the

annual

of

Lieutenant-Colonel J. M. Wotherspoon, Commanding Officer,
(Highland) Signal Regiment, and Mrs. Wotherspoon;
Maior A. S. Petrie, Officer Commanding 334 Brigade Signal
Squadron, and Mrs. Petrie; Major A. Muggoch, Staff Officer
51st (Highland) Division District, and Mrs. Muggoch; Captain
H. Havergal, PSO/WRAC, 51st (Highland) Signal Regiment,
and Dr. H. Havergal, Principal of the Royal College of Music,
Glasgow; Major D. Gray, Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders,
and Mrs. Gray.
Arrangements for the dance were made by the P.M.C. and
W.0.II Cone (P.S.I. to the Squadron) and the Mess members.
51s~

52nd

(LOWLAND) llEGDIE~T (T .A.)
GLASGOW
The Regiment bas bce11 bard at it
There has been no gradual increase in the tempo of training
following the winter recess, the Regiment has been hard at it
from the word "go."
The annual Administrative Inspection was on 17th February,
and on the next week-end the Regiment carried out the first
of a -series of monthly exercises designed to perfect movement,
stirring up of communications, etc., and to culminate in Exercise " Grand Slam" at annual camp, by which time all systems
should be "go." We didn't look for a heatwave in february,
but neither did we expect about nine inches of snow on the
Saturday to be followed by hours of sleet on the Sunday.

The appalling co11ditio11s did not deft>r
Despite the appalling conditions, well over 100 of the Regiment attended and had a first class week-end. The camaraderie,
strength~ned by shared discomforts, was very evident, and
although feet were soaking ~d berets wringing wet, everyone
pulled together and communications worked. A special tribute
is due to the cooks who provided excellent food, and to the
enior officer who authorised the issue of rum.
February saw the inauguration of a TG Course for W.R.A.C.·
first reports indicate that the girls are more than holding their
own with the Royal Signals personnel.
The Pipes and Drums of the Regiment are busily engaged
with rehearsals for their appearance at the Corps Week-end at
Clltterick.
Due to injuries the football team have not done so well in
tl:ie league thi season, nevertheless, it is one of the few military
teams invited to take part in a joint Civilian/Military summer
competition. Our recently-formed Badminton Club are inviting
opposition from established clubs with a view to competing in
league games next season. Jn boxing, Lance-Corporal J. D .
Smith won the welterweight event in the 52nd Division/District
Championships Tournament. He is to be congratulated on a
fine p::rformance. Maybe his success will encourage a few more
robust types to take up the noble art of fisticuffs.
1•erso11alla
"In the Spring a young man's fancy . . . "
SecondLieutenant A. T. G ant beat the calendar by annoll11cing hi
engagement to Second-Lieutenant R. D. McArthur, W.R.A.C.,
on 7th February; both are in I Squadron. Our congratulations
to them.
W.0.II John Blair, 2 Squadron, is commissioned as a
Lieutenant (Tfc.) and has left us to join 51 (H) Signal Regiment (T.A.). Our good wishes go with him.
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The Victory Ex-Services Club
63/ 79 Seymour Street, London, W.2

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS
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generou~

HE
support of many-particularly those
who contribute under the Day's Pay Scheme-has
T
enabled your Association to assist the less fortunate
members of our Corps family as follows: Number of cases assisted during the past month, 46.
Total of grants and loans made, £753 8s. 2d.
Number of clothing parcels despatched, 37.

One of the Month's Cases
X-C.Q.M.S., - - - , 27 years' service in R.E.
Signals and Royal Signals, now aged 82. He and
E
his wife lost everything they possessed when their home

601 SIGNAL TROOP (SHIP)-FEB, 66.
Lance-Cor poral M. Campbell gives the OC, Captain E. C. Vulliamy,
a leaving present from the troop. Yeoman Newell is on the left.

was destroyed by fire, escaping in their night clothes
only. Local societies helped to provide th-m with a
new home and furniture, and this Association made a
substantial grant to set them up with clothing.

Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Hamer carri es out his last inspect ion .

A Sad Farc1t,cll

66th (ULSTER) BEGDIENT (T.A.), BELFAST
Las t su~mer c amp to be a great success-we hope
Much has happened in the Regiment since last we went to
print. So much, in fact, that <the closing date for this entry
almost passed unnoticed.
~ince the centre . re-opened afcer the Christmas recess, the
urut has been working flat ouc. The aim has been to prepare
ourselves for annual camp at sunny Scarborough, which is very
~arly this year. There ~ave been many of the more loog-standmg members of the urut who can remember the last time the
unit was at Scarborough, who bewail the fact .t hat the season
will not have officially started during our all too short stay.
Neveuheless, everyone is determined to make this, the last
summer camp of the old T.A. a great success.
The unit has also been faced with a hand over/take over of
Commanding Officers. Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Hamer, who
has comple~ed two years with the unit, is moving on to take
~p an appointment with the British Military Mission in Washmgto~. We all wish both him and bis wife and family every
happiness and success in bis new appointment. We will miss
them all, and hope that one day they will come back to
ulster to see us again. The new C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel :r.
B. McVicker is Ulster born and bred. He formerly commanded 302 Squadron (T.A.) in Belfast, but bas been Secondin-Command of this uni< for just over a year.
Farewell to Colonel Hamer
To mark the departure of Colonel Hamer, the unit held a
fai:ewell parade on 13th February. At this time the efficiency
shields fo: the best male and female junior rank were awarded.
These shields were . presented to the unit by the Honorary
Colonel of the Regunent, Colonel C. F. C. Lindsay, E.R.D.,
and are awarded annually. This year the awards were made to
Corporal Edward Byrne, of 2 Squadron, and Corporal Norma
Pacton of the W.R.A.C., I Squadron.
The Commanding Olficer also presented the Territorial
Efficiency 1'1edal .to S~aff Sergeant McClean, W .R.A.C., for
twelve years service with the T.A. and attending at least ten
~ual camps. ~be was well home on this score, having attended ·
thirteen camps in her twelve years' service. Finally, the C.O.
presented the Clandeboye Trophy to ' Q' Troop. This trophy
is also awarded ~nnually ·to t~e Troop which has produced the
best results during the previous year. It went this year to
' Q ' Troop in recognition of the fine work .that the members
of this Troop .do in bar~, can~eens and cookhouses throughout
the. y~r. W1tho~t their valiant efforts, many of the social
acuvmes of the umt would not have been possible. The Band
of the Middlesex Regiment helped us out on tne marchpast,_ for ~hich we were all very grateful.
D1scussmg the parade aferwards, it was decided that in
spite of <the cold, it w~s a succe.ss. So far there has only
been one case of flu directly attnbutable to this parade.
THE WELFARE SECTION STILL REQUIRES
MORE CLOTHING

601 SIGNAL TROOP (SmP) WDICH
ESTABLISHED A FINE REPUTATION OVER
THE YEAllS IS DISBANDED
By the time these notes appear in print, the last member
of 601 Signal Troop (Ship) will have left Bahrain and the
Troop ceased to exist. This disbandment is a very sad occasion for all who have had the pleasure of serving with the
Royal Navy through this Troop, and the following signals
sum things up. The first is from the Senior Naval Officer
Persian Gulf.
" Best wishes to you all as you disperse to your new
posts, and the warm thanks of the Royal Navy for all
you have done. The association between the Troop
and our ships has been long, happy and effective. Goodbye and good luck."

To which we replied :
" Thank you for your kind signal and for a happy time
under your command. Our d'sbandment is a sad occasion for both past and present members of the Troop.
However, we are sure that the spirit of the association
between the Troop and the Royal Navy will be carried
forward to the new L.S.A.s H.M.S. ' Fearless' and
H.M.S. ' Intrepid.' "
Attached to the Ira11ian Navy !
Although H.M.S . Meon and the Captain (Amphibious Warfare) left Bahrain nearly a year ago, there have been plenty
of exercises in different parts of the Gulf. One of our most
interesting assignments was in November last, when we weie
attached to the Imperial Iranian Navy. The 1.1.N was ve
short of operators and we found ourselves on K.harg Island
manning the command links of a CENTO exercise spanning
the length of the Gulf (called the Persian Gulf when talking
to Persians and the Arabian Gulf when talking to Arabs) but
meanwhile good luck to the Signal Troops in Fearless and
Intrepid.

Corps Rugby
Continuing a very sucessful season the Corps Rugby team had
a decisive win over R.A.F. Signals Command by 19 points to 3,
but perhaps their best game was again~t a strong RM.A.
Sandhurst side whom they defeated after a very bard game by
II-0.

The forwards, well led by Staff Sergeant Block, thoroughly
upset the R.M.A.S. forwards by their fitness, speed and all
round work-Lance~Corporal Dempsey winning the loose head
by 5-1 in the tight and Corporal Cairns in great form in the
line out. Unused to pressure such as this, the R.M.A.S. XV
made many mistakes and at times looked desperate in their
efforts to find a way through.
The Corps XV maintained their form throughout· and came
out very worthy winners by three tries-one being convertedthus maintaining their unbeaten record in official Corps matches.

One of the Month's Letters
Membership.-"The Victory ex-Service' Club is available to
all ex-Service Officers and Other Ranks, both men and women,
of the Armed Forces of the Crown and our Allies in both
World Wars. Wives and husbands of members (even though
not ex-Service) may join under a special scheme.
Subscriptions.-The annual membership fee is £1 and covers
the period from the 1st April to .the 31st March.
There is a reduced membership subscription of xos. which
covers the period from the rst January to .the 31st March in
any year.
Life membership is £21.
Accommodation.-"The Club has almost 300 bedrooms, including 59 double :rooms for married couples, and can accommodate n early 400 members.
Prices (per night exclusive of breakfast): Single, from 8s.;
Double, for married member~ r3s. each person; sharing, for
either men or women in the uld Clubhouse, 6s. or 7s.
All rooms are centrally heated and most have hot and cold
water.
Limit of booking, 10 nights.
Only Club members may occupy bedrooms.
Meals.-Dining Room: Breakfast 4s. 6d. or 3s .. ; lunch from
6s.; dinner from 7s.. Cafeteria: Light meals, grills, snacks, at
reasonable prices.
Other Amenities.-Fully licensed bar, lounges, library, ladies'
drawing room, billiards room (three full sized tables).
Children under the age of ten are not allowed in the Club.
tween the ages of ten and sixteen they may use the lounges,
dining' room or cafeteria between the hours of 12 noon and
5.30 p.m. when accompanied by a member.
Children are not allowed to occupy bedroom accommodation.
Reunions, Functions, etc.-The Club bas excellent facilities
for holding reunions of Old Comrades' Associations or other
functions.
An illustrated brochure and an application form for membership may be obtained on application to: The Secretary, The Victory Ex-Services Club, 63/79, Seymour
Street, London, W.2.
The Royal Signals Association commends this Club a very
good value to all ex-Service Members of the Carps.

Corps Football
Hull University l; Royal Signals 5.
Scorers for the Corps: Gordon (3), Forrester and Harvey.
Royal Engineers 2; Royal Signals 4.

Corps Hockey
U.K. Army Cup semi-final on 30th March:8th Regiment x; 36 Engineer Regiment R.E. 3.

" Just a few lines to thank you from my heart for
the grant. It is grand to know that ones' own Regiment is willing <to help, when all other doors are shut
and everything seems futile. It gives a man faith again.
We are delighted, too, with the clothing parc!l, which
was a God-send. Thank you all for everything.''

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN

Royal Signals Association anti Benevolent Fund
The followir11: subscripuons were mosr 1ra1e/ully received during
F ebruary, 1956:

..

d.
[,
5 3 0
9 17 I
4 I 0

24:h Regimcnr (Officers' M ess) .. .
.. .
.. .
..
. ..
24th Regiment (Warrant Omc.::s and Sorgconts' Me!s)
Army Ap;>renticcs' School
49th Regiment T.A.
...
. .
...
. .
..
Jrd RcgiJDent (Warrant Officers' and Serge:r.11s' Mess)
47th Regiment T.A.
.. .
. .
..
...
...
..
47th Regiment T .A. (Warranr Office.rs and Scrgea"1tSi
47th Regiment T.A. (" B " Squadron Warranr Office.s and
Sergeants)
7th Regiment
13th Regiment
16th Regiment
. ..
Loughborough Branch
..
Various individual donations
Toti!! Reccipts

I

2

I

2 0
59 11
27 8
28 12
25 0
8 6
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0

6 3
18 0
2 0

6

0

s

0
2
0
6

s

Royal Signals Corps Mobile Display

"QUICK SIL VER"
DATE
191h-23rd May
27th-30th May
9th-13th June
15th-19th June
24th-26th J unc
27th June· 3rd July
8th-10th July
x4th-17th July
28th-3 1st July
2nd-6th Augu t

PL.ACE
Preston
(Lao BC:c Depot)
Coventry
Swindon
Dundee
Falkirk
Glasgow
Gala hiels
Bristol
Rcadin11
ewcastle

Cmliff
Leeds
Shc.11\cld
Sutton Coldfield
(Fus. Bdc Depot.}
24th Sept. • lit Oct. Cambrid11c

13th-20th August
27th-29th August
30th Aug. -7th Sept.
9th-15th Sept.

EVENT
Arm · Weck-end
Armi• Wcclr.-cnd
Army display
Army displo~
Army display
Glasgow week
Army display
Army Week
i\rmi· Display "New B:tvoy"
Army Weck, Northumlxrland
Show ond Tyneside ummer
Exhlbition
Army Weck
Leed Galo
Army Weck
Army Youth Weck
Home & Industrlc• Bllhlbltioo
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THE BRITISH ARMY'S NEW HF RADIO STATION-THE A.13

The most up-to-date, fully transistorised, lightweight, military H.F. packset-the Plessey-made
A.13-is now in full production. Already adopted
by N.A.T.O. and Commonwealth armies, the
A.13 has proved its superi ority in world -wide
trials and in service with the Briti sh Army.

Free Tuning without Netting
The A.13's crystal calibrator makes any one of
th e 2,400 channels in the 2-8Mc/s band available
immed iately, without netting.
PM, AM and CW Operation
Phase modulation gives improved range with
longer battery life. AM and CW facilities make
the A.13 compatible with existing systems.
Multi-Role Flexibility
High-grade, lightweight ancillaries can be
provided for any man-pack, ground station or
vehicle role. Transistorised amplifiers, hand
generators, voltage regulators, remote controls,
vehicle adaptors and a full range of aerials are
all available.
Ruggedness with Easy Maintenance
The A.13 fully meets the most exacting British
Army standards for ruggedness and ease of
maintenance. Highest reliability is maintained
throughout the A.13's long life.
Rechargeable Batteries
With a 1:9 transmit/receive ratio, the battery life
exceeds 8 hours. Batteries are quickly charged
from the hand generator or any vehicle supply.

Hairpins never bother the Spitfire owner, though
he has to keep sweeping th em ou1 of 1he cockpit.

BUY A TRIUMPH (save tax)
TOUR ABROAD (save fares)
SHIP IT HOME (save heartbreak)
Buying a Triumph Spitfire Mk II now
would not be an indulgence, it would
be an investment.
Purely financially, you benefit with
generous tax concessions. You also save
car-hire and railway fares (assuming you
agree that it's foolish to pass-up the
chance of really getting to know the
country you're posted to).
180

You can buy before -you go - and
drive for six months in the U.K. Don't
worry about forms, shipping dates,
maintenance, insurance. Your Triumph
dealer can handle the whole lot for you.
But nobody buys a Spitfire for purely
financia l reasons. lt is also an excellent ·
investment in sheer fun. We could give
you all the technical reasons why. But
why not get them first hand? Ask your

nearest dealer for a test drive. Or, if you
prefer to shop by post, write for a glossy
catalogue to:
.
Personal Export Division, StandardTriumph Sales Limited, Coventry, or
Berkeley Square, London.

A.13 standard man-pack radio

For further details,
please request Publication 233.
The Plessey Company Limited
llford, Essex, England.
Telephone: llford 3040. Telex: 23166
Telegrams: Plessey llford Telex.

i1;'i'*'"';"'Aeu""MR'* ~
A m~m~r of th e Leyu1nd Molar Corporation
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PLESSEY Electronics

Air Vice-Marshal M. K. D. Porter,
C.B., C.B.E., M.l.E.E., F.R.Ae.S., R.A.F.

Hands over as Director General, R.A.F. Signals
TRUE FRIEND of the Corps, he understood our
problems and gave us the maximum of help, co-operaA
tion and understanding.

Benevolence in the Welfare State
• •• an Anachronism?
T HERE is a common misconception that the Welfare State takes full care
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of the old, the sick, the m aimed and those who are out of w ork.
Whilst the State provides m an y benefits, what it gives in most cases is only
sufficient for bare existence. It does n ot cover contingencies such as new
clothes for the childr en, extra fuel bills in a cold winter, hire purchase
commitments when out of a job, holid ays for those in need of rest and
change and a host of other pressing human problems. In fact it was n ever
intended by H.M. Government that the Welfare State should supersede
the work of charitable organisations, and this was recen tly stated b y a
Minister of Pensions and National Insuran ce who said: " .. .. however
human and flexible you try to make a Government D ep artment you cannot
make it human and flexible and never to the extent that voluntary fu nds
can do. Therefore it is so terribly important from our point of view that
we should be able to have the help of voluntary bodies, either to supplement
what we do or to replace what we would like to do but cannot do in the
odd and the exceptional and the difficult cases."
As a corollary on the above the Royal Signals Association is frequently
approached by Welfare officers of the Ministry of P ensions for assistance
in cases affecting ex-members of the Corps. T he regular soldier who h as
moved about the world with, and sometim es without, his family and who
enters civilian life, often at middle age, is much m ore vulnerable to disaster
than his civilian counterpart who is well established in his own particular
locality with his own home, and local connections. Should anyone doubt
this, attendance at the Association's weekly Welfare Committee would soon
show the wide variety of human problems-many desperate-that only
charitable aid can help to alleviate. The calls on the Association increase
year by year as the cost of living goes up and there is much more that we
would like to do.
It should not be thought that the ex-soldier is the only person who is
helped. The Association helps serving soldiers on a scale outside the scope
of unit resources. For instance in the last six months serving soldiers were
helped with grants or loans totalling £582. With the advent of the Day's
Pay Scheme it is anticipated that this aid will be stepped-up.
There is a continuing and increasing need to help the less fortunate
members of the Corps family-serving or retired and indeed to help Army
benevolence as a whole. The ex-soldier is more likely to be affected by
the vagaries of misfortune than his serving counterpart and of course
all serving soldiers become ex-soldiers. Corps benevolence will stand by
them should the occasion arise but it does need the support given under the
Day's Pay Scheme if it is to do this effectively.
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No, benevolence is not an anachronism for those in contact with realities
-it is a bard necessity. It commands your support.
THE WIRE, MAY-JUNE 1966

On 3 Ist March, Air
Vice-Marshal M. K. D.
Porter, C.B., c.B.E., who
has
been
DirectorGeneral of Signals in the
Air Force Department of
the Ministry of Defence
for the last three years,
relinquished his I a s t
Signals appointment before taking up the post
of Air Offic'!r Commanding-in-Chief, Royal Air
Force Maintenance Command, with the rank of
Air Marshal. During the
38 years since he joined
the R.A.F. as a Halton
Apprentice, much of his
work from his early
days as a pilot officer
has been alongside the
Army - usually represented by Royal Signals.
His ~st commissioned appointment was to No. 2 Army Cooperanon Squadron, R.A.F., fl ying a biplane with an observer
i~ open cockpits, in the era of ground-strip signalling, message
pick-up hooks, and other primitive communications wi th the
Army ~own belov.:. ~ignals specialisation came a few years
later with an engmeenng course that led to a series of increasingly responsible signal appointments. In the early part
of the Second World War he w~ organising telephone communications, first for the balloon barrage system and then for
the famous No. I I (Fighter) Group, defending the London area.
Later, as Chief Signal Officer of Second Tactical Air Forceto which three Air Formation Signal Regiments were allocatedhe went through the campaign in North-West Europe working
in association with our own Major-General C. M. F. White,
C.S.O., 21st Army Group.
In 1954 he returned to Germany, where he renewed his ties
with Royal Signals as C.S.O., 2nd Allied Tactical Air Force.
In his last appointment, his responsibilities encompassed the
vast field of all aspects of R.A.F. communications on the ground
and in the air, radar and navigational aids, but he found time
to give much of. his attentioi;i t? Air Formation Signals, whose
work he recognised as an md1spensable and most important
~upport for R.A.F. operations. Not surprisingly, he was better
mformed about this aspect of the work of Royal Signals than
many of our own senior officers, and his understanding of the
pro~l~ has been of great help to the Corps. He preferred
to simplify matters by starting with the bare essentials, rejecting
anything based purely on tradition, and it has therefore been
~nco~raging that .this distinguished R.A.F. officer, not noted
m his own Service for fulsome compliments, should be so
appreciative of what Royal Signals has done and can do for
the Royal Air Force. The end of his work in Signals means
th.at the Corps will much miss the counsels of a sympathetic
fnend-often enlivened by an inimitable dry humour-though
we are delighted to see a Signal Officer go on to such high
~ank. We thank him for all he has done to help the Corps in
its work and wish him good fortune in his new post.
On the occasion of the relinquishment of his appointment,
the following letters were exchanged between the S.0.-in-C.
and Air Vice-Marshal M. K. D. Parter:
From Major-General P. E. M. Bradley:
"As you leave what must, by the nature of things, be
your last appointment as a Signal Officer, may I, on behalf
of Royal Signals, with whom you have worked for so many
years, express our great thanks for all the help, co-operation
and understanding you have given us. May I, in particular,
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as Signal Officer-in-Chief, on my own behalf and on behalf
o~ my staff and . of the officers and men of Air Formation
S1gnals world wide, thank you for everything that you have
d?11e to help us since you have been Drrector-General of
Signals. Lastly, as Peter Bradley, I should like to say how
very grateful I am .for t~e personal kindness you have shown
me and for YOll;f. mvanable help and good advice. It has
been a great privilege to have worked so closely with you.
We '!"'ere all, as you ~now, delighted to hear of your
promotion and new. appomtment. Furthermore, as Signal
Officers, we are thrilled to see one of us rising so high in
the Service. We all wish you the greatest of good luck and
g~ fortune in the future and hope that we shall meet
agam."
From Air Vice-Marshal M . K . D. Porter :
" I cannot tell you how deeply touched and honoured I
was by the contents of your note, wh ich gave me more
pleasure , than . anything that has happened to me in my
38 years serv1ce. I shall always keep it as a treasured
memento of my association with the Army.
I have been fortuna.te to have served alongside the Army
fo_r many years, starting with my first flying appointment
with No. 2 Army Co-operation Squadron, to whom I returned on my first appointment as a Signals Officer. For
m~ny years thereafter I had the privilege of working closely
with the Army, both in peace and war, and it was a very
great pleasure ~o be able to do so again in the Ministry of
Defence. It is a source of great personal satisfaction to
me that the relations between our two staffs have become
so close and are so happy. Long may this continue.
I w~nt , most sincerely, to thank you and your staff for
your kind~ess to me, and your helpfulness to the Royal Air
Force _durmg J?Y tour here, and to tell you that this has
made a. a partlcularly happy one. I am genuinely sorry to
be leaving and I shall miss working with you and your
staff more than I can say.
I shall be offended if you do not find time to come and see
me at Andover. I hope that when you are visiting units in
the West Country you will come and spend a night or so
and bring you wife with you.
Finally, I should like to convey my best wishes for the
continued success and prosperitv of Royal Signals and all who
serve in it."
·

216 SIGNAL SQUADRON (PARACHUTE BRIGADE)
ARE HOLDING AN OPEN DAY FROM 10 a.m. TO
4.15 p.m. ON WHIT-SATURDAY, 28th MAY, 1966.
ALL FORMER MEMBERS OF THE SQUADRON
WILL BE MOST WELCOME AT THEIR OLD UNIT
IN ALDERSHOT.

HEADQUARTERS, ROYAL SIGNALS CYPRUS FACE THE CAMERA
Back Row (left to right) : Sicnalman R. M. Houghton . Lance·Corporal A. C. V.
Jeffrey, Mrs. M. 8. Holmes, Staff.Serceant M. J. S. 8erriman, Mrs. C. P. Appleby.
Corporal R. Huches, Private M. N. Morley
Front Row {left to rlrht): Major L. C. P. Jauard, Lieutenant-Colonel (T.O.T.)
R. W. Cooper. Colonel M. J. R. Fletcher, M.8.E., Major F. C. Lockwood ,
Captain H. Scott
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Ul<:l"TEX.\XT-COLOXEL C. W. lU. "l:.OUNG.
o.n.E .. F.U.G.S.
Charle William Marr Young always known as "Boy," born
in 1915, died in airobi on 3rd January. "Boy" was educated
at Oundle and " the Shop " and was conunis ioned into the
Corp in 1935. After two years in 2nd Divisional Signals he
joined '"A." Corps ignals, India in 1938. In the same year he
was po ted to Waziristan District ignals which was s6ll engaged
on the operations against the Faquir of lpi.
He moved to Malaya with the Indian Expeditionary Force
and was a temporary Captain when captured by the Japanese.
On his release in 19~5 he spent the shortest possible time in
England and orth-West Europe before returning to the East.
He was awarded the O.B.E. for his contribution in keeping
up the morale of his fellow P .0.W.s.
He had built and
operated radio receivers on which the news could be heard.
The set which he used tO conceal in a fencing post in the
prison compound is now in the ational Army Museum. The
new of V.J.-Day reached him as he was walking round on
crutches, the radio being in one crutch, the batteries in the
other.
On his return to the East in 1947, he became Commandant
of the School of Signals, Pakistan then located in Rawalpindi,
as a temporary Lieutenant-Colonel. His services were very
highly valued in Pakistan where he remained un61 1954· A
short spell in IIth Armoured Division in Germany followed,
and in 1955 he became C.S.O., East Africa, where the MauMau campaign was approaching its end.
He refiled in 1958 and immediately joined the East African
Power and Llghoog Company. In this company be occupied,
in tum, the posi6on of personal assistant to the Nairobi Manager, Commercial Engineer
airobi, and finally Chief Commercial Engineer.
Boy had been born in India and he loved the East. He
explored wherever he went, and in 1954 was elected F.R.G.S.
His other passion was shooting mainly with the rifle. He was
Kenya .303 Champion in 1956.

UEUTEXANT-COLONEL S. A. W. PJllLCOX.
T.D.
Few Commanding Officers can have taken up their command in more difficult circumstances than did LieutenantColonel S. A. W. Philcox, T.D., whose death occurred suddenly
at his home Kingsdown, K ent, on 28th March. He assumed
command of 3rd Divisional Signals when the Division was
fighting its way back to D unkirk beaches; the resources of the
unit were stretched to the limit and a less able man might
have faltered under the _circumstances, but not so " Philco,"
as _he later became affectionately to be known throughout the
urut, and those who were with him on the beaches at La
Panne on that memorable afternoon of lst June, 1940, will remember his great coolness and courage.
Lieurenant-Colonel Philcox was a veleran of the First World
War and saw service in the Middle East with the old R.E.
Signals. Between the wars he was first a reservist officer and,
in the late 20s, joined the 47th (2nd London) Divisional Signals
(T.A.). H e remained with that unit when it became London
Corps Signals (T .A.) and, in 1939, was O.C. 2 Company when
it joined the B.E.F. in France as 2 Corps Signals. ·
Following the Dunkirk evacua6on " Ph ilco" remained C.0.
of 3rd Divisional Signals during those weary years of intense
training when the Division was preparing to lead the assault on
Hitler's Euroj)'!; it would have been his proudest moment had
he been in command at the time of the D-Day landings.
However, that was not to be; in 1943 he joined the staff of
orthem Command and towards the end of the war saw service
i~ West Africa. His heart always remained with 3rd Divisional
Signals and, soon after the war, he was the prime mover in
forming the 3rd D ivisional Signals Reunion Club, was its
first Chairman and remained so until 1958, when ill-health made
it difficult fo_r him to attend committee meetings in London.
He never failed to be present at the Clcb's annual reunion
dinners, and happy memories of his enthusiasm and kindly
character will remain for ever with those who had the honour
to serve under him during those now distant war years.
In civili~n. life Lieutena_nt-Colonel Philcox was with Lloyds
Bank; he iomed them with the old Cox & King's Military
Bank and retired in 1957 as Assistant Manager of the Holborn
Branch.
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TRllffTE TO T"' O ST.U.W.\RTS OF THE
COHPS 111\ND
It is with regret that we must announce the recent deaths
of two stalwart one-time members of the Corps Band, J.
(" Dickie ") M ason and Patrick ("Pip ') O'Connor.
Dickie Mason enlisted into The Hampshire Regiment in
June, 1921, and, having served for 12 years, transferred into
the Corps becoming one of the early members for the Band
(then a private officers' band, under the direction of Mr. A.
Ricketts).
Dickie served with the Corps in many parts of the world
and became a noted. French horn player, respected by many for
his fine musicianship. He finally left the Service in 1961 with
the rank of Sergeant, but complete estrangement from the
Corps and from uniform was not for Dickie, so, until he died
last December, he worked as a War Department messenger for
Headquarters, School of Signals at Catterick, the scene of so
mu h of his service with the Corps.
Pip O'Connor's passing, in February, so soon after Dickie
Mason's, was a shock to all who remembered them both as
members of the "old Band."
Pip had be~n in the Connaught Rangers when they disbanded in 1922, having served since March, 1919, and had
then become a founder member of the Band at its inception at
Maresfield the following year.
Having served under the baton of Mr. Ricketts and subsequent Corps Bandmasters for a number of years, during
which time he served alongside many persons now personalities in the world of music. He finally left the Army in
November, 1945, and took employm~nt at Catterick Military
Hospital.
Dickie Mason's funeral service was held at St. Martin's
Garrison Church on 30th December, Pip O'Connor's being
held at the Roman Catholic Church of St. Joan of Arc, Catterick,
on 9th March. The Corps Band was represented at both
funerals and provided bearer parties.
Our deepest sympathies are extended to both widows and
their families in their sad bereavement.

Promotions
REGIMBNTAL DUTY ROSTER
To \lr .O .I

To

\X

OJI

19043262 A / W.O .I
21005680 A / W.O.I
22996oot S Sgt.
22515923 A / W .O .II
22250651 S Sgt.
22847076 S Sgt.
22008380 A / W.O.II
22308700 A / W.OJ.I
22265729 S Sgt.
22526327 S Sgt.
22550295 A / S Sgt.
22309279 Sgt.
225487II A / S Sgt.
2549320 Sgt.
22542375 A/S Sgt.
22845316 Sgt.

r,. W.0.I
1<•

Sgt.

To W.O .I

T1

Sgt.

To Sgt .

To Sgt.

Deaths
AR'-'\STRONG .-On 3rd April, at B.M.H .. Catterick. peacefully , after a
long illness borne with great fortitude, Maisie (nee Porter, Subaltern,
A.T.S. Signals, Germany), beloved . wife of Major R. J. Armsuong,
Royal Signals, and mother of John and Simon.

To Sgt .

FARLEY.-Ex-S.S .M . J. W . Farley, on 12th March.
He served from
19I9-1938 and then, as a civilian, worked for a Signal Troop at Bu!ford.
He was " Life Member of the Association and member of the Salisbury
Branch until his retirement.
HARDY.-Lance-Corporal James Anthony Hardy, of 208 (COMWEL)
Signal Squadron, on 5th April, in Malaya , as the result of a road
accident.
LEIGH.-Signalman Brian Leigh, from the same unit, who died on 6th
April as the result of a road accident.
SM!TH .-Signalman Charles Smith . Served 1939.1946. Died March 1966.
Home address: 94, Constantine Avenue , Ta-ghall, York. Member of
Yor;; Branch , Royal Sigrur:s As ociation.

To Sgt.

Upgratling Courses in Catterick
Commencing November 1966
Line Technician
Class 11-J
Radio Technician (Lt)
Class II-I
R.R. Man
Class II-I
Lineman
Class II-I
Driver R. Signals
Class II-I
Telegraph Technician
Class III-II
Cipher Operator
Class III-II
Clerk R. Signals
Class III-II

lSt
8th
lst
15th
15th
22nd
22nd
1st

Nov.,
Nov.,
Nov.,
Nov.,
Nov.,
Nov.,
Nov.,
Nov.,

1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966

To

FORBMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER
22549044 W .O.II
O ' Brien , P. J.
Horton, A. J .
22146137 Sgt.

T H E W l R E , M A Y - J U N E 1.9 6 6

510
610
2220 (Ad)
2050 (Ad)
II70 (Ad)

370
38o
IJ8o
II90
1200

23531 902
23528540
23528520
23783416
23699774
23534879
23666312
23785656

TBCHNICAL ROSTER
Cpl.
Theis, E. H .
Cpl.
Hough, ] .
Cpl.
Pettifer, B. P.
Cpl.
Abrahams, B. W.
Cpl.
Hughes, D. A.
Cpl .
Mcinnes. M. G .
Cpl.
Foster. R. A.
Cpl.
Parry, R.

5410
5555
5557
5565
5570
5575
56o5
5620

10782
9450
11946
1o622
13350
Il004
II935
10780

OPERATING ROSTER
2251526o A / Sgt.
Robertshaw, A. C.
22983402 Cpl.
Moorhead, W. J.
23473279 Cpl.
Nicholson, R. C .
23427o62 Cpl.
While, R
22776203 Cpl.
Walker, W.
23529721 A / Sgt.
Ditch, T.
22972523 Cpl.
Goodman, D. N.
23473745 A/Sgt.
Curnow, A. F'. J.

12930
1296o
12970
13000
13070
1308o
13100
13130

7590
15850
1636o
17950
6430
13550
21400
21750

ADMINISTRATIVE ROSTER
A / Sgt.
Southgate, T. H.
3040
~3236504 A / Sgt.
Cole, H.
3050
228no59 A/Sgt.
Duffy, W. T.
3o6o
22524697 A / Sgt.
Edwards, D , L.
3070
23I87973 A / Sgt.
Ogden B. C.
3080
22432u6 A/Sgt.
Martin, G . D.
3090
2277I849 Cpl.
Parsley, G.
3100
23657974 Cpl.
Molloy, ].
3uo
Mullins, A. B.
3II4
23472962 A / Sgt.
Widdowson, C. E . M. 31-20
23614416 A/Sgt.
23557055 A/Sgt.
Derrick, K. P.
3130

104
980
1534
2210
236o
3090
3930
4240
4454
466o
4750

14441343

FIELD
22795940 Cpl.
Cpl.
22693773
2253S120 Cpl.
22622468 Cpl.
22787663 Cpl.
22537877 Cpl.
22773036 Cpl.
23294107 A/Sgt.
22776oII A/Sgt.
22776428 Cpl.
23249151 Cpl.
23255516 Cpl.
22569544 A/Sgt.
23514822 Cpl.
22539343 Cpl.

ROSTER
McElligott, A. F. S.
Middleton, E .
Collins, ]. P.
Duff, R. A. M.
Moore, F. J.
Edison, J. P.
Faragher, T E.
Norris, R. A.
Dixon, R. D .
Federal, R. D. V.
Aitken, R. T.
Costigmi, C.
Baynes, I. M.
Blake, J. C.
Pheonix T.

INSERTIONS
REGIMENTAL DUTY ROSTER
S gt.
Gardiner, C . L.

gt.

22296704

To Sit.

22515547

Sgt.

W .O.I

1170
381o (Tec)

0n£P CLERKS ROSTER
A/W.0.I
Byrne, J. F.
A/W.O.I
Randall, K. H.
McKay, H .
A / S Sgt.
Constantinou, A.
A/S Sgt.
Smith, A.
A / Sgt.

Sgt.

W.O.I
W.O.Il

1020
2520

14467134
14187225
22569866
22537728
222966<>9

Pl!riodi<: Re-teRtin9 of Tl't!/1nlcian11 Cla1111 I l l arrd 11

2. I t has recently been agreed that a pass in the' Tl technician
qualifying examination will be regarded as a re-classification
for the w_ritten portion of this periodic trade re-testing.

New
Old
Se>t. No. Sen. No.
Robinson , R. G.
86o
920
Dathan , L.
870
950
Peake , R . A.
3530 2640
Norris, S. R . •
3570 2380
T aylor, J. E.
3580 2180
Stephens, C. E.
3590 2570
Hayes, R. G. W.
36oo
370
Smith, P.
3610 2700
Bailey, E.
3620 266o
McGilnay, G .
3630 2850
Phillips, D . G . W. 38oo 6840 (Op)
Noble, P. A.
3910 6990 (Op)
Hardy, B. A. C.
4050 1224 (Ad)
Burrows, R. D.
4o6o 1154 (Ad)
Postlethwaite, R. G. 4070 1900 (Ad)
Breese, R. C.
4080 10120 (Op)

ADMINISTRATIVE ROSTBR
Sgt.
Donnelly, N. M .

To

r. Corps Memo No. 21, para 54 requires that all Class III
and II tradesmen be re-tested in their primary trade at intervals
of not more than three years.

W.O .I

FJELD ROSTER
Smith, T. C.

DELETIONS
REGIMBNTAL DUTY ROSTER
400
440
2~0
1200
2440
2 00
FOHUMAN OP SIGNALS ROSTER
740
750
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4490 3874
4500 3940
240
4550
300
456o
910
4570
4580 1091
4590 1480
46oo 1856
4610 2240
4620 2250
4630 2390
4640 2500
4650 3080
466o 3640
850
4670

I 14
96o
(Reg. W.O.II Duty)

1370

5050 (Op)

1334

616o (Op)

W.O.Il
S Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

1CNAL CEtiTRE St:PlRv1s,1R Rosn a
120
CHIEF CLER1':S ROSTtR
66o
450
OPERATING RO ~ TER
616o
5050
FrELD R OSTER
4210
4170
~700
3630

MovementsWarrant Olliters anti Senior N. C. O.s
MAY, 1966
.•. To 19th Regi~nt
W.O.I R. E. J. Williams
,, 61st Regiment (T.A.)
A / W.0.I C. G. Johnson
W.O.II E. Bailey
...
,, 261 Squadron
W.0.II T. A. Pearce ...
,, 234 Squadron
W.O.II T . B. Brown
...
...
. .. ,, 19th Regiment
W.0.II (Y. of S.) W. A. Littlejohn .. . ,, 18th Regiment
W.O.II ) . Y . Templeton
...
. ... , 3 Div. H .Q . & Signal Regt.
W.O.Il (F. of S.) B. T . Flint
., 4 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
W.0.II (F. of S.) P. J. Swaby
,. 646 Troop
W.O.II (F. of S.) E. D . Nixon
,, 210 Squadron
W .O.Il (F. of S.) P. C. Forbes
,, School of Signals
,. Queen' s University O.T.C.
Staff Sergeant C. A. Tiirncr .•.
., Joint Corns. Uni1, Borneo.
Staff Sergezit (Y. of S.) A. Dixon
,,
2 Div. H .Q. & Signal Regt.
Staff Sergeant R. Fell . . .
...
19th Regimem
Staff Sergeant G. H. Youngjohns
1 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
Staff Sergeant A. A. Murray .. .
11th Regiment
Staff Sergeant J. H. Thirkill .. .
.. 639 Troop
Staff Sergeant J . Maher ...
. ..
2
Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
Staff Sergeant D. B. Rand ...
H .Q ., R. Signals Malta & Libya
Staff Sergeant L. Arrowsmith
.. 229 Squadron
Sergeant A. G. Crowhurst
,, 8th Regiment
Sergeant T. Phoenix
...
,, llth Regiment
Sergeant P. Thornborough
., 28th Regiment
Sergeant R. L. Clarence
,, 19th Regiment
Sergeant G. A. Black
,, 6o7 Troop
Serg1!"'1t M. Skipper
.. .
"
2 rst Regiment
Sergeant A. R. Heath .. .
21st Regiment
Sergeant E. E. Jones .. .
,, School of Signals
A / SgL R. G. Walkingshaw
.. 19th Regiment
Sergeant R . J Haskell ...
., 50 Msl. Regt. , R.A., Signal Tp.
Sergeant J. E . Stockwell
1
Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt
Sergeant T . Skinner
..
11th Regiment
Sergeant G. E. J. Pritchard
.,
8th
Regiment
Sergeant R. M. James .. .
,, 237 Squadron
Sergeant N. Glassborow .. .
47th
Regiment (T.A.)
Sergeant A. E. Abbou .. .
., 28th Regiment
Sergeant B. R. Rothwell
.. ,, SHAPE
Sergeant W. Anderson .. .
,, H.Q., 17 Div. Malaya District
Sergeant B. C. Ogden .. .
,, 30th Battalion, R.A.0.C.
ergeant J . B. McKinnon
,. 516 Troop
Sergeant L. V.
Lawbuary
,, 18th Reg:ment
Sergeant E. R. Manning
1 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
Sergeant N. Papanicolaou
,, 18th Regiment
Sergeant A. J. T . Burt .. .
,, Joint Com . Unit, Borneo.
Sergeant J. T. O'Brien ..
,. Joint Corns. Unit. Borneo.
Sergeant M . Jennings
,. 228 Squadron (SHAPE)
Sergeant J. Brackston
.. 4 Div H.Q. & Sig~al Reg1.
Sergeant C. Binks
,, 245 Squadron
Sergeant R. Chapma!l
,, 237 Squadron
Sergeant T. Cockerill
,,
Joint Com . Unit, Borneo.
Sergeant J . R. Lawless
,. Royal Horse Guards Signal Tp.
Sergeant J. B. Bennet!
208 Squadron
A / Sergeant B. Rollings
., 646 Troop
Sergeant G. Chambers .. .
15th Regiment
Sergeant R. Woodhead . . .
.. 30th Regiment
Sergeant D. M. Maxted
4
Div. H.Q. &
ignal Regt.
Sergeant E. Bryer
. . .. •;ist Regiment (T.A.)
Sergeant J. E. Heacock
••
2
Div.
H.Q.
&
Signal
Regt.
Sergeant S. J. Jury
,, 3 Lt. Regt., R.A., Signal Tp.
Sergeant T. Leak ...
.•
4i.nd
Regiment
(T.A.)
Sergeant R. W. Cox
., 257 Squadron
Sergeant T . S. Adams
1 th Regiment
Sergeant F . Wilkinson
1 th Regiment
Sergeant E. G . Donnethoroe
AMENDMENTS TO MARCH LIST
Inser< W.O.II Wombwell
Delete W.0.II Wombell
J11 ser1 W .O.II tuckey
Delcie W.0.II Sruckley

Against R.A.C. Centre
Delete W.O.II (Y. of S.) H. E Wright

Insert W.0.II (F. of .) G. J.
\\'ri&ht
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to be collected') for this splendid station and I learned it was
a most generous gift from the Marconi Company.
.
As a small measure of our appreciation I would like to
presen t to you on behalf of the Royal Signals Amateur Radio
Society a statuette of a Royal Signals Officer in pre-war full
d ress uniform- in fact the f ull dress worn by our officers
when we first began our long association."
Following a demonstration of the equipment for the benefit
of the Press and T elevision photographers, Mr. Laws was taken
on a tour of the n ew H elles Barracks and was heard later to
comment sadly on the disappearance of many of the old Catterick
landmarks of hi younger days. The presentation ended with an
informal lunch in the Officers' Mess of 8th R egimen t.
Radio amateurs present included G3CDM, G3DM K , G 3EJF,
G3IAB, G3PFB, G 3TBP, GW3RZQ, and Corporal T ikkaram
Gurung one of the operators of 9M2SR at Seremban .

Movements-Officers
Brigadier A. J. Wood r ow, M.B.E., Commander Train ing Brigade
presents Mr. A. R. Laws, Manager of the Rad io Communications
Division of The Mar coni Company w ith a si lver statuette of an
Officer of Royal Signa ls in full-d r ess un ifor m
On Behalf of the no,,cil Signals Amateur
Radio Societ,, • • • •

"This Magnificent Gih to the Corps "
Received by Brigadier A. J. Woodrow, M.B.E.
T a ceremony at Catterick on 29th March Brigadier A. J.
A
Woodrow, M.B.E., Commander Training Brigade, accepted
on behalf of Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society the D II
station presented to the Society by The Marconi Company and
described in the April/ May issue of " The Wire." Making the
presentation was Mr. A. R Laws, the manager of Marconi's
Radio Communication Division and himself an ex-officer of
the Corps.
The weather was kind and a bright sun shone on the scene
as Mr. Laws cut the ribbon and handed the key, decorated in
Corps colours, to Brigadier Woodrow.

A Jong laisto~- of asso •iation
In presenting the equipment Mr. Laws r eferred to the long
history of association berween his Company and the Corps and
said that he thought it apt that an example of the latest in the
long line of sets made by the Marconi Company for the Corps
should be used for pleasure as well as for professional communicating.
Brigadier WOQdrow accepted the gift on behalf of the Royal
Signals Amateur Radio Society and said : " It is a great pleasure for me to accept this magnificent
gift from the Marconi Company on behalf of the Royal Signals
Amateur Radio Society.
The British Army and we in Royal Signals in particular
have had a very close association with the Marconi Company
for many years.
On 30th March, 1896 (70 years ago tomorrow), young Mr.
Marc.oni joined the G .P.0. to experiment with his ideas for a
m:w syste m of telegraphs which used no wires. A year later
we have a record of the reports of his experiments in which
he had been assisted by R.E. Signals-from whom we are
proud to be descended.
m 1907- Marconi spark sets were introduced into the
Armv and used through the First World War.
Ever since then we have remained in close association with
the M arconi Company up to our most recent operations in
Borneo where the Du manufactured by the Marc.oni
Company has proved itself to be capable of coping with great
traffi c levels. I returned only last week from Borneo and saw
the set in full use there.
I enqui red the Q.S.J. (the Q Code for 'what is the charge
186

ADDIT IONS-MARCH LIST
... To 237 Squadron
Lieutenant A. H . Boyle ...
.. . ,, 30th Regiment
Captain E. F Carrel
... .. 16th Regiment
Captain A. C. M . P rince
.. . ,, School of Signnls
Major P. W etherill
ADDIT IONS L ieutemm t G. A . Allen
L ieutenant M . K . Carson
Captain (T .O .T .) R. A . D olbear
Lieutenant (Q .M .) D . Haughney
Lieutenan t M . J. Macklin
M ajor S. G . W alker . ..
Lieutenant T. I. M . W augh

APRIL LIST
1 Royal Sussex Regiment
I F oreste rs
19th R egiment
3 H.Q. & Signal R eg;mcn t
I R. F .
11th R egiment
1 R o1•al Anglian

MAY LIST
,, Army Aviation Centre
Captain M . F . Andrews
,, 2 17
quedron
Second -Lieutenant R. W . Barry
Second-Lieutenant H . B. Bennett ... ,, 3rd R egiment
,. M alaysia
Lieutenant (Tfc.) P . F . Byers
Major (T fc .) E . H . J. Bridle .. .
., 30th R egim ent
Lieut.-Colooel S. W . Brackenb ury,
,. H .Q ., N .Z. Army
M.Il.E.
.•.
.. .
• •.
,, 28 th R egiment
Lieutenant (Tfc .) J. F. Chater
Capta in (Tfc.) V. R. Clarke . ..
., Au . 644 Troop (U NFICYP)
Second-Lieutenant S . A. Coltman
,, 244
q uadron
Captain W . E . C aiger .. .
,, nth Regiment
,, 18th R egiment
. ..
.. .
:Major J. Cox
,, :u6 Squadron
Captain R . F. L . Cook .. .
. ..
Second-Lieutenant P . R . D ick
,, 4th Regiment
,, 249 Squadron
Second-Lieutenant C. J. D akin
Major (T.0.T.) A . C. Earl ...
,, 224 Squadron
Lieutenan t-Colonel D . B. Emley
,, R .A .C . C en tre
Lieutenant (Tfc.) R. Finister ...
,, H .Q., L .F ., Borneo
T / Major J . W . F yfe ...
,, 240 Squadron
Captain W. A. C. Griffiths . ..
,, t tth Regiment
Second-Lieutenant P . M . Green
,, 2o6 Squadron
Second-Lieutenll'rlt J . A . Grierson
,, 22nd Regiment
Captain P. Goldney
. ..
,, 3rd Regiment
Second-Lieutenant C. J . Grant
212 Squadron
Second-Lieutenant P . A. Hallett
.. . ,, 225 Sqwidron
Captain (Q .M.) A. G. Harfield , B .E.M. " H .Q ., B.A .O .R . (MPA I )
Second-Lieutenant R. N . C. Harrison
znd Regiment
Captain B. C . Hodgson
21 st Regimen t
Major R . Holmes .. .
.. .
.. . ,, 7th Regi ment
Lieu temrat (T.O.T .) R . E . Jenkins ... ,, 8th Regiment
Second-Lieutenant M . R . J ones
209 Squadron
Lieutenant E . C. Jones .. .
. ..
,, H .Q ., Person nel Selection Staff
Second-Lieutenant D . R. C . Jonas
,, 205 Squadron
Major K . Kirkby ...
17th (Gurkha) R egiment
M ajor R. A. K ing . ..
.. .
.. .
,, 4th Regiment
Second-Lieutenant W . V . Legge
1st Regiment
Lieutenant-Colonel P. H . L eney
,, U .S. Army E lectronic P rovin g
Ground
M ajor \VI. M acDonald .. .
.. .
H .Q .. L .F ., Borneo
Lieutenant P . M cN wghton ...
. .. ,, 7th R egimen t
Lieutenant-Colonel V . H . Martin, M. C. ,, H .Q ., AFMED .
Lieutenant (Q .M .) J. M cG lynn
... ,, 24th R c;giment
Second-L ieu tenan t G . H . Mills
... ,, 17th Regiment
Second-Lieutenant l . W . Morris ... ,, 7th R egiment
M ajor R . K . Nice
.. .
...
.. . ,, 22nd R egiment
Second-Lieutenant M . D . Patterson ,, 200 Squadron
M ajor D . J . R oberu
...
,, R. Canadian School of Signals
Lieutenant G . D. R ates ...
.. .
n th R egiment
Second-Lieutenant I . D. R eading
,, 4th R egiment
L ieutenant M . J. Ridlington .. .
,, School of Sign als
Second-Lieutenant M. A. Rice
,, 4th R egiment
C aptain (T .O .T .) A . V. Render
,, H .Q ., A. E .R ., R oya l Signal s
Lieutenant (T .O .T.) G. A . Sharp
,, 234 Squadron
Lieutenant (Q .M.) J. W . Sinclair
School of Signals
Second-Lieutenan t R. G . Stokes
,, 2nd R egiment
Second-Lieutenant A . J. Saunders
,, 7th R egiment
Captain P . Valder ...
...
.. .
15th Regiment
Second-Lieutenant H . M . Vines
,, 22nd R egiment
L ieutenant B. L. White ...
16th Regiment
Major F . D. Williams . ..
. ..
,, 141h R egiment
Second-Lieutenant R. F. Willsher ... ,, r71h R egiment
Second-Lieutenant G . M. Whittaker ,, 7th R egiment
,, 211 Squadron
Second-Licut.enant J. C. Young
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SCH OOL OF SIGNAl.S, CATTERICK CAMP
llesorve Army W oek-f'ml
One of the most notable _occasions of the Sprin g Term was
the T .A./ A.E.R. C ommandmg Officers' Study P eriod or to
give it the unofficial n ame by which it is now unlver~ally
known, the " Reserve Army Week-end." This was held on
26th and 27th M arch and was attended by some 70 officers
of th e T.A. and A.E.R ., together with sen ior officers of the
~\in is try of D efence (Army), the School of Signals and the
Tra ining Brigad e, Royal S ignals, under the overaJl direction
of the Signal Officer-in-Ch ief.
The programme contained many items of interest, including
a presentation on Gurkha Signals by Lieutenant-Colonel
" Johnny" Clinch, and a most amusing expose of life in the
United Nations Force in Cyprus, by Lieutenant..COlonel
" Teddy " Sampson. A more serious note was sounded, however, when future c.ommunications in a limited war setting
were discussed as part of Exercise " Pilot," and on the Sunday
mormng, when the future composition and role of the Army
Voluntee r Reserve was explained and discussed.
On the Saturday evening the usual guest night was held,
but the occasion was memorable for the fact that Major-General
A. M. W . Whistler, c.B., C.B.E., wearing his uniform as Honorary
Colonel of the 41 st (Princess Louise's Kensington) Regiment
presented, on behalf of his Regimen t, a magnificent piece of
table silver to the Headquarters Mess.
l"niver s i ty recruiting-a new venture
It may not be generally realised that the universities are now
a prior ity target for Royal S ignaJs recruiting. Until 1939 there
was a steady fl ow from University O.T.C.s direct to the Army.
Probably as a result of National Service, this university direct
entry was, af.ter the war, never more than a trickle.
At long last Sandhurst is now fully subscribed, and a big
~!for t is being made to re-start the flow from the rapidlyincreasing number of univer sities.
An officer from the School of Signals has been nominated
as Un iversity Liaison Officer and a programme of demonstrat10ns, sometimes followed up by a lecture, has been arranged.
The first d emonstration, organ ised by Major Chris T yson,
with the enthusiastic support of Mr. Fenn, the D isplay Consultant of H.Q., Northern Command, was held at Leeds and
was very successful. The second, at Queen's University, Belfas-t, was more ambitious and was followed by a lecture by
our School I rish Contingent, led by L ieutenant-Colonel Jack
Clarke. Suggestions that the fa te of the Nelson monument
was in any way connected with the visit of thi5 .team is
strongly denied. Conversation on the subject of shadow promotion rosters have however been overheard.
The d emonstrations have proved that there is a genuine
in terest and a need for the Corps to explain itself to the increasing university population. " Quicksilver" is aimed at an-

[Photo courtesy Belfasi Newsletter

Considerable interest is evoked as Staff-Sergeant Roy Morris
demonstrates Radio Teleprinter techniques to University Students
at Belfast. Coming in on the tape T.A.S.S. Russian news agency
reports
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The Argent inian visitors pose with the Commandant and his Staff

other audience and is too unsophisticated for use at universities, where it is a primary requirement to put across the
technical challenge of the future. In the long term, when the
School is at Blandford, there will be a naturaJ tendency for
the University recruiting effort to be switched to the south, so
in this, our fin al year in Catterick, a programme is being
It is proposed to
arranged for the Northern Universities.
assemble a team in the autumn to tour three or four universities and Liverpool and Birmingham have already been
approached.

Argentinian lUilitary Representatives
Visit Sclaool
On 17th March, Brigadier-General Chescotta, Head of
Logistics Department of the Argentinian Army, accompanied
by Colonel Garcia, commander of an armoured unit, and
Commodore Neithardt, Attache at the Argentine Embassy,
made a one-<lay visit to the School of S ignals to see current
communications equipment in use in the British Army.
After being me t at Darlington by a Royal Signals Officer,
they were escorted to the School to meet the Commandant,
Brigadier T. R. Warburg, C.B.E., who explained the role of the
School and its tasks, and introduced the senior officers of the
staff.
Later, in a presentation of a battle group communications,
they had an opportunity of seeing current mobile and manpack rad io equipment used by the fighting soldier in Europe
and East of Suez. Brigadier-General Chescotta showed particular interest in the Army's new manpack A13 and the versatile C11, which he said could be the type of sets needed in
Argentinian conditions.
After a lunch attended by senior officers of the School, the
visitors toured Radio Group to see medium and high-powered
radio stations. They saw the Du in both ground and mobile
installations and were particularly interested in SSB and teletype faci lities. They inspected the vehicle-borne powerful D13
equipment, and later saw permanently installed high power
radio stations being used for the world-wide Army network.
This was followed by a visit to the Systems Group, where
Lieutenant-Colonel L. F. Ball showed an interesting display
of terminaJ equipment used in the Army, including a presentation of facsimile transmissions using the Mufax system,
which greatly interested ...the visitors.
The visitors were
attracted to a demonstration of the Clarke hydraulic telescopic antenna ma t by W.O.I (F. of S.) Rose.
Prior to tea and their departure, the visitors had an opportunity of seeing the fine displays in the Royal Signals Museum.
Before his departure, Brigadier-General Chescotta said how
much he had been impressed by the arrangemencs made for
his visit and for the wide range of interesting equipment which
had been so well presented and demonstrated. Fte also aid
that he was particularly pleased to see the Argentinian flag
being flown in honour of his country.
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top Press
News has jui.t reached us that the School has
won the W e tminster-Devizes Canoe Race.
This result makes it our 4th successive win in
this race.
March has been unkind to us as far as the
weather is concerned. Our indoor activities
flow·'sh and training has continued at an even
tempo but the few game played have been a
very muddy business.
HARROQATE
'Even tempo' is perhaps the wrong expression for describing the last week or so since the
end of term is now upon us. This is a fairly
ulcer-producing time with end of term reporting, leave arrangements and preparations for Graduation D ay.
The " ·ork of the A1•prentiee Tr:ulesn1en
It is a long established custom for the Commandant to
make a speech to parents and visitors on Graduation Day
summarising the achievements of the term. Now it is well
known here that statistics should, in the normal course of events,
be avoided in WIRE Notes. It is, however, surprising how little
the world outside knows about the training of a Royal Signals
Apprentice Tradesman and we make no apology for the
succeeding paragraphs.
Se,·enty-nine np1•rentices complete the course
Three times a year qualified technicians and . telegraph
operators leave the School for their first tours with the Corps
and this term seventy-nine Apprentices complete the Course.
Of these, fifty-six are technicians and twenty-three are telegraph
operators. Seven technicians are Class II and the remainder
require field experience to be confirmed as Class II tradesmen.
Similarly, ten telegraph operators pass off as Class II tradesmen, the balance requiring field experience to complement
their academic Class II qualification.
Twenty telegraph operators have passed their driving test.
In addition nineteen of the t echnicians passing out have their
City and Guilds Intermediate Group Certificate and a further
ten have passed in one or more third year subjects.
Sixty-nine Graduates have their Army Ist Class Certificate of
Education or higher, the remaining ten are exempt from taking
the Certificate at Class II level.
Twenty-two of those leaving here obtained General
Certificates of Education in one or more subjects.
Character and qualities of leadership are
developed
If this were all, we might be accused of forgetting that the
apprentice is training first and foremost as a soldier. In fact,
through purely military exercise, they acquire a high standard
of drill and turnout. Character and qualities of leadership are
developed by adventure training, sport and hobbies and
the system of apprentice junior rank. On Graduation Day, for
example, the apprentice R.S.M. commands a complicated
Parade of some seven hundred apprentice tradesmen entirely
unaided by permanent staff. This is a Parade which would
give many a serving officer cause for thought.
It may be apparent from all this that the School is not a
sausage machine for turning out superficially qualified tradesmen
quickly. The aim is to produce a well-balanced soldier capable
of taking his place as the Warrant Officer and Senior N.C.O.
of the future. The best reach commissioned rank in course
of time.
But the apprentice bas to be the ri~ht sort
f young naan
None of this can happen without the right sort of young
man to train and while we are currently fortunate in the quality
of our intakes quantity is always a problem.
If what has been said rings like the call of silver trumpets
(and we have some coming shortly for the band! ) let it be so.
To leave the subject of ' production,' mention should be
made of Graduation Day itself. The G.O.C. Yorkshire District,
Major-General Whitworth, is visiting us for the first time since
assuming command, and is reviewing the parade. We hope
he will not be disappointed to find that the Grenadier Guards
are not represented among the permanent staff. However, there
are a number of other members of the Brigade about. Apprentice
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R.S.M. Hirst is to command the Parade and as this is written
the sound of the School bands can be heard on dress reheaxsal
for it.
Tilt> spiders are left b«•himl-with no regrets%
1\n event of considerable significance to the inmates has been
the occupation of a large slice of the new accommodation block
and March saw three Squadrons on the move. The spiders
were abandoned with no regrets and the joys of centrally
heated offices are particularly appreciated after a winter of coke
stoves. The barrack rooms are bright, warm and cheerful with
fined lockers and bedside lamps and house eight men each.
There are also 'bunks' for apprentice N.C.O.s, and television
and quiet rooms.
In the games world, rain has largely prevented play. We did
take parr in the Yorkshire Schools six-a-side hockey tournament, and having won every game in our league were only
beaten in the semi-final by the eventual winners.
In basketball our distinction was individual. A/T Bond of
R awson Squadron did very well indeed to captain the Army
Boys' team which won the Inter-Service Championship and
subsequently to captain the Combined Services team which
beat England schoolboys. Well done I

JUNIOR LEADERS llEGIMENT,
DENBURY CA~IP
Exercises
During this month (March) there were several exercises,
the longest of these being " Slog-On III " for the fourth term
boys, which ran over four days. The exercise included rock
climbing pot-holing and about 40 miles of road and moor
walking. The portion of this exercise that will remain firmly
imprinted in the minds of all who took part was a raging
hailstorm that struck early one evening and was followed by
snow on the higher ground. This storm caught everyone by
surprise, as the weather had been very reasonable up to that
moment.
The previous day, 10th March, saw the Junior
Squadron one-<lay exercise, and it was here that the Unit was
given nationwide publicity over the alleged temporary loss of
some of the boys. The Unit's own rescue service, operated by
Trade Training Wing, went quickly mto action when the news
of the loss was heard, and proved its efficiency in its first
live operation. The boys were recovered early in the morning
after having spent a cold night on the moor. There were
no casualties and they appeared to be none the worse for their
experience. O.C. Alexander Squadron spent a cold morning
sitting in the open door of a helicopter quartering the moor
area looking for the boys.
On 25th and 26th March, Junior Squadron went for their
termly camp to Churston Cove and had an enjoyable week-end.
The last exercise to take place during the month was the
Commonwealth Trophy race. This inter-troop race usually
produces some excellent feats of speed over long distances on
Dartmoor, and this term's was no exception.
The race
finished in very good time, with no serious casualties, and
Kukri Troop won for the third time in succession.

===·

====

Visits
During the month there were two VJSlts by senior officers,
on 15th March, the Inspector of Boys' Training, Brigadier
K. R. S. Trevor, c.B.E., o.s.o., and on the 28th, Brigadier J.
H. S. Majury, M.B.E., Commander, Devon and Cornwall Sub
District. Both made a fairly extensive tour of the Regiment
and a detailed tour of Trade Training Wing.
The headmasters of schools in the district also visited
the unit and were impressed with what they saw. Again, they
had an extensive tour of Trade Training Wing and showed
great interest in the variety of trades offered by the unit.
On 12th March, Major Ryan, of 216 Parachute Brigade
Signal Squadron came down to the unit, and on the same
day a party of 37 boys from Kukri Troop went to Aldershot
to see 216 Squadron. The boys had an extremely good time
and were given a good idea of the activities of the Squadron.
Unfortunately, a demonstration of parachuting had to be cancelled due to the weather.
Sports and eo-mpetitions
Practically all the sport that has been going on this month
has been confined to inter-Troop games. At the end of every
term there are the inter-Troop knockout competitions in the
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major sports. This term saw White Swan Troop beat Beautighter Troop in a very hard-fought game of rugby. The lead
m this game changed hands four times, and both Troops were
relieved when the final whistle blew. Tne hockey was won
by Quadrant Troop from Lion Troop; this again was a very
The soccer was won by Lion Troop
hard-fought match.
who beat White Swan Troop.
There were only two outside sporting competitions during
th<! month. The Slim Squadron basketball team made a long
journey to Edinburgh, only to be defeated by a team from the
Junior Tradesmen's Regiment, Troon, in the semi-final of the
rmy Cup (Minor Units). The other event was the Southern
Command Major Units Swimming Championships. This was
held in Aldershot, and each Squadron sent a representative
ream. Unfortunately, our highest placing was Montgomery
Squadron, which came fifth, but this in itself was a very
good performance.
The other competitions which have been taking place are
the inter-Troop drill, P.T ., assault course, shooting and
swimming. The overall result produced Kukri as the winning
Troop and Iron T roop as the runners-up.
The term's activities have virtually come to an end with
th end of the month. The only remaining one is the Graduation Parade on 5th April. However, during the leave period
two major activities are scheduled. The first is Exercise "Lifeline," which takes place in Wales, and many of the Trade
Training Instructors, together with a number of the output
boys, are providing communications. The second involves the
Band, which is spending some time at Aldershot rehearsing
for a demonstration at Wembley Stadium on 30th April. Both
these activities will be reported on in a later edition.

JUNIOR TllADESMEN'S BEGDIENT,
RHYL, NORTH WALES
It is a little more than twelve months since we appeared in
print-at least in THE WIRE. The Royal Signals Permanent
Staff are all anxiously awaiting an editorial decision, do we
qualify for being writte,n up under the heading " Reports from
the Outposts"?
:)faking the lJnit Newssome of our personalities
Just to "re-cap,'' the Junior Tradesmen's Regiment trains
clerks, drivers, driver/operators and medical assistants. On
the Royal Signals side we produce radio operators, Bill, clerks
and drivers. The average age of a boy on joining is 16 years,
and he passes out at around 17-t to 11t with his trade and as
much education as he has been able to cope with.
Since the last contribution to THE WIRE personalities have
changed. Captain J. E. Barnes bas been sweating it out in
Borneo with Gurkha Signals for almost a year. Dick KnoxJohnston took over in the Signals Wing, representing the Royal
Corps in sterling fashion against Gunner and Cavalry od~s.
He also squeezed in his marriage during last Augu_sr: Cap~am
G . D . Birch is commanding the Adventure Trammg Wmg,
but is due to return to Gurkha Signals, via Norway, in Septern-
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ber. Sergeant Smith is still in the Clerical Wing, spreading
the gospel, but at times he was not altogether sure what bis
gospel was; however, the last of our staff operators were passed
out last August.
Sergeant Ciill arrived from 209 Squadron in November and
is now with Sergeant Coatesworth in the Signals Wing. There
are two storemen, in the forms of Signalman Morris (" B "
Company) and Signalman Stevens, who is relieving Signalman
Elliott in the Signals stores.
Our not-so-tame Technician,
Corporal Priestley has recently left us for the S.A.S., hence,
we have a vacancy . . . T echnicians-any takers? All the
staff help out in their extra-mural activities, and these include
boxing, fishing, canoeing, rugby and athletics. Some members
even have a platoon of Junior Soldiers to look after as well.
We hope to hear n lot in the future about
these two young men • • •
The main object of this small article is to introduce two new
young men to the Corps, of whom we hope to hear a lot
more after they have joined their new units in Mans' Service.
Passing out in April are J/R.S.M. M. R. Corcoran and
JI Sergeant I. G. Cutts. Both of these boys have bad a brilliant
career with us.
First, J /R.S.M. Corcoran:

he joined the Regiment in
September, 1964. He had
already some experience
of the Army as his father
is serving with the I st
Bn. The King's Regiment. Corcoran s o on
made his mark and was
promoted to J /LanceCorporal in February,
1965. He became the first
Royal Signals J/S.S.M.
last November and became J /R.S.M. for his
last term. He successfully passed his trade test
as a Radio Operator BUI,
has been equally successful at sport and one of
the mainstays of the
Regimental shooting team.
He gained a place in the
Army 30 and is the first
J/ R.S.M. Corcoran
Junior Soldier to achieve
this. In his spare time he
plays a good game of rugger. He is looking forward to joining
his new unit, 7th Armoured Brigade Signal Squadron.
J /Sergeant t. G. Cutts has become an international boxer
during his time in the
Unit. He starred his boxing career as a schoolboy
in Penarth, South Wales,
that home of many great
boxing personalities. He
comes from a boxing
family, his father was a
keen amateur and now
helps in his son's corner.
J /Sergeant Cutts has a
boxing brother too who
is serving with the Corps
in 13th Regiment. During the 1964 season
J /Sergeant Cutts won the
funior Army Championships at lightweight. Last
season he transferred to
~enior boxing and became
J/Ser1eant I. G. Cutts
a light welterweight. He
has fought for Wales on
.
two occasions against Ireland and once agamst Holland and won
handsomely on all three occasions. He also won the Army
Senior Championships at lightwelter and on 31st March became
I.S.B.A. champion. He is strongly tipped to win the A.B.A.
title and for a trip to Mexico City.
We hope that both these young men will have a succe ful
career in the Corps, both at work and at sport.
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This will be of Interest to Corps Technicians
llT APPOINTMllNT TO HIR MAJESTY
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MINISTRY OF _!\VIATION
Career Opportunities for the Skilled Craftsman

Searching Questions.-Wbat is it? Who makes it? How
These are some of the
does it work? Why is it here?
questions being asked by visitors to Hampton receiver station.
The "thing" that everyone is so curious about is an ionospheric sounder, designed and manufactured by EMI Cossor
of Canada. It bas recently been installed and is now fully
operational at Hampton as part of a year's trial, organised
by the Radio and Space R esearch Station.

Interested Parties
Although primarily these trials are being carried out on a
joint Servioe basis, other parties, such as Cable & Wireless, the
G.P.0. and Diplomatic Wireless Service are interested
to some degree. As far as the Services are concerned, we
are examining possible applications of sounding techniques
whlch would assist in the improvement of strategic communications on a world-wide scale.

QUALtFICATIONS: A recognised engineering apprenticeship or equivalent experience or training (including training in H.M. Forces).
PAY A D PROSPECfS: Greater London Area. £16 15s. Od. to £18 5s. Od. for a five-day, 40-hour week.
Overtime available in certain areas. Opportunities for promotion to higher grade posts with salaries
up to £1,650 p.a. for men who possess or obtain the necessary qualifications, e.g., 0.N.C. or C. & G.
Certificate.
Time off allowed and fees paid for attending approved courses at Technical Colleges.
HOLIDAYS: 2 weeks (80 hours) rising to 3 weeks (120 hours) after 5 years' service in the grade, plus St
days public holidays.

GE, ERAL INFORMATION: Paid sick-leave scheme in operation.
Application , giving brief details of apprenticeship and / or experience, and stating location preferred, to
be ent to:
Ministry of Aviation, E.J.D. (A. 0 ./C.S.), "Aquila," Golf Road, Bromley, Kent.
lonogram
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What it portrays
An example of the picture it displays will be seen in the
accompanying ionogram. This was actually recorded at 15.40
hours on 27th January.
The vertical lines, progressing from left to right, are the
predetermined frequency steps (64 in all) which the receiver
scans. The bright " blips " at the bottom are frequency
markers, indicating, from left to right, 7.2, IO.I, 14.4 and 20.3
megacycles per second, the last vertical line being 28.1.
The black horizontal lines across the vertical axis indicate
heights, and the distance between them represents a time delay
of two-thirds of a millisecond.
What it tells us
Using the horizontal frequency scale, it can thus be determined that the lowest usable frequency is 7.8 mc/s, and the
maximum usable frequency is 18.6 mc/s. A closer examination of the ionogram will show three distinct paths of propaJZation. Analysing this further, it can be seen that these paths
represent two, three or four " hops " reflected from the Fz
layer, there being no single hop, due to the distance between
the uansmitter and receiver, in this case being over 4,500 miles.
The amount of distortion over any radio path must always
be given careful consideration. This can easily be interpreted
from the ionogram's black horizontal lines, for e.xample: a
50 baud circuit working at a frequency of Io.I mc/s, at the
time of the day recorded, would suffer approximately five per
cent distortion, and at I2.3 mc/s as much as ten per cent.
From this sample recording it can be deduced that the
best working frequencies arc those where only one path, or
possibly two, are close together, that is between 16.o an<i
I8.2 mc/s.

Opportunities now exist for craftsmen in the grade of Mechanic Examiner with jnitiative to work on a
wide range of electronic and electro-mechanical equipment and on metallurgical work connected with the
electronics and areo-space industries. There are vacancies in our well-equipped laboratories at Bromley
(Kent), Woolwich and Harefield (Middx.), and at firms' premises in London and the Home Counties.
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How it works
Basically, the technique of ionospheric sounding incorporates
a transmitter, sending out pulses of RF power at predetermined
frequency steps, throughout a selected band, which are either
absorbed, reflected or passed through the ionosphere. A
receiver identifies these pulses and displays them on a cathode
ray tube in the form of a trace along a frequency scale .
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Trial Locations
Aden is being used in the early part of the trials, where
the transmitter is being operated by Cable & Wireless Ltd.
Hampton looks after the receiver side and records the information, afterwards dissentlnating it to those parties interested.
At some future date during the trials, simultaneous sounder
transmissions will be started from 259 Squadron in Cyprus.
The true value and practical application of this " thing" is
yet to be deterntlned by COMCAN.
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What have we been doing this month?

Going from crisis
W e seem to
pend a large part of our time in greeting and indoctrinating
new arrivals and saying farewell to others. The n ew R.S.M.,
W.0.1 Patterson, arrived in the middle of an exercise and
mu t have realised at once the trials and tribulations of the
Reece Officer who, on being introduced at ~ busy moment,
hook hands with the R.S.M.'s guide-very much his physical
opposite.
The winter training season ended fairly successfully, although
a number of courses had to be cancelled due to unexpected
commitments.
With a large number of new staff officers in the H .Q., a big
effort was made to impart to them some of the more common
cries such as " Zeros," " breaking the blue," etc. To our surprise, they much appreciated this and are taking a great interest
in their Signals Regiment-a benefit of integration. Whilst on
the subject of new arrivals, we welcome Major-General J.
A. T. Sharp, M.C., as the new G.0.C. 2 Division, vice MajorGeneral T. N. S. Wheeler, C.B.E. The latter paid a visit to
the unit during March to say farewell to the many officers,
N.C.O.s and men he has personally known during his period
of command. The very best wishes of the Regiment go with
him.

co cri is it seems, but all was well organised.

S port
The snow did not last as long as evidently is usual in
Germany, but a considerable number of soldiers have been
sk.i-ing during the winter, with some success. 2 Squadron
found a Jong hill to carry out some graceful practice for the
Cresta run, and a shorter hill to keep the doctor occupied on
return ro camp.
F ootball
After the splendid match with rst Bn. Q ueen's Own Highlanders (reported in the last notes) the team has played
three league fixtures and is now lying second in the 2nd D ivision
Major Units B League, with two games in hand over the
leaders.
Gynmasiwn
S.S.I. Shuttle had a good sale for the "Bullworker,'' which
he demonstrated to a small audience of silent officers and
N.C.O.s. His gym, however, is one of the most popular evening
rendezvous in the barracks.
Cri c k et
o indoor nets, but limbering-up has started. Prospects look
good, but Corporal J,>arris will be away in Catterick for a large
part of the season, and we have lost Signalman Butler to r4th
R egiment.
Ilugby
The last major function of the season at Bunde was against

Westminstcx Ho pita!, where a fairly strong 2 D ivision representative side gave a good account of themselves, but lost 14-3.
Driver Morgan, of H.Q. Squadron played the game of h is life,
and small though he is, had no hesitation in going for the
ankles of the big Middlesex pair, Sk.irving and Rutter. Some
scrappy play behind the scrum gave the h ospital side the
opportunities which good rugby players snap up-and their
handling was a joy to watch. However, hard tackling, and in
the second half some good scrummaging kept the score down.
Prominent in the loose were Corporal S topforth and Corporal
Cagliaba. Lance-Corporal Kama, on the left wing, several
times showed his tremendous speed and dash . Lance-Corporal
W illiams was always a sound full-back and put in some excellent kicking. Captain Billingham, despite an early injury, made
his presence felt with good covering. Lieutenant Pettigrew
(I D.W.R.) kicked a 40-yard penalty for 2 Division and later
just m issed with a splendid chop-kick from close to the 10yard line. L ittle was seen of the hospital's Lrish international,
O'Conner, who had to retire with a pulled hamstring early
on.

Boxing
Signalman Michael Keenan is new Army Bantamweight
Champion. 2nd Regiment have four boxers in the Army Finals.
We are very pleased and proud to report considerable success in the Army Individual Boxing Championships. Six of our
boxers battled their way through Divisional and B.A.O.R.
rounds to reach the Army Stage.
Our line-up was impressive and prommng:
At Flyweight.--COrporal R. Quirk, the new B.A.O.R.
Champion.
At Bantamweight.-Signalman M. Keenan, the new B.A.0.R.
Champion and three times previous B.A.0.R. Champion at Featherweight.
At Featherweight.-Lance-Corporal F . Waters, the reigning
Army Champion.
At Welterweight.-Signalman Varley, best loser in the
B.A.0.R. Championships.
At Light Middleweigltt.-Lance~Corporal Hibbert, B.A.O.R.
runner-up and strongly fancied for the Army title.
At Heavyweight.-Signalrnan D. Pelligrinetti, a newcomer
without title, but one who so impressed the Army
selectors that he is currently boxing for the Army
team in what is only his second-ever boxing season.
Alas, our six were, on the final night, to be reduced to four,
for Lance-Corporal Hibbert, in winning his first bout, damaged
his hand and was unable to box further. Signalman Varley, at
the last moment, was unable to box.
In the F inals Corporal Q uirk mer L/Bdr. J. McGonigle, a
hard-hitting and experienced opponent who caught Q uirk
with a fight-finishing punch midway through the first round.
Signalman Keenan met Corporal W . Doyle (x Royal Inniskilling

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
(Male)
Operator vacancies exist at Beaconsfield,
Bucks. 42 hours gross, 5 day week.
Three week annual holiday.
£ 13 5 0 per week at age 25 rising t o
£16 5 0 per week, plus Shift Allowan ce
and Sunday Duty.
Candidates must be British Subjects with
a signals backgro un d o r able to touchtype at 40 w.p.m.
Applicatio ns should be sent t o :

Fusiliers) in

hi~

winning final. Both opened cautiously, with
to counter Doyle's attack, and with great
supenonty m height and reach, meeting with great success.
An all-o~t effort by Doyle in the third only gave Keenan his
opportunity to make quite sure of his title
Army Champion Waters..jpet a very tough-nut in his final,
when he boxed Private J. Thompson (King's Own Royal Border
Regiment). The first three minutes were murderous and spect~tors must have wondered how each could survive the perfectlynmed blows which they received. Down for 'eight' near the
end of the round, Waters came out full of fight for the second
round, only to be caught again, and this time for good.
Signalman D. Pelligrinetti who, in style and appearance is
very much of a Billy Walker, has perhaps moved up in the
boxing world a little too quickly. Two years ago he was a
raw novice and now holds his place in the Army Team. In
his final he met Guardsman J. McKinty (1st Irish Guards).
Pelligrinetti was fighting hard when the referee called a halt
in the second round. McKinty was always clearly the master
against the plucky Pelligrinetti.
No doubt the notable performance of }/Corporal G . Cutts,
of the Junior Tradesmen's Regiment, Rhyl, will be reported in
detail by Rhyl; suffice to say here that Cutts (who is coming
into the Corps) already a Welsh International, became, at these
championships, the first junior soldier to win an Army title.
Keen~. pr~emn~

FOR TELEVISION - RENT OR BUY
L ATEST MOD ELS

D. & G. MANSELL
41, M ARKET PLACE,
R I CHMOND, YORKS. Tel. 2024.

Also all Domestic Electrical Appliances
O ur R ecord D ept. contains the largest selection
of records in the district, also sheet mu sic and
musical instruments.
Sergeant Playford about t o carry out yet anothe r V.H.F. recce by
courtesy of 27 Flight A.A.C.
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(Te lecom)
C.E.P.O. ,
C.O.D. ,
BICESTER, Oxon .

Signalman M. Keenan, Army Bantamweight Champion 1966 (left
in photograph) on his way to a points victory in the B.A.O.R.
Championships

~

~@TELECOMMUNICATIONS
We have vacancies for Fault
Finders, Testers and Inspectors to
work on interesting and advanced
equ ipment includingH.F. SINGLE SIDEBAND
V.H .F. RADIO TELEPHONES
U.H .F. MINIATURE EQUIPMENT
T ransistor experience is desirable
but not essential. Vacancies exist
at all levels and training will be
given where necessary.
Apply :

Personnel Manager,
Cambridge Works Ltd.,
Haig Road, Cambridge.

Major-General T. N. S. Wheeler, C.B.E., takes a last look at
Birdwood Bar racks
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BEGllUENT, DUI.FORD

Dost t rnlversHy om~ers' Trninh1g C-0rps
The R~giment were hosts this week r mc!11be:s of the
University Officers' Training Corps and other University undergraduates plu four civilian instructors from ~e School of
Signal . The object wa to how them our .eqmpment and to
give them an insight into the Army way of life.
They were split up into four groups and sent ?U ~ on a. night
exerci e which involved setting up camp, establish mg . w1rel~ss
contact and generally practicing different a pects of s1gnallmg
from aerial erection to message handling. Control group was
upervi ed by W.0.1 (Y. of F.) Chater ~d the other three
groups by Captain H. M. Bon~er, Captam A. Yeoman and
Lieurenant T. C. McCoy respectively. I have had no comments
yet from these gallant four but it would appear that the cadets
thoroughly enjoyed their short stay.
l\·e p n tPrtnin No. 9 Yeomen of Signnls Course
It has also been our pleasure this month to entertain No. 9
Yeoman of Signals course who came to us at the end of ~h~t
must have been a gruelling tour of H.M.S. Fearless-that is if
all their tales were true. They spent three days being shown
around the Regiment and what it means to signal in a Joint
H.Q. The very evening they arrived was spent representing
the Sergeants' Mess in a darts match against a local hostelry
and ro our everlasting shame succeeded where we had failed
the previous week. Just ro teach them a lesson the whole might
of the Sergeants' Mess team was thrown against them and beat
them (by one point, or should it be pint !).
ot to be out done
they sang a ditty about the Regiment-the copyright of which
is still under dispute.
W e nre now ' All Sys t e m s Go '
Life has been moving a pace preparing for the forthcom ing
exercise, the first major exercise of the year. As usual we have
bad our good and bad mo men ts but by and large we are now
"all systems go." Some of us start immediately after Easter
and the remainder follow up within a few d ays.
It is hoped that there will be a fuller account in next month's
edition of THE WIRE with all the usual claims and counter
claims, excuses, and bard luck stories.
Inter-Squadron Air Portability Cup
One of the main competitive events of the month was the
inter-Squadron Air Portability Cup. This is a cup which is
competed for annually to see which Squadron is at the best
state of read iness to move by air at short notice. J udging by
the ind ignant cries of the Quartermaster and N AAFI manager,
one would assume the worst but on the day itself each Squadron
presented itself in turn for the eagle-eyed scrutin y of C aptain
Baxter, Captain W ard, and their team of experts. After the dust
bad settled 3 Squadron were finally adjudged the winners, the
credit due to a large extent to the work put in by Signalman
Ben nett-the arms storeman.

No. 9 YEOMAN OF SIGNALS COURSE
Sock row, left to right : Serg eant Brown , Sergeant Newson, Sergeant Maxted,
Sergeant Beasley
Centre row, lefl 10 right : W .0 .11 Bell, Staff Sergeant Milne, Staff Sergeant Hornell,
Staff Sergeant Tompkins, Staff Sergeant Lunney
Front row, left to right : W .0 .11 Adcock, W .0 .11 Iverson , W .0.1 C . Wood, W .0 .1
(R.S.M .) C . G. Johnson , W.0.11 Coe, W .0 .11 Hitchcock

'A:' tenm win the Hockey Tournnment
but when you _consider • • • t
The second competitive event of the month was the six-aside hockey tourament organised by Captain Robinson and
finally won by Divisional H.Q. Squadron "A" team. When it
is considered that the "A" team all represent or have represented
the Regiment it says much for their opponents that each game
up to the final was won by short corners and that they only
managed to score one goal against I Squadron "A" team in
the final.
The M.T. wish to register the fact that nine of their soccer
team play in the regimental eleven. Whether this accounts for
the fact that the team has not had the best of fortune this
season will never be known but in all fairness it must be pointed
out that a lot of games were lost by the odd goal and towards
the latter end of the season the luck started to run their way
and they notched up three wins in a row. Perhaps the new
strip bas bad something to do with it. Sergeant Kirkwood
(Black Watch) trains the team.
Sergeant Kirkwood was also the chief drill instructor on the
pass off parade for the latest MPC II and III courses. In bis
spare time he is also our Provost Sergeant and we are justly
proud of him.
Finally, a late Bash from the world of sport-the R ugby team
have this week won the D ivisional Cup for the first time after
a very good game against 16 Parachute Workshops by 9 points
to 8. Captain A. Yeoman, who has been persuaded to come out
of retiremen t, clinched the result with a magnificent drop goal
on the run which would be enough to knock the heart out of
any team. I have also just been told that the Regimental "A"
team have today won the D ivisional ' sevens,' so there will be
a gay time in the Naylor Cen tre tonight.

Regimental Cummerbunds &
Matching Bow Ties

*

BRITISH MINISTRY OF DEFENCE APPROVED TO
DEF. 133 STANDARDS

*

ADOPTED BY NATO AND COMMONWEALTH ARMIES

*

T HE SMALLEST, LIGHTEST, FULLY TRANSISTORISED ONE
MAN H.F. TRANSMITTER/ RECEIVER EQUIPMENT OF MORE
T HAN 20 WATTS OUTPUT iN PRODUCTION .

Lend a truly dlsU ngui h ed a ppearance to
you r eveni ng dress en emble. Ava llable extock i n t h e colours or the Roya l Signals,
ot her design s ava ilable on sueclal requ est.
Cummerb un ds 3.3/- each . Bow Tie 13/6.
!Sen d cash wi t h order to Deut. W.,
RE G IME NT AL SOCCE R XI
Back Row (lefl IO ri1h1): Captain Swan, Signalman Do nnell, Driver Patte rso n,
Corporal Sleight holme, Priva t e Devereux, C rafts man Talfrey, Lan cc· Corporal
Goodall, Lance· Bo mbadier Poo le, Se rgea nt Kir kwood . Fron! Row (lefl to righ 1):
Lance·Corporal Costi, Lance·Co r poral Hill , Signalman And r ews, Sapper H in chley
Craftsman Graham

19'4

CLUB CUMMERBUNDS, LTD.,
Oak Mills, Clayton,
Bradford, Yorkshire.
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BCC30
BRITAIN'S FIRST
ENTIRELY
TRANSISTORISED
HIGH POWER
LIGHTWEl6HT
HF PACKSET

BRITISH COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION LTD.
A HEHSUl OF THf CONTROLS

AND COHHUNICATIONS GROUP

SOUTH WAY, EXHIBITION GROUND, WEMBLEY, MIDD LESEX
T elepho ne: We mbley 1212.
Telegrams : BEECEECEE WEMBL EY
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REGl.HEN~\

Visitors
Brigadier C. E. Page, M.B.E., the C.C.R. Signals, made bis
initial visit to .the Regiment on 11th March. We think the
visit was a success, as everybody gave the right · answers to his
questions and the soup wasn't burnt.
The Regiment is well used to visitors, but not perhaps to
the vast numbers that carried out a friendly invasion for the
Those who have served in
C.C.R. Signals Study Period.
I (BR) Corps will be familiar with the general plan of the
Study Period, in which twp days are devoted to discussions
of signalling problems amongst all available signal officers,
and in which the third day is devoted to a presentation to
coaunanders and their staff officers. We were very glad to
see so many old friends in the barracks during this time, and
we hope that we have made some new ones. The third day
was noteworthy because the invasion on this occasion was by
helicopter and Jaguar-borne officers. Major Pitkin was not the
only one who was found looking wistfully across the heli-pad
on South Camp square. Foreman of Signals Armitage and his
team came into their own on this final day by arranging for a
display of up-to-date election results on closed circuit TV
monitors positioned strategically around .the lecture hall. 2nd
Regiment have made an offer for the closed circuit equipment
to replace their worn-out drops.

B.F.P.O. IS

That was th month that was
At the time of writing these notes it is diffi~ult to remem~er
if March came in like a lion, ut it certainly did not ~ out like
a Jamb. The end of March and even All Fools D ay 1tse!f came
and went almo t unnoticed so busy was everyone . with ~e
C.C. Royal Signals Study Period which was once agam held m
Maresfield Barracks. It is hoped that the reason was preoccupation with the Study Period but perhaps the General
Election and thoughts of a long Easter. break to come had something to do with the unremarked passmg of an eventful month.
It is worthy of note that we are now more able to report the
events that befall us each month because of the advent of our
new unit PR photographer, Signa~a?- Blakebor?ugb~ of 1
Squadron. The two photographs which illustrate this arocle are
the first examples of his work.

H t Spot"
Regimental communication exercises rejoice in the generic
name of "Hot Spot." The reason fo;, this must no~ be obvi~us
to all who took part in" Hot Spot I of 1966. This was Mai~r
Paterson's parting gift to the Regiment and the theme for lt
was "To get things right." Wh7ther or not the result~ bore
this out we would rather not disclose. It took place m the
attractive hilly country known as the Weserbergland. H~ad
quarters Squadron will hav~ cause to remember the little
village of Brevorde for some ome to come.

Is this a record 1 Five Warrant Officers Class I in a single regiment.
From left to right: F. of S. Johnson, Y. of S. Longstaff,R.S.M. Crabtree, R.S.M. Laycock and F. of S. Weeks

Small bore shooting
The more discerning members. of the Re~en t probably
noticed the overall scarcity of senior officers dunng the afternoons of Exercise " Hot Spot." This was not due to ~eir
distate for working after lunch but because three of the eight
members of the small bore team were of field rank and the
dates of the Rhine Army Small Bore finals at Sennelager
corresponded with the dates of " Hot Spot." i::he Regiment
bas something of a reputation for small bore sh<><;>tmg as al?-y~ne
who reads the annual reports of the Army Rifle Association
will know. Lieutenant (T.0.T.) Dick Whittington, wh.o J;tas
taken over the sport this year, set the team off on the wmnmg
road in February: In Stage 1 of the Rhine Army Championships 7th Regiment emerged with . ~ average score per ~
of 94-6, a clear point in front of therr nearest opponents. ~his
was a useful lead mto
the finals but anything
was still liable to happen
as the team would no
longer be firing on their
own range but would be
shoulder to shoulder with
their opponents, many of
them from the Infantry.
Corporal Wilson of 1
Squadron entered the
individual
competition
which- preceded the team
event and at the end of
a very exciting match indeed he emerged the
winner by one-tenth of
a point. To amplify the
closeness of this result it
should be stated that the
winning
margin
was
calculated by counting
the number of shots in
Rhine Army Smallbore Shooting Champion:
the centre dotted bull of
Corporal P. J. Wilson, who won by one
the standard ARA target:
tenth of a point in an excitin& match
Corporal Wilson h a d
eighteen shots in again~ the sev~teen of h!s opponent. Our
congrarulations go to him on this fine acluevement.
The team, consisting of the C.O., Majors Garratt and Weston,
ergeants Homard and Hughes (OOth of R.E.M.E.) and
Corporals Barber (R.E.M.E.), Wilson and McGookin, followed
the example set them and won the event by a handsome margin.
They scored a total of 2,999 points out of a poss!ble 3,200. No
.individual scored less than 90 on a card. Th!S was a very
creditable result. A special word of praise is due to Sergeant
Homard who fired while suffering considerable pain from a
lipped disc.

Sport
Hockey is very much a talking poin~ !n the Regim7nt at ~e
present time as the Army Cup competltl?n draws to its closmg
stages. At the time of wri~g the Regimental team has "."on
its way into the B.A.O.R. Fmal. The last match was aga.mst
the 1st Bn. Devon and Dorset Regiment who played as pre~1<;>us
winners of the competition ought to play. It was an excitmg
match in which the Regiment only just won by 2 g?als .to I.
Preparations are now going on for the final which 1s · at
Rbeindahlen on the 16th April: it rather looks as though the
communications provided for Exercise " Robin Hood " are
going to be a little sketchy on that day. The t: am d~s n~t
move now without at least 200 spectators for therr cheermg is
worth at least one goal a match. No doubt the nevi.:ly c~pped
B.A.0.R. wingers, Sergeant Oliver and Corporal Luis, will be
out to earn those cheer.son the 16th.
. .
(Congratulations to the team and The Seventh on wmnmg
the final by 4-1 against the. Queens Royal Iris~ Hussarsa very worthy win and one which reflect great credit on you.Editor.)
h R ·
'
It has not been a vintage year for Rugby but t e eg1ment s
players have been doing well in representative matches.
Corporals Zoing Carns and Dempsey have represented B.A.0.R.
and also travell~d to the U.K. during the month to play for the
Corps side. (See reports of Corps Rugby Tour_ elsewhere.) ~e
team is now girding its loins for the various seven-'.1-s1de
competitions in the near future; we hope tha ~ they w.ill be
able to retain the trophies they won last year m the B1elfeld
sevens and in the Divisional competition.
The soccer team appears to be in a less happy state as the
following record of a conversation overheard in the office of
Quartermaster Etherington seems to_ indicate: "Is there a match this week, sir?"
Q.M.: "Yes, we are playing the !eagu~ 1.ea:Jers."
"Well sir, Bell is on leave, Maddison is m1ured and Uttley
is on leave . . . "
.Q.M.: "Get the Assistant Football Officer on the phone."
"He's on a Guards Course."
Q.M.: "All right, get my other assistant, Sergeant Robertshaw."
"Sorry sir, he's out on exercise." .
.
Q.M.: "Never mind, let's try and pick a team ... Hm ...
Corporal McQuillan."
" Oh by the way, sir, I'm gaing to the U.K. on Tuesday,
so wo,:'t be available for Wednesday's game."
Q.M.: "Alright, Corporal McQuillan, then phone the Horse
Guards and confirm the ground is free be/ore we arrange the
team and referee."
" . . . . Sorry, sir, they say the ground is booked."
Q.M.: "Oh well, no soccer this week-we'll go and watch
the hockey match instead."
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Warrant Omeers Class I
Does anyone know the collective noun for those exotic but
purely military beasts, Warrant Officer ~ Class I ? Any suggestions should be addressed to the Adiutant. Our photograph
shows a somewhat rare occurence-five serving W.O.I .s in the
Regiment at the same <time. We normally have three, and the
increase (which we are sure all private soldiers will be delighted
to know, is only temporary) has been due to the elevation of
Foreman of Signals Johnson and to the arrival of R.S.M.
Laycock, who succeeds R.S.M. Crabtree.
R.S.M. Crabtree, who
joined
the
Regiment
about a year ago, has now
left to take up his new
duties as a Short Service
Combatant Officer. He
was well dined-out by
the Regiment, as the
accompanying p h o to graphs show. On 11th
March he was guest of
honour in his own Mess,
and on that occasion, the
C.O., also a guest, was
pleased to present him
with a sword on behalf
of the members of the
Sergeants' Mess. On 25th
March he was again a
guest, this time in the
Officers' Mess, where the
Brigadier was also present. The C.0. was able
to make a second preThe Colonel is amused . R.S. M. Crabtree
sentation on behalf of the
making a farewell speec h co Lieutenant·
f h R ·
Colonel Davies and Officers of the Reg iment
officers 0 t e eg1ment.
Table d' Honnenr
The Regiment had two entries in the cooking competition
held at Bielefeld on 25th March. We are pleased to be able
to ·report that Lance-Corporal. :Woodwa:d won the class d~
voted to pies, with a most dehc1ous-look1?g veal. and ham pie .
W.O.II Machin, despite his very attractively displayed trout,
was less fortunate and was unplaced in his class.
Anivals.-Lleutenant (T.O.T.) Holmes, Sergeant Woodhouse
Sergeant Loach, W .O.I (R.S.M.) Laycock.
Departures.-W.0.I (R.S.M.) Crabtree, Sergeant Black.
Binhs.-To Signalman and Mrs. Mogg, a daughter, D ebora
Jean Elaine, on 27th January
Marriages.-Signalman Elliman to Winif~e? Barry, on 31st
January; Signalman Lockyer to S_aJ?-dra Pamc1a Stanley, .on 3rd
March; Signalman Cank to Patricia Evelyn Audrey Wiseman,
on 5th March; Signalman Jolly to Jean Margaret Rees on 21st
February.
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8th llEGDl-eNT, CATTERICK CAl'lP
~lurch Jlu r e " wn
really tough
All those who have been in 8th Regiment during early spring
in the last few years will know the name " March Hare." This
must evoke memories of many hours spent on top of the East
Yorkshire Moors, in bitter cold and deep snow, looking for
a few tough elusive paratroopers who were really having most
of it their own way. This year, our new C.O., LieutcnantColonel E. M. T. Crump, decided that once was not enough
and that we should really do much better if we had a fullscale rehearsal the week-end before! He was right.
Major-General R. H. Whitworth, C.B.E., recently come to
command Yorkshire D istrict, delayed the start of the first
week-end for a few hours by inspecting the Regiment on the
morning that we were due to leave barracks. This hurdle
safely over, we quickly changed into combat kit and were away.
Paratroopers, being unwilling to go through the ordeal twice,
were not available on this occasion, so their place was gallantly
taken by a force of fifty men from 1 Squadron, d irected by
Major A. Eeckelaers. The substitute " bares " ran well. Some
were caught and found they enjoyed the d iscomfort of being
treated as a real prisoner, behind barbed wire, even less than
the so-called freedom of making their way on foot across the
isolated moorland; some got through, only to find they had
to try again that night!

•·

High spirits for the real thing
Although a cool wind blew for most of the week-end, the
rain and snow held off and the sun shone. A few people were
even heard to mutter that they had quite enjoyed it and
were looking forward to the next week-end.
When the second week-end, "March Hare" proper, arrived
the sun was still shining and the Regiment set out in high
spirits for the real thing. The previous practice stood everyoni: in good stead, and the Squadrons were soon ready and
waiting for the enemy. These were "dropped " late on Friday
night and soon after the prisoners began to roll into Sergeant
Wootton's very stoutly constructed cage, deep in an old quarry.
Those who came without their boots were feeling very sorry
for themselves. As numbers began to mount, all sorts of
people began to add their contributions to the total " catch"the A Echelon water truck, a line party, the R.H.Q. Defence
Troop-to name but a few. But the real brunt of the task
of catching the escaping "hares" was born by those men in
the Squadrons and Troops who actually had to cover the
ground on foot. They spent tw~ colds nights :izid dars searching, listening, waiting and movmg; at any tlfil_e bemg r~ady
to chase, capture and hold men who weie qwte determmed
not to be caught and held.
So effective were they that when the exercise finally closed,
two days after it bad started, less than one third of the total
350 paratroopers who had started had managed to reach their
final rendezvous. Of the total 350 enemy, 106 were released
in our particular sector, and of these the Regiment cal!ght 68.
Those who had successfully got through reported havmg had
a very trying time because, as a result of our vigorous patrol
and search activity, they had been unable to relax and rest
at all.
Back in barracks, after it was all over, there were even still
a few heard to mutter that they had quite enjoyed it, and were
looking forward to the next time !

I®I 10th

Regiment, Hounslow

The Guards ignal Platoon Concentration, 1966, was held
this year at Warren Camp, Crowborough. A detach'!1ent under
the command of Captain G. H . Scott was provided by I
Squadron, comprising Sergeant ~olmes an~ ~nee-Corporal
Lowe (Technicians), Corporal Jamieson (Tee. meal Storeman),
Lance-Corporal Turnbull and Signalman Clark (Electrician
Drivers) Lance-Corporal Sanderson, Signalman Aungier and
Signalm~n Evans (Drivers), Lance-Corporals Christie and Murray
(A. C.C. Cooks), and Corporal Miller . (Film Projectionist) . to
supply the technical backing and adm1mster the concentration
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in Jiai on with the C.S.O., London District, Lieutenant-Colonel
C. Clinch. The concentration la~ed one month and all enjoyed the change of scene and rouune.
An MPC Cla s I Course was held from 7th to 18th March,
and we are pleased to record that all the 25 attending successfully
pas ed the course.
A photograph of the course together with names is enc!osed.
In the Eastern Command B.A.M.A. Rally, 1966, Captam G.
H. cott and W.O.II Palman were Start Marshals for the
London ection of the rally; both enjoyed the experience, in
pite of the early start on Saturday morning.
On 8th March the officers dined-out Brigadier M. D. Price,
o.B.E., on his d:parture to the M.0.D., and welcomed Brigadier
P. E. S. Mansergh, o.B.E., as the new C.S.O., Eastern Command at a dinner night h Id in "A" Mess, H.Q., Eastern
eorru:iand and were delighted to also entertain the Commanding Office:S from the six T .A. Signal Regiments and the three
T.A. C.S.O.s from the Command, Colonel I. W . K. Smith,
E.R.D., Colonel M. H. Seys-Phillip , T.D., and Colonel B. R .
Wood, O.B.E., T.D.

BEST

J.

LIFE WITH THE U.N. IN CYPDUS
BY SIG ALMAN C. EASTON
A short while ago an article appeared in " The Wire "
concerning the unusual communication aspects of a tour with
the United Nations Force in Cyprus (644 Troop, H.Q.
UNFICYP).
The article said very little about the off-duty and social life
of this very small and friendly Troop, so I hope this short
note will throw some light on this side of things.
High st.ondurd of eomradeshjp
I think that one would have to look a long time before one
could find another unit with such a high standard of comradeship.
Chaps are thrown together for a period of six months on
this emergency tour, and one gets the feeling that all are trying
to make die best of it, despite the comments of the regular
British units in Cyprus that we are "Tourists."
On arrival, the living accommodation left a lot to be desired.
we found holes in the walls and got a general impression that
the whole place was a bit run-down. With the help of the
Yeoman of Signals (W.0.II Reid) however, some sheets of
softboard and a few nails, the place soon took on a less uncomfortable look.

Nights when it's free • • •
The Troop has its own bar, and once again thanks to the
Yeoman, this was cleaned and brightened up, and everyone
was encouraged to use it. The result was that on a few nights
the booze was free, due to the profit from previous nights.
On these free nights there was always a very good buffet, the
origins of which remain a secret to the Yeoman! To top all
this, every member of the Troop was presented with an inscribed tankard upon completion of his tour.
During the summer every endeavour was made to provide
the off-duty personnel with transport to take them to the beach
for swimming. Almost everyone had ample opportunity to
travel the island and see all the interesting and historical
places that are worth a visit.
Thank you, 644 Troop
It was altogether a most enjoyable tour, thanks mainly to
the efforts of 644 Troop which, being far from the Sovereign
Base Areas, has to provide all its own soc.ial activities, which
I can state it does excellently.
In this they were helped
eno mously by the marvellous hospitality extended to us all
by the Danes, Finns and Swedes serving with us.
Readers must not assume from the foregoing that it was all
"jam." We did have to work, and a pretty stiff Comcen
shift system at that, with spasmodic periods when traffic was
hectic.
Lieutenant O'Toole, Traffic Officer (under the eagle eye of
the C.S.0., Lieutenant-Colonel A. R . Wythe) saw we kept
our eye on the ball.
Signalman Gibney and myself send our greetings to all in
644 Troop and thank you again for a most interesting and
enjoyable six months.
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M.P.C. C LASS I COURSE AT 10th REGIMENT-ALL 25 MEMBERS ATTENDING
WERE SUCCESSFUL
Front Sitting (left to right) : Corporal Milburn. Corporal Cheetham, W.0.1
Palman . O.C .• C .O., R.S.M., Corporal Graham, Sergeant Griffin. 1st. Standing,
(left to right) : Corporal Simms, Corporal Vince, Corporal Vaughan, Corporal
Fisk, Lance-Corporal Coltman, Corporal Storey , Corporal Campbell. 2nd.
Standing (left to right) : Corporal Gray. Corporal Guinard, Lance-Corporal
Kirkman, Corporal Mi les, Corporal White, Corporal Irons, Corporal Patterson,
Corporal Strangwood . 3rd. Standing (left to right) : Corporal Carre, Corporal
Walkden, Lance·Corporal O'Grady, Corpora l Diamond. Corporal Johnson,
Lance-Corponl Charlesworth, Corporal Mackleworth

I Ith REGIMENT, CATTERICK CAMP
The month opened for the Regiment with the visit of the
new G .O.C. Yorkshire District, Major-General R.H. Whitworth,
c .B.E., B.A., on 3rd March. General Whitworth was shown
around Helles Barracks, saw certain aspects of recruit and
.C.O. training and later went on to 2 (Depot) Squadron at
Hooge Lines. The tour terminated with a visit to the
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess and lunch in
the Officers' Mess.
Two Recruit Pass - Off
Parades have been heldone on IIth March saw 29
men of 5 Troop inspected by
Colonel A. T. Burrows,
M.B.E., E.R.D. The second,
on 25th March, was of 7
Troop, 32 men, and the
inspecting officer on this
occasion was Brigadier J. H.
P. Curtis, M.C., Commander
8 Infantry Brigade. This
parade was also rather a sad
occasion for the Regiment as
it was the last Pass-Off
Parade for W.O.II (S .S.M.)
P. (" Bucky") Gill who is
posted to 252 Squadron,
Hong Kong. He has been
with l Squadron of the
Regiment since April, 1962,
and has " guidea" 6,800
W .0 .11 (S.S.M.) P. Gill.
A friendly
recruits along the first part
(m ostly !) figure to so many younger
of their career with the
members of the Corps. Is this what
they wear in Hong Kong!
Corps. We wish him well
in nis new post.
Congratulations to our Cookery Team who won the Northern
Command Cookery Championships. They now go on to compete
in the Army Championships at Aldershot on 20th April.
And bow did the month end? Need we tell you that 1st April
saw a considerable fall of snow, making the fourth this winter!
A~C.E.

HIGH NET\VOHK

There are vacancies for retired Royal Signals Officers and
Warrant Officers with a really good techn ical background in
the A.C.E. High Network-the largest integrated radio network
in the world. For further details write: -Chief, Forward
Scatter Branch, Allied Forces Central Europe, B.F.P.0. 6.
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llECRlJITS

The best recruit at the
Pass-Off Parade held at
Helles Barracks on l Ith
March, 1966, was Signalman
Derek
Jame s
He
was
Richardson.
at
Hartshill
educated
High School and on
leaving school gained
employment as an electrician with the National
Coal Board.
He joined the Atmy to
travel and as he found
his previous job tedious,
he has decided to become a lineman and has
promotion in mind.
Signalman F. R. Blake
was the best recruit at
the Pass-Off Parade held
on 25th March. His home
address is 6, Peasford
Sicnalman D. J. Richardson
Road, Manchester 23.
Before joining R o y a 1
ignals, Signalman Blake was employed as a trainee draughtsman, a job in which he saw no prospect of promotion.
He joined the Army to learn a trade and to travel. Whilst with
the Regiment he has played Rugby for the Regimental XV.
ignalman Blake goes on to 8th Regiment to commence his
training as a technician.
Three Days on the lUoors in lllustery 1Unr1·h%
HUT THESE UECllUITS WEHE
UNDAUNTED!

" The Wire " congratulates this young recruit on his article
describing three days on outdoor training in North Yorkshire
- and in blustery March too! It was tough, of course, but
nothing daunted these recruits, and our young writer was able
to sum it up with true Corps philosophy with the words:" This was the life that I feel most people had joined the
Army for. It was tough and physical, and made everyone feel
as a person wanted, and part of a good working organisation."

*

*

*

My Troop is No. 3 Recruit Troop, l Squadron, nth Regiment. Most of us had joined the Army during February, 1966,
and started our basic training in that month. In our fifth week
of training on 22nd March, 1966, the Troop and I were waiting
to clamber onto a coach that was to take us out to Hawksley
Hall, a training area in North Yorkshire, for three days.

,,. e had been lookin~ forward to this for
sonto tinte • • • •
All of us had been looking forward to this particular aspect
of training for some time (a change from drill), and excitement
was building up quickly. As we waited, I could catch the
occasional babble of voices talking about the shelters, machettes,
cookers and tents that had so carefully been loaded onto a truck.
"Right, 3 '.froop," Sergeant O'Halloran shouted, "into the
coach now. Do not forget to take off small packs when you get
in the coach and to put your kit bags into the boot."
The Troop had its usual troublesome moment as they tried
to get through the door in the excited ru h. Eventually, after
much bother, everyone managed to get on the bus and start our
journey to Hawksl:y Hill.
•· 011t or the chaos ca111e order "
Once at our destination chaos broke out. There was a long
period of intense running about, hammering of tent pegs, mO'.:ement of stores and shouting of orders. Someone once said,
" Out of chaos came order." The saying was indeed proved
today for in a remarkably short time the Troop was able to
tand back breathlessly and survey the scene of a neat lin~ of
tents, the cookhouse, the latrines, petrol point, the fire pomts
and all other odds and ends of a camping expedition.
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Lunch was next on the agenda. Corporal Sadler banged on
a Mess tin and shouted for everyone to come to lunch. Within
seconds there was a long queue of forty-odd people stretching
hungrily down the neat line of tents. While we were having our
lunch the Troop Sergeant told us what we were going to do in
the afternoon.
"Listen in," he called, " After lunch I want you all to put
your personal belongings in your tents and get your tents sorted
out. When you have done that we are going for a march. Smith
and Jones, you two will stay behind in the Armoury Tent and
guard the rifles. Thompson and Marshall you help the cook
prepare the evening meal. The remainder of you be here again
by 14.00 hours."
An uproar emerged. How far have we got to march? was
probably the predominant cry.
"That depends on your Troop Officer. He is taking you, not
me,'' the Troop Sergeant replied grinning.
The Troop Officer could eertninly
walk fast • • • •
Sure enough, at 14.00 hours we set out on a road walk. There
was no doubt about it, the Troop Officer could certainly walk
fast. Within 10 minutes most of us, and especially myself, were
blowing like a whale. Nevertheless, we passed through some
beautiful country that only the moors in this part of the world
can give.
When we arrived back at camp from our seven mile march
we were all tired and weary. Our feet especially were sore,
as the Troop Officer co.mmented on the foot inspection. Soon
there was a group of about 12 gathered around the Troop
Officer's tent, bare-footed, awaiting soothing ointments and
powders to be put on their feet. Even though we were tired,
we were all happy, and several of us were singing.
That night, after our supper and washes, our sleeping bags
were carefully laid out, and we all " dossed down." It was only
21.00 hours but the open air and the long march had made us
all very tired. Sleep soon overtook us. The last thing that I
remember was the wind rustling past our tents howling gently,
as if rocking us to sleep.
'\'\'hen even P.T. was a pleasure
The next morning we were up early. Our first parade was for
P.T. I can . imagine what would have happened had someone
awakened me ar o6.30 hours and forced me to do physical
training. Here, though, on a cold blustery morning, with flurries
of sleet, no-one appeared to mind particularly. Everyone see~ed
to be enjoying ir. It may, however, have been that the grms
on everybody's faces were but _merely clenched teeth trying to
stop chattering in the cold. P.T. lasted half-an-hour and then
came a wash, shave and breakfasL The breakfast that appeared
before our hungry eyes looked like a meal fit for a king. I
kept on thinking that I never expected to be out on the moors
on a cold, blustery day in the middle of March having a hot
breakfast of beans, bacon, fried bread and e!?,g, plus a hot cup
of tea.
Just after breakfast the Troop Commander, Lieutenant Brock,
held a tent inspection. Then the Troop Sergeant, Sergeant
O'Halloran, came round to ensure that everybody had washed
and shaved properly. They then briefed us for our map reading
exercise.
" :lla1• r.-ndlng n1ennt walking a Ion~, long
" ray!''
It appeared that the map reading exercise .was g?ing to mean
walking a long, long way. My feet were still achmg from the
day before. Anyway, we were split into eight parties of three
men each, and given five map references, a compass and
protractor. We had to visit the five map references and say
exactly what they were, and finish up at Highforce Hotel for
tea.
Off we went. We marched and marched. Our little group
were in very high spirits because we were alone with a job to
do. Of course, although we were talking most of the way we
had to stop when we were goi:lg uphill. They certainly chose a
route with plenty of uphill stretches.
We stopped at 13.00 hours and had our lunch of sandwiches
and had a cup of tea in a cafe. Once more refreshed, we started
happily on our way to get to our final destination. When we
finally got there at .about 16:30 hours we found that we were
one of the last parties to arnve.

(Continued on page 200)
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llif,!bJore(' Fnll8 w<-re magnificent
The ·pot that had been chosen for tea was magnificent. Higbforce Falls proved to be a deep gulley with a magnificent waterfall, that fell some sixty or seventy feet. I was over-awed by
the grandeur of it. It was only a pity that the day was not
better, as it was a bit cold silling there, with a strong wind
ru hing down the gulley.
After tea we jumped into 3-tonners and made our way back
to camp, arriving at about 18.30 or 19.00 hours. Once again
there wa a long qu ue outside the Troop Officer's tent, getting
their feet dressed.
" Singing with nil your friC>nds "
At about 20.00 hours SO!J!eone started to sing. A guitar
appeared from nowhere and within a very short time everybody
was singing. W e were all united by a bond of well-being and
the knowledge that a d ifficult task had been met and beaten.
It was a warming feeling singing with all our friends, who all
had done exactly the same thing. At about 22.00 hours everyone
went to bed, and I doubt if anyone remembered anything or
was conscious of anything until 06.30 the following morning.
Saturday morning was a foul morning. The wind which had
been rising ever since we had been here, now bad the sound
of a definite wail in it. It was cold and bitter and our spirits
were a bit dampened. They did not stay dampened for long
though as we soon had the warmth of physical exercise glowing
in us, as we did our physical training. As normal, when we
finished that, we washed, shaved and had breakfast.
Today our pleasures were not so numerous. During the
morning we were visited by Acting O.C. I Squadron, Captain
J. M. Drake, and Second-in~Command I Squadron, who watched
us doing our practical map reading examination. It was not
~ much · fun doing that examination in the cold draughty
surroundings of the moors.

Buy your
better clothes
from

Moss Bros
This Huddersfield worsted suit. £ 38

We are official tailors to the Royal Signals
Bedford Street, W.C.2. Covent Garden 4567. Open Thursdays till 7 p .m.
Nearest station Leicester Square. Branches throughout the country

T h is is tile life • • • •
Saturday afternoon was spent doing a fieldcraft exercise. We
spent three or four hours crawling round the moors, or charging
at imaginary enemy, screaming like banshees. This was the
life that I feel most people had joined the Army for. It was
tough and physical, and made everyone feel as a person wanted,
and a part of a good working organisation.
By the time we all got to bed that night the wind had turned
to a veritable gale. As we lay rather restlessly in our sleeping
bags we all wondered how long our tents would last. The
wind was certainly plucking viciously at any loose part of
tenting and trying to tear all and sundry to shreds. Sure enough,
the winds continuous buffetting found a weak link and tore
down a tent, at about 03.00 hours. The rather bewildered
occupants scrambled into other tents, under the direction of
the Troop Officer, Lieutenant Brock, and soon everybody was
asleep again.
Sunday morning we started packing to go home again. Down
came our tidy lines of tents, up came the beautifully laid-out
fire points. Within an hour and a half there was nothing left.

TO GET A

PEUGEOT .
OR

TRIUMPH ~rn
FOR YO UR

POSTING to GERMANY
and for details
•

ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS
BLAZER BADGES
TIES
Wool 10/6
Silk 9/6
Terylene 12/6
Gold Wire 32/6 & 45/Silk 19/6
Wall Shields 32/6 to 50/Cuff Links 22/6 & 52/6 Car Badges 35/- & 39/Crested Tankards 50/- & 65/Ties made to your own design

-

6 Gabriels Hill, Maidstone, Kent
Tel: 56666/7

or

our:-

SPECIAL NAT O FORCES DISCOUNT PRICES

•

USED C A R DISPOSAL SCHEME

•

EASY PA YM ENT PLAN

•

H O ME DELIVERY EXPORT SCHEME

write to:MR. PETER B. DUPLEX
of WALTER HAGEN & CO. LTD.
UERDINGERSTRASSE 2-8
KREFELD 415
or TELEPHONE KREFELD 28401

\\' e bad l e arnt a b it n 1ore o f Ar m y l i fe
At 09.30 we left in our buses that had come to meet us. We
were tired, but happy. We had learned a bit more about the
Army, especially map reading, fieldcraft and living rough. In
fact, I think that I can safely say that we were satisfied.
19t h R E GIMENT, c / o G.P.O. SI NGAPORE
Obit uary. It is with great regret ·that 19th R egiment has
to announce the sudden death of Mr. W. Mountford, on the
20th March at the age of 74. Bill Mountford will be remembered probably by thousands of members of the Corps, also
Servicemen of the Royal Navy, Army and R oyal Air Force,
who have patronised the Telok Paku Social Centre, now the
China Sea Beach Club, at Changi in Singapore, particularly
by 19th Regiment, past and present.
As manager of the Club for the last six years, Bill's energy,
complete integrity, and loyalty to the R egiment, have reinforced
the efforts to improve the Club. Under his managership, it
has gxown into the thriving attraction it is today.
A familiar, immovable figure has sadly left u s. To Bill's
family here, in Singapore, goes our sincere sympathy in their
great loss.
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for a briefing on the Regiment's communication role and a
look at the i_nstallation. It is. gratifying to know that the Master
expressed himself as most impressed with everything he saw
with the exception of the Barracks! (They are due to be rebuilt, so we can claim absolution!) and we, on our part say
'
bow much we enjoyed having him with us.

2

Dined out after 36 years service-Major " Jock" Cathmoir leaves
Robinswood Barracks

14th REGIMENT, GLOUCESTER
~l aj o r

"And this is why we need statistics"-Major E. Cooper and Major
R. S. Cathmoir tell the Master

An Abe rdonian-and don't f o rget it!

Pride of place must go however, to the visit by the Master
of Signals, Major-General Sir William Scott, K.C.M.G., c.B.,
C.B.E., to the Regiment on 17th and 18th March. The Master
arrived at the barracks at mid-day on 17th March he was
received by a quarter guard under the command of' Corporal
Atkin and, after inspecting the guard, had the pleasant task
of presenting Long Service and Good Conduct Medals to
Staff Sergeants Pickard and Slade.
A quick call into the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess
was followed by lunch with the Officers after which the Master
accompanied by the C.0. set off to visit 2 Squadron (Transmitters), Droitwich. Here the Master saw an example of how
the Corps can diversify if the need arises-he entered the Transmitter Builcµng through an avenue of sailing dinghies (dressed
from the nght and all ship-shape). During his tour of the
!ransmitter Station, the Master officially opened the new briefrng room which is a triumph of ingenuity for Staff Sergeant
Conway and the MPBW ! After a crowded two hours the party
re~un;ied to Gloucester and that evening the Master was the
pr!-llcipal gu~t of cpe officers at a somewhat nostalgic Dinner
Night at which Ma1or R. S .. Cathmoir was dined out. "Jock"
was eventually taken to the camp entrance in a Land Rover
pulled by a mass of out-of-<:ondition officers whilst the
Co?lmanding . Officer "piped" him out. All together it was
qwte an evening.
!he next morning saw the Master back in Barracks for a
qwck look at the Regimental T.;aining Centre and a briefing on
the re-building plans for the Barracks. Then off to the TRC

R. S. Catluuoir, lU.B.E.
On the 17th March, 1966, Major Robert Stormant Cathmoir
was dined out from 14th Regiment. It is perhaps fitting that
on this sad occasion, our Master of Signals was present, for
Jock's retirement will indeed be a real loss to the Corps as a
whole.
Jock's career in Royal Signals started when he was enlisted
at the third attempt at Fort George on 17th January, 1930. On
the previous two occasions he foiled attempts by the Recruiting
Officer to d_ivert him into the ranks of the Infantry. Their loss
was our garn ! Then followed service in Colchester, India and
the B.E.F., culminating in his being Mentioned in Despatches
when iJ;iv_o!ved in .the Dunkirk withdrawal in 1940 as a Corporal
of 3 Divmonal Signals. Jock was commissioned into the Corps
from 151 0.C.T.U., Aldershot, with the rank of Lieutenant
on the 13th December, 1941, and it is typical of the standards
he has always required of himself that he was awarded the
Cane of Honour on passing out. Most of his war service was
with 11 Armoured Divisional Signals.
In. 1948, after a series o~ B.A.O.R. postings, Jock was posted
to his first COMCAN Una, the then War Office Signal R egiment. i:<rom that date until today COMCAN, appreciating a
good thing when they saw one, never allowed him to escape.
His kn.owledge of ~he workings and the !leeds of the Army
Strategic network is probably more detailed and perceptive
than any man in the Corps and he has fully earned the
soubriquet of 'Mr. Comcan.'

Jock .was born an Aberdonian- he seldom allows anyone to
forget it- and has shown throughout his career the dogged
tenacity and capacity for hard work that anyone who knows that
hardy race .can confidently expect. As T HE WIRE has previously
reported, his efforts for the Corps were rewarded in this year's
Honours List with the conferment of the M.B.E. The citation
is studded with phrases like ' loyal and dedicated ' ' inroads into
off duty t!me,' 'far _beyond the call of duty.' A~yone who has
worked with Jock will know that these are not just trite phrases
but the personification of the man and his work.
'
It is said that no man is irreplaceable and there is no doubt
that the Strategic network will continue to speed the word
of man to man, but Jock's retirement will leave a gap that, we
f el su re, no man can adequately fill.

' 'isi t o f the ~ln s t.- r of Signals
Tin:ie, as always, is at a premium, and, like all months
here m the West Country, those that have just passed have
been as busy as ever.
Visitors <O the Regiment have included a Shore Wireless
Course, ~.M.S. Collingwood, No. 10 Yeoman of Signals Course
who provided some extremely high ranking radio vehicle crew~
during their exercise, " Skywave," and 2 0 members of D ean
Close School C.C.F. Signal Platoon, who were given " the
treatment" at the T.R.C. and Bampton .
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Works Services
We are now the proud possessors of a modem looking kitchen.
The MPBW s~ nt several weeks gutting out, ripping up floors
-to the me~odious tune of compresesd air drills. A new tiled
fioo.i: was .laid and. t~e whole. kitchen and preparation rooms
repamted m a hygiemc off-white. The cooking staff have had
ume to re-settle and find that working in the new atmosphere
is pleasureable.
MPBW are now engaged in completely rebuilding to a more
modem con:cept, the toilets ablutions and bathr~ms. The
shape of thm~~ to come are already apparent and will be a
welcome addition to the Squadron's own modernisation
programme.

The Master of Signals " wet t ing " t he meda ls w it h Staff-Se rgeant s
Pickard and Slad e
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1..-cture Room
The new Lecture Room is now complete and was opened
officially for the visit of the Master- of Signals on the 17th
March.
Our visitors will now be able to see how COMCAN works
and to appreciate our world-wide commitments while relaxing
in a pleasant, semi-soundproofed room.
The large world map will also prove a great benefit to
lecturers of world affairs and has already proved useful to the
Birmingham University lecturers for the final symposiums
of the winter sessions.
Salling
~ "puddle:• at Upton Warren will, on the 6th April,
have it waters disturbed by the first boats of the season sailing
over them.
We are pleased that on this opening of the season C.S.O.
COMCAN, Colonel West, will be visiting the Squadron and
will be one of the first on the water.
Shooting
The last ·22 round of the Worcester Small Bore League has
now been fired and the Squadron bas gained second place in
the Division having 14 points against the winners' 16. A
creditable result after losing our first three matches.

18th Regiment
c/o G.P .O. SINGAPORE
Is there anyone left?
In the coming weeks we seem to be saying " Farewell " and
" Greetings " to an unusually high number of personalities.
The Regiment's senior Traffic Officer arid C.D.S.O. of the
Signal Centre, Tanglin, Major " Mark" Turner, is one of those
departing and he has this to say of his sray with us : "The Signal Centre serves H .Q. FARELF, and all military
units on Singapore Island and South Johore. This entails
extensive SDS schedules producing an extremely active and
hard-working SDR service. As a result the SDO is a hive of
industry with direct connections with the other two Services
on the Island. Clearance from Singapore to U.K. and some
Commonwealth countries is accomplished through an air
despatch service provided by R.A.F. service flights and other
means. A train despatch service serving Singapore and Malaya
is mam~ed by (jurkha courier of 17th Division.
A comparison of the circuits available when I arrived to
those at present, indicate how much the Signal Centre has
expanded throughout his tour. From three telegraph circuits
and two perforator positions located in· a dusty little room,
~here are now nine teleprinter links and six perforator position s
m a bright but not so little room. The former circuits were
terminated with 7B W D teleprinters, but have since been replaced with the m odern T 100R . These circuits are suppleTHE WIR E, MA Y- JUNE 1966

Part of the display of Gurkha National Dancing
men~ed

by five ra~io telegraph circuits as opposed to three
previously. In addinon to a 100 per cent increase in traffic
levels, a corresponding growth in SDO and Exchange activities
has been inevitable.
. The whole complex is becoming more and more involved
-'-? the relay of traffic. This puts a great strain on an organisanon, whose primary role is that of a tributary, and which is
equipped to that end only. Actually we've outgrown, for the
third time, our counter and teleprinter rooms.
:niere is no doubt whatsoever in my opinion, that the Army
(Srngapore) Signal Centre is the best training ground in the
Corps for operators. In Tanglin, signal traffic is handled in all
its varied forms, and it is true to say that many a budding
Y. of S. leaves its portals, due to the amount of experience
gained.
Although a new Signal Centre is not forthcom ing, a new
Exchange is under construction . . . at the expense of Tanglin's
only lawn, and the view from my office window.
- To sum up my impressions during this tour. It has been an
expanding communications system due to Konfrontasi and a
resultant build up of British Forces in the Far East. To man
these extra i::ommitments, Konfrontasi is a tame affair compared
with the " Battle of Establishments." This is so far a paper
victory for the Regiment, and in the meantime the thin blue
and white line of 1 Squadron (Operating) holds steady in its
task."
A final piece of advice to all present and future members
of our Corps. Although we all love to dream of advanced
communications and techniques, let us all remember to keep
our feet firmly on the ground and be content with 'Bread
and Jam,' if that is what's being issued today.
Major Turner will be sorely missed, probably most of all
by the units' hockey fraternity. He is being replaced by Captain
" Arthur " Batram, and to him and Mrs. Batram, we wish you
welcome and hope you have a happy tour here.
Other notable personalities involved in the ' moving ' game,
include the R.S.M. and three other Warrant Officers: :111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

W.O.I (R.S.M.) "Bill"
Gahan has been with us
for only fifteen months,
during which time be has
brought his personality
and experience to bear on
us all with fruitful result .
He has served the Corps
continuously for twentythree years and we wi h
him well in 16th Regiment in his well-earne.d
commissioned rank.

W .0.1 ' Bil l' Gahan

:111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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Replacing him we welcome a n o t h e r distinguished soldier in the
1t11ise of R.S.M. "I "
Currie, who has joined us
from the
chool of
Signals. H is ervice records reveal that he
tarted hi~ Army career
in 1942 with the Royal
Warwickshire Regiment,
then he aw active service
with the Parachute Regiment, finally joining the
Corps in 1945· Since
which time he has served
with a variety of Signal
units, including the Carribean-lucky chap. With
his wealth of experience
we are sure we'll all know
a lot more of him in the
near future.

was drawn by the attraction of evening soccer and the standard
of the game also rose with the increased atmosphere and the
pleas1'mt conditions of a cool evening, as against the normal heat
of a 17.00 hours kick-off.
The fir t half brought goals from Lance~Corporal Glenn and
Craftsman Burgess of the home side, with both teams playing
fast, attractive soccer. The second half saw 19th Regiment
bring the score to 2-1, but then the home side put on the
pressure and further goals followed from Lance-Corporal
McGibbon and Corporal G. Nelson, and 18th Regiment finally
ran out as winners by 6-1.
Since that game the Regiment's team has gone from strength
to strength, and we expect great things from them in the
future. Their record so far reads: Games played 6, games
won 6, goal for 41, and goals against 9. This includ~ the
10-nil win over 2/2 Gurkhas in the first round of the Robinson
Cup.

W.0.1 ' Ia n' C urr ie

W.O.II (S.S.M.) " Brian"
Overland, having completed a full and arduous
tour, leaves us to take up
the
appointment
of
R.Q.M.S . in H.Q. 4th
Division and Signal Regiment. The elevation is
well earned, for during
his tour here, in addition
to his varied duties as
Squadron Sergeant-Major
(including possibly O.I.C.
Drains), he has successfully served as Unit
Hygiene Officer and while
it was in print, Distribution Manager of THE
SIGNAL. In his place we
hope to welcome shortly
W .0 .11 ' Brian' Overlan d
W .O.II
( S.S.M.)
G.
McGilvery from the Army Apprentices School at H arrogate.
W.0.II (C.S.M.I.) Fred
Proctor is leaving for the
Army Apprentices School,
Harrogate (why don't
we just do a straight swop
with them of all our personnel?), and is being
replaced by S.S.!. H.
France-yes, from A.A.S.
Harrogate. During his
stay, Fred has gained the
qualification of Instructor
for the Bronze Medallion
of the Royal Life Saving
Society, by virtue of his
having trained for the
Bronze Medallion twenty
candidates from the unit
of all ranks, achieving a
100 per cent pass record.
W .0.11 ' Fred' Proctor
He has also taught to
swim some one hundred and fifty previously non-swimmers.
Notwithstanding his full programme in the unit, he is also a
member of the FARELF P.T. and Gymnastic Display Team,
with whom he has toured places as far afield as Laos.

Soc•er
The 1966 soccer season opened in an attractive way for the
Regiment, as the first game was plaxed under the new floodlights. The pitch itself was new and the lights were completed
some six weeks ago. Many professional clubs at home would
be pleased to own the six large towers that cover the ground
and give such a complete shadow-free field.
The first league match was against 19th Regiment making it
an ideal opportunity to switch on the lights. A vuy large crowd
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Bar-b-que
"Bar-b-que," "Bar-b-que." This was to be seen everywhere in an intensive advertising campaign, which commenced
a good week prior to the occasion. Posters on doors, walls and
even ceilings were a constant reminder of the "Bar-b-que." The
Unit's main gateway was arched by a large cloth sign. A great
amount of activity was observed on the sports field, as onlookers curiously noticed the erection of awnings and marquees.
The evening of 23rd March eventually arrived, and members
of the Regiment with wives and friends approached the venue
from all directions. A well illuminated gateway opened into a
multi coloured causeway. This in turn led into an arena
bordered with beer tents, milk bars, food stalls and an improvised stage. The weather was cool and dry despite threatening
clouds all day.
The Staff Band of the Brigade of Gurkhas commenced playing
at about 7.30 p.m. They played a selection of popular tunes. As
well as stirring romantic hearts it aroused appetites and the
audience drifted towards the various stalls catering for most
palates.
Chicken legs, hot dogs, fish and chips constituted but a few
of the traditionally European snacks. These took their place
alongside chicken rise, nasi goreng, sweet and sour prawns and
mixed savouries for Chinese food addicts. Murtabah, beef and
mutton curry, chapathy, plus keemah and purees were on sale
at an Indian stall. Last but not least, the Malay " Bar-b-quers"
were able to purchase gado-gado, tanu goreng-keropok or
chucho badak.
The performance of the band was followed by a display of
Gurkha national dancing. The prograQlJile then hurried on with
an amusing judo display, particularly by the extremely young
members of the team. A three-man team from the FARBLF
P.T. School then cleverly demonstrated intricate balancing
acts in the form of human pyramids. These were later followed
by Malay and Chinese cultural dancing troupes from the
Singapore M inistry of Culture. The crowd also watched the
Malay art of self-defence.
Finally the " Bar-b-quers" were invited to let off steam to
the beat of a local " pop" group. Lieutenant Easson and his
partner gave an unscheduled display of twisting in an effort
to encourage shyer members onto the "carpet," and slowly but
surely they succeeded.
This proved to be the finale to a most interesting and entertaining evening-thank you, Major M. S. Gordon-Jones.
Undoubtedly some members of the audience carried on their
merry-making elsewhere, while others strolled home to sleep
off full stomachs.
INDIAN SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
The Nineteenth Reunion was held at the Duke of York's
H eadquarters Club, Ch~sea, on Saturday, 23rd April. Brigadier
F. J. Allen presided, and among the many distinguished guests
were Major-General L. de M . Tbuillier and Mrs. Thuillier and
Major-Oeneral R. J. Moberley. One hundred and forty-three
sat down to dinner. Members from all parts of England and
Scotland attended and we hope their long journeys were well
worthwhile. There was an infectious atmosphere of exciting
friendliness as old pals got together and talked of long forgotten
days and places-almost as noisy as an Indian bazaar on the
eve of Ramadan or Holi.
The current membership is 285, an increase of 27 on last
year. Our very efficient and popular Secretary, LieutenantColonel G. R. Gould (" Nat" to most of the Corps), lives at
65, Angel Hill, Sutton, Surrey, and our annual subscription
is five shillings.
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WHY NOT KEEP YOUR CONNECTIONS WITH
THE CORPS WHEN YOU LEAVE THE SERVICE?
A GOOD APPOINTMENT AT ASSOCIATION H.Q :
AWAITS A LONDON-BASED EX - WARRANT I
OFFICER OR N.C.0. OF THE CORPS.
,
~--

-

JOINT COMMUNICATIONS UNIT, BORl\'"EO
Goodbye to Colonel Tighe
This month we said goobye to our C.R. Signals, LieutenantColonel P. A. M. Tighe. In a farewell speech in the Sergeants'
Mess, the Unit Sergeant-Major, W.0.11 A. W. Peat, stated,
on behalf of the Senior N.C.0.s, that in these days when
radio sets were all-important, it was refreshing to have somebody who also attached importance to the individual.
The new C.R. Signals,
Lieutenant-Colonel D. S.
Clarke, is now firmly
settled in the chair, and
our photographer, J /T
Roberts, has even caught
him attending the unit
barbecue.
We also extend a warm
we 1 come to FlightLieutenant L. J. Larkworthy, our first RA.F.
Second-in-Command. We
considered having him
" piped aboard " to show
that
we
really
are
" joint." He is now very
busy at "Fairyland," our
Transmitter Site, which
will soon be very different to the place which
UNIT BARBEQUE
past members of J.C.B.U.
Got you Sir!
Left to right: Lieutenant·
must certainly recollect.
Colonel D. S. C larke, Major J. F. Blake and
Captain Andrews, our
F. of S. S/ Sergeant Kelly
Administrative
Officer,
has also left us and
hopes to join the Army Air Corps. It is rumoured that he
caught it off the 'penguins'!
Canoeing
We are now indebted to the Lord Nuffield Trust for three
Wessex canoes. The first to come right round the island were
Signalmen Bottoms, Cory and Penfold. By pure coincidence
they staged at Surrender Point, the halfway mark, for the night
of the barbecue.
Corporals Kelman and Nicol, Signalmen Clark, Craig and

C.R. Signals Lieutenant-Colonel P. A. M. Tighe says farewell to a
really Joint Unit. Left to right: R.0.2 Palmer, Signalman Evans,
S.A.C. Day

Stevenson went halfway round in between their shifts. The
next day produced a new species of ' Red Indian ' and hairraising tales of sharks.

Soccer
Over the past six months the unit soccer team has seen
many changes, both 'in fortune and players. Lieutenant (Tfc.)
E. W. G. Hill took over management after a particularly depressing period, and just before Christmas transformed us into
cup finalists. But for the dislocation of Signalman Wiseley's
shoulder, " it was in the bag."
Since then we have lost Corporal Taylor, S.A.C. Green, J /T
Burnard, Corporal Davies, Signalman Wiseley and J/T Stone.
In the next round of the cup we reached the semi-finals
and lost to the eventual winners of the cup.
Shortly to leave us are J/T Bloxham and Signalman Palmer,
two stalwarts for whom replacements will be hard to find.

FOR YOUR NEXT LEAVE
LET

MORLEYS of KINGSTON
RESERVE YOUR SELF-DRIVE HIRE CAR

MORRIS DE LUXE SALOONS, EST ATE CARS
and VANS
4-BERTH MOTORISED CARAVANS
FORD ZEPHYR 6 SALOONS
All latest Models, not more than 12 months old
FROM

WINTER £5 PER WEEK
SUMMER £10 PER WEEK
Including Insurance
o Charge for Mileage
FRE E Personal Accident Insurance for Driver and
Pa senger , Benefits up to £1,000 or -£10 per week.
Send for Brochure

10:

76, CAMBRIDGE ROAD,
KINGSTON-ON-THAMES
Telephone Kingston 9941 (10 lines)
Cables " Karhirc" King ton-on-Thames

ALSO
' FOR HE'S A JOLLY GOOD BARMAN' AT THE UNIT BARBEQUE
Left to right : Staff-Sergeant Morris, Captain (T.O.T.) Risby, LanceCorporal Kelman , Sergeant Kerr, Lance-Corporal Blakeley, Miss
J. Masson, Flight-Lieutenant Larkworthy, Lance-Corporal Gemmel,
W.0.11 Peat, Lieutenant-Colonel D. S. Clarke
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POVEY CROSS MOTORS
Nr. Gatwick Airport
HORLEY, Surrey
Telephone Horley 5461 (3 lines)
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AR AWAY PLACES=UNUSUAL JOBS
Reports from the Outposts
Corps Olfit•cr

ltlakN~ an

Adventurous Journeg

6,000 miles from Catterick to AJen
by Jeep
HIS account of a highly adventurous journ;ey from Cattei:ick
to 210 Squadron-a distance ?f some six thousand mili;s
T
-is written for "The Wire" by Lieutenant P. C. Burns. His
journey some time ag<? made Press headlines and we asked
Lieutenant Burns for his first-hand account of what was after
all a remarkable journey-remarkable because the jo~ney was
made by Jeep which is reputed to have seen service at El
Alamein. Acting as navigator was a young officer's daughter
-Carol-.-who had been invited to Aden by her father.
In Spain they were arrested for ' drug smuggling ' and were
under arrest for three days until they were found ' not guilty '
and Lieutenant Burns describes the series of incidents which
brought about this unfortunate dilemma.
At the end of the article the writer sums up the costs of
such a journey and gives some advice to ~ose who may be
contemplating a similar hazardous undertaking.

*

*

*

Lieutenant Burns writes :
I recently travelled privately from the U.K. to f\den in a
Jeep and what follows is a general account of .tJ:.ie 1ourneya detailed account would, I fear, fill several editions of THE
WIRE.

Catte.-ick Departure ••••
I departed from No. 3 Communications Course in Catterick
bound for 210 Squadron. My means of transport-a Jeep.
ow this vehicle which I had had for about a year was a wartime model reputed to have seen service at El Alamein . . . it
had a fairly rugged and deceptively reliable . appe'.lrance and
sported the registration number of HO.T 883 (m natJ~n~ newspaper accounts which appeared of Lieutenant Burns 1ourney
.
the Jeep was colloquially referred to as " Hotly "_).
As nav igator, I was accompanied by an attractive _young girl
named Carole Humphries who worked as a secretary m London.
Her father an officer serving in H.Q. Middle East Command
had invited her to Aden-but perhaps a little wisely she had
omitted to give him prior information as to her method of
travel
On 24th ovember I left Catterick and drove to London
where three days were spent in making preparations. On . the
evening of the 27th, we headed for Dover to catch the rught
ferry . . . British Rail was running things and we departed
five hours late!
PIC...h.in~

tent on French soil
We disembarked at about 05.30 hours in pouring rain and
then headed for Paris. Apart from the fact that in my unheated
Jeep it was very cold, no problems wer~ en.count~ed and ~e
reached the Bois de Boulogne camp site m Pans by rmdafternoon. Our accommodation consisted of a tent which we
had not pitched before and this factor combined with the frorenhard state of the ground, presented us with problems which
took us some time to overcome. However, pitching camp was
successfully achieved and then the first French shopping
expedition was successfully undertaken. Next day, the journey
south was preceded by an excursion up the Eiffel Tower. We
passed through the cathedral town of Chartres in pouring rainrain which was more or less continuous for the next few days.
Through the Py.-enee as a blizzard rn~es
The fact that petrol costs about seven shillings and sixpence a
gallon in France was a great source of depression to me and it
was the fundamental reason behind my decision to drive through
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the principality of Andorra where fu~l cos.ts t~ree and six. a
gallon. However, the high Pyrenees m m1d-wmter are quite
severe and this part of the journey was more hazardous than I
anticipated. The ascent to. the France-~dorra bord~r w~s
entirely iced up and as a blizzard . was ragm~ as w~ .arnved m
the area the drive in the mountams was quite exc1ung. Alas,
on the ~ery steepest part of the track-about a mile from the
border-we ran out of petrol and slid backwards, coming. to
rest with part of the Jeep over a very steep drop. The ve~cle
was anchored with boulders. Petrol was subsequently obtamed.

Through Spain, via the Costa Urava
to Gibraltar
Our route then lay through Spain via the Costa Brava to
Gibraltar. This was fairly straightforward . . . except that
one day I drove on to the beach. It took five of us half a day
to dig out!
Our arrival at Gibraltar was preceded by an exhaustive
examination by Spanish exit customs who took great inte~est
in the food fuel and vehicle parts which we were carrymg.
Our plan ~as to ferry from Gibraltar across the Strait of
Ceuta but the Gibraltar ferry was in dry dock. So a day was
spent refuelling, collecting insurance documents, ii:nd buying
food and so on . . . And then we returned to Spam to get a
ferry from Algeciras.
The deserted Custom Post was not what
it seemed!
I must confess to being mildly surprised JVhen on arrival at
the Spanish entry customs, the post appeare?. to b~ deserted
and not being a person who looks for formahues I JUSt drove
through, pressed on and borde~ the Algeciras ferry which was
due to sail at mid-day. But things were not to be as easy as
that. Literally two minutes before sailing time a posse of police
motor-cyclists roared along the quayside and boarded the ferry.
Then an announcement in six languages invited Carole and I
to disembark. We had no option but to comply and were
escorted ashore by a gang of police.
.
The ferry then sailed with the Jeep and all our belongings.
'-

We are suspected of drug sn1ngglingt
A long interrogation followed. ~t transpired we were sus_Pected
of drug smuggling! In the evening the ferry returned with my
Jeep and our belongings were thoroughly searc~ed. When th~y
discovered we were not guilty, the Sparush police became qwte
friendly but insisted on entering a formal charge of attempted
smuggling to keep their paperwork complete. We were under
arrest for a further three days while the Smuggling Tribunal
considered the case. Eventually we disembarked at Ceuta and
started the drive through Morocco.
It was a surprise to us to find Africa so cold. We were still
clothed as for English winter driving, otherwise the journey
.through Morocco was uneventful ~~d we contii;iued on into
Algeria which seems to be thnvmg under mdependence,
although police were very much in evidence.
Algeria-T1misian bo.-der-n triend):tr Customs
Officer this time, gives us ltoSJtitality
In Algeria we drove inland to the ~geria-i:-unisia bor.der,
aiming to cut off the long coastal route via Tunis. We arrived
at the border post in freezing weather, thick fog and afte~ dar~.
There is no electricity in this area; the only source of hght is
hurricane lamps and candles. This, combined with the thick
fog made police and customs formality take about three hours.
wd were about to depart thankfully when, out of the murk,
a Customs Officer appeared and requested a lift. He was fitted
into the Jeep with some difficulty and as soon as we had set
off be offered us hospitality for the night. We accepted gratefully. A short drive off the road into the desert brought us to a
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large but primitive. farmstead. We were shown to a sheep shed
(inhabite?), and quickly set~led ~·. A few minutes later, the family
was led mto meet the foreign VISltors. They brought with them
a va riety of local food and a fine ~vening was t:njoyed by all.
We were awakened early next mornmg by our host who brought
eggs and coffee-the first breakfast we had not had to cook .
ou rselves since we started.

We lt~ome Guests of llonou.After farewells, ""'.e pressed on to Gabes, where we had to stay
for three days until the banks opened. During this time, we
were enter ta.med very generously by the tourism officer and a
friend w.ith who~ we a~e, dr~nk and toured the surrounding
countryside. Durmg this penod, we bathed in n atural hot
springs at El Hamat; a very pleasant and invigorating experience
We were badly in need of a bath at the time! We were also
guests of honour at a local football match.
W e ventuafly obtained money, stocked up with food and fuel
an~ headed for Liby~. W,e followed the coastaI road through
Tripoli and Benghazi which we reached on Christmas Day.
I r member Christmas Day 1965 as the day I came upon a man
who had just crashed his brand new car into a tree by the roadside, cutting his head badly. He had a rough and rapid ride
to hospital in my Jeep!
Just after Christmas, Carole fell ill with a mysterious fever,
rendering her quite helpless. I was slightly worried, but gave
her one of everything in the medical chest. She recovered in
two days.
Aft er six days in Libya we entered Egypt at the Customs post
at Sollum. Customs formalities took four hours; this was an
omen of our journey through Egypt where paperwork and petty
officialdom reign supreme.
The Ulack ;Marketeer who knew England
Shortly after entry, I stopped in a village to buy eggs. None
were obtainable on the open market. However, we were soon
approached by a stout, jovial black marketeer, who produced
th e goods and was delighted to be able to talk about his
experiences in England.
We journeyed on until, near Mersa Matruh, the first of a series
of misfortunes hit us. The Jeep refused to start and after
investigation, I diagnosed a slipped timing chain. Ultimately,
this proved correct, but the garage to which I was towed either
did not believe, or did not understand what I said. Anyway,
four mechanics and about twenty bystanders set to work and
the vehicle never quite recovered. When the mechanics reached
the ame conclusion as I, a Chinese manufactured timing chain
was obtained and fitted. After 12 hours we were under way
again.
Trouble!
Next day, we passed through Alexandria and were well on
the way to Cairo when a hole appeared in the side of the engine
and clouds of steam and spray were ejected. Due to haphazard
re-assembly in Mersa Matruh, the engine had overheated
callSing a severe cylinder head crack and core plug disintegration. A heavy lorry stopped alongside; the driver offered a
tow back to Alexandria; I accepted. However, half-way there
he stopped. He and his friend spent about five hours attempting
a repair. They were totally unsuccessful. They then requested
payment of 15 pounds; again, they were totally unsuccessful.
We w re towed to the outskirts of Alexandria and there, because of some peculiar bye-law, we stopped. I was then conducted by bus and train to the heart of Alexandria to meet a
garage owner. A long conference then took place in a restaurant
after which we all piled into a taxi to tow in the Jeep. The Jeep
was quickly hitched up to the taxi but we had not travelled
more than six miles when some other law came into effect.
Someone then rushed away and hired a horse. This arumal was
harnessed to the Jeep and pulled it the remaining few miles to
the garage.
It took two weeks to procure the spares and repair the variollS
engine and gearbox faults. During this time, we lived with
the garage proprietor's family in a small, very crowded house.
We were treated as very special guests and everyone for miles
around who could speak any English visited us. Unfortunately,
the family observed Rh amadan, so no food was served between
sunrise and sunset. One night, three priests and an electrician
arrived at the house. The priests squatted on a couch and
started wailing. The electrician set up a microphone and loudTHE WIRE, MAY-JUNE 1966

speaker so that the resulting noise was heard throughout the
neighbourhood. Meanwhile, scores of people, all of whom were
introduced to us, crammed in to the house and had a feast.
This was in memory of the head of the household who had died
40 days previously.
We were taken to a special Rham;1dan fair, shown around a
woodworking factory and got to know Alexandria very well.
Eventually, the Jeep was repaired and we departed for Suez.
My original plan was to motor south through Sudan and
Ethiopia to Djibouti, but I was so far behind schedule that I
abii:ndoned thi,'; idea and headed for Suez and a ship. On
arnval at Suez, the agents advised me to go to Port Said; this
I did. I was then unable to get an economic passage through
the shipping agents, so hired a small boat and conferred with
many ship's captains. After five days, I successfully negotiated
a passage, but could not embark until Suez. We motored
rapidly back to Suez. It took ten hours of argument and ten
pounds in bribes to get through exit customs to the quayside.
We then embarked.
The small ship which brought us down the Red Sea was
named the Bab Al Bahrein. Built in 1932, she was a 400 ton
coastal tanker which had initially plied the Irish Sea. She was
then sold to Holland, then to a Bahrein syndicate to whom she
was now being delivered. She was crewed by four Dutchmen,
four Bahreiniei and a Finn. Carole and I were also crew, on
paper anyway. Living conditions were cramped and the food
somewhat monotonollS, but she delivered us to Aden in eight
days. I then disembarked and drove to 210 Squadron.
Here are a few basic facts of the journey : Departed London-27th November, 1965;
Arrived Aden-31st January, 1966;
Vehicl-.-Jeep;
Road mileage covered--6,ooo miles, all weather surface;
Accommodation-tent (hotels are not very good);
Food-bought locally throughout;
Cost-£300.

Advice!
To anyone contemplating a similar journey, I offer the
following advice: Use a powerful car with a rugged suspension;
allow plenty of money; allow plenty of time; obtain as many
visas as possible, and check medical requirements for each
country before you start; send your application to MOD three
months in · advance; don't be daunted by all the rules and
regulations you will encounter.
Tailpieee
While Jock Burns and his navigator were making the
journey, Major N. A. Butler of 210 Squadron sent" The Wire"
the following account of correspondence pas.sing between the
Units concerned and which forms a lighthearted background to
the foregoing article:-

*
J,1•tter

*

*

to the Editor-llut with a Diltt>rt>nct>

There is a RewarJ for lnlonnation about this
Ofliter
The R.Q.M.S. is having tlillicu/ty Pricing him!
From Majar N. A. Butler,

210

Squadron, B.F.P.O. 69

I wonder if you would be so good as to include the following
notice in your lost and found columns. This bllSiness is causing
u all consid rable distress, particularly the R.Q.M.S. who is
having some difficulty in pricing a subaltern.

*

REWARD

" A suitable reward will be paid to the finder of an officer of
210 Squadron who has been missing for two months from his
home in Aden. This officer answers to the name of 'Jock'
and is wearing a collar tag with the inscription ' Lieutenant
P. C. Burns.' He is understood to be travelling with a (female)
companion."
To assist in the search, here is a resume of the relevant
correspondence.
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CllOOL Of
IG ·ALs TO 0.C. 210 QUADRO
"Lieutenant Burns wishes to travel overland arriving your
locat on 2 Dec. PD Before applications are submitted to
M..O.D. is this date acceptable PD Letter from Burns follows."

*

0.C. 210 SQUADRON TO SCHOOL OF SIGNALS
" Date acceptable PD Letter awaited with interest PD Unless
travelling by camel, no overland route."

*

Various correspondence between L ieuteiiant Burns and O.C.
210 Squadron which settled the departure date as 24/25 Nov.,
1965.

*

Postcard Lieutenant Burns ro Captain Saville 6 Dec. " In
Tangier today." This was postmarked Gibraltar and is somewhat confusing in the light of the next clue.

*

Letter Burns to O.C. 210 Squadron 17th Dec. " I regret
chat I have been delayed due:--(a) Breakdown of Gibraltar
ferry; (b) held four days by Spanish on smuggling charge.
I have the honour to be, etc."

*

Postcard Burns to 0.C. 210. 13 Dec. "Now Algiers."

*

*

*

Telephone call ADMS to 0.C. 210 Squadron 21 Dec. "Do
you know where my daughter is?"

*

Telephone call from ADMS to 0.C. 210 Squadron 10 Jan.
" They have broken down in Alexandria and are living in some
sort of Egyptian hovel while they get more money and the
Jeep is fixed."

*
210 Squadron

Cable Burns to O.C.
17 Jan. from Suez.
" Regret delay due breakdovm. Now fixed. Sailing today ss.
Babulbahrein.

*

We have bad no further correspondence and as it is only
1,300 miles to Aden, we feel that Mr. Burns may have had yet
another bit of that bad luck which seems to have dogged him
throughout. Possibly, the navigator missed the left turn corning
out of the Red Sea and they are now on their way to Durban.

*

I open my mail each morning with some apprehension. At
any rate any information which WIRE readers may be able to
provide would be greatly appreciated.

*

I may have a " part worn officer " notice for publication in
your " For Sale " column next month.

*

Thank you very much for your assistance in this sad matter.
Yours sincerely,
NORMAN BUTLER

*

*

*

Just after the above heart-rending appeal had gone to press,
the following was received in THE WmE office.
Dear Editor,
Further to my letter of the 2nd February.
As luck would have it, just after the letter had been despatched,
I had a further message from the ADMS.
You will be delighted to hear that Lieutenant Bums and bis
friend have arrived in Aden harbour today. Unfortunately, they
are now detained on immigration charges but at least we do
kn ·N where they are.
Thank you very much for all your help. I do hope you didn't
publish the ' lost and found ' notice.
NORMAN BU1"LER

The Wire is wrillen by the Corps ...
to be read by Lhe Corps
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It cou/J happen to you (2)
A correspondent who read the article entitled " It Could
Happen to You" in last month's "Wire" has kindly sent us
this account of another occasion where Signals had to fight.

*

*

*

The lamented death of Lieutenant-Colonel G. A. Dutton
reported in the April/May WIRE calls to mind another incident
when the Corps had to fight for its communications.

An Improvised Foree
Ahmedzai Force Signals was a typical improvisation for an
operation on the North West Frontier of India, circa 1939. The
Signal Office (Comcentre) and the Command came from
Divisional Signals. A Line Construction Section and a Cable
Section commanded by Lieutenant G. A. Dutton came from
"A" Corps Signals and there were eight or nine Wireless Detachments from half as many other Signal Units. There was one
other officer, O.C. Force Signals. Being the junior, George
Dutton found himself ' confined ' to the Signal office while bis
Commanding Officer employed himself with the Force Commanders' Escort, composed incidentally of off-duty personnel
from the Signal office.
Came the day of the assault on the main hostile position, a
precipitous range of hills guarding the Ahmedzai plateau. The
assaulting Battalions were to be pursued by a Cable Detachment to provide (a) a ' round-by-round ' commentary on the
progress of the assault, (b) conversation between the Force
Commander and the senior Battalion Commander once the
Ahmedzai plateau had been gained.
Line1nen lead the assault
There was only one complication, the only cable available was
D VU! wound on one-mile drums. Drum and cable weighed
8olb.
To cut a long story short, George Dutton, always an irreverent
young officer, succeeded in escaping from the Signal office to
command his linemen in this task. Fortunately man power was
ample. When the hills stopped his transport, George organised
his men so that half carried drums of cable in short rushes,
the remainder supervised by George himself provided the
covering fire.
The assault was slow and methodical, indeed George in his
commentary excused himself by saying, "We appear to be
ahead of the Infantry and there is a good deal of shooting."
At noon O.C. Force Signals spoke to his Subaltern : " George,
where are you?" " Well," drawled Lieutenant G. A. Dutton:
" I've got to the top, the chaps are firing like hell at the retreating
hostiles and I have got two miles of cable in hand. Oh, by the
way, the Infantry are just corning up."
Slightly insubordinate
The next day a gleeful Force Commander told O.C. Force
Signals that the leading Battalion Commander had given ••that
chap Dutton a considerable telling off." According to the Force
Commander George's reply had been regarded as insubordinate:
" Quite, sir, would you like to speak to the Force Commander
and re-assure him as to your personal safety."
We said George was an irreverent young officer and thereafter
he was confined again to the Signal office.
At the conclusion of the operations the Force Commander
'directed ' O.C. Force Signals to "put George Dutton in for a
decoration." Alas 'awards' were few and Lieutenant G. A.
Dutton was very astonished that he had been ' Mentioned in
Despatches.'
While it is true that no future war is exactly like the last
one, it is also true that, as then, as now, and in the future, the
job of the Royal Corps is to provide good communications
AND not infrequently this necessitates fighting for them.

''More Wings
for
Mercury"
By Captain J. R. Roberts

Ever thought of piloting a
light aircraft? Read Captain
Roberts' article and see
whether this interesting and
exciting type of Service life
is for you.

The Sioux helicopter. Three per Royal Signals Air Troop.
background

TWO SITUATIONS
Situation o,.e : An Army Air Corps pilot is briefed at
Nicosia Airfield. "Fly to Kyrenia, pick up the Force Commander and take him to Famagusta for an aerial reconnaissance
of the confrontation dispositions." Pilot flies away in his Scout
helicopter.
Situation Two : Instructor at the School of Signals
asks of a student, " Tell me what you know of Fresnel Zone
Clearance, Bullington Data, and their applications to the
operation of a Radio Relay link." Student looks dazed and
begs the instructor's pardon.
Incidents from two different ways of life? Yes, and No.
They both happened to me within a month of each other, and
between them encompass both the advantages and disadvantages
of being a Royal Signals pilot.

We believe there are many more stories of men of the
Corps in ' action.' Please let us have them for publication
in " The Wire.'' If you are worried about your style of
writing just send the article to us and we will " dress "
it up s~tably for present'.ation.-Edl.tor.
The author at the controls of a Scout Helicopter
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Two Heller training helicopters in the

Army Aviation training

First contact with the Army flying world is made, oddly
enough, not with the Army but at the R.A.F. Aircrew Selection
Centre at Biggin Hill, where the candidate undergoes a rigorous
medical examination, and tests on mathematics, mechanics, and
of his physical co-ordination. If successful, he then attends a
nine-month course at the School of Army Aviation at Middle
Wallop in Hampshire.
During his first three months he flies the Chipmunk monoplane, and the average student is performing solo aerobatics
after some thirty hours. The next three months are spent
learning basic helicopter handling on the American Hiller,
and the final three months are spent learning advanced
techniques on either the Skeeter, the Sioux, or the Scout.
For the first half of the course, half of the student's time is
spent in the classroom learning such subjects as Meteorology,
Navigation, Airmanship, Principles of Flight, Forward Air
Controller Pr_ocedure, Royal Signals subjects, Army Aviation
tactics, and Control of Artillery Gunfire Procedure.
At the end of bis course, the student emerges with a brand
new pair of wings on his chest, 180 hours on hi logbook, and
a very professional approach to flying his aircraft. He is then
posted either to an A.A.C. Brigade Flight, or to an Air Troop
integrated with an R.A.C. Regiment, Artillery Regiment, or
an Infantry Bartalion. His posting could be anywhere in the
world from British Guiana to Hong Kong, and will last for
three years.

Thls is the life
Variety is the spice of life and the essence of a pilot's tour.
During the course of his flying be could (and probably would)
tackle all the following tasks: Reconnaissance, both aerial and
air photographic kinds; Direction of gunfire and/or air strikes;
Casualty evacuation; Resupply of distant or engaged troops;
and liaison between staffs and localities. The la t three tasks
can be carried out by night as well as day, and every pilot is
trained in night flying.
Neither are you threatened with the tedium of one base.
During my two and a half years of pilot service, my Flight
have been to B.A.O.R. and Libya on exercises, twice on active
duty in Cyprus, and covered the whole of the British I !es.
In addition, since the Flight is a sociated with the Parachute
Brigade, I have also acquired the skills of Airportability and
Parachuting, though the latter gave cause for many a remark
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" . . . . there can be few better starts to one's career
than to live and work with one's men under the
difficult conditions we experienced . . • . "

THE SCOUT

Four per Brigade Fl ight, A.A.C.

Straight from Mons 0.C.S. Second-Lieutenant Lewis found
himself pitchforked into a desert expedition of some 1,300
miles. Strange cities, which might have come straight out of
the Arabian Nights, fabulous white sand beaches, cruel sharks
and exotic Oriental meals . . . these and many other unusual
experiences came his way on Exercise " Dry Oasis."

querying the need for a pilot to know how to jump out of a
perfectly serviceable aircraft ar one thousand feet!
Gains and Lo ses to t h e Corps and
t o t h e Individual
Since the training and flying tour of a pilot takes some four
years of the individual's career it would seem at first sight
that the loss to his parent arm is great, but this is not so. It
must not be forgotten that all the personal skills acquired by
the pilot will be reflected in his value to the parent arm when
he returns to Regimental duty.
I would suggest that the gains are as follows: -

The author, Second-Lieutenant Lewis, takes a breather

followed was along the coastal plain to R.A.F. Riyan, about
400 miles along the coast to the East and North of Aden. From
there we were .to head north, through the East Pass into the
Wadi !dim which we would follow up into the eastern end of
the Wadi Hadramaut. We would then tum west, travel through
the Wadi Hadrarnaut for about 6o miles before turning south
into the Wadi al Kasan to return to Riyan via the West Pass,
and thence to Aden along the coastal route-a round trip of
1,300 miles and of three weeks' duration.

A.

To his parent Ann:
He forms one of a nucleus of ' Arm ' pilots. They will
in effect be a pool of doctrinaire knowledge and experience of
flying matters. This will subsequently be of considerable value.
(More of thii; in a later paragraph.)
2. Whilst flying with the A.A.C., he represents his Arm
in this new medium, one that is assuming accelerating
importance in the Army of today.
r.

B.

To himself:
He soon acquires a general knowledge of all Arms, and a
working knowledge of the Royal Navy and the Royal Air Force.
2. He acquires the personal skills of piloting, navigation,
excellent map reading, et al.
3. He broadens his personal experience. His responsibility
in terms of human life and valuable equipment, and his frequent
contact with senior officers develops considerable self-confidence.
r.

The Losses are these:
A. He is four years away from ):!.is basic trade or employment. During that time, he is providing no economic return for
the rime and money spent on his training.
B. He gets our of couch with current developments and
techniques of his parent arm.
Ir is not my intention here ro develop the argument of gains
versus losses, bur I do personally believe that the gains have it!
T h e Future : The Air Troop Roy al S i gnal s
I mentioned above the Integrated Air Troops. The most
stimulating aspect of future Army Aviation from the Corps'
point of view is that we are soon to have our own Integrated
Air Troops. The first of these forms in Singapore at the end of
this year. It is understood that they are to be Royal Signals
units and piloted by Royal Signals personnel. There is thus
a need for Corps pilots, particularly S.N.C.O.s, since the proportion of Officer/S.N.C.O. pilots within the Air Troops is
o e to two! Our future is indeed exciting to say the least.
T ailpiece
If you are in need of a ' second string ' employment to help
your career, if you are looking for a way of life that carries with
it responsibility and personal fulfilment (AND flying pay!),
then I can do no more than suggest that you come and join
me.
[Full details in respect of eligibility, conditions of service,
selection, training and tour of duty are set out in D .C.I. 41
of 1964 as amended by D.C.1 125 of 65.-Editor.]
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An oasis that was not dry! Water is pumped up at Bir Ali from
one of the few pure water wells in that area
1\ brand new officer arrives

On 4th August, 1965, I arrived in Aden, somewhat less than
a month after passing out from Mons O.C.S., proudly to join
my first unit, the 15th Regiment. However, my presence, at
this time, was something of an embarrassment ro the Regiment
as I was supposed to return to the U.K. only two months later
to attend a " Q" Course. What can one do with an officer, as
green as a little apple, for just two months? The answer, in
this case, was to send me on Exercise "Dry Oasis."
This exercise was, strictly speaking, a 24 Infantry Brigade
exercise but since 210 Squadron personnel were heavily committed on other affairs at this rime, our Regiment was asked to
supply the radio detachment mandatory for all such training.
The aim of the exercise was ro ' practice field administration
and test men and vehicles under arduous conditions of climate
and terrain.' The climatic conditions being those of South
Arabia in the hot season, i.e. a temperature range of So °F1000F along the coast, with very high humidity and an inland
temperature range of 50 °F-u5 °F with low humidity. The
terrain to be encountered varied through soft marsh, moun tain
track, sand dunes and, very occasionally, pave. The route to be
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\\." get under wa:"·
The party consisted of three officers and some 40 N.C.O.s
drawn from a variety of units. The leader was Lieutenant R.
Broughton of 1 infantry Workshops and we were assisted ?Y a
Somali interpreter and detachments from the Federal National
Guard (F .N.G.) and the Hadrami Bedouin Legion (H.B.L.).
The Signals detachment was made up of Corporal Lincoln
(Radio Technician), Lance-Corporal Carr (Radio Operator/
Driver), Signalman Howard (Telegraph Operator) and myself.
Our equipment consisted of a C.u/R.210 in a t-ron F.F.R.
with twin V and matched dipole aerials, a spare C.II and
two sets of batteries, generator, charger and ancillary gear. All
the spare radio kit travelled in an R.A.0.C. three-conner.
At 22-45 we moved off, having netted-in with a good signal,
and by about 03.00 hours we arrived outside Zinjibar, where
we leagured for the night until oS.oo hours, when our F.N.G .
guides joined us and the trip began in earnest.
After a slow first day, during which we covered only_ 45
miles, due to fuel delays and inexperience, we spent the mght
at Qubbar Jumbah.
'rlae first sigh t w a s uaNiaoru b le
The following day we did somewhat better, covering about
So miles to Hisn Bal'id, having rwo stops, one for water and
petrol at Ahwar and one on the coast itself for a meal. and
much-needed bath-cum-swim. Hisn Bal'id is a small village
dominated by an F.N.G. fort on a hillock, the. whole. being
surrounded by mil~ of sand dunes. 9ur first. sight of .it was
quite memorable, with the sun setting beh_md us, m the
clear light of the short-lived tropical twilight which. makes ev~
thing appear just a little larger and more beautiful than h~e.
We came round a dune to see the fort, squat and sohd,
apparently the only habitation for miles, its flag mov~g i~ly
in the even ing breeze, looking exactly as . one would 1rnag~ne
a lone outpost of authority would look, m a land to which
violence is no stranger.
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Treacherous going
The next day we were to travel over a treacherous stretch
of beach between Hisn Bal'id and lrqah, about 20 miles up
the coast.
From the ride tables we had, ir was obvious
that we would have to either start before dawn or wait until
late in the day to attempt it. We decided on the early start
and went to sleep with some apprehension of what lay ahead.
An exercise, still in progress in the area, had only some days
before, had five or six vehicles bogged down and drowned on
this stretch, and it was a matter of speculation as to whether
we would meet with the same end.
We found this stretch just as awkward as we had been led
to believe, and this, together with the hyper-caution that had
led us to start only two hours after the commencement of the
ebb-ride, resulted in two of our 3-ronners and that of our
F.N.G. guides becoming bogged, with the waves lapping
around their axles. However, the rest made it-if in a somewhat waterlogged condition-and leagured at Irqah to wait
for the others. When eventually the F .N.G. and Scammell
arrived to tell us that the other vehicles were free, but refusing
to start, I decided to try to return to them by an inland
route with a VM-something that the F.N.G. thought feasible.
Soon I found myself 90 minutes older and wiser by the knowledge that, whatever that pretty advertisement for Short Service
Commissions may imply, a laden Land Rover does not take
kindly to being asked to attempt large dunes of sand. I returned somewhat sweaty and chastened. Soon the others joined
us and we spent the remainder of rhe day drying out the
vehicles and collecting fuel and water.
A thous a n d d ecaying fis h h e ads fo r c ompany
On · the 21st, we pressed on another So miles to Bal Haf,
having left the Scammell at lrqah. Ir proved a long, dusty
and uninteresting- day, to be remembered on~y by the ~act
that by this time the whole party was s1:1ffermg from fatrly
extensive sunburn and that our camp that rught was only a few
hundred yards downwind of a dump of a thous~nd fish ~cads
in every conceivable stage of decay and putrefaction-a mistake
accountable only by rhe fact tha~ we were not downwind of _it
when we arrived . Also our ,-tonner F .F.R. succeeded m
jamming the gears of its rear axle differential, having ~ecretively
disposed of its drain ~lug aJ?-d. oil sh?rtly before. This resulted
in our being towed 1gnonumously mto camp stern first, an
hour after the rest of the convoy. There the VMs removed
the rear half-shafts, thus permitting locomotion by front wheel
drive only, though warning thar the front prop- haft bearings
.
.
.
were also giving out I .
The following mormng, havmg sent a s1trep a kmg f?r a
new rear differen tial and front prop-shaft to be flown to R1y.an,
we moved to Bi'r Ali, a fascinating village about 15 miles
further up the coas.t. We spent m~sr of th~ day at this
delightful spot, meetmg our H.B.L. guides, playmg a game of
soccer (though nor to strict F.A. rules) against the locals and
seeing enough of interest to make us decide to break there
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to travel on a pave surface-a considerable pleasure after
hundreds of miles of rough ground-lasting for about 40 miles,
all the way to Sayun, where we arrived travelling into a
glorious Arabian sunset.

Breakfast and a clean-up, before e nterin g Mu kalla aft er a hard hau l.
Ou r unoffi cial gu ide is by t he fire (r igh t)
Bogged down at Bir Ali.

Whoever heard of mud in a desert?

on our return. However, soon after we moved out, in the
~ate ~fternoon, a fw:ther misfortune befell us. The party leader,
m his f-t?n:ier, diverted some 15 to 20 yards to the right
of the maionty of tyre marks on the sand, not realising that
he was travelling over salt marsh covered by a hard crust of
~ ~d sand. . The result?
Two heavily-laden 3-tonners
rmmed1ately behrnd went through the crust, one up to its
cab, one up to its axles. At this point life began to appear
serious. The day was almost done; we were already a full
24 hours behind schedule and had one very sick t -tonner that
was going to need time-a:msuming repairs, and now, on top
of this, there was obviously going to be a delay of some
hours in digging and dragging out these two vehicles. Bearing
in mind these factors, it was decided that the Padre and I
together with two H .B.L. guides, the lads from 24th F ield
Ambulance, 45 Commando, two VMs and Lance-Corporal
Carr should take the t -tonner, plus a three-tonner as escort
and help-mate, on over the remaining 80 miles to Riyan so
that the presence of a crippled vehicle should not impede
the progress of the rest of the vehicles when they restarted;
~us the lengthy .re-fit could be largely accomplished by the
ume the rest arrived, so that with luck, we coula be away
from Riyan by the morning of the 24th.
A night to remember
What a night!

Had we known what we were undertaking,

I doubt whether we would have made the same decision.
Between 17.30 hours that day and 07.00 hours the next we

travelled but 50 miles, with only one ten-minute break for
a well-earned whisky. We dug out, sand-channelled drove
forded a r!ver with a soft bottom and climbed near-irr:possibl~
rocky gradients. Our H.B.L. guides, uncharacteristically, packed
up and went to sleep by 01.30 hours, steadfastly refusing to be
reawakened, leaving our navigation to an old Arab to whom
w_e w~re gi~ing a li~t as far ~s Mukalla. Though the old boy's
duecuons (Ill Arabic and sign language) gave us misgivings
more than once as new obstacles loomed ahead, every time a
recce was conducted on foot, by torchlight if seemed and was
proved to be possible.
'
At 07.00 hours, with the difficult part of the journey completed, we breakfasted and spruced ourselves up before driving
the · 1ast few miles into Mukalla to pay our .respects to the
Colonel Commandant of the Hadrami Bedouin Legion at
their H .Q. On af!iving, I was very glad we had cleaned up
as a smarter look!Ilg bunch of soldiers it would be difliculf
to fin? than those ':"'ho received us. Here also, I had the novel
experience . of, ow!Ilg to the language difficulry and Arab
custom, bemg led by the hand across the barrack square by the
R.S . M.-~hades of Mons!
By r r .oo hours we arrived at
R.A.F. R 1yan, to be most hospitably received and enjoy real
baths .(much needed) and quantities of ice-cold beer (much
appreciated).
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One point of interest that arose from this p art of the trip
was that morale, high throughout the exercise, had positively
so~e d among the ad vance group as a result of overcoming
this small challenge. W hen the rest arrived that afternoon
there they sat, positively preening themselves-repairs done:
cold beer in hand, gripping the others for all they were worth.
A satisfying moment.
The necessary maintenance and r epairs to the other vehicles,
unfortunately, took up not only the r emainder of that day,
but most of the following day as well; so it was not until the
morning of the 25th that, h aving refuelled in Mukalla, we bade
Riyan au revoir and set out for the Hadramaut.
Sterling work by the Field Ambulance
The boys from the F ield Ambulance d id the same sterling
work here, among the civilian population, as they did wherever
we
stopped.
Treating
those who could be helped
and, if possible, easing
those who were beyond
help. The implicit faith
of those people in the
healing ability of anyone
with even a first aid kit
was both touching and
a sad commentary on the
lack of medical care
in these regions. Time
and again those beyond
our help would come. A
boy of twelve who had
been blind since birth;
an old woman swollen
with the urine she had
been unable to relieve
herself of for over a
week; the deaf, the
idiots, the crippled - all
would come to be given
only a palliative and a
kind word.
A case of malnutrition being treated with
As soon as the pass was
vitamin pills and condented milk. An unclear, we climbed up on
usual case, as the ch ildren are usually wellto the plateau. A couple
fed
of
the
vehicles
did
not take kindly to this,
.
however, and were act!Ilg up. As a result we decided to
leaguer on top of the plateau that night and ~ake a crack-ofdawn start for Sayun, the main city of the Hadramaut the
following day. . Tho~gh ~e were only at about 5,000 'feet,
we . spent a fauly chilly rught and were glad to get moving
agam.
We soon descended from the plateau and entered the Wadi
!dim, an area of great scenic beauty, high temperature and
reputedly, a high incidence of bilharzia. Here we were abl~
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Two fasc inat i n ~ eitics
The following day, having contacted the local political
adviser and refuelled the vehicles, the party split, some exploring Sayun and some travelling east to Terim. Terim
proved to be a fascinating city, though we did not see it at
its best, since it was Friday and therefore very quiet. However, we spent most of the day in the swimming pool of the
rest house there-and what a delight it was. We sent out
for a 5lb. block of ice (at a cost of 15s. ! ) and cnjoved ourselves alternatively swimming and rubbing ourselves with fragments of ice which, in a shade temperature of well clear of
uo°F., was a considerable pleasure.
The following day the party switched, and the party with
Captain R. Francombe, R.A.0.C., and myself explored Sayun.
This is a truly marvellous city. The Hadrami is by nature
industrious and a good business m an, and a great number of
them leave H adramaut as young men to go, mainly to the
East Indies, to make their fortunes . Those who manage to
do so, retire and return to Sayun to build themselves a palatial
home and devote some of their money to improving local
amenities (e.g., electricity, street lighting, wells and the main
road). Many of these hQ~es, though built mainly with mud
and straw bricks of a tile-like appearance, are of exquisite d eign; perhaps the most striking being the Sultan's palace,
which is like a three-dimensional illustration from the Arabian
Nights.
Cordon bleu-Arab s tyle !
That n ight, the officers and Othman, our interpreter, were
invited to dinner by the Officer Commanding the Sultan 's
Bodyguard . This was a most d elicious meal, principally of
spiced roast goat and rice, and proved a most interesting experience. We were most impressed with the courtesy and
kindness with which our ignorance of the finer points of
Arabian etiquette, awkwardness in sitting in an Arab posture
and eating in the polite manner with our fingers was treated.
We hoped that our host, who told us that he had only used
a knife and fork once in his lif , would meet with equal
cou.rresy at a meal wh ere the host was European. Thanks to
Othman, conversation flowed freely, and we learned a great
deal about the customs and ways of his people.
On the next day we broke camp and moved westwards along
the Wadi to Shibam, the fabled skyscraper city, perhaps the
mos t spectacular place we were to see on the trip. The
buildings here, again built of mud and straw on a wooden
fra me, range between four and eleven storeys in height-some
of which are about seven hundred years old-truly fantastic
feats of architecmre.
Our entrance into this walled city was impressive, to say
the least. We walked up the steep slope to the main gate,
entered between foot-th ick wooden doors about 20ft. high,
studded geometrically with stout iron spikes that projected
about nine inches from the outer side. Just inside, the guard
turned out for us, according us a ' present arms.' Forunately,
we had been advised that this might happen and were as well
turned out as circumstances would allow. There is no doubt
that the Arab, as well as being a smart, hard soldier, loves to
demonstrate his excellent proficiency in arms drill.
1Jnu811al street hazards
Walking around the narrow streets, we quickly learned to
walk in close to the buildings, for down the centre of the
treets ran shallow gutters that act as sewers. The means of
disposing of liquid waste from the buildings, at above ground
level, is by sluicing it through wooden channels projecting
from the side of the building; the length and angle at which
these are set being such that the discharged waste will land
in the vicinity of the sewer but not necessarily in it. Hence,
it paid to give them a wide berth! Having thoroughly enjoyed
our visit, we moved on 20 miles or so to Al Qatn, where we
spent the night before commencing the homeward journey.
Throughout the trip, whenever we camped near a settlement,
great interest was manifested by the inhabitants, particularly
the children, in our equipment and domestic chores. At Al
Qatn, such attention became too pressing for comfort. Despite
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the efforts of our guides and responsible members of the communi~y, such activities as cooking, washing, shaving and undressmg had to be carried on whilst surrounded, at times to
within arms length, by an amused crowd two or three deep.
This, in spite of the fact that we were a good mile from the
town. As a result, by the morning, the tempers of some of the
men were beginning to show signs of strain, though no untoward incidents occurred. Nevertheless, we thought it advisable
to move out straight away. As one can imagine, the radio
equipment was given extra close attention but, thanks largely
to Lance-Corporal Carr's affable nature and eagle eye, nothing
remiss occurred.
Having moved out on the 30th, we travelled slowly through
Wadi al Kasar down into the Wadi Du'an, stopping to explore
ruined towns, of which there were several. At the head of the
Wadi the road climbs to about 1,500 feet, through a series of
hair-pin bends to the plateau. Two of the 3-tonners baulked
at this and expired about half-way up, effectively blocking the
track. By the time these had had running r epairs effected
and the remainder of the convoy had come up, it was dark,
so we settled on the edge of the plateau for the n ight.
Snakes, S('Orpions, lizards, chamelc>ons
This plateau, that appears an absolutely barren piece of rock,
does, in fact, have a very considerable insect and reptile
population. One has only to sit quietly in the late afternoon
or early morning to see them.
SnaKes, scorpions, lizards,
chameleons and four-inch long blue ' grasshoppers ' with yellow
spots, are all to be found in fa ir abundance. Indeed, one
can hardly turn over any sizeable rock without finding something underneath-usually a scorpion. H ence, a certain reluctan ce was demonstrated towards sleeping on the ground!
The following morning the medics organised a search for
specimens, collecting about a dozen species in an hour. So,
having thus made a fairly leisurely start to the day, we pressed
on southwards to Riyan, stopping for a mid-day break by a
small unnamed village. Here, our H.B.L. guides bought a goat
and invited th e officers and those of the men who cared to partake, to join them in a meal. After seeing how the beast was
slaughtered and dressed, and realising that every part of the
animal, save the skin and bone, is eaten, not many of the men
took up the invitation. A pity, for it was a most delicious
meal. One does, however, need a strong stomach to accept a
piece of st{)mach lining, raw, still warm from the animal
I think, in fact, only two members of the party accepted this
tit-bit-to the great amusement of the Arabs.
They must have thought we bad been through
the gates of Hell
In the afternoon we climbed into the mountain area through
which the West Pass runs, perhaps the most exciting scenery
of the trip-plus some of the most hair-raising motoring. The
track winds between peaks of 6,ooo or 7,000 feet, often cut
into the sides of these peaks, with a precipitous drop of up
to a thousand feet on the outside! To see a 3-tonner teeter
round a bend, associated with such a drop, with the outside
rear wheel slithering right out over nothing accompanied by
a shower of stones, is a memory not easily erased. However,
Riyan was reached without accident. Here, after baths and a
night's sleep, we serviced the vehicles and were ready to leave
by the following lunchtime. A party of Cranwell cadets were
staying in Riyan that night, before starting the trip into the
Hadramaut the following day. Already impressed by our blackbrown skins and travel-scarred vehicles, we gripped them with
stories of sights seen and deeds done until they must have
thought they were to pass through the ' Gates of Hell ' themselves t This was not very difficult, since, having flown all the
way to Riyan, they had no real idea of what lay ahead. Still,
to give them credit, they did not seem in the least put off.
Having left Riyan, we moved into Mukalla to refuel and
look around. This town, rumoured a while back by one of
the more sensational Sunday papers to be a slave trade port,
is of great interest. Almost entirely untouched by European
influence, it cannot have greatly changed in five centuries,
and because of this and the ignity of the QCOple, it appears
a more cultured and civilised place than the polyglot, haphazard,
mushroom town that is Aden. After a few hours of exploring
this fascinating place, we moved out westwards to Fuwah
to leaguer for the night.
The following day, 2nd SepteJ!lber, we moved to Bir Ali,
where our H.B.L. guiges left us and, as we had promised ourselves, we broke our journey for two days.
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sl ht
This place ha many delights. The well there has the only
water fit to drink "au nature]"; the inhabitants are very
friendly and it bas a fabulous white sand beach. The two
feature of great interest are a volcanic crater and some ancient
The crater of the e.xtinct volcano, Karif
cave dwellings.
hawran, contains an incredibly beautiful turquoise lake with
a very high salt content, so that swimming in it is quite an
experience (also distasteful if one get the stuff in one's mouth
or ey s). The cave dwellings form a 2,000-year-old settlement and are situated on top of a flat rock about a thousand
feet high that juts out into the sea. To get up there was quite
a sweaty scramble, particularly as this was in the hot season.
However, it was worth the effort since, as this site has never
been properly investigated or excavated, the area is still covered
with shards of pottery, bone, etc. One of the less amusing
sights seen from the top was that of two members of the party
swimming in the crystal clear water while two very large
sharks cruised past them within about 50 yards, unnoticed and
unnoticing.
It took shouting, rock-throwing, and finally a
shot to attract the m:n's attention to their unwelcome neighbours.
Having passed two days exJ!lloring these features, diving for
oysters and clams, investigating turtles' nests, playing a return
soccer match against the locals and attending one of their
festival dances (put on in our honour), we regretfully broke
camp and started the last haul back to Aden, where we arrived
on the 6th, one day ahead of schedule, as a result of better
progress being made than our previous experience of this
stretch had given us to believe possible.

24th llegi1u1•nt win Arrny Soccer Cup in a

distorbin~

In retrospect--a most memorable ex1•erience
This trip was, for many of us, probably the most memorable
experience of our tour in Aden. Certainly it afforded an opportunity to see something of the people- and the country; something that is denied to so many who serve in Aden. As a
young officer, I am not only grateful to have been given such
an opportunity, but feel that there can be few better starts to
one's career than to live and work with one's men under the
difficult conditions as we experienced.
One learns a great
deal that cannot be taught in classrooms or on barrack
squares. Enough at least to make one realise how very much
more there is still to learn.

Faraway Places! Unusual Jobs!

Your pal wants to borrow your " Wire " ? Lend it to himbut suggest-with your usual tact-that he might like to fill in
one of the forms below !
The General Secretary,
Royal Signals Association,
Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London, S.W.3.
Please arrange to send THE WIRE to me for twelve months
commencing with the next issue. I enclose a cheque/Postal
Order for 18/-.

21'4

24th Regiment have won the Army Association Football
Cup by beating the 13th/18th Royal Hussars by 4-1 in the
final, played at Aldershot on 6th April.

A smart quarter guard turned out on the occasion of 30th Regiment's
Annual Inspection. Sergeant Eastham in Command

CHAMPIONS AT LAST l

30th Regiment

My rank and name 1s

BLANDFORD CAMP

I wish THE WIRE to be sent to ............ ...... .. .............. . .

OR
The Accounts Officer or P.R.!.
.. .. . ....... ..... ....... . ........... ...... Regt./Sqn./Tp.
Please reserve a personal copy of THE WIRE for me in the
unit bulk order until further notice. I understand this will
cost me 1/6 a month.
Name and rank

Back Row (left to rirht): Signalmen P. Bailey, J. Innes, B. Hannah. Centre Row
{left to right): Lance-Corporal D. Brown , Lance-Corporal A. Sutherland, Signalman
A. Gordon, Signalma n I. Campbell. Seated (le~ to right): Corporal V. Clark,
Corporal A. Forrester (Captain), Lieutenant-Colonel W . Sykes (C.O.), Captain
W. Thompson (O.i/ c Football), Signalman C. Beston, Scaff.Sergeant Instructor
B. Edwards

Once again the Army Association Football Cup comes back
to the Corps for, contrary to statements in the Press, Corps
teams won this cup in 1953 (7th Training Regiment) and 1956
(2nd Training Regiment).

Why not send us your story?

Against the background of a crowded stadium, we saw 24th
Regiment play some rather negative football for a time and
then pull out the stops against the opposition in a wellcontested match.
Trooper Foy scored the Hussars' only goal early on, swivelling to hook in a corner-kick taken by Corporal Jim Simpson
and lobbed on to him by Lance-Corporal Bill Peters. Signals
equalised 18 minutes later, Hannah netting with a ground crossshot while Gordon was distracting attention, and nosed in front
two minutes before the interval, Corporal Jim Clark hitt1ng home
a glorious 25-yarder to the far corner of the net. He deserved
it, for, more than anyone else, he was always prepared to attempt
a shot. No. 3 came from left-winger Lance-Corporal C?lin
Bes'tOn. The ball came to him not far from the half-way lme,
and he swerved past one defender, dribbled round another,
doubled back past a third with a.mazing ball _control, and_ t~en
as the goalkeeper advanced, flicked it past him for a brilliant
solo goal. This was after 68 minu!es, and Ha~nah got No. 4
two minutes from the end by bangmg the ball m off the goalkeeper's chest. The all-Army half-back line of the Signals had
proved too strong for the Hussars.

21st REGIMENT, B.F.P.O. 43
Annual Inspection
If the Editor will forgive us we only wish to show that the
Inspection was so thorough that even our two Nuffield Trust
caravans did not escape the Commander Rhine Area!
The photograph shows Brigadier J. D . King-Martin, D.S.o.,
M.C., with Major J. R. Sweeny. Perhaps the Commander Rhine
Area is asking why the doorway is so small?
Farewells
Colonel B. R. M. Hayles, our CAFSO, was wished good luck
in his new appointment as C.S.O. Scottish Command. Major
J. R. Sweeny was also dined out. A very special occasion, for
" Pat " is shortly to finish his long service with the Corps.
Football
We are hoping to give you the result of the B.A.O.R. Minor
Units soccer final before closing. The semi-final against 5
Infantry Workshops R.E.M.E. was a thriller! The R.E.M.E.
team played good, clean football and never stopped crying.
This brought out the best in our team who played a sparkling
team game to run off winners by seven goals to nil. The game
was so good that the spectators forgot the weather save for
half-time when it was realised how well players and officials
were doing despite freezing rain and hail!
In the B.A.O.R. Minor Unit soccer we were beaten 2-nil
bf 65 Corps Field Park Squadron R.E. Our goalkeeper,
Signalman Sweetin, was kept busy and it is largely to his credit
that we did not suffer a worse defeat.

Fine Effort!

It must be admitted that the Hussars were rather unfortunate not to score on several occasions, but this was more
than offset by the many near misses by the Signal ' forwards.

An enthusiastic party from 24th Regiment (five coachload )
cheered their heroes on uritil they were hoarse.
ot least of
the team's support came from their W.R.A.C. fans!

"Am I supposed to go through that ridiculous small door!" says
Brigadier S. D. King-Martin at the Annual Inspection
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Corporal Forrester proved to be a calm and confident captain
and much of the team's success can be a'Scribed to the policy of
forming a team early on in the season and sticking to it. As
a result they :have learnt to knit well together and to know each
other's play instinctively.
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Swan Song
B.C.H. writes.-It has been rumoured in certain unreliable
quarters of the Regiment that now your long-suffering editor
for the past eighteen months is about to leave for greener
pastures, that you will read in future more about the Regiment
and less about 640 Troop. We shall see!
The Commanding Officer's policy on WIRE notes has always
been "pictures, not words, sell THE WIRE." Producing photographs of the right quality is, of course, a constant problem
(the quality of many of 64o's overseas detachment's photographs
is usually good, however, the subject often leaves much to be
The main theme of these notes was to be the
desired).
Administrative Inspection in pictures, but unfortunately our
unit photographer was struck down by some mysterious virus
on the very morning of the inspection. No apology, therefore,
for the Jack of high quality pictures, but a thank-you to Signalman Pludek for sparking at four minutes' notice to produce at
least a record of our big day.
A1u1ual Administrative Inspection
Even though it was election day, the Squadron shop stewards
managed to persuade the vast hordes of technicians to down
soldering irons and take up paint brushes ju~t long e?<?l!gh
to produce the normal high standard we provide for v1s1tmg
inspecting officers.
You all know about administrative inspections, and ours was
no different. A good inspection which went off without a hitch
rewarding everyone for their hard work and preparation.
Splash
Overheard in the Sergeants' Mess :
We understand that Sergeant Thompson, our Provost
Serg~ant has volunteered for duty over the holiday peri<>:<ls,
Whitsun Christmas and Easter, for the next year. Somethmg
to do wlth a fishing trip and the R.S.M. getting rather wet I
Wives' Club
The Regimental Wives' Club ran a highly successful informal dance on 18th March. This was the first of what
we hope will be a regular event and trust that the exc~ent
evening on this occasion will encourage a full house next tune.
640 TROOP
B.C.H. writes: Administrative and C.I.V. Inspections in the
background, the normal comings and goings of the Troop
continued throughout the month of March unaffected.
Goodbye to Se.rgeant Nutter. and his merry men w~o have
left to join the S.C.L.I. for SL'c months and get their knees
brown. Photographs for future editions, please!
Welcome to Captain Eric Carrel, who has arrived to take
over the Troop. We wish him every good fortune; with a li!tle
luck he will have met everyone in the Troop by next Chr!Stmas~ The stores might be a bit more difficult. He had better
keep those pins in the map of the world and the 1033 locked
safely away!
Advertisement. We have been please<l by the immediate
response to last month's advert in THE \'<7IRE. Thank you
to all concerned and trust you have already received. repliesfurther information is on its way. We must apolog:se to the
Comcen operators who have already written in for thr unfortunate error in the advert-it's you Cypher Operators we
are really after.
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Vi11itor11 by the thousand
We have welcomed a fantastic number of visitors aboard in
the last five months- the total is believed to be in the region
of two thousand-so to name them all would be difficult. However, we were particularly glad to have the opportunity to
entertain Lieutenant-Colonel Congden, C.S.O., Northern Ireland Command, and Major Dale, O.C. 233 Signal Squadron,
both of them having given a great deal of assistance and good
advice to us during our visits to their realm. Wllilst at Devonport we were lucky in having Brigadier Horsfield, our " sponsor "
C.S.O., Southern Command, and his G.S.0.1, LieutenantColonel Lyske come to visit us. We hope that early next month
the S.0.-in-C. will be coming on board to visit us-more of
that in next month's notes.

.lf'rial Pict•re of

a Great Ship

621 TROOP

Fearless

Our tasks are various
Our tasks on board are many and various: Corporal George
Gay has just finished a term as ship's postman-a duty which
enabled him to get his now famous Singer Vogue in and out
of dockyards up and down the country with ease and extraordinary alacrity. Before leaving us for Germany, Signalman
Lashly qualified as dish-washing machine operator B2 and
Lance-Corporals Paddy Magowan and Peter Hill have passed
their MPC 2 at 10th Regiment, while Lance-Corporal Syd
Turnbull and the radio operators have all been on a typing
course at the Signal Training Centre in H.M.S. Drake at
Devon port.
On the social side we have not been idle. While in Devonport Yeoman and Mrs. Cassling, who have their quarter there,

B.F.P.O. Ships

H.M.S. Fearless under way in the Irish Sea

" The Wire " is delighted to welcome these first notes from
one of our more recently-formed Signal Troops. The Corps
perform a wide variety of interesting jobs on a world-wide
basis, but service witll 621 Troop must rank high as one of
the more unique postings that the Corps can offer.
On behalf of all our readers, we wish 621 the best of luck
and good sailing.
We were particularly intrigued that these notes arrived the
very same day they were despatched by hand of Royal Navy
Radio Supervisor-obviously a very joint Troop!

»·lta.t is a pig?
When is the unique commonplace? What are mulcts of pay,
two and one, the Jossman, Dabtoes, and why should one do as
a pig says? To know all the answers you really require to be
a FRED, indeed a FEARLESS FRED. Everybody on board
this remarkable ship is in fact a FRED, down to the members
of the Amphibious Detachment who are Phibfreds.
I suppose that is all rather confusing to you uninitiated
percies, so let an explanation be made.
Oar origilUJ
621 Signal Troop is a title resurrected and given to a body
of sixteen of the Corps who form the Ship's Signal Troop of
the country's first Assault Ship or, in NATO terminology,
Landing Platform Dock, H.M.S. Fearless. The Troop was
formed on 27th September, 1965, at 30th Signal Regiment, and
there was carefully nurtured, kitted out and indulged in its
whims until joining the ship. In this period we attended a
course at the Royal Navy Signal School at H.M.S. Mercury,
where we learnt the difference between a fixed service and a
broadcast, and also tasted for the first time the delights of
" two-and-one," the mixture of rum and water called " grog,"
with which we now regularly stave off the discomforts of the
weather.

Sltoriag up with Corporal Shaw
During our time at H.M.S. Mercury, we spent one delightful day at the Damage Control Training Centre in Portsmouth
Dockyard, where we were taught the rudiments of what to do
if the ship became holed. This was a day of many joys, thunderflashes and gallons of fast-flowing water. To conclude it we
were put into a mock-up of a ship and invited to deal with a
number of catastrophes as they occurred. There were some
unfortunate puns made about Corporal Shaw's use for shoring
up a hole in the ship's side, but no one got their feet wet and
our instructors told us that we had satisfactorily tackled all
the problems in a time equalling the record, but we suspect
that that remark was a manifestation of kindly joint Service
relations.

•• Jinaniy" occupies a proud place
We joined the ship in Belfast, with the rest of the ship's
company, just before the Commissioning Ceremony on 25th
November, r965. This was a sparkling occasion, at which the
guest of honour was Lady Hull, wife of the Chief of the
General Staff. We were delighted to see there the then Representative Colonel Commandant, Major-Genera1 Whistler. He
brought us all the Corps' best wishes arid presented to the
ship the silver "Jimmy" and Corps plaque, which used to be
on board H .M.S. Mean, and these have a proud place in the
rrophy cabinets on board.
Since that day many things have happened. Most of us have
been extremely sea-sick; we have learnt how to lower boats
and how to stand upright in a force ten gale, and not to call a
Sergeant-Major, Royal Marines, "sir." We have seen Army
vehicles of every kind driving in and out of the ship and
watched helicopters take off from our flight deck when it has
been rolling to ten degrees either side of horizontal several
times a minute. In fact one of our youngest sailors was heard
telling a friend that the ship did something that has never been
done before every day.

The Captain, Captain H. A. Corbett, D.S.O., D.S.C., R.N., has a
word with Signalman Roger Smith at a Troop Parade
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205 Squadron describes, in graphic detail, the daily round
in far away Borneo, not forgetting the numerous small crises
that invariably confront all who participate in the art of
signalling.

Problems in the Comcentre
In the notes we have submitted in the past, we have tended
to describe the more exciting events of our tour in Borneo.
This time it is intended to mention the routine work and the
men who do it. Perhaps the Comcen is the best place to start,
although M.T. Troop would not agree!
In compiling a summary of events in the Comcen, the first
requirement is to decipher Second-Lieutenant Mike Martin's
writing in the D.S.O.'s Diary; the spelling of the other D .S.O.'s
notes is no better, so there is no point in picking any special
day. However, one success which can be reported since we
arrived out here six months ago is the differentiation by all
officers of zulu time and hotel time.
At 08.00 the day begins with "A" Shift on duty, Sergeant
Keith Halliwell as Superintendent. The O.C. and the oncoming D.S.O. check through the log and the previous day's
traffic-all very routine. The O.C. checks the time by the
Comcen clock, has it altered to suit his watch and then we
are off.
In passing, the offgoing D.S.O. m ention~ that there are o!le
or two little things that need to be put nght. These consist
of : Engineering Teleprinter- no page copy in loc~; Punc~-up
Teleprinter-tape sticking; Unclas CCT Telepnnter-ffilss~s
spaces; Clas Teleprinter-misses characters· _the other one is
all right. Signalman Powell, the E Tech., i.s called o_ut and
is soon up to his ears in pap.r tapes and bits of eqmpment.
By 09.30 he reports that two more teleprinters are worki~g
properly. Without doubt, he is one of the few wh~ can strip
down a teleprinter to its component parts and put lt together
again without any bits left over.
Then the radio 1•lays u1•
By this time a Dn has tripped out and Sergeant Gadman
is called out to fix it. It could be that a No. 4 plu~ has
"tracked" in fact it is a miracle if it hasn't. Corporal Robmson
is not av~ilable, he is busy redesigning the Ar3.
In the Radio Room it is a Radio Supervisor's nightmare.
Corporal Browne, in that cap~city, is hav~g a hard ti~e of
it with only two operators, Signalmen Collms and. Mallmd~r,
to cope with four circuits. However, Sergeant Bill Baldwm,
"A" Troop Radio Sergeant, is around to help out.

seem to have been entertaining most of the Troop most of the
time, while Signalmen Dick Cooke and John Woodruff have
both joined the ranks of the pads and got married.

A ·w1>leo1ne for Jrinior LeadPrs and
Apprentices
Our future plans are not certain, but it seems that we may
be sailing away for somewhere "East of Suez" about the middle
of July. Before then we hope to entertain a few more members
of the Corps. We have tentative plans in hand for a visit by
some members of the Junior Leaders Regiment at Denbury and
hope to invite one or two apprentices from Harrogate as well.
The Army Apprentices School, Harrogate, has been kind
enough to present us with a handsome plaque to mark our
affiliation, which has already borne fruit in the form of one
ex-apprentice posted direct to the Troop. He is our only Welshman, Signalman Chips Standley.
So much for our introduction. If you are interested in the
Troop with the jointest and most interesting job in the Corps,
watch this space monthly.
Learn. the local lingo you landlubbers!
Mulcts of pay-Stoppages for absence.
1ossman-Jauntyfred or Master at Arms (the Ship's R.S.M.)
Dabtoes and Percies-Sailors and soldiers
Pig-Officer

*

*

*

P.S.-If you want to know more about H.M.S. Fearless
read your January WIRE more carefully.

Musical teleprinters
By 10.30 the D.S.O. has played a game of musical teleprinters, as two of them cannot be fixed quickly-so it's a case
of moving the engineering teleprinter to the unclas circuit
position, which is duplex, so no page copy is required. Move
the punch-up machine to the engineering position, that one
is repaired. Signalman Kendall, in the teleprinter room, is
weak from the effort, and wonders why he and not Signalman
I.:owe had to be on. duty this morning.
For an hour all is quiet, and each in turn manages to go
to the Charwallah's for a coffee (who called it the D.S.0.'s
office?).
The linemen, under Corporal Candon are to be
found there too, enjoying a quick ( ?) break. Signalman Brodie
shelters from the sun while Signalman Johnstone plans his next
rerouting.
Cipher Department alerted
Shortly, the second round starts; the next relay station in
the line reports that it has no clas outlets, so all clas tra!fic
is put into the cipher office by Signalman Hackett the rouung
clerk. Corporal McLoughlin, one of our cipher operators is
woken and proceeds to complain that he usually has such
nice quiet mornings: Corporal Waugh, in the afternoons,
usually hopes for the same. Corporal Jackson was alright-he
was on rest and recreation. With the off-duty shift on fatigues,,
building an English fence or moving 3A63 roof tiles, that completed an average morning.
Sunspot takes a hand
The afternoon shift, led by Corporal Hodgkiss, fares no
better.
At about 14.00 hours the radio circuits begin to
fade-could it be that sunspot we read about in The Times.
However, by 15.00 hours ~ were back in b_u~ it was _Pouring
with rain and Signalman Tipper, our newly-1omed radio operator (last in, first out I) had to go out in it and work out. a
schedule from our remoted set. If he gets much wetter he will
develop pneumonia or webbed feet I
Happily, not all days are like that, but_ the b~d days arc
always remembered. Normally the work 1s routme, and we
confess to enjoying our little crisi -though we would never
let the Staff (or Yeoman Raku) know.
Salute to R.S.?tl. and 1Urs. Allen
THE WIRE notes from 205 Squadron (the Mounted Squadron)
would not be complete without a salutation to R.S.M. and
Mrs. Allen, who leave us on 11th June. Mr. Allen ~~s been
R.Q.M.S. and R.S.M. of this Squadron during the units move
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from B.A.O .R., trammg in the Strat gic Reserve, and in our
move and first six months in Borneo. Our feelings are summed
up by saying that everyone on the staff and in the Squadron
re sorry to see h im go. Best wishes to them both in the 21st
Regiment.
Finally we welcome Staff Sergeant and Mrs. Matthews
from 2o6 quadron and hope that they enjoy their spell in the
Strategic Re erve.
20ft

SC~UADUON'.

COl.CHESTEJl

C.orpornl .\Inn Flitton
We r egret to announce the death of Cipher Corporal Alan
Flitton, who died as a re·ult of a traffic accident in Monmouth on 29th March, 1966, whilst travelling to an exercise
in South Wales. He leaves a wife and two-year-old son. To
them and his other relatives we extend our deepest sympathy
in their loss.
Corporal Flitton will also be a great loss to the Squadron.
He joined the Squadron in March last year and served nine
months in Borneo. He was always a popular figure in the
the headquarters and especially in sports. In Borneo Alan
was captain of the Squadron volley-ball team and since returning was captain of the basketball team and of the second
Squadron soccer team. O>rporal Flitton was also in charge
of unit circwt training and was a prominent member of the
rugby team as a front row prop. His cheerful figure will be
greatly missed in the Squadron.
Fit nnd rnrJng to go
From the humid beat, bot sun and semi-calm of a static
role in Borneo to the marvellous climate of the United Kingdom
and a swift re-training programme for our airportable role
bas been our lot for the past three months.
Despite numerous changes in the H.Q. staff and Squadron
personnel, we now consider ourselves once again ready as
part of the Strategic Reserve.
With all the necessary reorganisation (and ensuing chaos)
we have managed to carry out a full programme of upgrading
and reclassification, mostly in the evenings.
Our first big test came early in March on Exercise « Baker's
Dozen," in the Stanford Training Area, when we practised our
new organisation for air moves and subsequent operations with
marked succes~. Unfortunately, we have no photographs to
show, as genwne cameras were banned-even from mock aircraft.
The present is fully taken up with preparation for Exercise
"Lifeline_," involving an amphibious landing from H.M.S.
Fearless m South Wales, a report of which we aim to include
in our next notes.
S~UADRON

(ARTILLERY BRIGADE)
B.F.P.O. 20
At the moment we are lining our boot<o with inner soles and
o~r stomachs with beer, as we once again prepare to do battle
with the elements (and bli ters) at our annual field training
at Sennelager. AGII and Royal Signals Records have cooix;rated (thank. you, gentlemen) by bringing forward the
arrival of certain young men-Second-Lieutenant Morgan
Signalmen ~amilton, Oates and Sivewright, so that they al~
shall not IDJSS the chance of doing their P.E. tests again. Glad
to have you aboard! We hope to include their first impressions in our neJi.'t notes.
In our last notes we said we would give some more details
of. our ski~ing in Bavaria.. Unfortunately, Captain Richard
Hmds has JUSt left us to jom the gilded staff at 1 Corps and
S.Q.M.S. "Lofty" Tune broke his leg just after we sent our
last contribution and bis comments are now unprintable. Howe~er, Corporal " Ossie" Osborne took a party of seven on a
winter warfare course and he writes:
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Two weeks' winter training in the Hnrz
Recently, a party of eight of us went to Silberhutte in the
J?rz Mountains on a two-week winter training course. The
aim was to teach us cold weather survival and cross-country
movement. The emphasis was on stamina and teamwork. The
first days were spent learning the basics of ski-ing with which,
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after our experiences of ski-ing from pub to pub in Bavaria,
we were already acquainted. We looked forward to the tougher
part of the course and this came soon enough. We were hitched
"husky fash ion" to a Nanson sledge and had to pull it across
country. At the end of the first week we were given tests,
which everyone passed with flying colours. W e then had the
sledge race, which was perhaps the most gruelling p ar t of
the course. The last two days were spent out.
We slept in snow houses which were not as warm as our
in structors had lead us to believe. On the return Signalmen
Roger Bound and D ennis Johnson fell behind (to ad just their
skis ?) and went slightly astray in catching u s up. They ended
up on the Army cross-country ski course which was running
that day and nearly found themselves going in the opposite
direction and completing the 20 km. couf'Oe I The course taugh t
us self-relian ce under winter conditions and although tirin g at
times everybody made the most of it and thoroughly enjoyed
themselves.
Fun with the Fer1nuelde
In addition to losing Corporal Osboune's party for a couple
of weeks during February, F . of S. Jack Gardner spent a week
with the local Bundeswehr Signal Battalion. He writes: " I spent a few days with our friends of 71 Fernmelde
Battalion at Es..en, a Germany Signal Uni t with whom we work
closely in the field. The purpose of the visit was to get some
idea of their problems in engineering their Radio Relay circuits
and t ails to us. In the past there was often a language problem.
The problem was, of course, mutual. However, as a re sult of
my attending a G ermany language course the O.C. volunteered
me to fill a new post not on the establishment, i.e. F. of S.
(Liaison).
Undoubtedly the Battalion's biggest headache is one which
we all knew too well at one time-the frequent turnover of
trained men due to conscription. They have a very small
percentage of regulars.
Unlike ourselves they have no on-the-spot repair backing in
their own unit and the German ' technique-truppe ' have a
greater shortage of technicians than us.
Making up for all this they have some really first-clas<o equipment. This is mounted in equally first-class vehicles with good
equipment accessability and a degree of comfort which any
Lance-O>rporal Technician would give up a week's NAAFI
breaks to possess! The hoopitality was of the highest order
(O.C.'s comments, ' It must have been, as our F. of S. (Liaison)
has been back to Essen several times since then '! ). "
Sport
Pride of place must go to the hockey team who despite the
loss of many players reached the B.A.O.R. Minor Units semifinals where they were knocked out by 7 Brigade Workshops.
That they have done so well reflects much credit on all concerned and particularly on our Chief Clerk R.A., W.O.I
(SMAC) Buxton. At soccer we were not so successful, although
we are third in the large Dortmund Garrison League. However,
we hope that under the guidance of our new M.T.O. and soccer
enthusiast, Captain (Q.M.) K. B. Bailey, we will do better
next season. Among the many indoor sport<> swelling the bar
profits we have a " pop " group and a weight lifting troupeif we find out what they do we'll include details in our next
letter.
243 SqUADRON (SOUTHERN COMMAND),
BLANDFORD CAMP
WILTON (llEADQUAllTEJlS SOUTHERN
COMMAND) DETAf~llMENT

Largest T.ll.C. in U.K.
During the Squadron's recent move from Bulford to Blandford the Wilton Detachment has been maintaining its role in
Headquarters Southern Command.
The Headquarter has the largest T.R.C. in the U.K. and is
housed in modern buildings some three miles from the Cathedra:l
City of Salisbury. The D etachment's work is carried out largely
in the Communications Centre of the Headquarters, where
Squadron personnel staff the Cipher Office, Air Ops Teleprinter and the D.R. Section.
The Detachment is kept busy dealing with a steady stream of
overseas traffic, and the Cipher Office and D.R. staff are supplied
on a 24-hour system working shift rosters whereas " Air Ops "
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work " office ~ours only," thou~ it is only fair to point out
that they are liable to be called 1n at a moment's notice.
Sergeant .P. D . D avis heads the Detachment as its Command.er whilst also managing the Cipher Office and the staff
thereu~, na mely:
Corpora ~ s Wiseman, Long, Stubbs and
Sherwm, all .of whom are vrrtual strangers to the remainder of
th~ Detachment due to the fac t that apart from pay-days rare
gli mpses are caught of th em outsid e their locked door !
D.H. s do their bit
Five D .R.s make up th e D .R. Section with Corporal Chubb
at. th~ head, ably assisted by Signalmen W ebber, Burnell,
L1vers1dge and McLeod, all of whom together with their Hillman
Huskys (a far cry from M .2os ! ) make an efficient team operating
from a converted rest .room made business-like with the addition
of large-scale . wall maps. When the chance of a five-minute
break d?es anse (very seldbm) all D.R.s take great interest in
the section hobby . . . vehicle maintenance !
Lance-Corporal. Bptte_n, complete with an ever-changing staff,
at the moment this 1s Signalman Rogers, runs in his own words
'.' a small bu~ busy sub:station within the Command," operating
m close C01?;JU~ction with 49 and 67 Squadrons R.C.T ., better
known ~ Air -qps " ~n~ " Q Movements." The station is
housed m the mam buildmg of the Headquarters and it has
been known for days to pass with no sight of " Air Ops " staff.
port in plenty
~e camp is well equipJ?ed for the sportsman, much to the
delight of Corporal Sherwm who plays hockey when possible
an~ Corporal :Wiseman and Signalman Burnell who don
whites and battmg gloves when the chance arises. Signalman
Rogers plays . football and h as represented not only the Squadron
but also Umts other than Corps. Small bore shooting is fast
becoming a SIJ?rting activity in which the majority of the Detachment take an mter est, und er the expert guidance of LieutenantColonel C. V. Walsh.
A happy Detnclnne11t

A good spirit prevails throughou t the D etachment and one
wonders if it is the pleasant surroundings or the even more
pleasant members of 251 Squadron (W.R.A.C.) which contribute
most to this?

FEDERAi, REGt LAR ARMY SQUADRO::V,
n.F.1•.o. 09
Duty before self
Old soldiers, it is often said, never die, they merely fade
away. This peculiar assertion may in all truth prove correct
for the younger soldiers in the Middle East. Indeed, at this
moment, the writer is rather more interested in noting the
gradual disintegration of his physical self than in recording for
England, St. George and the Royal Corps the activities of his
Unit in recent weeks. Nevertheless, in the finest traditions of
the Service-that indefatigable taskmaster-we ·will forego .this
fasci?ating study of the biological decomposition of a young
~ld1er ~nd sift the wheat of interest from the chaff of routine,
stir busily, and see what emerges news-wise.
A glorio11s vision to be fulfilled?
Some two and a half years ago, a shy, retiring Sergeant of the
Royal Army Ordnance Corps entered the Squadron Expense
Store. Gentlemen, we give you Sergeant J ames Gilbertson
Scott. Jim-may we call you that in print?-embarked with
commendable enthusiasm upon a programme of reorganisation
throughout the length and breadth of his domain, and has
proved so effective in this task that one may now enter his store,
ask for whatever one requires, and receive it before one's grey
beard has completely formed. This in spite of his work load
increasing three-fold since the inception of his kingship in the
stores. Our congratulations on an excellent effort, Jim. He
has now become, as he puts it, "immune" to the Corps, and
has in recent months even been kno\\'.P to leap upon a copy of
THE WIRE and read it avidly from cover to cover when he
thinks himself unobserved. We feel that shortly a glorious
vision will be fulfilled, and that Jim as an honorary member
of the Corps will cheerfully and unashamedly produce one
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~hi~ing and_ sixpence, buy his own copy of THE WIRE and read
view <;>f the en~e Squadron 1 All members of the

It 1~ ~II

Urut will now nse and give thanks.

A s trapping lad is welcomed
We accord a warm welcome to Corporal Ken Humphrey.
He bl~ndly asks ~at he be called Humph, although his reasons
~or do!J?-g so remam obscure. It is not known whether Humph
is ~ . ?Ickname he finds preferable for some reason to his
Chnst1~n name, or whether the Chaplain cleared his throat
at an. mop~rtune moment during his christening ceremony!
No views will be forwarded on the subject from this end as
Ken-sorry, Humph- is a strapping lad, and readers are th~re
fore ~sked to puzzle things out for themselves. In any event,
we wish yo~ the best. of Briti;;h in your tour with the F.R.A.,
Humph, which you will need 1f you are to survive it unscarred.
A po1tular pastime
Ken, in<:id~tally, . is an~t~er contend~r in the Marriage
Stake~ , which. lS rapidly gammg populanty out here, with a
selecno~ . of nders from . the most surprising stables jockeying
for position. Also runnmg are Corporal " Lofty " Yates and
Lance-Corporals Ted Wray and "Pip" Hill. Backers. of
·• Lofty " .will walk away satisfied, as he enters the matrimonial
paddock m May, closely followed in July by Ted, and in August
by "Pip." Since Humph remains firm in his intention to stay
a batchelor for the remainder of his tour with the F.R.A. some
decades hence, we can only hope that he has no trouble with
his hurdles and finishes the race a poor last.
A reputation preserved
The Squadron followed up its recent blinding success (16 per
~ent pa~s mark) in .the Annual P .E. Tests with an almost equally
impressive result m the Annual Range Classifications. Staff
Sergeant Frank Williams and Corporal Pete O>ok let the Unit
down badly by gaining marksman and 1st class shot classifications respectively, but happily all other contenders performed
t~e to form, thus preserving our reputation throughout the
Middle East. We have been asked to make it clear to readers
by several members of the Unit who are shortly to remove
themselves to B.A.O.R. or. U.K. postings that the weapons the
F.R.A. uses to classify on are Lee Enfields. They, needless to
say, are members of Britain's new, modem, regular Army and
as such are vaguely familiar with automatic weapons only.' Oh,
that men could be so faint of ~cart!
The saga of •• Snowy " Holloway
In a moment of complete frankness and questionable madness,
we recently made so bold as to mention some of the activities
of Corporal Ronnie Webber. Second in our character portrayals
is Corporal " Snowy" Holloway. With a man such as this it is
extremely difficult to know where to start. Perhaps ~der
standably, "Snowy " ha<o spent most of his service in the
F.R.A. with up-country battalions, where he has performed
more than adequately. One sees the occasional photograph of
" Snowy" rather precariously perched astride a donkey in the
hills of Mukeiras, or hears tliat be brews an excellent form of
stomach acid, the main virtue of_jvhich is its deadly potency,
in the water distilling machine. Perhaps, however, we can best
present " Snowy " by recording an event which occurred whilst
he attended his M.P.T. II Course down in Aden last year.
For two weeks, " Snowy " has been a star student on his
drill course and, if you'll pardon the pun, he hardly put a foot
wrong. However, on the night preceamg his pass off parade
he decided to celebrate his success in the Junior Ranks' Club.
The evening was a riot, with the inevitable result that "Snowy"
was more than an hour late for his parade the following morning.
When he arrived, the Inspecting Officer, a Brigadier, was
delivering bis congratulatory address to the students. " Snowy"
retired to some bushes, and caught the eye of the nearest drill
instructor, who obligingly developed a harsh cough which
effectively drowned the speech. The Brigadier turned around,
a look of concern on his face. " Snowy " stood upright, and
to his horror, suddenly found himself impaled upon the glance
of the startled officer, who asked, " I say, who's that chap
lurking in the bullru<ohes?" All hope of deception thus
dramatically shattered, " Snowy" stood to attention, saluted,
said, " Moses, sir," and took his place in the squad.
O.C. in searcli of tec•h11icia11s
Our O.C., Major Frank Partington, has now settled in and
is at present engaged in visiting the Battalions up-country
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( 611 Troop conUnued)

in
rch of t.he radio techn'cians he knows are up there so~e
whcre. The process of "Arabisation " goer. on apace, occasi~
ing frequent trips to the Battalions ~Y members of ~e ~t
generally considered to be experts m how to explam, bilingually, why a radio set, generator, or Arab refuse;s to work.
A hearty kick in the rear parts usually effects a cure m all three
eventualitie .

Jt

No1111dH very shn1»lt' and 1uu11dn11e
On 29th March the Turkish Contingent changed over under
the control of U.N.F.I.C.Y.P. and communications were provi~ed. from .the harbour at :i::-amagusta to their camp near
N1cos1a. This sounds very simple and mundane until you
analyse the facilities provided and find that Control and two
outstations were provided· by the Troop: one working with
Finnish officers and one working with Canadian officers. One
outsta.tion was provided by the Irish Contingent working with
Swedish officers a~d one provided b~ the Canadiam working to
the Royal Canadian Dragoons. This manner of collaboration
is typical of what goes on in Cyprus.
Just to show we are on good terms with the British Contingent
- the lSt Bn. Royal Highland Fusiliers, with Lieutenant Nigel
Grant as Signal Officer- we even helped them out by the Joan
of a Land Rover with Cu/C42 for a road escort duty.
A very recent acquisition has been a 40/16o exchange; this
is now being tested and installed and we sincerely hope it will
do much to improve the telephone communications for the H.Q.

thrlvln~ department
The Jimmy Club goes on from strength to strength. Owing
to stringent srcurity measures of late, we are not allowed t?
open in the evenings, although this .does not seem to cm;tail
the output-<>r input, depending which way you look at ! t in any way at all. It had been hoped that so~e photographs
of the Squadron reclining at ease in the clu~ ~gh~ have been
included in this issue bur due to a small adnurustrauve blunder,
this hope cannot be' realised. Major Partington did not feel
that someone would have to be detailed to take any photographs of the Jimmy Club whilst rl:1e bar was open, .and by
the time be arrived at this conclusion, nobody was m a fit
state to do so. A great mass of pictures will be deluged on
this worthy magazine for the nei.:t iss~e a~ an ~ct of atonement. (We await these scenes of high life with baited breath.Editor).

A

Back Into the shell
The writer has tried long and hard, after digesting the gist
of the Editor's comments in bygone issues, to think of something interesting, something sporting, to record. However, he
has found it impossible to inspire into the cynical breasts of
his colleagues a Jove of pot-holing, of c~oe~g, and. of mo~
taineering. He has even aroused a tepid mterest m fishmg.
He will therefore retire into his embittered shell and contemplate once again his process of gradual decomposition, until that
wondrous day in the nadir of his life when he can fade finally
and irrevocably away to the burial mound of all old soldiers,
the Ministry of Pensions.
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Congratulations to Sergeant and Mrs. Acey on the birth
of their son, Christopher John, born on 8th March at B.M.H.,
Benghazi; also to Sergeant and Mrs. Downton on the birth
of their daughter, Liza Jane, born on 3rd February at B.M.H.,
Benghazi.

(CYRENAICA)

On 12th March the
Squadron held an all
ranks' dance to bid farewell to Major and Mrs.
Fyfe and to S.S.M. and
Mrs. Thornton. We wish
Major and Mrs. Fyfe all
the very best on their
future posting to 240
Squadron. S.S.M. Thornton is posted to 30th
Regiment, where he is
looking forward to playing football once again on
good old English turf.
The
Squadron
"4
Ackers Band " put on a
very good show and must
be congratulated on their
high standard of perA moment ol reflection by W.0.11 (S.S.M.)
formance; regrettably, the
Thornton, soon to leave the Squadron
group will be breaking
up, but no doubt there
will always be a demand for " Rolling Stones " talent, and a
new "4 Ackers" will appear from somewhere!

And welcome
The Squadron bids welcome to Major G. N. Jenkins and
S.S.M. C. W. Stear-and looks forward to the full year ahead,
with exercises, adventure training, desert rescue· operations
and, of course, sport. It is hoped that this year the Squadron
will produce a good water polo team. Water ski-ing will be
run for Cyrenaica Area by the Squadron, who will be maintaining two boats, including a turbojet. Should this Squadron
receive a Nuffield minibus, it will enable us to run weekend camps for the families on the delightful part of the North
African Coa t at Cyrene. The Squadron's Ham Club will be
establbhed within the next two months and details will be
published shortly.
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Farewell presentation to Major and Mrs. Fyfe

J)olng nmch to foster goodwill
Every month the Signal Officers meet at one of the Contingent
H.Q.s and iron out any problems that have occuxred since the
last convention and make plans for the next month. The
discussions are usually followed by a luncheon and then a
presentation by the host unit on its home country. The gatherings do much to foster goodwill and understanding between
the members of U.N.F.I.C.Y.P. and have proved so popular
that the Seniors have now also been holding their own conventions. Colonel Fletcher, C.S.O. Cyprus, was a guest at the
last officer convention held at Limassol.
Change over
In early January a bewildered_bus load of soldiers arrived at
Nicosia and were met by delighted comrades in arms who
could now boast, "My relief has arrived." The scene was the
rotation of 644 Troop and once again the Troop was to undergo
a complete change in personnel. Within hours the new arrivals
had unpacked, were given a quick tour of the camp then placed
on shift; the old bands being only too keen to a"ass on their
knowledge so that they could get away in seven ays.
New friends
New friends were quickly made and the difference between
an Irishman asking for " Ops A" and a Swede asking for
"Ops Air " were soon mastered. Within days the first venturesome warriors had departed for a week's ski-ing on Mount
Olympus whilst those left behind puzzled over the unpredictable workings of CYTA (Cyprus Telephone Authority).
During off duty hours groups have been touring the island
visiting places of interest.

U. N. SIGNALS W .O .s AND SERGEANTS CONVENTION-NICOSIA
Back Row (left to right) : Sergeant Stickey (64'4 Sig. Tp). Serceant Price (5 Innis
Dg.). Sergeant Lapointe (Canada), Sergeant McMinn (Canada), Staff-Sergeant
Vilhunen (Finland), Staff-Sergeant Ekberg (Finland), Serceant Maher (Eire),
Staff-Sergeant Jennebo (Sweden), Sergeant Twamley (Eire), Serceant Cart<r
(64'4 Sic. Tp), W .0.111 Puumalianen (Finland), Ser1eant Webber (Hof Sig. Tp).
Front Row (left to right) : W .0 .1 Koponen (Finland), Ser1eant Simonsen (Canada).
Staff-Sergeant Withal! (6H Sig. Tp). Staff-Ser1eant (Y.O.S.) Garvey (6·H Sig. Tp),
Sergeant Licht (Denmark), Sergeant Primdahl (Denmark), W.0.11 (F.O.S.)
Davies (Attd . I R.H . F.), W.0.11 Karlsson (Sweden). Sergeant Hambleton (64'1
Sig. Tp) W.0.1 Gottakarle (Sweden), and Sergeant Mahoney (Eire)

A new 4-xp ..rienee-Finnish sauna baths
It will be interesting in the years to come as to what
archaeologists will make of the odd buildings which they unearth bearing the inscription " Sauna." These are baths
normally found in the Scandinavian countries but imported here
by the Finns and Swedes. The form of the bath varies, one
may sit in a heated room at a temperature of about 70 degrees
centigrade and then partake of a warm shower, the extreme is
to have the temperature at about 90 or 100 degrees and then
take a cold shower-this is really invigorating and must be
tried to be believed. Saunas have one drawback-the best is at
the Finnish Contingent Headquarters and here apart from the
high temperature and cold shower an extra hazard has to be
surmounted-this is the Finnish hospitality; all those who have
been pouxed out of a vehicle after a sauna at the Finbin know
what I mean.
Sport with nn internntlonnl accent
Sportwise we have commenced an inter-contingent Signals
Football League, the Swedes, the Danes and lst Battalion
R.H.F. have all beaten us but we have yet to play the Canadians,
Irish and Finns, so all is not yet Jost. Basketball, rugby, badminton and hockey all have their regular players and now that
the warmer weather is here swimming is fast becoming very
popular. A phone call was received the other morning suggesting
a game of rugby against the Austrian Police, the challenge was
accepted and only too late did we find out that the caller was
an Australian Policeman, all over 6 feet tall with shoulders to
match. A previous engagement forced us to decline the offer.
If any readers have received notice of coming to replace us
in July, we would be delighted to hear from them and to give
them all the "Gen "-644 Troop, B.F.P.O. 667.
44 (U.C.) REGllUENT (CINQUE PORT ) T.A.

"Modern " dancing Benghazi style

644 THOOP, 11.F.J•.o. 6fl7
Signalling with the United Nations in Cyprus 644 Troop
make many friends from different nationalities and life has
much to commend it.
For a Troop, the types of odd jobs we do are pretty varied,
apart from running a Comcen at the U.N.F.I.C.Y.P. H.Q.. for
24 hours a day we have in the past few weeks done such thmgs
as:Erect an 80 ft. Jointz mast at Larnaca for a Company of the
Swedish C.Ontingent. This work was carried out by Sergeant
Webber and Lance-Corporal Vivian, plus an appreciative and
helpful audience of Swedes.
(Continued on page 221)
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RELAXING IN THE MERCURY CLUB
Corporal Tatnall serves Lance-Corporal Gould and Signalman
Cooser with a beer
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Cn1•i.ain .\. lV. French, lU.B.E., Royal Signa18 T..A.
All members of the Regiment extend their warmest congratulations to Captain A. W. Frencl\, who was awarded the M.B.E.
in the New Year's Honouxs List.
Captain " Froggy " French joined Home Counties District
(Mixed) Signal Regiment as P.S.0. in Fehruary, 1958, after
unbroken service in the Corps going back to his enlistment in
November, 1932. Posted to lst Indian Divisional Signals at
Rawalpindi in 1934 he saw service on the North West Frontier
before returning to U.K. in August, 1939, to become an
Instructor to the newly-raised Militia at Catterick. In 1944,
now a W.0.11, he was posted to the Middle East and thence to
the Parachute Training School at Chaklala, India. From 44
India Airborne Divisional igoals as R.S.M. (W.0.I), "Froggy "
moved to 4 Indian Air Formation Signal Regiment with a Q.M.
Commission (Indian Arm ) and went to Singapore.
After the war "Froggy" returned to the U.K. and following
twelve months' sick leave was due for discharge from the Indian
Army but elected to go back to Royal Signals as a W.0.11. He
completed two tours with the Gold Coast Signal Squadron in
Accra before taking a Short Service Commission. Once again
overseas Captain French served as Squadron C.Ommander with
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4 Air Formation Signal R giment in Egypt eventually being
attached to the R.A.F. at Et Aden.
.
inc2 his d is harge to retired pay " Froggy " has contmu.ed
hi service with Olrps without a break and all who kno'."" him
a we do ·will wish him well and many more years' service.

Rf'Sf'r''f' Armv ' '' f'ekend. Catte r l ck
T he R egimental Band was accorded the . signal (no ~un
m t~nded ! ) honour of playing for the Guest Night, held durmg
the Re erve Army Weekend, at Headquarters' Mess on 26th
Mar h.
A varied progra mme arranged by the Bandmaster, W.0 .I
Fred Pedler was much appreciated by the S.0 .-in -C. and all
officers present. H alf-an -hour of li~t music ~fter _d inner during
which the Olrps D irector of Music, Captain Pike, condu~ted
for a pell, wa concluded with " Thank Heaven for Little
Girls." Because of its W.R.A.C. element the Regiment regards
this as its Regimental March.
44 ( 11.C. ) Div./District T.A. Inter-Unit
Cookery Compe t ition 196 6
In the T.A. Cookery Olmpetition held at St. Martin'~ Plain
on Sunday, 7th March, the Regimental T eam consisting of
Sergeant Peskett, A.C.C./T.A. of 3 (S .C.A.) Squadron. and
Lance-Olrporals Olllier and Danaher, of 329 (Infantry Brigade)
Squadron, was placed second.
44 (11.C.) Div . / District B.A.H . A. Tria ls
The Vehicle Team, captained by W.O.II F. _D. Cas~e .of
329 (Infantry Brigade) Squadron was placed fifth m the D1stnct
Trials held on 5th/ 6th March. This placing enabled the team
to go forward to the Eastern Olmmand B.A.M.A. Rally where
a puncrure unfortunately led to d isqualification.

•

4 7th R E GIMEN T T . A.
ltODDLESE.~

YEOMANR Y
(The Duke of CAambridge•s H ussar• )

The R e giment does w e ll a gainst s tiff oppos i tio n
Once again the Regiment entered teams in the T .A.
Marathon, which was held on 2nd/ 3Cd April. Our teams put
up a grand performance against very stiff opposition and are
to be congratulated on their perseverance, though, unfortunately,
they were not amongst the prizewinners. This sort of competition goes a long way to disprove the universally-held
opinion that the youth of today is soft. and it is nice to see
We
the older ones amongst us still holding their own.
particularly congratulate 65th Regiment on t aking second place.

The Easter Parade
The Easter Parade at Battersea Park on Sunday, 10th April,
was the cue for the linemen of " A " and " B " Squadrons to
show their paces and, once again, as in previous years, they
laid their maze of lines around the park, which were all
connected up to switchboards and telephones manned by other
members of the Squadron, from which all the controlling of
traffic, first aid and spectators was co-ordinated . This was a
very necessary aid, as the official estimate of <the crowd in
the park to watch the parade was over 500,000. Everything
worked well, and " A" and " B " Squadrons are to be congratulated on their splendid efforts. cc B " Squadron showed
their usual initiative in providing liquid refreshments which,
we are assured, were greatly appreciated by the Metropolitan
Police.
(yery thirsty work hold ing crowds back).
The
organisers of the parade are to be congratulated on their
foresight in arranging for Inspector Barlow of cc Z Cars " fa me
to come along and look after the prizes for the best Boats. They
must have heard about the World Cup.
Congratulations must go this month to Second-Lieutenant
Curry and his " B" Squadron team, who finished 18th in the
T .A. Marathon. Well done, also, to Lieutenant Wallace of
" B " Squadron, who took over the " D " Squadron second
team at a few hours' nQtice and led them in in 21st place.

B ia friendly advice will be sorely missed
We hear that our P.S.I., S.S.M . Leonard, has been appointed
an R.Q.M.S. and posted to the Army Apprentice School at
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Harrogate, with effe t from ~ t August. He ~ill, of cour~,
oo with all our congratulations and good wishes, but his
friendly advice and assistance will be sorely missed by all ranks
at Pumey.
T he ann ual Squadron range day was held at Pirbright on
27th March. Despite a very blustery day, everyone present
seemed to have a most enjoyable time.
Recruiting efforts continue. We would like to feel that our
past successes in this field ar~ to son:e extent reflect~d in ~e
promotion of our O.C., Maior Smith (congratulations, sir).
On 18th April, the R egular Army is to lend us a hand at
Putney with Royal Signals films and, I am told, a display of
every conceivable item of kit and weaponry in use today, but
more about that n ext time.
Storn1i u~ tho b r ass band stron jtltold

On Sunday, 27th February, the Band entered a Septet of
brass instruments in a competition arranged by the Southern
Brass Bands Association at Egham. These seven players were
in fact " storming " the brass band stronghold for the first
time, as being military band players, t!'iey play in a slightly
different style from the brass bands and were therefore uncertain of the type of reception their efforts would receive from
the adjudicator. However, playing a piece entitled " R egal
March and Processional," composed an d conducted by Sergeant
D . Shewan, they came fourth in their section of the competition, in which there were fourteen entries . . The adj udicator, in
his written remarks made several complimentary comments,
and considering that it was a first attempt, the re sult was very
encouraging.
' Volcome and goodbye
We welcome Sergeant A. E. Abbott and family as an
addition to our permanent staff. H e will have plenty of work
to do ! We have recently said goobye to Corporal R. C. L.
Grant, who leaves us for service with 3rd Carabiniers.
« C " Squadron spent Easter week-end in the wilds of D artmoor and Exmoor. We understand they were engaged in a
pleasan t spring week-end in the summery South-West, which
accounts for the mud on their vehicles I

REGULAT IO N PATTERN

ROYAL SI GNALS
STABLE BELTS
Ll1 ht Blue/ N avy/ Green, ratio 3: I 1 l two leather atrapa, two
bucklea.

Home -11 /· each plus I /· post
Abroad-10/· each plus I /· post

Wall Shields 7' x 6' Royal Slgnal1
Bluer Badges "Superior "
" Quallty" Car Badges
Ties Royal Signals
Pace Sticks
Sergeants full sl:r;e Regimental Walklng
Canes, Malacca, Ball, Pear or Thlmble Cap,
Crested
Export

32/·

44/·
'l8/·
130/·

54/44/·

Flashes embroidered to special designs.
Ties made specially to any design.
Miniature Medals

ERNEST

GOODRICH

Specialist In the supply of Military Requls/tu

EVESHAM HOUSE, COMMON ROAD,
CLAYGATE, SURREY
Telephone : ESHER 63705
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Corp.11 RuabPI

ENCOURAGING SUCCE SSES ON
MARCH TOUR
The second and last tour of the season started badly before
a ball was kicked; Corporal Evans, our scrum-half for the last
three seasons, broke his collar bone three weeks before the tour
was due 1:0 start. Injuries also prevented L ance-Olrporal
Morrell and Corporal Wellings playing and others could not be
released. Nevertheless the Corps were able to field a strong
side for all three games.
1st Game v. 3 Division-12th March,
Polo Ground, T idworth
For both sid es this game was in preparation for later game
in their tour, and as far as the Olrps side was concerned it did
not co~t in the official programme.. The standard of play by
both sides, however,, reflected that this was more than a practice
game and for 20 mmutes t'he Olrps XV kept the game in the
3 D ivision half. Al though they came near to scoring on several
occasions, S ignalman H arvey scored the first try after a threequarter movement-the conversion failed. 3 Division's heavier
pack began to domin~te the game after Signals scored but they
were prevented from scoring by a good covering defence.
In the first twen ty min utes of the second half 3 D ivision
went ahead with two penalty goals and goal to lead 11-3.
Despite the score Signals were still playing open Rugby and
Olrporal Lyth scored a try in the 65th minute after the ball
had travelled all the way along the three-quarter line, again the
conversion faile d. 3 D ivision were by now getting more of the
ball and in the 7oth minute scored another try which was
converted. In the last minute of the game Signals were awarded
a penalty in fron t of the posts, Captain Blackwell made no
mistake and the whistle wen t fo r time after the ball had passed
between the posts.
Final score : Royal Signals 9 pts., 3 D ivision 16 pts.
2nd Game v. R.A.F. Signals Command- 14th March,
Polo Ground, Tidworth
The Corps XV started off well in this firs t ever game against
an R.A.F. XV and for ten minutes kept the R.A.F . Signals well
in their own half. But it was the R.A.F . who scored first
through a penalty in- the 15th minute. It was not until the
33rd minute that Royal Signals scored when Olrporal Roberts
picked up a pass from a three-quarter movement ·to score
between the posts, L ance-Corporal Thompson converted. From
this point Royal Signals dominated the game. The pack were
playing well in the tight and getting the ball from the line-out.
However, the R.A.F. defended well.
Despite getting very near their opponents' line on several
occasions it was not •u ntil the 62nd minute that the Olrps scored
again when Corporal Lyth fin ished off a good three-quarter
movement by scoring in the left hand corner. The try was not
converted. This try seemed to give the Corps XV the confidence
they had been lacking, as the forwards began to dominate the
game. The backs began handling well, using scissors and
durnn'ly scissor movements resulting in three tries in the next
ten minutes by Corporal L yth L ance-Corporal Radley and
L ieutenant Shiner. Lance-Olrporal Thompson converted one.
Final score : Royal Signals 19 pts., R.A.F. Signals Olmmand
3 pts.
3rd Game v. R.M.A., Sandhurst
The Olrps had not beaten the RM.A. for eight years and
this year the team, so far unbeaten in official matches were
determin ed to end this run of R M.A. successes. From the
kick-off the Signals policy was to deny the young and fitter
R M.A. players possession and to harass them whenever they
did have possession. The policy worked well and the R.M.A.S.
XV seemed Jost when their well practised movements broke
down due to exceI!en t tacklin g and covering. The game
switched from end to end in the first 20 minutes and the only
chances of scoring came from penalties, the R.M.A.S. missed
one and the Oirps missed two. I t was not until the 31st
minute .that a dummy scissors by Signals led to Lieutenant
Shiner making a break and passing to Corporal Zoing who went
over for a try. This was not converted. Both sides continued
to play attacking Rugby but the defences held out.
In the second half t he R M .A.S. continued to press without
success. The R.M .A.S. were awarded another penalty in the
48th minute, but just missed to the relief of the many Signals
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supporters on the touch lines. As time progressed so the excite-.
ment mounted. Could the Olrps hold on to their slender lead
against a more youthful and fitter side? In the 57th minute
after Captain Blackwell intercepted a R .M.A.S. pass and gave
it to Olrporal Ghaut who scored after a neat but it must be
said miraculous (from behind his back with his heel) kick
ahead. Captain Blackwell converted to make it 8-o. With over
twenty minutes to go it still looked as if the R M.A. .could win,
their three-quarters always looked dangerous. However, the
Signals side called on their last reserve of energy and continued
to cover brilliantly. The pack, ably led by Staff Sergeant Block,
were playing very well and seemed to be always there when
wanted in defence. Two minutes from time after Signalman
Harvey intercepted a RM.A.S. pass and Corporal Lyth scored
another try for Signals. This try was not converted and proved
to be the last score of the game.
Final score: Royal Signals I 1 pts., R.M.A. Sandhurst o.
The following players have represen ted the Corps this
season : *Captain B. A. Blackwell, *Captain E. W. Penny, Captain
J. N. Taylor, *Lieu tenant G. A. Maude, *Lieutenant R P .
Shiner, Lieutenant A. Carter, *Staff Sergeant R. H . Block,
*Sergeant Ghaut, *Sergeant H. S. Martin, Sergeant FoxRoberts, Olr porals *Lyth, *Hague, Wellings, *Davies, Stevens,
*Marshall, *Evans, *G ainsford, *Zoing, *Dempsey, *Roberts,
Lance-Corporals Radley, *Thompson, Signalmen *Morrell,
*H arvey, P'arker-Moore, McCormack, Mate and Signalman
Sherlock.
* Denotes Olrps Ollours for season 1965/66.
(Tribu te must be paid to Lieutenant-Colonel Graeme 1ackson
and Major Archie Birtwhistle for their behind the scenes work
in coaching and generally encouraging the Corps team.-Editor.)
S n i p s fr om Corps S porting New s
Four members of 24th Regiment were in the Army team
which beat the Royal Air Force in the Inter-Services Soccer
Championship at Uxbridge recently. They were L ance-Corporal
D. Brown, Corporal A. F orrester, Signalmen A. Hannah and
A. Gordon. It was Signalman Gordon who scored the only goal
of the match.

*

*

*

*

*

*

A new Army Cycling Record has been set up by Apprentice
Tradesman McNeilly of the Army Apprentices School, Harrogate, when he won the senior section of the Western Command
10 miles road time trial at Oswestry. H is time of 25 minutes
35 seconds was 70 seconds better than the ·previous best time
set up last year .
In the Junior Section, Apprentice Tradesman Lance-Corporal
Ascough, of A.A.S., Harrogate, won a gold medal with a time
of 26 minutes 27 seconds.
Signalman M . Keenan won through to the finals of the InterServices Boxing Championship only to be out-pointed in the
Bantamweight class in the final .
C::ATTEUICK

A~D

DISTlllt:T DllA.Xt:ll

.\nnual Dinner
Annually, since the formation- in 1947-of the Catterick and
District Branch Royal Signals Association we have been
privileged to hold our annual Branch D inner in one or another
of the Warrant Officers' and Sergean ts' Messes of the Signal
T raining Centre now the Signal T raining Brigade.
On Friday, 18th March, this great privilege was again extended
to us by the Warra nt Officers' and Sergean ts' Mess nth Regiment, to whom we are most grateful.
Brigadier E. D . Good proposed our Loyal Toast followed by
a toast to our guests, special mention being made to the R.S.M.s
of Warran t Officers' and ergeants' Me ses within the T raining
Brigade, and particularly :o R.S.M. F . W. Kirk (u th Regimen t)
who certainly " does us well " on all occasions. Brigadier Good
also mentioned W .0 .I (W.R.A.C.) S. Julian as the first Warrant
Officer (W.R.A.C.) ever to be a guest at any one of our Branch
dinners.
Brigadier Hobson replying to the toast to our guests made
special mention of the great comradeship between Mes es and
the Branches as a splendid example of not only the ever-existing
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SPECIAL TERMS TO ALL REGULAR AND
EX-REGULAR SERVICE PERSONNEL AND
UNITS AND MESSES, AT HOME AND OVERSEAS, on purchases of all kinds of electrical
appliances and equipment, carpets, furniture,
bedding, cutlery, silverware, glass and chinaware,
radio sets, record players, tape recorders and tape,
typewriters, sewing machines, cars, car accessories,
bicycles, caravans, boats, outboard motors, boats
and yachting supplies, athletic clothing, golf equipment, camping gear and equipment, lawn mowers
and garden furniture, photographic supplies, etc.,
etc. If you are buying or furnishing a house,
wr:te to our H ouse Purchase Advisory Bureau.
Extended credit available for most of the above
items. H.P. also arranged for cars and caravans
(home only) on preferential terms of interest with
income tax relief.
PREFERENTIAL CONCESSIONS on all forms
of insurance, at hom e and overseas, including car,
kit, household, whole of life or endowment policies,
and Officers' Terminal Grant Trust policies, etc.,
etc.

AGENCY SUPPLIES
& SERVICES CO. LTD.

friendly atmosphere bur the continuation of such comradeship
when the time comes for the building up of branches by the
younger element of the Corps on the completion of their service
to Loin their respective home town or local branches of the
Association. (All Branches to please note for the rush of Life
Members between 1976 and 1988).
Following the speeches we entered into plenty of the "right
hand rule" and "chatter " in the lounge until the introduction
of the magician (Brigadier Ponsonby) who gave us an entertainin g session of tricks of the trade-a repeat performance of his
ITV show in March. A really " Top Show," sir I
A splendid dinner and well organised arrangements in the
capable hands of the Mess and Branch Committee was
unan imously agreed by all.
45.
SllHE\\' SllVln·

IUIAl\Tll

Once again this Branch ha run a very successful Grand
National draw, and a cheque for £30 was handed over by
our Secretary, Mr. J. J. Goggin at th e Branch Representatives'
Meeting on 23rd April, We would like to express our thanks
to all branches and units who sold tickers, for their most
generous support, without which the draw would not be such
a success. The lucky prizewinners were :
1st Prize.-Sergeant Walker, 13th Regiment, B.F.P.0. 40.
2nd Prize.-Lance-Corporal Stevenson, "H" Troop, 217
Squadron, B.F.P.0. 44.
3rd Prize.-Signalman Sutton, 229 Squadron (Berlin), B.F.P.0.
45.

62 Addington Road, Reading
T elephone: 57151 (4 lines) (Day)
62627 and 84302 (Night)

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN

Please make a note of this address as this advertisement will only appear at six monthly intervals.

HE generous support of many-particularly those
T
who contribute under the Day's Pay Scheme-has
enabled your Association to assist the less fortunate
members of our Corps family as follows: Number of cases assisted during the past month, 44;
Total of grants and loans made, £881 2s. 8d.;
Number of clothing parcels despatched, 44.

On e of the Month's Cases
X-LANCE-CORPORAL, served throughout the war.
E
He had a good job and lived happily with his wife
and children until he was suddenly struck down with

PERCIVAL COACHES
for PRIVATE HIRE
Lu x ury Saloon Coa ches
A v ailable j or M i litary
uni t s a t sho rt not i ce
Tl!U!PH ONI!: RICHMOND 23 48

Percival Brothers (Coaches) Ltd
53, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.
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mortal illness. An urgent appeal was received from the
Hospital Welfare Worker, telling us that he was desperately worried by the knowledge that his family would
be left with considerable Hire Purchase commitments,
all taken out when he was in good employment. The
Association immediately helped with a gra n t of £50, and
appealed to the Army Benevolent Fund who at once
made a grant of £100. Other Societies also helped at our
request, and the entire amount was cleared, leaving the
family without any outstanding commitment at all. The
Hospital Worker wrote:" I wish you could have been here to see the relief
on his face when I told him about this wonderful
help. He is sinking fast, but the news has reached
him in time for him to die in peace."

One of the Month's Letters

"I

W ISH to than k you very much indeed for the grant.
I t came as- a lovely surprise, something I didn't
really expect as you have been so kind in the past. Anne
was thrilled to know she can at last have some new clothes.
I shall never know how to thank you enough. To tell you
the truth, when I opened your letter, I cried with joy.
My husband is finished for work n ow; he is not able to
do anything any more, but he is very happy at home,
and it's lovely and quiet. Once again, so many thanks
for all you have done for us."

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN
THE WIRE , MAY-JUNE 1966

The model on the left is the }/~raid 1200 co11vertibles11111rap 011 wlreels. Tire model 011 the rig/rt is just a model.

Why the topless Herald has a chassis, too.
car because it gives it a rigid backbone. So the thing for you-except give you the name and
Herald 1200 is firm on a steel-girder frame- address of the model on the right.
work, solid and queakless. Suntrap certainly, (Twin spot lamps, and radio, incidentally,
are Stanp rt Accessories).
rattletrap never!
1. The sheer fu n of driving an open car. When 3. U.K. Forces personal export scheme. See your local dealer now or, if you prefer to
the sun shines, down with the hood and it You will also di cover that now is a very shop by post, write to Personal Export Di vi ion,
shines on you. Trees and fields are no longer happy time to buy a toples Herald. ot o~ly Standard-Triumph Sales Ltd., Coyentry; or
pictures beh ind glass. And you aren"t cooped will you ave U. K. purcha e tax and car hi re Berkeley Square, London.
up either. You are in the country, out of doors oversea , you may a l o save import tax when
properly-and summer belongs to you.
you come home (depending on the age of the
2. The feel of a convert ible wi th a chassis. A ca r). And you can forget a bo~t the paper
chassis makes a very big difference to a topless work. Your Triu mph dealer wi ll do every-

If you could borrow a H erald 1200 for an
afternoon you would make three happy
discoveries :
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The Signal Officer-in-Chief reVIews
Corps affairs

How the Day's Pay Seheme works
The Corps, in common with a large number of other Corps and
Regiments, has accepted the principle of the Day's Pay Scheme recently
inaugurated by the Adjutant General. Under this scheme all serving in the
Regular Army, irrespective of rank, are invited to contribute one day's basic
pay of rank each year to their Corps and Regimental funds with the primary
object of providing increased and realistic assistance to comrades and their
dependants, serving or retired, who, through no fault of their own, find
themselves in straitened circumstances.
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This is, indeed, a fine and worthy concept. Those who serve in our
Corps have traditionally always been generous in support of their Association's
benevolent work and in keeping with this tradition the Day's Pay Scheme
has got under way and is in the process of building up towards its ultimate
target of 100 per cent participation, albeit we have some way to go yet.
This money, in the case of other ranks, is deducted in four quarterly
instalments at source by the Regimental Paymaster and the total received
from officers and other ranks is credited to Corps Funds. A small portion is
set aside to help towards Corps activities of common benefit to all ranks
such as sport. In this connection it should be noted that the R.S.M. of the
nth Regiment has become, 'ex-officio,' a new member of the Corps Finance
Committee, and he is able to voice the other rank point of view when the
Committee considers financial assistance for such activities.
The greater portion of the money subscribed is, however, handed over
to the Association to help in its benevolent work, the demands on which
become heavier every year. The expenditure of Association benevolent funds
is controlled by a Welfare Committee which meets each Wednesday at
10.30 a.m. at Association H.Q. This meeting has as chairman a senior retired
officer found from a panel of such officers who have kindly · agreed to help
in this way. The members of the Committee consist of one serving officer
and three senior serving other ranks and the Committee is advised by the
two ladies of our Welfare Staff~Miss Hyde-Parker and Miss Cook. Some
idea of what this Committee is doing can be seen on the last page of THE
WIRE where each month, under the heading "The Corps Cares for its
Own," a short summary of the previous month's activities is set out. Any
member of the Association, serving or retired-especially those who contribute
under the Day's Pay Scheme-is more than welcome to attend any Committee
meeting as a spectator so as to see just what is being done with this money.
Finally, it should be made clear to all concerned that at the last Annual
General Meeting the Association voted that all officers and soldiers who
contributed to the Day's Pay Scheme should be deemed to be annual members
of the Association for each year while so doing and that on leaving the
Service if the sum total of their contributions during their service was not
less than £2 10s. od. they would qualify as Life Members and should apply
to the General Secretary for registration as such. It was also agreed that
those who qualified as Life Members and who had previously paid a Life
Membership subscription could, if they so wished on leaving the Service,
ask for the refund of their original Life Membership subscription. In the
case of other ranks it is planned to include a proforma in their final documentation papers which they can send dir-ect to the General Secretary in
order to claim the privileges mentioned above. Officers are invited to write
c;iirect to the General Secretary for the same purpose.

HE Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major-General P. E. M. Bradley, C.B.E., D.S.O., talked to Branch Representatives of the
Association at their annual meeting on the 23rd April on matters of general Corps interest.
"The Wire " is more than happy to reproduce bis talk in its columns. While some will have knowledge of certain of
the subjects discussed there is much of interest for all our readers. In particular here is a unique opportunity for the
erving soldier to hear first-hand from the S.0.-in-C. himself about what is going on in our Corps.
One thing is sure. What follows must make very heartening reading for anyone connected with the Corps, serving
or retired.

T

Gentlemen, it is a very great pleasure and privilege, to me,
o have the opportunity to address you -all again; because I
feel that speaking to you, I am speaking through you to the
whole of the Corps, retired and serving, and this is a great
opportunity from my point of view. So far from giving up a
Saturday it is a Saturday that I welcome, and what is more,
I have a jolly good lunch and a chance to · meet you all
·nformally.
When I last spoke to you I was very new in this chair, and
a year or more has elapsed since I pecame Signal Ofi?.cer-inChief. A good deal of water has passed under the bndge. I
will tell you in a moment how things have progressed, and
where we stand, but first I want to say that I have had the
opportunity, in the past year, of seeing almost the whole of
the serving Corps-in Britain, Germany, France, Malta, North
Africa, Cyprus, Aden, Bahrein, Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaya
and Borneo, and, of course, I include Gurkha Signals, wh~ are
doing so wonderfully in Borneo, as well as the locally enlisted
soldiers of the Commonwealth who are serving in Royal Signals
m Malta, Singapore and Hong Kong.
Nor must I forget the civilian men and women who, both
British and locally employed, are doing so much for the Corps
all over the world.
I have not yet seen as much of Royal Signals T.A. and A.E.R.
as I would have wished, but I am gradually remedying that
this year, I am glad to say; and everywhere, Gentlemen, I have
found the Corps in very good shape, and those of you who
know me, would know me well enough to appreciate that I
wouldn't come to you and say that if I didn't mean it. The
Corps is doing its job efficiently, and it is res~cted ~nd
appreciated by all Commanders and Staffs. Now th1s, I think,
is probably due to two things. Firstly, the very high s~dard
of our soldiers, and secondly, having first-class eqwpment
that works. Now we have always had a high standard of
soldier, but never before have they had such good equipment
and the combination of these two factors, coupled with a very
marked degree of real professionalism, and I mean that-real
professionalism and tremendous enthusiasm-has produ~d the
extremely hlgh regard in which the Corps stands today m the
eyes of the Army.
.
During my visits overseas, it has been a great JOY to me to
meet officers and men of our Allied Commonwealth Corps of
Canada Australia, New Zealand and Malaysia; and, of course,
I have 'a Canadian and a New Zealand officer on my Staff.
Whilst I was in Aden I also had the privilege of visiting the
Signal Squadron of the Federation Regular Army.
Now if I may, I will tum to how matters have progressed
in the 'last year, many of which I did mention to you when I
last spoke to you.
Strategic C:ommunicotions
First of all, Strategic Communications. Last yea~ I foreshadowed the possibility of a De~ence Co~un~cauon ~et
work to meet all Service Strategic Commun1cat.1on requirement;. This principle bas now been accepted'. so that ultimat~ly
one system will replace OOMCAN. and its other Service
equivalents, that is one single. Serv1ce system. A Defence
Communication Network Plannmg Staff has been formed, to
plan full integration of the Strategic Networks, which are at
present operated by the single Services, and plans for
"rationalisat.ion ":-and this is the great word that goes round

Airportable llF llndio Statio11s for
Contingency Operations
There are two projects, which I think may interest you,
whlch are now approaching fruition, and which will help to
solve the problems that we have when we have to provide!
rear link communications for a Force which may be deployed
anywhere in the world, at short notice. These projects are for
high power HF radio stations which are capable of working
into convenient terminals in the fixed strategic networks all
over the world. They are, really, mobile extensions of COMCAN,
which are equipped to handle multi-channel telegraph circuits.
The first of these is a purely Army project, which is being
developed from the vehicle station of the D13, and it is a
1 KW station capable of providing two telegraph channels. I
saw the prototype airportable station the other day, working to
Malta, when I was on a recent visit to the firm concerned, and
it is a most impressive equipment. We hope to have these in
service very shortly.
The second of these is a joint ArmyI Air Force project-t
much higher powered station, heavier and bigger of course, ~ut
equally airportable at any time to anywhere in the world, which
is capable of providing six telegraph channels and speech
circuits. The trial§. of this equipment are taking place this
year, and we should see stations going into service during 1967
and 1968.
Now as our overseas bases decrease, the requirement for this
airporU:bility and these high power equipments does, as you
will see, become increasingly important, and personally, I shall
heave a great sigh of relief when these new stations are actually
in service.

Ittilitary Satellite Con1111waicntio11s
You will have read a little in the paper about Military Satellite
Communications, and 1966 will see the start of the Military
Satellite Communications era, as far as the British are concerned.
The three Services, together with tlle Ministry of Aviation,
are to take part with the Americ~s in tri.als of an interim
system starting any moment now, m fact m May and June
of this' year. Although these trials are primarily for "Resi;arch
and Development " we ~o hope to g~t a lot of useful operauonal
information and expenence on which we can base a future
military, strategic system. ~ere will be ome 20 to 24 satellit~s
wandering around in what is called a sub-synchronous orbit,
but I don't really want to worry this Associatio~ with that I
The Americans will have a number of earth stat10ns, and we
shall have three. 1'he three British station are being made
227
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and round Whltehall these days-of the three Service networks
are already proceeding rapidly.
In Cyprus, for example, we already have an agreed plan
which is now being implemented. It provides for single joint
transmitter, receiver and tape relay stations.
Now you may remember, also, that I spoke of STRAD, the
Telegraph Automatic Relay equipment, TARE, at Boddington.
That is now fully operational, and, to show what automation
will do, it has produced such savings in manpower that we have
now lost all the W.R.A.C. girls who used to operate the manual
system. The loss of these girls is very, very sad, but that's the
price you pay for automation; but it does show you in a Corps
. such as ours, which is always straining to keep up, how automation in the future is going to assist us.
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here in England, by a British Company, and are now nearing
ompletion. You may even have seen photographs or articles
about them in the national P-ress. Each Service, the Navy,
Army and the Air Force, ar" manning one station, and the
crew are busy training to operate the n ew equipment. Our
own 647 Troop, commanded by Major Newman, is due to
leave the United Kingdom in the next few months, although for
good reasons I cannot say where they are actually going.
We have great hopes of satellite communications as a means
of guaranteeing con,inuou communications worldwide, and of
overcoming all the other disadvantages, well known to you,
from which the HF communication system, upon which we
rely today, suffers.
Tropospheric Seutter
Now another development, which I think will interest you,
is taking place in an overseas theatre, where we, in Royal
Signals, are operating our first operational Tropospheric
Scatter Link. It is the first we have had, which has gone into
service, and in fact, it is a splendid piece of service " ad hocery,"
because the stations are not British service equipmenr, They
don't even belong to us in the Army, they belong to the Ministry
of Aviation. They obtained them on our behalf for evaluation
purposes only. Moreover, they have been brough t into operational use because we did have severe technical difficulties on
a very essenrial radio relay link. We quickly carried out a
survey, borrowed the equipment from the Ministry of Aviation,
married it up to Service bits and pieces, channelling and
ancillary equipment and vehicles; begged, borrowed and
practically stole the essential test equipment; got together a
team, including R.E.M.E., to operate and maintain it, and
shipped the whole lot overseas, and told them to get on with it
That link is now working, and filling a vital communications
gap. So you see, even in these days, improvisation is still ·
with us, and quite honestly, it always will be. The only
difference nowadays, perhaps, is that we do it with slightly
more exotic hardware than we used to.

of the three Services. The other, which affects us, is the
examination of the responsibility for the repair of telecommunication equipment in the Army. As a result of this
examination, the decision has been taken that the responsibilities
hould remain as they are today, except that our friends,
R.E.M.E., are to take over from us the responsibility for repair
of telecommunication equipment in Other Arms units, but not
in Royal Signals units.
Thi decision was arrived at, not because we are not doing
the job well, but because it was considered that the )ob would
be more economically done by them. Studies are now going
on between the two Corps as to how best this change of responsibility can be effected. The over-riding consideration in
the e studies being that the welfare, both career-wise and
physically, of the soldiers involved in this transfer of responsibility should not be adversely affected.
This change, together with the trends of future equipment,
has made me look again to see whether in the long term the
trade structure of the Corps is what we shall need in the
future . The conclusion that I have come to is that, in- general,
it is correct but some slight modification may be necessary,
particularly in the technician trades. In this field, with the
advance of micro miniaturisation and the sealing and isolating
of circuits into tiny modules, where you get something that
used to be quite big now the size of your little finger, the work
of our technicians will in the future, to my mind, swing away
from the emphasis on repair, and towards engineering. I am,
therefore, planning with this in view. However I am quite
determined that any change will not be an upheaval but a
gradual evolution.
~fan1tower

Future Co1nm u1lieaciou Systems
Planning continues apace on the tactical trunk communication systems for the future, for the 1970s, and this again I
mentioned last year. A new, and most encouraging aspect of
this planning iS the very great degree of co-operation with our
Allies that is taking place on this project.
The et Radio for use in the field, by all three Services, in
the same time frame, in the 1970s, is now an approved major
British development project.
In the past year, by the courtesy of the Ministry of Aviation,
I have visited every one of the firms, which are developing this
radio equipment and it really is a most heartening experience.
The progress in electronics engineering itself is fascinating even
to a comparative layman like myself. Everywhere, I have been
received with the greatest kindness and courtesy, whilst the
number of Royal Signals ties that I see on the way round is
quite remarkable. In one firm they even had the Corps flag
flying in my honour. I do regard this happy and close association between the Corps, as the user, and industry as of very
great importance to us in the Corps.
Our equipment plans thus stretch clearly out into the future.
Already, over the next thi:ee years, one can see a steady and
marked improvement, even better than the satisfactory equipment position of today. No longer is the Corps attempting the
impo~sible. No longer are Signals Officers biting their nails and
keeping their fingers crossed. They know the kit will do the
job and if, for any reason, it doesn't either something is broken
or someone is being stupid. If it is the former, the Foreman
of Signals will mend it. If it is the latter, the Yeoman of Signals
will so1, that somebody out.

Now, if I may turn to the men. I am very happy to be
able to tell you that recruiting of soldiers into the Corps is
still going well and, in fact, we are up to strength, and by the
end of this year we shall be more or less in balance by trades.
This is a very great tribute to our recruiting organisation,
especially to our special recruiters who are working away on
their own on behalf of the Corps in Recruiting Offices or, as I
must call them, in Army Information Offices dotted about the
country. Rank wise we are still short of senior N.C.O.s, though
the reorganisation of the Reserve Army and sheer time will
redress this shortage. You see we have an enormous intake into
the Corps in the last three years. Our strength has gone up by
something of the order of 3,000 in those three years from
I 1,000-odd to 14,000-od~ and n aturally it takes time to make
from this very excellent material the senior N.C.0.s you want.
It is no problem, and, it will correct itself in the course of
time; but there is something which is going to take much
longer, which of course I did mention to you last year, and that
is that we are still very short of junior officers, as is the Army
as a whole. This is not a problem that can be remedied
quickly but is going to take several years, many years in factyears of unremitting effort that everyone is applying, I am glad
to say, both by the Army as a whole and by the Corps past and
present. Now, last year I said to you if you hear of somebody
who is interested in taking a commission, please write to the
Recruiting Co-ordinator on my staff, and I am most grateful
for the effect that that has had all over the country. LieutenantColonel Pounds, who is my Recruiting Co-ordinator, nowadays
has letters from all over the place, and this is just what I want.
To every one of those letters he replies and writes ro the boy
concerned. So please, again, if I may appeal to this Association,
always keep this in mind, and in the case of any likely young
man whom you think can hold a commission in Royal Signals
and who is made of the stuff which we need, please write-or
get him to write to Lieutenant-Colonel D. L. Pounds. He will
then do the rest.

Studies on Corps Or~n11i1mtion
To turn to Corps organisation. Last year I told you of the
various examinations being undertaken in the Ministry of
Defence, of organisational changes needed in the Army to keep
in step with the advance in technology in its broadest sense,
as well as the changing world situation, and the limitations of
money available to the Armed Forces.
Many of these examinations have now been completed. In
most cases they will not affect the Corps to any large extent.
Three, however, will. First is the reorganisation of the Reserve
Army, which I will deal with later. So far as the Regular
Army is concerned, one of them I have already referred to,
and that is the rationalisation of the long-haul communications

Reserve Army
Now if I may return to the Reserve Army. I am certain that
there is not one of you here who is not aware of the plans to
reorganise the Reserve Army and the broad outline of these
plans. It is unlikely, I think, unless you are a serving member or
very close to the T.A. or A.E.R., that you know the way it is
likely to affect Royal Signals so I intend to go into our plans
fairly fully. This, of course, assumes that the Reserve Army
Bill will become law eventually.
Our share of the Army Voluntary Reserve cake is ten Regiments, plus some Squadrons and Troops, totalling about 10
per cent of the Army Voluntary Reserve manpower in the
Army. We intend to locate them in areas of good recruiting,
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and we shall accept volunteers, both male and female on both
of what are called IIA and IIB engagements. Now what are
these engagements? I IA more or less corresponds to the old
T .A. and IIB to the old A.E.R . engagement, and it. is our
intention to recruit men on both sorts of engagements mto our
Regiments.
Volunte:rs for the IIB engagement, of course, much as in the
A E R. are not likely to be accepted unless they have a trade
ra.ti~g,' or can get one: because of their civil~an oc~pations.
These un its of ours will hold as much of their equipment as
possible, and that equipment will be the same, it is intended,
a that of the Regular Army.
lnr identity of our existing T.A. and A.E.R. Regiments
ill be pri:served at Squadron level. Regiments will be
numbered just after the highest numbered Regular Army
Regiment in the series 31 to 40 so as to s~ow. that ~e new
force 1s neither T.A. nor A.E.R., but a combmat:Jon havmg the
tradinon, hisrory and spirit of voluntary ~ervice of bot~ . This
vill also recognise that their state of readmess for war 1s to be
much closer to that of the Regular Army than hithertofore.
Property of existing Regiments will be handed down . to the
qu~dron s , who are retaining the identity of thos_e Regiments.
So I am glad to tell you, that not one of our Regiments today,
T .A. or A.E.R., will lose its identity or 1<?5e its property. It
will go on in the Corps Order of Battle as m the past.
We are also going to have a share in the Home Defence
Force down to Home Defence U nit rear links.
The total number of vacancies in the Corps units for A.V.R.
and Home Defence Force engagements will be about threequarters of the number of volunteers, both male and female,
in the T .A. and A.E.R. today; and because in the first year
we shall be allowed to recruit our units to 30 per cent over
establishment there will be, numerically, a vacancy somewhere
for each and every one of our existing volunteers; except for
onz slight difficulty, and that is rank. Clear!):' we can't have
about six Sergeant-Majors in a Squadroi:i so It C<?uld be that
some of the seniors, if they wish to soldier on, ~1ght hav~ to
do so by co:ning down in their rank, .but otherwise there rs a
vacancy for every one of O!:!_r existing T.A. and A.E.R.
volunteers.
After camp th is year the T.A. and A.E.R. will s tart evol"'.ing
into the A.V.R. It is scheduled, at the moment, to come m~o
being on 1st April, .1967. Now there is no doubt that th!s
period from now until then and t?e earl:y: years of the A.V.R. s
existence is going to be a very difficult ume for ev~ryone concerned. I, however, am quite confident that Royal Signals, T.A.
and A.E.R., will rise to the occasio~ as they have always done
in the past, and make these new reg11Dents a success and 'Yorthy
and worthwhile successors to the T.A. and A.E.R. Regiments
of today.

CORPS nOIUESTIC: MATTERS
Bla11dford Project
The move of the school to Blandford is still planned to. take
place in early 1967. There have been ~e usual" sc;emmgly
inevitable slippages in the dates of completion of ~u1ldings and
married quarters but I think and hope t~ey will not be so
serious as to prevent the School mo_vmg ID early 1967. The
decision on this will have to be made m the next month or two.
l<'reedona of Gloucester
On the morning of Thursday, 28th. April, in the city park,
Gloucester the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Emley,
on behalf ~f 14th Regiment, will receive the Freedom of En~y
into the city from the Mayor, in the pres~nce of t~~ Crty
Council. The freedom is to be conferred .ID recogn1t1on of
the Regiment's long association with the City ~f Gloucester,
dating from the opening of the CNW Exchange ID 1940. The
Master of Signals will attend the ceremony.
.
The croll, itself, will be presented in. a wa!nut ca~ket, .bear~g
the City Arms in enamel with . the lid suitably ~scnbe4 ID
silver. In return, the 14th Regiment are pr~ennng a silver
' Jimmy' to the City Council. . The Reg~ment will be o~ parade
and will march past the Gu1ldhall, with drums beaung and
bayonets fixed; the Mayor will take the salut~. Later, the
Regimen t will be entertained to lunch at the Cncket Gro~d,
by the city. The Regiment have arrang~ a number of social
functions in return concluding on the mght of Saturday, 30th
April, when the C:,rps Band _will play ~et~eat.
It ·s a matter of great pnde that this 1s the first time in
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Corps history that a Regular Regiment of the Corps, as opposed
to the Corps itself or our T.A. regiments, has been accorded
st.ch an honour.
S1m1·t
I have only time to touch on some of the highlights of the
Corps successes in the world of sport. Now, I like to regard
sport in the Corps as something we enjoy winning, but that
we never mind losing, provided we have done our best and
have been goods sportsmen.

Shoo t i n~
The skill and reputation of Corps shooting reached a new
p!ak this y~ar with the very fine performance of the Corps team
in the Methuen Cup.
.
In an inter-Service field of the best teams from all Services,
we finished 4th overall. We were 2nd in what . is called the
R.E.M.E. Trophy, which is awarded to the highest placed
Army team and we defeated the Sappers and the Gunners
handsomely in our private match for the Woolwich Trophy.
The results obtained by our teams and individuals in A.R.A.
and N.R.A. matches, our representation in Army, ~u~ty .and
lnt~ rnat io nal teams, all confirm that Corps shooung LS m a
very healthy state, and improving each year.
Captain Insall, as an individual, had a memorable year. He
was 4th in the Army Championships, he was 2nd in the Army
Hundred Cup and he was winner of what is called the Walking
Man Match.
Foothnll
You will all have heard that 24th Regiment won the Army
Football Cup by four goals to one.
The Corps team has played ten matches, winning seven and
losing three.
Corporal Forrester, Lance-Corporals Sutherland and Brown
and Signalmen Gordon and Hannah, all of 24th Regiment,
have regularly represented the Army during the 1965/ 1966
season.
Hockey
Tue Army Cup· holders-7th Regiment-are once more in
the final and will play the Royal Army Pay Corps at Worthy
Down, in Germany, on 27th April . . . so keep your ~gers
crossed. 8th Regiment are Northern Command champions.
The Corps team has played nine matches, won three, lost three,
drawn three.
Major Kirkby and Corporal C-0ldwell have played regularly
for the Army XI during the season.
R11gby
The Corps team-believe it or not-has won all five of
their matches.
The School of Signals was defeated in the final of the
United Kingdom Army Cup.
Captain Blackwell and Corporal Thompson have both played
in Army XVs during the season.
Cricket
The Corps XI won four out of its seven matches and drew
the remainder.
Major de Clive-Lowe and Lance.-Corporal May~ . were
awarded their Army Caps for 1965, while Signalman Kilvmgton
represented the Army in two matches.
Boxing
Junior Corporal Cutts of the Junior Trade~men's Reg!ment,
Rhyl, who is the present Junior f.umr Boxmg Champion at
welterweight, represented Wales twice m Oct?ber, 1~65: .
2nd Regiment were very well represented m the IDd1v1duaJ
Army Boxing Championships.
.
.
Si!!Dalman Keenan is the Army champion at Bantamweight.
Si~alman Waters, Corpor.al ~ish, :ind Signalman Pellegrinetti were all runners-up ID theu: weights.
Athletics
Lance-Corporal Fenge represented England in the pole vault
against Ireland, winning with a jump of x4ft.
Ft.•nc•lng
nth Regiment were winners of the Bronze M~dal stage in
the Northern Zone of the Royal Tournament this year.
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Captain Willingalc won the foil epec and sabre at the
orthern Command Championships.
For the second year running he reached the Final Pool Sabre
at the Army Championships.

3 O.B.E.s
14 M.B.E.s
5 B.E.M.s and
4 M entions in Despatches .

Bask tball
Apprentice Tradesman Bond, of H arrogate captained the
Army Boy ' T eam which won the Inter-Service Championship.

We wer e all so h appy and delighted at the award of the
C.V.O. by Her M ajes ty to your own Chairman, General
Thuillier .

Cycling
Apprentice T rad esman McNeilly and Appr entice Tradesman
Lance-Corporal A cough, both of Harrogate, and both of whom
arc Army Colours, established a number of new records during
the year.

Colone l s Connu u ndant
As you know Brigadier Stonely is the Representative Colonel
Commandant this year.
Brigadier Robinson has been appointed a Colonel Comma ndant.

Tennis
The Corps side won five and lost three of its matches in
1965.
The Army Apprentices School, Harrogate, won the N or thern
Command Regimental Doubles.

Conc lusion
Now, I have talked quite long enough, and I have only been
able t o d eal with the matters of major in terest that have
happened in the past year, and I know I have swun g from
atellites down to Corps golf, but it is a very vast field that
this Corps of yours covers. What I have said, I think will
show you that, although the Corps has its fair share of problem s,
it is competing with them as well as ever.

Squash Rackets
The School of Signals were beaten by the Royal Military
Academy, Sandhurst, in the United Kingdom final of the InterUnit Squash Rackets Championships.
ailing nnd Golf
Corps teams had a happy and enjoyable year, and "have not
minded losing." The Signal Officer-in-Chief must take the
blame personally, as far as sailing is concerned, for allowing
his conference to clash with their practice.
Honours nnd Awards
Since 1st January, 1965, in the Regular and Reserve Army,
Royal Signals have received :
I C.B.
2 C.B.E.s

Memorial Service
for

~la.jor-6eneral

Sir Leslie 6. Phillips,

K;B.E.. c.n.. M.C.
S previously notified in THE WIRE a Memorial Service for
Major-General Sir Leslie Phillips was held at Sc. Martinin-the-Fields on the 2rst April, r966. The Vicar, the Revd.
Austen Williams, took the service and was assisted by Brigadier
the Revd. W. B. Rowett, late of the Corps. A large congregation
headed by the Master of Signals, many Colonels Commandant
and the Signal Officer-in-Chief, paid a last tribute to one who
was much respected and loved throughout the Corps.
Brigadier the Revd. Rowett in a brief recollection summed
up the feelings of the many who knew Sir Leslie in the
following words : -

A

We give thanks to oui; Heavenly Father for the life and
work of
LESLIE GORDON PHILLIPS
Formerly Major-General in HM. Army
Knight Commander of Orde of the British Empire
Companion of the Bath
Holder of the Military Cross
Commander of the (United States) Legion of Merit
We remember before God his loyalty and devotion to duty
in the service of his Sovereign and his country, for 35 years
on the active list, at home and overseas, including, service
throughout two World Wars, and later for seven years as
Colonel Commandant. We pay respect to him as one of the
great founders and builders of the Royal Corps of Signals, his
own Corps, in which he took such pride.
We recollecc the exceptionally heavy burden of responsibility
which he carried in the Second World War, his share in the
mounting and launching of the Normandy Operation, and his
outstanding leadership as Director of Signals during the decisive
closing years of the war. Few have been called or perhaps will
ever again be called to undertake a task of such magnitude.
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New Equipment shortly to be issued
for Re/ti Trials in the U.K.
thl.s might ha'-'" b 4Hm a heading in •• The
Wire,. in tire ear l fl 1 900s!

T HE MARCONI STEAM BUS (Courtesy : Marconi)

The d river had to steer, control the steam, pump water,
watch pressure, watch the firing, blast water tank ~ and watch
luorication. A moment's inattention would allow any of these
items to cause a breakdown . The driver or his mate had to
dismoun t to change gear.
On a long gradient, the firehole lid had to be left open. A
contemporary understatement says this was a source of great
danger to the boiler and more liable to be so when the road
ahead was not known to the d river. Evidently a burst boiler
was more feared than the performance of the driver when,
in addition co his normal aura of dust, he was surrounded by
smok:, ash and possibly flames. .
.
The Marconi Company's tests convmced them that a Daimler
Benz petrol-driven vehic~e would pl~ a se the Arm~ better,_ and
that it should have a radms of 100 miles. The radiator cylinder
(aerial) should not exceed 3oft. by 2ft. diameter.

THE ROLLS ROYCE WIRELESS CAR
(Th e fi rst gin palace)

Morale is good, and we are doing our job efficiently. I
am sure that it will continue thus, for the standard of our
soldiers is as high as that of any Arm or Corps in the Anny
and, indeed, a great deal higher than most.
Therein lies, ~ it has always lain, the strength of Royal
Signals today-in its men. Once more I can report to this
Association that Royal Signals is in good heart and in good
shape.
We look forward with confidence and enthusiasm to another
year of hard work and achievement.
I thank you.

But apart from these things, we, who have known him, pay
tribute to him as a man-a great m an .
We remember his modesty and integrity-his ability to make
even unpopular decisions, without causing rancour and resen tment, because of the deep respect and affection in which he
was held . His cheerfulness and sympathy, bringin.g out the
best in all who served under him: his strength and sincerity,
inspiring the confidence placed in h im by s uperiors, contemporaries and subordinates alike.
His ability to pick out the things which really mattered. We
remember also his simple pleasures of home, and sport, and
garden. We give thanks for all that he has meant to his family
and his many friends, especially for his complete self-denial,
and devotion to his wife in her long illness during the past t hree
years.
We acknowledge his sincere faith and trust in the purposei
and loving wisdom of Almighty God.
So we give thanks, in God's house, for all that this great
servant of God has put into life and for all that his life will
continue to mean to those of u s who have known him, and to
those who will follow.

Honours anti AwarJs
Phoned through as we wer e going to press were the following
honours and awards in respect of the Borneo operation:
M.B.E.- Major H . Mel. Paterson, 247 Gurkha Signal
Squadron.
Mentioned in Despatches.-Major R. Pope, 209 Signal Squadron; Major J. H. Hild, Joint Communications Unit Borneo ;
Captain (Q.G.O.) Balbahadur Tamang, 248 Gurkha Signal
Squadron; Staff Sergeant L. H. Harvey, 247 Gurkha Signal
Squadron; Corporal P. J. Gordon, J9int Communications Unit,
Borneo.
We are sure that all our readers will join us in congratulating
the recipients on these well-merited awards which reflect the
good work of the Corps in this operational area.
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Professor Ambrose Fleming (seated on the step) and Senator Marconi .
In i9or, the Marconi W ireless T elegraph Com_Pany i:ntalled a wireless set in a Thorneycroft Stearn Ommbus with
a view to interesting the Army. The Army specification asked
che impossible : Range twenty miles; signals must be unintelligible to the enemy within two miles; signals must be free
of enemy interference within two miles.
The Marconi Company made soothing noises and concocted
the Thorneycroft station. T he zinc radiator folded down for
moves.
The omnibus had some disad vantages. It would burn
the sort of coal which only seaports and a few large towns
could supply. It could only carry fuel for forty miles. This
was better than the water capacity-refilling being necessary
!!very 10 miles.

®bituarits
IUUGADIEll II. G. HENDERSON, C.B.E.
H arold Gordon Henderson (George), born 1895, was educated at Cheltenham College and was commissioned into the
Duke of Wellington Regiment from Sandhurst in 1914. He
la nded in France in September, and in Novem~er he was
everely wounded in the head and was taken pnso~er.- He
was transferred to Switzerland in r916 where, durmg his mternment he· worked in a cable factory. Repatriated in 1917" it
was ~o time before he succeeded in joining a Royal Flymg
Corps Squadron on the Straits of D~>Ver.
..
In 1919 he joined the North RuSSJa Expedmonarx Force as
an interpreter; in r921 he was seconded to Royal Signals a':1d
attended No. 4 ' Q' Course. He transferred to the. Corps while
in 1st Divisional Signals in 1924. After a spell m Egypt,_ he
returned to Catterick where he is believed to have orgarused
and ridden in the fir;t motor cycle display team. In 1930 he
join ed 1st Indian Division, and the following xear he took command in Waziristan. He took his despatch riders all over the
desert in Derajat. On one occasion a flooded nullah was deeper
that he anticipated, and he ma~e a ~etour on the. way back,
passing district headquarters with his shorts drymg oa the
handle-bars-or so the D.R.s of his unit claim. "Wonky," as
they called him, was a character they regarded with amused
respect and great affection.
In x932 he became Commandant of the Army Signal School
at Poona until 1935, when he returned to England to co'!11mand 5th Divisional Signals, which he took to the P lestme
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The Rolls Royce Wireless Car (Marconi Equipment) wa!! del~ver_ed
to the R.E. Signal Service in 1912. On manoeuvres, their Ma1est1es
King George V and Queen Mary inspected it closely.

Operations of 1936-37. In 1940 he was promoted Brigadier
as C.S .0 . L. of C. and spent a short time in France. He
became C.S.O., B.T.E., in 1944 and retired in 1948. He was
awarded the C.B.E. and the Legion of Merit (U.S.)
He died on 7th May, r966, and is survived by his wife, the
former Miss Beryl McCraith, who he married in 1920, to whom
we would like to express our deep sympathy.

COLONEL {;. R. B. FIRTH, A.ltt.I.E.E.
Educated at Beaumont College and the " Shop," Charles Roy
Hand Firth was commissioned into the Royal Garrison Artillery
in 1915 at the age of 23. He had qualified and practised as . a
unit engineer before he joined up. He spent two years m
France as a Section Officer. After a course at Brooklands he
joined the Royal Flying qorps, ori~ally as a wirel~ss officer
and observer. On qualifying as a pilot he served m France
and Belgium both as a communications flight pilot and as an
instructor.
He was seconded to Royal Signals in 1920 and after hl:s
"Q" course he served in Northern Irel~~d. for rw_o years ~til
he became adjutant of 44th (H.C.) D1vmonal Signals durmg
the tenure of which he transferred to the Corps. He then served
in Egypt until being selected_ for the advanced c~se _a t the
Military College of Science m 1932. After a penod. 1!1. 5th
Divisional Signals he became Inspector of ~.E. and Divmonal
Si1mal Stores in r936. He was then Supermtendent and later
o;'mmandant of the Signals Experimental Establishment.
In 1941 he went to the United States on the Signal Purchasing
Staff of the British Commission with the rank of Colonel. He
retired in 1946 and resided at Dorking until his death on
29th April, 1966.
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Volunteers! Volunteers! Volunteers!
1. SAS (ACI 227 / 63)
The present Troop has been extended to a Squadron, and
volunteer are urgently required. Commanding Officers are
therefore requested to do their utmost to persuade suitable men
to volunteer. There are vacancies in the followings trades:
Y of
4
F of S
I
SM
1
gt Clk R. Sigs
r
Tg Op
34
C Op
4
ED
I
Clk Tech
1

2. Secondments
Volunteers in the ranks and trades shown are required to
fill vacancies in the following Forces/Units:
(a) Trncial Oman Scows (Tour 18 months)
L/Cpl. R Op-Oct. 66
(b) Federal Regular Army Aden (Tour 18 months)
S/Sgt. Y of S - Sept. 66
Sgt/Cpl/L/Cpl. R Tech Lt - 2 now
2 July 66
l Aug 66
1 Sept 66
(c)

British Army Training Team, Kenya (Tour

2t

years)

Sgt/Cpl R Tech Lt - 2 now
(Cpls must be qualified for promotion in all
except time)
(d)

Royal Brunei Malay R egt (Tour
Sgt R Tech Lt -

(e)

Zambia Army (Tour
S/Sgt.
Sgt. R
Sgt. R
Sgt. R

(f)

(g)

F of
Tech
Tech
Tech

S
Lt
Lt
Lt

2t

years)

2t

years)

Nov 66
now
I Dec 66
l Jan 67

Army of The Federation of Malaysia (Tour
W.O.I F of S W .0.11 F of S W.O.II F of S -

I
2

Malawi Anny (Tour

2t

2t

years)

years)
D ec 66

1

3. Volunteers are al.so required to fill the following vacancies:
(a) Gurkha Signals (Tour 2t years)
S/Sgt. S .Q .M.S. - r Oct 66
Sgt. C Op - 1 Oct 66
Cpl. C Op - 4 Dec 66
(b)

216 Signal Squadron (Para Bde)
Cpl. C Op
Cpl. Clk R Sigs
Sig Clk R Sigs
Sig Comcen Op
Sig ED
Sig R Op

(e)

Any Trade (except T trades)

Commando R egiments
Cpls/L/Cpls R Tech L t -

(f)

Additions-April List Pos11ttgs

University OTC

W.O.II any trade (except T

trades)

Anny Department Constabulary
Vacancies occur periodically in the Force for
W .0.s and Senior N.C.0.s who are about to
leave rhe Service. DCI (Army) 32/64 refers.

... To i R.S.
Lieutenant D. M. Aird ...
.. .
1 U. & D.
Lieutenant R. M. Carr Smith .. .
,, H.Q. ALFCE
Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Cooper
14th
Regiment
Lieutenant (Q.M.) E. J. Ford ...
1 DWR
Lieutenant D. Strong
.. .
.. .
,. H.Q. AFCENT
Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. Ward

Additions-May Lisi
Major (T /Lt.-Col.)

T . P.

Furlonge To Ministry
J

Letter to tlie Editor

From Dame Regina Evans, D.B.E.
Dear Editor
1967 being the 5oth Anniversary of the formation of the rhree
Women's Services, we are planning to hold joint celebrations,
and are anxious to obtain rhe maximum publicity.
The M inistry of Defence, Public Relations, are willing to do
all they can to help us, and will arrange, during the coming
months, for items of news to be put before the public through
me medium of the press, radio and television. To enable them
to do this, we need personal stories of incidents of value and
interest from ex-Servicewomen, particularly of wartime service.
I would be most grateful if you could give rhis letter some
publicity in your Journal, as we would like to hear from the
many ex-Servicewomen who served with, and married into,
your Corps.
Yours sincerely,

Chairman,
Three Services Committee

REGINA EVANS,

The Royal Signals Archaeological Club is a f ully constituted
member of the Council for British Archaeology and is affiliated
to Group 12 (Wessex) of rhe Council for British Archaeology.
It is also a corporate member of the Salisbury and Sourh Wiltshire Museum Excavation Sub-Committee.
The purpose of the club is to enable anyone interested in
archaeology to be kept up-to-date with details of excavations
and courses rhat are being held within the United Kingdom.
Whenever possible, the club runs its own excavations (normally
this is work sub-allocated by a local museum).
The club is open to all ranks and their families, and to all
civilian personnel employed by Royal Signals units and establishments.
Anyone interested in joining the club should write to G. F .
Williams, Esq., Hon. Secretary, Royal Signals Archaeological
Club, c/o 3 Squadron, 14th Regiment, Weald, Bampton, Oxon.

El A/amein Reunion

Army Apprentices School
Platoon Sergeants -

(h)

now

Army and Special R ecruiters
Sgts. (or Cpls. recommended for promotion)

El Alamein R eunion ·this year will be on 21st October.
Tickets will again be obtainable only from M essrs. Keith
Prowse, Bond Street, W.r.
An announcement will appear in News of the World on the
first Sunday in October.

Dea th s
PICKARD. -Ex-Signalman Walter Pickard, on 19th April . Signalman
Pickard joined the R.A. in 1930 and transferred to Signals in r941. He
was in the Normandy invasion aod finished hi s service in Air Formation
Signals. He was an active member of Hull Branch of the Association,
serving on the Committee. He leaves a widow and two d1<Ughters.
HARDY.-Lance-Corporal J ames Anthony Hardy, oo 5th April, in Malaya,
as result o( accident.
LEIGH.- Signalman Brian Leigh, on 6th April, in Malaya, a result of
accident.

o(

Defence

Signals

(Co-ord)

i6th Regiment
,, 19th R egiment
,, H .Q . 19 Inf. Bde , Colchester

Major (T/Lt.-Col.J J . C. Lucas
Capt. R. J. L. Middleton
...
Captain (Q.M .) A. V . K. Ward

7tme List
... To H.Q. FARELF
Ma1or R. M . Armstrong
nth Regiment (H.S.)
Major G. C. Beadle
...
644 Troop (UNFICYP)
Captain M. J. L . Bygra ve
206
Squadron
Major J. A . Baker
.. .
24th Regiment
Major L. H . Beaumont .. .
J.L. Regimem
Captain R. A. J . Bingley
.. .
226 Squadron
Lieutenant (T .O.T.) D . W . Capon
H.Q. ALFCE
T/Major L. P. Clayton ...
...
Lieuten:mt (Q .M.) H. J. Crocker,
J .C.U ., 266 Squadron
B.B.M.
...
...
...
7th Regiment
Captain G. F. G. Elliott
Lieutenant-Colonel D . H. Frcela~d " C.S.0. Londist
t6th Regiment
Lieutenant W. J. Gahan ...
9th Regiment
Major K. E. Haycock .. .
.. .
School o( Signals
Captain W. C . A. Kennedy ...
249 Squadron
Lieutenant (Q .M.) R. G. Knight
. . . ,, 30th Regiment
Major P. D. Legge, D.C.M.
22nd Regiment
Lieutenant D. F. Leighton
235 Squadron
Major (Tfc.) N . Mad.cod
M .o.D . (Signals 35 b)
Major A. G . MacTavish
28th Regiment
Lieutenant F. W. Matthews
J .T . Reglment , Rhyl
Lieutenant A. P . H . Marley .. .
M.o.D. D124(A)
Captain (Q .M .) D. MacGillivray
651 Troop
Captain L. W . Moran ...
.. .
M
.o.A . (DLRD(G ))
Major D . F . Oakley
.. .
.. .
,, 47th Reg'.ment T.A .
Captain (Q.M.) S. Ormond .. .
,,
21st
Regiment
Captain (T.O .T.) W. E. Oates
,, 6o8 Troop
Major (Q .M. ) W . R. Pearse ...
,, 15th Regiment
Lieutenant (T .O .T .) J. A. Parkin
School of Preliminary Education
Major A. G. Paris
...
,, A.A.C., Middle Wallop
Lieutenant W . A. Price
Held Strength l l th Regiment
Major J. Ridge
,, 4th Regiment
Major T. Rigby
. ..
.. .
,, 5wd Regiment T .A.
Major F. St. C . Robinson
,, 7th Regimen t
Major W . E. Sherratt, M.B.E.
., 7th Regiment
Lieutenant A . G. Stutchbury
., 8th Regiment
Lieutenant R. Stather ...
,, CombJied
Military
Planning
Major B. C. Skelly, T.D.
Staff Cento
,.
212
Squadron
Major P. C . Tripp
.. .
.. .
,, 22nd Regiment
Lieutenant (Tfc) F. W . Taylor
,. 30th Regiment
Major (Tfc) M. Turner .. .
. ..
,, 41st Regiment T .A.
Major (Q .M.) W. Waterworth
Aimed Forces, Malaysia
Captain A . L. Watson ...
,, A .A.S., Harrogate
Lieutenant J , V. Williams .. .
. .. ,, 24th R egiment
Lieutenant L . T. Waumsley ...
J .L.R.
Lieutenant C. G . A . Whitehead

Warrant O llicers and Sen.ior N.C.O.s
JUNE

(c) Light Aircraft Pilots
Volunteers are required for training as Light Aircraft Pilots. Applications should be forwarded to
OIC Record s in accordance with D CI (Army)
41/64.
(d)

Olllcers

Sig Tg Op

Are you interested in Arthaeo/ogy?

Sept 66
now
r Jan 67

W.0.II F of S -

Joim Communications Unit Borneo

(g)

Block "E"
Duke' of York's Headquarters,
King's Road, London, S.W .3 .

now

-

====:=== Movements

Any rrade (except T trades)
Vacancies in all Commands

W.O.II
W.O.II
W.O .ll
W .O.II

P. J, Catton
E.

S. Cone

J. I'. Thornton

J , Hehir ...
w.o.n T . v. Cushen
W,O .II J . E. Snell
W.O .II J. A . Raymond
W.0.II H. W. Cage
...
W .O.ll (Y. of S.) R. Scrafton
W .0 .11 K . Mason
.. .
...
W .0 .11 (F. of S.) P. J. Swaby
W.0.11 (F . of S.) G . Moore
Staff Sergeant D . Ross ...
Staff Sergeant P. Jackson
Sta.ff Sergeant J . W . Clarke
Staff Sergeant J. A . Angell
Stafi Sergeant F. J . Brown ...
Staff SCTgeant H. J. Stevelmnn
Staff Sergeant W. A. Ramsay
Staff Sergeant F. E. Slade
Staff Sergeant E. R . Hurnell
Staff Serge&'flt C . E . Tompkins
Staff Sergeant W. M . Chalmers

1966

... To
,,
,,
,,
,,

,,
,,
.,
,,
,,
.,
.,
.,

209 Squadron
261 Squadron
30th Regiment
262 Squad ron
237 Squadron
2 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
22nd Regiment
242 Squadron
Army of the Fed. of Malaysia
7th Regiment
646 Troop
15th Regiment
54th Regiment (T.A.)
24th Regiment
229 Squadron
259 Squadron
8th Regiment
18th Regimeot
A.A .S., Harrogate
nth Regiment

n

18th Reg.iment

,,

,.
,,
. .. ,,
,,

Staff Sergeant (F. of S.)J. P. Steeples
Staff Sergeant (F. of .) G. W. Fordom
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) C. G. Webb
Staff Sergeant D. Pollard
..
Staff Sergeant D. E. G. Lanyoo
Staff Sergeant L. Arrowsmith
Sergeant K A. Pcnninaton
Sergeant M. J. Lowe .. .
Sergeant R. W. Brig!!$ .. .
Sergeant G. Emslie
.. .
Sergeant T. D. Brahon
Sergeant J. A. Cooper
Sergeant C. J. Shone
Sergeant I. D. Hope
Sergeant J. E. Francis
Sergeant M. F. Oiff
Sergeant J. N. Rogers
Sergeant A. Keohane
Sergeant G. S. Muir
...
Sergeant B. W . Abrahams
Sergeant F. Jepson
Serge-.mt J . R. Sman
Sergeant G. A. Pfeiffer
A / Sergeant J. O. Bowman
Sergeant M . Foster
...
Sergeant B. Fisher
...
Sergeant W. M. Graczyk
Sergeant V. P . Shanahan
Sergeant B. F . Robinson
Sergeant P. T. Goudman
Sergeant C . F. G. Batten
Sergeant J. Williams
.. .
Sergeant W . Anderson .. .
...
Sergeant S. J. Murray .. .
Sergeant B. E . Ogden .. .
Sergeant J. M. Mackinnon
Sergeant A. Spencer
Sergeant F . McGuirk
...
Sergeant B. B. Marshall
Sergeant J . P. Beasley
Sergeant T. L . Brown
Sergeam M.. A. Hilder
Sergeant B. A. C. Burt
Sergeant J. D. Douce
Sergeant N. A . G avin ...
Sergeant F. J. Crawford
Sergeant A. Harrison .. .
Sergeant D . H . Leggett .. .
Sergeant W. G. G . Williams
...
Sergeant R. N . ruce
A / Sergeant R. G anside

., 15th Reguncnt
., 261
q uadror.
., 249 Squadron
1 Q ueto's D g. Gdi. Sigoal T p.
School of Signals
,, H.Q., R oyal Signals, Malta.
,, Sudanese Armed Force'
.. 18th Regiment
., School of ignala

rSth' R;iimd:t
234 Squadron
18th Regiment
24th Regiment
208 (COMWEL) Squadron
A.A.S ., Harrogate
18th Regiment
,, JI th Regiment
,, 24th Regiment
School of Transport, R.C.T.
2wd Regiment
3 Div. H.Q . & Signal Regt.
H.Q., SHAPE.
,, 237 Squadron
H.Q., 17 Div., Malaya District
3oth Battalion, R.A.O.C.
,, H .Q ., A .F.:l'{.E .
210 Squadron
Joint Corns. Unit, Borneo

.,
,,
,,
.,
.,
,,
.,

,, 15th Regiment
249 Squadron

640 Troop
16th Regiment
Joint Corns. Unit, Borneo
15th Regiment
538 Troop
18th Regiment
toth Regiment
17th (Gurkha) Regiment
rn Div. H.Q. & Signal Reat.
2wd R egiment

REGULATION PATTERN

ROYAL SIGNALS
STABLE BELTS
Ll1ht Blue/ Navy/ Green, ratio 3: I: 3 two 1-th•r atraps, two
buckt ...

Home -11 /· each plus 1/- post
Abroad-10/· each plus I/· post

Wall Shields 7' x 6' Royal Signal•
Blazer Badges "Superior "
" Quality" Car Badges
Ties Royal Signals
Pace Sticks
Sergeants full size Regimental Walking
Canu, Malacca Ball, Pear or Thimble Cap,
Crated
Export

32/·
44/·

'JI/·
130/·

5-4/·
44/·

Flashe1 embroidered to special de1lgn1.
Tiu made specially to any de1l1n.
Miniature Medals

ERNEST GOODRICH
Special/st In the supply of Military Requisites
EVESHAM HOUSE, COMMON ROAD,
CLAYGATE, SURREY
Telephone : ESHER 63705

., 9th Regimeot
,, 12 I nf. Bde. & H.Q. & ,<;iJI:. Sqo.
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FREEDOM OF ENTRY INTO THE CITY OF GLOUCESTER
Unique and Historic Honour bestowed upon

THE 14th REGIMENT
T 11.50 hour on Thursday, 28th April, 1966, a historic
event, unique in the history of the Corps, took place at
Glouce ter. The 14th Signal Regiment became the first regular
Regiment of the C.Orps to receive the Freedom of Entry into
a city.
The Conferment Ceremony took place in the Gloucester
City Park and was followed by the traditional march through
the City "with swords drawn, bayonets fixed, drums beating
and bands playing." A distinguished audience, which matched
the occasion, watched the function and included the Master
of Signals, Major-General Sir William Scott, K.C.M.G., C.B.,
C.B.E., and Lady Scott; the Signal Officer-in-Chief, MajorGeneral P. E. M. Bradley, c.B.E., o.s.o., and Mrs. Bradley·
Brigadier R H. E. Robinson, c.B.B., and Mrs. Robinson; C.S.O.,
Southern Command, Brigadier T. I. G. Gray; C.S.O., COMCAN, Colonel J. R. West, M.B.E., and Mrs. West; and three
former Commanding Officers of the Regiment, LleutenantC.Olonel Winterbotbam, Lieutenant-Colone! R. Stuart and
Lieutenant-Colonel W. E. Lyske, with their wives.
On a perfect, cloudless day, at 10.30 hours, a convoy of
22 vehicles conveying the parade personnel left Robinswood
Barracks for the City Park. The City authorities had been
busy for days preparing the park for the function. The area
was roped off, the dais and seating for spectators were all in
position, and when R.S.M. C. D. Evis called "markers" at
1I.OO hours, a fair-sized audience were already in their seats.
The markers, having been positioned, the Corps Band, resplendent in their ceremonial dress, marched on. The stage
was now set, and as <the saying goes " we were on "; nothing
more could be done and everything rested firmly upon the
shoulders of the men of the Regiment who had worked so
hard for this moment.
With the command " 14th Signal Regiment get on parade,"
the troops marched on. From this moment success was assured,
the marching and bearing was superb, and the men looked
what they wer~fine representatives of a fine Corps.
The parade formation was No. 1 Squadron, commanded by
Major R. C. Anderson, right flank; Guard and Scroll Escort,
dressed in No. 1 Dress and commanded by W.O.II (O.R.Q.M.S.)
C. Cooke, centre; No. 2 Squadron, commanded by Major C.
McDevirt, left flank; 6o2 Signal Troop, Land Rover mounted
dressed in parachute kit and commanded by Captain C. R'.
Crew, right flank rear of No. 1 Squadron; the Corps Band,
under the Director of Music, Captain C. H. Pike, L.R.A.M.,
LR.C.M., P.S.M., centre ~ear of the Guard; 645 Signal Troop,
mounted on a D13 vehicle, detachment dressed in combat kit
and under command of Captain W. A. Price, left flank rear
of No. 1 Squadron.
The officers, having fallen in by the Parade Adjutant, Major
E. Fox, .the parade was handed over to the Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel D. B. Emley and awaited the arrival
?f the_ senior. military officers. At 1r.25 hours the Signal Officerm-Chief arrived, followed closely by the Master of Signals.
They were both received with a General Salute and die Corps
Flag unfurled. The next event was the arrival on to the dais
of the civic party, wblch included the High Sheriff of the City
the City Recorder and the Town Clerk; when they wer~
seat~, the Right Worshipful Mayor, Alderman Mrs. L . R.
Embling, prec~ed by the City Sword Bearer, moved to the
front of the dais, was accorded a General Salute and the Union
Jack unfurled.
. ~e C.Ommax;ding Officer now reported to the Mayor and
mvited her to mspect the Regiment. As she did so a Land
Rover moved into position at the foot of the dais and accompanied by the ~mm!lllding Off!cer, the Mayor then ~pected
the parade, standing m the vehicle. The Mayor's vehicle was
preceded by her orderlies for the function, W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.)
G. <!· Barnes an~ W.0.II (R.Q.M.S.) J. Smith. The inpecuon was the signal for feverish activity on the part of the
Press. They were, however, admirably controlled by P.R. and
our Press Officer for rhe day, Major G. Dawson (normally
the P.R.1.) and at no time became an embarrassment.

Whilst the inspection was taking place, the Fanfare
Trumpeters disengaged themselves from the Band and as
the inspection finished, took up a position on the right flank
of the parade. The C.Ommanding Officer now handed over
the I?a~de to the Second-in-C.Ommand, Major D. C. Hibberd,
and 1omed the Mayor on the dais. It was now that the civic
part of the ceremony commenced.
This opened with the
Mayor's Chaplain offering prayers for the continuing bond between the City and the Regiment and for the Corps as a
whole. On the conclusion of prayers, a fanfare was sounded
by the Trumpeters and the Mayor called upon the Town
Clerk to. read the City Council's resolution to confer upon
the Regunent Freedom of Entry into the City. A second
fanfare was then sounded and the Mayor requested the City
Recorder to read the Deed of Conferment. This reads :

·'
:l
I

"To the Commanding Officer, Officers, Warrant Officers,
Non-Commissioned Officers and Soldiers
of

The Deed of Conferment

THE i4th SIGNAL REGIMENT
GREETING

And now, Mr. Mayor, we would ask you to accept, as a
memento of a great occasion in the life of our Regiment, this
replica in silver of Mercury, the central figure of our Regi-

WE the Mayor Aldermen and Citizens of the City of
Gloucester being mindful of the great importance of the
role of the I4th Signal Regiment in the operation of the
Army Strategic Communications System and desirous of
perpetuating the close and friendly association of the Regiment and its forbears with the City for a quarter of a
century,
DO HEREBY CONFER upon
THE J4th SIGNAL REGIMENT
FREEDOM OF ENTRY
into the City on all ceremonial occasions with Swords
drawn, bayonets fixed, drums beating and bands playing.
IN WITNESS whereof the Common Seal of the Mayor
Aldermen and Citzens of the City of Gloucester was hereunto affixed this Twenty-eighth day of April One thousand
nine hundred and sixty six."
LILIAN R. EMBLING, Mayor
D. C. FRAPE, Sheriff
D . HALL, Town Clerk
The Recorder, having resumed his seat, the Mayor then
addressed the parade. In her speech she stressed how she and
the City Council were impressed with the role and the installations manned by the Regiment, and complimented the unit on
its discipline and relationship w.ith the Civic Authorities. The
Mayor then formally presented to the Commanding Officer the
Deed of C.Onferment, illuminated, and in a casket made of
walnut with the City Arms in silver and enamelled on the
lid and 0!1 the front a silver plate with the Corps Badge
engraved m the centre and bordered on either side by the
following inscription:

"City of Gloucester
To Commemorate the Presentation of
The Freedom of Entry into the City of

Gloucester to the

I

4th Signal Regiment

on 28th April, r966."
The C.Ommanding Officer received the casket containing the
scroll and i:eplied to the Mayor's address, as follows :
" Mr. Mayor, Members of the Council, Distinguished Citizens
of Gloucester:

The Casket

It is with profound and sincere gratitude that I accept, on
behalf of the 14th Signal Regiment, the Freedom of Entry into
the Ancient City of Gloucester, conscious indeed that it is the
highest token of affection and esteem which it is in your gift
to bestow upon a Regiment of Her Majesty's Regular Forces.
The City of Gloucester bas, in its two thousand years and
more of history, Jong been associated with men-at-arms, but it
is also a modern city, forward-looking and vigorous in industry,
and I like to feel that it is not inappropriate that you have
chosen to bestow this high honour upon a Regiment which, for
its prime function of telecommunication, employs techniques
which are amongst the most advanced known to that particular
branch of the electronics industry.
Indeed; at this moment, when many members of the Regiment
stand berore you, others and their Civil Service colleagues are
even now working in the operational centres which it is our
duty to keep open for every minute of every day.
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The si lver 'Jimmy' presented by the Regiment to the City
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'CENES ON TllE 14tli BEGl-61ENT'S GREAT BAY

mental badge, in the ho11e that it may long continue to be a
reminder of the honourable bonds which have been forged here
today."
With these word , the Commanding Officer handed to the
Mayor the silver " Jimmy " which is inscribed on the base:

" Presented to
The City of Glou.cester
by all ranks of
The 14ch Signal R egiment
to commemorate the con! erment of
The Freedom of Entry
into the City
28th April, 1966 "
The croll Bearer, Lieutenant W. Watson, and Escort, Sergeant
Higgin and Sergeant Cooley, now advanced to the dais, where
the Regimental Quartermaster, Captain T. McK irgan, handed the
casket into their custody. The Scroll Party, under command
of the Regimental Sergeant-Major, moved to the r~ght flank of
the parade and on the command " Troop," marched ~ slow
time to the Corps Slow March along the front of the R egunent.
The "Troop" was completed by the Scroll Bearer and Escort
taking up position in the centre of the guard. This sym_bolised
the fact that the Deed of Conferment was now in the custody
of the Regiment.
The civic ceremony was now completed, and the Commanding Officer addressed the Mayor, saying: "It is now my intention,
with your consent, to exercise the privilege which has been
granted to the Regiment today, to march through your city with
swords drawn bayonets fi.xed, drums beating and bands playing."
The Mayor indicated her assent, the Commanding Officer reassumed command of the parade and the Regiment gave a
final salute to the citizens of Gloucester.
This completed the first part of the ceremony and the civic
party and guests were now ushered from the ground into cars
and coaches and conveyed to the Guildhall for the March Past.
The parade, up to this point had exceeded all hopes, the drill
was first class and no hitches at all had occurred. Spirits were
high, therefore, as the Regiment marched off the parade ground
and assembled in Park Road for the march through the City.
The order of March was : Royal Signals Band; No. 1 Squadron;
Guard in two files flanking the Scroll Bearer and Escort, who
were Land Rover mounted, with the casket displayed over the
vehicle bonnet; No. 2 Squadron; 6o2 Signal Troop and 645
Signal Troop, both vehicle mounted.
At 12.25 hours, on the Commanding Officer's order, the Regiment stepped off on this historic march. The bearing and.marching of the troops demonstrated only too well that they were
well up to the occasion. As the Regiment moved through the
City, traffic and business life came to a standstill and the
citizens stood enthralled by a spectacle rarely seen in the City.
The salute was taken at the Guildhall by the Mayor, supported
by the Master of Signals and the City High Sheriff.
The route of the march was about one mile in length and

terminated at the Spa Cricket Ground, wbe.r e the City Council
entertained the official guests and the Regiment to a buffet
lunch.
So ended a day of which the Corps can be justly proud,
both of the honour accorded and the manner by which ~t was
received by the men of the 14th Signal Regiment.

By Appo i ntment to the Late Kine Georce V

ROGERS, JOHN JONES LIMITED
{MILITARY OUTFITTERS)

Mufti and Sporting Tailors
Butchers : Grocers

Gatne Dealers

Breeches Makers

our aim in all Depts.:-

Superb Quality

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
Telephone
DARLINGTON
1894
:1.955

E.ttabliahed

Sixty

Years

Satisfactory

" WE BUY THB BE.ST "

DAILY
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" WB SEU.. THB BEST "

DELIVERIES IN YOUR

DISTRICT

Regimental Outfitters to the Royal Signals

33 BRUTON STREET, MAYFAIR, W. I
Late of 57 Jermyn Street, London, S.W. I
Telephone 1
Mayfair 7303

Telegraphic Address 1

"Rogers, Mayfair 7303 London
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I. The Right Worshipful The Mayor inspects the Parade.
2. The City Recorder, Mr. E. A. Everleigh, Q.C., reads the Deed of Conferment
3. The Commanding Officer receives the basket containing the Deed of Conferment.
4. The Scroll is "Trooped" before the Regiment
5. No. I Squadron marching past the saluting base at the Guildhall
6. 602 Signal Troop and 645 Signal Troop drive past the saluting base
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CHOOJ. JIAHROGATE
AIDn· APPRENTICES
' ousbln4' and bllzzards on Graduation Day
The main event of the term took place on
16th April-Graduation Day. The In~pecting
Officer was Major-General R. H. Whitworth,
c.B.E., B.A., General Officer Commanding Yorkshire District.
The day was one of sunshine and blizzard.
During the inspection a sharp snowstorm
occurred and, despite patches of sunshine, the
wind was bitterly cold. For all this, the parade
went off well, the Inspecting Officer remarking
HARROGATE
on the commendable standard in his speech
after the parade at the prizegiving. A list of the prizewinners
'"ill be found at the end of these notes.
During the parade Long Service and Good Conduct Medals
were pr ented to W.O.II J. M. Cryer (Royal Signals), W .O.II
E. Keating (Irish Guards) and to Sergeant E. S. W. Tuff
(R.A.0.C.).

Trades and Bobbi s Exhibition co,,ers
vnst rungc
A walk round che various trades and hobbies exhibitions after
the parade, gave parents, guests and visitors ~ome idea. of the
vase range of subjects covered here. Preparation. for this en~
of-term exhibition starts early, and the hobbies centre is
buzzing with industry. One is greeted with the smell of .fresh
paint from the sailing club, the twang of a bow releasmg a
freshly manufactured arrow and the muffled exclamations <;>f
joy from the black depths of the dark room as a photographic
masterpiece materialises in the developing tank. The Canoe
Club's sleek vessels gleam with fresh varnish-they are e:11.'Ultant because they have just won the Devizes-Westminster racea fine effort that does credit to their skill and endurance.
The Gliding Club has a monster radio-controlled model
sailplane on show. They have constructed it between their
flights in the real thing. One is assured that if the model
bad been a fraction larger it would have had to have been
registered and a flight plan submicced to the nearest air traffic
control centre before each launch!
One is aware of the tenseness of competition in the area
of the Model Car and the Cycling Clubs. The silent absorption
as a pair of frantically pedalling cyclists spin out the. miles
on their revolving drums, or the perspiration on the brow of
the controller of a 6in. Bentley 3t litre as he coaxes it through
the hairpin, contrasts strongly with the sober deliberations of
the Model Railway Club, situated between them as the 4.27
mixed freight up thunders towards the 5.o6 down.
Phillips Squadron Triumphant
Phillips Squadron is Champion Squadron this term, after
a hard but successful battle with the other Squadrons. They
also reached the finals of the Harrogate and District Football
Competition, but they were beaten by " Old Ceres " after an
excellent)' but muddy, match.
Well, the School holiday will soon be over and we are looking
forward to the summer term. By now, most of those who
graduated last term are with their new units. We wish them
the best of luck and we know that they will be a credit to
the Corps and to the units in which they serve.
Prizewinners
Anny Commander's Prize.
For all round excellence.A/T R.S.M. D. Hirst.
Commandant's Prize. For conduct, Discipline and Example.
A/T S.S.M. R. M. Everest.
Signal Officer-in-Chiefs Award. Best all round Tradesman of the Term.-A/T Sergeant G. K. Barden.
Colonel Commandant's Award. Best all round Soldier/
Tradesman of the Term.-A/T R.S.M. D. Hirst.
Prizes Awarded by the Royal Signals C<JTps Committee.
To A/Ts who have made the best use of their opportunities at the School.-A/T Sergeant J. A. Oakley,
Radio Technician; A/T A. E. Fairminer, Radio Relay
Technician; A/T S.S.M. R. M. Everest, Line Technician; A/T F. A. Williams, Telegraph Technician;
A/T G. K. Barden, Electronic Technician; A/T
S. .M. T. H. C. Cartwright, Telegraph Operator.
(Continued a1 foot of next Column)

!'\ ••w Divisional Con11n1111d•'r

General Norman Wheeler left us in April to command Liveoak
at SHAPE. His successor is Major-Ge,neral J. A. T. Sharpe,
M.C. late Royal Artillery, who visited us on 28th April. We
wel~ome him to the Division and we trust be will find his
Regiment happy, enthusiastic and reasonably efficient.

3rd. Divisional Signals Reunion Club at Dinner

3rd Divisional Signals Reunion Club

T HE

3rd Divisional Signals Reunion Club held its Annual
Reunion Dinner at the Victory Ex-Services Club, Seymour
Place, W.2, on Saturday, 2nd April, and, for those present wh.o
knew him so well, it was an evening of sad thoughts when it
became known that the Club's first chairman and founder
member Lieutenant-Colonel S. A. W. Pbilcox, T.D., had died
suddenly a few days previously. In a few very appropriate
words the Club's President, Major-General R. F . B. Naylor,
paid tribute to both Lieutenant-Colonel Philcox and also MajorGeneral F. J. Swainson whose death occurred last autumn. The
company stood in silence for a few moments as a token of
respect to their memories.
With Major-General
aylor presiding, some seventy-odd
members, some old, some new sat down to an excellent meal.
It was indeed an honour to have the S.0.-in-C., Major-General
P. E. M. Bradley, C.B.E., D.s.o., present as the Guest of Honour
for th~ evening and, in replying to the President's toast, General
Bradley gave a brief but very interesting account of the Corp s
activities in the present modern army. He enthused on the
very high standard of recruits now joining the Corps and
reminded everyone of the very fine career the Corps now offered
to young men keen on Service life. It was good to see the
present Regiment so well represented and, as al"".ays, it was
interesting to hear from the present Commanding q~c~r,
Lieutenant-Colonel G. Proudman, M.B.E., of the many actlvltles
in which the Regiment had been engaged during the past year.
He confirmed what the S.0.-in-C. had previously said regarding
the very high standard of fitness and technical efficiency which
existed throughout the Corps and, of course, in 3rd Regiment
particularly.
The Club Secretary, Ernest Bayley, proposed the toast of
" Absent Friends " and read out the many telegrams and letters
from members who sent their good wishes and regrets at being
unable to attend. The extremely bad weather conditions in
the north had unfortunately prevented quite a number of
regular attenders from making the journey by road.
A good evening thoroughly enjoyed by all present and, to
the Committee, the pleasurable satisfaction of seeing as usual
the odd one or two old members present whom we had missed
for some years. This year it was good to see Lieutenant-Colonel
Gerry Yarnell, O.B.E.-still looking as gay and breezy as ever;
also Corporal Broad, ex 2 Company Clerk, who, in spite of the
snowbound roads, had travelled down from Chester.
Others present included: Major-General R. F'. B. Naylor, c.s., c.e.E.,
D.S.O., M.C.; Major-General P. E. M . Bradley, C.B.B., D.s.o.; Brigadier
The Rev. W. B. Rowett; Brigadier J. D. T. Brett, O.B.B.; Colonel G.
H. Starr; Lieutenant-Colonel G. Proudman, M.s.E.; Major D. Hall; Major
J. G. Jarvis; Captain J. P. Goldney; Captain (Q.M.) J . V. Harding;
Captain P. Rowland; Captain G. Schofield; W.O.I C. G. Johnson; W .O.II
J. Glcndinning; W.0.11 R. Overton; W.O.II P. Johnson; Corporal V. R .
Cole (In-Pensioner, Royal Chelsea Hospital); Corporai G. Pledger (Jn.
Pensioner, Royal Chelsea Hospital);
Messrs. S. Arnold, J. Andrews, W . D. Antill, W. H. Ayres, E . E.
Bayley, J. H. Bramley, S. J. Brandon, R. T. Broad, W. Clark, W. M.
Cotterell, T. Dean, R. F. Dimcnt, W. T. Edwards, J. J. S. Gorman ,
S. F. Hipwood, C . E. Hodder, A. Hughes, R. Ivison, F. A. Jones, J. J.
Jordan, H. Kelly, V. J . Kontzlc, P. H. Legg, F. S. Meakin, A. R.
Mills, M. J. L. Molony, S. J. Murphy, W . J. A. Nicks, H. S. Nokes,
Mr. Nokes, S. H. G. O' Dell, T. Pal<ernan , H. Palmer, R. Pearce, R. H.
Purseglovc, E. L. Saunders, K. N. Smartt, R. J. N. Solly, W. Spitt.al ,
A. W. Spratley, C. Stagg, B.R.D., J. G . Stratton, R. W . Thompson, A. J.
Tilley, H . F. Timms, A. Wade, W . J. Webb, A. B. Wheeler, T. E.
Williams, F. C. G. Wright, A. L. Yl?rnell, O.B.E., and W. Yates.

The Borough of Harrogate Prize. For the Best Essay on
Local Government.- A/T Sergeant G. K. Barden.
Queen's Scout Certificate.-A/T W. G. Emery.

•:xerclse " llobiu Jlood "
'This annual exercise for Royal Signals units in I (B.R.)
Corps was a tremendous success. It gave us a great opportunity
to deploy fully and ~o test our traffic handling capacity under
pressure. The elan with which detachments, and for that
matter our entire headquarters, dashed round the countryside
impressed us, if no one el~e, b_ut the constant backward m<;ive~
ment in most of our exercises m B.A.0.R. deflates the soldiers
morale considerably; They would prefer a little more cavalier
aggressiveness. It was also on this exercise that we heard the
first outbursts from our R.R.B. detachments of a cry which
will become all too familiar from Bruin Bear-" Who's been
sitting on my hill?"
We had toe great good fortune to have a number of representatives from . 5o(N) Div~sional .Signal Regiment of the
Territorial Army with us on this exerc~se, and .we were all mo.st
impressed with the way they settled mto their crews B?d did
a very good job. At Rear H.Q., Sergeant John Baptist and
Signalman John Lowe were soon indispensible members of
" Bravo " Troop. At Echelon a number of ?th~rs hap~ily helI?ed
with petrol supply and there were several m lme parties having
a whale of a time. At Main Radio Group, S.S.M. Bland showed
that T.A. S.S.M.s are very much members of the SergeantMajor breed. We were glad to have them with us, and ~ish
them well in .the reorganisation of the T.A. Perhaps we might
also say a word of thanks to those civilian employers who to a
greater or lesser extent support their employees memberships
of the T.A.
Berlin Rrlgnde Motor Cycle Trinls
We entered a team for the Berlin Brigade Motor Cycle Trials
on 22nd April, and were ~eligbted when we took second place
in the team event and Signalman Dawe of M.T. Troop w~n
the second individual prize. The rest of the team were Captain
Ovenden, R.C.T., Sergeant Bingham, Royal Signals, and Corporal
Jinks, Royal Signals.
Hugby Football

The Rugby season went out with a bang .. Co~P?ral Stopforth,
R.M.P., Driver Morgan, R .C.T., .a~~ Capt~m Bilh?gham, Royal
Signals being selected for the D1v1s10nal side agamst B.R.N.C.,
Dartm~uth. Corporal Stopforth has also played regul~rly for
B.A.0.R. and scored two tries for the B.A.O.R. teai;n which beat
French Forces Germany 30-3, a rare occurrence m the Rugby
world these days.
.
..
The 2 Division seven-a-side compeut1on took place at
Minden on Wednesday, 27th April. The conditions were '(>e!f~ct
for Rugby and, indeed some fine Rugby was. played. 2. D1vmon
H.Q. and Signal Regiment "A" team (Captam Gray, L1eute~ant
Baly, Corporal Stopforth, Corporal North? Lance-Corporal S1ggs,
Driver Morgan, Private Jackson) were given a bye tliro?gh the
first round and met 2 Division R.E. in the second. This ~a~e
was very nearly lost through un.der-estim~ting the .opposition
but a blind-side break by Captain Gray m extra time finally
gave the Regimental siae a 9-6 victoi;y .. In the .quarter-finals
the team played considerably better, this time against .25 Corps
Engineer Regiment "B " and won 14-ro. In the semi-final the
team played the 1st Bn. Duke of Wellington's Regimen~. The
Duke's, playing very attra~tive football, were soon given a
shock when Driver Morgan intercepted a pass and broke t;hrough
to score under the posts. Captain Gray converted makmg the
score 5-0. The Duke's, however, soon scored and although
the tackling and covering was very good they eventually won
21-5. However, as we were semi-finalists we wer~ th!o.ugh
to the B.A.0.R. competition. The " B " team (Captain Billingham, Lieutenant Car.twright, Sergeant Graham, .Corporal
Edwards, Corporal Green, Sig!lalman Hu~b~l . Signalman
Wilcox) lost narrowly to 24 Regiment R.A. B m the. ?rst
round and therefore went on to play in the Plate compet1t1on.
They came up against the Javelins "A" and did well to for~e
them to play extra time when the Javelins scored fir t to wm
the round.

EXERCISE ROBIN HOOD
S.S.M. Bland T.A. (Right) checks S.S.M. Gibson"s rifle. A Signalman
watches apprehensively

The team showed one change in the B.A.O.R. Sevens,
Corporal Stopforth having to withdraw with a pulled hamstring. The draw was against us. Vlf e were d~e to p_lay 7th
Regiment in the first roupd, the winners agam meeting the
formidable Duke's in the second round. We lost narrowly to
7th Regiment and therefore entered the Plate. Th~ team playe~
fast, open and exciting .Rugby, ~d beat such fonmdable opposition as 25 Corps Engmeer Regunent. In the final we play~d
26 Field Regiment R.A. and beat them handsomely by 2~-nil.
Lieutenant Baly not only led the team well, but bad bis best
game of the season. Morgan at centre also played well and his
acceleration was devastating when he found room to move.
Jackson on ~he wing showed what g1;1ts and .deteri;nination can
do, and is the most improved player m the ~1de this year. 1!1e
forwards played well, getting much possess1oi:i for the mobi:1e
three-quarters. It was grand to see a Royal Signals team agam
receiving a Rugby trophy in B.A.0.R., and next year we hope
to win lhe main competition. The team ~as Lance-~rporal
Brazier, Corporal . orth, Lance-C<;>rporal S1ggs, <;:aptam Gray,
Lieutenant Bal;tr, all of Royal Signals, and Driver Morgan,
R.C.T., and Private Jackson, A.C.C.

Results

F
P
W
L
57
Combined Bunde/Lubbecke side . . . 5
2
3
204
Bunde
16
14
3
And so ended a very happy and successful season.

A
47
75

3rd REGllUE~T, Bt LFOllD CAMP
All at sen
As you will already know, from reports on !adio, televisi?n
and in the press, this Regimei:t had a rare ?ld nm~ on Exercise
" Lifeline." The exer~is~, designed to practise us m our role of
-a Joint Force H.Q. did JUSt that. We had J:I.M.S. Fearless, the
avy's new assault ship, and the. Royal Air Force. were there
in force. A very successful exercise though ~ere ~s only one
word for the weather we suffered, and I. doi:i t think that so
august a journal as THE WIRE would prmt It.
Social chit chnt
Enough of exercise, let's get on the social chit chat. Major
"Rolling Stone" Moss of 2 Squadron rolls on t? pastures new,
his still warm chair being. neat!~ filled by ~a)or Jones. Our
best wishes to them both m their new appointments.
Our R .S.M. Johnny Johnson .has moved on to the J-~· a,~
Sheffield bis wand of office bemg taken by R.S.M. Tim
Templet~n direct from the " Boys " at Harrogate. Apart from
a tendency to call everyone '' La<;fdie, ' he. does not see~ to
have suffered any ill effects from his year with the Apprentices.
Corps Band with ~Junl•r Leadt•rs prod1u•e
great show
Undoubtedly the biggest thing that happened in the R.egiment
to date was the Retreat played by the Corps Band as 1sted by
the Corps of Drums from our Junior Leaders at Denbu~.
We've had the Corps Band before and we've bad the Junior
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have been a _credit to any static officers' mess. On this occasion
we were dehght~d to have as our guests Brigadier C. E. Page,
M.B.E., Royal Signals, CCR Signals I (B.R.) Corps, and the
Officers of our two Out-Squadrons, 200 Squadron and 204
Squadron.

7tla REGllUENT

FIELD REPAIR 1966 STYLE
Corporal Richards (M Troop) goes by helicopter to repl ir a teleprinter at a forward air support Tentacle

Leaders but this time we bad both plus the Pipes and Drums
and Scottish dancers too. The girls of the Pamela D ewaal
Dancers partnered the boys and it was a charming sight.
The setting was wonderful. Captain Schofield and the Trojans
of r S_q uadron built a castle at the side of the square and though
the wind huffed and puffed and did in fact blow a large chunk
down they persevered in spite of the weather and Jo! on
Saturday, 7th May, the rain stopped and the · wind died down
and at 6 p.m. the camp was full of spectators as the Castle
gates swung open and the Fanfare Trumpeters marched in to
play the Corps Fanfare. At. the end of the Retreat the salute
was taken by Colonel A. C. Allen, D.s.o., M.C., late of the Corps
who commanded the Regiment in 1927.
'

Learn the Holly Gully
~ter the Retreat the Officers' Mess held a cocktail parry
whilst the Sergeants' Mess held a Social Evening which with
the help of the Corps Band, developed into a good thrash. We
learnt a new dai_ice called the Hully-Gully which is guaranteed
to cure warts, _ringworm and the screaming adjabs. So if you
want to b~ socially acceptable all you need do is pester Records
fo_r a posting to 3 H .Q. and Signal Regiment. The Hully~Gully
will do the rest.
' 'er s ntile Land Ro,·er s
On Monday, 9th May, S.S .M . Overton of r Squadron takes
a team of L and Rovers up to Birmingham to show the makers
the son of things we do to their vehicles. We hope he comes
back with some free samples, as we find the Land Rover a very
useful and versatile waggon. For instance do you know that a
Land Rov~ and trailer can do ~he job <;>f ~ 3-ton Signal charger,
a 3-ron S1gcen or a r-ton R adio RepalI iusr to mention a f w
of the jobs we make diem do.
~

Featuring in the British Forces Broadcasting Show. The panel from
4th H.Q. and Signal Regiment. Left to Right: Captain R. Webster,
Mrs. Val Williams, Staff-Sergeant O'Connor, Driver Ireland
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Training
As winter on -the North German Plain blows itself out we
welcome back to the Regiment those many members who' find
good cause to spe~d the. cold. winter somewhere else; they
return, we trust, w1-tb their vanous skills improved and ready
for the r}gours of llll:other training season. The ~966 season
began with CCR Signals annual Exercise " Robin Hood "
which was followed immediately by the first divisional CPX
" First Fling." By bad luck the Commanding Officer went dowy{
with mumps immediately after the start of the first of these
two exercises, so missing nearly all of that one and the whole
of the next. Both these exercises were enjoyable (this is not a
comment on the absen~e of the Commanding Officer) despite
foul weather for "Robin Hood." The moment the Divisional
Staff went into the field for ."First Fling," of course, the days
changed to unbroken sunshine. On both these exercises the
Regiment acquitted itself well enough, but there is plenty of
scope for improvement in the months ahead.
Sport
There is little to report as we change from winter to summer
sports. We reached the final of the Divisional 6-a-side hockey
but w~re then beaten, not for the first time, by our old friends
and nvals, 7th Regiment. Athletics training bas started and
th_e results of a recent Unit meeting are quite encouraging. The
cncket team has also played its first match against R.A.F.
Gurersloh. This resulted in a heavy defeat but as -the team had
had no practice they should not be too disappointed.

0

S port
Finally a word _o~ sport. Nothing very spectacular to report.
We won the D1vmonal Rugger and got through to the semifinal of the Southern Command Hockey, being beaten 2-nil by
the . School of Electronic Engineering at Aborfield. We are
getting down to Athktics and hope to do reasonably well
As our C.q., L ieutenant-Colonel Proudman, says, "We'll ente~
for everything. You never know your luck."
ODE TO A CAHH
ANON (66)
It was Retreat time down in Carter Barracks Bulford
And the Colonel wished the Camp a treat to 'be.
So one chap amongst us all
Had to prove he's on the ball,
And the chap I mean is known as O.C. 3.
In ~he garden of his house he did some baskets
Wh1c~ he planted bulbs and seeds in by the score.
And JO May the blooms were such
That he said to faithful Hutch
Will you hang the Squadron baskets by my door.
o old Hutch got hold of screws, some rope, a ladder
And he hung the Squadron baskets and you'll see
If you're ever walking by
Those three baskets hanging high.
Messrs. Johnson, Hammond-H aley, O.C. 3.

Entertabllnent
During March, the Regiment sponsored a variety show
starnng that we~l-known comedian Dave King, which proved a
great success. Smee then we have featured in the British Forces
Broadcasting Show, "Pop Goes the Needle" which was
recorded in our gymnasium in 1ront of a large 'audience. Our
pa?e.1 consisted of Captain Roger Webster, R.A., Mrs. Val
W11J1ams, our W.V.S. Organiser, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Brian
O'C::Onnor and Driver Eddie Ireland, whose comments on the
vanous pop records were well up to the standard normally
achieved with such shows. The show would not have been
complet: without a performance by our own Group The
Quadrants, who were greeted with tremendous applaus~.
Ave Atquc' V ale

Since we last appeared in THE WIRE we have welcomed our
new Regimental Sergeant-Major, W.0.I R. Aitkin who within
four days of arrival, was out in the field on "Robin 'Hood."
Af_ter ,,48 h?urs back in camp he was out again on " First
1:hng. It IS _now generally realised, •though, that he bas had
time to sort hunself out. We also welcome Captain Neil Harris
Royal Australian Signals, who has joined us for one year and
has taken up the appointment of O.C. Whiskey Troop. We
must report the departure of two Squadron Commanders, Major
E. P. E. Montagnon, O.C. 2 Squadron, who has left on retirement, and. Major F. C. L~ttin, who will be on his way to
Gurkha Signals ~y the ti.me these notes appear. Major
Mon t~gn?.n w~s dmed ,,out m the field on the last n ight of
Exercise Robm Hood, a memorable evening for which Head~uarter Squa_dron turned a back room in a village Guest House
mto a beaunfully decorated Mess Din ing Room which would
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.\ •111estion of t•riorities
An article on hockey appears elsewhere in thls edition of
"The Wire."
The notes that follow should dispel any impression
that the Regiment does nothing else except play hockey. In
order t~a~ we ~ay n<;>t be accused _of getting our priorities
wrong It 1s our mtenuon to open with a few remarks about
ex rcises.
Exereis• '' Hobin Hood "
It appears Jµcely that 196? will be remembered as a vintage
year for exercises. The Regiment returned from its well-earned
E~ste r break _to be confronted al~ost at once w.ith the major
Signals exercise of ·the year. This was aptly named "Robin
Hood " for much of our time was spent in the damp woodlands
of the Teutoburger Wald. 4 Squadron spent rather longer in
the woods than the :remainder of the Regiment, in fact on some
occasions they seemed decidedly reluctant to leave. The L.A.D.
Scarnmel soon cured them of that.
During the exercise at least one Command Post officer did
not have enough to occupy his time (he has since voluntarily
admitted this to the Brigadier) and was able to produce the
first edition of the Sherwood Forest Gazette. The following
extracts show that he is probably wasted .in his present occupation and perhaps ought to team up with Muir and Norden.
These extracts also illustrate one of -t he Principles of WarSound Administration.
SDEllWOOD FOREST GAZETTE

Mystery Tours (with apologies to H.Q. Royal Signals)
These leave daily under the supervision of Major Crowe.
They are restricted to heads of depar.tments who should contact
the SDO who may be able to assist them to make up their party.
Oil Embargo
Headquarter Squadron spokesman has stated that oil sanctions
on H.Q. Royal Signals will soon be lifted and that their tanker
may be expected shortly.
The Great Potato Shortage
A request for potatoes from 2 Squadron has been passed to
OXFAM. All donations will be gratefully received. Note:
Man cannot live by potatoes alone.
Congratulations
1 Squadron are to be congratulated on siting the I Division
relay 70 kilometres east of Warsaw. (In actual fact they got
their Eastings and Northings a little muddled up.)
Today's Text (22nd Regiment please note)
I Corinthians, Ohapter 15, verse 33.
" Be not deceived, evil communications corrupt good manners."

RuJ(by
In many ways this season has been a disappointing one for
the Rugby team. The team possesses a great deal of skill but
has rarely produced good results. One wonders how they would
have fared had Lieutenant Bill Backhouse been fit to lead them
on the field.
The side did well to win the Bielefeld Seven-a-side Competition for the second year running. Their achievement was
even greater when it is remembered that several of the team
did not return from the snowy Forest of Sherwood until the
early hours of the morning of the competition.
With this win behind them the team entered the 4 Division
Sevens the following week with high hopes. Unfortunately
these were ill-founded and they were knocked out at the semifinal stage; however, they did play well enough to qualify for
the ~.A.O.R. competition one week later. In this the Regiment
was JO the same half of the draw as the formidable Duke of
Wellington's Regiment who they had to face in the second
round. This game turned out to be the game of the day and
was looked upon as the real final of the competition by the
majority of the spectators. The final score gave the Dukes
victory by the narrow margin of 10-8.
Small Do.-e Shooting
At the time the shoot for the Army Smallbore Championship was carried out the Regimental team had just completed
its magnificent shooting in the preliminary stage of the B.AO.R.
competition. Consequently nobody gave another thought for
the results of the Army competition after the cards had been
posted. It was therefore a very pleasant surprise when the
results arrived :recently to find that what had been thought to
be a very average sort of score had been good enough to give
the team third place. I Squadron were placed fourth in the
Company Cup. Corporal Barber of the L.A.D. did extremely
well to be fourth in the Order of Merit for the Individual
Championship.
Arrivals: Major I. C. Spear, W.0.II Robertson, Sergeants
Singleton, Bell, Drake and Neal.
Departure: Lieutenant G. A. Allen.
Marriages: Signalman Marshall to Hazel Joyce Scott on 12th
.March; Signalman Whitlam to Janet Maidment on 9th April·
Signalman Hide to Janet Adams on 2nd April; Corporal
Proctor to Eleanor Thompson on 5th April; Lance-Corporal
.Addison tto Patricia Margaret !Robinson on ,19th March;
Corporal Brown to Enid Routledge on 19th March; Signalman
059 Smith to Shirley Anne Wilkins on 12th March; and LanceCorporal Craft to Hazel Simm on 12th March.
Births: Signalman and Mrs. Gilliver, a daughter, Carmen
Maria; Corporal and Mrs. Pullman, a daughter, Christine Ann;
and Signalman and Mrs. Wright, a daughter, Catherine
Elizabeth.

Upgratling Courses in Catterick
(Com m e n cing D ecem brr 1 966)
Radio Technician (Lt)
Class II-I
6th December 1966
Line Technician
Class III-II
6th December, 1966
Radio T chnician (Lt)
Class III-II
13th December, 1966

B E R LIN lUOT OR CYCLE T RIAL
While Exercise "Robin Hood " was in full swing the Regimental Motor Cycling team was taking part in the Berlin trial
-an event they always look forward to. The trial, which was
a one-day event, was organised by 62 Squadron R.C.T. There
were six teams from Berlin itself and eight from the remaind er
of B.A.0.R.-in all about eighty riders. The conditions in
Berlin are different .from those in most other Army trials; the
map reading takes place in a built-up area and most of the
course is across sandy terrain.
The "A" tearn rode as befitted B.A.0.R. champions and won
the cup awarded for the first visitors team. The " B " team,
consisting of Lance-Corporals Ross and Lloyd and Signalman
Clark, only just failed to be runners-up and in fact came third.
This was a highly commendable resuit as none of the members
of the team had ridden in a trial before. Clark won the cup
for the best novice and Staff Sergeant Sankey won the individual
cup for experts.
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9th REGIMENT, D.F.P.O. :>3
lU reury Th atre Players score another success
Mercury Theatre Group presented the comedy "Fools Rush
In," by Kenneth Horne, the week-end before Easter. This
tells the story of a young girl (Heather Joseph) who, on the
eve of her wedding, after reading the wedding ceremony, has
great doubts as to her ability to fulfil the vows she will shortly
be required to make. Her doubts are increased, and the situation is further confused by the return after many years of her
father (played by Captain Eddie Pickup) whom her mother
divorced many years ago and who turns out to be a normal
likeable individual and not the reprobate she had been led
to believe.
After many amusing situations, she eventually
plunges into matrimony, helped along by some masterful tactics
on the part of the bridegroom (Lance~Corporal Arthur Joseph).
Freda Mickley was very much at home playing the bride's
mother, and Alf Pittaway made an amusing " Sir Charles," her
prospective second husband.
Heather Joseph and Captain
Eddie Pickup handled difficult parts well, and Jennifer Halliday
was a scene stealer as the absent-minded bridesmaid. The
show was well produced by Ray Dalleywater: this was his
first production for Mercury.
The party that nearly became an international
incident
As a sequel to the show, the Group held an after-show party
in "Clunis Castle" near Larnaca and almost created an international incident. The bus with 42 on board took the wrong
turning in the area near the Castle and ran into the local
National Guard. It returned smartly up the road, followed by
a hail of verey lights and automatic fire, to seek the sanctuary
of the main road on the other side of a hill. After persuading
the Greek, Turk and United ations personnel who became
involved, that they were on a "Fools Rush In" party, the
Group arrived at "Clunis Castle" a little late and very thirsty,
judging by the rush to the bar as soon as the bus stopped.
After a superbly cooked meal, the party settled down to cabaret
and dancing and a terrific time was had by all. The Group
left under U.N. escort a little after midnight and travelled back
to Famagusta without further incident.
Famagusta Driving Trials
Last weekend saw a series of driving trials and a motor show
at Mercury Barracks, 9th Regiment. The event was .fun over
two days to accommodate those who work on Sundays and
have Saturday free; thus entrants on Saturday were not allowed
to compete on Sunday and vice versa.
The trials were organised with the perfection we have come
to expect of ''Ernie" Gibson, M.T.W.O. at Mercury Barracks,
and the well known motor sportsman " Bob " Stevens of
Farnagusta. On a historical note, Bob organised the very first
motor show held in Cyprus at the Police Station Yacd,
F~agusta, way back in 1950. In 1964, Bob, 1n his "hotted-up "
Tnumph Herald, came second in the Dunlop Trials which are
an annual event in the U.K.: the Mercury Barracks trials were
an exact copy of these Dunlop events.
Sponsoring the trials was that well known firm which puts
a Tiger in your tank, ESSO, and there was also grand support
from the island's motor tradesmen, who were on hand to
demonstrate the very latest thing on two or four wheels.
The trials themselves were split into eight classes ranging
from the ' babies ' (below a l,ooo c.c.) to long-wheel base Land
Rovers; th.e ferocious Minis claiming a class of their own.
Motor cyclists and scooter addicts were also well catered for and
several enthusiasts took part. As a matter of interest an attempt
wa~ made recently to form a Motor Cycling "Cliib at Famagusta
which . fell tJ:iroug~ due ~o lack of support. Now Signalman
Hodgkinson is trymg agam to form a club and a meeting has
been arranged for this purpose.
The total entry for the trials amounted to more than sixty
vehicles from all parts of the island and more than thirty
att~nded o.n the Saturday.. Competitors were required to put
their machines. thro!-lgh a series of complicated driving sequences
S';lch as backing mto garages, dodging walls and swinging
v10lently round \)Ylons; all the time racing furiously against the
clock. Motor tr1:iJs may seem ~ar remo".'ed from Road Safety
but, as tl;e orgarusers wer~ .at pams ro point out, careful driving
sayes points, careless dnvmg costs points-For Points R ead
Lives-and there you are! Sufficient to say the event was
·
backed by the Garrison Road Safety Committee.
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The overall leader at the end of the first day was LanceCorporal " AI " Grant of 9rh Regiment who lost only l6o
points driving a Hillman Husky.
Unfortunately Sunday's session was marred by heavy showers;
however, fin ally the sun broke through and the event continued.
Before the trials began Lance-Corporal Grant gave a splendid
display of motor cycling, his first love I suspect, using one of
the Honda m achines on display at ithe Show. His backwards
driving deligh ted the crowd, but fair petrified the owner.
It was soon obvious that Grant's overnight score was to
meet wit11 a very heavy challenge, even so it stood firm for
quite a while. Then the motoring enthysiast extraordinary,
Andreas Tricornitis of Famagusta (the Hino distributor), really
put one of his Contessa's through her paces to better Grant's
score by five points. Even this was not good enough and the
outright winner of the event was Nicos Marengos of Famagusta.
J:?riving a Triumph ~pitfire his performance was most impressive and he turned m the most excellent score of 135 points.
Marengos has never before entered any sort of motoring
competition and says he is so encouraged that he is considering
taking up competition driving regularly. Could this be the
birth of a n ew star?
By 5 o'clock everyone bad made two attempts at each of the
six tests and Lieutenant-Colonel 0 . J. Peck, Royal Signals,
Commanding Officer of 9th Regiment, was able to get down to
the job of handing out the imposing tableful of trophies to
the various winners amongst whom were the following Corps
representatives :-W.O.II J. Dovmes, Corporal Austin, Signalman Penman, Lance-Corporal Elston and S ignalman Roberts,
all of the 9th Regiment.

I(.@ I 10th

Regiment, Hounslow

wide variety of commitments
Our Regimental Recruiting Team has just returned from
its first engagement of the summer, eight days at the Ipswich
~omes and Trades Exhibition.
G3UUD, the Regiment's call
sign, was manned by Sergeant Tanner during the show, and
he had a number of interesting contacts, including Laos, Singapore, Puerto Rico, and the Trucial States. In addition, various
news services were picked up and displayed on a Siemens
TlOOR teleprinter. The variety of languages received caused
a certain amount of interest and argument amongst the onlookers.
For t:J:e State • Opening of Parliament, on 21st April, we
once agam managed to keep the old SR B44S working, probably
because at last the Ministry of Defence have agreed to a replacement commercial set from Pye.
For light relief, we provided the P.A. facilities for a charity
soccer match at Burtons Court, Chelsea, between the Showbiz
XI and a combined team from the Scots Guards and the Irish
Guards. A commentary on the gam_e was given, and it was
good to see stars such as Danny Blanchflower, Wally Barnes
and Len Duquemin performing before a very large crowd.
In the world of sport, the Regiment fielded one side in the
London District six-a-side competition, but made a hasty exit
in the first round against 2nd Bn. The Scots Guards the
eventual winners.
'
Sergeants Yates, Widdicombe and Corporal Welch attended
~he Cadet N.C.O.s Leadership Course, 1966, as motor cycle
mstructors f!om 24th March to 7th April, and were congratulated by Maior-General C. J. Deedes, o .B.E., M.C., Chief of Staff,
Eastern Command, for their excellent work.
A

Coming and going
V{e welcome Second-Lieutenant B. A. Simmons, W.R.A.C.,
straight from No. 39 W.R.A.C. Officer Cadet Course to her
new post of Assistant Adjutant.
We also welcome WO I
(Y. of S.) Davies, W.O.II (F. of S.) Spear, Corporals Ke ttl~,
McManus, Roger, Mahoney, Lance-Corporal Gipson and
Signalman Murray to the Regiment and say goodbye to W .O.I
(Y. of S.) Metcalfe, Corporals Byers, Cheetham, Lance-Corporal
Helsby and Signalman Gibney.
0

(Continued on page 243)
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Brigadier Mansergh presents the L.S. and G.C. Medal to WO.II
(F of S) Perry. Obviously the cares and worries of Oi /c Records no
longe r press so heavily on his shoulders !

.Ur travellers 1•IN1se 11utt'
We should like to remind the Corps that the Regimental
Headquarters are situated very near to London Airport, and
in emergencies can provide accommodafon for other ranks
(it is regretted that officer accommodation is impossible). In
addit:on, should personal travel arrangements go awry, or
sickness interfere, our telephone number is HOUnslow 2371,
and we will always give any assistance possible. (This kind
off er will be much appreciated.-Editor).
Signal Troop (\Vorks) Shoeburyncss
The annual Administrative Inspection of the Troop was held
on 5th April,
The Inspecting Officer, Brigadier P. E. S.
Mansergh, o.B.E ., C.S.0., Eastern Command, presented the
Long Service and Good Cctnduct Medal to W.O.II (F. of S.)
Perr y, who was about to go on his terminal leave having spent
the last six months of his service with the Troop. W.O.II Perry
joined Royal Signals as a boy at S.T.C., Mhow, in April, 1942,
and entered man's s_rvice in May, 1944. He served with " A "
Corps Signals prior to service with 77th Parachute Brigade. In
1951 he served with the Arab Legion, and in 1952 he was
promoted to Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) whilst serving with 12
Air Formation Signals. After completing his Part II Foreman
of Signals Course in 1957 he was posted to 610 Troop at
Donnington and then to COMCAN.
I Ith REGIHEl\"T, CATTE1llCK. CA~IP
Tree a memorial to lUajor Barry llolnies
On 16th April, Mrs. H. R. C. Holmes confirmed the planting
of a tree in commemoration of her husband, Major "Harry"
Holmes. She was accompanied by her son, Corporal Holmes,
R.M.P., his wife and daughter.
Major Holmes died when serving as a Q.M. in the School of
Signals. The Regiment and the Corps sympathise with Mrs .
Holmes and her family on their sad bereavement and appreciate
her kind thought.

Since the war, Staff Sergeant Marchant has served in three
tra ining R egiments : as a Sergeant Instructor at 5 Training
Regiment, an S.Q.M.S . in the Junior Leaders' Regiment,
T onfanau, and as th e Unit M.T. N .C.0. in IIth Regiment,
where he is fin ishing his car<;er in the Army on a very high note.
H e took an active part in the relief work at the Barce Earthquake where as S.S.M. 245 Squadron, Cyrenacia, L ibya, he was
responsible for the administration of the mai ntenance of a
refugee camp and a hospital set up for the evacuees. This
also included power supply from 271 kvo generators.
During his career in rhe Royal Corps of Signals, Staff ergeant
Marchant has done a lot of Motor Cycle Trials and Rallies.
He has gained awards with his team in the Services Trials
plus winning innumerable cups and prizes.
All that remains now is to thank Staff Sergeant Marchant on
his long and unstinting service to the Corps and in particular
to rrth Regiment. We wish him every success in his first
venture to the Far East-when he emigrates to ustralia in
July of this year .
G.0.(~.

se.-s tough trai11in~
The Regiment was pleased to welcome the G.O.C. when he
visited No. I Leadership Course of nineteen students whose
recommendations for a commission is under consideration. They
had completed a 30-mile trek, including climbing Pen-y-Gent,
2,300 ft. high. Major-General R. H. Whitworth was able to
see canoeing under Staff-Sergeant Gilder in water from which
the ice had just disappeared and elementary rock climbing only
just before the weather broke. So hard did it rain that the
party pot holing was by far the dryest !
Ru~by

The season has now drawn to a close and all that remains
are memories of what might have been if key players had been
available for every game and scoring opportunities taken when
offered. Although success and " lady luck " were not on our
side everyone who played for the Regiment enjoyed their
Rugby. We played 26 games (15 games were cancelled through
adverse weather). Our record stands at 6 won, 3 drawn, 17
lost-points against 373, points for 177·
Three of our players were selected co play in the Corps Trials
-Lieutenant Alden, Corporal Sadler and Signalman Sherlock.
Sherlock, a Yorkshire Colt, did in fact play for the Corps
against R.A.F. Signal Command and the Army Junior XV in
the Inter-Service Match v. The R.A.F. Our final effort was
in th- Northern Command Sevens Competition, and after being
beaten in the first round of the Cup competition, our team
comprising of Lieutenant Hanbury, Lieutenant Yates,
Lieutenant Collier, Lance-Corporal Dewa, Signalman Ross,
Signalman Anthony and last, but by no means least Corporal
Collins, excelled in winning the Plate Competition for the
second time in three seasons. No mean feat and justly deserved.
Our fixtures next year are going ahead and perhaps with our
ever-present stalwarts and some new blood greater success will
be achieved.
Cor1.ora~s·

\Vt>ll-kuown t: or1•s pt•rso1ualit:r finislws ser,· i~e
Soon a faithful friend not
only of uth Regiment but
of rhe Corps as a whole is
to Lave the Army. Staff
Sergeant C. C. Marchant
who as a Signalman reported
to his first unit 3 Signal
Training Centre, Prestatyn,
Wales, on the 18th March,
1943, dressed in his Home
Guard uniform, and on 19th
March was required to take
charge of 200 or so other
conscripts and march iliem
to a nearby camp.
ot a
very pleasant experience for
Staff Sergeant C. C. Marchant sitting in
a young man of only 17.
a captured V. I. At the time he was a
During the war, Staff
Siinalman.
Sergeant
Marchant
saw
action in Europe. From D Day plus ten, he advanced from
Normandy to Celle in West Germany. During the advanc~ .he
saw the parachute drop in Arnhem, .the first steps of Brmsh
troops on to German soil, the capturing of a Vr Bomb site and
the freeing of Belsen.
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Club
The Corporals' Club have started to branch out by holding,
for the fir t time, a Dinner and Dance in one of the Richmond
·Hotels. The evening turned out to be a complete success, and
even the Drill Instructors behaved themselves!
The new P.A. equipment has now been fitted into the
Corporals' Mess, and all we want now is a few dancing girls,
and we shall be set for many a good evening. We look forward
to seeing some or all our past instructors in the Mess when
they happen to pass through. They need not worry that things
have changed, since they continue to change for the better.

Dest lleeruits
Signalman Luckett, who passed out on the 6th .April1 joined
the Army in early February at the age of 18. Dunng his seven
weeks in 1 Ith Regiment he played hockey for the Regiment and
Catterick Services regularly.
Militarily Luckett fuund that he particularly enjoyed shooting,
and gained some good scores on both the S.M.G. and S.L.R.
He was chosen as the best recruit of his intake becau~c of his
high standard of shooting, drill turnout and his general attitude
cowards military life.
Luckett is now going to be trained as a Special Operator in
which trade we hope he does as well as he has done so far.

(Continued on page 244)
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ignalman Hudson pa sed out as the best recruit on the
pa sing out parade on 29th April. He joined the Army in late
February and made his ~rk after having no experience whatever of matters military. Hudson made his mark through having
retained a very good sense of humour throughout his basic
military training and by proving his worth at the basic military
kills of the S.M.G., S.L.R. Map Reading and Fieldcraft.
Hudson now goes on to 24th Regiment to become a Radio
Operator and from there to a normal working unit. We hope
that he does well in his future career, having now proved his
worth at ba ic military training.
14th llEGl.HENT, GLOUCESTEll
•• Freedom ., \\·eek
The week 25th April to 1st May, naturally enough developed into what became known as <the " Freedom " week
within the Regiment. Ir also coincided with the conclusion
of his tour of command of Lieutenant-Colonel D . B. Emley,
who left the Regiment with a superb climax.

" 'arra nt Officer s and Sergennt.<J' ~less Dhmer
The week started on Monday, 25th April, with the arrival
of the Corps Band. We are always delighted to have them with
us and do our best to absorb them into the Regiment during
their stay. On Tuesday evening the String Orchestra and
Trumpeters added tone_F)d grace to a dinner in the Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, at which Lieutenant-Colonel
Emley was formally dined-out.
The Warrant Officers and
Sergeants presented the Commanding Officer with a magnificent
gallery tray and he, in turn, presented the men wi h a framed
" Canalletto " print to grace their walls.
Thoug hb 011 the (tRrnd e
A word or two is indicated here about the "Freedom"
parade-14th Regiment is scattered over quite a wide area,
having Squadrons at Gloucester, Droitwich and Hampton. This
combined with an operational requirement, which requires the
installations to be manned 24 hours a day, makes putting on
a parade no easy proposition. Personnel had to be trnined at
their own stations, as and when Squadron Commanders could
arrange it. The Regiment itself came together for two rehearsals only, these taking place on the Tuesday and Wednesday mornings before the parade. Indeed, some men had to go
on duty in the afternoon after the parade. This speaks well
for the high potential we have in the Corps and demonstrates that we can tackle a ceremony of this nature with the
best in the Army.
The Corps Band played at the two rehearsals and, of course,
at the parade. They were, as always, magnificent, and a large
part of the credit for such an excellent march must be given .
to the Band.

J.n.c.

Frolic
The evening after the parade, the J unior Ranks Committee
held a rollicking dance, which was kept at a lively pace by
members of the Corps Band, who worked themselves into fair
old frenzies. The Robinsy;ood Group, " The Chevrons," took
the stage for a while during the evening and manged to hold
their own very well.

Military Ball
On Friday, 29th April, the Officers, Warrant Officers and
Sergeants entertained the Right Worshipful Mayor and members
of the City Council at a Military Ball. This function really
defies description. Hours of very hard work had been put
into converting the gymnasium into an unbelievably brilliant
ball atmosphere. Particular mention must be given to W.O.I
(F. of S.) Swaby for his efforts here, ably assisted by the
Armourer, Sergeant Makepiece, R .E.M.E.
This, combined
with a superb buffet and a nine-piece dance band from the
Corps and, together with their clever musical cabaret, made
~ evening which, even by those who are hypercritical, was
1udged to be one of the finest functions in their service.
He treat and Hand
The next evening the
to ~lay Retreat on th_e
~ob1nswood .Barracks 1s
iackcts and mstruments

Cen<•ert
Band were again on parade; this time
Regimental Square. The setting at
p_erfect for this spectacle, the scarlet
are set off by the green hill beyond,

the Wadi and tried to get behind the enemy, but it was snll dark
and they slipped away.
After six weeks, even this life began to gee boring, and we
were glad to get back to our comfortable beds in Adel)!

and with the sun again favouring us another success wa s
notched up.
After Retreat, the two Messes entertained the guests with
cocktails and sherry and the "Freedom " week was almost over.
There remained one more function, and this time it was
Cheltenham's turn. The band played a most enjoyable concert
on the Sunday afcemoon in Montpelier Gardens and a fair
number of " Cheltonians " gathered to enjoy the sun and che
music.

Sailing
Suddenly, we then realised that although "Freedom" was
behind us, •the Regimental programme was still moving along
at a fair face, and the next day we dived into a Regimental
Regatra at Droitwich, followed, the next day, by the first-ever
Corps Regatta. I Squadron repeated ·their success of last year
by holding on to the Sailing Cup, which really is rather hard
luck on 2 Squadron, who do all the organising.
Farewell to the Con1nrn11di11J( OfOcer
Finally, it remains for us -ro say on paper goodbye to
Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. Emley. They have had an eventful and crowded tour in COMCAN. We wish them well at
the R.A.C. Centre, Bovington, but like to think that this tour
was one of the highlights of their service.
Lieutenant-Colonel F. D . Williams has now assumed command and was present, as an interested onlooker, during the
" Fre'.!dom ' activities.
May his tour be just as eventful,
although we are doing our best to convince him that we can't
put on another ball just yet!
15th REGIMENT, n.P.P.O. 69

XV'I.

Hegimentn.I Notes
The Commanding Officer has decreed that our
'
• WIRE notes are to be written by each Squadron in
tum, and that 2 Squadron are to be the firs t to
enjoy this mixed blessing.
However, before taking this opportunity to bask
in the limelight, we must make some mention of
the rest of the Regiment; otherwise we might not be invited
again.
The football officer, Lieutenant Hallchurch, says his team
haven't lost a league match since he took over the job in
November last. Unfortunately, they lost several before that,
so our final position, third in the local league's Second Division,
does not quite reflect their recent form, which has been
excellent.
In hockey, apart from a thriving regimental team, we recently
had a most successful six-a-side knock-out competition between
troop teams. To 59me people's distress, it was won in a most
exciting final by the Old Gentlemen of R.H.Q., who put us all
to shame and thoroughly deserved their victory. Well done,
the Kremlin!
2

(MOUll.-E)

SQUAD~ON

And this is where the story really begins. At present, we are
entirely concerned with radio, but we are acquiring a Radio
Relay Troop, for which so far we only hold the- energetic
Second-Lieutenant Walters and a pile of equipment.
Our radio, mostly in long-wheelbase Land Rovers, includes
Cr5s, Cus, C42s, C13s, C43s and HF 156s. We also have
Dr rs in Airtech containers. Our job can take us anywhere
in Middle East Command by land or air, from Bahrein to
Swaziland; but '¥e mostly work in South Arabia, as the stories
which follow illustrate.
We recently had a small exercise, "Sand Tyre I," to introduce
newcomers to desert work. This produced some memorable
situations. For example the Squadron Commander, Major
O'Connor, was to be seen digging his own fire-position
On enquiring the cause of this phenomenon we were told
that be would go to any leng~hs to avoid disturbing his personal
chef, Signalman Terry Gack Brabham) Dakin, lately the Terror
of M.T . Troop, 30th Regiment, who was busy creating sausage
and beans in wine sauce. Former members of I I Infantry
Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron will remember this succulent
mess, which originated among the peasantry of the Soltan
Training Area in the real Dark Days (we are told).
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EXERCISE " SAND TYRE"
A briefing fo r "lngham's Light Horse"

The second memorable situation was the sight of one party
crossing the morning horizon and motoring steadfastly northwards in finest Desert Rat fashion, while assuring us on the
radio that they KNEW they were going in the right direction.
We, watching from the R.V. which lay, in fact, due south, got
on with breakfast philosophically, and left them to it. They
turned round eventually, and managed to shift the blame very
skilfully onto Griddle, or something.
In our spare time (not much of it!) we reckon to provide
most of the regimental hockey side, as well our full half of the
football team. In another, equally vital, field, Signalman Steve
Holmes entertains us greatly with his guitar, harmonica and
voice, and a highly professional line in deflating officers and the
R.S.M. Watch it, lad!
We have had one hilarious beach picnic at Little Aden,
complete with iced beer, cricket (leg-side in the sea, off-side in
soft sand-tricky) and of course music by Holmes. We hope
we didn't frighten the local bird-life too much-because we
rather fancied some of them.
We must record our belated farewells to Major Walker, who
left us in March to command the S.A.S. Signal Squadron; but
he's back already, disguised in a funny beret-obviously can't
keep away from this charming place! Best wishes, too, to his
wife, Jean, who did so much for our families.
We have one very sad event to tell.
The 5-year-old son of Sergeant and Mrs. Gledhill was
tragically run-over and killed. Many soldiers showed {heir sorrow
and sympathy by attending the funeral. This was a simple and
very moving ceremony at the cemetery in Silent Valley, Little
Aden, where the barren rocks provided a grim but impressively
dignified setting. We extend our very deepest sympathy to the
Gledhills.
Now for some individual stories.
Life with the Guards
but witho ut H bull "
Here is an account by Signalman McMahon who with his
crew and a Cn was au:ached to a company of rst Coldstream
Guards on the Dhala Road, up Radfan Way.
" The n ight we reached Monks Field, our base," he writes,
"we were given a welcome by the dissidents with Yemeni
bullets!" That started it off! Major Gibbs, the Coldstreamer
Company Commander, came into the C.P. still in pyjamas,
shouting over the crash of the mortars to Signalman Brown
to call up Habilayn, and warn " Cap Badge" and "Hotel Ten,"
two permanent hill picquet positions.
On the other hand, C.S .M. Charlesworth was cursing the
dissidents for ruining his ammo indents, and he made Corporal
Ricketts and Signalman Rowe contact Aden to ask them to
send up the ·tinned pineapple he had forgotren on his way up.
We used a lot of ammunition that night.
By 02.00 hours all was back to normal. The G.P.M.G.s shine
in the moonlight, and the operator gazes at the sitrep waiting
to be sent at 05.00 hours. Two nights later we were paid another
visit, but tfils time the dissidents were caught in a cross-fire
by a returning patrol, and withdrew in the darkness. In the
morning we found blood all over the rocks where they had been.
We moved back to Habilayn a few days later, in the course
of which a 3-tonner was blown-up on a mine, wounding seven
chaps who were evacuated to Khormaksar.
At Habilayn we used to go out on patrols with the Guardsmen. On one such, we were fired-on from a ridge over the
Wadi Abayn. Led by Lieutenant Howard we crawled out of
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A bit of mnp moldug
Lance-Corporals Coultish and Rolt and Signalmen Hodge
and MacCurl< were attached to a Sapper survey party, mapmaking in the Western Aden Protectorate.
Our three-month attachment began on 30th December, 19()5.
We had a Cu and a C13 in a mine-plated {-tonner, and a mineplated l-tonner to carry the rest of the kit.
For the first month we were based on Ahwar, a little town
about 150 miles along the coast east from Aden, about ten
miles from the coast where a large wadi opens out of the hills
on to the coastal desert strip. There we and the Sappers (about
20 men, under a Lieutenant) got U) ls:now how to live and
move in desert and hills. Apart from signalling, we also helped
the Sappers putting up Trig Points on the hills, which kept
us pretty fit climbing about.
We had an escort from the Federal Guard-the armed (and
only) police up-country, and a fine Somali guide and interpreter
called Abdullah. The locals were mostly friendly, and very
interested in us and our kit, which they coveted. Our medical
orderly, a Private R.A.M.C., did a roaring trade as the local
G.P.
After a month at Ahwar we moved further into the hills to
a place called Mayfa'ah, for six weeks. Here we had no Federal
Guard escort, which meant that in that trigger-happy country
we had to keep our eyes open and weapons handy. We found
some wonderful old buildings and caves, and in one of the
latter an ancient rifle with silver-work on it and the date 18??.
It was of French manufacture, with a terrifying bore (about
42 inches!).
For our last three weeks we moved to the Federal Regular
Army's battalion camp at Ataq, out in flat deser.r again, with
a proper Foreign Legion-type fort. By this time we were
properly " arabised." We were often entertained to dinner in
traditional style by local chiefs in the various villages, who were
usually most helpful in providing guides, information and
hospitality. We had an interesting drive across desert-including
a sand sea-to Beihan, near the Saudi border and the Empty
Quaner. A sensitive stretch of the Yemeni frontier is also
close by here. The Wadi Beihan, thirty-five miles wide, is
cultivated and in ancient times held a flourishing civilisation
of which traces still remain.
All this time we were working daily schedules to Aden, now
200 miles away.
I·t was on return to Ataq that calamity struck. We ran out
of beer. But Lieutenant Ingham, our Troop Commander, brilliantly chose this moment to visit us, and brought reinforcements.
He liked what he found so much that he joined us again for
the homeward drive to Aden. By this time our two Land
Rovers were a bit worn. One was virtually brakeless, despite
some great work by fitters, and air supply of spares.
Apart from the sort of trouble you expect in driving a brakeless and overloaded Land Rover over rough hill tracks and
desert, .the journey back was uneventful. There was a small
riot going on in our old base of Ahwar, so we didn't linger
· there.
And so back to Aden, and baths and bed-and-beer that
doesn't run out!
T hat sinking feeling
A report of a small amphibious operation.
"Sir, I, 24055282 Signalman Claypole, have the honour to
submit this my statement on the circumstances in which I
and my radio station suffered shipwreck."
Having been detailed by you to provide communication with
my Cr r for a R.E.M.E. Adventure Training Party sailing for
Perim in a local craft, I embarked with my radio station on
Thursday, 8th April.
I had been told that the craft was "a Dhow" and had
pictured something quite large, with a deck and all that; in
faet it was little more than a large canoe, about 25 feet long
and (j feet wide, and open. It had a motor.
All went well, however, both in navigation and communication, until the middle of next day, when the tiller broke, and
we started being driven shorewards (still, this was betccr than
going the other way-the Indian Ocean being large). I got ff
a signal to this effect, before we entered surf and began to
break up.

2'45

I then nt another mu h fa ter signal, before a wave engulfed
the ~t and batterie , producing a spectacular show of steam
and smoke, and a high voltage on the set casing. I tore away
the battery leads to r ctify this, and proceeded to salvage the
equipment and my elf.
.
.
With the help of others, I got the set, batteries and charging
et to land, with mo t of the ancillaries, and cleaned them up
a be r I could. I attempted to dry-out the inside of the set and
P U, but they would not work; I had been unable to close the
rear vents before the boat sank.
The R.E.M.E. officer, myself and another man made out
way to a Federal Guard fort some d istance away, from which we
ent a message to Aden. The rest of .that day was spent sorting
out kit on the desolate stretch of desert shore on which we found
our elve . We were lucky to have come ashore on a small
stretch of sand. There were a lot of reefs in other places.
A R.A.F. helicopter took three men off at 16.30 hours. The
Federal G uards said there were Yemeni terrorists in die area
and thev were afraid our unarmed pre ence there might attract
them, s·o we loaded ourselves onto a Federal Guard truck.
Another helicopter sortie took three more men at 18.oo hours,
and the rest of us were driven to another Federal Guard fort,
where we spent the next d ay and a half. Then two A.A.C.
helicopters lifted us, and our kit in an underslung net, back to
Little Aden. I attach a list of deficiencies sustained.
The future
The run-<lown of the Aden base will certainly mean more
work for Royal Signals. Meanwhile, we have a lot of training
to do, and some good country to do it in. We are looking towards the Mukerias Plateau (7,000 feet up, cool at night, and
occasionally mortared by Yemenis), Perim Island, and the
Hadruamaut for a start. If we are to be among the last British
troops in Aden, we shall finish the job in style.

18th Regiment
c/o G.P.O. SINGAPORE
ICeport from Warrant Officers and
Sergeants• ~fess
On 8th March, 1966, a dinner was held to bid farewell to
R.S.M . (Bill) Grahan and to welcome R.S.M. (Ian) Currie.
The guest of honour was the Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel R. W. Millo.
A very fine dinner was enjoyed by all, thanks to one of the
other " departing gentleman " (mentioned last month), W .O.II
"' Mitch " Mitchell, B.E.M., and his staff. The evening was
crown ~d with a short but funny, appropriate speech by the

c.o.

The Mess also continues to hold its weekend functions, the
latest being a Sunday morning football match against the
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, B.M.H. The Regiment
won by four goals to nil, and all enjoyed the drinks and curried
lunch which followed . As if this wasn't enough exercise for. one
day a teenage dance was then held in the afternoon, and it was
noted that some " teenagers " were in the 36 years of age
bracket. Well done you young at heart, keep it up.
~lalaya 's National Park
A party from 2 Squadron under the leadership of Captain
A. R assim was despatched on a visit to Malaya's National Park.
A most uncomfortable train journey to Tembling was followed
by a three miles ride in a bus (which would have won prizes
in a vintage competition) and a rather hazardous boat journey
before the party reached the National Park Lodge.
After setting up tents and camp for the night, a patrol was
sent out to look for a more sukable liquid refreshment than
water. None was found so the parry settled down for the night,
eagerly awaiting the morning and all the wild animals they
would see.
At last day dawned and the parry set out to seek the animals
they came so far to see. By mid-afternoon, however, the search
was called off, as the only wild life found were leaches-or had
the leaches found them! Tired and very disappointed the party
turned back only to almost walk into a herd of water buffalo.
The search had not been fruitless after all.

A visit to
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The foll owing day the party arra nged to travel even further
afield. Another boat journey rhi ti me over rapids and then
the search for a camp ite. T o their surprise (or did they know)
they discovered a cabin complete with clean sheets, mosquito
nets refrigera tor and a cook. The fact it was another disappointing day as far as animals were concerned was offset by
the new-found luxuries.
The next day the party r eturned to the National Park Lodge
for a day's fishing, which one member of the party, "Signalman
Dob on," will long remember (well as long as there are people
to remind him). Travelling upstream against a strong current
the boat hit an und erwater bank in mid-stream. It was decided
(four co one) that Dobson get out to push. " It's only a few
inches deep Lofty." But to the surprise of all including Dobson,
he disappeared in a mass of bubbles and threshing arms. It took
no mean time before everyone stopped laughing and hauled
him aboard again.
The following day was the last and the party reluctantly said
farewell and returned to Singapore after four days in the " ulu."
What about animals, the reader may well ask in view of the
above report. Well, some were seen; for instance, a small deer
which came to the Lodge every day about 4.30 p.m.-for its
bottle feed. On another occasion the party were entertained
for almost an hour by three squirrels, and fina lly and also at the
lodge, a six foot Iguana slithered over the lawn nibbled at a
bush, casually glanced at two petrified soldiers and then went
for a swim in the river. I t, too, turned out to be quite tame
and had the name of George.
Soccer (24tli Regiment, please note)
Our congratulations to 24th Regiment on winning the Army
Soccer Cup and with this Regiment winning the FARELF
Army Soccer Cup last season maybe an invitation should be
forthcom ing for the two teams to play off, say in Cyprus? For
interest, five of our first eleven are fro m the 24th Regiment's
teams of the las t four seasons.
The following in soccer around the Regiment is tremendous
and with five top class pitches on Meiktila sports field a flourishing inter-Troop League runs almost every evening of the week.
Each Squadron has two or three teams taking part, making a
league of some sixteen teams. At the moment 237 Squadron
lead the field with 3 Squadron a close second.
The Regimen t have reached the semi-final of the Robinson
Cup and play H .Q. 3 Commando Brigade on the 9th May
under floodlights. Our total record now reads: P layed IO,
won 7, drawn 2, lost 1, goals for 51 and goals against 15.
The players making up the 1st XI squad are from Mr. H enry,
Signalman Idri s, Sergeant McLaughlin, Lance-Corporal Gordon,
Signalman Bluer, C orporal Glenn, M r. Haywood,_ Corporal
M. Nelson (captain), Corporal G. Nelson, Sergeant Noon,
Sergeant Sulaiman, L a~c e-Corpora l Pryor, Craftsman Burgess,
Lance-Corporal McGibbon, Corporal Mowatt and Signalman
Biggs. Training and selection is the lot of Captain F. A. Stork,
Captain C. A. Brown and C.S.M.I. F. Proctor, whilst the following lead the Supporters' Club-and appear to enjoy the excuse
to " Must go and watch the Regimental floodJit match "; but
the wives cannot understand why we seem to play until after
midnigbt-W.O.I H arrison, W.0.II (Y. of S.) Esson, W.0.II
(R.Q.M.S.) H adfield and W .O .II (S.S.M.) Cushen.
W e also supply six players for one of th e two Army teams
in the Prem ier Floodlight L eague which plays against strong
Royal N avy, Royal Marine and Royal Air Force teams. Again
we top that league too, but it means some players are liabl e
to become stale.
For example, take Corporal Mowatt's activities last week:
Monday, 1St round Inter-Squadron Competition which had
extra time; Tuesday, R egimental 1st XI League match; Wednesday, Army Premier L eague match; Thursday, Guard
Commander; Friday, .final of Inter-Squadron Competition ;
Saturday, day off, and Sunday the team travelled to Jason's
Bay for a day training on the beach together with some relaxation
and swimming. No wonder the Cipher Office who " own "
Corporal Mowatt and the Nelson twins ·left a note saying
" The Cipher Office have selected the u/m to represent a shift
on Wednesday,.ith May, kick-off 18.00 hours- providing the
soccer ream will allow them time off."
The Joint Services team in <the Malaya Cup are also starting
to take players, with Corporal M. Nelson having already played
and Lance-Corporal McGibbon (centre-forward) and Sergeant
Noon (centre-half) playing in the next fixture.
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" Buzzing like angry hornets the competitors sweep round the bend"

THE

SINGA.POllE GllAND PIUX
Submitted by 18th Regiment
On the nth April the Singapore Grand Prix .took place, and
th is year the race had a truly international flavour--entries being
received from Australia, Japan and the Phillipines, in addition
to a host of entries from British Servicemen and the local
Singaporean and Malaysian population. The course had been
completely re-surfaced and it was expected that-barring
adverse weather conditions-many new records would be set up.
Fortunately, the sudden downpours-for which S.E. Asia is
noted-decided to stay away and the existing records for both
motor cycles and cars was completely shattered.
The motor cycle event was, as usual, " invaded " by works
teams from Yamaha and Suzuki (what happened to Honda ?).
Although the only " works" team present, the competition between these two factories is terrific and their riders can always
be relied upon to give a sparkling display of riding and daredevilry.
Yamaha were represented by: H . Hasegawa and A. Motohashi
(las.c year's winner) and Suzuki by M. Ito and Y. Katayama.
In the Grand Prix for motor cycles, 17 of the 30 riders who
faced the starter's flag completed the race.
Buzzing like an angry hornet, Suzuki's " works" 1z5 c.c.
machine with dare-devil Mitsuo Ito astride, was the first to pass
the chequered flag after the gruelling 60 laps (r8o miles).
Mitsuo Ito, who was the first Japanese ever to win the 125 c.c.
event on the Isle of Man in 1964, clocked the fine time of
2 hours 37 minutes 16.6 seconds and at the finish had a clear
two-lap lead over Singapore's Lee Wing Sang on a Honda
305 c.c., who was second. Third was Albert Lim, also from
Singapore on 251 c.c. Ducati.
Notable among rhe local entries was C. Howell (Norton
500 c.c.) and R. B. H arris (T riumph 649 c.c.). After a lot of
trouble Howell was to fin ish 4th. Roya l Marines' Sergeant
" R ay " Harris was extremely unfortunate when after a pit
stop for refuelling his engine refused . to restai;t. H e had be.en
riding very stead ily and seemeil certain to fimsh well 1;1P '"'.Ith
the leaders. Harris 1s well known in the U .K. for his t nals
and "grass" activities.
The first ten laps of the race was fantastic. I r was a battl~
royal during these laps between the Yamaha and Suzuki
machines which kept the crowd on the ir to::s.
For the first four laps Yoshimi Katayamma (Suzuki 125 c.~.)
was in the lead followed closely by the Yamaha dare-<levils
(Hiroshi Hasegawa and Akiyasu Motohashi the defending
champion. Lying fourth was Mitsuo Ito (Suzuki 125 c.c.).
Hasegawa took the lead in the 5rh lap with Motoa.shi s~cond.
Third was Katayama followed by. Ito. Hasegawa JO 01s lap
established the fastest lap with 2 mmutes 22 seconds which was
·5 seconds better than the record set last year by Motohashi
on a Yamaha 250 c.c. machine.
.
The positions were maintained till the tenth lap when disaster
struck. Katayama hit the chicane at the end of the Thompson
mile. His machjne was damaged and he was out of the race.
K atayama, unfortunately, was slightly injured.
Also in this lap (lap 10), Hasegawa improved on hi~ record
ti me when he clocked 2 minutes 21-6 seconds which w~s
eventually the fastest lap time recorded for. motor cycles m
the Grand Prix. Lap I I saw H asegawa retire from the race
permanently when his engine let him down exactly at the
start and finish point.
Yamaha's only hope now was centred on Motohasbi, but
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misfortune struck the Yamaha team 5oon after. In lap 14
Motohash1 was forced to surrender, also with engine trouble.
Singapore's "ace," Lee Wing Sang (Honda), moved up to
orton
second position behind Ito, followed by Chris Howell
300 c.c.). Fourth was Albert Lim (Ducati 251 c.c.).
Special mention must be made of the brilliant and determined
riding of Howell. After a very bad start when he was last off
the grid, Howell moved up to 4th position, but on the 25th
lap he lost valuable time when he went to the pits with engine
trouble. He came out again after five minutes and had dropped
to 17th position. This did not perturb him.
Rid ing magnificently he lessened th~ gap an~ b~ the 42nd
lap had moved back into 4th place which he mamtamed to the
end.
Amazing Lee Wing Sang really gave the Japanese "works"
riders a run for their money. Throughout the race he never
dropped below eighth position.
The only time that Lee was reckless was in the fifth lap when
he tried to overtake local rider H amid. When so doing he ran
on the grass verge of the track at the " snakes" and was thrown
off his machine. At this stage he was lying second .
Although shaken and his machine slightly damaged, Lee got
back into the race without losing his position.
Results: 1st, M. Ito (69-13 m.p.m.) (Suzuki); 2nd, Lee Wing
Sang (Honda); 3rd, Albert L im (Ducati); 4th, Chris Howell
(Norton).
(Space precludes the inclusion of an account of the Sing~pore
Grand Prix in which Maior 'John Harwood of the I8t.h Regiment
competed in a Lola Ford. Although going well, persistent clutch
trouble eventually cook him out of the race.-Editor.)
21st
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A very full mont.h for thP llegiment
April bas been a _very full month for t~e Regim_ent. It started
with various sporting events and culmm~ted with. the .B?Dual

camp of 81st Regiment (A.E.R.), the spring exercise, v1s1ts of
Air Force Cade ts and a drivers' upgrading course-all at the
same time.
At the beginning of the month, our Laarbruch team was
beaten 2-0 in the B.A.O.R. Minor Units' soccer finals (reported in March). This event was immediately ~oµowed by the
Inter-Regiment Seven-a-Side Rugby Competmon for the
Horner Trophy and, at the end of a most enjoyable and entertaining afternoon, with some exciting rugger-" L " Troop
beat " H " Troop to win the trophy.
8lst Regiment, A.E~R., visit us
After the Easter break, when members of the Regiment and
their families were spread over a large part of Holland and
Germany, we returned to work to welcome the 56 memb~rs
of 81st Regiment, A.E.R., who, under the command of Maior
Ian Jones, arrived to take part in their fortnight's . aa~ual camp.
Unfortunately, due to the baggage doors of tbel! a_l!craft rc:fusing to open, all their kit was flown b~ck to Garwi?<, and lt
took some 24 hours for it to catch up with them again. They
quickly got organis~, howeve~, ~nd tac!tled three cable. pro- jeers on Laarbruch alffield-bringing their G.P.q. experu~c: to
the job with professional cable joints and neat mdoor wmng.
No sooner were these projects completed than they were
rushed off on the spring exercise with the Regime!lt and carried out a "round-the-clock" stint of cable laying for the
headquarters in the field. Then it was back to Laarb~uc~ for
a whirlwind "tour-of-the-airfield " followed by a day s sightseeing and shopping, where they managed ro get a far afield
as Cologne and Amsterdam.
It was with regret that we bade them fare.well, for they h_ad
worked hard and enthusiastically during thel! short stay with
us.
\Ve wish them continued "good soldiering" in the
Territorial Army Volunteer Reserve.
To return to the Regiment itself-all ranks had a sunny week
out in the field for the weather was kind to us. Our Commanding Officd succeeded in visiting alrrnm everybody and
communications worked-what more can one ask of an exercise. Our D.D. Telecommunica~ions,_ Co!onel A. J. Leahy,
o.B.E., paid us a flying visit, as did Brigadier P. F . Penf.!eath,
M.B.E., our C.S.0.
Back at R.H.Q., our M .T_.O., Captam <;J.
W. Tacey, continued to run the drivers' upgrading c?ur e, tr~m
and test the A.E.R. drivers, and support the Regunen_t w_ith
drivers on the exercise, and this was no mean task, con 1denng
his small staff.
2'47

13th Regiment Canoeists nm into AJventures •••

the remainder of the week. However, many useful lessons we::e
learned and new crews got accustomed to working together.
In particular the Corps Command and C .C.R.A. V.H.F. sets
came in for reappraisal with the result that I Squadron is now
to become the V.H.F. Squadron leaving 2 Squadron to continue
its village existence.
Recent arrivals in the Regiment include Second-Lieutenants
Chris Witt and Steven Coltman, who we welcome. W.0.11
Friel is due to leave us very shortly and we wish him and his
family well in his native Scotland.
Sport 1o th~ fore
The wretched weather on Exercise " Robin Hood " was
immediately followed by what almost amounted to a heat wave.
In such conditions thoughts naturally turn to cricket, tennis,
swimming and other summer pursuits. However it must be
reported that the Regimental Rugby Seven finished the season
in fine style. They reached the final of the 4th Division Sevens
thus qualifying for the B.A.O.R. Sevens played at Minden on
30th April. Here we were beaten in the second round by H.Q.
R.E.M.E. 2 Division. We were, however, without the services
of Lieutenant Shiner who had sustained a shoulder injury a few
days earlier whilst playing hockey! Lieutenant Shiner and
Signalman Williamson have both played for the 4 Division
representative side during the season.
244 Squadron have been performing well in the 4 Division
Minor Unit Soccer Cup. In the quarter-final they beat 94
Battery of 42 Medium Regiment R.A. by 5-2 after extra time
and are shortly to play in the semi-final.

" Sign al man Roger Jury, one of 13th Reg ime nt's keen canoe ists"

""'\Xll!ILE on a canoeing trip through F rance this month,
l' l Signalman Roger Jury (photograph above) was one of
a party from 13th Regiment who went to the assistance of a
Frenchman who had been stabbed in the street.
The soldiers, wh ile taking a short rest during their journey,
were sitting in a restaurant in St. G iles, Southern France,
when they heard a scream, followed by a fracas outside. They
rushed out of the restaurant and saw a man lying in the
street, surrounded by an excited crowd.
·
Running over, they saw that the man's face was covered in
blood and. on closer examination, that he had been stabbed
near the heart.
While some of the signallers held back the crowd, the others
cleaned the blood from the man's face, so that he could breath
more easily, and made him as comfortable as possible until
the arrival of an ambufance.
Another incident d uring their 200-kilometre journey from
Aubenas, on the R iver Ardeche to S t. Marie de la Mer, on the
Mediterranean, was also during a short rest. While most of
the soldiers sat on a bank, a couple walked forward a short
way to carry out a reconnaissance. They found that they had
walked into a nudist colony l Needless to say, they beat a
hasty retreat l
On arrival at St. Marie de la Mer, the soldiers saw in
a~ion many of the French " cowboys," d ressed in their stetsons,
high boots and low-slung belts. " lt was just like the wild west,"
one of the signallers said soon afterwards.

(Extrect from a P. R. R eport, H .Q., B.A .O.R.)
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Exerel se r esults ha reorganisation
Spring and a new exercise season are upon us and after some
initial thrusting as a shake down we were launched into
Exercise " Robin Hood," this year's C.C. Royal S ignals exercise.
The weather during this exercise was diabolical star ting with
snow on the first n ight followed by al.(!1ost continuous rain for

Club rooms-a new innovntion
The amenities of the Regiment continue to improve due
mainly to self help. Each Squadron now has its own club room
-2 Squadron's opened just in time for Easter. The old Q.M.
Technicians offices are to be converted into a Corporals' Club
and the Ladies' Room in the Officers' Mess is to be given a
face lift. When these last two jobs are completed an experienced
team of interior decorators and designers will be available to
accept contracts at a suitable fee!
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28th REGIMENT, B.F.P.O. 35
LOOK AT LIFE No. 8-'MY NAME IS BOND'

Lance·Corporal Bond improves his
memory (Project 007)

"M" at the Console-All systems go

Project 007
My name is Bond. Lance-Corporal Bond, a technician with
28th Regiment. A few months ago, M sent for me.
(Note: M is 0.C. " M " Troop).
"Bond" he said "You are to help Corporal TQller on a new
Top Sec:et project. You've got to have your wits about you
too."
"What's it all about, sir," I asked, seeing a challenging
a signment.
,
"Briefly Bond the C.O. wants us to build a computer. Its
for the R.S.M. when be returns from his Car.terick Convention,"
M said quietly, sucking his pipe..
I whistled softly. Now I realised the staggering importance
of my mission . . .
Rench for the :!"loo n Raker
Actually it didn't quite ao like this. But it seemed so fantastic
that when I first heard " M " Troop were building a co~puter,
that is how I imagined it should ha~e happened. This. was
really raking for the moon! I had only JUSt become a Franciscan
and I wondered whether I was having my leg pulled.
CO'ldfl11ger
I had not only cold feet but coldfi!l~ers as well when I was
set to work by Corporal Toller on wmng the memory: LanceCorporal Crouch, who was also a memory man, explamed that

POSTING to GERMANY
and for details or our :•

SPECIAL NATO FORCES DISCOUNT PRICES

•

USED CAR DISPOSAL SCHEME

•

EASY PAYMENT PLAN

•

HOME DELIVERY EXPORT SCHEME

Corporal Toller tests his computer

we were constructing a memory which _could store_ ~ thous~d
letters. He also explained that the design was a JOIIlt proiect
in "M" Troop. O.C. "M" Troop, Major Marsh, and W.0.I
(Foreman) Brown worked out the general plan; Corpor.al Toller,
an electronic technician, was responsible for the detailed work
and testing.
D iodes nre f o rever
My task on the memory was to iJ?.sert and solder over 3,000
tiny germanium diodes into the Matrix that formed the memory.
Corporal Toller was working on the complex control gear. The
control gear, at the touch of the buttc:in, w?uld ext_ract aut~
matically from the memory_ the requJred information. ThlS
would be printed on a teleprmter at the rate of 330 letters per
minute. The operating side took a great part t~. Warr~t
Officer Birrell collaborated in designing the way the mformauon
was to be stored in the • brain.'
For y o ur eyes only
We have been keeping this project (actually num?ered 007 /6~)
under our Franciscan hats whilst under construcuon. But this
week it was fin ished, tested and christened. An~ the Franp~ter
was ready for use. I t is now go~g into the ~ob1le Communication Centre to speed up the rouung and puncbmg _up of messages.
The •three photographs by the Francisca Techmcal Press show
some of the highlights of the project.
From ru~h hour w ith l o,·e
Generally it has been like a rush hour here as ~e. work to get
ready for a busy exercise season, with many sllllilar comple,x
technical projects to complete, and Lance-Corporal Bond s
description of the Franputer has been valuable ~or our monthly
Look at Life. It also shows again the progressive outloo~ _and
high standards of technical skill of our tradesmen-techn1c1ans
and operators.
You only live twice
D espite this technical progress the Fra?C:isc~ns have shown
considerable punch on the soccer fie!~._ F1!11shmg a _very close
third in D ivision I of a highly compeuuve mter-Serv1ce _League
they went on to take the Rhine Area Cup. However,_ JD bot_h
the semi-final and final they had two lives before producing their
best football to win.

write to:MR. PETER B. DUPLEX
of WALTER HAGEN & CO. LTD.
UERDINGERSTRASSE 2-8
KREFELD 415
or TELEPHONE KREFELD 28401
" FRANCUP"- Sport as well- Rhine Area Cup winners

Tile m e 11 w ith t h e golde n g u11s
The golden guns, in Bona parlance ~ave been bus¥ too.
Major Oakes and hi small bore team carne~ on _the habit _an~
captured the Rhine Area .sm_all Bore Champ1o~sh1p. All this is
very encouraging and sat.1sfymg. It proves agam that w~~n we
look at Royal Signals it 1s a very balanced and healthy Look
at L ife"
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30th Regiment
BLANDFORD CAMP
('ban~~

of <'hie f Si~nnl Offieer
Regiment said goodbye to Brigadier D. R. Hor field,
O.B.E., on 7th April.
We wish him every good fortune in
"the corr idors of power." We welcomed Brigadier T. I. G.
Gray, who has moved outh from "tribal areas" on 27th April.
H e aw Blandford on one of its tropical days-tropical rain, of
cour
but nevertheless enjoyed his visit to our blasted heath.

Th

T h e- Cor ps on Show nf E~1rls (',ourt
C. W. A. writes:
As art of the con tinuing plan to keep the Corps in the
public eye, we staged a Royal Signals Show at the 13th
Electronical Engineers Exhibition, h eld at E arls Court in
March. The stand covered some 3,000 feet of the fi rst floor
of the exhibition building and attracted over for ty potential
officer enquiries from among the many visitors.
\Y/e especially appreciated the enthusiasm and help given
b:( L ieutenants . Ventham and Wood (Cambridge Course) and
L ieutenants Elliott and Horler (Shrivenham Course) who so
ably assi ted us in manning the stand throughout the eight
days of almost continuou s interviewing of prospective recruits
to Royal Signals.
On Tuesday, 29th March, the Signal Officer-in-Chief visited
the stand and talked with every member of th e demonstration
staff.
Sections of the stand included automatic and manual telephone exchanges, a teleprinter Troo working to a General
Purpose Telegraph Adapter over a mobile VHF R adio Station ·
a News Agency Information Service via a receiver R210 and ~
teleprinter; and a demon stration of Facsimile.
Other attractions designed to catch the eye were an illuminmap of the world and an illustration of a
ated COMCA
tropospheric scatter communication system.
(C:W.A. ~ms up ve:-:t modes!ly whlll was, in the opinion
of your Editor, who visited the exhibilion, a really first class
shop window on the Corps.- Editor).
~orth

A frica-Si c ily -ltaly - A n st...ia
J.E.P. writes :
Regimental Technical Maintenance Troops always have
many and varied tasks. Ours is no exception, but recently a
most unusual job came along.
. It all started in 1942, when 2338818 D river Vic Berry, Royal
Signals, was made the driver of ACV (LP) No. L4436192.
Nothing unusual in that. Location, Middle East. The ACV
nicknamed "Nellie" by D river Berry, was the oeneral operation;
vehicle of Headq~arters, 8th Army, commai';'ded by General
Mon tgome~y . Dnver _Berry drove that vehicle throughout the
North African Campaign, across in Sicily, up Italy and into
Europ_, where be finally left "Nellie" at the end of the war
in Austria. Nothing very unusual in that, perhaps. What i~
unu~ual is that Driver Berry and " Nellie " met again on 26th
April, 1966, on the motor transport park of 30th Regimenttwenty-one years later! Would he please make sure that it was
the . self. ~e vehicle.
Driver Berry slowly examined the
ve!ll_cle inside and out. He climbed in again and sat in the
driving seat. We held our breath.
Yes, it was his old
''. Nellie:" How could he be sure? Well, he said, there are
litt.le things that only I would notice as her old driver. He
pointed out the unusually large hole in the wooden floor
through which the brake pedal protrudes. This had been made
to allow a little more air to get in. He also pointed out two
holes that had been made in the back to allow more air to
get to the charging engine. Finally, the grease nipple from the
nearside wheel hub was missing. Driver Berry had knocked
that off during a slight difference of opinion with an armoured
car. "I?ere w~re man)'. more d_etails that confirmed his opinion
that this was md~ his old faithful "Nellie." So we took the
photograph of " Nellie " and Vic.
The Troop have the job of res~oring " Nellie " to her original
state when she started her long iourney from Alemain. D river
Berrv and W.0.1 (Foreman of Signals) Grigsby sat down for
two hours while every detail Vic could remember was recorded
The only piece of equipment that we haven 't obtained so far i~
a outh African 32 RB radio set. By lunchtime driver Berry
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EARLS CO U RT EXH IB ITI ON
The frontal view of the Corps stand w ith a model of Telstar in the
foreground

had told us all he knew about "Nellie." The Officers'
Mes lunched Driver Berry, now 54 years old, as a special
memento to this day. During lunch, stories about General
Montgomery and his staff were told, including many amusing
~~isod es.
What surprised many of us was that D river Berry
JOmed the Corps as a cook and w:is later mad e a driver
because he could drive. He was never trained as such by
the Army. D river Berry will be invited to drive "Nellie" once
more, after she has been restored, from our motor transport
park to her final resting place in the Royal Signals Museum in
the School of Signals here in Blandford.
4

(Bruin) Squadron
J.I.J. wr it~s :
T he weather in April may have flu ctuated (a blizzard and a
hea twave within fourteen days of each other) but work in 4
(Bruin) Squadron goes on unr elen tingly. Vehicles, resplenden t
with " new look " equi pment arrive, are checked , tested , rechecked , and then depart with bewildering speed. Such much
so, our S.Q . M .S., Staff Sergeant Aul t has the look of a H enry
Cooper victim. Perhaps his H yche course will give him added
strength.
R econnaissance of sites withi n a radius of fi fty miles of
Blandford continues. A lot of useful d ata has been gathered,
and this has proved a sure way of learning all about this very
attractive corner of Britain, although it tends to give on e spotheigh ts before the eyes.
Our new arrivals include Captain (T fc. Offr.) L ombard and
W.O.II (Y. of S .) Iverson. The form er has already taken over
unit shoo ting and is up to his ea rs in butt parties and ta rget

frames. As he is also whipping up interest in gliding, one
wonders if we arc in for changes from the old type of firing
practices.
The Squadron upset form in no uncertain manner by
snatching the Unit Rugby Seven-a-Side Trophy, previously
held by I Squadron, who were strongly fancied to retain it.
The tourna ment was played off on a cold, windy day; nonetheless, some very good games were seen and some promising
Man of the day was clearly
rugby talen t was unearthed.
Corporal Taylor of 4 Squadron "A" Team, who twice saved
runaway tries by racing back at incredible speed to overtake
and crunch an opponent with the line at his mercy. Other
sp.:edsters in the Squadron sides indicate that we reckon to be
in the running, in more way than one, during the athletics
season. But while we arc on the subject of rugby, Lieutenant
" Rusty " D avis has left us for Hong Kong, hut not without a
rugger-type party at a local pub, given by the gamt:'s enthusiasts. During the evening he was presented with a trophy looking
remarkably like the World Cup (the round ball game, course).
It was a good party and a tribute to " Rusty's" popularity,
his hard work and success while running the unit side.
61 0 T roott
E.F.C. writes:
The Globetrotters are, as usual, globetrotting.
Welcome back to ergeant Sammut and his boys from
Aden and Sergeant Gallagher and his team from Africa. A
word of wa rning: Staff Sergean t Champion, our busy S.Q.M.S.,
is awaiting the return of your D1 I station with wad s of CES
and P1954s.
Farewell to Sergean t Kn ight and his m en who have left us
to join 1 Cameronian s. See how qu ickly you catch up wi th
Sergean t Nutter and I S.C.L.I. in the "sun-tan race." Captain
B. C. H odgson, our previous Officer Commanding, left a trail
of golf balls behind his black Daimler on his way to the
Adjutan t's chair in 21st Regiment (Air Formation) in G ermany.
Keep in touch.
F ollowing a glamorous post card from our man in Bri tish
Hond uras, W .O.II (Y. of S.) Colema ~, it appears t ha ~ he
likes roughing it out there, and a postmg order h as a mv~d.
We hope you enjoy a full tour out there, and promise
we will send your wife out to join you, safe and sound. Anyone wanting a Mini Van?
Congratulations to Corporal Jewkes, Signalmen Brown (701),
Bradley and Dunbar on their recent marriages, and to Corporals
Jones and L andy, who have each recen tly acquired a daughter.
Congra tulations also to Mrs. Muxworthy for a new son ; the
proud fa ther, Corporal Muxworthy, will see him on h is return
from Aden in July.
R equest. Please, please, we do need news and photograph s
from our overseas Globetrotters. (A s do we!-Editor).
The N a vy c omes nbonrd
H.E.R. writes :
During the month we entertained the Capta in of H.M.S.
Feal"less and his rugger and soccer sides. The afternoon provided what the soldiers considered to be typical sailors' weather,
but we won through in both games. It seems a little odd,
even though a sign of the times, to have ships crews <:omposed
of Sapper s and Signallers, as w~ll as Royal Mannes and
Sailors.
Our old fri ends from No. 892 Squadron, Royal Naval Air
Service who fly on board H.M.S. H ermes, came over from
Yelvert~n and played a mainly Warrant Officers' and _Sergeants'
side at hockey. This turned out to be a truly fesuval m_atch
and carried on late in to the night- much to everyone's delight.

The successful 4 Squadron winning side : Left to Right : Back RowLance Corpora l Tait , Corporal Bogle, Corporal Hogben , lance
Corporal Taylor. Front row-Lance-Corporal McPhee, LanceCorporal Walpole, Signalman Davis

Do Yoursell a Favour!
If you are serving and have a standing order for
" T he Wire," please keep us informed well in advance
of any change of address. It is impossible for us to
keep up with hundreds of posting orders, and your
" Wire " will go to your old address unless we hear
to the contrary.

.A NEW VAUXHALL
free of Purchase Tax I

The brand new Vauxhall Viva ro m £136
V~uxh..JI Victor from £570.
Six-<:ylinder models fro m cno.

Export home del ivery- preferenti al financial treatment
If you are being posted abroad or retu rn ing to England
for re-posting ove rseas, a new Vaux hall can be yours
fr ee of Purchase Tax.

Free of P.T. to all eligibl e serving men.
Hire Purchase and Insurance facil ities ar r anged.
WE WILL GLADLY SUPPLY FU LL DETAILS

DO YOU KNOW?
" A MAN AND HIS VEHIC LE"
Corps history comes to life , Mr. Vic Berry meets again, after 21
year's, Monty 's ACV which he drove through North Africa, Sicily,
Italy and Austria
THE WIRE , JUNE - JULY
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That there is a branch of the National Association for Employment of Regular Sailors, Soldiers and Airmen operating in
.
the locality of your home?
It is only waiting for a personal call from you, or a nng on
the telephone or a postcard, to get busy with your employment
pr-0blem.
You can always get the address of your Area Jobfinder from
your local Post Office or from your R egimen tal Association.
THE WIRE , JUNE-JU L Y 1966

E.

J.

Baker & Co. Ltd.

BIRCHETI ROAD, ALDERSHOT
Telep hone Aldershot 24242
Also at : Dor king, Gui ldford, Reigate, C hert sey, Tonbrid ge,
Tunbr idge Wells, East Grinstead an d Stai nes
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A Y PLACES-=.U NUSUAL JOBS
Reports from the Outposts

In Search of a Mountain
B11 Sf>cond-Lieutennnt S. Coiran, Gurkha Signals
Setting up a rebroadcast station at the 8,000-foot level in the
Borneo jungle can be a tricky and frustrating undertaking.
Certainly that was how Second-Lieutenant Cowan found it
until at last his search for the right mountain was rewarded
and all the disappointments. frustrations, sweat and tears
proved worthwhile in the end.

*

*

*

It seems a long time ago now-about four months from the
date of writing-that I first arrived on the island of Borneo
to join the large number of soldiering men who languish here.
The Bri~ade Signal Squadron to which I had been posted bad
much experience in that part of the world, in fact they had been
in Borneo longer than any other unit. So one would have
thought, as I innocently did, that things would be fairly well
seuled, and the providing of communications a routine matter.
A formidable task

My dream was quickly shattered. On my initial interview
with my Squadron Commander I was informed that I was
going to command the Radio Troop in the Squadron and that
big developments were about to take place in that field. The
old methods were being swept away and the new concept of
VHF communication had arrived in Borneo. Already it had
nearly replaced HF in one Brigade area and it quickly became
apparent to me that this particular Squadron Commander bad
very little intention of allowing bis Squadron to lag behind.
So naturally one of the first questions that I was asked was
about my experience with VHF. This was then admittedly very
limited but after all I had recently finished a Young Officers'
Course at the School of Signals and so I felt confident enough
to say chat I had a little. When I was shown a map of the
Brigade front and the huge area of country and type of terrain
that it was our responsibilty to communicate over, my experience
seemed to evaporate. Distances of 100 and 140 miles, hills of
8,ooo ft., were talked about and I quickly realised that this was
something very new. The experience of the Catterick training
areas and the 30 miles maximum range for the C42 was going
to be of little value here. However, no time was to be wasted
and if we were going to keep abreast of developments, work
must start immediately.

The basic problem
Basically the requirement was simple-so . the Squadron
Commander said. What was needed was a hill. A hill that was
high enough and correctly situated to enable us to place a rebroadcast site on top and so cover the Brigade area-about the
size of Scotland-with VHF communications. It was obvious,
as I looked at the map and the terrain and distances involved,
that this would have to be a very big hill indeed.
There were a number of contenders in the field, all about
7,000 or 8,ooo ft. high but eventually it came down to a choice
of two, both very promising from a signals points of view. It
was decided to commence operations by getting on top of these
two hills and testing communications to the various places within
the Brigade area.
The , ·Ian was IO use a helicopter to take men and equipment
onto or near the summit of these mountains.
We assembled men and kit at a Company base which was
close to the first of our mountains and attempted, using Scout
helicopters, to get to the summit. To get us to the top complete
with kit was to have taken eight Scout lifts.
The Squadron Commander in many recces had found what
he claimed to be a reasonable looking LZ about 250 yards
below che summit but we soon found that at 8,ooo ft. a reason-

able looking landing spot was deceptive. Numerous attempts
were made each nearly ending in disaster because of the turbulence which swept across the mountain .ridge. After attempting
for three days it was decided to land a party at a cut LZ further
down the ridge, walk to the summit and cut a proper LZ which
would allow a helicopter to bring in the communication kit
required to carry out the tests.

Not as simple as it looked
This seemed very simple and the distance involved a mere
three to four miles. But the te.rrain from the air and the map
proved very deceptive. The approaches to the summit both
along and off the ridge were covered with a particularly thick
jungle growth. Although at this stage of my career I had already
done a Jungle Warfare Course these few days taught me that
there is more to the jungle than one can learn on a course. After
a number of days' very hard work, during which time every step
we took had to be cut by hand, the attempt had to be
abandoned and we were forced ·to return to the LZ and be lifted
out. The factors that beat us were simply men and time. Given a
Company of men and a number of weeks we could have done it
but we could afford neither.
It was decided to try again when we would have a bigger
and more powerful helicopter which would be able to combat
the turbulence experienced at these attitudes and land us right
on top.
In th~ short interval between this attempt and the attempt
on the other possible mountain the bigger helicopter did arrive
in the shape of a Royal Navy Air Commando Squadron and its
Wessex machines.
These proved to be exactly what was required. They lifted
eight men and 2,000 lb. of kit to the very summit of another
8,ooo footer in three loads and inside three hours; after many
weeks of trying, we actually started testing VHF communications.
In order to overcome the problem of the enormous distances
involved between the Company bases, the Battalion H.Q.s and
the Brigade H.Q.--c:listances of up to 120 miles from the
mountain cops-we had special Yagi antennas made and cut
to the necessary frequencies in our own workshops within the
Squadron. These were distributed to the various locations and
proved very efficient. Ground to ground ranges of 70 miles
were worked using the C42.
On the physical and material side we also learned and gained
experience of the art of living on top of these mountains. There
are a number of basic problems which you face if you are to
live and work on an 8,ooo ft. mountain in Borneo. They are
rain, wind, cold and cloud.
These tests were satisfactory and although we learned much,
this particular hill did not give us the complete coverage we
were seeking, as large areas of the Brigade area were screened
from our signals.
N'o let up
Immediately after these tests an event took place which
brought some encouragement and not a litttle hope to the writer.
The man who had been inflicting these experiences on me and
my Troop completed his tour in Borneo and handed over
Commana of the Squadron to a newcomer. There was room for
hope because I had thought all along that my old Squadron
Commander, an intrepid Scotsman well known to many, was
simply fulfilling the desire of his heart to return to his beloved
highlands.
It might be mentioned at this stage that the present writer
had no such dreams and was quite happy to remain on the lower
ground where are found the peat and bogs which reminded
him of his native land.
However, it was not to be. The newcomer if anything was
even more keen on high places than the old. In fact he was a

" mountain climber " used to thinking in terms of 20,000 ft.
and he was determined to see that a mere 8,ooo ft. did not stand
in our way. He quickly pronounced that the obvious place was
the mountain we had tried in the first place without success,
and now that the bigger and more powerful helicopter had
arrived there was no time to hang around and the sooner I
and my soldiers got moving again the better.
So back we wen t to the old familiar ground. We had to use
the same base as for the previous attempt and when we arrived
back with our associated kit there were many knowing smiles
from the permanent residents. Remembering how the last
attempt finished this was understandable, but we now had the
Wessex-the answer to a mountain man's problems.

Trials and tribulations
However, this mountain business is not so simple. These
peaks can only be reached on certain days and at certain ti.mes
depending on the weather. The helicopters do not work on
fixed schedules either and as we could not see our mountain
from the base, things became a little difficult. When the weather
was good we had no helicopter and when the helicopter was
available the mountain was in cloud, and so it went on.
After four days we were still at our base and naturally people
started to ask questions--" What are you trying to do?" "' How
long will you be staying for?" "Will we take you on strength?"
" If it takes as long to get you up-how long will it take to get
you down?" Now these were very pertinent questions and I
must confess I would have very much liked to have known the
answers to some of them.
The Gurkhas had taken up residence on the side of the air
strip and were a constant source of interest and amazement to
the British soldiers based there as they packed their kit each
day and unpacked it each night. Needless to say the writer,
who lived in the Officers' Mess, was the object of not a little
interest, and even fun as he also packed and unpacked. ·
However, the soldiers and myself knew that it was only a
matter of time and given a reasonable start we would show these
people what -we could do.
Eventually the great day arrived-a helicopter was available,
the hill was pronounced clear from cloud and the weather was
good.
Because of the wind, turbulence and lack of any sort of LZ
the load was limited to 1,000 lb. and it was planned to lift the
party in four loads to the site below the summit which previous
recces had revealed. This site looked a 5-minute walk fu:om the
summit and therefore the operation should have been simple.
~larooned in

the clouds
The first load consisting of myself and a radio operator got
airborne. A number of attempts were made to hover over the
pre-selected site but the turbulence w~s too great t;ven for. the
Wessex and after coming close to dJ.Saster the pilot decided
that another spot was required. After some flying around he
found a spot where he could hover and we were winched out
with our kit. Within minutes we had our first setback-as the
helicopter went back to collect the second load the weather
suddenly changed, the cloud came down and no other loads
could come near the mountain.
Four days passed before the hill ~as clear aga~. ~d during
this time we saw the weather at its worst. V1S1bility never
lifted beyond thirty yards, it rained a lot and worst of all there
was a stiff cold wind at night. We made ourselves as comfortable
as we could under our ground sheets and settled down to wait.
At the end of the fourth day my operator remarked that
perhaps it was always like this up he~e. This w~s not a reassuring comment but he made up for it by the skilled way be
looked after our comfort and food even in the exposed place on
which we were perched.
On the fifth day the weather lifted and we were able to call
the helicopter. I had done a limite? recce and de~ided that
our present site was not suitable. I mstructed th~ pilot to put
the three remaining loads on the pre-selected site. below the
summit and then .recover us and put us down beside them.
With expert flying skill he did just this and we were left to
get on with the job. We quickly appreciated chat there were
still more difficulcies.
We were in a valley with two sharp ridges running along
both sides and the imaginary 5-minute. walk t? the. top of t~e
hill which had been revealed by the helicopter JUSt did not exist
on the ground. The highest point was not at a~l clear from
the ground and the two ridges looked of equal height, als<? the
sides of the valley and the approaches to the top of the ndges

were covered in the particularly thick type of jungle growth
we had experienced six weeks before. We had with us also
2,000 lb. of radio kit which would have taken a Company of
men a week or more to move to the summit, when we eventually
found it.
The answers to these problems were quite simple. Use our
present site as a base camp, find a suitable site near the highest
point on top of one of the ridges, cut an LZ or at least room
for a helicopter to hover on it, and have the kit shuttled up by
Wessex.
We spent three days cutting and chopping our way up, down
and along the ridges around the valley before finding the site
that met our needs. We then completed cutting it down using
only our kukris.
Tr uble again
We returned to our camp in the valley each evening and set
off again each morning on what was a killing hour's walk to our
selected site. After three days we bad cleared enough jungle
on the top to enable the Wessex to collect our radio kit from
the base camp and bring it to the top. After a further two days
of cutting we attempted to do the same thing with our living
kit but this nearly ended in disaster when the Wessex had an
accident coming into the hover over our site, damaging the tail
rotor. With expert skill, the pilot managed to take the damaged
craft to a cut LZ about six miles away.
So again we were in trouble on the very top of the moun~
with only our essential kit and our meagre comforts and luxuries
miles away. Once again the Naval Air Commando Squadron
came to our rescue. Two more Wessex recovered our kit from
the crippled helicopter and with darkness closing in they came
through the cloud and rain to drop the men and essential parts
of our living kit.

Success nt Inst
After this the pressure eased. We could live on the site that
we had cut out of nothing. No more morning and evening walks
up and down that wretched mountai?side and we. could get on
with the true aim. We set up our radio sets, battenes, generators
and elevated and Yagi antennae and commenced our tests.
After five days we completed a comprehensive series of tests
and they proved more successful than we had hoped.
We had VHF communication to almost every part of our
brigade area, _and work~ ranges of up to 130 .miles. Communication to Aimy Aircraft was also established and an
air safety operational net came almost immediately into l?e~g.
The basic pioneering work had been done and the onginal
party was replaced. The decisions as to ~evelop~en~ now
rested in the liigher echelons of power, with availability of
money works services, staff requirements, and not least, the
civil e~gineering problems involved in setting up a permanent
site in such a remote place.
.
These are now being overcome and development contmues,
but the first' part of the story has closed. The search for
a mountain baa ended in success.
It had been made possible by our Gurkha soldiers. They
bad been a revelation to me, and I was a very fortunate young
man to have shared my experiences with them.
No matter bow difficult or extreme the conditions, or how
frustrating at times it became,. they never flinched nor fal~e<L
Their capacity for hard physical labour, even when obviously
tired was remarkable, and their technical skill at all times
matched their physical toughness and endurance. Through
my hill-top experiences, I got to ~ow the ~d and temperament of my soldiers and they IDlne. There 1s only one last
comment I would make: there can be few better ways ol
making friends.

=======THE BLUE BOOK

=====

Promulgation of Other Rank Promotions in " The Wire "
It is anticipated that the 1966 edition of the Blue Book
will reach units by mid-June, 1966.
No further details of promotion for promulgation in T";B
WIRE will therefore be submitted until early June, 1966. Thi:s
list will cover promotions authorised in the period of April
and May, for publication in the July issue of THE WTRE.
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Royal Signals
Radio Expedition
to

Kamaran Island
ANY QUESTIONS ?
Left to Right : Sergeant Vasper, Sergeant Cox, Corporal Ford
The Corps radio amateurs are
at it again! Some months ago we
wrote oI an expedition to Lundy
Island, carried out by the enthusiasts of the 14th Regiment.
Still in search of islands, the enterprising ' hams ' of Aden descend
on remote Kamaran Island and
make amateur radio history. Hats
off to Corporal Ron Ford (the
moustache man) and Sergeant
Ray Vasper for this splendid
enterprise.

For the techn!cally-minded, the equipment used was two
KWZOOO transceivers, an AR88 receiver, a RAl receiver and
Mosely tri-band beam antenna for 10, 15 and 20 m. bands.
D ipoles were used for the 20, 40, and 80 m. bands. The
station callsign was VS9KRV.

THE ADEN ENTHUSIASTS
Left to right: Sergeant Vasper, Corporal Clerk, Signalman Quinn , Sergeant Williams, Signalman
Manifold, Corporal Ford, Sergeant Cox, Corporal Wood

.4n unusual opportunity

In rhe month of March th.is year, members of rhe Royal
Corps of Signals were busy making amateur radio history. In
a ten-day expedition to Karnaran Island, radio contacts were
made with over 3,000 am3reurs from all over the world.
Kamaran is a small island 280 miles north of Aden in the
Red Sea. It is rated as a counrrv in rhe ·amateur radio world,
but will become part of Aden State on independence. Thus
an expedition here, as well as being very rare, would probably
be the last; it would give all ' hams ' all over the world the
chance of logging something quite special.

How it all started
The idea of the expedition was dreamed up by Corporal Ron
Ford of the Royal Signals Troop attached to the 4rh/7th Royal
Dragoon Guards. He contacted Sergeant Ray Vasper of 2ro
Signal Squadron, and these two keen amateurs set the wheels
in morion. After much thought, it was decided ro make the
expedition as large as possible, within reason, in order ro give
as many soldiers as possible the opportunity to take part in what
was obviously going to be something unique. The expedition
was given the name Exercise " Long Path," and had three
objects. These were to work a 24-hour per day amateur radio
long range expedition (known as DXpedition), a radio link back
to 210 Squadron and a radio exercise Lo units of 24 Infantry
Brigade and Aden Brigade wishing to practice working over
this distance.
The party totalled eight altogether. There were three
licensed amateur operators on the expedition, Sergeant Ron
Cox being the third; a radio technician, Sergeant Jeff Williams,
was taken; Corporal Nobby Clark was in charge of the rear
links crew and Corporal "Chippy" Wood did the administration.

Yemen. The next few hours were spent unpacking, erecting
aerials and setting up - the radio stations.
This was heavy
work so, after a quick plunge into the Red Sea, Sergeant
Vasper put out the first call on the amateur bands.
The
first contact of many made was to a " ham " in Ethiopia.
A

A
.4.rrival
After everybody had spent a week with crossed fingers, the
party eventually landed on Kamaran Island after being carried
there by a Beverley aircraft from R.A.F., Khormaksar.
On arrival at Kamaran, the parry was met by the Assistant
Commissioner and presented with a three-ton Commer vehicle
of 1936 vintage. This carried the parry and its equipment to
the resthouse, which was to become the "Ham Shack." The
building was ideally situated on a headland overlooking the
village of Kamaran and only r5 minutes by dhow to the

surfeit of gazelle

Whilst the amateur work went on and the scheduled calls
were made to Little Aden and Aden, time was found to explore
the island. Many tales of treasure evolved, mainly about old
Jeeps and other long-forgotten relics of the Second World
War. Sergeant Williams discovered that gazelle abounded on
the island and, with S.M.G.s at the ready, a modem Arabian
hunting parry was mounted. In place of an oil-rich sheik's
Cadillac, the Assistant Commissioner loaned his Land Rover.
Four hours later they returned triumphantly carrying a rather
scruffy-looking beast which they claimed was a gazelle. To
prove it, Corporal Wood, the culinary expert, must cook it for
Unfortunately, some fool complimented him on his
tea.
cooking, and in the ensuing days came the sound of sporadic
gunfire, following by yet another gazelle for tea.
A shooting match was arranged with the local police detachment, which the expedition won. The police were using the
Lee Enfield .303 and were very pleased to " have a go" with
the expedition's Sterling S.M.G.s.
Sergeant Williams did great work in resuscitating and installing an old radio for the Commissioner and repairing many
of the islanders' sets.
All too soon the expedition came LO a close. Work went on
until the very last moment when the aerials were dropped.
Unfortunately, the beam aerial did just rhat, for about twenty
feet. It ended up looking like an abstract artists' nightmare.

renuirkable record
The amateur radio achievements were:
A total of 3,337 stations worked.
All continents were contacted.
112 countries were contacted.
Most British Commo~wealth countries were contacted.
Each state of the United States of America was contacted.
Thirty-six, out of a possible forty, ~orld-wide radio zones
were worked.

llappfl concliision
In conclusion, the parry happily reported that all t_he objects
of the exercise were achieved. The . i;nembers gamed ~ost
worthwhile experience from rhe e~ped1uon, at the . same ume
helping to make amateur radio history. The Editor of the
" Short Wave Magazine" reflected the views of all the members when he said over air one night: "I have never heard a
DXpedition going so well."

The Kowloon Riots as seen through
a Signalmans eyes
f~r

E are grateful to Signalman Smith of 253 Squadron
the following description of what
on, from his
W
point of view, during the recent Kowloon nots m Hong Kong.
~ent.

*

*

*

It was such a satisfying dream, that when I wa~ a"".akened
by Sapper Appleyard, no less, and told that th_e Bngad1er had
ordered all men to stand by for an I.S. operanon, I was none
too partial to the Royal Engineers. I _pulled on my ~-~· gear,
which, incidentally, must always be . m p_erfect condition for
emergencies, amid the blares of police strens, the sound of
bottles breaking, and crowds shoutmg.
Gas
As I hurried across the square, my friend, Signalman White
and I lit a cigarette. It tasted awfu~, and our _eyes were streaming with tears. I asked Eddy White to remmd me to see the
NAAFI manager.
It was lucky that we then encou?tered
Lan:e-Corporal Cheetham, who told us t~ draw resprrators
from the store quickly.
It wasn'.t ~he c1gar~ttes that were
making us ill, it was tear gas. W1thm ~ve mmutes we we:e
fully organised as a Squadron, and credit must go to :1--anc-Corporal Cheetham, who was duty N.<_::.O., for ~c~mg . so
decisively and dealing with problems until the adrrumstrauve
"
,,
staff arrived from their homes.
Upon arrival of the O.C., our humb~; IJ<lrade Square w~s
reminiscent of a scene from Dr. Who with an arm)'. of Daleks
wearing respirators, belts, pouches, steel helmets (un _hats to
old soldiers), water bottles, weapons and bandohers of
ammunition.
Posted
We all knew our jobs so that little need~d to be sai<l: on parade
and we all took up our post . Great credit ~ust be given to our
Chinese soldiers who came in to camp despite the relu~tance to
leave their families and this proved what has been said many
times before that ~e couldn't do without them. I know that
my respect ~f the Hong Kong O.R. certainly rose as a re ult
of the riots.

Signalman Farmer opens the Haiphong Gate while Signalman White
watches the rioting crowd. Two of the original "Haiphong Babes"
Perimeter Guard
I acted as Squadron runner, radio nets were opened by
Lance-Corporal Cheetham and Signalman Williams which
operated from Land Rovers. A guard was placed upon Haiphong
Gate, our main gate, and a perimeter guard was posted as well.
Grandst.aud view
I remained as runner until 3 a.m. then I reported to Haiphong
Gate. Here a parry of delinquents were having fun heaving
bot:les from the fifteenth floor of an adjacent building and
apartment house. Police vans load-d wirh armed police roamed
th~ streets and a crowd could be heard but not seen down
Nathan Road towards the Star Ferry.
The gate was guarded by various people during the five-day
op~ration but Corporal Franklin (Lin,eman) and a number of
other B.0.R.s stayed for most of this period. They were duly
christened " Corporal Franklin and his Haiphong Babes." One
incident which must be mentioned was when Signalman Wong
K au and Signalman Hoare, on detail in rhe ' danger zone ."
escorting married personnel into camp, had to do a Brodnc
Crawford and era h through a wooden barrier erected by the
rioters. I am told that the streets were littered with debris,
and the guard had a grandstand view of the riots.
On the second day we stood down for the p~riod that the
curfew was not in force, and played hockey which exhausted
us making sleep come that much easier. By the fi~th day we
were well into the routine, the procedure had been ironed _out,
and it was with glad hearts and weary bones that we received
the final order to stand down. I think everyone must have
slept for a week but we had the sati faction of many
congratulations, and a job well done.
The irony of the whole incident is that the. suppo ed reason
for the riots an increase of five cents (j<I.) m the ferry fare,
was drowned and forgotten almost immediately. The fares
are still to be increased from 2nd May!

Posted to 7th Regiment?
7th Regiment publishes an excellent handbook of
information for all new arrivals. If you are under posting
orders to this Regiment and have not received one,
write at once to the unit, giving your name and addres
for your free copy.
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The Wire visits 247 Gurkha Signal Squadron
A faraway place ? Yes - the jungles of Borneo.
An unusual job?
Yes-a challenging and exciting role on live operations.
Come with us and tour the " parish " of 247 (Gurkha) Squadron, as large as the whole of Scotland. Learn about the unusual
and interesting things that go on in the everyday life of a Squadron in a faraway place doing an unusual job.
-X THEN one's turn come to write notes for THE WIRE,
l there is the inevitable head-scratching, wondering what
an be said to capture the interest of the reader. We all have
the same monthly routine of inspections visits, sports fix:tures,
etc.,
and to relate the monthly diary is of little value. In an
'
effort to be different, this month we have decided to take our
rea<lers on a tour of the Squadron's " parish." To those who
have never served in the Far East, we hope to show some of
the problems of this part of the world; to those who have
already served here, it may show how things have changed.
In March, our Commander, Gurkha Signals, LieutenantColonel W. P. W. Robertson, toured the Squadron area, and if
we follow his route it will embrace all locations of importance.
Due to our active service role, place names have had to be
omitted from this report, except for our H.Q. location.
1

The loeal set-up
Brunei is situated between Sabah in the North and Sarawak
in the South, and is the scene. of the revolt in 1962. Brunei
Town now houses the H.Q. of SISt Gurkha Infantry Brigade,
for whom we provide communications.
The Brigade is fortunate in being sited adjacent to the airport, which is invaluable in a country where air is the main
means of transportation. The Squadron is comfortably housed,
possessing two complete blocks, one for the Headquarters and
one for M.T., Armoury, Workshops and Stores. Apart from
this, we have the comcen which occupies one end of the main
G Staff block and consists of cipher office, message acceptance,
radio, teleprinter and equipment rooms, SDO office and exchange. From the comcen we operate a VHF command net,
HF guard net and HF administrative net to the forward locations, and a classified teleprinter link to Labuan. Remote handsets are, of course, provided to the operations room and Forward Air Transport Operations Centre. This is much the
same arrangement one could expect to find in all the Brigade
headquarters in Borneo. A visit to our exchange shows the age
we are living in. The exchange is a Siemens Automatic roo
line, installed by the State of Brunei.

to the lore
The operators' console is perhaps one of the neatest in
existance, being approximately 3 ft. x 18 in. x ro in. in size,
and simple to use. Onto this exchange we have four civil lines
on the Brunei exchange and two radio relay circuits to Labuan
military exchange. Although the radio relay multi channel
equipment is housed in the Comcen equipment room, the actual
C 41 station is housed approximately half a mile away at the
highest point in the camp. We are fortJ.!nate in having a 125 ft.
tower on this site and a small air-conditioned hut for the sets
It is perhaps worth mentioning that this radio relay link t~
Labuan has been greatly improved by the use of four element
yagis. Generally this thirty-six mile link works well but, of
course, we have to grin and bear it when the tropical electrical
storms, common in these parts, throw the circuit out. From
the radio relay hut we also operate a VHF air safety net. This
net is ~pen ~uring firing hours and is the means by which
Army pilots m the Bngade area report their movements. Th,e
actual report plotting is ,done by signallers of the Army Air
Corps flight and the set is remoted into the air operations room.
Both the Brigade Command Net and the Air Safety Net are
rebroadcast nets but more of this later.
In many ways our camp is no different from most but of
course we have a slight variation in that we have to cater for
the needs of both Gurkha and British soldiers. There are
duplicate Messes and dining rooms and the Squadron runs a
canteen for ¢e ~enefit of all Gurkha junior ranks.
Sports facilities are not as good as they might be: football,
hockey and rugger grounds are few and poor, and if it were

Radio

not for the Gurkhas love of volley and basketball we would
have problems. However, volleyball and basketball pitches have
been built on all spare patches of ground and are full with eager
sportsmen at all convenient moments.

Travel a problvm
Two complete days are needed to tour the Brigade area. This
is as large as Scotland and except for the coast road, travel is
either by tI"iver or by air. River travel is obviously too slow as
a means of communication to the forward areas and therefore
one has to .r ely on short range transport aircraft. A Brigade
Signal Squadron needs its own aircraft as movement is difficult
when one has to rely on 'bus stop• aircraft, for they not only
cause long delays, but also make it necessary to send heavy
equipment in many small packets often spread over long
periods. If we could call on the services of one aircraft for a
period of one day, our problems would be greatly simplified.
Let us first visit our southern Battalion. If the clouds are
high you may get a glimpse of our m ain rebroadcast site as you
fly into the tactical headquarters. A short stay here to look at
the Battalion forward and rear VHF radios, and a discussion of
problems with the Regimental Signal Officer, and then off again
on a visit to our mountain top Rebroadcast Station (height
7,941 ft.).
High up the mountains
To get to the top of our rebroadcast mountain always needs
a certain amount of luck. It is only a short flying distance
away but due to its height one has to wait for a period when
the summit is clear of cloud. Often one has visions of t he old
Battle of Britain days when the mad scramble comes to climb
into the huge Wessex helicopter and reach the t op before the
cloud returns. Often the landing time can be critical as the
summit may only be clear for a period of a quarter of an hour.
We have been served by a Royal Navy Squadron ever since
we have taken up residence on our mountain top and we have
become most impressed with rlieir flying and feel honoured to
know such a great bunch of characters. The LZ is just large
enough for the Wessex. Getting in bas to be done cautiously
with the loader leaning out of the door of the helicopter peering
underneath so as 'CO guide the pilot in. Once down, the pilot is
always keen to get off again before the dreaded cloud has time
to return and, as no single flight to the top is wasted, there are
always stores to be unloaded and technically unserviceable
equipment to be loaded.
Moon jungle
As the roar of the departing helicopter subsides one is struck
by the peace and quiet of rliis vast mountain's summit. Being
so high the air is cool and in a short space of time one notices
the absence of birds and insects. It is only the few, the hardier
of nature's birds and animals, who can live at this altitude.
The jungle here is very different .from that encountered at lower
levels. The trees are gnarled and stunted and they carry a
peculiar moss on their withered trunks. The jungle is the type
named ' moon jungle ' and one certainly has the feeling of being
in another world. The soil is of a very peaty nature and is
always damp. If it is not raining there is usually a mist covering
this mountain top; sunny periods are limited and the soil never
has the opportunity to dry out completely. When the clouds
do clear the view is superb.
Twin peaks
The mountain top is in fact a twin peak and both peaks are
inhabited now. Both bear small huts and our communications
set-up is split be ween the two. Much effort went into the
construction of both the LZ and the huts. The LZ was constructed by the Gurkha Engineers after much blasting of the

mountain side to find suitable sandstone. All the stores for the
huts were carried to the top by the work-horse Wessex and it
took a complete month for the construction of both LZ and
huts. The huts are separated as -t he crow flies by nO' more than
150 yards but moving between them is a long t iring slog. The
jungle is very thick and the ground undulates severely. In
places one has to walk over matted jungle some ten feet above
the jungle bed. It is very easy to see how much effort our small
trials detachment made to even reach the summit, let alone
make a reasonable clearing. The two huts have been named
the ' Savoy' and ' Hilton.' The Savoy houses the Brigade Air
Safety Net and the Hilltop Hilton, a much bigger hut approximately 20 ft. x 12 ft., houses both the Brigade Command Net
and the Battalion Command net rebroadcast stations. The
spre ad of antennae is limited due to the terrain and careful
selection of frequencies was necessary to elminate interference.
Cleverly placed in all available level areas are the huts to
accommodate generators and reserves of rations and POL. Due
to the weather at the summit it is wise to have a complete
month's reserve supply of ra tions and fuel available at the top.
The accommodation is more practical than luxurious.
We change over detachments every two weeks if possible
and in this way no one gets particularly fed up with conditions
at the top. It is in fact a change of air to get to the summit
and the coolness is generally appreciated even if the cold nights
are not!
With luck one's helicopter will return before the afternoon
has receded into evening and with a cheery wave to the ' residents' one gladly flies away to the warmer valley of tactical
headquarters. Providing a medical evacuation or some other
urgent task has not taken ?ne's aircraft away o~e th~n takes _the
hour's Bight back .to Brunei. One never moves ID this area Wlthout a small emergency overnight pack!
U ' e move on
Up at .t he crack of dawn the next day in order to get the most
out of our flying hours we begin our tour of the northern
Battalion area by a 'Visit to our only detachment apart from the
rebroadcast sites. This detachment, in the interior residency of
Sabah, serves the police force in the area, on the Brigade HF
net.
This detachment occupies a large hut in the rear of the police
station and it is so comfortable here, with not a great deal of
work to be done, that it is considered by the Squadron as a
rest home. Being remote from any Army ~t the detachment
has cash in lieu of rations: and fends for itself. Apart from
doing their normal duty on the radio, this detachment acts as
the Army's representative in this outpost a~d ~ollects a~d
delivers persons and freight to and from the am~_1p, on~ mile
away. They are not visited very frequently by rmhtary aircraft
so when they do come it is something of a red letter day!
Recently we have conducted VHF trials from this location ~nd
although we were slightly dubious we achieved success, working
120 miles to our main rebroadcast site. Alas, one day we may
give up our 'rest home • to a police liai~n officer. as i:S . the
practise in Sarawak, where we have tramed police luuson
officers to operate our VHF sets.
.
Moving from this location to .th~ tacucal headquarters of the
northern Battalion takes approximately 45 mmutes.
The
country is rugged below and one often ponders over ~e
academic point of whether it might be better _to crash-land ID
a fixed wing or helicopter! The northern tactical headquarters
lies in a deep valley which explains why we have to have a
second rebroadcast site in order to get our VHF command net
into this location. We count ourselves lucky in that we ~ound a
suitable site only five minutes' flying time away from this headquarters. It has simplified our pr?blems to have the two rebroadcast sites so close to the .cacucal headquarters they serve.

Space at a 11remi11ni
This site has in the past posed problems fr?m ~he communications angle in that there are too many radios ID such a small
area. In E:U:opean terrain one can usually find enough fields t.o
allow a spread of antennae; in this ~ountry every open. space is
hacked from jungle with hard, bmer effort. . In this he~d
quarters area the only flat ground in the valley 1s takt:n up with
the airstrip, and the hillsides, which are covered with !ui;gle,
have been cleared only enough to house the necessary buildings
without making the defence perimeter .too large. Apart from f:be
Battalion's nets there is an R.A.F. air safety net and a Pof1ce
Field Force net, not forgetting of course our own HF rear link.

The introduction of VHF has in this case not only provided
better communication throughout the day and night but also
relieved a frequency problem. The R.S.O. shows us his own
communications arrange1nents which of course include the
trusty ten-line exchange. Line is still very much in the picture
in our communications, especially in such a location where it
saves much running time from valley bottom to hillside headquarters.
A short ride in the Whirlwind helicopter takes us to the
second rebroadcast site. This site is only at 4.400 ft. and is very
different from the first one we visited. Here the jungle is the
same as in the valley, tall trees, dense undergrowth, warmth,
insects, birds, butterflies and even flowers. Again we land on a
sandstone pad but this one is much larger than on the other
mountain top and the helicopter has no difficulty.
This mountain top has only one hut. It is more luxurious
than its counterparts in the southern ~attalion and is situate~
below the LZ resting snugly on the side of the slope. In this
location are rebroadcast stations for the VHF Brigade Command
net and the Batttalion Command net. On a clear day it is
possible to see our other rebroadcast site 90 miles away and,
incidentally, IndQnesia.

Tough going
After inspecting the installations perh~ps a w~lk into the
jungle at this point would be worthwhile. MovIDg through
the matted 1J.Ddergrowth gives one some _idea of what patrols
have to endure and one thinks sympathetically of any operat~r
asked to walk in these conditions with the A13 strapped to his
back. Try climbing over a fallen ~ee once every minute for
a short space of time and you begm to get an idea of what
conditions are like.
By the time one returns to the tactical headquapers there is
perhaps just enough time to get back to Brunei, one and a
quarter hour's flight away, before it gets too dark.
Having set foot on terra fuma in Brunei once more, you can
feel you have seen some_ of the conditions ?ere and ~an
appreciate the vast area of Jungle~o-.:ered mountams over which
communications have to be mamtamed. Of course there are
many other locations to see but time does not permit. Before
·departing from the su~jeot _of our .tour perhaps we ou~t . to
mention that each locauon will have !ls own brand of ~osp1ta~1ty.
As with any Army detachment at . each of our . stoppIDg poIDts
we would have been welcomed with that magic beverage, tea,
and it would be very strange indeed ever to complete such a
tour without at one stage or another being pressed to ta~e
' bhat .' The Gurkha soldier ranks amongst the best for bis
warm hospitality.
Technicians fiat oat
Although this brief glimpse of our ~rish m~y g~ve ~me
proof of how exciting it is to be on acuve service s1gnallmg,
this is of course only part of the story. _Improve~ents and
innovations are being introduced and experiments bem~ mad_e
to make good communications better. In a counrry ~e this
where telephone circuits to the hinterland are ~economic, lh;e
isolated longhouses, lumber. camps and plantauons have their
own radio links <o the outside world.
It is always of value to know who is opera~.g fro~ _w here,
with what power and on what fre9uency. L1a1son v1s1ts ~ot
only provide added interest to the h~~ her.e bu_t al~ ~;ove !llvaluable. We believe in the proverb a sutch ID ume, havIDg
found it better to send our t~cians out and about ~ather
than wait for all minor faulty eqmpmei;it ~o ~ome ?ack via the
slow air pipeline. Detachments apart it 1s impossible to ~ver
find the complete Squadro~ in ~ny one place at. any one time.
Between us it would be fri~tenIDg to calculate JUSt how many
flying hours we accumulate ID a year ! .
.
.
With one of our sister Squadrons holding the fort in Kuc~mg,
we in Gurkha Signals are rather hoggin_g the valuable exper~ence
to be gained here in. Borneo-someumes we have P8!1o.
conscience when we thmk of what so many others are. ffi:lSSID~ ·
Perhaps it is worth explaining that we are very hrmted m
British ranks, three officers, a Foreman of Signals, S.Q.~ ..s.,
Cipher Sergeant, three Cipher Corporals ai:id one !me techmc1an
being our total commitment, apart that is from our attached
stores element R.A.0.C. Sergeant and Pay ~ergeant. Work is
fairly hard for such small numbers and this w~s accentuated
just a few weeks ago when Corporal R. M. Findlay, one of
our cipher operators, playing at monkeys, fell from a tree and
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brok both wri ts. It i not on record what our other two
operator- aid at the time when they went on 24-hour shifts,
but omehow it could not have been too bad a our Radio
Brunei Forces programme star, Corporal B. Stephens, still
managed to find time to carry on his r arding work a a disc
jo key, re ording technician and announcer!
I t eem every magazine in publications wants a report from
u and we have consequently had to share our our appearances
-someone once said rhar moderation in everything did no
harm! We will therefore nor be reporting again for two months
-our sister Squadron can have their turn-and we hope
that in two months we can think of something off the beaten
track to write about.
(Thank you 247. A very interesting tour round your parish.
\Ve look forward to hearing from you aga"n in due course.
- E:litor.)
.JOl~T

CO~DIU~ICATIONS

LIFE IN THE F.R.A. SQUADRON, BFPO 69

UNIT. IJOllNEO

Taetical Commuuicatious Sub-Troop A.B. writes:

T actical Communications Troop a Sub-Troop of Radio
Troop, has recently been formed. Although small in number,
we cope, under varying pressure and provide a wide diversity
of communications. Amongst these are the manning of the
control station on the Force Em ~rg !ncy Command net, and the
air support communications nets. Also we provide the back-up
CW links to main line circuits.
The Troop is also responsible for the mobile communication elements of DOBOP ta:rical headqu arters. Photograph
shows members of the Troop loading a Beverley prior to depar~ure of Captain Boyle, Corporal Downie, Lance-Corporal
Wnght, Lance-Corporal Hadden and Signalman Watkinson on
a hectic, yet thoroughly enjoyable practice deployment. Old
hands from 3 D ivision and H.Q. Signal Regiment have found
their previous experience useful
The Troop has had several " shake-down " exercises on the
island itself. In the initial stages one telegraph op~rator managed to park his Land Rover in the grass-covered ditch he
steps over a dozen times a day. For earning us the motto
" Keep off the grass," and bringing the attention of the rest
of the unit to our small Troop, he has recencly been promoted to
Lance-Corporal.
Sah.·e - Salvete
In a one-year's tour station, arrivals and departures are everyday events, and have been even more so over the past few
weeks.
We have said farewell to
Staff Sergeants (Y. of S.)
Waumsley and (F. of S.) Kelly.
They will both be greacly
missed, not only for their professional abilities, but also for
helping, in their own way, to
make life here more exciting
(we've been thrown out of
better places than this, but not
so often).
Many others have done
sterling work here and we are
sorry to see them go ... before
us! SergeaD.! Paddy Heavey, of
the "nut-brown " hair, has
gone to Catterick on an A.I.
Telegraph Operator upgrading
Fluhing smiles from Captain Boyle
course. S-ergeant Leslie has
an_d F. ol S. Kelly-the latter greatly
joined Sergeant Colin Forth in
miued on pomni .
the bar at 18th Regiment.
Others to leave are Corporals Hawthorn, Cuthbert, Laird, and
our two irrepressible Cable Jointers, Signalmen Green and
Palmer. We wish them all the best in their new postings.
.\dmiuistrative Aren
With the building of our new administrative area going on
apace, the competition between our two "Char Wal!~s" for
It is difficult to comthe " Makanan " contract is fierce.
municate with them at the best of times, and this is now made
almost impossible by angry flourishes and the frantic production of vast quantiti.!s of Christmas cards and letters from
pa t members of the unit.
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(Left) Telegraph Operators, Grade I Course. (Right) Staff-Sergeant Will iams (Acting Yeoman) receives instructions from O.C. I Staff Squadron
Rais (Captain) Abdulla Haidra
Caro11sel Cl11b
The club has recencly started a unit magazine, at present
published on a monthly basis. It is edited, subscribed to,
and printed by volunteers drawn from all sections of the unit.
Contributions include severe criticism of the football team
when ever it is merited-which seems to be always--<:rossword
puzzles, comments on past events, and forecasts of future
happenings. It has already achieved a commendable standai:d.
(If you have a spare copy, we would like co see one.-Editor).

Life Assurance
Polic:ies Covering War Risks
for:
Children.
Convertible Whole Life.
Death Duties.
Education Endowment.
House Purchase. Retirement. -~~~~~j
Unit Trust and Share Purchase
by Endowment

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING
Officers' Kit. Household Effects.
Hospital Schemes (33! % Group discount - Officers
and retired Officers).
Personal Accidents. Personal Liability.
Motor Competitive rates for New and Old Cars.
Home and Foreign Policies.
Bloodstock, Camera, Caravan, Golf, Gun, Holidays,
Hunter, Transit, Television, etc.

B. E. THOMPSON & CO. LTD.
INSURANCE BROKERS

11, KING STREET, RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE
Telephone No. 2308.
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Once again the curtain is drawn aside to reveal the goings
on in the F.R.A. Squadron (Federal Regular Army-S. Arabia
to you). Our anonymous correspondent has, over the months,
brought to vivid life the characters in this interesting Squadron
-so much so that your Editor awaits this monthly contribution
as one of his few moments of lighter relaxation. He hopes that
" Wire" readers will equally savour the pleasant humour that
flows like an unexpected oil strike out of the desert sands
implicit in B.F.P.O. 69.
Alas, rumour has it that our correspondent may be posted
soon.-We hope not. Anyway, your Editor does not intend to
let him off the hook if he can help it-wherever you may go,
Lance-Corporal 0 .
!

*

*

*

Sergeant ~fcKuight's big moment
Aesop said in one of his more profound moments that he who
laughs last laughs longest. The verity of this statement is
indisputable, much to the chagrin of the writer, for Sergeant
Bob McKnight at long last has come up with a win on his
infallible pools system, and is he laughing longest! One of
the advantages of serving in the Middle East is that working
hours are from seven in the morning until one in the afternoon.
At first sight 07.00 hours is an unchristian and wholly indecent
time to begin daily business, but a closer examination will
reveal that this is an excellent arrangement since each working
day is half over before personnel are aware that it has begun.
You may well shed a tear for the writer, therefore, when you
hear that recently he was dragged in no uncertain manner from
his chair at two minutes past seven to have a document from
Messrs. Littlewood (a farthing for a fortune) Football Pools
Limited thrust in front of his protesting retinas. The possessor
of both the priceless document and grimy paws was Bob
McKnight, and such was his state of excitement-he was
literally aquiver-neither party coufd make head nor tail of the
contents. It n eeded no telepathist, however, to determine the
cause of ,this attack since Bob, in the best traditions of all babes
and sucklings, was babbling joyfully, "We've come up! What'd
I say? Yippee! ! We've been gone and done it, we've come up!"
In short, each member of the syndicate has won four shillings
and four pence. A spokesman for the lucky winners said later
that there would be no riotous celebrations, and it couldn't have
happened to a nicer bunch. When asked if they had decided
to retire from working, he said, "'No comment at present."
A warm welcome is tendered to Corporal Keith Stanton,
recently arrived in the unit. He prefers to be called Stan.
Apprehension in the Squadron is rife as to where this penchant
for nicknames and non-de-plumes will end, and rightly so. Our
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last two arrivals have been Corporals " Humph " Humphrey
and " Stan" Stanton, and the next person scheduled to come
here is Corporal Ken Patterson. Surely not-he wouldn't say,
"Call me Patter-cake," would he?

The Marriage Stakes
We now record an event which is no longer our pigeon, but
which may interest past me.mbers of the Squadron. LanceCorporal George Cardwell, our Highball Kid, left the Unit last
month. However, we have just heard that he took the plunge
on the 5th of May and is therefore a sneaky winner of the
Marriage Stakes by five days and a short head. It is expected
that a complaint will be lodged with the stewards by the
runner-up, Corporal "Lofty" Yates, on the grounds of ungentlemanly conduct. As a married man with all the attendant
responsibilities, it is no longer feasible to expect that George
will roam the sandy wastes of South Arabia and the Gulf States
in search of adventure, and accordingly a sad farewell must be
tendered to the man who found a spot in the hearts of many
admirers with enthralling tales of gun battles at water-holes,
and exotic dramas of the mystic Orient.
Presenting a ~ports11m11
Early last year we received a signal asking if a 20-year-old
radio technician with negligible field experience would be suitable for service with the F.R.A., and rather laconically replied,
. "But of cotirse." May we present Lance-Corporal Ray Dudding?
Ray is the Squadron sportsman, and only comes to full and
glorious blossom when swathed in sweat and gore upon the
batclefield of a football field. He is allowed to expend his
excessive youthful energies up-country as a Battalion radio
technician, where his tastes for sports and independence may
be amply sated. He is still passionately in love with the tailor's
dummy he acquired during a darts match with the R.A.F. in
Khormaksar some months ago, and guards her virtue jealously.
Referee Extraordinary
This month's character portrayal is of Corporal Dick Gillard.
Latterly he has become aware of his responsibilities in the
Technical Wor~shops, but happily was a litcle more carefree in
his days as a Battalion r::dio technician. He rapidly came to
fame out here by flaking out regularly before the end of an
evening's entertainment in the Jimmy Club, and over the years
has been tripped over from Ma'alla to Dhala, and from Sheikh
Othman to Habilayn. Indeed, he has never denied the tale that
he was once found lying as stiff as a board at an angle of 45
degrees, held half upright merely because the end of his nose
was lodged m the guy rope of a signals tent in Habilayn. Dick
it was who, in his capacity as P.M.C. of the Junior Ranks Club,
arranged for a Tramps' Ball to be held in the Mess one evening.
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Asked by the C.S.M. presiding at the mee ting if women wereto be invited, and if so how many, Dick was amazed. " Of
course we want women to come. Stacks of 'em. What do you
mean, what type? Tramps, of course! '
When the Squadron turns out fo1 a game of footb all or
basketball, Dick often obliges by assuming the role of referee.
This is very helpful when playing in non-competitive games,
but controversy «i'eigns supreme in league or cup games. This
is because he occasionally gets his rules a little muddled, and
bas been known to award a free kick for handball or off-side
in basketball games, whilst in football matches full-backs have
been sent off for infringements of the five-seconds-in-the-penaltybox rule. However, if you accept these rather eccentric decisions
in the spilit they are intended, then you will find that not
only is the game full of fun, but the result is invariably in doubt
right up to the final whistle-which can be blown at any time,
depending upon how tiring the game has been for the referee.

For Teehnicians only
Since the Squadron still needs one or two technicians, it
may be of advantage to prospective volunteers if we give you a
rough idea of what you may meet out here should you decide
to apply for a posting to the F.R.A., rather than rela te the somewhat tepid activities of the Unit in recent weeks.
Technicians here are split into two groups-those serving
UIHXJuntry as Battalion radio technicians and those working
down-country in the base workshops m Aden.
Up-country, the technician assumes much more responsibility
than his counterpart in the British Army. This is because he
bas to act as the only British signals adviser to his Troop
Commander, an Arab subaltern, on all matters pertaining to
the repair and maintenance of signals equipments. He repairs
whatever faults be can within the bounds of his ability and
range of test equipment, backloading to our Aden workshops
whatever sets he is not allowed to open up-country, or which
have faults too complicated for his equipment to iocate.
Periodically, he tours his forward locations ensuring chat all
sets, generators, etc., are working efficiently, making whatever
repairs he can give and giving advice to Arab operators, electricians and drivers as necessary. He accompanies his Battalion
on operations to ensure that communications are not lost in
often critical situations. On the other band, be is expected to
maintain a code of self-discipline-an elastic arrangement
leaving him free to please himself in almost any field. Full
NAAFI facilities exist in each Garrison, beer and cigarettes
being in plentiful supply. In short, all technicians serving upcountry may consider themselves very lucky in that they can
enjoy all the advantages of independent detachment without
harbouring any of the more onerous duties normally coupled
with such a position, and it is unheard of for one to request
a posting back to the Aden Workshops after be bas settled in
his Battalion.
Technicians serving down-country in ·t he Base Workshops
are fortunate indeed, since they work in a most modern and
well-equipped technical workshop rivalling any in the Middle
East. The building has only recently been completed , is
spacious, brimming with air-conditioning, and possesses some
of the most sophisticated test repair equipment in this theatre.
The Squadron Commander states that this workshop is a
technicians dream. although the Squadron has yet to welcome
to its midst a technician who dreams of his work. The work
load .i~ sufficient to keep all technicians reasonably busy, without
requmng them to work after duty at any time.
All technicians who serve a tour with che F.R.A. leave here
infinitely wiser, more experienced, approximately fifty per cent
richer, and six months earlier than their opposite numbers in
British Army units in Aden. Anyone serving with the F.R.A.
scores all round, so why don't you apply ·through your Unit
Adjutant to Royal Signals Records to second to the Federal
Regular Anny Signal Squadron, where you get more for less?
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Drturn to Norway
The conclusion of the Individual Training season w,as marked
, by the return of the second party to visit Norway on 26th
March, their experience included livina
in snow holes of
0
which one participant writes:" Then there came a dark and windy night when we were

all turned out in to the cold and led away to some d istant
mountain where we were to spend the n ight in snow holes,
which we had dug d uring the previous day. In spite of the
blizzard which raged for the three hours prior to reveille,
everyone awoke fa good spirits, although they were a li ttle
reluctan t to leave their warm sleeping bags (with the exception
of Staff Sergean t " Happy " Hampson, R.E.M.E., attached
1 F light A.A.C., whose house bad fallen in during the night! )
~loven14'nt Ext•rc ise
We then b ad the B.M .'s aptly-named Exercise " Shake
Down " (28th-30th March), t his was basically a movement exercise to settle the H.Q. down for the training season. I·t took
place in filthy weather, r ain and sleet and a coµ. siderable amount
of time was spent in extricating bogged vehicles in each location.
During the exercise we were honoured by a visit from Sir
Henry Hardman, P ermanent Under Secretary, The Ministry
of •Defence, who was touring B.A.0.R.

A

Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, dinner with the Squadron
Officers (at wh ich he showed his delicate trick with chopsticks l)
and a farewe ll drink in the Officers' Mess.
We wish him bon voyage and together with Mrs. Allen
the best of luck in 21st Regiment.
'

W c•lc o111e
As one friend goes, so we welcome a n ew face into the
Squad ron.
At th is time we welcome Staff Sergean t Bill
Matthews to rhe Squadron as T roop Sergeant, Radio Troop.
We wish him, together with W .0 .11 Stephem, who takes over
as R.Q.M.S., and R.Q.M .S. Simpson, who is to be our new
R.S. M ., every success in their new appoi ntments.
Boxing

Rum1ers-up in Brigade Pentathlon
After the Easter break on 14th April the Squadron competed
in the Brigade Pentathlon consisting of seven-a-side soccer and
rugger, six-a-side hockey, basketball and tug-of- war. These
competitions were contested on a Squadron basis and we were
runners-up for the Jlrigade Trophy only two points behind
4 Armoured Workshops R.E.M.E . This result was entirely due
to the very fine efforts of the rugby and soccer teams in reaching
the finals of their events.
A slightly more comfortable exercise
The day after the Pentathlon found us on Exercise " Robin
Hood" (15th-22nd April), C.C. Royal Signals I (B.R.) Corps
annual exercise. This, like •• Shake Down," took place in
dreadful weather; it rained every day, but being located in
villages life was rather more comfortable. A great deal was
learnt and practised during ·this exercise, the linemen quite
obviously had the best value as shown by the following
conversation at 14.00 hours one day: N .C.O.: Sir, have we a first aid kit?
Second-in-Command: I expect so, why?
N.C.0.: Sir, Signalman XXX (a lineman) has strained his leg.
Second-in-Command: How?
N.C.O.: Fell out of hay loft, Sir.
Second-in-Command: How?
N.C.O.: Turning over, Sir.
End of conversation.
On the last evening of <the exercise the Squadron Officers were
entertained at a most splendid Guest Night in the Field held
by 4 Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment.
We just had time -to sort ourselves out from Exercise "Robin
Hood" before we were off again on Exercise " First Fling,"
a <wo-<iay divisional CPX (25th-28th April) which for once took
place in ideal weather and involved us in only two moves. By
comparison with its predecessors it can hardly be classed as
an exercise.
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Farewell to one whom all have appreciated
This month sees the departure from the Squadron of W .O.I
(R.S.M.) R. D. Allen, who is to be commissioned on 13th
June. It is with mixed feelings that we see him depart-regret
at losing such a fine R.S.M. who has done so much for the
Squadron during his time with us, yet pleasure in the knowledge that he is to be commissioned and will continue bis
service in the Corps.
Mr. Allen joined the Squadron in Germany in January,
1964, as R.Q.M.S. He returned with the Squadron to U.K.
in March, 1964. In November of the same year, Mr. Allen
wok over the appointment of R.S.M., a task made more difficult by the fact that we are an integrated Brigade H.Q. and
Signal Squadron and thus a very "mixed bag."
His last week with us must be a very busy time, what with
the band-over of his duties, being dined-out in the Warrant

" Corporal Hearns in action"

In a special ligh tmiddle
weight contest, in the
Sibu Amateur Boxing
Association Finals on
12th April, Corporal John
Hearns knocked out P.C.
K ipri, of the Police F ield
Force, after about two
minutes. Corporal Hearns
with the longer reach
attacked P .C. Kipri all
the time and Kipri tried
to keep out of trouble by
defending. The referee
stopped the fight after
Kipri was knocked out.
Corporal Hearns, who
is an experienced boxer,
bas agreed to train the
Sibu Amateur Boxing
Association's boxers in
the more technical aspects
of boxing. Training is
due to start next month.

:t'oster Fathers to an Or1•hauage
One of the Squadron' s interests in Sibu is the Methodist
Children's Orphanage, which is encouraging to know and
rewarding to those who work there.
Our association with the children began at Christmas when
the Squadron split in three to give parties for different
organisations. M.T. Troop were part of the body which gave
a party for this Children's Home and in the hours of the party
the children won our hearts so starting our interest.
It was easy to win their uust for they seek friendship and
affection naturally and are full of life from morning till night.
After a short while interest spread from M .T. Troop to the
Squadron as a whole, so that we have a sound nucleus as a
committee apart from many who are alreacfY willing to knd
a helping hand.
There are about eighty children, mainly Chinese, living in
the Methodist-sponsored Home under a charming old Chinese
couple who have devoted their life to ,this work. It is well run
with its chickens, pigs and vegetable gardens, all of which are
tended by the children who all have their own jobs. The
cooking is done by the girls who cook very well for such large
numbers.
Apart from going to take an interest in the children a lot of
hard work bas been done to improve the Orphanage. One of
the first jobs was the decoration of lhe dining hall, and the
manufacture of new tables for it. This was achieved before
their Chinese New Year party on 21st January. A path was
the next improvement which they, in a sweet way inscribed
with words: "Made by 5 Brigade,'' with marbles in the wet
concrete.
Many smaller improvements such as repairs ~o fur!1iture,
mosquito proofing, rewiring, etc., have been ~ch1eved l~ • the
meanwhile, and the latest project was the erecuon of paruuons
to make more bedrooms.
The leading lights in this work arc, on the carpentry side,
Corporal Browne, Signalman Taylor, Signalma!1 And.erson
(resident guitarist with Signalman Allen); decoratioi:is, S1gn.alman Massey with integrated team work from Dnvers Rich
and Butler;
entertainments are covered by Signalman
THE WIRE, JUNE - JULY 1966
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Crawford. our resident ekctr:cian is Lance-Corporal
Munn . Driver K 1 n g is
always ready to help with
anything and has organised
outside fina ncial assistance,
an important part in our
work for the more fund s one
has the more one can do.
Driver Brown is another of
the many helpers we have,
who only n eed asking before
they are down working on
the job, and th.:re are others
who are not mentioned but
who nevertheless lend a hand.
Entertainment is an important factor in our work
as the children respond so
gratefully to every effort.
The Swimming Pool is the
most popular pastime and
every weekend we wonder
from where they get their
" Corporal Colin Brown with two of
energy.
t he children from the orphanage"
The whole project is
sponsored, administered and
encouraged by O.C. M.T. Troop, Second-Lieutenant Mike
Mar tin, who is an "uncle " to them all.

208 S(tUADRON', ::ttALACCA, ~IALAYSIA
Integration
Since we last wrote we have integrated. In fact we find it
doesn't quite happen like that, it's probably more correct to say
we have started integrating. The "Q" department under our
new Q.M., Captain Stanley Barnes, are working particularly
hard during these early stages. The "A" slde under our new
administrative officer, Lieutenant George Lawson, isn't exactly
a bed of roses either.
There are some immediate material advantages to integration.
We have gained a power boat and sports kit. Our PRI has
doubled plus, overnight. The Wives' Club, which was in danger
of disintegrating, has taken on a new lease of life under the
presidency of Mrs. McMeekin, wife of the Brigade Commander.
Our sporting prowess should also increase having taken many
of our old rivals into our midst.
We feel that when we have finally shaken down we will be
' more' integrated than any of our contemporaries. We now
have no less than 31 Corps and Regiments including of course
our Ausm:lian and New Zealand friends.
Is this a record?
Brigade Week
The third week in April was our Brigade week. Our new
formation, the integrated headquarters, did particularly well in
winning the athletics, swimming and cricket and were runnersup in squash and basketball.
otable performances in the swimming competmon were
-Private John Kelly, R.A. Infantry, and Sergeant Bill Mitchell,
Pro. (both Aussies), who were first in the 50 metres and roo
metres breaststroke respectively.
In the athletics, Captain Peter Brunton scored a first in the
pole vault in spite of strong competition from the major units.
The cricket saw our skipper, Corporal Lysle Toppin, R.E.M.E.,
not out in both matches, a real skipper's innings. Our congratulations to Corporal Toppin on his selection to play for
Malacca State. We now boast two State players in our team
although Major George Milnes, R.C.T., would probably rather
we didn't mention his two ducks!
We were beaten in the Squash Final by r Scots Guards. We
are not ashamed of this defeat as the score was 3-2 and we do
admit that their side included some fairly hot players. For us
Lieutenant Mike Cornforth (Signals) and Lieutenant Nigel
Champion (Int. Corps) .von all their matches.
In all the events we did what wa probably most impi. rrant
-we participated and enjoyed do:ng so.
Arrh·als
The following have joined us in recent months: -Captain
Stanley Barnes, from 3 BOD Singapore; Lieutenant George
Lawson, G.S.L. ex R.A. · Second-Lieutenant Charles Kemp,
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from Catterick; R.S. i. Ron Lawry from Hong Kong; R.S.M.
Bill Clarke, from 2nd Regiment; Signalman Jim T arrant, from
216 Squadron; Signalman "Jock" Ale.xandra, from J.C.U.
Borneo; Lance-Corporal G.!offrey Collier, from 3rd Regiment;
ignalman Bari Marayan, from 212 Squa<lron.
D partur
Captain Roy Maynard (who left muttering threats of "You
scratch my back or Ala ka ! " What do they do in A.G.II
anyway? ); .S.M. John Snell, co 2lld Regiment; Sergeant Joh?Laver, to 20th Brigade; ergeant Bob Geddes, to 18th Regiment· Lane -Corporal Charlie Brown, to 654 Troop· LanceCorporal Ledger, to 30th Regiment; Lance-Corporal John
Reminer, to 28th Regiment.
Obituary
We finish on a sad note. We recently lost Lance-Corporal
Jim Hardy, Signalman Brian Leigh and Signalman Darrell
Tas ell as a result of a motor accident whilst on exercise. Our
deep sympathy goes out to families and friends of the deceased.

Something here for Signals?
The following item, extracted from British Army News
Service, gives food for a certain amount of thought-communication-wise.
'\'ulture-Proof Tc>l&phone S)·s tem
Vultures posed a considerable problem for a certain
British telephone communications firm when they were installing
telephones on a motorway in \Vest Africa, where telephone
boxes are provided at frequent intervals for the use of stranded
motorists. Interviewed in a recent B.B.C. programme, Mr.
A. J. Troen explained that these birds, weighing 2olb. or more,
had a persistent habit of perching on overhead wires and
bringing them down. Drawbacks to the alternative, of putting
cables underground, were that they tended to get washed away
in heavy rain, and were liable to interference from termites
and other forms of underground life.
The company solved the problem by developing a radio telephone powered by energy from the sun and installing instrumenrs in booths spaced along the motorway at two to threemile intervals. In effect, each telephone box was a radio station
in itself, with mast and aerial of its own. Since each was independent, there was no need to link them by cable, because no
source of pow« was required, other than the energy from the
sun. The amount of energy stored in the battery associated
with the sets would keep them running for over 24 hours
during rainy spells.
The system had been used in Britain, Mr. Troen pointed
out, and operated quite successfully-even in British weather
conditions. As to cost, he estimated that a typical installation of
this type could be provided at 50 to 6o per cent of the
cost either of overhead or underground cable installations.

Exercise lifeline
209 Squadron submit the following first hand accounts of

what things were like on Exercise " Lifeline "-the large scale
amphibious landing exercise recently held in conjunction with
H.M.S. "Fearless."
An ~f.T. ::OV.C.0."s '\"lew of •• 1.ifPlhm . ,
With the introduction and increase of combined operational
activities since the last war has come many problems. When
doing an amphibious landing one of these problems is to get
troops and vehicles from the ship to the land as quickly as
possible keeping specialised equipment and vehicles protected
from the dangers of sea water. It could mean movement of
vehicles through five or six feet depth of water. For the exercise
training in waterproofing had to be done by all the Unit,
particularly the drivers. Training started in February when
I and some other M.T. .C.O.s went to Instow to the R.E.M.E.
Fording Trials Branch. Here we got the general principles of
waterproofing. Early on we all had first-hand experience of
landing in five feet of water in an Austin Champ. Luckily for
this first effort we were wearing rubber suits and although the
water was very cold it was enjoyable. After our 'dip ' we spent
most of the time in the class room and waterproofing one of
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MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR
TAXFREE PRIVl.LEGES

THE RIGOURS OF EXERCISE . LIFELINE'

Sergeant Wickham , Corporals Tracy and Walters look grimly
determined

our own Mk 9 L and Rovers. Later we learnt how to waterproof other equipments besides Land Rovers. The exercise
confirmed all our instruction at Instow and the importance of
good waterproofing was brought home to us all, as not one of
our vehicles "drowned."
Life aboard H.~•.s. l<'e arlcs&a Jladio 011erator•s view
The first lesson came as we boarded the ship, saluting the
quarter deck (that's the bit at the top of the gangway), a naval
custom which must always be observed. We were met by our
advance party guides (very necessary!) and directed to our
various mess decks and issued bed spaces.
After settling into our mess decks we asse mbled in the dining
room for a briefing by the ship's R.S.M. (1 K.S.L.I.). This was
given over closed circuj.t television, real space age stuff.,. The
briefing helped us landlubbers no end, we now knew our
" port " from " starboard," bow (as the R.S.M. put it, the sharp
bit at the front) and the stem.
When everyone had boarded the ship the total strength
amounted to 1,150 persons, of these several had to "rough
it " on camp beds. The large total gave the messing staff a
glorious headache, but by a strict time schedule they did a
marvello~s job. During the evenings, if not on guard, one
could watch television, starring with Southern whilst off Portsmouth, and TWW around Lands End and the West Country.
At fast we had to leave, to 'fight' on land. So, complete
with life-belt and waterproofed vehicles and equipment, we
boarded our land craft, wishing our naval and marine newfound friends farewell and many thanks.
The last • phase ' iu Wnlesa ..J,, Troop view
On leaving H.M.S. Fearless by way of a Land Rover we
hit the water, all two feet of it. There were two men in the
water waving yellow flags; we started waving back until we
realised they were directing us to the beach. We had arrived
in Wales and now had to get set up as soon as possible to
' fight ' the enemy.
After taking our vehicles to the washdown point we arrived
in our first location, still within walking distance of the sea.
We s-t up quickly and soon messages were flowing smoothly.
The firSct location was almost on top of a pigsty and this took
a while to get used to. Nevertheless we made the most of
things, whilst finding our ' land legs.'
We were then faced with a night move which on the lightest
of nights can be coofusing ! After much cursing and all manner
of problems the comcen was taken down, moved and set up
in a new location.
Just as things were really going smoothly a night attack cook
place, and despite a lot of resistance the enemy managed to
throw some tear gas into our tent. We didn't relish the taste
of this and things went a little haywire for a while.
Nevertheless the dawn came and we were back to normal
again. Although there were no pigsties the ground was pretty
soggy. To a degree this was overcome by the warm sun that
decided to greet us.
The last location was on really super ground and everyone's
morale suddenly rose. It rose even further when we were told
the exercise was over. It had been interesting, hard and
enjoyable most of the time and certainly of good value, looking
back on it.
THE WIRE , JUNE-JULY
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Almost a year ago, a tragic death by drowning occurred in MA LTA.
Th is picture shows Corporal Moorcroft and W.O. I (Y of S) A.
Stringer receiving Royal Humane Society Awards for their bravery
and personal courage during one successfu l and one unsuccessful
rescue attempt. A young soldier, Signalman Gallop of the ir unit,
drowned in very rou gh seas desp ite all efforts to rescue him

n.q.

llOY .l l

IG~ .u..s

lUALTA AND LIBYA

In a recent desert exercise Royal Signals in Malta and Libya
were responsible for providing the communications required
by the G.O.C. for command and control and for the general
administrative arrangements at his H.Q. C.R. Signals was
appo~ted Q.C. c;ontrol H.Q. and his Signals resources were
provided by 234 and 245 Squadrons, 4 Royal Anglians and the
Royal Malta Artillery. The administrative side was controlled
by an R.C.T. officer who had a staff drawn from almost every
Unit in the Command apart from the exercising Units.
The exercise took place in a training area about 150 miles
from Bengha2i and was carried our to the G.O.C.'s satisfaction.
The successful integration of Signals personnel from different
Uni~ with the ad hoc administrative organisation produced an
effioent Headquarters for the G.O.C. and his Staff.
The terrain in this particular part of Libya is extremely rocky
and it was pleasing to no te how well the Land Rover-borne sets
stood up to the buffeting. However, it can be confidently stated
that the K9 is not the ideal vehicle for the Du/R234 in this
area!
A further .exercise ~s to be carried ou ~ shortly and we all hope
that integration, Mediterranean style, will once again produce an
efficient Control H.Q.

235 SQl7ADRON (COlUCAN)
Tacklin~

•• Wire " Notes-:Ualt.a style
This edition, we are going pictorial. The main reason is that
we have~'t ~ n ything to write about this time. (You can't print
your scnbe s comments when told to write WrRE notes for
example!)
It all started ~n that dreadful Saturday morning. I knew
the~e was something wrong when I got the message. I waited
until after coffee break before -venturing nonchalantly into
S.H.Q. I tried to whistle a happy tune-but even the Squadron
bloodhound slunk into his corner. "He knows too!" I
murmured to myself.
"~ell, here goes! Wish me luck," I said (to no one in
particular!) O~enmg the A.O.'s door I sauntered in, hoping
th~t I was putting on a brave face. "Give nothing away!" I
said ' to myself this time!) " H e's expecting you. Have you
bro~ght them?" "Well," I said, " I want to discuss them first."
(flus with a sickly grin-it was supposed to be a smile! ) «All
n~t then. You can go straight in.'' A timid knock at the door
fa~m~ me. No ~wer. " Try a bit harder," said the A.O.,
en1oymg every mmut.e o.f my agony. " Er-yes. I suppose so.''
A harder knock. This time there was no mistaking the " Come
in.'• " This is it/' I m~rmured . Quick as a flash, I opened the
door, and I was m, closing the door rapidly behind me. ("Keep
<he A.O. out of this," I thought to myself.)

A J•ICTOBIAL BEPOBT FBOAI 235 SIJIJAIJRON

" Good morning, Sir. I wonder if I could bother you for a
few minutes?" (Clever that bit you must agree!) " Shoot then
what's bothering you." "Well, Sir," I started, "it's abou~
THE WIRE notes. I just can't find anything to write about. I
mean, you can't really write about the Unit Administrative
In pection on 6th April even if the Brigadier was please.cl. The
~ac! that we got roo pe~ ce?t on vehicles for three years running
1sn t really worth ment1omng. And the Lonnie Donegan show
must h.ave been to other Units too. And we .. .'' "Well, I
was gomg to a k you how you were getting on with THE WIRE
notes. I really wanted them this morning." " Yes, Sir! But
even the technical side is quiet. I know we've done the LP A
trials, and work d to 645 Troop several times in U.K.
"Having half the Squadron in Tripoli when it closed down
recently hasn't produced anything to write to THE WIRE about.
The complete rewiring of the Traffic Hall only affected a few
chaps, and those two M.P.C. courses we ran recently are fairly
routine .these days." "Well, what's the answer then?" This
was my cue!
I knew the reply to this one-I had been
rehearsing it before coffee break for half-an-hour! "Well Sir!
I thought we might go pictorial this time. Somebody ma~aged
ro do a few snaps of the Squadron recently." "Um. It's wor.th
a try. Let me see them as soon as possible."
"As a matter of fact, Sir, I've got them here. There are 16
photographs and I've jotted down a note about each one."
"Alright then. Leave them there, and I'll have a look later."
"'Thank you, Sir!" 9ut throu~h the d_oor like a flash. Nearly
banged the door that ume. No sickly grm now. All smiles. As
I said at the start-this edition, we are going pictorial! !

(And they did-see opposite page.-Editor).

(They found il easier than writing Wire Noles)

~

2S3 SQUADRON, D.F.P.O. I
Hong Kong has been a hive of activity recently, which
has kept the Squadron more busy than usual. Garrison Signal
Troop, who provide THE WIRE notes for this month seem
to have been affected more than most.
'
G arrison Signal Troop is about 30 strong and consists of
both. H~ng Kong and U.K. ranks. Its role is to provide commumcauons for Hong Kong and Kowloon Garrison Headquarters in LS., as well as Comcen and S.D.S. facilities, in
Kowloon.

Security Patrol
The month started with a security patrol to one of the
outlying islands. These patrols last for several days and are
designed to main tain law and order in the more remote parts
of the Colony. Captain Ingram led the patrol of about fifteen
men, with S.S.M. Chu as interpreter and R.Q. Pearsall in
charge of the b.ase camp. After four days of camping by the
sea and patrolling across country from village to village, we
returned by LCM to Kowloon.
Floods
The night we returned from the security patrol it rained
eight inches in five hours, and for once we were glad not to be
in Kowloon Line Troop. Captain (T.O.T.) Stevenson Staff
Sergeant Brewer and their merry men spent 48 hours pu'mping
out manholes and drying out joints.
(Continued on page 266)

Cleaning up during Security Patrol-Lance-Corporal Cheetham,
Private Smith (R.A.M.C.) , Signalman White, Signalman Dawson

I. When the Garrison Comm<J.nder visited the Un it MT Lines he presented Safe Driving Certificat es to the civiliJ n drivers. Mr. Calleja receive~ his ~nly just in Qime.
He emigrates to Australia this month . We w ish him every success in his new life. left to right: W.0.11 (S.S. M.) W . Mcintosh , Major C. S. Galbraith. Lieutenant ( . M.)
D. Spence the M.T.0 ., Brigadier The Lord Gri mthorpe and Mr. Calleja.
'2. The S uadron Hockey Team we re runners up in the Malta league cable. left to right (standing): ~: 0.11 (R.q.M .S.) Ha~mond , Signolm.n Turner-Howe, Corporal
Connor, Co~poral W alsh, Sergeant Froggatt, W .0 .11 (F of S) Hutley, Lance-Corporal Horst. left to nrht (Knecl1n11) : Captain (Tfc.) W . F. Budden, Corporal Roberts,
Lance-Co rporal Henderson, Serge2nt Hardman and the mascot.
3. Corporal Wyness is N .C .O. l.C Aerial Rigg e rs at Ta W~ed Rini Receiver Station. He recent ly erected a Granier LPA antenna for comparison trials, in the RX
Ac Fd . The Balun transformer is being us e d to match a coaxial feeder to the LPA.
.o\. Ta Wied Rini Receiver Station shows off its antennae in this photograph. left to right: A rhombic towe r (in the backgroun d). A beamed dipole (l.o\ Mc,s). A
radi o relay anten nae tower. A B.o\.o\ antenna (near tower). A 12-30 Mc/s LPA. And end on, the two towers holding the reserve U. K. dipole .
A helicopter view of St. Davids Barracks lmtarfa, the S.H.Q. of 235 Signal Squadron !Comcan). The clock tower is a landmark seen for miles. In the lorcsround
is the ancient walled city of Md ina, a tour1st " must" for iu picturesque i nd historical setting .
6 Prior to the UAI parade the Garrison Commander i nspected the Quarter Guard . l eft 10 right: W .0 .11 (S .S. M.) W . Mcintosh .. C.R . S11nals. O .C. ~35 Signal Squadron,
Briiadi er The Lord Grimtho r°pe. Serseant French , (N.C.0. l.C.), Corporals Halfenden, Wallace, Maynord, W ilson and Proctor 1n the first rank, wtth Corporals Mann,

s.
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Squire and Scott in the rear rank.

6:l I TROOJ•. 11.:H.S. FEAJU,ESS,

n.F.r.o. sun•s
Jottings from

the "l"comnn"

FOR YOUR NEXT LEAVE
LET

MORLEYS of KINGST O N
RESERVE YOUR SELF-DRIVE HIRE CAR

Successful 4 x 440yds. re lay team- Left to Right: Signalman Wi ll iams,
Sign alman Hoare, Signal ma n W hite , Lance Cor poral Do ng Kung Wai

Rio ts
On top of the floods came the riots-we understand Captain
S tevenson spent the first night directing rioters away from his
manhole. Garrison S ignal Troop was in the thick of it- D .R.s
with armed escorts driving through debris-littered streets and
operators at the Polmil and Garrison H .Q.s. Signalman Smith
tells the story elsewhere in TuE WIRE.
H.M. The queen 's Bir thday
Some four days after the riots began life returned to normal,
and on Easter Monday we stood down. But there was no
rest for Garrison Signal Troop as we prepeared for H.M. The
Queen's Birthday Parade. This is the big military occasion of
the year in Hong Kong and included a feu de joi by 200 Gurkhas,
a 21-gun salute and an R.A.F. fl y-past. A novel feature, which
taxed the ingenuity and patience of F. of S. King and Sergeant
McKechnie was the parade orders given by an R.S.M. over
th e Stadium P .A.
As the parade and rehearsals are held on H ong Kong Island,
th is meant an early start for us in Kowloon . We were up and
off to work at an hour when even th e sparrows had not had
a chance to give forth. As is usual, we were r eady first and
away last.
On the day of the parade all went well, including our flagraising ceremony to let the aircraft in the fl y-past know that
the weather was suitable for them to fly over the stadium
where the parade was held. We are grateful to Lieutenant
(T .O.T.) R ibchester and members of 252 Squadron for their
help.

Nortlaward boUiad and 1-freelings
to 209 Squadron
At the time of writing we are on our way to Scotland to
take part in Exercise "Strip Pillow," this being the last exercise
in our trials.
" Strip Pillow" is of a slightly different set-up to the normal
troop/tank landings which the ship has taken part in, so much
as we are landing plant and vehicles of the Royal Engineers,
who will be constructing an airfield at Barry Budden, forty
miles from Dundee, and also constructing a pipeline between
the ship and shore for the replenishment of oil.
No doubt quite a number of you will be discussing " Lifeline "
in this issue, we only wish to send our greetings to those of
209 Squadron, who came aboard. We hope you had a pleasant
voyage.
One thing did surprise us, we have usually had at least one
volunteer from Royal Signals elements who came on board, but
none so far from 209? It wasn't •t hat rough. We did hear a
rumour that 209 were so anxious to get ashore that those who
went by L.C.M. ran the last two hundred yards ashore.

MORRIS DE LUXE SALOONS, ESTATE CARS
and VANS
4-BERTH MOTORISED CARAVANS
FORD ZEPHYR 6 SALOONS
All latest Models, not more than 12 months old
FROM

WINT ER £5 PER WEEK
SUMMER £10 P ER WEEK
Including Insurance
No Charge for Mileage
FREE Personal Accident Insurance for Driver and
Passengers, Benetlts up to £1,000 or £10 per week.
Send for Brochure

10:

76, CAMBRIDGE ROAD,
KINGSTON-ON-THAMES
Telephone Ki n gston 9941 (10 lines)
Cables " Ka rh lre" Kingston -on-Thames

Greetings also t o t h • In Cc GOI T1·001•
We would also like to send our greetings to those of you who
were in 6o1 Troop (ship). Thank you for your good wishes
wherever you may be, and we certainly intend to follow in your
footsteps by maintaining the high standard that you have set.
Good luck.
In this issue we had hoped to send some photographs of ourselves, but the author having obtained three roles of film took
one, then lost his presence of mind, the result so far: I. The development of one role of unexposed film;
2. The possibility of the next roll having 36 exposures superimposed over another 36;
3. Anybody's guess, but we have our fingers crossed.

ALSO

POVEY CROSS MOTORS
Nr. Gatwick Airport
HORLEY, Surrey
Teleph on e Horley 5461 (3 lin es )

" The Wire " g o es a long way
The O.C. having received his copy early had let the Troop
borrow it, con sequently when the other -ten (yes, ten) arrived
sales to the Troop were poor; but it's a big ship and they sold
quite well. At the end of the day we had sold seven, and we
still had six left to sell !

TRIUMPH

(Continued on page 268)

Athletics
Among all this acuv1ty we even found time for a little
athletics training in preparation for the Royal Signals Hong
Kong and Garrison A thletics. Although beaten by 252
Squadron in both events, we had some notable successes,
especially in the G arrison tug-of-war, where S.S.M. Freeman's
team won the cup (and a gallon). Corporal Mercer (New Territories Troop) won the individual high jump at both meetings
and the 4 x 440 yards team (see picture) won a hard and exciting
race at the Royal Signals meeting. The tug-of-war teai:n wen t
on to win the Hong K ong Minor Units Trophy.
W e dding and Chris t e ning
On the social side we have been busy, too. The O.C.'s
driver, Lance-Corporal Kwan Man Yeuk held a Chinese Chow
Party for about 200 people to celebrate the birth of a son.
Incidentally, he already has four girls, but in a Chinese family,
the first-born boy is the thing.
Signalman Hoare, having grown tired of his bachelor
existence sold his soul to married life. We wish him and his
wife Amelita every happiness in the future.
F inally, we say goodbye a little belatedly to Sergeant and
Mrs. Heacock and wish them well with the T.A. in Scotland.
In Sergeant Heacock's place as Troop Sergeant we now have
Sergeant Mortimore and we hope that he and his wife enjoy
thei r stay in Hong Kong.
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Power/Precision/Performance
contribute in no small measure to the outstand ing success of the Royal Signals Display
Team.
Hundreds of other official bodies all over the
world appreciate these qualities too-as you
will when you own and ride a TRIUMPH.

TH E CORPS HELP TO SPRUCE UP H. M.S. FEARLESS
From left t o r ight : Signalman Jock Mai r workin g a nd sm iling (nor mal),
Yeo ma n Cassli ng su pe rvising carefu lly (no r mal), Corporal Gay
wondering how far dow n it is (normal)
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The Royal Sign.als Association . held th~ir Annual Meeting
of Branch Secretanes on 23rd April, 1966, m our Chelsea Drill
Hall and we are flattered by the praise for the arrangements
we made for them.
Our latest acquisition is Sergeant A. E. Abbott, our new
Sergeant Technician, to whom we wish a happy tour. This
brings our score of ' Abbotts ' up to three and the cry of ' Bud '
is a signal for a stampede-away from the bar I
Yet another addition to our Permanent Staff '(whether
military or civilian is undetermined) is " Sambo " fresh out of
quarantine and under suspicion as the author of a number of
mysterious leaks in R.H.Q. (the T.A. Association is prepared
to vouch for the roof!), O.C. 16th Regiment please copy.

Fair Exc-hn11gt• . . . ?
l\.1entioning no names, there i a story going around of a
man in the Royal Signals who wears size fourteen shoes. After
hunting in shoe shops around Pompey without success, !1e
decided to go bowling, and to bowl one has to wear special
hoes and to obtain these hoes one deposits one's own shoes
. . . . I don't think I'll fini h this tory, you are obviously
reading ahead of me.
Depnrturf"S nd n.-rh•nls
We have recently said farewell to Signalman Cooke. The
Troop send their best wishes, and also congratulations to Cooke
who will be a "dad " by the time this is published. We hope
Mum and baby are fine.
We also welcome to the Troop, Signalmen Crowther, Mcleod
and Cooke. (It's not a mi take, but coincidence.)
:\lnrringes
Our congratulations and best wishes to Sue and ed Magowan
who were married on the znd May.
In the next issue we shall discuss new words the avy have
thought of when communications fail.
Oh ! and, of course, our visit to Brest.
<f()th (N.M.) REGDIENT (T.A.)
C:omlugs Ditd golu~s
Since the publication of our last WIRE notes, changes have
occurred in the Permanent Staff. Major W. Rowbory is now
well settled in as Regimental Quartermaster. W.0.11 Mead has
taken over as P.S.I. of 337 Signal Squadron from W.0.1 Rowthom and Sergeant Lenderyou has succeeded Sergeant Bower
as P.S .I. in 1 Squadron. W.0.1 Hoyes has succeeded W.O.I
Parfitt as R.S .M. on his being commissioned. Major T. F.
Ross, the Training Major, has been succeeded by Captain D.
Turner, as Adjutant. Those notes provide a fitting opportunity
to express again our gratitude and to wish well to those who
have left us, and to welcome their successors, together with
their families.
On 5th March on the occasion of a Regimental guest night,
attended by many past Commanding Officers and past officers
of the Regiment, presentations were made to Major Terry Ross
and his wife, Anne, to mark their departure from the Regiment.
A month later, for the same reason at a social function held
in the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, presentations
were made to Lieutenant and Mrs. G. Partin.
An outstanding cricket victory
Special mention must be made of
o. 2 (Chesterfield)
Squadron. Again on Boxing Day, they succeeded in defeating
Chesterfield Cricket Club in the annual cricket match, despite
the fact that the Chesterfield team was strengthened by the
inclusion of the three formidable Pope Brothers, George, Harold
and Eric. One of the umpires was Major T. S. Wragg, M.B.E.,
T.D. (Retd .), and it was felt that perhaps he erred on the side
of leniency in favour of the Signals team. Nevertheless, the
scalp of Chesterfield Cricket Club now adorns 2 Squadron's
canteen, and Major P. Revill, 0 .C. 2 Squadron has been elected
captain of Chesterfield Cricket Club.
Annual brnncla dinner
The annual dinner of the Chesterfield Branch of the Royal
Signals Association, held in the canteen on IIth March, was
supported by 2 Squadron, and we were delighted to have with
us Brigadier P . M. P. Hobson, General Secretary of the
Association.
Presentation
On 1st March, at a parade at R.H.Q., the Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel L. W. Wright, T.D., presented the
Territorial Efficiency Medal to ex-W.O.II D . C. Williamson
and Staff Sergeant M. G. Gadsby of the W.R.A.C. (T.A.).
Staff ergeant Gadsby, who we understand is shortly emigrating, in the wake of other members of our W.R.A.C., to
Australia, has served in the W.R.A.C. since 18th May, 1953.
Mrs. Williamson, who we are glad to note still takes a lively
interest in the affairs of the Regiment, retired last May after
serving in the W.R.A.C. (T. A.) since 22nd May, 1953. Both
of them we heartily congratulate.
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The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel L. W. Wright T.D.,
congratulates Mrs. Williamson and Staff-Sergeant Gadsby in the
presence of Captain P. Veitch and WO.II Potts

C:Olouel Gerry Underwoocl in usual good forna
A most inspiring address was made to the Warrant Officers
and Sergeants of the Regiment by our Honorary Colonel,
Colonel G. J. Underwood, c.B.E., T.D., D.L., on the occasion
of their annual dinner on 8th January. It cheered the hearts
of all to see Colonel Underwood looking so fit and well again
after his illness, and on no better note could we conclude.

•

•• D " Squndro11
Place: Biggio Hill Airfield.
Time : 09.00 hours.
Date: 2nd April, 1966.
Weather conditions: Cold, gale force winds, rain.
Not a very encouraging start to the Courage Trophy Marathon,
but the " B" Squadron team decided that having made the
effort to reach the start line they should proceed to sample
the pleasures in store. Although during training the scaling of
miniature Mount Everests had not been anticipated the team
finished in a very creditable position overall. The competition
itself goes some considerable way towards explaining the writer's
recent enthusiasm for pony-trekking.
The Squadron's Easter weekend exercise was leisure by
comparison and premoni<ion of a major disaster as a convoy of
seven C.V.s manned by learner drivers made their way towards
Devon proved to be groundless (perhaps more true-almost
groundless). Line Troop, under W.0.11 Gray, took part in the
communications exercise for the Easter Parade in Battersea
Park.
Our 0.C., Major H. J. Smith, is to be congratulated on his
recent promotion and is now a recognised authority on the most
suitable London garages equipped to remove badges of rank
from chain-mail!

. May .P~Omises to b~ an. equally active month as the Squadron
is providing commumcat1ons for a London-Brighton walk and
the annual Chiswick Regatta.
•• C '' Squadron
725 Medium Radio Troop held a series of radio exercises
in the .Surrey I SU.ssex area using the Du equipment. Only
after returning from these exercises was it discovered that the
camp area was also the haunt of the only wild puma in Great
Britain. He was probably even wilder after having his domain
invaded by Medium Radio Troop. The Troop Commander
was heard to query how one tells the difference between a wild
puma and a certain hairy member of his Troop. Perhaps the
puma cannot drill !
The same Troop supported the recent T.A. Airborne Evasion
Exercise in Yorkshire and provided communications for the
Combined Cavalry Old Comrades' Reunion in Hyde Park. The
bearing of <the Old Comrades was of the highest standard and
an example to many, very much younger.
The Troop also held a very successful dinner and dance.
The dancing was not very British, probably reflecting the many
visits to the Folies Berge.res by m=mbers of the Troop while at
Annual Camp with SHAPE.
A recent successful upgrading course for our technicians has
resulted in a spate of very proudly worn lance-corporal stripes.
The Squadron went to the West Country for an Easter
exercise and once again proved we can communicate in the
rain. When, oh when, are we going to get the opportunity to
prove that we can also communicate in sunshine! We trust that
Lynmouth, Bodmin, Dartmoor and King Arthur have recovered
from our invasi9n.
The Squadron was recently honoured by the Borough of
Harrow at an adoption ceremony held in our Wealdstone Drill
Hall. Our congratulations to the Guard of Honour on their
very smart tumour, they did the Squadron proud. The Borough
presented us with a cavalry pattern cross belt in silver-<>ur gift
to them being a silver cup.

4 7th llEGHIENT T .A.
MIDDLESEX YEOMANllY
(The Duke of Cambrid~c's Hussars)

Farewell to C:Olonel S. J. \\"illiams, M.D.E., T .D.
Wednesday evening, 27th April, 1966, the Regiment paraded
under floodlights. The parade, entirely voluntary, was held
as a mark of esteem for our retiring Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel S. J. Williams, M.B.E., T.D., Royal Signals
T.A. The parade consisted of the four Squadrons from Chelsea,
Pumey, Uxbridge and Wealdstone, together with the Regimental Band, Lance with Escort, Commanding Officer's Escort
in full Ciress and a contingent from our affiliated Cadet Force.
This parade was a complete surprise to the Commanding
Officer having bien planned in great secrecy. Colonel " Bill"
retires after a distinguished career covering 33 years, the last
three in command of this Regiment. He holds ·t he Territorial
Decoration with five bars, which we believe to be a record (any
challengers?). He will be remembered for bis vigorous and
ardent support for the Territorial Army, particularly in the
recent upheaval. Various functions were held in his honour.
A farewell dinner was given by the Regimental Band when a
musical cigarette box that plays both the Regimental and
Corps Marches was presented to him by the Band Mascot,
Master Robin Lock, on behalf of ·the Band. The Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess presented him with a token of
their esteem, together with a bowler hat, suitably daubed in
the regimental colours. Finally he was dined out by •the Officers
of the Regiment when he was presented with two engraved
silver candelabra. On this occasion he officially introduced the
new Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. T. Paterson,
Royal Signals, our first R egular Commanding Officer.
We <ake this opportunity of welcoming Lieutenant-Colonel
J. R. T. Paterson to the Regiment and wish him a successful
and happy tenure.
We ar delighted to be able to report the return of Captain
C. E. N. Pilkington (P.S.O.) back to the fold af.ter his recent
illness and at the same time thank Major (Retd) " Ted " Price
(a well known Corps personality) for holding the 'fort' so well.
THE WIRE, JUNE-JULY 1966

DO THE CLOTHES
MAKE THE MAN?
Gieves say they certainly can. And everything that bears
their label, whether its hand-tailored, ready-to-wear, plain
clothes or uniform, bears them out. This sports jacket for
instance: cut from top quality tweed, priced from £12.10.0and looking elegantly tough.

Gieves
LIMITED

•

Appointed Tailors and 011tfi1ters to the Royal Signals

I High Street, Camberley Tel. 3659
27 Old Bond Street, London, W . I. Tel : HYDe Park 2276/9
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GETTING TO GRIPS WITH IT!
81st Regiment A.E.R. (Air Formation) Detachment Visit 21st Regiment in BAOR and face some challenging jobs.

DETACHMENT commanded by Major Ian Jones
A
completed annual training during April in B.A.O.R.
with 21st Regiment. After deplaning at Wildenrath, we were

"To fill the A14 role for the British Services, the BCC 30
has been selected against keen international competition."
The BCC 30-A14 is the lightest, smallest, fully transistorised, one man high power HF transmitter-receiver
station of more than 20 watts output and is already in
production.

3.

In the loft of the Officer's Mess
Sl1nalmen H . Hall, F. Ryan and
Ser1eant J. D , Clark.

<I.

"This is the life" says Si1nalman
R. F. Clayton.

informed that despite frantic efforts by the local mechanic
the baggage door on the plane refused to open-so we continued our journey to Laarbruch in a somewhat frustrated
mood. Even so, it was interesting to observe the resourcefulness of individuals who insisted on shaving, etc., before the
first parade in Germany. One enterprising lineman hired an
electric shaver for one Mark and then hastened his barrack
room comrades to use it before it was returned!
We quickly got to grips with the tasks which awaited us
on the Royal Air Force Station. We had one challenging
underground cable project to complete in the first week and
also undertook to re-wire the Officers' Mess and install new
distribution cases. All this provided plenty of scope for the
use of both brawn and skill in jointing many lead sheathed
cables. Captain John Roberts and his line party were well
and worthily recommended for their share in this sphere of
the camp training.
Soon followed the exercise in which we ~ participated,
except for a small party of linemen who remained behind to
finalise the projects. Luckily the weather stayed fine and we
were able to lay the required number of Stekke and quad
cables well within the time limit which had been set. From
an administrative point of view, the R.A.F. gave us excellent
service during the exercise--we give them full marks for their
warm welcome and excellent facilities on the camp site.
With the exercise over, we returned to Laarbruch for usual
clearance of stores and domestic chores before the detachment truly scattered over Holland and Germany for shopping
and sight-seeing. So a most instructive and enjoyable camp
soon came to an end and we prepared for our return to U.K.
When we arrived at Gatwick we had to give the Quartermaster a good reason as to why 28 combat suit tops were left
behind at Wildenrath. There was a good reason and anyway
we had an excellent BUA signature for them!
Our thanks are due to Lieutenant-Colonel G . Neilson and
all ranks of 21st Regiment for doing so much to assist us
during the camp period. Thank you 21st- your welcome and
guidance has been appreciated by everyone in our detachment.

S. Technician Si1nalman D. Breakall
does a. neat job·Post Office: style.
6. Up for a breather, Sianalman A .
J. Ross.

Fully approved to British· Ministry of Defence DEF 133
standards and to NATO Mil.Std. 188B, The BCC 30 - A14
has been selected by the British Services, Commonwealth
and NATO forces and is to be evaluated for the United
States Marines.

I.
l.
7.
8.

DETACHMENT HQ STAFF ( L to R) Corporal J.E. Woolley, S/Serseant E. J. Bunyon, W.0 .11 (3.S.M.) D. Oliv er, Major I. B. C . Jones, Captain R.
C. Hod1klns, E.R. D., Major C. F. Milliken , E.R. D ., T.D.
Colonel Nellson Inspects. The T . O .T. looks happy-but Captain Roberts looks concerned. (L to R) Lieutenant Colonel W. G . Neilson, Captain J .
G. Roberts, Sl1nalman A. J. Rou, Captain (T.O.T.) K. J. Sansbury.
Linemen at work! Lance-Corporal R. Mitchell and Sl1nalman R. Trufitt set a very welcome helpl"I hand from members of list. Re1lment .
Well, llfe 11 just like that! we du1 it up so now we fill It In . Sirnalmen A. Saxon, L. C . Edw.ards, Corporal V. J . Smith and Si1nalman G . Tress.

Gtth HEGDIENT (T.A.)
ll \\-ill probably be of interest to those readers of THE WIRE
who have had connections with thi unit, to learn that the
Regiment reach d the final of the Ter.ritori~ Army Football
A
iarion Cup, but were unfortunate m being beaten by f:be
winners of the previou year's final, 4th/6th Royal Berkshire
Regiment (T .A.).
The game was played at Imphal Barracks, York, on 17th
April, and wa attended by the G.O.C.-in-C., Northern Command th~ G.0.C., Yorkshire District, the C.S.O., Nor~ern
Command the Brigade Commander, 146th Infantry Brigade
(T. .) and many members of both units.
oder bitterly-cold conditions, spectators were treated to
a di play of good football by both teams, which resulted in a
2-0 victory for the 4th/ 6th Royal Berkshires, the first goal
b::ing scored in the first .five minutes of play, and the second
during the last five minutes of the match. Apart from these
two goals play rapidly switched from end to end of .the field
and both' teams rocked the cross-bars and uprights with their
near misses.
Aft r the presentation of the trophies by the G.0.C.-in-C.,
ronhern Command, the teams and officials sat down to high
tea, provided by the Administrative ~rnman~aot, No.rthern
Command, while the officers were provided with tea 10 the
Station Officers' Mess.
We would take this opportunity of wishing the Regimental
team better fortune in the final of the Batchelor Shield, due
to b!! played on 8th May. For the record, the R egiment have
already won this final on five occasion s.

SPORT
A Corps player froni. the 1Ve s t Indies gives his

Impressions of Corps Cricket

'

""{ ~

welcome this very pleasant article from Sign alman
0. G. Butler of 10th Regiment. W hat he says is not only
of general interest but also has much sound commonsense
behind it. Signalman Butler comes from the sunny island of
Barbados and enlisted on the 12th March, 1964. He has served
in the 2nd, 30th and 14th Regiments and is a Corps cricketer.
May his cricket, of which he is so fond, prosper. Signalman
Butler wr:tes:Any active, enthusiastic member of Royal Signals who
possesses reasonable basic technique and knowledge of cricket,
together with a genuine love of the game, should try h is utmost
to represent his Corps at this game. These are the initial
requirements: along with a keenness to enjoy the game.
In Corps cricket, one does not only display what one is
capable of, but also learns more of the game by experience.
It is amazing how one's knowledge of the game widens from
match to match, bearing in mind, however, nobody actually
teaches one anything new about the game. It js sheer willingness to do well at cricket which brings out the best of one's
cricketing ability when the occasion warrants it.
My personal experiences playing with the Corps team are
most enjoyable and sa~isfactory. T he team plays positive cricket.
There may be laughs; there may be some wit and humour;
but underlying these pleasantries, there is the dir ect desire to
win where possible, and most of all to enjoy the game. The
standard of cricket is high and challenging and the players
combine varying degrees of skill to make it worthwhile.
It is not unusual for the Corps to play against another Corps
which boasts three current capped players for the Ar my, or
the avy, as was the case when we played the Royal M arines
last year. O ur Corps, incidentally, produces a team which
sometimes con tains two Army players.
For the new player in the team, he very soon becomes aware
of his own value and presence. H e is made to feel comfortable
and consequently effective; and is given every opportunity to
prove himself.

'l

.\Hitudes o( players
The attitudes of the players, on and off the field, could not
be b tter. As a matter of fact, ours are the attitudes of responsible members of H.M. Forces, and that should speak for itself.
On the fo;ld the atmosphere is relaxed, without losing the
keenness for the game. Off the field the skipper always ensures
his m.n are in good spirits; that they are reasonably comfortable
in their accommodation; he invariably discusses the events of
the day's play, briefly, with the men; and inevitably proposes
stronger more optimistic tactics for the following day.
The current skipper, Major de Clive-Lowe, is a very thoughtful man a keen and dedicated cricketer with sound batting
technique. As an Army player he sets a high standard which
the men follow, without a doubt.
One of the most appreciative bits of advice I overheard him
offer to one of the players was thus : " These short sweet
innings of thirty-odd runs," he said, " are good enough in
themselves. But you need to build an innings." This player was
one of natural cricketing ability, and the skipper knew it, because
the player was awarded Army colours in 1964. This hint, bears
the tone, in essence, of Corps cricket. Bui ld an innings, yes
indeed! There is usually ample time to build an innings. There
is a maximum of five and a half hours' playing time, a day over
two consecutive days.
t:m1•iring
The standard of umpmng in these games is of high quality.
Seldom have I seen what could be termed a bad decision.
Batsmen and bowlers always accept decisions without any
reaction. The umpires perform their tasks assiduously, and do
a very good job indeed.

Cri cket in the '\Vest Indies
Back in my native isle of Barbados, West Indies, the home of
" too many " international stars, I played a lot of cricket. In
those sun-drenched islands, cricket comes naturally to the
individual. Here the game has a different atmosphere from
Corps cricket. For a start, there are always innumerable
spectators at the game-at whatever level. The atmosphere is
more electrifying, more aggressive, more colourful.
The marked difference between the game being played in
the islands and this country is the apparent eagerness to get
the batsmen out. Appeals for lbw are louder and more frequent,
but are not meant to upset the batsman or umpire. More often
than not the spectators appeal for decisions most!
There is a surprising lot of action which goes into one afternoon of cricket In the West Indies. Here the game is played
for only four hours a day, on a Saturday afternoon, over three
weeks, hence the urgency to dispose of the batsman-_within
the law-as soon as possible.
I was privileged to be in the same club as half a dozen players
of the current West Indian team now on . tour in England.
Though I played in the minor division, at some time or the
other I batted and bowled against these players. Barbados is
so small it would be impossible not to know a large number
of the population personally.
F irs t a s oldie r
Back .to the vast expanse of British soil, England. I t must not
be thought that Royal Signals spend their whole time in playing
cricket alone. Alas! No. Cricket, or any other sport, is part
of a soldier's training; such as Drill or PT may be. Games, in
fact, are brought in to make us better soldiers!
At the same time cricket, or any sport, at any level in the
Army, does not give an individual preferential treatment over
any other soldier. Goodness ! No. The Senior N .C.0 . would
be quick to point out that you are first (a nd probably second
and third) and last a soldier. And how right he would be !
Finally, the Corps team should prove to be as strong this
year as it has been since 1964. Fortunately, they had not lost
a match during that time. Some of the best players are posted
out of U.K. but there are always " eager ones waiting in the
wings."
Good luck, Team. I hope to be among you all again this year.

A LAMENT. For ihose of us w ho ouc of loyalty
10 "'jimmy" backed H erm es in the D erby. 1 1 was
" unplaced."

"

lloclu~,,itus

'' is n·hat they rail it in the
7th Regiment

As they go na"owly Jown in Army Cup Final hut pull off BA OR Championship
~·

• Hundreds of cheering spectators
The title of this article will require no explanation to members
of 7th Regiment, but for other readers, it should be explained
that the Regiment publishes a simple newspaper each week
which bas a wide circulation among soldiers and their wives.
It is called " Seventh Dimension" (7D for short) and during
the winter months, a contributor who rejoices in the pen-name
of " Krud " has written accounts of Regimental hockey matches
under the general title of " Hockeyitus." This is a good description of the craze that has swept through the Regiment in
the last eighteen months. The team bas enjoyed considerable
success in that time and has been sustained by the considerable interest hown in the game by everyone in the Regiment
and also by a great many people outside it. Support has
varied from the few " old faithfuls " who have turned up on
wet Saturday afternoons to watch the team in friendly matches,
to the hundreds of cheering spectators who have travelled
long distances to see the Army Cup games. The members of
the team would like here, to thank publicly, all who have
cheered them on in the last two seasons.
Despite the great enthusiasm for hockey described above, the
team this year failed to retain the Army Cup, won for the
first time by a Royal Signals Regiment in 1965. Of the final,
more later, for the present, it will be of interest to review
earlier games in the Army Cup Competition . In the opening

rounds, the Regiment beat 27th Missile Regiment 3--0, 14th
Field Regiment 6--1, and 22nd ignal Regiment 5-0. Then
came the D ivisional final, in which 42nd Medium Regiment,
R.A., were convincingly defeated by four goals to nil. The
B.A.0.R. semi-final, against the Devon and Dorset Regiment,
was perhaps the most thrilling game in the competition, and
the Regiment only just scraped home by 2-1, after some
tense moments. All of these games have already been commented on in the pages of THE WIRE; the next two games have
not previously been written-up and therefore warrant more detailed descriptions.
B.A.O.ll. Final--nnd triumph!
The B.A.0.R. Final was played on the Lower Shale ground
at Rheindahlen on 16th April against the Queen's Royal Irish
Hussars. The weather was not kind and the wet pitch cut up
easily.
Despite the counter attraction of Exercise "Robin
Hood," there was the usual crowd of supporters present to
watch an interesting game.
The Cavalry team opened with expected dash, and it took
a great deal of hard work before the Regimental side was
able to settle down and play its accustomed brand of hockey.
Captain de Bretton Gordon, at centre-forward, opened the
scoring in the first half, after a fine C!!ntre from left-winger
Corporal Luis. This was closely followed by a second goal
from a penalty stroke, to make the score 2--0 at half-time. Two
mor - goals were scored in the second half, both following from
short corners (hours of practice rewarded).
The Q.R.I.H.
scored a well-deserved goal towards the end of the match so
that the final score was 4-1. The team photograph, included
with this article, shows Staff Sergeant H. Meekings (" Big H ")
holding the splendid cup presented to the team a kw minutes
earlier by the Comrnand-r-io-Chief, B.A.O.R.

I.

BAOR FINAL: Captai n Moss recei ves the trophy fro m the Com mander in Ch ief.

2.

BAOR FINAL : By th e smi les on t heir faces t he y obviously won . Back row : (from left to r ight)-Signalma n C urtis, Corporal Richardson,
Staff-Se rgeant Ange l. Staff-Se rgean t Meekings , Captain Moss, Major Pitkin. Front row (fro m left to ri gh t)-Corpo ral Luis, Staff-Sergeant Hall,
Captain Colbeck, Captain de Bretton Gordon , Sergeant Oliver.

3.

BAOR FI NAL : Corporal Luis about to score t he Regiment's th ird goal after a short corne r.

4. ARMY FINAL : The Reg iment 's forwards attack.

But the team just lost 2-0 against the Pay Corps Depot

Continued
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obviously intent upon avenging its defeat of last year, for they
played extremely well, right from the bully-off. They did not
allow the Regiment to settle down and managed to keep the
ball out of their own net, despite some promising early runs
by wingers Sergeant Oliver and Corporal Luis. By half-time
they bad scored two goals without reply. For the rest of the
game the Regiment pressed hard and fought gamely to the
end, but just couldn't score. The final score was 2-0.
Thus ended a wonderful seasons hockey. Of the players
in the photographs, only half will still be in the Regiment next
season: we are sure they will give a good account of themselves and, whatever their results, play in the spirit in which
we have always tried to play.
This article would not be complete without a word of thanks
to all who have assisted the team throughout the season, notably
the umpires (we think they assisted) Captain Etherington,
Lieutenant Whittington and Staff Sergeant Bell.

.\rmy Finnl-u t ugh fight as we go down

With the B.A.O.R. Championship safely in the bag, one of
the problems facing the team was to get practice before the
Army Final, due to be played on the 27th April. This problem
was partially solved by a match against the R.A.F. (Germany)
winners, R.A.F. Gutersloh. This match took place at Detmold
and resulted in a comfortable win for the Regiment by five
goals to nil. It was a game notable for the return of Lieutenant
Geoffrey Allen, playing in an unaccustomed position at centreforward.
The team, and indeed the entire Regiment, was now ready
for the Army Final, at Rheindahlen, against the Royal Army
Pay Corps Depot, who had emerged as the U.K. winners after
narrowly defeating the M.0.D. This year's Army Final was
thus a repeat of that in 1965 at Aldershot. The big day came
and with it the sunshine and the crowds. The Pay Corps was

twenty players on the Dhekelia course in a force six gale with
the following results : Royal Signals (Cyprus) Open Championship
rst
Major R. B. Carroll
2nd
Mr. R. Brunt
R oyal Signals (Cyprus) Handicap Competition
rst
Mr. R. Brunt
2nd
W.0.11 E. Barnham
Royal Signals (Cyprus) Regimental Foursomes Stableford
Competition
1st
Major (T.O.T.) D. Crookes and Mr. R. Brunt
2nd
Major R. B. Carroll and Captain (Tfc.) J. E. Gill

Forces Help Society
Tf1plcal of the Wonderful Work the Forces
Help Societfl does for the Forces

Extract from a voluntary report received here: the mortgage arrears stood at £80 (checked with
the Council). I advised Mr.
(who was out of work
through a long illness) to apply immediately for National
Assistance, but I checked with the National Assistance office
and they will not grant the full mortgage repayments but only
the interest. I have obtained a grant of £r6 from the . . . .
(a regiment in which he served before transferring to Signals).
I hope for £10 from the Chest and Heart Association and I
will try for the same amount from my Society's H.Q. Can
your fund help, please?
Of course we will help, but give a thought to all the effort
and sorting out in respect of this case that has been done by
this kind-hearted lady voluntarily."

Corps Match with R.M.A.
This took place at the North Hants Course, Fleet, resulting
in a win for the Corps by st points to 2t. Playing for the
Corps were: Lieutenant-Colonel A. Jackson, Major B. Roderick,
Colonel D. Fairman, Major-General C. H. Vulliamy, Colonel
J. Eagle, Major-General E . A. Morrison, Brigadier P. E. S.
Mansergh.

Royal Signals (Cypms) Goll Meeting
Regrettably shortage of space precludes us from reporting this
in full. Suffice to say that a good day was enjoyed by some

Corps Shooting========

gJlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllE

The captain of Corps Shooting, Lieutenant-Colonel C. V.
Walsh, reports as follows: A.RA. SMALL BORE RESULTS FOR 1965/66
Match 76-The Individual Small Bore Championship
7th Corporal A. Barber, 7th Regiment . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .
8th Major G. A. S. Exell, rst Regiment . .. .. .. .. ...
14th Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh, H.Q. Southern
Cemmand
. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . .
Winner of the Royal Signals Aldershot Cup:
Corporal A. Barber.

Match 77-The Individual Small Bore Match
Lance-Corporal Stevens, 2 Squadron 14th Regiment . . .
Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh, H.Q. Southern
Command
. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .
Signalman floughton, 2 Squadron 14th Regiment
Winner of the Royal Signals Blandford Cup:
Lance-Corporal Stevens.
Match 87-The Three Positions Match
2nd Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh, H.Q. Southern
Command
. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
(Winner's scored 292)
Match 79-The Unit Team Small Bore Championship
3rd 7th Regiment
. . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .
..... .. .. . .. .. ... .. .... ... ... ... .. ........
4th 1st Regiment
(Winning team scored 3395)
Match Bo-Unit Team Small Bore Match
3rd 14th Regimen t . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .
Match 82-The Company Cup
4th I Squadron 7th Regimen t
5th 3 Squadron 14th Regiment
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THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN
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HE generous support of many-particularly those
T
who contribute under the Day's Pay Scheme-bas
enabled your Association to assist the less fortunate
members of our Corps family as follows: Number of cases assisted during the past month, 29;
Total of grants and loans made, £477 5s. 5d.;
Number of clothing parcels despatched, 68.

One of the Month's Cases
291

3388
3386

ARENTS of . a Lance-Corporal recently killed in a
P
road accident whilst serving overseas. The father
has been ill for some time, and the soldier made his
parents a good allotment out of his pay. This ceased on
his death, and financial anxiety was added to other
troubles. The Association helped at once with a grant to
tide them over until their claim for a Dependants' Pension
is settled.

One of the Month's Letters

3305
1099
1094

B.A .O.R . Small Bore Championship r966
Winners: 7th Regimen t.
5th: rst Regiment.

WOULD like to say how very grateful I am for your
real concern for - - - ' s welfare. It certainly gives
one a warm glow inside. You know, thirty or so years
ago, when we gave our " tanners a month " to "widows
and orphans," it was done very grudgingly and with
tongue-in-cheek. I must now say that we ex-signallers
have an Association to be proud of.

I

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN

Everything is changing ..•

Finance also has become more modem and adaptable. Services
are more varied ,advisory services more comprehensive, which we
can offer you as a modern major bank. That means:
•
•
•
•

opening a current-account or a savings-account
payments by means of bankers' transfers
expert advice on all questions of profitable capital investment
and last not least: personal and courteous service

We are at your disposal wherever you may be stationed; more than
460 branches of our bank in the Federal Republic of Germany
Including West Berlin are at your service. In all these branches
Individual attention will be paid to your personal requirements.

c

~SINCE1870

ij)~~i:g:

COMMERZBANK
Paintedironmoney-chest, 17111 century.

Head Offices in Diisseldorf · Frankfurt a.M.· Hamburg.
In Berlin: BERLINER COMMERZBANK
Representatives in Beirut· Buenos Aires·
Johannesburg · Madrid· Rio de Janeiro· Tokyo ·Windhoek.
Interests in banks in 14 overseas countries.
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GIFTS
Since the beginning of the year, gifts of clothing, books, toys,
etc., have been most gratefully received from the following:
Lieutenant-Colonel G. A. Horner, Major M. W. Pollard,
A. E. Bolton, Esq., Brigadier C. H. Stoneley, O.B.E., Mrs. M.
S. Wheatley, Major R . Lawrence, Major (T.O.T.) A. H.
Pritchard, Mrs. G. G. Rawson, Staff Sergeant and Mrs. Peake,
471h Regiment (T.A.), Lieutenant-Colonel B. A. Beattie, W. E.
Osborne, Esq., Colonel J. R. West, M.B.E., Mr. and Mrs. A.
F . Morgan, B. A. Rhodes, Esq., Signalmen Barnes, Fletcher,
Sheppard and Hopkins (2 Squadron, 41st Regiment, T.A.).
Mrs. M. H. L. Kenning, Mrs. P. Roake, Major G. Peakes,
·Sergeant and Mrs. Jepson, Brigadier M. S. Hancock, Lieutenant
D. Rees, A. E. Stead, Esq., P . A. Goddard, Esq., Mrs. P.
George, Miss Cunningham, R.S.M. P. McNaughton, Captain
and Mrs. S. J. Malcolm, Lieutenant-Colonel A. T. Scott, Mrs.
S. V. Summers, .Captain T. McKirgan, A. Walsh, Esq., F. P.
J. Edge, Esq., Captain and Mrs. G. Dibley, Mrs. W. R.
Smijth-Windham, Brigadier E. D . Good, c.B.E., J. Benson, Esq.
W.0.1 and Mrs. F. Stockdale, Major T. F. Jenkinson, Captain
(Q.M.) and Mrs. J. V. Hardiag, the Wives' Club (2 Div. H.Q.
and Signal Regiment), Edward Drostle, Ltd., Major D . A.
Searle, Lieutenant-Colonel E . G. Day, o.B.E., T.D., Major T .
B. Woods, Mrs. G. M. Fraser, Major N. L. Baker, R. Clough,
Esq., Mrs. I. G. Swan, the Wives' Club (28th Regiment),
Captain (T.O.T.) J. Bayfield, Major G. J. Sard, LieutenantColonel W. D. S. Renton, Major-General P. E. M. Bradley,
C.B.E., D.s.o., The Thrift Shop Catterick Camp, Mrs. E. C. Jones.
Mrs. J. Power, Major N. L. Baker, Mr. and Mrs. W. Mycroft,
Captain J. R. Way, Mrs. L. V. Truscott, Mrs. A. K. Summers,
"A" Squadron, 47th R egiment (T .A.), Colonel G. H. T.
Shrimpton, c.B.E., T.D., A.o.c., Threestokes Marine Ltd.
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Royal Signals Association anti Benevolent Funt/
The following mbscriptions were most graleful/y receitied during
March, 1966:
[.
nth Regiment (Depot)
224 Squadron
...
...
...
47th Regiment (Middlesex Yeomimry) T.A.
54th (E.A.) Regiment T .A. (3 Squsdron) ...
i.st Regiment
.. .
. ..
.. .
.. .
13th Regiment (bale.nee of subscription)
...
...
. ..
Federal Regular Army Signal Squadron , B.F.P.O. 69 ...
Nswark Branch, Royal Signals Association
. ..
. ..
Various ind1vidual i:lonations

•. d .
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4

0

0

47

3
14

0

5
4

3

0
0

0

0

II 19

6

{.IOI

3

6

£88r
Expe11dituTe duri11g March, I!,166
...
(Includes : Rent and Rates; Beds and Bedding:
Fumitrue; Cots and Prams; General Assistance)

2

8

Total Receipts

The followi11g subscriptions were most patefully received d11ri11K
April, 1966:
57th Regiment T.A .
47th Regiment T.A. (Warran
fficers" and Sergeants' Mess)
47th Regiment T.A. ("B.. Squadron W.O.s & Sergeants' Mess)
9th Regiment (Officcn' Mess) ...

Birmingham Branch
...
. ..
Chdtenham and District Branch ...
Shrewsbury Branch .. .
. ..
.. .
.. .
. ..
.. .
. ..
Glossop and District Old Comrade ' Association .. .
Cussins and Light Ltd. (through Major R. O. Edwards)
M. C. Stanley, Esq. (Deed of Covenant) ...
Various individual donations
Total Receipts

£ s.

d.
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THE BRITIS H ARMY'S NEW HF RADIO STATION-THE A.13

The most up-to-date, fully transistorised, lightweight, military H.F. packset-the Plessey-made
A.13-is now in full production. Already adopted
by N.A.T.O. and Commonwealth armies, the
A .13 has proved its superiority in world-wide
trials and in service with the British Army.

Free Tuning without Netting
T he A.13's crystal calibrator makes any one of
the 2,400 channels in the 2-8Mc/s band available
immediately, without netting.
PM, AM and CW Operation
Phase modulation gives improved range with
long er battery life. AM and CW·fadlities make
th e A. 13 compatible with existing systems.
Mu lti-Role Flex ibility
High-grade, lightweight ancillaries can be
provi ded for any man-pack, ground station or
vehicl e role. Transistorised amplifiers, hand
generators, voltage regulators, remote controls,
vehicl e adaptors and a full range of aerials are
all available.
Rugged ness w ith Easy Maintenance
The A .13 fully meets the most exacting British
A rmy standard s for rugg edn ess and ease of
maintena nce. Highest reliability is maintained
th ro ughout the A .13's long life.
Rechargeable Batteries
With a 1:9 t ransm it/receive ratio, the battery life
exceeds 8 hours. Batteri es are quickly charged
from the hand generator or any vehicle sup ply.

A.13 standard man-pack radio

For further details,
please request Publication 233.
The Plessey Company Limited
llford, Essex, England.
Telephone: llford 3040. Telex: 23168
Telegrams: Plessey llford Telex.

PLESSEY Electronics

"To fill the A14 role for the British Services, the BCC 30
has been selected against keen international competition."
The BCC 30 - A14 is the lightest , smallest, fully transistorised, one man high power HF transmitter-receiver
station of more than 20 watts output and is already in
production.
Fully approved to British· Ministry of Defence DEF 133
statidards and to NATO Mil.Std. 1888, The BCC 30-A14
has been selected by the British Services, Commonwealth
and NATO forces and i s to be evaluated for the United
States Marines.

*
•

Comcentres, Cable Laying from Vehitles
Motlern Developments?
N o t a blt ol it-looli bac k to 1869

"'

Acoompanying the office wagons arc two wi re wagons, each
wagon carrying three miles of insulated wire on drumS' containing half-a-mile. Each wagon carries 18 tubular iron poles
of telescopic pattern which, when pulled out_, make one pole 18ft.
long. These are used for road crossings; along other places the
wire is laid on the ground. Wire is ' payed out ' direct from
the drums on the wagon, and is picked up in similar manner by
communicating the rotation of the wheels to the spindles of the
drums by mean s of an endless band .
Along impassable places where the wagon cannot travel, the
drum is shifted to a small handbarrow which can be wheeled
by one man or carried by two. Wire can thus be laid wherever
a man can walk. The wire wagon is drawn by four horses.
The Field Telegraph arrangements at the Review consisted
of establishing a central station at a spot called Lone Tree,
from here conununication was kept up with magnetic office
in the town (through courtesy of W. Walsh, Chief Engineer to
the Castle,
the Company), also to the easternmost point
where a flagstaff was erected for communication with the
ships. A third line was carried from the Central Station to the
Castle and along the cliffs to a point in rear of the invaders'
line. As the invaders advanced, a fourth line was laid out and
followed them as quickly as the men marched, and signals were
thus kept up between the most advanced and original positions of the invading line. In all, 6t miles were laid, of which
3t were laid and picked up as part of the operations of the day.
The telegraph was used during the review for the despatch
of messages of importance between the several stations. The
whole of the Field Telegraph and visual signals were in the
charge of Captain S. Stotherd, R.E., and the Field Telegraph
was in the immediate charge of Lieutenant Anderson, R.E. A
system of visual signals was established with the different
divisions by Major Bolton, Lieutenants Armstrong, Blood,
Courteny, R.E., and Comet Gough, Ioth Hussars. Captain
Maitland assisted. Many signals were passed."

or

[Illustrared London N ews
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From humble beginnings in 1938, the Corps Museum has built up to
a fascinating display of equipment, photographs, documents and items of
general interest, worthy of the ro!e and history of our Corps, much of the
pioneer work having been done by Major George Flynn. Coming under
the direction of the Royal Signals Institution, it is now the particular interest
of Lieutenant-Colonel E. G. Day, o.B.E., T.D. (Secretary), and Cofone! R. M.
Adams (Corps Historical Officer). Curator of the Museum, who has expended
much loving care on its contents, is Mr.
W. F. Bailey (ex-S.S.M. of the
Corps). He is located at Catterick with the Museum and will move with
it to Blandford in due oourse. He is always delighted to receive and escort
visitors round the Museum at any time when it is open, and a visit to
Messines Lines (School of Signals), where it is sited not far from the H.Q.
Officers' Mess, is very well worthwhile.

~~~~~

"The collection of equipment, personal mementoes, photographs, and
interesting documents which collectively makes up the Corps Museum, improves steadily, and we look forward with excitement to the day when the
Museum opens in its new quarters in Blandford, probably in 1967. The present building in Catterick is just not big enough. Our collection of Old
Comrades' medals is representative of all ranks from Signalman (or Sapper)
to Lieutenant-General, and covers the three periods in our history; the
Telegraph Units, the R.E. Signal Service and the Corps itself. We are
pleased that other Old Comrades have signified their intention to bequeath
their medals to us, bu t we hope we will have a long wait in every case.
The photograph albums entitled " Corps Life " now contain five hundred
or so photographs and are intended to represent the daily life and work of
the Corps at war and peace, from 1869 up to the present time. This will
never be complete, because we will always be happy to put in any fresh
photo which covers a subject about which we have insufficient coverage
already. If you have any photographs or albums of life in the Corps, please
let me see them. Any photos I require I will have copied and I will return
the originals. Group photos are not suitable unless they represent something
of Corps interest as apart from purely unit interest. A unit team which
won an Army Championship is obviously of Corps interest.
Please write to me c/o The Royal Signals Institution, Cheltenham
Terrace, Chelsea, London, S.W.3."
THE WI R E, JU L Y - A U G US T 1 96 6

HONOlJHS

Readers will be pleased to hear that the following received
awards as shown in the recent Birthday Honours List:C.B.E.
Colonel G. H. Starr

w.

Colonel R. M. Adams (the Corps Historical Officer) writes as follows:

BIHTllDAY

[Illustraled London News

The above two engravings are published by courtesy of the
Illustrated L~don News and are in the archives of the Royal
Signals Institution.
The following is an extract from the
Illustrated London News of the roth April, 1869.

*
VOLUNTEER

*

*
IlEVIEW AND
AT DOVER

*

*
FIELD

*

DAY

Dover Castle was attacked by a seaborne force from Portsmouth on Easter Monday.
" The two engravings represent the Headquarters of the Field
Telegraph Corps, ordered from Chatham to take part in the
operations of Easter Monday. They were engaged in the
work of laying down a line of telegraph in the field. Their
equipment consists of two travelling offices, in shape not unlike
a small omnibus. Each office contains two telegraph instruments which print the messages on strips of paper. Underneath
are the Voltaic batteries. It has also a writing desk, and miscellaneous stores are carried in a large cupboard at the front. Two
large panniers serve as seats for the telegraph operators and
contain flags and lamps for visual signals, which can be extended in advance of and are auxiliary to the field telegraph
lines. These panniers, which are adapted for pack transport,
also contain cooking vessels and a patrol tent, so that a party
despatched with same have the means to bivouac for the night.
The office wagons normally havt: two horses, but the plough
around Dover necessitated four.
THE WIRE, JULY-AUGUST 1966

O.B.E.
Lieutenant-Colonel D. B. Emley
Lieutenant 0. J. Peck
M.B.E.
Major (Q.M.) J. Hopkins
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) C. W. Palmer
Captain R. J. Robinson
Major F. Sloan
Lieutenant-Colonel F. D. Williams
B.E.M.
Staff-Sergeant R. G. Postlewaite
Staff Sergeant D. F. Wilson

Major General A. J. Deane-Drummond, D.S.O., M.C.
Those who have not already heard so, will be delighted to know .that Tony Deane-Drummond took up the
appointment of G.O.C., 3rd Division, on the 1st June.
Tony, who has had a varied and very successful career
in the Corps has, as many will know, established an
international reputation in gliding. Doubtless, .ois expert
knowledge on matters airborne will stand him in good
stead in a Division which depends so much on the air
for its effectiveness. Our best wishes go to him in his
important and :responsible new appointment. Chosen to
be his A.D.C. is Captain Kelvin Kent, first winner of the
Whistler Trophy, who doubtless will find bis new responsibilities the most interesting he has had up to date.
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Movements-Officers

®bituarits

Association of Harrogate Apprentices

MAJOH P. It. lUANN, T.D.

Philip Mann, who died on the 13lh April at the age of 67
after an illness lasting several months, served with the Norfolk
Regiment in the Middle East during the First World War. He
joined the 47t:h (2nd London) Divisional Signal. in 1929 and
serv d with this regiment, which sub equently be::ame 2 Corps
ignals, until 1938 when the Territorial Army was doubled
and he tran sferred to the second line which became 5 Corps
ignals.
In 1940 he was in France on a 'Cooks Tour' when the
inva ion of Belgium started and be was immediately given a
job of work to do in 2 Corps Signals and returned with the
Regiment via D unkirk. H e then went our to the Middle East
and was tak~ prisoner while with 88 Sµb-Area Signals when
T obruk fell in 1942, and he spent the rest of the War in P .O.W .
camps in Italy and Germany. H e maintained his links with
the T.A. after the War and in 1950 he returned to the old U ni t
at Fulham House as H on. Mess S ecretary for about t wo years.
H e rook a keen interest in the 5 Corps Signals O.C.A. and
was actively associated with the Brunswick Boys' Club of
Fulham, which was founded by the members of h is P .o.W .
Camp, OFLAG 79, in February 1945.
In civilian life Philip Mann was w ith the Midland Bank, from
which he retired in 196o.

C.S.lU .

F.

MILLROSS

The death occurred on 13th June of C.S.M. F. Millross.
Freddy Millross, as he was widely known, was a very old
stalwart of the Corps. He joined the Royal Engineers in
ovember, 1914, and transferred to Royal Signals on the
formation of the Corps in 1920/21. He served in Palestine,
India, China, Malta and Egypt, and lef.t the Corps in 1938
with the rank of Company Sergeant-Major. Many of his old
friends will remember him in 5t:h Divisional Signals, Scarborough, in the years 1932/ 35.
Deepest sympathy is expressed to his wife and family in
their sad bereavement.

S I GXJ\L'\I AN' DA'\-'ID BRUCE CUTTS
D avid Cutts who was orily 19 years old joined the 13th
Regiment in ovember, 1965, where, apart from his positive
and likeable personali ty, he soon made a name for himself as
a boxer, rugby player, athlete and canoeist. On the 14th May
while participating with other members of the Regiment, in
the French Canoe Championships, he was most sadly drowned
in a canoeing accident along with two French soldiers who were
in the rescue ooat wh ich was going to his aid. A special tribute
was paid to David Cutts on the British Forces Broadcasting
service in " Sportsman's Diary " (see 13th .Regiment notes).
H is many friends in the 13th Regiment and the Corps will be
much grieved at his untimely death and the sympathy of all
will go to his parents and relations in their sad loss.

The 1966 Annual General Meetin g of the Association
will be held at the Army Apprentices' School, H arrogate,
on 30th July at 11.30 hours. P lease make a special effort
to attend if you are ai;i ex-Apprentice.

ILIU.A.

WOOLWICH

MEMORIAL

General Penney, while the " Shop arms " member of the
R. M.A. Chapel Council, was the originator of a scheme to
establish in the Royal Military Chapel at Sandhurst a p ermanen t
memorial to all officers who were commissioned from the
"Shop" from its formation in 1741 up to its final closing in
1939.
The cost of the memorial will be some £ 1,800, of which about
£soo is being fo und from the Chapel Fund. It is hoped to meet
the balance from contributions by Gunner, Sapper and Signal
officers who passed through the " Shop," or their relatives.
Donations (which it is suggested be limited to not more than
£ 1) are invited from Signal officers who passed through the
" Shop " and should be sent to Regimental H eadquarters,
Cheltenham T errace, London, S.W.3.
Full d etails of the proposed memorial have been given in the
Spring and Summer Journal and the N ewsletter, but it is. hoped
that this m ay catch the eye of some who have missed it in the
former.

Cable anti Wireless Lttl.
RADIO WATCllKEEPING TECRNICIANS
Cable and Wireless Limited require staff to undertake a tour
of duty overseas as W archkeeping T echnicians on rad io tran smitting and receiving stations.
Duties will include circu it attention to r adio t elephone and
telegraph circuits and applicants must have experience of
routine maintenance and fault find ing on medium or high
powered MF/HF transmitters and communicat ions type
receivers, and should be between the ages of 25 and 35.
Employment offered on a contract basis for two years with
possibilities of extention/renewal or of establish ed service thereafter.
Salary dependent on age ranging between £1,050 and £ 1,180
plus variable cost of living allowance and lump sum gratuity
paid after successful completien of contrac·t at rate of £120
per annum.
Leave on full pay. All emoluments free of Income Tax.
Free passages and fully furnished accommodation.
Write giving concise derails of qualifications and experience
to Staff Manager, Cable and Wireless Limited, Mercury House,
Theobalds Road, London, W.C.1.

ADDITIONS-MAY LIST POSTING
Captain (Q .M.) S. G. Barnes ...
Captain P. Graham-Hill
Captain D . A . Nicol
...
Major J. H. S. Weston ...

Major P. C. Tripp

. .. To
,,
... ,,
.. . ,,

208 Squadron
R .P .O . Newcastle
nth Regiment (held •trength)
H.Q. 1 (B.R.) Corps

AMENDMENT- JUNE LIST
... ,, Posting now cancelled

ADDITIONS-JUNE LIST
645 Troop Att. 14th Regiment
Captain R. F. L. Cook .. .
Captain G. f'. G. Elliott
...
. •• ,, 3oth Regiment
H .Q. A.A.F.C.E.
Lleutenmt (T /0.ptain) R. A. Ellis
2 Div. H.Q . & Signal Regiment
Second-Lieutenant R. G. Howard ...
1 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
Second-Lieutenant J. K . C. Maclean
229 Squadron
S«ond-Lieutenant R. C. J. Rhodes
1 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
Major C. G. Sandys
...
...
,, 4 Div. H .Q. & Signal Regiment
Seco:id-Lieutenant P . M. Taylor
,, 22nd Regiment
Lieutenant M. O . Wilson
r2 Inf. Bde. H .Q. & Signal Sqn,
T / Ma1or A. Yeoman
JULY
Major J. S. Aaar •••
...
Major K . E. P. Andrews
Captain K. S. H . AJ!wright
Lieutenant J . H. Almonda
Licuterumt R. D. Allen
T / Captain D. T. Burton
Major L . S. Bamber ...
Captam B. L. Belton .. .
Captain J. S. B. Brinsford
Major H . G. Brett, M.B.I!.
Lieutenant (T.O.T.) 0. A. Bowden
Lieutenant-Colonel D. K. Binks, O.B.B.
Major E. T. Bolt .. .
Captain A. S . Cheat
.. .
Lieutenant A. F. Carter
...
Lieutenant-Colonel J. H . Cooper ...
Lieutenant-Colonel (T.O.T.) R W.
Cooper
.. .
...
.
Lieutenant (T.O.T.) H. D avies"
Captain J. R. Dawson
Captain M. J. Ford
Captain J. V, Fielding
Captain C. E. Grundy . . .
Lieutenant G. I. D. Gubler
Major H . B. de M. Hunter
Lieutenant J . A . Hood ...
Lieutenant T . E. Knight
Major F. C. Lockwood .. .
Captain G . H. Morgan ...
Captain D. F. Malone ...
Captain J. C. Milford ...
Lieutenant N. C . Muir
Captain R. Pickard
...
T / Lieutenant-Colonel J. L. Purd;m
Captain S. W, Read
.••
Lieutenant W. J. P . R obins
Captain K. Ryding
.. .
. ..
.. .
Second-Lieutenant T . W . Robinson
Captain I. 0 . ] . Sprackling
Lieutenant J. F. Storr .. .
Captain A . D. Steel
Captain J. M. Scott
Captain C. E . R . Story
0

Capur:n (Q.M.) L. J. Taylor
Lieutenant J J. Ventham
Captain P. J. F. White ...
Captain H. R. Williams
Captain (Q.M.) J. Worsley

LIST
A.G. I I
,, 4th Regiment
H. Q . 1 (B.R.) Corps
,, 3rd R egiment
,, 21st R egiment
,, R.M. A.S.
,, 14th R egiment
H .Q. A.L .F.C.E.
,, 226 Sq uadron
,, 11th R egiment (H.S .)
,, Malaysia
,, Ministry of Defen ce
,, 19th R egiment
,, 24th R egiment
3rd R egiment
,, To R etire

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

,,
,,
,,

Ministry of D efence
A.A.S. Harrogate
13th Regiment
30 th Regiment
17th (Gurkha) R egiment
22nd Regiment
225 Squad ron
Ministry of D efence
15th R egiment
210 Squad ron
R.M.A.S.
655 Troop
19th Regiment
30th R egiment
20d Regiment
253 Squadr on
Mi:tistry of Defence (0124)
7th R egiment
216 Squadron
17th (Gurkha) Regiment
r st Regiment
28th Regiment
J .C .U.
10th Regiment
14th Regiment
19th T an k Transporter Squadron
R.C.T. , for employment as
Adju tant W elbeck College
3 B.O.D .. R.A .0 .C.
15th R egiment
School of Signals
T.O .S. Sq uadron
H.Q. A .F.N.E.

\Vnrranf Offic•f"rs and Senior N .C. 0.s

Lette r to t h e E d itor
F HO::H LIEUT EXAJ."\'T- COLONEL E . R . N. W.
NANNEY~WYNN, D.L.
Sir,
I was very sorry to read your excellent obituary notice of
L ieutenant-Colonel S. A. W . Philcox, for this was our first
news of his death, last March.
I well remember the night in Belgium when he took over
command of 3rd Divisional Signals. We received some attention from the enemy artillery, resulting in several casualties.
Not having seen him at the scene of confusion, I asked him
next morning if he had heard anything. He replied that he
had slept very well and had not been disturbed at all. This
was not withou t its effect on us younger soldiers.
Yours faithfully,
EDWARD NANNEY-WYNN,

L ieutenant-Colonel
Towyn, Merioneth.
19th May.

Butchers

Grocers

Game Dealers

our aim in all Depts.:-

Supe r_ b Qua li t y

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
T elephone
Bstabli1hcd
DARLINGTON
2955
1894
Six ry Y e ars Sati s fac t or y Service
" WE BUY THE BEST"

" WE SEU.. THE BBST"

DAILY DELIVERIES IN YOUR

DISTRICT

J ULY
... To 8th Regiment
,, 3rd Div. H .Q . & Signal
640 T roop
237 Squadron
13th R egiment
51st R egiment (T .A.)
5ISt R egiment (T.A.)
,, 2nd Div. H .Q. & Signal
,, 28th R egiment
220d R egiment
,, 8th R egiment
4th D iv. H .Q. & Signal
,, St. Andrew's O .T .C.
,, 57 th Regiment (T .A.)
4th Div. H .Q. & Signal
,, M .O .D. Camp Comdt.,
Staff.
(F. of S.) R. Morris .. . ,, School of Infantry
(F. of S.) J . R. Carey ,, School of Signals
(f'. of S.) K. F. Duffey ,, 220d Regiment
G. E . Curt is ...
... ,, 226 Squadron
C . Martin
,, 7th Regiment
C. A. Berry
,, 237 Squadron
J. L. Gwynne
R.M.A., Sandhurst

W .O.I D. F . Langston ...
...
W.0.1 (Y. of S.) R. M. E wens
W.O.Il (Y. of S.) J. Halliday
W.0.11 G . J. Fisher
W.O.IJ I. McLoughJjn
W.O.II A . Charlton
W.O.JI S. Richi.t'lgs
W.O.II J. W . Ankcrs
W.O.Il W. C. G . W all .. .
.. .
W.O.II (Y. of S .) T. Johstone
W.O.JI V, Declancy
. ..
.. .
W .O.IJ P. B. Overland
W .O .JI G. J. Emery
W.0 .II J. L. Crane
...
.. .
W .O .II (Y. of S .) P. C. W ood
W.O .II R. Str utt ...
...
...
S taff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff

Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
tnff Sergeant
Staff Sergean t
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Rcgc.

Regt.

Regt.
Regt.
Central

A / Staff Sergeant W. F. Kilburn
Staff Sergeant R. C. Joluuon
Staff Sergeant H. G. Arnold
Staff SergC"J.nt 0. G . W. Phillips
. ..
Staff Sergeant B. W. Tune ...
Staff Sergeant (Y. or S.) D. A. Newell
Staff Sergeant C. H . Willianu
Staff Sergeant H. Pearson
...
Staff Sergeant D. Henry
Staff Sergeant R. H. Manson
Sergeant W. J. Rickards
Sergeant R. W. Adey . ..
Sergeant T. G. Mays ...
A/Sergeant J. Phillipson
Sergeant B. A. Broad
Sergeant J. N. Martin
Sergeant R. A. Leech
Sergeant M. J. Bayliss
Sergeant E. J. Adams ...
Sergeant C. D. Hatcher
Sergeant D. Hay ...
Sergeant D. G. M. Kir~ ·
Sergeant C. Baxter
Sergeant W. Sawyer
Sergeant D . G. Hunt
Sergeant J . B. T. Hull ...
Sergeant D . G . Thornton
Sergeant D . Brown
...
Sergeant P. H . J. Hillier
Sergeant N. J . Crowder
Sergeant C. M . Smjth .. .
Sergeant P. D . Watton .. .
Sergeant J. D . G . Brown
Sergeant D . Kay ...
.. .
Sergeant E . R. Parker ...
Sergeant R. H . F orster
Sergeant J. A. Hume
...
Sergeant K . A. Penrungton
Sergeant D . Bracluton ...
Scrg"""t E. L . Medway
A/ Sergeant J . A. Lcwer
Sergeant J. P . Edison
Sergeant T . L. Smith
Sergeant J. E . Shon
Sergeant T . R yan .. .
Sergeant D . Walker
...
Sergeant M. C. O' Donogbue
Sergeant G. J. Charles ...
Ser gem t R. D . Price
Sergeant J. T . Noon ...
Sergeant W. E. Greenhill
Sergeant R. G . French ...
Sergeant E . 0 . H . Edwards
Sergeant C. A. Coultish
Sergeant J. Brunt ...
.. .
Sergeant N. N . Anderson
A i Sergcant A. GoUcdge
Sergeant W. Coxon
.. .
Sergeant D. Haydon · .. .
Sergeant P . Tllffinder
.. .
Sergeant M. D. Adams .. .
Sergeant K . D. Wade .. .
Sergeant D. L. Conibccre
Sergeant R. L . Stark
Sergeant R Collis
Sergeant J. C. T. Rlch..;ds
Sergeant A. Sim

., 6th Inf. Bde. H .Q. & Sis. Sqn.
School of Sianah
,, Mons O.T.C.
,, School of Signals
,, 46th Regimen t (T.A.,
,. 16th R egiment
,, 4th Div. H .Q . & Signal R eat.
30th Regimen t
,, H.Q ., A .F.N,E.
12th Inf. Bde. H .Q & ig. Sqn.
,, 2 1 &t Regiment
J C.U., Borneo
262 Squadron
,, 263 Sq uad ron
,, 13th R egiment
259 Squadron
,, 209

Squadron

,, 7th Regim ent
15th / 19th Hussars Signal Tp.
,, 521 T roop
,, 15th Regiment
,, 5 0 2 Troop
,, 509 Troop
523 Troop
,, 5 2 2 Troop
1 91h R egiment
,, 249 Squadron
,, 15th Regiment
,, L ife Guards Signal Troop
30th Regiment
,, Army Apprentices School
,, 45th Med. Regt, R.A. Signal Tp.
47th Regiment, R.A., Sig. Tp.
,, 32nd Med. Regt., R.A ., Sig. Tp.
,, 228 Squadron
,, 18th Regiment
,, 30th Regiment
,, School or Signals
,, 28th Regiment
,, 257 Squadron
20 Annd . Bde. H.Q . & Sig. Sqn.
8th R egiment
1 t th Regiment
,, 4 Gds. Bde. H.Q. & Signal Sqn.
15th Regiment
H .Q., SHAPE
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
School or Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
R.M.A., Sandhurst
,, F .V.R.D .E., Kirkcudbright
2 t 3 Squadron
1st Div. H.Q . & Signal Regt.
,, 249 Squadron
,, 10th Regiment
,, 4th Div. H.Q . & Signal Rcgt.
,, 10th Regiment
, H.Q., A.E.R.
,, 2 Div. H.Q . & Signal Regt.

Upgratling Courses in Catteritk
Co11une n cin g
Tg T ech
R T ech (Hy)
Lmn
Comcen Op
R Op
Tg Op ...
Dvr R Signals
E T ech
Tg Tech
RR Tech
C Jntr .. .
C Op
Clerk Tech
Clerk T ech
Clerk R Signals
ED
ED
Tg Op
*Two courses

.Ja nuary, 1 967
10th
Class II- I
II - I
15th
" II - I
3rd
*3rd
II- I
" II - I *xoth
" II- I *3rd
" II - I
10th
" III - II 3rd
" III - II 24th
" III- II 31st
" III - II 17th
3rd
III - II
10th
III - II
" Ill - II 31st
" III - II 3rd
" III - II
3rd
" III - II 10th
" III - II *10th

January
January
January
January
January
January
January
January
January
January
January
January
January
January
January
January
January
January
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.1. Corps R.Q.ltf.S. goes forward live handred 11ears

in time

and Speculates on some Strange Relics of the 20th Century!
XCAVATIONS at the present time which reveal old
E
coins, bits of armour, mosaic Roman floors, are almost
commonplace. But jump forward in time (and the imagination) a couple of centuries. What will excavations reveal then
and what interpretation will be placed on all sorts of objects
which are now an accepted part of our 20th century life?
Especially so if the site excavated happened to house a Signal
unit in the years gone by.
This is the theme of this amusing article written for us
by W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) H. Miller of 19th Regiment, R.A.F.,
Changi, Singapore, who takes his own unit as an instance
and reaches some humorous but rather bizarre conclusions.
A recent archaeological expedition to the former site of the
19th Signal Regiment, based at Changi, Singapore, one the
ancient bastions of the Old World, has been highly successful.
The excavations, painstakingly carried out over a period of
rwo months by members of the expedition, led by the R.Q.M.S .
of 19th Space Fleet Formation Communications Regiment
(Solar District), have produced many new artifacts which cast
further light on the lives of the primitive soldiery who inhabited this region in the mid-twentieth century, some five
hundred years ago. Reproductions of some of the chief finds
are shown below:
ote the complex arrangement
of this 20th - century betting
machine used by the gamblingcrazed soldiery of the era. The
front of the machine is arrayed with
numerous " eye-lids " which, when
dropped, caused the winner of the
lucky number printed on the particular eye-lid, to win some form
of personal adornment.
A box,
full of small white discs found near
the machine, were stamped with
t h e w o r d s " RING" and
" CALL "; presumably, these were
used by the soldiery as "' Chips."

•
Painstakingly carved from the wood of .trees which were
believed to house friendly spirits, these prayer wands were
carried everywhere by the leaders of the tribal soldiers. They
believed it conferred good fortune upon
them, and without them, they felt lost,
almost naked. Their presence gave the
leaders a sense of power and confidence,
and a feeling of "belonging."

•

...

H a n d - carved
clubs of various
styles, many of
them
beautifully
wrought, were chief
weapons of the
period among the
nobles of this tribal
Signal Regiment.
T h e s e noblemen
fought with them
incessantly, giving
th e i r opponents
handicaps of as
much as fourteen
to fifteen strikes at
the head, before
The
retaliating.
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small circular object (lower left) came equipped with string
so that it could be retrieved by the user after he had bested
his en emy during regimental jousting. This object was found
hidden away in the corner of a desk in one of the rooms of the
former site of the regimental mooting house (known in those
days as RHQ).

•

Twentieth - century
man's ideas of the
w o r k i n g of the
criminal mind were
crude in the extreme.
Here is a 1960 forerunner of the presentday 2640 model of the
Paraneurometer, used
for measuring t h e
micro-impulses of the
criminal's brain tissue.
Note the mind-probes
attached, which must
have been extremely
p ainful when inser.ted
at the base of the
lower cranium cavity.
The scales for measuring the micro-impulses of the depraved
Our
soldiers signify a high percentage of schizophrenics.
cryptologists are still attempting to decipher the letters
" OPS TP-BER-NM&D-F of S " inscribed on a small label
attached to this rare find.

•

Cunningly wrought in metal,
this vehicular monstrosity presented a headache to our team
of researchers. The R.Q.M.S.
is firmly convinced that it was
used as a means of carrying the
corpses of the regimental hierarchy, but the Adjutant, an
eminent sociologist, maintains
that it was a more streamlrned
version of the rack, used as an
instrument of toruire during
the period of the Spanish Inquisition.
The high mobility
of this machine confirms the
present - d'ay belief that our
communications ancestors meted
out punishment over a wide area.

•

Many documents were found at the site of the excavations .
Although they were faded and slightly illegible, they have pro·vided us with the stark truth of the strange religious beliefs of
these tribal signallers.
One such document outlines the mornings prayers carried
out. It would appear that the soldiers lined up each morning
to pray to their various gods. The high priest, carrying a
prayer-stick (previously described), shrieked out the prayers and
fhe soldiers expressed their joy and delight by madly stamping
their feet in unison, and repeating their gods' names in loud
monotones. We have discovered the names of two of these
exalted gods, namely " WUN " and " TUPTiiREE."
Evidently animal-worship was prevalent during this era, by
virrue of ·t he fact that the praying masses encased their lower
ex.tremities in the blackened hide of the now extinct bovine
family. This was obviously a religious rite, due to the fact that
even the high priests and overlords wore the same feet
The mid-twentieth
apparel on the holy day (Wednesday).
century soldiers' methods of defeating the :tropical diseases of
the region were extremely backward. One such method was the
mass e~termination of inseot pests during these prayer meetings.
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Large, metal stud-like protrusions, fitted to the under-part of
the animal skins on their feet helped to crush numerous members of the insec~ kindom during the intoxicated "foot stamping"
ceremony. A slight gleam of medical and hygienic intelligence
sho~cd at a late~ da~e by the replacement of the metal protrusions by a solid piece of rubber. It was realised that the
insects died quicker by suffocation than crushing.
All sport of the soldiers was classified as a religious rite.
Large quantities of the pain-inflicting ankle cracker, seen below,
were also discovered during the digging. The following translation of the rules of the religious ceremony which was carried
out with these wooden sticks, is offered to our readers.
Discipline among the followers of the cult was strict.
Participants attempted to inflict painful penance on their
fellows who had strayed from the strict code of the tribal

soldiers' laws by attempting to smash their ankles. A small
hard ball was introduced into this penance ceremony and
men struck on the head by this object were deemed to be
favoured by the gods and were carried from the holy ground
moaning in adoration of their particular diety.
Two high priests controlled the proceedings, and with the
use of small metal wind vibrators, suitably placed to the mouth,
constantly reminded the participants of the need for more
pain infliction, by imitating the sound of shrieks of agony. The
priests were also believed to have the power of the " curse of
the pointed finger "; a disciple frequently left the holy ground
rolling his eyes in mental anguish when the high priest's arm
was extended in his direction. Evidently the members of 19th
Signal Regiment were religious zealots, by the number of torture
sticks found in the vicinity.

Signalmans 8,000-mile Jash to beJsiJe of
sick baby
ANCE-CORPORAL David Chadwick, 22, of the Royal
L
Corps of Signals, has been flown home from Singapore to
go to the bedside of his seven-month--0ld son Sean who is
seriously ill at Manor · Hospital, ·Bach, with complications
following measles.
A top prority operation was mounted to get the soldier back
to England. Lance-Corporal ChadwiCk, attached to a squadron
of the 16th/ 5th The Queen's Royal Lancers which left Tidworth, Hampshire, on 2nd May to take part in a Far East
training exercise, had sailed from Singapore on the Sir Lm1celot
on 12th May. The ship was four hours out from Singapore
when the radio Ol;X!rator took the signal about his son's illness.
Another Army ship, the L.C.T. Antwerp, was due to pass the
Sir Lancelot on its way in to Singapore and the two ships fixed
a night rendezvous. In darkness the soldier was transferred to
the inward-bound ship by launch.
The next stage was a helicopter lift, but first the Aniwerp
had to get within chopper range of Singapore. On the afternoon
of 13th May an R.A.F. Whirlwind helicopter from 103 Squadron, piloted by Flight-Lieutenant Bob Lee, 26, and crewed by
Sergeant Hugh Morgan, 26, and Master Signaller Trevor Shaw,
40, reached the ship and Chadwick was winched aboard. He
was landed at Army Headquarters in Singapore where he was
given clothes, cash and documents, and raced to the airport to
catch a Qantas Airways flight home, which arrived at London
Airport during the morning of May 14. (Quoted from the

The Corps renews OIJ Contacts
as H.M.S. Hermes is CommissioneJ at Devonport

The Representative Colonel Commandant, Brigadier C. H. Stoneley,
O.B.E. and Mrs. Stoneley are received by the Captain as they are
piped aboard

HE commissioning of H.M.S. Hermes, the Aircraft Carrier
T
with which Royal Signals has a close association, took
place at Devonport on 14th May, attended by the Representative
Colonel Commandant, Brigadier C. H . Stoneley, o.B.E., and
Mrs. Stoneley; they were received on board by the Captain of
H .M.S. Hermes-Captain T. T. Lewin, M.v.o., o.s.c., R.N.
Other Royal Signals officers who were present wi&h their wives
included Lieutenant-Colonel G. Proudman and LieutenantColonel H. E. Roper.
The Comrnissioi:tlng Warrant was read by the Captain to the
assembled Ship's Company and a large number of guests in
the presence ·of the Commander-in-Chief, Plymouth, ViceAdmiral Sir Fitzroy Talbot, K.B.E., c.B., o.s.o. Among other
Flag Officers present was Rear-Admiral W. D. O'Brien, o.s.c.,
Flag Officer Aircraft Carriers, wh.Q was Captain of Hermes
when the Master of Signals attended her commissioning in
April, 1962, and presented the ship with a silver figure of
Mercury as a token of the association between H.M.S. Hermes
and Royal Signals. The Corps was at this time presented with
a fine silver model of an 18th century sailor by H.M.S. Hermes.
The present Hennes is the tenth ship to bear the name; she
was laid down in 1944 and was launched by Lady Churchill in
1953.
During her last commission, Hermes was mainly in the Far
East and had numerous contacts with members of the Corps,
in Aden, Singapore and Hong Kong. In February, 1964 a
party of some 10 officers and 30 other ranks of the Corps was
embarked in Hermes for a memorable 10-day cruise to Denmark.
H.M.S. Hermes is now starting her third General Service
Commission after a refit lasting two years which has equipped
her ·to carry the latest Strike, Fighter and Anti-Submarine
aircraft. She takes with her the best wishes of Royal Signals
and our hopes for renewed and strengthened association with
her.
Major W. G. A. Cathcart, Royal Signals, is serving in H.M.S.
Hermes as a Liaison Officer.

Royal Signals Cuff Links
Due to increased charges by the makers, it has been
, - found necessary to increase the retail price to n/6 each.
The increase to take immediate effect.

BANEWS Service.)
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======== School of Signals ======
Impressions al the All AnJJS ADP Course
By "ltlajor J. C. 6riffltlas, B.Sc., B.A .O.C.
NE can' t open a newspaper these days without reading the
O
word "computer." Slowly, but surely, people are
beginning to realise that an invention has arrived on the scene
which will profoundly affect our way of life. Some may regard
it as a curiosity, others as a mystery, still more as an extraordinary, mysterious elixir for industrial problems. But whatever the interpretation, the experience gained so far has shown
that the emphasis lies, not on its limitations, but on its everincreasing frontiers of exploitation.
A , ·ery mixed bug
Having had mY. appetite whetted by a short course on
computers at Birmingham Un iversity, I was delighted when I
was told I had been selected to attend 8 Automatic Data
Proce sing Systems Course at Catterick. This three-week course
is run by the Royal Signals on behalf of all Services. Our
course consisted of one Australian Engineer, one Canadian
Infantryman, one Royal Marine Commando, two Officers from
the Royal Navy, and two from the W.R.A.C. The British Army
was represent ed by three Sappers, two Cavalrymen, one Signaller
and myself. There were also two civilians, one of whom was
a Lecturer in Mathematics at the Royal Military Academy at
Sand.burst.
The aims of the course were to offer a grounding in the
basic principles and background of computers, to give an understanding of the way in which they work, and to teach at least
one programming language.
~fan;:r

programming languages
For those who are unfamiliar with computers I might as well
explain that a programme is a set of instructions which are fed
into the computer in detail lo tell the computer what exactly
it is required to do. Unfortunately the computer cannot undertand English, so the instructions have .to be written by a
" programmer " in a language that the machine will understand. There are several of these languages, e.g., Fortrru;i.i Cobel,
Autocode, Coral, Plan, etc., most of which are specinc to a
manufacturer's range of computers. There is no "Esperanto "
of the computer world-yet, anyway.
The computer, however, does not operate immediately on
receipt of these instructions, but has to translate lhem into yet
another language known as the machine code. This code does
not contain actual words like the other languages but is, in fact,
a series of figures in binary arithmetic. It is this machine code
which produces the electrical impulses which make the computer
work.
\\' bat the systent•s analyst does
Another facet of the instructional side of the course was
" systems analysis." This is a self-explanatory term which
describes the process of examining an existing system and
deciding whether it will lend itself to being done more efficiently
using a computer. If the answer is "Yes" then .the systems
analyst produces a flow process chart of the detailed logic of
the new system. This chart, which is somewhat similar to a
work study flow process chart, is subsequently handed to a
programmer for translation into a computer language. Systems
analysts are key people and command high wages in industry.
Computer for sale at bargain prices?
The two languages taught on the course were Autocode and
Algol Autocode was chosen primarily because the Royal Signals
had acquired an Elliott 803 computer no longer required by
another government department and had it reconditionea for
£800. This Elliott 803 required programming in Autocode.
Commercially owned computers are written off by capital
depreciation as being practically worthless after a few years.
A private firm, Computer Resale Brokers Ltd., taking advantage
of this fact has now organised a list of computers suitabie for
instructional purposes and has t'eCetltly arrang_ed the transfer
of a redundant computer to a grammar school in Berkshire
from the Nestle Co. in Croydon.

Data tra nsmission links
When instruction on these languages had been completed and
after we had written some exercise programmes, we were given
various lectures on data transmission links. These are the
mean s by which information can be transmitted between or
into, computers which may be up to hundreds of miles apar.r.
Important research is being done in this field, especially as
many e tablishments are interested in linked computers working
on .the master and slaves principle. As far as the Services are
concerned these data transmission links must not only be
reliable but also immune from enemy and n atural interferenoc.
The R.A.F. is already operating global stock control of stores
using radio transmission links between computers. An IBM
36o computer, shortly to be installed. at the M assachusetts
Instirute of Technology, will serve fifty colleges and universities
in New England. It will be capable of handling 200 programmes
simul taneously.
Current mili t ary npplic n t ions dis cussed
Short lectures on associated subjec·ts such as critical path
analysis and work srud y were included in the syllabu s and
finally a series of lectures was given on current military applications by various guest lecturer s. The firs t of these guest lecturers
explained ·t he R.A.O.C. use of computers for stock control at
Chilwell and Donnington. Naval lecturers gave an insight into
the working of ADA and the ADP system which operates on
an aircraft carrier. The computers in this system iden tify and
locate enemy aerial 'targets and calculate which individual
weapon in the fleet is available and capable of producing des truction of the target economically. A similar but much more
complex syste m used by the R.A.F. was also explained, as well
as a Royal Artillery project used by field arrtillery. I t was at
th is stage that one's mind began to boggle a t the feasible
military a pplications for computers.
All classrooms used by the School of Signals were warm and
well equipped with Vu-graphs, 35-rnm automatic slide projectors,
tape-recorders, closed circuit TV and mobile back projection
sc·reens. These aids could be controlled directly from the classroom lectern.
Projects bring course to an end
The final week of t he course was spent on projects. Selfchosen syndicates worked out their own particular projects
which they were required to analyse, programme and run
through the computer. My syndicate, being composed of the
Australian, the Canadian and myself, was dubbed the " Colonial
Trio" (Wales being England's oldest colony-1532). Our project was "A computer solution to a war game."
The other projects chosen by the various syndicates included
a R.E.M.E . workshop repair programme, a submarine search,
the organisation of a large map depot, field bridging design, the
compilation of intelligence for counter-insurgency operations
and the selection of incompatible wavelength frequencies for
a C4r radio system.
Not all the projects chosen worked when tested on the
computer, but Dr. Hunt thought they were all within inches
of successful completion. Only time was required to " de-bug "
the remaining difficulties.
Administration of Course appreciated
The administrative side of the course was excellent, all
students being accommodated in the Catterick H.Q. Mess
where they were very well looked after. During our stay there
we were invited as guests to a special annual regimental dinner
night. This colourful affair was attended by the Heads of
Service of both .the Royal Signals and the Royal Engineers.
The following morning Alka Seltzers were issued with the
morning tea to all guests I
The computer wait,'J to serve us
I think it is now obvious to most people that computers are
here to stay and that they will affect every branch of civilian and
military life. Furthermore, there is a requirement for tho
establishment of an inter-Service School of ADP.
What is wanted in the Services today is, not the creation of
yet another breed of experts to brandish "with-it " phrases and
create a professional mystique, but the acceptance by all and
sundry that the computer is an established fact and '1n attempt
by all to understand and harness to everyday use this truly
wonderful invention.
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Ron Ro_bertson were selected to represent the Allertonshire
League m the annual Inter-League match against the Wensleydale L.eague. Corporal Roy ~ ppell, a most enthusiastic deputy
to Ma1or Canham, our Officer-in-charge, football, was appointed
mana~er, a~d sampled some ?f the problems encountered by his
more .1llustr1ous counterparts m the professional world. It is, after
all, difficult for twenty-two players and .three officials to change
in a small public bar-particularly when the local regulars are
s~pping beer, playing darts and studying oominoes at the same
time! And when washing facilities consist of an icy cold
meandering beck, half-a-mile and a field of temperamental
bullocks away! However, the beer was good and the buffet
supper in the Kin g's Arms Hotel, Redmire, was excellent. Not
su;prising, with Colonel Bob Ed wards (late Royal Signals), as
mine host.
Of our players, Corporal H arvey has regularly represented the
Cor ps and has been awa rded his Corps colours. Lance-Corporal
Dick Ma yes and Signalman " Taffy " D avies have also been
given this honour and all three were playing in the 4- 2 win
over the Sappers early this year.
From Left to Right (Back Row) : Major Canham (OIC) Signalman
Si mpson, Lance-Corporal Mcinerney, Signalman Donnelly, Private
Johnson, Corporal Willis, Lance-Corporal Fitchet t, Lance-Corporal
Mayes, Sergeant Ghaut, Corporal Chappell. (Front Row) : Signalman
Appleton, Corporal Harvey, Signalman Davies, Sergeant Fairclough,
Signalman Brown

SCHOOL OF SIG:\"ALS,

CATTERI~'K

We came back from Easter leave on 9th May
and are now well into our stride for this, the
most hectic of our three terms. Cricket, athletics
and adventure training appear to be our main
preoccupations, although some people are casting an anxious eye on the final term Trade
Tests in two weeks time.

CAHP

, .islt b y the D.C.G.S. to the School of Signals
Lieutenant-General Sir Charles Harington, K.C.B., C.B.E.,
o.s.o., M.C., accompan ied by Major-General P . E . M . Bradley,
C. B.E., o .s.o., Signal Officer-in-Chief, paid an informal visit to
the School of Signals on rst June and arrived at Catter ick in
a Beaver aircraft piloted by a member of ·t he Army Air Corps.
During a comprehensive briefing on current and future communications, t he D .C.G.S. was entertained in the Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess. Here he met students from
Canada, Australia and N ew Zealand together with members of
the perman en t staff of the Unit, including instructors from t1ie
Royal N avy and the Royal Marines.
In .the H eadquarters Mess the D.C.G.S. met young officers
from the newly joined " Q" Course and the W .R.A.C. "Q"
Course, and also came across Brigadier Derek Good, Range
Commandan t Yorkshire District, whom he last met over twenty
years ago at the Staff College, Camberley.
Athletics
T he School of Signals Athletics Meeting was held on Saturday, 4th June. As was to be expected this was the only cold,
wind y d ay with threatened rain in the middle of a period of
fine, warm weather. The opportunity was taken to couple this
fa mily occasion .to a local appeal on behalf of the Cancer Relief
Fund. Sideshows and children's train and pony rides were
organised by the Wives' Club and current Warrant Officers'
and Sergeants' Courses in the School.
No r ecords were broken but £rn 6s. 8-!d. was collected for
the Fund. Second-Lieutenant Leaver showed that his was a
name to watch in the next few years over middle distances, and
wit h r egret we say goodbye to Captain Malone who has run
a successful athletics team over the last two years.
Association Football
Although somewhat overshadowed by our near neighbours
and Army Cup winn rs, 24th Regiment, the School soccer team
had a most successful season. Runners-up to 24th Regiment in
the Yorkshire District League it was, however, in local civilian
competition t hat we enjoyed most good fortune. In the Allertonshire League we finished second to Richmond Town, pipping
Northallerton Town by one point. We won the Richmond
Division Cup by beating Sowerby 5-4, lost in the final of the
Millbank Charity Cup to Northallerton Town 6-3 (in a replay
after drawing the first tie 1-1), and reached the semi-final of
the Bedale Challenge Cup losing to Richmond 7-5 in a tense
and exciting game. With fewer injuries (in both games against
Northallerton we played all but fifteen minutes with ten men),
it is more than likely that we would have won further honours.
At the end of the season Corporal John Harvey and Signalman
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ARMY APPRENTICES SCHOOL, HARROGATE

A pleasant Summer Camp
A large number of apprentices are currently
at Scarborough where our Summer Camp is
being held. Already it promises to be even more successful
~ las.t year's event. The weather (touch wood!) is certainly
bemg kmder. By the end of the three week period all apprentices, less first and second .t erms, will have spent seven days
under canvas. Escape and evasion, map reading, absieling, death
sliding and swimming in the chilly North Sea are some of the
attractions offered. The camp is pleasantly siruated just outside
Scarborough in Harwood Dale, and communication with Harrogate is maintained by a constant stream of vehicles and a very
successful Cu-Dn voice link.
HARROQATE

Important visitor
On Wednesday, 18th May, we were honoured by a visit from
Major-General D. B. Lang, c.B., o.s.o., M.c., Director of Army
Training, who spent the morning discussing and viewing our
activities and was particularly interested in newly developed
training aids. A successful visit was concluded by a visit to the
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess and lunch in the Officers'
Mess.
(Continued on page 286)

The "Victor Ludorum" prize being presented to A/T SSM lllman by
Mrs. Piddington
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So('eer
A disappointing season for our team, which finished well
down the Soltau Garrison League. However, at the end of the
season, new blood has re-vitalised the team, culminating in the
first win ever over our Danish friends (match reporte<;l elsewhere). The bright feature of the season was form of Signalman
Etherington, who played regularly for B.A.0.R. and was
awarded his B.A.0.R. Soccer Colours.

The r build l(oe · on
The rebuilding programme goes on apace and the foundations
of the Trade and Education block have now been laid. Two
of the five accommodation blocks have been completed and
occupied and we shall be in the third in two week time. Next
on the llst is the new Sergeants' Mess, and then the in~oor
heated swimming pool. The School's resemblance to a blitzed
site grow daily as existing buildings are demolished, but we are
encouraged by the signs of phoenix rising from the ashes. The
prevailing fine weather has freed us from the mud that clogged
our footsteps throughout the winter, and the fine white dn~t
that has replaced it does at least brush off.
Fete was a sueecss
We had a very successful Fete and Athletics Meeting Whit
Monday afternoon. A large crowd assembl~d to sample the
sideshows the feats of endurance on the runnmg track,_ and the
excellent 'weather. Mrs. Piddington presented the ll!l;Z~S and
approximately £45 will be given to the Claro D 1v1Slon. of
S.S.A.F.A. as a result of everyone's efforts. Among the _Prizes
presented was a cheque for £15 to. A/T !'kH~le-Sm1th of
Recruit Squadron. This was for the wmrung ticket i~ the Der~y
Sweepstake organi ed by S.S.A.F.A. The outstanding atliletlc
event of the afternoon was the breaking of the School record
for the Triple Jump by A/T Wells. H e achieved a d is tance of
42 ft. nt in and was warmly applauded when he collected
his well dese.rved prize.
School Bands ~et pat on the baek
Th~ Pipe Band has notched up another triumph ~Y playing
at the celebrations held to mark the Scarborough Millennmm.
They took part in the Tattoo during the week 2:>rd-29th May
and rumour has it that they were reluctant to return, and they
certainly stole the show. We think the boys of the School Bands
do deserve a special mention and. pa~ on the back. They col.'e
with a heavy programme at this !lme of <the year and, m
addition toil at their trade and education problems because we
cannot illow them to 'lose sight of the raison d'etre.' We are
very proud of tliem.
Ist REGnlENT, B .F.P.O. 32
R egi01ental Team win All Army Cookery
Co01peti tion
On 20th April this year, the regimental team of cooks, consisting of W.0.II A. Ferguson, Lance-CorP?ral J. Johnston
and Private W. Telfer, won by a clear margm the All Army
Cookery Competition, held at the Army Catering Corps School
of Cookery at Aldershot.
.
Their win was the crowning glory to a long senes of successes· it had been a long, hard struggle to reach the finals at
Alder~ot. The team started the long climb to the top on
'home ground' in Verden, on 251h March, when they won
the 1st Division Cookery Competition and qualified to compete in the I (BR) Corps finals, to be held in Paderborn on
29th March. The team, in those few days, had little time to
brush up on the mistakes made in the 1st Division finals, but
they nevertheless got through the next round, although _they
were beaten into second place by the 12th Armoured Engmeer
Team. The B.A.O.R. finals, the next step on the ladder, were
due to be held at Rheindahlen on 14th April, and so the
team bad time for more practice.
They moved down to B.M.H., Rinteln, for peace and quiet,
and worked hard to make up the marks they had lost at Paderbom. Their work was rewarded, as in the B.A.0.R. finals they
won the team prize with a score of 316t marks, beating the
next team by no less than 28t marks-and beating the 12t!h
Armoured Engineer team, which had previously beaten them,
by 55t marks!
Within three days of winning the B.A.O.R. finals, the team
was in Aldershot preparing for the All Army Finals, which
they duly won by maintaining the very high standard which
they had set themselves.
The menu with which they won the competition included
such appetizing dishes as fillet of plaice, haricot of mutton,
and an orange gateau.

The Wire is written by the Corps . ..
to be read by the Corps
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Golf
The Regimental Golf Team, consisting of Major Thompson
and Sergeant Waugh, won the unit event, namely the Regimental Foursomes Cup at the Royal Signals B.A.O.R. Spring
Meeting.
It was fortunate that this most enjoyable meeting (and a
spell of semi-tropical weather) coincided with a small break
in Regimental commitments.
Major Thompson was also successful in two of the four
indi vidual competitions and both he and Sergeant Waugh were
well rewarded (as the photo shows) for the 500-mile round
tnp from Verden.

"·1s1T BY DANISH P .\RTY, 18th-22nd
WO II A. Fergusen ACC ; Lance-Corporal J. Johnston ACC ; Private
W. Jelfer ACC ; winners of Army Cookery Competition, Aldershot

Take-over bid for Training Brigade?
In our notes last year we dared to mention our Unit Training
School in the same breath as the ' Sacrum Sanctorum ' (Training
Brigade, Royal Signals) and hints were made of a take-over
bid. Let the results since then speak for themselves.
Our individual training season ended on 25th M arch,
The home team was headed by our Training and Reece Officer,
Major W. G. Cunningham, very ably right-handed by ~.O .II
R. Garratt (Sigcen. Supervisor) and Staff S.ergeant K. Wi:Ilfi:e!d.
Insrructors came from unit resources, agamst such adversltles
as administrative inspections, C.I.V.s, and the like. Of the
149 students selected to attend Class III-II upgra~ing courses
held at the Unit Training School during the penod October
1965 to March, 1966, there are now 137 tradesmen jin_gling
ros. 6d. a week more in their pockets than before; the remamder
being confirmed in their trade and rating.
In addition to the usual upgrading courses, other forms of
training have been carried on-Winter W arfare in the H arz
and Bavaria, Military Proficiency, N.B.C., German Language,
Religious Refresher-to name a few.
With 22 other . ~ap
badges in the Regiment, versatility is the keynote of the trammg
organisation.
.
. .
.
We are now well .,into the collective trammg season, havmg
already completed four exercises and looking forward to another week or so away from the hum-drum life and stuffy
atmosphere of the barracks into the invigorating air of barns,
byres and sties.
Deadeye Dicks do tbc•ir stuff
The Regiment has had a successful season of small bore
shooting, as the followin g will illustrate: Runners-up in 7th
Brigade Major Units League; 5th in B.A.0.R. Small Bore
Championships; 4th in A.R.A. Unit Team M atch.
The Regiment also produced five of the first eleven shots
in the A.R.A. Individual Small Bore Championships.
These results would have been even better if the Regiment
had not been consistenly deprived of the services of some of
our best shots when crucial matches were due to be shot.
Recently, a shooting match was held against the local Germa!1
team in Verden and teams from the Bundeswehr. The conditions were standing at 50 metres, which is something we do
not normally practice. However, the Regiment had the satisfaction of beating two of the Bundeswehr teams, and the
entertainment offered us afterwards did much to stop us worrying about being defeated by the locals.
The Regiment shot a return match on our home 25 yards
range in Verden last week. This time we had our revenge
and outshot all five of the visiting teams, even though they
used glossy Walthers against our "as issued" No. 8s. Suitable
application of alcohol and a trophy presented to the best German
team has firmly cemented Anglo-German shooting relations in
the area.

For three years ( 1962-64 inclusive) this R egiment has exchanged liaison party visits with the Jyske T elegraf Regiment,
which is stationed in Aarhus in D enmark. Much mutual goodwill has been built up between the two Regime nts and although
officially sponsored liaison with this particular D anish Regiment has now been superceded (after a total of six exercises),
a party from the Jyske Regiment decided to make a private visit
to Verden at their own expense.
Three Danish Officers (Lieutenants Knudsen, Pderson and
Frederiksen) brought the party of ten sergeants and thirty
soldiers by private coach. The Regiment was particularly happy
to welcome Lieutenant Knudsen again because he has always
been the main Liaison Officer for our own visits to the Jyske
Regiment. The party was welcomed at 17.00 hours on 18th
May by the Commanding Officer, with the D anish Flag
proudly flying alongside the Regimental Flag.
Enthnsi11sn1 a11d astonishnaeut
Our standard of accommodation, which is often the subject
of much internal criticism, is so superior to that suffered by
typical Danish Units, that it was once again received with
great enthusiasm and astonishment by the Danish soldiers.
After their first meal (again very superior to the quality and
quantity of their issued food) a lively party took place in 1
Squadron R.O.C. (Romeo, Oscar, Charlie) Club. This party
firmly established the aim of the visit, which was for the
Danes to enjoy themselves in holiday spirit, while we hosts
looked after them with personal restraint, fully conscious of
the necessity that we had to continue with normal military
commitments.
The following morning, Thursday, 19th May, the inevitable
football match took place. We are happy to report that at
last we now hold the Bi-Regiment Football Cup, our team
being the winners by six goals to two. However, the Danes
did not go home empty-handed, as the Commanding Officer
presented a football trophy to the team and a rst Division tie
to each of the players. In return Lieuteant Knu~sen (ca.ptain
and right-back) presented each of our players wlth a pair of
silver cufflinks inscribed with the Danish Regiment's badge.
On Thursday afternoon the Danes attended the Anglo-German Sports Meeting in the local stadium. Besides the many
interesting athletic events, the particular items they most enjoyed were a thrilling helicopter display given by our resident
Q.R.I.H. officer and the colourful Band, Pipes and Drums of
the Royal Scots Greys.

Bowling evening good fun
That evening a games night was arranged in r1?e Regime~tal
Amenities Centre, which includes our own private bowling
alley. No one could quite say who won at the various games,
but everyone can vouch for the wonderment of these modem
and emancipated soldiers, that such amenities exist for the
British Army. In fact, one result of their visit should be that
we all realise that no matter how much we complain at the
daily inconveniences of our lives (and this surely will remain
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Major Thompson and Sergeant Waugh at the BAOR Royal Signals
Spring Meeting

a British soldier's characteristic) we certainly " have never had
it so good."
By this time it was clear that the Danes were prep~ed .f?r
unending exciting things to happe;n for the rest of ~hCJr v1.S1t.
They didn't have too Jong to wait!
ei..-r day, Fnday, 20th
May the Regiment had organised a Regimental Shoot. However; at 03.15 hours a "Quicktrain" w_a~ announced and tl;ie
Regiment erupted around 50 sleepy v1sHors, who were ~ull
wondering what had happened at 08.00 hours next mommg.
Unfortunately, the timing of the Regimenral. Sho<;>t was so
tight ·rhat it had to be postponed due to the disruption cau~
by the " Quickrrain." However, flexible to the last, a shoppmg
trip to Bremen was quickly organised for them.

Successful Pairing
That night every Danish soldier was invited out to supper
and " refres~ent" in an individual British married soldier's
home. This event, so easily written, was a masterpiece of
" pairing " by Lieutenant Qddie and Li~utenant Knudsen,
not to mention effective control by Captam Buchanan, who
had to contend with every type of obstacle, and between t~e
three of them achieved a one hundred per cent success, as did
the individual hosts.
At the same time, for the Officers and Sergeants, our R.S.M.,
W.0.1 Adams, had laid on a really memorable mess party.
Seldom has a party been quite so successful as re~ards atmos. phere, entertainment and refreshment. Next morning at 07.00
hours one Danish Sergeant was discovered properly asleep
in hi; bed and oblivious of his immediate surroundings, which
happened to be the outside steps of the main entrance to the
Sergeants' Mess!
F in al climax t u visit
At 08.00 hours on Saturday, 21st May, the Regiment formed
up for a practice Queen's Birthday Par~de. We h~d. ~ied o~
best to dissuade the Danes from watchmg the exh1b1t1on as 1t
was our first effort (due to never-ending exercise commitments)
for quite a long time. However, they turned up in strength
for the whole of the two hours. Captain Lockett, our Adjutant
achieved the improbable and produced a well above average
response from the parade. Just after I~-~ hours the Danes
left for a visit to Belsen, followed by a p1cruc lunch on Hahne
Ranges, which they much appreciated. They returned in ~e
late afternoon to get ready for the party they were to give
to their hosts. After a slow start (it is apparently impos_sible to
break tradition with the British SOP which is to arrive late
for a party whilst Danes always arrive early!), the party was
a great success.
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CORPS MUSIC TO THE FORE
Scenes from the recent Retreat Ceremony held by the 3rd Regiment in Bulford.

7th SIGNAL LAD SHOOTING TEAM 1966
Left to Right (standing): Craftsmen Mogford, Dixon, Johnson , Elliott.
(Si tting) : Sergeant Hughes, AQMS Thompson, Sergeant Homard ,
Corporal Barber

7th REGl1'1ENT, D.F.J•.O. 13
At Last
I t is with a light heart that the writer (a fanatical rugger
player) is able to report •t he last result of the 1965-1966 hockey
season. The B.A.0.R. Six-a-Side Championship was won by
14th F ield Regiment, R.A., who beat 7th Signal Regiment
2-0 in the final Soccer and rugger players and many others
can at last enjoy the relief afforded them by the "close"
season . Even they, however, have been sorry to bid farewell
to fi ve s talwarts of the hockey side: Staff Sergeant Meekings
and Staff Sergeant Angell, Sergeant Oliver, Corporal Richardson
and Signalman Curtis. Good luck and good hockey to them
wherever they go.
The First Test

I. The Corps Fanfare Trumpeters in front of Schofields Castle. 2. The Massed Band and Drums of the Corps and Junior Leaders.
of the Junior Leaders show their style. 4. The Jun ior Leaders partnered by Pamela De Waal Dancers

3rd

REGIHE.NT,

BULFORD

Prodigious tasks at the National Gliding
CbaDJpionships
The
ational Gliding Championships at Lasbam saw
" Brav?" Troop performing prodigies of communications as
they ru~pe<l sharply about the countryside from checkpoint to
checkpomt. as the set. courses for the gliders were changed
to C?Pe . with the varymg weather conditions. However, commurucattons . were ~ways through solid, which was just as
we~, for taking part m the championships was our new G .O.C.,
Maier-General Deane-Drummond, the first Royal Signals
officer to command a Division sine~ the war.
The Inter-Squadro11 Sports were
Lance-Corporal Longstaff's be11efit
Earlier on in the month we bad our Inter-Squadron Sports
at the ~val in ~idworth. These were won by I Squadron,
though, m fact, it was a bit of a Lance-Corporal Longstaff
benefit, as be _was up and down to prize table like a fiddler's
elbow, ~ollectt~g enough medals and silver to qualify him
for Capital Garns Tax, but new regimental records were set
up by _ Sergeant Bradley, our tame A.P.T.C. instructor, the
aforesaid Lance-Corporal LongStaff, Corporal Davies, Captain
Palmer and C?lour-Serge~t L. E. Prince, so we did better
than las~ year m some thmgs. High note of the meeting was
the c):iam of C?mmand race where, in the higher echelons,
nobbling was rife. B_lood will tell though, and the race was
W?n by the Second-m-Command, Major Hall, running, we
think, for R.H.Q.-which only goes to prove something.
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3. The Drums

Awards
On Tuesday, 24th May, ·the Sergeants' Mess dined out MajorGeneral !Jlacker who, after two years as our G.O.C., moves on
to the Mmistry of Defence, where he promises to keep a friendly
~ye on us.
After -the dinner . there was . a pleasant ceremony
~the Mess when W.O.II Dodridge (Intelligence Corps) received
h1~ B.E.M. _from General Bla~ker and W .O.II Milburn (R A )
with Serg~nt Small (Royal Signals) were presente<l with their
Long Service and Good Copduct Medals.
" .i ll Ye .No Come Back to Me?
Towards the end of the month saw the start of the annual
general exodus, or what is loosely terme<l " summer camp" at
~eymouth. This year it live<l up to its name and the we~ther
was superb. Day by day, Troops of bronze<! soldiers tramped
out on route marches or to the ranges, completing such things
as annual range classification or BE tests with ease.
As well as wor~g hard tJ:ieY: played hard, as typifie<l by the
L.A.D., who, havmg been mv1ted to leave a certain hostelry
by ~~ landlord because. they sang a certain song, had the
exq.ws~te pleasure of hav~ng the san:ie lan~ord visit the camp
t~ mvne them back to his pub to smg agam as his customers
liked the L.A.D., or the song, or both.
We are now busy preparing things for the Royal Signals
Sout~em Command Rifle Meeting, followed by the Corps
meeung at Bulford Ranges. The weather this year promises
to ~e good, so we l?Ok forward to meeting old friends and
making new ones durmg the ten days of the competition. In
our next report we shall be telling you about the meetings.

The fine weather of May brought out cricketers in force.
There is considerable talent in the Regiment, even though
some of the results achieved do not altogether bear this out.
Most of the available talent turned out on the Square in a
thoroughly enjoyable trial match between a Caribbean Islanders
XI and The Rest. It was thanks to better fortune, rather than
better play, that The Rest eventually emerged the wirmers,
after a hilarious afternoon's cricket. On numerous occasions the
I slanders' captain, Lance-Corporal " Snowball" Spence, was
to be seen rolling on the ground in mirth after one or other of
his side's more spectacular mis-fields.

:f'irst Stop, The Hague
The fine weather not only brought out canoeists and
cricketers, but cyclists, too, when 3 Squadron arranged a relay
race to The Hague on "Army bikes." Each bicycle had a
" crew of three," one man pedalling and two resting at any
one time.
Signalman Spittles caused the major upset of the competition by getting separated from his Land Rover and the rema inder of his crew, somewhere in Utrecht. After hours of
fruitless searching, he was finally recovered, still pedalling
purposefully-but in the opposite direction.
Sub 7 Aqua Club
Although it has been formed only a few months, the Regiment's Sub-Aqua Club already has a thriving and lively membership. The Regiment now possesses seven aqua-lungs of
its own, and all are used at least twice a week in either the
local swimming pool or one of the nearby lakes. A two-week
diving expedition off the coast of Italy is planned for August
and so all members are training hard under the instruction of
S.S.!. Dolphin in order to obtain their Third Class Certificate
and so be allowed to go off diving in pairs.

Good SltooHng
Throughout the past 18 months, members of our L.A.D. have
b een slipping quietly away to shoot in various competitions
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throughout Germany, and gradually their performances have
improved . The climax of their efforts was the R.E.M.E. Corps
Meeting at Bisley, from the 22nd to 27th May. Between them,
the members of the te'lffi, who ar e shown in the picture,
brought back a total of nine trophies.
The four-man team, consisting of A.Q.M. . Thomson,
Sergeant Homard, Sergeant Hughes and Corporal Barber, never
cam e lower than seventh in any shoot and achieved several
notable results. Sergeant Homard came third in the overall
championship and bas subsequently been selected to shoot for
his Corps VIII. He was fourth in the individual rifle and fifth
in the R.E.M.E. 50. A.Q.M.S. Thomson and Corporal Barber,
shooting as a pair, came second in the S.M.G. Shoot and fifth
in the L.M.G .
Perhaps the best ind ication of the L.A.D.'s shooting skill
was the second place they earned in the Eastern Command
Trophy, in which the total scores of all small unit teams
were added together.
Another of our attached personnel distinguished himself in
his Corps shoot. This was Private Charlesworth, the Officers'
Mess cook. He nearly didn't get to the meeting at all because
he broke his glasses shortly beforehand. However, he managed
to get a new pair in time and distinguished himself on the day.

Arrivals
Welcome to Major Holmes, Major Spear, Lieutenant (T.0.T.)
Holmes, Lieutenant McNaughton and their families. Also to
Second-Lieutenants, Whittaker and Saun<lers; never have we
had so many subalterns.
Welcome also to Staff Sergeant
Breese, who six months ago was instructing them at the R .M.A.,
Sandhurst.
Depa.-tures
Apart from the departures from •the hockey team, we have
said farewell to Major Weston, who left us rather abruptly for
a Staff Appojntment "somewhere in Bielefeld," and to Sergeants
Foster, Foskett, Fisher and Francis.

8tlt

REGDIE~T,

CATTERICK C.UIP

A Tribute to JiIU Stainer

Jim Stainer has been no exception to the words of the old
song about Old Soldiers. He finally retired from the Corps on
30th April, when he left 3 Squadron, 8th Regiment, at the
age of 71 after completing a total of over 54 years continuous
service. Surely this must be a record!
Jim was guest of honour at a short informal gathering in the
Squadron Office, where after a toast and a few ·words from the
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel T. Crump, Royal
Signals, he was presented with a barometer. In a speech of
thanks Jim explained to us bow hard it wa to have to decide
to retire. " R etirement was something we all looked forward
to," he said, "but when the moment arrived it was not really
as welcome as anticipation had made it seem to be." Well,
Jim ought to know, because bis " fading away " had taken place
in three stages.
First in 1948 when he retired from Royal Signals as a Major
Q.M. Second in rg6o when he retired as a clerical officer from
the post of Chief Clerk, 2 Training Battalion, and now once
again after his time as a clerical assistant.
Those 54 years had taken Jim to many places for he started
his service in the R.E. (T.A.) on 6th April 1912, before the
First World War, and when embodied on 4th August, 1914, he
found himself serving as a T elephonist and Lineman. He
transferred to Royal Signals in 1921 and reverted from the
rank of Lance-Sergeant to Signalman.
The outbreak of the Second World War found Jim tainer
at the Depot Battalion, Catterick. He was promote<! R. . \.
in ovember, 1939 and Lieutenant Q.M. in eptember, 1940.
Jim says that he really had intended to retire in 1948, but
having met Lieutenant-Colonel P. G. Goodeve-Docker at the
critical moment he found himself signing on as a Cl,.rical Officer.
Thus commence<! bis second phase of ervice spent for the
most part as Chief Clerk, 2 Training Battalion.
It is perhaps appropriate that during his third phase Jim
should be associate<! with line training and therefore complete
the cycle of activity back to the tasks w·th which he had been
connected over 50 years before.
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ow for the future, I asked Jim if he wouldn't find life a
little boring. "Perhaps, ' he said, " but I have a few activities
to keep me going."
Investigation revealed the following, for his interests are far
and wide:MEMBER : Colburn Parish Council; Village Hall Building and
Management Committee; Colburn-Hipswell-Scotton Burial
Committee; Hip well C.E. Children's School Board of Management.
TREASURER: Colburn-Walkerville O ver 60 Club.
Jim, you haven'{ even started to fade yet. May we thank you
on behalf of Royal Signals for your long and trusty service,
and look forward to seeing you at Corps Weekends for many
years to come.

9th

REGDIEN"T,

B.F.P.O.

53

Regiment in form at the C.S.0.'s
Shooting Competition
In the annual C.S.O. s Shooting Competition, the teams from
9th Regiment proved to be on very good form, taking first,
second and third positions. Six teams competed for the trophy
at Dhekelia Ranges on 6th May, on what must have been one
of the warmest days of the year.
Teams of eight firers from each Squadron took part in
the rifle competition, which consisted of rapid and snap at
300 yards and a run-down to roo yards. At the end of this,
2 Squadron, 9th Regiment, were in the lead with 259 Squadron
close behind. In the individual rifle competition, Staff Seregant
Tellis (3 Squadron, 9th Regiment) and Sergeant Ainge (259
Squadron) both had r24 points. After recourse to .{he rule
book, Staff Sergeant Tellis was declared the winner, with a
greater score on the run-down.
The L.M.G. competition followed, resulting in a win for
r Squadron, 9th Regiment. On the overall scores, 2 Squadron
continued to hold the lead by a margin of six points from
259 Squadron. At this stage there was a welcome break for
lunch and the chance of a refreshing beer for this who bad
finished firing.
In the afternoon the S.M.G. competition was held. Teams
of four took part in deliberate, rapid and snap practices. The
team -..vinners were 1 Squadron, 9th Regiment, with 3 Squadron
in second position. The individual prize for the best shot went
once again to Staff Sergeant Tellis, 3 Squadron, with a total
of ro4 points.
In closing, thanks are due to all <those involved in organising
the competition. Much behind-the-scenes work has to be done
in the butts and behind the firing point to ensure a troublefree day's shooting, which was very much enjoyed.

RIDING IN 9th REGIMENT
Lance-Corporals Edwards and Demelweeck compete in an obstacle
race
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Saddle Club
The Saddle Club has been a thriving concern in the Regiment for five years. Absolute beginners are very welcome at
the club and regular courses of instruction are held for officers,
senior N.C.O.s and soldiers. The present membership of the
club is 21 horses and about 130 riders. Captain Tony Ridger,
Secretary of the club, has recently introduced polo to the club,
and it is planned to start regular polo classes very shortly.
In the past year the club has taken part in gymkhanas with
the Dhekelia and Episkopi Saadle Clubs. Recently, several
ride:".'8 took part in cross-country trials at Akrotiri. Our racing
secnon, under W.O.II Downes, is also a going concern, with
several entries for events in the Nicosia amateur race meetings.
The photograph shown was taken at a recent gymkhana
held in the Regimen t.

I®I 10th

Regiment, Hounslow

~liscellany of Events
The Regimental Shooting Team competed in the London
District Rifle Association Meeting, held at Pirbright Ranges
on 26th-28th April, and were placed second in the Inter-Unit
Challenge Cup Competition.
The Annual Administrative Inspection was held on Tuesday,
' oth May. The Inspecting Officer was the General Officer Commanding London D istrict, Major-General B. 0. P. Eugster,
c.B., C.B.E., o.s.o., M.C. On 12th May the Regiment was visited
by the Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major-General P. E. M. Bradley,
C.B.E., o.s.o. On both occasions the visiting officers toured the
Regiment and talked to most of the men in barracks.
The State Visit of the President of Austria was held on 17th
May, and we are pleased to report that all communications
worked well.
A reporter and photographer from Soldier
magazine toured the radio detachments on this occasion, with
a view to publishing an illustrated article in a future edition
of Soldier. We look forward to this article with interest.
Two rehearsals of the Queen's Birthday Parade have also
been carried out satisfactorily, both in glorious sunshine.
The recruiting season is now well under way, and the recruiting team spent Whit Monday at the Crawley Show and have
now left to spend five days at the National D airy Show at
Cambridge.

A

Corporal Vince, Sergeant Holmes, Sergeant Tanner, WO II Spear,
Corporal Spencer, WO II Noakes, Sergeant Blackman, Sergeant Perry
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A very enjoyable visit
On r9th May a party of technicians from the Regiment
went to. the B.B.C. Television Centre at Shepherds Bush. They
were given a conducted tour by Mr. Banbridge a former
member of the Corps. The visit was arranged by Brigadier
~· G. Tucker (Colonel Comman<;lant).
Firstly, with the
aid of a model, the tour was explained and some interesting
st~tistics w~re revealed, .in~icating the expanse and expense of
~bis e_ntertamment orgamsat1on; some 3,000 people are employed
m this centre, the wardrobe holds over 25,000 items, and face
cream used by the make-up department is ordered by the
hundredweight.
The party visited various departments on each of the seven
floors. In the main video and audio switchrooms we were
shown miles of. cables and rack upon rack of switchgear, for
~ll the worl~ . like a dozen telephone exchanges in one place.
Those technicians who have experience of this work were awestruck by the sheer quantity of this equipment.
In the
tandards Room we were shown the equipment which converts programmes from 625 to 405 and others such as 525,
and where progra~mes a~e handled from all the European
net~orks and also y1a satellites from the Americas. The power
canon would easily supply the electrical load for Catterick
Camp twice over.
Later, in <the studios, we found ourselves in one of the
8,ooo sets, in the heart of the Malayan jungle with bandits all
around. There was even a real Army L and Rover parked outside the basha. The realism fortunately did not extend to
leeches and mosquitoes.

years an Army Cadet Force champion, and well known in
B.A.O.R. boxing circles.
He played rugby.for his Regiment and for Rhine Area where
he was a first-choice hooker all last season. On the athletics
field he .was a go~d middle-distance runner and shot-putt. A
really skilful canoeist, and an enthusiast for all Outward Bound
activities, Signalman Cutts must surely have been one of
B.A:O.R.'s bes.t all:rounders. He was a great personality whose
untimely passing m the course of representing his Regiment
in sport is a sad loss indeed.''
This tragedy marred the extremely good performances put
up by the Regunental teams. Two of the Regimental teams tied
in third place in " Le Raid " in the double canoe class besides
the R.S.M., C. W. Palmer, M.B.E., and Signalman Corrie who
took second place. These teams were Lieutenant Theodorson
anc_I Signalman Jury, and Corporal Davidson and Signalman
Gmedale. Sergeant Poole and Lance-Corporal Collins finished
" Le Raid " in 5th place.
Seventh place in the doubles class went to Corporal Judge
and Lance--Corporal Grey. In a single canoe, Lance-Corporal of
2rst Regiment came into second place overall. After ihe Elalam
Lance-Corporal Storer, 21st Regiment, was placed 4th overall
and Lieutenant Theodorson tied for first place in the doubles
class and tied eighth place overall.
Corporal Bill Milne wins D.A.0.Il.
GoU Championship
Contrary to what you may
canoeing is not the
only sport in which the
Regiment indulges. We are
the proud owners of the
new B.A.O.R. golf champion. Bill Milne gained this
honour after beating the
previous course record (70)
at the Golf Course in Bruggen by two strokes. He won
also the 36-hole scratch
medal competition. He and
the Commanding Officer,
L ieutenant - Colonel
Scott,
then went on to win second
prize in the bogey foursomes. Sergeant Reg Simpson was winner of the
second 18 holes B.A.0.R.
heat and he came third in
the
B.A.0.R.
qualifying
round.
~lieve,

13th IlEGllUENT, B.F.P.O. 40
Canoe Championship marred by sad accident
The French Army Canoe Championships took place at
Chalons-sur-Mame from the 9th May .to the r6th May. Fiftyone .teams competed in this race altogether, the Regiment
entering seven teams.
It was during that part of the champ:onship known as " Le
Raid,'' a roo kilometer race, tha·t tragedy befell the regimental
team. Signalman David Bruce Cut·ts was drowned while
neg~tiating the St. Dizier weir. There is no better epitaph to
David Cutts than ·that which was said about him on ·the British
Forces Broadcasting Service programme, Sportsman's Diary,
on the evening of Monday, the 6th June, 1966.
" And on a sad note to conclude I should like to pay tribute
io the memory of one of B.A.0.R.'s finest sportsmen, Signalman
David Bruce Cutts, of 13th Regiment, who was accidently
drowned in the French Army International Canoeing Championship at St. Dizier on the River Barne in France on 14th May,
1966.
A product of Penarth School, Signalman Cutts was best
known as a boxer. He was a Welsh ABA champion, for three

RSM C. W. Palmer (rear) and Signalman Corrie who took 2nd place in
the Double canoe class. All his friends will be delighted to hear
that RSM Palmer was awarded an M.B.E. in the Birthday honours
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Corporal Bill Milne B.A.O.R. Golf
Champion, 1966

A proud ond solemn occasion in Holland
In Holland, near the little village of Niederweert, there is a
British War Cemetery which enshrines the bodies of those
members of the Commonwealth who died in the crossing of
the River Maas in the Autumn of 1944. Every year the elders
of the village hold a special Remembrance Service, as near to
the anniversary of VE Day as possible, to remember those
killed in the Liberation of Holland. The Regiment is privileged
by sending a contingent to this ceremony. This contingent
processes with the elders from Niederweert to the cemetery,
each man of the contingent takes post at the inner end of a
row of graves and then three volleys are fired. This simple
ceremony recalls for us, who may have forgott~n, the gratitude
of <the Dutch for .their liberation and for the help which they
had from the allies, notably the British and Canadians, in the
closing stages of the war. The most recent took place on the 4th
May and though rain caused discomfort it could not diminsh
the proud solemnity of the occasion.

Goini to Blockpool? If so there is always a warm
welcome for Corps personnel at the Glenholme Private H tel,
44, Alexandra Road, Blackpool. The proprietors, Mr. Kendrick
-an ex-Warrant Officer of the Corps-and his wife, are very
pleased to see members of the Corps. The hotel is adjacent to
the promenade and has a car park and television lounge and
it has been warmly recommended to TuE WIRE.
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Before the 2 Squadro scribe grabs the pen
and treats r.ou to another instalment of all that
'" Trnel-ana-Adventure " bull, let's get in a
word about the rest o( this Regiment.
What is laughingly known among the "' Old
and Bold " as " The Cool Season " in Aden bas
now given way to the beginnings pf Summer.
The temperature has risen sharply and now tops
xoo"F pretty consistently. Those aforesaid old sweats who so
emphasise the coolness of the rest of the year n?w mutter,
"Ah, but wait till the dust-storms start." Never satisfied, some
people.
The C.1.V. inspection has come and gone in a welter of paint
and grease and we are delighted-though not surprised-to
find that V:e earned a very good report. This is not bad going
in a place like this, where the salt-laden air and sand corrodes
metal almost as fast as the liquor in the Kat Klub rots the
Kustomers.
Sports generally are on the wane just now, due to the warmish
weather but the cricket team has won four out of six matches
in its !~ague. Kenny has particularly distinguished himself as
a bowler. We hear rumours of a mammoth inter-Troop League
in basketball and hockey, which Second-Lieutenant -Waite.rs is
about to spring on us.
Now, over to the Camp-swingers for some more tall tales.

2 Squadron
Telegraph operators go to sea
Actually, having unburdened ourselves of all those stories of
daring-do last month, we have been relatively quiet in May.
Two of us were chosen to inaugurate our new alliance with the
R.C.T. Landing Craft Tank Agheila, and Signalman Patience's
story of that little lark appears further in this number. We
have arranged that for the next few months Agheila will
normally take two of our Telegraph Operators whenever she
puts to sea, in addition to her normal complement of Corporal
Barnes and Signalman Regan from the Troop in Gosport. This
will give us useful practice in operating joint links, as well as
a change of scene.
Otherwise, most of our Rovers have returned from their
Bedouin detachments. Signalman Hatch, however, continues to
maintain our reputation with the Sapper road builders at AlMilah, up the Dhala Road, where he lords it over a £ear link CI I.
Two refresher courses for Telegraph Operators, of a fortnight
each, have been run by our kind friends of 3 Squadron in
Bahrein, where it was pleasant to have QO guard duties and to
wander freely in the town, without being prepared to catch
grenades and throw them back.
Land Ro''Cl"S are • advertised '!
We had another desert exen:ise in May, this time further
away; about 50 miles from Aden. Communications worked
well. Another such exercise sets out two days after writing this;
and after that we should all be pretty desert-worthy. TPe
Squadron Commander can occasionally be seen making sweeping
gestures in front of a map in an effort to plot his next little
outing for us. We start some airportability training next week,
which sounds ominous. Also, our Land Rovers are now being
"desertised "; this means that we hang all the kit that used
to be stowed inside the vehicle, on funny metal brackets all
over the outside. This produces an interesting pregnant
appearance and makes it much easier to have traffic accidents.
Signalman Holmes please note. For the benefit of distant
readers we should perhaps explain that after Dakin-worn out
by haute cuisine with a No. 3 cooker-resigned from the post
of O.C.'s driver, Holmes stepped a trifle heavily into the breach
by bending that nice new Land Rover on his first sortie up to
C.S.O.'s Branch. Anyway, nobody ever really used that old
wooden staircase, and it saved someone the expense of paying
a contractor to knock it down. We are surprised, though that
this historic event was not immortalised in song like other
interesting things that happen to Holmes.
OpN•ator .kept busy
To be serious for a final moment. Another three Telegraph
Operators are packing their kit for a three-month stint in the
cool of waziland. Two other operators are to start a new
detacbment under command of our friends in 210 Squadron,
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with 24 Infantry Brigade, up at Wadi Agir near Beihan and the
Saudi frontier. There they will work to Aden and the Federal
Regular Army. There will be more four-week detachments to
Bahrein. Add all those to Landing Craft, airportability and
desert exercises, and you can see that we do keep moving. Also,
even our Class III radio operators can mostly do 20 words of
Morse a minute.
It's a greal life if you don't weaken. Personally I've got
writers' cramp.

ON A LANDING CRAFT TO P.ERIM ISLAND
By Signalman Patience
On Saturday, 21st May, Lance-Corporal Fitzsimmons and I
left Singapore Lines to join the L.C.T. Agheila at Steamer
Point.
A new job

After a rather hurried departure we lay at anchor off the
Mermaid Club beach, where we spent the rest of the afternoon
being shown the radio equipment, which we were ·to double-up
on, with the two regular operators Corporal Barnes and Signalman Regan, and generally finding our ' 0 sea legs.''
At seven that evening we weighed anchor and sailed, along
with our accompanying R.P.L. which is a smaller type of landing
craft, towards Perim Island. At around eight that evening we
both looked a bit green a.round the gills, much to the delight of
the two regular operators.
I took the first watch along with Regan, which amounted to a
four-hourly schedule call back to Aden, and keeping a listening
watch on the distress frequency, while Lance..COrporal Fitzsimmons slept in the cramped crew's quarters.
Watch was changed at four next morning, which gave me the
chance to attempt the feat of getting into a very small bunk on
top of a tier of three, without waking any of the sleeping
sailors. This was only accomplished with a lot of unprintable
muttering from the bunks of sleepers. I then fell asleep lulled
by the engine noise and the gentle rocking of the ship.
We arrived at Perim around six on Sunday morning.
My first sight of Perim was much later on, when I awoke,
went up on the deck, and found most of the off-duty crew
members swimming, fishing off the deck and generally having a
holiday, in which I soon joined.

Aldis lamp signallin.C a little strange
The rest of Sunday was spent enjoying ourselves, and keeping
up our radio schedules, during which contact was made with
Gosport and Bah.rein. Monday started off the same, until we
volunteered our services to stand in CO!Dpletely and let the two
regular operators off to go to a film show on the island. After
'they left, while we were both sitting in the W /T office, we were
summoned up on the bridge to answer the aldis lamp used on
the R.P.L., neither of us having had any experience of visual
morse before; we found a lot of difficulty taking it, b11.t finally
both received and sent the reply, by dubious methods, which
amounted to cheating. We both breathed a sigh of relief when
Corporal Barnes and Signalman Regan returned!
We left Perirn Island on Tuesday evening, arriving in Aden
on Wednesday morning, wishing we had spent a lot longer
aboard, and educated to the point of calling the front end
" fore " and the blunt end " aft."

R. SPENCE & Co.,

LTD.

IRONMONGERS
Telephone 2171/2

RICH M 0 ND

Ettablished 1718

HARDW ARB FOR CAMP MAINTBNANCB
LAWN MOWERS AND GARDEN TOOLS
ELECTRIC WASHING MACJilNES AND CLEANERS
BEDSTEADS AND lNTERIOR SPRING MA TIRESSES
GLASS AND CHINA
PRAMS AND CYCLES

*
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Social life In the W .0.s' and Sergeants• Mess
Is boomin~
Something different takes place every Saturday to suit all
This month saw the most successful "Western,"
tastes.
"Loud Shirt," " Casino" and "Roman Style Bar-B-Q" nights.
Any suggestions to carry on the series will be gratefully accepted
by the P.M.C.
In the world of sport, too, the Mess continues to play its
part. On Sunday, 8th May, the Mess "A" Team, under
W.0.11 (Y. of S.) J. Esson, won the Singapore Joint Services
Seven-a-Side Soccer Competition. The Mess has, in consequence, a very fine cup now on display. The "B" Team,
under Sergeant D. Williams, also did well by reaching the
quarter-finals of the competition.
New arrivals to the Mess include W.0.I (Y. of S.) A.
Littlejohn, W.0.II (Y. of S.) G . Hitchcock and W.0.II (S.S.M.)
McGilvray. We hope all the new arrivals and their families
will avail themselves of the Mess faciilties and enjoy their stay
here.
Those departed during the month were W.0.I (Y. of S.) R.
Ewens, R.H.E., and W.0.II (S.S.M.) T. Cushen, who leaves us
Congratulations,
to become R.Q.M.S. of 237 Squadron.
R.Q.M.S., but what will the darts team do now?

Exercise •• Evergreen "
The first month of our annual jungle tralillilg is over, and
the whole of 2 Squadron and part of H.Q. Squadron have
spent four days in the Mersing area of Malaya. The aim
of the exercise is for every member of the Regiment to spend
at least 48 hours in the jungle.
As anyone who has done this kind of thing will know,
living in the jungle is no easy matter. First there is the
climate-hot and damp by day and cold and damp by night.
Then there are the insects, literally millions of them, and very
few of them pleasant. Add to those the numerous types of
thorn bushes and the malicious leech (which is found wherever
there is water) from which no part of the human body is immune, and you will begin to form some idea of what jungle
life is like.
Fortunately, experience gained du.ring past "Evergreen"
exercises has taught us what precautions to take against each
menace. These trip~ are, in fact, very good training, and most
enjoyable to all taking part in them, as we can so seldom get
away from our static responsibilities in Singapore. A good
slog through the jungle and a bit of hardship (jungle boots
were not made for walking in, especially on roads), reminds
us that we are soldiers and rhat we must be prepared to operate
in any type of condition.
:81entloned in Despatches
This month the Regiment received the good news that
Corporal Gordon, of 2 Squadron had been Mentioned in
Despatches for his work whilst serving with the Joint Communications Unit in Borneo.
An extract of the citation
reads: " The line commitment in and around the
Headquarters in Labuan is
very heavy, and with a crew
of himself and two Signalmen Cable Jointers, Corporal
Gordon impressed everyone
with his thoroughness in
doing his job to the best of
his professional ability, being
entirely unruffled by the exigencies of active service.
The staff of the Headquarters
and his own officers owe a
great deal to him for his
efforts."
Corporal P. J. Gordon - an example
Patrick Joseph Gordon,
who comes from County
to others.
Leitrim, Eire, joined the
Corps on 13th July, 1954, and from then until July, 1957,
served as a Driver, both in the U.K. and in Hong Kong
Signal Regiment.
He was discharged· in July, 1957, but found the lure of
Army life too great and rejoined the Corps in November of
the same year.
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18th Regiment-Exercise Evergreen-The aim is for every member
of the Regiment to spend at least 48 hours in the jungle. As anyone
who has done this kind of thing will know, this is no easy m:itter ..•

He served for a year with 266 Signal Squadron and the
Joint Communicauon Unit, Borneo, wirh the success as signified by his Mention in Despatches.
He joined 18th Regiment in November of 1965 and is now
a valued member of 2 Squadron.
Congratulations to Corporal Gordon, and may he be an
example to other members of our Corps.

TUE

INTER-S«UJADRON ATHLETICS
COMPETITION
(See photos also, on page 294)
This year's Inter-Squadron Athletics Competition was run
on an individual basis, and each Squadron, including 237 and
249 Squadrons, submitted three entries for each event. This
gave everyone rthe opportunity of having a go, and resulted in
287 men turning out for the heats on Saturday, 21st May.
Although there were some good performances du.ring the
heats, many events were somewhar hampered by the very wet
conditions underfoot. Nevertheless, our thanks go to those
who had a go, and gave the rest an enjoyable afternoon's sport.
~lass

turnout for the finals
Appetites had now been whetted and resulted in a mass
turnout of ooldiers and families for the finals on 25th May.
The sky was blue, the sun bright, conditions on the track were
ideal and the stage bad been set by the 5,000-metre final, held
the previous evening. In this event special mention must be
made of the running of Lance-Corporal Brazil, Corporal Devey

. ·.. first there is the climate, hot and damp by day and cold and damp
by night. Then there are the insects, literally millions of them and
very few of them pleasant. Finally one must create some form of
shelter to live in"
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q11adro11s in Atliletic Rivalry at lBtli Begi1nent

THIS year's inter-Squadron athletic
competition produced the usual
keen rivalry and 287 members of the
Regiment entered for the heats. The
finals produced some good pedormances
and throughout the afternoon the lead
see-sawed between H.Q. Squadron and
249 Squadron; both these Squadrons
had a nasty fright when 3 Squadron
suddenly overtook them both but could
not maintain their lead. The day ended
in an overall win for 249 Squadron but only just - with H.Q. Squadron
second.

and Lancc-C.Orporal Lee, who produced a fast and entertaining race and, indeed, lapped some of the field as many as
three times, to finish in that order.

that 1t was best left alone- I estimated its length at something
between 15 and 20 feet. The snake was apparently having a
quiet ziz in the sun after 'lunch.'

See-Sow Struggle
At the start of the finals, H.Q. Squadron were in the lead
on points gained during the heats, with 249 Squadron a close
second.
During the afternoon the lead see-sawed between
these two Squadrons, but both had a nasty fright when at one
time 3 Squadron overtook them both. Unfortunately, however,
that Squadron could not keep it up against the might of the
other two.
Fine running by C.Orporal Sidek brought him and 3 Squadron
victory in both the 100 and 200 metres, while Lance-C.Orporal
Phillips, of 249, took the 400 metres in good time. The 800
metres also went to 249, when Lance-C.Orporal Taylor broke
ho: tape a good 100 yards ahead of his nearest rival. In the
r ,500 metres, the race went to the same trio who won the
5,000-metre event, though with C.Orporal Devey and LanceC.Orporal Lee this time in reverse order.
The hurdle events were dominated by Sergeant Suliaman of
H.Q. Squadron over the shorter distance, and by Lance-Corporal
Davies, of 237 Squadron, and C.Orporal Black, of 3 Squadron,
over the 400 metres.
Signalman Abdulla, of H.Q. Squadron, took both the triple
jump and long jump, but this was hardly surprising, since
he only just failed to qualify for the last Olympic Games,
and is, in fact, the Malay national champion.
The throwing events were dominated by Captain Thompson
of 249 Squadron, W.O.II (Y. of S.) Brice of I Squadron, and
Sergeant Henderson of 237 Squadron.
If anyone thinks that Lieutenant 'Dai' Rees is past it,
then they should have been on the finishing line to where he
streaked to win the old soldiers' race from Lieutenant Richardson
in classic style.
In the tug-of-war final, H.Q. Squadron, under R.Q.M.S.
Hadfield, beat I Squadron in two straight pulls.
The day ended in an overall win for 249 Squadron by a
narrow margin from H.Q. Squadron, with 3 Squadron filling
third place. And so the athletics cup went back yet again
to 249 Squadron, while the tug-of-war cup found a new home
with H.Q. Squadron.
.
.
So an enjoyable afternoon ended with the presentauon. of
trophies and prizes by Mrs. Millo, the wife of the C.Ommandmg
Officer.

Experts are sent for
By t:his time some of the local labourers who were working
nearby on the site had come along to see what had caused me
to move as quickly as I had done. There was a brief exchange
amongst them and then one of them went off excitedly to make
a phone call. The kepala (chargehand) explained to me that
this was a prize find and that he had sent the man off to call
the snake keeper from the Snake Temple over on Penang
Island.
In due course two men arrived in an old shooting brake and
after a bit of explanation to the Service Police they were allowed
in to examine my find, who unaware of the excitement, was
still asleep. It transpired that these two men were experts on
snakes and how to catch them.

2 Squadron of this widely stretched Regiment writes of
many things-an outsize cobra that confronted a Foreman of
Signals, a new method of locating buried cable (Inspector of
Trade Training, please note) and activating and reactivating
jungle airfields.
Also from the Regiment comes a report from ' Their Man
in Gan.' (See Faraway Places-Unusual Jobs section).
First, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Sugden tells of his-

r
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The p.-ide of the Snake Te1nple
For about an !lour the snake thrashed about trying to break
free-but to no avail. Eventually he was quietened down with
the aid of a chunk of drugged meat. In about 10 minutes our
snake was out cold. Next his venom was milked and his vital
statistics noted-17 feet 6 inches long and 4 to 5 inches in
diameter. After this he was bundled, rather unceremoniously,
into the big sack, humped into the van and taken away.
Our snake now resides in a big caged enclosure at the Snake
Temple in Penang, where he is on show to all visitors.

19th REGiltlE~T, e/o G-P.O. SINGAPORE

*

(I) The Old Soldiers have a 10 : rl1ht to left: Major Gordon-Jones, Lieutenant Richardson, Lieutenant Rees, Staff Sereeant Buckle, Sereeant Roberts,
Major Sumner, Sereeant Daniels, W. 0 .11 Pemberton, Lieutenant Chilvers, R.S.M. Currie, Captain Pendock and R.Q.M.S. Hadfield battle It out. (1) Lance
Corporal Jalil ( H.Q.) in the Pole Vault. (3) Lieutenant Eason puttlne the shot. (4) W.0.11 (Y. of S.) Brice winnine the Javelin event. (5) Sereeant
Sulieman ( H . Q . Squadron) winnine the 110 metres hurdles, followed by Corporal Black. (6) A bouquet for Mrs. M lllo, wife of the Commandine Officer,
handed to her by Miu Ancela Rlchard•on, when she presented the trophies and prizes.

Catehing a Cobra by numbe.-s
Without further ado they produced from the van a length
of rope, a huge, long sack, all the paraphanalia required to
milk the snake's v~om, and a large eyelet with a spiral stem
to enable it ·to be screwed into the ground. Thus equipped,
the routine was as follows: -First the big screw eye was
screwed into the ground about two feet from the still asleep
snake. Then one of the men made ready a lassoo and when he
was set the other man threw a stone at the snake. The snake
woke up with a bit of a start and reared his head to see what
was going on. Quick as a flash the noose of the lassoo was
around its neck and the free end of the rope pulled through
the eyelet stake, thus trapping the snake's head against the
ring. King C.Obra was caught!

*

*

====

ENCOUNTRU WITH A COBRA
" In March of last year, I had the job of installing an SWS
project at Butterworth in
orth Malaya. The ground had,
until about three months prior to my arrival there, been
flourishing paddy fields and was now to become part of the
airfield.

The biJ;gest snak•' I lu•d ever seen
The first task was to go out and recce all the proposed cable
routes and measure up in general. So, armed with tapes,
measuring 100 ft., I ventured off into this reclaimed paddy.
The grass and undergrowth was about 12 in. high. I was
walking backwards, measuring out one of the more remote cable
routes, when I came to the end of the 100 ft. measure, I stopped
and turned round ·to see how far there was to go. There before
me in the grass was ~he biggest snake I had ever seen, either
wild or caged. Without stopping to examine the r~ptile any
closer, which I recognised as being of the cobra family, I beat
a quick retreat to ·t he comparative safety of a nearby earth
bank. This earth bank was to form the foundation of a new
road. From my vantage point I had a good look ~t the crea~e,
a King C.Obra no less! I couldn't see all of it but decided
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~I.Al.A YSIA

"DIVINE

TJlOOP TELL OF A
OF C,UJLE LOCATIOX"

~IETDOD

Labuan Island, ever a fruitful spring of unconventional
happenings, was recently the venue of t!he re-education of our Lin
Detachment in cable locating techniques.
Situation: An Air Formating cable buried under the site of
a proposed hardstanding. The R.E. Officer in charge of the
construction wants to kno"I' exactly where it is-not an uncommon situation.
Execution: Before the Detachment N.C.0. could double
away to bring out his newly arrived cable locator, the R.E.
Officer, Captain John Anderson, picked up two brazing rods,
bent each into an " L " shape, placed one in each hand so that
one arm of the "L" (about 12 in. long) was held parallel to
the ground, and slowly walked over the suspect area.
Soon he stopped, rhe rods having swung in towards each
other. "Dig there," he said. Sure enough, in five minutes or
so, the cable lay revealed.
"It's quite easy really," said Captain Anderson, "most people
can do this, there's no magic in it."
FoUow up
Half an hour later, back at Detachment H.Q., everybody was
practising, using 20 lb. cable conductor wire. Sure enough-it
worked for everybody. What is the secret? Well, nobody
knows for certain, but you operate this one best if you have
moist hands; and you must hold the short arm of the " L "
loosely in your closed fist, so it is free to swing. It works for
water, too, and most metals. It's a well-known useful aid in
the R.E.; so why shouldn't we take a leaf from their book?
After the " twist " comes the " twitch," so to speak.
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FAR AWAY PLACES-=UNUSUAL JOBS

OPEIUTIO:'.\'S TUOOP GH'ES US A WORD
PICTURE o_ . •\.CTO'.\.TIN"G JUNGLE AlllFIELDS
Exerci e " Lions Roar " was held in M alaya during the last
week of March and the first week of April. It was planned to
practice a fly-in of ground troops and their subsequent suppor t
by 1RT and RT aircraft. .
. .
Operations Troop was given the task of reacuvanng the
airfield at R.A.F. Kuantan activating an airfield at Penerak
and providing line communications at the A.S.0.C. and
Control H.Q.
Airportublt• so we went by road!
Being a completely air portable troop with vehicles, equipment and personal kit weighed down to the last ounce, the
move up to the exercise area was by road. With five ferries to
negotiate between Singapore and Kuantan we got the opportunity to practice embarkation and disembarkation on the way.
After a two-day journey the airhead and A.S.O.C. detachments reached Penarak, quickly erected some tents and then
the rains came. The next task was to feed some very hungry
men. Picture the Camp Commandant (R.A.F.) in his tent
disconsolately watching the rain and wondering how his cooks
(R.A.F.) can possibly prepare a meal without any shelter.
Operations Troop got to grips with a Soyer Stove, a No. 1
Cooker and some compo rations: • haypresto ' and delicious
stew and a happy Camp Commandant.
We get stuck in and the job is done
The next few days saw some hard work and long hours.
Eventually all telephone, circuits, R.R. tails and keying lines
were through and everything ready for the arrival of the staff
and the start of the exercise proper. Apart from some cable
cuts by "enemy " infiltrators all line communications worked
perfectly.

Birihs.-12th February, Signalman M. J. and Mrs. Kelly, a
son, Michael, born at Manchester, U.K.; 20th February, Signalman A. and Mrs. Gaines, a son, Alan, born at R.A.F. Hospital,
Changi.
21st

REGL~ENT~

D.F.P.O. 4-3

This month has been dominated by athletics although we
have managed to squeeze in an M,P.T. and a Lineman's upgrading course, a visit to the German Cableworks at Rheydt,
training of our Bisley team and snap reactions to wailing sirens
in the wee small hours.
Sports to the fore
Taking things in their right prfority . . . we started off the
month with " potted sports " at Laarbruch, a most successful
and enlightened afternoon with some good performances turned
in, both in field and track events.
Two days later -the Laarbruch team successfully beat the
R.A.F. Administrative Wing in the first round of the Station
Knock-out Competition and, on going to press, have just won
the competition for -the third year in succession, beating a
combined team consisting of Technical Wing and 420 Maintenance Unit in the finals.
Around the middle of .the month our Regimental athletics
meetin~ took place at Wilde_nrath and was well supported by
competitors and spectators alike. The weather kept fine for the
various events though it rained during the interval for lunch.
3 Squadron won the Regimental Athletics Trophy with 1 Squadron a close runner-up and 2 Squadron a close third. Of the
many good performers, particular mention must be made of
C.:Orporal Brighton, R.A.F. (one of our R.A.F. vehicle mechanics),
Signalman Fry and Lance-Corporal Storer in the track events
and Signalman Kirk, Staff-Sergeant Brown and Signalman
Gumbs in the field events.
In the tug-of-war 2 Squadron gave stiff opposition to 3
Squadron, which was virtually the Regimental team from last
year, but succumbed to the better team performing under the
eagle eye of their trainer-R.S.M. Barnes. The Regimental
team which has emerged from these meetings is now about to
start a period of collective training under the firm guidance of
Lieutenant Licence in order to orepare for the Command
Athletics Championships and the Rh ine Area Athletics Champion hips in June at which they hope to make their mark. The
Regimental rug-of-war teams are also hatd at work but even
this slightly ferocious training has its lighter moments-the
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Reports from the Outposts
/Hud, Miracles an1l Meggers

A report from 'Our Man in GAN'
Bu Stall Sergeant B. F. Knight

-

A SMART M.P.T. COURSE ON PARADE
Rear Rank : Signalmen Petrie , Coleman, Powis, Wokcs, Gatward, New, Savy.
Cen tre Rank: Signalmen Hodges, Spurgeon , Gumbs, Campbell , Lance-Corporals
Morgan , Jenkins, Signalman Colston
Front Ronk: Signalmen Whitlock, Burnett , P., Burnett, J., Manning, Mclean,
Brunton, Fowl e r , Gaydon .
NCO IC Parade: Lance-Corpor al Jennings

other day their training session attracted a small crowd of some
sixteen spectators who were most amused by their efforts; the
R.S.M. then "invited " the spectators to get on :to the other
end of the rope and the "heavy " team pulled the lot of them
smartly along the ground! Having been runners-up in B.A.O.R.
last year they obviously have their sights set correotly for this
year.

Success marks

~f.P.T.

Course

Of the twenty-three men who attended the M.P.T. III/II
Course run by 3 Squadron (their second this year), twelve
succeeded in earning tl1eir Class II, nine gained their Class III
and two failed. The final parade was divided into four phases,
each phase being commended in -turn by one of :the better
students. They a1I gave creditable performances and were
admirably backed up by the remainder of the course.

Bow 1,000 pair U.G. cable Is made
Lieutenant Chaddock took a party of 30 Linemen and Cable
Jointers from 1 and 3 Squadrons for a visit to the German
Cableworks at Rheydt and they spent a most interesting day
seeing the entire process of making a 1,000 pair U.G. cable.
This started with a 4 cwt. lump of copper being dropped into
a furnace where it was heated to 17,000 degrees Fahrenheit, and
chen rolled into wire with strands no thicker than a human
hair and ended with cradles revolving round .t he cable in all
directions making it up to the 1,000 pairs. The lead sheath
applied, hesian, pitch, armour sheathing, more hessian, pitch
and finally a dusting of French chalk before the finished cable
was wound onto gigantic drums.
A glass of beer and a cheese roll in the works canteen made
an excellent ending to a most interesting visit.
Disley team get going again
For the last three weeks potential members of the Regimental
Bisley team have been beating the sparrows to it by rising at
4 o'clock in the morning and doing exercises with their rifles
which would make any self-respecting "drum majorette" sit
up and take notice. Then the opening volleys have shaken the
cuckoo out of its nest as the bulls eyes have been peppered from
all sort of distances. If dedication is a criterion of success then
this year's team deserves to do well.
The month ended with the Whitsun grant ::ind once again
members of the Regiment, their families and children were able
to make the best of the glorious weather which extended from
the British Isles to us here on the Continent.

Death
HARVEY. - Lance-Corporal Francis William Harvey, at
Weert Hospital, Holland, as a result of a road accioent.

It has been some time since a report of Troop act1viues
appeared in print, and the period in between has been one of
changes. Staff Sergeant Bell has now left us for U.K. and we
welcome Staff Sergeant Knight from 7th Regiment. Other
departures that have taken place since January include Corporal
Palmer and Signalman Bernand who have both departed to
ocher climes. We wish them every success in their new Units.
We welcome Corporal Shankly, who is our latest addition to
strength, and at the same time congratulate him on his
promotion. Corporal Shankly is starting his second tour of
duty on Gan Island, having been •h ere " before the camp roads
were built," he says! All newcomers to Gan are called
" Moonies," but in view of his former service he insists he
doesn't qualify for the title.
Life here has its co111pensatio11s

Any member of the Corps who read our article in the series
" Faraway Places, Unusual Jobs" recently, will already know of
the existance of Gan Island which is situated in the Addu Atoll
(M aldive Islands). We are almost on the Equator, and some
2,000 miles from Singapore. In some respects it is a lonely
life far from the civilisation we know. It has its compensations,
however, and members of the Troop, once settled, make the
best of the situation.

The C.O. and n.S.M. come to see
for theD1selves
Recently we had the ,pleasure of seeing our Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel R. H. Maxfield, Royal Signals,
on the Island for his quarterly visit. He was on this occasion
accompanied by the R.S.M., W.O.I B. T. Lord. The C.0.
spent three very active days on the Island, and carried out a
very comprehensive tour of all installations, including our
remote Transmitter Site on the nearby Hittadu Island. He
showed a great deal of interest in everything he saw, and spent
much time with members of the Troop, both on and off duty.
A keen sailor, Colonel Maxfield was cox of a GP 14 sailing
craft belonging to the Gan Sailin~ Club, and excelled himself
in an off-shore race round the Island. The C.O. is no stranger
to Gan and it was obvious that he was well aware of our
excellent fishing facilities, for he did not forget his rods! A
quick search for the right bait and he was seen to be well
established off the Marine Jetty for the two nights of his stay.
R .S.M. Lord, though not a fisherman himself, accompanied
Staff Sergeant Knight and Lance-Corporal Tanner on a fishing
expedition off Fedu Island. An interesting afternoon's outing
all-in-all, and one in which the R.S.M. was able to talk informally with some members of the Troop.
Corps good nume is mniuCained in Gan
Throughout the time that the C.O. and the R.S.M. were
with us, they took every opportunity of meeting and talking
with our opposite numbers in ~he R.A.F., and did much to
enhance the status that we of Royal Signals enjoy here on Gan.
The C.O. was much impressed with the bearing and turnout of the Troop on parade, and pointed out that this did much
towards giving all ranks of the R.A.F. a favourable impression
of the Army in g nera!. Prior to his departure "Abdul" and
" Mohammed " our two Maldivian labourers charged me with
presenting the C.O. with a model of a Dhoni (native boat).
Abdul and Mohammed have been working for Gan Signal
Troop since 1957. They tell me that they turned the first
spade of earth in preparation for a " Signals " cable nearly ten
years ago. It's amazing, but true, tQ relate that they know
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where eve ry cable is. It is also commendable that most of these
original cables are still giving excellent service.
34 hours non-stop and we're proud of it

Our daily task of maintaining our 150-line exchange and
the cables on the airfield continues, but not without incident.
Recently, members of the Troop worked continuously for 34
h?urs to restore a cable damaged in a very severe storm.
Signalmen McPherson and Taylor, our two cable jointers, carried out some skilful cable jointing under very difficult conditions to put the matter right. Personal effort such as this has
its own reward, in the feeling of a job well done.
The
efforts of ordinary Signalmen of ·the Corps did not go unnoticed by our Station Commander, who stood in the rain
alongside the jointers to offer encouragement.
Previous p·l alllling shows results
Our two stalwarts in the P ABX, Lance-Corporals Tanner
and Artist, continue to do sterling work, with periodic advice
from W.O.I (F. of S.) G. L. P. Hudson, who visits the Troop
from H.Q. Regiment in Singapore. Plains laid earlier by the
Foreman are now taking shape in numerous parts of the island,
all calculated to improve the standard of communications in
preparation for the introduction of the VC-10 aircraft. We
have recently completed the provision of communications to
our new transit hotel, which must surely rate as the finest on
the Far East trooping route.
We are not without problems, as indeed no detachment is
so far from its " Mother Regiment," but, thanks to our T.O.T.,
his Foreman of Signals, the Q.M., R.Q.M.S., and Staff
advice, both technical and administrative, together with the
stores co do the job flow in. The provisioning of stores is no
easy task, with limited transport to bring it over. Somehow
these problems are overcome in Changi, and we can keep the
«Jimmy " flying high.

Well backed up
No tale of this Troop would be complete without mention of
our Chief Clerk, Staff Sergeant (0.R.S.Q.M.S.) Thomas, who
is a constant source of wisdom and sound advice. W.O.II
(S.Q.M.S.) Ryan made sure we got our new pay rise details
within three days of its publication. All this backing only
serves to make our job easier.
To the M.T.O. and Staff
Sergeant Duffy we say " thank you " for helping us to realise
our biggest ambition. When the n'!w Land Rover arrives, we
will have much pleasure in sea-dumping our "well-worn"
Morris 1-ton, which has been on Gan since its opening. The
mileage to date reads 72,000 miles--quite a record when you
realise Gan is only 2t by I~· miles square.
l\lud, miracles und meggers
Many members of the Corps will remember that years ago
it was the practice of Troop Commanders to write letters to
the parents of soldiers newly posted to them. I have implemenced a standard proformae for dependants of soldiers leaving
the Troop to return to the U.K. after twelve months in Gan.
It speaks volumes of what life is like here, and seems a good
note to end on. When I'm up to my ears, as I was last week,
in mud, miracles and meggers, it seems a far cry from a certain
"hairy " Squadron in B.A.0.R.:
A J.ETTEll llO~IE
D ear Madam,
Very soon your son/husband w:U once more e m your
midst, dehydrated, canned and demoralised, yet eager to resume his place in society as a human being, fully entitled to
liberty, justice, and a somewhat delayed pursuit of happiness.
In making your joyous preparations co welcome him back
to civilisacion, you must allow for the crude environment which
has been his unfortunate lot for the pasc twelve months. In
brief, he may be a little Maldivian in his outlook on life,
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o show no alarm if he has a fit at the sight of a coconut.
Tak no notice if he wears only a towel when visiting a
n eighbour and greets the postman with loud cries of " The
Mail, The Mail.
Be not perturbed if he regularly throws hi$
mattress, bedding and bed into the garden, as he is only
taking precautions against the dreaded bed bug.
Be well prepared when it rains, as he may run into the
street for a shower, having long forgotten t e meaning of exposure. If you live in a busy road, however, it is advisable
to inform the police so that they can make the necessary traffic
diver ions. Also, do not be alarmed if he runs into the street,
frothing at the mouth, every time he hears an aircraft passing
overhead, with yells of "the Mail Kite is in" or "go home
filthy moonies." Use psychology-kick him in the teeth-but
don't laugh. In consideration for his feelings, do not suggest
a holiday by the sea!
His diet at first should consist of only watered-down tinned
milk, jungle juice, dehydrated potatoes, canned vegetables and
vast quantites of stale eggs (not less than three years in deep
freeze) in various cooked or uncooked stages. Fresh or rich
food, especially milk, should be avoided for the first few weeks
and then introduced gradually into his d iet. You may find
he prefers corned beef to chicken or turkey; fish is most
definitely a rude word. Fill your fridge with cold beer and
other beverages, but do nor, repeat not, put canned beer in
sight, as this m ay cause an epileptic fit on the part of your
beloved. Take no notice when, after a meal, he proceeds to
the front door and throws away half a mug of coffee; kindly

inform the neighbours of this also. Just one of his mannerisms.
His language at first may be a little embarrassing and will
undoubtedly include words and phrases which are meaningless
to you but with a little patience, he can be taught to speak
good, plain-if less picturesque--Englis.h again.
Do not ·think he has an ulterior motive if when he goes to
the cinema he takes with him two bottles of lemonade and two
cheese-and-onion sandwiches, as this is the practice on this
romantic island which he is about ·to leave. Do not be angry
with him when he shouts words like " focus " and " sound,"
as this is the only way he can show his appreciation.
For the first few months, until he becomes properly housetrained, be particularly watchful when he is in the company
of women, especially young and beautiful ones. It has been
many a long day since he has spoken to one, and he needs
to be reminded in stages of the way to treat them.
In conclusion, providing you treat him with kindness, tolerance and three bottles of beer (preferably Tiger brand) daily,
you will be able to rehabilitate that which is the hollow shell
of the man you knew. Just bear in mind that beneath his
tanned and rugged exterior, there beats a heart of gold. Treasure this-it's the only thing he has left of value after his hard
work and well-earned venture in this Troop on Gan Island.
Yours sincerely,
(Tl1ank you, Staff S ergeant Knight, for this very full account
of Ii/ e in your small island. May we hear from you again in
due course.-Editor).

Come Fly with
Me!
says
l <'oreman of Signals H. F.
of 222 Squadron,
Aden

l"lulleg

Join the flying Foreman on a
three-week trip and learn at first
hand what the Corps is doing in
S. Arabia.
Meet the small detachments on remote airfieldssometimes only one Signalman
strong.
Learn of pride in jobs well done,
where Corps spirit is as high as
you will find anywhere.

The lads of 'B' Airfield Troop typify the Corps in this part of the world-tou1h, reliant, and cheerful
left to right : Sia:nalmen Lanoway, Hughes, Griffen, Squires, Casey, Philp, Boddis, Brack, Arm1tron1 1 Corporal
Sinclair, Signalmen Brown, Fuz:zard, Corporals Houa:hton, Granshaw and Perkins.

II opportunit.,, otters doa•t ndss a uave here in-

R.A.F. Ode

Peono9-the

Pen~l

Below a member of 249 Squadron gives his impressions of
the island of Penang where he spent some leave. Certainly
don't miss having a leave here, he says, if opportunity offers.
It is a paradise for bathers and sun-worshippers and a very
beautiful friendly island.

*

*

*

Golden sand, tall palms-a paradise for bathers
Situated a mile or two off shore from the west coast of
Malaysia, "Pulau Pinang" (the Isle of the Betel Nut) can be
compared, in landscape at any rate, to the Bahamas. Stretches
of golden sand line the northern coast, shaded in places by tall
palms and pines, a paradise for bathers and sun-worshippers.
The 46 miles of road meander round the island, through
countryside varying from Malay fishing kampong to the busy
capital of Georgetown.
The nake Temt•le has a sinister appeal
Penang abounds with temples, built mainly during the last
century, though one of these, housing a reclining Buddha 108
!eet long and embellished with gold leaf, was only constructed
m the last four years. If you go there you will undoubtedly
be persuaded to finance the gold leaf! The snake temple is
another tourist attraction, erected to the honour of a Chinese
deity, out no one seems able to explain why it has become a
sanctuary for scores of vipers and pythons. My guide assured
me of their ~meness and ascribed it to the doping effect of the
ten:iple ~cense. I was persuaded to handle two of the vipers
a little d1Stance from the altar; their sudden apparent resuscitation made be believe there was something in what he said.
It also made me relinquish the vipers somewhat rapidly!
1' p P(>nan~ hill
Penang has a number of forest-covered hills, the highest of
which rises about 2,300 ft. and is ascended by funicular railway. This was completed in 1923 and now carries over a
quarter of a million passengers per year. It's a fascinating
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climb, at a sedate speed of about 2 m.p.h. up gradients of less
than 1 in 2 in places. Needless to say, the view from the top
is superb and the temperature is somewhat cooler, providing
for contrasting vegeation, the tropical casuarinas and mimosa
flowering side by side with dahlias and roses.

Appeal of the waterfall gardens
For those with botanical int.crests, the Waterfall Gardens are
worth a visit. I would not attempt a description; the official
guide book goes into great detail, quaintly excelling itself in
the final paragraph.
« . . . supreme quiet reigns, with perhaps the soft tinkle of
laughter of children rolling down the grassy slopes, the faint
music from transistor radios wafted to you by the breeze and
th.e gay la~fhter of a girl, responding to a joke by her boy
friend . . .
I.eave facilities
Members of the British forces on leave are fortunate in having
the facilities of the Sandycroft Leave Centre for other ranks
and their families and the Runnymede Hotel for officers and
theirs. Both are ideally situated by the sea, very comfortable
and cheaply priced. In Georgetown the advent of the American
tourist has tended to increase the price of goods and, of course,
it would be most unwise not to h aggle with the shopkeepers.
Americans do not seem to have learnt this art and the traders
are enjoying a tourist boom; an exception must be the one who
chalked up the slogan "Yan Kee Go Home"; or maybe the
remark was addressed to one of his Chinese relatives!
Early history
Penang was first seen as an attractive acqws1tion was back
in the 179o's by a far-sighted British mariner with the appropriate name of Light. The East India Company was penmaded
by Captain Francis Light to lease the island from the Sultan
of Kedah. Subsequently, it came under British rule and remained so, save for the Japanese wartime occupation, until it
joined the Federation of Malaysia. Signs of British influence
and affections remain; even the red letterboxes still bear the
Royal Cypher: GR VI.
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You see them here, you see them there,
Those " Brown Jobs" pop up everywhere.
Scene
Squadron H.Q., Steamer Point, in the office of the O.C.,
Major L. Beaumont :
O.C.: "Foreman, O.C. " B " Troop requ ires some technical
assistance. I'd like you to go up there and spend a few days
on each of his airfields; make a complete appraisal, check on
projects and help him all you can. Also arrange with O.C.
" K " Troop that you return via his airfields and that you
meet up with him at Salalah."
Foreman of Signals: " Sir."

Taite-on
That is how it happens in 222 ! Flight sch~ules are then
checked in order to make out some form of mnerary, and
the O.C.s of the respective T:roops infor?led. All stations. are
signalled in order to book accommodauon. The result is a
very bleary-eyed F. of S. arriving at Air Moves, R.A.F., Khormaksar, at 03.30 hours on Thursday, the 2nd, reporting for
flight 8u8. This is an Argosy of 105 Squadron, scheduled for
Muharraq (Bahrain) via Salalah and Sharjah (the long way
round; just my luck!). Actual take-off time is 05.15 hours
local and, wonder of wonders, we are served with a pipinghot breakfast of sausage, egg, beans, etc., at approximately 05.40
hours! Catching up on sleep is virtually impossible on this
run as most of the space is taken up by freight, and we are
sat «alongside " in "Para" seats.
First cali-Muluirraq-Captain Hc1·r~ O.C.

At 14.40 hours (15.40 local) we land at Muharraq, where
"B" Airfield T:roop, 222 Squadron (Air Formation) are based.
« B " Troop is commanded by Captain I. E. K err, who is
there to meet me and ensure that accommodation is fixed, etc.,
a praiseworthy system for a tired traveller.
On this station are about twenty-six men, the remainder of
the Troop being split between Sharjah and Masirah.
Here I am then-Muharraq-my first port of call, where I
shall spend some five or six days. This time will be spent
checking existing and proposed cables, projects in hand, and
for the future, and recommendations for improvement. Talk
turns to stores and provision of same. Being some 1,350 miles
from Squadron H.Q., keeping this Troop supplied with stores
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is a big job in itself-most move by sea, but when possible (or
urgent) by air freight.
At the time of writing, a new signals annexe is being constructed, which will house the PABX o. 3 that is to be installed.
For those who have not visited Bahrain, it is an original
Sheikdom, an.d until quite recently public beheadings were the
vogue (happily, O.C. "B" Troop settles mainly for fines!).
It has extremes of temperature, from actual frost in winter
to 140° F . in the summer. A friendly sort of place in the
main, with a few local rules to be observed, e.g., no shorts in
town (in civvies). A " Suq " well worth walking round, a 600year-old Portuguese fort that is worth a visit. In other words,
nice for a short visit, but being a dry state, not a fot to do
over the period of a two-year tour.
Whilst in Muharraq I took the opportunity of looking up
one or two old acquaintances who are with the detached Squadron of 15th Regiment-F. of S. Don McKean, and newlyarrived S.S.M. Geordie Tearse, Y. of S. Jock Leech, and
others.
On day seven I reported to the Air Moves at 05.40 hours
for flight 8165 to Sharjah. Take-off time 07.45 hours in a
Beverley of 30 Squadron, Muharraq. On this leg I was accompanied on the run-down by Sergeant J. Morris, Troop Sergeant
of " B" Troop. Flying time approximately 1t hours.

Second

call~harjah-Laace-Corporal

Varrier i/c

On arrival at Sharjah we were met by Lance-Corporal
Varrier, who is the detachment commander. He has three
men in his detachment, Signalmen O'Brien, Baxter and Jones.
A good working group of young soldiers who work all hours
to maintain a high standard of signals communications
efficiency--(" there's nowt else to do, Fozz."). Like all the
"route" stations, this is on the edge of the desert, but unlike all the others, this is the only place where they have to
wash in filtered sea water!
The detachment were in the middle of laying cables from
the new ATC to the new Signals Annex:!-<>ne of the cables
had unfortunately jammed in a 40-yard duct. The following
morning we tackled the job afresh and, with the aid of rhe
Land Rover, managed to shift it. The e four chaps, with the
aid of four coolies manhandle every foot of a 380-yard length
of 54 pair armoured cable in order to pass the cable under
existing power cables, etc.-this incidentally to be done three
times in a temperature of well over Joo cF. for these cable
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Time to move on however, so the following morning sees
me packed and at Air Mov~s ready for the "dowi;i run "
Beverley to Masirah, take-off time I I .55 hours. On this plane
from Muharraq was O.C. " B " Troop, Captain I. E. Kerr,
who had arranged to meet with me at Masirah to discuss
" on site " problems.
On this run we are to do what is known as the "dog leg
run," i.e., we have to deviate from the true course with freight
and passenge; for Firk and Azaba. .These ~re two of the
little outposts of the world that arc situated 10 Muscat and
Oman, at the lower end of the P ersian Gulf. There are even
a few Royal Signals in this part of the world, seconded to the
Forces of the Sultan of Muscat. Signal Officer Muscat, Capt.
Barker (Div. was never like this).

SHARJAH Detachment
Left to Right: Ali. Signalman Jones, Eesa, Lance Corporal Varrier,
Pop, Signalman Baxter, Abdulla and Signalman O'Brien

runs.
ou've just got to talk to the coolies right," says LanceCorporal Varrier).
The Sbarjah detachment park . their cable drums alongside
the old Sharjab fort (complete with cannons) which was part
of the old set-up when Amy Johnson landed there for refuelling during her epic flight across _the world.
R.A.F., Sbarjah, itself, is in the Truc1al Oman Sta.res, .a mere
stone's throw from the ancient Arab town from which 1t takes
its name El-Sharjab. This is a real Arab town, complete
with Sheik's palace and whipping ~ons. 'J!ie signs ?f the
times are, however present, with television aenals sproutmg all
over the place. There is one Arab cinema (ladies only on Sundays) and a " suq " of great interes~, in w.hic~ is ~e abode
of " Sheik Robin," the best-known silversmith m this part of
the world.
The camp at Sharjah is split into two halves, the top portion
being occupied by the Trucial Oman Scours. Here I met
a number of seconded Royal Signals personnel-0.C. Major
Morris, Second-in-Command, Captain Crouch, S.S.M. Tim
Ash and S.Q.M.S. John Allcock. A fine bunch of characters,
these, who always look forward to seeing members of the
Corps.
At the week-end I went on a trip into Dubai, a town about
12 miles away, with S.S.M. Ash. Cheerfully, about four miles
out into the "bondu" and a breakdown. What - - - luck! I
volunteered to walk back for a tow vehicle. When I looked
for the airfield, I gave a gulp-all I could see was sand.
However, luck was with me, as I was lucky enough to hitch
a lift and was back on the scene of the breakdown in a little
over an hour.
eedless to say, I had to wait
until the following day (Sunlday) before I made it into
Dubai. The port of Dubai is
a sprawling Arab town that is
split into two parts by the
Dubai Creek, so if you wish to
see the far side of the town you
have to go by water taxi (oars
made of soap boxes and such
are quite common). However,
we survived the two-way trip.
It was in the " suq " here that
I bought an Arab Khunja,
which is the desert Arab's knife,
hand-made, with the sheath
and haft of the knife ornately
decorated with silver and gold
(Customs, please skip this).
Don't run way with the idea
that these trips ai:e a pure
" swan "-much work 1s done
THE FL YING FOREMAN
during and after normal workF of S. DUFFEY with Khuni• puring hours.
chased in Oub>t.
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Third call-lUasirah-Luncc-CtJr111,rnl SH&art
acting i/c
Finally, at 14.30 hours, we touched down on the island of
Masirah, which again belongs to the Sultan: of Muscat and
Oman. It was here in the year 1904 (I thmk) that a party
of white men came ashore for fresh water. The locals of
that day had never seen a white man before so they promptly
massacred them all. A monument exists to this effect. Some
of the sons and grandsons of the natives who carried out the
dastardly deed now work for the R.A.~. on this rocl_cy isla~d.
For the record, the island is forty miles by ten miles, with
the R.A.F. sited on the northern tip. The climate is by far
the best of the route stations.
.C.O. was unable to meet
Unfortunately, the detachment
us here-whilst groping in a duct he " found " 250 volts and
almost lost the back of his hand. He was casevaced to Aden
for skin graft-happy to report that good progress is being
made. In the absence of Corporal Banks, however, LanceCorporal Smart is doing a good job here, a 100-li!le Rurax
to maintain, along with new projects and normal mamtenance.
He is aided by Signalmen Allen and Carlton, and recently
arrived from Muharraq, Signalman Lanoway.
By the time baggage and accommodation was sorted out
the day was long gone. However, I decided to have ~ run
round the station before I showered and changed for dmner.
Signalman Carlton drove the vehicle while Lance-Corporal
Smart brought me up-to-date with recent happenings. During
the course of the trip, I asked Signalman Carlton: " How long
since you saw white woman?" " Gosh," sai~ Carlton, "how
many months have I been here now; well 1t was before I
came here, anyway," and, he added, " to see one, I don't
know how many hundreds of miles it is to the nearest one,
nor in which direction." Such is life in the outstations of the
world.
The island of Masirah is surrounded by water milling with
fish once you -gei;, out of the shallows, so it was no surprise to
sit down to a barracuda steak at dinner-<lelicious !
Early the next morning Captain Ken and I started processing Masirah.
A new ATC has just been built a:id . the
installation team were just about ready to start commumcations
changeover from the old tower. One snag, however, was that
one cable was yet to be laid if we were to meet target date.
Why wasn't it laid? Well, the cable trailer is at Sharjab so
that they could Jay cable up there. A fair one: it's a big job
for three chaps. However, now there were six of us. We
borrowed a three-tonner, a crane and pair of cable jacks completed our kit. The crane loaded the cable drums on to the
three-tonner. We then lashed down the cable jacks. Mountin<> the cable drum on to the jacks was not too bad, and we
w;re ready. After a shaky start, we soon got the system going,
the three-tonner driving alongside the trench. On the truck,
Captain Kerr, aided by Signalmen Lanoway and Carltoi:i kept
the drum rolling, while I hauled off the cable, passmg to
Lance-Corporal Smart and thence to Signalman Allen,, who
fed the cable into the trench. Seven hundred yards m 45
minutes-'nuff said!
Shopping in Masirah is limited to the NAAFI, and if they
sell out then its" wait until the next boat" (a sellers' market!).
However there is one local produce they sell well, and that is
crayfish. ' They are grown " king-size " around the coasts
of the island (unfortunately, so are the sharks). Most people
who visit the island have order lists for those in the know.
Order forms are available and crayfish are boiled and packed
as per order. A nominal sum is charged, part of wh~ch ~s,
on suitable occasions, returned to .t he chaps on the station in
the form of cans of beer and the like.
Two evenings on the island I spent fishing. However, not
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I. Signalmen Armstrong and Brack loading
the cable trai ler.
2. Signalman Lanoway at D.P.
3. Signalmen Brown and Hughes at Cabinet
4. Signalmen Boddis and Griffin digging

trench
5. Signalman Fuzzard at the wheel of the
Troop Land Rover.

beme able ro choo ·e my time (unless I stayed up all night)
the rid s were not nght, so ~either was ~y luck. The o!11y
right time I found was during the mornmg when checkmg
the tels installation near the jetty, and the fish could be seen
in abundance-the frustration I
Fourtl1 eall--Salnlah-Sit1nalniara LP1t>ns i I e
However, like time, I had ro ~ove <;m again,_ so day fourteen
aw me at Air Move once agam, takmg off ume 14.30 hours,
a fl ight in an Argosy of 105 Squadron, ~es tination Sal3:lah.
Flying time, this trip, was one hour fifty mmutes . On arnval,
I was met by O.C. " K" Airfield Troop, R.A.F., Khorrnaksar,
Captain J. D. Bromley and "our man .in Salalah,". Signalman
Lyon . On this station, as well as R1yan, there 1s normally
onlv o:le r~presentative of the Squadron, known by all on
the- site a "The Pongo." I might add that this is said with
re peel.
On the station, a lot of work has been carried out in preparation for changing over to auto; all that's awaited is the exchange. There a beautiful room has been built for it that any
Rurax would be proud to live in!
Salalah village is one of the outer domiciles of the Sultan
of Muscat and Oman, but not visited by him very frequently.
Recently they had a minor uprising in the area, and the
Sultan's own troops flew down and soon put things more
or Jess back to normal.
A phenomenon of Salalah
is its peculiar climate. The
area for about forty miles
all round becomes shrouded
in mist, sometim·es very Jaw
down. This poses a problem when planes have to
come in to land, although
they can be given a certain
amount of radar aid, this is
no London airport. It's no
fun when the rations or pay
fly overhead and go on to
Masiiah. All fresh meat,
bread and vegetables come
in from Aden on three flights
a week, so, if one overflies,
then its compo. At these
times of food shortage,
visitors are a definite embarrassment to the cook. Being a fairly small station,
this is understandable.
Referring back to climate,
SALALAH DETACHMENT
I roust mention a recent
Signalman Lyons holds <he fort
visit of mine here. It was in
the hot season in Aden, and when I arrived in Salalah I found
the place soaking wet in a perpetual drizzle, most cold and
uncomfortable. However, the funny thing was thousands of
frogs bopping all over the place, clirnbing walls, being run over
and being trampled underfoot. A most amazing sight. I asked
the natural question: "Where do they all come from?" Nobody
had a clue-they just arrived.
What, one IJ?aY ask, is unique about a place like Salalah.
Namely this. Here we have an aiifieJd that is manned by
one solitary Signalman who is on call at all times. He is responsible for all navigational aids, landlines, telephone and tele·
talk communications.
Fifth call-lliyun-Signalman Hougliton. i/c
Day sixteen saw me once again with suitcase and briefcase
on the move to Riyan. Time of departure 16.40, arriving at
~iyan at 1840, this time we again travelled by Argosy of 105
Squadron, Khormaksar.
Riyan, an airstrip "in the middle of nowhere," on the fringe
of the mysterious Hadrahamout State, in the Federation of
South Arabia. Two officers, thirty men and one "Pongo" complete the station _strength. Visitors are always welcome here,
a new face-news!
The route stations are one-year postings for the R.A.F. (it's
generally enough); Signalman Houghton, having served just
over a year, is therefore the longest serving Serviceman on the
station. His time has not been wasted; he is now the station
projectionist and also runs the station camera club-this from
zero knowledge of these things on arrival.

The story goes in Riyan
of the day they bad a parade
for the A.O.C., who was
visiting, and the station
" Pongo " was told to go
and hide himself - he was
too smart I This speaks
highly of the morale of .the
Royal Signals personnel in
these out-of-the-way places.
The route stations have
their own rediffusion system;
here in Riyan and at Salalah
one half-hour per week is
d evo ted
to
" Pongo's
Platters," where the Air
Formation representative on
site plays his weekly selection.
The greatest fear of men
posted to Riyan is that the
same will happen to them
that happened to Abdullah,
a local national of M.P.B.W.
In 1944 he was sent to
RIYAN DETACHMENT
Riyan on a six-month deSignalman Houghton outside Pongo's
tachment, he's still there
Paradise
now!
Even here, however, the unusual awaits one. The Station
Adjutant asked if I would like to g<? out on a dog .shoot;
these animals over-run the camp at times. I was delighted.
At 15.30 hours I was picked up by Land Rov~; rifles and
ammunition were aboard. We drove over gloriously ;ugged
country; .the ride itself was worth it. On other occasions at
Riyan I have watched !he dog shooters go O?t. They have
left the station on one side, as the dogs come Ill on the opposite side; I am sure that is what happened this day. We spotted
one dog-it didn't stand a chance!
Home for a day
Day eighteen and time to leave for Khormaksar, take-<>ff time
r4.30 hours aboard a Beverley of 84 Squadron, Khormaksar.
Final word from Signalman Houghton before take-off: "I'd
like to stay here till I'm tourex, if I can, ~ore~." The
' Flying Bathtub ' touched down after a routme mp at 16.20
hours.
I went home for a day before I left for Eastleigh, Naiiobi.
O.C. "K" Troop and myself reported to Air Moves, Khormaksar at 05.30 hours for our scheduled flight on an Argosy
of 105 Squadron, take-off time 07.00 hours.
Flight meals
served and a st-hour flight in which time a prolonged discussion of O.C. "K" Troop's Airfield commitments took place.
Si.~th

'

cal£...-11.A.F., Eastleigh, Kenr1a.
Corporal Gla.du,ish i/c
We arrived at R.A.F., Eastleigh, to be met by Corporal
Gladwish, who is assisted by one Cable Jointer, Signalman
Ramsay. Corporal Gladwish bas served for over a year now
in this, the paradise of the seven aiifields. A beautiful climate,
a lot of greenery, fresh meat and fruit in great abundance.
Corporal Gladwish has a hiring which is a very well-fitted flat,
surrounded by ·-picture gardens,' ideal for his wife and three
young children.
A somewhat different environment to the
other detachment commanders.
With the winds of change in Africa and Kenya, the Royal
Air Force have now almost complete control over R.A.F.,
Eastleigh, with a relatively small contingent of the R.A.F. in
residence. Due to this, the detachment here constitutes maintenance as opposed to development. Their presence, however,
is still necessary. Check of stores, standards of maintenance
and general station communications mean an overnight stay is
sufficient (worse luck).
The following day, two hours prior to take-off, Captain
Bromley and I managed a trip into Naiiobi for a short spell
of shopping. Loaded down with zebra-skinned drums, leapardskin handbags and wooden carvings, we arrived back at the
airport with just enough time to collect our kit and head
for Movements. A quick farewell to Corporal Gladwish and
Signalman Ramsay and we headed back to Khormaksar on
the same aeroplane that brought us out.

Bacl• to Khormal,sar--Captain Drf)n&ley, O.C.
R.A.F. Khormaksar, the home of "K" Airfield Troop, as
previously mentioned, officered by Capt. Bromley. The airfield,
often quoted as the largest and busiest R.A.F. Airfield in the
world is big and busy. In recent times many of the troops
have had to do an eighty-hour week I What price overtime
and glory !
The Troop is some 54 strong, less those on route stations.
Troop Sergeant is Sergeant Fred Askham; Auto ' King,' Staff
Sergeant Nick Nichols; Line Sergeant, Sergeant Danny
Rotherham; R ecord s and Cable Sergeant, Sergeant Tony
McMullen. For the past year, some of the "K" Troop
technicians have been assisting F. of S. Keith Johstone (30th
Signals) and his installation team to 'put in' the 1,200-line
Isthmus Exchange. After change-over, this will revert to 222
Squadron for manning and maintenance. A satellite of this
.s the FRA Rurax at Lake Lines (when the 500 yards of
cable is replaced that ' walked '). This major exchange will
be trunked via R.A.F. Radio Relay to the 800-line auto installation that is to be manned by 15th Regiment. Both the major
xchanges have Radio Relay Satellites along with landline
satellites.
The man who must not be omitted from mention is Major
(T.0.T.) A. Pritchard, the Squadron Projects Liaison Officer,
who has spent almost two years prodding things. Look at a
cable pit at Khormaksar or Steamer Point and it is "Kingsize,''
with room to work in and plenty of duct space. This will be
the legacy of Major Pritchard.
The hard work put in by Major Pritchard, plus his
"prodding,'' have helped produce a high standard of cable
jointing which would be hard to compare with anywhere. It's
easy, really, a shortage of cable jointers plus an excess of
joints to be made, equals a vast amount of experience. (There
must be a formula for this. Any ideas?).
On the ground at Khormaksar, work proposals are put to
O.C. "K" Troop ("I haven't got a man to spare") who, despite the workload manages to meet bis obligations with a
smile.
Squadron H.Q.-IJlajor Beaumont, O.C.
And so, after many days of travel, I report back to my office
at Squadron Headquarters, Steamer Point. This, after all, is
the base for the Squadron travellers. The 0 .C., Major L.
Beaum<>nt, regards it as his duty to see his men in the isolated
(or thickly populated) parts of bis domain. Administration,
technical co-ordination and supply are an integral part of
running a widely-scattered Squadron of this ·type. In the past
year it is estimated that 130,000 miles have been flown between the following:
O.C., Major L. Beaumont; T.O.T., Major C. V. Impey;
O.C. "K" Troop, Captain J. D. Bromley; 0.C. "B " Troop,
Captain I. E. Kerr;· F. of S., Staff Sergeant K. F. Duffey;
S.Q.M.S., W .O.II A. Piper; S.W.S., Sergeant R. Leech.
The final thing, of course, is that reports have to be submitted on each visit to cover all points . On this trip, my report
took quite a bit of writing up. I went into the Major's office
to hand in my report, to be greeted by:
" Foreman, I would like you to go to . . . .
This is where I came in!

Knights of the Broken Ski
by Lieritenant Peter Lenthall

Selected
IHE ten young officers selected for No. 16 Royal Signals
"Whiteshod" Course were first made aware of its
existence while on either Nos. 57, 58 or 59 "Q" Course at
Catterick in 1965. Certain officers, it was revealed, would be
chosen to attend a Course in Norway as part of an exchange
scheme with the Royal Norwegian Corps of Signals, whose
officers periodically attended courses at Catterick.
No more was known until the summer of 1965. Only then
did the name " Wbiteshod " come to mean anything. A nominal
roll of ten officers was published, to be amended and further
amended, as various Commanding Officers of Regiments and
Officers Commanding Squadrons fought for the retention of
indispensible subalterns, whose absence from gainful employment threa'tened to last for seven weeks.
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Ohj0ets of the Course
Indeed, the more one heard about " Whiteshod " the inore
attractive it appeared. The ten officers nominated were to spend
seven weeks at the Vapenskolen for Hacrens Samband, the Royal
Norwegian Army School of Signals, Jorstadmoen, Norway, on a
course that aimed to provide winter warfare training for allied
officers. Information forwarded by the Norwegian hosts revealed
that the Course objectives were:To train ski-ing to the extent that the course can move as
an organised ski unit and the srndents can pass the Norwegian
civilian ski tests, 10km. cross-country and 10 gates slalom;
To practise winter bivouacing and enable students to live
and perform their daily duties under winter conditions;
To acquaint students with the problems of signal communication under winter conditions, the effects of small
arms fire in snow and the construction of field fortifications,
and finally winter problems concerning food, clothing and
medical care.
The reporting date was the 10th February, and the RV was
to be Oslo.
Thus it was with keen anticipation that Lieutenant Lenthall,
Second-Lieutenants Carruthers, Galloway, Singleton, Stuart
and Thomas set out by train from B.A.O.R. bound for Oslo on
9th February. The train journey via Hamburg, Copenhagen
and Sweden was long and dull, enlivened only by the high cost
of staying alive on the train while trying to cope with astute
restaurant car stewards and the ever-changing currency.
We meet up
Arriving in Oslo, then enduring temperatures of -15C to -2oC,
the party wa1l met by Major Morgan, R.M., the Military
Attache, who took us for a brisk walk to the Hotel Viking
where accommodation was booked until 12th February. There
we met Lieutenant Law, Second-Lieutenants McLean, Reed
and Woodhouse, who had sailed from the United Kingdom on
8th February and were already installed in theiI rooms. The
Course was then complete and with orders to report to the
British Embassy the following morning for briefing, we retiied
to clie bar to absorb the local atmosphere.
Major Morgan's briefing was concerned with many administrative points, particularly the supply of dutiable goods and their
transport about Norway. As a result, a somewhat heavily laden
Course left Oslo on 12th February bound for Lillehamrner, a
ski resort 200 km. north of Oslo.
We were me at Lillehammer station by our Course Officer,
Lieutenant Arne Rein, Royal Norwegian Signal Corps, who took
us in Volvo field cars to the Officers' and Sergean·t s' Mess at
the Norwegian Army School of Signals, Jorstadmoen. That
evening, Lieutenant Rein briefed us on the course and our stay
at Jorstadmoen. It was clear from the start that considerable
thought and work had been put into devising a full and worthwhile programme, emphasising ski-ing but covering all aspects
of Winter Warfare.
The Course starts
The course began on Monday by our being introduced to
the School of Signals staff and our instructors. We then drew
clothing and equipment. Following that, our ski instructors,
Second-Lieutenant Bj¢rn Lorentzen and Sergeant Christian
Harildstad, 'took us to the slopes where we were to learn to ski.
That evening, Colonel Langaas, Commandant of the School
of Signals, held a party for us ·t o enable us <o meet
the instructors socially and to learn more about the weeks ahead.
During the first week we received instruction on Norway, her
Army and the Royal Norwegian Signal Corps, and were carefully taken through ·the early stages of learning to ski.
On Friday we travelled to Nordsetter, a ski-ing centre near
Lillehammer, where we were to spend a week ski-ing. We
progressed quickly, met and overcame the hazards of being
towed by a Weasel. The Weasel is a small track-laying snow
tractor that has an- impressive performance in deep snow. Ski
troops can be towed behind it on long ropes. This can be, for
trained skiers, a swift and sure method of travel aero s country.
Being far from expert skiers, every rise, dip and tum was an
adventure. We never really mastered this method of transport.
Sleeping out
As a further part of our trallllilg, we had •to sleep out for
two nights. The first time we used tents made from our
ponchos and 5 metre @ings, fir trees and snow. The second
night we spent in snow caves, tunnelled into a snow drift. A
303
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snow cave. i~ very d~cult to dig because of the mining required.
We were JO!Oed luring that week by Major A. G. Jones from
N.A.T.O. H.Q., Norway, a pleasant and charming companion.
At one stage during this week injuries prevented five of the
course from ski-ing. Second-Lieutenant Thomas broke three
~~is 11:nd Sec~nd-L~e~tenant Mc1:-ean broke one, upholding the
Wh1teshod tradmon. The rught spent in snow caves was
highlighted by .the issue of Norwegian Army 24-hour Combat
Rations. They are cunningly made and contain sufficient
calories to sustain life, without spoiling the appetite. Only one
variety exists and lengthy periods of use would be very
monotonous. The normal 'Army rations were full of goodness,
but to be reared on it would be an advantage if they are to be
appreciated to the full.
At the end of .the week we travelled to Oslo to watch the
annual Holmenkollem Ski Jumping. This is a most impressive
and memorable event to witness.
During the third week we progressed to cross-country skiing up to 10 km distance. Thursday, Friday and Saturday were
spent visiting three Royal Norwegian Signal Units near Oslo.

Progress is made
On Monday of week four, Second-Lieutenant Woodhouse
strained his right knee so badly that it had to be put in plaster.
The temperature had for several days been higher than usual,
producing bad ski-ing conditions. His was a most unlucky
accident. During this week we fired the Cal. ·30 U.S. Carbine
Ml. Second-Lieutenants McLean and Reed qualified for the
Norwegian Army Bronze Badge. We carried on with intensive
ski training; received instruction on Norwegian radio and line
techniques and erected and slept in the Swedish M 39 tent.
We also made emergency snow shoes. They proved more
effective than the issued articles.
A 111ountaJn march
The fifth week was taken up by tlie Mountain March.
Between Monday and Friday we covered 85 kms from Venabu
to Nordsetter, carrying packs weighing about 30 lb. and pulling
pulks.* The ski-ing was very tough going at times, especially
when bad snow had to be crossed. The first two nights were
spent in bivouacs, living off Combat ratjons. The last two
nights were spent in Swedish M 39 tents, eating fresh rations.
The contrast was considerable, vividly demonstrating the
difference between living from resources carried on one's own
back and living off those carried by a Weasel.
By the end of the week we were in fine fettle, and able to

A party 10 remember
On reac:lllng Nordsetter on Friday, we loaded our equipment
on to vehicles and returned to showers and a relaxed weekend
at Jorsta~oen to. gi;r~ our loins for the final three days. High
on the list of pnonties was a party given for the Staff and
Instructors on Monday evening. Those present will affirm that
the party was one to remember. All of the course were
" knighted " by Major A. Holmsen, " Ruler of the Raging
Peaks," and presented with a broken ski tip and a very humorous
and well executed certificate commemorating the Mountain
March. Five hundred Norwegian Army recruits were required
to provide the ten broken ski tips. The course broke four.
These were kept as souvenirs by those who broke them.
~onday an~ ~uesday were spent practising for the Norwegian
Sk1-10g Assoc1at1on crosS-<:Ountry and dowllhill tests. By this
stage o~ .the. course, ~<; dail~ temperature .had risen considerably,
producmg icy condiuons 10 the morrung and slush in the
afternoon. We could not help noticing that only the mad
British were to be seen ski-ing in such conditions. However
all of the course passed the basic tests on Wednesday. Second~
Lieutenants Stuart, Singleton, Galloway and McLean did well
to pass in higher grades.
Thanks for seven wonderful week.st
Thursday was tlie final day of the course. At a de-briefing
by Colonel Langaas, Commandant, and Lieutenant-Colonel
Lunde, Second-in-Command, we were presented with our skitest badges and certificates awarded for completing the course.
Colonel Langaas and his staff were thanked for running an
extremely interesting course. We presented the Mess with a
copy of " Laying Cable in the Field " as our thanks for seven
wonderful weeks.
All that remained was the handing in of equipment, and
saying farewell to many new friends. Colonel Langaas and
Lieutenant-Colonel Lunde, Major Holmsen, Captains Eng,
Sorlien, Roheim, Brandtzaeg, Lieutenants Sandin, Odegaard,
Moe Jacobsen, Brygfjell and Haughland, Second-Lieutenant
Halsan, Staff Sergeants Andersen and Skjaeruk, all of whom
helped with the formidable administration required.
*A pulk is a wooden, flat·botromed sled towed by manpower.
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TONY SINGLETON

2Lt MIKE GALLOWAY
Drawn by

move at fair speed across level ground. Use of the right wax
and varying snow conditions were important factors affecting
progress. Some Weasel towing was done but for us this method
was only practicable on a straight track over level ground.
,

Lt . ALV MIDTHUN

Signal Training Centre (FARELFJ
Schedule of Courses for term commencing 8th August, 1966

2Lt BYWEL THOMAS

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
2nd-Lieutenant Mike Galloway waxes his skis, advised by Lieutenant
Peter Lenthall and a Norwegian Weasel driver

(Below) A friendly canine companion keeps us company en route
(Continued on page 305j

Class
Radio Relay Tech
,,
Radio Tech (Hy)
,,
Radio Tech (Lt)
,,
Radio Tech (Hy)
Line Tech
,,
Line Tech
,,
Elect Tech
,,
Elect Tech
,,
Electrician Driver
,,
Electrician Driver
"
Lineman
,,
Lineman . . .
,,
Lineman .. .
,,
Lineman
,,
Cable Jointer
,,
Radio Operator
,,
Tg Operator
,,
Tg Operator
,,
Tg Operator
...
,,
Comcen Operator
Comcen Operator
,,
Comcen Operator
,,
Swbd Operator
Pre Y.O.S. Exam Cour e
Comcen Op for Potential Y.0.S. ,,
Driver R Signal
,,

III - II
III - II
III - II
III - II
III - II
III - II
III - II
III - II
II-I
III - II
II-I
III - II
II-I
III - II
II - I
III - II
III - II
II-I
III - II
II - I
III - II
III - II
III - II
III

II - I
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22nd August
22nd August
22nd August
21st November
22nd August
21st November
22nd August
21st November
l7·th October
22nd August
22nd August
22nd August
12th September
24th October
22nd August
22nd August
22nd August
5th December
5th December
22nd August
22nd August
24th October
7th November
17th October
24th October
24th October

Clerk Technical
Clerk Technical
Technical Storeman
Technical Storeman
Draughtsman R Signal
Clerk R Signals
S Sgt Course
Military Proficiency
Military Proficiency
Military Proficiency
Military Proficiency

(as

,, III - II
II - I
" II - I
" Ill - II
"
required)

,,

II - I

"

II
III
III

"

"
"

22nd August
24th October
6th September
7th November

I

14th November
24th October
22nd August
19th September
22nd August
17th October

Regimental Cummerbunds &
Matching Bow Ties
Lend a truly di tlngulShed appearance to
your evening dress en emble. Available e'·
tock In the colours of th Royal lgnab,
other eslgn available on oeclal request.
cumm rbund 35/- each. Bow Tie 13/6.
end cash with order to D ut. W .,

CLUB CUMMERBUNDS, LTD.,
Oak Mills, Clayton,
Bradford, Yorkshire.
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28th

Regiment~

D.F.P.O. 35

A brief look at Lile from the Top

Foreman of Signals, sent to investigate a fault report on the
far end of a remote circuit was presented with a note from the
Troop Commander concerned which read as follows:
"When I depress the morse key, telephone extension
261 rings. When the teleprinter is keyed, extensions 26o
and 262 ring. When the telephone rings the teleprinter
prints RY, the morse circuit keys out and tbe lights
flicker!"
"What more does he want!" was the Foreman's answer.

Soldiers anti Civilians light Coach Blaze in
Slant/Ion/
Young Corps N.C.O. Commended bfl General
•• for prompt action,,

A

EVEN for THE WIRE, it is an innovation t o receive
WIRE notes on the back of a picture postcard.
But that's how we received them this month from the
28th Regiment. The postcard shows the Bodenscheid (5>424ft.) as above, and the text on the reverse
of it reads:
" Regiment busily engaged trekking and scaling
Alpine Peaks on Exercise " Franberg. " Have already
conquered Bondenscheid (5A24ft.). Not carrying
typewriters. Full report next month, when we have
"An eiger in our tank."
From: Franbergermeister.

22nd BEGl1UENT, B.F.P.O. 16
The ealm before the storm?
The month of May has been a period of relative calm, so
far as exercises are concerned. To those experienced members
of the Regiment, however, this appears suspiciously like the
calm before the storm, with the storm being the spate of exercises scheduled for June. However, there has been a very
satisfying "ripping out of innards " and "installation of other
type innards " spree which, for the uninitiated, can only be
equated to the satisfaction achieved by sma~hing up grand
pianos!
Major Nice, Second-Lieutenant Legge and Second-Lieutenant
Grierson have recently joined us. We bid them welcome and
trust they will have an enjoyable tour with " The Thrusters."
Unfortunately, we have had to bid farewell to W.O.II Agatsiotis,
whose cheerful face will be missed in the "Kremlin."
With the improvement in the weather, the summer sports
are now well under way. The Regimental Athletics Meeting
was held in glorious sunshine on 4th June and was the culmination of three hectic days of sport. Whilst the results may not
have caused concern to the athletic giants of Russia and the
U.S.A., mention must be made of the old soldiers' race and the
ladies' race. In the former, Major Bill Jacobs, our L.A.D.
king, showed a clean pair of heels to the elder statesmen of the
Regiment. Rumour has it that use was made of the Scammel's
extended tow. The ladies' race was won by Mrs. Hanlon,
who showed such a turn of speed as to cause O.C. 2 Squadron
to 'carpet' his athletics representative for not including her in
his Squadron team!
Second-Lieutenant Mann has returned from two weeks'
swimming in Berlin, and Corporal Chapman from an outward
bound course in Norway. Both were reticent about their outof-<iuty activities!
Pt"rhaps It will return your money, too:

In the troubled world of technicians, the following incident
will illustrate the handicaps under which they labour. The
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YOUNG soldier bas been commended by LieutenantGeneral Sir Kenneth Darling for the part he played
in dealing with a situation when a motor coach caught fire on
a car park at Blandford Forum.
He is 20-year-old Lance-Corporal Alan Jones, 30th Regiment,
based at Blandford Camp.
The incident occurred on 18th May, when Corporal Jones
and five of his friends in the Regiment decided to visit the
fair in the town.
As they parked their car, they noticed flames rising from
a coach which had been left on the Ham car park. Corporal
Jones immediately rushed to the cab of the blazing vehicle
where he found and extricated a fire extinguisher, which he
promptly applied to the flames.
Several other vehicles were parked nearby and were in
danger of being set alight. With his five friends and a small
group of civilians, the corporal manoeuvred them to a safe place.
The local fire brigade was soon on the spot, but by the time
they got the fire under control, the coach was a burned-out
wreck.
In the letter to General Darling, General Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Southern Command, Mr. J. C. Alderson, Deputy
Chief Constable of Dorset, wrote:
" ... . Lance-Corporal Jones and a civilian, Mr. P . Wilkinson, of Weymouth, immediately organised other persons in the
vicinity in fire-fighting action, and due to their efforts a very
serious incident was averted.
°' They moved a large vehicle which was alongside the
blazing coach and prevented the fire spreading to the fuel tank
ofacar . . . "
The order, published by General Darling, commends LanceCorporal Jones "for his prompt and efficient action."
(Courtesy, P.R., Southern Command)

THE FIVE FIREFIGHTERS
Lance-Corporal Jones with the five friends who helped him . Left to Right: Lance·
Corporals Dave Tyrie, David Hillman, John Roberts, Lance-Corporal Jones ;
Signalman Bert Shaw, Lance Corporal Tom Mclaughlan.

30th Regiment
BLANDFORD C.t\.1'1P
Football Cup succ"sses
W.J.C. writes:
The Regimental football team, after a slow start, went on
co win the South West Services Marriott Cup final and are
runners-up in the South-West Servi€Cs League and Six-a-Side
Knockout Competitions. These successes can be traced back
to a time when several new players were posted into the
Unit, and the 1st team have not lost a game since then.
The trophies and medals won by our teams were presented
by the G.0.C., Aldershot District, Major-General P. H. Man,
c.B., C.B.E., n.s.o., M.C., during his farewell visit to the Regiment
on 13th June.
040 TROOP
E.F.C. writes:
The highlight of the Troop's activities during May was our
Battle Camp at Okehampton. Despite e~ght dars' solid rain
and force eight gales, members were widely d1spe~sed ov~
Dartmoor, practising map-reading, tracking and using radio
communications. During one exercise the S.S.M. was assured
by a couple of locals that a much larger lorry than his 3-tonner
bad gone up a certain narrow lane two years previously . . . .
Two hours later finds the S.S.M. and several 640 Troop
members trying to get the 3-tonner unstuck from between two
The locals, having re~ed, replied to th.e
rocky ledges.
obvious question: "Yes, a large truck did go up there, but 1t
took them two days to get it out! . . . .
A breather from rain and win,d was taken on the Wednesday
night, in the form of a return match against the local darts
champions who we had beaten last year. Unfortunately, the
tables were reversed, and the O.~. with the YeoJ?an were
" whitewashed " in one leg of therr match; one Chief Clerk,
Corporal Jones, and Sergeant Mundy were beat~n by a man
and his wife-she having done most of the scoring.
Welcome to Sergeant Mackey and his crew from Africa, and
to our new arrivals, Sergeant Hilder, Corporals Ol~eld and
Elliot, Lance-Corporals Larkin, Beet, Mustard and S1gqalman
Walsh.
Farewell to Corporal Thompson, who leay~s the Army for
" Civvy Street" after six years as a techmcian; to CorIX?ral
Jewkes who leaves us for Bo;neo, a~d. t~ ~rporal ~e!hu1Sh,
who has gone for six months cable 1ointmg IO Bahrain.
Congratulations to Corporal Cousins for becoming the proud
father of a son.
Obituary.
lt is with great regret that 640 Troop has
to announce the sudden death of Lance-Corporal G. D. Gray
on 5th June at the age of 19. To "Joc;k's" wife in Ne;;vcas~e
and his mother in Edinburg}l, goes our smcere sympathy IO their
great loss.
Message to 644 Troop. We notice (THE WIRE May/June)
that you are making good use of our Corporal Tatnall. We
thought you had borrowed him _as a qpher Operato!? (A
picture in THE WIRE showed him serVIDg beer behmd the
Mercury Club bar I).
News from Aden. Sergeant Nutter and his detachment, _with
S.C.L.I., have now settled down, but Sergeant Nutter wntes:
" Soon after the arrival of our main party, yours truly
was the target for two separate attempts by grenades
within 25 minutes of each other, the .first attempt was
accompanied by small arms .fire, which. shattered th!;
windscreen but did not harm either the driver or myself.
Sergeant Knight and his detachment with I Cameronians have
now also settled down.

The Corps Yneht
E. G. writes:
It was decided early this year that as we were c1:1stodians
of the Corps yacht Stella Lyra, as many of the Regrment as
possible should finrl out something about sailing. We looked
at our annual programme and de<;ided that as only work. y.ias
included, we could just squeeze IO a week or so of s.ailmg.
From 23rd to 29th May, anyone who had ever put his wet
foot into any kind of sailing craft would have a go.

WELCOME TO ADEN !
Se rgeant Nutter, attached 1st S.C.L.I., has a bullet through his
windscreen shortly after arrival

R.M .A. DEMONSTRATION
Officer cadets view terminal eqiupment at radio relay stand.

REGIMENTAL FOOTBALL TEAM
Runners·up South West Services League and Cup Win~ers, Marriott Cup
Standinf: WO.II Howes, Corporal Derton, Signalman Davies. Lance-Corpor:.I
Allison, Signalman Bradshaw, Lance Corporal McPhee, Lance-Corporal Galla1her,
Corporal McClean, Corporal Hushes, Serseant Ward.
Sitting: Lance Corporal Gibson,'lLance-Corporal Williams, Corporal Turner
(Captain) Lance-Corporal Bur1ess, Signalman B•yliss
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20G SQUADRON, B.F.P.O. 88!>
This month has been a time of wide and varied activities
which have been a change from the more routine, yet none
the less vital tasks we pedorm here in Borneo. We have now
got a Sloping ' V ' antenna mounted on an SOft. mast, erected
and working, and a new quiet room for the soldiers. On the
sporting side, we took part in a sports meeting against the
locals of Sareiki as part of their celebrations to mark the annual
Dyak festival called Dawau. The other sporting highlight of
the month was the Officers v. Sergeants match, in which the
Sergeants gained their revenge for their defeat in Tidworth
at cricket.

Despit strong winds, which produced some unscheduled
meals for the fi h the week was an undoubted success and
som twelve bold mariners put to sea. It is only partially true
that the instruction was given by a certain Captain Bligh (ex" Bounty ') and it is not true that exhausted crew members were
locked on board for the nig t to recover. After it was all
over, everyone agreed that there is more to sailing than meets
the eye.
t'ial in t:ser Trials Squadron
E.G.D. writes:
It isn't very often that the User Trials Squadron go socially
very gay. However, the imminent departure of Mr. J. C.
Madder to the corridors of power in Whitehall, called for a
very special effort. So the Squadron gave Mr. and Mrs. Madder
a farewell social in the Junior Ranks Club, to which over
uo members and their wives attended.
Joe Madder has been with the Regiment for five years
and started with an empty laboratory. Soon now he will leave
us, but behind him stays something like £45,000 pounds worth
of test gear, all to do with his Troop, Radio Interference T ·roop.
He has done a tremendous job and we are all very grateful.
Our Social Secretary noticed two Senior Foremen present,
W.O.Ils Walker and Kimber, who have enormous talents
for organisation. It was thanks to both their efforts that the
evening went so well.
Royal IDlitary Academy, Sandhnrst
C .W A. writes:
The Regiment assisted Signals Wing, RM.A., Sandhurst,
at a demonstration of equipment, which was given to some 300
officer cadets on Friday, 3fd June, in the Sandhurst Hall at the
Academy.
Cadets from each college were conducted around the various
parts of the demonstration, which included radio relay techniques, field radios and miscellaneous signal vehicles.

JOL~T

CO~OIUNICATIONS

~"'IT

RADIO

BOIL,"'"EO
TROOP

Bees-a new communication hazard!

The rebuilding of Fairyland, our transmitter site, moves
apace. The installation of equipment in the uansminer hall is
almost complete, and includes R.A.F. navi~tional equipment
which J.C.U.B. is to operate on an agency basis-such is
"jointery " ! Two problems remain to be solved. The first
is the transportation of a generator from the docks; this weighs
IO rons and there is no suitable vehicle. One transportation source
agreed, is all Servicemen, to transport the load if it was broken
down inco 10lb. packages; this is obviously a problem where
two heads are better than one. The second problem concerns
bees, which are removing the protective grease from our aerial
stays. These creatures can actually be seen carrying off any
amount of the stuff!
Sergeant Wilkinson has left us to join the ever-growing
band of ex-J.C.U.B.-ers in 18th Regiment. Corporal Manson
is off to his Ar upgrading course in Catterick, so the O.C.
Systems, Captain Boyle, will now find himself without his
free supply of cigarettes.
TAC

COMS

Slill

At Kuching our sailors alternate between the manning of a
radio station, at an altitude of 3,oooft., and watches in the
Joint Comcentre at sea level. Lightning has again struck t he
radio station, and because of a lack of helicopters, the sailors
trudged down through 3,oooft. of jungle, with the remains
of the set on their backs, in order to obtain workshop assistance
- bow they long for the sea again !
R.S . (" Sharkie ") Ward has gone down to Kuching to keep
a fatherly eye on the matelots.
The 25-mile bicycle race, from Brooke Road to Surrender
Point was won by R.0.2 Morris on a 'Pursers Red Devil.' In
fourth place was R .0.2 Clifton. Our sympathies go to the
R.C.T. clerk who suffered a puncture eight miles away from
the finishing post and had to push the rest of the way.
A recent incident, in which two sailors accidently gave the
General's car a foamite respray, really demonstrated J.C.U.B.
jointness. They haven't quite got over being marched in front
of a R.A.F. Flight Lieutenant by an Army Yeoman of Signals.
~o.

2 COHCEN TROOP
We extend a warm welcome to W.O.II (Y. of S.) Coe, who
has taken over from W.O.I (Y. of S.) Gubler, posted on commissioning. We all offer Lieutenant Gubler our heartiest congratulations and hope be enjoys Germany as much as he
obviously enjoyed his 2t years in Kuching. One voice to another, after his departure: " Now we can have as many pencils
as we like.'' New Yeoman's note: "That's what they think,
but let them try.''
The new comcen, tape r elay centre and systems control is
now fully operative. The trials and tribulations which went
into achieving this state wilt appear in our next issue.
A three-shift system is hard work, we agree, but it is not all
labour in operational Sarawak. For instance, regular trips down
the river to the sea are removing the three-watch comcen palor
and providing an opportunity to view the estuarine crocodiles.
FOOTNOTE: Was a certain airman ordered to beach the
launch in the eight-knot current at a spot where the river was
1oft. deep? He certainly vividly remembers going over the
side.

Quiet Room
As can be seen from the photograph, we now have a really
splendid quiet room in Basha ·Camp. This was built for us
by 3 Troop, 32 Field Squadron, R.E., and furnished by NAAFI.
A small official opening ceremony was held on Wednesday,
18th May, which was attended by r-epresentatives of the Squadron and 3 Troop.
Snudes Home
Things are really looking up in Sibu. We now have our
own Sandes Home which, although situated a long way from
the camp is, however, becoming very popular with the soldiers.
Corporals Browne and Munn, Signalman Powell, of " A "
Troop, Signalman Taylor, of M.T. Troop and Signalman Brown
and Private Inglis, of Admin Troop, have done ~ great deal
in their spare time to get the house ready for openmg.
Finally, on the welfare side, ~e ha".e o~r own W.V.S._ lady,
Miss Heather Dominy, now resident m S1bu, and workmg m

ELE:\fENT

. ailors losing w'•bbed feet
Our Naval element is divided between No. 1 Comcen Troop
in Labuan and No. 2 Comen Troop in Kuching.

MIDDLE

EAST

EMPLOYMENT

Lieutenant-Colonel C. A. Henn-Collins, who served in the
Corps from 1935 to 1951, founded Henn-Collins Associates,
later Henn-Collins Crocker Associates Consulting Engineers,
who cover all domains of professional engineering.
The firm are now expanding their overseas operations and
seek someone, who speaks good Arabic and who has a good
understanding of Telecommunications, for employment in the
Middle East.
Anyone interested should write to Lieutenant-Colonel C. A.
H enn-Collins, McMillan . House, Cheam Common Road,
Worcester Park, Surrey.

Our New Quiet Room-"there has been much banter whether it
should be turned into the Officers' Mess or the Sergeants' Mess-it's
the most attractive and comfortable accommodation in the camp"
THE WIRE, JULY-AUGUST 1966
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Dawau Sports Competltlen
On 1st June, a party of soldiers from the Squadron v1 ited
Sareiki to compete at soccer, table tennis, badminton and tugof-war with the local Dyaks as part of Sareiki's celebrations of
Dyak Day.
The party went by river aboard a Royal Malaysl.8n Navy
L.C.P.
The competition was keen and honours w.ere even, as we
won the soccer and tug-of-war and lost the other two events.
In the tug-of-war we had to pull with only seven men, as it
was a limited weight competition and Dyaks usually weigh
only 7 to 8 stone.
The soccer match was played without spectators for half
the time as a fire started during the game and the spectators
rushed off behind the fire engine to watch the blaze. All competitors were well looked after at the evening's entertainments,
and returned happy, but tired, the next day.
Officers v. Sergeants soccer match
On Sunday, 29th May, the Officers v. Sergeants soccer
match was played at no less a venue than the King George
VI Memorial Ground, Sibu, much to the surprise of the
locals, who probably thought it was a proper league match. The
quantity of grey hair to be seen should have dispelled that
idea. The game was hard fought and some of the tackles
would not have been out of place on a rugby field. However,
the Sergeants' Mess never looked like losing, and after an
early lead went on to win 4-2. On both ~ides, what was
lacking in ability was made up for by enthusiasm.
208

SQUADRO~,

c/o G.P.O.,
MALAYSIA

:HALAU.\.,

Our activity over the past few weeks ha~ been J:!lainly
training. Signals have emulated the Infantry, m P.T. kit and
boots and have put in some road hours. Our sick parade has
not suffered much as a result, although one or two have been
heard to express a feeling of sinking to the slab. Needless to
say, " they " are all much better for the training.
Integration
The integration is progressing much smoother than seemed
likely at first. I suppose an office whic~ has just been ~~egrated,
i.e., stuff chucked iii, is hardly the envu:onment for w!1ung 1:m
WIRE notes and being able to truthfully say all ts runnmg
smoothly!
Port Dick!'on
" B " Troop (old "J " Troop) up sticks and away for a day
at Port Dickson. The ' Aussies' produced a barbeque which
was much appreciated by the ' Brits.,' Another lYl?i~lly '~ust'
pastime was tried out on this occasion-water ski-mg. Signalman " Barney " Barnes and Signalman Tarrant proved
themselves to be very quick on the uptake, both were very
successful on their first attempts. Corporal Fred Luck threatened
to ' have a go ' but his back won. Corporal " Ma.c " McDerm_id
proved to himself some of the well-known theones on the displacement of wat r-a few bruises to boot I
Arrh•als
Sergeant Brian Smart, R.A.0.C.; Sergeant Sam R?1:1i?gs,
from 216; Lance-Corporal Alex Murdoch, from 3 p1v1S1on;
Signalman Brian McCauley, from J.C.U. Borneo; Signalman
" Scouse" Culey, from J.C.U. Borneo; Signalman " Queesy"
Geason, Royal Australian Signals from Australia.

TROOP

We extend a warm welcome to Sergeant Scott from A.A.S.,
Harrogate, who has come to take up the reins. He is at
the moment finding life somewhat hectic-memorising joint
signal procedures, moving and counting stores and exhausting
himself on the sports field.
Lance-Corporal Hadden has just been sent up a mountain
in order to communicate with the Royal Navy.
With a further two deployments since their last mention in
THE WIRE, Tac Comms Sub Troop is beginning to feel
di tinctly nomadiC.
~AV AL

When two heads are better than one - Colonel Clarkson and
Sergeant Heavey

Sloping • V ' Antenna Group
-Ii went up as straight as a die.
Last week we received a beast called an Antenna Group
Sloping 'V,' and when it arrived and was unpacked, it was
with great dismay we noticed there were no handbooks on how
to put it together. However, we eventually got the handbook
for the mast itself. When the mast was erected we took no
chances and followed the instructions precisely. Although it
is an Soft. monstrosity, it took exactly two hours to assemble
and erect, under the expert foremanship of Staff Sergeant (Bill)
Matthews and Sergeant Halliwell, and the general guidancestraight out of the handbook-<>f Lieutenant Payne. We feel
that the makers should be congratulated; it went up straight
as a die, and with less effort than is needed to erect a 27ft.
telescopic. It bas a red light on top--have you ever gone to
bed wondering if you've left the gas on?
We never did get the actual antenna handbook, and so,
armed with technical details supplied by F. of S., Staff Sergeant
(Mike) Thornbury, we decided to take a guess at it. This included Sergeant (Bill) Baldwin and bis band cutting two lanes
in the jungle for each leg, which are over 400 feet long. The
tasks of fixing the terminations on poles in the middle of a
swamp was considered too difficult, and so .t he gallant linemen,
led by Corporal (Len) Candon helped us out.

our new quiet room, and she is busy spoiling us a., all good
W.V.S. ladies do.

De1mrture8
W.O.II John Emery to whom our congratulatio~s go. on ~is
promotion to W.O.I (R.S.M .) with the St. Andrew s University
O.T.C., Dundee. We always thought he needed some golf
practice.
.
Sergeant Gerry Keelor, R.A.O.C., who will be missed m the
basketball world of the Brigade; Sergeant Ken Adams posted
to 257 Squadron.
Sergeant John B.t:unt .. Although _of the .17th Regiment ~c
spent most of his tlille m our locality lookin~ after the static
Sigcen. We borrowed Sergeant Brunt for cricket, soccer and
rugby. We wish him the best of luck on his Yeoman's course.
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C rporal D ick Bryant aft r fixing up fo r o many to go home
h
t last got hi. ftigh . Corporal Bryant is a good all-round
p;:irt man--our los is 207' gain.
Lance-Corporal Ballam to 209 !or six months, thence to
retirement!
ignalman Pete Springer to 3 D ivision- this departure should
do omething to our statistics.

216

QUADRO.'.\' (PARACHUTE
ALDER SHOT

DRIG;\DE)

Thf' gen ral pieturf'
De pite good re olutions in the early
ew Year, we
regret that notes have not been submitted for several months,
and we can only plead pressure of work and events. Normally
the early part of the year C2Il be devoted to catching up with
Jost military training, a gradual work-up on the signalling side,
and an attempt to carry on with parachute continuation
training. Such has not been the case this year. We had
our first full parachute exercise in January, and from that
moment the pace has never let up . This, of cour e, in the
words of many a famous chronicler would be described as a
' quiet period.'
o,·erseas eomn1itments keep us on our toes
The detachment, including Second-Lieutenant Swainson and
Corporal Thornton, attached to the 3rd Battalion The Parachute
R ~gi ment, have returned with the Battalion from British Guiana.
The 2nd Battalion is now in Bahrain, and with them is a
detachment commanded by Lieutenant Eastburn with Corporal
Mandy and eight others.
Borneo is the location of yet
another detachment, and there languish Corporal Davis and
four others. They are due home, probably towards the end
of June or in early July, to be replaced by "D " Company
of rst Battalion. The signallers of "D " Company are at present undergoing intensive signal training under Yeoman of
Signals Kelly, and the detachment which will accompany them
to Borneo. This detachment is to be commanded by Corporal
Kennington, at present on his Class I Course in Catterick.
Second-Lieutenant Swainson will also go with the Company
as an addition operations officer. To give new blood in the
Squadron some experience on operations, the detachment will
consist as well of Lance-Corporal O'Reilly, Signalman Weller,
Griffiths and Sefton, all comparative newcomers. Needless to
say, a large number of the Squadron wanted to accompany
" D " Company, and it was difficult to decide on the composition of the party.
All in great spirits
We have had all sorts of letters, unofficial and otherwise,
from the detachments and all are, without exception, obviously
in great spirits.
From the Squadron Commander's point of view, perhaps the
most noteworthy event is the conversion of Corporal McGovern,
in Bahrain, from soccer to rugger. He now plays in the front
row of the Battalion team with L ance-Corporal Moir and
Corporal Newman playing in the backs. From Borneo comes
the news that Lance-Corporal Davies is temporarily attached
to the Gurkbas as an L.O., and that all others are working
extremely bard. We are sure that this also applies to LanceCorporal Davis.

Exerelse "Lifeline," 1966
I am quite sure that the pages of THE WIRE will resound ad
nauseum to the glories of Exercise " Lifeline," 1966, so I will
not say much about it here, other than the following. This
was a most ambitious exercise involving the Royal Navy, Royal
Marines, Army and the Royal Air Force. To the intense disappointment of us all, the weather was quite foul, almost from
beginning to end, but despite this and constant curtailments,
postponemi-nts and all that the parachute soldier patiently
adapts himself to, nearly everybody eventually parachuted. For
the first time in U.K., and virtually for that matter anywhere,
the Squadron operated to a Force H.Q. It was an extremely
worthwhile exercise; a lot was achieved by the Squadron, mostly
in bitter oold and appalling conditions; but, more important, a
lot was learnt. As always, the exercise ended with the plaintive
query from above the Brigade, why can't the Parachute Brigade
give us speech and teleprinter facilities? Such was the cry at
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Arnhem, and still, in 1966, we . have to exist on somewhat
pnm1t1ve equipmen t. We make progress, but how slowly.
It is to the credit of the operators and those who m aintain the
vehicles and equipment · in the field that such a high standard
of communications is ach ieved.
This has got off to a sluggish start, through no fault or lack
of enthusiasm on the part of individuals, merely priorities! the well-worn cry. Here is the report of Second~Lieutenant
Woodhouse on the first effort th is year in Glencoe. The party
included Sergeant Haughie, Lance-Corporal Mcintosh and
Signalman Dudding.
To Glell('OC for ski-In~
H aving driven overnight via Catterick to Glencoe, we found
th_ weather not exactly conforming to the needs of our ski-ing
expedition. There had been no snow for several weeks, and
what the r~ was, was above 2,000 feet, and more like hardpacked ice-hardly the best conditions for beginners. The
first part of our expedition was taken up with mountaineering
and hiking over the hills; the weather was just right for this
kind of exercise.
The only ski-ing we did manage was initially confined to
the beginners' slopes, after which we tried out our paces
on the experts' slopes, only to come unstuck on most attempts;
fortunately, none of the party sustained anything more serious
than a few bumps or bruises.
Our evenings comprised a quiet drink at nearby locals (one
in each of them) and an exchange of experiences (ski-ing) with
inmates of the local Youth Hostel.
B~ing recalled to camp made necessary a fast night journey
in a three-quarter-tanner, perhaps a fitting conclusion to
"Adventure Training."
This was our first "panic" of 1966. The Squadron was brought
to 24 hours' notice for a move overseas. The destination was
never divulged, but opinions were equally divided between
Rhodesia and Nigeria.
Unfortunately, nothing came of it,
and we unpacked, som{:what dispiritedly, about one week later!
Sport
Rugby. A very reasonable season, having overall won eleven
games and lost three. We reached the final of the Brigade
Ismailia Cup, no mean achievement, and were only just beaten
by 9 Parachute Squadron, R.E., who had already beaten the
Army finalists, 63 Parachute Squadron R.C.T. Lance-Corporal
Morell has regularly represented the Corps throughout the
season.
Soccer. In the Aldershot Second Division, the Squadron
bas done well, and with five games in hand are lying second.
The league has now been suspended for the summer, however,
but because of our position and games not played, we have
been awarded the cup. Lance-Corporals Tidiman and Poole,
Signalmen Grace, McCandless and Thompson have all represented the Corps, a remarkable effort; the last named has
been awarded his Corps colours.
Sail'ng. Under the leadership of Sergeant Kadwell, R.A.O.C.
(attached), the .Squadron now sports a sailing club and has
just won its first challenge against Mons Officer Cadet School.
Well-known names in the crew include Lance-Corporal Mills
(his wife is a keen shot in the Wives' Shooting Club).
The future holds mall)' ehullelll(el';

The dissidents throughout the world remain remarkably quiet
at present. For the present, therefore, our thoughts on the
future must dwell on alternative operations. Training exercises in the next six months which will involve this Squadron
include Australia and Tripoli. What are the alternatives
to the present form of parachuting? The immediate answer
is a relatively new form of parachuting, HALO (doubtless seen
by some recently on television)-High Altitude Low Opening.
This will obviously involve us in the future concept of operattions and we are shortly to examine this. Turning to more
mundane matters, equipment is always a problem, but it may
be of interest to many to know the types of sets we used, and
even experimented with, on Exercise .. Lifeline." These included the A4l, A43, Cu/R210, A13 (HP) (old version), A.16,
62, 76/R209, C42 Nos. r, 2 and 3; a large number of which
were borrowed or begged and used in roles for which they
were certainly not originally designed! We are experimenting
in a big way and would welcome any suggestions for improvements, however bizarre they may seem on paper, from either
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past members of the Squadron or anybody else who has
studied or considered the problems of parachuting.
242

SQUADRON,

EDINBURGH

\\. .., do in fact exist
I t has been a very long time since no tes from this outpost
of E mpire have appeared i~ THE WIRE. It has now been suggested that we should at least let it be known that the enumeration of Squadrons is not a mistake, and that between 241
Squadron in Chester and 243 Squadron in Blandford, 242
Squadron does in fact exist, in Edinburgh. W e hope, therefore,
to be able to send in our notes from our Northern fastness more
often in future. Previous lapses in this respect have of course
been due to overwork.
\Ve nre schecluled to move ill Novf'mbc••·
F rom time to time we hear from old chums who ha ve served
with the Squadron (or with Scottish Command (Mixed) Signal
Regiment, prior to September, 1959). They usually prefix their
conversation with such remarks as " Of course in my day we
were still in Dregborn Camp." Well, surprise, surprise, so are
we, still in Dreghorn Camp. There is, however, at last concrete
(! ?) evidence that our long awaited move to Command H.Q.
at Craigiehall is to become fact. The new accommodation is
fas t taking shape, and we are scheduled to move in November
this year.
Now, in summer, we are really at our busiest. This is largely
due to the additional very heavy demands for Public Address
equipment. This period starts in April with Pipe Bands
Beating Retreat on Edinburgh Castle Esplanade every Wednesday and Saturday, and increases steadily through District
Riffe Meetings, major parades and sports meetings to a climax
during the Military Tattoo in August and September. In
addition we normally send radio operators to assist T.A. Camps
and this year we are also helping out at the C.C.F. Camp at
Cultybraggen throughout July.
In the field of sport our small numbers preclude our entering
strong teams for any sport. But we manage to field a soccer
team and cricket team, and this year entered teams for the
Command Hockey and Basketball Knockout Competitions
(knockout was the right word!) Our cricket team will miss
Corporal Prudent this year. He played regularly for the Command team, but has now left for B.A.0 .R.
S u ccessful sporting personalities
Signalman Downie played soccer regularly for the Corps
throughout last season and was awarded his _i;:orps Colours.
Lance-Corporal Pickup was a member of the Army team to
visit Sweden for the International Orienteering Competition and
he has been awarded Corps Colours for cross-country. Both
Lance-Corporal Pickup and Signalman Herbert have done very
well at cross-country running, in both Army events and
Scottish Club events. They both ran in the Northern Command
Meeting at Catterick.
The W.R.A.C. Troop has done well with their netball and
badminton tea ms, and we hope to have a ladies' rifle team before
long, but at present we have more enth4siasm than skill in
this particular field. Three small parties have gone on " ~dven
ture" training this year. The first, for pony trekklDg at
Melrose. Most of these girls' only previous experience of the
saddle was from TV W esterns and their 15 miles trek on the
first day was "adventure" indeed. The other two parties are
canoeing and hill climbing on Loch Lomondside.
We are now trying hard to get together an athletics team for
the Command M eeting, later this month. In this respect our
new Sergeant-Major, S.S.M. Taylor, is a tower of strength
and appears able to coach in most events. The te~ are ~er
tainly training hard during the afternoon and evenmg seSSlons
and whispers have been heard that if they train much more the
only event they are likely to win will be the pub crawl--open.
A sud loss
Since starting these notes we have just heard of the sudden
death of Mr. Robinson, a former employee of the Squadron
who retired only 18 months ago.
The whole of this man's adult life has been spent as a
Signalman until he retired at the age of 65 in December, 1964.
He was born in December, 1899, and enlisted in The Royal
Engineers in January, 1916, at Leith. He served wi.th R.~.
Signals in France in 1917 and 1918. He then served m India
from 1919 to 1922, having transferred to Royal Signals in 1921
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and served with 38 Divisional Signals and 7 Divisional 1gnals
on the N .W. Frontier.
D ischarged from the Army in January, 1923, on medical
grounds he started work in September of the same year as a
civilian instrument repairer with the Signal Company in Edinburgh where he worked until 1939· From 1939-1945 be served
as a Sergeant in Royal Signals in Scotland.
In, October, 1945, he was back with Scottish Command as
a civilian, being promoted to Technical Assistant in D ecember,
1959, which post he retained until retirement.
Samuel William Jamieson Robinson, "Robbie " as he was
known to so very many, was awarded the Imperial Service
M edal in 1965, and few men can have deserved it more than he.
We knew that he had been in indifferent health for some
time, but his sudden death, so very soon after his many
years of service, was a shock and disappointment to us all.

249 SQUADRON, c/o G.P.O. SINGAPORE
SQUADRON H.Q.
As may be seen from the Troop notes, we are as active as
ever, with detachments ranging the length and breadth of
Malaya, and operators on detachment in Borneo, to say nothing
of our social and sporting activities, equally well supported.
Tbe main business was in the bar • • •
We continue our efforts to foster inter-Service harmony, and
to this end we recently entertained a soccer team from the
communications branch of H.M.S. Eagle, old friends of ours.
The match probably produced a result, but the main business
of the evening was conducted in the beer bar after the game.
Certainly at this level there is no sign of inter-Service friction;
we both seem to know the same songs! Speaking of songs, we
have a Squadron chant which we trot out on social, sporting
and other occasions. ' Sung' to the tune of the happy motoring
song, it goes:
Two Four Nine is a happy Squadro!l
Two Four N'me is a happy Squadron
Two Four N'me is a happy Squadron
Two--F9ur-Nine.

Not very imaginative, we agree, but it's surprising how effective
it is in upsetting our opponents (some of our social events we
take more seriously than others).
Recently, one of our bards came up with something more
ambitious, which we think describes us quite well, if somewhat
colourfully. Try this to the tune of "Clementine" :
Come
Come
Other
We're

and join
and we!lr
folks may
the boys

us, come and join us t
the FARELF sign;
think we' re hairy,
of 249.

Out in Brunei at the sharp end,
ASSU boys can shoot a line,
Calling choppers, telling whoppers,
M atclou, erks know 249.
Sharing Comcens with the Air Force,
Our procedures we combine,
Bashing Siemens just like demons,
Comcen Troop oC 249,
On a spot height, 'neath a Yagi,
Hairy relaymcn recline;
We're no skivers, circuit fhcrs.
Always is with 249,
Oh my darling oh my darlin8, oh my dJlrling Qementine,
You'll be Jost and gone for ever if you go near :2.49·
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SOLDIERING IN THE FAR EAST
249 Squadron do their job well but also know how to enjoy themselves when they have a party.

Fnr••well '' s1•lmjh " ht nid of S.S.lU. 4-:rnne
nncl n.q.M.S. Lloyd
Dov1.Y Road swimming pool was the scene of a barbecue
recently. No ordinary barbecue <this, but the Squadron's way
of saying farewell to our long st serving member, S.S.M. Len
Crane and Mrs. Crane, and to our stalwart R.Q.M.S., W.O.II
Lloyd und Mrs. Lloyd.
The Sergeant-~jor joined the _unit in "the dark days,''
when the bulk of lt was deployed 10 Borneo. He had a fair
bit of service and must have served with other units before
joining 249. If so, we never heard about them, and we gather
that they just did not compare with 'his ' Squadron. He
cherished a fierce hatred of anybody or anything that threatened
the well-being of the unit, and an equally fierce pride in our
achievements, operational and sporting.
Mrs. Crane was a thorough-going 249-er. Ever-present at our
social functions, and an unofficial welfare officer and " cheererupper." We shall miss them both. We wish them good for·tune
and hope they enjoy their tour with the T.A. in the West
Country.
R.Q.M.S. Lloyd was with us only a year, having come to us
from Borneo, but in that time .b e seems to have got through
2! years' work, and who could ask for more? A keen sportsman, he too will be missed. Again, our best wishes to him and
to Mrs. Lloyd and, incidentally, our congratulations on ' Q '
Lloyd's promotion to W.0.I.
S.S.M. Webster and R.Q.M.S. Fisher have taken to their
appointments like ducks <to water, having undergone the initiation of being °'dunked " in the swimming pool, without which
it seems no barbecue is complete. Nobody is safe from the
dunkers, although the officers and seniors are the prime targets.
Keen sailor that he is, the O.C., Major Lyons, took his ducking
like a veteran. Major Hart also got the old " heave-ho," and
it's a brave man (actually four brave men) who would attempt
to up-end such a large Admin. Officer. Actually, we think the
victims rather like it; when you're in, your'e in-if you know
what we mean.

llADIO REl.AY TROOP
The Troop has been " on the road " in Malaya, and yet
we still find time to run an upgrading course and, more surprising, somebody to put on it.

~· ~e;ell Pr
ntation to S.S.M. Crane by Major J.M. N. Lyons, with Mrs. Joan Hart assisting.
Pr;,.ton an:~~~~;:;oop. (Left to right): Signalmen Taylor, Ryder, Garrity, Lance-Corporal Plumb, Signalmen Milsom, Lockie (after ducking),
3. SHQ ~taft' take it quietly. Signalmen Hanson, Rees and Carmichael.
4 · ~w;;~~ numbers. (Left to right) : Mrs. Lloyd, R.Q.M.S. Lloyd, Mrs. Caplan, Yeoman Caplan.
5
McKenz.tc,' A.C.C~le A.C.C., looks as though he is about to sample his own barbecue, while Signalman Deam accepts a chicken leg from Lance-Corporal
6 • Captain R. D. K. Thompson receiving the Inter-Squadron Athletics Cup from Mrs. R. W. Millo, wife of the Commanding Officer 18th Regiment.
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A newcomer's first impressions
New faces seem to be appearing with more than the usual
frequency these days. For his first impressions of Singapore,
we called on Corporal "X," who replied : " Having heard
sketchy pieces of information about 249 Squadron, none of
which, I might add, gave the impression of it being a cushy
unit, it was with feelings of caution and anticipation that I
reported on arrival. But what had happened? The block
occupied by the Squadron within the precincts of 18th Regiment barracks was locked and barred. I thought at first I had
been directed to the wrong place, but then the awful truth
dawned on me--they were all out on exercise ! Luckily, not
everyone had vacated the Squadron and within the next few
Subsequently, I
days more and more ' bodies' returned.
found that I was to be posted to Radio Relay Troop. It was
at this point tha<t I got my first peep into the Troop Office
and was confronted with " Peewee's Pot." I wondered what
it was. It looked big enough to contain some jungle denizen
that the Troop had acquired as a mascot. I was soon to learn
the story behind the pot and to meet its owner, Sergeant
Hunt (see April/May 1966 edition of THE WIRE).
As I settled in·to my work I got the impression that Radio
Relay Troop consisted of a bunch of heavily sun-tanned
blokes who saw too much of the jungle and too little of the
workshop. It wasn't long before I joined them in their travels.
I had an opportunity to see that when on exercise they do
their job as asked and the results appear to be good. There are,
of course, the usual grumbl~, but overall they appear to be
a carefree lot of lads--as far as first impressions go-I think
I'll like it here. But oh, those exercises!

CO.H CEN TROOP
On the bench, but no turtle soup
Our most recent large-scale exercise took us to Uie northeast coast of Malaya, where we " went joint" in a big way,
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manning a Comcen with the R.A.F. and Royal Marines. Nearby
were the famous golden beaches to which turtles return once a
yea~ .from all over. ~e world to lay their eggs.
Those who
anticipated the add1t1on of turtle soup to our compo diet were
disappointed. Ah, well, perhaps next year.
A brief respite and we were off again on a couple of short,
but hectic exercises, involving night moves. Some of our newer
members who lacked experience in bivouac-making soon learned
the hard way (being woken at 3 a.m. by pouring rain, your
boots full of water, is a great incentive).
Now its back to ~e flesh-pots. for a while, before journeying
to the Cameron Highlands for intensive jungle training.
Having made his mark as " footballer of the month," our
popular 0.C., Second-Lieutenant White, has gone off to Borneo,
handing over the Troop <to Second-Lieutenant Case.
Fina.lly, our congratulations to Lance-Corporal McGibbon,
on bemg selected to play for the Singapore Joint Services
soccer team against the Malaysian Armed Forces, in Kuala
Lumpur.
AIR SUPPORT TROOP
We go for sports in a big wny
A much-awaited quiet period has enabled us to press on
with our training. Detachments at Pekan, about 170 miles up
the east coast of Malaya, have been working CW circuits back
to Singapore.
A 24 hour-a-day schedule is the best way we
know of improving morse standards, but for sheer progress
you should see our tans and haircuts.
Between safaris, our sportsmen have been doing batde along
Dover Road, and successfully overcame Radio Relay Troop
in the Squadron " Potted Sports." Rumour has it that only
two crates of Tiger drove us to victory, but anyone who knows
the dedicated attitude of our team manager, Corporal Paddy
Moore, will hotly dispute this.
Despite the loss of ou:r skipper, Signa1man Pete Alves, now
in B.M.H. with an injured leg, we are confident of winning
the 18th Regiment soccer competition . . . . We appear to be
upholding our reputation for working and playing bard.
Sideboards, although still the height of fashion in the more
A-Go-Go cities, are strangely absent in what is probably one
of the most progressive Troops in the Corps! Perhaps this
ditty, which was heard wafting on the sweet breath of
Tiger across a Singapore night, offers a clue to this serious
deficiency :
There was a Staff Sergeant named Mike,
Who to sideboards took a dislike;
" Your last warning," he said,
As he jumped on the head
Of Parker and Story and Syke.

ATHLETICS
Our athletics season began with the Inter-Troop "Potted
Sports,'' on 30th May. Each Troop entered two ten-men
teams, each competitor taking part in every event. As ever,
some of our best performers were away communicating or being
upgraded.
Reduced to the "anybody-interested-in-music?
well-go-and-move-the-NAAFI piano" stage, Yeoman Caplan
produced his two teams only after convincing Signalman Musgrove (all 6ft. 4in. of him) that he was a born 440-yard
hurdler.
(The Yeoman's 'judgment' was confirmed when
Musgrove later scored valuable points in the Inter-Squadron
Meeting). Air Support " A " won <the Inter-Troop Meeting,
and the results helped in selecting (coercing?) the team for the
r8th Regiment Inter-Squadron Meeting, three weeks later.
Again without some of our gladiators, we fought a keen
contest with H.Q. Squadron. We gained only four places
in the sixteen events: Lance-Corporal Phillips (4oom.), Signalman Taylor (8oom.) and Captain Thompson, our skipper (discus and shot), but thanks to fine team work, we finished winners
by 17 points. This reflects great credit on the members of
the team who, although not in peak conditio , squeezed every
available point out of their events. We now look forward to
the Royal Signals Singapore Triangular Meeting in June.
Finally we do find time for leave in <this busy Squadron of
ours, and we submit elsewhere in this edition, a contribution
hv one of our members on the highlights of Penang.
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The Admfilistrative Inspection went off very well indeed.
Most readers know that to achieve this, a great effort h
to
be made by all members of the Squadron. The effort
made cheerfully and with excellent effect. S.S.M. DeClancy's
working parties were such a regular feature that it was rumoured
he was rebuilding the accommodation-not refurbishing it.
The Inspecting Officer, Brigadier J. A . Marchant, had special
praise for the quarter guard under Sergeant McKie.
Soon af.rer Administrative Inspection, the Sappers of 33 Field
Squadron moved into the Tape Relay Centre and the Receiver
Site in order to commence major structural alterations and
antenna mast erection. They have provided answers to several
pertinent questions.
What ®es a pneumatic drill sound like-INDOORS?
Now you have built the wall, how on earth do I get ou.t?
W'hat happens if we take the old wall down?
During this period our visitors, such as Major-General
Davies (M.G.O.), Group Captain Davidson (C.S.O., NEAF),
have had, I'm afraid, to take us as they find us, and generally
speaking, ' fings ain't wot they used to be.'
A night exercise formed part of the last military training
cycle. This was designed to t~st night navigation and endurance, and although the traditional exercise weather of rain,
sleet, etc., was unavailable in Cyprus, the exercise proved a
valuable change in the regular military training. An instructive
time was had by the O.C. Squadron, Major B. C. Complin,
for, whilst reclining in a ditch, he overheard four anonymous
voices discuss a wide range of subjects-the running of the
exercise; the running of the Squadron; and a brief outline of
some changes needed in MOD (AR MY)!

was

THE SQUADRON AT PLAY
Cross-country. The cross-country team have an impressive
record. They won the C.S.O.'s Cup (the team of six all
finishing in the first twelve). They were runners-up (appropriate term) in the Minor Units Competition, and came fourth in
the league, being only beaten by the three major R.A.F.
Stations on the island. Army colours have been awarded to
Corporal Sweeney, Signalmen Inch and Sills; Lance-Corporal
Parker only missing his due to an unformnate injury in
training.
Soccer. An enthusiastic soccer team worked hard through
the season and were finalists in the C.S.0.'s Cup, with
league successes to their credit.
Rugby. A good season for a unit unable to field a regular
rugby side due to shift commitments. Some 20 members of
the Squadron played in R.A..F . Episkopi Station teams. At one
stage, the 2nd XV was entirely 259 Squadron. The C.S.O.'s
Seven-a-side competition was won by the Squadron with a 24
points to nil win in the final.
Hockey. Some would say "least said the better," but there
is something to be said even of a team which comes third from
bottom in the Minor Units League. The team played good
bard hockey throughout the season, doing everything except
score goals. Outstanding players were W.O.II Orr, Corporal
Nicholas, Lance-Corporal Foulger and Mr. Bradwell (Comcan
Technician). Whilst not crowned with success, the team tried
their utmost until the final whistle, and retained their en.rhusiasm and will to win.
Squash. Squash is increasing in popularity in the Squadron,
~d the. team captain, Lance-Corporal Smith, led his team to
victory_ m ~he Army Minor Units Competition, and C.S.0.'s
cha!Dp1ons~1p. The t~a;n also became runner-up in the Army
Maior Umts Compettt1on.
Lance-Corporal Smith won the
~ndividual Plate Competition.
The second and third su:ings
10 all the team events were Corporal Lindebringhs and W.O.II
Brown.
OTHER Sq1JADRON ACTIVITIES IN A
MIXED BAG
Monday night is slot-racing at the M ini Car Club. The
Volkswagen beats Lotus Elites and B.R.M.s (in miniature)
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often, and the owner, W.0.II Butler, often has a wistful look
in his eyes when he sits behind the wheel of his Volkswagen
(full size); W.O.I West, Sergeant Hough, Corporal Briggs and
Lance-Corporal Kidman are all helping with the nearly completed re-build of the track.
The Camera Club is a flourishing concern, with LanceCorporal Noeken a leading light (safe or arc?).
Corporals MacCullocb and Coverley constructed the set for
the recent Episkopi Theatre Club production of "Dear Delinquent.'' This involved much hard work in spare time".
Captain Walter has found a pothole, and when permission
is granted and a club formed, regular expeditions for climbing
and caving should satisfy the interest already expressed in the
Squadron. Some training climbing has begun.
At the recent Fete and GyJ!lkhana, the Squadron raised a
handsome £16 with its stall, and Major Complin emulated Paul
Revere, and came filth in the cross-country event from some
20 starters.
We now also field half a polo team.
Signalman Derrick had an interesting leave.
He toured
G ermany playing saxaphone and trombone with .the Dance
Band Section of the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra, playing
under the name of Savoy Rooms D ance Band. They visited
Minden, Herford and Lippstadt. He grasped the opportunity
to make this trip at a moment's notice, gaining, by initiative,
a full and rewarding leave.
The normal COMCAN termination is: REGARDS.

THE BRITISH ARMY'S NEW HF RADIO STATION-THE A.13

The most up-to-date, fully transistorised, light·
weight, military H.F. packset-the Plessey-made
A.13-is now in full producti on. Already adopted
by N.A.T.0. and Commonwealth armies, the
A.13 has proved its superiority in world-wide
trials and in service with the British Army.
Free Tuning without Netting
The A.13's crystal calibrator makes any one of
the 2,400 channels in th e 2-8Mc/s band available
immediately, without netting.

=

FEDERAL REGUl.All ARI'tlY SIGNAL
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PM, AM and CW Operation
Phase modulation gives improved range with
longer battery life. AM and CW facilities make
the A.13 compatible with existing systems.

World's workers
A stakhanovite, ·the Oxford Pocket Dictionary will be the
first to admit, is a worker-usually Russian, seldom Britishwho increases output to an exceptional extent. A close scrutiny
of this unit would reveal an astonishingly high percentage of
such commendable souls. They are frequently unaware of
their virtue, and in ·consequence spend their lives, with no
thoughts of personal advancement, quietly stakhanoviting in a
musty store or quiet comer. It would be of great advantage,
you are thinking, if I could learn how to become an exceptional
increaser of output like those supermen in the F.R.A. How
very wise you are ! We shall do our best.
Portrait of the " Boss "
Let the Signals Adviser. be the first candidate for public dissection. At approximately one and a quarter minutes to seven
each morning one may, if it be one's wont to laze on the
Squadron Office verandah at that time, see a cloud of dust
rapidly approaching from the north-we t. Accompanying this
cloud would be a veritable conglomeration of noises-the whine
of agonised tyres on rocks and sandy surfaces, the screams of
petrified sweepers, and a selection of imprecations last heard
in the days of the British Raj. It is not clear exactly what is
enveloped in this mist until roughly three seconds to seven
when-assumfilg one is still lounging upon the Squadron Office
verandah-one would see Major Frank Partington, Royal
Signals. Hat pushed back, hair streaming in the wind of bis
passage, eyes gleaming-a Viking in the flesh, astride the most
decrepit, rusty imitation of a push bike ever to grace the Middle
East. One's eyeballs would distend and roll, one's limbs would
mm to stone, but at the twelfth hour-or seventh, to be more
precise-one would leap to one's feet with a horrified " 000my Gawd" and, still leaping, disappear behind the nearest incinerator. The vision would then dismount on the gallop,
straighten his hat, smooth his uniform, and say in a normal tone
of voice, "You shouldn't keep dogs in Camp. The bloody
brakes have gone again." One would then be correct in stating,
" The Boss is in.''
Throughout the working period, this aura of calm remains.
Even when he and his staff are of necessity working throughout
rhe afternoon and evening, no frown will mar the beetled
brows. The acute observer, however, would note that the clouds
are gathering and fermenting, and a cricket bat is the catalyst
which detonates the harsh thoughts into furious action. The
writer was strolling recently past the local cricket pitch with no
more wicked .thoughts in his head than whether or not to catch
Von Ryan's express at the picture emporium that eve, when his
reverie was shattered by a scream of agony. His startled glance
beheld one ball, two bails, three st~ps ' and a 'Yicketkeeper
(Continued on page 316) .
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Multi-Role Flexibility
High-g rade, lightweight ancillaries can be
provided for any man-pack, ground station or
vehicle role. Transi~torised amplifiers, hand
generators, voltage regulators, remote controls,
vehicle adaptors and a full range of aerials are
all available.
Ruggedness with Easy Maintenance
The A.13 fully meets the most exacting British
Army standards for ruggedness and ease of
maintenance. Highest reliability is maintained
throughout the A.13's long life.
Rechargeable Batteries
With a 1:9 transmit/receive ratio, the battery life
exceeds 8 hours. Batteries are quickly charged
from the hand generator or any vehicle supply.

A.13 standard man-pack radio

For further details,
please request Publication 233.
The Plessey Company Limited
llford, Essex, England.
Telephone: llford 3040. Telex: 23161
Telegrams: Plessey llford Telex. -

PLESSEY Electronics

ailing pa t the square leg boundary, whilst a bray of devilish
laughter assaulted bis ears. Remembering the old adage that
hatever your heart finds to do, do it with your whole heart,
soul and mind, he opined that Major Partington had read it,
too. The rest of the cricket tearn had not been so soundly
educated, it appeared, as the Adviser was the sole possessor
of the pitch and surrounding areas. Manfully resisting the offcr
to whip a googly down the l~g side, the author sought security
in the pavilion.

men depart
Sergeant Bob McKnight has passed his entrance examination for, and been allotted a course vacancy on, the Foreman
of Signals Cours to be held in the School of Signals early
next year. The unit will therefore shortly be losing two people
-its Workshops Sergeant, and its President of the Infallible
Pools System.
Bob says, incidentally, that in Major John
Agar's reply to his enclosure of four shillings and fourpennyworth of winnings, he stated that he had been obliged to rent
a small cottage in rustic England for several weeks in order
- to .miss the hordes of journalists and money-grabbers descending upon the rural seat of Crookham when his bonanza became
public news. He further stated that :he's putting it all into
Life Assurance, as he invested his previous win of rnt d. into
some oil companies.
Kf'>~·

Jimmy Club triumph over Kat Club
The next piece of news is not strictly sporting stuff, but as
near it as this unit intends to get. The Jimmy Club recently
beat the 15th Regiment Kat Club in a darts match! Nothing
to it really, the team captain said in a statement later. Both
captains agreed that the better team won. A glance at the result will confirm this view-the F.R.A. won the match by six
games to five, ~ut lost the beer leg. One could say, if one were
of a pun(y) mmd, that the Kat Club went down without so
much as a mew.
Character o{ the month
Corporal George Grant is our character of the month. Upon
his :arrival in the Force, tJ:tls diminutive young man looked
too 1?11oc~nt to be true. Tius is -true .. He is a good technician,
and 1~ qune keen, _b ut he has a peculiar penchant for standing
on his hands outside Arab restaurants and tossing dice with
hi_s teeth. Whilst recognising the need for tossing the dice
with the teeth when one's hands are otherwise engaged, it is
not yet clear why George prefers to romp around on his
hands in the first place. He has advanced the theory ·t hat he
only does so because after several beers, his feet are singularly
inadequate for the task.
Geoq~e distinguished himself recently, with his partner,
for playmg a doubles match of darts against Foreman of Signals
Bob ~h~rry and his part;n~r, the winners to drink in one gulp
ten sh1llmgs worth of spmts of the loser's choice without the
aid of soft_ drinks. George and partner duly won the game
and forthwith set about disposing of the booty. George was last
se~ by_ the aurhor drunkenly trying to pour sixteen shots of
w'?lsky mto a filthy packet of cigarettes. " I-I-l's s-s-shhavin'
th1ssh for .l aterron." . He then poured it into an ashtray and
soldered himself to 1t when he stubbed his cigarette out a
moment later. A packet of peanuts hopefully administered to
douse the fire did not produce the required effect, and most
members of the club were thus wounded in action as they
exploded around the room. The accuracy of this latter part
of the proceedings may be doubted, as George's partner was
the author, the mysterious ME, and I'd already drunk my
brandy. The amount of brandy I drank that day is sufficient
to en~ure that even if my WIRE notes are not preserved for
posterity, I, in all probability, will be.
Will 07.00 hours be the same?
Soon to arrive in the unit is Mrs. George Foggo. That is,
for th~se who _wonder, the wife of Sergeant George Foggo.
There 1s a certam amount of speculation in the unit as to what
~ffect this wind of change will have upon the Squadron. It
1s gene~lly f~lt that Geo:ge _will find better things to do at
seven o clock m the mornmg m the future than lurking in the
bulr!-lsh; t~ am\msh any late risers, or dodging the Signals
Advisers. d~ily bicycle charge. Does this mean, they say, that
the forb1d~mg brow of the martinet will relax into a smile
of well-bemg, or that the early morning clarion call-the
exact nature of which will not be disclosed-will no longer
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echo painfully around the musty confines of a sleeper's head?
Or, better still, does this mean that in future there will be
TWO stentorian voices and wrathful bodies emerging from the
Waqeel Qa'id's bicycle spokes at ten seconds past seven o'clock
each sunny morn? Heaven forbid!

A purely personal problt-m.
Spot.lig~t oi:i Corporal Ted Edwards.
He is one of those
enthusiastic, nreless ·r adio technicians with a distinct touch of
t~e stakhanovite of which we made mention earlier.
Ted
lives, breathes, and was very possibly raised upon unserviceable valves and broken resistors. At any rate, he has a remarkable flair for sniffing out faulty parts in wirelesses and commanding them. in a voice of iron to come forth, chat he might
destroy them m the wrath of fire. Whilst to the best of the
writer's knowledge, none of the stakhanovites have been stoned
or. beatCI?-, or shot at, they are left severely alone, lest they
tame their colleagues in similar vein.
However, readers, had you been ensconced in the J immy
Club two Samrdays ago, it is probable that you would have seen
~ed's first signs of r~volt against the hitl)erto almost p.a!>toral
life he has been leading. He was seen by several responsible
members of the Squadron co be tossing salted peanuts into
the. stratosphere, and catching them somewhere in his face on
their return to the atmosphere. Eyeballs, mouth nostrils and
ears all came in for their fair share of the pUC:ishment and
TIIE WORD was immediately passed around "Lock 'your
doors this night-Edwards is loose."
'
Later that e~ening! Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Trevor Burgess
threw a party m therr fiat to celebrate the imminent departure
from bachelorhood of Corporal Lofty Yates who must by
no';\' be shyly countin~ out his first allowances: The Squadron
arnved en masse at eight, and Ted unobtrusively retired to a
small D<>?k where, he had espied a lonely bottle of Smirnoff's
best. Smee no words of wisdom came from his throat and
no salted peanuts dropped in, th is was not thought specta~ular.
~pproxrmately one hour and a bottle of vodka later he
r7~red from the room, stensibly to comb his face. Subseq~ent
v1s1tors to the bathroom may well have wondered whether the
set of ~ong, slim legs dangling in repose over the side of the
~ath like ~~ boa-constrictors ~ the mating season were
m fact a tailor s dummy or were given free by an enterprising
shopkeeper.
The Squadron is neutral. It will not try to sway Ted one
way or the other as he wrestles in his internal strife. It must
surely now be only a matter of time before the facade of
efficency and enthusiasm which cracked for the first time so
recently will crumble and fall irrevocably, revealing for all to
see the man within the man-Corporal Ted Edwards, the barroom stool tenant.
64~

TROOP

(Satellite Com.mmticaiiou Terminal Troo1•)
Welcome to a new Troop and •••
647 Troop was formed in November last at 14th Regiment
Gloucester. W.O.I (F. of S.) A. R. Taylor was the first t~
arriv~ and immediately he and four technicians went to R.A.F.
Lockmg to atten~ a c~urse on computer principles. The majority
of the Troop arrived m December, together with the O .C. who,
unfortunately, was replaced in a few days, at very short notice
by t~e. present O.C., Major J. M. Newman.
The O.c.:
techmc1ans and E.D.s attended further courses at Marconi's
Dale Electric and S.R.D.E. These courses lasted well int~
March and were followed by embarkation leave.
Congratulations to these 111embers
Our congratulations go to Sergeants Forrest Foster and
Mallett upon their recent promotion and to Serg~ant Cockerell
on passing_his Yeoi:nan's enu;ance examination; also 10 Corporals
Smurthwaite, Ferner, Gardmer, Samuel, Still and Austin on
passing their M .P.C. I in May. The first two obtained 'A '
passes and are worthy of extra congratulations.
~e Troop, whic~ w~ be 23 strong, is part of a joint
Service venture, which will set up earth stations around the
w~r!d in o_rder t<? investigate satellite communication working.
Imually, high altitude active American satellites will be used
but the equipment has been designed to be flexible and trial;
using low altitude passive satellites and the moon will be tried.
(Continued on page 317)
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UMing techniques that are uew to Roynl Signals
Most of the ·t echniques employed are new to Royal Signals
technicians. These include high power SHF transmitters, ·1ow
noise receivers, parametri · amplifiers, static split tracking, integrated servo systems and computer on line systems. However,
the first important task will be to erect the station, and as
the aerial is 4oft. in diameter, and the two of the 12ft. cabins
rotate with the aerial structure, this will be. no mean feat.
(Ex-fairground riggers are required!)
So far our time has been spent training and now the Troop
is deployed to warmer climates. (To the relief of R.H.Q. and
pay office at Gloucester). We thank 14th Regiment for making
our first months pleasant ones.·
• Watch our S1u1ce '
Undoubtedly more will be heard from us so to coin a phrase,
"Watch our space."

•

4 7th REGIMENT T .A.
lUIDDLESEX YEOlUANRY
(The Duke o{ Cambridge's Hussnrs)

On 17th May every year, the Regiment has one of its most
pleasant tasks. Together with the Norwegian Ambassador and
his staff, we act as hosts to Norwegians residing in the London
area on the occasion of their national day. This year was
no exception, and we are confident that nowhere else in London
were so many beautiful girls to be seen, in richly-embroidered
national dresses in an area the size of a football pitch. It is
to their eternal credit that the Regimental Band managed to
keep their eyes on the music!

Annual Cami•, St. Martin's Plain
In the second half of May, 87 officers and men of the
Regiment spent annual camp with the 41st RegimeD:t (J:'rinc;ess
Louise's Kensington Regiment), T.A. Part of the aim m view
was that the two regiments, which amalgamate next year,
should get to know each other, and this was very successfully
achieved. Apart from the many valuable contacts made at
evening social functions, training was run on an integrated
basis, and our thanks are due to the 41st Regiment for being
such good hosts to the Yeomanry. At the end of the first
week a unique occasion took place, when the Colours of the
Princess Louise's Kensington R egiment were paraded before
the assembled parade of the Kensington Regiment and Middlesex Yeomanry officers and men with the Middlesex Yeonmanry
Band. The parade was also attended by the Honora_ry Colonel
of the Kensingtons, Major-General A. M. W. Whistler, c.B.,
c.B.E., and the Regimental As ociation.
" A " Squadron
All systems are geared up for the Regimental exercise, 18th/
19th June.
The un initiated who believe line trade_s are a
finished number, should see the masses of cable which now
enmesh " G" Block for the internal exchange and VHF tails.
Doug Glover, Sergeant Bumpus and the " Merry men " have
been solidly at it.
The VHF Troop all had their fingers crossed while their
beloved, C.41s have been out on loan at Dibgate Camp. They
have now returned and all seems to be well-a final check is
going ahead in case the vital flint fails t<;> sp~rk.
.
Congratulations to Philip Sansom, now with his t~ee pips;
and congratulations, too, on the great effort tha~ his Troop
has put into the comcen set-up--all we need now 1s the traffic.
Sergeant Ashdown and Corporal R~gan have bee!1 doing . a
great job servicing the Nuffi.eld Talking Book equipment m
the London area and there is no doubt, from the acknowledgements I have re::eived, that those in the community who have
had the misfortune to be deprived of their sight, are truly grateful for the time these two N.C.O.s have devoted to their
task.
•• II " Squadron
The two major Squadron commitments during May fell
under the general classification of "communications with a
purpose."

Radio Troop sent out five radio detachments to provide .
communications for a London- Brighton walk. The scale of
the operation was not really envisaged until the detachment
arrived at the start point to witness a vain attempt on the part
of the organisers to brief the 600 competitors. However, over
300 messages were passed, as a result of which, the many
administrative problems were solved with varying degrees of
success. The only incident of note was the appearance of an
indignant gentleman at one check point to protest at the noise
from what he termed " transistor radios."
Sergeant Heartfield and Line Troop were responsible for
communications for the annu al Chiswick Regatta. This year,
as a refinement, a C.41 Link was incorporated into the circuits.
This, despite the predictions of Line Troop, who insisted on
a standby line, was highly successful.
The Squadron members congratulate W .0 .II Leonard, our
P.S.I., on his new appointment, but at the same time feel
extremely sorry that he will be leaving us. W .O.II Leonard
put in a tremendous amount of work behind the scenes and
was always willing to do anything that was asked. Many thanks
indeed for all your efforts .
Comcen Troop will be given an opportunity to show its
paces during the June Regimental exercise, when the Squadron
will be simulatin g Almy Group H.Q.
Lance-Corporal J. C. Fenge, of the Permanent Staff, has
been pole vaulting at various meetings with great success. H is
recent achievements include: First in the Surrey Individual
Championships; second for the Army against Cardiff Training
College; second for the A.A.A. against Oxford University.

A Regular Brigatle Signal Squatlron meets
the TA
51 (H) Divisiou Signal Regiment spends Annual
Camp with 204 Signal Squadron
The Regular writes :
When we heard in January -that a composite Squadron of
six officers and sixty-nine O.R.s was to come to a B.A.O.R.
Brigade Squa<;iron at .the height of the formation H.Q. annll'.11
exercise season, hearts sank. After all, what would we be m
for? The dates allowed four days for Unit training, half a day
to prepare for a CPX, then a Divisional GPX. We had. no
knowledge of training standards and skills, no idea of Highlanders en masse and no room co take them either in barracks,
or on our vehicles unless we sent a lot of Regular signallers on
leave.
A crw1eh of hoots
Gradually over the months correspondence gave at least an
idea of numbers and trades, but still none of us had seen them
until an assorted seventy-one all ranks deplaned at Dusseldorf
in very smar'r battle dress, with two splendid pipers. Th~ first
sound of the Unit in our barracks was the good old fashioned
crunch of ammunition boots-much pleasanter than the silence
of boots DMS.
After that the joint was really jumping. We doubt if so
many Regul~s have ever instructed so many_T.~. in .so much,
so fast. If the enthusiasm shown by the T .A. 1s typical, then
their coming reduction is a tragedy. They may not have known
much, .co start with, but they picked it up with incredible speed.
Having started work on a Tuesday, they "'.ere. cap~ble. by
Thursday /Friday of moving the Brigade H.Q. six umes m nmere~n hours. The first move was ghastly, <the second pretty
horrible. the night move not bad, the last move good by any
standard.
Workin~

cheerhally -together
By this time Regular and T .A. alike were wo~king cheerfully
co the same end, with the target of the CPX starrmg on Monday.
On Saturday, about even numbers of both Squad;on~ w~nt. for
a trip on the Rhine. No one got_drowned, the ship didn t smk,
the Police had no work to do. Only one man got lost, and
made up for it by having a most interesting tr~in tour of the
. .
Federal R epublic in his efforts to get home agam.
The CPX was blessed with fine weather, fine commurucauons
and a few couches of ·the unusual. For us it wasn't just unusual, it was previously unknown, to have enough men for
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very ta k that Cd.me up. It was nice to have a duty piper, even
if half the H .Q. did stand to when he played "cookhouse."
(Incidentally, back in barracks the expression on the face of a
Guardsman drummer of another Unit when h is call was jammed
by our pipes for the first time was worth much. So were his
first three notes.) At many points the T .A. took commandthe Squadron Commander flew into a " friendly " nuclear for
example, and to cheers for his bravery and expressions of
sympathy on the command net was exercise dead for the last
fifteen hours. Lieutenant John Blair ran the Signal Centre;
L ieutenan t Ian Sim did a combined Signal and G3 job with
step-up group. Two cook sergeants fought bitterly over the
problem of either salt or syrup for the porridge. (It is believed
that there was a compromise solution, called porridge.) Anyway by the end of it all we had the 4th/ 5th Highland G uards
Brigade Headquarter and Signal Squadron read y to take on
anybody.
The place will seem awfully quiet when they go tomorrow.

6Sch (OITY OF !LONDON) REGIHENT (T.A.)
Lord l\layor' s Visit
The Regiment was honoured to receive the Lord Mayor of
London, Alderman Sir L ionel Denny, M.c., on nth February.
This was t he first visit of the Lord Mayor and Aldermen since
our title incorporated "City of London." After being welcomed by the Mayor of Hackney and the Honorary
Colonel, he inspected the Skinners Guard, commanded by
L ieutenant A. T. Brooker. The Lynx Oub and Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess was then visited before joining the
officers for dinner. We were particularly pleased to have the
Master of Signals and the S.0.-in-C. with us on this occasion.
Other guests included the Master of the Skinners Company
Lieutenant-General Sir Georgie Cole, X.c.~.. c.B.E., Rear~
Admiral E. B. Ashmore, D.s.c., Brigadier M. D . Pr ice, o.B.E.,
Colonel D. M. Humphery, W .R.A.C., and Colonel J. 0. Hunter,
M .B.E. The evening was particularly noted for its informality
and the absence of speeches gave the opportunity for our guests
to get to know the Regiment.

Ch a nge o f Honorary Colone l
The Regiment was sorry to have to say farewell in March
to a magnificent Honorary Colonel, The Earl of Malmesbury,
T.D., v.~ ., at the end of seven years. He and Lady Malmesbury
were dmed out by the officers on 30th March. Major T . B.
Langton, M.c.1 has been _Gazetted as our new Honorary Colonel.
He served with the Insh Guards and Special Forces during
the last war and is Past Master of the Skinners Company.
We are delighted to take Major Langton on strength.
Courage Trophy, 196 6
The Regimental team from 4 Squadron did very well to
finish second i? the !\nnual .T.A. Marathon for the Courage
Trophy early m April. Thirty-five teams from units of all
arms entered for the . ~mpeti~io0i designed to test sold iers in
overall fitness and ~tary: ~kills . The administrative part of
~e teaI? took part. ~ a dnymg test followed by a cooking and
bivouacmg compi;uuon, while. ~he remainder enjoyed a r4-mile
route march. Signalman Ellis s brown stew was a triumph 1
After the vehicle rally on the Sunday, the final route march.
from Catford to the Duke of York's Headquarters was inter~
rupted by a punishing assault course.
'
R e org anl a tlon
The patte~ of the reorganisation is beginning to take shape
a~d the Special Co~unications Regiment in the T. and A.V.R.
y.iill be an arnalg~ma~on. of 65th and 92nd, our sister R egiment
m the A.E.R., with mdividuals from other units.
P r 1aratlon for Camp
PrCP:Sration for our long range communication exercise at
camp 1s well under way. A successful week-end exercise on
2yd April is to be f?llowed by a further one in May. AU
me~bers of the Regiment are keeping their fingers crossed
hopmg that they may be selected for the Malta detachment.
Star a nd Gar ter Vis it
The Regiment was particularly pleased to welcome patients
frof!l the Sta~ and Garter Homes on the 7th May. The patients
obviously enioyed themselves, and this enjoyment was a fitting
reward for those who worked so hard to organise the entertain318
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The Master of Signa ls tal king to t he Lo rd Mayo r of London , Alderman
Sir Lione l Denny, M.C. who vi sited th e 65th (C ity of London)
Reg iment T.A. Lieutenant-Colone l D. C . New man, Comma nd ing
Officer, is o n)he:left

ment.
Several patients said they hoped ·t hey could come
again. Our Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel D. C.
N ewman , in a short speech, said that the annual visits would
con tinue. They had been started by Colonel J. 0 . H unter,
M .B.E ., and in future these occasions would be known as the
' Hunter Visits.'

===== Corps Goll=======
Win_ over Royal Engineers
The weather for this annual match at H ankley Common
could fairly be described as perfect and both team s were ready
as always to do their best for their Corps.
On paper it wSs clear that we bad the stronger team and
this worried the apper s a little before the start. By the end of
the morning's p lay it was evid en t that they had cause for worry
when the score stood at 6--2 in favour of the Corps and the
day was concluded with an 8-4 win for Royal Signals.
It was very pleasant to welcome John K eeble back to the fold
again. ~e served in Quetta, Rawalpindi and Burma during the
war and is now very much involved in .the export business. So
much so that last year be was made a member of the British
Empire for his business endeavours.
Th: following represente'd the Corps: . Maior-General C. H . H. Vulliarny, P . D. Vulliamy, Esq.,
Lieu tena~t-~lonel J. Jackson, Major J. Prince, Captain M.
Hales, Bngadier P. Hobson, Major J . McKellar and J. Keeble,
Esq.
B.A.O.B. Spring Heetlng
The Royal Signals B.A.O.R. Spring Meeting was held at the
Royal Air Force Bruggen Golf Course on 12th and 13th May.
The course does remind you of Catterick doesn't it?
A good e0<try of some 39 players enjoyed a most excellent
two days g~lf. The standard was both high and low. The high
standard bemg prC!<1uc~ by the most re~r players, including
Lance-Corporal Bill Milne, Sergeant Srmpson, Major G. A.
Thompson and Major G. Andrews, with a newcomer to B.A.0.R.
golf in the shape of Lieutenant (T.0.T.) Hazel.
The Lows were more numerous and 'no n ames, etc.' We
could, however, mention that although the C .S.O., Brigadier
Peter Pentreath and C.C. Royal Signals, Brigadier Charles Page
played in the competition, neither they nor Brigadier George Co~
actually won a prize!
In the reg imen~al foursomes Major Thompson and Sergeant
Waugh of r st Regiment managed to wrest the cup from its almost
permanent resting place in 28th Regiment, beating off the
challenge of Majors Andrews and Murray.
. We would like to congratulate Major ("Badger") Terry the
Signals Secretary and organiser, on producing the finest' two
days weather we have had in years. We never realised before
what wonderful results the application of "Works Study"
methods can produce.

On Tuesday, yd May-almost the anniversary of V.E.
Day-some 25 members of the Jersey Branch and their guests
assembled at the Savoy Hotel, St. R elier, on the occasion of
the Branch's Annual Dinner.
~ was no ordinary ' run of the mill ' function as those
with a little patience and curiosity will discover on perusing
the following paragraphs.
':'
The occasion was rend ered . memorable in more than one
respect. The General Secretary of the Association, Brigadier
Pat Hobson, had taken tim ~ off to fly over to Jersey to enjoy
Bran ch hospitality. That the members were delighted to have
him in their midst goes without saying. With his " host,"
Chairman Major Bill Walters, and his old friend Captain Andy
Woolhouse, the Brigadier was all set to enjoy an evening off
duty. Naturally he made new friends in a visit to Jersey which
was all too brief. So much of h is time with the Branch was
devoted 10 " breaking bread " with fellow diners- whkh is a
modest way of describing a gastronomic feat.
Also by air, from the neighbouring island of Guernsey,
came Major-General R . T. 0 .
Cary-a staunch friend of the
Jersey Bran:h. Although bis
home island is strong in exSignals personnel there is no
branch of the Association. (In
the 195o's Brigadier C. E.
Sket:::h made a stout effort to
form a Branch but he lacked
support). As a talented amateur
actor in the theatre which be
founded at Catterick Camp
during the last war, General
Cary played many partsn otably a leading role as " The
Man W ho Came To D inner."
T hat he managed to touch
down in Jersey for dinner was
a cause of great satisfaction to
all members - especially his
" Majo r General R.T.O . Cary - st ill
host, Branch President Colonel
go ing strong"
Ian Gordon-Hall. The writer
of these notes recalls a warm surmy day in 1939 when L ieutenantColonel R. T . 0. Cary, Commanding Training Battalion, Royal
Signals, Catterick Camp, gave a most mspiring address to bis
assembled troops in " D " Company Mess-room. It was the
day this country d eclared war on Germany. I t might have also
been a farewell speech for R. T . 0 . Cary left Catterick almost
immediately to return years later as G en eral Officer Commanding
Catterick District.
The Padre of the Jersey Branch (the Very Reverend The
Dean of Jersey, Canon A. S. Giles) completed the roll of
guests of honour further enhancing a function which will always
be remembered by those privileged to attend. Canon Giles,
a former C haplain G eneral to the R.A.F., d edicated the
Standard of the Jersey Bran ch six years ago and to mark the
occasion he very kindly accepted an invitation to act as Padre
to the Branch .
" Messin g " arrangements were in the capable hands of
former "Lines " Sergeant T ed Queripel. It was on his advice
that the menu included large juicy steaks- a new departure at
a Branch Dinner, but nevertheless a most succulent innovation,
albeit that after a gener al helping of fried scampi, belts h ad to
be loosened a few notches.
Musical arrangements were catered for by Branch Treasur~r
Bert Jones, with bis record of the Corps Band conducted y
Colonel John Judd . Thus wi th stirring Dinner Call and incidental music our 25 gastronomes enjoyed an excellent repast
aided throughout by appropriate wmes selected by Colonel
Ronnie Postill.
It was hoped to forward a group photograph but Branch
member " Tug " Wilson-also a keen member of the Jersey
Camera Club-photographed the group after the meal, when a
haze of smoke rendered his " ffash " largely ineffective.
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THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS O''VN
HE generous support of l'.'lany-particularly those
who contribute under the Day's Pay Scheme-has
T
enabled your Association to assist the less for tunate
members of our Corps family as follows : Number of cases assisted during the past month, 38;
Total of grants and loans made, £580 16s. 5d.;
Number of clothing parcels despatched, 43.

One of the Month's Cases
X-SIGNALMAN, served as a R egular from 1938
to 1946. H is wife, who serv-ed throughout the war
E
in Q ueen Alexandra's N ursing Service, has had several
very serious operations and is now a complete invalid.
He does everything for her. He himself has been ill and
unable to work for two months, and finally appealed to
the Association. H elp was at once given to clear debts
and provide a much needed holiday.

One of the Month's Letter s
IRST, please let me say how overwhelmed I am at
r eceiving your .very nice, kind letter. I just cannot
get over your kindness to me, as I was feeling very low
when I received your letter. Your grant has been the
greatest help; also the parcel. The coat is a lovely fit.
To t ell you the truth, I'm feeling better in my health
since I r eceived your kind letter, as I'd got to the stage
of thinking there were no kind people left in the world.
Now I just wish my husband was alive to see the kindest
people that have ever helped me.

F

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN

IL~RTLEP OOL Ai~D

DISTRICT BRANCH

S ecretary : S. Irwin, Esq ., 32, High Street, Greatham,
W. Hartlepool.
Apologies are due for our non-appearance in THE WIRE for
some months but as the P .R.O. lives "that a'way" and the
Branch meetings are held a long ways " t'other way " the
P .R.O. has fallen down on his duties. Fully repentant herewith a rather longer than usual report commencing with a brief
reference to a highly successful dinner-<iance held at Owton
Manor Community Centre where about 150 invited "' paying"
guests made it both a social as well as a financial success,
although the latter was not intended or attempted.
Mr. Bob Paxton, t he Secretary, and his family have mo':'ed
. to the " Hielands," to Kircaldy as part of Associated Elecmcal
Industries expansion in Scotland. Mrs. Paxton has, however,
intimated that she will ensure Bob attends the monthly meetings at H artlepools and bas graciously arranged h~ family
visits .to coincide with same. The branch feels this speaks
very highly of the esprit de corps within the branch, when
members choose to remain with them rather than transfer.
The branch held another ladies evening in Hartlepool recently
and this was well attended.
For the benefit of comrades in other branches, our branch
will be strongly represe!_lted at the Catterick reunion by the
following: Messrs. Waite, Irvin, Mossman, Hopwood, Howell
Thompson, Fo~r, Nicholson, Milburn, Mitchell, Gowland,
Metcalfe, Cummings, Kirkham, Kirkup, Paxton and Bassamsurely you know one of them?
The branch acknowledges a goodwill note from the Aldershot Branch whilst "yours truly " hopes once more to see
"Vic" and "Dodger."
The branch also hopes the Editor of THE WIRE will commence a ne w way of ending Association Notes by adding the
name and address of the Secretary of the branch. This could
be useful information for readers in the serving forces. (A

suggestion, as you see, considered and adopted.-Editor).
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PE.RCIVAL COACHES
for PRIVATE HIRE
Luxury Saloon Coaches
Availablejor Military
units at short notice
TbLBPHONE :

RICHMOND 2.348

Percival Brothers (Coaches) Ltd
53, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORKS.

Buy your

Hairpins never bother tire Spitfire owner, tlrough
Ire lras to keep sweeping tlrem 0111 of tire cockpit.

better clothes

from

Moss Bros
This lightweight worsted
suit£33

We are official tailors to the Royal Signals
Bedford Srreet, W.C.2. Covent Garden 4567. Open Thursdays till 7 p.m.
Ncarc.t nation Leicester Square. Branches throughout the country
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ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS
TIES
BLAZER BADGES
Wool 10/6
Silk 9/6
Gold Wire 32/6 & 45/Terylene I 2/6
Silk 19/6
Wall Shields 32/6 to SO/Cuff Links 22/6 & 52/6 Car Badges 35/- & 39/Crestcd Tankards 50/- & 65/Ties made to your own design

-

6 Gabriels Hill, Maidstone, Kent
Tel: 56666/7
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BUY A TRIUMPH (save tax)
TOUR ABROAD (save fares)
SHIP IT HOl\IE (save heartbreak)
Buying a Triumph Spitfire Mk 2 now
would not be an indulgence, it would
be an investment.
Purely financially, you benefit with
generous tax concessions. You also save
car-hire and railway fares (assuming you
agree that it's foolish to pass-up the
chance of really getting to know the
country you're posted to).

You can buy before you go - and
drive for six months in the U.K. Don't
worry about forms, shipping date ,
maintenance, insurance. Your Triumph
dealer can handle the whole lot for you.
But nobody buys a Spitfire for purely
financial reasons. It is also an e ceflent
investment in sheer Jim. We could give
you all the technical reasons why. But
why not get them first hand? Ask your

THE WIRE. AUGUST-SEPTEMBER
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nearest dealer for a test drive. Or, if you
prefer to shop by post, write for a glossy
catalogue to:
Personal Export Division, StandardTriumph Sales Limited, Coventry, or
Berkeley Square, London.

llTRIUMPHI
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The happy amalgam ati on
of Apprentices a nd Jun io r
Lead e rs int o a combi ned

A

~leniorable

JJ'eela.-(J11d

band wa s a plea sure t o see

THE annual Royal Signals " At Home " and
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01~ Comrades' Reunion held
at Catterick on the 25th/26th of June was, this year, an occasion that
will be particularly remembered.
Due to the impending move of the School of Signals to Blandford in
1967 it was the last time at which both the School and the Training Brigade
would be together at Catterick-NOT the last occasion there would be a
reunion as erroneously reported in the Press. Accordingly it was decided
to make this a bumper weekend-and a bumper weekend it certainly was.
For a start over 900 Old Comrades officially applied to attend-an alltime record-to say nothing of the very many more who " looked in" for
one or other of the two days.
Opening the weekend was the traditional Retreat Ceremony on the
Saturday evening and here all were delighted to see no less than seven bands
on parade. T hese were the Corps Band, the Band of the Army Apprentices
School, Harrogate, the Band of the Junior Leaders Regiment, the Band of
the 49th (Yorkshire) Signal Regiment T.A. and the Pipe Bands of the 51st
(Highland) Signal Regiment T.A., the 52nd (Lowland) Signal Regiment T.A.
and the 6rst (City of Edinburgh) Signal Regiment. Here indeed was a
wonderful gathering of Corps music and a most colourful intermingling of
scarlet and blue along with the varied tartans of the contingent from Scotland.
P articularly pleasing was the easy amalgamation of Apprentices and Junior
Leaders into one band after a few rehearsals, demonstrating how strong was
the common bond of Corps amongst our young intake. Only the weather
sulked-to expect a fine evening for seven bands was more than Catterick
could accept and so disapproval was marked by a number of brisk showers
which must have been agonising for Brigadier John Woodrow in whose
discretion the decision for cancellation lay. Fortunately the majority of the
programme went through as scheduled. After this memorable start the rest
of the evening took its usual form and it would be superfluous to comment on
the pints that were sunk, the experiences re-lived and the stories told as one
and all enjoyed the wond'erful hospitality of the various Warrant Officers'
and Sergeants' Messes-a hospitality that was still far from flagging as first
light began to show itself.
On the Sunday morning, along with the serving Corps, a fine muster of
the " Old and Bold" fell in to march to St. Martin's, there to pay tribute to
departed comrades at the moving service that is so much a feature of this
weekend . Marching proudly at the head of the parade were the Colours and
Colour Parry of the 41st Regiment (Princess Louise's Kensington Regiment)
T.A. supported by a good turn-out of their Old Comrades who had made
the journey to Catterick along with Colonel W. H. Godfrey, their President,
and Major-G eneral A. M. W. Whistler, Honorary Colonel of the R egiment.
At church it was indeed a pleasure to have as preacher Brigadier the
Reverend W. B. Rowett, late of the Corps, whose clear and inspiring message
must have evoked a response in the hearts of all present. D uring the service
a new Altar Frontal for the Corps Chapel was handed over to the Clergy for
Dedication by the Chairman of the Association, Major-General L. de M.
Thuillier. This beautiful piece of intricate needlework had been painstakingly
executed over a period of two years by Mrs. Emma Flynn, wife of that
Corps stalwart M ajor G eorge Flynn-and the grateful appreciation of all in
the Association must go to her for what was a labour of love.
After a M arch Past, which for sheer numbers m us t have been most
impressive, came the Annual G eneral M eeting about which more in the
next issue of T HE WIRE.

and hear

1!1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

o came the afternoon displays and side shows on the
Ml! sine ground- all excellent and much appreciated by
an outsize crowd numbering at least several thousands; and
indeed what a wonderful gathering it was not only for size
but also as a striking cross section of the Corps ranging
from Junior L eaders to World War I veterans and Chelsea
Pensioners all happily mingling together. Perhaps the
highlight of the afternoon was at the end when Mr. R.
Hargreaves, M .S.M., a D.R. of World War I mounted on a
Douglas motor cycle of similar vintage, made an unrehearsed tour of the ground to the immense delight of
all present.
And so, all too soon, came the end of the annual " At
Home " and Reunion for 1966. Once again the grateful
thanks of all must go to the serving Corps at Catterick for
the prodigies that had been accomplished to make such a

MEMORABLE WEEKEND.

But Mr. R. . Hargreaves M.S.M ., Worl d War I D.R. .. st~le t he show on
his vintage Douglas

Standards and Escorts marc hed proudly by
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A large contingen t fro m the "Old and Bold " was a feature of the Chu r ch
Parade
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=====Special Mention
MONTHLY miscellany of Corps happenings which have
come to our ears or have been sent in by our readers,
and are deserving of SPECIAL MENTION.

Highlights

A

•

*

ID

*

*

- - Corps Slwotina
Another fine year ar Bisley for Corps marksmen. Successes
included:Woolwich Trophy-winners, Royal Signals.
Reme Trophy (awarded to best Army Team in the Methuen)2nd Royal Signals.
Methuen Cup-6th Royal Signals.
S.R.(b) Team Cup-winners, 3rd Regiment; 3rd, 21st
Regiment.
Srock Exchange Cup-winners, 30th Regiment.
Pistol Tiles-runners-up, School of Signals.
Plus many individual successes (see pages 370/371) of which
perhaps the most pleasing was the win by Second-Lieutenant
D . J. McLean of the Young Officers' Cup.

pictures
from the

Catterick
Reunion
1966

Catterick Reunion 25th/26th June
An all-time record attendance of Old Comrades - over 900
registered in.
Seven Bands played at Retreat.
Mr. Hargreaves, over 70 years of age and a World War I
D.R., rode a World War I Douglas motor cycle round the
display ground on the Sunday afternoon to tremendous
applause from the record crowd.
- - Captain D. C. Genders
Thumbed an air-lift from Borneo and back again in order
to shoot for the Corps at Bisley.
- - Captain W. Farmery
On retiring from the Service, soldiers of his Squadron in
the 10th Regiment volunteered to go on parade to pay a
farewell compliment co a much liked officer.
- - 2J st Regiment

Had the h.Qnour of being selecred by the R.A.F. to provide
a guard of Honour for Air-Marshal Sir Denis Spotswood,
A.O. C.-in-C., Germany.
-

I.

The Colours of the "Kensingtons " headed
the Church Parade.

2.

Pipers from the three Scottish T.A. Regiments
made a brave sight. Note the Lance-Corporal
from the Gurkha Signals.

3.

The Corps young regular soldiers looked very
smart on parade.

4.

A scene during the Retreat Ceremony.
weather was not co-operative.

The

5.

The D.R. Display Team were as impressive
as ever.

5
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Signalman Kirk
Of the R.A.F. Laarbruch broke the R.A.F. Germany and
Rhine Area records for the shot putt.

- - Corporal Sanders
Of the 21st Regiment who played regularly as the sole
Britisher in a German village football team which, to the
wild delight of its supporters, beat a formidable town team
in the final of a German major amateur tournament. Corporal
Sanders scored a key goal and is now the popular hero of
the village.
- - Captain I. J. llamilton
Of 262 Squadron, Cyprus, frustrated in re-establishing a ship
to shore radio link which had ceased to function, evenrually
stripped co his underwear and swam our some 20 minutes co
one of H.M. ships in order to get things going again. Five
minutes later the link was through.
- - Aldershot District
A new military auto exchange described {IS the most up-rodate in general use has just been opened ar Aldershot. It
provides for 900 direct extensions, 55 exchange lines and over
100 private wires ar the moment.
- - Mount Klnabtdu . IJorneo , J ,'J.4 t'iG lt>(•t
Lieutenant-Colonel D. S. Clarke, Captain J. R. Brown and
Captain Tony Bushell recently did some really tough mountain climbing in the area of chis, the highest mountain in
S.E. Asia. Eschewing the normal track to rhe summit they
THE WIRE , AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 1966

sought our the more difficult gullies and rock faces for some
real rope and piton work. An article will shortly appear in
THE WIRE.

The foregoing does not attempt to cover all Corps news items
worthy of special mention. Help us to make this a monthly
column of particular interest by letting the Editor know of any
unusual or outstanding items of Corps news that may come
to your notice.-Editor.

Letter to the Editor

An Outstanding Award
Sir,
I have just read with interest a citation in the London
Gazette, dated 24th May, 1966, awarding the Military Cross
to W.0.II L. Smith, S.A.S., an ex-Royal Signals boy. I
am sure this will be of interest to other ex-boys of the same
vintage as Ginger Smith and to other ex-S.A.S. men in the
Corps who know him. The citation reads as follows:
"2548951 Warrant Officer Class II Lawrence Smith,
Special Air Service Regiment
Warrant Officer Smith has served with the Special Air
Service Regiment continuously since February, 1950. During
this period he bas spent most of his time on operations, including Malaya, Oman, Radfan and Eastern Malaysia. He has
now completed four highly successful four-month tours in
Borneo, where he has shown exemplary standards of leadership
and devotion to duty far beyond that of his rank and status.
This leadership has been an inspiration and sec a standard
for both soldiers and officers serving with him.
From May, 1965, to October, 1965, he completed his fourth
tour in Eastern Malaysia. During this period he not only carried out a series of dangerous and exacting operations, but
in addition, ran the Operations Centre for all Special Air Service
Operations in West Brigade. At no other rime in the Regiment's post war history has this task been taken on by any
rank below Captain. However, such is the calibre of the man
that he took the task in his stride, dealt competenrly with outside units a,nd the Brigade Staff and showed exceptional
administrative and co-ordinating abilities. He was entirely responsible1. over this period, for mounting Special Air Service
Patrols, liaison with Battalion Commanders, and for all the
very considerable work involved in mounting and running the
patrol operations. He was, on occasions, responsible for
handling as many as twelve patrols simultaneously engaged
on this type of operation.
He also carried out some of the most exacting patrolling
accomplished by the Squadron during their tour; it being the
Squadron Commander's policy to employ Warrant Officer Smith
when detailed preliminary reconnaissance of an area was needed.
_He carried out the patrols necessary for the mounting of three
large-scale Special Air Service operations in conjunction with
Infantry, and during the operations themselves acted as a guide
to Infantry Companies, and on one occasion as Forward Observation Officer also. This latter incident caused him to be
largely responsible for the safe extraction of the Company after
contact with the enemy, and, not content with this, he returned
inro the jungle to search for the missing Forward Observation
Officer.
Warrant Officer Smith's actions during the above operations
would by themselves have earned him a citation for courage
and devotion to duty far above the norm. His service has
been similarly outstanding throughout a long period with the
Special Air Service, and this is as worthy of recognition as his
more recent actions."
As far as I am aware, chis is the first award of the Military
Cross to an other rank since the end of the 1939-45 War, •
and I consider we should feel proud chat this soldier was once
a member of the Royal Signals.
Yours faithfully,
A. SMITII, Staff Sergeant,
H.Q., Royal Signals r(BR) Corps.
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Vale
BIUGADIER E.

C.

It.

®bituatits
BLAKER~

O.B.E.
DIUGADIER J. D. ADAMS, B.A., A.M.I.E.E.

Brigadier ' Bill' Blaker (centre) as many will remember him

Edward Cedl Richard Blaker, invariably referred to as
"Bill," son of C. E. Blaker, Esq., o.B.E., of Frome, was born
in 1912. He was educated at Oundle and the Shop and_ ~as
commissioned into Royal Signals in 1932. After one trammg
season with 3rd Divisional Signals, he joined B Corps Signals
in Rawalpindi in 1935, in time to take part in the opera~ons
against the Mohmands. When B Corps exchanged staoons
with A Corps be remained in Pindi in No. 2 Company, where
he learned the management of Signal Centres and the handling
of medium wireless equipment. He took part in the operations
in Waziristan in 1936-37 and the second phase in 1937-39.
He was not too pleased in 1939 to find himself at G.H.Q.,
India, and apart from attending me course at the Quetta Staff
College in 1942, he remained at G.H.Q., latterly as G.S.0.I,
until 1945. He then served in 25 Indian Divisional Signals
in South East Asia and subsequently commanded H. Indian
L. of C. Signals.
He returned to England as G .S.0.2 Mid-West District in
1946 and spent the years 1948-1950 in Egypt in 3 G.H.Q.
and Egypt Command Signal Regiment.
He became C.R. Signals 2 Infantry Division in B.A.0.R. in
1951 and then commanded ISt Commonwealth Divisional
Signal Regiment in Korea, 1952-53, being awarded the O.B.E.
He was G.S.0.1 South-West District from 1954-57.
On promotion to Colonel in 1957, Bill was first of all Commander, A.E.R., Royal Signals, and then O.C. lst Training
Regiment. He then became a Brigadier as C.S.O., Scottish
Command, from 1960-62. This was followed by a year in
Eastern Command and then 2t years as C.S.O. F~ East.
During bis last few years as an elder statesman in the Corps,
Bill showed that alt<hough one of the old school, he had a
flexibility of mind and the ability to think young and di.ink
modem. His wise counsel and commonsense approach were
always valuable.
In 1941 Bill married Cynthia, daughter of Major-General N.
C. Bannatyne, C.B., c.1.E., Indian Army, and they have one
daughter who married Captain R. D. K. Thompson, Royal
Signals. The Blakers are known very widely in the Corps,
so much of their time having been spent in regimental life,
and they will be missed. We wish them a long and happy
retirement, which rumour has it will be in Crandall near
Farnham.

Consequent upon a decision of the Corps Committee, this
will be the last Vale in THE WIRE in respect of a retiring
Brigadier. In future, when such officers retire, a short
'write-up' will appear in the Editorial Notes of the Royal
Signals 1ournal.-Editor.

John Buchanan Adams, always known as Ian, educated at
Tonbridge and the " Shop,'' was commissioned into the Corps
in 1926. He had four years experience .in Egypt and with_ 3rd
Divisional Signals before going to Chnst College, Cambridge,
in 1933· On graduating he became an instructor at the School
of Signals.
.
Ian Adams was a very quiet personality whose unassunung
character was highly respected. Behind, ther~ was a ~m det~r
mination and a great technical and professional ability which
were to stand him in good stead throughout his life.
During World War II he became C.S.O. XXX Corps for the
final operations in the Western Desert when David. ~myth
was killed. For Operation " Husky,'' the capture of Sicily, he
was C.S.O. XIII Corps. He then joined the British Army Staff
in Washington, returning to Europe as D.C.S.~. 21 Army
Group in 1945· He was awarded the U.S. Legion qJ Merit
(Commander).
.
.
He retired in 1952 at the early age of 45 and immediately
became Chief Telecommunications Engineer to the Iraq
Petroleum Company and its associated companies.
Ian was an exceptionally well-balanced offi~ a~ good
technically as he was tactically, at home ho.th m regunental
life and on the Staff.
One who knew him well and under whom he served writes
of him:" To me he was a friend and I perhaps did not quite
appreciate enough his real ability until he had gone--sometimes one takes one's friends and all they do for one for
granted.
"He served our Corps we~1 he did me extremely .well and
his presence and qwet ability always had a soothing effect
even in the most difficult of war situations."
In 1935 he married Jean Marie Fei:guson, o.f Beaconsfield.
His early death on 23rd June, 1966, m Norwich came as .a
shock to his m-any friends in the Corps, and deep sympathy 1s
felt for Marie, her daugh.ter and son.

CAPTAIN

A.

H.

HOLNESS

We regret to report the death of Captain Paddy Holness
on 4th July.
Captain Holness served with R.E. Signals, 1914-1919, and
joined the Corps in 1921 (Crowborough and Maresfield). He
served in Egypt Signals from 1925 to 1931, when he returned
to " A" Corps. The year 1936 saw him posted to Palestine
and then to Rawalpindi. At the outbreak of World War .II he
was commissioned as a T .M.0. and went to IO Corps Signals
at Darlington and served with them in the Middle East,
Tripolitania, returning to 5 T.R. in 1945.
He represented the Corps at football between 1921 and 1930.
Captain Holness retired from the Corps in 1948 and joined
the Aldershot Branch of the Association in all activities of
which he invariably took part unril he moved to Cosham. He
was a Life Member of the Association, which was represented
at the funeral by Messrs. lent and Green, of the Aldershot
Branch. Captain Holness is survived by bis wife and a son,
who is a W.O.II with rhe Corps.
Captain "Paddy" Holness :-vas a grand ~ld <;:orps chru.:acter,
and he will be very much rmssed by a wide circle of fnends.
Our deepest sympathy goes to bis wife and son in their sad
loss.

llONALD

Headquarters Training Brigade, recalls Ronald Shiner in Maresfield in 1924. He particularly remembers taking part with him
in a mounted gymkhana, the highlight of which was a Red
Indian attack on a stage coach which was defended by Cowboys.
However, this gymkhana came to a premature end because
after seeing the dress rehearsal the Commandant, Colonel Newbiggin (for strictness renowned), described it as " a beery
brawl " and withdrew his permission for the final performance
to take place.

W. 0.1 Richart/ Harris - A Jamaican Farewell
[Extracts from a local article on one who more than made
his mark during five years in Jamaica]
On 19th April, 1961, W.0.II Richard Harris, Royal Signals,
arrived in Jamaica to serve a one-year tour with .the British Army
Training Team for the newly-formed West Indian Federation
Forces. Five years later, acting W.0.I Harris said bis last
Jamaican farewells and sailed away, appropriately enough, in a
banana boat. As the shores of Port Antonio, Jamaica's nor:t::b.ern
banana port, faded away into the distance, what memories
must have been passing through his mind? Were they of the
early days, when he was appointed Signal Officer of the lst
Battalion The West India Regiment, or the monumental task
of providing communications for the Independence Celebrations in 1962, with only thirteen trained signallers and very inadequate equipment?
Perhaps he thought of the Battalion
exercises in 1963, when they had one hour to strike camp and
run at all speed for Kingston with Hurricane Edith hard on
their heels. Whatever bis recollections, there is one thing we
can be sure about, W.O.I Harris has left behind a flourishing
and well-trained signals element in the Jamaica Defence Force,
and in building this up has experienced what he has described
as the most rewarding years of his life.

CALLING EX-BOYS, EX-JlJNIOR LEADERS,
EX-APPRENTICES
A night out in London for you on the

Postscript by Lieutenant-Colonel H. J. W. Newton, M.B.E.,
Royal Green Jackets, Commander British Joint Services
Training Team, Jamaica.
W.O.I Harris put everything into bis secondment to the
Jamaica Defence Force, made a tremendous contribution to the
development of ·the Force, and, probably as a result, thoroughly
enjoyed himself. He was lucky, in these days when secondment
to Commonwealm and Colonial Forces is becoming increasingly
difficult to obtain, to have had such an interesting appointment
as Regimental Signal Officer to an Infantry Battalion. It is well
known that only the best of those who volunteer for secondment
really rise to the challenge it so often brings. They welcome
the added responsibilities and cheerfully put up with the frustrations that they meet so of.ten. W.O.I Harris is an enthusiast,
but above all, patient and tactful, probably the three qualities
most required on secondment.
I join wi·th all those who have wished him well in this article.
He will be very much missed in the Jamaica Defence Force.

22nd

October~

1066?

Why not support the 12th Annual Bx-Boys' Buffet
Supper on Saturday the 22nd October?
This is an e','.ent which goes from strength to strength
--attendance last year was over 150.
Held at the T .A. Centre, Hammersmith (4rst Regiment,
Princess Louises Kensington Regiment, T.A.), it is within
three minutes walk of Hammersmith Underground
Station-tum right on leaving station, cross main road
and you can't miss it on left hand side.
The evening commences at 6.30 p.m., tickets are 12/6d.
per head and lounge suit or uniform is the dress.
Please apply early to Captain S. V. Harding, 58th
Signal Regiment T.A., Wolseley House, Fallings Park,
Wolverhampton. Crossed cheques/postal orders to be
made payable to " Royal Signals Ex-Boys Dinner."
Serving or retired you will be very welcome at what
has become a first-rate Corps gathering.

MR.

CADMAN, LATE SERGEANT,
ROYAL SIGNALS
Readers of THE WIRE will be interested to hear that Mr.
Dennis Cadman has been elected to the high British Legion
post of National Vice Chairman-the first Non-Commissioned
Officer to achieve this distinction.
Mr. Cadman served with the Corps during the Second World
War in the Middle East, Sicily, Italy and India, being -Oischarged with the rank of Sergeant. He joined the British
Legion twenty years ago and, in addition to his present
appointment, is on several important Legion Committees and
is the Chairman of the Housing Committee.

DENNIS

SHINER

Ex-Corps Mon Who Became Top Comedian
We note with regret the death of the famous Cockney
comedian Ronald Shiner who, it must be known by many,
served in the Corps as a Regular soldier from 1924 to 1927. He
then took to the stage in 1928 and built up a great reputation
for himself as a comedian. At the height of bis fame he earned
£40,000 a year and at one time he insured his nose for £10,000
because it was "me beak which made 'em larf."
Major George Flynn still serving as a Retired Officer at

W.0.1. Harris says "good-bye" to his former Commanding Officer,
Lleutenant·Colonel D. F. Robinson, M.B.E., E.D .
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When Norman Wisdom, the well-known film comedian, visited Tidworth
recently, he recalled the time he soldiered there a.s a Regular 25 years ago.
Norman joined the Army as a bandboy when he was 15 and served first in the
10th Hussars and then in the Royal Corps of Signals.
And back at the garrison town · he lost no time in borrowing a trumpet
from 17-year-old Boy Trumpeter Derek McClelland , of the Junior Leaders'
Regiment, Royal Signals, and giving a solo rendering of "Reveille" ..
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CATTERICK
UP-GllADING COURSES I
Commencinl( February, 1907
Class II - I
7th February
E Tech
Class III - II 21st February
E Tech
Class III - II 21st February
R Tech (Lt)
Class III - II 21st February
Clerk, R Signals
Class III - II 14th February
Swbd Op (WRAC)
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======·Movements
(Jffirers
Captain E. F. Carrel

ADDITIONS-MAY LIST
. . . To 640 Troop
ADDITIONS-JUNE LIST

Lieutenant-Colonel J. C. Clin~h .. .
Captain R. F. L. Cook ...
.. .
.. .
.. .
Lieutenant-Colonel J. B. Evans
Lieutcnant•Colonel K. E. Recs, M.B.E.
Major (Q.M.) J. R. Sweeny ...
...

To
.,
,,
,,
,,

CAFSO, R_.A.F., Germany
Sc~~l of S1gna1s
.
MinistrY of Defence (A) Art).
C.S.0., !J.Q.. WBSTCO.
11th Regtmcnt

ADDITIONS-JULY LIST
Colonel B. H. P. Barnes Ro·sc··
Lieutenant (T.O.T.) I. J.
Major G. N. Thomp on

. . . ,, To Retirement
. . . ,. 8th Regiment
.. . ,. British Defence Staff, Wa hington

AUGUST LIST
Captain M.. R. Adams .. .
Lieutenant R. Allin son .. .
Second-Lieutenant C. Arthur ...
Major D. A. Barry
.. .
Lieutenant J. J. Bingham
...
Second-Lieutenant R. C. K. Baynes
Lieutenant-Colonel B. C. Bovey
Captain (T.O.T.) J. A. ~evan
Lieutenant (Tfc.) K. J. Bicknell
Captain M. F. lL Colman ...
Captain R. S. Qayton . . .
.. .
Captain (T.O.T.) P. W. Dale
Lieutenant (T.O.T.) M. R. Edge
Captain J. M. Ellingworth
Major E. M. Fox . . .
.. .
...
. ..
Lieutenant-Colonel R. F. C. Gladwyn,
M.B.E.
...
Lieutenant G. Hayes . ..
Major E. J. Hellier
. ..
. ..
Captain (T.O.T.) J. C. Ireland
Captain (Q.M.. ) P. H. Johnstone
Lieutenant M. H. King ...
...
. ..
Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. Jackson (081)
Major D. Lycett-Grcgson
Major F. C. Lettin ...
...
Captain I. . Lee . . .
Captain J . Mills . . .
. ..
Lieutenant G. E. Mileham
Captain G. D. A. Mackay ...
Captain (T.O.T.) G. B. Miles
Captain (Q.M .) T. McKirgan
Captain (T.O.T.) P. Newton
Colonel J. R. Piddington, O.B.E., M.C.
Captain A. C. M. Prince
Capuun R. Ping
Major A. S. Rawson ...
...
Lieutenant-Colonel H. Rowlands
Lieutenant-Colonel F. G . G. Rapse)•
Captain M. C. Spence ...
Major P. A. Spooner ...
Major H. A. J. Srurge ...
...
Captain (T.O.T.) G . R. P. Spra:gg
Captain (T.O.T.) R. Taylor ...
Seoo::d-Lieute:ant A. A. VaigncourtSttallen ...
...
. ..
Lieutenant (Tfc) W. Weir
Captain M. S. Wilson-Brown ...
Major P. H. F. Webb, M.B.E.
Major R. C. Walker
...
Lieutenant M. J. Young
NOTE: Major B. C. Skelly,
H.Q. Cento.

T.D.,

,,
,,
,,
,.
,,
.,

,.
,,
,,
,,

235 Squadron
24th Regiment
211d Rcg1.n:tcnt
M.O.D. (Sigs 37)
3rd Regiment
8th Regiment
H.Q.,
.A.G.
610 Troop
14th Regiment ·
228 Squadron
261 Squadron
628 Troop (Wits.)
222 Squadron
224 Squadron
Malaysia

,, M.0.D. (Signals 7)
7th Regiment
H.Q., 39 Infantcy Brigade
,, CAFSO Staff, Aden
18th Regiment
Troon
,. Jun. Trademen's Regt.,
4th Regiment
,, 18th Regiment
17th Gurkha Regiment
School of Signals
,, 204 Squadron
,. 7th Regiment
,, 204 Squadron
24th Rcg:meot
H.Q., UNFICYP
Malaysia
,, C.S.0., 3rd Divislon
7th Regiment
58 G .L.S., R.A.F. , Tcngll'h
H.Q., Cyprus District
SHAPE
,, H.Q., 44 (H.C.) D ivision/District
,, 22 S.A.S. Sigoal Squadron
,, A.A..S., Harrogate
., rst Regiment
A.A.S., Harrogate
,, 4th Regiment
ut Regiment
J.C.U.
,, 3rd Regiment
3rd Regiment (to Command)
2nd Regiment
H.Q. , British Gurkha L, of C.

postin2 as notified in June list was to S.0.1.,

1'' arrant Officers and Senior N.C.O.s

Staff Sergeant C. H . Young .. .
Staff Sergcllllt M . J . Bayliss .. .
Staff Sergeant G . E . Curtis .. .
Staff Sergeant C. Martin
.. .
Staff Sergeant J . D. Griffiths .. .
A / Staff Sergeant R. E. G . Brown
taff Sergeant R. Steel .. .
. ..
Staff Sergeant J. G. G. Pickard
Staff Serge8'Jlt K. H. R. Dale ...
Staff Sergeant D. N . Wheeler
Staff Sergeant J. Frost ...
. ..
Staff Sergeant G. Penman
t:tff Sergeant K. D. Kent
Staff Sergeant R. M. Frost
Sergeant K. A. Pennington
Sergeant A. Tyler
Sergeant R. A. Stephens
Sergeant J . R. Gallagher
Sergeant J. M. P. Whalley
Sergeant H . I. B. Flood . . .
Sergeant J. D. Pyke
.. .
Sergeant P. W. Gray
Sergeant R. H. Cobb
Sergeant J. H. Webster
Sergeant D. A. Hughes
Sergeant C. M. Smith
Sergeant W. Sawyer
Sergeant D. J. Thornton
Sergeant P. H. J. Hcllier
Sergeant D. Hll')' ...
Sergeant D. Brown
Sergeant C. A. Berry
Sergeant E. J. Adams
Sergeant C . Baxter
••.
Sergeant J. D. G. Brown
...
Sergeant N . S. Crowder
Sergeant W. C. Yates .. .
Sergeant T. H. Atkins . . .
Sergeant J. T. Driver . . .
Sergeant B. E. Mourant .. .
Sergeant J. D. Otley .. .
A / Sergeant P. A. V. Bendall
Sergeant J. A. Gooding .. .
Sergeant N. F. Bumby .. .
Sergeant N. M. Donnelly
Sergeant S. A. Wayling
Sergeant D. S. Berry
W.0.11 D . H . Mawson .. .
Sergeant D. W. Kennedy
Sergeant J. G. Mays ...
Sergeant D. S. T. Wootten
Sergeant D. J. Tanner
Sergea::n J. A. Higgins
Sergeant T. Martin
Sergeant E. Hall ...
Sergeant R. H. Gurr
Sergeant M. R. Back
Sergeant L. Pollard
Sergeant J. Gibson
Sergeant J. H. Parkes .. .
Sergeant N. F. A. Lock .. .
Sergeant E. R. Dodds . . .
Sergeant P. K. Heavey . . .
Sergeaont J. Stretton
Sergeant A. G. Curtis ...
Sergeant A. C. T. Tasker
Sergeant W. L. Beard .. .
Sergeant E. C. Hunt .. .
Sergeant J. W. L. Jones .. .
Sergeant W. S. Beadle .. .
Sergeant K. R. Adams .. .
Sergeant M. L. Roberts .. .
Sergeant A. S. Cotillard
Sergeant J. H . Wise
. ..
Sergeant W. J. Thomas .. .
A/Sergeant C. G. Hutton
Sergeant D. G. Hunt . ..
Sergeant D. G. M. Kirkham
Sergeant P. D . Watton .. .
..

,, 30th Regiment
7th Regiment
,. 226 Squadron
,, 7th Regiment
1 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt
4 Gds Bde H.Q. & Signal Regt
7th Regiment
School of Signals
,, 22nd Regiment
,, 259 Squadron
18th Regiment
School of Signals
,, A.A. . Harrogate
School of Signals
School of Signals
225 Squadron
,, Parachute Squadron R.A.C.
,, A.A.S . Harrogate
22 S.A.S. Regiment
,, 8th Regiment
J.C.U. Borneo
8th Regiment
1 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt
,, 8th Regiment
,, 235 Squadron
,, A.A.S. Harrogate
,, 521 Troop
., 249 Squadron
Life Guards Signal Troop
,. 15th Regiment
15th Regiment
., 237 Squadron
15 / 19 Hussars Signal Troop
., 509 Troop
47 Lt. Regt. R.A. Signal Troop
,, 30th Regiment
210 Squadron
,, 11th Regiment
,, 227 Squadron
,, 227
quadron
2 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
47th Regiment T.A.
,, 9th Regiment
r9th Regiment
1 Div . H.Q. & Signal Rcgt.
H.Q. L.F. Borneo
13th Regiment
21st Regiment
,, Per onncl Selection Staff
,, 262 Squadron
., School of Signals
,, School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Sign3'1s
,, School of Sigoa-ts
., School of Sigoals
249 Squadron
,, 249 Squadron
24th Regiment
Jnr Ldrs RegL R. Signals
,, 225 Squadron
22nd Regiment
511 Troop
7th Regiment
15th Regiment
,, 234 Squadron
,, 2 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
,, 640 Troop
,, 65th Regiment T.A.
,, 257 Squadron
I Div. H.Q. & Signal Regt.
,, 6ISt Regiment T.A.
,. 18th Regiment
,, 242 Squadron
School of Signals
,, 522 Troop
,, 502 Troop
,, 45 Med. Regt. R.A. Signal Tp

AUGUST, 1966
W.0.1 (F. of S.) G. D. Willis
W.0.1 E. W. Redman .. .
W.0.1 N. L. Kinch .. .
A/W.0.1 A. A. Hawke .. .
W.O.II H. C. Fawcett ...
. ..
W.0.II (F. of S.) C. A. King
W.O.II D. M. McPhail ...
W.O.II J. F. P. Head
W.O.II D. Chambers
W.O.II K. Beadle
W .0.11 G. J. Ox:k.rill
W.O.II A. C. Lloyd
w.o.n J. H. Coleman
W.0.11 R. Aoon .. .
W .0 .11 R. Bibby .. .
W.0.II A. Burm ...
. ..
W .O.II K . R. Kreckcler
W.0.11 S. B. C. Pebcrdy
w.o.n H. w. Leonard ...
W.O.II S. Davison
W.O.II R. Smith ...
W .O.II G . W. Gilc1
W.O.II D. A. Curley
W .O.II B. Turner .. .
W .0 .11 F. Friel .. .
w.o.n H. F. Birrell ...
talt Sergeant A. Cadman
Staff crgeant A. Heyes
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... To School of Sigoals
,, H.Q. , A.E.R.
7th Regiment
,, 7th Regiment
,, 47th Regiment T .A.
16th Regiment
,, 7th Regiment
,, 237 Squadron
School of Signals
H .Q. r (B.R.J Corps
28th Regiment
4 Gds Bdc H.Q. & Signal Sqn
,, 51St Regiment T.A.
Manchester University O.T.C.
,, 7 Armd Bde H.Q. & Signal Sqn
5 Ist Regiment 'f.A.
15th Regiment
u Inf. Bde H.Q. & Signal Sqn
,, A.A.S. Harrogate
Army Works Study Group
,, 234 Squadron
,, 227 Squadron
,, 41st Regiment, T.A.
,, rt Inf. Bde H.Q. & Signal Sqn
St. Andrew's University O.T.C.
240 Squadron
,. 237 Squadron
,, 244 Squadron

RENEWING

OLD

TIES

Sergeant L. Jarvis (later Major) of 4, Rock Road, Keynsham,
Bristol, would like to make contact with old friends in " B "
Corps Signals, Rawalpindi, about 1934, in particular: LanceCorporals A. Hill and McFarlane, also Signalmen Fleming,
Managhan, Thomas, Percival, Nicholls, Walsh, and finally
Sergeants Franklin and Cant (now Major).

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR
TAlFREE PRIVl_LEGES

BUY AFORD OF BRITAIN CAR!

You can't beat a Ford of Britain car-they're famous all
over the world for their versatility and reliability. They
take everything in their stride, give you mile after mile of
comfortable, economical driving. Autobahn, dirt track,
city street, country lane-a Ford of Britain car is always
at home. And you get delivery priority of any car in the
superb Ford range if you're posted abroad.
NO BRITISH TAX TO PAY! You can enjoy your Ford
in Britain for up to six months before you leave, or you may
qualify for up to twelve months' tax-free privilege between

overseas postings. Alternatively Ford will ship your <:ar
direct to you. Hire purchase facilities are readily available.

TAKE YOUR PICK FROM THE FABULOUS FORD
RANGE The complete range of exciting saloons, estate
cars and GT cars is yours to choose from. Automatic
transmission is available as an optional extra on all models
from Cortina up, and of course you get the added bonus
of world-famous Ford service and replacement parts
wherever you go. For full details of any model(s) contact
your local Ford dealer or fill in this coupon:
INT. P. IOS

Signalman T. J. Edwards of 56 (B) Well Street, Hackney,
London, E.9, (N.S ., April, 1949, to August, 1949) would like to
contact old friends of 3 T .R. and 7 S.R., especially Captain
McLaren, Lieutenant Lawrence, S.Q.M.S. Knowles, Sergeant
Godbeer, Lance-Corporal Dixon, Sergeant Macartney and
Corporal Hinds.
DIPLOMATIC

WlllELESS

SERVICE,

LONDON

Vacancies exist in the Cypher and Signals Branch suitable
for ex-cypher operators. Pay £815 rising to £1,077 plus good
allowances. For fuller details of service apply to Association
H.Q., Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London, S.W.3.
THE WIRE , AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 1966

Please send me without obligation, full details of the Ford of Britain model I have ticked below and of your personal export scheme.

NAME .. ............ .............................................................................................................................. ...................................................................................... .
FULL ADDRESS ................................................... .. ... .. ............................ .................................................~ ................................................................. .
I AM BEING POSTED TO ....................... ...... ........ .. .. .... .. .....

0 ANGLIA

0

CORTINA

0

... .... .................... .... ····· ·· ····· ........... .......... .................. ···· .......................... ............... .

CORSAIR V4

0

ZEPHYR

4

0

ZEPHYR 6

0

ZODIAC

Cut out this coupon and post it to Dept.12, FORD MOTOR COMPANY LTD., LONDON SALES, 88 REGENT ST., LONDON Wl ·Telephone: REGent 7272
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THE UNITED NATIONS
IN ACTION -A pattem
of hope • • • • perhaps
the only hope /eh,
anti Signals are a vital
part of it.
A typical Signal Officers convention. Present are (Left to Ritht) : Commandant J. N. Sloan (Ireland), Lieutenant K. J.
Bicknell (U.K.), CaptainlL. Lehman (Sweden), Lieutenant A. J. Taylor (C.:nada), Lieutenant L. Borup-Nielsen (Denmark),
Lieutenant P. Metso (Finland) , Lieuten<Lnt-Colonel A. R. Wythe, C .S.O. (U.K .). Lieutenant A. Grant (U.K.), Lieutenant
T. C. O 'Toole (U . K.), Lieutenant E. Virtanen (Finland), Major E. Kalliosuri (Finland), Captain R. J. Lettin (U.K .), Lieutenant
N. W . Van Loan (Canada), Captain B. Phelan (Ireland) Lieutenant J. F. Sorensen (Denmark)

How paying by cheque
helps your pay go further

Lloyds Bank offers full banking services to all
ranks of Her Majesty's Forces.
When you have a bank account, you'll find
that paying by cheque, automatically having a
record of your outgoings, never carrying unnecessary amounts of cash on you - all help you
to have a clear view of what you're doing with
your money. Help it to go much further.
Lloyds Bank has a long tradition of service
to the army, so you'll be welcomed at any branch.
Ask for our free booklet which explains
how Lloyds Bank can help members of Her
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Majesty's Forces, or, if you like, write to Mr.
E. S. Keyworth, Lloyds Bank Limited, Cox's
and King's Branch, 6 Pall Mall, London, S.W.l.
He is specially concerned with liaison between
the services and the Bank.

~

LLOYDS BANK
FOR GOOD AND HELPFUL SERVICE

T H E W I R E , A U G U S T - S E PT E M B E R I 9 6~6

What applies in (atterick
- - - may not tlo so in Helsinki
1C...

UNFICYP means United
Nations Force in Cyprus.
That Force, military and
civilian, is composed of
twenty-eight nationalities. Of
military signals there are
Irish,
Finns,
Canadians,
Danes, Swedes and British.
Each serve their contingent.
Force H.Q. is served by 644
Signal Troop, Royal Signals.
There is a British C.S.O.,
I r i s h Gz (Sigs.), and
Canadian Lines Officer. H.Q.
line crews are Canadian and
British. It is all very confusing to look at. Who in
his right mind would plan a
mi 1 i tar y communication
system where traffic had to
Sergeant H. C . Stickley being handed
be passed in five languages
part of a Cll by Corporal P. M. Barry
(assuming that Irish and
preparatory co leaving for an emergency
Canadians speak English?
repair
If they (or you) consider
they do not, then the
number of languages is six or seven)! Who would believe that
operators on a Headquarters switchboard could deal with 28
ways of speaking English (sorry, I forgot the Greeks and Turks
. . . thirty)? Not to mention little problems of spelling, procedure, and explaining to the chap at other end just why what
happens in Catterick does not apply in Helsinki! And, of
C?urse, we all have to depend upon the Cyprus TelecommUnicat1ons Authority, which United Nations Signallers will remember
with affection and gratitude I

•x0
I

The Impossible Resolved
l}ie whole ·t hing appears quite impossible. The problem of
Uruted Nations is communication in the widest sense, and
its solution begins with intelligence passed from mind to mind
by the Signaller. To bring to such a great task a ragbag
of different nationalities and equipments, with attending difficulties of language and procedures, appears insane. Yet there
THE WIRE, AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 1966

is no other way. And, of course, it works, and works well. It
works because Signallers are Signallers, no matter where they are
born. It works because the United Nations concept must work. In
all contacts between different nationalities within United
Nations there is a sense of inevitability inconceivable before the
last war ll?d the atom bomb. With rare exceptions, people
want to nux and understand. We have come a long way even
though there is a long road ahead.
'
A Belief in Fairies is essential
Signal relations between U.N., Greek and Turk are excellent. We accept that fairies knock down line poles within
five yards of Greek and Turkish sentries, and discussions held
to puzzle . out ~e r~ason~ why quad disappears, to emerge
agam as rmg mams m private houses are friendly, if pointed.
Interference on our radio nets is frequent and varied. Normally capricious and low level-very low, at times-it can have
overtones of me long ago. An invitation to " get off the - - air
you - - Britisher " is -surprisingly enough to anyone on his correct frequ<:ncy ..To a Swede with no knowledge of Eoka, it could
be wounding if he were not able to swear back in several
languages. To an Irishman it is adding insult to injury!
Cable ties up the local economy
Military cable (U.N. this time!) continues to tie the Cyprus
economy together. It makes bedsteads and baskets; houses and
cars are wired wif:h it; it tethers horses and donkeys, and
fences vast areasi it support_s vmes, the trousers of gri221ed
old men meandermg along with a quart of 'red biddy ' inside
~~m, and. high tot_tt!fing loads of decrepi~ lorries. Occasionally
1t 1s permmed to iom telephones, but this the Cypriots regard
as a sporting challenge. Eight years ago I heard a t!heory expounded by a Royal Signalman to the effect that at some
time in the future saturation point would be reached in Cyprus
in cable. I can assure him it has not yet happened and there
is a long way yet to go. When it does, they will ~tart export
ing it-probably to the U.K. under Imperial Preference.
We are proud of ourselves, with reason
When it is realised that the.re is, with a few exceptions, a
complete tum-over of Signals personnel every six months they
have reached an astonishing degree of integration. It dm be
said that throughout the Force they work as a unit. This
has come about because everyone has brought to t!he task a
spirit of intelligent and determined co-operation.
It may appear that we are proud of ourselves. We arc very! We have good reason to be. Consider the facts. At the
height of the last war the British were spending £14,000,000
331

The G2(Signals) Commandant J. N. Sloan of the Ir ish Signal Cor ps,
and Captain P. 0 . Metso of the Finnish Signal Corps. Capt ai n
Metso has the longest se rvice in the Force of any Signaller

terling a day; in present values call that, conservatively,
£ 40,000,000. This small force has prevented conflict between
two ATO powers at a total cost to the United N ations of
£ 14,000,000, expended over a period of two years and two
months.
Peace i s b eyond 1•rice
I mention money first, because the inexperienced and unimaginative always begin assessment of war's damage by
DEADQUAJl TER S,
Alders ho t Dis trict Operat ing T r oop, W.B.A. C.
A new •• Alders hot Military "
business

opens f o r

As the demolition contractors complete their work
of clearing the last of Aldershot's Victoriana, so the
G .P.O. are supervising the
demise of the old manual
telephone exchange at H .Q.,
Aldersho~ D istrict. In keeping with the new-look
" Home of the British Army "
is the new " Aldershot Military."

financial cost. It is ·the least evil. War's slaughter and destruction results in untold misery. That misery creates hatred
which perpetuates the cycle of suspicion and conflict. The
United Nations can interrupt that cycle because it has no
nationalistic pride to uphold. It has done this in Cyprus, and
thousands of human beings are alive, vast sums of money are unspent, and a great alliance has been saved because of it. No
matter tha·t the peace is precarious, that countries which
should know better refuse to subscribe to the relatively tiny
sum required to keep the Force alive, that the interested and
stupid snipe continually, the foolish, by indifference, !1."isk disaster-the facts are there for all to see. Even if the situation
were to deteriorate to the point of war, still posterity would
judge rhe Cyprus U.N. operation as a great turning point in
human affairs, in ~hat the Nations of the world decided that
a peace had to be maintained and took steps to ensure it should
be. Of this Signals are a vital part; without us it would be
impossible. We have every right to be proud of ourselves.
Here i s llope
If there is a danger, it is that some countries should regard
operations such as this as 'unimportant sideshows,' worthy of
little interest. The smaller countries make no such error.
H ere is hope, and here is where roey are willing to make their
stand. To fail to see that clearly, to prepare and train for only
qig wars, is to spurn the bucket of water and wait for the fire
brigade. Swift, decisive action, up to brisk military operations,
working throughout with civil power wherever it is viable,
in the imposition of peace, is the pattern of the future for the
United Nations. lot is the pattern of hope-probably the only
hope left. We must be prepared for it.

ALDEBSHOT

DISTIUCT

the G.E.C., under contract by the G .P .O., who have supervised
the installation and will maintain it.
The last w o rd in modern auto practice
Users of the n ew exchange have the most up~to-<i ate au tomatic telephone system in general use; not only can they
directly dial all other automatic military telephones in the
area, they have also direct dialling access to the military private
wire system, i.e. Level Eight access. Level Eight access is at
present available to H.Q., Southern Command, Salisbury,
Arborfield, Blackdown, Bordon, Bramley, Cambridge Barracks,
and the R.M .A., Sandhurst. Level Eight is, in fact, almost

full, and further planned facilities (very shortly) will need to
be extended to Level Six. Satellite working, Level Seven is
also provided, and the first satellite exchange, which will' be
Keogh Barracks, Mytchett, the Depot 3::!d Training Establishment, R.A.M.C., will open later this year. Others planned
include the new barracks to be built at Hawley for the Royal
Engineers. The full facilities on the G.P.O. S.T.D. system
are also available and selected telephone users are able to dial
out direct into the civil system. This is achieved via Level
ine.
Free line s i gnalll11g a feature
Each of the light ivory coloured (700 type) telephones has a
press button on the top for recalling the operator when necessary and also to give enquiry facilities on an exchange line call.
By this means the user can dial another number while holding
the exchange line call, restoring the original by clearing the
second one with a further press on the button. The original
caller is unable to hear this subsidiary call. All the private wires
and outgo:ng exchange lines are also accessible from the manual
operating positions, and so that the operators will know which
are available at any precise momen t "free line signalling" is
used. This indicates, in every group, the next free circuit by
lighting a small switchboard indicator lamp, coloured green,
above the appropriate jack into which the operator inserts the
call circuit plug. Users other than the switchboard operators,
when dialling out on Level Eight or Level N ine access, are
given the next free junction in the particular group automatically
by the equipment which " steps round and over" the engaged
junctions.
'
W.R.A.C. s oon ove r c ome initial s trangeness
Most concerned with the operating side of the new telephone
exchange are the W.R.A.C . girls who staff the 10 associated
manual positions and the two special enquiry positions. Commanded by Captain Ann T oby (now by Captain Margaret
Paterson) with D .S.0 . Second-Lieutenant Barbara P ayne, and
exchange supervisors Mrs. Cottrell and Sergeant Boyce, the
W.R.A.C. have quickly learned their way around the new
equipment. During the first few weeks the inexperience of the
operators coupled with some lack of understanding of t:he operation and capabilities of the new telephone system on the part
of subscribers caused a number of minor " incid ents,'' but in
the main a good deal of tolerance and understanding has been
displayed by all concerned which has culminated in the present
very satisfactory position.
Appreciation
Our appreciation of the work put in by Mr. Tom Pattermore,
Min istry of D efence, Major Peter Ashlin, S.0 .2 Tels Southern
Command, and Major (T .O.T.) C. G . Holland, of &27 T roop
(Works), in the design and installation of this equipment must
be recorded .

-

It was opened at 13.00
hours on Wednesday, 27th
April by Brigad ier P. W. P.
Green, C.B.E., o.s .o., Deputy
Commander, Aldershot D istrict. Civilian and Military
representa tives present included Brigadier T . I. G.
PRIVATE CRO SS LEY
Gray, C.S.0., H.Q., Southern
A li t t le charm makes t he calls go thro ugh
Command, Mr. E . A. Mayne,
better!
E.R.D. the Telephone Manager, Guildford Area.
The new exchange is now settling down after its initial
teething troubles.

Power/Precision/Performance
contribute in no small measure to the outstanding success of the Royal Signals Display
Team.
Hundreds of other official bodies all over the
world appreciate these qualities too-as you
will when you own and ride a TRIUMPH.

.Fiftee n Out Ide lUananl Exchanges Eliminated

This new exchange replaces not only the Aldershot D istrict
Headquarters switchboard, which was installed in 1941, but
also eliminates fifteen other manual telephone exchanges in
the Aldershot military town area. The old exchange, " Aldershot D istrict " as it was known, was a sixteen manual position
type CB ro. At the time of changeover, there were 285 direct extensions, 30 exchange lines and 97 private wire circuits. The
new exchange, at opening, has just over 900 direct extensions,
55 exchange lines and over 100 private wires. I t is equipped
initially for r,500 extensions, and although its size is set at
2,000, this figure could be increased within the existing accommodation. It is a type PABX3 (Private Automatic British Exchange Type 3. T he equipment was ~de at_ld installed by
332

TR I uMp H

IN CONTROL
2nd Lieut enanl Barbara Payne (Duty Signal Officer) is well supported
by the superv isors, Mrs. Cottrell and Sergeant Boyce
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A GOOD TEAM
Sce ne du ri ng a busy pe ri od on the exchange
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THE BEST MOTORCYCLE IN THE WORLD
TRIUMPH ENGINEERING CO. LTD., MERI DEN WORKS, ALLESLEY, COVENTRY
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to be undertaken lightly, as Pipers and Drummers are dispersed throughout the country, between Aberdeen and Glasgow.
The job of getting them together for rehearsals was undertaken
by Colonel T. B. S. McMain, M.B.E., T.D., and ...:hanks are
due to him for the excellence of their performance.

Visit of the Signal Olficer-in-Chiel
to Scot/anti
"'X

E in cotland were privileged to have a visit from the
l' l
ignal Officer in Chief early in June this year. The first
day he spent at the Junior Tradesmen's Regiment at Troon,
which has been reported separately. On 4th June it was arranged
that Major-General Bradley should visit 632 Troop at the R.A.
Range at Benbecula in the Outer Hebrides, and then take the
salute at the Beating Retreat on the Castle Esplanade at
Edinburgh.
An early start but clouds are forbidding
Major-General Bradley and Colonel Hayles left Glasgow
early on Sarurday 4th June, by car, to pick up the B.E.A.
regular flight from Glasgow to Benbecula, but as they approached
Glasgow the rain started and low clouds covered the area.
However at first they were assured that it was clear at Benbecula but just before the due time of boarding, it was announ~ that there would be a 15-minute delay, which subsequently turned out to be a one-hour delay while extra fuel
was loaded in case landing was not possible.
After flying for 45 minutes, a crew memb~r told them that
the Captain was going to try to land, b~t if. they heard the
engines roar up, then be ha~ chan~d his mmd. Some f?.ve
minutes later they caught a slight glimpse of Benbecula, which
was followed by the roar, and on they went to Stornoway,
where they landed.
De'R,n at Stornoway-but what to do uext?
The decision was promptly made that the visit to Benbecula
would have to be abandoned for that day, and every effort
was made to get the General back to Edinburgh for the beating of Retreat : various possibi~ties were open to them. Firs?y,
to remain at Stornoway and divert the R.A.F. Pembroke which
was to have picked them up at Benbecula to Stornoway.
Secondly, to go on to Inverness and divert the Pembroke to
Inverness. Thirdly, to remain at Stornoway and go back on the
evening flight to Glasgow. Frantic telephone calls were made
to try and divert the Pembroke, but it was still airborne on
a trip it had done earlier in the day from Edinburgh to
Aberdeen. The decision was therefore made to get back on to
the mainland, and so on to Inverness they went, arriving at
1.15 p.m.
While airborne, between Stornoway and Inverness, a message was received that the Pembroke had engine trouble and
could not reach Inverness. They were therefore faced with
finding alternative means of transport back to Edinburgh.
:\'o trains-so a car is hired
On arrival at Inverness, they were informed that there
were no trains that would get them back to Edinburgh by
7 p.m., and, of course, trying to find military transport at short
notice on a Saturday afternoon proved hopeless, although both
the Duty Staff Officer at Highland District and Major Ken
Lloyd at Edinburgh tried frantically to do so.
In the meantime Colonel Hayles tried to arrange to hire a
car but, of course, everyone was away to lunch. However, contact was made with a firm who eventually produced a car at
the airport at 3.30 p.m., driven by a little old man who could
hardly reach the r..dals.
He was asked how long it would take him to drive the 120
miles to Perth, where a staff car was to meet them to take
them on the other 37 miles, and he replied rather gloomily that
it would take four hours, as the road was twisty and a lot of
holiday traffic would be on it. This they did not ac:c:ept, and
told him that he had to do it in two and-a-half hours.
A menace on corners
General Bradley sat in the front, and away they went, and
while their " Jehu" was quite safe, when it came to passing
around comers he was a menace, as they never thought he
would quite get round. However, credit due to him, he made
Perth in their stipulated time. Cars were quickly changed,
and the General and Colonel Hayles arrived at Craigiehall with
one hour to change into No. r Dress and get up to the
Castle, and at five minutes to eight, the Signal Officer-in-Chief
and Chief Signal Officer, Scottish Commancf, drove sedately
on to the Esplanade as though they had had all day to prepare
themselves.
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Another visit to 632 Troop pla11ned
The Signal Officer-in..Chief was most disappointed that he
was unable to meet all ranks of 632 Troop, and the signals
below were exchanged between the Troop and himself.

/
/

£

Telegram to S.0.-in-C. PD Quote your d isappointment matched ours PD Perhaps we can bait our hook
with the news that the trout were delicious PD Look
forward to seeing you PD 632 Signal Troop.
Message from S.0.-in-C. PD Quote for O.C. and all
ranks and families 632 Signal Troop PD
Your kind
telegram cheered me up PD The bait is swallowed and
the fish hooked PD Only the date has to be found PD
Best wishes to you all.
It has subsequently been arranged to make another attempt
on 4th August.
The Retreat Ceremony at Edinburgh Castle

THE 60FT RADOME AT STEAMER POINT
The radome houses a 4-0ft. dish aerial for use by the S.R.D.E. ground
satellite station

Pipers u proud sight
The three bands beating Retreat were those of 51st (Highland) Signal Regiment (T .A.), 52nd (Lowland) Signal Regiment
(T.A.) and 61st (City of Edinburgh) Signal Regiment (T.A).
The splendour of the occasion was somewhat marred by the
knowledge that the three Regiments would be playing together
for the last time. By next year they will have been re-formed
into the new T. & A.V.R., and although they will still retain
their identities at Squadron strength, the future of their Pipes
and Drums is not yet clear. For this reason, it was even more
appropriate that the S.0.-in-C. was able to take the salute.
The Territorial Army were very appreciative of his presence
and proud to be able to demonstrate that the T.A. in Scotland
has a splendid national tradition besides its intense loyalty
to the Corps. This was evident from the way in which the
pipers proudly wore their Regimental tartans, but no less proudly
than the three Pipe Majors carried their banners, presented to
them ·by our late Colonel-in-Chief, and bearing her personal
standard on one side and the Corps badge in the other.
A splendid ceremony in u s1,lendid setting
Promptly, at 8 p.m., the Pipes and Drums-45 in allmarched over the drawbridge on to the Esplanade to the strains
of " Cock O' The North,' led by the senior Drum-Major,
Drrun-Major Easton of 61st (City of Edinburgh) Regiment
(T.A.). There can surely be a no more splendid setting for
this ceremony and no more rousing sound than the Pipes and
Drums, first heard in the distance and then growing louder
and more brilliant as they open up their ranks on reaching .t he
Esplanade. Retreat was sounded by a Jone bugler on the
castle ramparts, and this was followed by the " Drummer
Call " from all the drums on parade.
The programme of music chosen for the occasion was a
varied one, and perhaps the most popular was the march
"The Black Bear,'' always a favourite, and in which the
drummers use their voices to remarkable effect. Finally the
bands marched off to their Regimental marches-" Scotland
the Brave" {51st), "Highland Laddie" (52nd) and "Sir
Harold Mitchell" (6Ist).
Gurkhas present
As in past years, 51st Regiment were able to seal their
affiliation with 17th Gurkha Signal Regiment by having on
parade Pipe-Major Sanbahadur Rai, and Lance-Corporal
Tejbahadur Rai, both of whom were attending piping courses
in Edinburgh. It was a great privilege and pleasure to have
them taking part and indeed to demonstrate that the spirit
of the Highland extends to almost every country in the world.
The S.0.-in-C. spoke to all the Pipers and Drummers before
leaving for the Castle Officers' Mess for a buffet supper, where
he met the Commanding Officers and Honorary Colonels of
the Regiments. He also met many old friends, including Captain
Dick Prendergast, M.B.E., M.C., the Adjutant of 61st Regiment.
They had not met since 1938, when both were in Peshawar
District Signals, in the same Brigade Signal Section-Lieutenant
Bradley as O .C. and Sergeant Prendergast as Section Sergeant.
Preparation and rehearsal for beating Retreat is a task not
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VISIT OF THE SIGNAi.. OFFIC:ER-IN-C:HIEF TO
THE SIGNALS RESEARC:H & DEVELOPHE~T
ESTADLISIIMENT
Ground Satellite Station Jnakes headlines

It does not often happen that S.R.D.E. breaks into the
news, but recently extensive coverage has been given to the
Establishment by the national newspapers and the television
companies for our Ground Satellite Station, which is now working on the U.S. Initial Defence Communication Satellite Project.
This project will be fully described at a later date in the
Journal, so no attempt will be made to do so here.
Local interest has been centred on this project, not from a
scientific aspect, but because of the erection of a large 6oft.
radome on the sea front at Steamer Point. Local residents
were much disturbed by the obstruction of their view of the
sea by the radome, and it required a lot of careful public
relations work by the Establishment to evercome local feelings.
The Ground Station is now working very well to America,
via U.S. satellites, which were launched in the middle of June.

I

BUT SURELY YOU COULD HAVE REFUSED TO TAKE THE l.Q.
TESTS ... COLONEL

Butchers : Grocers : Game Dealers
our aim in all Depts.:-

Superb Quality

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
(Controlled by Jacksons the Butchers Ltd.)

6J, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
Established
DARLINGTON
Te~§rr"
1894

S.0.-in- C:. Reeeives Model of IO Set
We took advantage of the S.0.-in-C.'s latest routine v1srt,
on 5th May, to !'he Establishment, to show him our Ground Station and Satellite Communication Control Centre.
General Bradley showed
great interest in the project
and expressed his delight that
the Corps was taking part in
this great step forward in
defence communications.
We also took advantage of
the visit to present the
General with a model of the
10 set for the Corps Museum.
A copy of a letter of
appreciation for the IO set
from Field Marshal Montgomery was also presented.
Three members of the
original team that designed
This Set attended the preentation - Messrs. E. T.
Mr. C. J. Stephens, Director S. R.D.E.,
Ramm, E. Coop and R.
presenting a model of the 10 set to
Ruddlesden.
Major General P. E. M. Bradley

Seventy Years Satisfactory Service
''wE Sl!LL THE BEST"

DAILY DELIVERIES TN YOUR DISTRICT

Watch for this! The Band of the Royal Corps of Signals
will be broadcasting on the B.B.C. Light programme, Music
While You Work, at 10.31 hours on 7th September.
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"WE BUY THE BEST"

Holne Chase, near ~bburton, where top fitness is strictly
necessary. N eedless to say, we all enjoyed the laughs at the
expense of the not-so-agile!
Former members of the Regiment will be interested to
bear that two "old hands " are still with us-Major John
Smith-Owen and Drum-Major Alan Yates. Major Smith-Owen
is now in his seventh year with the Regiment. Drum-Major
Yates has been in Denbury, apart from a one-month break in
1955, for over 15 years-four and-a-half years with the Depot
Regiment and the remainder with us. For all his long service
in Devon, the Drum-Major probably sees more of the United
Kingdom than any of us, as our Band, Pipers and Trumpeters,
under his able direction, are still very much in demand all over
the country.

ARMY APPllENTIC:ES SCHOOL, HARROGATE
A Thrilling '\·ietory In The Knaresborongh
Bed Raeel
A tough eourse-the prize ••• nine gallons of ale
Summer has been dripping and blowing
around the Army Apprentices School in the
inimitable Harrogate manner for some time and
usual and unusual associated sports and pastimes
have occupied our interest and ingenuity.
The first Knare borough " bed race " was
h:ld on 25th June and proved a great success.
The aim was for a team of six primemovers
to propel a bed and recumbent beauty queen
over a two and a half mile course round KnaresHARROGATE
borough. The obstacles included a narrow subway a one in six hill and a deep river crossing.
The only stipulation on the bed was that the wheels should
be of maximum four inches in diameter. The prize-nine
gallons of ale.
There were three other entries-U.S. Army, Menwith Hill,
with a high riding cot, spring suspension and ball-bearing
wheels; R.N. Forrest Moor, with a Queen Anne-type four poster,
liberally decorated with adverrising material; and the Fleet
Air Arm from Linton-upon-Ouse with a Saratoga qivered
wagon of Wild Western ancestry emblazoned with the Fleet
Air Arm Crest. The A.A.S. entry, a lightweight, streamlined,
ergonomically designed racing bed, fitted with safety belt, quick
release and all mod con, was carefully camouflaged to appear
as an overweight over-stuffed impossibility, in order to lengthen
the odds.
Oft to a good start
With all bets closed the machine was stripped down to
racing trim and .the beautiful Miss Parish firmly installed,
negligee and all, the School were second away from .the line
line in hot pursuit of the Queen Anne Special. The Menwith
cot followed and, due to slight buffetting experienced around
Mach I, began to disintegrate: wheels, legs and sides were
strewn around .the Market Place and the Air Arm Saratoga
overhauled them.
The subway, a fearsome obstacle in its own right, was
rendered virtually impassable by scaffolding, " No Entry "
signs and British workmen. The Queen Anne stuck fast and
the workmen turned out to be actively hostile members of
the opposition. After a brief exchange of Naval courtesies, a
number of " two-six heaves," " handsomely there men," "repel
boarders," and other more colourful seamanlike phrases, she
was finally rammed through with considerable loss of time and
face.
Miss Parish from her lowly couch, correctly estimated the
clearance under the scaffolding and directed the School's navigation .through the subway by the shortest and most direct route.
A cunningly disposed R .A.F. 3-tonner was dealt with· violently
by our gallant band and, as in just retribution , two wheels
fell off the Fleet Air Arm under-carriage.
On to the river I

Na' -y just ahead
The Navy were still ahead at this stage and the bank party
had secured ropes and oil drum flotation units to bear the
Queen Anne across. They were scarce afloat when out of the
willows, in pouring rain, a rowing boat bearing two sinister
intent figures emerged. They rowed silently and inexorably
towards Queen Anne, the oars flashed, the oil drums departed
and Queen Anne vanished beneath -the waters with one pathetic
potty, labelled HERS, floating sadly to mark the spot. H I S
went down with the ship in the finest traditions of the Service.
The salvage team did well and the Navy finish ed in 29 minutes
12 seconds, wet but willing.
A.A ••• m ake it at the 11.n ish
Meanwhile the A.A.S. bed, in spite of Q .R.M. from an
irritated bystander, was -hauled across by ropes in short order.
We were in the lead! Under the scrambling net and to finish
in 24 minutes 22 seconds.
The Saratoga, with self-inflating flotation unit, was eventually
hauled across. The Navy, blaming us for their torpedoing
had pinched the Air Arm's rope, thinking it t<> be ours. The
Saratoga clocked 38 minutes 31 seconds.
Last across was the Menwitb Cot. In spite of a hydro-
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Royal Signals Records will have a vacancy in September for
a Telecommunications Operator (Male or Female) (Equivalent
Army Trade--COMCEN Op.). Wages accordinit to age up to
age 25, ranging from £6 ros. 6d. at age 16 to £13 145. 6d. at
age 25 then increasing by a further 6 annual increments to
£16 17s. od. per week. Apply: 0 i/c Ro)'.al Signals Records,
Balmore House, Caversham, Reading.
[Photo - Courtesy Brain Ferdtr

The winning team in the "Bed Race " with their prize-nine gallons
of ale
Left to Right : Miss Dunlopillo, A/T Mills, Higginson, Robertson,
Smith and A/T Sergeant Graeme

dynamic balance, Budweiser within and Nidd without, they
drifted far downstream before beaching, wheelless and shattered
they finished in 58 minutes 44 seconds. A gallant and determined
effort!
Our team was composed of: -Phillips Squadron: A/T
Sergeant Woolf, A/Ts Mills, Robertson and (218) Smith, and
led by the redoubtable A/T Sergeant Graeme. C.S.M. Keating,
LG., collected his undisclosed winnings and has been noticeably more amiable since.
The Squadron Commander, then winning the cricket at
Carlisle, was informed of .the result-his jubilation knew no
bounds. Well done, Phillips!
Canoeing
Members of the Canoe Club travelled many hundreds of
miles in May and June to attend regattas in London, Chester
and Nottingham, and bad many successes in various classes.
A/T Sergeant Cook and A/T Sherman, who were second in the
Junior Class of the D-W, narrowly missed being selected to
represent Britain in .the Sella River R ace in Spain. They
should serve the Corps well in the sport in the future.
We won the Junior Army Long Distance Championships
at Pangbourne and were runners-up in the sprint events, but
can't remember seeing any other units of the Corps there,
although canoeing is, we believe, recognised as a Corps sport.
Many of our ex-apprentices don't seem to have the facilities or
encouragement to continue paddling when they leave Harrogate,
although they have the ability to do well.
llrief boosters:
Lance-Corporal Storer, an ex-apprentice, came 4~b in the
French Army Canoe Race-excellent effort!
Senior canoeists to take their British Canoe Union Instructors
A wards before they leave the School.
Members of Canoe Club to take part in a mock " Battle of
Stamford Bridge" in September to commemorate its 9ootb
anniversary.
Cyclin g
The School senior team won a 15-mile Team Trial at Chepstow and th~ School team won the 25-mile Time Trial at the
Quadrangular Games for the first time after being placed second
in r964 and 1965.
A/T McNeilly and A/T Lance-Corporal Ascougb cycled
for the Army in an Inter-Service 50-mile Time Trial. McNeilly
was the second and Ascough the fifth Service rider. The Army
team won the event.
At the Army Track Championships, A/T McNeilly (subject
to confirmation) won all the individual events and then went
on to ride for the Army in the Inter-Service Track Championships which the Army won for the first time since 1958. He
also won one of the Inter-Service events.
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Junior Leaders "perform" at the Outward Bound School. Top
fitness is required here-though we enjoyed a laugh at the expense
of the "not so agile". In this photo Corporal John Baker {Lineman
training) obviously prefers the vertical !

JUNIOR LEADERS REGJ~IE~T, DENBlJRY CAMP
Headquarters Squadron is the feature this month
Here can be found the majority of the permanent staff of the
Regiment. The Squadron is commanded by Captain (Q.M.)
H. J. Crocker and the S.S.M. is W.0.II F. A. Gibbs who, until
~he end of last year, served with .the Joint Communications
Unit in Borneo. Captain Crocker leaves us this month, joining
the present two-way traffic between Denbury and Borneo. Hisplace is taken by Captain R. A. J. Bingley who bas recently
transferred from the Mercian Brigade to the Corps and to whom
we bid a special welcome.
Helping run a Regiment such as ours is almost all work and
no play but we have not heard any suggestions that some (or
all) of us are dull boys. Unfortunately our numbers and
location prevent us from taking an active part in many outside
Regimental activities so most of us do not get around as much
as we would like to.
Getting involved in the Ten Tors Expedition
We do, however, get very much involved in 'the major event
of the year~tbe annual Ten Tors expedition. This year's, the
seventh, has just ended and an article will be included in the
n'!xt WIRE describing the event in full. Suffice to say now that
rbe expedition was again a tremendous success. Despite the
loss on posting of Major John Joyner, who did so much good
work on earlier expeditions, our organisation this year was the
best ever. Communications, apart from two radio relay links
kindly engineered by 3rd H.Q. and Signal Regiment, were
provided entirely by the Regiment-with excellent results.
Looking slightly the worse for wear after
K.'leercise " Lifeline "
In April the Regiment provided an ad hoc Brigade Signal
Squadron to support an "enemy" brigade on Exercise "Lifeline " tthe first major exercise to be held in Britain since the
war. This Squadron, made up of permanent staff and Junior
Leaders who had just graduated to man's service, did exceptionally well, earning the -thanks and praise o~ those who
mattered. Our vehicles made a proud sight leavmg Denbury
for the Welsh mountains, but after ten days of snow, continual
rain and mud, !!hey re~urned looking slightly !!he worse for wear!
To1• fitness necessary nt t h e Outward Bound
School
Saturday morning is the most unpopular morning for the
rank and file of H.Q. Squadron. Most of them would prefer
the morning off (who wouldn't?), but it is the one day in
the week when the more serious aspects of soldiering can
be contemplated, and those who cannot fin~ . a justi_fi~ble
excuse for being ab ent have to parade for military tra!IllDg.
A few weeks ago we visited the Outward Bound School at
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Correction.-Major Swindale of Gurkha Signals has drawn
our attention to the photograph on page 203 of the May /June
WIRE which was captioned " Gurkha National Dancing." He
suggests that in fact it is Malayan National Dancing-be is
right.-Editor.

To Individual Subscribers
only way to be certain of receiving your
T HE
WIRE correctly addressed is to be sure and let
us know changes in your address, rank and such-like,
as they occur.
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Royal Signals Apprentice's Pipe Band.
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A brave sight

S I GNALS

Open Day for N. ~Ddland Branc h , l.E .E .
As a final gesture to our many friends in the North Midland
Branch of the Institute of Electrical Engineer s the School held
an " Open D ay" on Saturday the 18th June, About 75
members of the I.E.E. and their wives and 22 hosts and wives
from the School foregathered in the Headquarters' Mess for
coffee at 10.30 a.m. Those present included the Commandant
School of Signals, Brigadier T . R. Warburg, C.B.E., M.A., and
Mrs. Warburg, the president-elect of the I .E .E., Mr. J. A.
Ratcliffe, C.B., C.B.E., M.A., F.R.s ., and Mrs. R atcliffe, the chairman of the North Midland Branch of the I.E.E., Mr. Cunningham, and Mrs. Cunningham. T he current president of the
I.E .E., Mr. L. Drocquer, was unfor tunately unable t o attend.
Equipment and Technique D e mons tra t ion
At 11.00 a.m. the male members of the party were taken to
orth H all for equipment and technique demonstrations. The
first to speak was the Chief Instructor of Engineering Wing,
Colon el G . J. C. Moss, M.B.E., who spoke on " T elecommunication equipments and systems in use in the Army." Closed
circuit television was in use during this p.resentation.
Solid prb1ter link t o lUalt.a
At n.35 a.m. there was an exchange of greetings between
Mr. Ratcliffe and the Past Chairman of the Malta Joint Group,
Major-General Sir L eslie Tyler, K.B.E., C.B., over a teleprinter
link. This link, which was by SR D 13 was provided by 14th
Regiment, worked perfectly throughou t the exchange of
greetings.
At 1i.45 a.m. the second and final presen tation of the
morning was given by Colonel (Plans) Planning Wing, Colonel
J . A. S. Fearfield, M.B.E. H e gave an interesting talk on communication requirements of the next decade and described
the possible developments in military communications.
Wives, t:oo, present
The wives of the guests under the chairman of the Wives'
Club, Mrs. T. Cunningham-Burley, had a conducted tour of
the Yorkshire D ales in the morning. The two parties met for
luncheon in the Headquarters' Mess at 12.30 p.m.
During the afternoon certain parts of the School were visited
by both guests and hosts. These included Basics G roup who
arranged demonstrations and experiments by members of the
T.E. courses. The computer room, the Royal Signals Museum,
the Amateur Radio Club, which is actually run by 8th Regiment,
and High Power Radio.
C .-12 rebroad c ast flown-in
At 4 p.m. all panics converged on Messines Sports G round
for tea and central displays. These included a demonstration
of the use of a Sioux helicopter of the Army Air Corps to fly
in a SR (42 rebroadcast station which was set u p in the centre
of the sports field. Other attractions were an AFV 432, a
mobile SR DII/R230 and a slide show of the trades and work
of Royal Signals.
The Pipe Band of the Army Apprentice School, Harrogate,
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The Sioux helicopter, complete with SR C42 rebroadcast station
being " fl own in" at the start of the demonstration

gave several impressive displays during the course of the afternoon and added colour to the event.
An enj o y a ble and successful eve nt
The Open Day finished at 5 p.m. and was subsequently
deemed to have been an enjoyable and successful even t. W e
were -most fortunate with the weather which was sunny and
warm. The day was intended to be as much a social occasion
as a display of Royal Signals capabilities, hence the wide and
varied programme.
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The following report on Signalman Mike K eenan was written
by 2 Division BFBS reporter Mr. Bill Kidd, a keen supporter
and an ardent follower of the Regimental boxing team :
" Thi s popular member of the z Division H.Q. and Signal
Regiment boxing team has also a very impressive record as an
ind ividual boxer, but first a little background .
H is grandfather, born in Cork, Eire, was also a well known
name in the world of fisticuffs in those days when brawn, in
add ition to skill, was also a decided asset in supplementing the
in come.
Mike Kennan has inherited his illustrious grandparent's
boxi ng prowess with the d ecided asset of possessing one of the
best straight lefts in the business.
H e is always a slow starter but n ever becomes ruffled, he
has tackled well known names in the Ar my boxing and, not
surprisingly, produced some r::al classic boxing to win the
Army Individual Ban tamweight Cham pionship in 1966. I have
seen Keenan in action d uring the past four years and his best
display, in my opinion, was in the B.A.O .R . Individual Championships in 1965 in Berlin wh en winning the F eatherweight
Championships; the last round of this classic l had the pleasure
to broadcast from the Kuppesaal.
H e does not carry a knockout punch, but a peppering
and point-winning classic
left hand is always a delight
for the boxing fan.
M ike Ke-enan's record to
date is as follows : r962-1964-1965, B.A.O.R.
F eatherweight
Champion;
1965-1960, Army Bantamweight Champion.
H e has been boxing for
eight year s with 74 wins
from 82 bouts, in addition,
he has been a member of
the Regimental basketball
team.
K eenan is married with
a small daughter of nine
months and will be staying
in B.A.0 .R. for a further
year, no doubt he will be
Signal man Mike Keenan
going full out to retain his
Army title in 1967."
Bill Kidd's prediction of another year in B.A.O .R. is, regrettably, incorrect and the Keenan's are off to North Africa.
One feels tha.t Mike Keenan will hang up his gloves now and
go out, as they say, on the crest of the wave.
Visits
During June the Regiment had th e pleasure of having Major
Paulo Palella of the Italian Signal Corps stay with us for a
fort night.
M ajor M. F. J. Sheffield and Captain R. C. N. Tinsley
brought a party of twenty T.A. from 5o(M) Regiment T.A.
They arrived in good heart and a'rarin' to go at midnight on
the first day of Full House. It was pouring with rain but this
dampened no spirits and they seemed to be enjoying themselves; they are due to leave us on the 8th July.

W .0.11. (Y. of S.) R. Giles and Major Paulo Pall ela o n Exercise "Full
House"

wicke ts fell fairly quickly. However, a useful knock of 13 by
Lieutenant R. F . Baly and 13 from Sergeant G. Graham held
the innings together and we came out winners by two wickets.
On 16th June we played the second round of the D ivisional
competition-this time against the 1st Battalion the Devon and
D orsets. This was another very close game. The D . & D s.
batted first and made II5 all out and we made u6 for 8 to
win by two wickets, Lance-Corporal Manton and LanceCorpora1 L. Crichlow made 21 and 39 not out respectively.
Hoyal Signals llega tta-Kie l
During the weekend 2nd /3rd July ten 30 metre yachts manned
by representative crews of Royal Signals units in B.A.O.R.
pursued each other around the Kiel fiord in close competition.
Th:: regatta proved to be n ot only a pleasan t r elief after the
rigours of Exercise " Full House " but also showed that the
Corps can produce a reckonable force of sailing skill. The
regatta consisted cif three r aces, a long one lastin g all day, and
two short ones. We man aged to finish 4th, 1st and 3rd r espectively in the races and thus ended up an overall 2nd. Even if
we didn'-t win we certainly bad a well disciplined crew. O ur
sk:pper was Major Freddie Ramsbottom.
With the Divisional R egatta taking place in mid-July we
felt thaCthe experience gained during this weekend will stand
us in good stead.
T ail piece
The Squadron cricket tea m was playing a friendly game.
The batsman got a " thin edge" and the ball shot between first
and second slip towards the boundary · f4st slip, a regu lar
player in the team, and although an excellent batsman (previous
innings 104 n .o.) is not as fas t in the field as he used to be. In
his usual brisk manner he turned to second slip and said, " Come
on, q uickly, fetch it," and was thereupon put to shame by a
pretty limber G.O.C.

FORCES U.K. TRADE-IN SCHEME
(;ri"ket
Between Regimental, D ivision and Corps exercises cricket
has started in the Regiment in firs and starts. Because of the
distance between H .Q. Squadron and the remainder of the
Regiment we have two sets of fixtures; however, we do combine
for Divisional Cup games.
We have reached the semi-final of the D ivisional Cup and
this year as last we meet the D uke of Wellington's R egiment
at this stage.
The first two rounds v,ye not without incident. On the
10th June, 10th Regiment R. C.T. were our opponen ts, they
reached a total of 148 in the thirty overs having won the toss
and decided to bat they lost their last wicket with the last ball.
Our two openers, Captain S. J . Culling, R.A.M.C., and LanceCorporal G. Manton, made a powerful start with 47 and 49
respectively, but as so often happens, with their de,Parmre
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If you are to be posted overseas soon and w ish to
dispose of your present car, we will give you a high
trade- In fig ure now against an y future pu rchase.
For full de tails write to:

WEIR
LODGE

WEIR LODGE GARAGE
Bridge Road, Chertsey, Surrey.
Tel : Ch e rtsey 4264/1047
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3rd REGHIENT, DULFOHD CAIUP
Shooting to say nothing o( st~uk and mushrooms
In our previous nores in THE WIRE we rold you that we would
be giving you all the news from the Southern Command Royal
ignals and Corps Rifle Meetings. These took place at
Bulford over the period 13th to 21sr June. We do believe that
Lieutenant-Colonel Walsh, Captain of Corps Shooting, has
pipp~d us with the detailed results so we s):lall just fill in the
details. To our minds the most impol't:ant detail is that our
team won both the Southern Command and the Corps Meetings
and carried off no less than eight cups. That apar.t we feel
that all the competitors enjoyed themselves at Bulford and they
were all most complimentary about the stage management and
arrangements made for them. Men from all Squadrons in the
Regiment were involved in running the but~s, firing points and
stats organisation and suffice to say that the amount of money
received in challenge money or protest fees was scarcely enough
to buy the captain a beer, and that the results were on the
board as the last firers walked back from the firing point. The
tats site was run by Captain (T.O.T.) Jackson assisted by
ergeant Smith, R.A.O.C. Special mention must be made of
the messing which was organised by Captain Sanders, our
Messing Officer, and W.O.II Lisle, A.C.C. When you think
that the first day's menu was, among other things, fillet steak
with mushrooms and that the standard was never lowered you
won't be surprised to hear that there were no complaints. In
fact the only complaint was from a certain officer who when
a ked if all was to his satisfaction replied, " Absolutely first
class old boy, just one thing, I've nowhere to hang my hat."
The R.S.M. was heard to mutter " I know what he can do
with his hat."
Elbow pads and cravats
Tb.is shooting business certainly takes some funny twists.
All week they had been firing dressed in normal military kit, and
firing jolly well too, and then they had a competition called the
Bisley Cup. That afternoon the competitors blossomed forth
in tweedy jackets with elbow pads, fancy cravats, and the
weirdest collection of hats seen outside of Ascot. It's all part
of the mystique of rifle shooting. But dare it be mentioned
that the butts seemed to enter into the spirit of things and
began to fly or flutter red flags all over the place that afternoon.
Noc too many, just enough to keep things festive.
The last day of the meeting was graced by a goodly collection
of the senior members of the Corps. The S.0.-in-C., MajorGeneral Bradley, with our G.0.C., Major-General Deane
Drummond, Brigadier Woodrow, Commander Training Brigade,
Brigadier Gray, C.S.0. Southern Command, Brigadier Robertson, newly appointed Colonel Commandant and recently Presi_dent of the Royal Signal.J Rifle Association, plus a number of
the C.O.s of the competing Regiments were all present. It is
rumoured that money changed hands as a result of wagers
placed by various C.O.s backing their fiµth in their team's
prowess, particularly on the falling plate competition.
Just in case Lieutenant-Colonel Walsh did not get it all in
we include the names of our winning team: Major Carr (team
captain), Major Hall, Lieutenant Welch, R.A.E.C., W.O.I
McCarthy, R.E.M.E., W.O.II Brockway, R.E.M.E., Staff
Sergeant Hammond-Haley, Sergeant Kirkwood, Black Watch,
Sergeant McKenzie, Corporal Mitchell, Lance-Corporal
Townsend. Where we have not shown Corps or Regiment they
are Royal Signals.
Jt"s Joe nooks who answers the questions
Apart from the Rifle Meetings, the event of the month was
the visit to Carter Barracks of our G.O.C., Major-General
Deane Drummond, for his first proper look at the Regiment in
our home. We did all the usual things in preparation for his
visit but one thing happened that we have never seen before.
Our lady clerical staff were out cleaning their windows and on
the day looked very glamorous what with new hair-do's and
dresses. The General's A.D.C., Captain Kent, was most impressed. On the purely signal side we were able to show the
G.0.C. some pretty different things ·to the usual Divisional
Signals equipment, as a lot of our gear is peculiar to us in our
airportable role as a Joint Force H.Q. But we did find out
that it's no good just the officers and seniors knowing the
answers. The General goes to Signalman Joe Snooks and asks
him the awkward questions. We t!hink, or rather we hope, that
our Signalman Joe Snooks gave the right answers.

Wh·es' Club •• live it up "
Our Wives' Club here in Carter Barracks is a lively go-ahead
one which meets twice a month. They are renowned for the
variety of their activities but the R.S.M. was mildly surprised,
not to say shook rigid, when his wife, on returning from her
first Wives' Club meeting and in reply to his "Had a good
time, dear," replied, " Smashing, we went on a bus <trip to a
pub and I had two Pimms." What is female emancipation
coming to? Turns out they were celebrating the fact that the
C.0.'s Alsatian had just presented him with a litter of pups.

7tla

Affairs personal
Ou~ congratulations go to Captain "Ray " Robinson on his
award of the M.B.E. in the Birthday Honours, to R.Q.M.S.
Ron Acott and S.S.M. Bob Overton who leave us shortly to
become R.S.M.s with the T.A. and to S.S.M. Sam Raynor who
goes into the "' Q" Dept. as R.Q.M.S. (Tech.).
Among the old friends who have left or who are just about
to leave us we must mention Staff Sergeant Slater, R.A.P.C.,
and Sergeant Thornhill, R.A.0.C., who are on their way to
Aden, we wish them all the best.
Our new arrivals include Captain Peter Goldney, who has
come over from Netheravon to join his brother John, the
Adjutant (this is going to cause some confusion), Staff Sergeant
Sullivan, R.A.P.C., who is our new "Credits," and Sergeant
Ballard who is not only long enough to be continuous, but wears
a hat with a hackle which makes him look ten feet tall. Still,
as he is the new Provost Sergeant, that is not a bad thing. They
will certainly see him coming.
R.S.M. Templeton got a pleasant little extra duty this month
when he went down to the Junior Leaders Regiment at Denbury
accompanied by S.S.M. Johnson to visit the lads of Iron Troop
who are affiliated to us. The excuse for the visit was to delive.r
a soccer strip to the Troop and just to see how they were
shaping. They were shaping well and the R.S.M. repor~s that
the Camp at Denbury was a picture. Lieutenant-Colonel Higgins
and R.S.M. "Judy" Garland made them welcome. Lieutenant
Louden and Sergeant Hall of Iron Troop showed them round.
Poor old S.S.M. Johnson, being a Sassenach, felt quite out of
place among all the Braw Scots.
On .the sporting side we did well in the 3 Divisional Athletics
Meeting held at Tidworth Oval on Tuesday, 28th July. We were
second in the Major Units Competition and won the Field
Events Trophy.
The C.O.'s office now looks like Alla.din's cave and ·t he R.P.s
are having to buy bigger tins of Silvo to keep all the cups and
shield shining bri~tly .

REPORT

kilts the noo. The dire forecasts of disaster from the Dr I ·men
adds a further flavour of " Macbeth " to the proceedings.
A Du to Germany on daily schedules and one to Colchester,
plus three very successful circuits to a de!llonstration at Shomcliffe for O.T.C.s, has completed our run of" routine" signalling
whilst as the month ends Air Support Troop is fully deployed
in an R.A.F. exercise down the road at Odiham. We gather
that they would have preferred to go to Denmark, but well . . .

FRO~f

I SQUADRON

:-.111eh lllilitary activity

Like the rest of the Regiment, I Squadron spent twJ> sunny
weeks at the annual camp at Chickerell. A remarkably pleasant
time disturbed only but slightly by the crack of rifle and the
crunch of boot. No one shot anyone else, which proved something, and ,t hus most passed their qualifying standards. Had
the 2048's been completed, of course . . . As for the marching,
Corporal Brian Loftus's team completed the ten miles and all
the P.E. tests in fine style to win the Commanding Officer's
prize, whilst Corporal Ian Hendry's team earned third place
and 0.C.'s l Squadron prize "for the best l Squadron team
other than the one that wins overall "-there's confidence-by
putting up the fastest time on the march, thus just pipping
"Mike" Troop who scored the same number of points. Some
people feel tha·t nhis two weeks is too artificial and 't hat these
soldierly endeavours should be spread out over the months.
Nevertheless, if Signalmen are called upon to shoot or march
in anger it is, surely, most likely to come out of the blue just
as it did under the clear skies and bright sunshine of Chickerell
-without the Weymouth beach and suitable adornments thereupon to recover on each afternoon.
Some signalling too

The Squadron also did some signalling. Our new two-pipper,
Lieutenant A. J. Hutt, celebrated by raking some radios off to
Denbury. He may not have impressed the Junior Leaders as
they haven't had time to forget what they've been taught, but
he did impress the Royal Marines at Plymouth and " sold "
them two C15s for their exercise next month. It's all rather
hush hush but we gather that the crews will be dusting their
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·• The King is Deud-Lo11g Live the King -The month of June and the first part of July was a busy and
exciting time for the Regiment. It was also a sad time, because
we had to say farewell to Lieutenant-Colonel E. H. Davies,
who has spent over three years in the Regiment, firstly as
Second-in-Command and latterly in command. It was obvious
from the reactions of all ranks in his last few days that they
had become very attached to him and were genuinely s<?rry
to see him leave. The pages of THE WIRE are a converuent
medium for the soldiers of the Regiment which he has commanded for two years to thank him for the care he has taken
of their interests and his understanding of their problems. We
wish him well in his new appointment in the M.O.D. All
wives join in similar good wishes to M:rs. Davies, who has
been the guiding light in the Wives' Club for so long.
Lieutenant-Colonel W. E. Sherratt, M.B.E., has now taken
over command and we extend to him and M:rs. Sherratt a warm
welcome and ~ happy stay in the Regiment.
Visitors
June was mainly devoted to exercises of one sort or another,
the most important of which was " Full House " at the end
of the month. At that time we were visited by one of our
distinguished ex-C.O.s, the C.S.O., :Srigadi~• P. F. P~ntreath,
M.B.1!. No doubt he made some 1Dteresung comparison~ to
himself about the way things are done now and the way th1Dgs
were done in the period 1959-61. We were also ·pleased to
see Major "'Monty " Truscott up at the sharp end <?n "f'.ull
House." Lots of other people came to see us well, 1Dcluding
John Little and Charles Parrett, of Epsylon, Ltd., who are
now almost on ration strength.
Sub-Aqua Club
Underwater swimming is, without doubt, the most popular
sport in 7th Regiment at the present time. La~ce-Corpor~l
Clark, of H.Q. Squadron has recently been on a pr~vate ~x~1tion to the blue waters of the Mediterranean, and his fasc1Datmg
exploits are reported elsewhere in this edition of THE WIRE.
The other members of Sub 7 Aqua Club have not as yet
been so lucky as this, but they continue to plu~b the dep~s
of various nearby lakes, and their plans for a trip to Corsica
are now well advanced.
Five of the club members have now passed the necessary
British Sub-Aqua Club ·tests to qualify as third class divers.
Three of these ·human seals have not had the adv'.111tage ?f
attending the advanced military swimming course m Berlin
and deserve a pat on the back for a very fine effort. The ~d
towards qualification is not a simple one. . I:-ectures ?n ~ubiects
such as the physiology and physics of div1Dg, nav1gat.J?n ~nd
artificial ·respiration are mandatory. as well as the swunmmg
tests. In addition a series of five dives has to be made. These
have to be to a depth of at least twenty-five feet and have to
last for at least fifteen minutes.
Two weekend expeditions have b<:en m:ide recently in orde.r
to obtain some practical diving expenence m open water. !hese
were christened Exercise " Sub-7 l and II " and are, without
doubt only the first of a long series. Who knows, they may
well become as famous (or infamous) as that other well known
series, "Hot Spot."
The first of these two outings was to the Sorpasee, south of
the famous Monesee, over the weeke~~ 14th and 15th May
when, with excellent weather cond1uons and underwater
visibility of thirty feet or S<_>, large shoals of fish and other
natural life was observed. It is alleged ~at a 6-foot lo~g brown
fish with yellow stripes was seen, but, ID the e_vent1 this n;,rne?,
out to be Corporal Kubu whose normal habitat 1s the U
Troop Workshops. These Fijians are everywhere l
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The second trip was made on 4th and 5th June to the
Doktorsee at Rinteln. (It is not known whether the proximity
of the local B.M.H. had anything . to do with this choice of
venue). Visibility was not so good on this occasio~: o~ly six
inches at a depth of twenty-five feet. In order to dive safely a
line was laid from the shore along the bottom, to an anchored
buoy and then back to the shore at right angles to the first
line. (Who better than a brace of "hairies " to carry out such
a task!). The total length of the route was some 250 yards and
the first task was simply to follow the line from end to end.
This was duly carried out with the intrepid divers following
each other at intervals of twenty feet.
The second task was to follow the line to the anchored buoy,
surface and then dive down 25 feet to the second line and follow
it to the shore. Simple enough one might suppose.. However,
due to the poor visibility, divers were apt to lo~e their sei;ise. of
direction when going back down to the anchor line, thus picking
the wrong one and heading back fro~ whence. they came. Inevitably they met head on the next diver on his way QUt. The
canoe-borne surface party, who could see w?at was .happen!ng
from the trail of air bubbles, had great difficulty ID kecp1Dg
their canoe afloat due to the antics of their underwater brethren.
Further instruction in the use of the compass is contemplated.
:-.totor Cycling
Our gallant trials riders have been trying their luck in a
number of locally organised civilian events with some success.
On 12th June they entered for a competition organised by a
German club at Brake.
The course consisted of six laps of a circuit with five observed
sections .Per lap. This wa~ considered ~o be a bit tight for our
riders whose 500 c.c. Tnump?. ?13ch1Des were about .250 lb.
heavier than the bikes of the civilian club members. With the
temperature in the Sos, the riders became considerably lighter
as the day wore on; unfortunately, their machines were becoming heavier from the accum~lation of mud. Lance-Cor~r~l
Ross having a particular affimty for mud, took a bath m It
on o'ne of the observed sections.
In the afternoon session there was a separate compeuuon;
prizes were only to be awarded for the OVC;fall first,_ second
and ·third riders. Our team, on the assumption that 1t could
not be any harder than in the morning, duly entered. They
found somewhat to their horror, that only the worst parts
of thd original sections were to ~e used and that entries to the
sections had been made more difficult to encourage more competition between the top riders.
"Well, it was good training anyway," appeared to be the
general opinion as a bee-line was made to the club house for
a beer at the ~d of the day. By this time the heavens had
opened and everyone was ready for some liquid refreshment.
When the results were announced, it was found that the team
had won the morning competition and that in their class our
riders had taken the first three places. Lance-Corporal Lloyd
had come first having Jost 69 points, Lance-Corporal Ross w~s
second (91 polnts), Sergeant Rhind third (103 points). All ID
all, a sterling effort.
~lilitary

.

Colle.ith'e Nouns
It is often difficult in the Service to know how to deSC!ibe
a group of specialists 9f one sort or another. A few suggestions
are given below:

A quagmire of Quartermasters.
A fusion of Foremen.
A medley of Majors.
A privy of Provost Sergeants.
(Any other suggestions welcomed.-Ediior)
New Arrivals. - W.0.II
Sergeant Breese.

Paterson,

W.O.II

Mason,

Staff

Departttres.-W.O.II Strutt.
Marriages.-Signalman Malseed to Maura Josephine Hogan;
Lance-Corporal Spence to Ehrentraud Esther Itte.
Births.-Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Fraser, a son, Dav~d Craig;
Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Morrison, a son, Peter; Signalman
and Mrs. Holloway, a daughter, Amanda Jane; Lance-Corporal
and Mrs. Carter, a son, Peter; Staff Sergeant and M:r.s. Jones,
a son Peter· Signalman Gage, a daughter, Joanne; Signalman
and Mrs. Sharman, a daughter, Sorua Theresa.
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Visitors, t•arnd1,s, PoUed Spoa:ts
Having written in a previous edition that " the moment our
Divisional Staff go into the field, of course, the days always
change to unbroken sunshine," we now sadly relate that our
recent OPX took place during four days of unbroken rain.
However, it proved .good training for our L.A.D. who, rumour
has it, have now indented for frogmen's outfits for their Recovery Crew.
Three days after their return from this exercise, H.Q. Squadron and 3 Squadron were heading north to ~ummer camp, which
this year is being held near Gromitz, on the Baltic coast. At
the time of writing, we hear that P.E. tests and early morning
P.T., carried out under the eagle eye of our A.P.T.C. instructor,
S.S.l. Johnson, are being undertaken with positive enthusiasm.
On 10th May, we were visited by Major-General L. H.
Atkinson, O.B.E., D.E.M.E. (Army), who was saying his farewell to R.E.M.E. personnel serving in B.A.0.R. During his
visit he was met by a quarter guard commanded by Corporal
Flint (R.E.M.E.), and visited our L.A.D. Servicing Bay, and
24 Flight, Army Air Corps.
A Queen's Bir~hday Parade was held on 11th June, at
which Brigadier G. de E. Collin, M.C., C.R.A., 4th Division,
took the salute and inspected the parade. During the parade
Long Service and Good Conduct Medals were presented to
W.0.I R. G. Stone, A.C.C., and W .O.II (R.Q.M.S.) W. Williams,
and safe driving certificates to Signalman Howe, Drivers Pouton,
Harrison, and Barr (R.C.T.), 2 Squadron, and Craftsman Heap
(R.E.M.E.), H.Q. Squadron.
After the parade, the Brigadier and a large crowd of spectators watched a display on the trampolene by our resident
experts, Signalman Quinn, Lance-Corporal Cleve and Craftsman Heap, and Robert Newman, 14-year-old son of Staff
Sergeant Newman, of 3 Squadron. During this time most of
the Regiment were changing into P.T. kit to return quickly
to the parade ground for Inter-Troop Potted Sports. These included tug--0f-war, obstacle course, archery, football, hockey,
netball, etc. The result was a narrow win for 24 Flight A.A.C.
" A' team, led by Captain M ike Dean, who were presented
with prizes by Mrs. Badcock.
Exerelsc~s,

Focus

Athletics
Our inter-Squadron athletics match was held at Herford
Stadium on 15th June, and the results were most encouraging.
Gunner Bown equalled the B.A.0.R. qualifying distance for the
javelin and Second-Lieutenant Reading and Craftsman Jordan
both cleared 5ft. 8in. in the high jump. Second-Lieutenant
Reading narrowly failed to reach the 4th D ivision record of 5ft.
9fin. Our Regimental team finished fifth out of ten entries
in the Divisional Athletics Meeting at Sennelager.

Tennis
In the B.A.0.R. Lawn Tennis Championship, 1966, held
at Rheindalen during June, we were represented by LieutenantColonel J. M. W. Badcock, M.B.E., the Commanding Officer,
and Captain G. R. Oehler , the Adjutant, and Mrs. Oehlers.
Colonel Badcock and Captain Oehlers were unlucky to be drawn
against the eventual runners-up of the Regimental D oubles
Competition in the first round and were beaten, but only after
three sets.
Captain Oehkrs and Lieutenant Siderfin (21st
Regiment) won the Men's Doubles, Open, and Captain and
Mrs. Oehlers were runners-up in the Mixed Doubles.
Captain Oehlers was sel cted to play for B.A.0.R. against
the R.A.F. in the Inter-Services Tournament, but unf.ortunately
had to withdraw, due to a back injury.
0

I. "Potted Sports... Captain M. Dear tries to over·
come the hazards under the watchful eye of
Captain (T-0-T) G . Spragge.

lV. V .S. Trilt to JS(wliu
2.

Wlnnine Team "Potted Sports" 24 FLT AAC
(Bock row left to right) : Captain M. Dear, LanceBombadier Hollingsworth, Gunner Ooton. (Front
row left to right) : Lance-Corporal Lalabolame, Gunner
Hall, Gunner Bown.

3.

Archery. 0 Sieht1ne" by Sergeant Howson.
"Shootine" by Signalman Ayers ( I Squadron).

4.

Brigadier G . de E. Collin, M.C., talks to Sisnalman
Rix at the Queen's Birthday Parade.

5.

Major-General L. H. Atkinson, O.B.E., D.E.M.E.
(Army) talks to Craft5man Beeton of 3 Squadron.

Mrs. Val Williams, our W.V.S. representative, arranged for a
party of twenty members of the Regiment to soend a very enjoyable Whit week-end in Berlin, where our -hosts were 229
Squadron, to whom we offer our warmest thanks for accommodating and feeding us so well. The visit included a tour
of the Eastern Sector, as well as a coach and boat trip in
West Berlin, and provided a most interesting break from
routine for those lucky enough to be included.
Cy•ilinJ{
This season our Cycling Club is as keen as ever, and has
started its activities by entering three events a 48 km. race,
organised by 11 O.F.P., at Minden, in which Signalman West,
our captain came in seventh, then on 25th June a 65 km. race
at Sennelager, which proved to be a very hard race over the
ranges. All our team members finished with placings, SignalTHE WIRE, AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 1966

man West, nth; Sapper Allen, 17th; Signalman Smith 19th·
and Signalman Ramsey, 21st. We have now entered th~ sam~
team for the 25-mile time trial at RA.F., Bruggen, on 23rd
July, and hope to report fuither successes in our next notes.
Serg•mnts•

~lt>NS

~erg_eant Doon~n,

our cook sergeant, has recently won first
pnze lil the Regimental Sweep Stake-his prize being three
World Cup football tickets and a free air flight to the U.K.
Some people are born lucky. There are lots of new faces in
the Mess these days and many departures. Within the next
weeks we say goodbye to W.O.Is Yeldham and Wolstenholme
W:O_.Ils Bright, Meredith, McPherson, Williams, Copley and
Williamson and Sergeants Howson, Hardwick, Edwards Baxter
'
'
Ashcroft, Richards and Staff Sergeant Frost.
9th

llEGDtENT,

D.F.P.O.

53

c.o.·s

O.D.E. Celebrated
The month began with the announcement in the Queen's
Birthday Honours List of the award of the 0.B.E. to our
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel 0. J. Peck. At the
ti~e of the announc~ment he was in. the U.K. on duty, but on
arnval back on the island he was dnven straight from the airport to the Mess where the officers had gathered to drink his
health, and to co_n gratulate him on his well deserved award.
lle1tort fron1 lVarrant Officers' and
Sergeanis' ~less
On 16th June a formal dinner was held in the Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess to say farewell to W.O.I Kinch
and W.O.II Gibson.
Ernie's gone you know . . . been kicked upstairs! Yes, it
was a great relief, not least of all to the M.T. Section. They
were delighted when they heard about it-no more bull, no
more rallying. Oh, for the easy life! It was really an accident
the way it came about too. You see we haven't had a DiningIn Night for some time now, so we thought Thursday, 16th
June, would be a nice day for it. That's pay day you see. Then
of C<?urse we had to dig up a good reason for it-an excuse
really, for the benefit of the wives-and someone had the bright
idea of dropping a line to Records . . . and Hey Presto, Ernie
was up for a posting.
As W.O.II "Ernie" Gibson, our M.T. Warrant Officer, he
was bad enough-a real terror of the works ticket-but there
were occasions when he actually stood in for "Tara" (R.S.M.
« Mick " Hopewell) while that one took a few days leave.
Phew! Proper warmed up the R.S.M.'s chair he did and last
time it happened the old barber was so overworked he had to
emigrate to U.K. for (National) health reasons. Now Ernie's off
there himself. He's going to be R.S.M . at 10th Regiment. You
lucky people!
Joking aside tlJ?ugb, on the night of the 16tp our table was
honoured by J:be· presence of Colonel G. H. Hoerder, M.B.E.,
A.A.G.-A.G.II, who was on a visit to the Regiment, and our
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel 0. J. Peck O.B.E.,
who kindly joined with us of the Sergeants' Mess in saying a
· fond farewell to two stalwarts.
W.O.I ' Les" Kinch is off to the embyro 6th Regiment
where, if be does nothing else, he'll soon get the " hamshack "
organised. He and his family are looking forward to the long
drive up the Adriatic Coast from Brindisi in the foot of Italy.
They intend to work steadily on through Europe visiting
"Hamfriends" (I wonder if you can say that) on the way.
Finally they intend to pop over for a quick holiday in Cornwall.
We are sorry to see them go and wish them Good "!--uck for
the future.
As I have already mentioned above, W.O.II "Ernie" Gibson
is posted on appointment to R.S .M. of 10th Regiment to
Houn low. Rally enthusiast, gamesman, sportsman and
occasional one-up-man, Ernie G ib on is a personality in his
own right. He and his family are al o raking the overland route
from Brindisi. but uo the western coast calling in on Naoles
on the way. He savs he-is going on to the Isle of Capri to meet
Gracie Fi lds, and believe me anything is possible with this
family. Due in his new unit early in eptember he says spies
have already reported that 10th Regiment olan a rally for midSeptember and he's really looking forward to it. Better watch
out there! Jus.t keep an eye open for a big, red, Taunus Estate
Car and you'll know he's arrived.
And rest assured-your gain is very defini ely our los !
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.Jublle Wee
The major event which has been looming up on the Regimental Calendar for some time has been the celebration of
our Jubilee.
Delving back into history, it appears that the Regiment can
trace its lineage back to the First World War, and the posting
of a single soldier to Cairo in 1916. In subsequent years he was
joined by others until, in 1924, No. 2 Wireless Company was
formed at Sarafand, with a detachment in Baghdad. In 1946
the unit having expanded to become No. 2 Wireless Regiment,
arrived in Nicosia. In 1947 the Regiment moved to its present
location and was re-designated 9th Regiment in 1959.
The celebrations got off to a rousing start with a fete on
Saturday, 25th June. Stalls and sideshows were assembled on
the sports field and customers were soon being encouraged to
part with their money. Eight members of the Saddle Club put
on a display of equitation which proved very entertaining, and
in a completely different sense the donkey races provided quite
a spectacle. The highlight of the afternoon's entertainment was
undoubtedly the wrestling. Two bouts were held between Fred
Cornelius Rainey and Gordon Kid Cook in the middleweight
class and a heavyweight contest between Jones, the Mercury
Mauler, and Killer Welch. Several weeks rehearsal went into
the preparation of the programme and the result was a couple
of very professional ' fixed ' bouts.
After a quiet day on Sunday, the Jubilee Week continued with
a Regatta at Golden Sands on Monday, 27th. Members of the
Quatic departments of the Regiment provided displays of sailing,
sub aqua and water ski-ing. Presiding over the whole show
rather like a worried mother hen was the Corps yacht Cito.

10th
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Farewell to a popular R.S.:U.
On the 15th June the officers of the Regiment repaid the
frequent hospitality of the Warrant Officers and Sergeants with
a "Wine and Cheese" party held in the Bruno Oub. As all
the ladies were present, the opportunity was taken during
the party to thank W.O.I (R.S.M.) and Mrs. A. A. J. Reed who
are leaving us in October for all the bard work they have put
in on behalf of the Regiment since its formation. On behalf
of the officers, Lieutenant-Colonel Ellis presented the R.S.M.,
shortly being commissioned, with a sword, inscribed with bis
name and new rank.
The June Fancy Dress Night at the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Club took the form of a cowboy and Indian nighta roaring success.
On the 29th the Regimental Darts Tournament reached its
conclusion when the quarter, semi-finals and final were played
off in the Bruno Oub. Corporal Coomber defeated Signalman
Lander to win the darts trophy, which was awarded for the
first time this year. A further two matches were played during
the evening-an inter-Squadron match resulted in a win for
I Squadron-and a challenge match between the champion,
Feather-Flight O'Flagberty and the unknown Brave Bung-Ole
Bert (better known as Lance-Corporal Easton and the R.S .M.
respectively) resulted in the defeat of the champion, who was
somewhat handicapped by the referee, Double Top Tony
(Corporal Patterson).
The Regiment said goodbye this month to an old friend,
Captain W. Farmery (see 2 Squadron notes) and welcomed in
his place Captain A. D. Steel.
I S«lUADRON
Bo8y as u8oal
Once again the Squadron was called upon to provide the
communications for the Queen's Birthday Parade.
Apart from this big event the Squadron has been in great
demand over the past month and our team has attended a wide
variety of events in the London area, including the Household
Cavalry Sports, the Household Brigade's Rifle Meeting and
M.0.D. (Army) Sports.
The Recruiting team has also been busy this month-at the
Cambridge Dairy Sh~w and the Suffolk Tattoo at Ipswich.
Preparations are now going ahead for the provision of communications for the 25oth Anniversary of the Royal Artillery;
the State Visit of the King of Jordan and the installation of

On Tuesday the Band of the 2nd Bn. The Royal Angli.an
Regiment played at a Band Concert on the sports field. They
had recently returned from Israel and by all accounts they had
a very successful trip. Their programme for the concert was
most varied and original and was thoroughly enjoyed by all
those present.
The latter part of the week was taken up with a dance in the
Harewood Club on Wednesday, the Officers' Mess Ball on
Thursday and the Sergeants' Mess Ball on Saturday. By Sunday, sleep was at a premium, and dark glasses were the order
of the day.
Mention must also be made of the Mercury Theatre Group's
"Look at London" on Friday night. This was by way of being
a preview of their Summer Show which runs from 7th to 9th
July. By all accounts it was a highly entertaining performance,
and lives. up to the very high standard set by the Summer
Show last year.
Appropriately the Jubilee Week came to an end with a
Church Parade on the square on Sunday morning. The service
was inter-denominational and was conducted by the Regimental
Chaplain. A solemn moment, in a week of festivities, which
by its very simplicity was extremely movin_g.
Last, but not least I hope, your present scribe is off to 650
Troop at the beginning of August and this is positively my final
appearance, in print for some little time. No more that worried
look as the 1st of the month comes round once again, followed
by a frantic search of the events file. Second-Lieutenant
Geoffrey Vaughan steps in to the editorial hot seat for the next
few months and I'll just close by wishing him good luck.

equipment in Golden Cross House, in the Strand, which has
been allotted to Royal Signals for the month of July, for a
recruiting display.
Obituary
It is with deep regret that we have to record the death of
Mrs. Grace Scott, wife of Captain G. H . Scott, on 10th May,
1966. Our sincere sympathy goes out to Captain Scott and
family.
Dirtlls
On a happier note we offer our congratulations to Corporal
and Mrs. Atherton on the recent birth of a son. Since the
midwife was two minutes late on parade, Corporal Atherton
handled the delivery himself. As a result there is now a strong
rumour that midwifery is shortly to be incorporated in the
Squadron Military Training Programme!
2
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good officer nnd n good friend
On 2nd June the Regiment bade a sad farewell to Captain
W. Farmery. To commemorate the occasion there was a parade
held in his honour, composed of volunteers from 2 Squadron
who all wanted to be there to say goodbye to, not only a good
officer, but in many ways a good friend.
The parade, commanded by W.O.II R. A. Peake, B.E.M., took
the form of an inspection by Captain Farmery, and then on
behalf of all present and on duty, Lance-Corporal Easton
presented him with an inscribed Silver Salver, before Captain
Farmery took the march past salute from -the dais.
Upon his retirement Captain Farmery was Second-inCommand 2 Squadron and 0.C. London District Signal Troop,
but was better remembered by several present as 0.C. 605
Troop, which was amalgamated with 238 and 239 Squadrons
to become the new 10th Regiment. During his farewell address
to the members of the parade he dwelt on his memories of this
p_riod in his career.
Captain Farmery said that he valued the honour granted to
him by the members of the Squadron in giving him a farewell
parade. We would like him to know that it was our honour
to have served with him and, through the medium of THE
WIRE, of which he is a re~lar subscriber, we wish him once
again all the very best in his new career. (And so say all of us.
-Editor)
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striking thing about this year's competitions was that the overall average scores were up by at least IO per cent on previous
years, and this augurs well for Corps shooting as a whole. The
Regimental team did well to bring home the Roupell Cup, and
then moved on to Bisley, where Corporal Hughes became the
proud possesor of an Army Hundred Medal.

THE R.S.M. OF 10th REGIMENT RECEIVES HIS SWORD FROM
THE COMMANDING OFFICER
In the picture, Sergeant Mackay, Mrs. Alben, Sergeant Green,
R.S.M. Reed, Lietuenant-Colonel Ellis, R.Q.M.S. Bibby (partially
hidden) and Major Fortescue-Hitchins

14th REGIMENT, GLOUC:ESTEH
Now that the dust from the "Freedom " has settled, we
are back to a regular pattern of life once more. The shooting
season has been quietly moving along and the Regimental
teams in the Southern Command meeting and the Corps Meeting have done themselves credit. This has been a season of
" blooding "-young shots have been introduced to competition
shooting and have come through extremely well.
Royal Signals Southern Command RiOe lUeetingvery 1t1easnnt nnd well run

This year's Minor Units Meeting proved a very pleasant,
well-run and, for us, quite a successful competition. We were
delighted to find that for the first time all three Squadrons were
represented-Sergeant Miller being quite large enough to make
up a team himself, although entered only as an individual. It
was obvious right from the start that the overall standard of
shooting had improved, and we were not going to get it all our
own way-3 Squadron, 3 H.Q. and Signal Regiment, with a
team that boasted one or two members of the Corps team
at least were set to knock us off last year's pedestal, and proved
themselves well up to the task by taking the first Rifle Match
(The Roupell Cup). When again the S.M.G. Cup eluded us,
our team was shaken from its mood of quiet confidence into
one of grim determination.
Tlte Three Witches of lluUorcl go into action
Luckily, the three Witches of Bulford (S.S.M.s I and 3 and
our pet Armourer, Sergeant Makepeace), chanting dirty ditties
in Swahili and shaking their bags of chicken bones, managed
to produce enough 'fluence • (or something) to change our
luck, and we proceeded to snap up the other two rifle . matches
without too much trouble. The finale of the meenng was,
as last year, a 1 Squadron benefit, with two of our teams, OJ?-e
ably assisted by 2 Squadron, fighting a close-fought duel m
the final of the Falling Plate Competition. Happilv, 1 Squadron
won. Yet again, throughout this competition and the one that
was to follow, I was impressed by the cheerful, helpful spmt
that persisted amongst our Regiment's teams. Two innoyations
this year deserve mention. First was the inclusion-I thmk for
the first time-of a blue job, Corporal Cox in the. 3. ~qua~~n
team and s~ondly, the team nurse, tea-maker, stansticia?? JU-JU
man, and, almost incidentally, Armourer. The extradition of
Sergeant Makepeace from Der Bunker into the clear light of the
Bulford day, was a move that paid off handsomely. If any
man wasn't wholly confident in the capabilities of his gun (or
rifle if he prefers) it wasn't our Armourer's fault.
Royal
This
and the
in the

SiJtnals RiOe 1'feetb1g
immediately followed the Southern Command shoot,
competition stiffened considerably, as well-known names
Corps shooting world started to appear. The most
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Adventure Tralnin"
It is surprising what you can get funds for-especially those
allotted to Adventure Training. We decided to sail the Corps
Yacht Stella Lyra as an adventure training venture-the aim
being .to exercise about twenty bodies in the handling of a
sea-going craft. Due to heavy bookings of the boat, we had to
split the training into two separate weeks-4th-10th June, and
8th-14th August. The following is an account of the first
week's outing, under Major C. McDevitt.
The team was: Major G . H. Dawson Mx, W.O.II S.
Barrett, Staff Sergeant Conway, Sergeant Miller, Corporal
Killingbeck, Corporal Merchant, Lance-Corporal Tancock and
Signalman Prior.
Our first idea was to camp somewhere in the vicinity of
Studland Bay, anchor the yacht offshore and to ferry personnel
to and fro daily, and to concentrate on short day trips.
Preparations for sail traiuin"
The Royal Marine Commandos, who are statiop.ed in Poole
Harbour, kindly offered to accommodate and feed us, in return
for hospitality given to their Recruiting Team in Droitwich.
We despatched Staff Sergeant Conway and Sergeant Miller to
Poole to weigh up the ' pros and cons.' They spoke glowingly
of the reception and faciliries offered by the Commandos, so we
decided to avail ourselves of their hospitality.
Poole Harbour is the second largest inland harbour in the
world, after Sydney, Australia, and, like all shallow inland waterways, requires a great deal of care in the harbour and its
approaches. The harbour attracts dozens of sailing clubs and
thousands of yachts, ranging from dinghies to ocean-going
cruisers.
The Stella Lyra, which is very ably looked after by LieutenantColonel Eric Glover and members of 30th Regiment, is clinkerbuilt, sleeps four, and is normally moored at Parkstone Yacht
Club.
We were met at Parkstone on 4th June by Lieutenant-Colonel
Glover, who showed us over the boat, briefed us as to its little
idiosyncrasies and showed us bow to work the motor. We
then motored back to the hard standing of the Commandos,
where we moored alongside an L.C.T.
Advice from tlte locals
After lunch, the same day, we set sail, and with Major Dawson
as pilot sailed south along Studland Bay. Winds were moderate and we experienced no difficulty until Staff Conway put
us 'on to the "putty," on thi; edge of the main chan~el.. '\Jt'.'e
got off in a few minutes, with the advice of the locals rmgmg ~
our -ears. We did nor have the heart to tell them that we did
not possess a reverse gear.
Since our numbers were too great for the Stella, our pany
was split into two, and each day two dinghies, 0!1~ GP14 .~nd
·o ne fibre glass " Bosun " was hired from the Lilliput Sailing
Club and whilst one party crewed the Stella, the other
was exploring the islands and beaches all around the harbour.
An ex11eriment that nearly caught us out
Dav trips were carried out on Saturday, Sunday and ~on
day without incident, but on Tuesday we suffC;Ied ,? mm_o;,
catastrophe. We sailed to Swanage, had a quick shufti
around the harbour, and were on our way ~ack to Poo~e
on a dead run with a quartering sea, when we decided to experiment with the spinnaker; it so happened that three of our. more
experienced sailors were up forward and the least experienced
member on the tiller. He failed to correct the yaw caused by
a following sea and a gybe re ulted. Luckily no one was on
deck at that moment or he would have been swept overboard.
The mainsail split, Major McDevit! leaped to withdraw. the
spinnaker boom, W.O.II Barratt, ha_vmg tak~n ~>Ver ~h7 tiller,
came smartly up to wind, to prevent the mamsa1l spbtung any
further· unfortunately the two actions didn't exactly synchronise,
the ne~ result being that Major M~evitt was cat'.lpulted to the
other side of the boat, grimly hangmg on to the spmnaker boom,

(Continued on page 346)
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nearly bayon ting Staff Sergeant Conway en route. Somehow
he managed to stay on board and saved enough breath for a
few blistering comments to the helmsman. We came back
to base on the motor and spent the whole of the next day on
maintenance.
,V.0.11 Barrett rej.,<rets he's unable to lunela today
On the last day, we set sail for the Isle of Wight. W.O.II
Barrett elected to do the cooking and devised a lavish fourcourse meal for lunch. Unfortunately, the only phase he managed to implement was the potato-peeling-the rest of the day
he pent praying, moaning gently, leaning over the rail, and trying to keep himself warm in one of the bunks, whilst Major
McDevitt and Staff Conway 'stowed away' three helpings of
soup, fillet with pommes sautes, etc., followed by mixed fruit
and Devon cream and washed down with coffee.
All in all, a most enjoyable time was had by all, and we
are deeply in debt to the Royal Marine Commandos.
16th
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After a short absence we return to THE WIRE again, and
begin with a belated "Vale" and " Salve."
Farewell ,t o Lieutema u t-Colonel Freeland
On 25th May, 1966, we said farewell to Lieutenant-Colonel
D. H. Freeland who left us to take up his new appointment as
C.S.O. Loqdon District. Colonel Freeland had commanded
the Regiment for 2t years, during which time many changes
were brought about. We wish him and Mrs. Fr _eland every
success and happiness in theit new appointment.
We welcome our new Commanding Offic'!r, LieutenanrColonel J. C. Lucas, and Mrs. Lucas, and hope that theit
stay with us will be a happy one.
\\-'iJ111ers of Rh in e

.~r e n

Athletics

Our main talking point this month is athletics. On 2rst and
22nd June, we competed in the Rhine Area Major Unit
Championships, and emerged the winners over a Gunner
Regiment and three other Signal Regiments.
As Rhine Area winners, we qualified to compete in the
B.A.0.R. stage of the Army Inter-Unit T eam Athletic Championships at Sennelager on 8th July. Here the competit'.on
was naturally greater, but we managed to acquit ourselves honourably, and finished in third place to the 1st Battalion The
Black ~arch, with 2nd Battalion Grenadier Guards runners-up.
We wish both these teams luck in the Army Championships
in Aldershot later this month.
We_ have not neglected work whilst performing on the
athle~cs fie~d, but have taken part in the past few weeks in
exercises with H.Q., B.A.O.R. and 1 (BR) Corps, and have
additionally provided assistance to exercises bv other arms.
At. J?~esent we are providing radio, line and llmited comcen
fac1ht1es to R. M.A.S., who are taking pan in theit annual exercise in the Eifel, which, although it has some V·ery wonderful
scenery, has also a very high rate of rainfall. A cry from the
heart was received yesterday on the rear link-" indent for
some sunshine, or alternatively lifebelts!"
Conver s ation in a S toff Cara,·nn
As a tailpiece, the following incident is considered worthy
of reporting:
The scene: A staff caravan deployed in the field. Enter Lineman with telephone.
Lineman: "Will you sign for this telephone?"
G.S.0.1: "Why me?"
Lineman: "Because you're the only . . . here."
G.S.0.1: "0.K., I'll sign."

HEADQU ARTERS,
e/o
IKA~IAT

GU U:KDA SIGNALS,
SERE:MBAN

CA~IP,

fully Inte grated wHh c:;.n. S i g nals Brauc h
The one and only minor step toward s integration that we can
contemplate taking with H.Q. 17 D ivision has already been
t<iken. On 6th June Headquarters Gurkha Signals moved to
Rasah Camp where it is now fully integrated with C.R. Signals
Branch. In due course, and Establishment Committees willing,
~o w
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the appointment of Headquarter's Adjutant now held by Val
Swindale will be amended to read G.S.O. II Signals/H.Q.
Adjutant.
Transfer to Divisional Headquarters has its hazards and
R.H.Q. 17 Gurkha Regiment is looking forward to watching
the H.Q. Gurkha Signals staff setting off on t:heir Wednesday
afternoon jungle walks behind the G.0.C.
It is appropriate that Headquarters Gurkha Signals should
announce the following recent awards for service in Borneo: M.B.E.-Major H. Mc I. Paterson 247 Gurkha Squadron;
Mention in Despatches-Captain (Q.G.0.) Balbahadur
Tamang, 248 Gurkha Squadron; S.Q.M.S. L. H.
Harvey, 247 Gurkha Squadron.
No. I (Depot) Squadron
Comman~ed by Captain (Q.G.0.) Jagbahadur Gurung this
Squadron, like all other Headquarters Squadrons, is the maid
of all work and, in its eyes anyway, the least appreciated and
hardest worked in the Regiment.
The Quartermaster, Jack Wilderspin, is about to emerge
from behind his typewriter where has has been writing the new
L.E.T. Just as he emerges R.H.Q. plans to revise the establishment. Tommy Jones, the M.T.0., is still recovering from being
ordered to draw an ancient non-running 3-ton binned vehicle
to be stripped out and used as a DI 3 Transmitter Hall. He will
hate showing one non-runner on his vehicle returns.
_T.M. !roop, commanded by Lieutenant (T.O.T.) J. H.
1xson, is always busy. For the recent and biggest exercise
held in the Far East for many years they converted our old
40 line F. & F. into a system control and saved the day on
many occasions by its use. This was that memorable old piece
of equipment's swan song as its replacement has now arrived.
It is perhaps unfortunate that the latter weighs three and a
half times as much and this at a time when we are going airportable again.
No. 2 (Trnhling) Squadron
Y. of S. Coaker works here and he has been primarily concerned over recent months in training our radio relay crews.
Installation and training were compiled in time for the big
exercise and results were excellent.
A new task for this Squadron has been the running of a
course for the Regiment's potential Gurkha officers. They are
being given a sound grounding in equipments, signal tactics
an~ adm~istration whi.ch in addition to their long experience in
t~eir vano~s trades will stand them in good stead when they
beCQme Troop Commanders.
No . 3 (L. of (;.) Squ adrOll
Running static communication centres in four locations in
Malaya is not perhaps the most appropriate job for a Gurkha
soldier but it is a job that has to be done by someone.
Major. T. E. D. Baxter set up the first 17 Divisional Comcentre rune years ago. Since then there has been little if any
structural improvement to it. Now at long last, however it
looks__as if we. ~ay get it replaced by a new and fully ;ircondmoned buildmg. At least four different plans have been
drawn up and discarded during the negotiations and it is
doubtful if even the corner stone will be laid before Major
Baxter departs but in the months to come a monument to his
efforts may be erected.
There are the odd perks to being in 3 Squadron. There is
a comcen far away in Dharan in Nepal and Y. of S. Hayes was
able to pay a fleeting visit to this in May.
N o. 4 (F ield) Squa dron
Better known as the "Fighting Fourth " or " Ridley's Own."
Motto, "you say it, we can do it." Action on land and from
the air is fairly commonplace but the Squadron has even been
to sea when it provided VHF range safety communications for
Exercise "Highland F ling." In this a Squadron of tanks was
de-mothballed, landed across the beaches on the east coast and
fired its main armament out to sea. No fishing boats were sunk
and liaison with somebody was obviously good as the O.C.
came back clutching duty free gin.
N ot to be outdone by those Brigade types in Borneo the
Squadron has recently operated a C41/R222 link fro m Seremban
to Johore Bahru using Mount Ophir at 3,500 feet as the fi rst
relay. They have at least got ~he C41 higher than any Squadron
in Borneo but the C42 is doing a mere 75 miles hop.
T H E WIR E, AUGUS T -SEP T EMBER
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New (;.A.F.S.0. wel••om.-d
This month has seen the arrival of Colonel J. C. Clinch, our
new C.A.F.S.O., who, besides visiting the station at Laarbruch
officially, was dined in by the officers of the Regiment within
a week of setting foot in his "parish." We would like to take
this opportunity of wishing him and his family a happy tour
with Ait Formation Signals in Germany.
Guard of llo1tour for an Air lUarshala 1111ique 1•rivil••~e
On the 27th June, the day of the annual inspection of the
Royal Air Force units at Laarbruch, .the Regiment had the
privilege of providing a Guard of Honour for the Ait Officer
Commanding-in-Chief, Ait Marshal Sir Denis Spotswood,
K.C.B., C.B.E., D.F.C., D.s.o. The Guard1 which included representatives from all the Regiments wmg signal troops and
Regimental Headquarters, was commanded by Captain E. P.
Hughes. It was accompanied on parade by the Station drums
and pipes. The only fly in the ointment was the weather which
produced a steady downpour, but despite this Sit Denis spent
some time inspecting the Guard and talking to various men and
left to carry on his inspection after complimenting all concerned
on their fine turnout and bearing.
We consider this to be quite a unique honour and would be
interested to hear from any ex-members of Ait Formation
Signals who themselves have been members of Guards of
Honour for Air Marshals!
Stntaon sports-Signals sweep the board

For the fifth year in succession the Laarbruch athletics team
won the station inter-wing athletics championship. The afternoon chosen for the meeting was oppressively hot without a
breath of ait and hardly conducive to running, let alone record
breaking. Despite this our runners won all the track events.
Corporal Brighton, our R.A.F. vehicle mechanic, won three
events, the 800, 400 and 200 metres. Signalman Fry won two
events, the 5,000 metres and the 3,000 metres steeplechase.
Signalman Gumbs won the 100 metres sprint, Lance-Corporal
Storer won the 1,500 metres and the relay team, consisting of
Lance-Corporal Smith, Corporal Brighton, Signalman Bell and
Signalman Gupi.bs, won the 4 x 100 metre$ relay. To cap it all,
Corporal Wilkins won the 3,000 metres walk and set a new
Station record at the same time.
In the field events Signalman Turner got thitd place
in the pole vault, LanceCorporal S k e 1 t o n came
second in throwing the
hammer, Signalman Gumbs
won the high jump (which
gave him a total of three
firsts also), and Signalman
Kirk won both his events
the discus and putting the
shot. In this last event
Signalman Kirk broke the
Station r_cord with a fine
putt of 41 feet rot inches.
He then went on to break
t~e shot putting record at
the R.A.F. Germany Command Championships, where
he represented R. A.F. Laarbruch, with a putt of 41 feet
5 inches, finally he completed
hat-trick by putting the
shot 41 feet 6! inches and
Signalman Kirk o f R.A.F. Laarbruch .
broke the R hine Area
He bro ke severa l records
Championship record also.
Co r por al b eco111es fotttball hero o f Germon

villa~e

Amongst our usual crop of sporting awards, 2 Squadron
reports one in particular which seems worthy of a special
mention.
As well as playing soccer regularly for the " Army team "
R.A.F. W ildenrath, Corporal Sanders has given his services to
the amateur football club of a local village. The team from this
village, which is no more than 1,000 strong, won through to
the fi nal of a major amateur tournament where they were
T HE WIRE , AUGUS T- S EP T E MBER
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dest~ed to play against a team from the city of Duren, a team
considered to be one of the finest amateur sides in North Rhine
Westphalia. The final, played before a large crowd and broadcast over the German radio, was considered to be a foregone
conclusion. Suffice it to say that Duren eventually won 3-2
after extra time; Corporal Sanders having got the ball in th~
net three times, only to have two goals disallowed.
The crowd gave him an ovation as the only Britisher playing
in the tournament, but in addition to the ovation, and much
more satisfying according to Corporal Sanders, were the gifts
of a chicken, leg of mutton, large box of strawberries, potatoes
and such like, and no doubt large quantities of good local brew.

Tng-of-War-both LiJ(ht nud Heavyweigh t team s
win nt Rhine Aren Cha m pionships

Our tug-of-war teams have not been idle this month. The
heavyweight team won the Station trophy for the fifth year in
succession in three pulls against a good team from the R.A.F.
Administrative Wing.
They then went on to represent R.A.F. Laarbruch at the
R.A.F. Germany Command Championships and suffered their
only defeat so far being beaten in the semi-finals by a strong
team from R.A.F. Butzweilerbof, the eventual winners.
At the Rhine Area Championships both the lightweight and
heavyweight teams got through to the finals in straight pulls.
The lightweight team then disposed of 16th Regiment and the
heavyweight team demolished the R.M.A. team. As a result
the lightweight team won the trophy for the second successive
year and the heavyweight team won the trophy for the fourth
successive year.
Finally, in the semi-finals of the B.A.0.R. stage of the Army
Tug-of-War Championships at Dusseldorf the heavyweight
team won in straight pulls against 3 R.H.A. and the lightweight
team were beaten by 14 Field S"quadron R.E. after three pulls
where they were within two inches of victory.
The " heavies " now go forward to the finals of this event at
Sennelager on 8th July, and we wish them every success.

JOIN T C0 1'DI U1\"ICATIONS
UNIT BORNEO
D.F.P.O. 660
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This month we say farewell to Captain A. H. Boyle, who
is off to Bangkok. Rumour has it that he will be in receipt of
entertainment allowance and is allocated a house with a swimming pool. We feel that very shortly he will realise how many
friends he made in J.C.U.B. when the time comes round for
theit "rest and recreation."
Captain Boyle has been replaced by Captain C. Brown who
bas just joined us from 18th Regiment. Other new arrivals
are W.0 .11 (Y. of S.) Dixon, Sergeants O'Brien, Lawless,
Jennings and Marshall. We wish them an interesting year in
Borneo.
Labuan, if nothing else, is a sea fisherman's paradise. Surrounding the coast line is a bed of coral and the offshore
fishing can produce a variety of sea life.
Catches have included small shark, grouper, cat fish, sea
snakes and a multitude of coloured fish that even the experts
have been unable to identify.
Members of the _unit who have so far qualified for the shark
club are W.O.II (S.S.M.) Peat, W.O.II (Y. of S.) Dixon, Staff
Sergeant (F. of S.) Boulton, Sergeant Stemp, Corporal Ryan
Corporal Sigrist and Corporal Rusby.
Last week-end, a fishing expedition of four rods caught over
30 fish. These included nine sharks, a 5lb. cat fish which
gave (he fight of the day, and two large crabs. The fishing
trophy this month was presented to Staff Sergeant (F. of S.)
Boulton.
Two of the three Wessex fibreglass canoes that were presented to the unit by the Nuffield trust have now been sent
down to No. 2 Comcen Troop in Kuching. Rumour has it that
there is now an efficient " Boat Despatch Service " along the
Sungei San tubong.
N o. I C::omcen Troop

As most of our readers have probably gathered, our is a
very integrated Troop. This month, for instance, our boost
3'47

The Alpine Trek

The first requirement was to move the Regiment 500 miles
from St. Toenis to a bafie camp tucked under the mountains
at Schliersee, five miles from the Austrian border. From here
started the five days circular trek over the mountains. Bodenschneid (4,42oft.) to the first alpine camp at 3.6ooft. was tre
gruelling task on Day 1, to whet the appetite. Ascending the
Wallberg (5,6ooft.). On the second day the parties dropp ~ d
down to the second alpinecamp (3,25oft.) on the wooded slopes
of the Wallberg.

"TOPS" FOR THE 28th REGIMENT IN THE BAVARIAN ALPS

Frnnberg t•onquer.-d
Setting off early on the third day, the parties assaulted the
summit of the Rissel Kogel. Snow, loose rock and the narrow
tracks made this leg hazardous and difficult. Shortage of oxygen
at 6 ooo feet required considerable effort and endurance for
each man to get himself and his 45 lb. pack up to the summit.
Pennants were planted on the peak as each patrol conquered
Franberg. But if the ascent was difficult, dropping down the
3,000 ft. to the third Alpine Camp was exhausting and dangerous.
The icy cold mountain streams at the camp were a welcome
sight to ease hot feet and tone up tired muscles.
Nuffield Trust canoes recently received suggest a possible "Boat
Despatch Service" Looking cheerful about it all are (Left to Right)
Signalman Brace, Morgan and Thompson and Corporals Harrison
and Barreu

hift consists of a N aval Radio Operator, an Army Comcen
Operator (Royal Signals) and a R.A.F. Telegraphist.
Does this create problems? Well, perhaps a few. One
cropped up this morning, just as the aval guard of honour
piped aboard Flight-Lieutenant Morris our R.A.F. Troop Commander. This time the problem was not the usual "where
is our next drop of paint going to come from," but a question
of C.S. . Telegrams.
A duty rou ting clerk who happened to be R.A.F., routed a
C.S. . telegram, using R.A.F. procedure. This C.S.N. telegram passed through Boddi.ngton, where an irate C.D.S.O.
signalled back stating that the routing procedure should have
conformed ·with that laid down in the appropria te Army D .C.I.
At the next shift change, the R.A.F . routing clerk was
relieved by an Army Comcen Operator. Coincidentally, the
next C.S.N. telegram, now made out using Army procedure,
was passed through R.A.F. channels. Inevitably, we received
a signal frnm an irate R.A.F. C.D.S.0. now stating .that the
routing procedure should have conformed with that laid down
in the appropriate R.A.F . D.C.I.
o, we are not putting one of our Matelots on routing!
Footno!e.-All ex-members of this unit will be pleased to
know th at the Yeoman's spy has finally been demobbed.
28th REGOIENT~ B.F.P.O. 35
LOOK AT LIFE No. 0

CLDIB EVERY MOUNTAIN
The Challenge
High in the Bavarian Alps is the stark rocky peak called the
Risse! Kogel. At 6,oooft., and in June still snow-capped, it
dominates the surrounding mountains by its additional 400
feet a d its rough, inhospitable swnmit. Renaming the Risse!
Kogel, Franberg, this became the challenge for the Franciscans,
to conquer on their adventure uaining exercise-Exercise
"Franberg."
Tough and rugged
This assignment was tough and rugged. A unique achievement to be gained and proof, if proof is necessary, that the
Corps is second to none as far as fitness is concerned. And
we in 28th Regiment pride ourselves on being able to tackle any
We believe, too, that all or
task, technical or physical.
none arc gladiators.

Tb.- easy moun:tnin
After Franberg, crossing the Stwnpfling (4,892 ft.) was easy
by comparison but it was a long trek. From this summit,
higher than Ben Nevis, the route followed around a high alpine
lake (the Spitzenzingsee) to the last Alpine camp. Finally there
was a short but steep descent into the base camp on the fifth
day.
On top of the world
At the base camp the Franciscans (or Franbergers) were
ready to enjoy amenity trips to Munich and Berchtesgarden
and had ;their tails well and truly IJP. Few men conquer mountains even if only 6,oooft. They were tired but proud of their
exciting adventure. And they were on top of the world through
being on top of the world.
The verdict 011 ndventnre
With over 160 officers and men on patrol and a further 40
men portering tents and supplies to establish the Alpine Camps,
this mass adventure exercise further established the progressive
pioneering spirit of the Regiment in all fields. All have
achieved something, increased their sell-reliance and gained
in personal stature. The weary willies who decry the young
men of today have been proved wrong. Our young men are
fit, they are adventurous and they will serve us well. This
then is the verdict on adventure.
The yow1g men of yesteryear
Before enjoying their well earned t rips, the young men of the
sixties voluntarily paid homage to the young men of yesteryear
at a British military cemetery in Durnbach. They, too, were
young adventurous men who gave all for their country.
They lived only brieify but entrusted us with our peaceful
look at life today.
We of the sixties salute them and try to keep to their standards.
Stop Press
Back in Base Camp Major Oakes had been busy training the
shooting team. Results achieved in the Rhine Area Competition
we.re: -1st: S.M.G. Competition; 2nd: Champion Shot Rifle
(Sergeant Walker); 3rd: Rifle Team Competition; 4th: Young
Soldiers' Competition.

STOP PRESS
News has just come in that the 13th Regiment has

e

HA VE YOU placed an order for regular monthly copies of

THE CORPS MAGAZINE

won the B.A.O.R. 1966 championship for non-racing
canoes. Fastest crew was Sergeants Poole and Davison.

WHY NOT DO SO NOW?
3'48
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I. The start-a mere slope !
3. Signalman Freemantle atte111pts the rocky ascent.
5. On top of the world (5,500ft).
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2. Corporals Aldridge and Hall reach 3000ft.
4. Lance-Corporal Thoms ponders over the route. Is Is up again !
Sergeant W.o~d as the Standard Bearer.
·
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.)fore Nf'lwH front .\dt•n
Sergeant Nutter in charge our detachment with I SCLI ha~
kept us well supplied with lively and definitely humoro:is
accounts of happenings out there. An e:<tract from his last
letter reads : The Adjutant's driver, Signalman Stowe, has been right in
the thick of things during the last twenty-our hours, having
been the target for two grenade attacks. O=ie just after m:dnight on the 15th June and the second some eighteen ho:Jrs
later. The first one did no damage but the second one punctured
both front wheels of his Land Rover and his nearside wing
looked like the proverbial sieve. Yet again did he escape injury.
640 in action once again.

30th Regiment
BLANDFORD C:AMP
Swuu SooJt. E.F.C. wriies:
The highlight of the month was the farewell visit of the
G.0.C. Alder hot Disuict, Major-General P. H . Man c.B.,
C.B.E., o.s.o., M.c., on Monday, 13th June. A well known and
well-liked visitor of the Regiment, General Man spent a ver y
full day with us and did us the honour of presenting the trophies
and awards to the members of our successful football team
which, as previously reported, won amongst other competitions
the outh-West Services Marriott Cup.
As a return of the visit by the D irector of S.R.D.E. in May
ten Officers and Warrant Officers of the Regiment were for tunate
to be invited to visit the Satellite Station at Christchurch on
the 28th June.
Farewell to Major D ick Armsuong and family who has left
our Second-in-Command's chair for the Staff in Singapore.
Well done on winning the successful Officers' Mess car ueasure
hunt before leaving the country.
Congramlations to Leslie Hooper, 0 .C. T.M. Troop, on
becoming the proud father of a daughter.
Shooting. W".C.L. writes:
Is competition shooting sport or training? If you are a
Squadron Comman9er trying to keep his slender resources
intact, it is a sport, whereas if you are Unit Shooting Officer
uying hard to raise and train teams, it is undoubtedly training!
Having got the teams safely away from the Unit, you forget
the argument and enjoy the sporting uaining !
Whatever the merits of the above argument, it seems to work
out, for we duly arrived at Bulford for the Southern Command
Rifle Meeting with four teams of six representing H.Q., I and
4 Squadrons and 640 Troop plus two mdividual enuies from
3 Squadron. It did not take long to work out that we represented
one third of the total enuy.
It would be nice to follow up by saying that we won a third
of the prizes but alas, this is not so. We are, however, proud
of the fact that, of the seven spoons won, five were carried
off by Class " B " shots Corporal Davies and Lance~Corporal
Booker. Staff Sergeant Courtenay took the other two. Our
other Class " B" shots, Corporal Hewitt (R.E.M.E.) and LanceCorporal McGregor were prevented by the wrong cap badge
and one point respectively from taking two more spoons during
the Corps Meeting, for which we entered the following team : Cap~ain (Tf::) W. C. Lombard, Staff Sergeant C. J. Courtenay,
s~rgeant E. Middleton, Corporal (now Sergeant) I. D. McManus,
Corporal P. J. Davies, Corporal A. I. Cheese, Corporal R. D.
W. Hewitt (R.E.M.E.), Lance-Corporal P. Booker, LanceCorporal T. McGregor, Signalman J- H. Lear.
The aims of the exercise were to inuoduce as much n ew blood
to competition shooting as possible and to put the wind up
such acknowledged shooting firms as 3rd, 14th and 21st Regiments. This we managed to do by the time we reached Bisley,
where, for some inexplicable reason, the pundits were slipping
badly whilst we maintained, and in some cases improved upon,
our Bulford performance.
Our successes at Bisley included the winning of the Stock
Exchange Cup (by 30 points) getting Staff Sergeant Courtenay
into the Army Hundred, getting five people out of the qualified
eight in o Stage II of the Army Championship and finally
giving a severe shaking to 21st Regiment who beat us by only
12 points out of 1,500 to win the Royal Signals Bisley Trophy.
This they managed only because a certain R.Q.M.S. (whose
mme is now unmentionable) had the S.M.G. shoot of his life,
scoring 139 out of 150 to save the day for 21 st Regiment.
What did our efforts achieve ? First, we now have seven
more people who have experienced the unique affair that is
Bisley-incidentally the last meeting in its uaditional form .
Second, the knowledge that we need have no doubts about our
ability ro put up a good performance in future . Finallv. the
realisation of the Commanding Officer's parting words, " Have
a good time, and enjoy yourselves."
6t0 Troop. D.M.H. writes:
Quite apart from the demonstrations at the School of Signals
and at the Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst, exercises with
the R.A.F. in North Devon and Oxford University Combined
Cadet Force in the wilds of Brecon, the highlight o( a busy
month was our annual visit to Poole, where from the Qi.mp set
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llEADftl . AHTERS,
c•/o G.P.O.
Majo r-Gene ral Man prt sents an award t o Lance-C x poral Williams
while Sergeant Ward (R.A.O .C.) and W.0 .1 1 Howes await theirs

HOYAL

SIGNALS.

SI~GAPOHE

7 I /?t; L.C.T. Squ11d1·on lf.C.T.-nott>S u: rittt>n
b" Sign11l111tr.n E. f,. P. Bent

75 L.C.T. Squadron R.C.T. together with 74 L.C.T. Squadron
R.C.T. (a detachment of 20 L.C.T. Regiment R.C.T ., Gosport)
operate five L.C.T.s Mk VIII employing some 13 telegraph
operators. The majority of these operators are Malayan Signals.
Four operators and a technician work in the shore station.
( 'om1n11nieutio11s worltl wide
We have a very wide scope for communications and qu ite
often when in the Chinea Sea find the easiest way to get a
message to Sin gapore is to call D arwin, Ausualia. It is also not
uncommon to send messages via Mausitius.
Life on the vessels is for most of the time very varied and
contrary to the belief of the rest of the crew members we do
have to work for a living. If it is not signalling then other iobs
are found. The most fa mous being brass cleaning; somewhere
on the vessel there always seems ·to be dirty brass.
( :ran you use an Aldis la11111?

A Signalman's day on a vessel usually starts around 07.00
hours and finishes (if you are lucky) around 21.30 hours.

Corporal T. E. Bennett, aboard LCT Arakan using I 2in. Signall in g
Lamp to communicate between LC rs.

Occasionally one operator has to get up about 3 a.m. because
some inquisitive Navy boat flashes up on the Aldis lamp to
find out who we ar . These duties are shared out between two
operators on the B.O.R. vessels _and three on the M.O.R. ve~5els.
Trips tend to be rather routine but we do get the occasional
change. Three to four months a year are spent in Borneo and
for the married man this is the worst part of life at sea (or is
it?). Other uips take only a f::w days and can be enjoyed by all.
At present we have three operators- away from the Unit.
Corporal T. E. Bennett and Signalman N. E. Digweed are in
Cameron Highlands enjoying a well earned rest and Corporal
A. Gaqehy is at 18th Regiment on his "A" I course. For the
rest of us life is carrying on as usual.
The photograph shows an aspect of our job not covered in
the uade test for Telegraph Operators.

Corporal Finch runs the control radio net at the National Dinghy
Championships, Poole

on Sandbanks sandy beach, the Troop boarded various boats
and yachts 10 maintain perfect communications on the conuol
and rescue radio nets from the Olympic Sailing Trials Regatta
and the National Dinghy Championships. Close liaison
was kept by Sergeant Hilder and his crew on board the Marconi
ship Electra III (phew, what electronic equipment!). The
weather was varied and on the whole the rain kept off but in
the suong winds blowing in the Bay, Troop members soon
discovered whether or not they were good sailors. Sergeant
Higgins, ex-640 Troop, rejoined us for the period from 14th
Regiment to gain valuable radio experience and L ance-Corporal
Beet, one of our technicians, is now a proficient " driver " of a
control and rescue yacht. To obtain a bird's eye view of the
Regatta, our Second-in-Command, Second-Lieutenant Heueed,
piloted a Piper Comanche and thus added a valuable hour's
flying on his private pilot's log book. What a difference after
Tiger Moths! Anyone wanting to know how to capsize an
uncapsizeable speed boat should ask Corporal (now Sergeant)
Fowler for insuuctions . . . .
Welcome back to our Comcen Ops from Aden : Corporal
Muxworthy, Signalman Metcalfe, Signalman Higham and
Signalman Haygarth. Also to Sergeant Stickley who has just
returned from a double emergency tour with the United Nations
in Cyprus. (We are told that Corporal Tatnall bas also returned from there, but so far, no see, maybe he's on leave?)
Welcome to our newcomers, W.0.II (Yeoman of Signals)
Halliday, Corporal Hill and Signalman Ryan.
Farewell 10 Corporal Landy posted to 237 Squadron FARELF,
Corporal Clements posted to BA(E) SHAPE, Sergeant Haydon
posted to FVRDE, Kirkcudbright, and to Sergeant O'Dpnoghue
posted to 8th Regiment. Farewell and congratulations to
Corporal Jones, our long-suffering Chief Clerk, posted to France
as a Sergeant and to Corporal Gregory, our E.D., who has also
gone to France, but for a six-mot\th tour only on promotion to
Acting Sergeant.
T H E W I R· E , A U G U S T - S E P T E M B E R I 9 6 6

Gieves leisure-wear
newer styles. newer fabrics
- Sho wn here:

hort sleeved Terylene/ Vincel ports shirt in sk y,
gold, mulberry, ice blue . Medium, large or extra large:, 49/ 6.
Worn with ready-made Teryl ne/ worsted trousers, medium or
dark grey £7 7 0.

Gieves
LIMITED

Appointed Tailors and Outfitters to the Royal Signals
I HIGH STREET, CAMBERLEY . Tel. 3659
27 OLD BOND STREET, LONDON , W . I.

Tel: HYDe Park 2276/9

Portsmouth Edinturgh Plymouth Chatham J.1-.ttymouth Ches/elf Bath Southamp1011

Harrow Dartmouth Crcm,..ell Wi11che"ter Brocke11hurs1 Cambridge (A. G. A/mom/)
L o11do11derry Gibraltar Maltn
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AR AWAY

PLACES~UNUSUAL

JOBS

Reports from the Outposts

Famagusta
to the
Aegean
in Natanis
A Royal Signals
Venture

S(~
~kJ:~ (55(l}ILES to I !C'Ka)
00~~~£-

Stall Sergeant H • ..t. Brown

~~ ~~-----

The Crew
Skipper.-Major F. C. Lockwood, H.Q., Royal Signals,
Cyprus.
Port Watch.-Staff Sergeant H. A. Brown (Topper), 259
Squadron (COMCAN); Signalman W. Lyons (Geordie),
262 Squadron (Cyprus).
Starboard Warclt.-Corporal P. H. MacCulloch (Paddy), 259
Squadron (COMCAN); Corporal P. Jeffery (Phil), 644
Troop (UNFICYP).
The

hip

Natanis.
Bermuda Rig Cutter Sloop.
12 tons, 44ft., I litre BMC diesel engine, 5 berths.
First tasw of offshore sailinJ(
I wondered what thoughts were Sl;oing through the minds
of the crew of the Natanis on that afternoon of Friday, 29th
April, as we loaded stores and prepared the ship for what was
to be a very exciting and eventful voyage to the Aegean. The
skipper, Major Lockwood, and the mate, Corporal Paddy
MacCulloch, no doubt wondered how the rest of the crew, Phil
Jeffrey, Signalman Geordie Lyons and myself would perform
on this, our first taste of offshore sailing. Foremost in my
mind was the hope that this venture would make a sailor of
me.
The Natanis is a 12-ton Bermuda Rig Sloop. She had spent
most of the winter months out of the water being overhauled,
and this was her first cruise of the season.

An unlortunate • star ' to follow
As soon as the crew met at Famagusta, we began the task
of loading the ship with stores and equipment. We took two
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weeks' supply of compo rations, some fresh rations, and a crate
of beer and the skipper's medicine (a bottle of whisky). All
was made ready early that evening and the skipper and crew
We eventually
were impatiently awaiting clearance to sail.
slipped our moorings at 22.30 hours and under cover of darkness, motored slowly out of Famagusta Harbour, setting course
west. We motor«! through that n ight, as there was very little
wind. This first night passed uneventfully, though perhaps one
incident deserves a mention. It was when the skipper was
forcing his point home to Corporal MacCulloch about following a star, rather than straining his eyes staring at the compass.
MacCulloch was most disturbed when he discovered the star
he was following was at satellite which, had he pursued it long
enough, would have led us right back to Famagusta.
Gliding gracefully thro11gl1 the water
I am told that sailing boats do not take kindly to motors.
I am sure this is quite true, for early on Saturday morning
the good ship Natanis picked up a moderate south-westerly,
which filled the genoa, whisking her gently along at about
three knots. One had the feeling that she was much happier
when her sails were full, and she could glide gracefully ·through
the water without the donk, donk, donk of the engine. We
did, however, have a moment of apprehension when, at 10.00
hours, the jib-boom stay parted with a frightening crack.
Heading straight for ibe shore!
We made good progress on Saturday with a head wind which
increased steadily throughout the morning. By 15.00 hours the
wind had increased considerably and the genoa was replaced in
favour of the number one jib. 17.00 hours saw us battling
against a strong head wind and a big sea. It was just about
this time that the skipper told me to start the motor to go
about, as were heading straight for shore, and with the everincreasing wind, plenty of sea room was advisable. Much to
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The Skipper and Geordie chat on the stern deck at Rhodes

Natanis at Rhodes note Corps flag)

my dismay, however, the motor would not start. I gently
broke ,the news to the skipper, who must bave thought-quite
wrongly, of course~that I was joking. Further attempts to
start the motor proved equally fruitless. By this time we were
getting very near the shore, and the Natanis with her matronly
beam, is a difficult boat to put about under reduced sail. I
had the helm thrust into my hand as the skipper tried to
get some life out of .the motor. To complicate matters, I did
an involuntary about, and this proved to be most embarrassing,
as the jib backed and the ship heeled over on the other tack.
The skipper leapt forward and released the jib sheet whilst I,
battling with .the helm, yelled "all hands on deck." About
ten minutes later things were pretty well under control, a
further six reefs were put in the main and the stormsail was
hoisted. This little incident took its toll, however, with the
four forlorn crew members seasick and weary. I remember
thinking to myself how vastly different this so,rt of experience
was from dinghy sailing, though it was quite surprising just
how small Natanis seemed, bobbing about that stormy Saturday evening.

3 knots. Monday was an excellent sailing day, which gave us
a chance to dry wet sleeping bags and clothing. Morale was
very high and it was apparent that the " greenhorns " had
acquired their sea legs. In the evening the wind freshened
again, increasing to force 7 I 8, and by 22.30 hours we were
in yet another storm. I was beginning to think that the entire
trip would be a series of storms! As I have mentioned, by
· this time the crew had found their sea legs, and this storm
proved to be very exciting and, for me anyway, most enjoyable;
I found that helming in a big sea was a very thrilling experience. It was necessary to sail as close as possible, luffing into
the wind continually to keep her sailing slowly. It was just
like a fairground roller-coaster, with each successive wave pushing the boat off the wind as she reached the crest, and the
helmsman easing her back into wind as she swooped down the
other side.

The helm is lashed
The skipper did an admirable job weathering that storm
well into the night. By the time my turn for watch came
round the situation seemed a little brighter. By now we were
well out to sea with the helm lashed and the engine helping to
hold her head up to the wind. As a morale-raiser, the skipper
cooked breakfast at 04.00 hours, but the white-faced crew declined nourishment.
As dawn broke the coast could be seen quite clearly, though
we could not be sure just how much headway we had made.
As we neared the shore and were able to identify the coastline,
it became obvious that we had kept our course and were abeam
of Episkopi Bay, at the very spot we planned to go ashore.
By 09.30 hours on Sunday, Natanis was moored and the crew
were ashore eating a hearty meal and relating the previous
night's experiences. The beach also afforded a welcome opportunity to snatch a few hours blissful sleep.
Out. or one storm into another
At 16.00 hours on Sunday, rst May, a refreshed skipper and
crew set sail once more, en route for Rhodes, heading due
west. As a light north-westerly headed us, we motor-sailed for
part of the night, but the engine was cut as the wind freshened
sufficiently to fill the genoa and push us along at a steady 2t to
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Everything gets · wet at sen
Tuesday morning found us with little wind, but a disturbed
and very uncomfortable sea. The sun was shining brightly,
so out again came the wet kit. It is surprising how, at sea,
everything gets so wet. The Turkish coast was sighted at 15.30
hours, though we were still well out to sea. Very little detail
was made out, and it wasn't until the early hours of Wednesday
that a fix was taken, which showed us to be bang _Qn course.
We were blessed with very little wind for the remainder
of the trip to Rhodes, which was sighted at dusk on Wednesday.
That evening dolphins playfully followed the yacht. Unfortunately, this delightful sight could not be recorded on film, as
there was insufficient light to take photographs and the dolphins
did not stay with us very long.
At 20.00 hours on Thursday, 5th May, we made our landfall just off the coast of Rhodes, and there we stayed, as the
skipper decided it was unwise to enter this harbour during-the
hours of darkness. At the crack of dawn we motored through
this historic entrance where once the Colossus stood, dropped
anchor, and set about making everything shipshape before going
ashore.
It was abundantly clear that after five days at sea we were
not going to make any friends until we had a bath, and after
a few enquiries, e were directed to a Turkish bath which
was situated in an old mosque. Sitting in a steam bath at
no• proved bliss beyond our wildest dreams. The next two
days were spent shopping and sightseeing. In the evening
we were entertained by two Americans in the quayside cafe
until the early hours of the morning.
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Know an"thing 11bo11t • 1u&r111lactic in1>q1i11lit" '!

n ·1·ll, ..,,.

either, and I can offer furn advice on a certain amount of relief
from the rummy wrenching mal-de-mer. A supine position with
f~et braced hard upon the struts of the bunk. Mind you: it is
kill-or-cure ~tuff and they guarantee to make a .sailor out of
you or . . . I shudder to dwell on the other possibility! If
you. look hard :1:t the en~losed photograph of the L.C.T., with
lts iaws agape, it does give that Jonah feeling, doesn't it.
Ah! well, avast and all that until next time.

don't b1it • • •

You might linJ the answer kere!
(su1•1•lh•d b,· \\·.0.11 G. Slaff•r)

Once again W.0.11 G. Slater, i/c Royal Signals at 20 L.C.T.
Regiment, R.C.T., Gosport, takes us into the world of men
of the Corps who warily tread the sea-soaked decks of L.C.T.s,
and use words with a nautical flavouring incomprehensible to
us lan:llubbers. W.0.11 Slater too gently wags a reproving
finger at " The Wire " which headlined him in his last article
as " having a touch of salt
his hair." "My hair, in fact,"
he says, " is actually hoary and galloping old age is approaching
-fast!" Well, "The Wire" is sorry-it must have got the
image wrong somewhere!

Diving off the shores of Greece

m

*

THE CREW AT RHODES

Left to Right : Staff-Sergeant Brown, Signalman Lyons, Major Lockwood, Lorporal MacCulloch, Corporal Jeffrey

"-<'lcomed b y the 1no1mstery bells
We met a charming honeymoon couple, Richard and Annabel Challenor, the tormer an ex-National Service Infantry
Officer, and the skipper agreed to rake them with us OIW! twoday trip to the Greek Island of Symi, so, at 03.00 hours on
Saturday, we set sail once more. This trip was most enjoyable,
the weather was fine and Symi was sighted after leaving Rhodes.
The bells of the monastery in a small village to the south of
the island chimed a personal welcome for us as we emered the
picturesque bay. Two very interesting hours were spent looking
round the monastery, which culminated in the Pappas joining
the crew for a glass of wine aboard the Natanis before · we set
sail again to visit the northern shores of the island, where we
spent the night at Port Symi. That evening I stayed aboard
whilst the rest of the crew visited an English couple who
lived in the village. The nei...-t morning we were all very surprised to find we were in the middle of the harbour. Someone, no doubt one of the innocent-faced bright-eyed children
on whom we had squandered our chocolate ration, had untied
our mooring rope, leaving us swinging to our anchor all night.
We were thankful it had been a calm night.
We left the island of Symi at 10.30 hours, arriving back at
Rhodes at 18.00 hours. After another Turkish bath and a good
meal, we spent a most enjoyable, internationally-flavoured singsong in a cafe just opposite co where the boat was moored.
A truly sp~did finale to our stay in Rhodes.

*

mos~

*

And now for tales of "der1·ini.r· do and all that
The captain of L.C.T. Abbeville has an interesting theory on
the cause of the repeated snapping of .t he antennae on board his
(to say the least) interesting vessel. Besides rocking, rolling,

::;

Servi~e

AKE th_e
?f
life, get out and see places, do
M
something ongmal-this has often been our theme in
" The Wire." It is a pleasure to see so many soldiers of the
Corps in fact doing just this, and Lance-Corporal Clark's trip
to the blue seas off Greece is a good example,
Shortly after doing an Advanced Military Swimming Course
in Berlin in 1965, I joined the local German Sport Diving Club
in Herford. After a few months, the President, Herr Wessel,
asked me if I would like to go with him on a diving expedition
to Greece: th.is, of course, is every diver's dream. I asked for,
and received permission from the C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel
Davies, and my Squadron Commander, Major Ward. Financially, the expedition was likely to be rather expensive, but H.Q.,
Royal Signals, came to my rescue by giving me a generous grant

W.O.II Slater writes:After drawing the attention of the signals world to the intrepid
mariners of the L.C.T.s, it seems a pity to sink into oblivion
again, particularly as our communicator mariners still warily
tread the sea-soaked decks, oblivious to •t he seamen's strike.
Moreover, I would like to draw the attention of our illustrious
editor to a picturesque, but not very accurate descriptive heading
in my last published notes. The reference to " salt in my hair "
is very kind but, however distinguished my wife thinks it, it is
actually hoary; galloping old age approaching-fast!
Further to my glossary of delightful words-seaman-wise.
How do you fancy a leisurely sail in a "pingle "? Or what
vis:ons are conjured up by " panting stress." As for " parallactic
inequality"! Well . . . this must define, surely, that feeling
you get when you arrive home in the early hours, fully wined
and dined, and carefully tread on the cat.

(Continued at bottom of page 356)

Corporal Mick Ellins aboard the LCT Arerzo.
operator in Nova Scotia

He surprised an

plunging and dipping, as is their wont, this vessel is renowned
for its tendC?cy of "hogging." No, not 'oggin, hogging. To
elaborate a little; the bow and the stem stay put and midships
go skywards. The resultant settling down of the vessel snaps
the aerials like a whip. Wihat we urgently need is an elasticated
antennae system, or would that be stretching a point!
Dill.ah was a lady • • • or was s he?
Our crews in the Middle East have changed over and several
broll2ed, fit-looking types have appeared on <
t he scene.
Frequently, amongst muttered conversations over the clatter of
the teleprinter, one word began to ern,erge more frequently than
the others. "Dinah "! Ah, I thought, being of like mind, all
must be well. Subject normal, but, alas, what is ithe Corps
coming t o. 'Twas only filthy lucre being discussed, dinars to
be precise.
Both radio crews from the L.C.T.s Agheila and Arezzo
worked in very close liaison with the Royal Navy in both
Bahrein and Aden and ·t hey were very grateful for the help and
Advice unstintingly given, as was also the case with the 15th
Regiment. For their unstinting help may we use the pages of
THE WIRE to say thank you (and may it please continue).

Corkscrewing violenfl.}We set sail, homeward bound, at 14.00 hours on Monday,
90 May. O~ce clear of the harbour mouth the genoa was
h01sted and with a J!lOdcrate to fresh westerly wind, we soon
left Rhodes well behmd us. A big sea and a freshening wind
soon proved too much with the genoa, so twin-running headsails _wer~ hoisted in its place. Despite the steadying effect
of this ng, most ~f us see'.1'.ed to ~hlnk that this was a nry
u!lcomfortable pomt of sa1lmg, with the boat corkscrewing
violently before such. a big sea. By this time Phil Jeffery
had taken over as ship's cook, and even under these difficult
conditions, never failed to produce a good meal.
The rest of the homeward tr:p was un ~ventful. Landfall
was sighted .at 04.00 hours on Thursday, 12th May, and we
docked at L1massol harbour at 17.30 hours that evening.
tr ..asured exp('ri"11<•••
Looking back on the trip, I am indeed thankful for h:ivi n""
had the opportunity_ to sail with a first class skipp~r 1n'1 ;
crew wryo, though m so many way different in p:rs~:ial : ty,
were united as a team and worked well together.
I have been wet, tired, hungry, sick, and on oc:lsions J:ss
than a good sailor, yet I shall always count tl:at tr:p as one
of my most treasured experiences.

Dy Lance-Corporal A. F. Clark, 7th Regiment

"I'm forever blow ing bubbles"

Could y ou really blame them?
By •t he way, as the L.C.T.s were rumb1ing down the Red
Sea bound for Aden, O>rporal Mick Ellins commenced calling
Malta on the Commonwealth ship/shore system to clear traffic.
After fifteen minutes of calling/listening he was answered by
a similar station in Halifax, Nova Scotia, fives both ways. Asked
by Halifax " Int QTH," Corporal Ellins told him his position.
The distant operator must still believe that his leg is being
pulled because he certainly didn't believe him then.

.\

Jonah 's fr iend
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• Expe·r t ' atlvice 011 how to cure mal-de-mer
I did promise some tales of the bounding main and at last I
can proudly boast of a force 9, of grey, mountainous waves and
heaving decks. I assure you .t hat not only the decks heaved
THE WIRE, AUGUST - SEPTEMBER
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"I saw one that large"
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" ••• You'll n ever 111eet t h e like again •••"
Our Royal Signals contingent number 22 in all, of which
two are officers, two are signalmen and .rhe rest somewhere in
between. For any reader who may one day have the opportunity to join us we have the following message: "Cancel all
other engagemen ts and come, you'll never meet the like again."
We believe that .this is the only posting left in the world to
which one travels by sea-but not for us .t he troopships of days
gone by-nothing but the best mode of travel will suffice. One
travels on Fred Olsen's luxury liners from Newcastle to O slo,
a journey of 36 hours. " Luxury " of course depends on whether
one travels first class (with coffee in bed and a smile from the
steward in the morning) or group accommodation (with the
anchor chain r unning through one's cabin). Many are the varied
experiences recorded on this voyage by our new arrivals-from
mountainous seas and seasickness in winter, to a boatload of
" au pair " girls returning home to Norway and Sweden in
the autu mn !

From Ifie Land of the
Afidrdglil Sun.

Report
f rom
Kolsas
Where do the Corporals run
new M.G.B. Cars ?
Where can you save a packet or
go broke?
Where will you find hospitality
and scenery out of this world ?
The answer is: in Kolsas, Norway - The Corps' m o s t
northerly posting.
WH_.\T DO YOU

K..~OW

Front Row Left to R;ght: Corporal Young , Corporal Condor, Se rg eant Sm ith urst , Major Toy , Major Ed inge r, Signalman
Ro well , Corporal Bear d , Signalma n Potter, Serg eant Ditch
Rear Row Lcf1 to Righ t : Sergeant Gardner, Sergeant Boase, Sergeant Spencer , Corpora l N e war k, W .0 .1 1. Har rison.
Corporal W ilson , Sergeant Back, Sergeant Hume
Remainder of Signals Personnel not on photograph : W .0. 11 Beadle , Sergean t Jon es, Corporal Ross, Cor poral Crook, Sergea nt
James Bail y, Corporal Davison, Corporal Veart

ABOUT H.Q. A.F.N .E.?

According to oµr records no one seems to have mentioned
H.Q. A.F.N.E . since 1962 except in rare circumstances where we
read of Sergeant X or Corporal Y being lucky enough to have
been posted there. Thereafter, we hear no more until the same
Sergeant X or Corporal Y sudd enly appears on the strengtli
of X Signal Regiment <three or four years later. What do they
do in this mysterious three years? D id you never wonder? I
know .I used to before I came here. Therefore, for once, let us,
the knowing ones, lift the veil of secrecy and explain . . .
I am sure that the majority of readers of T HE WIRE have no

(Continued from page 355)
towards the purchase of equipment . Owing to unforeseen business difficulties my diving colleague could not get away until
1966, and that was in fact when the expedition started.
We set off by car, towing a 15ft. ex-American storm boat, with
a 35 h.p. outboard motor mounted on it. Packed into the car
were three people, three sets of diving gear, and all the rest
of the paraphernalia that goes to make up a d iving expedition.
We covered 3,soo km. in four and-a-half days, passing through
Austria and Yugoslavia. The customs men couldn't have been
nicer-they didn't even look in the windows of the car!
Our first stop was an island off the coast of Athos, where we
spent a week. The diving was unbelievably good as the photographs show. The fish had never seen a diver before, judging
by their complete lack of fear; we could swim right up and
touch even four and five foot long fish. At one time we went
searching for a wreck which we had been told about. While
looking for it two h uge tunny came and had a look at us and
then swam sedately off. We never found the wreck, probably
because, as we found later, we had been given wrong directions
by about 1,500 metres.
After two days of rain and wind we decided to move e n to the
next place on our itinerary. This was the bay at the end of
the G ulf of Volos.
A donkey In the boot of the cnr

We stopped en route for a meal and ended up doing a dive
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earthly idea wha t the above in itials stand for or where th is Unit
is situa ted. The exceptions of course are those lucky few who
have had .rhe good for tune to have served in this H .Q. since
its inauguration in 1951.
H.Q . A.F .N .E. stands for H eadquarters Allied Forces Northern
Europe. We are situated in Norway at a place called Kolsas
some IO miles west of Oslo. Amongst u s we have soldiers,
sailors and airmen of the following nations : United States,
Great Brit ain, Denmark and Norway. The women's forces are
represent ed by a contingent of the British W.R.N.S. and all
three D anish Services.
(Continued on page 357)

for a pair of spectacles which a German holidaymaker had lost
four days previously. We searched for an hour and-a-half without success. Our task was not made easier by the fac t tha t h e
didn't know exactly where he had lost them. In addition,
the bottom was muddy and weed-covered and the visibility
was poor. The German turned out to be quite a character.
He had grown attached to a local donkey and proposed to transport i~ back to Germany in the boot of his car. Unfortunately
the Austrian Consul said that he must put the animal in quarantine for six months, and so he was forced to leave it behind.
We moved on and arrived at our destination, where we
were very pleased to find an excellent camping site at the
village of Melina, where we set up our final base camp.

A Stingray a t c lose range
The d iving was again excellent, but the area was obviously
fished by spear fishermen and the fish kept at a safe distance.
We travelled around quite a lot by boat and found some interesting places as yet undiscovered by the fishing fraternity . Herr
Wessel got some photographs, includin g some excellent ones
of a school of dolphins at play. I saw a large stingray from
about four feet away. I am quite pleased now that I saw it,
but at the time I didn't know whether to be pleased or worried.
I think, on reflection, it never saw me.
Alas, like all good things, our time came to an end, and we
retraced our footsteps to rainy Germany with a firm ~eso~ve to
revisit Greece next year with the rest of the Club.
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S ome of the c haracte r s
Our arrivals during the past year who have survived this
crossin g include: Signalman Clive Potter and Sergeant " Jim"
Bailey from the 24th Regiment, Corporals Ron Beard and Bob
Young from the 4'th Regiment, Sergeant Tom Ditch from the
8th Regiment, Corporal Sandy Wilson from the 14th Regiment,
Corporal T im Crook fro m 651 Troop, Corporal Roy Conder
from the 2nd Regiment, Corporal Ken Ross from 207 Squadron,
Sergean t Mick Back from 205 Squadron, Sergeant Freddie
G ardner from School of Signals and W.0.II Tosh Harrison
from Central Vehicle Depot, R.A.0.C., and last, but by no means
least, our n ew H .C.O. (H eadquarters Communications Officer),
Major L. D. Edinger, from t he 64th Regiment (T .A.), who now
sits in the " chair " previously occupied by Major Derek
Sherrard-Smi th now in M.O.D. Perhaps t he word bicycle might
be more appropriate here, since, even though all other members
of Signals Support walk the long ~ unnel under the mountain to
work each d ay, the H.C.0. cycles gaily by, alone in his pleasure.
This bicycle, it is rumoured, fills Slot 0001 at this H.Q. as the
most essen tial item on the H .C.0.'s inventory.
Norway-a wonderful pince
To return to more serious thoughts, Nor way is a land of wonderful scenic beauty, as yet largely unspoiled by civilisation. Recently
we have read in THE WIRE of parties of the Corps from Germany
engaging in training over here during the winter. They will no
doubt agree with us when we say that one has to travel many
many miles in many lands to find any such comparable raw
beauty. However, .the ideal conditions for viewing this do not
occur when .the temperature is - 30 degrees Cen·t. and there is
6 fee t of snow on the ground.
At the time of writing we are all eagerly awaiting the
summer when, we hope, the temperature will hit the nineties
through June, July and August, although, strange to say, one
can acquire a better suntan from F ebruary to May, when
the sun shines incessantly from an azure blue sky illuminating
the snow-covered landscape and its myriads of jewelled snowflakes.
Sport is a s y o u like it
Unlike other units of the Corps, we have no organised unit
sports to report (there is no room and insufficien t personnel:
well, who ever heard of
Americans playing rugby or
cricket). We would, however, like to record here
Sergeant Frank Smithurst's
fin e performance in the
H .Q., A.F.N.E. cr o ss country ski - ing / shooting
competition. In this competition, over a seven-mile
·t
course, Sergeant Smithurst
came first in the even t for
non-Norw gians and third
in t he overall competition,
beating some 50 other competitors, of who m almost 30
Sergea nt Smithu rst- a fin e perfo rmance
were Norwegians who, as
at cross cou ntr y skiing a nd shooting
tlie saying goes, "are born
with skis on." One is left to
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~ke. one's own ~tertai~ent here: u•ually ski-ing and skating

~n "'.IDter, and sailmg, fi~hmg, camping, hunting and disappearing mto the backwoods ID summer, although for the enthusiasts
there is a very good judo club in the H.Q.
Of course, in conjunction with no O:fganised unit sports, it
also follows that there are no orgamsed parades or du ties
(~lthough day-workers do have to do some of the latter occas1o_nally), ve_ry infrequent inspections, and we get away with
haircuts which would make an R. S.M. shudder.

The Cor1•orals run lU.G.D.s
Tht: greatest round-the-year sport, to m y mind, however, is
m<;> torIDg._ Nearly everyone here has a car- in fact it surprises quite; a few staff officers, who have probably scrimped
and saved m England to get a Cortina, when they arrive here
and find themselves overtaken by Corporals and S.A.C.s of the
R.A.F., driving M.G.B.s, Cortina G.T.s and Volkswagen Fastbacks. Goodness knows what the L.0.A. review committee
~ London will make of our recent case for a substantial rise
m the rate (who do have a good case, incidentally)-it unfortunately coincided with the G erman manufacturers recent
pr ice increase.
You may sa,·e a •• bomb " or go ltome a paupe r
For a single Serviceman, this unit is a "plum "-the best
i? . the . world. (Hear that you fellow members of the Corps
living ~ ~e Grand H otel ~; Bangkok: we challenge you any
~y). Living out of camp or off post" to quote the Americans
is en~uraged-in fa~ it is nigh on mandatory- there is in~
sufficient accommodanon on camp for single personnel, and
none at all for Warrant Officers and Officers. The usual procedure is for two or three people <to share a house or apart1!1~nt. . It works out . a bit more expensive than eating and
livIDg ID camp; there 1s no cookhouse here, one buys meals in
a NA~O can~een, along with other nationalities-a very, very
expensive busmess, but t here are obvious benefits. You may
be able to save a " bomb " here, or you may go home a
pauper. It's all the luck of the draw. All accommodation is
private and rents vary enormously, you may get a house at £ 25
per month or you may have to pay £6o for one, it all depends
what is available at the time. One thing we are sure of
you WILL enjoy your stay here, everyone does and alway~
has, so there is no reason to assume that things will be any
different in the future.
A. c ouple o{ tips for newcomers

In conclusion, we would like to give a couple of tips to all
members of the Corps who may one day land a posting to
"The L and of the Midnight Sun " : First, never (no matter
what your Quartermaster may say to the contrary) send your
boxes her~ by M.F.O., or the R.A.0 .C. N.C.O.s in our
office will go berserk trying to trace .them. They come accompanied by your wife (I wonder if we got that statement in its
proper perspective), otherwise .they may count as tax free imports and your allocation of those may be considerably reduced.
. Sec.ond. Perhaps a very minor point, but do try and get a
driving licence before you come here-it will save you a lot of
bother, a lot of time, and a wad of money.
For the Editor.-The most expensive item to buy here in
Norway is literawre, daily newspapers cost 1/- and even a
2/6 book costs 6/-. T hat may be one explanation why we
take so many W IRES each month. I t is truly excellent value
for the money at the price.
And one fina l note to all members of the Corps and
readers who may have wondered about the greatest omission
of all from this tale - work. What's that .. . ? (H.C.0 .'s
note-the author is obviously about to find out! ).

WE DO APOLOGISE • • •

but correspondents have sent in so much material for this
Wire that a number of cuts have bad to be made in unit notes
and several articles held over for the next Wire. This number
contains 52 pages! Please keep it up.
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ASSOCIATION NEWS

T~

Royal Signals Assotiation anJ Benevolent Funtl

HE generous support of many-particularly those
T
who contribute under the Day's Pay Scheme-has
enabled your Association to assist the less fortunate

The followi11g subscriptio11s were most gratefully received duri11g
May, 1966:

£ s. d.
I 4
3 10
1 0
20 0
7 8
30 1
5 0
40 3

Junior Leaders Regiment
47th Regiment (Middlesex Ycorr{~ ~ry) ..T .A.';· Ch~i~ea
654 Troop
...
...
. ..
...
...
...
...
...
. ..
1 Squadron, 42nd Regiment T .A. (Ex-Salford City Police)
7th Armoured Brigatle Squadron
9th Regiment
...
...
...
...
. ..
219 Squadron (Tripolitania) R ear Party
17th (Gurkha) Regiment
Southampton Branch
Birmingham Branch
...
Various individual donations
To!Jll Receipts

Expenditure dHring May, 1966 :

0

7

9

The following subscriptions were mosl gratefully received during
'June, 1966 :-

11th Regiment
. ..
...
. .. , . ..
Aimy Ap prentices School
...
. ..
...
. ..
...
...
. ..
13th R egiment (Memorial Service to the late Signalman Cutts)
225 Squadron (Officcn' Mess) . . .
. ..
...
...
...
. ..
Federal R egular Army Signal Squadron
...
...
. ..
9th Regiment (Warrant Officers' and SCigcants' Mess) ...
Australia Branch
. ..
. ..
Various individual donations
Total

R~ipts

Expenditure during 1une, 1966

2

I

2 15
6 14
8

3
2
2

£27

One of the Month's Letters
0

6
0
II

0

3

0
0

6

3 II

£568 18

D river - - - served throughout the war and died
in tragic circumstances in 1959, leaving a widow and
two young sons. Mrs. - - - at once took a job and
brought up her two boys without help from.- anyone. The
elder one has just joined H .M.S. Ganges as a Junior
Seaman. Earlier this year Mrs. - - - fell ill and had
to give up work. The Association has made a grant
to clear hire purcliase commitments, which were too
heavy a load on her reduced income, and help will
also be given with clothing for Mrs. - - - and the
younger boy.

d.

0
2

7 19

One of the Month's Cases

5

... £580 16

£ s.

members of our Corps family as follows: Number of cases assisted d uring the past month, 43;
Total of grants and loans made, £568 18s 9d.;
Number of clothing parcels despatched, 57.

0
0
0

0
0
4
5 5 0
5 0 0
8 16 0

£127

CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN

" How can I ever express my profound and heartfelt
thanks to my old comrades tor the grant. In my present pain, sickness and poverty, it was like the very
blessing of Almighty God, paying as it did my rent
arrears and furniture arrears. Thank you once again
a thousand times, and God bless you."

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN

9

House Purchase Made Easy
The average person wishing to buy a house wa its until he had found the property he wishes to purchase and then arranges a ' straight' mortgage
with a Building Society or Local Authority, contracting to pay off the loan and interest by fixed monthly payments. He does this usually,
because he is wholly unaware of the existence of a more profitable method of House Purchase and because he does not know that the only
wise and econom ic way of making a House Purchase Plan is to initiate it as far in advance as possible of the intended purchase date. The
earlier the Plan is put into force the easier it becomes for him to obtain the house of his choice.
This particularly applies to serving members of HM Forces, whose situation is frequently such that they have no ready access to expert advice
at their duty station . This all too often results in their entering into much less favourable contracts than they should.
Let us advise you, therefore, using our expert knowledge of every type of House Purchase Plan available today. All our principals are
ex-Service, which means that any Plan we devise for you will take full account of Service needs and circumstances. We cannot, however,
perform the impossible and devise a Plan which will fully compensate for the lost advantages which are the penalty of increasing age. The
Plan we recommend to you w ill be tailored to your precise needs and circumstances and will be the best in the market for your age.

"Against intense competition the BCC 30 has been
selected to fill the A14 role for the British Services."
The A14-BCC 30 is the lightest, smallest, fully transistorised, one man high power HF transmitter-receiver station
with an output of up to 30 watts.
Fully approved to British Ministry of Defence DEF 133
standards and to United States Mil. Std.188B the A14BCC 30 has already been selected by the British Services,
Commonwealth, NATO and United States forces.

Every Plan will show (a) how you will save hundreds or thousands of ls over the 'straight mortgage' method, (b) how you will get a handsome cash sum for yourself when the loan is paid off, and (c) how it will give full financial protection to your dependants at no extra cost in
the event of the worst happening to you before the loan is discharged. This protection will cover you against any eventuality arising from
Service or War Risks, world-wide, also at no extra cost.
Wherever you are stationed, whenever or wherever you intend to buy, you cannot do better than to write to us NOW for a fully detailed
House Purchase Plan, tailored to your exact requirements. Remember, the longer the Plan is in force before you buy your house the more
beneficial will be your Plan . We have devised House Purchase Plans for over 1,000 serving personnel of all ranks, Corporals to Brigadiers,
many of whom are now living in the houses purchased through the aid of the Plans we supplied them.

H.

R.

MARTIN

& CO.

LTD.,

Selective Insurance Advisors to Serving and Retired Members of H.M. Forces.

38A Greyfriars Road, Reading, Berks. Telephone: Reading 56226 and 56227.
Services Advisory Bureau Manager : Lt.-Col. C. B. Johns (Ret'd).
When writing for House Purchase Plans, please give the following details:*Rank, name and address
*Date of Birth
•Price or house (approx)
• Loan required
• When required
*State if Plan to include possible purchase outside of U.K. e.g. Eire or Australasia.
*Full details of Endowment policies now held .
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The Squadron also provided the manpower backing for
the Rhine Army Summer Horse Show on 23rd, 24th and 25th
June.
Larzae
The Royals and 3 Dragoon Guards have been trammg at
Larzac, in the South of France, and Second-Lieutenant
Carruthers has been there with a detachment from the Squadron for the past three weeks. As the camp is not far from
a well-known nudist colony, and the odd members who have
come back from time to time appear to be tanned all over,
we're not quite sure what to expect when he returns in a
fortnight's time. Perhaps he'll be asking for a grant from
Corps funds for a new sporting activity!
Visits
On 22nd June we were delighted to receive a vmt from
Brigadier C. E. Page, M.B.E., C.C. Royal Signals 1 (BR) Corps,
who toured the Squadron in the morning meeting all the personalities, and after lunch in the Officers' Mess departed,
apparently well satisfied with all he saw.
205

200 Squadron-"roping "from a Wessex

200 SQliADRO~, D.F.P.O. 41
The Squadron has been very fully committed since the
last WIRE notes were submined.
Training at Bohne
On r8th May the Squadron moved to Hohne to give a
demonstration for J.S.S.C. and co complete the annual classification shooting and Battle P.E. tests. The demonstration, which
was very successful, occupied the first two days, and we then
moved into a tented camp and settled down to military training
in earnest. This included the shooting and P.E. tests, helicopter
training, safe and skilled driving competitions and numerous
other activities. The helicopter training, with a Wessex, included roping, which was done immediately after de-planing at
the Low Hover, one of our M.S.O. (who also went through
the drills) failed to appreciate that he was now at 30 feet,
and jumped out without first holding the rope; fortunately he
caught it about ro feet down, but had to retire to the
M.R.S . with very bad rope burns. A large number of other
members of the Squadron were also seen with bandaged hands
for the n~t week. R.S.M. Hornby spent a great deal of his
time on a motor-cycle revising his own skills, prior to training
a motor-cycle display team for the Detmold " at home " on
6th August. The individual who, on seeing the R.S.M. proceeding forwards facing backwards, said " . . . and I hope he
breaks his - - neck " shall remain nameless for fear of reprisals.
Exerelses
June found the Squadron out on two exercises-" Flagpole,"
a 4 Division CPX and " Full House," a Corps CPX. The
weather for the first was pleasant and the second filthy. On
"Full House," 147 Brigade (T.A.) H.Q. were attached to us
for part of their annual training; we can only hope the abominable weather didn't put them off too much and say bow
much we enjoyed having them.
port
Despite the exercises sport has not been neglected. On 15th
June the Squadron retained the Brigade Minor Units Athletics
Trophy, which we won for the first time last year. Captain
Ovenden ran a Baltic Helmsman's Course at Kiel, and the
Second-in-Command, Captain Alexander, is hardly recognised
as a members of the Squadron any more, due to his long
absence, sailing himself or running sailing at Kiel or the Mohnesee.
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Ambition to climb a mountain
Since first hearing of the Mountain in the Kinabalu National
Park it has been the ambition of .some members of the Squadron
to climb it.
On 6th June a party left Sibu for Jesselton. The party consisted of Lieutenant M. L. Martin, Staff Sergeant Matthews,
Signalman Rooke, Signalman Tyler, Driver Rich and Private
Morris (R.P.C.).
The plan was to climb Kinabalu, explore the lower slopes
after the descent, then move to Kota Belud for a few days'
riding. Finally a few days ·would be spent in Jesselton prior
to the return.
The final twenty miles to the foot of Kinabalu, fifty miles
N.E. of Jesselton, is a twisting mountain track, winding through
breathtaking scenery. It is very susceptible to landslides so
workers can always be seen clearing the way.
The guide (who was called Benedictus) joined the party
wearing casual shoes and a light rucksack, and the wisdom of
taking 60 lb. rucksacks was in doubt; however, all our equipment proved necessary in the end.
The ascent proper began at the power station (5,500 ft.). Here
the vehicle was left and the climb up a man-made ladder of
logs started. The ladder was built originally to winch up drums
of cable used to supply power to the two wireless stations, 500
and r,ooo ft. above the power station.
After two hours the staircase gives way to steps cut in the
mountainside, and one notices the trees becoming smaller and
mosses more abundant, showing the change of vegetation due
to temperature.
The path became easier and the party moved over ground
strewn with rocks where bushes and many colourful plants
were growing. At this stage Panar Labah (u,ooo ft.) was
reached. The first stage took st hours.

The summit is reached
The night was spent in a mountain hut but the guide woke
everyone at 03.30 hours to continue the climb before the summit
became shrouded ip. cloud in the early morning. Signalman
Rooke proclaimed that he was quite happy to see the summit
in cloud at 09.00 hours! However, all left at 05.00 hours to
climb the final 2,500 ft. of rock. The rock is granodionite or
igneous rock which provided a good grip for D.M.S. boots. By
07.00 hours the party had reached the summit, and were all
experiencing the effects of the thin atmosphere.
Pictures taken, names signed in the visitors' book! The
descent began. The following day the party moved to Kota
Belud.
Disagreement with a pony
Its countryside is open and rolling and with its red soil
reminds one of Devon.
It was here the ponies were hired, and within ten minutes
of climbing into the saddle Signalman Tyler forceably but
gently left it.
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Whilst walking by the river one of the ponies decided to go
for a drink and could not be persuaded otherwise. It not only
wanted a drink but a swim as well, for we next saw it up to
its belly in water. At this point Signalman Tyler swam one
way and the pony the other, each to their own island. With
local assistance Signalman Tyler remounted and the couple
emerging from the water was most impressive, with the pony
forging co the bank and the rider sitting Western-style.
The journey continued in this vein and incidents involving
broken stirrups, lost saddle blankets and particularly uncomfortable saddles kept all amused.
Mueh friendliness at Jesselto11
The few days passed quickly and everyone then went to
J esselton, a stay memorable for everyone's friendliness and
kindness.
There were many funny and unusual experiences on the trip
but one that comes to mind is the barbeque at Jesselton. Its
menu included a baby shark. It was cooked over the embers
and proved quite tender, even Private Morris found this-but
only after removing the skin 1
The return began with a day's trip on an L.C.T. to Labuan,
which can be recommended. A smooth voyage spent sunbathing and occasionally getting up for a meal or drink.
The last leg to Sibu was by air and although anyone is
always loath to return to work we have many pleasant and
worthwhile memories, and hope to return to Jesselton, but not
to the ponies.
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• All Change ' at the top
In February we said farewell to Major and Mrs. Butler
(another of the old 'Kenya Warriors ' disappears, leaving the
'pure Aden blood' very much in the majority now) and welcomed in their places Major and Mrs. Brown. Major Butler's
departure will be remembered for months to come for his
generous gift of a complete library of Playboy magazines, and
bis equally generous 'drinks all round' in the Unit Club.
The results of the latter may have worn off fairly soon, but
the pages of the former still decorate our barrack rooms to
this day. We wish them well in their new surroundingsrurnour has it that they have moved on from Paris to Rome
as a result of a minor reorganisation of ATO. Strange how
some people ge.t all the rotten postings!
Amongst many old friends who have left us recently is our
We were extremely
Second-in-Command, Captain Spence.
worried when we noticed this otherwise normal officer careering up and down the adjacent Jebels in the beat of the day.
The sun out here affects folk in many ways, but this was
something none of us had encountered before. The mystery
was solved when a posting to the S.A.S. arrived from the
M.0.D. and, midst hurried farewells, we succeeded in getting
Captain .Spence and his family to the plane in the nick of time.
Congratulations to our Foreman (now W.0.1) Moore; our
pleasure at the news of his promotion was tempered by the
news that we should have to lose him to r5th Regiment. His
departure is a great blow to our soccer team (to say nothing
of our workshop I) and, added to the recent departure of our
Inter-Services soccer star, Corporal O'Donnell, we shall have
a team building problem next season.
Sport and things .recreational
Lieutenant Burns and Sergeant Donkin, in the same unit,
was bound to give birth to something, so no one was very
surprised when the Little Aden Motor Cycling Club was born.
' Scrambles,' sand races and other two-wheeled activities are
very much the order of the day and, despite keen competition,
our stars, Sergeant Garside, Lieutenant Burns, Sergeant
Donkin and Signalman Perry have all notched up some good
wins and places. We suspect that Signalman Williams would
do much better if he could resist the temptation, which appears
to come over him all too frequently, to sell his current choice
of machine to the first Arab who shows an interest in it!
Our ' Go-Karters ' are still thriving-although in some
opposition to our motor cyclists. However, Corporal Wood,
Lance-Corporal Love and Signalman Eatwell have all expressed
concern at the problem of getting their trophies home, unless
the R.Q. can fiddle some extra M.F.O. allowance.
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In the water polo, we continue to combine with the Brigade
Provost Unit in the Little Aden League. Owing to recent depar.tures we have dropped to third position. Our task pf finding a winning team is made no easier by Signalman Robertson's
addiction to going on courses and Signalman Nall's frequent
disappearances up-country. (Lieutenant Bums has promised
to try and help by going through an entire game without being
ordered out of the pool. Incidentally, he's 'joined the enemy'
and recently qualified as a referee himself!).
We have to admit to a complete dearth of star cricketers.
We have, however, played a few friendly matches against
such powerful opposition as the Signal Troops of the Brigade
Units, and although we haven't actually won any of these
games as yet, Sergeant Wheatley and Corporal Hutchings (our
own versions of Sobers and Nurse) are confident that they
will surprise us all one day. (Even more <han they did when,
obviously influenced by the English selectors recall of
Graveney, they included the O.C. in the team for one of our
needle matches. I fear that even this desperate gamble failed
to produce the long-awaited win). ·
There's 110 eseape
Lieutenants Bums and Turner had a shot at it one afternoon (or so rumour has it) in the unit fishing dinghy. If they
really thought they were going to reach U .K. they hadn't
planned in enough detail for, about a mile out to sea, their
outboard motor packed in (run out of petrol?), so that after an
hour of shouting, waving shirts and trying to re-start the
motor, our heroes decided that there was nothing for it but
to paddle home. Worse was to follow. On reaching land they
were dashed on the rocks like a pair of modem-<lay Robinson
Crusoes and had two large holes knocked in the fibre glass
bottom of the boat.
Since then, many an afternoon has been spent by these
would-be escapers patching the holes. They claim that it is
now fully sea-worthy once more, but we are all very much
aware of their reluctance to demonstrate the fact in the only
way acceptable to the rest of us I
Censored
We know that the editor doesn't like us to mention annual
inspections in unit notes, so we will refrain from telling you
that we have just had ours; that W.O.I (F. of S.) Moore received
his Long Service and Good Conduct Medal; that we had an
amusing Inter-Troop ' Skills' Competition (won by S.H.Q.
Troop); that the Brigade Commander made some very kind
remarks before joining us all for a drink in the Unit Club.
You couldn't be interested in anything so mundane as an annual
inspection and, besides, no reader ever really believes what
people say about their own annual inspections.
Work
In case you have got the impression by this time that we
don't do any, let me hasten to put you right. Apart from the
annual inspection (which I am not going to mention) we bad
a fly-out exercise to Perim Island. This afforded us the opportunity to get in some fishing, swimming, early-morning P.T.
(char is work by anyone's standard) and a little radio operating.
Our main duties, however, are concerned with the current
' situation ' out here. In addition to manning nets for those involved up-country, providing rather more radio relay than we
were ever meant to, and laying miles of cable around the place,
we also have our fair share of the less popular military activities
connected with Internal Security.
Endpiece
And so we end our latest report. By the time that the
Editor has got at it with his pruning knife, there will be, no
doubt, little of the original remaining. Had I got unlimited
space, I could have recounted even more stirring adventures
from 210. Sergeant-Major Rose's fishing exploits, which prove
beyond doubt (and for the benefit of any disbelievers) that
he is at least a man of infinite patience, must be left untold.
Sergeant-Major Rose's persuasive powers that inveigled the
O.C. into spending three afternoons in the blazing sun 'taking
up fishing ' for a total catch, between them, of one plastic
bag filled with sea-weed (and that was landed by the O.C.)
are better forgotten. Sergeant-Major Rose and the annual inspection is a book in itself, but I had better not raise that subject again; we might want the Editor to publish some more
notes from us at some future date. (He will oblige.-Editor.)
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Activities many and varied
In our previous WIRE notes we said ·that we were looking
forward to the full year ahead of exercises, adventure training
and sport. This certainly has proved no understatement as we
have certainly had a run for our money in all activities to date.
Before highlighting any particular achievement, it might be
interesting to see pictorially some of the varied duties this
Squadron is called upon to perform as S"hown in the page of
photograhs opposite.
The photograph taken during an adventure training trip to
Kuffra may well qring back memories to ex-members of 25
Armoured Brigade Signal Squadron, when their plaque was
presented in 1953 to the Mutasserif of Kuffra. Our next edition
will include a write-up by Lance-C.Orporal Paterson on his
recent adventure training, which took him from Benghazi to the
borders of Nigeria.

Say 245
Squadron
(Cyrenaica)
Signalman Pratt and Lance-Cor poral Merrick at work on P.L.

Soccer
All in all the season was a successful one. The Squadron
won the first half of the Area League matches, and ended the
seoond half as runners-up. The Q.M. considers that a little
extra <training may have achieved the " double." On the social
side, the football team relaxes almost as well as it plays. On
the Wednesday following the end of the season the team gathered
in the Mercury Club for " a few drinks," and the presentation
of medals.
Cricket
Now that the chills and ills of winter have, at last, departed it
is the cry of " Owz Zat " that is heard on die sports field here
in Benghazi; yes, the cricket season is in full swing.
The Squadron team, led by Sergeant Ken Downton, have
as yet not achieved a win after three games, but came very
close to one in our last match against H.Q. .Squadron 5th
Royal Inniskilling Dragoon Guards.
208 SQUADRON, c/o G.P.O., MALACCA
Exercise "Nerve Centre III"
Old members of the Squadron will doubtless extend a kind
thought for us on seeing the dreaded "Nerve Centre" title.
For those unfortunate people who have not yet served with us,
a few words of explanation. "Nerve Centres " are tactical movement exercises. The tactical situation always appears to deteriorate in the late afternoon, which means a night move. Moving
into new locations, in the jungle, without lights, is more often
than not, funny only after the event.

(left) Corporal Parson tunes in (Centre) Presentation by the Area Com mander to Corporal Mooney (Right) Corporal Cooper on 6 channel 2 tone

Kufra revisited -

note Regimental plaques.

Signalman Brecker gets "stuck in" on a Siemens T. 100

Dlghly-succossfnl V .H.F. net In j un~le
We received a pat-on-the-back for the oommand net, which
worked V.H.F. throughout the exercise. Our thanks, in turn,
go to Sergeant Ken Sixsmith, C.Orporal Tony Elford and Signalman Pat Geason for the sterling work put in. They, of course,
had to share not only the shift, but also the driving. The
reason we are so pleased with the results on the V.H.F.
is the distances involved and the terrain over which we had
to work. Most will know of Malaya hills and jungles, so
enough said about the terrain. The distances, in the worst
case, were 70-80 miles to one Battalion, and the other, 50-6o
miles in the other direction. Suffice to say one Battalion was
on the east coast and the other on the southern-most tip of
Malaya. We were 70-80 miles up country, but nearer the
west coast.
To maintain communications, including on the move, we deployed at a maximum two auto and one manual rebro, although
most of the time we had only two operating. Another aid
employed was the C4r yagi's on both ends of the .two most
difficult ' links.' These ' links ' were, of course, joined to the
net via the rebro stations. Using two auto rebro's, of course
meant using three different frequencies. Credit must go to all
stations on the net, not only in achieving the communications
nhat they did, but also understanding the necessary complexities
of the many alternate plans necessary.
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On this particular exercise, we made three moves, including
two by night.
Our Admin Net, HF on this occasion, had to work over
distances similar to those on the command net and, in addition,
the rearward communications to the B.M.A. was over a distance
of some 120-130 miles.
On the lighter side, although possibly not in the eyes of the
L.A.D., our signal centre vehicle suffered from clutch trouble
after the first 20 miles until the end of the exercise. Many say
it was co-driver (Yeoman) trouble, although L.A.D. later admitted to a piece being broken.
The Promotion
Our congratulations to Lieutenant now Captain Mike C.Omforth on his promotion.

n.s.M.,

Plural
The June/July edition of THE WIRE shows us as having an
influx of two R.S.M.s. In fact, for the record, we have one
R.S.M. Lawry. R.Q.M.S. Bill Clarke has not yet risen to the
dizzy heights. Who knows what's in the post though! (Our
mistake-but we hope an augury of things to come.-Editor.)
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VICTORY IN THE LAND FORCES
ATHLETIVS CHAMPIONSWP
Squadron's Proud Moment • • •
Pride of place in our WIRE notes this quarter must surely
go .to the recent achievements of the Squadron Athletics team,
which not only won the Garrison Minor Units Athletic Cup on
26th April, but also went on to achieve a decisive victory in
the Hong Kong Land Forces Athletics Championship at Sookunpoo Stadium on 6th May. By doing so, we became the first
Royal Signals Unit to win t!he Minor Units Land Forces
Championship $ince its inauguration in 1946; and the delighted
cheers of Squadron supporters as the shield was clinched in
the last race, the 100 metres relay final, heralded a very
proud moment for .the Squadron in the field of sport.
The successes of the Athletics team tend to obscure an
equally valiant effort in the tug-of-war championships, in
which the Squadron were runners-up in both the Garrison
and Land Forces C.Ompetitions to our rivals across the water,
253 Squadron. In both cases it was an all Royal Signals final
and we salute the doughty pullers of 253 Squadron on two impressive victories.
• • • and the star performers who helped to
make it so
C.Omparisons are odious, but we feel that some mention
should be made of our star performers in both championships.
Prominent were Lance...COrporal Nick Staden, who won the
Land Forces 400 metres in 54.7 seconds; C.Orporal Ted Woodley,
who, despite an injured leg, won the Land Forces r500 metres
m spectacular fashion; and Lance-C.Orporal David Higgins, whose
shot-putting not only broke the Garrison record, but also earned
him distinction as the Lord Forces Individual Shot-Putt Champion. And behind ~he scenes there was always the architect of
victory, W.O.I (F. of S.) H. Morrison, who organised the team
from start to finish, and to whom must go much of the credit
for the team's performances. He was so confident of success
that three days before the Land Forces Meeting he organised
a celebration party in .the Victoria Club, to take place on the
evening after the Championships.
Obviously the Daleks have their eyes on us!
It is one of those maddening things about Hong Kong
that whenever a " flap " blows up, it does so at a week-end
(and if fate can possibly contrive it on a Bank Holiday at that!).
Two examples of •Ws natural law have occurred during the
last couple of months. We were all set for an enjoyable Easter
break when the Kowloon riots broke out late in the evening
of 6th April, and the general stand-to which followed elQtended

Continued on page 364.
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exercises, so that the terun are now all too familiar with most
of the "high spots" in the New Territories! Also in midMarch we welcomed H.M. Submarine Ambush, one of our
affiliated ships, for a very short visit which nevertheless included
a reciprocal round of parties and a very good soccer ma·tch, in
which the Navy came out second best 1 On 19th May we
produced a detachment to take part in a farewell parade at
Lyemun for the C .B.F., Lieutenant-General Sir D ennis
O'Connor, shortly before his departure from 1the Colony. And
as we go to press, we record with pleasure ~he award of t he
Commander British Forces Testimonial to Miss J ennie Chung,
our ever~eerful and efficient Squadron typist, in recognition ·
of :her eighteen years' meritorious service with Army U nits in
Hong Kong.

252 SIGNAL SQUADRON ATHLETICS TEAM W INNERS, LAND FORCES
AT HLETICS CHAMPIONSHIPS, 1966
left to Rit ht sta ndinf: Lance- Corpo ra l Wong Pak Keung, Signal man R. A. B.
Greiory. l ance-Corporal 0 . Hi1&ins , Lance. Corpo ral J. J. Gerrard , La nceSergeant M. Moorcroft
Kne~inf: Lance-Corporal N . 8 . Staden , Corporal D. Bar nett, Signalman P.
Spencer , W .0 .1. (F.ofS.) H. Morrison, (Team Ca pta in), Signalman D. E. Mcinerney.
Corporal E. M. J. Wood ley, Lance-Co r poral M. G. Smith

throughour the whole of the Easrer holiday. Although the
rioting was confined to ll'he Kowloon peninsular, the Squadron
(ever at the nerve centre) were hard at it throughout the riots
providing control communications; and past members of the
Squadron who have stood-to with us on innumerable practise
alerts will be heartened to learn that our communications
worked well throughout. C\(/e have an authority for stating
this!).
As a result, we were looking fon-..•ard to a carefree Whit
week-end but, of course, we should have known better. On
Friday, 27th May, there were ugly mutterings about a severe
tropical storm with the improbably name of "Judy,'' which
threa tened Hong Kong over the week-end. At 6 a.m. on Whit
Saturday morning, Typhoon Signal I was hoisted, and from
that moment on thoughts of a quiet week-end evaporated as we
went through our usual typhoon drills and prepared for the
worst. We were still at readiness late on Whit Sunday evening,
by which time " Judy" had decided to go visiting elsewhere
(she finally finished up by wrecking coastal areas on Formosa).
As a result we were then let off the hook, to contemplate the
fag-end of a Whit holiday Monday; it rained heavily most of
the day, and " that was our Whit, that was !"
535 and 536 Battalion Troops
(T he splendid job they do earns fi tting tribute)
In early March, 536 Troop commanded by Sergeant A.
MacM illan joined us straight from the jungles of Borneo. They
arrived complete with kit, equipment and jungle sores on the
L .S.T . M axwell Brander, and afrer a short interval spent sorting
out their stores they departed on block leave to savour the
delights of Hong Kong. We saw them occasionally during the
period, but never in barracks during the evening ! They reformed for duty at the end of March, spent a mon th with our
Radio T roop, and then departed to Stan ley to take over as the
Signal T roop a11tached to the I sland Battalion. At Stanley
they relieved 535 T roop, commanded by Sergeant D . C. Crane,
which then moved up to the New T erritories to prepare for
a second Borneo tour.
These Battalion Signal Troops rarely get a mention in " The
Wire " and we would like to record here our appreciation for
the splendid job which they do, and in particular to wish
Sergeant Crane and his men all the best on their second
operational tour. (TuE WIRE also would like to pay its tribute
for doing a fine jo b of work so unostentatiously .. _ let's know
something abou t it.- Editor.)

Random Jottings
Life in Hong Kong is nearly always hectic, and space permit s
little more than a kaleidoocopic review of our other activities
during the last quan er. On n th March we were visited by
Brigad ier A. J. Woodrow, Commander Training Brigade, who
made a full tour of the Squadron and was particularly interested
in aspects of operator-training. His visit coincided with one of
the rare occasions during March when our ''Red H and" (F .A.C.
tentacle) tea m was actually in barracks; this little detachment,
led by Lance-Corporal W. Kilmartin, is the only one of its kind
in the Colony and is in constant demand for Brigade and other

THE BRITISH ARMY'S. NEW HF RADIO STATION - THE A . 13

The most up-to-date, fu lly trans istorised , lightweight, mi litary H. F. packset-the Plessey-made
A.13-is now in f ull production . A lready adopted
by N.A.T. O. and Commo nwealth arm ies, the
A.13 has prove d its superiority in world-wide
tri als and in se rvice with the British Army.

Visit of H.M. Submarine "Antlrew "
BY STAFF SERGEANT (0 .R.S.Q.M .S.) D . G . P ERRY,
OF 253 SQUADRON
On Sunday, r5t!h May, I was a member of a small party from
the Squadron privileged to go to sea in H.M. Submarine Andrew,
which is one of the Royal N avy vessels affil iated to 253
Squadron.
H.M. Submarine Andrew
is an " A" class submarine
built by Vickers Armstrong
at Barrow-in-Furness and
completed in 1948. She is
280 feet long with a displacement of r,roo tons. In
1953, Andrew was the first
British submarine to cross
the Atlan tic submerged. She
has been serving in Far
H. M. Submari ne .. Andrew "
Eastern waters since 1957,
undergoing an extensive refit in Singapore during 1964 which included ithe fitting of a new
"Dorsal " Fin (conning tower to you landlubbers !). She has
four bow and two stem torpedo tubes, and conven tional armament of a 4 inch gun moun ted on the forward casing. H.M.
Submarine Andrew is at present commanded by LieutenantCommander H . N. M. Thompson, R. .-her totai complement
being six officers and fifty-e ight ratings.

Free Tuning without Netting
T he A.13's crystal calibrator makes any one of
t he 2,400 channels in t he 2-8 Mc/s band available
immediately, without netting.
PM, AM and CW Operation
Phase modulation gives improved range with
longer battery life. AM and CW facilities make
the A.13 compatible with existing systems.
Mu lti-Role Flexibility
High-grade, lightweig ht ancillaries can be
provided for any man-pack, ground station or
veh icle role: Transistorised amplifiers, hand
generators, voltage regu lators, remote controls,
vehicle adaptors and a full range of aerials are
all available.

S ubmerging is a bit alarmi11g • • •
At 08.00 hours after the tradi tional ceremony of Colours, we
went to sea. T he object of the exercise was to carry out sea
trials and make dummy attacks on H .lvCA.S . M elbourne and
H.M.A.S . Yarra prior to SEATO exercises. Shortly after passing
through Lyemun G ap (the main sea thoroughfare into the
" F ragrant Harbour "~the literal meaning of Hong Kong),
Andrew submerged to a depth of roo feet and made her way to
the exercise area. T he very act of submerging is rather alarming.
After the klaxon sounds the whole crew quietly go to their
stations. The boat is .t hen checked to ensure all sea-water valves
are closed, and with a mighty roar air is forced out of the tanks,
allowing water to pour in and the boat to sink below the surface.
At periscope depth (r6 feet) t he view through the after periscope
is like looking at a cinemascope picture in technicolour, although
the waves seem enormous as they advance towards you .
We •sink ' D.lU.A.S. M e lbo11.rn e and the n go to lunch%
After the boat was trimmed, a mock aaack was made on
Me lbourne with a simulated "firing" of three torpedoes. I t
was then assumed that M elbourne was sunk and the ship's
company wen t to lunch (and the inevitable " tot"). The meal
(prepared in a galley not much larger than a telephone box)
was excellent consisting of soup, roast chicken and roast potatoes
with fresh fruit co finish off.
Before the submarine 11urfaced and returned to the Colony,
Royal Signals were virtually in cont rol of the boat for a few
moments with Captain R. B. Ingram at the hydroplanes and
myself on the wheel (mis mad e the B.B.C.'s "Navy Lark"
.look like a documentary !). F ortunately no-one had a hear t
attack.
On surfacing I was allowed to act as lookout on the bridge
during lthe passage into Hong Kong. We arrived back in port
about 17.00 hours and returned to our quarters attempting
to gain our shore-legs.
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Ruggedness with Easy Maintenance
The A .13 fully meets the most exacting British
Army standards for ruggedness and ease of
maintenance. Highest reliability is maintained
t hroughout the A.13's long life.
Rechargeable Batteries
. With a 1: 9 transmit/receive ratio, the battery life
exceeds 8 hours. Batteries are quickly charged
from the hand generator or any vehicle supply.

A.13 standard man-pack radio

For further details,
please request Publication 233.
The Plessey Company Limited
llford, Essex, England.
Telephone: llTord 3040. Telex: 23166
Telegrams: Plessey llford Telex.

PLESSEY Electronics

261 SQUADBO.X (AIR F OBHATION),
B .F.P.O. 53
An npproae h t o " ll'irc " notes
261 Squadron-who on earth are they? What do they do?
Where is it? You can hear it so easily said. All probably very
true. Public Relations is not always everyone's strong point.
We try to achieve a regular contribution to THE WIRE in so
many ways. There is the regular scribe in some regiments who
fancies his hand as a bit of a journalist and everyone is d elighted
to let him have his head. Unfortunately these virtuosos are
few and far between. More often than not it's a question of the
C.O. !>aying to the Adjutant, "Where are those notes I asked
for a month ago? Let me have them on my desk tomorrow
morning." The result is the all too familiar dry and uninteresting chronicle of comings and goings, Administrative Inspections
and the like. Righ tly or wrongly this Squadron has sought to
avoid this type of contribution and we have restricted our
efforts to ruticles of a more general interest in the hope that
they would be more palatable.
Our nruu-the " Jn •ks in the Box " p e rhaps ?
Well, we in 261 may not qualify for any such high sounding
title like " The Thrusters '-no offence meant, really ! but
we do get on with out little b it- viral operational work of
course and reckon that perhaps one day we might qualify for
the title " The Jacks in the Box "-(Jermyn Street tie makers
sharpen your pencils and out with the drawing boards-a
potential new market looms large-well maybe not so large, on
the horiz.on). Why Jacks in the Box? Well, it's quite simple
really. We have developed a method now whereby we can
virtually guarantee to be able to have a man well concealed
ready to pop up whenever/ wherever a visiting dignitary chooses
to stop in Cyprus. Where are these mysterious Jacks in the
Box? Well, as we've said, they are all over the place. Squadron
Headquarters is at Episkopi all mixed up with the R.A.F. H.Q.
N.E.A.F. We won't pause too long at Episkopi as we are in
the middle of a mighty convulsion and many of the faces at
present there will have disappeared to fresh pastures long before
this article appears. Suffice it to say that Squadron H.Q.
performs all the normal functions(?) of a Squadron H.Q.;
however, probably a few names and faces are a must, so here
goes. We have recently lost our Administrative Officer, so far
without replacement, Captain Bob Middleton, who has departed
for warmer/ better(?) things in Singapore. Sergeant-Major
Hehir (pronounced hair for the uninitiated) has departed for
262 Squadron at the other end of the island and our new
Sergeant-Major, Eddie Bailey, is settling in and making his
presence felt. At the moment we are enjoying the " luxury"
of two R.Q.M.S.s. R.Q.M .S . Davies is shortly off to the School
of Signals, his replacement being one R.Q.M.S. Cone, who
between them are turning the Squadron inside out in the
process of their handover/takeover. We also say farewell to
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Owen and hello to Staff Sergeant
(F. of S.) Fordom. There are though, a few who are staying
behind. Sergeant Perrin battles on in the Orderly Room and
in spite of his many duties finds time to buy the most exotic
pieces of equipment for himself (inanimate pieces in case anyone is wanting further particulars). He also is the master of
two fierce dogs and the corridor frequently r ings with cries of
" come back here you . . . . " as they try to escape. Captain
Norman Parker is our senior T.O.T. and finds time occasionally
when not organising cricket, patios for senior officers, or moonlight concerts at the local Greek Amphitheatre at Curium, to
do a spot of work. He is so harassed that he has now started
an indexed book which lists all the books in which he has
indexed books of all the projects he has written down in indexed
books I
H e is aided and abetted by Sergeant Banks and Company.
They all appear cheerful under the strain. Corporal Smith is a
stalwart of the Orderly Room and also the .t\rmy heavyweigh t
boxer-fortunately most of the time he is a genile giant and
so we don't go too much in fear of life and limb. Unfortunately
he hit someone too hard the other week and now has a broken
arm. Strong, silent men we of 261. Downstairs Corporal
Brown keeps the R.Q.M.S. in order and has even been known at
~es to burst out of his clerical shackles to resume acquaintance
Wlth a telegraph pole. The troubles may well be over officially
here in Cyprus, but when the locals removed 12,000 yards of
OH wire the other week we had plenty to keep us going for a
day or two.
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The working bits of the Squadron
Moving away from µie delights of Squadron H.Q. to the
working bits of the Squadron we have the majority of the
Squadron based at R.A.F. Akrotiri some 15 miles away. Akrotiri
is one of the biggest and busiest R.A.F. Airfields outside U.K.
-that should provoke some argument with 222 Squadron and
Khormuksar if nothing else will. A few facts and figures might
help here. The airfield is 10 square miles in area and we have
rather more than l,ooo miles of cable in the ground. The
airfield is at one and the same time a fighter base, a bomber
base, V bomber dispersal and last but by no means least a
major staging post in the Air Trooping network linking Europe
with the Far East.
There may be busier places, but it is quite enough of a handful for Captain Ken Goulding and his merry men. Natural
hazards, such as the normal winter floods, and shepherds lighting
their fires on top of cables aren't enough for them. They have
twice now in the last month or two enlisted the help of
outside agencies-to wit rhe contractors and the Sappers and
persuaded them to bulldoze through our cables. Naturally
enough the times chosen for these operations have always been
the ones guaranteed to provide the best for our Tro:ip Call-out
System. Suffice it to say in all seriousness for a moment that
on each occasion when our circuits were disrupted that they
were restored in an incredibly short time and resulted in a
number of really well earned bouquets being awarded by the
Station Commander to the Troop. It isn't all work and no play
though, and Captain Goulding has found time to get qualified
as a 2nd Qass Driver of the B.S.A.C. and is now a fully fledged
member of the Near East Underwater Salvage team. This is
a voluntary organisation, which does splendid work all round
the island on behalf of the Services.
Sergeant T urner is the T roop Sergeant. He hasn't been
with us long, but from all accounts is enjoying life. Corporals
Ross and Fred are the real veterans amongst the " hairies," but
even t hey obviously find time for other things besides cable
layin g as Corporal Ross has just passed his A.C.E. lst Class
and Corporal Fred has recently returned from U .K. not only
with his Cable Jointer B1 qualification but also with a brid e.
We hope that Mrs. Fred will enjoy her time in Cyprus.
Moving away from the T roop at Akrotiri, we have our T roop
at Nicosia, ably led by that commanding figure Staff Sergeant
Franklin. T hey are few in numbers, but are kept pretty busy
and have recently acquitted themselves honourably in the
work they have done in preparing the airfield for the arrival
of all the planes from Akotiri which have descended on them
for the period during which the runway is being resurfaced.

261 SQUADRON
(The Jacks· in - the · Box)

IN ACTION

Some are out on a limb
Other Jacks-in-the-Box on detachment who must not be forgotten are : our m an in Troodos, Corporal L imb, who find s
time to do the pools with some considerable success we h ear,
besides maintaining our cables u p there, and then last but by
no means least we have Corporals Frazer and Douglas away
at Ayios Nikolaos. They do a good job, too, and we were
delighted a few months ago when Mrs. Frazer presented her
husband with a fin e bouncing boy. So far as we know LanceCorporal Douglas is still a b achelor, but also enjoys life. The
only other party of men in the Squadron on Cyprus we must
not forget are the Cave M en of Captain Robin Hu tley. He
and his project team h ave now spent the best part of a year
engaged as one of the contractors putting up two la rge air
defence centres. The number of man hours, tag strip connections and selective joints they have done must run in to the
roo,ooo figure and the project will even tually be the subject of
a comprehensive report which will no doubt be published somewhere. Suffice it to say at present that the Air Formation
Signals element of this £2t million pound proj ect is a vital
one . The work is completely non -standard and it is very much
to the team's credit that they have worked long hours for many
months underground uncomplainingly(?). T he t eam has come
principally from 261 Squadron, but we have been indebt ed to
21 st Regiment for the loan over several months of Corporal
Ridgeway, Corporal Keep, L ance-Corporal W alder, LanceCorporal H ayward, Lan ce~Corpora l Cooper and Lance-Corporal
Mullins.
Th:inks to the 21st Regiment
We would never have kept up to schedule withou t their help.
Without exception they have all been good workers. We believe
(Continued on page 368)
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I.

Lance-Co rp o ral W alton
issues sto res to the Line
Party.

l.

Slenalman Cronin, Corporal Ross and Sienalman
H un ter discuss the tasks
set them for the day.

3.

Lance-Corporal Murray
chat. with a "satisfied
customer',.

4.

Two ex-apprentice technicians, Lance.Corporals
Bentley and Hunt carry
out some maintenance
work In the Frame Room.

5.

Sienalmen Mitchell and
Schindler check out a fault
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that they have enjoyed their time with us, find~g the work
interesting even if exhausting at times. We certamly for our
part have en)oyed their company. Thank you 21st Regiment.
And now to ~orth Airiea
My t ale is now very nearly at an end, but like all yarns we
have saved up a twist for the end. The one T roop not mentioned so far is our Airfield Troop at R.A.F. El Adem. In case
your goography is as poor as mine, El Adem is situated SO!Jle
15 miles from Tobruk in L ibya, and what some people think
is more impor tant, about 6oo miles from Squadron H .Q. Thi:
Troop has been commanded for the past year by Lieutenant
George Fulton. H e is shortly to leave for a T .E. Course but
during his time there he has found time to get married and
become a member of the D esert Rescue T eam, having completed
the Desert Survival Course. Is there some connection between
these three apparently unconnected achievemen ts ? Yes, we
know sand!
The rest of the Troop is also happy in its work and saving
hard-after all you can't spend all your money in the P.S.I.
shop. Sergeant Loome is the Troop Sergeant-he, too, became
a proud father some little time ago (must be something special
in this Air Formation business).
Ably backing him up are Corporal Dunster-just getting
married in Munich. This courting/ marriage/baby cycle seems
to be catching, judging by the Squadron score card. Corporal
McConville has just left for Borneo and points east-he is still
a bachelor as too is Lance-Corporal Moffat who helps to keep
the Auto exchange going in spite of the frequent sand storms.
Last hut not forgonen, "Has anyone seen Lee]" This may be
incomprehensible to outsiders, but we've been looking for him
for months. Rumour has it that he has nipped over to Eirebut if by some (mis)chance he should read this, " . . . Come
home, Lee, we need you!"
No doubt the Editor will breathe a sigh of relief having got
to the end of this and will make a mental, if not more permanent
note, never to ask 261 Squadron for notes in the future. Actually
he didn' t this time, but the spirit moved, and having writ
moved on-or something like that and so we thought we had
better get it written. (Thank you for your very full and
interesting notes- I for one have gained some news.-Editor).
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We believe in only raising worthwhile comment, and accordingly offer as a change from our recent sjlence the following
notes from various departments and members of the Squadron.
From our recently-arrived O.C. W.R.A.C., Lieutenant Anne
Sealey, who is now immersed in "A " duties.
P ersonali ty P arade
New arrivals include W.O.II (S.S.M.) Hehir and Sergeant
Tryner and a bevy of pulchritude alias W.R.A.C. New infant
arrivals are sons for " Q " Speight and Lanc_!!-Corporal Gordon,
and a daughter for Corporal Warson.
Our consistently active bureau has achieved another marriage,
namely Private H ewson, W.R.A.C., who married into the firm
when she said "yes " to Signalman Stretton. The bureau has
been inundated with applications-Cyprus certainly maintains
its Aphrodite Spell!
O.C. Squadron has appealed for more permanent spinsterhood, but who can be so cupid?
Serious news: Swimming-Private Marks has gained her
R.L.S.S. Bronze Medallion.
B.F.B.S. Quiz-Sergeant Pratt
represented W.R.A.C., Dhekelia, in a "Double or Nothing"
struggle of the mind.
And now over to "Q" Speight who, with tongue in cheek,
writes of the:
T ropos pheric Scatter Site
One of the new additions to the Squadron is the Tropospheric Scatter Site Trials. The site itself is situated on the
edge of the Sovereign Base Area in a large field far removed
from normal civilised facilities. This establishment bas given
rise to a new breed of soldier in the Squadron, the Tropo Site
Tuaregs, nomadic wanderers of the Jeb~l. However, with the
provision of an Elsan, complete with exhaust pipe and screen,
their wanderings and peculiar tribal dances have ceased somewhat.
The site itself is proving to be a success, although rumour
has it that we are sterilising half the local population and our
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Foreman, Staff Sergeant Pankhurst, can be heard muttering
about protoctive clothipg and obscure insurance policies. Since
obscure mutterings are common to Foremen of Signals, not a
great deal of notice is taken, and he is left to mutter in peace.
While Foreman of Signals Pankhurst gleaned the following
in his pursuit of the technical:
The Trials and tribulat.ions of ship-to-shore
communications (subtitlecl "The Aquatic
Co1111uunicntor ")
Once upon a time there was a ship called H.M.S. Layburn,
whose task in life was to maintain moorage points and buoys
in the Mediterranean Sea. It came to pass that this vessel
arrived at Dhekelia, in Cyprus, to carry out its mundane tasks,
and it fell to the lot of 262 Squadron to provide ship-to-shore
communications for the said vessel during her stay.
At the appointed hour, a party of the said unit's communicators, assured that no HF facilities existed aboard, invaded her
decks equipped with AN/TRC and A4o. To their chagrin,
however, the ship's powers were unable to provide for the
former, but could fully provision her own HF equipment; accepting all with good spirit, the party arranged schedules for communications on H.F /C.11 and alternatively A.40 links and departed to their natural landlocked habitat.
Again, at the appointed hour, the party switched on and
called the ship for a period of time, with no response. Two
communicators, by name 2 I C and Foreman returned in some
haste to the shore, whence to summon, as previosly arranged,
the ship's launch by waving from the quay. H owever, despite
frantic efforts, followed by periodic tooting of vehicle horns an~
flashing of lights, no shore-bound launch was seen. (I t is
said that one member of the ship's watch did comment at the
t ime: " Look at those - - idiots on the quay, they'll have flat
batteries soon !").
The frustration of effo rt became too much for the exhausted
communicators and their batteries and, knowing that no rest
could be achieved until the circuit was through, the 2 IC
bravely stripped to his underwear and entered the cool, evening
water intent on using fishpower for a half-mile or so. Some 20
minutes of puffing and blowing resulted in his return to the
vessel, accompani·ed by the encouragement of her crew for the
last 50 yards, where he found that such things as communicat ions had been neglected, despite previous arrangements, in the
excitement of the crew's first day off for two weeks. H owever,
a 'subtly ' worded reminder brough t action and a circuit within
five minu tes. A discreet enquiry produced a towel and a dry
journey to shore with the liber tymen.
Once again, the Royal Corps of Signals had overcome all to
give communications and, it is hoped , impressed some at least
of another Service. ·The aquatic communicator-oh yes, Captain
I. J. Hamilton.
And our C.D.S.O. got away from the Comcen to attend:
Five to Libya
Being a somewhat insensmve person, it did not break my
confidence when, on arrival at 262, I was told I would be
leaving for Libya almost immecliately.
I had a month to get to know my T roop and then, with
Corporal Spink, Lance-Corporal Roberts, Signalmen Clegg and
De La Haye, I set out to join the I st Bn. The York and
Lancastei; Regiment, Episkopi, prior to the flyout.
For me it was very nearly a homecoming, the Battalion being
my father's Regiment, which was a great help in getting to
understand the people we were going to have to work for.
We arrived at Bomba and, horror of horrors, there was a
gale blowing, and the dust got into everything. We quickly
got established and the Battalion were amazed at the two dipoles
we erected to work to Benghazi and El Adem and the endfed for Cyprus. They had seen nothing like it before and to
them it looked like a spider's web in the sky. Their confidence
was soon gained, however, by the excellent results achieved,
it being far simpler to pass messages the 300-odd miles to
Benahazi than the 30 miles forward on the Battalion net to the
rifle"'companies. But all sympathy to the R.S.0. for having to
work sets just not suited to the job.
All went well for a fortnight, then the irrepressible sand took
its toll on the C.11, which ground to a halt quickly followed by
the rest of the station. Then started a frantic race by a mad
subaltern to pick up a set from 245 Squadron, who kindly lent
us one of their sets while we waited for a replacement set
from Ordnance.
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During our time in Libya, we were perforce fairly- static,
but there were one or two interesting incidents. Corporal
Spink, returning from El Adem with an 'Immediate' signal,
had to sit in the front of the Land Rover holding two FFR
batteries on his knees in order to keep the Rover moving and
arrived with very little of his clothing not burned by the acid.
And laughs were caused by Signalman Clegg's first attempt at
driving a 3-tonner, as it seems he had a yen to ride a kangaroo.
When our turn finally came to leave, we had a pleasant trip
in an L.S.T., marred slightly for me by seasickness!
I have now been back in the Squadron a fortnight and have
had notice of posting (a little more sensitive this time) back
to Libya!
And finally, from O.C. W .R.A.C., on the windy subject of
sailing:
Sailing
There is an enthusiastic core of sailors in the Squadron
which is growing almost daily. Lance-Corporal Brian Mills
has recently been awarded his "A" helm, and Sergean t John
Chapman, Signalman "Geordie " Lyons and Private " D ing"
Shepherd are also old enthusiasts. They have this season been
joined by Lieutenant Anne Sealey, who has been well and truly
bitten by .t he bug, and Mr. Wildman, and just lately the faces
of W.0.II Hehir, Sergeant Mack, L ance-Corporal Ellershaw and
Lance-Corporal McMurray-Taylor have been seen floating
around the Yacht C lub.
Signalman Lyons was a member of the crew on board
Natanis during her recent trip to Rhodes.
The Episkopi R egatta gave plen ty of thrills, as there were
many "hairy fairy " winds and waves-with the R.A.F. Air
Sea Rescue boats and 'choppers ' out for the Sunday afternoon race ! The weather managed to be at its calmest for
the L adies' Race, where Lieutenant Sealey was first and Private
Shepherd second in the Albacore C lass R ace. L ance-Corooral
Mills had a number of seconds and third s in the Albacore R aces
in both Episkopi and D hekelia Regattas, and Private Shepher d
also managed a first in the Bosun Class at D hekelia.
Sour commen t from a non-sailing officer at dinner one night :
" We have to go about three times and gybe twice to get to
your office now! "
FEDERAL REGULAR AR~IY SIGNAL S(lUADRON
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Once again we hear of the goings-on in this remarkable
Squadron--of cricket extraordinary, of the demon bicycle, of
the sad story of the technician who was too short, and of
strange happenings during a day out on the beach.

he so accurately opines, effectively precludes any possibility of
the ball getting past him. A gentle pat, a two-yard stroll, and
he's defending new soil. Not so his lucJ<less colleague. Picture
him-hair awry, eyes bulging, nostrils flaring-as he moves
with the feet of Hercules towards his new oasis, only to see it
dry up a yard before he lands there. To be explicit, this poor
man finds that just as he .thinks he's diced with death and
won again, some swine with no r.espect for symmetry has
splattered his stumps, bails and hopes over the countryside with
the little red ball he last saw trickling past the silly mid-off.
To a cacophony of" Owwzatt?" "Pretty good, if you ask me,"
and " You should be able to run faster than that, my boy," he
stumbles brokenly from the field.
It can only be assumed .that some traces of Brutus must
mar the make-up of Bob Wherry in order to score 25 more
runs than the major.
I t had a m ind of its own
The Signals Ad viser has now returned to the T elecommunications Workshops the bicycle he commandeered from t he Duty
Technician some months past. This is because, it is widely
believed, of an argument between the Major and the machine
which can never be breached. Legend has it that the bike
had .the bit between its spokes as it thundered through a
torturously twisting barbed wire security strip. Desperately
heaving on the reins-or handlebars, to be precise- he succeeded in turning them away from the wire. But the bike has
a mind of its own, as you will soon discover. Readers, the
handlebars did <turn to safety. The wheels, however, clidn't,
and the Signals Adviser arrived for work tastefully adorned
with a chain of blood, sweat and barbed wire. _ It is
interesting to note ·that he no longer starts his day by saying
that everybody mll be at work on time whilst HE is in the
saddle . . .
We wish him many more
Corporal T ex Hubbard, very ably assisted by his wife, Jo,
has increased the Squadron strength by one man, and the
family ·strength by 50 per cent. Tepid congratulations were
tendered all round. However, when Tex handed round a box
of excellent cigars, the good wishes were offered with a good
deal more gusto. When Tex, in his warm-hearted way, said
in the Jimmy Club, " drinks on me until closing time," a
ragged cheer sprang from every throat. Let it be rung throughout .the murky cloisters of all Royal Signals units that we
wish him many more.

The Squadron i s sport m.inded after all
The round, red object dangled lazily in the air, hit the
ground and turned dangerously towards ithe leg stump. But
a batsman of Staff Sergeant Bob Wherry's stamp is not disconcerted at such puny cunning, and to prove this point,
he lashed ·the ball with contemptuous ease back over the
bowler's head, where it described a graceful curve and landed
with a Wwummphh in the abdominal regions of an innocent
and ina.ttentive boundary fielder. The moral of this tale, you
are thinking, is never underestimate ithe opposition, or possibly
never play cricket. You are wrong, dear reader, bocause there
is no lesson to be learned from this narration. Let it be recorded in the archives ·that Bob Wherry, in scoring a total of
27 runs for rthe F .R.A. in a recent cricket match, has silenced
for ever ·those critics who ior ages past have been whispering
that the Squadron does not participate in sporting events.

No longer a happy man
Corporal George Grant received a setback recently. When
benches were built for our new workshops, not too long ago,
George found t hem so high he couldn't see the set he had
to repair. Being a young man of resource and determination,
he built himself a platform. However, the surfaces of these
benches were of poor quality wood, and as nature took its
course, they began to sag in the centre. George, of course,
was delighted when he noticed this phenomenon. Not so
Seraeant Bob McKnight, the eagle eye of whom nothing
.esca°pes. The result? George now needs a linle platformette
to carry on working, and is not a happy man.
The FRA is now ·trying to train its own radio technicians
and finding it a sticky problem. To bypass the problem of
sending all students on a lengthy .lB?guage course l_>efore ?espatching them •t o England for tra1mng, the Force is sendmg
them to Jordan for training, where, naturally the language
barrier will not exist. The first four trainees are currently employed in our workshops undergoing basic tra i~ing bef~re
nipping away to Jordan. They have some astoundmg theories
already.

Cricket.--ia Jaew n1•proach
W ith Bob Wherry at one wicket and Major Frank Parting.ton
defend ing the other, ·the posit ion is sticky indeed for the
enemy, and they could, and should, be pardoned for their
apprehension. The only SUilllY thought in their cloudy future
is ·that .the Signals Adviser has a remarkable flair-a genius
almost- for geMing his fellow batsmen run out. Let it not
be assumed that he stands undecided at his wicket as soon
as the ball is played, shrieking " go bac.k-no, no, no, you
fool, come on! Don'•t just stand there! Oh, hang it all I'll
meet you in ·t he Iniddle !" This is not the case at all. The
Major advances upon the ball as the runner begins his run
in, and bat meets ball as it leaves tthe sweaty fingers. This, as

A d ay to re1nemb er
Most members of the S_guadron had an excellent day out
recently. It was decided at a Jimmy Club meeting that the
Squadron would go mad and draw out sufficient cash from
the funds (a hollow source) and hold a beach party in the
Little Aden area. Plenty of cold drinks, chickens, steaks, ham,
etc., were taken along to make the trip worthwhile, and
the day was a great success. Corporal George Grant proved
that he is equally at home walking on his hands underwater
as he is outside Arab restaurants.
D ick Gillard surprised everyone present, including himself,
by staying awake throughout the day. . He h ~s a talent for
waking up after a three-hour leep, lookmg furnvely around to
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INDIVIDUAL EVENTS
if anyone has noticed his eyes shut, and leaping into the

conversation once more with a subject tha.t died some hours
previously.
To help pass the time in the water, a latge rubber ball was
raken along. The Technicians, with their usual flair for saving
any unnecessary energy, decided that this ball was far too light,
and would not blow so far when thrown if a small percentage
of the air inside was replaced by water. With their usual ingenuity, they performed their worthy task. The other worthy
task, retrieving the ball from the ocean bed a~er the first throw,
was performed by the electrician drivers.
The only misfortune to occur this day was an outbreak
in the early afternoon of measles amongst the younger children. This occasioned a sudden rush by all living-in members
to hold the babies and thus catch a dose of disease which
would render them unable to work for two or three weeks.
As Dame Edith Cavell said before she so sadly left us,
"Patriotism is not enough."

Teehniclans-yoor chance
The unit is soon to lose six technicians, most of whom arc
going on upgrading courses in the Training Brigade. All you
technicians who have a soft spot for diseased babies, and all
of you who haven't, are assured of a shady nook and a warm
welcome here. The only qualification necessary is that you be
tall enough to see what is lying on your bench for repair. So
all of you over die height of 9ft. 3in., put your ,t humb on the
application form, slam it on the Adjutant's desk for transmission 't o Royal Signals Records, and join us in the isolation
ward.
Stop Press
Major Partington, in a spmt of nonchalance, said to the
author as these notes closed: "WIRE notes finished yet?
Doesn't matter really. No, I was just going to mention that I
scored 43 runs in a cricket match yesterday afternoon. What's
that? Staff Wherry? Oh, he only scored two runs."
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CORPS MARKSMEN

YOUNG OFFICERS' CUP:
Winner, Second-Lieutenant D . J.
McLean, 216 Squadron. (See photo below.)
RouPELL CuP: 2nd, Captain D. C. N. Genders, 2 Comcen Tp.
WHITEHEAD CUP: Winner, Class B, and 4th overall, Signalman
D . G. Yeomans, 21st Signal Regiment.
ROBERTS CuP: 2nd, Major P. Carr, 3rd H.Q. & Signal Regiment
.ARMY HUNDRED CUP:
Regiment.

.ARMY HUNDRED MEDALS: Major P. Carr (3rd H.Q. & Signal
Regiment); Captain D. C. N . Genders (2 Comcen Troop,
Borneo); Captain D. H. Insall (School of Signals),
Second-Lieutenant D. J. McLean (216 Signal Squadron); Staff Sergeant C. J. Courtenay (30th R egiment);
Sergeant E. R. R. Smith (21st Regiment); Corporal W. A.
Hughes (14th Regiment); Signalman M. Corcoran (7th
Armoured Brigade Signal Squadron); Signalman J). G.
Yeomans (21st Regiment).
S.M.G. XXX MEDALS:
Signals.

TO THE FORE

5th, Sergeant E . R. R. Smith, 21st

Captain D . H. Insall (School of

PISTOL :XXX: Captain D. H. lnsall (School of Signals); Captain
D. C. N. Genders (2 Comcen T roop, Borneo); L ieutenantColonel C. V. Walsh; Major N . C. Grayson (R.M .C. S.).
BISLEY CUP: 3rd, Captain D . H . Insall, School of Signals
6th, M ajor P. Carr, 3rd H .Q. & Signal R egim ent
WALKING MAN MATCH : Winner (for the second year in succession), Captain D . H . Insall, School of Signals

Another Fine
Year at Sisley
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Corps teams have been entered for the SLR and SR(b) Competitions in the National R ifle Association M eeting, and a report
of their successes will be published in n ext mon th's WIRE.
Second Lieutenant D. J. McLean
THE CORPS METHUEN TEAM
Standing : Second-Lieutenant D. J. Mc Lean (Reserve). Corporal W. A. Hughes, Sergeant W . Bell , StaffSergeant C . J. Courtenay (Reserve)
Sitting : Maj or M. S. Jarrett, Sergeant E. R. R. Smith, Lieutenant P. E. A. Chaddock, Lieutenant-Colonel
C . V. Walsh (Captain), Captain D. H. lnsall, Captain D. C . N . Genders, Major P. Carr

meetings, Southern Command and the Corps meeting, at
. which the marksmen of the Corps begm to emerge in their own right. Finally comes the great culmination at Bisley where,
this year, the Corps had many successes, amongst which were nine in the Army 100, winners for the second year of the SR(b)
Team Cup, winners of the W oolwich Trophy, winners of the Stock Exchange Cup and many other successes, both team and
individual. Unfortunately, only owing to pressure on· space, the accounts of the Southern Command and the Corps Meetings have
had to be omitted.

N ext year the meetmg will be held at Ash/Pirbrigh t on ETR
ranges.
Fonunately, the cream of our Corps shots were able to attend
and we had more team and individual successes than ever be~
fore. We were a little d isappointed in not winnin g the M ethuen
Cu p or R.E.M.E. Trophy, but we were again the second best
Army team in the competition and beat the Green Jackets by
eleven points. This is good stuff, and, providing we m ake an
early ~tart ~ ~aining for the n~w matches on ETR ranges,
we will mamtam and probably unprove our overall position
next year.
•
Our principal successes included the winning of four cups
The Woolwich Trophy, The SR (b) Team Cup, The Young
~cers Cup and the Stock Exchange Cup, and we again had
nme member s of the Corps in the Army Hundred.
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TEAM EVENTS

WOOLWICH TROPHY:

Winners, Roya l Signals.

R.E.M .E. TROPHY (A warded to the best Army T eam
M ethuen Cup): 2nd Royal S ignals

in

Crieket
CORPS V. R.C.T.
Royal Signals 179 and 148: R.C.T. 61 and 170. Corps won
by 96 runs.

CORPS v. R.M.A., SANDHURST
R.M.A. 189 for 9: Royal Signals
seven wickets.

190

for 3. Corps won by

CORPS v. ROYAL MARINES
Royal Marines 126 for 4 (d ~c.) and 195 for 8 (dee): Royal
Signals 165 and II2 for six wickets. M atch drawn.
T e n n is
Royal Signals 4: Staff College, Camberley 5.
Royal Signals 4: R.A.O.C. 5.

•

47tb ll~GHIENT T.A.
HIDDLESEX YEOMANRY
(The Duke of Cambridge's Hussars)

Due to our still being at annual camp at the time of going
to press, we are unable to make our usual contribution to
THE WIRE. H owever, we will make up for this in next month's
issue!

Sl'(U)

REGIMENT

(T.A.)

:\tony changes
In June we said farewell to our Commanding Officer,
L ieutenant-Colonel J. M . Wotherspoon, T.D., who has been
appointed C.S.O. at Highland District and he is succeeded as
C.R. Signals by Lieutenant-Colonel G. Louden, M.B.E., T.D.,
formerly Second-in-Command of the Regiment. Major D. M.
Sutherland, T.D., who was No. I Squadron Commander at
Aberdeen, becomes i;econd-in-command and he in turn is
succeeded by Captain K. Anderson. Captain Nina Havergal
(W.R.A.C.) is our new H.Q. Squadron Commander having
taken over from Major B. K. Crookshanks, T.D. Changes have
also taken place at 334 Squadron in Stirling where Captain L.
Robertson assumes command from Major Petrie who is leaving
t·hese shores to take up employment in Fiji.
Visit t o 204 Squadron a great success
There has been so much talk in political circles about " going
into Europe," the Regiment has taken it very much to heart.
At the end of May a composite Squadron from Aberdeen,
Dundee, Stirling and Kirkcaldy under the command of Major
E . R. M . Sutherland, O.C. 333 Squadron in Dundee, spent two
weeks with 204 Squadron at Iserlohn, Germany, attached to the
4th Independent Guards Brigade. Their attachment culminated
in providing communications during the second week for a
Brigade exercise. The work was h ard, but most rewarding, and
all who participated got tremendous value during their fortnight
visit to B.A.0.R. This was quite an occasion and the first time
our Regiment has been involved in this capacity. All reports
indicate the Squadron acquitted itself well and all ranks must
be congratulated.
Our gratitude must be expressed to Major John H art and all
ranks of 204 Squadron who were such a great help in m aking
our chaps feel at home, and for being ready and willing to give
every assistance during the transitional period.
I'm not sure how the regular soldiers took to the meal calls,
orders, etc., being played on the bagpipes by Corporal Riley
from Aberdeen, one of two pipers in the Squadron and, while
on the subject of firsts, this must surely have been th e first
time the bagpipes played "Will we no come back again " on
the Brigade Command Net I Enough to say perhaps that the
choice of tune was typical of the prevailing spirit between the
Regular and Territorial soldiers.

B UIL~ING up from unit rifle meetings ~ome the two major rifle

the last of the A.RA. Central M ee tings to be
T HISheldwasat Bisley_
on traditional targets on a gallery range.

Corps Sports Results

the

M ETHUEN CUP : Sixth, Royal Signals
SR(b) T EAM Cup: W inners, 3rd H .Q . & Signal Regiment;
3rd, 21st Signal Regiment.
STOCK EXCHANGE CuP: Winner s, 30th Regiment.
·PISTOL TILES: Runners- up, School of Signals.
THE WI R E, A U GUST-SEPTEM B E R 19 66
THE W IR E , A UG U ST-SE P TE MBER 1 966

•
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THE WAPINSCHAW RIFLE TEAM (Slst Regiment)
Back Row (Left to Right): Signlaman Webster; Drum/ Major Robertson; LanceCorporal Robertson; Lance-Co r poral Dow; Lance-Corporal Donaldson; Staff..
Sergeant Bartlett ; Staff-Sergeant Duff; Sergeant Wemyu (W. R.A.C.); Craftsma n
Strachan
Fr on t Ro w (Left to Right: W . 0.11. Johnston; Officer-Cadet McKie; 2nd Lieutenant
A. Ramsay: Captain W. Forbes; Major D. M. Sutherland, T .D.; Lieutenant N .
Strachan; 2nd Lieutenant K. Sutherland ; R.Q. M.S . Duck
T he T rophies Left to Right: The Womens Services Cup, King George V Challenge
Cup, The Transvaal Cup

302

S QUADRON

T.A.,

BELFAST

F irst time in " T h e Wire " - ·md tt,e last?
To the best of the writer's recollection this is the first time
we have been reported in THE WIRE, and as we will be disbanded ne:1.'t March it will probably be the last. The Squadron
serves 107 Ulster Independent Infantry Brigade and likes to
think of itself as not just independent, but downright
autonomous.
An intensive witch hunt is on to find the Squadron Jonah
or Jonahs, following all the flaps of getting to and from Scarborough for annual camp this year. We never camp in England
without something going wrong with the movement. Trains
derailed, trains going on fire, gales delaying shipping, vehicles
developing various improbable defects in the most inaccessible
spots and so on. This year, with our old friends and rivals 66
(U) Signal Regiment T.A. we had to contend with an engine
room explosion on the M.V. Ulster Monarch which delayed
our departure ftom Belfast by some fourteen hours, and a mad
scramble out of Scarborough to beat the seamen's strike.
Everybody f o r Scarboroug h !
Despite all chis the camp got off to a good start with Exercise
" Colonial Boy " (so called because it was wild), starting only
two hours behind time on the first Monday. This was a
L .R.D.G. type exercise involving road watch duties in and
around the
ewcastle-Otterburn area, with a traffic passing
competmon superimposed on it. The competition has been
running for some six months and this was the last round, the
overall winners being Corporals McGann and Nixon and their
crews.
During the exercise we were visited by the Deputy Brigade
Commander and the Brigade Major and this started a procession of visitors that seemed unending. Everybody, from the
G.0.C.-in-C. to the Brigade Catering Adviser, seemed to want
co come to Scarborough. I wonder why? On Wednesday we
drove back from Otterburn and had a parade, inspection and
march past for our Honorary Colonel, Colonel C. F. C. Lindsay,
during which he was presented with a silver " Jimmy " to mark
his ten years as Honorary Colonel. The presentation was made
by Staff Sergeant Jimmy Cameron, the only remaining founder
member of the Squadron.
ee J ust get n1e b ack in o n e p iece . ,
On Thursday we repeated the performance for the G.O.C.in-C., Lieutenant-General Sir Desmond Fitzpatrick, who was
very impressed with the Squadron's tum-out and headdress of
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Lieutenant-General Sir Desmond Fitzpatrick, K.C.B., D.S.0.,
M.B.E., M.C., G.O.C.-in-C. Northern Ireland Command,
inspecting the Squadron. Staff-Sergeant Shaw, in the
foreground

" Bonrttts Irish, Blue " and hackles in Corps colours. It is
hoped that it will be found possible to continue these in the
new Regiment t'hat will be raised in Belfast from 302 Squadron,
66th and 81st Regiments.
After the parade the Unit did a "scramble " to cordon and
search Broxha forest for illicit stills, with each Detachment
Commander being promoted to Company Commander (L.A.U.)
and given a hundred mythical troops to cover his particular
area. This operation, master-minded by Staff Sergeant Geordie
Allan as Brigade Commander and Corporal Beresford as
Battalion Commander was successful and gave our C.S.0. a
chance to see the Squadron in action. (He was heard .to remark
to the Second-in-Command after a partiqJlarly hairy drive,
" I don't care if I don't see all the detachments, just get me
back in one piece.")
Friday we heaved a sigh of relief and packed all the visitors
off after Guest Night. But what's this, where did the B.C.A.
come from?
Get the cookhouse cleaned up for heaven's
sake. We compromised by inviting him to the Squadron
Dinner that night, which was enlivened by our " pop " group,
"The Signalaires," consisting of Signalmen R. Craig, D . Craig
and W. Craig with Signalman J. Craig as manager. What a pity
relief singer Lance-Corporal Smith isn't one of the family. The
Group was very popular in the NAAFI and sundry other local
hostelries.
" Robbers " heat the (( Co1•s " In East Riding chase
Exercise " Double Top " starting on the following Monday
was conceived by the Second-in-Command, Captain Scott, who
organised a mammoth " cops and robbers " chase across most
of East R iding. All senior N.C.O.s, except the S.S.M., were
confined to barracks or sent to Otterbum to recover line, while
the juniors ran the exercise most successfully. (Unfortunately
che robbers won.) During this exercise we were visited by our
Brigade Commander, Brigadier Dyball, who was highly impressed by the distances covered in radio communication and
movement. In fact the O.C.'s Rover covered 385 miles between
leaving Sledmere at 08.50 to collect Brigadier Dyball from
Leeds and its eventual return to Scarborough at 23.10. History
does not record what .t he Rover thought about it as it had
already racked up about r,ooo miles in the first week. The
whole camp knew what Lance-Corporal Carey, the O.C.'s
driver, thought about it!
While everyone was peacefully recovering from exercises and
the All Ranks' Dance on the Thursday (made very pleasant by
the presence of 66th Regiment's extremely decora.tive W.R.A.C.
Squadron) our vehicle party slipped out at sparrow twit on the
Friday and headed for Preston and home. The O.C., who was
O i/c vehicle party, must have had a ball at the dance for a
movement reminiscent of the musical drive at the Royal Tournament took place in York, with vehicles heading out of town in
all directions. How they all got to Preston is a mystery, but on
Saturday all were back in Belfast, where we discovered that
thanks to ihe seamen's strike the main body were to arrive
that night and not Sunday morning. More mad scrambles!
Obviously the English don't like us; they delay our arrival
by foul means, and get us out as quickly as possible. Oh! well,
when the Squadron disbands, there's always the LR.A.
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" Against int ense competition t he BCC 30 has been
selected to fill the A14 role for the Brit ish Services."
The A14-BCC 30 is the lightest, smallest, fully transistorised, one man high power HF transmitter-receiver station
with a,n output of up to 30 watts.
Fully approved to British Ministry of Defence DEF 133
standards and to United States Mil . Std. 1888 the A14BCC 30 has already been selected by the British Services,
Commonwealth, NATO and United States forces.
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" I would suggest that each Company in the Training Centre should
appoint a representative to collect matter for publication-such as
legitimate 'grouses,' suggestions, and maiter of a humorous nature,
either in verse or prose."
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(New Series)

" Everything submitted for publication will receive the keenest consideration, and I rely upon you ~ll to assist me in making THE WIRE
a clean, healthy and interesting Journal. The size of the ?aper depends entirely upon the sales, and the number and quality o~ the
literary contributions received. Sport, of course, will take a prominent
place in its pages, and I should be glad if the various Comp.any
members of the Sports Committee will acquaint me of the various
fixtures of football and hockey matches, and supply me with short
reports of the different games. Matter for publication should be
written on one side of the paper only, and forwarded under cover to
the Editor, Sapper G. E. Palin, Headquarters, S.S.T.C."
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Sct!o11d-J,ic11teuant-naynes
for his rapid rise from Army
Apprentice to commissioned
rank in three years. Bob
Baynes joined Harrogate in
196o where he underwent
the usual three-year course,
gaining a prize for being the
best radio technician. He
was then posted to B.A.0.R.
where he was soon promoted
Corporal in ·the 4th Regiment. Now he is a commissioned officer in the Corps.
~ot only is he an interpreter
m German but he is also a
good all-round games player.
He won the Army 880 yards
championship in 1962 and
1963 and the inter-Services
880 yards championship in
1963 in record time. He is
also a ski-er, badminton and
squash player of considerable
prowess to say nothing of
being a miler and a crossSecond Lieule:lant Bob Baynes
country runner.

" It is with the greatest confidence that I launch this little Journal
among you in the hope of affording some slight amusement and of
creating a greater feeling of ESPRIT DE CORPS among the members of
the Signal Service-the eyes, ears, and brain of the great little British
Army. I fully realise the impediments that lie in my path, and t.hat
it is not going to be "roses all the way "-do I not know that soldiers
are the most heartless critics in the world?-but I am relying on you,
th e readers of this little Journal, to co-operate with me in making the
project a sucess."

THE

*

- - Lie11tena11t-Colonel Eric Bardell
for represen~ing Britain when taking part in the unusuallynarned " ~ion Patch " series of sailing events in American
wa~ers. ~1c was a helmsman ?f one of the three British boats
which gamed a handsome victory against hot competition
from 1fie .U nted States, Argentine, Germany and Bermuda.
Th~ highli.g:ht of the series was the Newport-Bermuda race,
dur!~g which the skeg rudder on his boat dropped off and an
aux.ilJary fin rudder had to be brought into action at short
nouce.

Thus wrote the original Editor of THE WIRE, Sapper G. E. Palin, in
Volume 1, No. 1, of THE WIRE on 26th February, I920. Sos.tarted the _Corps
magazine which has appeared as a regular monthly magazme ever smceexcept for a period during the last war, from January, 1942, to December,
1945, when it became impossible to publish.
It will only be a few years now when THE WIRE ca:i proud!¥ say that
it has been in existence for half-a-century.. The. contmued ~x~stenc~ of
what we hope is still a "clean, healthy and mterestmg Jou~al is enurely
dependent upon our correspondents. We would therefore like to place on
record our sincere appreciation of the wonderful support we receive from
a wide assortment of correspondents from all ~s _of the Corps .. Each
month-bless their hearts-in come their contnbuuons, ofteD; perilous~y
late, and not without evidence of " blood, sweat and tears" mvolved m
the preparation of what they send us. Some, we know, are ~rdered at
pistol point to provide something for THE WIRE; others r~ach easily for the
pen, as if to the manner born, but the end-product of all is that yet another
WIRE is able to go to press.
P articularly pleasing are the increasing num?er~ who are pr~pared to
write short articles of general interest about some mc1dent or experience that
has come their way.
Unfortunately, most of those who write for THE WIRE are just nam~s
or, more often, anonymous. We would make ~ne plea. If they are ever m
London and can spare the time, please drop m on ';ls-we are only three
minutes from Sloane Square. We would so much like to meet them and
thank them personally.

- - The Office rs of the .'lrd, 10th and 19th
B e gitnvntN
for keeping up that excellent custom of presenting their
respective R.S.M.s with swords on the occasion of their
promotion to commissioned rank.

After Note:-So good have our correspondents been th~ month t?at in
order to prevent " The Wire " bursting at its seams, your Editor, not without
pain, has been obliged to carry our drastic surgery on many of the excellent
contributions received.

- - The reporter of the ••Newcastle Chronicle"
for signing on as a temporary "rookie " with the nth
Regiment in order to write an article for his newspaper on
Army life. (See page 389.)
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'

- - Thv WiveN' Club 0120:; Squadron at Tidwortli
for !aisin~ thirty gui~eas at a bring and buy sale to help
a children s orphanage m far away Borneo which the Squadron
had taken under their wing while serving out there.

The foregoing in no ~ay atte111;pts to cover all items of Corps
news worthy of special mention. Help us to make this a
monthly column of P.articula; interest by. letting the Editor
know of any outstanding1 unique or amusing news items that
may come to your nottce and are deserving of SPECIAL
MENTION.-Editor.

Major-General P. £ M. Brat/fey, C.B.E., D.S. 0.
Signal Ollicer-in-Chiel
Visits the Central C<11n111unications Centre
Royal Air 1-·orce

N !Ith July the Signal Officer-in-Chief visited the Royal
O
. Air
Central Communications Centre at Stanbndge, .near Leighton Buzzard, accompanied by Mrs. Bradley.
Fore~

On arnva~ he was briefed on the role of " Central " by the
Commandmg Officer, Group Captain P. M. S. Hedgeland,
O.B.E., who afterwards conducted him around the Main
Technical Building.
. Me3;1lw~~e, Mrs. Bradley mer some members of the W.R.A.F.
m theu livmg accommodation and joined the General to see
them. at work in the Traffic Hall and Telephone Exchange. The
S.0_.-m-C ..and Mrs. Bradley then toured the amenities of the
station, enioyed a brief aperitif in the Sergeants' Mess and
l~ched in the Officers' Mess. In the afternoon the S.0.-in-C.
visited one of the Centre's receiving stations and the Frequency
Measuring Section at Stoke Hammond and one of the two
transrn.itting stations, at Greatworth.
The Central Communications Centre comprises a total of six
out-stations in addition to Stanbridge itself, and its role is very
similar to that of the 14th Regiment, being the hub in the
U.K of the Commonwealth Air Forces Telecommunications
~etwork. The Comrnandin~ Officer returned from Singapore
m December 1965 where, m the post of Director of Signals
and Chairman of the Joint Signals Board (Far East) he met
many members of the Corps.

- - Junfor Leaders 'llegitnent, Nijtnege n Ma1·ches
for being chose~. to represent the British Army at the opening
cere!11oney at Niimegen and for being the only Junior Leaders
Regiment to be allotted vacancies for these marches. (See
page 380.)
-

Co rporals Goodchild, Le Mouton, llrintlle. anti
Lance-Cor110ral Boytliorne (all of the 3rtl
Regiment)
fo~ breaking the world's continuous four-handed long-playing
br1~ge recor1 (107t hours).
The suggestion that this was
~chieved durmg a long spell of guard duty is hotly deniedlt was part of the fun of the fair at the Regimental Open Day
graced by the attendance of Miss World. (See page 384.) '

- - An rrudite c ori•espondent
for summing up so well the radio control of a model car" The control method, briefly, is a seven channel time division
mul~iplex pulse width modulation system employing sequential
to simultaneous conversion from digital to analog control of
closed loop error detecting servomechanisms." (See page 39r.)
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Major General and Mrs. P. E. M. Bradley seen with the Station
Commander, Group Captain P. M. S. Hedgeland on arri val at
R.A.F. Stanbridge.
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Movemf'nts-Ollicers
ADDITIONS JULY LIST 1966
CaPtain K . Ryding
. .. To Gurkha Independent
Company

The Whistler Subalterns Trophy
HIS trophy is completed for annua_lly b>: sub:ittems
and temporary captains and the winner 1s ad1u~g.ed
to be the young officer who has best shown the qualities
that are the hallalark of leadership-what. an officer can
GIVE to his Corps and the men under his. command.
This year we congratulati: Seco.nd-~1eutenant S.
Cowan who e achievements while serving m. 24.7 Gurk!ia
Squadron have won him this award. The. Citation, w~e
emphasizing his off duty devotion to the interests of his
men, and his quick mastery of the Gurkha language,
de cribes in detail how " by his personal example of
courage, determination and cheerfulness under really
adverse conditions, he Jed his mi:n to the succe;;sful
completion of a !ask .whic~ greatly mcreas~~ operational
communications m his Brigade group ar~a.
This was in connection with the establishment of a rebroadcast station some 8,ooo feet high if! •the Bor~eo
jungle. Flown in by helicopter under c?nditions of high
turbulence and heavy cloud, Second-Lieutenant Cowan
and his party tried in vain to cut a. pa~ through the
dense ' moon ' jungle encountered at this heigh~. A second
attempt was successful but the re-broadcast s!te was not
altogether satisfactory so six weeks later a third attem~t
was mounted. Second-Lieutenant Cowan :1:nd a .radio
operator were landed by helicopter an~ wer!! .imme~ately
cut off for four days in thick cloud with driving ram and
a bitter wind and only their poncho capes to protect
them. When at last the weather moderated a base camp
was established but it then took another three days for
him and his soldiers to hack their way through dense
jungle and a further three days to clear an L.Z. so that
equipment could be flown in and the new re-broadcast
station established.
Here then is a fine example of personal. en~eavour 3;0d
leadership that resulted in vi!al commun1Cll;tion~ getting
" through." And so once again !he trophy 1s wide open
for competition during the ensuing year.
Who will be the young officer whose name will be
engraved on it for 1966/67?

NORTHERN COMMAND
Signals Branch

York Festival of the Arts is held every third year; no~es
from Signals Branch, H.Q. Norther~ Command, appear with
less regularity and frequency, but this summer the former has
provided a spur to the latter.
A rentarkable piece of embroidery
An exhibition of church embroidery was h~ld in the Chapter
House of York Minster as .Part of tl;le Fe~tJval, ~d over two
hundred pieces were on view .. <;>ne set lll parucular caused
considerable interest, for many v1s1tors, who came frof!l. all over
the world, found it difficult to believe that s~ch exqum-te work
could have been produced by a man. Having accepted that,
the more thoughtful were no.t surprised to find tha~ ·t he m~
was a soldier for many Servicemen have found an mterest. ID
this kind of ~ork through being prisoners of war or spendmg
long spells in hospital.
.
.
.
Tue work was in fact that of Maior Freddie Stran~e, an o!d
soldier of the Corps, now retired. He has had an mterest m
embroidery for a great many years, and for ten of these atten~ed
the Royal School of Needlework. The set of vestments which
he exhibited was designed in the main and completely executed
by him and took two years to finish. I·t was awarded the Royal
School pri2e for ecclesiastical embroidery ~ 1963 and has also
been on show in London and at The Reading Art Gallery.
For the more technical, the set (which is normally ~ u~ at
St. Andrew's Church, Caversham) is in ivory gros gram ~ed
with blue silk and embodies the theme. of Loaves and Fishes
and early Christian symbols. It co~s1sts of a Chasuble . (a
sleeveless cloak used at Holy Commumon); an Appare~ (a wide
' scarf'); a Stole (a strip worn round the neck and .hangmg down
each side) with chi rhos (Greek letters and the earliest monogi;am
of Christ-in shape a P superimposed on a X); a Mampk
(which hangs over the left arm); two Alms Bags; and a Burse
(a satchel) worked in floss silks, gold and copper ·threads.

Parachute

ADDITIONS AUGUST LIST
M .B.1!.
• .•
. .. To 66th (Ulster) Regiment (T.A.).
(To Command)
L ieutenant E. Summers, M.B.B. • •• ,, J rth Regiment Cadre

T

U.Q.

Mooe.rne•t•-Warrant Olneer• and
Senior N.C.O.s

Major

J. E. Carroll,

Second-Lieutenant
Second-Lieutenant
Second-Lieutenant
Second-Lieutenant
Second-Lieutenant
Second-Lieutenant
Second-Lieutenant
Second-Lieutenant
Second-Lieutenant
Second-Lieutenant
Second-Lieutenant
Second-Lieutenant
Second-Lieutenant
Second-Lieutenant
Second-Lieutenant
Second-Lieutenant
Sccond-Lieutenaot

FIRST COMMISSIONING
M. E. Billett .. . ,, School of
W. K. Butler .. . ,, School of
R. A. J. Gardner ,, School of
B. C. P. Higson ,, School of
S. M . A. Lee .. . ,. School or
N. J. Mayne .. . ,, School of
D. S. McLuckie ,, School of
D. F. Moir
... ,, School of
T . P. Mountford ,, School of
J. P. Munnery ...
School of
b. C. Richardson
School of
M. W. H. Robens
School of
M. P . . S. Shaw ...
School of
I. C. Shuker
School of
J. R. Smith
... ., School of
F. P. Wilkinson ,, School of
J. C. Wollaston .•.
School of

SEPTEMBER
Captain B. W. P. Adams
Captain D. E. Burt
Lieutenant A. Burtt
. ..
. ..
Lieutenant-Colonel C. 0. Bound
Lieutenant (Tfc) W. F. Budden
,,
Captain G. D. Birch ...
Captain P. J. Brunton . . .
. ..
Major (T.O.T.) S. A. Bristow
,,
Major T. E. D. Baxter . . . . . .
Lieutenant R. S. E. Cathmoir ...
,,
Lieutenant H. A. Culley
.,
Major E. P. Claque-Quine
,,
CaPtain C. J. Crow
,.
Captain J. Cook ...
. ..
,,
Lieutenant J. D. Daglish
Colonel J. W . Eagle, M.B.E.
.,
Captain T. R. Earney ...
Major P. H. Flear ...
,,

MARRIAGE
Their many friends will be glad to hear that the wedding of Mi~s
June Bowler, of the British Embassy, Bonn, Germany and Captain
(Q.M.) Alan Harfield of A (M.P.A.) H.Q. B.A.O.R., took place at
Salisbury on 6th June, followed by a reception at the George Hotel ,
Amesbury. Note "Jimmy" on top of cake

Royal Signals at the Seymour Hall

Major J. H. K. Findlater
...
Lieutenant H. Grenville-Jones
.. .
Lieutenant-Colonel (Q.M .) E. Glover
Major B. B. Gallagher ...
Lieutenant A. J. llutt ...
Lieutenant A. G. Ingham
Major (Tfc) W . Irvine ...
...
. ..
Lieutenant-Colonel T. G. H . Jackson,

Corps • Dam ' Enthusiasts Go To Town
S Croft's is to the dog ~a~~ier so is the Intern~tional Radio
Exhibmon to the. ~ad10 . Amateur.
the R.S.G.B. Exh1~mon . it attracts
thousands of hams from all parts of the United Kingdom and
from Western Europe.
.
It is very many years since the Regular Army took part lll
the exhibition although the C?rps ":'as represented for many
years by a Territorial Army umt. This year, however, the. stage
of the Seymour Hall will be the sce~e. of a lar~e Royal S.1gnals
stand designed with this highly specialised audience m D?Jild.
On show will be some of the Corps' la.test. radio eqwpment
including the Du transmitter and R234 receiver presented to
Royal Signals Amateur ~adi? .Society 1?Y The ~arco01 Company.
Tue use of transistors m military radio sets will also be shown.
Visitors will be able to bring their frequency control crystals to
the stand and have their frequency accurately measured on a
Digital Display Frequency Meter.
.
The Royal Signals An?-ateur R~dio Club at Bampton will
operate their radio teleprinter stauon by remote control from
the hall using the call sign GB3RCS.
The stand will be manned by Royal Si~~s personnel, severa1
of whom are active radio amateurs and it 1s hoped tha~ 1113;ny
potential, present and past members of ~h~ . Corps will VlSlt
the stand during the four days of the exh1b1tion.
The Seymour Hall is located in Seymour Place, near Marb1e
Arch and the exhibition is open from IO a.m. to 9 p.m. on
26th,' 27th, 2Sth and 29th October.

A Communications
Popularly known as

O.B.E.

...

.. .

•. .

Lieutenant R. W. K ay . ..
T /Captain L. E. Kerr . . .
Major C. F. Lewis
...
Captain R. A. MacHcath
Major N. R. F. Mackinnon
Captllin O . G. Mitchell
...
Captain (T .O .T.) A. K. Mercer
Captain J . Mills .. .
.. .
.. .
Lieutenant R. M . G. Orde
Captllin G. R. Oehlers . .•
Lieutenant M. A . Payne . . .
Lieutenant J. A. Peck ...
Major R. H. Stewart ...
Lieutenant A. R . Seward
...
T/Captain F. Souter, B.B.M. ..•
Lieutenant D. W . Staoley
...
Lieutenant (Tfc) R. E . Smithard .. .
Second-Lieutenant J. P. Thcodorson
.. .
. ..
Captain M . R. Topple . . .
Lieutenant C. R. Urquhart .. .
Captain B. A. Watson .. .
...
Lieutenant P. B. Webster
...
...
Captain ((T.O.T.) R. D. Willingale ...
Lieutenant C. Young ...
...
...

WILL ALL UNITS AND CONTRIBUTORS
PLEASE MAKE A NOTE OF THIS?
ALL CONTRIBUTIONS AND MATERIAL FOR
THE DECEMBER "WIRE" MUST BE IN THE
HANDS OF THE EDITOR BY 11th NOVEMBER
LATEST
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Signals

Signal~

Signals
Signa1s
SiSnals
Signals
Signals
Signals
Signals
Signals
Sigoals
Signals
Signals
Signals
Sigoals
Signals
Signals

LIST
1st Regiment
Junior Leaders Regiment
Junior Leaders Regiment
nth Regiment
28th Regiment
17th (Gurkha) Regiment
H.Q. A.E.R.
I I th Regiment
8th Regiment
224 Squadron
R.M.C.S.
H.Q. Western Command
30th Regiment
Junior Leaders Regiment
R.M.C.S.
A.A.S. Harrogate
R.M.C.S.
1st Regiment
Malay
Signals
(To Command)
30th Regiment
R.M.C.S.
19th Regiment
H.Q. Signals, Singapore
R.M.C.S.
R.M.C.S .
nth Regiment
H .Q. r (B.R.) Corps
1st Regiment
8th Regiment
8th Regiment
13th Regiment
H.Q. Cyprus District
M .O .D. Signals 3~ b.
H .Q. Maitll and Libya
204 Squadron
nth Regiment
School of Signals
R.M.C.S.
3rd Regiment
H.Q. FARELF
3oth Regiment
26t Squadron
A.A.C. Harrogate
D .C.C. M .O.D.
R.M.C.S.
R.M.C.S.
R.M.C.S.
Malaysia
9th Regiment
C.A.F.S.O., F.E.A .F.
8th Regiment

•

1966
H.Q. Southern Command
9th Regiment
;!2nd Re6imc:nt (T.A.)
J.C.U. Borneo
15th Regjment
10th Regiment
2ut Regiment
249 Squadron
7th Regiment
15th Regiment
School of Signab
64th Regiment (T.A.)
252 Squadron
2'27 Squadron
503 Troop
19th Regiment
15th Regiment
5oth Regiment (T.A.)
17th Gurkha Regiment
22nd Regiment
7 Armd. Bde. Gp. H.Q. Sig. Sqn.
16th Regimeot
15th ~giment
24th Regiment
48th Regiment (T.A.)
237 Squadron
15th Regiment
London University O .T.C.
16th Regilnent
2 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
8th Regiment
18th Regiment
Zambia Army
7th Regiment
15th Regiment
S.P.S.O. Sta.ff
21st Regiment
210 Squadron
J.C.U. Borneo
235 Squadron
3 Div. H .Q . and Signal Regiment
24th Regiment
Fed, Armd Forces of Malaysia
24th Regiment
641 Troop
18th Regiment
3 Div. H.Q. and Sigoal Regiment
3 Div. H.Q. and Signal Regiment
3 Div. H.Q. and Signal Regiment
3 Div. H.Q. and Sigoal Regiment
3 Div. H .Q. and Signal Regiment
3 Div. H.Q. and Signal Regiment
r Div. H.Q. and Signal Regiment
1 Div. H.Q. and Signal Regiment
15th Regiment
15th Regiment
17th Gurkha Regiment
17th Gurl:ha Repment
12 Inf. Bde H.Q. & Sig. Sqn
R.M.A. Sandhurst
9th Regiment
16th Regiment
252 Squach:on
H.Q. BALTAP
210 Squadron
244 Squadron
7th Regiment
9th Re~
28th Regiment
225 Squadron
229 Squadron
n1h Inf. Bde H.Q. and Sig. Sqn
A.A.S. Harrogate
210 Squadron
7th Regiment
3 Div. H.Q. and Sig. Regiment
15th Regiment
J.C.U. Borneo
18th Regiment

Airborne Signals Tie

Corps Diaries 1967

The Corps Committee has approved the design and production
of a tie for 216 Parachute Squadron. This tie, however, may
be worn by all present or past members of Airborne Signals
(Regular or T.A.). To qualify, the member must have worn a
' red beret ' and be a qualified parachutist.
The tie is of dark blue terylene with alternate figures of
Pegasus and Mercury in silver. The cost is eleven shillings and
threepence per tie (including ninepence postage). Cheques or
postal orders, crossed and made payable to PRI, 216 Parachute
Signal Squadron, should be sent to the Administrative Officer,
216 Parachute Signal Squadron, Arnhem Barracks, Aldershot,
Rants. Enclosed wir.h the cheque or postal order should be the
details of where and when the purchaser served with Airborne
Signals.

Corps diaries for 1967 are available from Association H.Q.,
Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London, S.W .3 D iaries are
similar to last year's and prices are as follows : U.K. Ex-U.K.
Complete Wallets with Refills
16/12/Refills only
3/3/9
Leather bound diaries
5/6
4/3
Plus postage: 1 diary 6d., 2 diaries 9<1., 3 diaries rs., 4 diaries
Is. 3d. 5 diaries Is. 6d., 6/7 diaries Is. 9<1., 8/ 14 diaries 2s.,
over 14 diaries 2s. 6d.
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September,
W.O.ll L. F. C. Curtis .. .
...
. .. To
W.O.Il (Y. of S.) J. V. Culbert
.,
W.O.II L. N. D. Collins
.
W.O.U T. Lockley
W.O.II L. Keodrick
.,
W.O.ll B. C. Oacrort
W.O.II T. J. Cantle
...
...
... .,
W.0.JI (Y. of S.) I. F. Macpherson ,,
W.O.II D. H. M. Rumsey •..
. .. .,
W.O.Il T. A. Pearce ...
W.O.II R. J. Davies ...
... .,
W.O.Il S. A. G. Hulse ...
...
... ,,
W.O.II ~· of S.) B. A. Kimber ... .,
W.O.II F. or S.) N. Walker •..
.. . ,,
W.O.II
. of S.) B. W. Thomas ... .,
W.0.11 (F. of S.) R. Lund ...
.,
W.O.II J. A. Dady
...
...
,,
Staff Sergeant B. A. C. Hardy
,,
Staff Sergeant M. Morphcy .. .
.,
Sta.ff Sergeant M. Mullin
.. .
Staff Sergeant A. G. M. Thomson
Staff Sergeant P. E. Greenwood . .. ,,
Staff Sergeant E. L. Bates ...
. ..
A I Staff Sergeant D. T. Alexander . . . ,,
Staff Sergeant C. R. Brotherton
.,
Staff Sergeant H. Holdworth .. .
Staff Sergeant W. B. Brown ...
.,
Sta.ff Sergeant J. K. F. Paxton
,,
Staff Sergeant K. Ruddy
,,
Slllff Sergeant N. Hutson
...
Staff Sergeant N. H. R. Leach
,,
Staff Sergeant L. R. Jones . ..
. . . ,,
Slaff~~~g~ant..~F•..~f .~:) ~.. D . .,
Staff Sergeant H. L . H . Feber
A/Sergeant G. D. Little
,,
Sergeant D. W . Kennedy
.,
Sergeant A. B. Mullins ...
.,
Sergeant L. A. Peake ...
.,
Sergeant G . D. Martin ...
,,
Sergeant I . M. Messenger
,,
Sergeant J. M. Thom . ..
,,
Sergeant D. W. House ...
.,
Sergeant B. W. Maltby ...
,,
.,
Sergeant D. L. Challis ...
Sergeant L. T. D. WilHs
,,
Sergeant J. Straugh1on ...
..
Sergeant B. V. Thompson
Sergeant E. R. S. Potter . ..
..
Sergeant A. T. Howson . . .
Sergeant S. S9Uilden
,,
Sergeant G. Greaves
Sergeant P . M. Daniel
,,
Sergeant J. Jones ... ·
Sergeant K. Morrell
,,
Sergeant M. Stanger
Sergeant C. Campbell
..
Sergeant J. C. Holland
,,
Sergeant A. Simpson
..
Sergeant J. A. Berry
Sergeant A. Williams ...
..
Sergeant P. G. Balkelock
..
Sergeant A. W. Cudlip ...
..
Sergeant J. M. Ferguson
Sergeant P. C. Gray ...
Sergeant I. R. Holmes ...
,,
Sergeant D. T. Llewellyn
.,
Sergeant G . E. Rawlins ...
,,
Sergeant J. R. Toll
...
,,
Sergeant W. R . Harmsworth
,,
Sergeant L. J. H. Meny
..
Sergeant K . I. Morgan . ..
,,
Sergeant W. Heaney
...
..
Sergeant J . Clarke ...
...
..
,.
· Sergeant '\V. C. Yates . ..
Sergeant P. J. l.asotll ...
,.
Sergeant R. D. Dixon . ..
Sergeant L. C. Kyben ...
.•
Sergeant D. E. A. Ramm
Sergeant R. A. lsgate . . .
..

Please order early as demands are heavy.

The presentation was made by the Honorary C.olonel, MajorGeneral A. M. W. Whistler, c.B., C.B.E., to the S.0.-in-C., MajorGeneral P. E. M. Bradley, c.B.E., D.s.o.

Presentation to HeaJquarters Mess
by

41st Signal Regiment (Princess Louise's Kensington Regiment) T.A.

The work was executed by Messrs. W. H. Godfrey & SonC.olonel W. H. Godfrey being a former C.ommanding Officer of
the Regiment and President of the Regimental Association.

===

llOYAL

SIGNALS

FI.YING

cum====

General
At present the Club exists purely as a fund operated by the
C.orps Games C.ommittee .to encourage all ranks who wish to
learn to fly. The following are the financial rules.
Power Flying Tuition Loan/Grant
All Ranks of Royal Signals are eligible for loans to cover
part of the cost of obtaining a flying licence (private pilot's licence
(PPL)), providing they are members of the Royal Signals Games
Club.
Loans will normally be issued before flying training is begun.
The present scale is up to £50. Grants, of up to £30 will
be made on completion of training, on production of the licence
obtained to the applicant's Commanding Officer. If a loan has
previously been made the grant will be set against it, leaving
only £20 to be repaid. If not, then the sum of £30 may be paid
to the applicant.
Method of Claiming
Those wishing to make use of this facility would apply to
the Secretary, Royal Signals Flying Club, stating whether they
want a loan or a grant or both. Applications should bear the
approval of the O.C./ Adjutant of the applicant's Unit.
If approved, the Hon. Secretary will ask the Corps Treasurer
to arrange the necessary payment.
On completion of training, those wishing to claim a grant
will forward a certificate from their Commanding Officer stating
that he has -seen .the applicant's flying licence or equiv-alent local
document. This will be forwarded to the Secretary, Royal
Signals Flying Club who will then request the C.orps Treasurer
either to convert a proportion of the loan into a grant or to
pay the sum if a loan h~ not been previously claimed.
HIS piece of silver was designed by the Honorary C.olonel,
C.ommanding Officer and P.M.C. of the Officers' Mess,
T
and was presented by the officers of the Regiment to the
Headquarters Mess at the dinner night held for the Reserve
Army Week-end on 26th March.
On the face is written a short history of the Regiment
since its founding, in 1798, and includes the date when the
Regiment joined Royal Signals in 1947, with the role of G.H.Q.
Reporting Signal Regiment, up to the present. When the
T.A. disbands in 1967, the Regiment will become a Signal
Squadron, namely:
"41st (Princess Louise's Kensington) Signal Squadron"
being a Squadron of the 31st (Greater London) Signal
Regiment (T. & A.V.R.).
On the reverse side are listed the battle honours (48) of the
Regiment, of which 2r are carried on the Regimental C.olours.

FOR TELEVISION - RENT OR BUY
LATEST MODELS

D. & G. MANSELL

have been made,
procedure of the
from the date of
2 years.
4 years.

Also all Domestic Electrical Appliances
Our Record Dept. contains the largest selection
of records in the district, also sheet music and
musical instruments.

-

DECORATIONS FOR ~AYSIA ROOM,
SCJlOOL OF SIGNALS
As ex-students of the School of Signals will know our lecture
rooms are named after member nations of the eoi:unonwealth.
S~dents from these countries, when they visit the School of
Signals, naturally feel it their duty to embelish the room that
bears their country's name. Captain Ooi Ah Kiang and Captain
Tay Ah Tee of the Malaysian Signals are now at the School
as students on No. 4 Royal Signals Officers' Communications
Course, and they very quickly decided that they must add
some decoration to Malaysia Room. They obtained from the
Malaysian High C.ommission in London .two very handsome
photograph-portraits of His Majesty The Yang Di-Pertuan
Agong and Her Majesty The Raja Permaisuri Agong. These
were mounted in suitable frames by Mr. Faulkner of the School
of Signals and together with a Malaysian Signals Regimental
Plaque were presented to the School in the small ante-'!oom of
the Officers' Mess at lunch time on Friday, 17th June. These
items were accepted on behalf of the School by the C.ommandant
and are now very handsome additions to the decorations of
Malaysia Room, for which we, in the School of Signals, are
very grateful.
We believe that it is intended to continue the custom of
naming rooms, as we do here, when the School moves to
Blandford, and so we hope that these portraits and .the Malaysian
Signals Plaque will be in Malaysia Room for many years to
come.

MINIATURE

RAILWAYS

Continuation Power Flying Grants for Upkeep of P.P.L.
or Local Equivalent Document
Grants of up to a maximum of £10 per calendar year are
available to assist members of ·t he Corps to maintain current
flying licences. Grants are payable on production of fl;Ceipted
bills .to the Secretary, Royal Signals Flying Club. These bills
must be presented in the calendar year in which they arc
incurred.

Corps T.O.T.s can turn their hands to anything. Read
below of Captain F. R. Addington's fascinating work on a
miniature locomotive.
When the School of Signals held its annual sports meeting
this year the opportunity was taken to raise money .for the
Cancer Research Fund. To this end various groups organised
side shows and stalls. Being a member of the Darlington Society
of Model Engineers I persuaded them to set up their portable
mini-railway.

Secretariat
The Secretary of the Royal Signals Flying Club bas the
permanent address of: c/o Royal Signals Games Club,
H.Q. Training Brigade Royal Signals,
Catterick Camp, Yorkshire.

Started in 19S6
I started building the locomotive shown in the picture while
I was stationed in Dennington in 1956, where the main frames
were cut from the side of a crashed 63 set. (Did I hear a
remark about steam radio?) Shortly after -starting the work,
I was posted to the School, thence to Cyprus and eventually to
Germany; throughout this .time work continued sporadically,
and she was eventually completed in 1963, at Hereford.

and is at present: Major D. H. Scarfe, Royal Signals,
MoD, Signals 6 (Army),
Whitehall, London, S.W.x.
Tel. WHitehall 7022 Exten. 6909/7454.

41, MARKET PLACE,
RICHMOND, YORKS. Tel. 2024.
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Repayment of Loans
Loans, or the residue of them after grants
will be repaid in accordance with the normal
Games Club within the following time limits,
receipt of the loan: within
a. Majors and above
within
b. All others

Captain's Ooi Ah Kiang and Tay Ah Tee of Malaysian Signals making
the presentation to the Commandant, School of Signals for the
Malayasian Room.

Editor's Note: It should be borne in mind that as flying in
the U.K. costs £6 an hour to qualify for a private pilot's licence
(P.P.L.), it may involve a U.K. pupil in an expenditure of a
sum in the order of £250. The Secretary's financial resources
are not unlimited. He has a sum of £150 which he can disburse
each year between all applicants who are dealt with on a first
come first served basis.
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,\ miniature not a model
The loco is a miniature rather than a model, since it is built
and functions in exactly the same way as the full-sized
engine. The fuel is Welsh steam coal or alternatively anthracite,
crushed to haricot bean size and the working pressure of the
boiler is 80 p.s.i. In order to ensure safety, the boiler is tested
annually under hydraulic pressure to 16o p.s.i., followed by a
steam test to 120 p.s.i.
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 1966

A real beauty-it functions exactly the same way as a full sized
engine.

. Feedw~ter is ~elivered to the boiler by (a) an injector, a clever
little device wh1ch takes steam from the boiler and " blows.,
the feedwater in by an interchange of energy; (b) a crosshead
pump, which is only _operative when the engine .is moving; (c)
~hould (a) and (b) fail, an emergency hand pump is concealed
m the tender. (Shortage of water can result in destruction of
the boiler.)
The. cylinders are xt in. bore, I cast them myself from a
collection of old bronze scrap, the exact constitution of the
metal is in doubt, but they are wearing well! The valve gear is
Stephenson, and fully reversing by a screw reverser in the cab.

Astonishing power
Onlookers are always surprised at the power of these small
engines, which have a fascination for young and old alike. In
recent years several similar engines have carried out loo-mile
non-stop runs on continuous circuit tracks, which gives evidence
of their ability .to work Teliably and consistently. During the
afternoon of our Sports Day, our three engines maintained this
reputation and 230 passengers were carried safely to their
destination.
SCHOOL OF SIGNALS, CATTERICK
Athletics
In the Northern C.ommand Inter Unit Team Athletics
Championship, the School of Signals came third. The team
claim this as a moral victory. Although disqualified in the heats
for the 4 X 120 yards relay the team was allowed .to run in
and win the " B " final. The final placings were decided by
this event. The team won six events outright and came second
in four others. From the point of view of the sanity of the
team captain, Captain G. W. Young, and the smooth running
of the routine class work of the School, it was a satisfactory
result; we would have lost most of our team before Aldershot
if we had qualified.

Demonstrations to Cadet Camp
The School represented the C.orps at the Northern C.ommand
Arms and Services demonstration at Warcop C.C.F. and A.C.F.
Camp this year. The weather was fine for the first day and
everyone enjoyed the live firing demonstration by the Armoured,
Artillery and Infantry weapons. It was difficult to compete
with the counter attractions of the 'hot' guns and the tank
'joy' rides, but no one could miss the C.orps demonstration
area. For a flag pole, the new Clarke 40 foot pneumatic mast
was used and this surmounted the whole demonstration area.
The equipment displayed consisted of a Battalion C.ommand
FV432, Du, Line Lane Rover, Tape Relay vehicle, Radio
Relay System and a range of field radio equipment including
the C15. The Soviet Newsagency TASS again proved to be
a popular item and also a series of sildes depicitng " Life in
Royal Signals."
The weather spoilt the S$Cond day as few attended and foot
and mouth disease prevented the demonstration team moving
north to Otterburn Camp on the third. Although this meant an
unexpected weekend at home most of the team were di appointed
as a lot of time and work had been spent on preparing for
these demonstrations.
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.JUNIOll LEADE R S REGD I ENT,
DENDUIU' CAlUP
July was about me most hectic month of a very hectic summer
term. The quietest event being the Regimental Stand Down
at the beginning of the month. On retu rn the Junior Leader
were faced with a very full programme.

Nijm.-gen ~fnreltes
Once again the Regiment entered for the marches and was
in fact the only Junior Leaders Regiment in the country ro be
allocated any vacancies.
This year we entered three team s, namely " Ale.xander '
Squadron, " Slim" Squadron and a T roop team from " White
Swan " Troop. We h ad 49 Junior Leaders marching. The
training was extensive and prior to departure to ijmegen every
Junior Leader had marched close on 250 miles in the lanes of
Devon. The party went by bus and ferry to N ijmegen and
h ad two very enjoyable days prior to th e m arches to look around.
The four d ays of the marches will long be remembered by
all the boys. With 15,000 marchers they were able to rub
shoulders-or feet- with representatives from some 15 nations.
At the opening ceremony the Junior Leaders were chosen to
represent the British Anny and on the final march in they were
very popular with the crowd as they marched past the saluting
dais in their No. 2 Dress.
We are pleased to report all the participants received thei r
medals and we also collected three team medals.
We must, at this point, thank C.S.M .I. Carpenter of the
A.P.T.C. for his efforts and enthusiasm and the excellent results
his training plan achieved.
P resentatio n Gro up
This has been the busiest term of the year for the Band
Pipers and Gymnasts. Whenever they have appeared they have
been widely acclaimed and praised for their skill and enthusiasm.
The group has given displays at the S.S.A.F.A. Fete, T eignmouth, Reading Army Display, Butlins, Minehead to name but
a few.
Commonweal th t rophy
This year the Regiment was loosed upon D artmoor in
conditions which were more readily allied with November than
August. As the wind rose and the mist fell all the staff wondered
what would happen. It is with delight we announce that we
were able to account for all boys in record time. They were
all extremely wet and cold but none the worse for wear!
In fact, the hardships were much reduced later when it
became known that one of llhe check points manned by persons
responsible for map reading instruction lost their way when
coming off the moor, thereby spending much longer than was
necessary in rhe uncomfortable weather.
R egime ntal R egn t ta
This annual event was held at Coombe Cellars on Wednesday, 16th July, under admirable conditions, although there was
quite a high wind and strong sea. The River Teign was alive
with dinghjes, can~es, cutters and motor-powered assawt boats.
All events were eagerly contested with the final result depending
upon the last event.
As usual the permanent staff were well an d truly drenched
but it was all taken in the spirit of the event.
Great credit must go to Captain C uthill and Captain
McMahon for the organising of such an enjoyable· afternoon.
C. C.F . s umme r e nmps
This. menth saw the arrival of five school C.C.F. contingents
-Kelvmside Academy; Taunton Schoel, Peter Symonds School,
Queen Mary's School and Radley College. The R egiment
had p~ed a tt;nted camp for all t~e C.C.F. contingents. We
also provided assistance with a cer-t am amount of the training.
It was interesting to see how enthusiastic these Cadets were
when they were training with the latest equipment. They all
state!i how much they had enjoyed their visit and I think
heanng the ~mments of the Cadets has made the Junior
Leaders appreciate all the more the facilities they have on the
camp.
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Signal Wing
So far as we know, the Signal Wiag has not produced note
for THE WIRE before. Tucked away in the South-East corner
of England as we are, we do not see very much of the Corps.
The " Old Guard" is moving out and many new faces are
appearing wearing the Signals cap badge, and so it seems a
suitable time to record this in THE WIRE.
P erso nnli n - t h ose who go nnd t hose w h o e o 111eLieutenant-Colonel Winter, the previous Commandant, left
us to go to H.Q., FARELF, as Gl Signals, and is succeeded by
Lieutenant-Colonel Baynham. More recently, Foreman of
Signals Cliff Webb, who had so many ideas for some highly
practical and useful " gadgets " (if he will excuse the term), has
also gone to the Far East. Foreman Morris has taken his place
from Catterick, and closely following him in the drift southwards comes R.Q.M.S. Remmer. The latter is counting climbing irons and Tele J's in the stores in the process of taking
over from R.Q.M.S. Peberdy, who is going to be R.S.M. at
12 Brigade H.Q . and Signal Squadron.
Staff Sergeant Clark, who is our senior technician, is studying hard for the Foreman of Signals entrance exam. We wish
him luck in his efforts and also congratulate him on his L.S. and
G .C., which was presented by the Commandant, Sjgnal Wing.
Tile Process of b ein g •• Odlingised "
brings I ts p r oble m s
We are in the process of
being " Odlingised," in that
eventually our radio technicians and driver-electricians will be replaced by
R.E.M.E. soldiers. W e were
staggered to find that, due to
a minor oversight, it was
intended to replace them
with half the present numbers. At our protest the
R .E.M.E. Staff Officer who
came to look at the battery
shop was so impressed that
Corporal Chambers and his
team of Signalmen M ackenzie and Richardson and
M r. Turnpenny, that h e suggested that the senior replacement should be at least
a Sergeant, with a LanceLieutenant Colo nel D. H. Baynham ,
Corporal and two others to
G. M.. Royal Signals, presenting Staff
help h im. We still expec\
Sergeant G. Clark with his Long Serv ice
to have our Royal Signals
and Good Conduct Medal
technicians and battery shop
experts for some time yet.
Technicians Wren and Seddon seem to be permanent fixtures
in the radio workshop. If they are not mending bits of equipment, they may be seen poring over over circuit diagrams or
doing intricate mathematical calculations under the Foreman's
eye.
We are looking forward to seeing five more Royal Signals
officers on Regimental Signal lnsli'Uctors' Course No. 47, which
starts in September. We also look forward to seeing Captain
Carter here when he joins th e instructional staff after his T E
course at Catterick.
O f c ourse r
In the meantime we have some well deserved annual leave
to organise before the next year' s training starts. No doubt we
shall return refreshed . Ready to start with renewed vigour ?
Of course!

A~D J,JD \·.~ .

f"orps Week
The celebrations this year were held from Sunday, 26th June,
to Saturday, 2nd July, and everyone had a very enjoyable time.
. As. usual we started off with a church service which was held
m Tigne Barracks. The G.O.C., Major-General J. D. Frost,
C.B., D.S.?·• M.c., and Mrs. Frost attended the service. After
the Service a parade was held at which the G.O.C. took the
Salute at the march past. During the parade he presented the
L.S. and G.C. medal to W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.) Pearce of 234
quadron. The troops on parade were provided by 234 and
235 Squadrons and the Parade Commander was Major C. S.
Galb:a1th. The Band was provided by 4th Bn. The Royal
Anglian Regiment.
We hear that the new medal was well and truly 'wetted' in
the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess at Lintorn Barracks
shortly after the _Parade. ~ . O.II Pearce has only been with us
fo~ a very short tune but will soon be on the move again as he is
being posted to Aden on promotion to W .O.I. We wish him
the very best of luck.
The _next item on. th_e men u was the Royal Signals Officers'
Cocktail Party. This 1s an annual affair and is now a well
known feature in the Malta social calendar. This year it was
held on Tuesday, 28th June, at Imtarfa in St. D avid's Officers'
Mess.. The ¥ess has a~ excellent courtyard which makes a
beautiful setung f~r this type _o f function, especially when
tastefully set out with coloured lights, floral decoration s and a
band playing.
Two hundre d gues t s
Approximatelr tw? hundr~d guests were invited, including
Therr ~xcellencies Srr M aunce and Lady Dorman His Excellency Str Jo~ ai:d Lady M artin, M ajor-General ~d Mrs. J.
D. 1'.rost, . Bngad1er The Lor~ and Lady Grimthorpe, ViceAdmtral ~If I:Iugh Martell, M aior-General Sir Leslie and L ady
Tyler,. Bn~adier D am e Joanna Henderson (visiting from U .K.)
and Air Vice-M ar shall and Mrs. Gordon Jones.
This was a very pleasant and memorable evening and our
thanks. are due to the many people who worked so hard to
make It so.
F r e sh air needed
By Thursday the 30th we were all in need of fresh air in large
doses and what better way than to play cricket, in the annual
match between the. officers of the Sappers and ourselves. This
year1 howeyer, we mcluded three Warrant Officers in our team
to.give a bit of much needed stiffening in the middle. We don't
thing we <>heated because we did notice at least one officer of
th~ R.C.T. in the Sappers team and he did know a bit about
cncket ! The Sappers batted first and scored a notable 96 runs
befor~ being dismissed. I say " notable " because, by the rules
of this game everyone (less the wicketkeeper) has to bowl three
overs and to score runs the ball must reach .the batsmen or at
least . ge_t somewher~ near him. This did not always happen
and It is doubtful if the West Indies could have done much
better. Our turn came and after a lot of blowing and puffing
we are ~ a ppy ~o report that we surpassed the Sappers score with
three wickets m hand. For the record this is our first win in
five years.
After the match t ea was provided in the gardens of the
Marsa Club and was very much enjoyed by the players and
all the wives and children who had come along to watch the
game.
Friday, 1st July, saw us once again dressed in our best bib
'.lfld t ucke.r on the occasion of a Sappers/Signals Dinner held
m the H.Q. Mess at Castille . This was a joint effort by the
Sappers and ourselves, for our own entertainment. The bill
of . fare was excellent and the evening as a whole extremely
enioyable.
Two tlances to J1u1ke s ure
No Corps Week is complete without a dance. To make sure
we held two. On Wednesday, 29th June, an All Ranks dance
was organised by 234 Squadron and as a grand finale the
Warrant Officers and Sergeants of 235 Squadron held a Corps
Ball on Saturday, 2nd July. Both these dances were excellent
open~air affairs, very much enjoyed by everyone and were
certainly a credit to the organisers.
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Cf>lonel J. R. West, M.B.E., C.S.O. Comcan, paid us a v1s1t
durmg part of Corps Week and we were very pleased that he
was able to attend and enjoy some of the functions.
l.t>ltt>rs to tlie E d itor

Here s a Wontlerlul Recortl Nearly Fifty Years Association with the Corps
Dear Editor,
On the 8th September it will be exactly 40 years since I
commenced my service with the Civil Service on the recommendation by the Signals Association . M y first appoin tmen t
being with the Chief Signal Officer Southern Command, under
Colonel Earle who was succeeded by Brigadier Willan and
Colonel E. G . Bradley.
. D uring thi~ l?eriod I . was an active representative of the
S.1~al.s Assooat1on, getting members of the Services jobs in
c:1v1l life three months before their discharge up to 1939 when
life became rather hectic on the outbreak of War. In 1940 I
was transferred to Infantry Records, Exeter, Devon, on promotion where I have r emained to date, and on the 12th October
I . r~tire .from all . active work and take life easy as a Senior
C1t1Zen or otherwise known as an Old Age Pensioner.
I look back over the years when I first entered the R.E. Signal
Service, o~ 8th Mar<;h, 1920, at Maresfield Park Camp, Uckfield,
S ussex, gomg to India 6th March, 1921, when I was compulsorily
transferred to the Royal Corps of Signals changing my number
and rank from 625166 Sapper to 231o683 Signalman in the
l~ tter part_ of the year. I ~ave had a most exciting and pleasing
life, especially when runnmg the Bannu Branch of the Association in India and also being a correspondent to THE WIRE
under the pen name of "Coir." In December, 1929, with the
late Brigadier Willan, C.S .M. Jack Smart, Messrs. E. Hand,
T. Cannell, J. Johnson and myself, sat over bread and cheese
and a glass of beer at a local pub in Salisbury discussing the
forma tion of the Salisbury and District Signals O.C.A.,
which became one of the best branches at home. I would
like to express my warmest regards to any of the old 17
Squad of Maresfield days in 1920; " C " Division Signals,
Quetta, and Waziristan, 1921-1926, and everyone else known
to me during .t he period 1926 to date, wishing them every
success.
Yours sincerely,
40, Beacon Lane,
FREDERICK COLE,
Exeter, Devon.
"Corn," Life Member, Serial 2u5.

.-\

R E1JNION

WITH

A

DIFFEH ENCE

Sir,
26 T .M. Section, 6 L. of C. Signals, M .E .F., was just an
ordinary war-time Signals T .M. Section-except that those
who served in it naturally thought it was the best T .M. Section
in the whole Corps.
Perhaps it was unusual after all, for, in November 1946, the
Section held its first Reunion at the Charing Cross Hotel.
Unlike many such Reunions, thjs one has gone on, and now in
November 1966 we shall be holding our 21st Reunion.
We feel that this is a record of which we can be justifiably
proud, so we are asking for your help in giving us a little publicity.
Some of the Section have lost touch and some we have been
unable to locate. We should like to see them ALL this year.
Possibly some read THE WIRE. In particular we are most
anxious to get in touch with Sergeant W . ("Chippy' ) Wood,
Driver C. (" Weasal ") Kenneford, ex-Driver "Ben" Fainstein.
If any ex-member of 26 T.M. Section, or anyone else who
worked with the Section, is interested, would they please ge t in
touch with either: -Mr. A. Dunlop (" Angus " ), Little Buds,
Pett, near Hastings (tel. : Pett 3368), or Mr. F. Eyre (Fred),
26, Ru kin Drive, Worceste r Park, Surrey.
Yours, ere., A . DUNLOP

Th e Wire is wrilleri by the Corps . ..
lo be read by the Corps
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Subaltern. The first photograph shows the team which won the
Australia Cup in 1934 and includes a number of well-known
Corps personalities apart from the Brigadier. The Australia
Cup was presented to 1st Regiment by the 1st Australian
Divisional Signal Regiment in 1934 and Major-General R. E.
Barker, C.B.E., the Commanding Officer of the Regiment of that
time directed that the trophy should be competed for annually
in a competition •to decide the best all-round officer, N.C.0. and
soldier of the Regiment. The competition was to consist of a
series of tests which, although within the capabilities of trained
soldiers, were sufficiently exacting to demand high standard
of physical ability and individual skill. The Cup was then
lost sight of from 1936 until 1962 when its origins were disclosed
by Major-General Barker who was visiting the Regiment from
New Zealand. The competition was then re-introduced by
Brigadier A. J. Woodrow, M.B.E., who was the Commanding
Officer at {hat time. The second photograph shows an inspection
by G.0.C. 1st Division of the Saar Signal Section which was
being formed from lSt Divisional Signals in January 1934·
The inspection took place in Mons Barracks, Aldershot, and
Lieutenant Stoneley is facing the camera wearing a steel helmet;
Lieutenant-Colonel Barker is shown on the extreme right. The
highly polished Morris Minors contain No. 1 sets and appear to
be a highlight of the inspection.

ht REGOIENT. D.F.P.O. 32
Oae-tlm Commanding Officer Uel.'isits llis Old
Reglm«>nt as U4'pr«•s«>ntatir4' Colonel Comma.ndant
Rt>mlnders o( .-nrlier da:;-·s
When Brigadier C. H. Stoneley, O.B.E., visited us on Monday,
i8th July, 1966 he came not only as our R~presentatJve q>l,o?el
Commandant but also as an old Commanding Officer rev!Sltmg
the Regiment he commanded from Au~s.t 1944 to November
1945. It was therefore a day of great. si~ificance to us and we
were happy indeed to welcome the Bngad1er and Mrs. Stoneley.
As Brigadier Stoneley went round he saw many ~minders of
his previous stay with the Regim~t-the _Austral~a. C1;1p for
example which he won in x934, is a pnze exhibit_ m the
Sergean:s• Mess, as also is a carved "Jimmy" which was
presented to him in Palestine in x946.
Afrer a short visit to I I Brigade in Minden, Brigadier Stoneley
arrived at Caithness Barracks and inspected a Quarter Guard
commanded by ergeant D. B. Mulcahy. He then went to the
ergeants' Mess where Mr. Adams, the R.S.M. had assembl_ed
a cross section of bis x30-strong members to have. lunch wi0
the Brigadier. As there are nearly 40 cap ~adges ID the Regiment the cross section turned out to be q~ite a colourful one.
In the meantime Mrs. Stoneley, accompanied by .Mr~. Bo~
wick had lunch with about 40 members of the Wives Club ID
the Corporals' Club, which bad been newly decorated for the
occasion.
Trampolinists
The afternoon programme started with a visit t~ a _static
communication layout on the square to enable the ~ngad1e~ to
see the recent developments in radio relay and radio working.
The Brigadier then inspected two M.P.C. Cou~ses and took the
salute at their pass-off parade. After presentmg bes~ student
awards to Corporal Ramnarine and Signalman Rob1ohn, ~e
Brigadier commented upon the very smart turnout and bearing
ef all the students on the courses. The P .R.I has recently
invested in a first-class trampolene and we wen~ unable to
restrain ourselves from sb9wing it off. 'J!le next item on the
programme therefore wa_s a dernon~trauon by fo~ of our
aspiring trampolinists domg a set piece demonstration under
the guidance of our APTC Instructor, S.S.!. ~arnes. There
can be no doubt about the appeal of the machme and many
are the people who have said that they will go and have a try
in a quiet period.
From the gymnasium the Brigadier then went to the I
Squadron Club for coffee. This . Club bas. recently been given
a new look by the laying of a high-class lino tiled floor. It is

W .0 .1 (R.S.M.) R. Adams, Lieutenant-Colonel R. H. Borthwick,
Brigad ier C. H. Stoneley.
now so nice a place that we always try to include it on the
programme of the visiting potentates as a typical Squadron
Club.
The envy of Verden
The Regiment has recently ~on. the Army Team Cookery
Championship and so it was 1Dev1table that. ?ur programme
should include a visit to the Cookhouse and Dmu:g Room. The
Brigadier there saw our latest attempt to build a separa~e
N c O.s Dining Room and we are now happy w say that this
w~rk is now completed. From the Cookhouse .we went ~~.to
the Amenities' Centre, which is the local pomt of acuv1t1es
headed by a full scale Bowling Alley which is the envy of the
whole of Verden.
.
Jn the everiing Brigadier and Mrs. Stoneley were enteNamed
by the Regimental Officers to a buffet sul.'~e~ in the Officers'
Mess where the other guests included our D1v1Slonal Commander
and the C.R.A.
Flash-back
By way of a flash-back we are incl~ding a ph~tograph of
Brigadier Stoneley when he was first m the Regiment as a
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Kohlma Week, 1966
All past and present members of the Regiment know that as
the Battle of Kohirna was the turning point of <the war in Asia,
so is Kohima Week the turning point of the regimental year,
with the same forced marches, frantic preparations and ultimate
victory. This year's celebrations were held late in July .to avoid
exercise commitments, but 2 Squadron still had only three
days in which to prepare their barmen for the nights of long
Ams tels.
Celebrations began with the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess Ball in the Stadtgarten, Bunde, on Thursday, 21st July.
Guests included the G.0.C., Major-General J. A. T. Sharp,
M.c., the Representative Colonel Commandant, Brigadier
Stoneley, o.B.E., and Brigadier Page, C.C. Royal Signals, l (BR)
Corps, and their ladies. Brigadier Stoneley and his wife were
on a general visit to B.A.0.R. and we were delighted to have
them visit us for the Ball and also for the Fair on Saturday,
23fd July.
Kohima Fair
The Fair organised to raise funds for Service Benevolent
Societies was a great success. The weather man was on our
side and the day was warmer and clearer .t han it had been or
probably will be for some time. l Squadron had worked for
the previous week erecting marquees on the rugby field and
early on the Saturday a cloud of soldiers, wives and children
set up ta.Pies and sideshows. In the afternoon the gates of the
Camp were ·t hrown open to all Germany, civil and military,
and despite rumours of international football many of them
came. Kohima offers an unequalled opportunity to meet the
Germans on their own ground. Many local tradesmen generously
donated goods to one of the produce stalls run by the wives
and the proceeds went to a German Handicapped Children's
Home. Apart from the usual stalls there was a demonstration
of free-fall parachuting by the Rhine Army Parachute Association. To them and .to all who worked towards the success of
the occasion, many thanks are due.
Service and ii.lurch Past
The next day began early with preparations for the Memorial
Service at II a.m. The Rev. E. G. Jones, M.A., S.C.F., officiated
at this, almost his last function with .the Headquarters as he is
leaving in Augui;t. Again the weather held fine and the service
was held in the open air. Immediately afterwards the Regiment
marched past the G.O.C., who then joined the C.R.A. and
eighty other officers and wives from H.Q. 2 Division for lunch
in the Officers' Mess.

AUSTRALIA CUP 1934
Bock Row: Lieutenant R. B. S. Eraut , 1 1 ?, Sergeant Dillworth,
1 1 ?, ? ? 1
f ront Row: Lance-Corporal H. J. Thompson , Captai n A. E. Mo rrison ,
Lance-Corporal Chapman , Lieutenant C. H. Stoneley, Lieutenant
G. D. B. McKean, Lieutenant L. W . J. Dryland , Lieutenant G. S. K.
Maydon
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INSPECTION OF SAAR SIGNAL SECTION BY G.O.C. I DIVISIO N
AT MONS BARRACKS, ALDERSHOT-JANUARY 1934
Lieutenant C. H. Stoneley second from left
Cars are Morris Minor fitted with No. I sets
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K.o hima Day, 28t h July
1be Regiment concluded its celebrations with a D urbar and
All Ranks' D ance on Thursday, 28th July. The Commanding
Officer addressed the Regiment, briefly outlining the history of
the Battle of Kohima and then played a tape recorded address
by Brigadier Nettleship, who was C.R. Signals 2 Division at
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KOHI MA FAIR
The Representat ive Colonel Comma ndant, Brigadier Stoneley and
Lieutenant-Colonel Cubberley "have a go" at the Cocon ut Shy
Kohima. His address concentrated on some of the more personal
aspects of the Battle, such as the operator who was ordered, as
the enemy were less than a mile from the H .Q., to switch off his
generator "if things got too exciting." The operator did not
switch off until be had finished passing his traffic although the
generator was hit by a stray bullet.
The All Ranks' Dance in the evening was a great success and
well attended. A Dance Band and Beat Group from the Duke
of Wellington's Regiment provided music and the dance was
again held in the Stadtgarten.
A tts and D e t s

As mentioned above, the Padre is leaving us in August. His
quiet and convincing delivery of home truths will be long
remembered, as will his following of rugby. We wish him all
happiness in the future.
W.0.11 (Y. of S.) Giles is leaving for Fontainebleau, or so
· be thinks! It will be interesting to see what happens! W .0.11
(Y. of S.) A.nkers has arrived to take his place. 1 Squadron as
last have an S.S.M. l W.O.II Snell arrived early in July to
take some of the load off Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Goodman.
Lieutenant King has left for the Junior Tradesmen's Regiment,
Troon. We are delighted to have with us as Education Officer
that well known gourmet, historian and general all-round
educator, Captain P. B. Harvey, B.A., R.A.E.C., whose bla<:R
Mercedes looms so large in the Officers' Mess legend. One of
his first jobs was to take five Subalterns bot foot from Exercise
" Full House " to Sandhurst for a spot of sword drill at SecondLieutenant Stokes' wedding. Second-Lieutenant Stokes and his
wife are now both out with us.. in Germany and we wish them
every happiness.
E X -S .S.M.

J.

H.

BESWICK,

M.S~I.

Ex-S.S.M. J. H. Beswick, M.S.M., of St. Margaret's, Salisbury
Road, Abbott's Ann, Andover, d ied on 10th August. Prior
to retiring, he was Chief Clerk at the W.O.S.B., Barton Stacey.
He served with the Corps from May, 1924, until May, 1961.
He wa$ a Life M ember of the Association.
Our deep sympathy goes to hi widow and relatives.
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apa!f from ?ranges. There is an Officer, however, who is
lettmg the side down. " C " Troop are talking of raising a
fund t o buy h im a larger uniform.

C::AlUP

aekclot and Ashes
A note for all those poor souls who are charged with the
production of Unit WIRE Notes. If you ever feel frustrated
and have the notion that nobody reads your deathless prose,
you ju t mak~ a mistake. Within minutes of THE WIRE hitting
the Unit your phone will start to ring and everybody and his
uncle will take great pleasure in pointing out th.e mistake. Mine
was to attribute to Bravo Troop the prodigies of signalling performed by Air upport Troop, at the gliding championships at
Lasbam. I am now suitably garbed in sackcloth and ashes
and make public penance for my ghastly blunder.
(We k1ww jim how yotl feel.-Editor).
Sending in 1 Squadron's notes as a separate item last month
and making pointed comments at previous meetings must have
pricked some consciences, as this month we have been
inundated by Squadron notes. Well, we got them from 1 and 2
Squadron . 3 Squadron have no conscience, or else nothing
ever happens there. (It is not sackcloth we will want next
month, but a suit of armour). As you will see when you read
I and 2 Squadron's notes, we have had an Open Day and are
now on block leave.
Open Day had many highlights
The Open Day on the 27th July was a great success from
its opening by Miss Anne Sydney, Miss World 1965, who was
escorted by Mr. Clare. The other subalterns were gnashing
their teeth with envy as Mr. Clare, dressed with a sartorial
elegance that would have put Bertie Wooster to shame, strolled
round the fair with a nonchalant air as if he did this sort of
thing all the time. All the Squadrons worked hard to put on
a good show and judging by the comments of our visitors they
succeeded. Among the highlights of the day were the free
fall parachutists, who nearly landed in the tea tent, the helicopter
flying display by Captain Blake, the aerial erection competition,
comfortably won by the Sergeants' Mess team, and the piano
breaking contest, won by 2 Squadron.
In the evening we had the all ranks' dance, which was held
in the Garrison Theatre, tastefully transformed by Captain
Peter Goldney and his assistants from 1 Squadron. Captain
Goldney has connecrions in the film world and acquired
beautifql backdrops and scenery from some film studios, which
shall remain nameless, as we might want them again. The
whole evening went with a swing with music from the Corps
Band and two local groups.
R.S.~f.

presented with sword
Earlier on in die month the R.S.M. was presented with a
sword by Lieutenant-Colonel Proudrnan and the Officers of
the Regiment. This has come to be a tradition in 3 H.Q. and
Signal Regiment, that the R.S.M. be presented with a sword
on appointment and, judging by die R.S.M.'s face and his
words of thanks to the C.0. and Officers, a tradition much
appreciated by the R.S.M.s.
C::.O. dined out
On the 26th July the Officers dined out Lieutenant-Colonel
Proudrnan, our C.O., who leaves us shortly for Aden's sunny
clime. A very pleasant evening was enjoyed by all and the C.O.
instead of being towed away, as is usual on these occasions, we,
as the airportable kings, forklifted him away on one of our
forklift traccocs.

Dadmbdo11 and Cricket
The R egimental ~adminton team, composed almost entirely
of 2 Squadron men, 1s now at the top of l:he D ivisional/District
ladder, thanks ·t o such stalwarts as Sergeant Sharp, LanceCorporals Roythorne and Gallon, and Signalmen C...z<ii'kowski
and Brown.
_O n the _cricketing side there has been an upheaval, for the
Ollghty cncket a~d football_ champions, Oscar Troop, were
beaten by a combined Charlie and Romeo Troop side.

Adm iring the inscription on the Sword presented to R.S .M. J. Y.
Templeton .
Captain J. Goldney , Captain I. Baxter and Captain G. Schofield

I SQUADRON NOTES
They talked, typed· and tapped
The end of te.r m feeling that builds up to Open Day,
sustains through the all ranks' dance and collapses utterly when
block leave starts (this year on 29th July, and the counting of
days-to-<io rivals the best of the National Service world),
has not stopped a last splurge of signalling. Corporal Pond
kept his Dll on required schedule foc three weeks to B.A.O.R.
from Sandhurst, handling " noduf " traffic for the cadets on
exercise over there, and was only upset once--so the official
version has it-and that was when his technician (Corporal
White) wanted him to close down so that he could repair a fault
in the teleprinter. Corporal Pond demonstrated that his voice
to White was as clear as his voice to Germany. Both waited
until scheduled close down before thinking in terms of type
again. Similar sticking to the main aim should stand him in
good stead during his coming A.I. course at Catterick. The
rest of the Squadron talked, typed and tapped between Yorkshire, South Wales and Salisbury Plain on Exercise "Link
' Up One'," whilst the Troop Officers, raised to at least the
humble post of Brigadier, initiated enough " Z'-s" to cause yet
another re-think on the system of precedences.
It has been a busy six months, with a variety of jobs all
tackled satisfactorily-some very well, and everyone is ready for
a break. Variety may be the spice of life, but, spice alone
is an unsettling diet. In this Regiment it is important that
the true life role of the Division is not lost sight of. We
possibly more than any other Unit have to be prepared for
emergency; for the unexpected. In many respects we are the
synthesis of the whole Army-trl!ining for something we hope
may never happen and facing both the excitements and the
frustrations that this can cause. By the time you read this
our block leave will be over. We can only hope that "they"
did not chose this one time to play it for real !
2

The Reglmental History
This month also saw the publication of the second edition
of our Regimental History, which has been a labour of love
for Captain Gordon Schofield, who has served the Regiment
as R.S.M. and Admin Officer of 1 Squadron. This was in
fact Captain Schofield's last task for us, as he is now on his
way to 1 (BR) Corps in B.A.0.R. to a Staff appointment. We
wish him and Mrs. Schofield all good fortune and happiness
in his new job.
By the way, if you should want a copy of the Regimental
History send a crossed postal order or cheque for 2s. 6d. made
out to "Officer-in-Charge Central Bank" and you will get one
by return of post.
That has cleared my desk and now I am off on leave. Going
up to Tobermory, in Bonny Scotland, to see if I can find any
Spanish treasure.
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SQUADilON

NOTES

Fasting and altstinence
This month we have had quite a busy time. This can be
illusttated by a question attributed to the O.C. : " .What are
you doing when you finish wock at 22.00 hours tonight ? " The
first event was a demonstration to Cambridge University O.T.C.
at Shocncliffe in conjunction with 1 Squadron. I do not know
what the fastest time for moving by three-tonner from Folkestooe to Bulford is, but I think the record for the slowest trip
could quite easily be added to our long list of honours. It is
considered that " 0 " Troop have now done their adventure
training for the year.
Fasting and abstinence are quite the rage in the Squadron
now. Majoc Jones and Lieutenant Clare have done a three-day
fast, and Lieutenant McCoy has been booked out of the Mess
for three weeks, during which time he has lived on very little,·
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lU.T. improves out of all recognition
On the M .T. side, thanks to the efforts of Sergeant Evans
and Lanc~~Cor~oral _Daly, the transport has improved out of
all recogruuon; m spite of the fact that it is being used a good
deal ;noce than it ~as in the past. We always have some
exerc~se o~ the boil, even ~o long distance driver training,
~venng distances of 600 miles or more with minimum rest
m less than a day. We entered a team of two cars in a
treasure hunt .run by 1 Squadron, and although up to a few
minutes from the start it was not sure whether Lance-Corporal
Gallon's car (and congratulations to him on his marriage)
would be a runner, thanks to excellent map reading by Corporal
Green, and by La?ce-Corporal Daly navigating Lieutenant
McCoy, the team pnzes were secured by a comfortable margin.
Open Day and the famous Dri~ge lUarathon
And now we come to what has occupied everyone's mind for
several months-the Open Day.
In conjuncti?n with an initiative test run by " Romeo" Troop,
as one of their problems, Lance-Corporal Inman and Signalman Czarkowski managed .to get on to Southern TV where
they publicised it.
'
Also, .five days before the Open Day, four N.C.O.s, Corporals
Goodchild, Le Mouton and Brindle (well, he used to be in
the Squadron) and Lance-Corporal Roythorne started an
attempt on the world oontract bridge record. 'umpired by
volun~eers wo~g on shift basis, they played non-stop,
planning to fimsh on the afternoon of the 27th. The world
record for four-banded bridge was 80 hours with 114 hours foc
three-handed, and 116 hours with two peo'ple having dropped
out. . All three world records are now held by us, now
standing at 107! hours for four-handed and 118 for threehanded, a tremendous effort.
Plano smashing, too
One of the most successful stalls at the fete was one of
th<?se run by " C " Troop and consisted of a poor victim
bemg flung into a pool of water when a target was struck.
All good, clean fun, but in spite of, or should that be " because
of," remarks from the R.S.M., Mr. Mackereth would not take
part.
To roun~ off the.day the 2 ~quadron tc;am managed to scrape
home to win the piano smashing compeution.
And now we are all going on three weeks' well earned leave.

Regimental Cummerbunds &
Matching Bow Ties
J,end a truly dlstlngutshed <tppearance to
your evening dress ensemble. AvaUable extock 1n t11e colours of the Royal Signals,
other designs avallable on Sl>eclal request.
Cummerbunds 35/- each. Bow Ties 13/6.
end cash with order to De1>t. w.,

CLUB CUMMERBUNDS, LTD.,
Oak Mills, Clayton,
Bradford, Yorkshire.
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Brigadier Stoneley presents the prize to the Team Captain W.0.11
Salton for skill at arms

4th

REGl.HENT.

D.F.P.O.
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J_uly and _August are ~ormally the quiet months of the year.
This year is no excepuo~ and at the ~e of writing, there
appears -to be large gaps ~ our co~mun1ty, whilst the more
adventurous of us are explormg the hills of Austria, the beaches
of Italy or the beauty of Denmark and Holland.
The highlight of July was the visit of the Representative
Colonel <;:ommandant, Brigadier ~· H. Stoneley, o.B.E., who,
accompanied by Mrs. Stooeley, paid a brief, but welcome visit
on Friday, 26th July. During his visit Brigadier Stoneley was
met by a quarter guard commanded by Sergeant Burnham,
attende~ lunch in the Sergeants' Mess, followed by a skill at
ar~s. display held at 1:he Schwarzenmoor Ranges.
This compeu~on employed and extended every type of tradesmen in the
Regunent ~d _was won by the team led by W .O.II (S.S.M..)
Salter. Brigadier Stoneley kindly presented the prizes.

w.v.s.

Club
On 7th August, a group of twenty enthusiasts mainly from
the L.A.D., went on a day trip to see the German Grand
Prix at Nurburging. The journey, which was {aken by civilian
coach, afforded everyone the joy of seeing some of the prettiest
scenery on the Continent, capped by the performance of some
of ·t~e world's best racing drivers. Also during July, two games
evemngs have been held against neighbouring Regiments.

Regimental Sum1uer Fcte
We held our annual Regimental Fete at Wentworth Barracks
on Sarurd!ly, 6th August, the aim of the fete being two-foldthe fostenng of Anglo-German relations and the raising of
funds for both local civilian and military charities. The weather
was kinder this year than last, and a greater number of
spectators turned out and, It can be said, thoroughly enjoyed
themselves. The fete was opened by the Burgomeister of
Herford, Herr Krieg, and we can report that the grand sum
of £350 was raised from the variety of stalls produced by
members of the Regiment.

The Four-Day Nijmegen Marches, 1966
(Written by a member of 4ch Regiment's Team)
Dailding up to 2:5 miles a day
The 1966 march was the 5oth Anniversary of this wcllknow~ event.
The ?1ar<:hes a~e not a competition, and the
orgamsers do everything m their power to curb the spirit of
competition which inevitably rises, especially among groups of
soldiers from different countries.
4th Regiment entered a
team to march 25 miles per day, carrying 22Jb. of kit. Light
training for the marches started in the early part of June, on
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both the team and the individuals. That evening the town
was filled with revelling marchers and fireworks, and somehow
there seemed to be a good many more girls than men in .t he
town that night.
A lot was gained from the march, I believe. Many of
participants are not only proving something to other people,
but proving .to themselves that they can do it. Without doubt,
the little things also made for a good four days, such as the
girls who sprayed the marchers with Eau de Cologne each
day-it sounds a bit stupid, but when you are hot and sore
it is most refreshing.
One cannot write about the marches without mentioning the
overwhelming hospitality of the Dutch, both military and
civilian, for which we are all very grateful.
4th Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment Team consisted of:
Second-Lieutenant Dick, Staff Sergeant Beddingfield, Corporal
Hill, Lance-Corporals Lund and Wylie, Driver Jones, Signalmen Eastely, Byrne, Dalrymple, Forest1 Hellyer, Bridge, Lawler,
N eedham, Pickavance and Taylor. Signalman Stocks (bicycle
orderly), Signalman Smith (tent ordedy)

sail against 28th Regiment in the semi-final. After an almost
disastrous start w~~ n Major G a!fatt los~ his main sail this proved
to be a very excitmg race which we 1ust managed to win by
out-maneuvering the opposing C.O.
I~ the fin~l we met o~r neighbours, 4th H .Q. and Signal
Regunent. Lieut enant Whittaker was forced to r etire early on
after an infringement of the rules but the field officers then
won the day; Major Spear took first place and Major Garratt
second. The captains of the boats mentioned were very ably
assisted in this famous victory by their crew members Corporal
Carle and Signalmen Paul and McLaren.

Births. L ance-Corporal Holt, a daughter, Lisa Bernice at
B.M.H. Rinteln, 20th J un e; Lance-Corporal Khan a daughter
Sharon Tracey, at B.M.H. Rinteln, 26th June; W.O.I ('{. of s.)
Longstaff, a son, Peter James, at B.M.H . R inteln, 4th July;
Lance-Corporal Robertson, a son, Kenneth W illiams at Perth
Ioth July; Lance-Corporal Parkinson, a daughter, W~ndy Ann'
B.M.H. Rinteln, 14th July; Corporal Betteridge. a daughter'
'
'
Chrjstine, B.M.H. R inteln, 28th July.

Sub Aqua Cl u b

New arrivals. Captain A. C. M. Prince, Lieutenant G . H ayes,
W.0.II (F. of S.) C. Martin, S taff Sergeant P. Bayliss.

'7th REGDIENT, D.F.P.O. US
Coincidence

The Burgomeister of Herford declares t he Regimental Fete open .
Major Dowell, with umbrella, is prepared for the worst weatherwise

Tuesdays and Thursdays, doing nine miles to start with
and slowly building up to around 20 miles. Intensive training
on summer camp at Gromitz, with nine days of hard marching,
built up the team to do 25 miles a day with comparative ease,
but also with blisters. The team then had a week in which
to recover before it was time to visit Nijmegen for the real
thing. Eighteen of us arrived after lunch on Sunday, 24th,
and spent the rest of the day and Monday getting settled in
and seeing what the town had to offer. We were camped
in an immense tented camp, run by the Dutch Army, whose
organisation was excellent. This year there were 14,000 participants and the adn\.inistrative problems must have been
enormous.
Try ing t o get the right paee
On Tuesday, not without a little apprehension, we started
marching. O ur worr1es faded as soon as we started out, and
there was quite a convivial annosphere within the groups. The
roads were completely packed with marchers-so much so
that at times it was difficult to ovatake. The smartest Army
represen tatives seemed to be the Americans, with their brightlypainted helmets and they went steaming off ·on the first day,
but by the fourth day, a lot of their men had dropped out and
they were moving very slowly.
Wednesday-blisters and sores started to appear and everyone was a bit stiff. One of the most difficult things to decide,
when members range from heights of. 6ft. 3in. to 5ft. 9in. is
the pace. A short pace is for the little chap, but murder for
the taller, and vice versa. However, we eventually settled for
something between the two. Thursday, the third =ching
day, contained the hill section. In the previous two days
we had learnt to chant whilst marching from the Americans,
and we discovered that the only way of dealing with this was
to step up their chanting. This worked very well and the
hills were gone before we knew it. Art. the end of the day
spirts were very high, knowing there was only one day to go.
La t day t he toughes t
Friday at last; we thought this will be easy. Somehow this
was the most difficult day. Until then we had been having
some beautiful weather, but on Friday it broke and we
had a series of showers. At the end -0f this <lay there was a
straight 7km. long, and in the distance, in a haze of rain,
the church tower at Nijmegen could be seen and it looked
miles away. It was at the beginning of the straight that we
changed into clean, pressed denims and shirts for the march-in.
The march up t he straight was done in review order with
banners flying, crowds p acking ·the pavement, and we could
feel at this moment a real sense of acbkvement. The complete team finished and medals were collected at the fin ish for
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In the notes for last month
we welcomed our new O.C .,
Lieutenant-Colonel W . E.
Sherratt, M. B.E. It was not
mentioned at that time that
he had previously served in
Maresfield Barracks in the
days of 1 Corps Signal Regiment. In fact he commanded
2 Squadron, which was then
the Radio Squadron, in 1958.
One of his staff sergeants
was an N .C.O. by the name
of L aycock, known universally as "scruff." Also in the
Squadron was a certain
Captain G arrat:t.
Lieutenant Colonel Sherratt and R.S. M.
Now that he has returned
Laycock today
to command the R egiment,
L ieutenant-Colonel Sherratt
has W.O.I L aycock as his R.S.M . (nobody calls him scruff any
more !) and Major Garratt as one of his Squadron commanders.
~lorrison

Cup Athletics
The Meeting .t his year was held on the 19th and 20th of July
and ~::mce .again we were called upon to organise it in the Jahn
Stadrnm m Herford. A full account of the Meeting appears
elsewhere in this edition of TuE WIRE. Our own .team, led by
Lieutenant Gallon and trained by S.S.!. Dolphin, set out with
high. hopes of rert.aining the trophy for the third successive year.
Their luck did not hold, however, and they were forced to give
best to the fine team from 16th Regiment. Our own team did
partjcularly well in the 1,500 and 5,000 metre events and also
the pole vault.

S.S.I. Dolphin in s ub-aq ua kit

Many readers interested in
underwater swimming wm
have read of the past exploits
of the Sub 7 Aqua Club
with interest. Our pictur e
shows S.S.!. Dolphin in his
best kit. This w:is taken at
the H ennesee in the Sauerland when he, and other
members of t he Club, were
called in recently by the
German Criminal Police to
help in the search for the
body of a young G erman
who had been drowned. The
gruesome task was soon completed because the body was
located within five minutes
of the swimmers entering
the water. Public R elations
were on the spot to record
this example of AngloGerman co--0peration.

Corres pondence eolumn
The lert.ter s which pass in and out of the Regiment give a
clear picture of what is happening from day to day. As comparatively few people are privileged to read all of them we
publish a cross section of r ecent correspondence : -

Memo from Paymaster to Adiutant
I do not take kindly to having my office windows smashed
and my life endangered by flying glass.

8th JlEGHIE:\'T, CATTEU l(;K CAHP
Out :nul About With Line T r a in ing Troop
O ver recent weeks some members of the L ine T raining Troop
have been lucky enough to get away from Catterick on various
outings and exercises.
On the 2nd May, Cable Jointer Course 1/9 and Linemen
1/ 32 paid a visit to Cayton Bay near Scarborough to see the
G .P.O. bring ashore a Submarine cable th at will eventually
link G rea t Brita in and Norway. Press photographers and TV
cameramen were present in force and the Troop were mentioned in an article in the Scarborough Evening News and
appeared in the TV newsreel that evening.
Then the week prior to and including Whitsuntide, two
courses, L inemen 1/33 and Cable Jointer 1/9, went on another.
of the Troop's pilgrimages to Scarborough. The task, as has
been mentioned in previous WIRE notes, was to provide telephone communications for the Motor Cycle Races on Olivers
Mount. However, this year two additional tasks were carried
out; providing communications for a Military Tattoo, also at
Scarborough, and linking up by telephone three arenas for the
Leeds Annual Horse Show.
Pitehing Camp 1 5 .y ards from
On 15th June, Lineman Course 3/50
had just completed their Basic and Class
departed on Exercise " R epel I." This

Reply from Adjutant
Second-Lieutenant Bowen the cricket officer had organised
a six-a-side match. In the true spirit of the game he hit a six
which unfortunately struck your window.
People who live in glass houses should not throw cushions.
Please find bill attached for broken lamps at the last gue t night.

V isi t o f Ile presen t.ati-ve Colonel Comm a n d a n t
Many were able 10 see Brigadier Stoneley at the Morrison
Cup Athletics alt hough he did not pay an official visit to the
Regiment until two days later. We were delighted that he had
a fine day for his visit and ·thart. he was able .to stay long enough
to talk rt.o so many of the soldiers on parade.
When he entered the demonstration of closed circuit television
he was able to see Mrs. Stoneley enjoying coffee with .the ladies
of the R egiment in the Wives' Club. His wife was at the same
time able to see the Brigadier and to talk to him on the audio
system.

Letter from neighbouring farmer
Der Ober st,
7, F emmelde Regiment,
L ast n ight when sleeping with mein frau I vas awakened
rudely by an unparamount noise. From the fenster I am seeing
many men in shof>t red jackets. They are pulling a frightened
man who is in a wagon that is like a toiletten on wheels. All
is noise, many carry flaming torches and seem to be trying to
set fire to poor man in wagon. Many bangs and much laughings.
Poor man climbs from wagon, which has rude words about
French cars, and is shaking his fist. He gets into big green
wagon and hurried away. Men in red jackets get another man
who looks even more angst. He is pulled away down hill
screaming. Man next to him is trying to fire his trousers.
He is laughing. We are not sleeping or laughing.
HERMAN HUMPERDINK

Sailing
There have been many occasions in the past when sportsmen
from various Regimental <teams have disappeared from Maresfield Barracks for long periods in order to practice their att
more fully and thus bring glory on the Regiment. No team,
however, has disappeared more effectively than have our sailors
in recent weeks. To give them their due they have l"epaid our
trust by producing some very good results. The best o f these
was at the Royal Signals D inghy R egatta held on the Mohne
See at which they became the 1966 Unit Realm champions.
After some close shaves in the early rounds the team s had 10

Reply from C.O.
Dear H err Humperdink,
You were forrunate enough to witness the comparatively rare
sight of a British Commanding Officer being ceremonially
esco11ted from his barracks on hand-over. An illumjnated certificate follows and you are made an honourary member of
NAM"!.
You will be further interested to learn that Lieutenant-Colonel
E. H. Davies was in fact enjoying himself and that M ajor Parkes
did not come to any harm at the foot of the hill.
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Marriages. Lance.-Corporal Cull, married to Linda Kaye, on
23rd July, 1966; Signalman H ann, married to Susan Bradley,
at Sheffield, on 18th June, 1966.
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the sen
and D river 1/18, who
I Courses respectively,
was a Squadron exer-

'•

...

[Pho10 : Courtesy Th. S carborough EutnitW

The Cable Ship. The cable is al r eady asho re.
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ci e designed ro give Linemen and Drivers practice at their
trades. The location chosen was Finnearts Bay, near Stranraer and the camp sire was about 15 yards from the edge of
the' ea. Captain Eastgate, O.C. Line Tra!ning Troop, ~as
O.C. the camp, with Staff Se!geant Cumi:ims S.S.~. Dnver
Training Troop, as his able assistant. Leavmg Cattenck Camp
at 18.30 hours, after a steady overnight drive we arrived at
our location at 03.15 hours, and within an hour tents had been
erected and almost everyone was getting a few hours' sleep,
before the Linemen got up at 07.00 hours for breakfast and
then departed to lay about ten miles of cable. In the afternoon
the Drivers went and practised an SDS run between a
Division and two Brigade locations, where the L inemen bad
provided telephone links. On Friday morni?g ~e Driver carried out a route recce, on foot, over about SIX miles of countryside, whilst the Linemen 'recced' three line routes and made
out lists of stores.
• ver y oUen it IS the better part of '·aloud
Whilst this was taking place, the O.C., with Sergean t
Marshall and Signalmen Pearson and MacPherson, were trying
to Jay a D10 cable across the mouth of Loch . Ryan. qnfortunately it was rather a small boat, and with the wmd
rising slightly, the 0.C. decided that discretion was the better
part of valour and called off the attempt.
About three quarters-of-a-mile was laid, and one joint
(using the compression method of jointin~) ~as laid in_ the sea.
Until the time of our return to camp this line was still working, showing that a reasonablY_ waterproof joint was made ~d
that certainly, for 36 hours, it would stand up to total immersion in the sea and still give an acceptable standard of
speech communication.
D uring the afternoon the drivers
practised fault finding, whilst the linemen recovered the lines
laid the previous day.
On Saturday morning, the linemen starred to rewind the
D xo into packs, whilst the drivers went off to practice recovery and towing. The afternoon was free for sports, and
whilst some played cricket and some fo otball, a few more
hardy souls tried the water for swimming, but found, after a
few minutes, that it was a bit too cold for comfort.
V er y w e l e o1ne whe r e v e r w e w e n t
Some also went climbing over the rocks and discovered a
deep crevasse that appeared to be inhabited by thousands of
pigeons. We were later informed by the landlord of the local
hotel that the caves had been the homes of the last cannibals
to survive in Europe; however, we must say we were very
well received by the local population and made very welcome
wherever we went.
On Sunday we broke camp and returned to Catterick at
the end of an all-too-short exercise, during which everyone
had worked hard, played hard, and thoroughly enjoyed themselves.

I Ith

R EGl:HEN"T,

Traditionally, May, June and July always finds Catterick at
its busiest. In addition to the normal summer sports at Regimental, Brigade and Command levels, our activities have included the bumper Old Comrades' Week-end at the end of
June, whlch has been reported in detail elsewhere; lining the
route of the State Visit of King Hussein of Jordan; and a
'" tour of duty" with the Regiment for a Newcastle newspaper
reporter who, under control "infiltrated " our ranks as a supposed recruit.
R e union ~·eek- end
The Regiment carried out its traditional responsibilities,
but mention must be made of the work carried out by 2
Squadron (Depot) who accommodated the Massed Bands, made
up of the Junior Leaders R egiment, the Army Apprentices
chool, Harrogate, 49th (Yorkshire) Signal Regiment (T.A.),
52nd (Lowland) and 6Ist (City of Edinburgh) Signal R egiments
(T.A.). Much of this co-ordination throughout the weelc-end
fell upon the Regiment1 and we must pay particular credit to
Capt. Mel Calder anct the D epot N.C.0.s who, amid the
swirl of kilts and pipes, stage-managed the bands in the beating
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THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN
HE generous support of many - particularly those
who contribute under the Day's Pay Scheme - has
T
enabled your Association to assist the Jess fortunate
members of our Corps family as follows: Number of cases assisted during the past month, 34;
Total of grants and loans made, £550 ros. 7d.;
Number of clothing parcels despatched, 47.

One of the Month's Cases
Ex-Regular, 17 years' service, met with an accident
si..x months ago, as a result of which he is still unconscious
and very gravely ill. His wife visits him in hospital every
day, incurring considerable expense in fares. Savings are
now exhausted, and she was beginning to run into debt
when the Association came to her help with a grant to
clear outstanding accounts and to assist towards her
fares to the hospital. Help has also been given with
clothing for the wife and their young daughter.

One of the Month's Letters
" I can find no words to express my sincere thanks to
you and the Committee for the kind and generous
gesture. All I can say is that your letter lifted a great
worry off my shoulders, and for that I'm eternally grateful. Thanks to your help, - - - can start at his new
school as well equipped as any of the other boys. God
bless you all in the work that you do."

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN

Royal Signals Association anti Benevolent Funtl
The following subscriptions were mosl gratefully received during 1uly, x966:
£ s. d.
II th Regiment
...
.. .
46 1 3
224 Squadron (Wives' Club)
5 o o
H.Q . A.E.R. Royal Signals
. ..
5 o o
57th Regiment T.A.
.. .
. ..
. ..
. ..
I
5 o
47th Regiment (Middlesex Yeomanry) T.A., Chelsea
...
3 II 7
47th Regiment (Middlesex Yeomanry) T.A., Chelsea ("A"
2 3 9
Squadron)
...
.. .
.. .
...
...
...
...
. ..
47th Regiment (Middlesex YeOID3lllY) T.A., Putney (" B "
2 0 0
Squadron), Warrant Officers and Sergeants' Mess
. ..
3 I 6
44th Regiment (Cinque Ports) T.A.
5
0 0
48th Regiment T.A.
.. .
25 0
0
206 Squadron
7 IO 0
234 Squadron
12 5 9
Various ia dividual doaatioas
Total Receipts

CATTER ICK

£117 18 IO

CAlUP

of Retreat ceremony with similar expertise to that used by the
B.B.C. in the World Cup transmission I Mr. King, our unit
gardener, is also worthy of mention-the gardens around Relles
Barl'acks were a most colourful display at the end of June,
and those who attended tihe week-end were full of praise.
011 Sta te du t ies i n L on•lon
On 19th July, Training Brigade sent a contingent of 140
men to London to line the route for the State Visit of King
Hussein of Jordan. Our Regimental Detachment, commanded
by Major P. C . Tripp, consisted of four officers and forty men
from Continuation Training Troop. After some hurried conferences, the Sergeant-Major of l Squadron1 W.0.II E.
Robinson, issued orders for the ceremonial outy, and rehearsals began in earnest. Most nights .for a fortnight there
were members of 8th Regiment, 24th Regiment and ourselves
lining an imaginary route on Relles Drill Square.
Finally, on Monday, 18th July, the Training Brigade contingent left Catterick Camp for " the Smoke." The train left
Catterick sidings at o6.50 hours, enforcing an early rise for
everybody; consequently everybody looked distinctly sleepy
T H E W I R E , S E PT E M B E: R -0 C T 0 B E R I 9 6 6

as they staggered on to the train under a pile of cases and
ri fles .
The actual lining of the route assimulated to doing drill in
full kit under a cold shower. Literally, from the moment
that the contingent de-bussed on Horse Guards Parade until
8 o'clock that evening, it poured with rain.
Promptly, at u.45 hours, the right markers left Horse Guards
Parade and marched out to their respective positions. Within
a couple of minutes The Lancashire Regiment, then The
Northumberland Fusiliers left with the Corps Band, and the
Training Brigade contingent followed. Once in position, around
Parliament Square and down Victoria Street, it was a case
of getting wet.
At 12.45 hours the first division of the Cavalry trotted by
in all their splendour, immediately followed by The Queen and
King Hussein. Everybody was surprised and not a little awed
to see ·that the landau they were in was open, and that all
four people-The Queen Prince Philip, King Hussein and
Princess Muna-were not even wearing coats. At thls stage
the Training Brigade contingent did not know that the reason
for the parade being slightly late was because the Queen
had ordered that the roof was to be removed from the landau.
Bell.it~~ the landau came the :pfi)cession of royal cars and
the vmtmg members of Jordan and the second division of
Cavalry, and the parade was over. The Training Brigade contingen t marched back .to Horse Guards Parade and after
'
changing, to a n ight out in London.
C.C.F. is just one of our interest.<i
nth Regiment has had Wensleydale School C.C.F. affiliated
to them. Every Wednesday a party of schoolboys can be seen
undergoing .drill in the drill shed or .22 shooting on the 25-yard
range. Th}s year they have been out to camp once, in July,
~d are .g01ng out agai? i~ August. The Regiment is supplymg a driver and some iunior N.C.O.s and soldiers t o help with
the training. Unfortunately, their August camp is scheduled
to take place in Otterburn, Northumberland, which may be
a little difficult because of the foot and mouth disease tha:
is at present in that area.
•• Signalman " Du1111 - No ordb1nry recruit
When 2 Troop formed in May of this year, one of the new
ar_rivals _was a Mr. J?unn, a slight, bespectacled man of 26
with hair down to his ankles. A rapid haircut, kitting and
documentation soon turned him into Signalman Dunn, C.,
number not yet allocated.
I! soon became apparent that Signalman Dunn, C., was no
ordinary recruit. "How do you like the life?" or "What
is the food like? " were but two of his questions frequently
put to other recruits. The Troop O.C., Lieutenant Yates,
appeared to take a lot of interest in the man from the start,
and by the end of the first week, Signalman Dunn had
acquired a 48-hour pass for the Regimental week-end, a most
unusual occurrence for anyone.
On the following Monday, Signalman Dunn duly appeared
back from his week-end and told hls Troop O.C. that he wished
to leave the Army the next day.
Very strange, everyone
thought, especially as Signalman Dunn did not have to purchase his discharge for £20.
Next day Signalman Dunn reverted to Mr. Dunn and left
the Tl'oop a little bit mystified about him. The mystery was
not for too long.
For the next five days the Newcastle
~~ronicle ran a full-page story headed " Signalman Elden
1oms the Army," telling of a recruit's initial training in nth
Signal Regiment. Mr. Dunn was explained.
On the pass-out parade for 2 Troop, on 1st July, Mr. Durm
d~ly returned to see what he might have been, had he stayed.
His only comment: " I could never have reached that standard
in seven years let alone seven weeks."

Relaxing during a Leade rship Course in t he Peak District. The y
look as if they can "take it."
~eft to Right: Corporal Everitt, Corpo ral Armstro ng, Cor poral
Wraith, Sergeant Hendro n, . Co r poral Arthur-Smith, Signalman
Duncan, Corporal O akley.

I@I 10th

Regiment, Hounslow

I Squadr o n
State occnsio11s
As usual, the month of July has proved to be the busiest in
the calendar. Early in the month our " State Occasions" team
deployed to Whitehall, Birdcage Walk and surrounding areas
to provide communications for the parades and band performances held to commemorate the 25oth Anniversary of the
Royal Artillery. After several crack-of-dawn rehearsals, all
went well and the Royal Artillery expressed themselves well
pleased with our efforts.
Our usual communications systems were also provided on
the occasion of the State Visit of the King of Jordan and
Princess Muna. Everything went without a hltch despite the
disappointing and uncomfortable weather conditions.
Li11eme11 d o sterlin g work
The numerous Demonstrations, Sporting eventSI and C.C.F.
and A.C.F. activities taking place during the summer months
have resulted in the accustomed spate of requests for training
assistance with men and equipment, public address systems
and signals classification teams. Notable in this respect are the
efforts of our small band of linemen who have done sterling
work in installing a very comprehensive telephone system for
the C.C.F. Summer Camp at Stoneycastle.

Cor1•ornls' l\lesses

So d o Tet!hnic inus
The Squadron technicians, under the leadership of W.O.II
(F. of S.) Noakes, have been kept busy during the month of
July, installing, . maintaining and manning the equipment and
demonstration models displayed at the Royal Signals Exhibition
held in the Army's Shop Window, the Army Information Office
at Golden Cross House in the Strand. The exhibition looked
most impressive and attracted considerable interest. Our
thanks are due to the numerous Royal Signals units and civilian
firms who contributed items for the display and to those units
who assisted by providing additional staff to help in manning it.

It is not many Regiments that can boast of two Corporals'
Clubs. Naturally enough, during the darts championshlps there
was very fierce competition between the 2 Squadron Corporals'
Mess and the Relles Lines Corporals' Mess, which produced
the I Squadron and H.Q. Squadron teams. 2 Squadron won
the competition after many hard struggles, followed by I
Squadron and then H .Q. Squadron.
Major Willway remarked, when presenting the Cup that it was becoming a
regular event presenting prizes to 2 Squadron.

2 Squa dron
July is normally a busy month with outside commitment
with the T.A. 1 The Royal Tournament at Earls Court, The
Royal Internauonal Horse Show at the White City and D.R.'s
to Buckingham Palace.
We congratulate W.O.II (S.S.M.) and Mrs. Peake on the
birth of their first son and welcome Sergeants Conibeere and
Leggott to the Regiment.
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D.R. Hoyul
Lance-Corporal Wise of the 10th Regiment finds himself
inside the door at 10, Downing Street, lunches at Buckingham
Palace and has a look round the State banqueting hall as a
D.R. on Royal duties-an unusual job, but not in a faraway
place.
My duties as a D.R. with the 10th Regiment vary to such
an e.xtent that when I was ordered to report to the Master of
the Household at Buckingham Palace on the 13th May and
the 15th July I was only mildly surprised.
The occasions were the State Visits of the President of
Austria and the King of Jordan. I was at the Palace for a
week each time and my duties consisted of collecting and
delivering the seating plans and programmes for the State
banquets. This was very interesting as the first package I had
to deliver was to the Prime Minister at No. 10, Downing Street,
but, unfortunately, the nearest I came to meeting the Prime
Minister was just inside his front door.
Other packages had to be delivered to the Queen Mother's
residence at Clarence House and to Kensington Palace for
Princess Margaret and the Duke and Duchess of Kent. These
of course, were all received by their respective secretaries.
After the last packages were delivered I was fortunate to be
shown around the State banquet hall which really defies description, with its masses of gold tableware, satin-<:overed chairs
and huge crystal chandeliers. While at the Palace my meals
were taken in the Palace Staff Canteen with three course meals
and full waiter service.
My duties came to an end, like all good things, w.ith the
lowering of the huge Royal Standard which, incidentally,
measures 24 ft. by 12 ft., and then it was back to shift work
at the Comcen at Eastern Command. But one can never tell! may be chosen for the next State Visit.

A welcome awaits you at the Queen's Head Inn. Finghall,
Leyburn (about five miles from Canerick Camp).
Many will be interested to hear that Major Harry Rae, late
of the Corps, will, from 29th July, be mine host at the Queen's
Head Inn, Finghall, Leyburn, and he will be delighted to
see old friends and new friends-in fact anyone from the
Corps will get a warm welcome.

14th BEGDmNT, GLOUCESTER
The summer-if you can call it that-has been a relatively
quiet period with the Regiment. Visitors have not been so
numerous, although we were delighted to show the new Chief
Signal Officer Southern Command, Brigadier T. I. G. Gray,
the wonders of the Relay Centre when he came on his first visit
to the parish. When, however, a closer look is taken .it is
surprising how much has been going on. The Training Centre
has just started a well-earned break of three weeks after a
very busy spring session during which two Comcen Op BIII-II
Courses, a Basic Comcen Op Biil Course for Potential Yeomen
and a Training Op BII (Comcen Op element) Course were run.
As we have come to expect, the pass rate has been extremely
good and the end product well up to standard.
Sailing
Command Regatta
Western Command Regatta was held at Lake Bala in Wales
on 13th July, 1966. The Regiment nominated four two-boat
teams and eight .individuals. 0.C. 2 Squadron was appointed
to be a member of the committee. On the day, the weather was
very nasty, force 4/ 5 w.inds, low clouds and rain and sizeable
waves. It was decided to put off the start until noon and to
postpone the Junior Soldiers' Event (this was in fact run by
2 Squadron at Droitwich on 21st July, 1966).
The Regimental A, B and C teams fared badly. Corporal
Killingbeck retired with a broken mainsheet, Major Anderson
(and the C.O. I) did a spectacular capsize .in front of the grandstand, and were loudly cheered when they 'walked ' Lheir boat
home, up to the neck .in freezing water; W.O.II Bar.rett managed
to caress a buoy lovingly and so deprive C team of second
place. It fell to the lowly D team of Corporals Belmont, Proud,
Brown and Captain Glydon to pull off a great second place
victory for the Regiment on their first ever visit to Bala. Well
done indeed.
W.O.II Barrett was first and Captain Glydon second in the

~·estern

promontory consisting of gravel overlaid by clay, 230 feet above
se.a level and about 18 feet above the present surface of the
River Thames.
.
Being only one mile from the river it has offered an ideal
settlement area for people since prehistoric times. Indeed the
whole o~ the upper Thames valley is renowned for its gravel
sites which date back thousands of years.
Within 31 miles of Weald
there are 14 known archaeological sites, most of which
are as yet unexcavated and
are only known through the
medium of aerial photography, although the configuration of most of them
conforms to excavated sites
in other areas.
. The map s~ows the position of these sites, and it will
be seen that the majority of
them are on low ground, and
within two miles of the river
This was no doubt due t~
the area being covered in
light vegetation which could
be easily cleared by the rudimentary tools that the occupants possessed at the time.
To the north of this area
the ground rises and becomes more heavily wooded
Sergeant Catlord, complete with trowel,
and forms part of the Wychbusy on a dig
wood Forest, an area which
.
became more populated at
the ume ~f the Romans, and in . which they left many traces
of occupauon including the remams of several villas.
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Individual Event, and the Regiment came away with the praises
of Brigadier Sturrock, A.S.A. Commodore for Western
Command, ringing in their ears.
The Junior Event, held at Droitw.ich a week later .in bright
sunshine and high winds, proved the superiority of the Infantry
Junior Leaders from Oswestry who took the team, first Individual
G/ Private McKinnon) and Best Performance (McKinnon again),
not without stiff oppposition from the Aprentices, Chepstow
and All Arms Junior , Leaders from Tonfanau.
A most enjoyable event from every viewpoint-not least the
organisers from 2 Squadron who dealt swiftly and painlessly
with the only protest, by disqualifying both-one for being
wrong and the other for hazarding a boat-even although in
the right! Ah Solomon where is thy glory?
9 Squadron
The G.0.C. Aldershot District, Major-General P. H. Man,
c.B., c.B.E., D.s.o., M.c., paid a farewell visit to the Squadron
and the photogrpah on page 391 shows an aspect of the visit.

History at Dampto••
In the June/July issue of WmE mention was made of the
Royal Signals Archaeological Club and that the Honorary
Secretary, Mr. G. F. Williams, was based at Bampton. In a
Jetter to members of the club he sa.id : " Although we shall keep our ties with the Salisbury
Museum and Group XII of the Council for British
Archaeology, distance dictates that we also work in conjunction with the Oxford City and County Museum. To th.is
end, it is proposed to excavate a Romano-British settlement
site which is situated just outside the camp perimeter at
Weald, Bampton, Oxford (Grid Ref. SP 313017).
The proposed area measures 50 X 30 feet, but this can
easily be extended; it has proved very fruitful .in the past,
yielding fibulae, native coarse ware of I ·t o IV centuries A.D.,
and some Terra Sigillata (Samian). The object of the present
excavations is to determine the western extent of the settlement area.
I am enclosing a list of dates on which digging will be .in
progress, and we would welcome yoi.µ- support on any of
these days, but advance notice would be most helpful."
To place the site in its historical and geographical setting
Weald is situated on the southern slopes of a pear-shap~

FareweU t.o O.C.
This month we say goodbye to Major E. M. Fox who has
commanded the Squadron for almost three years. Three "not
completely uneventful" years which a browse through past
copies of WIRE will verify!
Mrs. Fo.x has. al5? left her mark in Bampton in the form of
a .very acuve wives club of which she was the founder. The
wives of :the Squadron said their farewell at a small informal
party which ended with a " tour" of the married quarter estate
m a pram!
Major Fox is fortunate e~oug~ to be le~ving for Malaysia,
on secondment, and we wish him and his family "selarnat
Jalan."
.Welcome to Major L. S. Bamber and Mrs. Bamber, and we
wish them a successful tour in Bampton.
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f'-45 and 646 Troops
A ~ from Canerick to Malta was provided by the two
Troops m June as part of the School of Signals Open Day
for the orthern Bran~h of the Institute of Electrical Engineers.
All wen~ well, and with Corporal Paterson at the teleprinter,
the i:"res1d~t of. the Northern Branch of the I.E.E. exchanged
greetmgs with his opposite number in Malta
In July, Exercise "First Run" provided a~ excuse for both
Troops m t~ to go up to Fort George in the North of
Scotland. T~s enormous ~ilitary fort guards the entrance of
~e Moray Frrth and at mght the Phantom P.iper can sometimes b~ he.ard,. walking the battlements. 646 Troop opened
the radio crrcmt back to Gloucester without any help from
645 Troop and can therefore consider themselves "blooded."
646 Troop hope to reach FARELF in February, 1967.

Unique llatlio Controlled :itlodel
Many .friends of W.O.I (F. of S.) P. J. Swaby through the
~orps will no doubt be pleased to hear that "The Car" is
finally OD; the road. A favourite topic of bis (if nobody else's)
conversau~:m for the last three years, this radio controlled Cadillac
wa.s eff'.ect1vely demonstrated to the C.S.O. Southern Command
Bn~ad1er ~ray, during his recent visit to the Regiment.
'
Sixteen mc~es long and 5 inches wide, weighing six pounds,
the car has mdependent front suspension and an integrated
!Dotor, gearbox, differential and back axle unit. The scale speed
is contro!led through the range 30 m.p.h. reverse to 85 m.p.h.
forward m top gear and 10 m.p.h. reverse to 30 m .p.h. forward
m low gear; the self-clutching gearbox can be switched in or
out on the move. Steering is controllable from lock to lock
with a turning of 3 feet.
'
The normal complement of 14 external lights is fitted and
ca~ be independ~ntly selecte~-side and rear, head and dip,
~lmkers left and nght. Stop lights operate automatically. These
lights have proven effective for night driving. Receiver decoder
and much of the equipment that could be used for bo~t or aircraft . applications are plugged into the system, those pieces
pecuµar to the car being permanently built in.
With the l?rese~t 250 milliwat.t t~ansmitter the. range is
150 ft., at which distance the car 1s difficult to see m relation
to possible obstacles. The control method, briefly, is a seven
channel time division multiplex pulse width modulation system
employing sequential to simultaneous conversion from digital
to analog control of closed loop error detecting servomechanisms.
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The GOC. sets a brisk pace, accompanied by the Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel F. D. Williams, and the Squadron
Commander, Major E. M. Fox.
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In General •
As I write this, WC are in the thick of preparations for the Administrative Inspection. Never
was the old joke about " if it stands still, paint
it . . . ' more apt. Having got a good report on
first the vehicles and then on the telecommunications inspections, we now approach the final
hurdle; a little short of breath and certainly
sweating a good deal, but how much of this one should
attribute to Kat Klub's beer, how much to the sun (it's hot
here just now) and how much to the plain fact that chaps like
me never seem really fit for inspection, I don't know.
Although it's really I Squadron's affair, we will mention
here that the Singapore Lines Message Centre has just moved
from its former hut to a salubrious new building near Brigade
Headquarters, where the duty shift spend half their time
fighting off outsiders who put their scruffy cars on the super
new D .R. park. The duty shift badly need somewhere to park
their own immaculate limousines.
The message centre move is, however, only the over·ture to
the main performance- the move of the T.M . Workshops
from its present termite-riddled p est hole (little more than an
annexe to the Arabs Civilian Canteen really-as anyon e knows
who has ever seen F oreman N ixon's mid-morning breakfast).
T .M. T roop is shortly to tear itself up and join the rest of
the R egiment occupying the old Message Centre. H ere,
surrounded by dannert wire and over 100 yards from the
nearest curry shop, with air-conditioning and other mod cons,
the Technicians will return to the " W ays of the White Man."
That old workshop will surely Jive on in legend for many a
year. I t's one of the grottiest old sh eds I've ever seen, and
seriously how they ever maintfilned our equipment there I
shall never understand. They've done a great job, working
four shifts round the dock for the last three mon ths, in
conditions that most people would just dismiss as impossible.
The I.S. situation came nearer home recently with a grenade
attack on one o[ our line parties. Fortunately, Signalman
Dickens heard the grenade land and ' hit the dust ' and
consequently the only damage are some holes in the Land
Rover.
I SqlJADRON
" Sir or Missy?"
We are now reorganised into three Troops-" D " Troop in
Steamer Point, "E" Troop in the Isthmus area and " F " Troop
in L ittle Aden, with Major T. F . Ross firmly settled in as
Squadron Commander.
A new Squadron Second-in-Command arrived a few weeks
ago in the admirable form of Lieutenant M. G . Hughes,
W.R.A.C. ! The Squadron had to be briefed on the way to
address W.R.A.C. officers, but she still hears the occasional
" Sir " or "Missy" from the Linemen. She is, at the momen t,
undergoing an in tensive d river training course, which affectively
clears the roads in the area of all but absolutely vital I.S. traffic.
2 SQUADUON
The month's best idea!
We continue to 'SOlve problems like Administration Inspections
by just going away~n exercises and things.
The Squadron Commander, Ma jor O'Connor, flew off for
what he said would be a couple of days with 544 Troop in
Swaziland, where most of our Telegraph Operators do a few
months in their tour; he managed to d amage the Argosy so
that he stayed a fortn ight. When eventually he returned, all
he could talk about was the pine forests and t he cray fish
mayonnaise, not to m ention a d ay in Pretoria.
Corporal W alker, with Signalmen Patience and Prevett, is off
to Ethiopia with the Sandhurst Expedition that has so distinguished itself hunting wild beasts in the Surrey woods. Our
crew are taking a Cn and Ar3 in a L and Rover and will be
working back to us, among others.
L ance-Corporal Brown with Signalmen Claypole (our shipwrecked Marine of a couple of months back) and Row are up
in the Radfan helping out r P .W.0. We are also resuming our
voyaging with the R.C.T. L.C.T. Agheila. Of all these we will
keep our public posted in later bulletins.
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This
photograph
shows the result of
Battalion
signallers'
activity over a period
of three years-we
were asked to help the
current Battalion to
sort out the " knitting." It was one of
rhe first installations
to be presented to
Captain Valder on his
arrival fresh
from
communications systems at the School of
Signals. He had to
be restrained from
attacking the
pole
with the axe there and
then - it was an
aluminium pole. His
maxim that "if it
isn't labelled and you
don't know what it is
for-pull on it" backfired when he was
"We are asked to sort out the knitting"
faced by an irate
Company Commander
who had just pursued his Tele J for 50 yards through the dust.
We hope to produce a photograph next month showing the
improvements achieved as a result of .sterling work by Signalman
Quirk and Signalman Forrester.

GREETINGS SEl\'T TO OLD COMRAD ES

Stor y by Ser geant T. C. H icks
To a member of the Corps Amateur Radio Society, Old
Comrades' Weekend means an opportunity to communicate with
old friends throughout the world and the Commonwealth
armies. This " maximum activity " weekend also provides an
ideal opportunity for " showing off " Amateur R adio. It was
decided to set up an Amateur station in the Unit lines with
two aims in mind.
To communicate with as many past and present members of
the Corps as possible, and to get the bug of Amateur Radio
biting at those not already bitten.
Both aims were achieved but, due to poor band conditions,
only a few stations wcre worked.
D ipoles for 14 and 2r mc/s were put up and the equipmen t
comprising a DXroo and SBro plus a KW 2000 was installed
in the T roop office. T he station was operated by Sergean ts
Tom Hicks, L es Lawbuary and Corporal Brian Levett, R.A.F.
- USQATH, U SQALU , U SQABL respectively.
At o6.30 hours GMT the station wen t "on the air." Contact
was made with the Corps H .Q. station at Catterick, and a
message of greetings was sen t to the Old Comrades. Throughout the day contact was made with members of the Corps
Amateur Rad io Society in Cyprus, Nairobi, G ermany, M asuah,
and with a member of the Royal Canad ian Signals in Egypt.
The day was certainly enjoyed by the station operators and
judging by the number of people that stayed in the shack all
day, glued to .the loudspeaker, others en joyed themselves as well.

19th
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B.S.M. B. T. Lord is presented with a sword
In looking back on unit activities in June and July it is
hard to find !room to include everything.
'
On 7th June, the R.S.M., W.O.I B. T. Lord was entertained
to cocktails in the Temple Hill Officers' Mess by Air Formation Sign.al~ O!ficers and presented with his sword on departure
to comm1ss1orung.
During June and July we have built a Regimental boathouse at the R.A.F. Yacht Club1 and have obtained thirteen
' Snipes ' (four almost new) ana a new engine for our ski
boat.
. On 24t~ June we O!~anised a cable-trenching demonstration
m Chang1, and our v1s1tors and ourselves enjoyed the Borneo
Company hospitality in the form of cold beverages. Many
enjoyed a "Tiger in their Tanks." We hope the C.S.0. can
find enough funds to buy us the trenching machine of our
choice.
On Wednesday, 13th July, we enjoyed a farewell visit from
General Sir Allan Jolly, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.s.o., who inspected
a quarter guard, presented the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal to W.O.II P. Ryan, R.A.P.C., and chatted w1th
officers and senior N.C.0.s.
While this was going on, the R egimental Athletics Team
we~e. slowly creeping ahead in the Major Unit Athletics Compet1~1on, under the skilled supervision of Major Tidey.
The
ReglIIlent beat all-comers and were delighted that 249 Signal
Squadron won the Minor Units Competition the previous
day.

O n e u 1• f o r t h e C.O.
On the -sports field we have been active. R ecently, Signalman G. Phua and the O.C. helped to haul the C.O. in the
C~angi char~ot !ace; .no pyr?technics 'Yere allowed, so Major
Tidey felt iusufied m pullmg the pms out of Operations
Wing's smoke canisters before the start. A mop handle through
tihe port wheel at the third comer was quickly overcome, as
was Technical Wing's rotten egg and flour-bomb ambush at
the fourth comer. We finished an honourable third out of
four, which only goes to show that you shouldn't stick mop
handles into people's port wheels.

In t h is c a se a 1•sychiatri s t i s needed
Lastly, I would say that if you feel that what you've just
read. is . the life for you, then you ar e advised to make your
apphc.atiqn to your n earest M.O. for an appointment with the
psychiatrist.

THIS MONTH WE FEATIJJIE

ELETAB 'l'BOOP

The start •f the Singapore day I• llk e
dicing with death
U~ess you ?a~e thirty-nine children and twenty years of
service, there 1sn t a snowball's chance in hell of getting a
quarter here. (Foreman Stringer had to work very hard to
qualify for his). So for most of us the Singapore day starts
with the 'traffic game.' This is a mixture of Russian Roulette
and the wall of death, and has its own professionals. Who but
a pick-up taxi driver could stop for a fare whilst doing a
three-point turn in the main road during the rush hour? But
you soon get the hang of it, and after about a month you'll
probably find you're carrying on a conversation (with yourself) at the same time. Then, as you pass through the camp
gates, a gentle calm descends over you and you realise you're
back at work.

The fable of the phantem whipper and the
c uble tied t• the • copper'• ' toe
However, we do have our excitements. Recently we had the
'phantom whipper,' who was trying to alleviate the world shortage of copper by pinching our cable. The routine is that MPBW
digs the trench, we lay the cable etc., and then (after a twoweek delay to let the rain wash most of the spoil back into
the trench) MPBW ' backfills and makes good as necessary.'
In this case the ' phantom whipper ' got in first, and the next
morning there was an empty trench (it hadn't rained, you see).
Anyhow, the clever old policeman asked Staff Sergeant Holmonroyd to lay another cable, and they tied the end of it to
the big toe of a policeman who happened to be sleeping nearby.
Lo and behold that night "pull" went the cable; "Ow I"
went the policeman, and before you could say knife, someone
had been apprehended. (In the interest of accuracy and good
relations with the police, I should point out that this is not
quite true).

Crash went the A.fr Commedere's tree-and then trouble
We also had a spot of bother with a tree in the Air
Commodore's garden. Branches were causing line contacts and
faults on his telephone. Rapidly appreciating the situation,
Sergeant Omar made a plan-to cut down the tree. The faults
on the Air Commodore's telephone stopped; the Air Commodore, on seeing his horizontal tree, stopped; and O.C. Selctar
Troop, in front of the Air Commodore's desk, stopped. But
we soon got going again and were in the process of writing
a rude letter to MPBW for digging into one of our telephone
cables when Corporal Yap reported that he had just hammered
a jumper into one of their electricity cables. So, at 15-all, we
abandoned the game.

ROYAL SIGNAIS STABLE BELTS
New Regulation Pattern with Straps

Made up a.s required

EXPORT
U.K. incl. P. Tax

each 9/5
" 10/1

(Poetaeo Extra)

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY
Nr. DONCASTER
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TRENCHING DEMONSTRATION
The CO's of 18 and 19th watch back filling with the DAVIS 500 at
Telok Paku, Changi.
THE WIRE. SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 1966

General Sir Allan Jolly K.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O. Inspects a Malay
Guard of Honour. Sergeant Yusoff was the Guard Commander.
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made. We shall_ be leaving these barracks early in the new year
to ~ak e up residence some miles away with another Signal
Regiment.

This month once again, we have seen the varied turn of
e\'enL we come to xpect in 21st Regiment.
e had a visit from the Representative Colonel Commandant, Brigadier C. H . Stoneley o.B.E., and acted as hosts
to a party of cadet from the Bournemouth School C.C.F.
We had our share of success in the Morrison Cup athletics
and further success with our rug-of-war team. Our Bisley
ream returned from the U.K. with one or two "pots" and
. . . but read on, it's all here . . .
The Representath•e Colonel Comnmrulant '\.' isits
Pride of place must be taken by the vi it to the Regiment
on 13th July by the Representative Colonel Commandant.
Brigadier Stoneley managed to have a word with just about
everyone before he left, starting with hi inspection of the
quarter guard and finishing at tea with the Laarbruch famili~.
First stop after the quarter guard was to have the role of
the Regiment explained, and to meet the officers and R.H.Q.
raff for coffee in the conference room. The Brigadier then
made a tour of the Regiment, stopping off at all the Squadrons
and Troops on his way, finishing up in the Airmen's, Sergeants'
and, last of ail, the Officers' Mess. After lunch with the Laarbruch officers and a few senior R.A.F. guests, Brigadier
Stoneley saw the Regiment in their recreational role. There
was a visit to the swimming pool and the ten-pin bowling
alley, and finally a cricket match versus 13th Signal Regiment
which resulted in a win for 21st. Then, last of ail, a welcome
half-hour for tea with the families. A busy day, but a most
enjoyable one for all concerned.
Bournemouth Sebool C. C.F. get tborouj.fhly
inte~rated

Tuesday, 19th July, saw the arrival of a party of C.C.F.
Cadets from Bournemouth School to be our guests for just
over a week.
Twenty-seven weary cadets with their C.O., LieutenantColonel R. D. F. Williams, were mer at Venlo railway station
and thankfully clambered on to the coach for the last stage
of the journey to their 'summer camp.' ' Camp' is something
of a misnomer, as they were housed in well-appointed barracks
with a heated swimming pool close to hand.
Providing a programme which would cover the needs of OUI
visitors posed something of a prob!em1 dependant as the Regiment is upon the R.A.F. for many ot its facilities. However,
a programme had been devised which catered for all requirements and included a display by the R.A.F. Dog Handling
Section and a tour around the Operational Squadrons based
on the Station.
An excellent day was had at Arsbeck Ranges, and produced
some first class shooting from the Senior Cadets, with R.Q.M.S.
J. TUiner, Staff Sergeant Price and Corporal George hovering
over their charges like guardian angels. In fact it was necessary for some of the smaller cadets to be anchored firmly down

Coffee-always an im portant item in any program me, LieutenantColonel Neilson (C.O .) and Major Hogan (Lines Officer) enjoy
theirs with Brigadier Stoneley.
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Still 1hrmjting
Having compl~ted thei~ summer. camp activities many mem~ers of the Regiment switched therr attention to final prepara~1ons for our Adventure Training schemes that are taking place
!;1 August. ,,we ha_ve four parties going out: Exercise
Kanyt~,usr (canoemg;), Exercise " Sea Thrust" (skin diving)
Exercise . Southern SwIDg" (cycling) to the South of Franc~
and Exercise "Westward Ho" based in Kiel.
No doubt the exploits of these parties will feature in the
pages of THE ~IRE in the near future. (We hope so-we are
interested-Editor.)

21st Regiment won the Morrison Cup tug-of-war with a fine team

in order to prevent them from disappearing backwards from
the firing point with each successive shot.
The opportunity was taken to look at some of the historic
battlefields of the last war along the German/Dutch border.
A visit was made to the unique open-air War Museum at
Overloon a once bitterly contested battlefield. In the park,
disabled British and American tanks can be seen just as they
were left, during the battle.
No visit to this part of the world would be complete without a visit to Arnhem. For this we were fortunate in enlisting
the services of Colonel J. C. Clinch our C.A.F.S.O., who was
a member of the Guards Armoured Division during its famous
dash from Brussels towards Arnhem in an attempt to relieve
the Airborn. Division. After a talk by Colonel Clinch on the
events leading up to the airborne drop at Arnhem, the Cadets
were taken over the same route as that taken by the Guards
Division, via Grave, Nijmegen and Elst. The trip was made
doubly interesting by having points of interest en route explained by Colonel Clinch with "on the spot" memories of
22 years ago. A tour of the Airborne Museum at Oosterbeek
ended a memorable day which our visitors will remember for
a long time to come.
Our visitors departed, with many regrets, during the preparations preceding the Nijmegan Marchers' Week, and our Commanding Officer extended an invitation and the hope that the
C.C.F. would return next year and compete in the march~
with what would be the first-ever Cadet Team.
A Question of Eligibility
Lance~Corporal Harvey caused some headaches recently.
After making a particularly good showing in the Station InterWing Swimming Gala, he was s-elected to compete for R.A.F.
Laarbruch in the Royal Air Force, Germany, Inter-Station
Championships. Again he walked off with the prizes. The
blow came when he was chosen to compete in the R.A.F. (G.)
versus B.A.0.R. Championships. A little book was produced
which said it just wasn't done for a soldier to swim for the
R.A.F. against the Anny.
So that was that. Hard luck,
Corporal Harvey, and well done for getting so far to cause
such a problem!
The 1Uorrison Cu1• and the Tn~-of-ll'nr tea111
are cha1n1•io11s again
In the B.A.0.R. final of the Army Tug-of-War Championships on 8th July, we lost to 18th Field R egiment, R.H.A., to
become runners-up for the second year. This made the team
even more determined to. do well in the Morrison Cup Competition.
Sure enough, the incentive was there, and they
quickly disposed of all opposition. The final was won in two
straight pulls (against 4th Division and Signal Regiment). A
chance remark overheard by the team coach sparked off a
challenge from the winners of the Minor Units, the Berlin
Signal Squadron. With a crate of beer at stake, what else
could the result have been? Two straight pulls it was.
The athletics team ran their hearts out and we repeated
the performance of a few weeks previous by coming second
to r6th Regiment-very worthy winners. The field events were
shared out fairly evenly, but 16th had the edge on the track.
Many congratulations to Lieutenant Licence and the athletes
and especially to the tug-of-war team and their coach, R.S .M.
W. A. Barnes.
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30th Regiment
BLA.'\'DFOllD CA.HP
The Regimental Tug-of-War Team. Runners up in the B.A.0.R.
Championships.

.22nd llEGIMENT, B.F.P.O. 16
llnin, mud and floods
The beginning of July saw the Regiment in the field in the
mud.. For the o/st three days of Exercise "Full Ho~e" we
had mcessant ram. Although we didn't know it there was to
be a lot more mud in store for us before the m~nth was out.
In the _middle of the month our Q.M. (Tech), Major Richmond, disappeared, together with a large bunch of stalwarts.
The_y had gone to t!he Sorpe Stansee, the site chosen .for our
Regrmental Summer Camp. In the next ten days they erected
a vast. !)-UIDber of te?_ts and built an interesting collection of
necess1u~s and amem?es. On the r7th July the remainder of
the Regunent m?ved IDto camp. The purpose of the camp was
to all?w the Regime?t to get really fit and improve our military
proficie_n_cy. Acc?r~mgly, a hectic programme of P.T., gam~
and military_ tram1~~ _had been _pl~ed . The Sorpe Stansee
was to proy1de facilities for sw1mmmg, sailing and canoeing.
But . the rams. came. On the first day, training went ahead
~esplt~ the ram. A feature of the camp was the 15 minutes
hmbermg-up P.T. between 06.15 and 06.30 hours. Everyone
attend~d. The Second-in-Command distinguished himself by
appearIDg liberally coated in mud. This, it was thought was
the result of a fierce tussle in the P.T., but later inforoktion
revealed that he had tripped over a log! On the second day
the weather was rather better, but the heavy storms of the third
day left. ~ooded tents and six inches of well-stirred mud, so
the decmon was made to return to barracks. One day later,
excep~ for a hardy band guarding the tents, the Regiment was
ba~ m barracks. There the Camp programme was modified to
swt local amenities and the Regiment enjoyed the remaining
period of " Summer Camp."
They conrn, t h ey go
In the recent past we have welcomed Lieutenants Leighton
Taylor ~nd Wilson, W.0.I Raymond and W.O.I Johnstone t~
the Regiment. We hope they will enjoy their tour with us.
Those departing included W.O.I Weir, S.S.M. Friel and Doreen
Copplewaite, our W.V.S. lady. In the Officers' Mess our
Adiurant, Captain Hinks, Captain Mitchell and Lieutenant
Orde were dined out in one bumper bundle. The first two are
~o influence our destinies from M.0.D. (A), whilst the latter
is to '.fix ' us by inserting himself into the training machine.
We wish all these old hands luck and success in their new
appointments.
A; champagne party at r7.r5 hours is a rarity. We had one
durmg the month to celebrate .the news that our Second-inCommand was to command 30th Regiment in the near future.
We extend our congratulations and thanks for the champagne.
future?
The future of the Regiment has been shrouded in mystery
for some time past but now we believe the final plan has been
001·
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J~ly was an unusually hectic month as far as visitors to the
Regunent are concer1:1ed.. This is always so when Project
~~d holds a meetmg ID the camp but in addition we had
v1sJts from ~~.Army Staff Course, Division II, on 5th July,
1966, and D1~is10n ~ a week later. The Courses came primarily
to ~ee 4 (Brum) Tnals Squadron but spent an interesting time
seemg. the latest eci.uipment in 3 (EW) Squadron and the work
done ID the Radio Interference Troop of r (User Trials)
Squadron.
At the end of the month we were honoured by a visit from
the Master of Signals a~d the Prime Warden and members of
the <;:ourt. of the Worshipful Company of Dyers. The visit is
descnbed m more detail later.

J•roj(,"Ct lUallard

The Eigh~ Meeting of .the Quadrapartite Communication
Sys:rem Working Group Project Mallard was held during the
pen?d nth-22nd July. To give some idea of the size of the
Re~~nt's. probl~ms in coping with such a meeting from an
adrnin1str~t1ve p<>IDt of view the_ deleg~tion strengths• were of
the ord_er. Umted St.ates 20, Uruted Kingdom 25, Canadian 4,
Aus~ahan r, Secretariat 5 and Observers 2. If you find difficulty
bookini; holiday" acc?mmodation on the South Coast you will
ap_preciare that assistance to the secretariat" was more easily
~1d than done. However, as ever, everyone was fully appreciative of the efforts of the Mess Staff, the M.T.O. and his staff
and all othe!s who helped and that is all the reward they ask.
. The mee~gs are always the occasion for a mad social whirl
ii:i the evenmgs and although a positive effort was made this
time to reduce the marathon some tired farewells were said at
the t;n~ of th~ meeting. f\s thi~ was the last U.K. meeting of
the iomt Proiec_t an official dmner to entertain the visiting
delegates was_ given by the U.K. delegation in the Officers'
Mess .. The dmner was attended by Brigadier General Paul A.
Feyereisen, U.S. Army, and Brigadier R. G. Miller. The
~i:nmanding Officer and two officers of the Regiment were
mvlted and on the last day of the meeting, the 22nd July 1966
a " Mallard Tie "-Mallards in fli?1Jt on a maroon background
-wa~ !?resented to the Commandmg Officer to mark the close
association ~tween the Regiment and the ABCA Armies
QCSWG/Proiect Mallard on the occasion of their three visits
to Blandford Camp.
Visit of the 1'fnstcr of Signals mad rt•1•resentatives
of ~Vor §b ipfnl Com1Pa11y of Dyerl!i
~e highlight of ~e month ?'as the visit on the 29th July
by t.'le Master of Signals, Maior-General Sir William Scott
K.C. .G., C.B., C.B.E., and representatives of the WorshipM
Company of Dyers.
It. was in April r9?o _tha_t the Rebiment wa honoured to
receive and accept an mv1tat1on from the Worshipful Company
of J?yers tha~ it should _be for?lallY adopted by the Company.
It is from its connecuon with this particular City Livery
Company that the Regiment chose the emblem of a White
Swan on a black background for the regimental crest
On this visit the Company was represented by the Prime
Warden, Douglas Crockatt, J.P., Esq., the Renter Warden, J. N.
Leuchars, E q., two members of the Court of Assistants
Lieutenant-Colonel H. F. Holme, T.D., and J. A. Mackintosh~
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THE BRITISH ARMY'S NEW HF RADIO STATION - THE A .13

BLANDF ORD REBUILD

The most up-to-date, fu lly transistori sed, lig htweight, military H. F. packset-the Pless ey-made
A.13-is now in f ull production. Al ready adopted
by N. A.T .O. and Co mmonwealth armies, the
A. 13 has proved its superiority in world-wide
trials and in service with the British Army.
The Prime Warden of the Worshipful Company of Dyers, Mr.
Douglas Crockatt J.P., inspects a Guard of Honour

Are you buying a house ?

WILSON & CO
(INSURANCES) LTD
Have a LOCAL Advisory Service
that can give you skilled and com·
prehensive assistance at all stages
of your house purchase problem

Free Tuning without Netting
T he A .13's crystal calibrator makes any one of
th e 2,400 channels in the 2-8Mc/s band available
immed iate ly, without netting .

Esq., and the Clerk to the Dyers' Company, D . R. BalfourPark, Esq.
The representatives of the Company arrive~ in <time for coffee
in the Officers' Mess where the Commandmg Officer gave a
brief outline of -t he role of tlie Regiment. A .tour of the
Regiment then began with the Prime Warden inspecting a
Guard of Honour provided by 640 Troop. The tour moved
from there to the accommodation of 640 Troop and thence
to .the Dining Hall. The party were most impressed with the
standards achieved by self help in an effort to improve buildings
which are to be demolished within .t he next few years.
The visit to the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess and
the formal lunch in the Officers' Mess would have daunted less
noble, and many younger, hearts but the party se~ off eagerly
on their individually conducted tour of the Regrment. The
three Squadrons and 640 Troop were given an equal chance to
display their history or ~eir wares and it was w.ith great
difficulty that .the conducnng officers dragged the interested
visitors from the equally absorbed demonstrators.
At 16.30 hours the Commanding Officer met th~ Master on
his arrival and he was then introduced to the Prrme Warden
and the rest of the visitors at tea attended by the officers and
their wives.
,
The day was rounded off with a Regimental Guest Night
which was equally as successful and absorbing as the rest of
the day. The Master and the Prime Warden gave the
" youngsters " of the Mess a lesson in carpet bowls and the
last visitor to leave said regretfully -t hat be must get off to bed
because he had " a late train to catch this morning"
The writer bas seldom seen all ranks of the R egiment enjoy
themselves so obviously and it is a day we shall all remember
as no doubt will our visitors judging from their letters.

PM, AM and CW Operation
Phase modu lation gives improved range with
longe r battery life. AM and CW facilities make
t he A.13 compatible with existing systems.
Multi-Role Flexibility
High-gra·de, lightweight ancillaries can be
prov ided fo r any man-pack, ground station or
veh icle ro le. Trans istorised amplifiers, hand
generators, voltage regulators, remote controls
veh icle adaptors and a full range of aerials ar~
all available.
Ruggedness with Easy Maintenance
The A.13 fully meets the most exacting British
Army standards for ruggedness and ease of
maintenance. Highest reliability is maintained
throughout the A.13's long life.
Rechargeable Batteries
With a 1:9 transmit/receive ratio, the battery life
exceeds 8 hours. Batteries are quickly charged
from the hand generator or any vehicle supply.

-----~-- -- ---~----

To: WILSON & CO. (INSURANCES) LTD.,
House Purchase Advisory Service,
27, NEW STREET, SALISBURY.

Please send me, without obligation, full details.

A .13 standard man-pack radio
NAME ........ .... ..... .. . ..... .. .. . ......... .... ... .... ... ... ...... .
ADDRESS
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deteetor run ove r it. 640 Troop 30th Regiment supplied the photo
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For further details,
please request Publication 233.
The Plessey Company Limited
lttord, Essex, England.
Telephone: llford 3040. Telex: 23168
Telegrams: Plessey llford Telex.
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PLESSEY Electronics

FAR AWAY PLACES= UNUSUAL JOBS

Another hour's hard climb and we arrived at the second hut.
Here we passed the time of day with two other parties who w<:re
preparing for the descen t. They told us that Colonel Clarke
had set out early that morning. We reckoned that by now, he
must have reached the top hut. A brief rest and we et off
on the last leg of out journey .

Reports from the Outposts

Borneo Cbnlleo9e
KINABALU, the highest peak in South-East Asia, is a constant challenge to
M OUNT
all those who find mountains hard to resist-particularly the comparatively unexplored
areas in the vicinity of and beyond the summit, where real climbing skill is necessary. Captain P.
J. R. Brown, of Malaysian Signals, writes here, in fascinating detail, of the climbs he
accomplished in company with Lieutenant-Colonel D . S. Clarke and Captain Tony Bushell
of the Corps. Although couched, at times, in technical climbing terms, his descriptions are
clear and graphic and one tends to hold one's breath as one reads of minute and insecure toe
holds, overhanging ledges and sheer rock faces which confronted the party of three aS< they
grappled with their Borneo challenge.
_vrhml in lUalaysian Signals
I volunteered for service with Malaysian Signals because I
considered this would be an interesting, adventurous and worthwhile job.
I was not certain what sort of equipment or communicating
would be involved but I felt sure that the task would be
different from anything I had done previously.
My first impression on arrival was that Malaysian Signals
was a fast expanding Corps, equipped with up-to-date signal
and other equipment.
FFRs - Troo - A13 - A4r - A.43 - Cu - {42 RTr - Tape Relay, ere., I found to be just as commonplace
topics of conversation as in Royal Signals.
Certainly no question of flags and hello!
When I volunteered I appreciated that one could pursue a
wide range of off duty activities in the Far East but to be able
to follow what is perhaps my favourite pastime, rock climbing
and mountaineering was far from my thoughts.
I did not dream that I should have an opportunity for
mountaineering-to climb Kinabalu for example.
Such opportunities exist and the following is the story of one
that came ro me.

Kinabnl u enlls
The idea of climbing on Kinabalu was conceived when
Captain Tony Bushell and I were reading the Asia Magazine.
The article was an interesting one, although it was limited to
accounts of Geographical and Botanical expeditions. Nevertheless, the photographs of the rocky cliffs and pinnacles captured our imagination and we decided there and then to "have
a look " at Mount Kinabalu as soon as an opportunity presented
itself.
Kinabalu which is in Sabah is, at I3A55 feet, South East
Asia's highest peak. It is climbed hundreds of times a year by
adventurous tourists but much of it is still unexplored, let alone
scaled. In particular, no one has yet entered Low's Gully, a
sheer gorge dividing West and EasJ Kinabalu. We set our
sights on this target, not knowing what difficulties we might
encounter.
Unbeknown to us, others were planning a similar expedition,
namely Colonel D. S. Clarke, Commander Royal Signals, Borneo.
Colonel Clarke visited Tawau to ask Tony to join his expedition,
not knowing that Tony had already made arrangements to do
some climbing with me. Tony suggested we join forces as both
parties would be there at the same time. It was agreed, therefore to make a joint effort.

Faraway Places! Unusual Jobs!
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team is formed
Colonel Clarke had a daring idea. It was, to pioneer a first
ascent from West to East Kinabalu, via the Mesilau Face,
which at that time had never been climbed. This would be our
objective. The Colonel, an experienced alpinist, with such climbs
as the Mummery Crack on the Grepon to his credit would
command the party. We reckoned ourselves to be a fairly strong
team with a good chance of success.
Our first problem was equipment. The normal tourist
route to the summit is nothing more than a very strenuous
"plod." No equipment such as ropes, pitons or Karabiners
are necessary for this walk to the summit. We would need this
equipment for our attempt. We investigated various adventure
training grants without success. In the end we financed the
project ourselves. We ordered the equipment from England
and a month later new climbing gear arrived. We set t he date
for 6th May and waited impatiently.
.
I was due in Sabah on duty from 3rd to 27th May, and my
Commanding Officer granted me leave for a short period during
these dates. On 6th May, Tony and I set out for Jesselton by
Malaysian Airways, having arxanged to meet Colonel Clarke
at the top hut on Kinabalu. From Jesselton, we travelled by
Land Rover via the Ranau Road to the foot of the mountain.
The road--0r rather track-is rough. It twists and turns
continually. After three and a half uncomfortable hours we
reached Kinabalu Power Station. This supplies power to the
Kamburongoh Radio Relay Station and ~dio Sabah, higher up
the mountain. At this point, the climbing begins.
~o

1•or ters available
We unloaded our rucksacks from the Land Rover and looked
rath er apprehensively at them. They bulged, not only with our
climbing equipment, sleeping bags and spare clothing, but also
with enough tinned food and cookers to last us both a week.
They each weighed between 55-60 pounds. To our horror, we
learned that no porters were available, as a party from another
unit (not Royal Signals) had set out a few hours before. There
were two other parties in front of us who had also taken porters,
one from the Brunei Regiment and one from Borneo. We
would certainly have company, if nothing else, but .it was going
to be hard work.
Procrastination was not going to get us up the mountain, so,
with a resigned shrug, we shouldered our heavy packs and began
the approach march. The climb begins after a short descent
past the Power Station, where many ·hundreds of logs have been

Why not send us your story?
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A brief rest on the way up. We still had a long way to go from
here. The summit is not visible
cut to fashion crude steps. This staircase climbs straight up the
South ridge and in places is extremely steep. It was exhausting
work. T h e temptation to stop and rest every few flights was
great. Shortage of time did not permit this as dusk would soon
be upoh us. We kept up a steady if slow pace, our bodies
creaking under their loads. By the time we had reached the
Radio Relay Station, night was upon us.
We were aiming for the hut at Carson's Camp as our first
stop and still had several thousand feet to climb. The stairs,
as such, had petered out, and stumbling over tree roots up the
steep path in the dark took toll of our reserves of energy. We
had both been fairly fit before the climb, but by the time we
reached Radio Sabah, I was walking like a robot. Tony, who
had done the climb once before in February, did his best to
jolly me along with such phrases as " It's not far now " or " It's
just round the next comer." It never was !
Tough going
The next morning, after an early breakfast, we were off again.
It was punishing work and our loads had not grown any lighter
overnight. We set ourselves a target of marching for half an
hour before stoI?ping for a rest. We managed, more or less, to
stick ·t o this r1gorous programme. We chewed raisins and
glucose tablets to replace our fast-flagging energy. Unfortunately
our mouths were so dry from lack of saliva, that the glucose
tablets tasted like chalk and were difficult to swallow.
At this point we met one of the parties who had hired the
porters. They were on their way down I They had eleven
porters, all Kadazan girls; some were very pretty. They cheered
us up with such comments as " You've a long way yet" or "I
don't envy you two." A little further on we met two porters
coming down empty handed. They had been with Colonel
Clarke and we learned that he was on his own and had set out
already from the second to the top hut. We could not understand why he was alone, and could only assume something had
happened to prevent the rest of his party joining him. We
discovered later that of his two Sapper climbing companions,
one, David Phillpot, had been unable to get leav~. ~e other,
Robin Can, had caught 'flu a few days before in Smgapore.
The discreet examination of a ten dollar note persuaded the
two porters to agree to take some of our load from us and carry
it to the top hut. They loaded their wicker baskNs and rushed
off up the mountain. Once more we were left alone with our
thoughts and aching backs and the sight of two fast disappearing
porters.
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.\hove the tree liue
The second hut is at about II ,ooo feet and the tree line ends
just a little higher. Steep granite slabs have to be crossed to
continue the journey from this point and we could see our two
porters moving upwards a thousand feet higher. They looked
like two fl ies crossing a window pane and appeared to b_ making
fast progress. We could not, however, see the summit which
was hidden behind a huge shoulder of the mountain.
The granite slabs, although steep, were as rough as sandpaper and we found we could walk up them quite easily with
our rubber soled boots, but it was hard work on legs and ankles.
It was the same technique as climbing a steep ice slope on
crampons, and anyone who has ever done such work will recall
that it is an effort just to stand upright on steep ice-let alone
move up it quickly with a heavy load.
A few hours of this gruelling effort brought us in sight of
the top hut and pleased we were to see it. A little later we
arrived and with relief unharnessed our enormous packs.
Colonel Clarke was not in the hut. His kit was laid out on one
side so we knew he couldn't be too far away-probably on a
reconnaissance towards the summit.
We didn't have long to wait. While we were preparing a
meal a lean figure was seen striding down the slabs. This was
Colonel Clarke, Commander Royal Signals, Borneo. After
introductions we settled down to our meal. The meal over,
we discussed tactics for our climb ahead.
Colonel Clarke had noted a climbable peak which we decided
to "have a look at " the next morning. This would serve as a
useful training climb and would help us get used to climbing as
a " rope." It would also serve as a reconnaissance of Low's
Gully, since the selected peak overlooked that awesome chasm.
We also decided that evening to reconnoitre the ground behind
the hut where there appeared to be some steep cliffs which
might also prove useful for training.

Cli ffs p r o ve t oo diffic ult
We set off almost at once climbing independently towards
the cliffs. One immediately delighted in the rough texture of
the rock which made slab walkini a real pleasure. Colonel
Clarke worked his way left, Tony went straight up the centre,
and I moved over to the right. Once at the foot of the cliffs,
however, we all reached the same conclusion. This was going
to be very difficult climbing, if one was to force a way up.
A little depressed, we returned to the hut to consolidate our
findings. We all agreed that the cliffs were above our standard
and would prove difficult, if not impossible. Nevertheless, we
all agreed to try the peak the Colonel had seen and to explore
the po sibility of entering Low's Gully the next morning. We
turned in early for a good night's sleep, grateful we had all
brought sleeping bags.
The next morning we were awakened at 4 a.m. by a chattering
bunch of tourists outside the hut. They were cold and tired, so
we offered them a mug of steaming tea. They accepted gratefully before continuing their climb to the summit, leaving us to
prepare a leisurely breakfast. Having eaten, we sorted out the
ropes and equipment for the day's climbing, left the hut and
set out in the direction of Low's Gully.
We branch d off immediately from the tourist route and
headed straight up some steep slabs keeP.ing St John's Peak to
our left shoulders. I soon found it difficult to draw breath 1
but put this down to the effect of the altitude. Once we'a
settled down to a rhythmical pace and got down to the . eri?u
business of gaining height, the effect soon wore off. Bchmd
us we could see the tourist party like ants making slowly for the
Summit of Kinabalu-Low's Peak.
A fnntn s tie s i g h t
The entrance to the gully was reached quite quickly as we
came over the last series of slabs and began a hort descent.
And what a sight before our eyes l The rock fell absolutely
sheer for thousands of feet, into the ugly swirling mist of the
399

The night was cold and bright with stars, and according to
the laws of mountain weather, tomorrow should be a clear,
sunny day, promising a good day's climbing. But one can
never guarantee weather in the mountains.
Look.Ing for a gully

Scouting out LOW'S GULLY. The rocks drop shee r for thousa nds
of feet_ beh ind us

gully, boiling like some evil witches cauldron. I t was impossible
to see the bottom, and on tossing a rock over the edge, we
counted five seconds before :the firs t strike. Could anyone
possibly climb these fantastic walls ? As far as the eye could
see there was nothing but sheer holdless rock, as if some giant
had t aken his axe and cleaved the mountain in two. We all
agreed that this was not for us.
I had come to Kinabalu intending to make a film of our
climbing. I busied myself taking a few shots of the gully, while
Tony, bursting with new found energy was climbing up toward
a rocky peak behind us. From wh ere I was sitting, it looked
pretty desperate and I reckoned our friend would soon be down.
I was not wrong, and Tony soon rejoined us saying it had been
quite easy up to the point he had turned back, below a nasty
overhang.
An unfortunate incident
Once we had re-grouped, Colonel Clarke led us to the base
of the peak he thought suitable for training. It looked fairly
easy and yet should be an interesting climb. The route lay up
over a series of high steps, with part of Low's G ully dropping
away sheer on our left. We roped up and Colonel Clarke led
smoothly and easily up the first 50 foot pitch. I filmed his
climbing and when he reached his first stance, he called down
for me to join him. He then went straight on up the next pitch
and I started bringing Tony up to me.
Tony was about half way up when the cine camera strap
broke and the camera fell off the ledge bouncing down a steep
slab toward the gully. Luckily it came to rest just before the
sheer wall. Without a thought, Tony traversed across the slab
over the awful drop and recovered the camera, rejoining me on
my stance by way of a short vertical cliff. A hefty " mantleshelf "
and he was on my ledge. Alas, the camera was useless, for
although the motor still worked, the casing was split and
cracked, and the film probably light fogged. After this inspection we continued our climb and arrived on tlie summit a little
later. The view was magnificent and it was pleasant to lie
there in the warm bright sun.
We knew already the dangers of staring into the sun, however,
as the day before, Colonel Clarke had a mild attack of " snow
blindness," caused by the reflection from the granite slabs
which, at times, appeared glaringly white. We didn't dally therefore, but ~limbed carefully down and back to the hut. Tony
was keen to try some cliffs opposite our peak. It was well we
didn't for it poured with rain, quite without warning, just as
we entered the hut. The rain imprisoned us there for the rest
of the afternoon turning the slabs into huge cascades of water,
making climbing extremely dangerous.
We were fairly comfortably established in the hut and we
spent the afternoon brewing tea and exchanging talcs about
mountains and mountaineers and making plans for the morrow.
Low's Gully was unclimbable as far as we were concerned.
That left the Mesilau Face and a route from West to East
Kinabalu to be found. The downpour lasted until early evening,
so after a hot meal we turned in at 7.30 p.m. We slept for
eleven hours.

Next morning dawned clear and sunny. The rocks were
still wet in places, but would soon dry in the heat of the
sun. We ate a hearty breakfast and prepared the ropes and
equipment we would need for the climb. At 7.30 a.m. we
set off down the mountain in the general direction of the
Mesilau Face.
We branched off from the normal route down and turned
left towards the face.
Almost immediately, progress was
blocked by a sheer cliff below our feet. We had two alternatives. To rope down the cliff or to cut back uphill and descend through some thick scrub at the head of the gorge. We
decided on the latter.
Once in the scrub, the going became very difficult. It was
often over chest high, and one had to force one's way rather
like a stricken buffalo forcing its way through .thick jungle.
Not liking tli.e terrain, l left the others and climbed out on
to some steep slabs. Here the going was easier, but required
some delicate balancing. We were looking for a fault in the
immensely sheer face where we might start the climb.
From my higher vaJ].tage point, I saw a gully leading into
the face. I called to the others who soon joined me. I roped
up with Colonel Clarke and climbed a shon crack. This
brought me to a wide ledge, from which I could see round
the buttress at the face beyond. All I got for my pains was
a view of an incredibly steep slab leading to an unbroken cliff
which winged its way upward almost to the very sky.
" I t won't go," I called back, and after a tricky piece of
climbing, I reversed down the crack and rejoined the others.
They had spotted another gully further along the face.
After unroping, I continued along the slabs while the others
pushed on through the scrub, arriving at the head of the gully
some minutes before I did. I had to descend before I could
enter, and Colonel Clarke and T ony were both some way up
it. The route looked difficult, but not impossible, and T ony
was already prepar ing the ropes for the lead out. I joined
them on their stance by traversing an upward sloping ledge,
which none of us bothered to rope up for-even though it required a great deal of balance to negotiate.
Tony, meanwhile, was already attempting to leave the gully
by a crack which worked its way between the two containing
walls, but immediately found himself on very difficult ground
with outward-sloping, greasy holds.
U n able to climb the
crack, he. tried a difficult stomach traverse up a sloping ledge
on the right hand wall, but the slime and wet moss on the
rock again defea ted him. Undaunted, however, he took a
wide step on to the left hand wall which, though vertical,
and almost holdless, was at least dry, firm granite.
Moving up a few wrinkles in the rock, he caµie to a narrow
ledge. From where Colonel Clarke and I stood, it looked
fairly easy from there. But this was not the case, as we were
soon to learn.
From his tiny stance, Tony investigated the possibility of a
mantleshelf on to a small rounded ledge just level with his
shoulders. Since he was across the gully from us, we had
little chance of protecting a fall with the rope. If he came
off he would drop straight down the left hand containing
wall and fall clear to the rocks below.
A problem with pitons
" It'll go, but I'll need some pitons," he called down
to u s. I sent some up in a loop in the rope, together with a lightweight piton hammer we had been prudent enough to take
along with us. Once they arrived on the ledge, Tony searched
for a crack in which to insert a piton before the move up to
the rounded ledge.
The first problem was the absence of any crack into which
a safe piton could be driven. The rock was very compact and
all he could find were a few shallow fissures, which were quite
unsuitable.
After searching, he finally found a place, and
lustily began to hammer in the pe~. One can tell a good
piton by the sound it makes as it is driven in. It should
" sing " with a loud clear ascending note. This one went in
with a dull flat noise. However, Tony clipped in a Karabiner,
.threaded through the rope, and completed the mantleshelf with
great agility.
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Captain Bushell lead in g the first pitch out of the gully. He has
just fixed the piton . One can assess the s ize of footholds by the
amount of boot sole show ing

The Gully where we started the climb on the MESILAU FACE.
Colonel Clarke on the ascend ing traverse. Captain Bushell looks

on
Once on the 1edge, however, his position was little improved. Another piton was necessary. This one bent over
double as soon as Tony .tried to hammer it in, and h e flung
the buckled piece of iron down the mountain with an expression of disgust. At last he got one in, even if it again made
the same flat noise on en try. A little higher, a sling belay round
a heather root gave fur-t her protection, and with a heave and
a grunt, he was over the worst part and climbing rapidly out
of sight. The rope moved fairly quickly now and we assumed
Tony was now on easier, safer ground. In the end I had to
call up that ther e was only 10ft. of rope left, so Tony set to
looking for a safe belay.
N ow it was Colonel Clarke's turn to tackle the pitch. He
stepped across the gully and, with a little help from the rope
above, moved up to the pitons, disconnecting the active rope
from the Karabiners as he went. At the second ledge he developed a tremble at the knee-a common complaint of climbers
when standing on small holds. The instruction book says
when this happens: " If confident, go on with the move; if
not, go back to the last stance and rest." Colonel Clarke went
on, and vanished from my sight, and I was left alone with
my thoughts in .this dank, unpleasant place.
tricky job
As last man, I was responsible for collecting in the pitons and
snap links, but first came the job of roping up the sac. I felt
very lonely as I saw it go bouncing up the wall, the canvas
scraping against the granite.
Tony sent down the piton
hammer and I was ready to follow on.
" Climbing," I yelled, and stepped across the gully. Due
to my greater height, I was able to reach the first piton easily.
H ere the difficulties started.
" Tension!" I called, and, steadied by the rope above, I
prepared to knock out the pitons and recover them. This job
normally requires a good deal of hefty work with the hammer,
but in this case, a light tap, a tweak of the fingers, and the
piton was out. It was the same with the others, and it was
with this rather dubious protection that Tony had led out of
the gully. It was a good VS, even with the pitons. After recovering all the " ironmongery " and clanking like Jacob
Marley's ghost of old, I continued the climb. One part was
particularly difficult-mantleshelfing over a stubborn heather
bush growing out of .the rocks. At last I came up to Tony's
stance.

A
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Colonel Clarke was already a good rope's length further on,
and without more ado, I led past Tony and straight on up
to join him sitting on a wide ledge.
From here the route looked pretty bad, with steep slabs
running up to an overhanging cliff. At the right hand end
it was a 20oft. climb, but sloped down to about 20 feet on
the left. The overhang here looked grim, but being the least
line of resistance, we decided to try it. Tony led off up
the tricky, slippery slab and brought me up to a ledge below
the overhang.
llaulked
The weather meanwhile was looking ugly. Until now we
had not noticed the cold mists creeping up and enveloping the
mountain. We had been far too busy to take account of such
things, and at this moment the overhani took most of our
attention.
It looked as if it might go. Over the overhang was what
appeared to be a wide flat ledge. If we could get up there, we
reckoned the crack above would be relatively easy. And anyway, it was only 2oft. or so.
The first problem was to get a piton in below the overhang. There wasn't a single crack to be found, but eventually
I found a tiny fissure which might just do. I hammered
mercilessly on the poor piton, but only succeeded in getting
it in about an inch. It was very loose and I could waggle it
quite easily with my fingers. But it would ju.st have to do, for
there was no other place for it.
I managed to get my hands on the ledge above the overhang. A heave and my eyes were level. But it wasn't a flat
ledge at all. It sloped upwards at about 6o •, making a move
on to it impossible.
"No, it won't go," I said. At !!hat precise moment my
hands slipped and I discovered just how rough the rock
was! The skin instantly peeled off the tops of my fingers and
was very painful. It was only when I rejoined Tony on the
ledge that I noticed his hands. They were completely lacerated
from leading up that first pitch.
We were still no nearer to getting over this obstacle and
racked our brains for a solution. If only there were a few
cracks for the pitons, it would go. In the end we tried to
build a human ladder, with Tony standing on my bent back
on the narrow confined space of the ledge. He confirmed our
worst fears. It was unclimbable.
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The next day we licked our wounds and dried our sodden
clothing. The morning saw a weak sun, which helped, but
the afternoon again brought heavy rain clouds. Colonel Clarke
was due back on d uty on 13th May, so we d ecided on a final
descent from Kinabalu. No sooner was the decision made than
we packed all our gear and started down, aiming for the
bottom hut as our stop for the n igh t.

Captain Bushell has a last attempt at the wall that barred further
progress up the face. The weather broke soon after, and it was
from here that we were forced to retreat.

We hated the thought of being baulked. We were about
two-thirds up and jt would be disappointing to have to tum
back now. Tony even tried a daring turning movement on
the leit; a cliff with tiny holds where it was only possible to
cling on by the tips of one's boot soles and finger-tips. Even
this effort failed. At last he shouted " watch it, I'm coming
off. ' He gave a controlled jump, aiming to land back on the
sloping ledge. Unfortunately his boots slipped ang he landed
on his seat-much to his disgust and discomfort! Luckily he
was well roped and easily held.
The weather stc1•s ill
Just then the weather broke finally and completely and made
up our minds for us. Huge rain drops spattered down and lashed
at the rocks. There was only one decision to be made. Down
-and fast! We knew we couldn't freeze to death, as climbers
in the Alps can be if caught by bad weather, but it was
common-sense to beat a hasty retreat before conditions worsened.
Colonel Clarke moved off immediately, abseiling with the
rope round my shoulders as an anchor. Tony scuttled after
him, and I followed, as soon as I had fixed an abseil sling
to a spike of rock. The face was streaming with water, making
safe climbing impossible. But speed was essential, and we
slithered and slid back down our route until at last we arrived
at the gully. This brought us to a temporary halt, since it was
now a raging waterfall cascading down the rocks we had
climbed with such difficulty some hours before.

I found a stout heather bush a little to the left of the main
fall of water, fixed the rope and tossed down the ends, before
setting off in a rapid abseil. I came to a point where I must go
under the water, but tried a " Dillfer Traverse " out to the left
where I could see a small ledge. This would at least keep me
fairly dry. I was almost there and about to congratulate myself on a masterly piece of ropework, when the traversing rope
slipped from its projection. I plunged straight into the waterfall and was immediately soaked to the skin by the icy water.
I heard chortles from above and swore vehemently, which only
The others came straight down the
added to the gaiety!
water, preferring the wet and cold to an icy, headlong dive.
Two more abseils and we were able to climb down without the
ropes. Soon we were on our way back to the hut. It was
difficult to keep direction in the lashing rain and swirling
mists, but at last we made it and arrived wet and cold with
chattering teeth. A hot meal, a change of clothes and we were
back to normal-almost!
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Fare w e ll to Ki11abalo
As we left, down came the rain again, symbolising, it seemed,
one last contemptuous gesture from K inabalu. I t made decent of the slabs extremely d angerous, and we had to move
with the utmost caution to avoid slid ing down the mountain.
We stopped for a short breather at the second hut before
continuing. I t was painful work- particularly tiring on the
knees, since we were never able to straigl1ten our legs completely. M ichel lnnerkofler, the famous Dolomite guide, once
said : " Coming down is easy-all the li ttle angels are with you."
But they certainly seemed to have neglected us this day as we
stumbled and staggered down the uneven, slippery track to the
hut. We arrived at last, wet but cheerful. We prepared a meal
and turned in. T he camp bed s provided in this hut were
luxurious, compared to the hard boards of those h igher up. We
slept a sleep of utter exhaustion.
The following day we completed the d escent. Walking on
level ground seemed an odd sensation after the continuous
down ward motion we had adapted to. Our Land Rover arrived
on time and we wearily climbed aboard and turned our backs
on the mountain we had pitted our skill against for the past
five days. Calling on the Forest Warden, we paid our rates
for the use of the huts, signed the visitors' book and once
more mounted the Land Rover.
We drove off down the road. Behind us, Kinabalu was
swallowed up in the mist.
In retrospect
In conclusion, may I be so bold as to offer some advice to
any other members of the Corps in this part of t:he world who
may wish to climb Kinabalu, as opposed to plodding up the
tourist route?
Firstly, one must have proper climbing equipment, particularly boots. Vibram soles are the best, and it is essential to
have some protection for the ankles. Tony made do with a
pair of issue boots DMS, the soles of which we modified with
a sharp knife! They were excellent while the rock remained
dry, but he found it difficult to keep his footing once it rained.
The sharp rock also cut the soft rubber soles.
A party needs ropes, slings, Karabiners and pitons, even
though it is difficult to find suitable cracks for them. Many
British climbers scorn the use of pegs, but we were all of the
opinion that on a venture like this they add to safety. We
would also have been in a precarious position if we had not
had them to safeguard our retreat from the Mesilau Face. Sunglasses, too, are a must.
We had been extremely ambitious in only allowing five days
for our climbing. We were all of the opinion that one needs
two or three weeks up there, to allow for reconnaissance,
route finding and climbing. Three strong two-man ropes would
be ideal. There is little scope for beginners, as the rock graduates from " Moderate " to " XS " with few " V Diffs " or
" Severes " in between. If there are such climbs, they are
difficult to find.
It is bitterly cold at night, and sleeping bags are necessary.
They can be hired from the Forest Warden at $2.oo per day,
but this is expensive, and for a long period it is almost cheaper
to buy one.
Kinabalu offers some excellent climbing, as good as anywhere
at home or in the Alps, and is a good test of the best rockclimbers and mountaineers. It certainly offers as much adventure as anyone could possibly want, particularlr as one may
well be the first to put one's hands on a particular piece of
rock. There is ample opportunity for pioneering a first ascent.
One warning . . . care is essential! Anyone breaking a leg
or twisting an ankle would be stuck up there for at least three
days, as there is no organised form of rescue. But then, isn't
care the essence of all safe mountaineering?
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Welfare neetls Clothing!
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" We loaded all our kit into a flat bottomed boat. It was about
this time that I began to have my doubts about ever reaching our
destination"

However, our route took longer, and although we didn't see
much more we had the atmosphere. (There were, however,
times when I could have done without this!) The Section which
set out also included Lance-Corporal Sharp, one of this Unit's
Radio Technicians (also of 216 Parachute Squadron).
Ou the EsS'-"q11ibo lliver-and some novel
methods of cattle bundling
The first stage of our <trip was by the normal ferry from
Parika to Bartica on the Essequibo River. This was a trip of
about five hours. This may seem a long time, but it passed
quickly because there was nearly always something to watch.
One of the more entertaining spectacles is the attempt of various
locals trying to get cattle down the ramp on to the deck of the
ferry. This was usually achieved much to the merriment and
enjoyment of the passengers and the discomfort of the handlers,
some of whom were pulling on ropes and others pushing .
I'll not say where !
" THE KAIETEUR FALLS-the sight when we reached the top was
magnificent"

Corps Officer of 216 Parachute Signal Squatlron
visits the Kaieteur Falls - the secant/ highest
in the world.
Lieutenant Dick Swainson, now back from a tour of duty
in British Guiana, has written us this account for ' Faraway
Places ' of a patrol he commanded to the Kaieteur Falls. He
was then O.C. 7 Platoon " C " Company of the 3rd Battalion,
The Parachute Regiment, and patrols, he admits a little ruefully, often tended to become a little tedious-just a question
of looking alert and showing the flag. But came the day when
he was told to take a section of his platoon to the famous falls!

*

*

*

.'\. t•ictnre of them on every banknote
We had heard of 'these Falls, which are the second highest in
the world, with a perpendicular drop of 742 feet; we had also
seen pictures of them on every banknote. Most of us, I suppose,
had thought ;to ourselves that this must be one of the places to
go to and then dismissed the thought of ever going there. I was
very pleasantly surprised when my Company Commander told
me to take a Section of my Platoon to Kaieteur Falls!
Destination 200 miles from the coast
on the Potaro River
There are two ways of getting to the Falls which are situated
on the Potaro River about 200 miles from the coast and about
30 miles from the Brazilian border. The easy way and, to my
mind, less interesting, is to fly. The journey takes about an
hour and a half and is all over the jungle w1th ,t he occasional
river and not much else to be seen.
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Then n hundred miles of jungle track • • •
On arrival at Bartica we had to see the District Commissioner
to obtain a permit to park vehicles when the road ends, and
. another t o use the rest house at Tukeit. This was achieved with
surprisingly little effort and we set out on a one hundred and
ten mile journey in a 3-tonner and a Land Rover, through
the jungle on a sandy track, which would make even the worst
roads in Britain look like the M.r.
It was noticeable that however rough the track some members
of the party managed to get some sleep. We arrived at a quaint
little village called Mahdia at about 22.30 hours and found the
boatman who was to take us the rest of 1:he way by river. In
U.K. <this would present a major problem, but not here. That
n ight we slept in the police station and set off early the next
morning.
"·e could do with this boatman in our garal(e!
We loaded all our kit into a flat bottomed boat. It was about
this time that I began to have my doubts about ever reaching
our destination. The boatman, having failed to start his outboard motor with the first few pulls, then started to dismantle
the engine. Much to everyone's astonishment when he put it
back together again it started and we were off on the last lap
of our journey.
Th•• film we did not see

The B.B.C. ar ived by aeroplane at 10.00 hours and taved
until about 15.00 hours taking films of us. Our l'nly disappointment was that we were not able to see the film because we
were not back in England in time. (Squadron Commanders
note: not born film stars, but very effective!)
We set off the next day to return to our location on the sugar
estate, once again breaking our journey at Mahdia and Banica.
We arrived back with the knowledge that we had had an
experience which many people would pay a lot of money for,
and all in the line of duty.
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Report from New Brunswick
Lance-Corporal B. A. Milne, Radio Technician Light of
the 10th Regiment, tells of a visit to Canada and we learn
once again of " an unusual job in a faraway place."

'\\'ild and remote
XERCISE •• Pondjump" took place in one of the wildest,
remotest parts of Canada-in New Brunswick, an area of
almost untouched forest land. The central position was at
Camp Gagetown training area which covers an area of twenty
square miles about sixteen miles from the capital of Fredericton.
I was attached to the 2nd Battalion of the Scots Guards signal
platoon and the aim of their exercise was to bring the Battalion
into a fully communicable position through wooded country as
quickly as possible. The whole exercise lasted six weeks from
16th June to 30th July but was split up into smaller, separate
sections, of which I only took part in two.

E

The job
The typeS of sets which we used were Canadian C42s, Asros
and the A4o and A4i. The members of the T.M. Troop were
Sergeant Brown, 41 Command Workshop R.E.M.E., Sergeant
Lea, R.E.M.E. School of Electronics, and myself. On commencement of the exercise, and once the radios were being
used, we were surprised bow many sets came in for repair,
although half of the faults were minor onces which we expected
t:he operators to repair themselves. A great deal of AF equipment
came in but this was expected.
Unusual weather
I was lucky enough to sec a large part of the training area
which included several beauty spots and some of the
largest fishing lakes in New Brunswick. The camp itself
(Thistle Camp-rather appropriately named) was completely
under canvas and once erected remained static throughout the
exercise. The weather was wonderful throughout, nearly roo"F
every day and after t:he English climate it was like arriving in
the tropics, especially as we were greeted by swarms of
mosquitos and other unpleasant insects.
Quite a bit of entertainment
Unfortunately, I only had one chance of meeting any of the
Roval Canadian Corps of Signals as they were all on block leave
and so I only met a few of them. We had quite a lot of spare
time, although we were not able to travel around much as there
was little transport. However, on some nights our own transport
took us to Gagetown where there was quite a bit of entertainment. There was an Indian reservation quite near us, and
although this was out of bounds the tribe came into town on a
few occasions and this was quite a sight. Their camp was
a bit more primitive than ours and yet several of the
Indians owned the latest models in cars.

205 SQUADRON', D-F-P-0. 685
By the time you read this, two major events in the history
of the Royal Corps of Signals will have occurred:
205 Squadron will have returned from Borneo to T idworth,
and the same Squadron will have been redesignated 5 Infantry
Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron.
Further details can be obtained by sending a stamped,
addressed envelope to R.S.M. Simpson.
July has been a month of inter-Troop competitions. We
started with a shooting competition and then a swimming gala
and finally a tracking competition. Each competition produced
lots of enthusiasm, inter-Troop rivalry and entertainment.
Inter-Troop Shootin~ Competition
On Sunday, xoth July, the inter-Troop Sterling and pistol
shoot took place. We have no range of our own here, but
were able to borrow the police range for practices and the
actual shoot. Although not quite Bislev, the range did have
butts and a firing point. Lieutenant Alan Jackman was responsible for organising the shoot and was ably assisted by
C.Orporal Mumford, Corporal Candon and the Linemen.

Quebec unforgettable
We were able to visit Quebec city as we were taken on a
conducted tour. Divided into Old and New Quebec, this is a
beauti~ city, standing on either bank of the St. Lawrence
River. We visited the famous Chateau Hotel where during
the last war Churchill met the Canadian Premier. We also
visited .t he remains of the citadel where General Wolfe was
killed at the taking of Quebec. Most of us were introduced
to residents of the city who had some connection with the
Anny and they showed us the sights. Because of their wonderful hospitality we all had a wonderful time.
They ride In ears now
Later we spent a few days trout fishing in the Great Lakes
area, another thrilling experience. My main disappointment
was finding that the main part of the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police no longer ride on horse-back in their red uniforms but
drive around in cars just like our own police. Still, I suppose
that is another sign of the modern world we live in.
On the whole the exercise was a success; we were kept busy
throughout and I learned a great deal from working in the field.

ExtrlU!ted
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Accident• "

A Green Entlorsement for Sergeant A. Markham
Royal Sigaalll, 4 Wing, A.C.C.
" In July, 1965, Sergeant Markham was briefed to take a
Company Commander and three other officers on a reconnaissance of the border area in Western Sarawak. The country
was rugged and jungle-covered.
While flying alongside a 4,oooft. mountain, he suddenly, and
without warning, experienced a total engine failure. Reacting
quickly, he established auto-rotation, turning away from the
mountain and transmitting a " Mayday" call which, unfortunately was not received owing to the screening effect of
surrounding high ground.
The only area in sight offering a chance of a safe landing
was a patch of light, secondary jungle, some distance away.
The pilot reached this by accurate auto-rotation for range
and put the aircraft down skilfully with remarkably little damage, in a very small semi-<:learing surrounded by dense primary
jungle. He remained in charge of the situation after landing,
organising his passengers to cut a clearing for rescue 'and using
his survival equipment to the best advantage.
The Infantry Company had been well briefed as to the helicopter's movements and reported it overdue. It was located
the same day and all occupants were safely winched out bv a
rescue aircraft. ' The Scout itself was recovered by a Belvedere
the following day in a repairable condition.
By his skilful handling of this emergency, Sergeant Markham
prevented the death or serious injury of his passengers and
avoided serious damage to his aircraft."

Troops were given about .t hree days Oil the range beforehand and by ·then the competitors should have reached their
peak. Lt was intended to have a falling-plate competition,
but unfortunately the range was not wide enough. We didn't
have any plates, either, but that's beside the point. A compromise was reached with the inevitable Tiger beer-<:ans, and
we fired a " Falling Tiger Can " shoot instead. Contrary to
popular belief, the Squadron officers did not drink 20 cans of
Tiger to provide ihe empties.
The day of the shoot was fine, and it was only towards the
end that it started to rain. M.T. Troop provided us with some
light entertainment in the form of a few sideshows. Tom
Harnblyn, from the Sandes Soldiers' Home brought down the
tea breaks, mainly iced Cokes and cheese and tomato banjos.
The shoot was won by J Troop. M.T. Troop won the
Falling Tiger Can shoot. Corporal Candon was the best SMG
shot of the day and Corporal Browne and Craftsman Swift
tied for the <title of the best pistol shot of the day.
After ·the shoot Staff Sergeant (y. of S.) Raku marched his
team back to camp, a distance of 12 miles. We are told that
they held a 'blister competition ' at the end; however, they
all enjoyed it I
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The Tracking Competition
The Tra~king Competition was held on Sunday, 24th July,
to add a bit of !ocal colo1;11'. It wa~ difficult to make up the
rules, but finally 1t was decided to award points for smart arrival
at checkpoints and questions asked round the course and to
deduct points for finishing in more than bogey time. '
Lieuten~t. Payne, who organised the competition, is adamant
that .th.e. 1mt1al r:cces were ten times worse ·than the actual
competition. This was afte_r a vain ~ttempt one. day to get
from A to B thro~g):i ·the 1ungle, which ended m an eigbthour bash, near delirium, and a search party organised by his
gallant brother . o~cers. . The Secon<l-in~Command, Captain
Wood, was a bit d1sappomted that the victims came in before
8 p.m., as his Verey pistol trigger finger was decidedly itchy.
In comparison, the competition itself went very smoothly" A " (fitness) Troop, led by Sergeant Bill Trotter, of march~
and-shoot fame, had the fastest time. However all teams beat
the bogey time and it was J Troop, led by' Staff Sergeant
(y. o~ S.) Gordo~ Ra~, wh<? won on points. Everyone was
very impressed with his soakmg OGs until it was discovered
that it wasn't caused by perspiration, but by a fall in a stream.
The questions were the main sorting ground, and the one
that stumped everyoD:e was th.e fact. that the largest indigenous
mammal of Sarawak is the hairy rhmosaurous. Answers varied
from "Hey, that's not fair " to "oh well, of course, that must
be the orang utang." All teams did well and finished the fairly
tough course with spirit. For some reason they all swung
into the finishing stretch lustily whistling "Colonel Bogey." It
was generally agreed that the course was a fair one, and quite
stretching enough, especially considering .t he blazing sun on the
day.

Wives' Club--Generons Gesture
In the June/July WIRE, we told of the Methodist Orphanage
and our efforts to help the children. The Wives' Club at Tidworth had also heard of the Orphanage and decided to help.
Unknown to us, they held a ' Bring-and-Buy ' sale, the proceeds going to the orphanage. It was with great pleasure and
surprise that last week we received a letter saving thirty
guineas were on the wav for the orphanage. It is booed to buy
a gas quallie--an eastern cooker for rice--with the monev.
The Squadron would like to thank the Wives' Club for the°ir
magnificent effort, which will do so much to help these unfortunate children.

209 SQUADRON', COLCHESTER
Dartmoor diversion
Annual camp this year was from 5th to 25th June. Due to
our role in Strategic Reserve, however, the Squadron had to
be split in two and so the total time spent at Dartmoor was
onlv ei~t days for each half-Squadron.
Coming as it did, immediately after the U.E.I., and the
Command Secretary's inspection and just before the Administrative Inspection, certain last-minute preparations had to be
done. such as deciding who was going when. what exercises
should be done. when, and other minor details. Lieutenant
H. A. Cullev, having handed over his Troop to SecondLieutenant Vigurs, in oreoaration for going to Shrivenham.
was assigned to the job of sorting out the above-mentioned
points.
Eventually, all the Advance Party arrived at Willsworthv,
the 3-tonner and trailer beating the Land Rovers by about
three quarters-of-an-hour, and we proceeded (after a spot of
kip to recover from the 300-mile journey), to organise the
camp, whilst the DS for the trek went for a stroll on the South
Moor to locate their checkpoints.
That evening the main bodv of the first half-Squadron
arrived and got themselves comfortably settled-at least most
did-but unfortunatelv there weren't enouirb camo beds to
go round and a concrete floor isn't llhe ideal bed. Still. everyone seemed to find it comfortable enough, especially after the
trek.
The first dav was devoted to P.T.• P.E. Tests and administration, and the following dav the camp reallv started with the
trek. After this the half-Souadron went three wavs. One
Trooo canoeing and on initiative exercise, another to the
patrolling exercise, and the third to the vehicle/radio exercise.
After eight davs the first party returned rather wearilv to
Colchester, to be reolaced by the second half-Squadron who did
the same training in rather wetter conditions.
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To s~!11 up, t;hc camp succeeded ~ its two-fold aim of testing
the unit .s physical ~~css, and gettmg people away from their
normal )Obs and g1v10g them some adventure training and
other arm training.
Our appreciation is owed to both our R.E.M.E. L.A.D.
and to our M.T. Troop, now almost completely R.C.T. We
had many problems, such as cookers and vehicles breaking
do:vn, supply of petrol and the like; and, being situated at
W1llsworthy,. ~ur transport was well used in conveying personnel to tra1rung areas. Both the L.A.D. and M.T. personnel
on both half-Squadroi:is worked. well; it is a pity that they
were employed on their normal JObs for some of the time and
had to miss one or two exercises
.l.n Initiative Test as viewed by on.- of these
being tested
On the morning of the initiative test, Y. of S. Hawkes came
over and in!ormed me that I would be taking along Major
So~e and Signalman Dodds, that I was to be in charge and
Ma1or Soffe would do anything I asked him to do. (This put
a stop to our day out).
He promptly disobeyed my first order-to go and get his
car-and almost straight away refused to take off his shoulder
crowns (as I had found out that the other sections were to get
his signature).
We set off in a 3-tonner and were dropped some three miles
from T~vistock-. I alm~st forgot to mention the superb haversack ~ation, ably. supplied by Staff :Sergeant Laban, in charge
?f ratJo~s. Lashmgs ?f cheese and 1am and packets of biscuits
m a white wrapper with no name on the packet. Satisfied that
we would survive the day, we set off.
Arriving in Tavistock, we split up to get tbe items we had
to get:

Gauloises packet, empty.
30 Denier nylon.
A live fish, at least 2in. long.
A woman's shoe with a hole hi the sole.
An omelette.
A photo of Christine Keeler before the trial.
A Hunt's canned beer mat advertising the said firm.
A bluebell.
A cockle.
Major Soffe, having a taste for expensive foreign cigarettes,
bought some, you know what brand, he also supplied the
cockle and fish. Signalman Dodds and myself supplied the
nylon, shoe and omelette. This left a photo of Christine
Keeler, a beer mat and a bluebell (which was out of season,
anyway) to find.
I decided that the best place was Plymouth, so off we went.
Major Soffe said something about buses, but I turned this
request down and we began to thumb a lift. Major Soffe
stood on the inside, with his hands behind his back wriggling
his thumb at the traffic, whilst staring over the hedge. A
short lecture on hitching lifts from me put him right, and
with arm extended, thumb up, we carried on, although when
he tried to flag down an A.35 car that was too much. Another
lecture on comfort while travelling went down well and a large
new car whistled softly to a stop. We climbed in, I into the
front seat. The driver tried to puzzle for a minute why three
soldiers in combat suits should be bitch-hiking, but he was
swiftly informed by Maior Soffe what we were doing and his
position in the trio. The driver turned out to be a Gunner,
as was Major Soffe, so mvself and Dodds settled down and enjoyed the ride. Major Soffe was still explaining his position.
The driver gave us another item of information as to where
Sir Francis Drake was born.
After visting all the public houses in Plvmouth we found
that the beer mat was non existent. The photo of Christine
Keeler was bought from the local newsoaper office, after searching the public library for the dates of her trial. All the wav
back we tried to find a bluebell, but to no avail, so we gave it
up.
Back to camp we went to discover that we had won the
test and ten cans of beer were waiting for me (Major Soffc
generously wouldn't have any). Anvway when I went to inform him of his share be was downing a can with Mr. Cullc
in the Officers' Mess tent.
Then we had another superb meal organised once more b
Staff Sergeant Laban.

Tlie Squadron acts as Hosts and provide an enjoyable time for all at their 'At Home'
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The C.O. 110 longer hns to search
The prevailing wind, blowing in what seemed to be a "total
silence" direction, has rapidly changed. It had to. The mere
thought of the C.0. once more searching for the digits "224"
in the Corps magazine and knowing he would look in vain,
was sufficient reason to sharpen the HB and get something
done. As always, the excuse has been, " Well, nothing has
happened." This, of course, rather suggests that we have been
on leave since early ·this year. However, the leave manual,
kind as it isz... does not allow for such exttemities and, in any
event, SOM.tffHING HAS HAPPENED.
S.0.-iu-C. 1mys a welcome visit
It is with great pleasure that we report on the honour of
having been visited by Major-General P. E. M. Bradley,
o.s.o., M.C., the Signal Officer-in-Chief, on 12th July.
Accompanied by Colonel E . McK. Erskine, MOD (DI 24),
the S.0.-in-C. arrived at the Squadron main gate at 09.30
hours and was met by the Commanding Officer, Major W. J.
Captain (Q.M.) J. W. Douthwaite is "Supremo," the S.0.-in-C.
promptly changed into shirt-sleeve order, an extremely
welcome action, since we were blessed with a warm July
day and made the visit much more workmanlike.
After visiting the accommodation, Q.M. Stores, where
Captain (Q.M.) J. W. Douthwaite is "Supremo,'' the S.0.-in...C.
got in a look at the Junior Ranks' Club, M.T. area and our
splendid gymnasium.
The next event was a visit to the training area, where he
was briefed on the training aspects of the Special Operator by
the Chief lns~ructor, Major E. P. Clague-Quine. The
S.0.-in-C. then presented the Arthur Britton trophy to
L/Lance-Corporal Chadwick, of 83 Squad, who is due to pass
out as a AIII tradesman on 29th July. In his speech before
the presentation, the General spoke of the toughness of the
Special Operators' qualifying course and congratulated all
those who successfully passed through the exacting period of
training. He went on to say that some of them may in future
find themselves in posts which were small and isolated, but
wherever they were they should remember they still belong to
the Corps and uphold its traditions.
The presentation was followed by a visit to the Other Ranks'
dining hall and thence to the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess, where the S.0.-in-C. had appropriate refreshment in
company of the S.S.M., W.0.11 Orme and members of the
Mess.
The l a tlics get t o gether, t oo
While the S.0.-in~C. was engaged in his tour of the
quadron, Mrs. Ann Clapp, the wife of the Commanding

Officer, was entertaining Mrs. Bradley and Mr . Erskine. Thi
included a coffee session in which they were joined by the
wives of the officers of the Squadron. Mrs. Bradley then went
on to meet Mrs. Orme and many of the Squadron familie .
Afterwards Mrs. Bradley and Mrs. Erskine were taken for a
short tour of the Squadron, which included the W.R.A.C.
accommodation and the Other Ranks' dining hall and kitchen.
The S.0.-in-C.'s party finally joined together in the Officers'
Mess for a ladies' lunch.
It was with regret that we said farewell to our distinguished
visitor during the afternoon and we hope that he and Mrs.
Bradley enjoyed their visit as much as we did in being their
hosts.
Squadron a11ru1;1l ·• At Dome •· g oc-!!I o fl w e ll
The visit did not overshadow the Squadron annual " At
Home,'' which was held on 2nd and 3rd July. Again we were
blessed with perfect summer weather and a large number of
parents and friends of the trainees came and stayed with us
for this popular event. Our guest of honour on this occasion
was Colonel R. de L . King, Colonel A/Q 49 (W.R. and N.M.)
Division/District. The programme was varied and made as
attractive as possible. On the Saturday morning demonstrations ·were given by trainees in drill, P .T. and a realistic assault
course exercise. This was followed by the usual tour of the
Squadron accommodation by the parents enabling them to see
how their sons fared in modern barracks. On Saturday afternoon there was a village-type fete, including competitive events
for young and old. Included in the programme was a competition to elect "Miss Garats Hay 1966," in the hope this
would attract the W.R.A.C. under training here with the
detachment of 4 Communications Unit. The magical huge box
of chocolates to be presented to the winner did not, however,
lure any entrants in bikinis or similar attire and we had to be
content with a number of attractive entrants dressed for the
fete. The "Mr. Universe" competition was an amusing
episode and, as the picture shows, the winner deserved all
acclaim.

The all ranks' dance on Saturday night proved immensely
popular. It was estimated that over 300 attended this function.
The church parade on Sunday morning took place in
brilliant sunshine. The service at St. Paul's Church was
followed by the traditional march past. Taking the salute was
Brigadier (Retd.) P. M. P. Hobson, o.s.o., our Association
General Secretary, who had kindly given up his valuable time
to spend a few hours with us.
The Corps Band, which had been present at all the events
on the weekend programme, entertained us with an excellent
concert in the afternoon. We are deeply indebted to the Band
for their efforts over these exacting two days.
On reflection, the amount of work put in to make this annual
event a success was well worthwhile, and judging from the
letters since received from the parents and guests who attended
it did much to clear any misconception they may have had
on the conditions under which the pre ent day soldier lives,
trains and spends his leisure time.
S1mri.
We were the winners of the Northern Command Minor
Units' hockey trophy, defeating the holders, The DepOt,
Yorkshire Brigade by two goals to nil after extra time.
Our swimming team has scored a success in the Command
Minor Units' competition in winning the relay event.
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The ladies and the youngsters came into their own in the " Fun Stakes" at the village type fete-on e of the attractions of the
Squadron annual "At Home."
I. We may be a little prejudiced, preferring the curves of au Miss Universe••, but Corporal Etherton's interpretation of" Mr. Universe 1966" was a si ngula r ly
remarkable one and certainly i Ot the lau&hs.
2. The ladies •i•in. This time in a ten•e athleti c contest in the sack race. The leading contender here seems a little off cou rse but who ca n te ll with the ladies I
3. Here the yo un&•ters, in safe Corps hands, com e into the ir own in the tiny toes train (Guard: Sig nalman Yo ung). The youngsters were quite will ing to keep
this up all night too I
11
4'. The Ladies lined up in the w heelbarrow race and no do ubt full of femini ne d etermination t o " get their man ho me at a ny cost !
S. Just mere men havin' a little target practice- per haps a dad o r t wo showing his so n ho w well he used t o.do it l
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Winne rs Northern Command Hockey Minor Units Trophy 1966
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Timi. teleprinter s hould he working b y now!
After 18 months' absence it would be too much to hope that
we could quietly re-appear as a con tributor to THB WIRE without anyone commenting; 7 Brigade Squadron (our friendly
and harmless rivals in I D ivision) could hardly miss such an
opportunity to p ractice t heir wit over the teleprinter. The only
an wer, therefore, is to brazen it out with a potted hi tory of
recent events .

•• Long days "
The course was mostly classroom work covering leadership
and metho?s of ins~uction using the lecture and conference/
demonstrauon techniques. We also covered map reading in the
classroom and on the ground and P .T., the latter very thoroughly
indeed!
Officially the working day for the Academy was from reveille
at 04.30 hours until the evening meal at 17.00 hours. Unofficially, we counted ourselves lucky if we got more than three
hours sleep a night. This was spent on the floor to avoid
disturbing the bed which was included in a barrack block
inspection every morning. Someone remarked casually before
the course, "You'll be alright Young'y, the Yanks don't believe
in bull.'' He must have been joking. American boots look like
patent leather and I was even told _to polish anyone sleeping
if they did not move.

Brigadier Page, C.C. Royal Signals, inspecting A Troop during his
visit in June. The Troop Commander (Lieutenant Walden) is at
left and the Troop Staff Sergeant (Staff Sergeant Dean) is just
behind the Brigadier.

SIMMER
The problem of ' summer boredom ' has been rather taken
care of by that well known past-time called 'exercises.' We
have been involved in six so far not counting a fortnight's
exercising from the Brigade Camp in the Saltau Training
Area. Most of these have been described in previous notes from
other units and we have nothing to add which could be of
interest to others.
Athletics
It is a fact of our life that we compete against 7 Brigade
Squadron no less than four times in a season, i.e. in the Brigade,
Divisional Signals, and Morrison Cup Meeting. We went into
winter quarters last year smarting somewhat at always being
beaten by them into second or third place. With no malice
whatsoever we are delighted to have been able to reverse the
order this year. Every member of the team, under Captain
Jones, one of our pilots, trained hard from early in the season
and thoroughly deserved the following results : -..,.
r 1 Infantry Brigade M inor Units: Winners.
rst Division Minor Units: Runners-up to "A" Squadron
Q.O.H.
rst Divisional Signals Meeting: Winners.
Morrison Cup Minor Units: Winners.
Our greatest surprise was to beat not only 7 Brigade Squadron
but also the Divisional Regiment in the triangular match at
Verden. This produced another large shield which accidentally
gets in the way of every visitor to Squadron H .Q. Unfortunately
we lost Captain Jones to Aden before the Morrison Cup Meeting,
but the team gave him an appreciative farewell drink which
must have ruined his time in the 200 metres for months to
come.
ADVENTVRE THMNING

WINNERS AT SOCCER OF THE BRIGADE MINOR UNITS CUP
Team: Top Row: Ser1eant Murdoch, Captain Aird, Signalman Smith, LanceCorporal McGurk, Ser&eant Norris, Corporal Kane, Corporal Jobes, Signalman
Frazer, Lance-Corporal Richardson
Front Row : Signalman Childs, Lance-Corporal Freeman , Signalman Park , Signalmiln
Denny, Sergeant Barlow, Signalman Bradley

Veuice-C,,eling
A party of four (we only have four cycles!) led by SecondLieutenant Young will be cycling to Venice in September (some
700 miles), staying a couple of days and returning by train.
P.R. at Division are showing great interest and intend making
a film for TV. No doubt a large crowd will appear miraculously
at the "send off!"

Visitors
On 2nd June Brigadier Page paid us his first VlSlt since
assuming the appointment of C.C.R. Signals. Happily he was
able .to spend the whole day with us and therefore had the
opportunity for 'a good look.' This, of course, required an
efficient timetable to ensure that the 'horrors ' were always
at least one step ahead of the Brigadier.
On r8th July we had a visit from the Representative Colonel
Commandant, Brigadier Stoneley. Unfortunately his programme
was so full that he could only stay an hour and a half but
even in this time be managed to talk to an ei.traordinary number
of people or, as it might have appeared to him, a number of
extraordinary people.

An 11nsuspeeting Corporal goes to the V.S. '?th
Army N .C.0.s' Aeademy In Bavaria on a

Mission Unknown
Submitted by Corporal J. R. Yo11ng
of 21 l Squadron

Norway-Trekking
We have, at this moment, a party of eleven led by Captain
Symes, another of the pilots, trekking in the Central Mountain
area of Norway. The R.Q.M.S. undertook to train the party
and once again the aforementioned Minden Ridge rang to the
early morning tread of martial feet. (We really must spare a
thought sometime for those poor Ridge-dwellers). After two
months everyone was very fit by the time they left for Norway
10 days ago. Last reports over a faint international line indicate
that all is well and we hope to have a full report for a later WIRE.

Journey
At 05.00 hours on the 4th May, 1966, a very sleepy soldier
stumbled into the guardroom of I I Infantry Brigade H.Q.
and Signal Squadron blissfully unaware of what Jay ahead.
The sleepy soldier was me and the reason for this dawn
manoeuvre was my nomination for a course at the U.S. 7th
Army N.C.O.s Academy, Bad Tolz, Bavaria. The rail journey
from Minden, Westphalia, where my unit is located, took 13
hours, but in true English soldier fashion I slept most of the
way even though I did not realise then that this was to be my
longest sleep for a month.

Italy- uh Aqua
Since last October Lance-Corporal Gill and Signalman McKay
have travelled to Bielefeld twice a week to learn the skills of
aqua lunging. Even in the winter when the so miles round
journey was made hazardous and unpleasant by icy roads and
freezing conditions, they persevered and now their perseverance
is to be rewarded. 7th Regiment has organised a fortnight in
Italy for August, taking our two swimmers with them. We are
very grateful for this kind gesture and are sure that they will
enjoy a trip which they thoroughly deserve after so much effort.

" Hello, J,i111ey "
I arrived at the Academy that evening and was greeted by
a Master Sergeant who said, "Welcome, stow your gear and
get working with your platoon.''
" Charming fellow " thought I as I humped two suitcases up
two flights of stairs. My welcome from the student platoon
leader was much friendlier. "Hey fellows1 we done got ourselves a Jimey.'' And so started a very hard month with a
very fine team.
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Dentll by dem.011strntion
After the initial lecture on how to instruct we were required
to run our own classes and some of these were very entertaining,
particularly one demonstration on bayonet training. In this one
demonstrator lunged at his assistant's throat. The assistant' sank
to the ground screaming loudly as a red soggy mess oozed
through his fing-ers. The instructor in charge jumped from his
seat saying heatedly, " I told you to be careful with that Goddamned bayonet.'' However, once the tomato sauce had been
removed the instructor calmed down considerably!
Snow in May?
After a fortnight I had got used to the early rising and the
long days in the classroom and was able to force my eyes open
long enough to take a good look at my surroundings. The
picturesque snow-capped mountains looked particularly alluring
and we decided to take some of the smaller American cars
owned by the students (12 sitting and five standing passengers I)
and have a closer look. As anyone who has driven in the
Bavarian Alps will know, it was well worth the effort to drive
up through the pine forests until we reached the snow line
although the effect was spoilt somewhat when we found ourselves liter111ly in the clouds. On the journey back to the
Academy we had strange company-a spring blizzard.
Impossibility?
The British Army call them initiative tests, atlhough I wonder
if ingenuity tests would not be a better description. You have
to cross from one platform 10 feet high to another 12 feet
away. It is o.k. if you fall because there is a 4-foot bath of
water to soften your fall. Ob I I nearly forgot, the equipment.
Three 6-foot ·p lanks to cross the 12 foot gap and a 50 gallon
oil drum. You could make a raft but you were penalised if you
touched the water. One other small problem-the planks and
the oil drum have to cross the gap together wth an eight-man
team. There were eleven more tests like this designed to
evaluate a man's initiative-and this one was easy!
Tile 'Autobnlln '-we lavished loving care 011 it!
In our corridor we bad a black strip 4 feet wide with a border
of red tiles known affectionately as the 'Autobahn.' For four
weeks we lavished all our loving care upon it. It was an
offence to walk on it, smoke cigarettes near it or wear a hat
when travelling its length. It was highly polished, first by the
use of an electric bumper and then by using a method of
'dusting' using polish and water, familiar to all British soldiers.
Needless to say the ' Autobahn ' was prepared for the next
course by polishing it enthusiastically with the soles of some
100 pairs of boots!

lm1•r0!Ssio11s
To describe a month at the Academy could fill a book. There
were good times and hard times but funnily enough no BAD
times. I learnt a lot by just working with my fellow students
and enjoyed it all-even the sleepless nights.
On the final day of the course when we graduated and
received our certificates we were reminded of all the hard work
we had put into the course. I could not help thinking then
of all the hard work ' they' had put into it too. The instructors
who had helped and guided us, the cooks who had fed us so
well for a month and the administrative staff who had run the
course without any hitches. The Academy has a marvellous
team and if you ever get the opportunity of attending a course
there-grab it. You will enjoy and appreciate it.
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It i~ with much regret that the Squadron has said goodbye
to Maior and Mrs. Roy Phippard. During their two and-a-half
yel!Is in Osna~ruck .they have worked tirelessly for the wellbemg of the unit. With them go the good wishes of all members
of the Squadron for a less hectic existence at Shrivenham. We
welcome Major and Mrs. Alan Yeoman and hop- that their
stay here will be a happy one.
Events in the Squadron have been dominated by the recent
events, the arrival of the FV 432 and British Week in Osnabruck and we include reflections of these events by two members
of the Squadron.

BRITISH WEEK OSNABBUCK - - - BY SERGEANT L. C. WESTGATE
" Sergeant Westgate," said R.S.M. Young, "as you can speak
Gaman you have volunteered to run the Squadron stall at the
Open Day of British Week Osnabruck. It will take the form
of a Bottle Stall.'' After giving me the general idea and layout
I was told to ger on with it. As I was also committed on P.A.
equipment hot words passed between R.S.M. Young and W.O.II
(F. of S.) Thornborough. It was decided that I would man the
stall on the day.
The s-tall was constructed from a hockey goal post and a
fly sheet from a r6o lb. tent. I must thank Staff Sergeant Halliday, R.A.O.C., and also Signalmen Craigen and Stevenson for
all the hard work they put in to improve the looks of this
S1:fucture. Also ·the threading of . some I so strings so that they
did. not cat<;h and only one at a ume would be raised by pulling
a smgle strmg.
Friday, 18th May, saw us all set up ready for the Brigade
Commander's inspection. As this was a full dress rehearsal we
had. some full bottles on the ends of the strings. Signalmen
Craigen, Stevenson and myself were dressed as typical English
fairground types. The R.S.M. and Second-in-Command were
in attendance. As the Brigadier would be trying out our stall
I asked what happens if he gets a bottle; does he keep it? The
R.S.M. came back smartly, "No, be puts the b - thing back.''
On the Saturday morning we put the finishing touches to the
stall. One of my assistants asked, " Sarge, is the German flag
the right way up?" It was finally agreed that it was after a
lot of questions.
At t.30 p.m. we were all ready. We opened up at just before
2 p.m., our first customer being one of the assistants from a
n eighbouring stall who walked away with a bottle of champagne I
We soon saw many members of the Squadron and the
families, also a very large number of Germans. Mrs. Burton,
wife of our L.A.D. Sergeant, did her best to clear us out of
stock by winning two bottles of whisky, one bottle of champagne,
one Coke and one lemonade in six tries. Not satisfied with this
she kept sending her children to win more bottles.
We had a very busy time all afternoon. Signalman Craigen
playing "pop " music on a portable gram completely drowning
the Military Band on the Bandstand. Signalman Craigen was
chief Barker whilst Signalman Stevenson was kept busy renewing
bottles on the strings. I kept a close eye on the money.
One of our biggest problems was deciding what language
to use on our customers. After telling a customer in our best
German what they had to do, they would politely ask if we
could say it again in English. Some of our German customers
thought all the ISO bottles were full and were a bit disappointed
on getting an empty one, although one G erman 5-year-<>ld
managed to win two bottles of whisky much to the delight of
his father.
At about S-40 p.m. we had only six bottles of beer left which
we thought would be a well earned reward on such a hot
summer afternoon. Whilst my assistants dismantled the tall I
counted the money taken and found we bad taken 459 D .M. a
sum which no other stall could equal.
The only complaint after a very successful afternoon came
from my wife saying, "Why didn't I win anything?"
THE
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Sitting ten feet above the road in the centre of fourte n tons
of machinery, all of which is under your command, and with
the knowledge that, at the press of a switch and a few quiet
words through the intercom to the driver, you can make this
hulk do anything from a stop to a channel swim, gives you a

very secure feeling. One fee.ls very safe amongst fourteen tons
of steel and you receive much respect from other road users.
Strictly speaking, to move a FV 432 is a job for a team, the
driver and commander. A good understanding is essential between both parties. The driver must trust the oommander to
make the correct decisions and the commander must have full
co-operation from his driver. To ensure that everything goes
smoothly the commander must know all the data on the vehicle,
especially its manoeverabiliry. In the words of the O.C.: "The
dawn is lovely in Germany "--especially from the top of a
432 being overtaken by a car full of frauleins in mini-skirts.
Once the camouflage is up and the aerials erected the 432
is a reasonably comfortable vehicle in which to work. The
installation kit of a 432 is very good once you are used to it
and quite easy to work with. I would not like to live closed
down in one for five days, however. I am surprised that, being
an amphibious vehicle, they leak so badly when it is raining!
raining!
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Introduc tion - A bout Ourselves
Based in York, .th.is Squadron's empire extends from the
Scottish Border to Northamptonshire, and to cover this vast
area we have outposts at O tterburn and Warcop, and SWS
Troops at Catterick and York.
O ur commitments include tram;ng areas, ranges, the
Command Signal and Tape R-elay Centre and manning of four
main telephone exchanges.
I n addition, we provide technical assistance and advice to a
number of Officer Training Corps and C.C.F. Units.
The Catter ick SWS Troop is commanded by Major (T.O.T.)
F. A. D avidson, and Major (T.O.T.) K. Pattison commands the
SWS T roop at York. L ocated at the Signal and Tape Relay
Centre, L ieutenant (Tfc.) G . Oakley takes command of all
communications.
We are sorry to say goodbye to our Squadron Commander,
Major John L ane, who has now retired, and we wish him and
his family very best wishes for their future.
We o.-tend a welcome to our new O.C., Major J. W. Fyfe,
and also to W.0 .11 (F. of S.) Scott, Sergeant Jones and Corporal
McGale.
As 90 per cent of the Squadron strength are civilians, it is
n ot surprising that we have a number of ex-Corps members in
the staff. Lieutenant-Colonel (Retd.) A. Hill, O.B.E., looks after
the administration. Messrs. R. E. Beecroft, A. Raper and J . A.
Hopwood work in the York SWS T roop; and G . L. R oberts,
C. F. G allimore, A. Arnold and P . O'K eefe are with the SWS
Troop at Catterick.
F. E. Avison, ex-W .R.A.C. Comcan operator at Tripoli, has
now joined the civilian operators in the TRC and works along
with our serving members of the W .R.A.C.
Finally, we send good wishes to Private J. R. Gandy and
Private D . M. Maudsley, W .R.A.C., who have left us for a
wanner climate in the Far East.
Births.-T o Lieutenant and Mrs. G. Oakley, a daughter, on
4th June, at F ulford Maternity Hospital, York; to Corporal and
Mrs. P . J. Edwards, a son, on 11th June, at F ulford Maternity
H ospital, York.

Butchers : Grocers : Game Dealers
our aim i11 all Depts.:-

S u p e rb Qu a li ty

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
(Controlled by Jacksons the Butchers Ltd.)

63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
Telephone
DARLINGTON
2955

Established
1894

Seventy Ye a rs Satisfa ctory Service
"WE BUY THI! BEST"

"WE SELL THE BEST"

DAILY DELI VERIES JN YOUR DISTRICT
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632 TROOJ•, OUTEll HEBRIDES
S.0.in-C. makes it at last Oil st•coud attempt
The past months have seemed dedicated to preparations for
visits by a VIP. In the first instance the plane managed to
land on a different island of the Hebrides; the second actually
took place more or less as ·p lanned I The VIP was, of course,
the S.0.-in-C. On 4th June hearts sank as the BEA Viscount
zoomed away due to low cloud over Benbecula and, whilst
the Troop prepared to enjoy a buffet luncheon, the S.0.-in-C.
and the C.S.0. began their somewhat involved return trip to
Edinburgh. Telegrams flashed over Scottish Command and a
promise to return for another go was elicited from the General.
So it was then, on 4th August, that we again watched the
skies for the BEA flight-Glasgow, Benbecula, Stornoway and
Inverness. In the interim, certain of us had been coaxing the
fish out of the sea and the lochs, as the idea was to show just
what the Hebrides can produce in the food line. Sergeant
Snow contributed the most brown trout, using the infallible fly
"Rete Snaw." Sergeant Ball, having forsaken the fishing for
model aircraft, came second, the O.C. bringing up the !fear.
At 10.55 the General, accompanied by Major K. F. Lloyd,
S.0.2 Scottish Command, stepped from the aircraft with the
words: " Made it!"
A qu:ck cup of coffee with .the Range Commandant, change
into shin sleeve order, and then off to range-head and the firstever visit by an S.0.-in-C. was under way.

The S.0.-in-{,,. visits tlw Outer Hebrides

A Cheerful
Day for

632 TROOP

" Seeunden and ltlinuten "
It was most unfortunate that, due to the visit by the Inspector General of the F deral German Artillery, a "Sergeant"
missile was fired on the previous day, thereby denying the
S.0.-in-C. the opportunity to see the end product. However,
we opened our link to St. Kilda and tried to simulate a 'shoot'
--difficult when there is no Controller giving the count-down.
This year there has been some confusion between " Secunden"
and "Minuten," and to be informed that X-30 seconds has
been reached, having just sent X-30 minutes can be confusing!
At VHF site, Sergeant Snow took the General up on a
comment about the standby generator. He was dissuaded from
actually starting it, however. F.rom there to the Flight Safety
Compound wliere, having met everyone ' in harness ' and spoken
to St. Kilda, the Flight Safety Officer, Major D. Lush, R.A.,
brided the General on his side of the job, in particular, how
to deal with rogue missiles and the subsequent invasion by the
Press.
0

Sea weed O il the menu
Having reached lunch-time, the next stop of the tour was
the VIP hut where a glass of beer and lunch awaited. During
consuming both, the General got down to business with his
men whilst Major Lloyd and F. of S. Moxon discovered each
other again. We were joined at lunch by the Commandant and
Charlie Campbell, our local G.P.0. Engineer. It was noted
that the General tasted our seaweed sweet, but we couldn't
catch his comments! The buffet quickly took on the appearance of a natural history museum, with the bones of the trout
standing out starkly against the garnishing.
After lunch the return trip to the Administrative Site and
a cup of tea with the wives, during which the visitors learned
of the problems associated with a life in 'Hunters' Paradise.'
E lld o f a happy day
All too soon the time came for departure, and in the airport lounge, those men who had not as yet met the General,
did so. Presentation of two baskets of trout, and then the
call forward to -t he plane. So ended what can be truly called
a happy day.
Since our last contribution, certain happy events have taken
place, notably-a daughter Goanne Margaret) to Corporal and
Mrs. Troy, 7th November, 1965; a daughter Ganette) to LanccCorporal and Mrs. Simpson, 13th May, 1966; a son (Paul
Edward) to Corporal and Mrs. Hallwood, 2nd June, 1966;
a daughter (Elaine Beverly) to Sergeant and Mrs. Ball. 5th
June, 1966 (a sister for Barbara, Nigel, Sharon, Stephen,
D eborah and David!).
.
Lance-Corporal Rote, married at Exeter on 28th May, 1966.
The following expect a happy event in the n ear future:
rhe O .C., Corporal F leming, Signalman Thewlis.
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621 TROOP.

H.~f. S.

FE. BLESS

nny Scotloud and s ome trying trials
Greetings once again to all our readers,
with a special thought to all Scotsmen '.ls
the beginning of August finds fl?.e ship
cruising up and down Loch Fyne, quite close
to lnveraray, undergoing a few more trials
but to us foreigners from across the border,
who have never seen this part of the country
before, it is a very pic~resque spot. !he
L och itself calm as a millpond, the Highlands rising from the Loch shaded in ma?Y
d ifferent shades of green and the white
cottages on the shore standing out against this background .. A
number of the T roop will certainly have the pleasure of gomg
ashore to see more of the H ighlands, not our Scotsmen though,
they have man aged to wangle a "mid-week " weekend.
Trials can become very trying, and this is wh'l;' we .have
missed the last two issues. There was the very trym g trip to
Brest and our recent trials off Gibraltar, with of course five days
stop in Gibraltar harbour it~ elf. I t was very t rying1 and was
difficult in as much as one didn't know what was gomg to run
out first, clean shirts or money.

B

Hospitality plus from the Gibraltar " Jimmies "
But for hospitality in Gibraltar let me recommC?d to you
not the Casino or the Bristol Hotel but 642 Troop, with M essrs.
John (F. of S.) Mc aughton and Sergeant Terry McGrath,
Corporals Desborough plus one whose name. I apologise for
forgetting. This must be the smallest Troop m the Corps but
the magnificent way that they devoted their time to the Troop
in showing us around the Rock will not be forgotten. Our
telephone exchange on board also works better now thanks to
the Foreman's personal assistance. But, beware any of you
who have the opportunity to visit 642, not to let Messrs.
McNaughton and McGrath show you round F .B.S. It is a very
worthwhile visit, but once you have been introduced to Joan
and the other attractive young ladies of F.B.S. you will be
lucky if you haven't let yourself in for a half-hour record
programme, so have your eight favourites with you just in case.
The Yeoman's hobby . . . photographs(?), says he, but w.ith
another film which slipped off the spool. The results bemg
very " negative," we have to rely on Corporal Hill for photographs, which have come out quit e well.

Signalmen Mair and Stadeley meet up w ith fri ends at Gibraltarnot to be confused wi th 642 Troop.

642 TllOOP, GmRALTAil
They may be small, total strength O.C. and four " Jimmies,"
but the Corps spirit is as strong in Gibraltar as anywhere.

621 meet 642
We thought that we had achieved the impossible, four
" Jimmies " cast away, out of sight and sound of everyone but
Royal Signals records, when lo and behold there appeared over
the horizon a ship firing its guns. What is this ? War declared?
Spanish besciging our kingdom once more? No, a fate worse
than death, more Jimmies in the form of Captain Michael Van
and the rest of h is sea dogs-621 Troop h ad arrived on H .M .S.
Fearless to broadcast our presence to the r est of the Corp.
A boarding party was detailed off by the Foreman of Signals
consisting of the Foreman of Signals who set off to find a boat.
After numerous unsuccessful attempts, to requisition a boat,
the R.E. loaned him a speed boar. Speeding across the harbour
at a fantastic rate of knots, he waved to half of t he troop
(Line Sergeant and T raining T echnician) when his engine cut
out and the dejected Foreman h ad to be towed back to t he
jetty. But success was to follow when H .M .S. Fearless docked
four days later she was boarded by the Foreman of Signals and
the Line Sergeant.
A full account of what followed on their visit should appear in
621 Troop notes, but 642 Troop would like to thank 621 Troop
for the very kind hospitality extended to a number of the T roop
and their families.

Our role a11d life 011 tile Hot·k
Now that we have been found we will explain our role and
way of life on the Rock.
As you will have gathered there are four of us here, military
wise. Our troop O.C. is Lieutenant-Colonel (Retd) J. R. Edgar,
M.B.E. Although an ex-R.E.M.E. he has become a Jimmy at
heart (we think), and the Troop consists of Foreman of Signals,
John McNaughton, Line Sergeant Terry McGrath, Tele
Technician Corporals Dave Clarke and Tony Desborough.
Our work is varied and extremely interesting. We maintain
one 250 line PABX No. 3, one 400 line PMBX No. IA with
• •
.
. .
IO + 50
3 + 9.
and three - - subs1d1ary switchboards consisting of
65
12
Our cable system is a complex one covering the length, breadth,
outside and inside the rock. The cables themselves are worthy
of a note in that some of them were laid in the early thirties
and we still have with us Mr. Ferro who helped lay these
cables, and is a store of information on their make up and exact
vhereabou ts.
Mr. Ferro, known to many members of the Corps as Sergeant
Ferro, has had a long career with us. He started as a boy
trainee in 19'27, continued as a civilian cable jointer until 1939
when he enlisted into the Gibraltar Defence Force, attached
to Signals. In 1945 he was awarded the B.E .M. Served in
uniform until 1961 when he became a civilian once more to
continue service as chargeman.
We hope Corporal Nicholls (ex-642 Troop) is doing well on
his upgrading course and it will no doubt be of interest to him
to note that we are still awaiting the stores to complete the
PABX No. 3. Corporal Nicholls went to N airobi to dismantle
and pack the exchange for despatch to G ibraltar.
Now on to life on the rock. A strange sight meets one when
one comes into town from the airport. Instead of " British Go
Home " one sees painted on the walls, " British we are, British
we stay."
The Gibral tarians are fa natically British .. . who can blame
them with names like Green, Evans, Byrne, White (some of
whom cannot speak a word of English). In fact, a whole WIRE
could be writ ten on Gibraltar and its people, as their history
of being pro-British d ates from the time when Admiral Rooke
captured the Rock.
Life is not as bad as it appears to those at home. We can
travel freely in Spain so long as we do not wish to take the
car, as was sh ~wn in J uly when it took about a week to go
through to Spam.
and e11tertainme11t
In fact one of the members of the Troop, Corporal Tony
Desborough, is known as a '" Gap Rat." To the un!nitiated the
Gap is the strength of no-man's land between Gibraltar and
Spain and a Gap Rat is one who scurries back and forward
across the Ga,p in search of cheap vino and entertainment. At
the time of writing he is off on holiday to the Costa Del Sol to
live it up.
"\· 1110

This year we are going to have the Europ n Deep Sea
Angling Champion in the midst of the Troop (so says Sergeant
Terry McGrath). He will write next month's notes if his
prophesy does not take place, on why the fish were not biting.
By the way, if any other members of the Corps are coming out
to the championships we will only be too delighted to have them
call on us and we will give them all the help we can.
One last word before we close to all those old soldiers who
served in Egypt. You haven't sent the cable cutters here after
you pulled out have you? Success in this, as in all other fields,
has come to us. Two cable cuts in two weeks, two convictions
in two weeks-a record?

44th ( HOME f"O ~TIES) REGIMENT
( C:I N Q t.JE PORTS ) T.A., MAIDSTONE
J, u st Cnm1• b e for e reorganis ation
For the last ti me before reorganisation, the Regiment, under
the command of L ieu tenant-Colonel E. 0 . Smith, M.B.E., D.C.M.,
camped this yea r at S tanford P .T.A.
In spite of weather conditions ranging from indifferen t to
definitely hostile, the Camp was both enjoyable and successful.
D urin g the four-<lay exercise of the first week both military
and W .R.A.C. personnel lived in the field with the girls pitching
their own tents and generally adapting themselves extremely
well to " field conditions." Needless to say, things did not go
with a bang from the start but after the initial shake down
communications worked with tolerable smoothness.
lUany visitors
Visitors during this period included Major-General F .. B.
W yldbore-Smith, C.B., D.s.o., C.B.E., G .O.C. 44 (H.C.) Div./
District; Brigadier P. E. S. Mansergh, O.B.E., C.S.0 . Eastern
Command, and Colonel M . H. Seys-Phillips, T.D., C.S.O. (T.A.)
-our former C.R. Signals.
The highlights of the second week were the .visit of the
Maste r of Signals and t he part played by the. Regiment at ~c
Installation of the Lord Warden of .the Cmque Ports, Sit
Robert Menzies, K.T., C.H., Q.C. For this the whole Regiment
moved to Dover for route-lining duties and the provision of
radio communications from the place of the Installation to the
Gunners in Dover Castle. Second-Lieutenant Trevor Boocock
of No. 2 (Medway) Squadron broke the flag to mar~ the
Installation and within five seconds the first gun was firmgsuccess ! success!
The Regimental Band, under W.O.I (Bandmaster) F. Pedler,
delighted the waiting crowds by playing popular as well .as
martial music. C.R. Signals who was a guest at the ceremonies
carried the Cinque Ports sword.
The only real casualty of the weather was the Honorary
Colonel's Parade. Sir Derek Greenaway, Br., T.D., J.P., who has
just become the Regiment's Honorary Colon.el was, however,
able to see the many other aspects of camp life.

(Pliotograp/i by Courtesy of

Heeli ng trials off Deven port.
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The Corps on the jo b high up t he Rock.
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Have bike-will travel.

Corporal Clark starts his rounds.
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Serg~ant

L . G . Petu

A grou p from No . I (Kent) Squadron at Canterbury relax during
the Exercise.
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A pictorial record of a fine aehievemeutThe 51st lay a line to the top oi De •
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e v1•

5 lst (High/anti)
Signal Regiment

lA.
After a long and distinguished
record the Regiment finishes
on a high note by laying a line
to the top of Ben Nevis...probably the highest telephone
line in the country.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Concl usio n of a r emarkable achievement. With their G.O.C. in the centre all responsible for the
li ne to th e top of Be n Nevi s are grouped together, including the helicopter and one of the pack ponies

Alas ! several •• lasts "
In the last issue the Regiment was reported to have been
involved in several " firsts," with the visits to B.A.0.R. of both
the men and women of the Unit, and our successes in the field
of shooting. Now that annual camp at Fort George is behind
us, it is sad to r eflect on several « lasts " for, in common with
many other T .A. uni ts, this h as been our final camp with the
Regiment as we know it. The lai>t Regimental Parade was held
on Friday, 29th July, with Colonel J. Cochran, the Honorary
Colonel, taking the wute. He commanded the Regiment in the
last war from El Alamein to the Rhine and ·the flag he flew at
his signal centre during these years had an honoured place in
our parade.
The Regiment finishes 011 n high not«Being our last annual camp it was only right the Regiment
should finish in a strong note. This was done by our linemen
who spent almost two weeks at Ben Nevis laying a telephone
line from the climbers hut near the top down to a point near
the British Aluminium Works, to which the G.P.O. had laid
a line from the police station in Fort William. This must
surely rank as the highest telephone line in the country and the
terrain was just as one would expect it to be. Fortunately the
weather was excellent throughout the whole operation which
certainly contributed to the success of the enterprise.
We must express our thanks to the Sappers of 140 Engineer
Regiment T .A. for their blasting operations in the rocky ground
near the top where digging was well n;::h impossible. The
helicopter from R.A.F. Leuchars was a vital factor too making
light of the distance between base camp and the top camp at
the start and end of the project.
This exercise was a considerable achievement and all ranks
concerned deserve full credit. We trust the series of pictures will
tell the story better than words.

Night and day
Meanwh ile at Fort George the remainder of the Regiment
was kept fu lly employed by Major David Anthonisz, our
T raining Major. Two night infantry exercises were arranged
for the fir st week and t urned out to be most successfu l. Just
to make sure the grass didn't grow under our feet, the two-day
signal exercise during the second week involved several moves
by the Brigade Squadrons, some of them at nigh t. This, too,
was very successful although lack of sleep was a common
complaint!

Fort George fascinates
I think it is proper while on the subject of annual camp to
give a few facts on Fort George itself. The writer found this
to be a fascinating place and, as it is now maintained by the
Ministry of Public Buildings and Works, the daily visitors we
noted walking round must have found much to interest them.
Until recently the home of the Highland Brigade, which moved
to Aberdeen, Fort George was built between the years 1749-1763
at a cost of £16o,ooo. This is a princely sum today and gives
an idea of the work involved two hundred years ago. Situated
as it is with the waters of the Moray Firth on three sides, the
view from the battlements is truly magnificent.
T h ey nearly had paint for lunch
The fact that workmen from the M. of P.B. & W. are forevu
painting and renovating led to one of our more amusing
incidents at annual camp. During the first week, with our
resources being spread between Ben Nevis and Fort George,
we found ·t hat cooks were in rather shor.t supply particularly in
the Officers' Mess. Most of us were very conscious of this,
none more so than Captain Bill Tyers, our Adjutant, who upon
seeing two white clad figures on the stairs, quickly ushered them
to the kitchen, no doubt thinking, an abundance of cooks at
last I After their initial surprise, the two white clad figures,
who were in fact painters about to do a job in the Officers'
Mess, made their status clear and resumed their normal duties.
We have not yet decided who came off best, the" cooks" or the
Mess. Full marks, however, to our Adjutant for zeal.
and going
There has been some movement with regards .to our P.S.I.s
and we must welcome W.0.II Charlton who is posted to 2
Squadron at Kirkcaldy and Sergeant Heacock who goes to 334
Squadron at Stirling. These P.S.l.s replace W.0.II Taylor
and Sergeant Burt respectively.
Con~ing

I.

Corps Sports Results
Goll
Corps

1

l.

3.
4.

v. R.A. 7.

Tennis
Corps v. R.C.T. Corps lost by 6 matches

S.
6.
7.

1

halved.
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"Hi -ho, hi · ho, it's off to work we 10.'' A party leaves the top camp to start work on the line.
.
.
The " mus ke a" which t:owed the cab le plouah with Captain Walter Forbes and Seraea.nt Lamond tak1n1 it e a sy
Quad cable belns laid in the trench which was prepared by blastins and dl111ln1.
The cl i mbers hut near the summit of Be n Nevis where the telephone line is t~rminated . .
f th
t eams that were encountered dur1n1 the project.
A build ins party tacklln1 one o
e many • r
d .
I
f th terrain near the climbers hut a t th e top of Be n N e vis.
A build Ins party dl1 a trench for the quad. The back1r~und elves a 100 ompre•:
fl et call on the completed line. Captai n Walter Forbes
Finale-Our G.O.C., Major-General E. Maitland M a k11ll Crichton, 0.8.E., ma es t e rs
and the Chief Constable of lnverneuhlre look on.
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SOth (Northumhrian) Signal Regiment T.A. were in gootl form at Annual Camp

•

4 7th REGllUENT T .A.
lUIDDLESEX YEO~IANRY
(Tlac Duke of Cambridge•s Hussar•)

Annual Camp this year was held at 92 WETC, N esscliff,
near Shrewsbury, and an excellent camp it turned out to be.
The square was a hive of industry eve.ry morning during the
first week with drill for the junior officers and senior N.C.O.
and P.T. for the remainder. 07.00 hours was found by many
to be rather early for strenuous exercise but we are glad to be
able to report that no casualties resulted and the activities were
enjoyed by all ( ?).
Trade training was carried out non-stop during the first
week and the results are to be seen in our latest publication of
Part II Orders confirming many passes at various trades. All
in all a successful conclusion to the training effort, due in no
small measure to our three instructors from tlle 10th Regiment,
Sergeant Griffiths, Corporal Bailey and Corporal Cork, to whom
we pass our grateful thanks.
Week two consisted of infantry and signals exercises which
were thoroughly enjoyed by all. Our thanks go to " Pat," t he
R.H.Q. typist, on the excellent performance she put up as "Miss
Gloria Bedworthy," a hostage on our infantry Exercise "Red
Dragon " the object of which was to rescue her from her
" Celt Nats " captors. Her screams when being kidnapped by
Major Sinclair, Sergeant Preece and Corporal Cork wc:.re
most realistic (Alfred Hitchcock please note), the large bruise
on her leg proving that the acting was superb. The Second-inCommand and Adjutant are still wondering whether the excellent briefing they gave before the exercise was really necessary,
especially when one of the soldiers summed it all up with the
terse comment, "We've got to rescue the 'bird.'"
Fishing was a popular pastime when off duty. The T.i;aining
Major and " Sambo " tried hard but were not as lucky as the
R.S.M. and Sergeant Preece.
During the first week we were visited by: Major-General P. B. Gillett, C.B., o.B.E., G.O.C. 48 Div. T.A.;
Brigadier R. C. Windsor-Clive, Chief of Staff London District;
Brigadier P. Mansergb, C.S.0. Eastern Command; LieutenantColonel D. Freeland, C.S.O. London District.
•• B ~ Squadron
Camp proved to be very enjoyable and particularly successful
from a Squadron point of view. Congratulations to Signalman
Webber and his football team, who were largely responsible for
the Squadron winning the sports shield.
Staff Sergeant "Wally" Smith's pride and joy, a caravan
equipped as a field kitchen, was launched successfully during
camp. It will be a boon on future exercises.
Some of -t he Squadron displayed their lack of physical prowess
during an infantry exercise. However, at least Lance-Corporal
Harrison proved to be a good platoon radio operator and bas
promised to experiment with manpack C.4r Dets.
Finally, we would like to say goodbye and thank you to W.O.II
(S.S.M.) Bill Leonard, our P.S.I., for all he has done for the
Squadron during his tour of duty.

• C " Squadron
Several weeks of preparation, including a regimental exercise,
brought Uxbridge Squadron to readiness for annual camp at
Nesscliff, near Shrewsbury. The camp has been unbelievedly
smooth, due in no small measure to the additional help from
roth Regiment at Hounslow. To see Corporal Bailey on a C.11
set in the field would take some believing by his friends but it
is true, he even wore his combat suit and lived on compo !
Sergeant Griffiths was a bit unnerved to receive requests for
extra <:Yll practice in the evenings but adjusted well and turned
out to be a real 'Yeoman '--0ur type not 'Yeoman of Signals.'
Both requested leave of absence from horse riding on arrival,
but now realise .the modem Yeomanry are more interested in
' getting through ' than worrying about harness.
Our new C.0., Lieutenant-Colonel "Jimmy" Paterson, is
getting over the shock of our Camp Smoker, our spectacular
welcoming war-cry for guests has caused the bravest ro quake!
Mr. Robinson, our R.S.M., is also in a state of shock having
achieved the distinction of being the first man to get Signalman
Pratts' beard on parade. Wearing a beard is permitted in the
T.A. if grown before enlisting.
'416

Umpire team on Ex-Red Dragon sample the medical comforts in
the C.O.'s Land Rover.
Left to Right : Lieutenant Cooke, Reverend Kingston , Sergeant Ulph
and Major Ruthven

We provided the enemy for a Regimentay Infantry-type night
exercise too. A desperate band of 'Celt Nats' were finally
beaten after a desperate defence of three positions including a
bunker, barn and small village. They died nobly, in a perfect
bayonet charge, shouting " Llewellyn " and led by their General,
Llewellyn App Castro Manders, to the accompaniment of
Thunderflashes and blanks.
We are looking forward to the arrival of new equipment and
are confident that ·the 'new' regiment, 3rst (Greater London)
Regiment, to be made up from the present 41st and 47th
Regiments, will shine brightly in the 'Corps ' galaxy.
COMBINED 235/327 SQUADRONS
(G.D.Q. U.K..L.F. O.P.) (T.A.), PORTSHOUTII
Annual Camp 1966
These will be our last notes as both Squadrons disappear
under forthcoming reorganisation.
As this year's camp at Penhale near Newquay, Cornwall,
would more than likely be the last time the two Squadrons
would camp together there was the danger that it might turn
into a rather sad occasion. However, determined not to let the
effects of the proposed reorganisation worry .them unduly both
Squadrons quickly settled in and got down to the task in hand.
A really good cnm1•

All signs were propitious for a really good Camp and so it
turned out. The advance party from Portsmouth with all
Unit transport made the fairly long journey to Cornwall without incident, arriving in the evening to find the Plymouth
advance party already in the first stages of taking over under
the energetic direction of their P.S.O., Captain Chapman.
These two independent Squadrons have a reputation for
bringing the good weather with them and so it turned out this
year. Apart from one or two damp patches we were lucky in
getting more than our ration of sunshine. For those who were
seeing the enchanting coastline of " King Arthur's Country "
for the first .time, this was a very great help. One could imagine
how very different it would be in the depths of winter.

Satellite radio station
Our training programme thought out with considerable care
and the avowed intention of retaining maximum interest, despite
depressing headlines in the national Press, included some very
interesting excursions. Notable amongst these was the G.P.O.
Satellite Radio Station at Goonhilly Down working to America
from the cliff tops near Helston, and in Camborne Holman
Bros the Mining Equipment manufactures of world wide renown. In the latter case it was necessary to don yellow oilskins,
tin hats and rubber boots before going underground to see the
equipment working and our extremely well groomed W.R.A.C.
girls looked like visitors from another planet. It also provided
much amusement for the remarkable chap who acmducted us
through these underground gaUeries-a Cornish miner for 40
years, "like his father and his father before him."
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I. Corporal Mansell sounds reveille. 2. W . R.A.C. Comcen operators d id not find their trainins class too serious. 3.
Heave, lads, hea':e "-says
Corporal Whaley to his tur-of-war team. 4. Throurh on the dot by Cl I ! Serreant Bent Initiates a messare-Lance Corporal Dutta and S11nalman
Fowler operate the set.

235/327 SQUADRON-Continued
Clhuax
A fitting climax to a Camp enjoyed by all was Exercise " Final
Fling." A combination of three different methods of communication, i.e. radio, teleprinter and despatch rider, it tested
the skills of the operators and gave the "directing staff a few
.
. .
.
knotty problems to sclve."
The two Units had a quick helicopter VISlt from Ma1orGeneral Man, G.O.C. Aldershot District, and Colonel Lipscomb,
the D.D.W.R.A.C., spent an afternoon with our W.R.A.C.
So ended the last of the annual camps in which these two
independent Signal Squadrons-changed from a Radio to a
G.H.Q. U.K.L.F. role some two years ago--have successfully
combined. It was right that it should be a happy and worthwhile memory.

Posted to 7th Regiment?
7th Regiment publishes an excellent handbook of
information for all new arrivals. If you are under posting
orders to this Regiment and have not received one,
write at once to the unit, giving your name and address
for your free copy.
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Corps Hockey Fixture List
The usual fixtures have been arranged for the 1966/67
ea on and are as follows :
Date
September
September
October
October
20th October
10th November
11th November
I 2th November
16th November

Home/Away
Ground
Opponents
Caucrick Camp
Corps Trials
Home
Catterick Camp
Thistles Hockey Oub
Away
Blackdown
R.A.O.C.
Away
Sandbur t
R.M.A., Sandhurst
Home
AJdersbot
R.A.M.C.
Alder hot
Away
R.E.
Away
Bordon
R.E.M.E.
Away
Alder bot
R.A.
Home
Ornerick Camp
Durham Univer ity

1967
8th February
9th February
22nd February
Jst March
th March

R.M.C.S. , Shriveoharn
R.C.T.
ewcutle University
Welbeck College
Durham University

23rd
24th
18th
19th

Home
Home
Away
Away
Away

Alder.hot
Alder.hot
Newca. tic
Wei beck
Durham

The Corps trial has been arranged, as usual, irnme "ately
before the Thistles gam .
Anyone interested in playing in the trial will be ~st welcome and should appear at the Central Ground, Ca~tenck <::imp.
by 14.00 hours on 23rd September, 1966. Prev1ou. noufication of intending trialists would be welcomed by Ma1or M. A.
T. Hartnett, Headquarter Training Brig~de, Royal 1gnals
Catterick Camp. (TelephGne 2121, E. ·ten ion 672).
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82nd HEGl.lUENT, A.E.H.
Last Camp as a UegimNlt
On the 7th May the Regiment assembled for the four teen
days annual training at our usual camp site, H.Q. A.E.R.
Blandford. It was to be our last camp s a Regiment and it
was also our first under our new Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel K. G. Taylor. However, we were pleased
to have with us our previous C.O., Colonel W. A. Balziel, T.D.,
in hi capacity as D.C.S.O. Scottish Command. We were
joined, as usual, by the W.R.A.C. detachment, now twentyeight strong, under Captain Sheila MacLaughlin, and 82 L.A.D.,
R.E.M.E. were also present.
Camping with us were two independent signal squadrons,
4u and 413, under their 0.C.s, Major Taylor and Major J.
Bluring, D.F.C., whom we have met before.
We all had high hopes for the weather, but these were not
fulfilled as much as we would have liked. It could have been
worse but it could also have been better.
In our first week we concentrated on trade training as usual
and culminated this on Saturday with our annual regimental
parade. With our friends from 413 Squadron we paraded before
our Honorary Colonel, Colonel W. H. Oliver, M.B.E., E.R.D.
All Ranks did their best to make this parade worthy of the
fact that it was going to be the last one that we shall do together
and during the parade the Honorary Colonel presented long
service medals to three senior N.C.O.s, W.O.II T. Black, W.O.II
A. G. Mcintyre and Staff Sergeant A. J. Reading.
l\-.ILA.C. make their mark on exercise
The following Monday saw the start of our three-day Exercise
"Final Fling." This was designed to practice all trades fully
in the skills that they had been revising during the first week.
After a slightly shaky start due partly to our technicians not
being familiar with new equipment that they were using for the
first time, and also a severe shortage of some items, particularly
transport, all objects were fully achieved. This was the first
occasion on which we have been able to take our W.R.A.C.
element on exercise with us in the field and all concerned
praised the efficient way in which the girls carried out their
various duties. These extended into the G.D. field quite apart
from their trade activities!
The Regiment goes but the spirit marches on
At the break-up of camp our Commanding Officer said farewell to all ranks of the Regiment and expressed his satisfaction
at the large number of members who had volunteered to join
the new reserve next year. He said that he was confident that
the wonderful regimental spirit would be carried through to
the T. & A. V.R. in the future.
And so, on the 21st May we dispersed from Blandford, many
of us probably for the last time. We were sad that such a
happy Regiment was being disbanded but hopeful that as so
many of us come from Scotland we may find ourselves serving
together in the new reserve next year.

Resounding Success for 2ntl Regiment
at B.A.O.R. Canoe Championships

the individual t rophy, but Signalmen Barrett and Varley made
good enough time not only to win the team event but beating
the existing K2 record also.

Canoe (;lub given new life
The Club was resurrected from the dead of the winter
months during April of this rear under the management of our
new O.I.C. canoeing, Captam J . M. Gray. We got cracking
with maintenance and completion of our °' Hustlers " and in
May our new K2 arrived, swiftly followed by four new fibre
glass Dlepper " K amerads." Our total number is now twelve
double canoes and a privately owned K1 single seater. This
is very much in keeping with our C.O.'s policy that we are to
cater for the majority in the Regiment rather than the gladiators
and, since the arrival of the cc Kamerads " and by the end of
the summer camps, we look forward .to about one hundred and
fifty quite proficient canoeists.
There was unfortunately too much going on to take part in
the French Army canoe championships this year but we have
high hopes for this event (and many more) during 1967. Therefore, competitively, we set our sights upon the B.A.O.R.
championships which we won last year incidentally, with the
aim of beating all comers and all records.
Campi11g 011 the Weser
On July 5th ten canoeists, a 3-ton truck, a driver, a cook,
four tents and our canoes, set out for Hess Oldendorf on the
banks of the River Weser. Two weeks of hard .training were
ahead of us and during' this period the final team of eight were
to be selected from the ten canoeists before the race on the
21st and 22nd July. The rules of the race had been slightly
altered since last year in so much that there were now two
classes, K2's. and non K2's: our aim was to win both.
On the morning of the 6th July we were kicked out of our
sleeping bags to the cheerful tones of cc Good morning, campers "
(Captain Gray), at ten minutes to five! This soon became the
routine to which we unwillingly became accustomed, but during
the second week we greatly enjoyed rousing other canoeists
from their slumbers who were camping for the same purpose
along the banks of the Weser, after we had paddled our ten
kilometres upstream (and back) before breakfast.
The Weser soon became our lonely companion and our biggest
enemy, but "zen halbe litre bitter" bucked up our spirits
somewhat at the end of each training day.
An unfortunate incident occurred three days before the race
when one of our K2's was very badly damaged, but an adequate
supply of fibre glass and lots of scraping, varnishing, polishing
;ind burning of the midnight oil put us back on the water again
with only hours to spare. '
The weather during our two weeks training had been terrible,
a cloud burst forty-eight hours before the race washed out our
camping site and the river rose eight feet in almost as many
hours. If anything our hopes of records were raised, due to
flood conditions similar to last year, and we left our camping
site for the first day's ten kilometres upstream race in good
heart.

blue track suits very prominent
A predontlnance of light blue track suits therefore stole the
show at the prize giving, and Major Phillips (0.C. 3 Squadron)
filled and refilled the cups with an appropriate number of bottles
of " Champers " with the compliments of the Commanding
Officer.
"Vive le Sport "-vive le " Corps "--and roll on 1967 !
Salute to paddlers
Best wishes to paddlers of old such as Simpson, Cory, Barber
and Hall, we wish you were still with us. Best wishes also to
13th Regiment who won the folding class event this year.

Corps Cricket is in the ascendant
THE REGIMENTAL CANOE TEAM
The very successful Regimental Canoe Team with trophies, centre
the Commanding Officer Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Cubberley
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Best Season for many years!
"!\' ew and promising young pla"ers make
their naark

Played 7, Won 4, Drawn 2, Lost I
An exciting climax to season
~uccessful

HE Corps XI enjoyed a most
season, perhaps
T
one of the most sucessful in the last ten years. Victories
over R.C.T. and RM.A., Sandhurst, in the first two matches,
with but few of last year's successful team to draw on augured
well for the remaining matches. The pace was maintaineddespite a loss to the Gunners-throughout the season, ending
with a most exciting and enjoyable game with the R.A.0.C.,
which the CorpS won, with but five minutes and three wickets
left.

New discoveries and aggressive cricket
Perhaps the outstanding features of the season were the
successes of Gipson (10th Regiment) and Taylor (30th Regiment) of last year's Apprentices' side, both of whom made
fifties against the Sappers; the esprit engendered and the
aggressive, positive cricket played, which is reflected in the
results.
THE RECORD BREAKING K2 TEAM

Left to Right: Signalman Sudron , Captain Gray, Signalman Rowley,
and Signalman Irwin

Seventy canoes to compete against
The 21st July dawned, not much wind, a high river, in the
competition of some seventy canoes. Our K2 team consisting
of Captain Gray, Signalman Rowley, Signalman Irwin and
Signalman Sudron started together and finished together-both
beating the upstream record by about eleven minutes. The
non K2 team, in "Hustlers," consisted of Signalman Davies~
Lance-Corporal Raper, Signalman Barratt ;md Signalman
Varley; at ·the end of the first day they were the fastest non K2
team by about three minutes.
The second day conditions were also good and we eagerly
awaited the start of the sixty-five kilometre downstream race.
The road ran parallel to the Weser for most of the way and
therefore we were able to keep in touch with our team and to
keep :them in touch with their nearest rivals.
Records tumble
The finish was crowded with spectators and ·the sun even
managed to shine as the competitors reached .their destination.
Sigrrahnen Rowley and Irwin finished individual winners of the
K2 class and Captain Gray and Signalman Sudron finished only
mmutes behind to beat :the existing K2 team record by more
than forty minutes. In the non K2 class Signalman Davies and
Lance-Corporal Raper were beaten by only a few seconds for
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Li~ht

Suceess against R.lU.A.
The Corps were the only Corps side to lower R.M.A., Sandhurst's colours, and this convincingly, and in front of the
S.0.-in-C. The R.C.T. were beaten (it had been years since
the Corps had lowered the R.A.S.C. colours); the Sappers
may well have been saved by bad light, with but three wickets
remaining and no chance of getting the runs· the R.A.C. were
well beaten on a wet wicket at the Officers' Club, Aldershot,
by 64 runs in a match reduced to one day by the weather.
A lesson learnt
The Royal Marines' match was unfortunately ruined by
bad weather and petered out to a draw, with the Corps still
requiring 90 runs, with but 30 minutes left. The Gunner
match, the first since 1955, was again on a wet wicket, and
one which should have been won by the Corps; three batsmen with but seven runs required, committed sudden death
in attempting impossible runs. The lesson will not be forgotten.

THE INDIVIDUAL WINNERS
Signalmen Irwin and Rowley with the individual winners cup
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Established players do wt-I
Of the established players Lance-Corporal Mayes (an Army
cap of 1965) was unfortunately not available due to a soccer
injury until the last two matches (RE. and R.A.O.C.). In the
course of the R.A.O.C. match he became only the second postwar Corps cricketer to reach 1,000 runs in inter-Corps matches
(Major de Clive-Lowe being the other). Second-Lieutenant
Coltman journied from B.A.O.R. and played in the first three
matches compiling an invaluable 156 runs in five innings.
Captain Price, available only for three matches as a stop gap
opener, in lieu of Mayes, played an invaluable innings of 33
against RM.A. Sandhurst which set us on the victory path.
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Lance-Corporal Kilvington's bowling was a disappointment
despite taking 30 wickets, but his batting in the lower order,
particularly against R.M.A. and the Sappers, improved immeasurably; he must now learn how to use good wickets and
think batsmen out. Butler, of 10th Regiment, had a disappointing season but managed to tum in three good bowling performances. Worrall, of 2 Divisional H.Q. and Signal Regiment,
was only available for two matches and showed, both with the
bat and ball against the R.A.C. and R.A., how near he is co
Army standard; providing he does not remain in B.A.O.R.
too long he should make the grade as an off spinner.

I•romising newcomers
Of the newcomers Captain Blackwell, the Corps Rugby
captain, was one of the finds of the season together with the
two young ex-Apprentices; his opening bowling as fast medium
troubled all opponents, the Sandhurst cadets in particular; be
is capable of sustained aggressive bowling over lengthier periods
than m-0st opening bowlers.
Lieutenant M. K. Carson, an ex-Welbeck cricketer, after a
torrid opening appearance, o and o against the R.C.T., played
his way back into the side with determined batting and excellent,
at times superb, slip fielding; he will in time become an excellent
Corps opening bat.
Of the remaining players Sergeant Hyde of 8th Regiment
bowled excellently in a containing role, his spells of 24 overs
for 58 runs and two wickets against R.M.A. and 30 overs 82
runs and three wickets, unchanged, against the Marines were
invaluabl~ Lieutenant J. Radford as vice-captain and captain
against the Sappers did all that was asked of him. Four wickets
for 28 on the Sandhurst wicket was no mean feat, and his 24
not out with wicketkeeper Turner's 19 not out won the Ordnance
game. Corporal Turner (30th Regiment), a class wicketikeeper
of Army standard, with FARELF and B.A.O.R. representative
cricket behind him, added strength to the fielding and his 4 and 6
that won the Ordnance match were as good as any single achievement throughout the season; he is due to leave the Army next
year and will be a great loss ·to both the Corps and Army cricket
circles. Major Tripp, available only for four matches, scored
runs when needed and was available as a change bowler
although employed for but eight overs in the course of the
season. Signalman J. Brown (School of Signals), our 12th man,
worked hard throughout and was a first class team man. The
captain, Major de Clive-Lowe, enjoyed a successful season with
the bat and enjoyed the privilege of captaining an excellent
side for the second successive season.
111 the Arnty XI
The fielding was sound and, against the Gunners, excellent.
De Clive-Lowe and Kilvington are currently in the Army XI,
Turner has also appeared.
The support given by senior officers of the Corps in attending
matches was most welcome. Major J. Perry (S.P.S.O.) who has
looked after the cricket in 8th Regiment over the years renewed
acquaintance with a number of his former pupils during the
last exciting stages of the Ordnance match.

Kiel Regatta
(Report sigaalled from 1st Regi.ment
B.F.P.O. 32)
Royal Signals Regatta, Kiel 1966. Due to increasing age and
infirmity of the thirty square metres, the passage races at Kiel
have been discontinued in favour of regattas. In these, the boats
sail round the marks in an area from the Kiel fjord to the Kiel
lightship. This year, because of a I (B.R.) Corps exercise
~ecting many of the competitors, the Royal Signals Regatta
Kiel was cut to two days, the 2nd and 3rd July. It wag decided
that one race would be sailed on the first day and two on the
seoond. The weather was hot and dry but the winds were light
and variable and a lot of time was spent in drif.ting matches.
Lu~~ily th~ wind came up a lit~le in the evening providing
excitmg finishes to the first and third races. C.C. Royal Signals
and his party were very busy starting the races, following the
comp~titors round the course in the hundred square metre,
Kramch, and racing them home in order that Kranich might
provide the outer mark for the finishing line. Brigadier Page
also very kindly gave a cocktail party for all competitors on the
evening of the 2nd July and presented the prizes on the 3rd.
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Major Spear and his crew went away loaded down with welldeserved loot, coming second in each race and overall winners.
Full results are given below.
Overall winners: 7th Regiment, Major Spear; 2nd Regiment,
Major Ramsbottom.
J.SE race: xst Regiment, Second-Lieutenant Vines; 7th Regiment, Major Spear.
2nd race: 2nd Regiment, Major Ramsbottom; 7th Regimem,
Major Spear.
]Td race: 20 Armoured Brigade H .Q. and Signal Squadron,
Captain Alexander; 7th Regiment, Major Spear.

event by clearing 1oft. 9in. in fine style, but 7th Regiment
managed to win the team event.
The final placings in the Major Units' Competition were
as follows: r6th Regiment, 145 points; 21st Regiment, 107;
2nd Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment, 103t ; 28th Regiment,
90i; 7th Regiment, 88; 4th Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment,
80; 1st Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment, 73; 13th Regiment,
68.
~ftnor

Units' Competition
This year six Minor Units had entered for the competmon
and they all put up very spirited performances, although no

Royal Signals B.A.O.R. Inter Unit Athletic
Championships
19Ch

Biid

20th July

records were broken. The 4 x xoom. was won by 211 Squadron
while the 2oom. race was won by Lieutenant Garton, of 217
Squadron. 207 Squadron took the 4oom., while 229 Squadron,
from Berlin, came into their own in the 800 and 15oom. events,
both of which they won.
In the field events, 207 Squadron won the weight, 229
Squadron the discus, 207 Squadron took both the long and
high jumps and 217 Squadron won the javelin.
The final placings in the Minor Units' Competition were
as follows: 211 Squadron, 55 points; 207 Squadron, 43; 229
Squadron, 41; 200 Squadron, 38; 217 Squadron, 32; 206
Squadron, 22.

THE R 'O YAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
Minutes of the Twenty-First Annual General Meeting, held at Catterick Camp, on Sunday, 26th June, 1966.

Prepared '111 7th Regiment
This meeting is now universally known simply as the Morrison Cup. In the past the trophy was presented to the best
Royal Signals Unit in B.AO.R. at all sports, but it is now
awarded to the winning .team at ·the annual athletics meeting.
It has become almost traditional for the meeting to be
held at .the Jahn Stadium, in Herford, under the arrangements
of 7.th Regiment, and 1966 was no exception. This, incidentally,
prompts the question: where will it be held next year after
·the Regiment bas moved? It is also traditional for ,the heavens
to open as the first athletes go on to the track. However,
on Tuesday, 19th July, the gods were obviously taken by surprise, and .the rain kept off until the very end of the afternoon.
The fine weathe.x: had a splendid tonic effect on the athletes
and, although the opening events were mostly heats, a number
of records were broken.

Major Units' Competition
In the first heat of the 4oom. race, the first three teams home
were 16th, 21st and 1st Regiments, and all beat the existing
record; .the winning time was 3min. 34.9sec. In the second
heat ·the I 3th Regiment team also broke the record.
I 6th
Regiment sprint team broke records in the heats of both the
4 x room. and 4 x zoom. races.
The most exciting event of the first afternoon was the 5oom.
race for Major Units. From the star.t Corporal Holt, of 28th
Regiment, led, but as the field began to spread out, the green
vests of the 16th Regiment team could be seen lying well
placed; 7th Regiment, ·too, were keeping nicely together. At
the bell Holt had been unable to keep the lead, which had
been taken by Lance-Corporal Smith, of 16th Regiment, who
eventually won the even.r. Corporal Holt was second with
Lieutenant Gallon, of 7th Regiment, a very close third. 16th
Regiment won the team event, with 7th Regiment second.
In the field events, decided on the first day, the weight and
the hammer were won by 21st Regiment. The long jump
was won by 4th Regiment with a combined jump of 38 ft. 3t in.
The high jump should also have been finished on the first day
but was delayed by the weather and had to be resumed on the
following day with three competitors still in. The winning team
was 13th R egiment, with 4th Regiment runners-up; both teams
set up new records. The best individual jumps were by Signalman Gumbs and Signalman Oxley, both with the very good
height of 5 ft. 10 in.
The second day was the sort of miserably-wet day that
Herford must be renowed for in the eyes of Royal Signals
athletes everywhere. The rain, which did nothing ·to dampen
the enthusiasm of either the competitors or the spectators,
did have an effect on l:he performances recorded.
The 15oom. race was an exciting event as expected. 7th
Regiment, who had run well as a team, won the event, while
16th Regiment took second place. Signalman Jarold, of 13th
Regiment, was the individual winner. The finals of the other
track events were hardly less exciting, though the t imes were
slower than those in the heats of the preceding day.
In the field events, 2nd Regiment won the discus, while
4th Regiment took ·the Javelin with a new ~ecord of 320 feet.
It is noted that the latter team consisted of a Lance-Bombardier
and a gunner!
The pole vault, as usual, proved to be of
spectacular interest and provided a fitting climax to a very
good meeting. Corporal Dransfield, of rst Regiment, won the
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Present:
Major-Oeneral L. de M. Thuillier, C.B., c.v.o., C.B.E., Chairman; Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson, D.S.o., General Secretary, and
some 150 members of the- Association.
The Chairman opened the meeting by welcoming all those
who had come to the reunion. The official attendance figures
were over 900-an all-time record. The Master of Signals,
who was unable to attend, had sent his best wishes and it
was a pleasure .to see Brigadier C. H. Stoneley, o.B.E., the Representative Colonel C0mmandant, present. The Chairman was
also very glad to welcome the Colours and Colour Party from
41st Signal Regiment (Princess Louise's Kensington Regiment)
T.A., along with serving and retired members of that Regiment,
headed by their Honorary Colonel, Major-General A. M. W.
Whistler, and the President of their O.C.A., Colonel W. H.
Godfrey.
It was a particular pleasure that Brigadier the
Reverend W. B. Rowett (late of the Corps) had been able to
preach at St. Martin's that morning, and all who were present
must have been very impressed by the beautiful Altar Frontal
presented by the Association and Dedicated for use in the
Corps Chapel. The painstaking and intricate needlework had
been carried out by Mrs. Flynn over two years, and the
Association was very grateful to her for all she had done.
The Chairman went on to say how delighted he was to see
such a large T.A. representation, and this was evidenced in
the Band of the 49th (Yorkshire) Signal Regiment, T .A.,
and the three Pipe Bands from the 51st (Highland) Signal
Regiment, T.A., the 52nd (Lowland) Signal Regiment, T.A.,
and the 61st (City of Edinburgh) Signal Regiment, T.A. In
addition, there were the bands from the Apprentices School,
Har.rogate, and the Junior Leaders' Regiment, as well as our
Corps Band. All these bands bad combined together to. put
on a wonderful show at the Retreat ceremony. In conclusion,
the Chairman said he had no doubt all would join him in
thanking Brigadier Woodrow, his staff, and all members of
the Training Brigade for the prodigious. effo~ts they had put
in to make the week-end such a success; m this work they had,
of course, been greatly assisted by Brigadier Warburg and the
School of Signals.
I. Mlnrites of th." 20tl1 , lnn11nl 6eneral ~leeting
The Minutes of the 20th Annual General Meeting were then
put to the meeting and, having been duly proposed and
seconded, were approved and signed by the Chairman.

Chairman's R1•port
The Chairman then made his annual report on the state
of the Association; the main points of which were:
(a) Membership
The number of annual member , and especially Life ~em
bers joining during the past year, had fallen off very considerably compared with previous years. This was unders~andable,
as with the advent of the Day's Pay Scheme, old1ers who
contributed automatically qualified as annual members while
so doing, and if their total contributions were not less than
2.
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£2 10s. Od. during their service, they qualified as Life Members
when they left the Colours. There was no point, therefore,
in soldiers joining now as Annual or Life Members if they
contributed to the Day's Pay Scheme.
(b) Branches
Branches remained much the same in number. All were
concerned about attracting in younger members. We might
be going through a lean time now, but he believed that when
the present long term regulars-many of whom were exApprentices or Junior Leaders-started to come out of the
Service there would be a considerable influx into the Association. He could not believe that soldiers who had spent a
considerable ·pan of their lives in the Corps would want to cut
themselves off completely when they finished their active service;
but much would depend on branches going out of their way to
attract these ex-regulars.
(c) Welfare
The demands for welfare assistance were steadily increasing
all the time. The D ay's Pay Scheme, as it got into its stride,
would put this most important aspect of the Association's
work on to a really sound footing, and we should be able to
increase the scale and the scope of our aid to deserving members
of the Corps family.
(d) The Day's Pay Scheme
This was now getting well under way. Over .60 per ce!1t
of the soldiers of the Corps were generously contr1bunng to lt.
In some units 100 per cent had joined. All officers supported
it. The scheme was a fine and imaginative conception which
affected not only the Corps but Army Benevolence as a whole.
In response to a query, the General Secretary emphasised
that all soldiers who contributed to the Day's Pay Scheme
were automatically annual members for each year while so
doing and, at the conclusion of their service, if the sum total
of their subscriptions was not less than £2 10s. od., then they
qualified as Life Members and should apply to the General
Secretary for registration as such. In view of the lar~e num~ers
involved in the Day's Pay Scheme----over 9,000-it was 1111possible to issue me~bership cards. to all conce!ned, but a st!1ft
was being made with all Rec;rwts, Apprenuce~ '.ind Juru?r
Leaders joining for the first time. The Assoc1auon had m
its possession a list of all soldiers contributing to the cheme,
so it always could tell if a soldier was a member or not.
Those who had joined as Life Members prior to the start of
the scheme could have their original Life Membership fee refunded at the end of their service, -if they qualified again as a
Life Member under the Day's Pay Scheme.
(e) "The Wire"
This continued to sell well, and was generally popular with
its readers. In 1962 it was running at a deficit of £1,200 a year.
This had been steadily decreased each year and he was glad
to report that in 1965 it had shown a small profit.
(f) Future Re-unions
The Chairman stres ed that there wa NO truth in the
statement that this would be the last re-union as rumoured in
the press. As far as he was concerned, they would carry on
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a they had in the past, with an annual reunion during the
la t week-end of each June.
He went on to say that a Corps Committee was now smmg
to consider how the 50th Anniversary of the formation of the
Corps should be celebrated in 1970. The General Secretary
was a member of this Committee and it was hoped that the
Association would play a significant part in these celebrations.
The General Secretary would be sending round a proforma
for branches to fill in in order to try and get some idea of
what the Association's views were in connection with these
celebrations-meanwhile, he hoped all would think the matter
over.
(g)

Accounts

The Chairman then asked the General Secretary to go
through the accounts for the year ending 31st December,
1965 for the benefit of the meeting (copies of these accounts
were' circulated with the Central Committee Minutes). In discussing the accounts, the General Secretary made the following
main points:
(i) The Association overall was worth £106,590. This was
a reduction on 1964 s figure of some £1,400, due to a
loss on the sale of certain shares and an excess of expenditure over income during the financial year 1965.
(ii) An excess of expenditure over income of £1,133 had
occurred in 1965. This was due principally to two large
donations that had been made in 1965-£1,000 to the
Army Benevolent Fund and £500 to the Star and
Ganer Home. These were outside our ordinary run of
annual donations and would not occur in a normal year.
As we had made a surplus of some £2,500 in 1964,
the two years taken together showed a surplus, and
there was no need for any disquiet.
3. Amendment to Hules
A proposed draft amendment to Rules 6 . and 7 (attached
to these Minutes) was placed before the meeting, with a view to
incorporating the various proposals that bad been under consideration in respect of categories of Association membership
as well as clarifying in the Rules the membership status of
officers and soldiers who contribute to the Day's Pay Scheme.
After being duly proposed and seconded, the proposed amendment was carried by a show of bands.
4.

Proposal that Annual Menibers wh.o have
contributed as such for 20 ,,ears should
qaalily for free Life Membership

This proposal, which was sponsored by the Harrogate
Branch, was considered by the meeting. A number of branches
supported the proposal while certain other branches had
doubts as to its wisdom. Eventually it was proposed by Mr.
A. V. lent (Aldershot Branch) that the Association should
proceed slowly in this matter, as it had done in the case of
the different categories of membership which had only been
finally approved that morning. He suggested that the proposal be deferred for further consideration. This was duly
proposed and seconded and carried by a show of hands.
5. He-Eleeti<>n. to Central Committee
The following names were put to the Central Committee
for election or re-election to office on the Central Committee:
Chairman, Major-General L. de M. Thuillier, c.B., c.v.o.,
O.B.E.

Vice-Chairman, Major-General E. S. Cole, C.B., C.B.E.
Colonel F. E. B. Jones, o.B.E., T.D., D.L., J.P. (Vice Colonel
G. H. T. Shrimpton, c.B.E., T.D., A.o.c., who wishes to stand
down).
Representative of a Branch, Captain R. D. Hardy (Chester)
vice Mr. A. V. lent (Adershot) retiring in rotation.
Before putting this matter to the vote, the Chairman said
he would like to thank both Colonel G. H. T. Shrimpton and
Mr. A. V. lent for their very considerable services to the
Association. Colonel Shrimpton bad served on the Central
Committee for many years, and his sound advice had always
Mr. lent was completing the normal
been most valuable.
three years' tenure of a branch representative, and he too
had played a very useful part in all committee deliberations.
In their place he was very glad to put forward the names
of Colonel F. E. B. Jones and Captain R. D. Hardy. Colonel
Jones was, of course, a great supporter of the Corps and the
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A sociatioa in the Midlands, where be was Honorary Colonel
of the 48th (S. Midland) Signal Regiment1 T.A., and he had
for a number of years been a member or the Central Committee. He would be a very useful and helP.ful Vice-Chairman.
Captain 'Bob' Hardy was, he knew, a pillar of the Chester
Branch of many years' standing, and be, too, would be a
very welcome addition to the committee.
The candidates for election or re-election to the Central
Committee having been proposed and seconded, their election
was passed by a show of hands.
Captain R. D. Hardy thanked the Chairman for his kind
remarks and said that it gave him very great pleasure to be
able to serve on the Central Committee.
Colonel F. E. B. Jones also expressed his appreciation, and
went on to say that this meeting could not possibly close without
the Association congratulating their Chairman on the award
of the C.V.0. in the Birthday Honours List. This was marked
by the acclamation of all present.
There being no further business the meeting closed.

ROYAL SIGNALS ·ASSOUIATION
AND BENEVOLENT FUND
Balance Sheet as at 31st December, 1965
1964

£

102,205
2,537

9
1,678

Proposed Amendment to Rules (see item 3 of Agenda)

Please see pages 8, 9 and 10 of the Rules for the Royal Signals
Association, 28th June, 1964, which it is proposed to amend as
follows:6. Membership
(a) (As in present rules).
(b) Membership shall be of two cla ses: (i) Ordinary.
(ii) Associate.
(c) Ordinary members shall include : (i) Life Members who pay a Life Membership subscription or qualify as such under the Day's Pay Scheme
(see para (d) below).
(ii) Annual Members who pay an Annual Membership subscription or qualify as such under the Day's Pay
Scheme (see para (d) below).
(d) Serving officers and other ranks who contribute to the
Association through Corps funds under the Day's Pay
Scheme shall be deemed to be annual members for each
year while so doing and if, at the conclusion of ·t heir colour
service the total sum subscribed by them be not less than
£z xos. od. they shall qualify as Life Members and shall be
.registered as such under arrangements to be made by the
General Secretary.
(e) Ordinary members who render outstanding service to the
Association which it is felt merits spedal recognition may
have their names put forward by Branches or by Association
H.Q. to the Central Committee for consideration for award
of "Honour Membership." If approved they shall
retain· their status as ordinary members but shall be entitled
to wear a special Association lapel badge with the
inscription "Honour Member " on it.
(f) Individuals outside the Corps and the Association whom it
is felt should be honoured because of their special contacts
with or services to the Corps and the Association may have
their names submitted to the Central Committee by
Branches or Association H.Q. with a view to being invited
to become "Associate Life Members." If approved they
shall enjoy all the privileges of membership except the right
to vote at Branch or general meetings of the Association or
to serve on Association Committeees.
(g) Life Membership may be granted free by the Central
Committee to Signals In-Pensioners of the Royal Hospital,
Chelsea, and members totally incapacitated from work
through Army Service.

7. Subscriptions
(a) Normal Subscriptions : Life Membership1 .£2 xos. od.
Annual Membersnip, 5s. od.
(b) Reduced Subscriptions: Serving officers and other ranks who join the Day's Pay
Scheme but who contribute a total sum of less than
£2 xos. od. during their Colour Service may, at the
discretion of -the Chairman, be permitted to join the
Association as Life Members at the reduced fee of

£t

£
ACCUMULATED FUND (Including Minor
Trusts) :
Balane<: at 31st December, 1964 ..
Add : Excess of income over expendi·
turc for the year
..
..
..
Excess of income of Minor Trust over
expenditure for year
..
Profit on sale of investments ..
Income relating to a prior year

4,224

£

£

£

106,429

20

3.632
1,098
1,149
622
10

106,721

Less: Excess of expenditure over income for the year
..
Loss on sale of investments

AGENT'S HANDS

272
292

106,429

1,133
1,067

101,246
4

. •

COST

£
5,496
1,453
3,033
305
31

•.

SUNDRY DEBTORS AND PREPAYMEl'ml .•
INCOME TAX RECOVERABLE
STOCKS IN HAND
..
..
..
LOANl TO BRA "CH AssoctATIOl'S
..
INVESTMEl'ITS AT COST (per schedule
attached)
..
Quoted (Market value £94,511, 1964
£97,937)
..
..
..
..
Unquoted
OFFICE FUR. ITURE-AT
DEPRECIATION

270

96.010
4
96,014

LESS

258

(Signed) L. DEM. THUILUER, Chairmtllr.
P. M . P. HOBSOS, Secretary.

104,521

SUNDRY CREDITORS AND ACCRUED
CHAROES
..
..
..
..
Non: There is a contingent liability
to refund life membership subscriptions to e<:rtain serving soldiers of the

. .

101.250

2,200
106,429
1,602

£

CASH AT BA'IK, IN HAl'D A"D IN

2,069

Corps on retirement.
£108,031

£106,590

£108,031

£106,590

Income and Expenditure Account for the Year ended 31st December, 1965
1964
£

£

£

£

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES :

Salaries,

~ational

_lnsl!rance, Super·

3,743
1,034

annuallon contnbutions of headquarters· staff
..
..
01her administrative expenses

140

BENEVOLENT GRANTS ..
DONATIONS:
Army Benevolent Fund
Star and Garter Homes
Shaftesbury Homes and ArethuSa
Training Ships
OU1ers
..

4 ,777
5,859

340
85

4 ,435
6,509

135
303
164
2,537

291
(330)
921
4,639

l'ICOME FROM PUBLICA110 S
GRAt-mi REFUNDED
J COME FROM lNVESThmNTs ciR
EXCESS OF EXPENDITIJRE OVER I

£14,340

£
897
620

3,595
184
1,000

..

l,000

152
30

COST OF ASSOCIATION R EUNIONS
..
INCOME TAX DEDUCTED FROM INVESTMENT fNCO~l6 NOT RECOVERABLE ..
ExCESS OF lNCOME OVER ExPENDITIJRE

£
SUBSCRIPTIONS
0oNATIONS FROM JNoivrnuALS AND
LOCAL BRANCHES
RECEIPTS FROM REGIMeNTs AsD SQuAO:.
RONS, ROYAL SIGNALS
.•
..
RECEIPTS FROM BRANCHES
..
REC>.ll'TS FROM CoRPS FUND
UNDRY lNCOME
Income from sales of Corps clothia11,
badges and records of Corps music
Sundry other income
0

244
47

320
59
2,039

AMOUNTS WRrtTEN OFF :
Stocks in Hand
Furniture and Fittings

£

4,022
69

l,000
660

565
135

1964
£
3,251
477

3,249
1,186

122
41
163
56
1,075
4,973
1.133

·coMe

182
350
181

£13,696

£14,340

£13,696

Investment Summary for the Year ended 31st December, 1965
Cost
GOVERNMENT SECURITIES . .
..
CoRPORATION AND COUNTY SECURITIES . .
..
DOMINION AND CoLONIAL GOVERNMENT SECURJTIES
BANK DEPOSIT INTEREST
.•
•.
.•
••

EQllJTil!S

od.
(c) (As in present rules).
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Income

1964
15,662
12,983
14,957

1965
19,501
14,783
5,034

57,644

-£96,010
--

£101,246

IOS.
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1964

£

56,692

1964
653
377
534
12
3,063

£4,639

1965
726
75
447
2
3,040
£4,973
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PE R CIVAL COACHES
for PRIVATE HIRE
Luxury Saloon Coaches
Availablejor Mi l itary
units at short notice
TELBPHONB :

Rl CHMO:..'D 2348

Percival Brothers (Coarl:i.es) Ltd
53, MARKET PLACE, RICHMOND, YORK S.

Moss
Bros
ROYAL SIGNALS COLOURS
Phase M

U

our Sam Browne

uponreq ~st

Open Thursdays till 7p.m.
Nearest station Leicester Square
Branches throughout the country
W e are official tailors to the Royal Signals
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all-purpose
co11unicalion
system
No crystal tuning
Instant communication-no netting
In quantity production now

COVENT GARDEN, W.C.2
THE COMPLETE MAN' S STORE

belts can be broken in

PLESSEY A13 all-transistor
transmitter-receiver is an . . .

TIES
BLAZER BADGES
Terylene 12/6
Silk 10/6
Silk 19/6
Gold Wire 32/6 & 57/6
Cuff Links 25/- & 53 /6 Wall Shields 32/6 to 50/Crested Tankards
Car Badges 35/- & 45/50/- & 65/Ties made to your own design

-

6 Gabriels Hill, Maidstone, Kent
Tel: 56666/7
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No other lightweight military radio in quantity production anywhere
does all the things the A 13 can do, in so many different roles. That's
why it's already been bought by armed forces on four continents. They
recognise the A13's unique flexibility as manpack, ground station,
vehicle station or marine craft set. They know it's proved in combat,
including parachute delivery.
The Plessey A13 provides 2400 discrete channels in the 2-8 Mc/s band
(selected without netting) ; a choice of phase or amplitude voice
modulation, or hand-keyed CW; standard (2 watts) or high-power
(20 watts) transmitter output; fully protected output circuits ; and a wide
range of accessories. Please write for a copy of the A 13 brochure.
The Plessey Company Limited, Radio Systems Division, llford, Essex,
England. Telephone: llford 3040. Telex: 23166 .

• PLESSEY Electronics
PE( E)5 ...

Without a tloubt-A Triumph! ·

*

.-

C. H. H.

*

THE last two editions of THE WIRE have run to a total of 52 pages each,
· compared with our more normal size of 44 pages. This is thanks
to the excellent support of our many correspondents and the general interest shown by the Corps in its own maga:z.ine. Yet there are many who
cannot bestir themselves to make a standing order that will oEly cost
them I/ 6d. a month, but actually rely on the Mess copy or somebody else's
for their Corps news.

THE

WIRE

ROYAL SIGNALS
MAGAZINE

The Official Organ of the Signals
Association

Editor:
BRIGADIER P. M. P. HODSON,

We cannot go on producing 52-page WIRES if we do not have this
essential support to offset the extra cost in printing and postage. In particular we appeal to Officers, W.O.s and secior N.C.O.s to set an example
in this respect.
IF YOU, WHO AT THIS VERY MOMENT ARE READING
T HESE WORDS, FALL INTO THIS CATEGORY THEN BE A
DEVIL ! REACH FOR YOUR PEN NOW, AND COMPLETE THE
APPROPRIATE ORDER F ORM BELOW (OR A MANUSCRIPT
COPY OF IT).
YOU WILL FEEL SO MUCH BETTER FOR DOING SO WILL WE. T HANK YOU.

SO

o.s.o.
The Accounts Officer or P.R.I.
Assistant Editor:
BRIGADIER H. R. FIRTH
All correspondence and matter for
publication in THE WIRE, should be
addressed to THE WIRE, Royal Signals
Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea,
London, S.W.3. Tel. Nos. SLOane 4129
and SLOane 3477, Ext. 143·

MATTER FOR PUBLICATION
MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE
12th OF THE MONTH PRECEDING PUBLICATION.
Remittances should be made payable
tc : Royal Signals Association. Subscription rates (post free, except air
mail): T welve months 18/-; single
month, 1/6.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Regt./Sqn./Tp.
Please reserve a personal copy of THE WIRE for me in the
unit bulk order until further notice. I understand this will
cost me I/ 6d. a month.
Na.me and rank

OR
The General Secretary,
Royal Signals Association,
Cheltenham T errace, Chelsea, London, S.W.3.
Please arrange to send T HE WIRE to me for twelve months
commencing with the next issue. I enclose a cheque/Postal
Order for 18/-.
My rank and name is .. ... ... ....................................... .
I wish THE WIRE to be sent to .. .... ..... ......... .. ........ .. . .. .

OC'rOBER/NOVEMBER,

Vel. 20

( New Series)

1966
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VULLIAMY."

*

Also, Captain H. S. Nokes writes:
"Sir,
Reference the illustrarion of Mr. R. H argreaves, M.S.M., on
page 323 of the August/Sepcember issue of THE WIRE.
Douglas, NO. Model 'M' T riumph, YES!
I should know; as fitter Sergeant at Catterick in the 2o's,
I had abour 200 of them to maintain and overhaul. Also never
" sit up and beg " handlebars or footboards.
As a point of interest, the latest date of manufacture of any
of <the machines was 1918; rhe gear lever on this model was
mounted on top of the gearbox (Mr. Hargreaves's machine has
the lever mounted on the down tube).
Also, no D .R. would ever ride this model Triumph without
a strap round the forks, fastened behind the steering headreason, if the ' barrel • spring broke (and they often did) the
fork as~mbly folded up under the machine!"
AND THAT SETTLES THAT.- EDIT OR

Have you a stantling Ort/er for the Wire?
Why not complete one NOW!

THE

Scott, all of which I rode, I had a pretty varied experience of
the 1913 and 1914 models, but have never seen a Douglas like
your illustration.
Yours faithfully,

:)I AJ OR.-GE NER AL A. M. W . W HISTL E R,
c.n., C.B . E.

A reproduction of the photo from the August/ September
WIRE
Mojor-Generol C. H. H. Vrdfiomy writes
he is never wrong!):

(and

" Sir,
I was interested in the photo on page 323 of the August/
September issue of what is described as a "vintage Douglas."
It is the most remarkable Douglas on which I have ever
set eyes. I can claim more than a nodding acquaintance with
the 1913 and 1914 Douglas, also with the 1913 and 1914
Triumph .
When my batch of Sappers, commissioned from the " Shop "
in July/August, 1913, joined at Chatham, a friend and I _each
bought a new 1913 Triumph, while rwo of our dose . friends
each bought a n ew 1913 Douglas. There was a considerable
argumen t about the merits of the two makes and we all rode
each others machines.
The Douglas engine was a horizontally-opposed twin, with
axis of the cylinders along the line of the bicycle from. front
to back, 350 c.c., 2t h.p. On the top of the crank case, between
the cylinders was the magneto. The engine had a large ourside flywheel. There was a two-speed gear (without conventional clutch) each gear with its own dog-clutch operated by a
lever fixed to -t he top bar of the frame above the tank, forward
for bottom, pull back for top. The en~e was l~w compression
and to get into motion one stood ag.tnde the bicycle, engaged
bottom gear and pushed (or paddled off) with both feet, and
way she went.
.
.
The Triumph, on the other hand, was a smg:le cylmder
499 c.c. 3t h.p. machine wirh the magn to low m fr~t . of
the engine behind the front m udguard. The fron t sprmgmg
was unique to the Triumph (never used by any other make
that I have seen) a helical spring pointing straight to the front .
at the top of the front fork. Both these Triumph features are
obvious in your picture.
In August, 1914, I went t? _France, and a~u~ _the ~e of
~he crossing of the Marne, 1omed the 2nd D1vJSJonal Signal
Company, R.E. We had a D .R. Section of 15 D ._R. s_ who enlisted as Corporals on the outbreak of war, brmgmg along
their own moror cycles, which the Army purchased . The
Sergeant Goodheart, who became quite fa mous, winning his
D .C.M. before the end of 1914, brough t a Triumph; Sp~oston,
·the Corporal Mechan ic, a D ouglas; another Douglas with A.
J. Harris, who retired as a Colonel at the end of. the Second
World War; with a host of other makes, Rudge, Zemth, P. & M .,
T HE
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Major-General Whistler writes:
" On the 18th October, 1966, we are moving permanently to Baddengorm, Carrbridge, Inverness-shire. I
wonder if I could intrude a little on your space to say
that although this is the far North, we would very
much hope that our many friends and acquaintances
in the Corps and in associated Corps of the Commonwealth and our Allies, will still keep in touch.
In p articular we would be delighted if they would visit
us if holidaying in these parts either in the summer or
ski-ing in the winter."

Christmas Appeal for Toys anti Clothes
For several years the Corps has, at Christmas provided
some kind of gift for each member of the very poorest
families known .to the Association. If you are to do the
same this year, we must have YOUR ASSI~TA CE
N OW. Gifts of toys, books, money, and clothmg from
you will alone make this annual p~esent from the Corps
t o its less fortunate members posSlble.
But co be effective we must have your support early.
U npacking, sorting, re-pa~king an~ posting before
Christmas -takes our staff qwte some ume.
PLEASE GIVE GENEROUSLY AND AS EARLY
AS P OSSIBLE.

Can you help ?
Mr. P. Griffen, 3, Arbrook Cou rt, Leith Hill, St. Paul's Cray,
Kent, asks if anyone can help him ah?ut a photograph t~at was
taken, he thinks, in 1927 /8 or, pos 1bly 1926 not earlier, nor
later.
I t was of the "2nd R hine Signal Brigade" of that time. In
the photo were : Lieutenant Colonel Bethel and his dog (Greyh ound ?) Signalman F . A. Canfield, No. 2315972?, Sergeant
N ash, l~ter T.M.O., Captain A. E . Barton ( ec~ion O~~r),
Lance-Corporal D. R. Morley, Driver Forbes, Driver Phillips.
If you can h elp write to Mr. P. Griffin, ex-Signalman 2316o36
(known then as ' Wristy,' through d ishing up, in the Cookbouse.
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Major-General D. P. Gibbs

I

®bituar!'
MAJOR T. l,. llARlrlES

HE Si!l?a1 Officer-in-Chief has sent the following message
T
.
to Ma1or:General David P. Gibbs, Chief of Communications Electrorucs, U.S. Army, who has just retired :
." Signal Officer-in-Chief and Ail Ranks of Royal Signals
wish Major-General David P. Gibbs every good fortune and
happiness in his retirement, and assure him that he will always
have many good friends in our Corps."
.The photograph shows the message being handed to General
G1bbs by Colonel A. V. Brandle, M.B.E., at his retirement party
in Arlington, Virginia, on 18th June.
.Those ~ the photograph are, from right to left, Major-General
Gibbs, L ieutenant-Colonel Andy Ferguson U.S. Signal Corps
bis ~tary Assistant; Colonel A. V. Brandle (back to camera)
and L ieutenant-Colonel Chuck Hulbert, U.S. Signal Corps.
A congratulatory message was also sent to his successor,
Major-General Walter Lotz, who writes :

" D ear General Bradley,
Colo~el Brandle has kindly delivered your message of congratulations to me and I am most grateful to you and all ranks
of the Royal Corps of Signals for their good wishes. Please
convey my thanks to all concerned.
I know ~hat in our jobs we have many problems and projects
of mutua! mterest ~d I lo:ik forw.ard with great pleasure to the
opporturuty of meetmg you and discussing them when you visit
the Pentagon in October."

Major (QM) A. £ Dunn (Rettl)
46 Years

Lnyal Service to the Corps

ETER DUNN enlisted in 1920 and joined 5 Signal Company
P
at Curragh. In 1921 he transferred to Royal Signals
and
the same year he was promoted to Acting Corporal.
~.E.
10

Thereafter he saw service in India, Palestine and U.K. The
Second World War found him as an R.S.M. in India and in
194? .he was commissioned. After two years at the Signal
Trammg Centre .a~ Mhow he had reached the rank of Major
and served at L1a1son Officer at H.Q. 14th Army in Assam,
Burma and Malaya. Arter the war he had a few years with
Northe;n Command Signals at York, followed by tours in
Cyrena1ca a~d Egyp~. In 1956 he retired from the Army and
took up a Signals. reured offic~ rs' appointment at the War Offic::.
In September this y ar he retired for the second time. Those
who .have known Peter all these years will miss his quiet humour
and 1mpertu~b'.1ble ability. to tum up the answer to any problem
always prov'.dmg that his pipe was drawing well! We wish
Peter. and his wife a f~l and happy retirement and hope that
we will see them at social gatherings of the C..orps in the years
to come.
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THE WIRE r eports with
r egret the death of Major T .
L. Harries.
The end of the First
World War found Len
Harries an Officer Cadet in
th e Royal Flying Corps. H e
join~ the Corps at Crowborough, Maresfield, in 1922.
From Maresfield he went to
Catterick where he was well
known around the stables.
He was then posted to
Northern Ireland in 1929
and in 1930 to 2nd Indian
Divisional Signals at Quetta
where he was one of those
who did sterling work in
the Q u e t t a earthquake
disaster. It was at Quena
that he was nicknamed
" Taffy." 1936 found him
back at Catterick and later in 1939 he was with the 49 Divisional
T .A. He was co~ssi<;med Lieutenant (Q.M.) in 1942· During
the war he saw ~rv1ce m !~eland , Norway, North Africa, Sicily,
Italy and Austna. He retued from Regular Service in 1955.
Always a keen sportsman, he was a first class referee in football
and hockey, and an umpire in cricket. Since retiring he has
been Sports Officer with the Shropshire Army Cadet Force.
With Mr. J. J . Goggin as Secretary he formed the Shrewsbury
Branch of the Royal Signals Association in 1958.
. ~n H3:rries died ~ B.~.H . Hanover on 16th July whilst
VJSJtmg his son servmg with the Corps at Wulfenbuttal in
Germany. He was devoted to the Corps and he will be sadly
missed by many.

MR. FRANK SLATER
We regret to record the death, at the age of 82, of Mr.
Frank Slater, which occurred on 28th August as a result of a
traffic accident.
When war was declared in 1914, Mr. Slater was stationed
in Ireland with the Royal Engineer Signals. He had been a
soldier for ten years, six of them in Burma. H e was one of
the 65,000 who formed the first British Expeditionary Force.
Mr. Slater was the holder of the Mons Star and a member
of the force which earned the descriptiOQ. a "contemptible little
army."
Home address: 2, Higher M elbourne Street, T iverton.
HRS. G. n. GOULD
The very many friends of Lieuten ant-Colonel and Mrs . G. R.
Gould will be saddened to hear of the death of Mrs. Gould
on 5th September. The deep sympathy of many will go to
" Nat" Gould in his sad loss. His address is 60, Angel Hill,
Sutton, Surrey.
'' The Wire " nlso regrets to recorrl the
following dentlas:

JONES.- Major C. E. Jones on the 18th June. H e served witl1
the Corps from 1920 to 1948. He was a L ife Mcmbtt of th e
Association and a member of Cheltenham Branch.
CRABB.- Ex R.S .M. N. E. Crabb at .the ag of 66. A Life
Member of ·rhe Association, he enlisted into .the Corps in 1937
and was released in 1945. He had previous service with the
Coldstream Guards.
D AVIS.- Ex- Sergeant James Oim) Davis, of 18, Foul'th Avenue
Walkerville, Catterick Camp, Yorks, suddenly on 21st August'.
!le leaves a widow and a daughter .to whom great sympathy
1s expressed .
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The Corps
goes to §ea

Fifty All Ranks from Catterick
enjoy a wonderful fifteen days
at sea with H.M.S. Hermes
H.M.S. HER.MES OFF GIBRALTAR.

INCE
the Corps has enjoyed a happy affiliation with H.M. Hermes and has always
represented at her commissioning
a Coros
of nine officers and twenty-nine other ranks were privileged to make a most enjoyable
ceremonies. In
S
trip to Denmark in Hermes. Once again, thanks
the generous hospitality of the Royal Navy, members of the Corps were invited
1962

been

1964

Dartv

to

to join Hermes for a trip to Gibraltar. How well the party were looked after is abundantly clear in the following article. This kind
gesture on the part of Hennes will be much appreciated throughout the Corps.
Background to the visit
Readers will have noticed that H.M.S. Hennes has not been
mentioned much in these columns for ·the last two years. The
reason for this is quite simple. She has been in Devonport
Dockyard undergoing an extensive £12,000,000 re-fit. This bas
included: full air-conditioning, improved catapults, guns
removed arid replaced by Seacat missiles and the fitting of ithe
new ICS Radio Systerrn.
Following the re-commissioning ceremony the ship started
on her various 'work-ups ' round the South Coas-t. This is a
lengthy process. Only a small handful of the crew served in
·t he ship during her previous commission. All .the others are new
drafts to <the ship and its many complicated pieces of equipment.
However Royal Signals may Test assured that the new crew
is just as fine a one as .t he last. The new captain is Captain
T. T . Lewin, M.v.o., D.S.C., R.N., and his deputy, Commander
G. T. Risdon, R.N. They are forming the crew into that close
knit .ream which is essential in a modem sophisticated warship.
For a change, <too, we have our own permanent representative
aboard in Major J. D . Cathcart who is the CBGLO (Carder
Borne Ground Liaison Officer).
Captain Lewin with ·typical generosity took advantage of the
Farnborough Air Show which required the presence of the
Naval Air Squadrons to invi·te fifty all ranks from Catterick to
join the ship for a cruise from 25th August to 9th September
calling at Gibraltar.
It is hoped to repay some of this hospitality when .the
ship's sports ·team visit Catterick in November.
Other members of Royal Signals will be able to visit Hermes
on her travels again. Later this year she calls at Rosyth and
Hamburg, nei..1: year she will be going our to the Far East.
W4"lcomed at Portsmouth
The party of twenty-five each from the School and Training
Brigade left Darlington on the 24th .to the popping of .the flash
bulbs of the local Press. On arrival at Kings Cross the 41st
(Princess Louise's Kensington) Regiment T.A. conveyed us
across London and we eventually arrived at Portsmouth. There
we were greeted by Lieutenant-Commander Nick Robinson,
R.N., who amongst his many other jobs is responsible for visitors
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to H.M.S. Hermes and who . was to arrange many interesting
visits .t o the various parts of the ship during the next two weeks.
The trip was known .to the Navy as 'working-up' and was to
practise the drills and operations of various departments on the
ship. We appeared to proceed down the English Channel in a
series of circles; this was explained when we realized that to
land aeroplanes the ship bas to proceed into the wind and this
was why we kept ruming round to go back and not because
the Captain thought ·he had forgotten something.
CoD1D1uniention.s and rndar of special interest
The next few days were spent visiting departments on the
ship and we were especially interested in their communicatiogs
and radar. Anyone who complains of shortage of space in a
comcen or TRC should spend a couple of weeks in Hermes.
Owing to lack of space many equipments are connected to one
antenna and this and other details provided us with instructive
comparisons between Naval and Army methods.
Sunday and Monday were spent passing through the Bay of
Biscay when the number of soldiers on their feet was inversely
proportional to the height of the waves. (Drakes Law-Captain
Drake, Royal Signals of course).
On the journey out to Gibraltar we had five Gannets and
two Wesse." helicopters aboard. Most members of our party had
a short trip in a helicopter and four were lucky enough to get
a fJight in a Gannet. Leaving a Carrier by catapult is supposed
to be life's second greatest ihrill. his was endorsed by three
of <them-the fourth, a bachelor, was not sure.
•• Assisting " on the Bridge
On Monday night two officers assisted the Watchkeeper on
the Bridge and Captain John Daw claims that if it had not been
for his pocket compass we would never have arrived at Gibraltar.
Certainly it caused a great deal of amusement on the Bridge
when he produced it. On Tue day the coasts of Spain and
Africa were sighted. At 13.30 hours it wa ' all hand on deck'
.to line the sides of the ship as we entered harbour at Gibraltar,
firing a 13-gun salute and with the Royal Marines Band playing.
We were pleased ·to be able to recognise amongst hornpipe and
shanties being played the familiar strains of the Corps March.
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A wonderful fifteen days-

Tlie Corps at sea witli H.61.S. Hermes

Gibrnltnr-nnd we meet n p with 642 Troop
A very hectic 2t days followed, with trips round the Rock, to
see the apes and .the caves, and shopping in G ibra ltar's narrow
street. Some members went over to Spain (no hold-ups unless
in car or carrying goods) and others sun-bathed on the various
beaches. All appeared to appreciate the local beauties. It has
been decided to celebrate as a result of .t he expeditions into
Spain, La Linea Night on 31 st August annually. The participants are •to have a good dinner and visit Spanish Museums or
Exhibitions.
The very enjoyable time we all had in Gibraltar was due
in no s mall measure to the efforts and hospi Lality of LieutenantColonel (Retd) James Edgar who commands 642 (Gibraltar)
TToop . H e laid on transport between ·the ship and the town
centre and a rranged tours of the Rock for us and members of
the ship's crew. He also gave a splendid lunch party in the
Garrison Officers' Mess. We would like through the medium
of THE WIRE to thank him and his tiny troop for rheir ex•treme
kindness. (Thank you also, editor, for letting him know we were
arriving).

A t s en ogoln
All too soon the time came for us to leave this very pleasant
place in the sun. (Records please note. I can give you 50 names
if you are uncertain who to post there.) At 11.00 hours on
znd September having watched H.M.S . Albion enter harbour we
again put to sea and continued our visits to the ship's departments.
On Sunday evening there was a ship's concert. Some extremely
fine acts were produced with music by the R oyal Marines
band, sketches, songs and jokes and beat music by The
Hermites. Our contingent played their part with a fine conjuring
display by Captain John Eastgace and songs and sketches by
other members of the party. It is rumoured that Captain
Drake has been approached with a song-writing contract if he
gets h is songs past :the censors.

Buccaneers show their paces
On Monday the coast of England was sighted once again and
we came into Plymouth where we faced with forti.rude the
rigours of H.M. Cus.roms and Excise. The Gannets of 849
Squadron were disembarked and replaced by some trials
buccaneeTs. We left Plymouth at 17.00 hours and that night
were shown how a ship replenishes at sea when H .M. S. Hermes
and an RFA tanker steamed along side by side while the carrier
was re-fuelled. The next two days the Buccaneers demonstrated
.their remarkable abilities. We also watched the Seacat missiles
intercepting .target drones.
Farewell with mnch regret
On Friday we arrived' back at Spithead and with great regret
left the ship and returned to Catterick. Plans are afoot however for a party from" Hermes" to visit Catterick in November
and we shall look forward to renewing acquaintances and
repaying some of the hospitality shown to us. It has been a
most splendid fortnight on " Hermes " and we would like ~o
thank the whole ship's company for their efforts on our behalf.

1• C~r;:'~~al Br~ok takes over the:helm. Lance C o rporal Barnett and Corporal Towler are amongst h is advisers. 2. Sergeant Walkinshaw and
C
B orpora . ~ amy d11cuss technicalities. 3. " Lining Ship." Note specially Royal Sienals In place of honour. 4. Corporal Bellamy and Lance Corporal
arnett vmt the enelne room. S. Slenalman Aspinall, Sereeants Edington and Leich kitted-up before a helicopter night. 6 The Corps contingent
poae on the ftieht deck. 7. Captain Easteate, Major Ferguson, Captains Cook and Drake learn about the eannet from Lieute~ant White, R.N .
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The twe Corps \Vnrrant Officers make
their report
On arrival on board H .M.S. Hermes we were mu~tered on
the Quarter Deck and detailed off to our respective messes.
W:O.I (R.S.M.) J . Crow (8th Regiment) and W.O.I (Supt.
C1k) M. Levins (School of Sign~ls) found themselves allocated
,t o 2B/C2 mess. C.P.O. S.A.(S) (Dick) Barley acted as escort
and led us we are sure .t he longest way •t hrough rt he ship.
Arriving at the mess we were immediately introduced to fhe
'tot.' Unlike our own T.O.T. chis one left us with a feeling of
gay abandon.
Introductions being completed we found we were in the
Heads of Department Mess and these are truly the ' Heads ' of
the ship. A finer crowd of Chiefs it would be hard to find.
Headed by C.P.O. C. E . L. Brigham Young, Mess President,
assisted by C .P.O. (Buffer) Leaney, this mess is an example to
an equivalent shore based establishment-Navy, Army and
Air Force.
We were indeed honoured on entering Gibraltar Harbour
to find chat we were to line the forward pare of the flight deck;
THE
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one felt that this was truly an honour and not just the Navy
putting us on the spot.
·
We were introduced to a Banyan the second day a hore,
seLCing off in one of the ship's whalers with the resourceful
Buffer at the helm we were shown the Navy's way of going on
a picnic. C.E.R.A. (Stan) Clements who rules the Engine Rooms
on board obviously cannot swim for he had need to wear a life
jacket during the trip, this may have been due to a certain
amount of internal liquid as well as that surrounding him.
To a ringing chorus of "' For those in peril on the sea " we
beached--0r almost broached ac Eastern Beach where all the
Chiefs gave a brave display of a hotentot war dance as they
stepped on the red hot sand. This day passed all too quickly
and we came back aboard much educated in how to enjoy oneself ashore.
The final honour for our two Warrant Officers was yet to
come. The Mess President informed us on Thursday morning
that we were to be dined our. To Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess personnel this may not seem an unusual thing
but on ·this occasion it was unique. The Captain's permission
had first to be sought, this was given with further permission
to drink a toast in Port and Madeira, a concession n<>t normally
granted ·to C.P.O.s at sea.
We feel we must claim a record for being the first k"my
Unit to be so honoured. When before we wonder did the heads
of department attire themselves in best rig co dine out two
Army Warrant Officers in full blues aboard an H .M. Warship
on the high seas?
With our grateful thanks to all members of 2B/C2 mess,
thanks to all others members of the ship's crew for making
this a most unforgettable experience we would also extend our
thanks to W.0.1 (RS.M.) Winter (Green Howards)-G.S.M.
Gibraltar, Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) McNaughton-Gibraltar
Signal Troop and Sergeant A. Stephenson, R.E., for their
kindness to us during our stay.
We hope we may join you all again.
W e do hear that ·there are vacancies for a cruise to Hamburg
shortly, and as we are unequalled in our knowledge of St.
Pauli and the Reeperbahn we feel our application should now
be considered .

The Lower Deck viewpoint
(Contributed by Corporal H. Estcott)
When we arrived on the Quarter Deck of H .M.S. Hermes
we were taken in parties to our Tespective mess-decks, where
we were .co spend the next fourteen days. Some of us were
lucky .to have space and lockers for our kit, others less forrunate
had •to live from their cases. On the following day we weighed
anchor and were on our way.
Ship's routine starred with the sound of a bugle at o6.15 hours.
We washed, had breakfast then paraded at 08.00 hours in the
ship's hangar. We were put into groups, by trades, and were
escorted round the points of in-terest throughout the ship. This
was to be the pat.tern for the days to follow.
The first Sunday was ' Ship's Cleaning Day.' Everyone was
put to some task on cleaning the ship. The weather was great
and everyone got suntanned. The ship's crew carried out
various exercises such as ' Action Stations ' and D amage Control.
During these periods when the ship was 'closed up.' w~ were
to watch films. Quite a few of us were taken flying m the
helicopters.
We arrived off G ibraltar at 13.00 hours on znd September.
We lined .rhe decks along with the Navy personnel and a 13-gun
salute was given to the C.in~C. After dock ing at the quay side
we were given fall-out and doubled off the flight deck to our
mess decks co get ready for going ashore.
Most of the lads went into the town for presents and cheap
liquid 1"efreshment. The weather was glorious the who!e time.
On the third day we had to say goodbye. I am quite sure
most of us wished we could have stayed for another few days.
On the way back .che ship's routine carried on much the same
as before. We watched the ship being re-fuelled from a tanker,
a series of Seacat trials and the launching and landing of the
Buccaneers with helicopters crews standing by.
We arrived back in Portsmouth on the 9th Sep ember and
said goodbye to all the friends we had made. I am sure the
wonderful hospitality shown by the captain and crew of the
H .M.S. " Hermes " will long remain in the memory of all the
soldiers on board.
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<!Empire jfielb of i\emenbrance

W

ITH die kind permission of the Rector of St. Margaret's
and the support of the Dean and Chapter of Westminster,
the Empire Field of Remembrance will be held from r oth to
14th November, 1966, ind usive.
The F ield will be opened at l:\velve noon on Thursday, roth
November, with a short service conducted by Canon Stancliffe,
assisted by the Dean, at which members of the Association are
invited to be present, and will remain open daily from 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m. although access thereto is, of course, possible at any
time.

The Royal Signals Plot is No. 203
As in previous years, Mr. Stead of Association Headquarters,
together with members of Home County Branches will be the
official representatives of t;he Association at the opening. If
any other member of the Association is likely to be in London
on Thursday, 10th November, and would like to attend the
opening, he or she should notify this H.Q.
The following are available from the British Legion Poppy
Factory, and if it is so desired, will be planted on behalf of
Branches or individuals by the official representatives of the
Association at the opening ceremony : Badge Cross at
21/Field Cross at
15/Poppy Cross at
10/Wreat>h Cross at
5/Personal Remembrance Crosses at
6d.
Correspondence and orders relating to the Field of Remembrance should be addressed direct to: -The Secretary, British
Legion Poppy Factory, Petersham Road, Richmond, Surrey
(with a copy to Headquarters). Cheques/ postal orders should
be made payable to the British Legion Poppy Factory Ltd.,
and should be crossed.
Please send in your order as soon as possible, but in any
case, not later ·t han 28th October, and please also ask that
the orders be delivered direct to the Field of Remembrance-OT to this H eadquarters.

========Special Mention

====Movements====

A

omc "rs

MONTHLY miscellany of Corps happenings which have
come to our ears or have been sent in by readers, and
are deserving of SPECIAL MENTION.

Two Parachute Signal Sqr•adron Wives-~lrs.
Mandy and Mrs. Moi.r
for their initia·tive, after a short visit ·to Bahrein, in returning
there under their own steam with families and setting up a
joint flat at their own expenses 'SO as to be with their husbands
and because they liked the place (see page 463).
- - Lieutenant Mike Forge
for jumping into a private plane the morning after a guest
night in Chatham and piloting 1t over a 850 mile course in
thi'S year's " Dawn to Dusk " aero competition, thereby
gaining third prjze and a certificate of commendation from
H.R.H. The Duke of Edinburgh (see page 434).
Corporals
John
Kirkman
and
Stevenson of the 3rd Regi ment

WILL ALL UNITS

AND

CONTRIBUTORS

PLEASE MAKE A NOTE OF THIS?
ALL CONTRIBUTIONS AND MATERIAL FOR

THE DECEMBER " WIRE ., MUST BE IN THE
HANDS OF THE EDITOR BY 11th NOVEMBER
LATEST

Have you placed your order for a
CORPS Dl4RY?
Some still available from Association
Headquarters
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Ernest

for .tieing as the first winners of the fine silver rose bowl
presen~ted by Lieutenant-COloned G. Proudman, M.B.E., on
departure from the 3rd Regiment for award to " the soldier
of the year." (See page 437).

Lance-Corporal. Brian Mills and Si gnal.man
•• Geordie " Lyons of 262 Squa d ron, C ypriu
for winning the Cyprus Albacore Championships at the
Limas.sol Regatta (see page 467).

1

*

Three Hong Kong Wives - Mrs. Donovan,
Mrs. Clarlrn and ~lrs. Newton
for taking an active part in an adventure training exercise
(see page 446). This opens up new vistas-line laying?
D.R. duties? What more can Corps wives turn their hands to?

Re1ne mbrance Day Parade and Ser v i ce a t t h e
Ce notaph,. Sunday, 13t h N o velnber
Any member wishing to parade with ·the Royal Signals
contingent should apply at least one week prior to the date
through his/her Branch Secretary, who, in turn, should apply
to this H eadquarters for tickets. Corps tie, medals and decorations should be worn on rhis parade.

THE DECEMBER Wl RE

*

*

- - Royal Signals in Hong Kong
for laying and burying a r,800 yard U.G. cable up a 1 in 2
slope to an important O.P. We are not quite certain whether
.the operators assisted the linemen and vice versa, but in any
case, see page 466.

-

ADDITIONS -

Second-Lieutenant R. H . Farey
.. . T o 217 Squadron
OCTOBER LIST
Major J. L. Akass
...
... To 15th Regiment
Lieutenant R. R. Bulloch
21 st Regiment
Lieutenant W . A. Barnes
nth Regiment
Major J. B. Booth
. ..
,, School of Signals
Captain R . A . Burfitt ...
,, 28th Regiment
Captain H. A. Cuerden
R .M .C. .
Captain R . A. Cemm .. .
.. .
22nd Regiment
Second-L ieutenant T. Cowan . ..
13thRegiment
Captain (Q.M .) W . Cloughlcy
School of Signals
Lieutenant J. J. Cullen
.. .
249 Squadron
Second-Lieutenant G . Davies
7th Regiment
Lieutenant P . H. D!de ...
8th Regiment
Captain A. J . Field
...
22nd Regiment
Major R. H . Gilbertson ...
30th Regiment (to Command)
Lieutenant J. Graham ...
.. .
207 Squadron
Captain (T .O .T.) . J , A . Green
249 Squadron
Major G . W . G;tuns ...
...
200 Squadron
Lieutenant R. J. Haywood . . .
,, School of Signals
Lieutenant (Tfc) J. D . Heard
xst Regiment
Captain R. A. Hoghton . . .
...
7th Regiment
Captain (T.O.T.) D. P. Herring
3oth Regiment
Captain A. J. liarrison . ..
.. .
.. .
School of Signals
...
.. .
M .O.D. Signals 35 c
Captain J. M . Hincks ...
Lieutenant-Colonel A. Holifield, M.C.
H.Q. Berlin (Brit. Sec.)
Lieutenant (Q.M. ) A. A. Kemp
6th Regiment
Captain M. L . W . Jenning11 . ..
Mons O.C.S.
Captain C. J ames ...
...
...
10th Regiment
Second-Lieutenant 0. M. Lewis
217 Squadron
Lieutenant B. T. Lord ...
.M
. . arsh
. ._. ,, 22nd Regiment
Second-Lieutenant P . J . L .
m ent
.. .
. ..
•..
Junior Leaders Regiment
4 Army Youth Team
Lieutenant C . D . Melhuish
Captain J. H . May
645 Troop
6th Regiment
M.ai<Jr J . A. J . Massey . ..
M.aJor (Tfc) F. Malone . ..
.. .
. .. ,, 16th Regiment
Major P . A. Mac. F. MacGillivray .. .
1st Regiment
Major P . F. Musselbrook
.. .
.. . ,, I7th Gurkha Regiment
Cambridge University O.T.C.
Second-Lieutenant J. W. Miller
Second-Lieutenant P. C. Pearson
261 Squadron
Major P. H . Palmer .. .
13th Regiment
18th Regiment
Lieutenant C. W . Palmer
18th Regiment
Captain J. M . Passmore ...
Major P . H. Ridlington ...
17th Gurkha Regiment
L ieutenant M . J. Ridlington
4th Regiment
248 Gurkha Squadron
Major C. G . A. Ridley .. .
Lieutenant J . Radford .. .
237 Squadron
uth Regiment
L ieutenant J . H. Roberts
28th Regiment (to Command)
Major T . N . Skelly
.. .
. ..
,, 64th Regiment (T.A.)
Captain (Q .M.) W. A. Timbrell
,, 6th Regiment
Lieutenant L . R. J. Ttlson ...
,, Jun. Tradesmen's Regt., Troon
Lieutenant K. G. Turner
•..
,, 220d Regiment
Captain R. J. Tanner .. .
Lieutenant I . Turner .. .
Jun. Leaders Regiment
Lieutenant D. K. Wallis
...
,, 30th Regiment
Second-Lieutenant R. L. Wilson
50 MSL Regiment R.A. Sig. Tp
Lieutenant (T.0.T.) N . F . Webb
Joint Comm. Unit, Borneo
Cambridge University O.T.C.
Second-Lieutenant P. P. White
,, 22nd Regiment
Lieutenant (Q.M.) R. A. Webb

Tlte L ieu te nants
R e ginae n t

Wi ndmill.

of

th e

16th

for getting married so that he (Lieutenant Windmill, Royal
Signals) caused her (L ieutenant Almond, W.R.A.C.) .ro change
her name to Windmill, thus resulting in two L ieutenants
Windmill bein g married to each other in the same unit. Just
t o .r ound it off Lieutenan t Almond, W.R.A.C., was suppor.t ed
at the wedd ing by her brother, Lieutenan t Almond, Royal
Signals. Altogether very much a Corps wedding (see
page 457).

Signal anJ Cypher Operators
The United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority . have
vacancies at Aldermaston for men with recent signals experience.
Applicants must be able to touch type at a minimum speed
of 30 w.p.m. with 99% accuracy. A good wor~g knowled~e
of tape relay communications procedure is essenual. and prc:v1ous cypher experience would be an advantage. Shift working
will be required.
Salary depends on age, e.g., £805 at age . 25 or £920 at
age 29, rising by annual increments to a maxunum of £I,Cf/5
a year. An allowance of £50 a year is also payable and shift
work attracts an additional allowance of approximately £10 a
month.
Working conditions and recreation facilities are excellen t.
There is a superannuation scheme.
Please write for an application form to the Chief P ersonnel
Officer, A.W.R.E., Alderrnaston, Near R eading, Berks., quoting
reference 3503/W.

- - M e lnb e r s o f t h e 15t h R e gime n t
for volunteering to provide armed patrols in Aden to help
police the local curfew. Patrols have been provided on the
basis of three a night, and consist of Officers, Warrant Officers
and senior and junior N.C.0 .s-this apan from a high rate of
guards and other Regimental duties (see p age 456).
Also of interest from the Regiment is a a:eport of the
reception of good C.W. Signals from Corporal Walker some
500 miles away in Ethiopa. The range was 500 miles, the set
a C r I usin g a 12-foot rod from a moving vehicle.
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W.O.U
W .0.11
W.0.11
W.O.II
W .O.II
W .0 .11
W .0.11
W.0.ll

B. S. Howie

...

. ..

R . H. Jays
...
H . R . Bennett .. .

...

OCTOBER
. .. To 12 lnf. Bde H .Q. and

(Y. of S.) A. Coyne ..•
. .• ,, 18th Regiment
(Y. of S.) C. W. J. Leasett ... ,, 16th Regiment

J. B . Morrison ...
CY. of S.) A. Leitch
"r. D. Hammill

CAN OEISTS PLEASE NOTE
Major R. P. D . Painter, Ministry of Defence, Signals I
(A), has taken over as President of Royal Signals Canoeing from Lieutenant-Colonel T. G. H. Jackson, and all
matters concerning this sport within the Corps should
be addressed to him from now on.
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ia.

Sqn.

... ,, 30th Regiment
H.Q. Mideast
H.Q. t (BR) Corpa
16th Regiment
16th Rcgimem

St.aft' Sergeant (F. of S.) C . A. Thompsori

Staff
St.aft'
Staff
St.aft'
Staff
Staff
Staff
St.aft'
St.aft'
Staff
Staff

Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

228 Squadron
7th Regiment
17th (Gurkha) Regiment
R. G . Postlethwaite .. .
15th Regiment
P. D . Stowe . ..
... ,, 15th Regiment
D. Shakespeare
School o( Signals
T . Kerr . . .
.. .
655 Troop
B. A. Bennett .. .
14th Regiment R.H.Q.
H. A. Brown .. .
J Div . .fi.Q. and Signal Regt.
D . H. Gorman .. .
School of Signals
J . B. Lind5Cll ...
7th Regiment
A. D. Burgess ...
14th Regiment R.H.Q.

• ••

. ••

•.•

•• •

•••

(F'. o( S.) A. J. Cook
(F. of S.) N . H. Cowan

Sergeant N. P. Amos ...
SeTgeant M. G. Catford ...
Sergeant M. Rayner
...
Sergeant B. L. J. Mundy
Sergeant C. K. R. French
Sergeant E. P. Mahoney
Sergeant C. Markie
.. .
Sergeant T. S. Adams .. .
Sergeant R. C . Bland .. .
Sergeant D. Gallacller .. .
Sergeant G. W. E. Hope
Sergeant R. A. Dodman .. .
Sergeant T. Porter
.. .
Sergeant K. M. Coker .. .
Sergeant C. N. Lightfoot
Sergeant G. Widdowson
Sergeant M. S. C. Inglcficld
Sergeant P. Tatlock
. ..
Sergeant R. Botham
...
Sergeant J. H . Golding .. .
Sergcant C. C. Bedwell . . .
Sergeant A. Cush ...
Sergeant D. T. Salt
Sergeant C. Thorburn
Sergeant C. F. Cope ...
Sergeant M. R. Barnden
Sergeant D. E. A. Ramm
Sergeant B. Caffery
SeTgeant J. H. Moody
Sergeant D . M. Irvine
Sergeant A. R. Waters
Sergeant M. Skipper
Sergeant A. W. TIU
Sergeant F. Needham
Sergeant A. Murphy

,,

,,
,,

,,

,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
.,
,,
,,
,,

3 Div. H.Q. and Signal Regt.
237 Squadron
8th Regiment
B.M.M. Libya
School of Signals
Scltool of Signala
School of Signals
School ol Sigrum
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
2 Div. H.Q. and Signal Regt.
15th Regiment
4 Guards Bde H.Q. and Sig. Sqn
640 Troop
5 Inf. Bde H.Q. and Signal Sqn
5 Inf. Bde H.Q. and Signal Sqn
21st Regiment
7th Regiment
2 Div. H.Q. and Signal Regt.
222 Squadron
18th Regiment
School of Signals
7th Regiment
28th Regiment
J .T.R., Troon
3oth Regiment
28th Regiment
18th Regiment
H.Q. Far East Land Forces

Up-graJing Courses in Catterick
Commencing

Lie u ten a l-Colonel J . M . W . Dadc o ck, late
C .O. o l t h e 4th B e gilne n t

for presenting •t wo pewter tankards to his W.O.s and Sergeants
to be filled up each evening for a year at bis expense and to
be consumed by the R egimental Orderly Officer and Regimental Orderly Sergeant.

AUGUST LIST

Warrant Omcers aad N .c.o••

RR Tech
R Tech (Lr)
RR .Man

c

Op

D vr R. Signals

L Tech
TG T ech
R Tech (Hy)

~larch,

II-I
Class II-I
Class II-I
Class 11-1
Class II-I
Class 111-11
Class III-II
Class III-II
Class

1 967
21st
28th
7th
7th
7th
14th
28th
14th

Mar.,
Mar.,
Mar.,
Mar.,
Mar.,
Mar.,
Mar.,
Mar.,

1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967

Commencing AprJI, 1967
R T ech (Lt)
11th April, 1967
Class II-I
Lrnn
Class 11-1
!Ith April, 1967
Comcen Op
* 4th April, 1967
Class II-I
Radio Op
Class II-I
* 4th April, 1967
ED
Class II-I
4th April, 1967
T g Op
Class 11-1
*nth April, 1967
E Tech
Class III-II
4th April, 1967
R T ech (Lt)
Class 111-11
4th April, 1967
Clerk R Signals
Class III-II
nth April, 1967
Radio Op
Class III-II
4th April, 1967
ED
Qass III-II
4th April. 1967
T g Op
*18th April, 1967
Class III-II
~ Two courses.
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ARMY

APPllENTICES' COLLEGE,
HARllOGATE

«i;rncluntion Doy-with ( wings ' above
Summer Graduation Day was on Wednesday, 10th August.
The parade was reviewed by Air Vice-Marshal M. D. Lyne,
A.F.C., Air Officer Commanding 23 Group Royal Air Force.
Air Vice-Marshal Lyne arrived on the parade ground by
hel icopter wh ere he wa s greeted by the Commandant. As this
was Colonel Piddington's last Graduation Par ade it was fitting
that rhe parad e was heightened by the fly pass of R.A.F . aircraft.
First a flight of Jet Provosts flew past. Later in the parade a
flight of Chipmunks flew over in tight formation. Considering
there was a very strong crosswind this showed remarkable skill
on behalf of the pilots. Finally at the end of the parade a flight
of Jet Provosts flew over to salute the Graduating Apprentices.
In his speech at the prizegiving the Reviewing Officer
complimented the Apprentices on their high standard of drill
and bearing. He also reminded them of the close historical
connection of the Royal Air Force with the Royal Corps
of Signals, and of the close co-operation which existed between
the m.
Amongst the prizes the Reviewing Officer presented were : Army Commander's Prize: " For all-round excellence," to
A/ T R.S .M. P . A. Mackay.
Commandant's Prize: " For conduct, discipline and example,"
to A/ T Sergeant P. D. Dring.
Signal Officer-in-Chief's Award: " Best all-round Tradesman
of the term,'' to A/T D. Parkill.
Colonel Commandant's Award: "Best all-round Soldier/
Tradesman of the term,'' to A/T R.S.M. P. A. Mackay.
His Worship the Mayor of Harrogate then presented the
Borough of Harrogate prize for the best essay on Local Government to A/T D. A. Haslam.
In the afternoon the Hobbies and Trades' EX'hibitions were
open for parents and guests to see the work and many activities
which the apprentices do.

Farewells
At the end of this term we say farewell to quite a few Royal
Signals members of the permanent staff. Major Aubrey Rawson
leaves us for Cyprus. Captain Roy Willingale goes to Singapore
and Lieutenant Denis Bowden leaves us for secondment to the
Malaya Federation. We wish them all happiness in the future.
We also say farewell to W.O.II (F. of S.) Gilyeat off to Singapore
and Sergeant Whalley going back to the S.A.S.
Athletics
Thirty athletes from the School were entered in the Army
Junior and Youth Championships; this was the largest number

"Against intense competition the BCC 30 has been
selected to fill the A14 role for the British Services."
The A14-BCC 30 is the ti·g htest, smallest, fully transistorised, one man high power HF transmitter-receiver station
with an output of up to 30 watts.
Fully approved to British Ministry of Defence DEF 133
standards and to United States Mil. Std.188B the A14BCC 30 has already been selected by the British Services,
Commonwealth, NATO and United States forces.

Air Vice Marshal M. D. Lyne presenting the Army Commander's
prize to A/T R.S.M . Mackay
T.H E WIRE,
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entered by any one unit and they did extremely well. Our
Juniors gained six IS ts, three 2nds and six 4th places in
addition to winning the 4 X 110 yard relay. The Youth team
also won the 4 X no yard relay and gained two 1sts, one 3rd
and one 4th place. During the championships A/T Turvey
equalled the Army Junior record for the 880 yards.
Of the thirty athletes who were entered or the Army Championships, ten were selected to represent the Army in the InterServices Championships (a quarter of the Army team). These
ten won four Ists, one 3rd and two 4th places and also won the
4 X no yard relay. This time A/T Turvey set up a new record
for the 880 yards. Both he and Lance-Corporal Devitt have
been entered for the A.A.A. Junior Championships on 12th
August.

{,'ycling
We have done well during the term in this little publicised
sport. Our senior (over r8) team has won the Army 15 and 25rnile team championships and abo the Quadrangular Games
Cycling event against the other three Apprentices' Schools.
A/T McNeilly has ridden extremely well. He won all the
individual events in the Army Track Championships and was a
member of the winning Army team in the Inter-Services Track
Championships. In addition to winning almost every time trial
event during the term, ·he has set up new records for both the
IO and 15-mile events.
A/T Lance-Corporal Ascough has
always been close behind him and he set a new junior (under
18) record for the 10-mile event; he also beat the then existing
record for the 15-mile event but this was again beaten by
A/T McNeilly a few minutes later.

SCHOOL OF SIGNALS, CATTEBICK CAMP
No. 3 Command and Control Study Period
24 Students, from Major to Brigadier

The third Command and Control Study Period was held at
the School from 26th to 29th July. Twenty-four students,
from Major ro Brigadier, attended, a slight reduction on previous courses.
The study period opened by bringing students up to date on
equipment by means of an equipment presentation, and a
lecture on future trends.
This was followed by a study of Electronic Warfare, embracing all aspects. including communications security, and
accompan·ied by a demonstration of EW equipment provided
by 30th Regiment.
We are grateful to the BGS (Int.) and C.S.O., B.A.O.R.,
who kindly lent us the services of Major Rose to help with
this presentation.
The first day ended with a message-handling demonstration,
in which the latest office equipment was displayed, together
with new types of stationery, designed to streamline clerical
effort, involved in message handling.

The Application of Computers
The morning of the second day was devoted to the military
application of computers. The highlights were:
(a) A practical demonstration with a small, mobile, fast
computer, the Eliott 920A, which produced a variety of visual
displays. These included solutions to problems on field resupply, and on the air transportation of a brigade from U .K.
to Mideast; a tabular d isplay showing states of readiness of
aircraft in a Tactical Air Force; and the handling of battlefield information in an operations room.
(b) A fascinating talk on the future of computers by Mr.
Woodward who heads the Mathematics Division of the Royal
Radar Establishment, Malvern.
There followed an ADPS
open forum which created considerable interest in the discussion of possible military applicati ns.
The afternoon subject was BRUJN. This started with a
statement of the staff requirement, by Lieutenant-Colonel
Morgan, from M.O.D. (ASD1) and was followed by a playlet
and tactical model presentation. The subject produced considerable discussion; however, it was interesting to note that
the difference bet'.vee.n net and trunk systems are not easily
appreciated by non-technical audiences, and in future we will
have to spend even more time in explaining how radio relay
and trunk systems work.
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That evening there was a cocktail party and buffet supper
in the H.Q. Mess for all those attending the study period, with
their wives.

Study of limited war operations
The third and fourth days were devoted to the study of
limited war operations. We were grateful to Group Captain
Godwin, of 38 Group, R.A.F., and Lieutenant-Colonel
Carnegie, of H.Q., 3rd Division, for giving us a most lucid
presentation on 3rd Division/38 Group's methods. This was
followed by a very interesting lecture on the United States' experiences in Vietnam, by Colonel O'Meara, our U.S. Liaison
Officer, who gallantly stepped into the breach nt short notice
when the U.S. Army were unable to send an officer with firsthand experience.
We then turned to Exercise "Pilot," our model exercise,
set in the Far East, which, by now, must be familiar to many
Royal Signal Officers. However, a quantity of fresh material,
aids and problems had been introduced, and it proved an
instructive and entertaining exercise.
Confrontat·ion or no,
the DS will no doubt find good reasons for including this
exercise in future study periods!
The study period finished with an open forum, which produced lively discussion, over the full range of subjects included
in the programme. Particularly noticeable was the interest
shown in the possible use of computers.
We think that two quotations from the per·iod are worth
repeating:
••Traffic will always expand so as to clog the communication
system provided."
" Tactical distances will always increase so as to outstrip the
range of radios provided."
OTHER

SCHOOL

NEWS

A

Fine Effort
At least one member of the School did something unusual
recently. Lieutenant Mike Forge, attending No. 4 Communications Course, is a keen private pilot who has flown many types
of aircraft in different parts of Europe and North America
during the last six years.
He decided to compete in this year's " Dawn to Dusk " competition, which required entrants to take off from a particular
airfield (Redhill, Surrey), fly any course of their choosing
around England, returning to Redhill between the hours of
dawn and dusk on any one particular day of the two-week
period of the competition. Aircraft had to be flown solo
throughout. and the competition aimed at testing the efficiency
of both pilot and machine.
Lieutenant Forge was limited in choice of aircraft and time
available. He was not able to wait at Redhill for a day with
ideal weather conditions and, in fact, did not take off until
midday, 17th June (the only day both he and his aircraft, a
French Jodel Ambassadeur, were available) because of poor
visibility. He had to attend a dinner in Chatham on the
previous evening and, i.n order ·t o save time the next day, he
flew into Rochester Airport, leaving the following morning at
07.30 hours, with visibility at times down to 800 yards. Nevertheless, he completed an 850-mHe trip in poor weather conditions that afternoon and evening, with only a fifteen-minute
,rest at Plymouth whilst his aircraft was refuelled and after
visiting eighteen airfields between Lympne. in Kent, and St.
.Just at Lands End, he arrived back at Redhill ten minutes before dusk that night.
For this journey and his fight log, which had to be presented for inspection and marking, he was awarded third prize
and, in addition, a certificate from H.R.H. The Duke of Edinburgh for a good performance.
Report from the Warrant Officers' and
Serg"ants' ~less
A very sucoessful Mess D inner was held to officially dineout, on the completion of courses, No. ro Yeoman and
No. 21 Foreman. The two courses, plus the entire cadre
mess strength, totalled a hundred diners who, after an initial
trumpet fanfare, were entertained during the evening by an
orchestra from the Corps Band.

The success of this event can be measured by the fact that
No. I I Yeoman and No. 22, 23 and 24 Foreman courses. who
are still in the process of being " brainwashed," are looking
forward even more to the day rhey reach the successful conclusion of their courses.

................. .

"Camp

was

2nd REGIMENT, B.F.P.O. 22
Drunk with power
As the captains and the kings departed on leave together
with ·the generals and the colonels, the tempo of life noticeably
eased up in August. 2 Squadron took advan'tage of a special
dispensation and also went off on leave, while Lieutenant Martin
became drunk with power conunanding the remnants. I and 3
Squadrons went off on squadron camps and accounts from them
follow below. In H.Q. Squadron the pressure never really lets
up, but as <the G.O.C. and O.C. H.Q. Squadron, Major Curl,
were both away we may be forgiven for suggesting tlhat August
was a quieter month there too!

Great''
Say

3 Squat/ran
2ntl Signal
Regiment

3 Squadron Camp

It started with a bang
3 Squadron camp ·this year was again based on the Haltem
training area south-west of Munster. Captain Gray and Sergeant
Major Norris found a fabulous site in a meadow next to a slowmoving river and on Monday, 12t'h. August, half the Squadron
under S.Q.M.S. Sharif erected the camp while the other half
carried out rnnge classification on nearby ranges. Classification
and setting up were completed the next day, the Squadron were
divided into Sections of four or five each under a junior N.C.O.,
and on the Wednesday we started with a bang. At 07.00 hours
daily S·taff Sergeant Shuttle, A.P.T.C., and the Sergeant Major
had everyone out for 40 minutes' P.T. to give us an appetite
for breakfast. Even Sibson seemed to enjoy all this, except
perhaps rhe cross-country running! Every.thing was run on a
competitive basis between the Sections, map reading exercises,
canoeing, patrolling and ambushes and so on. Volleyball,
football and softball filled in the spare time between -the other
activities. Canoeing instruction was organised by Captain
Gray and Signalman kwin, both members of the Regiment's
winning canoeing team in nhe B.A.O.R. championships.
A sadistic t&ueh
Everyone began on Hustler and Kamerad canoes and some were
brave enough .to try the K.r. 841 Smith more or less mastered
this, but the O.C., Major Phillips, was rather less successful;
there was something sadistic about the way the vultures always
gathered to await .the inevitable splash as he went over in midstream. The canoe relay races were a great success and prepared
everyone for the Pentanhlon run at the end of camp as a grand
finale.
One afternoon was devoted to Stage r helicopter training
with a Wessex helicopter from R.A.F. Guterslob. Everyone
went up at least twice, and the agility with which everyone,
including Sergeant Anderson, came down the rope from 50
feet was surprising. The Queen's Surreys were giving a demonstration for the Royal Naval Staff College one morning, and
allowing the Squadron •t o watch. The sight of a Company of
Infantry in the new A.P.C.s supported by a Troop of tanks of
rhe 9th/12th Lancers, moving fast into the attack was most
impressive, and a new experience for many of the Squadron.
We also had a chance to look over ·the Centurions and A.P.C.s
afterwards and to question the crews .
Patrolling and anibuslai11g
There was one overnight patrolling and ambush exercise,
which was only marred by an accident in which Signalman
McGinley broke his ankle quite badly-running away, the
coward! However, he is already up and about again, and is
well on the mend. On this exercise che Sections were selfcontained wirh 24-hour ration packs, and each set up a patrol
base which was recced by another Section during daylight,
and raided during .t he night. There was some i:ain ·to make it
all the more interesting, and amazingly when the exercise ended
at 04.00 hours everyone was found, and an excellent breakfast
in camp was very welcome.

(Con tinued on page 436)

I. The mutineen sein the royal palace. 2. Canoe Relay Handover-Lance Corporals Welsh and Greaves push off Himan and Hynes (hidden). while Lance
Corporals Trayler and Barnett help Justice and Sprinsthorpe. 3. Hold tight ! Lance Corporals Trayler, Irwin. Southon, Weeks and the R.A.F. Despatcher.
'4. Helicopter familiarisation-Corporal Adie, Lance Corporal McDonald, Parvin, Southon, Snowdin and Justice. Smith 841 behind . 5. Sibson explains how •ts
done, watched by the R.A.F .. Corporal Wilson, Corporal Pickersgill. Hynes and Barnett.
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hos Its dlstr c>tlons
We took W.O.II Jeune, A.C.C., with us to camp but no other
cook were available; "'Q" Jeune therefore had a Duty Section
daily to help him and we all fed superbly throughout, thanks
co him.
We went on the ranges aga in one afternoon for an intersection falling plate competition. This proved very exciting
indeed and wa won by Lance-Corporal McDonald's Section.
The officers then took on (and beat) the sergeants, but a~er
one dead heat were easily beaten by the champions.
Swimming in l'he local gravel pit was a bit frigid, except for
the scenery which was decidedly hot. It was not until later
that the management realised why the soldiers were so keen
to go ! A party also went swimming in the indoor pool in
Reckinghausen on two occasions, where the German system of
cubicles and clothes lockers fooled us completely; it took
Signalman Lowe some time to get out.
A crowded hour
Taking a leaf from the Catterick book we set up Exercise
" Crowded Hour " in which the Section Commanders were put
on l'he spot as Line Troop Commanders with a series of typical
incidents to deal with. The results were both amusing and
instructive, bringing out some unheard of man-managment
techniques which might or might not have been effective in
real life.
The evenings were spent mostly in camp playing games and
enjoying the beer in Corporal Wilson's canteen, and the excellent
selection of films provided by die A.K.C., arranged by Lieutenant
Harrison and projected by Signalman Springthorpe.
Tremendous excitentent
The final event of the camp was a Pental'hlon in which each
team had to carry out a refay race against time. The race consisted of a half-mile canoe streoch, a river crossing swim with
the help of a rope, a half-mile run, re-crossing the river and
handing over to the next team mate. In addition the first runner
was given a card list of five items of military equipment (six
assault boats Mark 2, 20 ten-man ration packs, 3 generators
3t KV A, I mile Dro cable, 8 Centurion road wheels). He had
to memorise the list and nand over verbally to the next man.
The last man had to !recite the list to a judge at the end of the
race and penalty points were deducted for errors. This race
raised tremendous excitement and was eventually won by LanceCorporal Trayler's team. The high spirits after this event
culminated in all the management being thrown in the river;
Mr. Harrison escaped only to meet a more inconvenient fate
in uniform the next morning.
The overall competition for the Squadron Camp as a whole
was won by Lance~Corporal Sheeran's team of Lance-Corporal
Hume, 841 Smith and Murdoch. They bad maintained a
good average throughout and fully deserved their cra.te of beer.
The camp ended with a gigantic smoker on the last night for
which every Section put on a turn. !rt went very well, and the
eats provided by " Q" Jeune were magnificen<. We struck
camp next day and arrived back suntanned and fit after a
wonderful fortnight.
I Squadron Camp
ecret place
We in I Squadron have a secret place. We must admit that
2 Squadron found it and it was very nice of them to let us in
on it but it is ours really if you know what I mean. 3 Squadron
is not allowed and neither is anyone else for that mat>ter-unless
we invite them, that is.
It is a very lovely place and we thought this year that we
might as fell have our summer campt <there whilst we were about
it. It's no harm to tell you that it is in tlle Eifel Mountainsdeep in and hidden away.
For a summer camp it suited very well. A small lake for
swimming, canoeing, boating and quite close by a bigger lake
with diving boards, girls, refreshments and girls. The!re were
hills for walking, scrambling, climbing and not too far away, on
the Mosel, some lovely little towns and villages where you can
taste the local wine.

A

Canoeln.c, swlmndng and • Lnrks 011 the Raft '
We camped for ten most glorious days in August and really
and genuinely felt "away from it all." You can't of course get
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out of sight of the Army ·tents and vehicles but apart from this
we looked like and behaved like any other group of campers.
We wore plain clothes throughout and even our compo, skilfully
dressed up by our two excellent cooks looked and tasted
distinctly a la Ritz. With the temperature in the So's sunbathing
was the most popular pastime, but canoeing, swimming, larks on
raft and even hiking were very much in vogue.
Lieutenant Mike Rowbury ·took a party of eight on a Mosel
canoe venture. This trip of some 50 miles down stream was
much enjoyed and was a very leisurely affair for a strong canoe
group which included some of the regimental team which won
cl1is year's B.A.O.R. canoe race.
We went gallivanting in Cochen one day and one evening.
Cochen is a very pleasant tourist town and well worth a visit
for anyone planning a Mosel holiday. Though some of the
drinking men enjoyed a few beers of an evening in the local
Gasthouses, most preferred to stay in camp after dusk. Bar
profits did well out of this.
Even n sllip's wllistle
On two evenings we had film shows. The A.KC. did us proud
and we had "Young and ithe Brave" and" 4 for Texas." Before
the first film, Major Robinson, •t he O.C. Squadron, told a joke
(unrepeatable). Wil'h little persuasion he told another (also
unrepeatable) before .the second film and at the bo,.fire on the
last night he rattled off a third (type as before). We think be
knows only three jokes, but they certainly are good .
A daily routine which became a feature of the day was
morning assembly at 9 a.m. Staff Sergeant Pugh called the
roll, Lieutenant Mike Cartwright raised ithe flag while Staff
Sergeant "Nobby" Noble blew with great gusto on his ship's
whistle. Nobody knows what the whistling was all about but
it certainly amazed 1the linemen from Staff Sergeant Noble's
troop. It would probably have amazed the Royal Navy even
more had they been there.
It was .the 16th August when we headed back home. We
were fit, bronzed and ready for work. A worthwhile camp.
We are sorry -to have no pictures of camp but of course you
will understand for it is a secret place.
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notable presentation
Lieutenant-Colonel Proudman's last duty in the Regiment was
to speak to us in the dining room. On this occasion, as well as
bidding us farewell he made a presentation of a silver "Rose
Bowl" to our Soldier of the Year. He had such a difficult
task in choosing the winner that he had to make it a joint
presentation to Corporal John Kirkman, Royal Signals, and
Corporal Ernest Stevenson, R.C.T.
The C.O.'s last but one duty was a Mess Dinner with the
Warrant Officers and Sergeants who dined him out. This, as
can well be imagined, was an excellent affair, much credit being
due to Staff Sergeant Figgins our cook, and Sergeant Roy our
caterer.

A

Corporal J.M . Kirkman (Royal Signals) and Corporal E. R. Stevensen
(R.C.T.) share the rose bowl presented by Lieutenant-Colonel
Proudman to the Regiment to be awarded to the " Soldier of the
year "
3rd REGIMENT, BULFORD CAMP
· orthwnrd Bound
As one of our most exotic local contributors wrote this month,
" The season of mists and mellow fruitfulness is upon us." This
conjures up a vision of a rubicund Farmer Giles figure sitting by
his front door supping ale and munching apples, with his wife
busy ill the kitchen doing the homely ·things that farmers
wives do.
But not for us t>he sitting back, contented by taking stock.
No we are preparing ourselves for a nomadic existence as we
fold away our tents and gather our gear around us ready for an
autumn exodus to the remote Northern fasmess of Yorkshire.
Sensible people, like birds, migrate south in the autumn, we do
it the hard way.
We are going north to the land of the Catterikonians, a
strange and savage people, to investigate rumours that they have,
in their own simple way, developed a system of communications
that in many ways resembles our own.
Comman11ing Officers change
Lieutenant-Colonel G. Proudman, M.B.E., who bas been C.O.
since March 1963 leaves us on the 3rd September and goes to
Aden. We all wish him and Mrs. Proudman the very best of
fortune and happy soldiering in his new appointment. His
successor, Lieutenant-Colonel P. H. F. Webb, M.B.E., is. ~usy
just now getting his airportability kit ready and has an an.uopatory gleam in his eye. Ah! well, "Le Roi est mort. Vive Le
Roi."
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Convertible Whole Life.
Death Duties.
Education Endowment.
House Purchase. Retirement.
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Farewell to Lieutenant-Colonel Proudman as he is towed away from
Carter Barracks by the seniors

North Cape or bust-and bust it was?
During our leave period people vanished into the :hinterlands
of this country and on the continent. Typical of these excursions
was the one indulged in by Lieutenant McCoy and SecondLieutenant Spillane who started out for North Cape in Norway
in what could charitably be described as an old banger. But,
what with big end trouble in Belgium, generators falling off in
Hamburg, valves burning out in Copenhagen and the battery
packing up in O lo, they bad to give up and come back to
Bulford, the exhaust being tied up with string for the last lap.
Rugby and soccer off with a bang
It's farewell to white flannels and the sweet click of willow
on leather for the winter sports season started with a vengeance
in Carter Barracks on Wednesday, 31st August. There were
five soccer teams and four rugby teams out at the one time as
the Squadrons held inter-Squadron matches to !'lld th~ form
for the Regimental teams. But what a lot of stiff soldiers on
Thursday, 1st September. The smell of embrocation was overpowering. But we still have one very important cricket match
to play, when we meet 16/ S Lancers in the 3 Divisional final.
THE
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List complete-7tll Regiment plense note
7 Signals' list of generic terms gave us a brainstorm, and,
in response to your request for more, we submit the following.
(Being alliterative it bas meant blood and toil with the Oxford
dictionary.)
A skive of Signalmen; a lurk of' Lance-Corporals; a clatter
of Corporals; a sweat of Sergeants; a silibat£on of Staff Sergeants;
a sounding of S.S.M.s; a refusal of R.Q.M.S.; a revolt of
R.S .M.s; a languish of Lieutenants (including Second); a career
of Captains and/or an action cf Adjutants; a machination of
Majors; a congratulation of Colonels; a bravo of Brigadiers;
a geniality of Generals; .a felicitation of Field Marshals; a fiddle
of Foremen; a constipation of Clerks; a yoho of Yeomen; a blast
of Bandsmen; a quest of Quartermasters; a tangle of T.O.T.s;
a tribulation of Traffic Officers.
Enough, no more, rm going round the twist. They're coming
to take me away, ho, ho. They've come ...
4tll

REGllUE~T,

D.F.P.O. la

•• They ca1ne and took him away ! .,
All other events this month have been overshadowed by the
departure of our Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel J.
M. W. Badcock, M.B.E., who has" climbed down" after holding
the reins for the last 2t years.
Farewell parties really started as far back as the middle of
August, and such is the esteem in which he was held that every
Department in tlle Regiment wished to say its own farewell to
him. The two main " send offs " were by the Officers' and
Sergeants' Messes, and it is the notes from the Sergeants' Mess
that are printed below. The feeling contained therein represents
the feeling of the whole Regiment, and on leaving the Barracks
on his last day of office, the Colonel found that the route to
the Main Gate was lined with cheering soldiers, and his last
exit from the camp was marked by a Quarter Guard at the
main gate.
Sergenn~s'

~IN1N

"Friday, 2nd September, saw the Warrant Offic rs and
Senior N.C.0.s of the Regiment assembled in the Mess to bid
farewell (for the first time) to their Commanding Olli er,
Lieutenant~olonel J. M. W. Badcock, M.B.E., and o welcome
his successor Lieutenant-Colonel A. ]. Jackson.
The evening began with a dinner magnificently prepared and
ably supervised by Staff Sergeant Rotherham who was on
temporary loan from the Officers' Mes . During dinner the
(Co111inued 011 page 438)
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smiling as we were shown how to move our kit across stream'
and rivers without getting it wet. But what annoyed me was
that I didn't twig HE was up to something. Off we went in
vehicles to be taught ambush drill. Then it happened. We
were driving along as nice as you please when wham. The
rattle of gunfire and coloured, blinding, choking smoke filled
the truck. All this on a main road, too. We all leapt off straight
into the <teeth of cross fire, dashed for rhe only cover, to find
that the Americans had booby-trapped it. There were whistles,
bangs, flashes, everything.

3 SQUADRON CAMP
Lance-Corporal Lafferty assisting Special Forces instructor to
strangle Lance-Corporal Smale.
The R.S.M. making the presentation to Lieutenant Colonel J, M.
W. Badcock.

R.S.M. presented to the Colonel, on behalf of the Mess, a
silver tray with decanter and matching glasses and, as a
memento of his tenure of Command, a poHshed cabinet containing nineteen suitably mounted cap badges of the Corps
and Regiments of Mess Members who have served in the
Regiment during .the Colonel's two and half years of command.

A year's liquid ntemories
The Colonel, in reply, said
that he was leaving the Mess
some11hing that would ensure
he was remembered each and
every day for the next year;
this turned out to be two
pewter tankards, one each
for the Regimental Orderly
Officer and R e g i m e n t a 1
Orderly Sergeant, to be filled
up once each evening for a
period of one year at his
expense.
"As we wil l remember him."

A night to go down in history
Although saying farewell :to such a popular figure as the
Colonel is always a sad occasion, it was soon obvious that the
evening's entenainment would not be, and after dinner ,t he
laughter and gaiety ·that rang from the Mess soon made it
clear it was to ~ one of those "Nites." During the evening,
apart from havmg a few personal words with almost every
individual member of the Mess, the Colonel managed a few
other chores; one minute he was photographer, the next barman
and at one stage was actually to be found on his knees.
As the wee small hours approached the lilting notes of that
popular tune " They're coming to take me away " could be
heard echoing down the corridors. This was the signal for the
Col?ncl to be hoisted onto a suitably prepared exercise item of
eqmpment complete with Hd, to be carried alof.t down the
stairs, for a some-what perilous ride. At the bottom of the
stairs an open carriage complete with two gallant white steeds
awaited him. Colour Sergeant Nicholson, one of our only
Infanteers in the Mess, had changed sides for the evening
an~ looking resplendent in his outfit of a 19th century footman
assisted 1he Colonel and R.S.M. into the carriage, or possibly
helped them to fall in ! With the rest of the Mess as escon
the carriage moved merrily ithe wrong way, up an " Einbahnstrasse " up to the main gate to rhe sounds of such favourites
as " For he's a jolly good fellow " and "Aud Jang syne " and
these were rudely interrupted by the sentry's facetious challenge
of "Can I see your BFG registration particulars, Sir!"
The sound of the hoofbeats clattering over .the cobbled streets
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" They came and took him aw1y."

marked the farewell of the" great chap." We now extend a warm
welcome ·to our new Commanding Officer, and hope llhat his
stay with the Regiment will be an enjoyable one.

7th llEGIMENT, D.F.P.0. 15
An epic voyage
Many would dispute the statement .t hat August is the leave
month and indeed, as the following paragraphs will show, there
have been cltose in the Regiment for whom llhe months has
offered no apparent respite even if their effor.ts have been aimed
in slightly differ~t directions than normal. The Line and Radio
Relay Squadrons took themselves northwards to the village of
Strande on .the Kiel fiord for their summer camps while 3
Squadron had a yearning for t he south and took ·t hemselves off
to the United States Special Forces Training Centre at Bad
Toltz in Bavaria. Of their various adventures more later. In
the meantime there is some stop press news of some of those
lucky members of the Regiment who did manage Ito get some
leave during the month, if only at August Bank Holiday.
Major Spear and his family chartered the Royal Signals yacht
Petasus which is kept at Ki el willh the intention of caking a
short trip to Denmark. He did not take into account either
the weather or bis crew which consisted of the inhabitants of .t he
Adjutant's office, Captain Mo~ and Lieutenant Backhouse, and
bis own Second-in-Command, Lieutenant Gallon. Many
adventures befell the party culminating in diem being stormbound in the ·tiny fishing village of Maasholme on .the River
Schlei, a·t least that is ·their story and ·they appear to be sticking
to it. It is not true tthat they have lost one day's pay under
Royal Warrant for absence but .t he story of their epic voyage
has been told and re-told gleefully in many parts of the
Regiment. Now to those summer camps.
News from the Southern Front
The author of thes~ notes has received the following report
from an anonymous Signalman in 3 Squadron on the subject of
their holiday in Bavaria.
Suspicion
I was suspicious from the moment that HE pinned up a
super poster. "Visit Bavaria," it said, "and see the mountains,
rivers, waterfalls and beautiful girls in traditional costume."
HE had put up a lot of bright coloured pictures from travel
magazines, with what ·h e thought were humorous remarks. I
looked very closely, and sure enough, hiding in one corner, was
written, " 10th Special Forces, U.S. Army are to be our hosts."
I knew that I had been right about him. Special Forces indeed!
They're ·t hat death or glory mob the Yanks have-Green Beret
and that SO'flt of thing. Well I ·t ried, naturally I tried. I put in a
leave pass but HE threw it out. "What," HE said, "Deny
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yourself the holiday of a lifetime, I couldn't allow you to."
Three weeks and 500 miles later, about 70 of us found ourselves wirh ·this hairy-eared lot in Bad Tolz. HE was right
about one thing. The scenery was marvellous. We moved in
with a team, as they call d!emselves, from " B " Company. All
of them except one were sergeants; they all looked as hard as
nails; wore parachute wings and spoke in half-a-dozen languages.
At first it was quite humorous. We did a bit of working out
on the mountains. Rappeling ·they called it. You leap down
the side of a mountain like a fiy on a wall. They gave us a
demonstra tion. An American Officer was going to show us how
to bring a wounded man down slung on his back. He almost
killed rhe pair of them because something went wrong and
there they were upside down. Very amusing, but .t hey got
down aliight.

A lo,·ely shade of blue
We were taught free cHrnbing as well and then went onto
rope bridges. That was amusing too, because Lance-Corporal
M arshall almost killed himself. I had to laugh at him, fifty
feet up and spinning like a top as he dangled like a puppet on
a string. He went a lovely shade of blue, but then was rescued
by the American sergeant who killed snakes by biting .their
heads off. Really he did, he said it was part of their survival
training.
They said we would be shown how to survive. WC; were
taught how ·to light different types of fires; how to make bread
in a hole in the ground; smoke meat .in a poncho and cook
on a stick. But not content with showing us how ·to cook meat,
they showed us how to kill it. First ·two of the Special Forces
blokes cut a sheep's :throat. A few our our men went a bit
green. We were given the full treatment. « Don'.t just let it
bleed to death, catch dle blood and make soup with it." Oh
you lovely people. Then they showed us how to kill a chicken.
All you do is hold it by the head and twist it round. They
then gave us a chicken each ·to slaughter. I like that bit. Then
we had to kill a goat. Funny I had always thought Mulholland
was a nice bloke; 'h e really made a mess of that goat and seemed
to enjoy it too.
We spent another full day learning about American weapons.
I always fancied myself with a ·45· We all fired them and the
M14 and a vicious bit of kit called the Armalite.
In ·the evenings we had a gay old time in .t he different clubs
on the base which made the 5.30 reveille that HE had thought
up a difficult business.
Smashing bangs
Then we bad a go at blowing things up with plastic explosi_ve,
dynamite and home- made gun powder. They had everythmg
and what's more, they gave it ·to us. We let off some smashing
bangs. I enjoyed that because Lieutenant Burtt almost got
killed. He put his head up to see the bang and got hit right
between the eyes. I laughed, but he was only scratched and
we learnt someching from it.
To my amazement we were given the weekend off. We were
taken into Munich and turned loose, followed the next day by
a conducted tour of Garmisch. In fact it was so good I forgot
to be suspicious another lesson learnt. Next morning off we
went to a wonderful heated swimming pool. FIB was there
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Three days and nights In the hllls
HE was there of course, laughing like a drain. Then we
were told the news. We had won the World Cup on Saturday,
and because a wave of anti-British feeling was so bad we were
going to have to take <to the hills. That is just what we did,
for three days and nights. We hadn't suspected anything and
had no suppies of cigarettes, or chocolate, only what we stood up
in. The whole of the first day I was in a trance, I couldn't believe
it. We !had a Special Forces adviser with each group who had
known all about it but had brought no more than we had. By
the ·time night came I was starving. We were told some friendly
partisans would give us food at a ce11tain place. Food turned
out .to be one live chicken between rwo and a handful of rice.
How do you kill, dress and cook a hen in the dark? I still
don't know, but we did it.
Next morning was marvellous. Not only did we have cold
half-raw chicken for breakfast but we had pouring rain to wash
it down. Wash it down it did all day as we went up and down
mountain after mountain. The thing that cheered me up was to
see the O.C., Major Garratt, having to do it as well, but it was
maddening when be just did not seem ito get as wet or as muddy
as we did.
HE was a friendly partisan who brought us food. I must
admit I was looking forward to seeing him with some more
food by ,the time nine at night came round. Not food on the
hoof !this time, but a whole main meal of C rations to last us
twenty-four hours. When we collected our food that night we
heard about a party ·that had become r.plit up and lost four
of its members. That made me laugh because they could easily
have broken ,t heir necks alone up there. That didn't happen
.though. Something worse did, because HE found them and
:turned :them over .to the Special Forces as deserters. They really
got the .treatment. They were searched, all the Mars bars and
the bit of bread one !had found <taken away. Then they were
tossed into a cell, dragged out blindfolded and delivered with
the rations back to their group. Lovely people, really tlley were.
The third day was clear, no rain. We were able to start off
with a drink of coffee (which I bate usually), instead of the
bilberry tea we had the day before. Our adviser actually seemed
to enjoy it. He nibbled away all the time at grass, berries, twigs

3 SQUADRON CAMP
" Nothin' kin go wrong, it's easy see."
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and roots. " If it's clear taste it, if it s sweet drink it," was h!s
motto. Then we were told we had to attack an Hydro Electric
Plant. We had been shovm as we were trudging across the
mountains how to move and use cover and now we were going
to put it to the test. The attack went ~e ~ dream . . We were
able to get right up to them and they d1dn know lt.

The Sergeant IUajor bitten by a dog
With this success, the nightmare ended. We were taken back
to barracks, steaming soup, hot dogs and tea with rum. I1t vyas
like Christmas. Then we turned in for sleep. In the morrung
we visited the Psychological Warfare branch. " So you want to
be like this," a poster said, and there's this Chink with his
head in his hands. All ·the monkey tricks in the book they
had. The afternoon was good too, I really did enjoy it. S.S.M.
Bramhall was bitten by a war dog. They were showing us
what dogs could do and how you could avoid them. He couldn'tt
have been paying much attention but was only scratched
through the padding.
Then suddenly those lovely people became some of the nicest
blokes I've known. They had a lit:tle parade and those of us
who had been in the Death March, which is what i.t seemed
like at the .time, were presented with a Special Forces badge.
Plaques were exchanged and then we all had long panies in
our different clubs.
Funny now that it's over it doesn't seem so bad. It was
even funny now and then. Only one thing worries me now.
Where is HE going to take us to next?
The Northern Sector
Hairies make themselves comJortahle
2 Squadron for their camp, deployed on a fine site near the
village of Strande overlooking .d ie Kiel fiord. The hairies always
know how to look after .themselves and this was no exception:
television was, of course, essential-well, any fool can be
uncomfortable in camp!
As the World Cup was in progress, football came high on
the list. Games were played against the German Navy and
the A.W.T.C., Kiel. Visits were made to German Navy coastal
vessels and museums and several visits made to the Eiche
Brewery. 2 Squadron, it seems, always visits breweries. A
trip was made to a film unit that was making a film about
wartime refugees. The Linemen were almost enrolled as extras
for the crowd scenes-perhaps because of their appearance . . .
In a more light-hearted mood, a sand<astle competition was
held one afternoon.
Enough fish to feed a hundred
Tll'ed of Compo rations, the Squadron ate a meal supplied
by their expert anglers, who in three hours caught enough
fish to feed one hundred men.

I SQUADRON CAMP
Staff Sergeant Breese looks on as Signalmen Brennan, Black and
Sanders tackle the Assault Course.

I SQUADRON CAMP
The Officers and Seniors Volley Ball team. Staff Sergeant Jones,
Sergeant Crabtree, Staff Sergeant Breese, Sergeant Morgan, Second
Lieutenants Morris and Saunders.
R elations with the local population were excellent and
continued to be so even af.ter England won me World Gup.
The final night of the camp was as wet and windy as only
Kiel weather can be and a barbecue was rained off. The
Squadron suxrendered its site the next day to l Squadron
advance party and moved back to Herford.
l Squadron main party, complete with its complement of
assorted dogs, seit off for camp on .t he morning of 4th August.
On the way up, one vehicle h it and killed a deer, but otherwise
the journey was without incident and everyone, even those
travelling in their own cars, arrived by the planned time.

Bleak and gallows -like
The first day began with reveille at 07.00 hours, and the
realisation that due <o the forbidding weather conditions some
amendments would have to be made to the rather ambitious
training programme prepared during the previous weeks. The
day got under way with some gentle P.T. under Staff Sergeant
Breese, followed by various games and spor·ting activities. While
these were in progress the select and lucky few, a band of 16
stalwar.ts under Second-Lieutenant Saunders and Corporal
Dempsey were busy converting a neighbouring boatbuilder's
yard into an area to be used for initiative tests. Due to t he
bleak and gallows-like appearance of .t his collect·ion of logs and
ropes it was quickly christened the " Assaul.t Course," casting
a cloud of gloom and dismay over the camp. Quote, " I tllought
this was Summer Camp, not a battle school." The af.ternoon
was free with many people organising and playing tlleir own
games, baseball being the most popular.
The nex·t morning, Saturday, was occupied by troop teams
competing on <the "Assault Course." Despite some misgiving
the impossible was proved t o be possible, and a great deal of
fun was had. Sierra Troop were declared .the winners having
lost least men ·to tthe "Crocodiles." The remainder of Sa.turday
and Sunday were free.
A 1narathon contest
Monday dawned cloudy and wet, appropriately enough, since
this was ·the day scheduled for ·t he P.E. tests. The Squadron
was taken out in three parties, and began me march home.
Despite the weather no-one had much difficulty and there was
almost 100 per cent success in .the ttests. The af.ternoon was
again given to self-organised sports and games, and volleyball
now being in vogue .rhe highlight of the afternoon was a
marathon contest between the Officers' and Seniors' Mess and
a team from the Junior Ranks, tthe incentive being a crate of
beer to ,t he winners. Despite magnificent efforts by Staff Sergeant
Jones and Sergeant Orabttee (who never ceased trying to overcome their natural handicaps), the valiant suppott from die
remainder of the team, the Officers and Seniors eventually had
to concede defeat and tlle crate was duly handed over.
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The Triumph Herald 1200 hides nothing
Undo one spring-loaded clip each side of
the Herald's bonnet and the whole
caboodle, lights and all, lifts completely forward. If the engine were
mounted on a bench, it couldn't be more
accessible.

Step inside. The doors are 44 inches
wide! They prop themselves open. So
men don't bark their shins and women
don' t ladder their stockings on shopping baskets.
Sit in the driver's seat. You'll notice the
Herald has glass where other cars have
blind spots. Technicians calculate 93 %

You can examine your battery without
groping with a torch. Check the oil
without dirtying your cuffs. Take the
stones out of the tyres without getting
down on your knees.

all-round visibility.
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To boot. Accessibility is the key word
for the boot, too. It opens high, wide
and handsomely to reveal 13 cu ft of
space.Maximumopeningwidth,43inches.
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From top to toe the Herald hides nothing. That's why it has a lot to declare.
Any Standard-Triumph dealer will gi e you a
free trial drive. Take him up on it. And find
out about the tax conce ions for overseas
postings. If you prefer to shop by po t write
for a catalogue to Standard-Triumph Sales
Ltd .. Personal Export Division , Coventry,
England, or Berkeley Square, London.

liTRIUMPH\
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FAR AWAY PLACES= UNUSUAL JOBS
Reports from the Outposts
l <'ro1n Hong Kong-a storu of Devastatit1n
nnd Terror

The tlay the Rains came anti the part
the Corps played in unimaginable
Chaos anti Danger
THESE vivid articles have been contributed by H.Q. Royal
Signals, Hong Kong, ~46 Gw:kha Squadron, 252 Squadron
a.nd 253 Sq';ladron. They give a picture of widespread devasta,bon, landshdes and the complete paralysis of Hong Kong
C:olony ~n one of the worst rainstorms ever known; they also
give a picture of the valiant work done by the Corps, often in
the face of danger and chaos in restoring vital communications.

Prelude to agony
" With a shocking suddenness, discomfort tmned ·to disaster
las~ weeken~.''. So ran a headline in a Hong Kong newspaper
article descnbmg the effects of the torrential rain storm which
hit the Colony during the early homs of 12th June. A malevolent
natme dumped over 15 inches .of rain on to an already sodden
Hong Kong and set off a cham of floods and landslides that
almost brought life in the Colony to a standstill.
By official count there are 61 dead, 19 missing four presumed dead, ~8 injured and 2,672 homeless. · There were
8,561 temporanly evacuated, 43 boats sunk, 94 huts and one
house destroyed and 312 damaged. For a fortnight Hong
Kong had put up with showers and unpleasant weather · A
total of 13 inches of rain was recorded for the first 12 ·days
of June, and some reservoirs were already overflowing. It was
the prelude to agony.
A scene of horror unfolds under the heaviest
raiuinll on r<--cord
In the small hours of Sunday, 12th June, a deluge swamped
t~e Colony: Low-lymg area quic~y flooded in the downpourn_arly 4t mches were recorded m one hour, the heaviest fall
on record-and set the scene for the horror that followed.
Seldom C31?- there hav~ been a more daunting sight than that
of who!~ hills1de.s peelmg away under the battering rain; roads
turned ~nto ragmg torrents; buildings undermined; huts destroy~d m larg~ number~, and boats sunk. Road s were bJocked
by pile~ debn~ ?r gapmg holes, and earth and rocks swept
up a~amst buildmgs or spewed into lower streets.
Power
S':JI?Phes, w~ter an~ gas, telephones, as well as rad io and telev1s1on services failed in many areas, while public transport
was paralysed. . Tr.ams were stranded as the tracks filled with
mud, and debns !mered the streets; buses were immobilised
The Pe~k Tram was SlfUCk by falling boulders and undermined
by rus.hmg water. Trams stopped as landslips barred the tracks.
In Ming Yuen Street West, North Point and Stone Nullah
Street, W~nchai, the force of water piled' up heaps of about
so cars like abandoned toys and left them crumpled in a
heap and half-buried in mud.
Damage estim.ated ut over a Jnillion dollars
~n~ervative estimates put the total vehicle damage at over
a million dollars.
A torrent of. water and. landslide spoil, rushing down Magazine
Gap Road claimed the lives of two jomnalists who were trying
to. cross . the road.
~ne lost of his footing and the other
vamly tried to save him. . Both were swept to t heir death
d~wn the Peak Tram cuttmg.
Mr. C. K. Law, Assistant
Director of Education, was taking his two young sons bowling
when an avalanche. of earth and rock roared down the Peak
and swept over their c~r as they were travelling along Stubbs
Road-all three were killed. Tons of debris seriously damaged
+42

Victoria Heights, a seven-storey block of .flats, and the building
was declared unsafe and evacuated.
At the l!niversity of ~ong Kong, a slab of hillside slipped
away, 1ea~~g three residential colleges perched perilously
on a prec1p1ce; May, Lugard and Eliot halls were evacuated
because of the extreme danger. Senior Government officers
were evacuated from Chater Hall when that big block of flats
~ecame unsafe lx;cause of landslides; ·the residents were booked
mto the Mandann and Hilton at special "refugee concession
rates." In. ~wen Road, several houses were evacuated because
?f underml1llilg, and Commodore F. D. Holford, Commodorem-~harge, Hon~ Kong, was forced to abandon his official
was found to be unsafe after the steps and
residence whei:i
part of a retammg wall had been swept away. Stubbs Road
was the .scene of the worst avalanche, but this was only one
of 125 slips that were recorded. A van driving along Pokfulam
Road stopped moments after crossing a section of road that
suddenly tore away and slipped downhill and seconds before
the road m front was blocked by a slip from above.

:t

Paralysis!
Some areas were .cu.t off .from ~e rest of the city. Several
large apar~ent buildmgs m Tai Hang Road were isolated
and. the entire Peak area was inaccessible by land for a time'
Helicopters ~ere pr~ssoo i~to service to take emergency food;
fuel and mail to residents m ~e .Magazine Gap and Wanchai
Gap areas. In the New Terntories, vegetable crops and livestock suffere~; already many farmers have been helped to
overcome their losses and get back on their feet again. At
Aberdeen, numerous b?ats .sank, forcing occupants ashore. In
Ko'A'.loon, on smroundmg islands, in the New Territories on
the island, huts collapsed O! "'.ere demolished and buried u~der
tons of earth and rock shppmg off the hillsides. The City
Hall w~s flooded and out of operation for two weeks. The
P~C?tnan subway across the two main roads in the central
d!stnct ,was C?mpletely filled with water. Trade was badly
hit; busmess limped along, and factories and offices that went
to .work on Monday, did so with reduced staffs. Comes were
adiourned; school examinations were postponed, and schools
were .closed for ~e week. Damage to filtration plant cut water
supphC? on the island. to eight hours a day, although every
reservoir was overfiowmg.
Men of the Services get to work-a11d
252 Squadron restore vital conununications
Thousands were pressed into service to help restore the
Colony to normal. Among .the army of 15 ooo in "Operation
Clean-up" wer~ !Ile~ of th~ Services, the ' Public Works Depar~ent, the <;:iv1l Aid .S ervices, Police and Fire Service crews,
Aux1hary Medic~! Service personnel, and even 300 prisoners
from Stanley Prison.
Landline communications were badly affected and .the first
assessment of the damag~ to ~he. civil telephone system .revealed
tJ:iat .over 30,000 subscribers lines and nearly 6,ooo junction
circmts we,r~ out of order as a !l'esult of damage to 196 cables .
On the military network, twenty cables were broken and another twenty exposed. The most serious result was the almost
complete l~ss ?f communication between Hong Kong and the
New Terntones.
The ·three 14pr./ 4olbs. cables over the
r:wis~ route .to Sek Kong were interrupted by a major lands.lip which earned away a vital culvert. The only communicat~ons betwe~n ~.Q. Land Forces and H.Q. 48 Brigade were a
St~plex rad1!> I~, and, strangely enough, an engineering circuit
which remaini:d . through " although testing partial earth on
both legs. Within hours 253 Squadron were at work on the
:fWJSK bre!k and, first with plastic covered and later with
susp~nded
underground cable, restored service, in spite
of having to W?~k und~r f!ie most trying conditions.
Elsewb~e, military. c1rcm~s were . restored quickly under tlie
'A'.ell-pract1sed. !fe-ror:itmg. dr.1lls, which saw 95 per cent of the
c1rcmts back m service w1thm 48 hours. The Hong Kong Telephone Company, under the leadership of their Chief Engineer:
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Roger Gaut, an old friend of the Corps and well-known to
many during his years as POLO in ih.: Signals Directorate,
did wonders to restore telephone service to over 22,000 subscri bers within seven days of the catastrophe.
At the week wore on, and further showers (including a tenminute downpom that gave an inch of rain) alternated with
periods of weak sunshine, the Colony began to shake itself
out of the lethargy of shock and apply itself to the task of
reconstruction.
It will be a long job. By Thmsday, the
weather had improved-sunglasses began to replace umbrellas
as parr of the "dress of the day "-and by Friday most bus
iervices were running, although some roads were still impassable. The Royal Observatory said better conditions were
on the way, while Professor Shastri, the well-known local
astrologer, gloomily predicted more storms and typhoons. As
the coating of mud in the sq:eets dried, streams of traffic
churned it into choking irritating dust. There seemed no end
to the torments that a capricious natme could devise.

u.q. Royal Signals is perched on the edge oi a
precipice • • •
Much remains to be done by the PWD to repair roads and
replace sections that have disappeared completely. As this
work progresses, we shall be able to reinstate om underground
cables, but it will take months before everything is back to
normal.
Watching over the progress is H .Q., Royal Signals, perched
on the edge of a precipice and in danger of sliding down the
hill to join the Sergeants who live literally in the Mess below.
Finally, it is of interest to note that Hong Kong bas one
of the highest annual rainfalls in the world for a heavilypopulated area-Lagos and Colombo are wetter on average.
This storm was the worst in the recorded history of Hong
Kong, and owing to the fact that we British have always been
interested in the weather, records go back some time. The
average rainfall for June is about 15.5 inches, a little less
than the recorded fall in a 24-hour period during the deluge,
The loss and damage account runs into millions of dollars.

Many owe , their lives to British Servicemen
It was gratifying to see how a well regulated force of thousands of soldiers can move into operation in a very short
space of time. It is to the British soldier that many persons
owe their lives in Hong Kong today.
246 Squadron Tell Their Story
The story is now taken up by Major M. G. H. Wise,
O.C. 246 Gurkha Squadron who fills in the picture as to the
scene in Sek Kong and the New Territories, where the paddy
fields were full to bursting and the many small streams which
normally run down the mountainsides of Tai Mo Shan and
Tai Tan Yang were picturesque waterfalls.
The 12th June was a ' normal, although very wet, .Sunday
in Sek Kong; the curry lunches were well attended ai:id the
usual devils for punishment were playing volleyball m the
rain, but the majority were inside.

No cause for alarm at this stag-but the rain
was increasing
During the morning the Force Typhoon Net had been
established and it was quite clear that Hong Kong Island
was having a difficult time in keeping its head above water.
However, at this stage there was still no cause for ala~m . in
the New Territories. During the early afternoon the ram mcreased suddenly, cutting visibility to a few yards. It was
now evident that emergency action was to be taken, and a
move towards the camp was made. The steep village road was
a swirling torrent and a bottom gear descent was made (because of no brakes) to the Chinese village jn the valley. At
this point a deep flood proved too much for the car and another route had to be attempted. This route was clear for
two miles but was again flooded.
~fenace-ns the water le,,el rose rn1tidly

The water level was rising rapidly and, as if at a word of
command, boxes, baskets and furniture began to flow out of
the stricken villages.
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In the water were inhabitants who had left for high ground
too late, their progress being hindered by large floating masse
of vegetables and bushes. Several persons were pulled from the
waters. A bridge crossed earlier was now almost submerged,
with great waves of brown water leaping over the road. A
frightening rush achieved the other side and a beaten Squadron
Commander retired home. A plea for assistance brought a
' water-tight ' FFR Land Rover to his house to convey him to
the Squadron lines.
By this time O.C. "A" Troop, Second-Lieutenant J. A.
Neeve, Gmkha Signals, who bad only arrived a few days
earlier, had the radio vehicles ready to move out. The two rebroadcast ~ations made an attempt t o get to their mountaintop location, but two major landslides had blocked the Route
TWISK. The next attempt was via the Castle Peak road,
but this was also blocked by landslides. The last remaining
route to Kowloon was via Tai Po, but a quick check revealed
it was flooded and impassable. By this time it was apparent
that the landslides had swept away the cable routes and radio
was the only alternative ipeans of communication. The HF
Telegraph net was opened and on the Force Command Net
messages were relayed for us by two other stations. The
Brigade Command Net rebroadcast vehicle climbed to the last
accessibJ.e piece of high ground from which contact was at
last made with all stations.
By this time the bridge in the centre of Sek Kong village
was in a state of collapse and the road was closed to the
married quarters. The electricity bad failed and the water
supply had been completely cut off. The stand-by generators
in the camp and candles in the village provided light. There
was no shortage of water-provided it was boiled.
Assault boats from the Engineer Squadron, plus a .fleet of
de-rigged sailing dinghies from the Yacht Club, manned by
soldiers, were rescuing many hundreds of Chinese farm~rs
and families in the Ping Shan area of the New TerKr'ones.
The control and deployment within the Brigade area worked
well, but the lack of rebroadcast stations hampered liaison with
H t:adquarters Land Forces. This situation prevailed for two
days, by which time the rain had ce~sed so'!lewha.t and th~
rebroadcast vehicles finally reached their locauons via the Tai
Po Road.
A class 30 Bailey Bridge was built in Sek Kong village
and hundreds of soldiers and PWD men with plant and equipment started to clear the landslides which contained boulders
literally as big as houses. Some .of these ~ad to be reduced
in size by the careful use of explosives. It will be many weeks,
therefore before the Colony recovers, and the arrival of another sto'rrn or a typhoon would certainly cause fUither widespread damage. We have learnt om ~esson-a simple. oneget the rebroadcast stations up the hill before the hill falls
down.
The Corps in Uong Kong will long reIDembe.r this
To Royal Signals in Hong Kong, June, 1966, will long be
remembered. Final restoration of damaged cables will not be
completed for a Jong tio:i~' bein? dependent on .the PWD rebuilding roads and repamng bndges. In effectmg temporary
repairs our grateful thanks are due to 69 Gurkha lndepen~ent
FiJ!ld Squadron for the loan of plant and to 1/2 Gu~kha Rifles,
who provided soldiers <a move cable, to say i:iothmg . of our
' customers ' for their tolerance and understanding durmg our
times of stress.

25!i Squadron Now Take 1Jp The Tale
Personal 'experiences' have been legion, and the stories that
follow, illustrative of many, help to highlight some aspects of
the catastrophe.
Corporal C. W. Payne, of 252 Squadron, who lives in ~roadwood Road, writes: "The racecourse in Happy Valley, ~irec~y
below us, was completely flooded.
Water was pourmg m
torrents from the high ground beyond Blue Pool Road, down
into the valley, where it had formed a . huge la~e.
~e
roads on both sides of the valley were htterecf' with debns
of all descriptions, including many aband.oned cars., Wherc;ver
the water had flowed it bad left deposits of a ~1le-sm Hin~,
sandy-coloured mud. I was to have more experience of ~1s
later on. It had been "raining" all night (I use the word "raming" in its mildest possible form), but at about four o'clock
on unday morning the heavens had really open~ an~ u!lknown to us at the time, Hong Kong was experiencing its
heaviest rainfall since records began, in 1840."
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PEAK TIME, FREAK TIME
Twenty thousand telephones went dead du rin g the d isasterous floods which
recent ly battered Hong Kong to a near standst ill. Landslides 1 roads either
washed away or blocked plus mass ive scars gouged ou t of the mountain sides by
torents of floodwater were hazards brave d by hard pressed-Royal Signa ls and
telephone company workmen striving to re-lay a nd repair damaged cables.
Within four days the fam iliar d ialling cone was com ing back co hundreds of
telephones-thanks to men like 32-year-old Sergeant Lar ry Pe r ham of 252
Signal Squadron

" The bill that used to be 011 the right was 11ow
in the middle '
"Fearing the worst, I went down to the telephone and tried
to contact 'Force ' Military Exchange in Victoria Barracks,
but found that all direct civilian lines were out, so in order
to contact ' Force' it was necessary to phone across the harbour to Kowloon on the civilian line, and then from Kowloon
military exchange back across the harbour on the military cables
to ' Force.' Finally, I managed .co contact the Duty Officer and
was told to 'stay put ' until called for, and that there was 'a
bit of a flood ' around the Squadron block!
"My services rejected in that direction, I decided to take
a look at the situation in the direct vicinity of Broadwood
Road. One of the first things I found was that the hill that
used to be on the right of the road was now sitting in the
middle of it, and perched on the very top of this new hill
was a large mains transformer. Looking up at a spot where
on the previous day there had been an electricity sub-station,
I realised where the transformer had come from. To add to
my alarm, there wa1i a distinct smell of gas in .t he area.
"Beating a hasty retreat back up the hill, I found myself
face to face with a moving pile of mud. ' It's no good trying
to get out this way,' I thought, ' the road is blocked. ' It's no
- - good going up there either,' replied the mud, ' the bank
has gone in two places.' Realising that our quarters were completely cut off, I scrambled back to my home. Later the water
supply failed. Under the pressure of the heavy rains, the mains
had burst, and for the rest of that day the only drinking
water to be obtained was rainwater caught in buckets and
baths placed on the roof.
Roads had collapsed and huildi11gs were
undenni.lled

"By the iiext day, when I attempted to reach Victoria Barracks, the situation was very serious.
Many roads had
collapsed and buildings were being undermined by the flood
waters. Some had already collapsed and many more were
in danger of doing so.
"Plodding on towards Happy Valley, I came to the 'lake '
previously described. After my encounter with the mud in
Link Road I was smelling pretty strong, so, eager at the
chance to wash it off, I took to the water. Arriving at the
outskirts of Wanchai, I saw that things were indeed as bad
as had been described on the radio; in front of me was a
mangled heap of muddy metal which at one ti.ine had been
some fifty cars. There was a great path cut right through
the centre of Wanchai, and when the water subsided it left
the inevitable mud, this time to a depth of three feet.

Part of the Squadron Lines under 4ft. of water
"Arriving at the gates of Victoria Barracks, I found that they
also had not escaped damage. The main "nullah," or monsoon
drain running through the centre of the barracks had become
choked up with rocks and gravel, and the consequent overflow had swamped the lower part o.f the camp, and with it
my Squadron lines. Radio Troop, the R.Q.M.S.'s section and
the battery shop had been completely devastated; the whole of
the lower part of the Squadron block had been submerged
under four feet of water which, by this time, had been drained
off, leaving everything covered with mud; all the radio sets belonging to 'R' Troop had been under water,, and most of
their other kit (including two T100 teleprmters).
The
R.Q.M.S.'s deparunent had suffered just as badly, all the stock
and records being ruined.
" The whole Squadron was engaged in a cleaning-up and
salvage operation. First the battery chargers had to be cleaned
out, dried, and then made to work. Then our troubles really
started, as all the equipment that had been under water was
brought to "M" Troop. It was wet and muddy, so the
lot-radios, 1 +4s, T1oos, and S<? on-were all .'hosed down
with fresh, clean water, then stripped down, dned out, and
made to work! I will not attempt to give an account of life
in the Troop during the next few days-things like that are
best forgotten; suffice it so say that by D+2 both the Troo
teleprinters were working!
"' Some order is now beginning to appear out of the chaos,
roads are being opened, the water and gas supplies are being
restored; people are being re-accommodated and communications restored (although S.W.S. Troop will be hard at work
for some weeks to come, trying to find and restore lost cables).
"The R.Q.M.S.'s branch and Radio Troop have moved to
higher ground, and all the other work concerned with .the
rebuilding of the Squadron goes on. Who knows, we might
even have it completed before the appearance of ·the next
T yphoon! "

When the rains came to Hong Kong

~l.T.

Sergeant gets a shock
Sergeant G. Park, M.T. Sergeant of 252 Squadron, had
his troubles as well. H e lives in the H .Q.L.F. Sergeants' Mess,
which is located in Queen's Road , where trams grind their way
past at ten to twenty-second intervals round the clock. On
the morning of 12th June, however, all was silent, the only
noise to be heard was rain beating down on the roof. Sergeant
Park decided to investigate this odd phenomena. He writes:
" I have never seen, nor do I ever want to see again, such
a mass of utter confusion. Flowing along the road was a good
six feet of water, along with bottles, pieces of wood and other
debris. The trams had come {O a standstill, wme hopeful
passengers still sitting on the top deck.
Cars were completely submerged. On looking over the balcony I observed
a small sign just above the water level, and on it was the
word 'YELLOW '; it then dawned on me that it was a taxi.
One of the more pleasant sights at this stage was one of our
W.R.A.C. seniors, tripping out for a look at the floods--dress,
' one shortie nightie 'I
'' I went to see the extent of the flooding within the building.
The water was up to the fourth stair, and the dining room
was completely under water, with table-mats, bottles, etc.,
floating around all over t:he place. It was four days before
we ate in the Mess again. Access from the front door was
impossible, and checking on the back entrance I was shocked
to see that the steps which lead up to the camp were covered
by a fast-flowing waterfall.
The W.R.A.C. Sergeant has to swiln fo .. it!
Sergeant Gibbs, the W.R.A.C. Supervisor of the Force Exchange, had the unusual experience of having to swim from the
Mess into the barracks in order to get to work.
" On reaching the Squadron H eadquarters, I could hardly
believe my eyes. There was one of my Land Rovers, stuck in
about five feet of mud, rocks and flowing water. Having checked
with t he S.S.M. the transport requirements, I waded across
the road to my •little empire' in Wellington Barracks. There
· was a good foot of water flowing straight ithrough the M.T.
lines and in the offices there were chairs, trailer canopies, j~rry
cans, tyres and inner-tubes, all floating around in a mixture of
mud, water and spilt paint, at least a foot deep. On opening
the garages, I found the water to be even deeper. Eventually
I started up all the vehicles, and with water shooting out of
the exhaust systems, got them across on four-wheel drive to
Victoria Barracks.
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Continued from page 444
" The cleaning-up process proved to be the biggest headachd
The whole M.T. area had a good five inches or more of mu.
and rubbish covering it. Had I used shovels .and buckets 1t
would ·have taken me about two months to get It c!ean. 8iowever the local fire brigade came to our rescue with the oan
of pipes hydrants and nozzles. Sheer water power was thk
only way to clear the mud. This washing-down process too
about four days to get back to some semblance of order.
"As for the vehicles, they changed colour after about two
days and became a muddy, sandy patt~n. The problem was
to get them back to a fair st~te of cleai;ilmess and carry out full
details at the same time. This was achiev~? by a system known
only to M.T. Sergeants the world over!
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253 Squadron Complete the Story
Squadron
was not alone in its troubles and 2~3 Squadrof
252
also bad its problems, particularly in the Jow-lymg area o
the New Terr~tories and on the Cmhain ca~le roCteN~':r T~:r~:
TWISK Maior (T.O.T.) Don
etwyn , · h
tories signal Troop (Works) sens~d trouble very ear!Y on t e
·
of 12 th June as the earner system from h1 area to
Hornm!ong Island began to give trouble. It was .decided to
m:gthe two isolated carrifr terminals, one atop Ta1K-Mo- ~~·
e hi hest
int in the Colony, and the other at ong- 1?
A quick
at
0 the fuw-lying areas.
10~ ra_p1 y, .
0 nfumed the worst fears-the area was
[
room was above water level but loc3.l termm:i_uon pomt
~~~eisolated. There was certainly no flooding at Tai-Mo-Shan,

0

~e

f

inspflecoodtio~

K~lg-~:~
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but the main frame was caking a beating from lightnin g, and
at time it was impo sible to stand within a couple of yards of
the frame.
At 13.00 hours the fir t cable· fa ult occurred . This wa a
14pr./4olb. connecting Tai-Mo Shan to th e main trunk route.
It was not apparent at the tim _ which particular cable was
giving uouble1 and Sergeant Irons, dressed like a deep sea
fisherman, sallied forth up the mountain road from Sek Kong
heading towards the major test point. H e qu ickly confirmed
which cable was giving trouble and re-routed priority circuits.
Continuing up the mountain, he reached the T ai-Mo-Shan
frame room and checked that all air safety circuits were in
order. At 15,ro hours he commenced what was to be a return
journey to Sek Kong. However, he soon found his way bloaked
by a landslide and had no. alternative but to return to the
safety of Tai-Mo-Shan.
The major landslide he met had, in fact, severed the three
14pr./ 4olb. cables linking Sek Kong with Kowloon and Hong
Kong Island.

The O.C. Troop sallies forth into the landslides
It was now the rum of the O.C. Troop ·himself to sally
forth. He " sailed "up route TWISK in his Mini but grounded
at the first of three major landslides. At this stage he thought
the thunder rather loud. He fled the mountain in haste when
he realised that the loud thunder was in fact more of the
hillside slipping away. During his absence from Sek Kong
the bridge linking Sek Kong Village wirh Sek Kong Camp
was declared unsafe and the electricity and water supplies
had been lost, which was ironic, being surrounded by gallons
of the stuff.
By nightfall it was still raining and more cables had been
lost. The major problem, howeve.r , was to restore the three
14-pair cables linking Sek Kong with Kowloon and H.Q.L.F.
Cables badly JDauled; major repairs neeessaryand it was still raining!
At first light on the morning of the 13th, a recce of the
mountain road established that the cables were badly mauled
and major repairs were necessary. I1 was still raining and the
road was far from safe, but by early afternoon the rain had
ceased and repairs commenced. The main difficulty was getting
cable to the site of the damage. By late afternoon two drums
of cable were on site--one from Sek Kong and one from
Kowloon, brought by Squadron Headquarters under the personal direction of the Squadron Commander, Major J. H. Hild.
In the early evening of 13th June we were back in business,
six hundred yards of temporary cabling having been draped
around the mountain.

Adventure Training

•ID

Hong Kong

Sergeant Donovan of 253 Squadron writes:
As a change from the " bright lights " of Kowloon, the
B.0.R's of 253 Squadron decided to do a spot of adventure
training on Lantau Island. This is the largest island in the
Colony; it bas good beaches and plenty of rugged country. Our
first problem was how to get there? This we solved by contacting
56 Squadron R.C.T. who agreed to supply a LCT.
The wives play their par-t on Adventure Training
After examining a map of the island we decided to land at a
good beach called Silver Mine Bay. So at 8.30 on a Sunday
morning the party of thirteen, including three w.ives (Mrs.
Donovan, Mrs. Clarke and Mrs. Newton), set off from
Shamshuipo Jetty. During 1he rt hour journey we checked our
kit, decided on our final route and briefed the wives on the
role they were to play. The LCT took us right up onto the
beach where we unloaded •t he kit. It then stood off in deeper
water to await our return. Also to be on hand in case of
emergency, as it was in radio contact with our base in Kowloon.
. We ins.tailed. the wives on the b~ch to look after the heavy
kit. Havmg given them our reqwrements of cold drinks for
our return, we set off. Our plan was to climb a small peak
overlooking a Bhuddist Monastery, ihen visit the monastery and
finally make our way back along the rocky coast to the beach
where we started.

EvPr;t• y a r d a

r~al

.-ffort

As we came out of the shadow of trees on the lower slopes
the full force of the sun hit us and every yard was a rea l effort.
In spite of a ·couple of hill climbs during our Summer Cam p
we still felt very unfit. How~ver, we pressed on and reached
the top in about rt hours. There we rested, replaced some of
our sweat from our water bottles and took photographs.
The n ext s tage to the monastery was a fairly gentle downhill walk. We had been told that the monastery was worth a
visit and so it was. The monks welcomed us at the ga te and
showed us round. I t was like an isolated village having its own
church, school and fa rm. Perched on a headland with sheer
sides to the sea it was an impressive sight. Finally, they gave
us cold drinks and sen t us away much refreshed.

Two hours of walking, climbing,
and cursing

paddlin~

The last part of our trek looked easy going from the map
and we expected to be back in little over h alf-an-hour. But
this is where our map reading wen t wrong, and after about two
hours of walking, climbing, paddling and cursing we seemed
no nearer than wh en we started. So we decided to split into
two parties. Lance-Corporal Clarke was to continue along the
coast while I and three others d ecided to go across country. We
wished the others luck and struck off up hill away from the
sea and rocks. We hadn't gone far when we ran into dense
undergrowth and after battling with it for a while decided to
go back along the coast after all. As a result Lance-Corporal
Qarke's party returned to Silver Mine Bay long before u s.
However, we made up for this by finding a carved wooden
Chinese God (very old, we think! ) which stands abo~t a foot
high.
On the beach the three wives were waiting to welcome back
ten bot, sweaty and tired men with cold drinks. A short rest
and then into the water we went, and all too soon in came the
LCT to take '!-ls home. On the way back we discussed plans
for our next tnp to Lama Island which would include climbing,
walking, swimming and canoeing.

Return to 247
the June/July "Wire" 247 Gurkha Signal Squadron
Irole.N gave
us a glimpse of their daily work on a live operational
Once again " The Wire " pays a short visit to the
Squadron to hear of some of their " off parade " activities.
Have you ever heard of a " Halt-Major River Ahead " sign;
of a party drink called Tuak; of boat races with crews of 60
paddlers per boat? You haven't? Well join "The Wire" on
a second visit to 247 Gurkha Signal Squadron.

Em!thasis on the nautical side
This month we are going to take you away from the more
mundane aspects of our work in order to give you a brief
insight into our nautical activities.
Before launching into this account, it should be noted that
the Gurkha is not a natural waterman. In his native Nepal
the rivers flow so rapidly 1hat only a few are fordable, and
the extreme cold imparted by melting snow and ice makes
swimming out of the qu estion. His first contact with <the idea
of swimming comes when he joins the Army, and even then he
is not over-enthusiastic. Brunei is an ideal place to introduce
the Gurkha to all the joys the water can offer, and this is
what we attempt to do.

Commander of the boats
Let us first take a trip down to Brunei harbour, where we
find our very large Cipher Sergeant/Commander of Boats,
Sergeant Alan Walton, aided by two small Gurkhas, cautiously
lowering a 40 h .p. outboard motor into an assault boat. Preparations complete, the trio speed away, soon to be lost
amongst the mass of small boats which always pervade Brunei
harbour--.their destination : an up-river village to which we
run a regular Boat Despatch Service.
The 12-mile journey takes about 75 minutes, during which
a very wide range of river scenery is encountered, ranging from

wide open waterways 1:0 narrow, sand-bank ohoked channels.
In one place there is what we believe to be the only " H;iltMajor R iver Ahead " sign in Borneo, erected by the Military
Police at the end of what is suitably called "Red Cap Pass."
For ever present, of course, is the jungle which, like a solid
and slightly ominous wall, lines our route. Frequently on this
trip crocodiles are seen , which act as a suitable deterrent to
any would-be swimmer.
At the fa r end the packages arc d elivered to the resident
MIO, and afa<r a quick chat and a cool drink, it's time t o be
off on the return trip to Brunei.
As the SDS boat r eturns to Brunei, it encoun ters its big
brother, the RPL, returning in a comparatively dignified manner
from Labuan, our main supply base, some 36 miles away. This
is yet another boat which the Squadron uses extensively, not
only for passengers, but also for heavy equipment, which can
be load ed on to trucks at our H.Q., d riven down to the harbour
and straight on to the RPL, taken across Brunei Bay and
driven off at th e other end. The trip across t he water takes
approximately four hours, and can be most interesting, especially near Labuan, where the wa ter is crystal clear, revealing
myriads of fine tropical fish . The only deterring factor about
the RPL journey is the barbaric hour at which it leaves Brunei
-o6.oo hours.
It is one of these RPLs which we have to thank for transporting a party from the Brigade, including members of the
Squadron, on a very enjoyable weekend last May.

Bound for the DaraJD Regatta
The occasion was the Baram Regatta which, for those unfamiliar with Borneo, is a two-yearly festival for which the
people of Sarawak converge on a town called Marudi, on the
banks of the River Baram. Many travel for weeks down the
numerous waterways of Borneo to get there. The festival
itself is centred around 'long boat racing, wi1h dancing and onher
pleasures in the evenings.
The town of Marudi lies many miles up-river, in the foterior
of Sarawak, and it was a full day's journey in the RPL getting
there. Once there, and with camp pitched, our party was
immediately caught up in the 1ipirit of the .town and its people,
who were all so much more friendly than their more civilised
counterparts nearer 1Jhe coast. The fantast ic length of the
Kalabit's ears, even without their heavy rings, was a source
of never-'Ctlding amazement. At this stage, many of the Brigade
Headquarters party were thankful that there were a number of
Gurkhas in the party, as they were the only Malay speakers,
and our main means of communication.
The most memorable events at Marudi were the boat races.
Here, as many as sixty paddlers, all in perfect uniS?n, would
propel long sleek boats through nhe water at amazmg speed.
The sight of ten or more of these boats all racing neck and
neck has <to be seen to be believed, let alone appreciated.
On the last day the Brigade was p~uaded t o enter a team
in a Europeans' race (a Europeai; being defined ~s anyone. n?t
Chinese, Malay or Indian). Little need be said about this
except that of the five boats entered,_ all except one s~ before
the finishing line, and the sole survivor sank before 1t reached
the shore.
A splendid three days-and Tuuk, too!
Another lesson was learnt that night at a cocktail party given
by the Army party for the local dignitaries. A.mongst the peop~e
invited was the local chief. At the stated nme, not only did
the chief rum up, but in tow was a large proP?rtion of his
tribe! Moral: learn the local customs before sendJDg out party
invitations in strange lands.
Aiter three most enjoyable days the party made their way
back to the RPL laden with hats, ornamental beads, parangs,
and many other souvenirs along with a few heavy heads due
to the local Tuak, a ha~les-looking dr~, the strength o~
which many underestimated. The party arm:ed back at ~rune.i
late that night, bringing with them memones and stones ?f
a never-to-be-forgotten weekend. Now, back to work ~gam
until Wednesday ai'ternoon, when we set off on our next 1aunt
towards the sea. This is a regular weekly feature: when the
whole Squadron except for the duty Comcen shift, has an
afternoon on th~ beach. For this we move out well-equipped
with numerous footballs and volleyballs, along with a canteen
truck well stocked with minerals and ice.

Ducking the Squadron f'ommandPr firi; fun
Once on the beach t he majoxiry of the Squadron is oon jn
the water happily throwing a ball around. However, once the
British officers and N.C.Q_s appear on the scene everything
changes. It's time for our minor war, British v. Gurkhas, fighte~dll!ss to say, the G urkhas,
ing to retain a water polo ball.
by sheer n umbers and inexhaustible energy, emerge the victors
although seldom before at least half-an -hour of battle has taken
place. I t is not an unusual sigh t to see the Squadron Commander doggedly hanging on to the ball with ten or twelve
G urkhas all fighting on top of him in four fect of water.
M inor injuries, such as scratches and grazes are numerous on
these occasions, but the fear of water is largely removed by
such fa miliarity.
Another water sport wh ich the Squadron has introduced to
the Gurkha is sailing. As has been stated already, Gurkhas are
not naturally good in th . water, and the basic pr inciples of
sailing do not come easily. It is especially difficult for them
to understand that when the tiller is pulled towards the left,
the boat will turn to the right. However, with a lot of patience
we are having success in this direction. On a slightly different
tack, we have even tried water ski-ing for those yearning for
speed and noise.
The authorities have obviously noted our nautical prowess,
as recently they thought fit to allow Second-Lieutenant Mike
Backhurst to go on a swan with real sailors-Royal Navy, of
course-who gave him a return uip to Hong Kong on 1;he
Aircraft Carrier Albion. The lucky subaltern came back with
many stories of "Life with the Navy," along with many
more of . . . .
And now we have news of Captain John Barnes, our Secondin-Command becoming a Captain in the other sense of the
word. He i~ assuming command of a ship which is taking a
Gurkha leave party from Hong Kong to Calcutta, which not
only includes these two ports, but also takes in such exotic spots
as Singapore and Penang.
This concludes your " Cruise with 247" and, as a parting
note, we would add that although the Squadron is "all at sea"
we can still communicate.
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SAFA!!
IHTHE SAND
Submitf Pd by 235 Squadron

(lJlalta)

-

A party from 234 and 235 Squadrons
(Malta) penetrate far into the Libyan
desert on an adventure trek which
revives nostalgic memories of. a fastfading pasi

Read again of D ema, Tmimi, Tobruk
and Gazala, revisited by a second
generation of Signalmen during their
8i;o-mile safari in the sand.

Fort Charru ba Police . Post. The party stopped for a chat with
the resident Libyan Policemen. They were very glad to see us
and as always, a cigarette was a quick introduction

Uniqu~ and impressive, a colourful display of 8th Army signs appear on a wall near the Kings
Palace in TOBRUK. Some of these signs may well bring back many memories to the Old Desert
Rats of World War II. They are well maintained by someone-and so they should be !

Man y m onths of plan nin g

y-nR:Y early on 9th June, a small pany assembled at Malta
~urport en ro!-lte by Medair for Benghazi, Cyrenaica, in
the kmgdom of Libya. T-he party consisted of an officer a
warrant officer, a corporal (A.C.C.), a craftsman (R.E.M.E.),
and eleven Royal Signals
.C.O.s and tradesmen from 235
Squadron (Col\lcan/ and 234 Squadron (Malta).
. Lat~r that moi:nmg the party joined 245 Squadron (Cyrena1ca), m. Benghazi, to start collecting pre-positioned equipment
and vehicles to prepare for Exercise "Ground wave "
~onths of planning and hours of preparation s~w a welleqmppec!- team drive off the next day on a ten-<lay adventure
trek which was to taken them 850 miles through the desert
and aloi:ig the North African coastline before they next saw
Benghazi.
The. exercise was divided into two phases (as all important
operauons s~ould be-according ito the good book!). Phase I
waa to consist of four da,ys of desert travel and Phase II was
to be of general interest, following the North African coastline
from Tobruk to Benghazi. The end of Phase I was to be
~arked by a rest day at R.A.F., El Adem, about r8 miles
mto the desert fro~ !obruk. . There, a bath and a cold beer
were to be the mam items of mterest !

Phase I and t h e D esert
First t n s t e of the D esert

. The route for the first day, was to leave Benghazi and drive
via 'I.he coast road ito Tocra Pass, through Barce, and leave the
south road ~o ent.er the desert at .flhe Gharruba track. This
was acco~plished m g~ order, although a late start had been
made o~g to the time taken in kitting-up the vehicles in
Benghazi. As we bumped along in clouds of dust on the
~rruba track we began to get our first "taste " of the desert
-literally mouths and noses full of sand I The old veterans
amongst us sho~ed 0e way by tying a square of clotth around
the neck, ~d usmg It as a sort of smog mask. Thereafter, and
now knowmg the form, we began to settle into our new routine
Darkness comes quickly in the desert, and soon we were forced
to. stop for our .firsf camp. Two things were of importance.
Firstly, commumcauons back to our base in Benghazi· and
secondly, food!
'
The first task was allocated to a Cu/R2ro detachment
from 234 Squadron consisting of Corporal Guest, Corporal

H1;Jiell and Signalman Palmer, and very soon Sitrep No. r was
bemg keyed on its way. ~e second task was undertaken by
o;>r~ral Boxall, A.C.C., assisted by Signalman Williams, and
w1thm half-an~hour a. hot drink and a much appreciated chicken
stew were berng mp1dly consumed by tthe whole party. Th.is
first camp set the pattern for all succeeding camps and out of
ch:ios came steady progress and cool orderliness. A quick
bnefi?g on the next day's task by the O.C., Captain A. J.
Hamson, a roster for guard duties by the administration
Officer, W.O.II (S.S.M.) W. Mcintosh, and so to bed-for a
much-needed sleep.
A

c o ld splasli. in an inch fJi rvater

The sun beating down on one's face makes for an early start
and one awakens to the roar of the hydroburner as preparations
for break.fast . started: ~ Water is rationed-but not so strictly
~at shavmg 1s proh1b1ted and a refreshing cold splash in an
me?- or two of water in an aluminium basin is most welcome.
Sh':l"ts and slacks are worn by all the party, since sunburn can
easily occur, and floppy desert-hats have replaced the beret on
most heads. The routine demands that vehicles are loaded
!>efore. breakfas~, except for <the cooks' vehicle, and engines roar
mto life as drivers start their first parade checks. Petrol is
topped-up and tyres are carefully checked.
Breakfasts from compo packs are unquestionably boring and
we have arranged fresh eggs, tomatoes in tins, a sack of potatoes
and fresh bread ~o supplement the ~evitable beans and sausage.
A mug of steammg hot tea and a rubble at an oatmeal biscuit
with marrnalad~, butter and bread to fill up any odd comers'.
an<l breakfast 1s over ! 1!1e cooks scurry arO'Uild packing up
the cookhouse and are assisted by men from other vehicles to
get mobile. Soon all are mounted and the order is given to
move off.

l'es, brit rv h ich trackP
We are heading for Charruba Fort. "Just follow the track"
was 1:he advice given by the seat-polishers in Benghazi. "W!hich
one?" was the cry from the men on the ground. There were
so many tracks that it was difficult to decide on the correct
one, and complacency proved to have no place in the desert.
We chose a ttac~ heading on the correct compass bearing,
~avelled a few nule~, and when we next checked the b earing
It seemed to be leadmg us south-west of our destination.
Clearly, we had chosen badly I Moral to th~ t-ale--<lon't
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follow tracks in the desert. Lesson one ended with a crosscountry detour over very rough country, broken irregularly by
wadis (stream-beds) and eventually we were being welcomed
at the Libyan Police Post at Fort Charruba, some four hours
behind schedule.

on

course-to say the least

The route from Charruba was mainly due east and the rest
of tlle day we headed for El Mechili. Regrettably, we learned
lesson one yet again. A well-defined track heading due east
could be seen for miles-so we followed it I As we reached the
horizon it stretched to the next horizon. Suddenly, we hit a
steep wadi, and detoured to find a crossing place. Slowly, and
painfully for the passengers, we crawled, slid ·a nd banged over
the incredibly rough and rocky wadi. All five Land Rovers
behaved magnificently and soon were assembled on the other
side. S~ill heading east, a less well-defined track continued in
front of us, but wadi after wadi loomed up and eventually we
no longer had a track to follow. It had petered out! So lesson
two was leamed--don't follow tracks in the desert!
From this moment on we were forced gradually south-east as
the country became extremely rough with steeper wadis than
we were prepared to tackle. An examination of die map produced .the profound statement that we appeared to be just under
the letter cc F" in "Relief Data Incomplete," which ap~ared
on the map about every five inches, right across our bit of
country! We were not really lost, but we certainly were off
course. A quick • 0 ' Group and the decision was made to find
a crossing-place, head north-east until we hit a major track
again and then head for El Mechili, our destination for Camp 2.
It was important to join the track well before El Mechili since
large minefields were located around lihere.
The sun-compasses were re-aligned and off we set. A most
difficult crossing of a ·wide wadi was accompiished very satisfactorily after a bit of digging and quite a bit of boulder moving.
One driver for each vehicle and the rest directed the individual
vehicles round, over and through the numerous obstacles.
Somehow, although we sweated pints in the hot, burning sun,
we seemed to enjoy this task. We mounted up again and
picked our way up to the horizon.
We were suddenly thrilled to find a wide, firm sandy plain
with some low hill features in the far distance.

fing e r s m e a.n.!'
Sun-compasses were re-set and north-east it was. Tally ho I
No obstacles and a clear run, af.ter the slow crawl through the
wadi, brought a welcome breeze-and a flush of excitement. A
large camel herd was sighted directly ahead and soon we were
conversing in sign-language and a smattering of broken Arabic
with three Arabs. As always, a few cigarettes brought a quick
reaction and we determined trhat El Mechili was slightly east of
the north-east bearing we were following. An interesting point
arose I The headman showed twenty-two on his fi ngers, which
appeared t o indicate how far El Mechili was from the camel
herd ! Some of the party erroneously assumed it was 22 kilo-

W h.a t do t 1ve n t y-t 1v o
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At El Mechili, a motley attire~ collection of children posed for their photo&raph
with the Officer Commanding (right) Corporal Priestley and Corporal Squires.
A few sweets assisted the parade commander to muster our seven proteiees
to gether for this photographic record

metres, when a little more thought would have demanded an
answer to the question, " How did an Arab-a genuine Bedouin
at that know what a lcilometre was?" What he was in fact
saying 'was "It is a twenty-two hours walking time to El
Mechili." Next question, "H:)\v does he know what an hour
it?" Answer, he was wearing a splendid gold watch! Next
question, "Walking time" or "riding time on a camel?" A
good question, that I
Sunset came all too quickly and camp was established at a
suitable clear spot with a little rise protecting us fr<;>m a fairly
brisk night breeze. Routine was followed and soon S1trep No. 2
was despatched, and so was the hot soup and the stewed steak,
new potatoes and peas, d ished up by our talented cooks. Food
tastes very good at the end of a longJhot day. Briefing was
confident enough, " I think we ar_ here on the map, and El
Mechili is in that direction. T omorrow we will pass through
El Mechili and should reach Tmirni by evening." And so
comforted we drank a cold ginger beer talked a little, and
prepared for bed. (Yes! cold! The trick. is to put the. cans into
an aluminium basin and regularly "baste" them with water.
Evaporation does the rest! Not ice cold but certainly quite
cold enough to provide a refreshing drink after an hour or two.
Note also that ginger beer is far superior to normal beer for
thirst-quenching!)
m in e li e ld-prfJble m , cvf>r t> me in it?
Up early, routine tasks completed and breakfast consumed.
Sun compasses re-set-and off we went I About two hours of
travel and we screeched to a halt in clouds of dust. To the left
a few hundred yards away, long rows of pickets and barbed
wire were on view. Black square markers showe~ every few
hundred yards. A minefield ! Problem was to decide whether
we were in it--0r wheliher it was on our left and the fence was
its perimeter. Phew! A delicat~ investi~tion sh?Wed that we
were outside the minefield and It was qmte de~1tely 0ere on
our left. D rivers, who up to this moment had driven with care,
but also gay abandon, round or over clumps of crub and doc!~
here and there around boulder , sudden!¥ began to . dr!v~
gingerly-and slowly! Follow-my-leader nught by a kiddie
game, but getting one's wheels int<? the qac~ .of the leadvehicle became a game of deadly mte!lt ! P1ck~g our way
forward keeping a wary-eye on the ommous senonel on our
left we' moved towards El ..Mechili. A bum-out Volkswagen
suddenly loomed up just about sixty feet f~m. the tr ck.
Nervously, we continued to advance, and were relieved when
the iron sentinels swung sharply away from us and denoted
A
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Yet another puncture I Signalman McCarthy prepares to change a wheel
on Landrover No. 5. This picture shows dearly the loading frames for some
Jerrycans and personal kit. The stick protruding from the drivers' side is to
mount a 4 ft. x '4 ft~ white flag if the vehicle breaks down . The aerial is connected
to a SR A'40 used for intervehicle commun ication. Note the front sump pro~
tecting grill too ! The bonnet is painted pillar- box red to assist in air
recognition

the edge of the ~ne-field ! Gradually we :relaxed, and quite
soon, we were being greeted by many Arab children in motley
array, as we entered El Mechili. A welcome half-hour rest,
an~ a mug. of slight!)'. warm orange squash, and we were off
agam. Agam the choice of tracks proved difficult. The right
hand one veered too far south and the left hand one veered
too far north for our compass beating. We chose the right
ha~d one for a few miles but (wrongly) decided that we were
bemg led .astray, and so went cross-country to join the other
tra.ck. Thi~ appear:OO .to be a much better proposition-good
gomg and m the nght direction. Crossing a dried-up salt lake
the track sudEenlY vee.red northerly, and we knew immediately
~t lesson tliiee had 1ust been completed-<lon'.t follow tracks
m the desert !
Undaunted, but certainly a little wiser, we did a southeasterly sun-compass march for a few miles then headed due
east.

'Y oa ean t get awa.,, from them-even i.n the desert!
Suddenly, on tlie horizon appeared several huge clouds of
dust at about hundred yard intervals and gradually we were
able to discern outline shapes of an armoured column heading
towards us, but slightly to our right. It was lunch time anyway
so we moved to an area near to the moving column, halted and
set up the cook-house and waved cheerfully at the Scottish
~ldiers who, wea11ing Tam O'Shanters and absolutely caked
with dust, peered red-eyed from ·the turrets of AFVs as they
churned up the track t owards El Mechili at a steady ten miles
an hour! We thanked the Advenmre Training gods tliat Land
~overs Mk VIII and not AFV s were pre-<iestined for such
1oumeys as ours, and set off on our way to Tmimi with lighter
hearts.
An .uneventful aftem?OO, apart from the odd puncture on
the ~mt-surfaced _t_7rra.10, and Tmimi loomed up, with the
beauuful blue Mediterranean sea silhouetting the white flatroofed Arab town, set amidst a handful of date palms. This
was a tr~endous psychological moment! We had completed
a desert iourn~ .o! over 200 ~les in the heat and dust, and
there was the mv1tmg blue sea )Ust .tempting us for a swim and
a much-need~ . cl~an-~p . Stee~g our hearts, we camped at
~set at Tmum airstrip, about eight kilometres from the township, and prepared camp for the night. Sitrep No. 3 was keyed
out to. ~45 Squadron . (CJ'.fenaica) at Benghazi, for onward
transrn1ss10~ to our uruts .1? Malta, and we enjoyed another
excellent dmner before retmng early to bed.
Laac1>-Corporal Moore's di.lemma.
U~ bright and early, routines quickly com_pleted and,
amazingly, everyone raring to go. FJrst, we were to collect
fresh water at Tmimi water point and th~ to set up, for a
full day, a camp by the sea at Bomba. Amving in Tmimi, the
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The hazards of cross·country work are similar to road·work. Left to right
Lance Corporal Moore, Corporal Chambers and Craftsman Hobday have just
completed the repair of another punctured tyre. We had only seven punctures
amongst five Landrovers in over 850 miles of mixed desert and road travel.
It is interesting to note that five were caused by nails-presumably embedded
in tyres before the journey commenced

O.C. and his driver, Lance-Corporal Moore, reached the. waterpoint w!th a Libyan J>?lice escort. Unfortunately, twenty-odd
~b children were busily engaged with tlie O.C.'s Land Rover
while he and the policeman were negotiating for water. Lance~
Corpor~I Moore found himself gradually being denuded of the
vehicle s fitments-no sooner was he tackling one youngster
when two others would steal behind the vehicle and pinch from
the other side! After all the light lenses and bu~bs had been
stolen, and two shovels, a chuggel and a pickaxe had disapp;ared, th.e .O.C. and the policeman arrived back a:t the
vehicle. Pacifymg Lance-Corporal Moore and using a bit of
carefully observed lntelligence to advantage (.the O.C. had seen
a couple of the Arabs burying something behind a bush), the
Land Rover was gradually rebuilt and the missing bit·s were
recovered one by one from their sandy hiding places. The old
adag7 "the quickness of the hand deceives <the eye " was
cert~ly well demonstrated <that morning. Needless to say, after
drawmg wat~r, and later, when we camped at Bomba, there was
no need to mstruct the guards to remain alert.
Splashing around in the sea, a few hours later at Bomba it
seemed a ' long time since we had been sweating it out in the
desert.
Time passed all too quickly and i!:he sun sank slowly over
the hills of Tmimi, givmg us a gorgeous sunset over Bomba
Bay captured by our colour-photography fraternity.
Normal routine, food and sitrep, and so to bed.
Thoughts ol those who had gone before

Up w.ith <the sun and for a few a dip in the sea before breakfast. Cool, man I very cool! (too cool for some in fact!) Today,
we are en route ·t hrough Gazala, Acroma, Tobruk and finally
to stage at R.A.F. El Adem, in order to replenish petrol and
oils, foo<! ~~d water. Herel also, arrangements had been made for
bath fa~1tJes, and a cola beer (or so!) in <the Junior Ranks'
Oub. S~ce beer was not carried on the desert trip everyone
was l<><?kmg forward . il:o an " ice-cold-in-Alex " cype drinkonly this was not qmte so far off as Egypt. Motoring along,
w~ passed many places of World War II interest-the Gazala
Lme. mean~ much mox:e now than it did before. The O.C.
(I tlhink he d been :readmg a book or something) seemed to be
able to pick out a few points of interest at every halt. One
gradually got the feel of the War in the desert in World
War II. Just <to complete the story, we were shown the beautifully k:i>t World War II cemetery at Knightsbridge/ Acroma.
A_ cr~t to the War Graves Commission! But how terribly
d1sturb10g to see on headstone after headstone 0 aged 21 " or
"aged 22." These men who gave their lives, were ol.iten vounger
then we who stopped and stared. S1Jently now, we ·l eft tlhe
cemetery and proceeded towards Tobruk, each one absorbed in
his own quiet thoughts of remembrance for those gallant
men who had paid ·t he supreme sacrifice to allow us the
privilege of visiting ithis area as free men so many years later.

A front view of Acroma Knightsbridge Military Cemetery near Tobruk. Very
well maintained by the War Graves Commission , the party were much impressed
by the high standards achieved amidst such desolation in che desert

We bid goodbye to our R.A.F. hosts and, having fully
replenished all sections, we headed on our return journey and
Phase II-the coast road and the general interest phase.
Echoes lroni the past
At Tobruk, another British War Cemetery is beautifully maintained by the
War Graves Commission. The party spent half-an-hour visiting the various
National Sections. Amongst the British lie Polish, Australian, New Zealand
and Indian Troops, and some civilians such as merchant navy seamen, NAAFI
and para-military personnel

The mark of the 8th Army is still there

Tobruk. A bustling, but .t iny Ubyan town, on the .edge of a
fine natural deepwater harbour. Could this really be the place
that all the fuss was about in World War II? How disappointing too its image, bred in our minds by numerous war reports
in the Press and in tlhe paper-back war stories. Yet this was it!
There, on a long white wall, to prove its authenticity, were a
row of " div signs " and the 8th Army emblems. Whoever
keeps them looking so fresh deserves a word of praise. S~ely
a unique itr·i bute it:o all who fought in .t he Desert War, sometimes
successfully, and sometimes not.
.
King Idris lives in Tobruk, in a palace overlooking the
harbour. He is often to be seen driving around the area or
along .the coast road and waves cheerfully to acknowledge
British Army or R.A.F. personnel Jn uniform, who ahy~ys
salute him on these occasions. The ;presence of .the Bnush
forces in Libya provides economic a~ well as .r;no!al su_Pport .to
the Libyan people. It is worth notmg that oil 10 quite. sausfactory commercial quantities is now changing the economic and
social situatlon in Libya.
Turning south we headed once again int<_> the desert, but
this time we followed the tarmac road leading to R .A.F. El
Adem. We were given a splendid welcome and provided with
much more ·tlhan our original requests. Nothing was too much
trouble for our hosts and, after a most enjoyable evening in
the apropriate Messes, the party weaved their various ways to
a real bed and (for your scribe anyway) a superb sleep.

Phase II-General Interest Phase
We leave 01ir R.A . F. friends
" Something bas happened -to tlie Slll!- ! " First react.ion on
waking up in a room, instead of out m the ope~ with the
sun beating pitilessly down on one's face! A qmck look at
the watch and sure enough most of <the party had slept wellitoo well. No snags ·to shaving in a proper wash basin, however, and a c)ean change of clothes pr<_>duc_ed a "good-all-over"
feeling, which was cont~ued. by a quite excellent br~kfnst, on
plates, with the full :tr1mmmgs, eaten at <tables, with clean
table cloths.

This day we visited the British War Cemetery, the Free
French Cemetery and the German Memorial Fort, all near
Tobruk. The stark ruggedness and vasmess of the German
memorial contrasted with the simplicity and smallness of the
French cemetery. As always, the British Cemetery was immaculate and the curator took great trouble 1:0 locate and direct us to
Roy~l Signals personnel and their sandy resting places. We
were shown the grave of a most gallant infantry officer who,
quite young in years, had been awarded a V.C. and an M.C.,
probably posthumously.
Next, we visited the Headquarters caves of one of the
Divisions charaed with the defence of Tobruk. These caves, five
in number a~ well constructed and provided vast underground
offices and' sleeping accommodation for the harassed perso~el
subjected to continuous shelling in the worst days of the siege.
Quite an impressive H.Q. and well worth a few minutes' visit.
And so began the long trek to Dema. Hours later we camped
by the sea, the essential swim and a normal routine-and so
to bed.
Fiery blasts ol hot air

The Jebel Akdar impressed us with its .starkness w~c:n we
awoke and found it towering over us! This day we v1s1ted a
German submarine replenishment base from World War II
between Deroa and Appollonia. We were much impressed by
the beautifully cool clear water w~ fou~d at the end of. the
concrete jetty. Some people couldn t get mto the water qmckly
enough-and "forgot" to put on swim suits in their rush to
cool down.
Later, we passed through Appoll~nia and camped for the
night at a lovely sandy beach area, with the blue sea1 cl~. and
inviting just few yards away.
o need for second mv1tatlons.
And ~hen the Ghibli blew. First, the sky darkened suddenly,
and the heat became oppressive and heavy. Suddenly from
nowhere, fiery blasts of hot air rushed at us fro~ landward
and sand was blown in >tO every nook and cranny mto mouths
and eyes, up one's nose. Most unpleasant! Just as sud~enly
the winds died down, but the heavy atmosphere, hot and sticky,
remained with us for the rest of the night.
The RomaJts were therP too

We moved to Cyrene after breakfa t and thanked whoever
was responsible that the humidity and homess of yesterday had
been replaced by a cool, gentle breeze today. Vi iring first the
museum and seeing all the st~tues of Ror:i~~ m_en and ~men
made all realise ju t what an imoortant. c1v1h.sati?n had existed
about the time of Julius Ceasar. Later mvesugatmg the Roman
ruins proper, we were duly impressed by the baths (bot steam
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BORNEO STINT=
fl'. ol S.) 6. P. T. Halm
ERE is a live story of what communicating on operations
is really like. Yeoman of Signals Raku describes in vivid
terms all the problems that confront a Brigade Signal Squadron
whisked from Salisbury Plain to the real thing in the Borneo
jungle. Many, who have been through this process themselves,
wiJI read, with a certain amount of nostalgia, of that painful
period of transition encountered between well practised but
theoretical peacetime training and the sterner demands of
operational communications which, in the end, gives birth fo a
competent and thoroughly professional team of communicators
-and personalities.
B11 Staff Scrgt'ant

H

The party closely examined the headstones in ACROMA Ceme tery and they paid
par ticular attention to the Royal Signals perso nne l, who lie there. A most moving
description on many headstones read .. Aged 21 yrs o r .. aged 22 years." Often
t hese heroic men who paid the supreme sacrifice , were younge r tha n those who
stood a!1d nared these twenty odd years later

ones too! ) and the temples, which have been excavated at
Cyrene. A lot remains to be done, but what is on view is well
worth a day's visit of anyone's time.
The party had noted with amusement '!hat the O.C. had
recorded " Natural History" as one of the general interest
~base activities. In fact he was completely justified in this
sine~ all members of the .P~ty, at every opportunity, were
peermg under bushes or liftlng up stones looking for either
tortoises, scorpions or snakes. Signalman Palmer must take a
bow as champion tortoise finder. Corporal Hurell as the
champion scorpion hunter and destroyer, and Signalman GTi.ffin
as th.e one and only capturer of a hooded venomous sand-viper.
(I still ei;npry my boo~ each ~oming. Habits die hard!)
The VJS1t to T olrne1de proVlded everyone with "gold-rush "
fever. The R oman ruins here have only recently been excavated
and one got the impression that just under the surlace are lots
more which will soon see the light of modern times. All the
party scratched and scrapped amongst ruins in an effor.r to
unearth some Roman coin or 'SOme other relic. Although lots
of brok~ pottery was uneart;J:ied ~d a bronze arrow head (origin
unce:nim), notdung of any histoncal worth was discovered. D isappomrment all :round and further dismay when we tried to
find a suitable beach for a swim. The beaches were covered in
seaweed and large patches of oil, for a small storm was raging
out at sea, and the waves pounded the beach. Eventually we
f?und a . reawnably cl~ beach and itaking strict safety precautions, with rope and lifesavers on patrol, the parry enjoyed some
rough surfing a fe"'. yards from ~e shore. Very invigorating,
but never.theless qwre dangerous, 1f one was swimming alone
and without safety precautions. We camped tihat nlght near
T olmeide.
Blue lagoon and a part11

A ~ew road has been built recently linking Tocta with
Tolmeide. W e passed gangs of men and vehicles putting the
fin~h!ng touch~ to it. here and there. Tocra loomed up and
we 1omed the via ~alb1a _fo:r the 50-mile trip to the Blue L agoon
area n~ Benghazi. 1}11s was to be our final camp site before
returning to Benghazi on 20th June. Imagine our surprise
to find 245. Squadron had _arranged a unit outing to coincide
(~ey say comc1d entaµy ! ) with our arrival at Blue Lagoon. The
sight of a 3-ton vehicle l~aded wit~ crates of soft drinks (and
hard ones) and a massive electrically-operated refrigerator
gladdened us all. The hoarse chugging of a trailer gene:rato;
?.Ve CC!nfidence in the system too. The Wives' Club had also
JOJ.?ed in a~d so our last afternoon, at the Blue Lagoon, became
quite a s0C1al event.
We slept fitfully that night-the mosquitoes don't distinguish
between visitors and residents in that area.
Our convoy pulled into Daosta Barracks at 10.00 hours on
2oth June. T eJ_l d ays earlier and over 800 miles ago, we
had left Benghazi for our adventure trek in Cyrenaica. W e all
~oroughly enjoyed it-and the main criticism of the par.ticipants
1S that the desert phase must be longer next time. I t will be for
1967. Kufra here we come ! The desert bug bites deep.
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The first week of a nightmare
We took over the communication responsibilties of Midw~st Brigade from 209 Sq_uadron on 16th November, 1965,
with a short hand-over period, due to the fact that the main
party of 205 Squadron arrived on the same boar that was
destined to carry 209 Squadron to Singapore, en route to
Engla_nd. Very few of our operators had had any previous
expenen<?e ?f working 'live ' circuits, most of their practical
COI1,lmt1!11catmg had been confined to exercises on the Salisbury
Plam, m the Squad~on's Str~tegic Reserve (Airportable) role,
and now t.hey were m an entirely new set-up, partly strategic,
partly tactical, and, due to the topographical n ature of Borneo
and the long lines of communications necessary, one which
had many problems. The first week was one which I think
will remain .for ever in our minds, and one which no doubt
all would wish never to experience again.

Accuracy and efficiency our target
And so life settled down, things became more routine,
and we continued to improve our standards and set our
sights on a high degree of accuracy and efficiency. During
subsequent months we introduced the Air Safety Net, providing coverage for helicopters operating over many hundreds
of miles of impenetrable jungle. We used a C.µ set with a
rebro site on a 2,oooft. mountain a hundred miles away, accessible only by helicopter, and manned by an operator, a member
of the Defence Platoon, and a puma, which eventually became
quite tame. There were frequent deployments of the Brigade
Tac H.Q., the vehicles, in these instances, being antennabedecked Chinese river boats operating along the upper reaches
of the R ajang. We also had radio schedules to S.A.S. patrols
operating over 200 miles away in the border areas of Sarawak.
Our Comcen Inter-Shift Competition provided a competitive
spirit amongst the Comcen workers, and many a friendly~
and sometimes not so friendly-argument. We saw the rehef
of 1 K.O.S.B. by 2/2 Gurkha Rifles, and felt the resultant envy
as the "Jocks " embarked to return to England. Then the
arrival of 40 CDO RM to take over from I Malaysian
Renjer at S1manggang, at wh1ch time we withdrew oux
detachment there and 40 CDO RM provided their own
rear link and also looked after the supporting arms and services in tihe Simanggang area.
Many a frustrating uigltt
The D11/R230 FST circuit to Labuan was the cause of
many a frustrating night for the radio supervisors as they
fought to maintain communications through tropical storms,
sunspots, and even a D elinger . fade and, until the introduction of our inverted ' V' travelling wave antenna, a frequency
change often meant an uncomfortable time ~ teeming !~in,
pitch darkness and swampy ground, lowering and raising
antenae.

~forse, ~forse nnd 1nore Morse!

9ur est~blisbment of six Comcen Operators (two did not
arrive untf! some three weeks later) was entirely inadequate
t<;> cope with a. counter room requiring two clerks and a superVlSOr, _a teleprmter room with two rear links to Labuan and
Kuching, and a punch-up position which needed a .t otal of
at least. five .Per shift. Our radio operators were very well
versed !n voice procedure but, alas, our only voice schedule
at the time was for one hour every morning. The Brigade Command n~t was continuous RATG and our operators' morse
~as deadedly rusty. The Battalions under command at this
t11:ne wer~ I . K.O.S.B., with their Battalion H .Q. co-located
with us m S1bu and the 1st Battalion Malaysian Renjer for
whom we provided a locality comcen at a small town c'alled
Sii;nang~ang, some hundre? .miles ' up country.' The Renjer
da1ly s1trep, usuaµy consisting of approximately 200 cipher
groups was our mghtly headache, not to mention the Cipher
Operator's nightmare. The Brigade duty staff officer liked to
have the 'Daily '-as we "called it-in his hands by 20.00 hours,
s~ that he could then compile the M idwest Brigade daily
s1trel? for transmission over the rear link. If, during that
first ill-f~ted week, we cleared the Renj er Daily by 23.00 hours
we considered ourselves lucky.

Tlte n the mi racle c ame
Then, miraculously, at the start of our second week ' in
the chair,' things began to settle down and our crises became
f~er, the radio su~rvis?r began to be able to leave the reception o_f th~ encrypted s1trep to one of his opera.tors instead
of domg 1t personally, and the comcen supervisors fo und
~at. they could spen? more tim_e supervising, as opposed to
domg 1t themselves.
The radio relay men had d iscovered
that ·the SDO system wasn't quite as confusing as it had
at first appeared, and radio operators ceased to dread the call
of th_e operator at ·the other end of the teleprin ter link to
Kuohmg. So was proved the adaptability and flexi bility of our
Corps tradesmen. RR men (having no role in our particular
set-up here) became proficient Counter R oom and SDO clerks
radio operators became good teleprinter operators, and so on'.
~:t this particular point I should like to add a word of
pralSC and thanks to Corporal Fenton, whom we inherited froth
209 Squadron, prior to his extended tour posting to JCU(B)
Labuan, and Corporal Armstrong, loaned to u s by 18th R egiment.
The local knowledge and hard work contributed by
these two N .C.O.s proved invaluable during th e initial stages.
T H E W I R E , 0 C T 0 B E R - N:o V E M B E R
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tribute to isome o[ the lads wbo madt'
tltei r mark
.
It would be impossible to give every one who contributed
to a ' job well done ' a mention in these notes, as everyone
worked as part of a team and each and every operator took
a pride in his work and the reputation that the Squadron
and the r outing indicator RBMXBB built up, but in every
team someone makes a mark (in one respect or another) and
here are a few who spring to mind:
Signalman H utchin son, for his non-stop cynical humour,
and the array of " kangaroos " that he paraded in the teleprinter room every time he was on shifr-74 at the last
count.
Lance-Corporal Collins Cn.icknamed the. assistant "r!· of S. by
the other shifts) for his meticulous attention to derail and procedure.
Corporal McLoughlin, for his efficient and smooth running
of the crypto centre after the departure of Sergeant Griffiths
for England in Januaty.
Corporal Watkins (mind the fan), for being the highest flying supervisor-who was it called F. of S. Thornbury out at
20.00 hours because the light on the Soft. mast had gone out!
Sergeant H anson, as DSM of cc C " Shift, overall winners
of the inter-shift competition.
Signalman Buffery, for being the most efficient, if most reluctant coffee maker on night shifts, and also the best sleeper.
Midwest Brigade, Sibu, has now closed. In a week's time
we leave Sibu Sarawak and Borneo for Singapore, en route
for England a's our predecessors did nine months ago. The
operators h~ve all done a good job _an~ have gained valuable
experience. We leave the commun1cat1ons necessary for the
R A.F. and Army detachments remaining here in Sibu in. the
capable hands of a detachment from the Joint Communications
Unit (Borneo).
Footnote.~Everyone who has served in the East will k~ow
the wide n et cast by the cc Charwallahs " and their orgamsation. We never did find the wit responsible for e~tering the
following telegraphic addresses in the Com cen R ourmg Book:
A

TRIUMPH
Power/Precision/Performance
contribute in no small measure to the out·
standing success of the Royal Signals Display
Team.
Hundreds of other official bodies all over the
world appreciate these qualities too- as you
will when you own and ride a TRIUMPH.

THE BEST MOTORCYCLE IN THE WORLD
TR IUM PH ENGIN EE RING CO. LTD .. M ERIDEN WORKS, ALLESLEY, COVENTRY

CoMCHARBOR-Commander, Oharwallahs, Borneo.
CHARCORDS-Charwallah Records.
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CATTEBIC:K CAMP

" On getting into the field ''-a tough testing tinte
Trainee Signalman often hear the proverbial expression
" when you are 1n the field " thrown at them when undergoing instruction in their respective trades. For our present
trainees this day arrived sooner than expected, because during
the month of August the Regiment moved out of Catterick and
onto the Yorkshire moors for a period of four days.
Exercise "'Merry Weather" had begun. The Swales and
Dales of this northern county soon becam. dotted with groups
of perspiring soldiers as ren self-contained teams of twentythree men led by officers of No. 61Q Course attempted to earn
maxlmum marks by carrying out a series of ten {asks.
The tasks were designed co rest the t ams in bot:h endurance
and technical skills and included route marches the setting up
of radio and carrier links and a vehicle proficiency driving test
the latter having a cunningly designed accident to pass, or stop
at, depending upon one's humanitarian sympathies, with a
consequent adjustment of marks, on route. Another task was
the transportation by small rubber boat of "valuable radio
equipment," camouflaged as tins of sand for . obvious reasons
along a mile stretch of river. The team also had to take all
their equipment (less llhe vehicles) with th-m over this stretch
of water, much to the dismay of one of the drivers who

9th BEGI.HENT, D.F.P.O. G3
In last month's article we mentioned the fine win by the
Regiment in the C.S.O.'s shooting competition . . . the tide
of success continues unabated.

Not only swin•ming • • •
Not content to win the C.S .0.'s Swimming Competition (in
the form of 2 Squadron) the Regiment ·p roceeded to w.in all but
one event in the Army Inter-Unit Swimming Championship
held at R.A.F. Nicosia on the 24th August. Especially pleasing
was the win in the Knock-Out Water Polo final by 6 goals to 3
over Royal Engineers (Cyprus). Sergeant Jones, who scored
two goals, and Lance-Corporal Sharpe, four goals, excelled. It
may be unfair to single our members of the swimming team
but Signalman Hardstaff, Corporal Emmott and Corporal Crane
deserve a mention for several good swims. The Regiment also
produced two Army individual champions-Signalman Christie
in the 100 yards backstroke and Lance-Corporal Sharpe 400
yards free style.
• • • but also cricket
N?t to be outdone, the cricketers of 2 Squadron beat l Squadron m the final of the C.S.0.s cricket competition, scores being
2 Squadron 130--8, l Squadron 121 all out; yet another trophy
for 2 Squadron's increasing store .. . and meanwhile the Regimental Cricket XI reached the final of the Major Units K.0.
Cup; next month we shall see if the Regiment has succeeded
in winning for two consecutive years.
Then, of course, the win by the Regimental t~m over 259
Squadron in the B.F.B.S. programme "D.ouble or Nothing"
must not be forgotten. The final of the competition took place
on Monday, 15th August, 1966, in the Harewood Club in front
of a large and voluble audience, who perhaps wondered at the
fount of knowledge exhibited by both teams; 9th· Signals
eventually won by 4 points. ·
• • • and even riding!

And finally the Saddle Club deserves commendation for a
Gymkana staged on Saturday, 27th August, 1966. Despite the
fact that the prizes had to be presented in the dark, it was an
extremely good afternoon's entertainment. It was not difficult
to see that W.O.II "Jack" Downs had a influential hand in it:
the spectator arrangements entailed the use of 3-tonners with
dropped flaps as 'balcony' seats for the throng (W.0.II Downs
is, of course, our MTWO in addition to bis duties with the
Saddle Club).
Next month we hope for a happy conclusion in the C.S.O.'s
competition; athletics and sailing are yet to come but there is
growing confidence in the outcome.
Mrs. A. J. Woodrow presenting the Training Brigade Royal Signals,
Athletics Team Championship Cup to Sergeant Cowell, 8th Signal
Regiment Team Captain

had the foresight to slip his iron bed into the back of his
~-t~nner ! This pan of the exercise appealed to the inner
mstmcts of the natural seafarer which we are cold lies deep
in the heart of all Britons.

The tromp card was a Herculean task
.The trump ~ of the planning staff, however. was a hill
climb. The hill itself would .not fall into any list of which
Mt Blanc or the. E1ger consmuted a part, but prior to the
ascent the re~ect1ve <earns had. first to carry five volunteers by
stretcher a distance of a half-mile along a ste11dily rising jungle
pat~, after which they then had to drag both themselves and
their kit up a l in 4 incline to the top. Truly a Herculean task.
'Ifie Regiment was .visi~ed in the field by Major-General R.
Whitworth, C.B.E., Brigadier A. J. Woodrow, M.B.E., Brigadier
J. D. T. Brett, O.B.E., and Wing Commander Heeley. The
qeneral SJ>?ke to ~ny of the combatants whilst .they were
either working on their tasks or recuperating in their rest areas
Unfortunately he could only be with the Regiment for on~
day and was therefore una~le to greet the final victors, Team 2,
le~ by Lieutenant M. J. R1ddlington. who were duly presented
with ten gallons of beer for their toils.
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G3NOT on the move
Sergeant Tanner has recently left the Squadron to attend
a Yeoman of Signals Course, and we wish him all success.
His absence will be felt, particularly on recruiting displays, but
we feel sure orhat G3NOT will continue to be heard throughout the world. The Squadron are very keen to keep G3UUD,
the Regimental Station on the air-any volunteers?
The training season is almost upon us again, and we
are looking forward to welcoming a number of outsiders to
Hounslow for M.P.C. courses in September and October.
Last, but not least, we congratulate Lance-Corporal and Mrs.
Murdoch on the birth of a daughter during August.
2

SQUADRON

This has been a comparatively quiet mon~h in the Squadron.
As many as possible took advantage of what little " summer"
we enjoy in England for a spot of leave. However, we hasten
to add ·that at ·the same time 98 per cent of our stalwarts have
successfully completed their P.E. tests.
This month we say goodbye co Corporals Coltman and
Skillicorn, who go to 249 Squadron and IIth Infantry Brigade
respectively.
We congratulate both Corporal and Mrs. Pedley and Corporal
and Mrs. Dulston on the births of their sons, and Signalman
and Mrs. Johanson on the birth of a daughter.
We are also pleased to record that Corporal Bailey has successfully passed his Y. of S. entrance examination, and has
also gained his promotion to Sergeant. He is now posted to
l Squadron, together with Corporals Cork and Garland, to form
the nucleus of the U.K.L.F. Troop under the command of Major
(Tfc.) N . E. Robinson.
14th IlEGIMENT 0 GLOUCESTEll

Regiment, Hounslow

Display Team Fihned
Over the Bank Holiday period the Royal Signals Display
Team came to Hounslow, where they were filmed on the
Heath by the A.K.C. Unfortunately, after several delays, due
to bad light, the filming had to be postponed, but the team
will be returning to complete the film. The Display Team
were very welcome guests and we look forward to seeing the
completed film.
The cricket season has drawn to a close and we congratulate
Lance-Corporal Gipson, who has received a well-deserved
Corps Cap. The Regimental Team had only a moderate season
but hope to do better next year.
Soccer Training is now in full swing under the watchful
eye of W.O.II (S.S.M.) Peake. The number of men in training is still growing, and there are even hopes of being able to
run two teams. It is hoped •t hat the results will be a reward
for all the effor.r and enthusiasm.
WIRE,

l S«}UADRON .
Corporals Franklin and Pengilly have spent ten days at an
A.C.F. Camp at Plasterdown, Devon, instructing Cadets from
3rd Essex Regiment A.C.F., Lance-Corporal Milne doing the
same with Middlesex Regiment A.C.F. near Newark, and Signalman Nadin with Sea Cadets at Crowborough.
The recruiting .ream have now completed their activities for
the year, with shows at Gillingham (Kent), Watford and Guildford; the latter two being somewhat spoilt by torrential rain.

A relatively quiet period due, no doubt, to the comings
and goings of personnel on summer leave.

n.11.Q.

THE

Renovated Gymnaslu111
On the 6th September, Colonel B. R. D. Garside, M.C., the
Inspector of P.T. visited the Regiment, and we were pleased
to be able to show him a newly-renovated gymnasium and a
thriving Judo Club.
The Regiment says goodbye to W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.) Bibby
and Mrs. Bibby, who were only with the Regiment for a
short time. He has left <to take up the post of R.S.M. at
7th Armoured Brigade H.Q. and Signal Squadron.
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Attention nil shiJtping
We ohartered Stella Lyra from the 8th to 15th August with
the objeot of introducing some young soldiers to deep water
sailing, and a lively week it proved to be. Led by Major
G. C. Dawson (Middlesex) and Captain C. H. Glydon, the
party suffered three gales exceeding force 7 and and sailed in
all of them. The weather ·put paid to some ambitious plans
of a cruise to Cherbourg, but nevel'ltheless, the object was
achieved and some new material blooded!
Needle matches
Versus R.A.F., Jnnsworth
During a liquid and convivial evening some weeks ago,
the Commander of R.A.F., Innsworth, found himself playing
our C.0. at a curious form of cricket-on a billiard table. From
this quite innocuous beginning has sprung a challenge which
has set our Regimental sportsmen firmly on their mettle.
The Commander has pitted the vast resources of R.A.F., Innsworth, again t the more m agre, but highly-skilled sportsmen
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of the Regiment in a tourney of sport. As the details were
fixed at the tail end of a long wet night, they were, as a re ult,
somewhat nebulous, and the number of sports to be included
has still not been finally settled.
Be this as it may, the tourney is already well under way,
and to date, the Regiment has not fared too badly. The first
match was sailing, and the results did not augur well for the
future. With no really valid excuse, we were trounced firmly
on both our own and in the return match on their home
"puddles."
The next sport involved was golf, very much and up-andcoming minority sport in the Regiment. Somehow the writer,
possibly thinking of airfields as such ideal practice areas, felt
that this was certain to be an airman's forte and expected yet
another beating. Not so, however, our team firmly chalked up
the first win for 14th Regiment and the balance was restored
to one sport each.
The last match to be concluded was a shooting match, rifle
and S.M.G., and this we entered with a little more confidence,
in spite of the loss of Corporal (now Sergeant) Hughes' valuable
services. There was no advantage of home ground, as we
both use the tatty facilities of Sneed.hams Green, and, as hoped,
the Regiment yet again clocked up quite a convincing win.
What sports are yet to come is still, as far as I know, undecided, but whatever it may be, we go into it in the happy
position of being the leaders at two sports to the Regiment and
one '1:0 R .A.F., Innsworth.

Officers versus Warrant Officers and Sergeants
Another needle series is that constant battle between the
two messes to achieve superiority. The 21st August saw the
members turn out at Bampton to do battle at cricket. The
result is in doubt, as the rules were clearly a little loose. However, statistics show that the officers won the first innings by
one run-at which stage they thought the serious business was
over, their opponents, however, stretched the rules to cover
the second innings and with R.Q.M.S. Porter's devastating
under-arm twitchers, ended up 30-odd runs ahead. Right thinking men call it a draw!
Training back into top gear
Holidays over, the training school has reopened with two
courses, a Comcen Operator BIII-BII upgrading course-graced
by four members of the W.R.A.C. from 251 Squadron, and
the first of a series of courses i:o be run for the M .O.D. to
bring civilian Telecommunication Operators up to Class II
standard.
This course has twelve students from Southern,
Western and orthem Commands.
The R.S.M., too, is back into gear, and the autumn, winter
series of M.P.C. courses are under way with an M.P.C. III
coiirse, breaking the peace of the barracks with strident
commands.
2 SQUADRON' (DROITWICll)
With everyone struggling-reluctantly-back to normal after
<he summer holiday season, winter games are beginning to
dominate the sporting scene at Droitwich.
We have played our first (friendly) game of soccer and lost
4-3 to Lloyds Bank· had our first series of six-a-side hockey
games on our enclosed court, which promises to be very
popular this year, and won our first game in the local nooker
league.
Our first winter social evening is scheduled for 30th September when we hope the local police inspector and his staff will
b: 'our guests, in addition to the traditional Regimental representatives.
Before winter sets in properly, however, the sailors are
cramming a great deal into the last weeks of summer. We
ran a very rewarding day on our " puddle" for handicapped
children of Worcestershire on 31st Augu t, had a bracing family
and teenage regatta on 4th September, and are planning a fullscale Divisional regatta for the 20th eptember.
We send a strong party to the Corps Regatta at Whale
Island on 22nd/23rd September, and help out 6o2 Troop in
the Lake District from 24th to 3oth September with sailing
instruction during their adventure training week.
The season is rounded off with if County Youth Regatta on
2nd OctobDr when the Army puts up the prize and run a
happy informal day's sailing for the teenagers of Worce tershirc.
We' are ·training hard for the .22 hoot ing ea on and hope
to improve still more on last year's successes.
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Brigade Conunnnde.r Clearly lmt•ressed
The latter half of July passed in a haze of
preparation for the Administrative Inspection.
The hot season in Aden is not the most congenial
time for such llhings---0r, some say, for anything
-and a couple of grade 'A' dust-storms didn't
make it any easier to get everything in the
Regiment clean and shiny for the great day.
But we did it, as we have done all the other difficult thing-s
that have come our way, while con.tinuing to communicate
train and do countless guards. The Brigade Commander sa~
every aspect of our Jife and work. and asked searching questions
about them all. He was clearly impressed by what he saw and
heard, and we echoed his satisfaction .in a succession of rousing
Squadron parties in the Ka.t Klub afterwards.
Au imntedinte response
So August came, and with it our involvement in Internal
Security Patrols in Sheikh Othman, a sizeable native town a
few miles away, where live many Arabs and Somalis who work
in Aden.
J.t all began on a Sunday afternoon, when a dusk-to-dawn
curfew was proclaimed on Sheikh Othman, af.ter five grenadethrowings the previous day. An appeal went out for volunteers
to provide curfew patrols.
The response from me R egiment was immediate. Sunday
a~ternoon ~ee four-man patrols in Land Rovers were provided llhat mght from volunteers, and at the time of writing
a week later, !!hree patrols are still being provided every night'.
Volunteers have included Officers and Warrant Officers as well
as Sergeants and Junior Ranks; this in addition to a high rate
of guards and other regimental duties concerned with our own
protection from terrorist attack.
Each patrol is of cow:se armed, and is equipped with a
SR A4I. Acco~panied by an Arab policeman. ~t has to patrol
an area of Sheikha Othman for two stints of about three hours
each, between 18.00 and 05.<;><> hours, arresting and detaining
any curfew-breakers found wi.thout passes. Anyone arrested is
taken to the Polic:e ~tation. _Initially, finding one's way through
a sl!rang~ Arab dismcr at mght can be tricky, but by the end
of the rught we- have got t o know our parish preny well!

11ew experience
. !his i_s a pretty new_experience for most men in Royal S·ignals;
It is a iob that requues extreme alertness, and the ability to
react quickly at any time, possibly with weapons. Sheikdl
Othman, these days, is a place where any moment or any spot
can deal out a grenade or a pistol shot. We have been pleased
to note the respect which our patrols ·have earned from the
Infa!ltry-1 S.C.L.I. and a company of 2 Para from Bahrein
--:-wnh whom we have been working, and -undoubtedly the
tued volunteers have afterwards worn an air of new achievement.
So far, this work has been uneventful, but Corporal Hamilton
had a grenade tossed at his Land Rover in the Crescent (not
v~ry accurately) last month. and before -t hat Corporal Newberry
did a very ~art U-.turn across the dual carriageway of the
Maalla Straight to mtercept a suspicious-looking car after
ano~er grenade . incident. Recently, too, the same Corporal
Hamilton and his cable party rescued a prominent resident
(one _of the Besse family, for those who know Aden) from his
b~~g car (not a grenade, this time!) and probably saved
his life.
IS duties certainly keep us on our toes. But we do find time
to r~lax occas~onallY:· The cricket and water polo teams are
baulmg hard m their respective elements.
A

Welcome to new R.S.M. nnd farewell to
n.s.M. Hughes
"!le welcome the new R.S.M., Mr. Pearce, who exchanges the
quiet of Malta for the bustle of Aden.
To R.S.M. Hughes who has served us so well since the
formation of the Regiment we say farewell and wish him every
success on ~ssioning. ~e influence of Mrs. Hughes
amongst the wives of the Regiment will be greatly missed.
To them both every success.
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An ambitious desert journey planned

Having shown the Brigade Commander our newly-equipped
radio room-<Corporal Dyke's pride and joy- a Dn Airtech
station working to Bahrein, a " desertised" air support
tentacle and an airportable radio relay trailer, among the
other affairs of the Administrative Insp:ction, we turned with
something like a sigh of relief to preparations for yet another,
bigger and ber.ter exercise.
This one is called "Nomad Mercury "-the hairy-faced
major, as some unmentionable folk singer recently described
him, is getting most ambitious with the names as well as the
radio ranges-.and involves ten Land Rovers driving ·to Beihan
and back, which is about as far as we can go without entering
Saudi Arabia or the Hadramaut. It will mean a round trip of
about a thousand miles, and we are tak·i ng fifteen days over it.
We will ~ell you all about it when we get back, but we can
so far reveal that at first H.Q. Middle East didn't want to let
us go without an infantry or armoured car escort, neither of
which were available. However, we firmly pointed out that we
too, were soldiers who could shoot and use our heads as well
as anyone; 'SO we are going, on an enterpr·ise which is still something of a rarity even in these outlandish parts. Men and
vehicles usually prefer to fly -t o Beihan rather than getting -there
the hard way.

Corporal Chishobn's achievement
Actually, we began to wonder (or at ieast the Squadron
Commander did) how we were ever going finally to close our
last caper, Exercise " Air High." There was this Dx l station
in two Airtechs, you see, 7,000 feet up at Mukerias being
occasionally mortared and so on, and every Beverley that wen.t
up there forgot to il:ake ramps to load these things. If it hadn't
been for some astonishing work by Corporal Chisholm with
a 3-tonner,_ some bits of wood and string and much will-power.
the lot might have been there yet. Major O'Connor was
beginning to wonder how he would explain the wri-te-off at the
subsequent Board of Enquiry. Chisholm lad-you should go
far (like Beihan, n ext week?).
Through to Ethiopia-C.W. on a 12ft. rod
Which £eminds me; we still hear from Corporal Walker most
days on his Cn from Ethiopia, where he is playing the · Great
White Hunter with .the Sandhurst Expedition. We were getting
good CW from :him on the move with a twelve-foot rod the
other day, about 500 miles away. Good work!
Sitreps so far received from the expedition include such gems
as "Crocodile tried to eat one officer yesterday but was quickly
despatched." We had hoped to include a report from C.Or-poral
Walker in these notes, but repeated and progressively stronger
exhortations from ,t he Squadron Commander have so far only
elicited the .reply, " Have been out for 59me days now and
unable 10 get any report written. As we are now getting into
big game country suggest newsletter at end of expedition."
Sounds promising, anyway.
Lance-Co.rporal Tynon makes his 111ark too!
Lance-Corporal Tynan and Signalman McCallum are in
Kenya rear-linking for a company of 2 Para on an exercise
mere. McCaUum was on the plane to join the Parachute
Company in Bahrein within eight hours of returning to Aden
from U.K. leave-quick work. Tynan established his authority
immediately on landing at Bahrein by send.ing a test signal to
his Troop Officer beginning " From Tynan for Ingham . . . "
and demanding to know where his air freight had got to.
S-teady, lad.
As a matter of fact, Lieutenant Ingham won't be here to get
his own back when ' Field Marshal ' Tynan returns- he fa
being posted .to 3 Squadron in Bahrein. We are very sorry to
see him and his Bedouin tendencies go, but we hope to see
him on visits now and then. and perhaps to draw him into a
future exercise or two. Major O'Connor is muttering dreamily
about Muscat and Oman these days. It seems he met Captain
Scott, Signal Officer of the Sultans Armed Forces, over a beer
last week, and-well, you kno·w how it is (in this Squadron
anyway).
Lieutenant Ventham, who is replacing Lieutenant Ingham, is
lapping-up ~he Lawrence of Arabia stuff.
THE
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Spotlight 011 Aden Brigade Troop
Aden Brigade Troop continue to slog along at the unspectac,ular but vital work of man::ir.g the Aeradio IS n et control,
and monitoring, ably commanded by Sergeant Woodhead. They
have to work all sorts of funny hours, and some times at some
funny jobs, but very important ones. They keep this up with
great cheerfulness and efficienc:,:, ,knowing that th~Ugh oth~
may have more glamour in tra10mg, IS Co~umcauons are
carrying real stuff. They hear the traffic passmg betw.e en ~s
Rooms when an .. Incident " occurs, and know how vital theu:
work is. Most of me Radio Operators, ap.d some of the T~e
graph Operators, do a spell in the Brigade Troop, to keep the
variety going.
And stiil, every month two or thr~ me_n are ex.changed with
544 Troop, with the Infantry Battalion m Swaziland, to stay
t here for about three months.
IS duties, desert exercises, LCTs airlifts; Ethiopia, Kenya,
Swaziland-and Aden. Never a dull moment. really.
16th BEGll\-fENT, D.F.P.O. 35
ocinl
Social high spot of the month was th~ wedding _of o:ur
D.S.O., Lieutenan<t Almonds, W.R.A.C., to Lieutenant Wmdmill,
in the Garrison Church. The guard of ~onour was formed
by officers of No. 58 "Q" Course, who are serving in B.A.0.R.
We were pleased to welcome the bride's J?afents and her
brother, Lieutenant J. H. Almonds (Royal Signals) from the
U.K.
This brings our 1966 total of W.R.A.C.. wed~gs to fourteen,
one of which resulted in husband and wife bemg on the same
shif.t in the Tape Relay Centre. The lucky pair was S!gnalman
and Private Evans. It will be a sad day for the soldier when
machines take over in our T.R.C.

WEDDING OF LIEUTENANTS WINDMILL
Left to right : Second lieutenant H. P. J. Exon, Second lieutenant
J. D. Cox, Lieutenant R. l. Windmill, Lieutenant l. Windmill
W.R.A.C. (lately lieutenant l. Almonds), lieutenant J. M. Bunyan
W.R.A.C., Second lieutenant I. J. Oddie.

Cricket Final
At the end of an excellent season's cricket, we j~st failed
to bring home the Rhine Area Shield. Let by S1gnalm~
Speakes we met H.Q., B.A.O.R., in .t he final, batrted first m
a 30-ov~ match and made 123. H.Q., B.A.0.R.'s score st?0<1
at 122 afiter 29 overs and five balls-the last ~all produced JUSt
the two they needed to win. Our _thanks •t o I.:1eut<:nant-Colonel
Pagan and 28th Regiment for kmdly standmg. m for us as
hosts when our pitch was out of use for this match.
Personalities
On 4th August, ;the F~deral German Presi_dent, Dr. Luebke,
visited British Army uruts at Hohne. Maior Foley, O.C. I
Squadron, accompanied the President's party as an _mterpr~ter
and repor.ts ;that his duties were both pleasant and mterestmg.
Keen listeners to the B.F.B.S. sports programme will have
noted .t he absence of Captain Pat Massey, O.C. l_Ui~ind~hlen
Troop, f.rorn the studio. We are pleased :to report his llll1?111ent
return, we hope not much the worse for a month _m tlie
R.A.F. Hospital, Wegburg.
2 Squadron bade a soldiers' farewell to *'eir _S.S.M., W.O:Il
Rumsey, and, with an "~·m-a1:1-right:Jack atutude, ga"'.e him
a sharply-pointed pace suck with which to har~ss the iei~urely
in his new unit. There are some who questlon ;the wisdom
of this gesture now ;that his posting has been suspended.
On the subject of Sergeant-Majors, we have. been accompanied on our cricket ~tches, by ~.S.M. H~phnes, W.R.A.C.,
our Regimental umpu:e. Its qwte a thmg .to have a lady
umpire; it adds ll:one and encourages <the use of gentlemanly
language in times of stress.
\Vork
We have only recentJy come <to grips with the SR D _13/R 231
and <tested it on a link to the U.K. We were much unpressed
and hope <that we will be · able to try it on circuit~ to Malta
and points east. Liaison visits would, we trust, be m order.
llere•s a good iclea
M.T. Troop have come up with a simple but neat idea th~t
might interest others. Painting tactical numbers on true.ks is
not rewarding so they mark the numbers on. Fablon, using a
stencil and then cut out the figures and stick them on the
truck. ' Not much to it but the result looks fine and lasts.
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VISIT OF PRESIDENT LUEBKE To:HOHNE
Left to right :-Dr. Sehrbrock, H.E. The British Ambassador, Herr

Benemann, Major Foley, The Commander in Chief, President
Luebke.

Butchers : Grocers : Game Dealers
our aim in all Depts. :-

Superb Quality
CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
(Controlled by Jacksons the Butchers Ltd.)

63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
Telephone
Established
DARLINGTON
29SS
1894
Seventy Years Satisfactory Serl'ice
I

"Wll BUY THE BEST"

DAILY DELIVERIES 1
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18th Regiment
e/o G.P.O. SINGAPORE
R.II.Q.
Dover Road Swimming Pool
Being one of the major units in the Singapore Base, the
Regiment is obliged to accept a high proportion of administrative commitments within the Base. We look after the Schools,
Churches, playing fields, a medical centre, a golf course, a
joint Royal Signals/R.E.M.E. Officers' Mess and an athletic
arena. However, one of the advantages is the responsibility
for the Dover Road Swimming Pool. Thi3 was only completed
two years ago, and is of modem design and excellent layout.
It is in constant use for twelve hours a day, every day, and
caters mainly for the large number of service families in the
Pasir Panjang area. So popular is it that one wonders what
happened before it was built.
The fact that it is ne>.."t to our barracks makes !t a very
popular location for Regimental activities, and on many evenings in each month when the pool closes for general use, it
is taken over for a party, a barbecue, or a club social evening.
This is done both by members of the Regiment and by other
units.
This is by way of an introduction, for this pool is the scene
of action for two of our articles.
Regimental Swinuning Gala
In the blazing heat of Thursday, 28th July, the Regiment
held a swimming gala, at Dover Road Swimming Pool. The
day started at 11.00 hours (earlier for S.S.M., 1 Squadron, and
his fatigue party, who erected the usual comforts of tentage and
bars).
The gala was held with three aims in view, firstly to decide
the Regimental Swimming Championships between H.Q., 1,
2, 3, 237 and 249 Squadrons; secondly, the swimming event for
rli.is quarter's Inter-Squadron Competition between H .Q., 1,
2, and 3 Squadron; and, th.irdly, to find the Regimental Team
to compete in the Singapore Area Swimming Championships.
The final result of the day was a convincing win for 1
Squadron, in both the Championship and the Inter-Squadron
Competition.
Another aim of the day was to have a Regimental occasion
on which all members and their families could take part, and
to this end there were children's, ladies' and novelty races,
and also a special event staged by the FARELF Sub Aqua Club,
who demonstrated the do's and dont's of sub aqua diving.
Major Sumner gave a commentary on the event, which ended
with him being pushed in and re-emerging after several minutes
with a delightful lady from the bottom of the pool, both dressed
in sub aqua kit.
The day ended with a prizegiving at which the Commanding
Officer's wife, Mrs. R. W. Millo, made the presentations.
Triangular Swbnming ~hampionshJps
The Triangular Swimming Championships took place at the
pool on 23fd August. Teams were entered by 18th Regiment,
19th Regiment and the attached Squadrons, consisting of 249
After
Squadron (FARELF) and 237 Squadron (Comeau).
much effort by each member of the team, 18th Regiment won
the Championship by a narrow margin from 19th Regiment.
After two events, whilst relaxing m the kiddies' pool, Corporal
Black (3 Squadron) was heard to remark " I wish they had
let me enter for all events I" or words to that effect.
The prizes were presented at the end of the contest by
Mrs. A. D. Brindley, wife of our C.S.O.
Water Polo
The recently-formed water polo team of 18th Regiment
had its first major success when it beat 19th Regiment by
three goals to two. Goals were scored for 18th by LanceCorporal Thomas and Signalman Ramazal.
At the end of the month 19th Regiment will be looking for
revenge in the Singapore Area Championships, but the majority
of our team has been in stricr training under their task-master,
Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.) "Jungle" Rayner, so everyone is
hoping for a repeat success.

II.Q. SQUADRON
L.S. and G.C. for R.Q.~l.S. Hadfield
We have done it at last-we have our own Regimental Medical
Officer. We bid welcome to Captain Tom Connelly, R.A.M.C.,
a broth of an Irishman. It is noticeable that in his short time
here, so far, the number of soldiers reporting sick have dropped
(he puts them on a diet) whilst the number of families have
increased-" Oh, he's a wonderful doctor."
Also during the month, our R.Q.M.S., W.O.II Ken Hadfield,
received his Long Service and Good Conduct Medal from
the Commanding Officer before the Regiment on parade. The
award was celebrated in the usual manner jn the Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess afterwards.
R.Q.M.S. Hadfield joined the Corps in June, 1948, becoming
first a Despatch Rider and later a Lineman. He has served
in B.A.O.R., Hong Kong and Berlin, apart from his present
tour in Singapore and others in the U.K. He is a very keen
sportsman and has more than proved his worth on many
occasions as a coach to our younger sportsmen.
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To the strains of music provided by " The Royalles," under
the watchful eye of W.O.II Stevelman, we held a very successful Bar B Q at the Dover Road Swimming Pool. The attendance of the Squadron was greatly improved by the fact that
our W.R.A.C. girls showed what great sports they can be
by giving us the support that they did.
The evening was further helped along by the appearance of
the Singapore Swimming Club, who gave a display of formation swimming.
As mentioned earlier, we gained first place in the Regimental
Swimming Gala. Congratulations to Staff Sergeant (Y. of S.)
Travers and the team. (Nice to know that the hour in the
mornings was used for training).

2 SQUADRON
Farewell to lUajor J. Ridge
After twenty-<>ne years' service with the Corps, Major John
Ridge retired recently to seek his fortune in civilian iife. He
has spent many years serving with Gurkha Signals in the Far
East. However, for the last year he commanded 2 Squadron
of this Regiment. His departure did not go unmarked, as
the following contribution from the "Line Squadron" testifies:
On Saturday, 16th July, the Squadron held a farewell party
at Meiktila Barracks NAAFI to bid bon voyage to Major and
Mrs. J. Ridge:
During the earlier part of the evening it had been rumoured
that the O.C. would appear in local dress, and suxe enough,
at about 2r.30 hours he was carried in on a chair (which had
been specially made by the Squadron) dressed in a very smart
sarong, baju and songkok.
All those at the party stopped to take part ill the singing
and dancing around the chair bearers. The 0.C. was then
lowered ·tO the ground to receive, from the S.S.M. (W.O.II
Cleaver), a small gift as an appreciation from the Squadron
for all that he had done during his term of office. After a
short speech, Mrs. J. Ridge was given a parting gift as well.
Major Ridge was then carried away to the rousing cheers of
all those present.
Then it was back to. the beer and dancing, which carried on
until way after midnight.
All that is left for me to say "God-Speed" to Major and
Mrs. Ridge in civilian life.
3 SQUADRON
Farewell to ~fajor Allan
Major G. M. Allan retired on 29th August after twentyseven years' service. Together with his family, he has emigrated to Auckland, New Zealand, and now plans to start a
new career in commercial engineering.
Major Allan was posted to 263 Squadron, as the Signal
Training Centre, FARELF, was then designated, in November,
1964. The Training Centre lost its independence in February,
1966, and Major Allan had the tricky task of marrying the
Squadron to 18th Regiment. The "honeymoon" was short,
and the problems set by the alliance legion. However, by com-
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early 1948, when he joined the cadre of H.M.S. St. Vincent, a
boys' training establishment in the U.K. He was demobilised
in S ptember, 1949, and immediately joined the Army, becoming
a carpenter and joiner.
He lacer held the trades of D.R.
and S coreman T echnical. H e became a Sergeant in 1953 and
served in Korea with l st Commonwealth Divisional Signal
Regiment, 1954-55. H e then served in B.A.O.R. with the
6th Armoured D ivisional Signal Regiment, becoming Acting
Sta.ff Sergeant in 1957· It was not until 1961 that he became
a Sub tantive Sta.ff Sergeant, while serving in 1 T.R. at
Catterick. H is las t appointment was in
orway, where he
spent nearly five years at H .Q., Allied Forces, Northern
EuIOpe as Acting, and later Substantive, W.O.II.
During
this time he was in charge of signal supplies, being responsible
fo r procurement and local purchase of spares for N.A.T.0.
equipment.
H e is mar ried, with three children, all girls.
He is now serving as S.S.M. of 244 Signal Squadron (Air
Support).

U ' eathe r D epa r tme n t D efeated
T he Round Games D epartment aomrived co assign us a
range for annual classification on August Bank Holiday, so
we took our Bank Holiday weekend a week early; this worked
out well, becau se we had splendid weather on our own holiday
while the proper holiday weekend was ra ther du ll.

30th Regiment
DLAXDFOBD CA.HP
Swan Song
E .F.C. writes:
After the hectic period ending with the Mallard Conference
and visits of the Master of Signals and the Members of the
Court of D yers, Augusc has been very quiet, being the time for
a spell of block leave. Some confusion also reigned, resulting
from some officers wearing several " hats," thus mystifying
both telephone exchange operators and other officers.
Welcome to Major J. A. H. K. Findlater, our long-awaited
new Second-in-Command, and two other new arrivals, Captains
C. J . Crow and M. J. Ford.
O ur Command ing .Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel H. E . Roper
is due to leave us in October for the dizzy heights of the
Ministry of D efence; rumour bas ic that he is now househun ting in the London area. His relief, Lieutenant-Colonel
R. H. G ilbertson is soon to join us.
640

Troop

Poole W e ek

Sergeant Nutte r (640 Signal Troo p) w it h
Serce•nt Bue the I SCLI Rad io Sergeant.
Ser1eant Nutter is i./c. the Royal Sig nals
detachmen t with I S.C.L.I in Aden
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As usual, we provided a
detachment of operators to
control and patrol with the
rescue boats.
Corporal Jones writes :
As soon as the list of
names was published on
T roop Orders, those of us
concerned began to read 621
Troop (Ship's) WIRE noces
to familiarise ourselves with
the language we would be
expxced to know.
F or the fuse few days, ·the
largest thing we towed back
was Sergeanc Walker's catch
of fish ! Our detachment
commander's luck ~he had
the nerve to call ic skill)
stayed with him all week,
buc meanwhile the rest of us
were in business ac last.
M essages flashed tQ and fro
about dis-masced Fireflies,
capsized E nterprises and the
lucky few who got stuck on
the mud.
Our favourite

quote was : " There is an Enterprise capsized with the mast
stuck in the mud. See if he needs your assistance."-He did!
The Regiment had entered one boat, crewed by our R.S.M.,
W.O.I Bailey and Staff Sergeant Kitchen. Our congratulations
go to them as they came about half way down che lisc of competitors, and this ·was a national championship. Well done!
On the last day one of the rescue boats towed a Firefly from
Brownsea Island back to the Parksrone Yacht C lub and just as
the Firefly was cast off a mooring rope contrived to wrap itself
many times round ·the rescue boac's propeller and shaft. I t could
not be freed by means of a boac hook so the skipper said
plaintively: "Well, I'll just have to go over rhe side," and
looked meaningly at the operator. The lacter took the hint and
plunged into 't he water which felt about -20 °C. I'm still
skippering I
Unfortunately that's all there is to tell. We're very sorry, but
no one fell overboard, or was seasick, or capsized a boat or
anything. Oh! yes, the nautical language? "Well, operator,
if you et up shop in the back right-hand side, it will give me
plenty of room to drive . . . "

~-~ -

With a pologies t o a certain wellknown Arm y recruiting
a d vertisement

SPOT

I Squadron
E .G .D . writes:
3rst August was the occasion of yet another h ighly successful
farewell party given by l (Trials) Squadron. T h e guests on t his
occasion were W.O .II (F. of S.) W alker on promo tion to W .O.I
and posting to Northern F rance and W.O.II (F . of S.) Kimber
on posting co COMCAN H ong K ong. Our best wishes for the
fut ure go to both.
D eparture of Squadron personnel has been so frequen t of
late ·thac in keeping wich the besc trad itions a commictee has
been formed to d eal with the organ isation of far ewell gatherings.
I t is ru moured that its C hairman (W.O.II H owes) has friends
in Records.
Cor1•s .H ohile Display Q uicksilver
C.W.A. writes :
The r966 KAPE tour of Scottish Command commenced with
an Army Show in Dundee- on the r7ch June and the Corps display th en took part in shows in F alkirk, Glasgow and H awick
where the Scoctish tour ended on the roth July.
The tour was successful from a recruiting point of view and
many enquiries were passed on to s taffs ac the Army C areers
Information Offices for follow-up action.
At each location the team was visited by the Chief Signal
Officer Scottish Command and m embers of his staff and their
inte rest did much to encourage the .team to go all out for recruits
to the Army and the Corps in particular.
Sto1• Press
The Ge n e ral' s Challe n ge S wimming Rac e 1966
T •his event took place off shore at Eastn ey, Portsmouth, on
7th September. The distance was 560 yards, starting from a
pon toon moored to an L .C.T., along to a buoy and back to
the starting point. Signalman J. E. Wilson, 19 years of age,
4 (Bruin) Squadron, is to be congratulated on finishing 7th out
of a field of 41 swimmers, which included Army and Royal
Marine personnel.
This is quite an achievement, as the first six swimmers
included Army champions and Sergeant Fox, R.E.M.E., the
" professional " National Pentathlon athlete.
Signalman W ilson alread y appeared in the September 1965
issue of THE WIRE for doing extremely well in Army and county
swimming events.
THE
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28th Regiment
Look at Life
No 10

W e extend ' W e l eo1nes ' and s a y ' Fare w e lls '
Welcome back .to Corporal Rawdon from the wilds of Africa
and to our n ew arrivals, Staff Sergean t Young, Sergeant Jones,
Corporals Cole, W ells, Botfish, Greenwell, Portell', LanceCorporal Wiseman and Signalman Palmer.
Farewell to the foll owing posted from the T roop : Sergeant
Gallagher to A.A S. H arrogate, Corporal Sharman to Aden,
Corporal M uxworthy to J un ior L eaders Regimen t, Corpor al
Puttock to 22nd Regiment, Lan ce-Corporal Allison to 49th
Light Regiment R.A., Lance~Corporal Brown to G an I sland
and L ance-Corporal Raynor to " Civvy Street" after over six
years in Blandford and in 640 Troop since its beginning in
r962. O ur best wishes Corporal R aynor, and thank you.
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CORPORAL
What sort of a man is a Corporal
- a Corporal in a modem Signal
Regiment? Who is the Franciscan
in a NATO Regiment?

WIDCHISTHE CORPORAL? ALL EXCEPT ONE -

AND HE SOON WILL BE!

(HERE IS THE KEY)

1

COLLINSON : TG, TECH II, A CE I,
MP C II • Regimental soccer stalwart ,
captain ~f Rhine A rea Socce r Tea m ,
r epresentati v e of the Army Tea.m in
BAOR and captained the Regimenta l
Soccer tea m t o win the RHINE A rea Cup.
Outwa rd Bound Cours e in Norway
Joined the A rm y on 11 July 1963 an
promoted Corporal 25th May 1965.

r------------·- -1
I

I
J I

2

SHEPHE RD : COMCEN, OP I, A C Ji' D,
MPC I · Good operator ; keen cycbs t toured t o the source of the DANUBE in
Regimental F RANCYCLIST ; Ex Boy ;
s tarted M a n Service 31 s t May 1958, Promote d C orpora l 1s t September 1964.

3

LEE : CLERK TECH 11, ACE III, nt present
on MPC IIJ/ll ; keen on soccer and swlmm.ing • not yet promoted but expected to
do we'll on MPC and should very shortly
reach NCO status.

4

PAYNE I E. TECH D, MPC I; Plays
cricket at troop level ; interested In
amateur photography ;
Joined Army
27th Au gust 1962 and promoted Corporal
on 9th Augu st 1963.

II
I

III
r
I

1

5

Today's modem army requires active young N.C.O.s J
with leadership and person- I
ality. And to be a FRAN- J 6
CISCAN needs fitness and I
versatility. All these photo- I
graphs are of men who have
these qualities. And All are I
7
corporals except one. He I
will soon be because he has 1
just passed his Mill.tary p ro- l
ficiency course.

j

J

lL_......, _______ . . ,. ___ _

DAVIBS : L. TECH D, ACE I, MPC I ;
E x Boy ; K een tennis player ; Takes an
Interes t In l anguages since coming to
BAOR · joined man's ser vice 12th eptember' 1956, Prom p ted Corp oral on 20th
April 1964.
ROBERTS : CLERK I, ACE II, M~C I,
ex-Territorial A rm y. Play b admtnton
and squa sh ; O rderly Room Corporal w~o
h a s recently s u cces fu lly completed hi
Cla ss I Course ; Joined Army 13th March
1963 P romoted Corporal 26th ovembcr
1964'. Spent six mon ths on Uni ~d Natlon
duty in CYPR US .
FITCH : LMN D , A CE D, MPC I, A P T J.
Judo basketball coach , keen motorist,
ralli~s e tc., Joined A rmy 17th May 1960,
Promoted Corporal 24th O ctober 1962.
STOP PRESS : We were right a bout
Signalman LEE . He p assed out top on
his MPC course a n d h a
now b een
appointed Lance Corporal.

.JOINT CO~DIUNICATIONS UNIT (BORNEO)
latest-and
.
in The
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The new Admin ·
· Ar
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Boulton. The other was ruined b W 0 II (
who caught a large ugly beast ei:-1 in.
F. of S) Dixon
other competitors with very little .,
'-ope
Y o f success.
llhe day which left

W

Kluabnlu Expedition
This unit has yet again
d
. .
Kinabalu (I3A4Sft).
ma e a P11grunage up Mount
to 1;.is JW::e) rhS party consisted of Oiptain Hunt (no relation
irlm o n,..', ergeant (Sherpah) Hanke, Corporal Buchanan
'
igna en viark Kearney and Penfold
The
ty
· ed
·
by Cap~ Hurv1". ' in spite .of an excellent soup concocted
·
. m. Unt IQ a mounram but at four in t:h
The mgred1ents included a gallon of water mixede :ornmg.

s·

CAFSO BRANCH, MmDLE EAST COMlUAND
We say 'Hello•
Having read with interest the
h
.
members of the Corps we decided t~ce~t ap~enmgs of other
in the Corps M
.
d
t It was ttme we appeared
our good inren~:~~ne an include a photograph as evidence of

Fishing

The Branch has in recent mo th
d
.
changes. As regards ORs it ha: ~ un ergone a series of staff
!· Jones was replaced as Clerk T~ Ir'b cent; Sergeanr
IQ February
May sa
h
.
ca Y ergeant H. Cole
from Oitteri~k as reph'ce~:n:r£~;aic~fpo~Pt~ J._ Mc~ahon
moved to the greener pastures of 24th R .,
avm Ww o ~as
borh Corporal Clavin and his fa il
ll . eg1~ent.
e wish
ings; as a Yorkshireman he w7Ji y w~
their new surroundOur draughtsman, Lance-CorporalnB
'S°{'J settle; down.
for an eagerly awaited return to c· ·Ji n s, I ,t ~s m June
wel~omed Signalman P. Worth e~~BaX
his place we
beginnmg of August we hope td see o~r· . .
urther at the
Ireland, from 22 6 Squadron.
new T.O.T., Oipt. J.

Twtho fishing competitions have been held during th 1
e ast
mon ' one from boats and the other from the
shore-based competition was won by Staff SergeS:~(F." of~.)

Our numbers are smnll-hut
ambitions
we hnve sporting

*~~~~~~~~a~a!~u~tfe~feb~i~::e s~s~n~n~~~~~thex~~

sta::°~~fonm~ngd
rhS1egnmsela;man Kearnlney hardly paused for
'
ves to o y one pull f th · ·
at each smoke break.
o
eu cigarettes
As I write, yer another par.ty, led by Flight-Lieutenant L
J. Larkwonhy, should be bartlmg its way towards t:he summit:

:%°[:_

peS

1

bt
11ru

OR F

ca~h~r~1:ir0~~be::i(;r j~~titifth
are)somewbat curtailed be0
flag. The S.O II Ma.
e~ we d~ .trY to show the
the activities of the £.3r ~ B._ Robins, part1c1pates keenly in

McMahon and Worth en • e~1~s Yacht Club wh1lst Messrs.
over a 'difficult' patdre 1:si1st1fg 222 ~quad~on cricket team

~~di~iua~n

206 S(tUADBON, B.F.P.O. 17
The slight pause during August in the year's activity enables
the lucky few to get some leave and also allows us to get
ourselves back into pr.int.

The Corps most senior FV 432 Driver
In company with several other units in B.A.O.R. we were
privileged to welcome the Representative Colonel Commandant
and Mrs. Stoneley. During this visit Mrs. Stoneley found time
to visit some soldiers' wives in tti.eir quarters and Brigadier
St.oneley saw the Squadron at work. " J " Troop demonstrated
a race t.o complete a circuit between radio relay detachments and
line detachments~this was declared an honourable draw, and
"A" Troop showed the Brigadier a typical C.P. in the field.
During this the Colonel Commandant was introduced to the
idea of signals using tracked vehicles and accepted with alacrity
an offer to drive an FV 432 and must therefore rate as the
Corps most senior FV 432 driver. .M.T. Troop were able t.o
demonstrate the closing stages of the vehicle part of our annual
U.E.1.-the final report seems to show that that little battle
can count as a victory for the Squadron.
Personalities
We still proudly retain out polygot mixture of cap badges
t.o which has recently been increased by Colour Sergeant Bircher
of I Foresters. Major A. P. Baker found time during Exercise
"'Full House" to slip away to Canada and handed over the
reins to Major J. A. Baker-thereby causing considerable
confusion.
We have had -so many moves recently that it would be
impossible to recount them all. Our present compliment of
Royal Signals personnel includes Oiptains Mackinlay and
Maynard, Lieutenant Windmill and Second-Lieutenant Green.
We are delighted to have as our new R;S.M., W.O.I Stevenson,

0

~o~~titi~n ~r:;f~fnt a c~~~bi!

~:th'::tJ; ~~~et~!~ ~gie~o~~:~j~;:~a~~:~~! =~~ ~~~~~

216 PARACHUTE SQUADRON, ALDERSUOT
The Squadron imnget
Ex-members of the Squadron will be glad to see that, with
the approval of the S.0.-in-C., it has at last been made possible
to change the title of the Unit to the above. Coupled with this
is the production, after nearly ten years of proposal and counterproposa1, of a Squadron tie, now on sale. A separate notice
has already appeared elsewhere concerning design and cost.
Should anyone have missed it, a cheque or postal order (n/3d.
only) forwarded to the PRI will get you a tie, provided rhat
you can furnish details of when and where you served wirh
Airborne Signals.
Overseas
Alas! In keeping w~th .the British Empire. our commitments
overseas seems to sbr.i nk daily. From a picture nine months ago
when over one-third of the Squadron was engaged in overseas
activities to a picture today when, with the rewm of Corporal
Davis and his detachment from Borneo, our commitments are
reduced at present .to Bahrein only. Only a few days ago the
Patrol Company of I Para with a Squadron detachment
including Lieutenant Swainson and Corporal Kennington, found
themselves without an operation. For various reasons, probably
largely political, the Company will not now go to Borneo. After
all their intensive training this is rather sad. Bahrein will cease
to be a parachutists' commitment after February. With some
impatience all ranks from the Squadron Commander downwards anxiously examine the world hot spots daily-hoping!
Never mind, our turn will soon come again.

Back Row-Left to Righ t
Sergeant H. Cole, Signalman J. Ryder, Miss J. MacQuee M
McGu
s· I
n, rs. M.
rn, rgna man P. Worth, Corporal J. McMahon
W.0.11 Peat in action

Front Row-Left to Right
Lieutenant-Colonel M. D. Scott, Group Captain A. Boon ham, O.B.E.,
R.A.F., Major N. B. Robins
THE

whom we welcome and congratulate on his promotion. R.Q.M.S.
Cowe is still with us having been Acting/Q.M. and Acting/
R.S.M. for two months. W.O.Il (F. of S.) Bro:lkes having
achieved an "excellent" in the U.E.I. continues to reign supreme
in T.M. Troop. Staff Sergeant Kilburn, posted from training
recruits in IIth Regiment, missed this year's U.E.I.-but he
won't the next. Several of the other personalities of the Squadron
are away looking for sunshine but will have returned to the fold
in time for the arrival of the Brigade training period in Soltau
next month.

1

to a fishing

and wep hopeb~ a.r;:~~ ;~~ t~:S~it ~;goti;-rions a.re in progre~s
contest goes our way we may even exte~d ~~~billue. If this
R.A.F. and although completely outnumbered b thenge to the
not overawed at the prospect.
Y em we are
Whilst Aden can at times beco
r tl
.
?f secur·i ty restrictio~s it is fa~ to sa1;~~t ~~e ti:~~f becabusef
mteresr to occupy off duty f
F" 11
muc o

The new administrative area.

The Representative Colonel Commandant at the helm of a F.V.432
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lnitlntive
Meanwhile, Lieutenant Eastburn and Corporal Mandy's detachment in Bahrein remains in good spirits. Two of the wives,
Mrs. Mandy and Mrs. Moir, managed .to join their husbands out there for a short time; liked it so much that they
decided to collect families return to Bahrein and without
allowances. share a flat and expenses. Congratulations to two
wives who show .true Airborne initiative.
THE
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~lovements-all

ranks
Lj.eutenant Eastburn returned from Bahrein at the beginning of October, to be relieved by Lieutenant Woodhouse.
Lieutenant Eastburn, all too soon, bas completed his tour with
the Squadron and moves to Catrerick to attend the inevitable
course. Captain Williams has just removed his red beret and
replaced it with what is sometimes referred to as a " tableclorh "; he assumes command of the T.O.S. Squadron; many
congratulations on
winning' an independent command.
Lieutenant Robbins, fresh from his studiC1i at Shrivenham, has
just completed his ' P ' Company course at Abingdon and
has arrived in the Squadron with his brand new degree, brand
new wings, and a bright red beret, to assume command of
Communication Troop. We forgot to mention in our last
notC1i that that holder of a well-worn S.A.S. beret and red
beret, Sergeant Roll ings, has now left our ranks for the Commonwealth Squadron in Malaysia, where we hope that be will
enjoy himself.
S11m1ner Cnntp 1966
A camp overseas was not possible. and therefore, to ensure that not only was the maximum military training carried
out, but that the Squadron was ' seen' by the. Corpsl it was
decided to go to Cattenck. (If the mountain won t move
to Mohammed . . . ! ). A camp was established at Wathgill.
Facilities were not ideal, but they were adequate, and it took
the Squadron little rime to organise itself.
The military training includ~ all aspec~s of Infantry t!a.ining, map-reading by day and night, marching, weapon tramlQg
and minor tactics. All fired the L.M.G., S.L.R. and 9 mm.
pistol, all threw several hand grenades, energa grenades, and a
limited number fired the GPMG. All. less a very small number,
were able to carry out field firing with secti.on~ in the attack.
Internal security was not forgotten, and this included a day
of demonstrations and rehearsals of drills, followed by a
short exercise the following day.
A deserted segm~nt of
Catterick wired off for Civil Defence exercises, was used as
the setti~g for the exercise, which involved outside the training area, an ambush and sweep, followed by a cordon and

search of the village, which had now assumed .the name of
"Dukeville," and was defended in a very sly manner by some
well-worn terrorists. It would be invidious {0 mention the
ranks of These individuals because their identities would immediately be recognised, but such names as Woodhouse, Duke,
Green, Jackson (of the moustache), Schaeffer (Parachure Regiment attached) were heard whispered.
Since nearly every
building had been booby-trapped not only did the whole scene
at times assume the appearance of Dantes Inferno, but the
language at times was indescribable. A lot of valuable lessons
were Ieamt by all concerned.
To show the Squadron to the Corps, a balloon cage was
organised at R.A.F., Carterick, and the majority of the Squadron were able to make two, three or more jumps, including
a night jump. Two who will not forget the night jump were
Corporal Shearer and Corporal MacDonald who volunteered
to jump at 500 feet when the balloon cage winch jammed for
the third time.

Twelve miles in two hours six minutes
All runs and marches finished in camp centre or in the
camp area. There were some fairly wide eyes at the condition
of the Squadron as it finished a fairly gruelling twelve-mile
endurance march in a good time of two hours and six minutes,
the pace being set by r,he leading section commander. Corporal
Zimmer and me Squadron Commander. The voice behind
tlhe Squadron Commander was that of the Chief Clerk, Staff
Sergeant Studd !
It is hoped that the Squadron made some good friends in
Catterick. It is suspected that at times .the friendship was
stretched a lit·tle bit, but the hospitality of the Regiments
to their "brothers of the red beret" was much appreciated.
Noted in passing
Glencoe-more Adventure Training carried out by SecondLieutenant McLean, Signalmen Grace, Demaine and Belleven Bell, a normally phlegmatic individual, was heard to say
that it was great.
Athlecics.-Third in the Parachute Brigade, District and
Southern Command (second equal up to the very last event)
Championships. The other two units finished first and second
in the Army Final! Particularly fine performances throughout
by Corporal Cheney. Signalmen Stallard, Grace and Evans.
Parachute Brigade Weapons W eek.-Squadron team only
eighth out of thirty-three teams in the new march and shoot
by day and night battle competition.
Second-Lieutenant
McLean, Sergeant Brown, Corporals Zimmer, Tidiman and
Boland were in command of the platoon and individual
sections. Only one practice on the range and over the assault
course had been possible.
Bisley.-Many congratulations to Second-Lieutenant McLean
on winning the Army Y.0.s' Cup for 1966, a remarkably fine
performance.
Swimming.-Lieutenant Woodhouse and Corporal MacDonald have again represented the Army at swimming and
water polo.
Quarters.-Autumn, I966, brings with it welcome news for
all potential married men. At long last nearly every married
family in the Squadron has been placed in a new quarter.

543 TROOP (INF DN) Affi PORTABLE
c/o G.P.O., i\IALACCA, lUALAYSIA
I have no doubt that many members of the Corps will say,
"Who the heck are 543?"
To forestall the flood of queries here is a brief history.
The Troop was formed in March I964 to provide the administration and command links from the Ist Bn. Royal New Zealand
Infantry Regiment to Brigade, to maintain and repair the
Battalion radio equipment.
Barely had the Troops settled in before they had their first
taste of " life in the bush " with the Pontian and Labis landings
in September I964. For the next three months they acquitted
themselves well, returning to camp in early December.
It wasn't long before they were on the move again. From
May-October, 1965, was spent on operations in the Simanggang
area; we like to think that the Troop contributed in no small
manner to the success of these operations.
April of this year saw us packed and en route for a second
tour in Borneo, much to the envy of our friends in 208 Squadron
and the dismay of wives of married members of the Troop.

Sig Clayton -

Camping Benghazi Style

Sailing in Benghazi Harbour

245 SIGNAL SQUADRON (CYRENAICA)
543 SIGNAL TROOP
Just to show that the Troop is alive and kicking Corporal John Waring and
11
Signalman Scouse '' Goddard do a bit of weight lifting. The troop is attached
to I R.N . Z.1.R., at BFPO 628, Kuching. Sarawak, Malaysia. Sergeant F. Atkins
is i/c. We hope to publish more in a later Wire

Sergeant Frank Atkins is at present in the "hot seat," having
joined us from the Depot Regiment earlier this year after a
period of giving fatherly advice to our recruits. It is rumoured
that he plans to improve our standard of bending the knee if
ever we are in one place long enough.
Corporal Jack Myers returned from a week of "Rest and
Recuperation " in Kuching where he set several new records
and amazed me local maidens, if reports are to be believed. He
wishes to state quite categorically that he has not applied for a
further week.
Liverpool supplies one-third of our strength "with Corporal
Williams and Signalman Sixsmith, operators,~· and' Signalman
Goddard one of our technicians. Other members of me Troop
are Lance-Corporal " Sleepy " Burgess, technician; you may
draw your own conclusions as to how he got a nickname like
that; ~l'poral John Waring, our E .D., and Signalmen Jory
MacN1ell and Pilch, operators. After .ten days with one of the
forward Companys, Pilch was heard to say, " It's not an
operator they want our there, it's a ruddy mule that knows
phonetic alphabet."
In the s.I?Orting sphere Signalmen Pilch and Goddard upheld
the reputation of the Corps, reaching ·the final of the Battalion
Badminton Championships. They were narrowly beaten but it
was not before the final point that members of the Battalion
could br:eathe easily again-a very creditable performance.
The sight of Sergeant Atkins and Corporal Waring doing a
spot of weight training is not " and they say," though there
seems to be some doubt about it, that they no longer ache quite
so much the following morning.
During the last two years many friends have been made with
the ~wis and "".e have been introduced to the mysteries of ·the
trad1t1onal Hangi. After the last tour we presented them with
a Corps Shield which now hangs in their Sergeants' Mess.
R.S .M. Morgan accepted the gift on behalf of the Battalion
and presented a regimental plaque to each member of .t he Troop.
With the ending of confrontation we look forward to a spot
of leave and a chance to tell our war stories over a quiet beer.
KIA ORA KOTO KA TOA.

The best of luck to these !
The Squadron has had a v~ry full .progr~mme during the past
two months with exercises, mmor urut proieots, sport and Corps
Week. Regretably the majority of the Squadron have completed their .three-year tour, and we have had to lost a number
of staunch supporters.
We pal'ticularly wish Sergeant Heaney
of Radio Troop, Corporal Cheston of M.T. Troop, tnd the
many others all the very bes·t and good luck for rhe future.
Radio Troop welcomes Sergeant Chapman and Corpo:aJ
Peebles, who since .their arrival in early June/July, toge~er with
the re&t of ·the troop have been constantly out on exercise. Th~
majority of the exercises have ~aken p~ace betweer;i Beng~az1
and Tobruk, a distance of 310 mile~, actrng as rear link stations
for the units training in North Africa.
• •• well adapted to living comfortably
The R.A.F. at El Adem have been our ho!Yts on a number of
occasions, though the majority of exercises are confined to the

Here, shaped and sewn from luxury Viyella f ?r Gieves,
big-checked, red/tan/grey/olive, blue/tan/grey/olive, green/
tan/grey/olive, all on cream ground, with attached collar,
single-button cuff. Sizes 14f- 17l, normal or long sleeve,
69/6
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Corps Diaries 1967
U.K.

Ex-U.K.

Refills for wallets
3/9
3/Leather bound diaries
5/6
4/3
Plus postage: I diary 6d., 2 diaries 9d., 3 diaries Is., 4 diaries
Is. 3d., 5. di~ries Is. 6d., 6/7 diaries Is. 9d., 8/ 14 diaries 2s.,
over I 4 d1anes 2s. 6d.
Please order early as demands are heavy.
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Co..-ps u ·eek was ..-eally so01etbing •••
Corps Week celebrations were a great success with a barbecue
picnic and late night film show at Quarry Be~ch. An exce!.Jent
all ranks dance, W.O. and Sergeants' cocktail party, an~ mter
Squadron cricket match ending wirh a Squadron social and
church service, re-broadcast on FB.S.
.
.
Congratulations to Signalmon and Mrs. R eid on the birth
of their daughter Janette Gordon.

The leisure
checl{ shirt

10 ... •""' Jl\llTN°"'I~
-..1uOOVl'tl •.....,I

Corps diaries for 1967 are available from Association H.Q.,
Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London, S.W.3 Diaries are
similar to last year's and prices are as follows : -

training areas. The Troop is very well adapted to living comfortably when time allows, and our photo shows the use of
civilian .type tents.
The Squadron Water Polo team is taking shape, though we
could do with some early morning •training. To date the team
has only been beaten by the B.M.H., our rivals last year. Water
ski-ing has taken a hold on the Squadron, and for the benefit
of old Squadron members it will be of interest to no~e that both
Signalman ·Hamilton and Watford are now proficient at the
sport.

Giev~.§

Appointed Tailors and Outfitters to the Royal Signals
I HIGH STREET, CAMBERLEY
Tel: 3659
27 OLD BOND STREET, W.1
Tel: Hyde Park 2276/9
Soutliamp1011
Ed/11 b11 rglr
Plymouth
Chatham
Weymouth
Chesttr
Brockmliurst
Bath
Harrow
Dartmouth
Cra11we/l
Wi11clies1er
Malta
Cambridge (A. G. Almond)
Lo11do11derry
Gibraltar
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253 Squadron make the most of their opportunities
No lack
~ :~

262 SQUADRON (CYPRUS), D.F.P.O. a3
AspiriJ1g Anthers
We are fortunate in our Squadron in possessing a number
of aspiring authors. Conseqeuntly it merely requires a small
reminder, such as "or else" and the verbage flows like the
"gentle rain," as the Bard would say. Here, then, is the
current " puddle " from firstly, S.Q.M.S. Speight, who writes
on matters culinary, outdoor.
August, the height of the summer, saw two Squadron beach
outings. One for families and the other for the single memb~rs
of the Squadron.

1

of
Activity

A l.U emorublc Day
The first outing took place on Wednesday, 17th August,
at McKenzie Beach, Larnaca, and was an instanc success. A
beer and soft drinks bar was provided, with Signalmen Wills
and Lyons as extremely capable barmen-cum bookkeepers, while
the catering side of the day was supervised by Captain Loudoun,
Staff Sergeant Speight, Co.r·poral Aldred and Lance-Corporal
Walker. This, for some, was the highlight of the day, with
food being produced in vast quantities by a team of strictly
ama teur chefs clutching chip-pans in one hand and Tennents
tins in the other. Squadron Headquarters and Signal Centre
Troop once again proved their supremacy by trouncing Field
Troop in ~he tug-of-war by virtue of superior intellect, superior
strength and more men. A children's sand castle competition,
children's races, a mothers' race, and a large bag of sweets
helped to make this a memorable day for all.

tt

1n

Hong
Kong!
I.

SQUADRON

OUTING :

a pomt en-route for the beach. 2 . Signalman Newton , Mrs. Amery, Mrs. Newton,
Corporal Cowley and Mrs. Cowley.

3. ADVENTURE TRAINING :
(front)
Signalmen Moy Fook Sang:, Farmer and
Poon Kwok Wai . (Centre) Signalman
Dawson,
lance-corporals
Mclree
and
Clarke. (Rear) the O .C ., Major J. H. Hild
and Sergeant Donovan.

-4 •• U.G . CABLE PROJECT:
Sergeant
Mortimore supervises digging-up to Sha To
Kok 0 . P. The slope is I in 2 up much of the
hillside.
S. ADVENTURE TRAINING :
(Rear)
Lance-corporal Wiggs, Signalman Newton
and Lance-corporal Clarke. (Front) Signalmen Brown and Peters Plus one snake of
unknown species.

0

Annual Camp
D.J.F. writes· During th la
of the Squadr~ (the other e st two w~eks of July 95 per cent
attended
. .
5 per cent bemg too old or too clever)
a mllllmum of four days at Ca
.
.
the New Territories under "' Co
,, mp .0 .Ut m the. wilds of
event is designed to
sh.if
mpo cond1t1ons. This annual
workers out into the ~;n f~r w;:f~::y' oaffidce wdorkers and. n_onn a venture trammg.

" Severe tropic~ stor~ Ora " cast her wet, gloomy smile ov.er
thbel Colony durmg this period but fortunately the Camp was
a e to go on.
h After an approach march across the hills, sections sorted
t emsc;lves out-blistered and non-blistered-and settled in
A hill walk was first ~n the programme. After ensurin that
~ :vere conversant with "map reading" and "first g aid "
the<:_tions were ordered to work out their own route and make
e!I 'fay to the :Pe3;k of "Pyramid Hill " at a height of approx
r,700 eet. Al:1 attamed the objective, but it was later learned
~t °f!e
found the nearest local boy inhabitant and
boefr a di: 0 . $I.<?O (r~. 3d.) were guided almost to t:h~ cop
ore isp~smg with his services I
Weapon training and PT we
·· d
d ·
each afternoon included
. re .carnboe o~t a1ly and. recreation
Th
swunmmg,
atmg and a little water
k. ·
!iii-mg. . <: bar sales were high and a games evening to which
were mvit~ swelled the profits.
~ the last mght Exercise "'Seven Up " (where there's action)
too place. It SOO? became quite apparent that movin alon
IX>?rIY defi,?ed tr3lls through densely vegetated areas
no~
qbuitethour cup o~ tea," as it were. Nobody actually got Jost
ut ere were qwre a few who didn't know wh
'
The exercise finished up with field firing using li~~e athey w:e:e I
and so back to barracks.
mmurut1on

s;cHK

!as
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Life in 262 Squadron has its moments
of relaxation

Staff·

serg~ants Sanders (F. of S.) and Perry discuss

A hard month's graft
The s
· H
90's). Ic~e:is::\ onj Kong is hot ~nd humid (both in the
camp (see below) ~e foll~~ to be hectic. ~ fo!'11light's annual
slope to llhe Sha To Kok OP ed by a ~eeks dig up a r in 2
from the top is "fab" (Red oa:ihedCh_mese Border. The view
ar s !~eluded) but the r,800
yard cable run
Mortimore and uhip. to the OP was shattermg. Especially for Sgt
.
s operators from Garrison Signal T
·
: ;s~ ~~:1~uofbe~~e.Territories and Kowloon Signa{~;'~~~
By way of light relief we had th s
d
.
of 350 men, wives and children Wi:;t bqyua ro_nal ofutmgf. A total
at the beach. Golden sand
.
sp~ci
erry or a day
endless supply of cold driJ~ glo~ous sunshme and a seemingly
were here?)
ma e up a happy day. (Wish you

Mediterranean beach party.

1966

•

" Plonk " went the Squadron CoJJlJJlander
into the sea
The second outing took the form of a beach Bar-B-Que,
held in the evening of 3rst August. A section of beach was
"cordoned off" and with a Bar-B-Que stand erected and a
bar placed in a strategic position, "The Foremen," a country
and western group arrived and tuned up while the organisers
oowered behind the bar and waited for the onslaught. At
approximately 20.00 :hours the advance party arrived, armed
with blankets, high spirits and thirsts. These were closely
followed by the main body, with " A " Echelon and "Enemy "
H .Q., in the form of the Squadron Commander, Major C. B.
Mercer, resplendent in blue shirt, silk choker and beautifullytailored blue jeans. Oh dear! Beady eyes fixed themselves
upon his sartorial splendour and willing hands (lots of willing
hands) raised him aloft in triumph and then equally triumphantly
plonked him in the sea. Canute-like cries of " back waves "
availed him nought, so, damp, but undaunted, he rose from
the ocean and returned to the fray. Other early " swimmers "
were Signalman Lyons, to celebrate his yachting triumph, and
Lance-Corporal Rogers (W.R.A.C.)-just to celebrate. During
the course of the evening most of the assembly managed to
obtain a close look at Mediterranean marine life, and honours
came out more or less even. Later we were joined by two
local shepherds who, having been given a beer by the S.Q.M.S.,
disappeared and returned with two huge baskets full of grapes.
After another hour or so and another beer or so, they kindly
offered their dog for 15/- to make kebabs. A generous offer
that had an adverse effect upon the appetite of our O.C.
W.R.A.C., Lieutenant A. T. E. Sealey. At midnight the tired,
but happy, throng returned to barracks, and as the working
party started to clear the beach they were left with the memory
of loud cries of " let's have another one next week." . . . Ye
Gods!
Sailors' Corner
Now, literally a watery account from Lieutenant A. T. E.
Sealey (W.R.A.C.) who yach(t)s a lot I
Sailors in the Squadron are now qualifyin&" at a rate of
knots. Latest to gain an A.S.A. 'C' Helm is Mrs. Wildman,
who has proved that the wives are as good as the men . ..
The Limassol Club Regatta was held recently at Akrotm.
Hardier types from Dhekelia Yacht Club camped behind the
clubhouse on hard and scrubby ground and were periodically
woken up by the screaming sound of aircraft taking off and
landing on the main runway-only a few hundred yards from
the camp site!
Members of the Squadron who scored successes for Dhekelia
were Lance-Corporal Brian Mills and Signalman Geordie Lyons
(Major Lockwood please note!) who walked away with the
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The Cyprus Albacore championships. Lance-corporal Brian Mills
and Signalman Geordie Lyons receive the winning Trophy from Air
Marshal Sir Thomas Prickett

2nd Lieu~enant Pet er Pearson troop commander of Field Troop and
one of his NCO's-Lance-corporal Michael Sully-c>ieck loading
tables before troop veh ides move out on an exercise
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Albacore Sweepstake on the Saturday and then followed this
with a good win in the Cyprus Albacore Championships. The
photograph shows them both being presented with the trophy
and suitably decorated tankards from Air Marshal Sir Thomas
Prickett, K.C.B., D.s.o., D.F.C. O ther Dhekelia successes from
amongst the Squadron were Lieutenant Anne Sealey (second)
and Mrs. Ann Wildman (fourth) in the ladies' Albacore race,
and Graham Mills (son of Lance-Corporal Mills) was first in
the children's Albacore race.
As we are about to go to press-Squadron-wise that ·i swe hear that Signalman Geordie Lyons has been awarded his
A.S.A. ' B ' Helm.

lle1•ort from the Field Troop
Second-Lieutenant Peter Pearson who, as 0.C. Field Troop,
gets involved in the more robust pastimes writes :
~fany

Diverse Tasks
Over the past two months F ield Troop, which consists of
radio operators, electrician drivers and drivers, have taken on
line laying, infantry training, swimming training and strangely
enough radio exercising.
At the beginning of July, Corporal Blench was told that it
had fallen to his lot to completely re-wire the security telephone
system at the Ammo Sub Depot, Ormhedia. His misgivings
were great. However, once over the initial shock, the work
of putting up the aerial route of 20 pair cable began. It became a not unusual sight to see an extremely large Corporal
risking life and limb at the top of a pole cursing in the
best lineman tradition.
With that task completed, we were ready to have a go at
our primary function, radio communications. For three days
t-ton FFRs with trailer, were almost literally in combat with
local Cypriot buses and streams of cars of uncertain vintage
on the mountain roads of Troodos, whilst at the same time
trying to communicate.
Back to base came the radio operators for a few days then
out went the Signalmen/Privates to the 2nd Royal Anglian
Regiment.
Attachment to 2nd Royal Anglian llegiment
The Royal Anglians had arranged a very full week for us,
covering as much as possible of the life and work of a rifle
platoon.
We started with a platoon weapon refresher course for
the first two days so that we would be up to scratch for what
followed . The importance of snap-shooting was brought home
to us in a form of machine-gun alley where, at the start, there
would not have been even one of us left alive if the bullets
had been real. By the end of training, however, our survival
rate was much improved.
The field in which we were to concentrate from here on
were ones that have a special importance in an island like
Cyprus-ambush, anti-ambush and all LS. roles. Our FFR
i-tonners were suitable prepared and we set off into the perfect ambush country of Grenade Valley, where we were continually bumped and must have done more running in flanking attacks than anyone cares to remember. On one memorable
occasion we had .to do a mountain goat assault, which must
have produced enough sweat to fill a sixth ocean. (Sorry, don't
get the wrong idea, that should ·have read " an assault like
mountain goats "). However, we were beginning to become
rather less awkward than we had felt at .the start.
By Thursday we were getting very confident of our own
ability and so we went out on a night stalk of sentry posts,
which proved tliat the Troop were not such newcomers to
the business of night work (even if the reasons are d ifferent,
the W.R.A.C. R.S.M. is far worse than any mere bullet).
After a spate of Platoon Battle Drills on Friday, .the finale,
which was to be night ambushes of Anglum patrols, was set up.
The ambushes had mixed success. The first one, comprising
one half of the TToop, was so successful that there were no
enemy left; for the second one, where we lay hardly daring to
breathe for five hours, without a smell of action!
Both were useful in their way, as it showed just how many
ambushes are laid with little success, but much boredom.
In between all the active work, time was filled in with mapreading, with the accent on navigation, fire control, camouflage
and concealment.
Mutual understanding fostered
In all, a very beneficial and interesting week. We would
like to believe our short liaison did, in a small way, help

to create a better understanding between ourselves and the
Infantry Battalion. Certainly, we left with a feeling of increased respect than we had had (through lack of knowledge)
before for the infanteer, and not a little relief that his lot
was not ours on a more permanent basis.

Want a posting?
Finally, from our C.D.S.O., a voice from the air-conditioned
signal centre:
We are in the hot season now. Also the marriage season!
Is there a connection? Plenty of vacancies for operatorsexperience (keyboard) preferable, but not essential if you are
a confirmed spinster.
Still awaited: Applications to fill Y. of S. vacancies. Good
conditions in pleasant, sunny surroundings.

647 TROOP (SATELLITE COMlUlJNICATION
TERMINAL) c/o G.P.O. SINGAPOllE
Waiting to have n go
The Troop is now fully deployed in Singapore. Since we
arrived we have been waiting for our equipment to come so
that we can start our trials programme.
We read press
reports from the U.K. about successes at Christchurch, and
we wait eagerly for a chance to have a go ourselves. At last
the equipment is beginning to arrive and we have started to
erect the structure.
Our visitors, so far, have included Air Commodore A. Faden,
C.B., C.B.E., the C.S.O., Brigadier A. D . Brindley, M.B.E., and
the C.R. Signals, Colonel D . G. Jones.

7th, 14th and 22nd Regiments well represented
An interesting coincidence is that no less nhan six of the
Troop served together in 7th Regiment in 1963. These are
W.O.I (F. of S.) Taylor, Sergeants Pilkington, Brand and
Timms, Corporals Gardiner and Corporal Samuel; the first
five were all members of Uniform Troop. In fact the 0.C.,
Major ]. M. Newman is ex-Seventh as well, but he was there
a little before most of the others. We have also eight members
who joined us from 14th Regiment-Sergeants Cockerill, Forrest,
and CamJ?bell, Corporals Ferrier, Forster, Still, Austin and
Smurthwa1te--and four who came from 22nd Regiment, namely
Corporal Balfour, Lance-Corporal Watson, Signalmen Cox and
Harvey.

A good sporting record
On llhe recreational side we have not been idle; Sergeant
Mallett Corporal Balfour and Corporal Smurthwaite have
played football for 18th Regiment. The latter has played for. the
Army :here and has strong hopes of playin~ for the Combined
Services. Sergeant Pilkington, Sergeant Trmm.s and Corporal
Ferrier have shot in the local Corps .meeung.
Ser~ant
Pilkington managed to get a trophy for his L.M.G. and pistol
shooting. Sergeant Timms subsequently represe~ted the Corps
in an invitation match and won a first m the falli_n.g p~te competition. The O.C. has represented the Corps at ~mg m several
matches. In one of them Signalman Cox assisted a~ crew.
Sergeant Campbell, Corporal Balf.our aD:d <;:o~ral Austin. ~ave
played golf, and Corporal Forster 1s contmwng h!S cycle tr~g.
For the others, Sergeant Brand has boug~t an ex-R.N .. sailing
dinghy and this has provided many an enioyable excursion for
members of the Troop.
Our congratulations go to Se~geant Timms and Sergeant
Campbell on their recent promouons.

535 SIGNAL TROOP
e/o Jloyal 'Varwieks hire Fusiliers, D.F.P.O. 670
Corporal M. Amatt writes of Troop activities as foll~ws: .
The Troop is once again in Borneo, the fir:>r tour bemg with
the Royal Ulster Rifles, from May, 1964, to February, 1965.
The Battalion then returned to U.K. and the Troop embarked on L.S.T. Empire Ganner, bound for Ho.ng Ko.ng, where
we were to join the South Wales Borderers, stationed m Stanley
Fort on Hong Kong island.
Hong Kong proved to be just as we had imagined it, life
being "more play, less .work.". TJ;ie m arried ~e.mbers of the
Troop were reunited with their wives and families.
After spendin g sixteen months th.ere,. we joined the ~oyal
Warwickshire Fusiliers, who were domg Jungle warfare trrumng

BY APPOnn'lilENT TO

in the New Territories, prior to their operational tour in
Borneo.
At this stage, the Troop saw a few chan~es in ~ts m~.
Signalman Mick Moulding (radio op.) enioyed life w1~ the
I nfantry so transferred to the South Wales Borderers m the
role of an Infantry Signaller.
Signalman Harry Streeter (radio op.) .remain~ with. ~s mt:e
in Hong Kong, and can be seen quite ~app1ly dr1vmg his
Hillman Husky S.D.S. wagon around the island.
Corporal Taffy D aniel (technician) also remain~ b:h~,
awaiting his posting to 640 Troop, and should be still enioymg
Hong Kong's night life.
Signalman Dave Reid (E.D.) .has left us for his l?ng lookedforward-to demob. We wish him all the best on h!S return to
"Civvy Street."
Before embarking for Borneo aboard L.S.L. Sir ~~elor, ~e
were joined by Lance-Corporal Pete <;:onne~t (tec~1cian), Signalmen (radio ops.) John Laye, Colin Gngg, Keith Blakley,
Jock Robertson (now Lance-Corporal) and John Keegan (E.~.).
On arriving here in Borneo, the Troop set .up an Adm!fi.
Link to Labuan; Corporal Bob Hamilton and Signalman Keith
Blakley being on detachment there.
.
We now find that with the end o~ conf~o~tation, the Tr_?Op
will shortly return to Hong Kong; disappomnng for some, JOYful for others.
We shall shortly lose the 'old boys' of the Troop, Sergeant
Dennis Crane leaving us in January for the T.A.; Co.rporal
Mick Arnatt (technician) also hoping to " sweat out " h!S last
two years with the T.A. in
ovember; ai;id ~rporal Bob
Hamilton, on his •p osting to 7th Armoured Brigade m Germany
in March.
It has been a most eventful and enjoyable tour for most
of us, which we would do again if we could.
P.S. - Congratulations to Lance-Corpo:al and Mrs. Jock
Robertson on the birth of a fine wee laddie.

HER MAJESTY TBB QtJZEN

Tradition in the modern manner
H.J. are well known to all regiments as
makers of fine Service caps, but not everyone may know that we also offer a range of
quality soft felt hats. In fact, we ar_e very
proud of our "softs'', and for many years
they have been the choice of discerning
gentlemen who like to feel as correctly-yet
comfortably-dressed off parade as on. We
supply hats to suit every occasion and
taste. Why not call and see the full range?
Or write for an illustrated brochure.

647 SIGNAL TROOP
(Satellite Communication Terminal)
Frcnt row, Left to rirht : Sergeant Brand . Sergeant Forrest, Serceant Cockerill,
M•jor J. M. Newman, WOI (FOS) Taylor. Sergeant Foster, Sergeant Mallett.
Centre row, Left to rirht : Sergeant Timms, Corporal Ferrier, Corporal Samuel,
Corporal Austin, Signalman Harvey, Corporal Forster, Lance·corporal Watson,
Sergeant Pilkington
Back row, Left to rirht: Sign•lman Cox, Sergeant Campbell, Corporal Still,
Corporal Gard ine r, Corporal Balfour, Corporal Rusling, Corporal Smurthwaite.
(Absent in hospitol Signalman Robinson)
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46th SIGNAL REGIMENT T.A. ANNUAL CAMP 1966, SCARBOROUGH
The Honorary Colonel, Colonel G. J. Underwood, C.B.E., T.D., D.L., and Officers, Other Ranks and attached Police Cadets from Durham County
Constabulary
46t.h (~.M.) REGIMENT (T.A.)
outside attachments at camp
Annual camp wa~ held at Burniston Barracks, Scarborough,
from 23rd July until 6th August and, owing to the incidence
of the school h?liday.s, we had attached to us many personnel
who, for _e ducauonal ~easons could not attend camp with their
?wn Regunents. . This _we found was a very good thing, for
1t create.s new fnendship.s, adds variety, and sows the seeds
of new ideas. We were particularly glad to have attached to
us nine young ladies of the Police Cadet Force of the County
of Durham, who very soon established their popularity with
everybody.
_The fu;st week was ?evoted to trade training and conversion,
with .a v1~w t<;> preparing for the reorganisation. A three-day
~ercise, . Julius Caesar," was held during the second week
ID ~ppalling weather conditions.
Our Divisional Commander,
Maior-:General C. M. M. Man, ?·B.E., M.c., visited the Regimer:it m the course of the exercise, when conditions were at
their worst and, to our benefit and joy, ordered a rum ration.
~lany

Distinguished Visitors
y;re _were honoured and delighted to receive a visit from
Bngad1er Dame Mary Railton, D.B.E., Deputy Controller-Commandant of the W.R.A.C., together with Lieutenant-Colonel S.
A. E. Heaney, M.B.E., T.D., A.D.W.R.A.C., Northern Command. . The Deputy Co~troller Commandant kindly presented
the prizes after the Regllllental sports, {ind, with Colonel G.
J. Underwood, C.B.E., T.D., D.L., our Honorary Colonel Brigadier
A. F. Free~an, M.C., Chief Signal Officer, North~rn Command, and _Lieutena~t-Colonel Heaney, was amongst the guests
at the Regimental dmner, attended by many past offieers.
On the occasion of the Regimental ceremonial parade the
Honorary Colonel presented the Lord Lieutenant's Certificate
to W.0.II B~ar~more a~d Staff Sergeant Hasnip; the first clasp
to the Ternto~1al Efficiency Medal to W.0.II Trayner; congratulated Mai.or W .. G .. Heaton on his being awarded the
first clasp to his Temtonal Decoration, and Sergeant Hadfield,
Serg~an~ Sande~s and Corporal Carnell, on being awarded the
Terntonal Efficiency Medal.
The last two days of camp coincided with the displays given
by 41 Commando, Royal Marines, many of whom were accommodated by the Regll?~nt. Much was learned from these displays, and . we all re)o1ced at the beating of Retreat by the
Royal Marmes.
Splendld spirit and zeal
At the conclusion of c~mp, the Commanding Officer, Lieutenanr.~lonel L. W . Wright, T.D., presented cups for various
acuvmes and commended all ranks on the splendid spirit and
zeal they had shown throughout the camp. He extended the
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gratitude of the Regiment to Major A. Lunn, the Camp Commandant and his staff.
3.37 Squadron, o~ Infantry Brigade Squadron, are to spend
th_elr annual camp m B.A.0.R. As they prepare -to leave we
wish them well.
'

•

47th REGIMENT T.A.

MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY
(The Duke of Cambridge's Hussara)

Stepping off the stage in a blaze of glory
Aug_ust has been a very quiet month for the Regiment with
very httl~ of note to report. Preparations have gone ahead for
our Regllllental Communications Exercise on 9th/10th/nth
~eptember and .also. the Regiment's final Lafone Day Parade
m October. This will be a very sad occasion for many of the
older members of the Regiment, but we are all determined
that 4_7 th Regiment (Middlesex Yeomanry) T.A. steps off the
stage m a blaze of glory with the parade in the Duke of York's
Headquarters, followed by a march through Chelsea with
bayonets fix~ and band playing to .the Royal Hospital for a
church service, and then march back to the Duke of York's
Headquarters. The Inspect·i ng Officer will be Major-General
B._ 0: P. Eugster, C.B., C.B.E., D.s.o., M.c., G.O.C. London
Distnct.
" Declarations of Intent" are the order of the day. We arc
verr: pleased to . be ab~e. -t o report that ·the majority of the
Regiment are opung to JOID the new reserve with 31st Regiment.
Baltic Adventure
, Majo!-' ~- M. Sincla~, our _Training Major, is once aga·in
swa.~mg to the Baltic to sail Petasus. He is taking a crew
cons1stmg of _T.A. members of this Regiment and 65 (City of
London) Regiment. As far as we know this is the first time
Petasus has ~ chartered by a T.A. Unit-moreover NO
adventure tralll1ng funds :have been made available for this
voyage and the crew ari; entirely payi~g t~eir own way. A
full repor-t and p~otos will be forthcommg m our next issue.
(Thank you.-Edttor).
.Let's hope that they do not have .t o row as far as Capt.
Ridgeway and Sgt. Bly.the of me Parachute Regiment!
We welcome two additions to our Permanent Staff during
the month, W.O.II (S .S.M.) H. C. Fawcett from 28th Regiment
and Sergeant P. A. L. Bendall from 20 Armoured Brigade We
hope tht;ir stay with ·th<; T .A. will be a hapi:iy one.
·
Our smcere sympathies are offered to Major R. M. Lustig
T.D., who commands " C" Squadron on the recent tragic loo;
of Edna, his wife, who died suddenly on Sunday, 21st August.
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Olst REGIMENT (AIU 1''011.MATION) A.E.R.
Last Camp an occasion for enthusiasm
and spirit
It was feared that vhe last camp of the Regiment before
integration into the new T.A.V.R. would be rather a nostalgic
affair, and that, incvi~ably, there would be an end-of-term
atmosphere about the whole proceedings. But, not a bit of
it, everything went off with immense enthusiasm and spirit,
as though this was the first, instead of the last lap.
We got off to a good start in the first week with ;:.ome local
field training, in which the two Squadrons competed to perform an equivalent task involving a seven-pair cable lay with
overhead and underground crossings, and a simple signal
centre set up with carrier and VF communications. These
labours were interrupted by an afternoon sports gala which, to
a degree (unspecified) anticipated the enthusiasm, if not the
public interest, of the World Cup, Test Matches, and Commonwealth and Empire Games. Neither records nor bones
were broken, but some unlikely contenders put up some unlikely performances over the whole range of sporting activity.
The important thing was that every one took part in some
'
activity or other.
The guest night, on Friday, was very much a family affair.
All our past Commanding Officers attended and many exofficers of the 81st and 9oth Regiments which, on the last
reorganisation, formed the present 81st Regiment.
Guests
from the R.A.F. and R.N.V.R. provided an all-Services' flavour.
A stalwart in the history of Air For-ation
Signals
The Regimental Parade, on the following Saturday morning,
was notable for the presentation of four Emergency Reserve
Decorations (Major P. R. H. Dixon, Major T. Lomas, Captain
R. C. Hodgkins, Captain P. M. Antrobus); four Efficiency
Medals (W.0.1 C . Hall, W.O.II S. D. Thorpe, Corporal D. W.
J. Jones, Signalman W. R. A. Whitehead) and a second clasp
to 'lih.e E.R.D. (Lieutenant-Colonel A. Heaton). The presentation was made by Colonel F . S. Morgan, C.B.E., E.R.D., D.L., J.P.,
the founder Honorary Colonel of the Regiment and one of the
great men in the history of Air Formation Signals. It was
a joy to have him with us for the weekend, and all other
' old boys ' of the Regiment.
"\Vhat of the future
Naturally, the forthcoming reorganisation loomed large in
our il.houghts.
A high proportion of our reservists signed
declarations of intent to serve in the new T.A.V.R., and
we hope that next year will see many of the familiar faces
together, albeit in different surroundings and under new management, to carry on the traditions of the A.E.R.
Thank you
Finally, a word of appreciation to that little publicised
and hard-working organisation, H.Q., A.E.R., Royal Signals,
whose Commander, Colonel Dennis Haslehust, and their small
cadre of military and civilian staff look after all A.E.R.
Signals' interests with efficiency and understanding. Their
unobtrusive help and guidance has contributed greatly to the
success of our camps.

Major P. R. H. Dixon receives the Emergency Reserve Decoration
from the Honorary Colonel
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National Association Rifle Meeting
The captain of Corps shooting reports as follows:1'.ollowing on our successes during the ARA Meeting in
which we won four cups, our S.R.(a) and S.R. (b) competitors
at the N.R.A. Meeting won a further three cups and very nearly
won two others. The cups won were: REGULAR AND T.A. ARMIES INDIVIDUAL CUP
Captain D. C. N. Genders.
This is the principal Individual Cup of the Meeting for
members of the Regular and T.A. Armies. It has not previously
been won by a member of the Corps.
THE FLETCHER.

Colonel M. J. R. Fletcher.

THE HALAHAN.

Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh.

Our S.R.(a) team, led by Captain D. C. . Genders and well
supported by Sergeant E. R. R. Smith, Second-Lieutenant P.
E. A. Chaddock, Corporal W. A. Hughes and Staff Sergeant
C. J. Courtenay, had an excellent meeting and very nearly won
both the Cheylesmore (which we last won in 1963) and the
Hamilton Leigh.
In the Hamilton Leigh, a competition in which the firers
scale a 10-ton lorry on the run from 400 yards to 300 yards
and then engage snap targets, which appear at intervals of
three seconds, until all exposed targets have been hit, one of
the team unfortunately had his magazine knocked from his rifle
as he scaled the lorry obstacle. The remaining three members
actually cleared the butts of targets before he joined them on the
firing point. Without this accident they would, no doubt, have
won.
The team was also placed third in the Hyche, a sitting and
standing match.
Our S.M.G. team (Lieutenant P. E. A. Chaddock, W.O.II J.
G. Turner, Staff Sergeant C. J. Courtenay and Corporal P. J.
Davies) was placed sixth in the S.M.G. Cup and our Revolver
team (Captain D. H. Insall, Captain D. C. N. Genders and
Lieutenant D. J. McLean) came ·third in the Pistol Tile match
-the Bargrave Dene.
Captain D. C. ·N . Genders, who took leave from Borneo to
attend the meeting, was selected to shoot for the Regular Army
and was awarded Army VIII colours. His successes during the
meeting included : Winner
Regular and T.A. Cup . . .
Service Rifle Championship
7th
Queen Mary
7th
Sitting
6th
and he appeared in almost every S.R.(a) prize list.
Sergeant E. R. R. Smith, now serving with 2rst Regiment
who missed last year's meeting, came back with all his skill. He
was placed fifth in the Standing, fourteenth in the Queen Mary
and twelfth in the Service Rifle Championship and the captain
of the Army VIII bad him on bis short list for a place in the
Army team.
In the "Honours" class Corporal W. A. Hughes of 14th
Regiment won four Bronze bars and a Silver medal and W.0.11
H. Haw of the same Regiment won a Bronze bar.
Our . S.R.(b) team (Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh, Colonel
M. J. R. Fletcher, Major P. Carr and Major B. H. Adams)
came close to winning the Ranelagh (also last won in 1963).
We were placed third, only two points behind the winner and
one member had a dud round at 600 yards which did not reach
the target. A magpie would have given us the trophy. The
team also came fourth in the Bank of England-a fifteen round
shoot at 300 and 600 yards.
Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh and Major P. Carr both shot
in the final Hundred of the Queen's and Major Carr also reached
the final stage of George's. In the Match Rifle events,
Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh was placed fourth in the Albert,
a shoot at I ooo, 1,100 and 1,200-yards.
As usual we had wide representation in Army County and
International teams. Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh and
Major Carr were awarded Army Long Range and hort Range
colours; Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh, Major Carr, Major
Adams, W.O.II Haw and Major Gilbertson were awarded
County Colours and Lieutenant-Colonel C. V. Walsh and
Major Gilbertson shot for Ireland and Wales re pectively.
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More Goll

THE CALIBRE OF THE
EXCELLENT YOUNG
SPORTSMEN ENTERING
THE COR·PS
SUCCESSFUL

COMPETITORS IN TH E ARMY IN DIVIDUAL
C HAMPIO NSHIPS-JUNIO RS AND YOUTHS

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS O'VN

Royal Signals 7, R.A.O.C. 4.

HE generous support of many - particularly those
T
who contribute under the Day's Pay Scheme - has
enabled your Association to assist the less fortunate

Played at Hankley Common on 31st August.
The following represented Royal Signals: Lieutenant-Colonel
Schofield, Lieutenant-Colonel . Walsh, ~lone! Hill, .Maj.or
Roderick, Major-General Vulhamy, Maior Keeble, Brigadier
Hobson, Lieutenant-Colonel Shove.

members of our Corps family, as follows: Number of cases assisted d uring the past month, 47;
Total of grants and loans made, £807 9s. 7d.
Number of clothing parcels despatched, 32.

Clothing Gilts

S

AT HLETIC

Left to ritht :
Back raw : A1T Shaw (1st Yo ut hs Lo ng Jump). A/ T Lance Corpor>I Devitt ( 1st

Junio rs 100 •nd 220 yds ), A/ T Broo kes (1st 1000 metres St eeple ch•se).
A/T Lambert (3rd Yo ut hs 100 yds), A/T Josephs (2nd Ju nio rs High Jum p),
A/T Serge>n t Bndfo rd (2nd J uniors Long Jum p).
Fron t row : A/T Co r poral Morley (2nd Juniors Javel in), A/T Lance Corporal
Stan ley (1 st 2000 me tres Stee plechase) , A/T T urvey ( 1st Ju nio rs 880 yds).
A/T Lance Co r pora l Paterso n (1s t Ju nio rs Javelin), A/ T Lance Cor pora l
Smith (1st Juniors Pole Va ult).

WTE publish the photograp~ of Apprentice Tradesmen from Harrogate who have already made their mark in the
W world of Services Athlencs.
The Anny ~pprentices College has done extremely well at athletics this year (see their notes on page 433) and it
is a pleasure to mtroduce to our readers some of the potential Coips champions of the future:

INCE the beginning of May, gifts of clothing, toys, books,
etc., have been gratefully received from the following:-

W.O.II N. A. Pope
Mrs. A. K. Summers
Sergeant and Mrs. Hayden
Captain W. Far~ry
A. Walsh, Esq.
Major J. H. Lawrence
Major R. T. M. Sharp
Sergeant R. A. McKay
Colonel D . J . Donald, O.B.E .
Mrs. C. E. Page
Mrs. A. Morgan
W. E. Osborne, Esq.
Lieutenant-Colonel J . E. Taylor
Major A. Laing
Major and Mrs. D. H. Searle
Brigadier the Rev. W . Rowett
Mrs. Robinson
W.O.II and Mrs. D. Chambers
Staff Sergeant N. W . .Brown
Miss Jane Masser
Mrs. J. Mather
2 Squadron 13th Regiment
W .0.1 and Mrs. W . A. Barnes
Ma jor-General G. G. Rawson,
A. Stokes Esq.
c.B., o .B.E. , M.c.
Brigadier E. C. R. Blaker, O.B.E. ~rgeant G arrish
R. Wilkinson, Esq.
A.T.V. Network Ltd.
Sergeant Beard
Canerick Thrift Shop
Mrs. M. D. Price
Mrs. E . M. T . Crump
Lieutenant-Colonel E . G. Day,
Mrs. Hill
O.B.E., T.D.
R .S.M . Russell
Brigadier W. D. M.cehegor, O.B.E. Major Lane
Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. D. L. Colonel G . W. Blackburne
Swallow
Lieutenant-Colonel H . N apper,
Lady Phillips
M.B.B.
D. Picltard , Esq.
Threestokes Marine Ltd.
Mrs. M. H. Jones
"A" Squadron 47th Regt. T .A.
Mrs. S. A . W. Philcox
Mrs. E. M. Cochrane
Major and Mrs. K . N . Smarn
Mrs. Upton
Major and Mrs. R. L awrence
M llior T . B. Woods
V. Brown, Esq.
Captain D . S. M ullineaux
Mrs. J. D . T. Brett
W.0.ll and Mrs. J. H . La~cnce
Mrs. D . L ycctt-Gregson
R .H .Q. 2 Div. H.Q. and Signal
Wives' Club. 2 Div. H.Q. and
Regiment
Signal Re$imcnt
Caprnin C. L . Lewis-Barclay
Major T . F . Jenkinson
Brigadier H. R. Fllth
Lieutenant-Colonel G . M . Welsford A. B. Rhodes, Esq .
W.0.1 and Mrs. F. Stockdale
Staff Sergeant and Mrs. J . Hughes
Orptain C . J. Crow
Major W . J . Pritchard
Mrs. S. V. Summers
Major A. M. Lustig

WINNERS OF THE ARMY YOUTH 4 x 100 yds RELAY RACE
Left to right : A/T Smith, A/T Steel, A/T Shaw, A/T Lambert.

===ROYAL

SIGNALS

WINNERS OF THE ARM Y J UNIOR 4 x 100 yds RELAY RACE
Left to right : A/ T Coburn , A/T Lance Corporal Devitt, A/T Lance Cor poral
Li ttlewood , A/T Sergea nt Bradford.

AUTUMN GOLF MEETING====

T ota:! receipt•

Bxpcndi wrc during August, 1966

Thirty-five members of the Corps, p ast and. present, ente red for the Corps Autumn Meeting, held this year at East Berks
Golf. Club,Don thil e 2f1st . and 22nd September. Th1s was a tremendous shot in the arm for Corps golf and it is .to be hoped it will
eta s o winners are as follows :
'
conunue.

Irnfa:idual Handicap Challenge Cup
Stableford

" Our most sincere thanks to all concerned for helping
us to enjoy the most beneficial and unforgettable holiday. The children had a wonderful time and we all feel
so much better I cannot put it into words. I can assure
you that it wa; a memory we shall all cherish for a long
time to come."

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN

Foursome Challenge Cup
Stableford
R oyal SignaJ.s Open Championship
Trophy
R oyal Signals Challenge Cup
(Serving Officers)
R oyal Signals Challenge Cup
(Handicap)
R oyal Signals Veterans' Trophy
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Lieutenant-Colonel J. Y. FERGUSON
Lieutenant-Colonel K. M. EV ANS
Colonel R. LINTON . . .
...
. ..
Winner s:
Lieutenant-Colonel W . E. LYS.KE
Major G . R . PRICE .. .
.. .
Runners-up : Colonel G. D . T . . HARRIS, o .B.E.
raff Se rgeant CHIVERTON
Winner:
Major K. G. PELMORE
...
...
Runner-up : Lieutenant-Colonel S. SCHOFIELD
Winner:
Major J. B. PRINCE . . .
...
. ..
Runner-up : Lieutenant-Colonel J. Y. FERGUSON
Winner:
Major K. G. PELMORE
...
. ..
Runner-up: Lieutenant-Colonel J. Y. FERGUSON
Winner:
Major C. H. CAULFIELD ...
Runner-up: Lieutenant-Colonel W. CLARK, M.B.E.
THE
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Hartlepool anJ District Branch
Bran.ch Secretary : Mr. S. Irvin
32, High Street, Greatham, West Hartlepool, Co. Durham.

(9 holes)

16

(9 holes)

14
161
170
173
174
147
150
80
8r

A Lengthy aml Lively 1'feeting
A most unusually well-attended meeting of the Branch ~as
held on Friday, 9th September, was notable because th~ Charrman, Ted Waite, M.B.E., and the Secretary, Stan Irvm, were
absent on holiday, whilst the Treasurer, Bob P~ton, w~s on
duty in Scotland. Tom Hopwood, the Branch V1ce-Pres1dent,
presided most ably whilst ' Mac ' did the scribing and delving
through the <record's, amicably observing through the froth on
his beer that he was on night duty. Despite his half-hearted
pleas, the meeting was both lengthy and lively. All agreed

R~nners-up:

OCTOBER-NOVEMBER

1966

Mr. Bert Howell writes:
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that the annual reunion was, as ever, a success, and attendance
at the next reunion, whether at Catterick or Blandford, would
be well attended by the Branch. Some hint that there might
be a split, holding the reunion ~ two parts, North and South,
simultaneously brought severe disapproval from all concerned,
and members 'hoped that !'his 'hint' was unfounded; in fact,
Editor, please calm the. rising temperatures at Hartlepools !
(First we have heard of it here.-E_d1tor). New memi;>ers were
introduced, Mr. Nicholson, Mr. Kirkham and Mr. Lmdoe.

d.

Score
31
30
30

Winner:

Lance-Corporal, nearing the end of his six years'
service, was brought home from overseas because of the
illness of his baby son .
The baby died, and the
Lance-Corporal and his wife were faced with funeral
expenses, just at the time when they had o~tai?ed . a
Council h ouse and had all the expen se of furrushing 1t.
The Association, of which Lance Corporal - - is a L ife
M ember, came to their help by paying the funeral bill
and so relieving them of this commitment. The young
couple were most grateful for this assistance, which enabled the Lance-Corporal to return to bis new unit with
an easier mind.

One of the Month's Letters

Royal Signals Association anJ Benevolent Funtl
T he followins: subscriptions were m ost s:ratefully receitied during
A.ugust, 1966: £ s.
5 13
63rd Regiment (T .A.)
JO 10
16th Regiment
IO 0
H.Q. Advanced Base (British F orces)
2 14
Corporals' Oub, 35 Corps E ngineer Regiment
7 IO
257 Squadron
IO 0
Bath and D istrict Branch, Royal Signals Association
6 0
Various individual donations

One of the Month's Cases

1'fembcrship on the increase
The Chairman observed that branch membership was rising
steadily and that we had long since cea~ed to ho~d meetings
round mugs of ale, with the Secretary m the rmddle somewhere and that we would soon want premises of our own
to COPe with the numbers of active members now turning up.
The Branch having approved the monthly purchase of two
copies of
WIRE for general use, due to Stan Irvin's foresight and Association Headquarters' efficiency, two copies were
immediately produced, together with P.R.O.'s apology that the
annual branch write-up on tlle reunion had had to take a
back seat. A long, personal letter from the hard-working Editor
explained why so we apologise if those readers whom the
P.R.O. noted ~t the reunion did not get into print.
An evening ·t rip for Friday, 30th September, wa~ planned,
with 46 attending, whilst tickers for the ne.~1: dan,~e rn .October
were going like hot cakes, but on a stnctly restricted to
members " basis.
An invitation to send a representative to the Town Hall to
discuss matters concerning vandalism in West . Hartlepool
resulted in a personal letter of thanks to Te? \Yai~e and .~rt
Howell from tlle Town Clerk. Due to the mv1tauon amvmg
mid-holidays, Ted and Bert co-operated to produce the proverbial rabbit out of the hat on behalf of the Branch. The
next meeting of the Branch is to tak.e place on Friday, 7th
October, so it is bound to be an occasion to celebrate at West
Hartlepool!
(Nice to read of so much happening Hartlepool way.-

TuE

Editor).

. ' Y doub'e______
the _range
samP

-------'
---.-.. r.:-_-_-::=::_::::_-_-:.~-- ----------- ----- --,'
-----

t

• • • on the air in 15 minutes
The new MEL L556 looks the same-and
uses the same station units and harnessas the C11 equipment it replaces. Yet.
operating on s.s.b .• it offers twice the range,
eliminating the gap between ground wave
and 1st skip! Other features include
frequency coverage of 2- 16 Mc/sin 1 kc/s
steps, high setting accuracy and
electrically-locked final frequency, 120W
p.e.p. output. c.w. telegraphy, c.f.s. with
RTA type L607 and d.s.b. telephony
facilities available, complete
transistorization up to the fin al stage.

a complete station

... with teleprinter if required I

Up-dating an existing C11/R2 10 station
is as simple as rep lacin g the C11 . making
a few minor modifications to the standard
receiver.

A ll the advantages of teleprinter operation
can be added to most veh icle -mounted
h.f. and v.h.f, Military Radio stationsusing the new MEL L607 adaptor. Fully
transistorized. it enables the addition of
facil ities for automatic coding and
decoding, and permits 750 Baud data
operation with certain stations.

. .. anywhere
~

Simple controls and setting-up procedure enable the Plessey C50
UHF radio relay station to be fully operational in less than 15
minutes.
The C50 provides 12 channel speech (F DM ) or 250 kilobit/sec data
(PCM ) on any channel in the 225 to 400 Mc/s band. Power output is
10W but a 200W power amplifier is available.
Other features which contribut e to the effectiveness and versatility of
this relay station-now in service w ith the British Army after extensive
trials over the toughest terrain-include :
Full duplex operation using cross-polarised log periodic aerials.
Quick channel selection by 6-crystal turret or synthesiser.
Unit construction to simplify maintenance (fits 19# racks) .
Satisfactory communications over circuits with 160 db path losses
(typical of 40- 50 mile paths) .
Conforms to DEF 133 where appropriate.

Whether up-dating or insta lli ng new
stations-contact MEL
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Editorial

*

:::::::::===== Special Mention
MONTHLY miscellany of Corps happenings which have
A
come to our ears or have been sent in by readers and
are deserving of SPECIAL MENTION.
'

A PLAIN MAN'S GUIDE

-

TO REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS
WHAT IS IT?
A headquarters formed in 1961 to provide a permanent secretariat for
the co-ordination and implementation of Corps domestic or regimental
affairs-hence its title. It is an official Army unit operating on a M.O.D .
establishment.

- - Lance-Corporal • Pip ' Hill of the F.R.A.
Sjgual Squadron
for looking immaculate in a morning coat and top hat at his
recent wedding to Miss Judith Wilson.

WHERE IS IT?
In Cheltenham Terrace, London, S.W.3, first left jvst past the Duke of
York's Headquarters in King's Road, Chelsea- five minutes' walk from
Sloane Square Underground Station.
WHAT ARE CORPS DOMESTIC APE'AIRS ?
All matters of private concern to the Corps outside the normal military
functions of operations, communications, training and administration. These
include Corps funds, subscriptions, publications, benevolence, historical
records, furtherance of professional and technical interests, museum, pictures
and silver, social events, presentations, visits, dress and such 1ike.
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HOW IS REGIMENTAL HEADtJllARTERS ORGANISED?
R.H.Q. (as it is normally referred to within the Corps) consists of four
main sections: The Regimental Secretary and staff; the Secretary and staff of the Royal
Signals Institution; the General Secretary and staff of the Royal Signals
Association; the Corps Treasurer and staff (located at Catterick).
The Regimental Secretary (Colonel E. L. L. Vulliamy) and his staff
provide the secretariat for various Committees, namely the Corps Committee,
the Master of Signals Ex-ecutive Committee, the Corps Finance Committee
and the Committee of the Officers' Dinner Club. In addition he acts as
staff officer to the Master of Signals and the representative Colonel Commandant and forms a link between them and the S.0.-in-C. He is also
responsible for the general co-ordination of the activities of R.H.Q . He
maintains a record of Corps silver and is responsible for the arrangements
for the Corps dinner, garden party and officers' reunion. He collates the
Corps Newsletter which is published by the Royal Signals Institution.
The Secretary and staff of the Royal Signals Institution come under
their own Chairman and Council. Their aim ~s to foster the professional
and technical interests of the Corps. This they do by publishing the Corps
Journal, m aintaining the Corps Museum and historical records, sponsoring
central and local lectures and prize essays and providing the Secretary of
the Corps H istorical Committee which advises on all historical matters.
Local centres of the Institution are established in Catterick, Blandford,
Germany and Singapore. The Secretary is Lieutenant-Colonel E. G . Day
and the H istorical Officer Colonel R. M. Adams.
The General Secretary and staff of the Royal Signals Association come
under the direction of their own Chairman and Central Committee. Activities
of the Association include providing an administrative H.Q. for some 50-odd
branches, organising the annual reunion, accounting for Association central
funds, publishing THE WIRE as well as being agents for the publication of
the "White List," Retired List and "Blue Book "; the sale of Corps goods
such as ties, motor car badges, diaries, etc., and finally the implementation
of all Corps benevolent work including advice on employment and many
other personal problems. The General Secre~ary is Brigadier P. M. P. Hobson.
The Corps Treasurer (Mr. M. W. Topping) and staff are responsible
for the day-to-day administration of Corps funds. The Corps Treasurer
advises the Corps Finance Committee and also performs the duties of
Secretary to the H.Q. Officers' Mess. He and his staff will move to Blandford
witli the School of Signals.
It is particularly stressed that the various elements outlined above
operate in close co-operation with each other, and together form a single
entity-Regimental Headquarters.

THE PURPOSE OF R.H.Q. IS TO SERVE THE CORPS TO THE
BEST OF ITS ABILITY. VISITORS OF ANY RANK ARE ALWAYS
VERY WELCOME, AND HELP TO KEEP R.H.Q. IN TOUCH WITH
THE CORPS.
THE
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Supporting Lance-Corporal 'Pip' Hill at his wedding were (left to
Right) Corporal George Grant, Lance-Corporal Alan Benson and
Corporal Dick Lewis all of The F.R.A. Signal Squadron

- - Lieutenant R- N. Hnysom and a party from
204 Squadron
for canoeing from Basle to Rotterdam, no less than 500
miles, during a three-week adventure training exercise (see
page 482).
- - Lieutenant-Colonel P. G. Curry of B.Q.,
A.E.R., Royal Signals, Blandford Comp
for rescuing a mother and her 10-year-old son from a dangerous sea near Bude, Cornwall. Colonel Peter Curry, who was on
holiday, heard cries for help and saw the lady and her son in
difficulties. Swimming out to them he managed to get the
boy back with the aid of a surfboard. He then returned to
help the mother who was still keeping afloat by her own
efforts and brought her safely back to shore.
- - Cor1•oral Hamilton of the 15th Regiment,
Aden
for being awarded the C.-in~C.'s Commendation for his work
on the cable installation and maintenance connected· with
the automatic telephone system.
- - Senior Under Officer D. R. ~forks of the
~Ions Officer Cadet School
for winning ·the silver mounted officer's cane on a recent
commissioning parade at Aldersho.t and for selecting Royal
Signals as the Corps in which be will serve.
- - Bandmaster '\V.0.1 E. J. Tamplin, ~f.B.E.,
and the )Janel of 47th Signal Regiment,
Middlesex Yeomanry (T.A.)
for yet again winning the County of London T.A. Band
competition against strong opposition.
-

JLS.M.s Reed (10th
egimcmt) and Barnes
(21st Regiment)
for both being court martialkd within their respective Regiments for appearing improperly dressed when being ' dined
out ' on nhe occasion of r,heir promotion to commissioned
rank. While R.S.M. Barnes suffered the indignity of having
his emblems of rank cut off, R.S .M. Reed underwent the
crueller punishment of being disrobed and dumped in a cold
bath. Both later appeared properly dressed as commi ioned
officers!
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- - The Joint Communication lJnJt, Dor•shortly to be disbanded
for providing a highly efficient communication system during
the Borneo operations and for being an outstanding example
o.f how the three Services can work happily together to
achieve a common end. Our best wishes go to all the
" Fishheads," " Penguins " and " Pongos " who erved in
this happy band.
--The 7th Regiment
for their splendid success in winning the Army Team Motor
Cycling Championships, with the redoubtable team of Staff
Sergeants Slaughter and Sankey and Sergeant Lasota. Staff
Sergeant Sankey was also second in the individual competition and Lance-Corporal Lloyd took the prize for second
best novice. ergeant Lasota recently returned from Sweden
when he took part in an International Six-Day Trial, in
which he won a gold medal by dropping no points. He
also scored more bonus points than any other non-works
rider.
- - Staff Sergeant R- Posletbwnite of the
24th Regiment
for recently being presented by the G.0.C., Yorkshire
District, with the B.E.M., which he was awarded in the
Birthday Honours, for dedication to his work far beyond
what could be expected in the normal course of duty. The
citation makes clear how, as an instructor, he raised the
standard of soldier students to a level never previously
achieved. In addition, be played a very full part in adventure
training and organising sports. By his enthusiasm and powers
of leadership, he inspired confidence in all ranks and inculcated into them the same spirit of service. He is summed
up as providing the finest example on which all N.C.0.s
and men who passed through bis bands could model themselves on.

ROYAL SIGNALS INSTITlJTION
Annual London Lecture
T1t.esday. 6th Deember. 1966. at 6 p.m.
THE NERVE SYSTEM OF WAR
The Computer and the Army in the Future
by
F. J. M. Laver, B.Sc., M.I.E.E.
D irector Computer Services, Ministry of Technology
in
THE ASSEMBLY HALL
OF THE ROYAL COMMONWEALTH SOCIETY
(Entrance in Craven Street, off Northumberland Avenue)
LONDON, W.C.2.
The general arrangements will be as on previous
occasions and the bar will be open before and after the
lecture.
All members and ex-members of the Corps and their
guests will be welcome, whether or not members of the
Institution. Tickets are not required.

DEATHS
Sincere sympathy is expressed to the relati'l:es and friends
of the following:
JONES.-Major C. E. Jones, on 18th June. H e served from
1920 to 1948, and was a Life Member of the Cheltenham
Branch of the Association.
PIPE.-Sergeant W. Pipe, late of Hammersmith, on 16th July,
at the age of 67.
LEWIS.-Signalman J. S. T. Lewis, of 2nd Regiment, on 25th
Sept::mber, as the result of a traffic accident in B.A.0.R.
PRESTON.-Christopher Stephen in the civil hospital, Detmold, B A.0 .R., on sth September, as result of a traffic
accident. He was a Life Member of the Association.
HARVEY.- Signalman J. C. Harvey, of 209 Squadron, a the
result of a traffic accident on the 14th October. Signalman
Harvey was a radio operator with 513 Troop. He was
attached to the 1st Bn. The Green Howards and had recently
returned from operations in the Far East.

====R.A.F. Corner====
No less than two letters to the Editor this month from our
R.A.F. friends, rate the above special heading! An extraordinary and genuine coincidence is that both writers have
the same name--Cassidy!
Sir,
A copy of the J uly/ August 1966 issue of your excellent
magazine has fallen into the h ands of the avid readers working
in the S ignals Section at R.A.F. Salalah. All associated with
signal matters were naturally intrigued by Staff Sergeant K . F.
Duffey's impressions of life at Salalah for a lon e ' pongo,' and
in view of the obviously large number of W IRE readers, we felt
we ought to put him right on a few points.
( r ) The reason that the Sultan of Muscat and Oman does not
visit the village of Salalah very often is tha t he doesn't
need to-h e lives there;
(2) The 'peculiar' climate is only prevalent between M ay and
September, at all other times the weather is perfect--continuous sunshine and a cooling breeze. Temperatures vary
between 77 °F. and 88°F.;
(3) The airfield is fully equipped with Ground Controlled
Approach radar and all normal navaids. The main problem
facing pilots under conditions at poor visibility, is that of
picking out the light coloured airstrip from the surrounding
desert. It is agreed that Salalah is no London Airport, but
t·he bad ~eather facilities are equal t o those of many U .K.
R A.F. alrlields;
(4) The practice of vital supplies 'passing overhead to Masirah'
is almost unheard of at Salalah. The performance of the
above-mentioned navaids and the skill of ·the Argosy crews
have ensured that this has not happened during the last
two monsoon seasons at least;
(5) We would not be reduced to cornpo as quickly as the
article suggests as our stocks of basic foods are sufficient
t? tide us over the cri~is of missing one or two supply
aircraft;
(6) The soli(ary signalman does a grand job maintaining landlines to and from our navaids but, the navaids themselves
are maintained by a team of skilled R .A ..F. fitters-all
specialists in their own equipment.
Finally, we would like to say thank you •t o Royal Signals
for our smart new (elephone system. A vast improvement, and
much appreciated by the whole station.
J. A. CASSIDY, Sergeant, i/c Signals,
R .A.F., Salalah, B.F .P .O. 69
Dear Editor,
This being the first time I have attempted pennin~ an epistle
to your magazine, I doubt whether it will go further than your
file 13 (waste bin). H owever, I feel I must have a go as in the
very near future, our T ropical Island is due to be QRT ZA.F'D
once and for all.
I have worked very close to Royal Signals in previous years
in Episkopi and Eastleigh, but this is my first taste of ' Jointness.'
I was in G loucester when I learned of my new posting and I
must admit it was with heavy heart and prospects of gloom
that I set out
Afte:r four days I eventually arrived here and settled with the
people I understood (R.A.F. Labuan). The following day,
feeling like a little boy on his first visit to ,t he dentist, I caught
the transport to my new unit, Joint Communications Unit,
Borneo, for an interview with the Major. Before the interview,
I met the S.S.M., who coming from Liverpool, as I do, helped
to put me at my ease. I began to think it wouldn't be too bad
after all. I was then marched (we can you know) into 'the den of
the' Major.' After a few minutes I was completely at ease. The
ogre's den was just like any other 0.C.'s office, and within
minutes I was fully aware of the situation, all pointed out and
explained by the ogre himself who, by the way, wasn't what I
expected.
I then reported to my ' troop ' which was commanded by an
R.A.F. officer. He said, "You are on days," and 30 minutes
later the Yeoman said, "'You will join the present watch and
so be on night shift." I again wondered about ' Jointness.'
What is ' Jointness?' In the months that followed I think I
understood. To my m ind, ever;y sold ier, sailor, or airman gets
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the same lousy feeling about 'Jointness,' until he has tasted it
After your initial baptism you begin to realise that the 'Pongo;
'Fishhead' and the 'Penguin' are all doing the same job with
the same end in sight. Namely the clearing of traffic as quickly
and efficiently as circuit availability allows.
The names used above, ' Pongo,' 'Fishhead ' and 'Penguin '
are taken in good fun and lead to a morale that is second t~
none. During the years of confrontation, JCUB together with its
detachmen ts in Kuching, Tawau and Sibu •has excelled . There
has '.llways been a good competitive spirit amongst the three
SerVlces, the more active competitions invariably endin g up
with a good 'binge ' in JCUB's own Carousel Club.
Alfillough we lost our '.Fishhead ' friends (they returned to
H.M.S . .Terror in mid-September), this spirit has not died. On
our closmg date we have a Pongo v. Penguin soccer match to
play off followed by a d inner in town for all ranks.
My time here is quickly drawing to a close and although at
~he moment I don't kno~ if I am returning to U. K. or staying
m F.E.A.F., I can say this, and I am sure that it will be echoed
by Penguins p ast and present, " Cheerio, Joint Communication
U nit, hope we all meet again in the Bahamas."
S .A.C. CASSIDY,
"A" Shift,
Joint Commun ications Unit, Borneo,
B.F.P .0 . 660.
(These letters from ' Penguins ' are much appreciated. W e
look forward to hearing from a ' Fishhead.' -Editor.)

Other Letters
Sir,
This will be, most .probably, the 2ooth letter you will h ave
had on the subject, but I hope mine's a lim e more personal
than most.
It concerns Brigadier S.toneley's group photograph, m
October's WIRE. Fancy putting in a lot of blank-faced questionmarks ! Surely everybody-but everybody-know s that th ey
were:Back row : Mr. R. B. Eraut, L ance-Corporal Dodger G reen,
Signalman Badgy Chapman, Bill H artill, Sergeant E . D ilwOrth; ,
Front row: Thomo Thompson, Captain A. Morrison, LanceCorporal Chapman (brother), Lieutenan t C. H. Stonely, SecondLieutenan t G . McKean, L ieutenant J immy Dryland, Second Lieutenant G . Maydon.
As Boswell said, " Sir, never were .there such men , or suoh
horses !"
'
Curiously enough~ the Saar picture concerns myself much
more. I was one of the for tunates who served on Saarforce
Signals, under " Reggie" Stewart(?) and L ieutenant Stoneley.
I don't like to boast, but I, too, served in 1st Divisional Signals,
under Colonel Barker, .the finest C.0 . who ever gave me 'seven
pen'orth.'
Very best wishes,
Yours sincerely,
G. J. P EAKES (EX-W.0 .Il)
1074, London Road,
Alvaston,
Derby.

Editor's note: Your letter was, in fact, the first not the 2001h.
We thought we had done fairly well in identifying nine out of
12, considering it was a photograph taken one-third of a
century ago!

Front Lle11tenu11t-Colo11el l a u D . B auder
P.O. Box 93, Kampaia, Uganda.
Dear Sir,
In the August-September 1966 issue, on page 347, 21st
Re giment relate the story of their providing the Guard of
Honour for the A.O.C.'s inspection of R.A F . units at Laarbruch.
My memory was stirred and I recalled that a somewhat
similar honour was paid to Air Formation Signals in Kandy,
Ceylon, in 1944. The occasion, as I remember it, was Battle
of Britain D ay, or some other special R.A.F. day of remembrance; and the place was the Advanced Headqua.cters of Air
Command South East Asia. Air Chief Marshal Sir P hilip
Joubert de .Ja Ferte was the visiting officer and lihe parade
T HE
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comprised four sections. Three of these were provided by
R.A ..F. personnel whilst the fourth, an armed section, was
provided by ·t he Kandy detachment of 2nd Indian Air Forma.,.
tion Signals with some help, I think, from C.A.F.S.O.'s office
staff. Despite being chair-bound as the Air Formation Signals
planner at the H.Q., I was roped in to command this armed
section for the parade.
I well remember that the Air Chief Marshal remarked most
favourably on the turn-out and drill of the armed section (as
indeed of the whole parade); and also mentioned that it was
the first time, in his experience, that Air Formation Signals
had taken part in such a parade.

VP-GRADIN G COUllSES
I N CA'ITElllCK
L.Tech
TG T ech
R. Tech (L t)
Lineman
Clerk T ech
Clerk R Signals
Driver R. Signals
E. T ech
L. Tech
R. T ech (L t)
C. Op
Clerk T ech
Clerk R . Signals
E.D .

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
C lass
Class
Class
Class

II- I
II-I
II-I
II-I
II-I
II-I
II-I
III-II
III-II
III-II
III-II
III-II
III-II
III-II

23rd May, 19(t"J
23rd May,
23fd May, "
23rd May, "
9th M ay, "
23rd May, "
2nd May, "
16th May, "
16th May, "
16th M ay, "
31st May, "
2nd May, "
30th May, "
16th M ay, "

"

N ote to petentlal upgraders

Before starting these courses it is necessary to prepare for the
intake test and you will need to do as much revision work as is
possible. Ask at your squadron office for a copy of the Interpretation and Reference Sheet for your trade issued hy the
Inspectorate of Trade Training. This will tell you how much
you will be expected to know and where to look for the matter
you wish to revise.

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN

ITiHEwhogenerous
support of many - particularly those
contribute under the Day's P ay Scheme - has
enabled your Association to assist the less fortunate
members of our CoI'pS family, as follows : Number of cases assisted during <the past month, 29;
Total of grants and loans made, £456 os. nd.;
Number of clothing parcels despatohed, 43.

One of the Month's Cases
Lance-Corporal - - - whose career in the A:rmy was
cut short, after two years' service, by a traffic accident
as a result of which he los-t a leg. After months in
hospital, he has been d ischarged and is now being trained
for future employment. As his home is in a remote spot,
it was essential that he should have some form of transport, and the Association, in conjunction with the Army
Benevolent .Fund, at once bought him a car, specially
adapted for driving by a disabled person, to enable him
to travel to his training centre, and later to employment.

One of the Month's Letters
" I would like to thank you from the bottom of my
heart for t he lovely parcel and your kind concern for
our welfare. The children were just thrilled. If you could
only have seen the look on their little faces, you would
have thought it was Christmas. The clothes fit them
lovely, and I was very pleased with the shoes.
Thank you very m uch. I will close now, but I will
never forget you."

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN
T HE

WIRE ,
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AN OCCASION FOR SMILES
T he Signal Officer-in-Chief chats with some of the youn1 ladie5 who were beini
commissioned
~ft to RirN : Officer Cadets Moxon , En kine and Kinchin , all posted to Signal un its
(Photograph by courtesy of the Camberley News)

Visit of the $igna/ Ollicer·in-Chie/
to the WRAC College

iHW.R.A.C.
E Commissioning
Ceremony of the 41st Course of
T
Officer Cadets was held at the W.R.A.C. College,
Camberley, on 10th August, when the Inspecting Officer was
Major-General P. E. M. Bradley, c.B.E., n .s .o., Signal Officer-inChief.
On arrival at the College, the S.0.-in-C. accompanied by
Mrs. Bradley, were met by the Comandant, Colonel M. D . M.
Humphrey, C.B.E., W .R.A.C., and escorted to lunch in the
Officers' Mess.
This gave the General an opportunity of
meeting the guests including the C .S.O. Southern Command,
Brigadier T . I. G. Gray, and Mrs. G ray, and Lieutenant-Colonel
W. A. Sykes and Mrs. Sykes from 24th Regiment. The S.0.-in-C.
also met the Director W.R.A.C., Brigadier Dame Joanna Henderson, D.B.E., W.R.A.C, and the W.R.A.C. Officers of the College,
several of whom had served with Signals, as well as Major
R. 0 . Wilson, Royal Signals, who is an instructor at the College,
and Mrs. Wilson.
The Commissioning Ceremony, held in the College Assembly
Hall1 consisted of two parts. First, the Service of D edication
conaucted by a Senior Padre assisted by the Roman Catholic
and Free Church Padres. On this occasion the service was
conducted by an old friend of the Corps Padre R ennison
formerly of St. Martin's Church, Catterick Camp.
The service was followed by the Commissioning Ceremony
when the Commandant welcomed the Inspecting Officer and the
parents and friends of the Cadets. The 0.C. Cadet Wing then
called the name and new unit, and each Cadet in turn stepped
up to salute and be congratulated by the Inspecting Officer.
The prize winners and the Cadet awarded the Sash of Honour
were presented last. The Cadets were then addressed by the
Inspecting Officer.
In an inspiring address, the General said what a great joy and
a great honour it was for him to be present at the Commissioning
Ceremony. The Padre had spoken about the spiritual side of
life but ·he would now speak about the temporal side. At the
Sovereigns Parade the previous week at the Royal Military
Academy, Field Marshal Sir Richard Hull, had spoken about
the importance of courage, particularly moral courage.
Leadership could be summed up as " Self Last." Nowaday
it was regarded as square to speak about God, Queen and
Country, but what was right for the first must l•e right for the
other two.
He also told the Cadets to get our and enjoy life, to be ch~rful
and make the most of their service.
The S.0.-in...C. then went on to say that through the Cadet
he would like to thank the Women's Royal Army Corps for the
work they had done over many years for the Royal Corp of
Signals. The long association between the two Con;ls had a
common bond in the late P.r ince Royal.
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23583310
23574720
23613209
23755349
23643515
23646349

Promotions
Promotions and deletions as authorised by Royal Siimal Records up
10 September.
Amendments have been set out in rank sequence as in
the • Blue Book.'

A/Sgt.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.

Holland, D. G.
Percivak E. W .
Adey, K . W.
Berry, D. S.
Vance, T.
Costello, F. T .

318o
3190

4580
4620
51l0
3210 5280
3220 5370
3230 5384
3200

INSERTIONS
RllGIMilNTAL DUTY

R.HGIMBNT.\L DUlY ROSTBR

To W.O.I

To W.0.ll

To S Sgt.

22212672 A/W.O.I
2548666 A/W.O.I
r4087126 A/W.0.I
2549266 A/W.O.I
14468182 A/W.0.I
2548925 A /W.O .I
21005035 A/W.O.I
2548929 W.O.II
22242688 A / W .O .I
22096929 A/W.O.II
22549305 S Sgt.
2549790 S Sgt.
2549522 S Sgt.
21042547 S Sgt.
21034214 S Sgt.
2297o6o6 S Sgt.
21058261 S Sgt.
14031003 S Sgt.
228oo6n A/S Sgt.
2.2548295 Sgt.
21005074 Sgt.
22522213 Sgt.
22515817 Sgt.
22296o93 Sgt.
22159574 Sgt.
22537692 Sgt.
22538395 A / S Sgt.
22550225 Sgt.
2254o634 Sgt.
22515704 A/S Sgt.
22296154 Sgt.
22265419 Sgt.
22229521 A/S Sgt.
22515264 SgL
22546332 Sgt.
22296574 Sgt.
22547433 A/S Sgt.
22039334 Sgt.
22826951 Sgt.
25496r7 Sgt.
22537240 Sgt.

To W .O.II

Old
.Sen. No Sen. No.

Wombwell, R. J.
Crow, H. J.
Finch, J. J. C.
Laycock, T. A .
Howes, C.
Hawke, A. A.
Wood, R. G.
Redhead , R.
Rose, J. A.
Avco, G . A.
Marchant, W. L.
Ramsay, W. A.
Jones, F. W.
Jackson, P.
Stevelman, H. J.
Wood, J. T.
Wilson, F. W.
Rawlings, F. T.
Newberry, J. G. G.
Neill, S. G.
Punnett G.
Dale, K. H. R.
Cook, B.
Forth, C. V.
Simister, H .
Shaw, B. E .
Brewer, B. L.
Matthews, W. T.
Thompson, R. T.
Home, A. F.
Thomson, A. G. M.
Whitbread, G. I.
Kilburn , W. F.
Dodds, E. R.
Drake, P.
Otley, J . D .
Kerr, T.
Hail, E.
Brown, S.
Moynan, D . M.
Stanger, M.

New
830
910
920
930
940
950

96o

970
980
3540
3640
3650
366o
3670
3680
3690
3700
3710
3780
4130
4150
416o
4170
4180
4190
4200
4210
4220
4230
4240
4250
4270
4280
4290
4300
4310
4320
4330
4340
4350
436o

1090
1420
1290
1380
770
1220
1030
136o
146o
1340
2930
2790
1384
2680
2090
2970
2980
924
6884 (Op~
1786 (Fd
2430 (Tee
1850 (Fd)
76oo (Op)
7070 (Op)
1930 (Fd)
7520 (Op)
970 (Fd)
7690 (Op)
7030 (Op)
1780 (I'd)
5500 (Op)
1950 (Fd)
1940 (Fd)
7670 (Op)
r66o (Fd)
1970 (Fd)
2130 (Fd)
7750 (Op)
2r90 (Fd)
2310 (Tee)
776o (Op)

To S Sgt.

23227699 S Sgt.
22548559 S Sgt.
22547161 S Sgt.
22563519 A/W.O.II
23212723 A/W.O.II
2220476t A / W.0.II
22247408 A/S Sgt.
22792520 A / S Sgt.
2251586o A/S Sgt.

To W.O.I

To W.0.II

To S Sgt.

Williams, F. C.
Ashton, D . C.
Swaby, P . J.
Spurgin, A. H.
Saxton , H. J.
Curtis, G. E.
Martin, C .
Coxon, J. A.
Jones, T. C.
Collier, N. C.
Angus, J. K.
Harriss, E. C.
Holder, B.
Noden, D. H.
Sanders, D. R.
Cochrane, W. G. S.
Allison, H. M.
Fison, J. E.
Bayliss, M. J.
Watton, P . D.
Hillier, P. H. J.
Baxter, C.
Brown, D.
Smith, C. M.
Crowder, N. J.
Kirkham, D. G. M.
Sawyer. W.
Hay, D.
Hunt, D . G.
A.dams, E . J.
Tbomtoni.. D . J .
Maltby, H. W.

1040
!050
106o
1070
1820
1830
1840
186o
2550
2570
2580
2610
2620
2630
2640
266o
2670
268o
2700
2710
2730
2740
2750
276o
2780
2790
28ro
2820
2830
2840
2850
286o

II40
1220
II6o
1250
700 (Tee)
66o (Tee)
890 (Tee)
2130 (EoS)
445 (Tee)
2140 (Tee)
2900 (Tee)
36oo (Tee)
3765 (Tee)
3800 (Tee)
3925 (Tee~
3940 (Tee
428o (Tee
4300 (Tee)
II70 (Tee)
1270 (Tee~
1610 (Tee
3080 (Tee
3450 (Tee)
3500 (Tee)
3655 (Tee)
366o (Tee)

To W.0.II
To Sgt.

To Sgt.

2549316
23664326
23699371
22477953
23487218
23473692
22805654
23463846
236o4870
23733056
2II26838
23238089
23515169
22771308
23726167
23666o88
23735353
23515155
23722309
23696659
23674427
22537304
23657136
23657183
23697563
23675354
23697557
23697512
23675423
23675370
23675448
23675435
23675430

S Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

To W.0.II

To S Sgt.

A/W.O.I

2549573
22515761
22265090
22812197
22886326
22569816
22547486
22246o64
2208oo88
22569452
23ro8464
23205288

W.0.II
W.0.II
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
S Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.

2100545r

A/W.O.I

w.o.n

Stringer, A.
Littlejohn, w. A.
Johnstone, T.
Giles, G. W .
Banks, J. W.
Dixon, A.
Brown, H.
Cassling, R . N. L.
Forster, R. N.
Beasley, J. P.
Maxted, b. M.
Brown, T. L.

To Sgt.

3720
3830 (Teel
(Tee
3910 (Tee
4150 (Tee
4290 (Tee
5236 (Tee

480
430
8oo
440
76o
450
46o
570
u8o IIOO
1190 ·IIIO
1200 1130
1210 II8o
1220 1184
1310 8650 (Op)
1320 8890 (Op)
1330 9540 (Op)

Convery, D.

400

970
980
990

~~~~ ~1~~~
1220

1470(~~

Pocock, D. C.
Gad.man, F.
Wilmot, T .
Kennedy, R. 0.
McRae, K. R.
Grant, R. C. L.
Hotson, D. B. G.
Mullett, R. A . F.
Page, W. G.
Cuimiff, P. J.
Perry, C. I.
Jolly, D.
Frid, M. M.
Waldock, P.
McNally, K. H.
Jones, P. S.
Wilson, G. A.
Rex, D. E.
Livesey, R. F'. W.
Young, J. H.
MacPh.ail, D.
Gorman, P.
Aylmer, G. A.
Hull, J. R.
Kent, 'W. P.
Booth, J. A.
Summers, W. J.
Cartwright, S.
Doyle, S.
Brittenden, A. G. A.
Timms, G. R.
Milneday, J. M.
Mepham, G.D.

720
5552
5610
5625
5627
5628
5629
5634
5635
5638
5640
5645
5650
566o
5680
5695
5700
5705
5710
5715
5730
5750
5755
576o
5780
5785
5790
5795
5800
58o5
5810
5815
5820

440
9030
u943
9336
8422
9910
Jo635
r26oo
!0155
12946
12173
3900
8396
11008
IIIOO
12335
10997
8397
II2)0
n782
8140
1400
10899
10550
11315
11345
11350
11365
11380
11787
11936
11950
12730

To S Sgt.

22276o87

s

2549517

23528541
23686o50
2228785'1
23473288
23503322
23503305
22983u3
23528546
23494933
22800201
23487283
23770514
22050984
23529490
23473088
23767792
23611557
23709444
22634773
23710203
23761907
22983739
23227835
23698334
23528404
23707305
23685179
22800530
22490346
23310868
23200296
23719121
22562980

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.
A / Sgt.
Cpl.

A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.

Bootli, A. P.
HudspcthkL.
Johnson,
Bonfield, T. M.
Baker, R. A.
Lovell 1 J. B.
Gallagner, D .
Barnes, D . W.
Kennard, G. S.
Curric.i. J . M.

Gill,

K.

G.

SaundersJ M.
Talbot, J.
Dawe, A.
Evans, M. G.
Haughie, G. G .
Fraser, D. A.
Fincht R. A.
Golleage, A.
Coole, L.A.

~kw·~.;l·c. W.
Macrae, A.
Eagle, G . G.
Brown, T . J.
Fowler, G.
Creevy, J. M.
Wickham, C. F. E.
Con stamine, R.
Davis, P . J.
Bailey, R. J.
Hall, J .
Peacock, T.

13220
13224
13230
13240
13250
1326o
13270
13280
13290
13300
13310
13320
13330
13340
13350
1336o
13370
13380
13390
13400
13410
13420
13430
13440
13450
1346o
13470
13480
13490
13500
13510
13520
13540

22630
21344
1036
19590
23000
23050
2346o
23630
24000
24410
25640
24767
24784
24814
25320
25480
25490
25620
26180
262110
25690
25750
25762
25930
26150
25950
26378
3850
19150
2o620
22770
26240
22430

To Sgt.

222128o4
2551938
22296199
23469955
22242312
22999340
22820496
22807210
22971843

Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.

23677153
23234298
23396130
23625238

A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
A/Sgt.
Cpl.

Hague, J.
Simon, R.
Perham, L. E. L.
Burnham, J. S. S.
Shield, J. S.
Groves, R. S.
Goss, W. T .
Redgrave. J. R.
Stanley, H. C.

4680
4690
4700
4710
4720
4730
4740
4750
476o

1140
1)10
2Il0
2400
3170
4990
506o
5070
2610

3140
3150
316o
3170

5210
5240
3810
4570

ADMINISTRATIVE ROSTl!R

To Sgt.

730

THE

WIRE,

Byrne, J. P.
Pearce, R. C.
Chering, F. E.
Hargreaves, S.

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER

1966

J.

Palman, M. E.

W.O.II

88o 2730
(W.O.II-Rd)

FORBMAN OF SIGNALS ROSTBR

To

SgL

s

Sgt.

Berry,

c.

A.

2690

IIIO (Tee)

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS

To W.O.II

To S Sgt.

22537241

W.O.II

Lockley, T.

22326179

W.O.II

Wall, W. C. G.

228oo665

W .O.II

Ankers, J. W.

22563782

W .O.II

Kreckcler, K. R.

22296820

S Sgt.

Tompkins, G. B.

22771473

S Sgt.

Hurnell, B. R.

724 2310
(Reg. Duty)
740 1290
(Sig. Ccn. Spvr.)
990 148o
(Sig. Ccn. Spvr.)
1000 1490
(Sig. Ccn. Spvr.)
6o
430
(Sig. Ccn. Spvr.)
400
990
(Sig. Ccn. Spvr.)

TECHNICAL ROSTER

To Sgr.

2282n55

Sgt.

Clarke, D. A.

22556617

A/S Sgt.

1521

6uo (Op)

REGIMENTAL DUTY ROSTBR

W.0.1

150
56o
20
II90
IO
1900

S Sgt.

16o
800
300
r26o
390
2800

330
340
1630
5.IO

3230

340

36o

510

390

430
710
3240
1750
910
590

780
1930

FOREMAN OF SIGNALS ROSTER

W .O.I
W.O.II
S Sgt.

~=~
1570

1 x~

810

850

830

910

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS ROSTER

W.O.I
W.O.II

220
930
Jl90

Sgt.

230

240

360

0nEF CLERK ROSTER

W.O.II
SIGNAL CENTRE SUPERVISOR ROSTER

S Sgt.

36o

IlOO
TECHNICAL ROSTER

W.O.I
W.O.II
Sgt.

140
290
580
4556

390
4090
4820

4500

3420

4105

3740

OPERATING ROSTER

6140
11280

Sgt.

Sgt.

16o
3510

Sgt.

990

656o
12246

FmLD ROSTER
170
1480

8480
12470
2100

866o

9590

2710

ADM1NISTRATIVB ROSTER

256o

MOVEMENTSOtncers
ADDITIONSUcutenant (T.O.T.) T. L. Craze
Captain S. W . Read .. .
. ..
Captain N. A. Vandyck . . .
Major S. G. Walker
.. .
Ucutenant P. B. Webster

JULY LIST
To 242 Squadron
,, 16th Regiment
,, 22 S.A.S. Squadron
,, 22 S.A.S. Squadron
,, 9th Regiment

ADDITIONS- SEPTEMBER LIST
Captain (Q.M.) G. H. Graham, B.B.M. ,, 65th Re11iment (T.A.)
Lieutenant J. D. Hutchison ...
...
4th Regunent
Captain G. T. Mills ...
...
... ., 213 Squadron
Major D. Shaw . . .
School of Signals

WIRE,

CANCELLATIONS-OCTOBER LIST
Major J. A. J. Massey ...
. .. ,, Posting now cancelled

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER

November, 1966
W.0.I (F. of S.) G. L. P. Hudson ...
W.O.I (F. of S.) H. Morrison . ..
...
W.O.I (Y. of S.) M. J. Caplan
...
W.O.II A. J. Thomas
W.O.II G. L. Jackson
W.O.II J. R. Overton
W.O.II A. R. Hill . ..
W.O.II H. Miller . . .
W .0.II K. Bunston
...
W.O.II (Y. of S.) R. W. Coe
W.O.Il A. W. Peat
W.0.II G. E. Fiann
W.O.II K. Beadle ...
...
...
...
W.O.II (F. of S.) R. Banham ...
. ..
W.O.II (F. of S.) F. Clarkson.·· · . ...
W.O.U (F. of S.) R. M. Mainwanng
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) D. Thom
Staff Sergeant N. D. Davies . ..
Staff Sergeant J. Cummins
Staff Sergeant A. Morris
...
Sta« Sergeant A. G. Stapleton
Staff Sergeant J. E. Stroud ...
Staff Sergeant F. G. MacFarlane
Sergeant N. C. Cowell
Sergeant A. Potterson
Sergeant M. Jennings
Sergeant L. W. Poole
A / Sergeant L. Coupe ...
Sergeant J. W. Biikwood
Sergeant K. Glenville
Scrgeoot A. McBcath ...
Sergeant D. T. Llewellyn
Sergeant P. J. Davis
Sergeant R. F. Jones
Sergeant J. Carr . ..
.. .
Sergeant P. 0. McGloin ...
Sergeant J. M. Evans
Sergeant R. Baxter ...
...
Sergeant T. C. Smith . . .
Sergeant D. H. Carr
Sergeant G. Harris
...
...
Sergeant A. J. Stirling ...
...
Sergeant K. De Lecq Le Moutais
Sergeant R. C. Warren . ..
Sergeant J. F. Phillips . . .
Sergeant R. T. Aitken . . .
Sergeant B. K. Williams
Sergeant F. S. Small
Sergeant B. Smith ...
Sergeant C. Widdowson
Serge.ant 1. C. Guinan

To
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

,,
,,

- - - IllJDDEBSFIELD

ADDITIONS-AUGUST LIST
T /Captain G. Hayes . . .
. . . ,, 22nd Regimem
Captain B. Pickup . . .
. .. ,, 650 Troop

THE

ADDITIONS-OCTOBER LIST
Lieutenant (Tfc Offr) J. D. Heard .•• ,, 3oth Re11imcnt
Lieutenant (Tfc Otfr) D. K. Wallis ... ,, Ist Regiment

Warrant Otncers and Seaior N.C.O.s

Alexander, D. T.

DELETIONS

W.O.II

w: "

5756
(Trans. from REMB)

ADMINISTRATIVE ROSTER

S

FIELD ROSTER

CfnEP CLERK ROSTER

To W.0.1

96o

1o6o
1070
1090
1040
1030
1010

OPERATING ROSTER

YBOMAN OF SIGNALS

To W.O.I

940
950

TECHNICAL ROSTER

FORBMAN OF StGN"ALS

2549650 W.O.II
2549663 W.O.II
22381597 w.o.rr
22242353 W.O.II
22248735 S Sgt.
2549330 S Sgt.
22265689 S Sgt.
14194559 S Sgt.
22242685 Sgt.
22515640 Sgt.
22546510 Sgt.
2320r3ro Sgt.
23220364 Sgt.
22740087 Sgt.
23463972 Sgt.
23513580 Sgr.
23232089 Sgt.
22983718 Sgt..
21005387 Sgt.
225373rr SgL
22296976 Sgt.
22999352 Sgt.
22550292 Sgt.
22771344 Sgt.
22967513 Sgt .
22776184 Sgt.
22309u8 Sgt.
22274r58 Sgt.
22486435 Sgt.
22794203 Sgt.
23532995 Sgt.
23528396 Sgt.

Stroud, J. E.
Henry D.
Griffiths, J. D .
Copland, R .
Arrowsmith, L.
Perrier, L.
Izzo, J. H.
Thomas, F.
Reynolds, G.
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Maior G. C. Beadle ...
,, 20d Rcldmcnt
Captain W. H. BrookJ .. .
H.Q;(. ~ersonnel Selection Stall
Lieutenant A. P. Browne
7th =aimcnt
T/Major J. R. Burrows •..
,, 4th Regiment
Captain E. R. Castle ...
H.Q. Zambia Army
Lieutenant M. L. Forge ...
...
•.. ,, 3 H.Q. & Signal Regiment
Lieutenant C. T. A. Hughes, B.E.M. ,, 24th Regiment
Major M. R. Hewitt ...
•..
..• ,, W.R.A.C. College
Captain (Q.M.) W. E. Howley
,, 259 Squadron
Major (T.0.T.) C. G. Holland
28th Regiment
Major (T.O.T.) C. V. Impey
627 Troop
Major (Q.M.) H. W. Newsham
64th Regxmcnt (T.A.)
Captain C. K. Powell . . .
...
School oC Signals
Lieutenant (Tfc) R. Reid
...
,, Attached 644 Troop
Caprain (T.O.T.~ K. V. Risby
H.Q. L.P., . Hong Kong
Major P. E. Riding
...
...
R.H.Q. S.A.S.
Lieutenant-Colonel A. T. Scott
,, School of Signals
Major P. A. Thompson
.. .
22nd Regiment
Lieutenant-Colonel (T.O.T.) C.
T. Weech
...
...
,, 8th Regiment
Captain (Q.M.) J. Woods
Junior Leaden Rcaiment
Major T. B. Woods
.. .
,, 234 Squadron
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24th Regiment
Inspector of Trade Training
14th Regiment
30th Regiment
13th Regiment
65th Regiment T.A.
3 Div. H.Q. and Signal Regt.
2181 Regiment
257 Squadron
18th Regiment
252 Squadron
M. of D.
14th Regiment 1 Squadron
Army of the Fed. of Malaysia
8th Regiment
1 Div. H.Q. and Signal Rcgt.
518 Troop
21st Regiment
1 Div. H.Q. and Signal Regiment
17 Gurkha Regiment
3 Div. H .Q. and Signal Regiment
4 Div. H.Q. and Signal Regiment
18th Regiment
2 r6 Squadron
249 Squadron
249 Squadron
7 Arm'red Bdc H.Q. & Sig. Sqn
7 Arm'red Bdc H.Q. & Sig. Sqn
30th Regiment
210 Squadron
210 Squadron
244 Squadron
18 Fd Regt. R.A. Sig. Troop
1 Div. H .Q. & Sig. Regt.
Junior Leaders Regr.. R. SignaJa
3 Div. H .Q. & Signal Regr.
2 Div. H.Q. & Sig. Regt.
2t3 Squadron
19 Inf. Bde H.Q. & Sig. Sqn
21st Regiment
17th Gurkha Regiment
I Div. H.Q. & Sig. Regt.
18th Regiment
261 Squadron
224 Squatlron
52nd Regiment T.A.
5 Inf. Bde H.Q. & Sig. Sqn
4 Div. H.Q. & Sig. Rcgt.
School of Artillery, Markhill
nth Regiment
227 Squadron

BBANC:D

Secretary : T. Mellor, Esq., Lea House, Shepley, Hudde field.
After some years of hibernation, this branch has been reactivated, with branch meetings, a well-supported contingent to
the Catterick Reunion, and a healthy exchange of yams, true
and otherwise, by members.
ames contained in our minutes are: Sid Rose, Phil Caldwell,
Tom Mellor, Doug Marshall, Ken Hiley. I will give a further
list next time round.
We have dates booked to visit the Leeds Branch and a
Christmas dinner.
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of a ssista~ce to. erect their .tents. They naturally joined us for
a few drmks m the evening. Weather bright and sunnywhat a change!

'DOWN THE RHINE IN TWENTY DAYS

Day 12. Escorti11~ the girls
A rest day was called, mainly due to the fact that again it
was bright and sunny. Kit was cleaned and sorted out, dhobi
"".as done, and the. rest of the day was spent escorting the
~irls and gen~ral s1ght-see~g by all.
A very enjoyable day
m the very picturesque Rhme Gorge.

by Lieutenant R. N. Haysom of 204 Squadron
(Being an account of a 500 mile canoe expedition from
Basie to Rotterdam in just over 20 days to be accurate)

As an Adventure Training Scheme this year I decided to take
a party canoeing down the Rhine from Basie to Rotterdam, a
distance of some 830 km. (500 miles roughly).
Equipment acquired, men trained and rations " scrounged,"
we set off for what promised to be an interesting three weeks.
~o much happened in these three weeks that a book could be
wntten. However, our " chief scribe," Seri:eant Darbyshire,
managed to keep a log and so it was decided that this would
suffice to explain the "method in our madness."

Day I. A small fire
After draining the Kero from the landrover!-'we left Iserlohn at o8.oo ho1;1CS, I hour behind ~chedule. The journey by
Autobahn to Weil, a total of 370 miles, was completed in Ill
hours. Tr~ffic jaJI?S caused a l<;>t of delay, and apart from the
I ton Austm catching fire, nothing serious happened. The fire
~a~ ~used by a piece of rag falling on to the exhaust pipe and
1g01ong. . o damag~. Wea~er sunny, a bright warm evening
by the Rhme. Sleepmg out m the open, scorning tents.
Day 2. A heat wave
Rest day. Prepared canoe equipment in morning and shore
party s.orted out kit. Aftern~on swimming at l-0cal pool. Evenmg, tnp by most to local village. Weather very hot 71 F in
shade, man.y sore ba.cks, etc. ! Rain during night, and fue brave
ones sleepmg out m the open became rather damp. Staff
Sergeant Parry (Taff) sacked as weather man, having assured
us all it would not rain.
Day 3. Bikinis and a drink
The first launch took place at 08.45 hours amid rude remarks
at 172 Kilometer Marker (KMM). Canoes got to 174 kmm and
ported around a 6oft. dam on to 180 kmm. Severe rapids navig~ted only bY_ our gallant Captain, Lieutenant Haysom, and the
Signalmen Hillhouse-McKnight crew. The others took a dip in
a 15-knot race, Donoghue and Dooher managing to get stuck
on a rock.
. R<;>binson ente~ed France se~ting a new mode in fashion life Jacket and ~limsoles only! Met five times by Rover patrol
of shore party JUSt to make sure we were not hitching lifts!
Ported around weir and into camp site at 266 kmm-distance
covered 54 k.m. The s~ore parry roughed it after setting up
camp at .Bre1sach, watching veyy brief bikinis making the most
~f the still !eally excellent weather. A quiet drink in the town
m the evenmg.
Day 4. Whirl1•ools
Up at o8.oo hours, rain. Canoeists away by ro.oo hours. Rain
most of the morning. A camp site located near Ichenheim,
afternoon sunny but pla~ed by insects. Rain in the evening.
The rover group had a little wander round trying to find us but
we event~ly .met up. The canoeists had a fairly uneventful
day, canoemg m a 12-15-knot current (in their favour) travelled
a total of 5 km to 277 kmm, negotiating two locks approximately
6oft. deep. Stopped at 261 kmm. for lunch · Whirlpools causing
trouble due to speed of river. A quiet evening in camp due to
weather, distance from village and the fact that the crews were
shattered.
Day G. Argument with a barge
Awoke again to rain. Canoests away by 08.30 hours. Shore
pa~ moved to Solligen, after going part way into France when
takmg wrong turning at Kahl. Canoeists passing through Strasbourg ~!most knocked a barge about, but thought better of it
afte~ Signalman I;Iolmes was attacked with a bucket of potato
peelmgs. Travellmg at a s~eady ro kph they covered 50 km. to
the 327 km. I!l the e.verung showers and baths at 4 Wing
R.C.AF., then mto vanous Messes. A night to remember we
were entertained in a grand style by all.
'

Dny 6. Recovering from the previous night
Rather a late start after "the night before," canoeists away
by ro.oo hours. Shore parry left at I0·35 hours to move to
Speyer.
Site found just by th: 400 kmm. Rain again interfered with
~o~t of the. day. Canoeists had a long but quiet day. The only
mc1dent bemg . that a ferry decided to take " Right of way."
Apart from this. a good ~me was made, 73 km. covered in 9
hours. J\n evenmg spent m camp due to very heavy rain, cards
and dommoes soon appeared.
Dny 7. A festival enjoyed by all
. Rest day. We ~ound that it was the first day of a festival
m Speyer, so deCJded to stay. Morning spent cleaning-up
etc., and as our good. deed for the day, we towed a civilian
o~t that w~s bogged m near the camp site. The river was very
high ~ m fl<><>'!. Everyone seemed ro enjoy the festival in
die even~g, and if gro:ins the next morning and the collection
~. souvemrs are anythmg to go by, a good time was had by

ca:

Day 8. Nearly crushed between barges
Canoes away by. ro.oo holirs. Distance covered only 43 km.
to Worl'!ls. Cons:derable difficulty experienced going through
Mannheim; the nver police were not on hand to :help us
as expected, when an accident was narrowly avoided when tw~
barges made our team feel like the meat in a sandwich. Camp
was set up at the Camp Platz, by the road bridge at Worms443 kmm-a pleasant site with plenty of amenities.
Day 9. Champagne celebration
An eventful day all round. Camp site at Gustavsburg at
4?5 kmm (dis~ce covered 53 km.). Not a very good camp
site. The canoeists had a good trip, but travelled very slowly
down one stretch of the !fiver, perhaps the nudist colony on
the b~ had some effect on them! A good evening, with a
celebration for Coryoral Bo.b Metcalrs birthday-champagne
and all-whicl:i agam lef.t thick heads the following morning.
Day IO. Stuck u1• a tower
Up late. Rain, ·the camp site had been turned into a sea
of mud, and there was a lake neatly surrounding the vehicles.
Conta.ct was lru!de with the river police, and they met the
canoeists at Mamz. Heavy seas (literally) and a head wind
caused slow progress On to 516 kmm, where they handed over
to another police launch, which escorted us to 525 knun (distance covered 30 km.), where, very luckily, they were spotted
by Staff Sergeant Parry. The shore party had "one of those
days "; a great deal of difficulty finding a suitable camp site,
an~ had ~n fact, only just arrived.
The camp site was by a
rumed bridge, and Signalman Hillhouse decided to climb one
of the towers. He found a way up, but decided that coming
down that way was not his idea of fun. Eventually we managed
to get a rope up to him, and he assures us he will not bother
·
again.
Day II. Through the Lorelei Gorge
Canoes away at 08.45 hours with police escort. Travelled
to St. Goarshauscn- 557 kmm-a distance of 32 km. Very
lucky to have police escort in attendance, as it saved us getting
mixed up with numerous obstacles. Attained the maximum
speed so far of 18 km. per hour. Passed through the famous
Lorelei in the Rhine Gorge (luckily, no maidens singing). The
camp site was established at a camp platz on the east side of
the river, and apart from getting the vehicles over on the
ferry, the shore party had a much better day. In the evening
a party of four girls-two New Zealand and two Australianarrived at the camp site and were promptly given a great deal

Dny 13. Evening round a bouOre
.Canoeists left at 09.00 hours. A very rough day with high
v.;nds, ~oppy water and a high density of river t;affic. The
high wmds forced the canoes to pull in on quite a few occasions. A c~p sir: w~s established by the shore party near
Andernach, m a 9wet little sandy cover by the river, close to
the 615 kmm (distance covered 58 km.). The evening was
spent round a bonfire of driftwood. Cpl. (Mick) Wickens has
found his vocation in life as a beachcomber. He kept coming
back to camp with the most fantastic assortment of things
found on the shore.
Day 14. A quiet day
A very ql!iet: day for both canoes and shore party. Canoes
covered a distance of 66 km. to· 581 kmm. Camp site establi.shed at Camp Platz at Rodinkirchen near Koln. Only incident really was our first mechanical fault, a carburettor fault
on the r-ton, developed whilst going through Bonn.
Day IS. We run into real trouble
~noes away at 10.00 hours in heavy rain.
Through Koln.
~1t worst weat~er so far,. a head-on wind of approximately
eight knots. River traffic mcreased. A .violent thunderstorm
near the 726 kmm caused heavy seas, making movement impossible. At 740.5 the Dooher/Donoghue canoe struck a buoycrew and paddles salvaged from capsized canoe forced buoy
adrift ~nd was los.t downs~eam with it. Lieutenant Haysom
and Signalman Hillhouse mformed the river police and civil
police. Signalmen Holmes and McKnight went to the Camp
Platz for assistance, but shore party at different Camp Platz!
(Staff. Sergeant Parry insisted that there was only one marked
on his map). The canoes were met by a Rover which had
been sent out when they were overdue at the camp site. A very
tired and hungry crew arrived at camp at 20.45 hours. Camp
sit.e on opposite side of the river to Dusseldorf, at the 794 kmm
(d~stance cover~ 68 km.).
Our first really bad day, incidentw1se, a great pity that one crew was now out of the team.
Day 16. The wreck recovered
Contacted the water police, who put us on to D.L.R.G.
(rescue organisation) who assisted by taking Lieutenant Haysom
and Corporal MacDonald out on the river launch to search
for .the damaged canoe. Just before lunch they returned with
the '"wreck," which, although too badly damaged to continue,
was I"epairable. Quotable quote of the morning: " The Queen
of the river has gone off with another buoy." It was decided
that no canoeing was possible, and a party returned to camp
at Iserlohn to pick up odds and ends required by individuals.
This is the closest we got to our normal unit location.
Dny 17. A miserable dny
Shore party moved to a location north of Dinslaken; canoes
had an early start and made good time passing through Duisburg. Very heavy river traffic encountered, and rain all day
and evening. Camp site at 801 kmm (distance covered 52 km.).
A miserable day, due to weather.
Day 18. Unin aucl more rai11
An early start made all round. Camp site established at
Emmerich by the 851 kmm (distance covered by canoe 50 km.).
A very warm and ·partially sunny afternoon. A quiet day
on •the river for the canoes, no wind, very little traffic in the
morning. A lunch stop at Rees and then on to the camp site.
Early evening a very heavy storm broke and freak gusts of
wind brought down one of the tents, badly damaging the flysheet. Rain and more rain-another night spent in camp.
Day ID. Into Holland
A good start and heading for Holland. Both canoes and
shore parties passed over the border without trouble and
THE
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heading now east to west across Holland. Camp site establi5hed
at Oosterbeck, near Amh~m at . a Camp Platz. Again rain
~rred the day. The canoes arrived on schedule, without in~1dent at the 888 kmm (distance covered 37 km.). The evenL?g spent P!aying cards and "Risk." The " Risk " players retire~ suffermg from battle fatigue, and Lieutenant Haysom
de~1ded t? do some .more study on tactics before playing again.
Ram agam all everung. Signalman Thompson left the party
to go on leave.

Day 20. The friendly Dutch
Canoes away in good time again; the current was faster
than expect~, due to the fact that the river was in flood. Shore
party established a camp site near Vree'swijk at the 951 kmm
and the. canoes arrived in good time, havi.n'g covered 63 km'.
They s~1d that they did ~ot have much trouble passing through
0e various sets of traffic lights the Dutch put on their canal/river
)lln{;tions ! The evening was fairly dry and most members of
the party went into the town in the evening. The Durch are
a really friendly people. The shore party took half-an-hour
off to go round the Airborne Museum, near Oosterbeck, and
were very impressed,
Day 21. A salubrious camp site
Lieutenant Haysom made contact with the local River
Superintendent (for want of a better title), who was good
enough to escort the canoes to Schoohover. Shore party and
the canoes met at Schoohover, and Staff Sergeant "Taff"
Parry and Sergeant " D " (Darbyshire) set off with the Rover
to find a camp site down river. No luck with the search,
and Lieutenant Haysom decided that the shore party would
go .to Rotterdam and the Rover would stay with the canoes,
which would go as far as possible. The police showed us into
the camp site--very salubrious. The canoeists travelled as
far as the 988 kmm and were taken by 3-tonner to the camp
site.
Day 22. Beer and back-slapping
Lieutenant Haysom and Sergeant Darbyshire went to see
the Rotterdam River Police, who agreed to escort the canoes
up to the r,ooo kmm. A hurried exit by canoeists to get
back on the job and Sergeant Darbyshire to meet the police
launch loaded to ·the " Plirnsole Line " with cameras and film.
The last 12 km. were covered without incident (much to the
amazement of the police), and the happy event celebrated with
an unknown number of beers and back-slappings.
Dny 23. A morning niter
All the party felt the effect of Saturday in Rotterdam. Everything possible to be packed was packed and stored for the trip
back, the parry decided to make the most of the sun and
" scenery." Cards, dominoes and "Risk" were again to the
fore and " loins generally girded " for the trip back to Iserlohn.
Day 24. Back home
Left Rotterdam and enjoyed an uneventful trip back to
Iserlohn. Everybody feeling that much had been done and
much gained.

Royal Signals Assotiation anti Benevolent Funtl
The follow ing subscriptions were most irratefu!ly recefoed during
September 1966:
64th Regiment T.A.
30th Regiment
47th Regiment T.A. ("A" Squadron
53rd Regiment T .A. (Warrant Officers' llild Sergeants' Meu)
57th Regiment T.A. (3 SqWldron)
7th Regiment
28th Regiment
262 Squadron (Cyprus)
South Devon Hunt Supporters' Oub ...
Robert Hart Trust ...
A. Coupe, Esq. (Commer Cars Ltd.) . .
Various individuai donations
Total Receipts

Expenditure during s,pwnber 1966 ...

[. •. d.
S 10 7
20 0 0
3 TJ

9

6

0

0

s s
75
100

5
IO

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

5
7
4

IO

0

2

10

{.247

2

2

[.456

0
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Two Years
Operational
Signalling in
BORNEO
The squadron longboat on the Sungei Sarawak at Kuching.
Rajah Brooke's Fort Hargharete

BIRD'S EYE VIEW
99 Gurkha Infantry Brigade leaves Sarawak A Farewell P d · K h.
40 Commando Roy;ol Marines, I Royal New. Zealand Regim~':t
2~cGtngk~n J .9 Set~em~er. On Parade Contingents from
Constabulary.
In the background K~chi~g '~thed~~~ ron with the band of the Sar;ow;ok

:n':

248 •Gurkb:t Sig,!ial Squadron looks back over two years of
opet;ational signalling in the Borneo ' confrontation.' Clearly
a highly .efficient sign~ unit, " The Wire " feels that what
foll~s '!ill be of special interest to all our readers, so their
contributi?n h~ been " promoted " from ordinary unit notes
to a special ~cle. In particular, all will be pleased to read
that along with 40 Commando, Royal Marines and the 1st
Royal New. Zealand Infantry, they were accord~d the honour
?frKepr_~,~ting 99 Gurkha Infantry Brigade at a farewell parade

m

UUllllg.

A definite aim achieved
. Ano0er chapter in the history of 248 Gurkha Signal Squadron
~s drawmg to a close.
Indonesian confrontation of Malaysia
is o".er and we are preparing to withdraw from Borneo. The
previous ch~pter also ended with a withdrawal to peacetime
acco~ation. That was in 1962, when the Squadron left
~e1. Current events are progressing with timings strangely
s1!llilar to th<?se <?f 1962. In 1962 the Squadron disembarked in
Sm~apo,re with JU~ a f~w days in which to prepare for the
festival of Kalratr1. ThIS year the same experience will face
the advance party, whil.s.t me remainder of the Squadron is
left t? celebrate as best it can in transit accommodation in
Kuchmg. But there the similarity ends. The Brunei Revolt
was put down, a definite aim was achieved, there was success
for the :whole world to s.ee. At the end of this campaign the
Indoees1an ~d ~alays1an peace negotiators have decided
that There IS. i;to victo~ and no vanquished," but tlle politically
untramell~ ~.tary mind sees a very different situation.
~er amvmg m Sarawak in January, 1964, 99 Gurkha Infantry
Br.1gade develo~ed into one of the largest and most professional
bngad~ fom;a~1~.s that the British Army has ever known.
Operauonal lllltiauve was won and never relinquished. There
was mu~h br~very, i;ec~ised by a variety of appropriate
awards, mcludmg a Victoria Cross. Victor and vanquished bo
damned, the Queen's enemies are undone; we are at the end
of a very successful campaign.

Unusual problems and unusual solutions
. Continuous an~ ~tense operations demand continuous and
mtense commumcauons; the Brigade Signal Squadron was
p<>sed many unusual pr<>?Iem;i, and in solving them changed
its character. The mobile all'portable organisation so highly
dev~loped whilst. in. Singapore, bad to be adapted to provide a
stat!c and soph1st1cat~d framework of communications into
which Ann<>ured, Artillery and Infantry units could fit, with

minfmurn disturbance_, f?r their tours of duty in Sarawak.
A~s1sted by an enthus1ast1c and pr~fessional band of Regimental
S!gnal Officers, a new era of iungle communications was
pio~eered as VHF radio progressively replaced HF on all
t~cucal command nets forward of Brigade H.Q.
W1th the
vital. support o~ No. 2 Comcentre Troop of the Joint Commurucations Unit (Borneo) a Joint Communications Centre was
established, which ultimately handled three thousand messages
a day. From 2 T~p we. learned about the trials, tribulations
and rewards of Jomt Service organisation.

Operntions
Whilst you were reading our last contribution to THE WIRE
l~ newspaper "readers were gree-ted with banner headline~
which de~lared Dr~atic End to Lull in Border War" an
event which threw us mto a frenzy of activity as the B;igade
~eplo)'.ment was turned inside out to counter a large enemy
mcu;,s1on south of Kuching. The operation was called " Mixed
Bag, and we we_re lef.t wo~dei;ing whether the person who
dreamt up the utle was thinking of the mixed origins of
the ene~y or the mixed composition of our own battalions
CoTpames were he~coptered. from " under command " her~
t~ under command . there with ~reat .alacrity, whilst a Brigade
Signal Officer, spendmg more ume m the air than on the
ground (nice~t P?ssible interpretation, please), managed to keep
<he commun1c;auons plot one jump ahead of confusion.
The operation was a complete success and produced one
more trophy for !·he Corps Museum. It can now be told that
the last. con!I'1but1?n to the Museum from this area came from
the acuon. m which Lance-Corporal Rambahadur Limbu 10
Gurkha Rifles, won his Victoria Cross.
'
This is where we came bd
.on 8rh August, 99 Gurkha Infantry Brigade took under its
':Ymg the .Second and Third Divisions of Sarawak, thus allowmg. 5 Bn.gade, with 205 Signal Squadron, to <return to the
Uruted Kmgdom and their families.
Events had co~pleted a full circle; as the campaign drew
!O a cl~e, 99 Brigade was once more responsible for the area
1t .occupied on arrival in Borneo on lst January, 1964. The
Brigade Command Net was now served by seven outstations
•t he two latest additions being located loo and 120 miles distant
from the rebroadcast s~ation.. Un~aunted by distance, SR
(42s an~ !~ally-made big~ gam aerials provided reliable voice
commun1cat1on back r.o bngade headquarters.
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In the background

Good Luck, 205 Squadron
Customary messages of appreciation were exchanged on the departure of 205 Squadron, but none could have been inspired by
more sincerity than on this occasion. It was a most interesting experience for us residents of the Far East to see a Brigade H.Q.
and Signal Squadron arrive from the Strategic Reserve, get established and function, using staff and communication procedures
so different to our own. No doubt they found us interesting,
too! However, a mutual respect for each other's professionalism
was manifestly demonstrated by the proud record that not once
was any blame or criticism levelled by either party at " the
chap on the other end." Good luck 205 Squadron!
Bond-over to lUaloysion Forces
Indonesia's Confrontation of Malaysia officially ended on
12th August, 1966. 99 Gurkha Infantry Brigade, discarding
its title of political convenience, was no longer known as
West Brigade and began an immediate band-over of responsibilities to 3 Malaysian Infantry Brigade (3 MIB).
A Signal Squadron, under command of Major Gopakumar
Krishnan, arrived in Kuching 9n 20th August and, using a
completely different range of equipment to ours, were in
business by the 27th. It did not escape general notice that
the smoothes.t and friendliest hand-over of all took place be·t ween .the two Brigade Signal Squadrons.
99 Gurkha Infantry Brigade bade a formal farewell to
Sarawak, when representative units paraded on the Padang in
Kuching before the Chief Minister of the State .on 19th
September, 1966. The three detachments on parade could
hardly have been more representative of the variety of British
and Commonwealth units which have passed through the
Brigade during the last thirty~two months; they came from
40 Commando, Royal Marines, l Royal New Zealand Infantry
Regiment and 248 Gurkha Signal Squadron. It was a great
honour to be on parade. To stand in such gallant company
representing both the Royal Corps of Signals and the Brigade
of Gurkhas was the sort of honour that General Perowne must
have had in mind, when twelve years ago, h~ presented Gur~a
Signals with their own cap badge and remmded us of the mheritance of honour symbolised by the joining of the Winged
Mercury and Crossed Kukris .
Seropi no more
The Brigade Command Net reverted to HF and the VHF
rebroadcast station closed down, when only two battalions were
left under command. At this stage, the only radio station remaining in operation on Gunong Serapi was the UHF 619
set controlling the West Sarawak Coastal Net. This coastal
net closed as H.M.S. Dartingion steamed out of range on her
way to Singapore, having handed ov~r patrol duties to a R<?yal
Malaysian Naval vessel. As the noise of the generators died,
the peak of Serapi was restored to a state of peaceful silence
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99 Gurkha Infantry Brigade leaves Sarawak. The farewell Parade in Kuchinc on
19 September. The Chief Minister t;okes the salute u the 218 Gurkha Si1n<>l
Squ;odron Contingent marches put, Officers on parade Captain S. G. McK.
Gordon and Lieutenant (Q.G.O .) Kesarsinc Gurunc

unknown for the previous twelve months. It remains silent,
a highly desirable residence, possibly to be used in the near
future by Malaysian Signals, certainly to be developed later
by the Post and Telecommunications Department.
Gunong Serapi, 3,000 feet above sea level, was originally
established as a radio relay station in August, 1965, and
ultimately became a very sophisticated radio site, at one time
housing five rebroadcast stations. The Gunong Serapi project
has become a symbol of 248 Gurkha Signal Squadron's aspiraIts
tions and achievements during the Borneo Campaign.
conception was far sighted, its reconnaissance and construction
called for much ingenuity and hard work, and its progressive
development produced facilities which not only enabled the
Brigade Signal Squadron to meet its own commitments, but
also protided communications for the Royal Navy, Artillery
and Infantry, and the Sarawak Constabulary.

Training and recreation
During the quieter periods of life, we have occupied ourselves \vith a variety of interesting tasks, including the introduction of the SAREE MK. Ill Beacon to the Brigade. For
a time we also provided a radio and an operator for each
R.P.L. (Ramp Powered Lighter) sailing the coast of Sarawak;
they are now fitted with Marconi Fulrnar Guardian equipments
operated by the coxswain.
We have also found time to run two short Dn/R230
courses.
The students represented most units of Gurkha
Signals and were impressively enthusiastic; it was a pleasure
to ·have them with us. Unfortunately, during the second course,
we had to start preparing to mov.e out of our permanent accommodation, but training was successfully concluded by an exercise, during which the students worked Brunei and Seremban
using all modes.
Another training success of which we are presently very
proud, is the successful upgrading of two Gurkha operators on
Royal Signals courses in Singapore-Signalman Mehennan
Limou upgraded himself to Radio Operator Bl at the Signal
Training Centr ., whilst Corporal Khimbahadur Gurung improved his secondary trade from Radio Relayman Class III to II
at 249 Squadron.
The lack of pitches and the mill-stone of shift-working rather
inhibits a full programme of the more conventional sporting
activities, but we have taken to boating in a big way. With
a grant from the Nuffield Trust, we have purchased a long
(very long) boat and outboard engine. Christened "Bahadur,"
the boat makes two or three runs each week down river to
the sea at Santubong. The boat will carry about fifteen men,
a limited amount of bhat and an unlimited amount of tinned
Tiger. After a few hair-raising trips under instruction, Corporal
Dalbahadur Thapa has become a very proficient helm, although,
as he says, he still has a little trouble parking on return to
Kuching town, where space is limited and the current can
run at over five knots.

Brltls ra k
The following British ranks were serving with the 248
Gurkha Signal Squadron on rst October:
Major A. C. Dexter
Squadron Commander
Captain S. G. M . Gordon
Second-in-Command
Lieutenant D. G. M. Overton
O.C. " J " Troop
Staff Sergeant G. A. Howie
S.Q.M.S.
Staff Sergeant J. K. Angus
Foreman of Signals
Sergeant R. A. Robertson
C ipher Sergeant
Corporal J. W. H. Bowie
Cipher Corporal
Cipher Corporal
Corporal C. S. Hollinrake
Corporal T. J. pence
Line Technician
Stan Gordon was our most worthy representative in the
Gurkha Signals victorious Nepal Cup team. Foreman Angus

j~ined. the Squadron ~ireot from his qualifying course. lt is
his third tour of service with Gurkha Signals and bis second
at H.Q. .99 G~kha Infantry. Brigade, where he previously
served, with Maior De.'i:t~, m Jo~ore during the Malayan
Emergency. Corporal Hollinrake will part company with the
qu~dron oi;i return to Singapore and make his way .to r6th
Regiment, via some well-earned leave in E ngland.

Tho future
Our i;ie"! contribution to " The Wire" will certainly record
the beg1nrung of a new chapter. The Squadron will be in a
new station, commanded by a new Squadron Commander
training for an entirely new role, and at the same time wili
be reorganising as an integrated Headquarters and Signal
Squadron. Don't miss the next thrilling instalment!

IT ALL BEGAN WITH ICARUS
Three Roy al Signals Suba l terns f r ee-fall at the A.P . A. Centre». Netheravon
By L icu te1Jant L. G. Fra ser

* Icarus was the first m an to altempt flight, according to
m y thology. H e fasT1ioned him self a pair of wings which he
fastened to his body by means <Jf wax. Unfortunately he flew
too near the sun, the heat of which melted the wax so, cdas,
Icarus crashed to earth.
. . . at 2,500 feet Sergeant Griffiths looked out over
Netheravon airfield and motioned four apprehensive figures to
their feet. A light fiashed and the engines of the Rapide cut out
-all was quiet except for the air whistling through the wire
and struts. Sergeant Griffiths pointed to the rubber pad on
the wing and I climbed out. Brief thoughts flashed through
my mind. Was I mad? Had I packed the parachute correctly?
A sharp dig on the thigh and I let go of the main strut.
There was a glimpse of blue and green and then a sharp
jerk. I looked up and saw my canopy above me. I looked
around and saw four other figures drifting gently earthwards.
It was a clear day and I could see far into the distance. I
pulled on my toggles and turned to the right and left; by now
I was over the middle of the airfield and people on the ground
looked much closer. All too soon I landed in a heap on the
ground. " Still in one piece," I breathed to myself. M y senses
rapidly came back to me as I was dragged across the grass.
I pulled on my lower lift webs to collapse the canopy and
staggered to my feet. In a moment I had field-packed the
parachute and I was walking back to the hangars.
In the parachute-packing room, Lieutenants Rodney Boden

and Chris Byrom were busy packing as quickly as possi be
for the next jump . .

The reason wh.,,
~by were three Roy~l Signals Subalterns from the Royal
Military College of Science spending August free-falling at
Netheravon?
During ·the summer vacation, all Degree Students at the
Royal Military College of Science have to undergo an attachment to a unit or a civilian firm, or undertake an adventure
tr~ining scheme.
Some months previously, with the help of
L ieutenant-Colonel A. H . Dennis, Royal Signals, a free-fall club
was formed at .the Royal Military College of Science. The Corps
decided to allow first year students to go on a free-fall course
at Nerheravon as the summer attachment. Lieutenants Boden
Byrom and Fraser duly volunteered for a course in August. '
The in.str11.ctor winced
At the Army Free-Fall Centre, after a series of short introduct!ons, we ~gan ground training. . This consisted of simple
landmg techmque, practised by ruruung up ramps and rolling
on to mats. There was a certain amount of speculation about
the chances of certain students jumping twice, as some of the
rolls looked very heavy and were accompanied by winces

from the instructor. However, the instructors were very patient
and soon all students were reasonably proficient.
'

The arms ol "" Oran.g-Outa1Jg
In between ground training we were taught how to pack
our P3;fachutes. This is basically a simple task, and as each
stage is checked by an instructor, there is little room for
error. The most difficult stage is ·the final one, when the
extractor chutes have .to be pushed down on to the main
canopy, and the sides of the pack stretohed over and secured
by the ripcord pins. This part demands the arms of an orang-outang and the patience of Job. The first parachute took
nearly two hours to pack, but, after practice, this was speeded
up to about half-an-hour or Jess. The instructors were most
helpful and they were capable of removing the most complex
tangles in a maHer of moments.
The first night most of the students went .to bed complaining
of aches and bruises, but these soon wore off, and after a
couple of days ·training, we were eager for our first jump.
The weather at this stage turned against us-the wind in excess of .ten knots, r ain and low cloud base. Tune was passed
watching •t he World Cup football matches and playing cards.
The bad weather lasted several days, and conversations began
to turn from parachuting .to the merits of ·the English team
and "why I led the ,t wo of diamonds."
Pour shapes a1Jd l oqr c anopies
One mo;ning we were woken at five to see the dawn just
breaking over the airfield . It was a perfect day, the weather
had improved at last. We moved down to the hangars and
were sorted into sticks while gulping down a mug of tea.
After ·t his preliminary organisation all was ready, and the
Rapide spluttered into life. The first seven climbed in. The
first run was at 2,500 feet, where a streamer was thrown out
to assess drift. Faces on the ground anxiously looked up at the
second run a few seconds later. One after another, four shapes
left the wing of the aircraft, four canopies burst jnto life. A
igh of relief went up from the ground, a shout of joy was heard
from 2,500 feet. Conversation took on a lighter phase.
The" to a d u mmy rip eord
We jumped ,three times that morning, the maximum we were
allowed to jump in any one day, hurriedly packing our parachutes in between jumps. The first three jumps were straight
static line jumps, then we were given a dummy ripcord handle.
After leaving the wing of .t he plane we had to adopt the
correct free-fall position and then pull the dummy ripcord, the
parachute was opened by static line. When we had completed
three of .these satisfactorily, we were then allowed to attempt
our first free-fall.
The first free-fall was a five-second delay and was rather
like .the first static line jump all over again. Students moving
into the plane anxiously fingering the ripcord, and wondering
how easily it would pull out. All went well, however, and soon
we were more concerned with improving our technique than
worrying over the reliability of the equipment.
Fifteen. second d e lays
The course con sisted of fifteen jumps, and students are not
allowed to progress to longer delays until they complete three
good jumps at the previous stage. Some students progressed
to fifteen second delays, while others, unfortunately, did not
manag to go beyond the static line stage. The course was
divided u p into static line, five, ten, and fifteen second delays.
The weather was of.ten unsuitable for jumping, and the plane
went unserviceable twice. The longest period without jumping
was five days-this was ver y annoying, but could not be helped.
By getting up early some days and j ~mping l~te. on .others,
all students accomplished t he fifteen Jumps w1th m mne teen
days.
The course passed without any serious injury. N o re~rves
were pulled un til the last d ay, when two students, both m the
same stick were forced to pu ll their reserves when they were
unable to flnd the main ripcord ha ndle. This at least illustrated
that the reserves worked perfectly. The airfield at etheravon
is large and allows plenty of scope for inexper ienced canopy
handling.

Lieutenant Rodney Boden untangling his canopy after a successful
landing
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Lieutenant Chris Byrom heaves on his canopy to bring It out of the
wind on landing
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S ometimes a long 1Dalk back
The instructors despatch students well into t'he field, and
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although this often means a long walk back, landings are made
a long way from obstacles. During the course most of us
somehow managed to land near a fence, cow or barn. Chri
B-;:rom noticed that th~ hangar roof needed painting. a he
drifted a few feet over 1t to land in the field beyond. These
odd errors were often due to gusty changes in the wind and
they added to the spice of the course.
'

E1Jthusias'n a 1Jd c h eerlul1Jess
No account of the AP.A. Centre would be complete without
3: word of thanks and praise for W.0.11 D. Hughes (an exlineman) who runs the course, the . instructe>rs and staff. The
Ci;ntre is short-staffed, and since everything has to be scrounged,
this means a lot of hard work. Nevertheless, everything runs
extrem'!)y smoothly and efficiently. There is a great spirit of
enthusiasm and cheerfulness which breeds a calm confidence in
all students.
The pilots are R.A.F. personnel or from civilian airlines,
who come at short notice, at odd hours, to fly the Centre's
Rapide, which is a welcome change from the computer-type
flying of today.
So, all you Signalmen tired of cutting dipoles and kicking
1,260 watt charging sets, volunteer for a course at N etheravon.

Come anti look at our Tower!
G3LPC (3 Sqnadron, 14th Regimea t ) tell tll.e
story ol how · they acquired a t.oUJer lor their
rotary beam an.ten1Ja

The brainwave
" Do you know what would make an ideal support for a
rotary beam antenna?" asked W .O.I " Ray " Evans (G 3LQC).
" Sure," we replied, nudging each other. " A rotary beam
antenna support"! His withering glance silenced us, a nd h e
continued. " No, peasants. One of those wind-pumps they
use on farms for pumping water. They'd be just the job.
Tower, ladder, p latform, and what's more, they're equipped
with bearings to let th e gear at the top swing round." We all
agreed that a wind-pump tower would probably be the n ext
best an swer to the amateur radio maiden's prayer-then turned
the conversation to other things.

Firs t find y our tower
Some time later, one of our regular Q.S.O. contacts, G3JKZ
from nearby L eafield, announced that be had a 3-elemen t
Moseley beam antenna for sale. Up to this time we h ad been
dependen t upon a dipole, and our fa mous 650 foot long wire.
We Telied ma inly upon the latter, but felt the n eed of something we could point the other way. Sin ce we couldn't solve
the problem of swinging a 650 foot length of wire through
36o degrees, we decided that the answer lay in buying the beam
aerial. By digging in our tumups and scra bbling for small
change under the workshop bench, we managed to accumulate
the necessary cash, and made the purchase. The question was
now one of fin ding a suitable support. Out came the Ordnance
Survey maps, and we searched the surrounding area, finding
many wind-pumps close at hand. As we saw it, many of these
tower s erected thirty or forty years ago were now in disuse,
and merely provided the farmer with an obstacle in his field.
Now, if we volunteered to clear his land . . . I
Pick up the telephone.
" Mr . . . . . ?"
" Yes."
" Royal Signals, Bampton, here. You have ~ ol? w~dpump in one of your fields that appears to be m disuse.
" Yes."
" I suppose that as a pump it's beyond repair?'
" Yes ."
" And that ithe lot is fit only for scrap?"
" Yes."
" And that it's a great nuisance when you're ploughing?"
" Yes."
" Well, bow would you like some soldiers to come and take
it away?"
" No."
Click.
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Beginni ng-

We decided that Ql1r approach must be wrong, and went to
make a p::rsonal call at the next farm on the list. C.Oalpits
Farm lies on the edge of Bampton and gets its name from the
fact that during the last century, test bores were made to
discover whether coal existed below the surface. The bores
flooded , not surprisingly, since the land consists of a thin clay
layer on top of deep gravel, and is only about 25 feet above
dle level of the River Thames. One of these bores had been
turned into a well, 18 feet deep. Beside the well grew a willow
tree, .and next to the tree, wit? brambles growing half way up
the sides, stood a rotor-less wmd-pump. We met Mr. Wilkins,
the part--0wner of the fa rm, and offered to clear his land in
exchange. for the tow~, ex plaining. at the same time why we
wanted 1t. After qwckly conferrmg with his brother Mr
~ilkins agreed that ~ve could have the tower, but asked only
m return th.a t we . tr~ the tree. As he pointed out, the well
bad some slight h 1stoncal value, and he would prefer it left as
it was for the time being. The pump gear beneath the tower
could also be left in position, making our task easier still.

And o t h er f a miliar

The tower being lowered to the ground.
W. Calder !!

Directing operations Sig.

-End

The problem solved
Easier. said ~ done, for the tower refused to budge out of
the vertical. With a fixed hawser attached to the remains of
the tree, the tractor was used to pull the tower over until it
hun.g just past th~ .point of balance. The tractor the~ moved
to its former pos1t.1on, and, after removing the second fixed
hawser, the tower was gently lowered to the ground. We found
that the tower was far lighter than any of us had expected
and after removing the gearbox, now an easy task, we were abl~
to .manhandle the CO!DP!ete framework on to a trailer, and
whisk back to the unit Imes with our prize.
Up she goes

.Once m~e some .of the rustier cross-members were replaced
with angle~iron, while at ~e same time, post holes for the legs
were dug 10 a clear area immediately to the rear of the Ham
shack .. Concrete ru~b~e was placed in the bottom of the holes,
and ~ith much ~trammg and groaning, the help of the tractor
for~!ft and a p~ir of ladder sections, the tower was raised into
position. By usmg the plumb-bob method of a lump of stone
and a length of string dropped through the centre of the tower
the structure was adjusted until it sat vertically. Concrete and
sa11:d were fetched, and, after the usual argument over mixing
ration, the post holes were filled. Bolts through the legs ensured
that the tower would hold fast in its concrete foundations
Next, a i:oa.t of. rat!ier special paint from a nameless source:
'Ifle speciality hes 10. the fact that the paint can be applied
directly over rust, savmg us possibly weeks of toil.

Come and look at ou:r tower
Now the argum~nts ?egin afresh. How shall we tum the
antenna? By an !ngen10us system of pulleys? By using a
geared-down e.lectpc motor?. Will it move through only 360
degrees, or wtll 1t be continuously rotatable, with attendant
feeder problems? We shall see. In the meantime, if you're
down our ?lay, come and have a look at our tower. We're rather
proud of 1t.
P.S. Anyone got a spare magslip?

SI GNALS=====

O.n..q.M.S. " Paddy " Henry makes it nt last
Ou r Chief Clerk, O.R.Q.M.S. (Paddy) Henry, who for so
long has yearned for a posting to take him away from these
Catterick winters, h as made it at last- he has gone to Norway.
His chair has now been filled by O .R.S.Q M.S. B. J. Hayward.
We would like to say good luck and best wishes to "'Paddy"
and his family in their new station and a sincere welcome to
O.R.S .Q.M.S. and Mrs. Hayward.

An enthusiastic start

An enthusiastic line party set to with a will, and in next to
no time the tea was brewed, the tree trimmed, and the branches
cleared though no-one escaped scratches from these. The rotor
was lying on the ground where it bad fallen after a tremendous
gale many years ago, but the crank gearbox was still in position
ori top of the to:wer. ~is presented a problem, since we didn't
know whether its weight would twist the framework as the
tmver was lowered. Try as we would, however, we were unable
to gain the necessary leverage to lift the gearbox clear so we
had to leave it and hope. The legs of the tower were bedded in
what appeared to be a single concrete platform about two feet
belo:w ground level, and it was decided that it would be easiest
to sunply cut through each leg in tum. This was done, after a
l~ hawser had been attached to the top of the framework.
With the whole tower precariously balanced on its four cut
legs, a borrowed tractor moved into position to take the strain
on the hawser as we toppled the structure.

OF

Back in camp, the "tower" Installed beh ind the " HAM" shack.
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faces go
A lot of new faces have also appeared in the " Q " department.
S.Q.M.S. " Mick the Ski" Aimable, who is shortly due to retire
on completion of twenty-two years' service, is frantically handing over to S.Q.M.S. E. Withal!. S.Q M.S. Aimable, who is a
ski-ing instructor of considerable skill, will be greatly missed
both by the School and the Le Bamba Night Club.
Another loss to the School will be R.Q.M.S. Les C.Ollins,
B.E.M. As captain of .the shooting team, he successfuJly led us
to a joint first place in the Northern C.Ommand Competition
and numerous individual honours in the Southern Command
shoot. We very much regret to see him go and wish him and
his family all the very best of luck in his posting to 42nd
(Lanes.) Signal Regiment (T. A.). In turn, we welcome RQ M.S.
and Mrs. Reg D avies, who have joined us from 261 Squadron,
CVt>rus.
Major T . P. Canham
(Q.M., G eneral) is n ow in
the process of taking over
from Major A. E. Carter,
M.S.M.
(Q.M. Technical)
which leaves a now very harrassed - looking R.Q.M.S.
Alfred, who has graduated to
Major Canham's old chair.
Fortunately, the R.Q.M.S.
still retains h is old enthusiasm on the drill square on
Saturday mornings, much to
the d isappointmen t of many
of t·he students.
F inally, it is with great
regret that we say goodbye
to M ajor " Nick " Carter,
M.S.M., who is shortly due to
retire after 35 years' service.
His achievem ents whilst at
the School of Signals were
Major A. E. Carter, M.S.M .,
the culmination of an outshortly to ret ire after 35 years
standing career.
A notable person of very consid erable calmness, he was never
put out of his stride by a changing situation or an unexpected
development. This calmness was an outward manifestation
of forethought and clear thinking. Added to these attributes,
he was full of consideration for the human aspect. His wide
knowledge and experience, together with tenacity of .purpose,
enabled him to bring sound and constructive ideas to the
Quartermaster's organisation.
He will be greatly missed, not only for his charm of manner,
but also for his straightforward dealing to others.
To Major Carter and his family we wish a long and happy
retirement.
T1vo Hun1lrcd and Eleven-Not Out
W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) A. Alfred, a member of the Administrative Wing, writes about five Corps stalwarts with the Administrative Wing who, between them, in aggregate, have a total
of sixty years' service with the School and the staggering total
of two hundred and eleven years service with the Corps.
Members of the Corps who have been associated with the
School of Signals may well rec~! the impress!on of _a surfeit
of " Chiefs " and very few " Indians," caused m no lmle way
by the presence of what seems an overwhelming number
of civilians.
This impression was somewhat modified in my case by talking
ro five employees of Admi~istrative Wing who~ between the!D,
total almost sixty years with the School of Signals, but with
a staggering overall total of 211 years' service with the Corps.
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CORPS STALWARTS WHOSE AGGREGATE SER.VICE TOTALS
OVER TWO HUNDRED YEARS !
Rear Standing: Mr. J. Laurenson Mr. J. Mills
Front Seated: Mr. W . Bailey Mr. C. D. Hopwood Mr. P. C. Green
"Badgy" Hopwood en.listed as a boy in 1924. Although he
was an operator by trade, he was such a keen gymnast and
soccer player (he represented the Corps) that he soon found
himself in the gym as an instructor.
In turn, he has instructed at drill, weapons and rough riding,
in which he proved to be so proficient that he was selected to
form the now well-known Saddle Club in Catterick. He was
a Regimental Sergeant-Major for 14 years and retired from
the service in January, 1955·
Jim Lanrenson enlisted in December, 1923, and trained as
an Operator/Lineman. A keen motor cyclist, he re-mustered
as a despatch rider and became an instructor in 1927. He is
best remembered, however, for his prowess on the drill square.
A list of his past recruits reads like a military " Who's Who."
He still has a devastating word of command, but unfortunately
h is added girth has completely ruined his " Mark Time."
He retired (as a much slimmer Sergeant) in July, 1945·
" Pip" Green has the distinction of being the first man to
complete the course at the Rough Riding School in Weedon.
Enlisting in 1920, he was one of the " hairys " of the old
school. A keen rider and jumper, he represented the C.Orps
in competitions at the Royal Tournament, Olympia, in 1929,
1930 and 1931.
.
He was one of the original members of the mounted display
team and still, to this day, regrets the jilting of faithful " Brown
Bess."
.
He retired in November, 1945, as a Regtmental SergeantMajor.
Joe Mills is a name now legendary at the School of Signals.
Over the years, Joe and his band of " strolling players " co!11d
be seen all over the considerable area the School occupies,
carrying out the one-hundred-and-one chores that no one eyer
thinks about, but which are so essential to the smooth runrung
of an efficient unit.
.
.
It may surprise many to know he enliste~ m the Corps
in November, 1924, and retired as a Sergeant m 1945· . As ~n
ex-operator, he still boasts today ~at he ca~ co~urucate 10
fourteen different languages, includmg the Indian sign l.anguage,
but for the purposes of these notes, what he somet~es _ha
to say by way of these unusual methods of commun1cat.1on,
must remain a mystery.
Bill Bailey enlisted in 1928 as a boy trumpeter. Trained
as a despatch rider, his prowess was such tha~ ~~ spent . many
years as an instructor. Ex-members of 5th D1vmona1 Signal ,

:

which was then stationed at Scarborough, may well remember
the time when Bill was detailed to blow Reveille. Always a
restful sort of a chap, Bill did his utmost to dodge this particular chore which, to him, necessitated getting up in the middle
of the night.
·
H e eventually overcame the difficulty quite simply by leaning
o~t of bed, ope~ng the window, blowing Reveille, closing the
wmdow and gomg back to sleep again. With such initiative
who could be surprised that on retirement in 1956~ he had
reached the rank of Squadron Sergeant-Major.
. Today he is in charge of the Royal Signals Museum and
his wealth of knowledge, facts and dates in relation to Corps
history is quite astounding.
He is always on the lookout for new additions to his collecti?n in fact when posing for the group photograph he eyed
his four compatriots very appraisingly.
'

*

*

*

It will be appreciated that the few notes attributed to these
five old soldiers nowhere reflects their individual and very
colourful careers. As for the stations they have seen well
j~st look at a map of the world and you have a pretcy good
pu..'ture of where they have served.
'P1ey are still going strong today, even though they may be
ass1~te~. by ~at product which allegedly " fortifies the overfort1es, adding to a number of years' service which already
totals w:ell _over 200, ~d though this report in no way suggests
'that this lS an all-tune record, I am sure that all readers
will agree mat this is a magnificent achievement.
(We
certainly agree.-Editor).

APPRENTICES COLLEGE,
HARROGATE
Departure of Colonel J. R. Piddngton
On 1st September, Colonel J. R. Piddington, O.B.E. M.c.,
handed over COiilmand of the Army Apprentices College,
Ham~gate, to Colonel J. W. Eagle, M.B.E., E.R.D., and thus
contnved to finish the course in only eight terms.
Perhaps this is why his stay with us appears, in retrospect,
a rat~er short one: we can but hope he also found it happy.
~rtamly he succ~<:ded ,,in .leaving hi~ mark upon the College;
_outward and visible
signs of his command include the
disappearance of the traditional (though the Apprentices had
ano.ther word for it) walking-out dress of blazer and flannels.
It is due, too, to <;:alone! Piddington's progressive ideas that
members of the Semor Squadron may now keep their own cars
in "College "-though he himself would have preferred them
to be kept at the "School."
To him, too, fell the difficult
task of directing, with the
aid of Lieutenant-Colonels
Brown and Harvey, the rebuilding of the College.
But these are only details: what really set his
seal upon the College was
the underlying purpose of
such changes as he felt it
necessary to make, whether
in organisation or in training. This was, quire simply
the placing of responsibilcy
on the shoulders of the individual-w~ere, of course, it
properly lies; he was always
a firm believer in self, rather
rhan imposed, discipline.
COLONEL J. R. PIDDINGTON ,
Perhaps, though, Colonel
O.B.E., M.C.
Piddingron's strongest suit
.
.
was his very real and personal mterest. m, and loyalty to, the corporate life of the
College and its ev~y ~ember; Jack in office he may have
been,. but . never a 1ack-10-oflice. One felt that if he asked a
question 1t w~s because he genuinely wanted to know the
answer, to which he never failed to listen; more than one of
us has cause to be grateful for his tolerance.
Ir was with sadness ?iat we learnt of the seriousness of the
eye-trouble that _gave his departure such a splendidly piratical
arr. We offez: him our sympathy and best wishes for a complete and quick recovery.
ARMY

We should like to add that we miss, too, the maternal preence of Mrs. Piddington, and hope that she will be able 10
come and see us again.
Meanwhile, in Harrogate, " le roi est mart . . . " Colonel
and Mrs. Eagle are now established in our midst and we
bid them warmly welcome.
'

Army Uoys' Expedition to Norway
This year's ~my Boys' Expedition was organised from the
Arm~ Apprentices .College, Harrogate, who provided the exped1tton leader, Maior K. Ch~dwick, R.A.E.C:; climbing leader,
Mr. E. l:fopper; a doctor, Maior J. Worthy, R.A.M.C.; Captain
Eyles, R.A.D.C, to assist with survival schemes; and a minibus, complete with driver, Signalman T. Hewson. Captain R.
Holl, R.A., and Mr. R. Carvell, of the Junior Leaders' Regim~nt, R.A., v_
o lunteered their services as climbing instructors,
with two assistant leaders, Lance-Bombardier B. James and
Gw;iner ]. Barme;. Captain G. Birch, Royal Signals, of the
JUOJor. Tradesmen s Regrment, Rhyll, gave up part of his ernbarkauon leave to act as a climbing leader, and Sergeant R
Ayres, R.E., caf!le along fT?m ~e Junior Leaders' R egiment,
R.E. The Jumo~ . Leaders Reg1m~n:t, Royal Signals, kindly
loaned the expediuon a second rnuu-bus and also provided
an assistant leader in Sergeant C. Shaw. The 28 boys who
were eventually selected for Norway were representative of
most boys' units.

Visit of Pipe Band to Luchon
Dur~~ the s~er leave, the Pipe Band under the general
supervis10n of Maior P. Krell (Retd) and led by Pipe Major
Yule (A. & S.H.), went to the French Pyrenean spa town of
Luchon to take part in the celebrations of the ann ual Fete of
Flowers. The reason for the visit is that Luchon is the twin
town of Haz:rogate, and we Me the adopted sons of the Borough.
The party mcluded Lance-Corporals Mason and Kirby (Permanent Staff); A/T Corporal McLennan and A/T McDonald
who grad~at._d last term; A/T Pipe Major Loughlin, A/T
Drum Maior Floyd, A/T Lance-Corporal Rainer and A/Ts
Roberts, Moreland, Liddell, Smart, Barraclough M arshall
Bracegirdle and Curle.
'
'
Arrival was " formidable "
They arrived in Luchon on the morning of Saturday 27th
August, and that morning a wreath was laid, on behalf ~f the
College, on the War Memoriall to the accompaniment of
"Flowers of the Forest" and ' Scotland the Brave." The
Mayor of Luchon described the ceremony as "Formidable."
!11e march through 1:he town to the War Memorial had so
Impressed the townspeople that the Pipe Band was specially

asked to put on another march that evening. Later the Band
also took part in a torchlight procession to the Casino where
they were greeted by General Koenig of Western Desert fame.

JIO!'ipitnlity
On Sunday morning they took part in a march and reception
at the Town Hall, and that afternoon they played in the procession to me Battle of Flowers, after which General Koenig
presented a banner to the Band. That evening they took part,
as private individuals, in a dance in the streets. Next day was
spent in shopping and generally cementing the Entente Cordiale.
Indeed the hospitality shown by all the kind people of Luchon
was overwhelming in its generosity and proved beyond doubt
that the visit had been most successful.
The party left Luchon for Harrogate on Tuesday, 30th
August, many fully intending to return at a later date.

1st
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Not all of us agree as to which is more noteworthy, the visit
of a "Beatie" or a tour by the Minister of D efence for the
Army. We have had both during the month and we haste to
point out that ,the order of reporting these events has positively
no significance.

J. Len11011, Esq.,

~1.n.E.,

visits
Our Beatie was John Lennon who spent a few days with us
filming. His presence was not too widely publicised as the local
police felt they could not cope with a demonstration. Plenty of
the R egiment, and a very high percentage of teenage daughters
of the station, however, had a good opportunity of seeing their
favourite at work and he spent some time chatting and giving
autographs.
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. MORE EXPLANATION

However significant this visit was, the Regim.e nt has spent
much of the month preparing for and participating in Exercise
"Eternal Triangle." This two-sided war, undoubtedly dominated
our thoughts and much of our time. Two things were consistently good throughout-the weather and the cooking but
communications were not very far down the list and we all
learnt something. There were so many visitors that a brigade
headquarters not otherwise involved in the exercise, was called
in to control them! Most of the high powered guests inevitably
called in on us and all expressed varying degrees of admiratiOI\
and amazement at the scale of communications needed to control
and umpire an exercise of this size. Mr. Reynolds, the Minister
of Defence for the Army, took great interest in our activities
at the Headquarte rs and other visitors included Rear-Admiral
Ashmore, A.C.D.S. Signals, and General Graf von Kielmansig,
C.-in-C. Central Europe.

spot of training too
Not all of our month has been devoted to exercises and the
Beatles, however, as members of "M" Troop and the L.A.D.
will testify. We managed to slip in a Tels Inspection and a
Plant Inspection and also look after parries of C.C.F. Cadets
from Bedford School and from Haileybury. No. 2 Squadron
spent a very wet couple of weeks at a military training camp
on the Baltic coast and were not sad to return to the comparative
comfort of Caithness Barracks.
A very successful adventure trammg exercise known as
" Wooden Horse" was held at the end of August. For ten days
a party of eleven, under Second-Lieutenant Cox, spent their
time canoeing and treking in the area of Lake Konstanz. The
first four days were spent in setting up a base camp and a few
trial runs in the canoes. An attempt to live off local fish had
A

THE

The Corps Commander explains to the Minister just who does all the work at
d ivisional heaquarcers
Major-General R. E. Ward (G .O .C . 1st Division) Mr. Reynolds. lieutenant-General
Sir Jo hn Mogg (G .O.C. in C. I Corps) S.S. M. Simmons

Ar1ny Minister nlso , -isits

T .A.. welcomed
We were very fortunate to have a party of forty-five from
46th (N.M.) Signal Regiment (T. A.) who came for two weeks to
see how we operate and to help us for the first half of " Eternal
Triangle." It was really a great pleasure to see them and they
certainly seemed .to enjoy themselves. The Honorary Colonel
of the Regiment, Colonel G. J . Underwood, C.B.E., T.D., D.L.,
together with the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel L.
W. Wright, T.D., came out to see their men in action for a few
days and the presence of these two well-known figures from
the Territorial Army was a real honour very much appreciated
by all who met them.

Army Apprentices College Pipe Band formed up in front of Town
Hall Luchon for wreath-laying ceremony

EX PLANA T!ON . . . A.. D
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John Lennon explains how the Beatles won the war !
Left to Right : Lance-Corporal Crennell, John Lennon, Signalman
Fitzgerald, Corporal Batchelor, Signalmen Atherton, Barrington
and Daniels
to be given up after three d ays, by which time Driver Jock
Lang had only caught one two-inch monster which wa too
big for him to land and got away. The party then spent t"-O
days attempting to negotiate the " white water" of the rapid
on the River Argen. The results in t .. rms of distance covered
were not impressive but even the expert canoeists agreed that
the broken paddles and wrecked canoes added up to a very
valuable training experience. The last day came as a shock to
some. All were dropped 15 km. from base in pairs and, without
cigarettes, sweets or money, told to make their own way back.
Lance-Corporal "Smudge " Smith set off confidently in the
wrong direction shouting, "Last one home buys the beer,'
which spurred Mr. Cox to get back first onlv ten minutes after
the returning 3-tonner. Some three hours later the straggler
were all back and Anglo-German r_Jations were well and trucly
oiled that evening. The inevitable effects made packing up the
next morning a very distasteful chore but finally with a e. sion
of "Proses " and snapping of camera shutter , the parry left,
sincerely hoping to return next year.
'491

L ast event of note was our
first appearance in the
Bremen
International
This
People's
Marches.
annual jamboree of marching and running h as been
organised to foster good
international
r e 1a t i o n s
through the medium of team
marching. Our regimental
team of three young officers
and fifteen soldiers put in a
week's training and launched
themselves into the 15 km.
class. Covering <the distance
in 1 hour 49 minutes, our
team came in all together,
marching and singing, much
to the delight of the German spectators. Ours was
Corporal Cartlidge gives a pair of
the only team to march all
helping hands to a German trooper
together, and much credit
after the march
goes <to Signalman Murphy
who damaged his ankle but kept going for the last mile
although in considerable pain. The rules for the competition
are a bit vague, and we were finally judged to have come fifth
overall and the first non-German team. A fine start to what
we intend to become an annual contribution towards good relations with the local German people.

3rd REGDl.EJ."VT, llULFORD
How•s this for true Corps spirit?
We were in the dressing room having a shandy after a hardfought game of rugby against R.A.F., Boscombe Down, which
we won, when we saw a chap in the usual state of seminudity, which is usual on those occasions, and, believe it or
not, he was wearing ttunks in Corps colours. We've heard
of esprit de Corps, but this is ridiculous. Won't tell you who
it was, but I'll bet Lance-Corporal Radley's face is red when
he reads this.
Exercise •• Paudoras Box "-and a certain touch
of frost in the air?
. The mon1:11 started with an exercise designed primarily to
give the Bngade staffs a work-<>ut on staff procedures like
'Sitreps' and 'Intsums.' Just a bit of a canter, really, saving
ourselves for the ' big do ' later on in ·the month. Some joker
named it Exercise "Pandora's Box," and never was an exercise
more aptly named, and just about everything that could go
wrong with communications went wrong. The G.O.C. was
due to come and look at the exercise at 19.00 hours and came
18.50 and not a thing working. Said the C.O.: "If you haven't
got me a couple of circuits through in five minutes, I'll have
some fast talking to do." A cheerful Captain replied "Don't
worry, sir, I'll help you to explain. There was a distinct touch
of frost in the air I However, things gradually improved, and
by dint of an extra day on the exercise, all came right.
When the highlights of 1066 become the
lowlights of 1966
The next matter to engage our attention was Exercise "Link
West," a massive exercise involving all three Services and
designed by the Joint Exercise Planning Staff (whom may God
preserve) to exercise owselves, 38 Group, R.A.F., and a carrier
force of the R.N. in a Joint Services Operation.
Someone on the planning staff must have a sense of history,
for, as you will remember, in 1066 Harold marched his army
from the South up to Stamford Bridge, where he fought a
battle against the Danes. Then he marched them all the way
back south to fight William the Bastard (they changed it to
conqueror afterwards). Well, in 1966, we flew from the south
to Driffield, only an arrow flight from Stamford Bridge, and
after a battle or so, some of us flew back south to fight another
battle. An interesting thought, or maybe a chastening one, is
that it took Harold five days to march from the London area
to York, and six days to march back, and that after a bloody
battle. It took us five days to go north and six days to get
back down south. The chap who said " it will all be the same
492

Lieutenant Clare, who will refer you to Sergeant Johnson).
AA .the end of the exercise we packed up ready to go back
by rail. We made up our own liner freight train, and it would
appear that the-unions have no objections to our form of private
enterprise, for when we arrived at Driffield station with our
Airtech containers, the B.R. staff took one look and then
melted away and left us to our own devices.
When we
had finished loading, we left an escon of Corporals Goodchild,
England and Lance-Corporal Bennett with the freight train.
If they get back to us in time they will be contributing an
article for THE WIRE entitled "Wandering through England on
a B.R. Goods Train," or "Where my B.R. Van has Rested."
As you may have gathered from the light-hearted tone of
this, we got a good chit out of the exercise, so all the soulsearching after " Pandora's Box " (of evil memory) paid
dividends.

MARCIDNG, RUNNING AND
MAKING FRIENDS

Signalman Flockhart checks to see if his feet are still intact after the
ISkm march

in a hundred years" didn't know how right he was. Mind
you, we went by air, and you know the saying, " If you've
time to spare, go qy air."
Miracles are performed
To be a little more serious, though, "Link West" was a
testing exercise for Signals, not only our own, but the R.A.F.
and R.N. Joint Force H.Q., at Driffield, had circuits to the
carrier force at sea and to R.A.F. units all over the country,
and the exercise area extended from Northumberland in the
north to Salisbury in the south, and from Norfolk in the east
to Wales. The volume of traffic was of the order of 750 messages a day, and when you think that a high percentage of these
were in the 300-500 group class, you will appreciate that things
were pretty hectic. The Comcen, in particular, was a hive of
industry, and it was an education to see how the three Services
were able to work out a common method of message handling.
We know it's all in the book, how it should be done, but it's
not so very often that one gets ' a chance to put theory into
practice. By mentioning the Comcen, we don't mean to ignore

R.S.M. J. Y. Templeton 'exhorting' his unloading team to greater
efforts while Sergeant Ballard, Provost Sergeant, looks on admiringly!
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Staff-Sergeant Figgins, Colour-Sergeant L. E. Prince and a motley
crew relax on their way to Driffield

the Radio, Rad io Relay and L ine
also flat out and performed the
radio relay link from Dishforth,
Plain with three relays.
(For

Troops who, of course, were
usual miracles, including a
near Catterick, to Salisbury
technical details write to

4th REGIMENT, D.F.P.O. 15
Squadron Camps
After a very successful Regimental camp in the American
Zone last year, it was decided this year that Squadrons would
go it alone. July saw Headquarter and 3 Squadrons enjoy ten
days at Gromitz, on the North German coast, overlooking the
Baltic. 1 Squadron, who were all set to follow this example
in the Hartz Mountains area early in September, unfortunately
found themselves camping by detachments over a ' wide area
of the North German plain, assisting 20th Armoured Brigade
and other units on their autumn exercises.
This, by process of elimination, means that the news of
the month is from 2 Squadron, who have been enjoying their
camp at the Edersee, well away from the hectic life of Herford.
The area proved to be a splendid training ground for the
Squadron 10 prepare itself for its part in Exercise " King
Rock," an escape and evasion exercise being carried out by
some 65 cadets from the R.A.F. College, Cranwell and a report of their exercise, written by a member of 2 quadron,
who took part, concludes these notes.
Sailing
A few words on sailing to round off our summer actJvltles.
After the excellent work put in by Major Fowke last year,
the Regiment was well qualified to join the Dummer See Sailing Club. Here, four very successful one-week dinghy helmsrnanship courses were run, enabling about 18 people to qualify.
This allowed us to enter six boats in the Royal Signals Dinghy
Regatta, where Second-Lieutenant M. Galloway gained fourth
place in the Individual Championship and our "A " Team
of Major Gregory, Second-Lieutenant Galloway and Corporal
Plummer were narrowly beaten by 7th Regiment in the interunit team final.
At the British Kiel Yacht Club, the season opened in June,
where Corporal Scott skippered a 30 square metre boat on
the Baltic Helmsman Course, enabling Major Tindall (AQ
Branch), Major Gregory and Corporal Plummer to qualify.
Major Tindall .then went on to skipper our boat on the Seamanship Course, when Signalmen Rix, Othen and Gale qualified. The first competitive event was the Royal Signals Regatta,
in which one 30 square metre, with a truly integrated crew
of Major Baldwick, A.A.C., skipper, Major Tindall, mate,
THE
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And we do play games as well • • •
As well as all that work we had time to play games, and not
only has our rugby team been successful, but also our soccer
team. Captain Swan, the officer in charge of soccer, is so
pleased to be the manager of a winning side that he quite
forgot the score. He is just satisfied to have won-at last!
Our cross-country runners, too, are taking great strides (sorry
for the pun) and have achieved some success, though it was
more of a cross-town run through Salisbury. The opposition
was was great, including people like Ibbotson and so on, but
our Lance-Corporal Venus was there, in the money, at the end.
We also have a group of road-walking enthusiasts, led by Staff
Sergeant Figgins, our cook.
You eertainly are, 3rd • • • !
Finally, we hate to do this to the Editor, with whom we feel
we have a special relationship, but we in the 3Id don't wait for
our R.S.M. to be commissioned to give him a sword. We do it
when he becomes the R.S.M. Bue, of course, we of the 3rd
are always a trifle avant garde.

Gunner Hall and Signalman Rix, crew, entered and gained a
place in the fleet of ten.
The 4th Divisional Regatta followed immediately after, in
which two boats were entered. The 30 square metre, with
Major Mills, R.C.T., skipper, Corporal Plummer, mate, Captain
Burge and Signalman Othen, crew; and a D an Boat, with
Captain Thompson, R :C.H.A. (serving with the A.A.C. Flight),
skipper, Captain Burke, mate, W.O.II Grant, R.E.M.E., and
Signalman Gale, crew. Three very successful days' racing
found the Dan boat in a bow spit ahead of the one entered
by 4th Divisional Engineers, and the 30 square metre overall
fourth in its class.
The final event of the season was to be a two-day Regimental Dinghy Regatta, held at the Dummer See. An individual championship, followed by inter-Squadron team races
was programmed, but owing to heavy signalling commitments, only half the helmsmen qualified were available, and the
event had to be reduced to one day. Thus, on 21st September,
some fifteen crews gathered at the club only to peer out
through mist in an attempt to see the marks. Fortunately, the
weather cleared sufficiently for the individual event to be
sailed. The team championships had to be forwarded to 6th
October when, on arrival, helmsmen found that there was so
little water in the lake that boats had to be lifted out into a
very reduced sailing area; however, they were rewarded by
having just sufficient wind to complete the races.
Consolidatd results are: All ranks, any rating, econdLieutenant Galloway; Other ranks, any rating, Corporal
Edwards; All ranks, 1966 Helmsman, Corporal Edwards; Team
Championship, 1st, I Squadron (represented by Corporal
Edwards, Signalman Gale, Signalman R ix).
Thus ended a good season's sailing; sailors please note this
is you unit in B.A.O.R.
ExercJ e •• King Rock "
It was with some surprise that we received an invitation to
take part in R.A.F., Cranwell, escape and eva ion exerci e,
Exercise "King Rock '66.'' However, the opportunity seemed
too good to mis and the invitation was accepted.
The routine training programme was suitably modifi d t
include escape and evasion training; manpack radios were borrowed from our neighbours, 4th Royal Tank Regiment. On
..93

.:

16th September "X" Troop (Infantry), 2 Squadron, 4th
Division H.Q. and Signal Regiment was formed under SecondLieutenant P. D. Smith, O.C., and Sergeant L.A. Coole, Troop
Sergeant.
It consisted of six sections of a total strength of 38.
The exercise was roughly a square with sides 25 miles
Jong. The main town was Brilon in the N.E. corner. The
R.A.F. Cadets were dropped on the western boundary in
15 groups of three at 22.00 hours on 16th September; their
aim was to reach a final rendezvous near Brilon by 15.00 hours,
18th September, having passed through two intermediate
RVs.
We were given information that these RVs were in an area
between the SL and Brilon, approximately five miles wide. We
t'herefore decided to try and find these RVs. The area contained four natural obstacles, running north-south, three valleys
and a lake, and it was decided to deploy six sections of four
men, each with a radio, along these obstacles in turn.
The initial deployment was carried out successfully, and by
21.30 hours all detachments had reported themselves in position. Communications were not good, due to thick screening,
but Corporal Kitchen operated as a sort of " mobile rebro,"
and it was possible to pass traffic to all detachments-" certa"
if not "cito." As luck would have it there was no moon and
after a night of virtually nil visibility, we saw dawn break with
still no captures made. We were most relieved to reoeive, at
o6.30 hours, the first capture report from Corporal Broadbent.
Shortly after searchin,g the prisoners and setting them on their
way (Laking care to give the impression that they were not our
first capture) we received a message from (be Squadron Leader
Gibson, known affectionately by his appointment title, "King
Rock," telling us that most of the groups had now passed
us. We therefore decided to move to the next obstacle-the
Jake.
By 09.00 hours we were in the new positions with three
section~ up and three sections in depth. Communications were
excellent and we looked forward to a successful day, determined
to beat the record of nine captures set up by the Royal Anglian
Regiment in a previous exercise. We had at llhis time been
out of communication with No. 3 Section (Corporal Alark)
for some hours, and so were most gratified when, after walking
3 km. to get on to high ground, he came up and informed
us that he had virtually set up a P.0.W. camp and was holding
12 prisoners-three more groups.
We now started to step-up to the third obstacle, and by
20.00 hours were in new positions. At 21.00 hours " King
Rock " suggested that we stand down until first light in order
to give the Cadets a chance to make some ground. We thankfully agreed and got on with some serious sleeping. The
stand down ended at o6.oo hours and we moved immediately
t:o the last obstacle. During the move we were informed by
Lance-Corporal Easton that he had made a capture - the
ubiquitous ••Penguins Patrol," captured now for the fourth
time I By 09.00 hours the last section had been dropped in
new positions and Troop H.Q. was just entering its location
when "King Rock" told us that we had made sufficient
captures and the exercise for us was over.
All those taking part had enjoyed the exercise tremendously,
particularly as it was something out of the ordinary. We
were surprised and delighted when the R.A.F. Commander,
Squadron-Leader Gibson, presented us with a crest of the
Royal Air Force College, Cranwell, as a memento of our
part in the exercise.
It is hoped that we will have the opportunity of taking part
in a similar exercise next year.
7th llEGIMENT, B.F.P.O. 15
Army Cup trhunph
It is with great pleasure that we announce that the Regimental Motor Cycling Team has won the Army Championships.
This is a triumph not only for all riders of the Regiment who
took part but also for Royal Signals. The handsome cup which
now graces our display cabinet shows that, since the competition was started in 1938, only the following three Royal Signals
units have managed to win it:1955
Western Command Signals.
1958
5th Training Regiment, Royal Signals.
196«>
28th Signal Regiment.

A full report of both the Atmy and B.A.0.R. Meetings will
be found later in this article.
.Judo suceess
The achievement of the Motor Cycling team in no way overshadows the very fine result recorded by ,t he Regimental Judo
team when they came second to Princess Patricia's Canadian
Light Infantry in tihe B.A.0.R. Judo Championships. Corporal
Cairns, who started the competition as a Blue Belt, won the
heavyweight division and so was promoted to become a Brown
Belt. A full account of rhe championship appears later.
.I.He in Barracks
While our various teams have been away covering themselves
in glory life in the Regiment has continued much as normal.
Before anyone jumps to conclusions, however, let it be said that
it all depends on one's definition of "normal." In ,t he few
days prior to this article being written the Regiment has quietly
got itself ready w go out on Exercise " Fallex " while, at the
same time, running a full day study period on " Bruin," entertaining an Admiral and the Director of SRDE on separate
occasions, and being filmed from all angles by Tyne Tees
Television. This to us and, in fairness, probably to other
Regiments in B.A.O.R., is the norm.

' ' lsltors
On 7th October we were delighted to welcome Admiral
Ashmore and Brigadier Gribbin of the Signals Defence Staff.
Yeoman Longstaff bad .to be restrained from " piping the
Admiral aboard" and Second-Lieutenant Whittaker was about
to ruin a perfect example of inter-Service co-operation when
"Yellow Submarine" was snatched off the turntable providing
background music at the last minute. The Admiral took a keen
and critical interest in all he saw. He just had time for a drink
in the Sergeants' Mess and lunch with the Officers before being
whisked away to the airport under the guidance of SubLieutenant Gallon.
Recently we have had a great many dealing with SRDE and
it was therefore particularly pleasant to be able to welcome
the Director of <the Establishment, Mr. C. J. Stephens, accompanied by 'h is Director of Electronics, Mr. J. S. Shayler, on the
12th October. On that occasion we were also pleased to see
Colonel Burrows and . Colonel Fairman. The visitors were
shown a full communication layout for Corps Headquarters
including H.F. and V.H F. radio provided by 22nd R egiment.
Foreman of Signals Rowlands, known affectionately as "Happy "
Harry, managed to get one of his telescopic masts up to its
full elevation for the demonstration. The most unusual visitors
we have had for wme time-and we r eally mean nothing personal by this-were those from Tyne Tees Television. The
team of four was led by Brian Widlake whose brief was to
film the life of a typical unit in B.A.O.R. and record the views
of some of .the men in it. By .,t'he time that this article appears
in print it is possible that many readers in the North of
England will have seen us on TV. The camera man left no
stone unturned in order t o ensure a good film; the Colonel's
lunch in mess, even, was disturbed one day by the everinquisitive camera. The Regiment had its own back, however,
on the day of Admiral Ashmore's visit when our own cameras,
used in the Corps closed circuit system, took picture sof the
Tyne Tees camera crew. We were able to show them how
they looked a little later on our latest toy, a video recorder.
Sport
The Regimental sports teams, after a period of contemplating
their prospects for the coming season, have now all started their
fixtures and have been achieving moderate success. "Moderate"
is not a word which could be applied to the win by the rugger
side of 53-0 in the preliminary round of the Army Cup against
.the 13th/18th Royal Hussars at Paderbom. So confident were
they that the Rugby Officer, Lieutenant Backhouse, was allowed
to go on leave for this match. We hope that tlhis result augurs
well for the remainder of the season. In the face of it the
hockey team, with its reputation to think about, has been
keeping a tight-lipped silence.
The soccer team has had an influx of talent this year, including Corporal Forrester and Signalman Etherington (no
relation to Q .M. (Tech)). The skipper, Corporal Addison, was
doing a great job of licking his team into shape until he broke
an ankle.
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Motor cycUng
The Regimental riders, under the managership of Captain
Kelly of L.A.D., have enjoyed a complete run of success this
~eason. They took the Rhine Atea Championships at Mulheim
m August and followed this in Sep,tember by winning the
B.A.0.R. Trials. For the latter the 'A" Team was reinforced
by the inclusion of newly arrived Sergeant Lasota who came
second in the individual placings. He has recently returned
from Sweden where he took part in an international Six-Day
Trial with the Atmy Motor Cycling Association team. Not
content with winning a gold medal by ~ping no points,
Sergeant Lasota also scored more bonus pomts than any other
non-works rider .
As a result of the B.A.0.R. Meeting both the "A" and "B"
teams went forward to the Atmy Trials at Cattterick on the
8th and 9th October. After the first day the "A" team, comprising Staff Sergeants Slaughter and Sankey and Sergeant
Lasota, had a 16-point lead over their nearest rivals, 2nd
G1'.enadier Guards. This was a hard-earned lead especially
in view of the incredibly muddy conditions experienced in the
cross-country run across Gandale and Bardon Moor. Staff
Slaughter says that to get some idea of what it was like you
must take all the bad days you can remember, lump them <together and multiply the result by ten! It was under such
conditions that Signalman Clare of the " B " team received
serious injuries with which he is still in hospital at the time
of writing. We wish rhim a speedy recovery.
On the second day all was plain sailing for the "A" team
who ran out winners by 30 clear points. Staff Sankey came
second in the individual competition and his team mates received
first class awards. From the " B " team, consisting of Signalman Atherley, Lanae-Corporal Lloyd and Signalman Clare,
all of whom had done extremely well to get so far; LanceCorporal Lloyd took the prize for second-best novice.
B.A..O.ll. Judo Championships
These were held at Senelager on the 5th and 6th October.
The team consisted of Corporal Cairns (blue belt), S.S.I.
Dolphin (orange belt) and Lance-Corporals Atkins, O'Hagen
and Dagleish (all yellow belts). In the semi-final they defeated
14th Field Regiment R.A. and then had to meet Princess
Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry in the final-a strong team
consisting of one black belt, two blues and two greens. The
mateh was a close one for it went to two bouts all after which
a Canadian blue belt just managed to defeat one of our yellows.
Corporal Cairns, a mere blue belt at the start of the contest,
defeated the o_pposing black belt and so took the individual
heavyweight title. He goes forward to the Army Championships
at Aldershot on 27th October.

9tlt llEGIHENT, D.F.P.O. 33

Army, Cyprus, Knockout Cricket Cutt
The final of the competition took place between the Regiment and Ist Bn. The York and Lancaster Regiment on 10th
September at Four-Mile Point. The Regiment batted first
and &ored 105, largely due to a fighting knock of 35 not out
by Corporal Emmott.
When our opponents went in they were immediately in
trouble against the speed of Corporal Emmott and were all
out for 35. A redoubtable performance indeed by the Regiment
and a fitting end to the season.
Athlotlcs
On 16th September the Signal Squadrons of Cyprus
descended on Dhekelia for the athletics meeting, the result of
which would decide the fate of the Chief Signal Officer's Champion Squadron trophy. The opening events, sprint races, were
fairly even and it was not until the longer distance races were
reached that any particular squadrons emerged from the ruck.
Then it was 261 Squadron, hotly pursued by 2 Squadron
and I Squadron. 261 maintained their lead to the end, but
2 Squadron were hard put to hold off 1 Squadron. Best performances by athletes from the Regiment were probably those
of Lance-Corporal Skinner (3 Squadron), who won the mile
comfortably, and Corporal Platts (I Squadron), who won the
high jump.
THE
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SPECIAL TERMS TO ALL REGULAR AND
EX-REGULAR SERVICE PERSONNEL AND
UNITS AND MESSES, AT HOME AND OVERSEAS, on purchases of all kinds of electrical
appliances and equipment, carpets, furniture,
bedding, cutlery, silverware, glass and chinaware,
radio sets, record players, tape recorders and tape,
typewriters, sewing machines, cars, car accessories,
bicycles, caravans, boats, outboard motors, boats
an d yachting supplies, athletic clothing, golf equipment, camping gear and equipment, lawn mowers
and garden furniture, photographic supplies, etc.,
etc. If you are buying or furnishing a house,
wr.te to our House Purchase Advisory Bureau.
Extended credit available for most of the abc-ve
:rems. H .P. also arranged for cars and caravans
(home only) on preferential terms of interest with
income tax relief.
PREFERENTIAL CONCESSIONS on all forms
of insurance, at home and overseas, including car,
kit, household, whole of life or endowment policies,
and Officers' Terminal Grant Trust policies, etc.,
etc. We also specialize in advice on Insurance
Investment.

AGENCY SUPPLIES
& SERVICES CO. LTD.
62 Addington Road, Reading
Telephone: 57151 (4 lines) (Day)
62627 and 84302 (Night)
Please make a note of this address as this advertisemem will only appear at six monthly intervals.

Salling
The Inter-Squadron sailing compeuuon was held at Famagusta on 21st September and produced some interesting races.
There were no i:najor mishaps-perhaps disappointing to the
spectators-and 262 Squadron emerged as the final winners and
1 Squadron as runners-up.
Tennis
All the Signal Squadrons on the island again had a rendezvous at the Regiment on 24th September to compete in the
tennis competition, which was run on American tournament
lines. Appropriately enough, the result remained open until
the last match, when the 1 Squadron first pair (Majors Carroll
and Murray) overcame their 2 Squadron opponents (LieutenantColonel Peck and Lieutenant Webster) to ensure that I
Squadron took the trophy. The cup was presented to Major
Carroll by Mrs. Fletcher, our C.S.O.'s wife.
C.S.O.'s Champion Squadron Trophy
All twelve events in the 1966 competition having been completed, the trophy remains in the Regiment. 2 Squadron are
this year's very worthy winners and the Rowett Cup was presented to Major Ferrier by Mrs. Fletcher on 24th September.

\Vrestling
For rather more than a month the Officers' Mess suffered, or
in some instances enjoyed, the sight and sound of wrestling
on its doorstep. The team, due to put on a show on 28th
September in the Harewood Club, were bu y fixing all the
throws. Unfortunately, officers were banned from the actual
performance, but if the level of the noise reverberating over the
camp was anything to go by, the evening must have been
successful. All the well-known fakers were there; among them
was the " Mercury Mauler" himself, better known as LanceCorporal Jones, of MacNamara's Band fame, and to see justice
appear to be done " The Regi-Peeler, ' or Sergeant Northcott,
our Regimental Police Sergeant. Have they at la t found their
true vocation ?
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Retirement of ltfr••J. H. Harrison
Jack H arrison, who many regarded as a permanent fixture
at Colchester, has finally stood down. He entered Government
service early in the war and came to the Colchester Military
Telephone Exchange in 1949 as the first civilian supervisor.
For the past 17 years his quiet methodical but very effective
approach to the task endeared him to all he came in contact
with. He served the Corps well.
On his retirement his colleagues and friend s subscribed for
a gold watch, which was presented to him by Major R . Dore,
in the absence of the Commanding Officer on leave.
Jack Harrison is a keen but modest gardener and a supporter
and shareholder of Colchester United. w~ all wish him many
happy years of well-earned retirement.

HOME AT LAST
Bruno-the famous Berlin bear mascot returns to his home r egime nt
after many travels

I®I 10th

Regiment, Hounslow

n.u.q.

l5Sl

~

"Bruno"
This month saw the return of " Bruno,'' the Regimental
mascot, to his rightful position outs:de the R.H .Q. of this
Regiment. The travels of this large stone bear, since he was
first presented to us have been many and varied, but exmembers of the Regiment will be pleased to hear that be has
suffered very little from his experiences. Our thanks go to the
members of 36 Engineer Regiment who brought 'Bruno" from
Blandford and built the plinth on which he now stands. (See
picture).
Regimental Dance
The autumn all ranks' dance went off with a swing on
14th September. The new bar in the ''Bruno " Club was completed with just a few hours to spare, thanks to the tremendous
efforts of R.S.M. A. A. J. Reed and his team, headed by
Corporals Spencer, Strange and Huntleigh-Smith. Everyone
had a splendid time, though some of the ladies failed to appreciate the cabaret starring " Simba "-fire-eater and snakecharrner.

Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Dinner
The Warrant Officers and Sergeants of the Regiment sat
down to a very special dinner on 21st September. The
occasion was the dining-out of R.S.M. A. A. J. Reed and the
dining-in of R.S.M. E. Gibson. We were happy to welcome
as our guests the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel J. R.
Ellis, the Quartermaster, Major (Q.M.) J. F. McQuade, and
the Adjutant, Captain J. U . Liddell. The dinner progressed in
the usual happy mood and ended with R.S.M. Reed being
pcesented with a silver cigarette box by W.O.I (Y. of S.) A. J. D .
Davies and placed under close arrest by R.S.M. Gibson.
There followed a court martial where the proceedings,
although very correctly presided over by W.O.I (Superintending Clerk) P. Shortrnan, were somewhat less decorous than
usual. The guilty party was duly convicted and was sentenced
to be dumped in a bath of cold water, after being suitably disrobed, of course. Shortly afterwards we were pleased to
receive a visit from Lieutenant A. A. J. Reed, Royal Signals,
who celebrated the occasion by buying drinks all round.
The Regiment welcomes Captain C. James, Royal Signals,
W.0.1 (R.S.M.) E. G ibson and W.0.II (R.Q.M.S.) Oscroft, who
have all joined us this month. We wish every happiness to
Lance-Corporal Shields on his recent marriage to Miss Valerie
Hindmarch, and also to Lance-Corporal George and Miss
Leonnie Dayes, who were married on roth September. Congrantlations to Sergeant and Mrs. Yates on the birth of their
first child, a dauihter.
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2 SQUADRON
" Where have all the soldiers gone ? " might well be our
theme for this month of September and also for the coming
month of October. Exercises and courses of one kind or
another are causing a great depletion in our ranks and yet,
somehow or other, the day-to-day routine manages to carry
on without too many d isasters. Many of the Squadron have
departed on courses-most of them to swell the population of
Catterick-Comcen operators, cipher operators, drivers and
potential Yeoman of Signals. With;n the regimental lines
several men have been attending the M .P .T. course-a welcome
break from work !
We welcome to the Squadron Corporals Clarke and Brebner,
Lance-Corporals Beddow, Reid and Phillips, but also had to
wish the best of luck to Sergeant Griffiths, who goes to the
A.C.I.O. at Bradford before training as a Special Recruiter and
leaving the Squadron permanently.

10th Regiment-a good 1•osti11g for u single man?
Signalman Canton (Comcen Operator) g:ves a bachelor's
uncensored viewpoint :
From the s:ngle man's point of v:ew, 10th Reg iment offers
many opportunities and natural advantages. The Regiment
being rather small consists of two squadrons and supplies all
Signal facilities throuhout the whole of Eastern Command.
2 Squadron, mostly consisting cf Comcen Operators and
drivers, man the Signal Centre at London District, which is
situated in the historical Horseguards Building. This Comccn
is a con~tant h ub of activity as it serves District H.Q. and the
Household Brigade, as well as scores of T.A. and Regular
units throughout the London area. This, of course, has its
problems, but usually after a few weeks on shift newcomers
soon learn the various duties.
After a time single men are often sent on short relief detachments to one of the 40 small outstations throughout Eastern
Command, or assist I Sguadron on ceremonial duties, i.e. State
visits, the Royal Horse Shows and Wimbledon tennis championships. These are unusual perks which make a pleasant
break from normal routine.
Our shift system gives us four recurring days free in every
16 and also four days in camp. The "Camp Shift," as we call
it, incocporates outside visits to various places of interest, such
as London Airport, B.B.C., Imperial W ar Museum, etc., and
also a full training programme.
This training programme prepares us for upgrading, M.P.C.
or education courses, for which this R egiment is noted, as
courses are held within the unit each year.
We have the full facilities of both 30 Army Education Centre
and the local Technical Colleges, which offer in struction on all
subjects from computer programming to clay moulding.
Living-in facilities are good, being four-man ground floor
bungalow-type rooms, centrally heated and built for easy cleaning. The Regiment offers encouragement in all types of sport
and we actively engage in soccer, cricket, badminton, hockey
and swimming. We have our own canoeing club and a thriving
judo club.
Entertainment-wise, of course, we have no parallel. We have
our own "Bruno" Club, named after our mascot, and something is always going on; we have a record night, as well as a
social night. Within 30 minutes' travelling distances arc dances
to suit all tastes, swimming pools, ice-rinks, bowling alleys and
all that London can offer.
There can be no doubt that a single man should have an
enjoyable tour of duty whilst with the Regiment.
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FAREWELL PARADE FOR LIEUTENANT-COLONEL T. G. H.
JACKSON, M.B.E.

11th REGIMENT, CATTERICK

CA~fl•

By tradition, August is a holiday month for most-but not
us. Two visits, two pass-off parades, a full sporting programme coupled with the toil and heart searching, to say nothing
of the cupboard searching, that precedes a Commanding Officer's
handover, have all served to keep everyone on their toes.

Visit b y Major Ross Clarke, Royal New Zealand
Cor1•s of Siguals
This month opened for the R egiment on the 4th August
when Major Ross Clarke, Royal New Zealand Corps of
Signals, paid us a visit. Major Clarke will be well-known to
Royal Signals personnel who served in the late 6th Armoured
Divisional Signal Regiment and to those who more recently
have served in 249 Squadron in Singapore. During the visit
emphasis was placed on the various aspects of recruit and
M.P.C. training, subjects in which Major Clarke is particularly
interested.
Pass-off Parade, 12th August
On the 12th August the C.S.O. Northern Command,
Brigadier A. F. Freeman, M.c., took the salute at the pass-off
parade of the 32 men of No. 4 Troop. After the parade
Brigadier Freeman spoke to the parents of those passing off
and presented prizes to the best recruit, the best shot and best
at P.T.
.
.
Signalman P eter Belton earned the title on this occasion of
" best recruit." Despite no previous Army experience, Signalman Belton attained a very high standard of drill and turnout, obtained extremely good marks in his A.C.E. exams and
did well on the r ange with both the S.M.G. and S.L.R. We
wish him every success in his technical uaining with 8th
Regiment.
Visit by Swedish Military Attache
On Tuesday, 23rd August, the Regiment was pleased to
welcome the Swedish Military Attache, Colonel Van Horne.
Colonel Van Home, who watched both recruit and N.C.O.
military training courses under instruction, showed considerable
interest in all he saw.
f',,ommanding Officers's Farewell Parado,
24th August
On 24th August the pass-off parade of the 22 men of No.
3 Troop achieved a new look, being built up to include detachments from H.Q. Squadron, 2 Squadron and Instructional
Wing, a total of five officers and 130 men, to say farewell to
our Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel T. G . H. Jackson,
o.B.E. At the end of the parade Colonel Jackson left the parade
ground in a Land Rover to the strains of " Auld Lang Syne."
Although Colonel Jackson was not due to leave the Regiment
for another two weeks, this was a fitting time for his farewell

The Second-in-Command Major M. L. Willway accepting a trophy
on behalf of the Regiment from Lieutenant Colonel Jackson. The
trophy will be presented annually to the winners of the 7-a-side
Rugby competition

parade, as this was his last pass-off parade. During his twoand-three-quarter-years in command some 4,200 recruits have
passed through the Regiment and into the Corps.
Signalman W. 0 . Wrightson, who joined the Corps to learn
a trade after having served for 13 years in the Royal Marines,
won the best recruit prize. Doubtless his former service stood
him in good stead and should continue to do so. Signalman
Wrightson, whose home town is Ware, in Hertfordshire, hopes
shortly to get married. We wish him every happiness both in
this new venture and within the Corps as a telegraph operator.

W.O.s and Sergeants soy goodbye to
Lieutenant-Colonel Jackson
On the 18th August the Sergeants' Mess said "goodbye" in
the traditional way to Lieutenant-Colonel Jackson. It would
appear that all had served with him somewhere before, but
this did not help when it came round to his telling one of his
undecipherable Rugby jokes.
The Mess unanimously voted the Colonel B.I. instructor in
" Pins and Things " and presented him with a certificate to this
effect. For those who meet Colonel Jackson in the future,
never ask to refill his glass ! The Mess presented him with a
rather large tankard-three pints, to be exact.
Officers' ltfess farewell to Lieutenant-Colonel
and lUrs. Jackson
On 24th August the Officers' Mess held a "Ladies' Dining-in
ight" and said farewell to Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs.
Jackson. An excellent evening of wining and dining was had
by all, ending in the officers of the Regiment carrying Mrs.
Jackson shoulder high to her car, and the ladies gallantly
trying to do the same for the Colonel ! Fortunately, the
Colonel's Rugby training proved more than useful when he
was dropped ! A torchlight escort and a tow from all the
" longer toothed " officers of the Regiment concluded the
farewell.
Commanding Officer's houd-over
On the 12th September Lieutenant-Colonel Jackson finally
collected his vast number of Rugby files from the Orderly Room
and handed the Regiment over to our new Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel C. 0 . Bound. We warmly welcome
Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. Bound to the Regiment and wish
Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. Jackson all the very be t in their
new posting to H .Q., 1 Corps.
Tho Femlnl110 Touch
We must take this opportunity of welcoming another
W.R.A.C. officer to the Regiment. Second-Lieutenant Judy
Kinchin has relieved Captain Anne Brown as Assistant
Adjutant. Captain Brown has now disappeared into Instructional Wing to become an instructor. Candidates for the Staff
Sergeants' courses-take note.
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Raghy
Once again the Rugby eason is upon us and with several
" o~d~timer " left we hope for a successful season. Early
tr~mg on .th~ Baghdad soccer pitch has been much in
ewdenc~ and 1~ is hoped that we shall be able to maintain a good
team with which to defend our fairly heavy fix ture list.
We comfortably won o.ur ~rst ma.tch against 7 Company
R.A .M .~. and follow~ this with a "'.'ln against 8th R egiment.
The t!Urd match, agru_nst the G.P.O. m Leeds, ended in defeat
b~t by a nam~w !11argm. The team played well, but the G.P.0.
giants wcre--it is reported-too . . . big. More recently we
h~d added an?ther win to the card as a result of our match
wlth 24th Regiment.
Pass-off Parade. 16-tlt September
The salute at the pass-off parade of the 17 men of 6 Troop
on the ~6th September, \Vl!S taken by the C.Ommanding
Officer, ~1eut.enant-C?l?nel C. 0 . Bound. Once again soldiers
of Contmuat1on Trammg Troop took part and added extra
colour to the parade. Three Troops marched past instead of
the more usual one.
The best recruit on this parade was Signalman V. Keech
of Ne~ Barnet, Hertfordshire. Signalman K eech comes fro~
a . Service ba~ground, his father was in the Royal Navy and
~s uncle was !Il. the:: Black Watch. Keech is now under t ra inu;ig as ~ ~echmcia~ m 8th Regiment, where he intends to conunue his mterests m soccer, swimming and judo.
Pass-off Parade, 30th September
Brigadier A. J. Woodrow, .M.B.E., the Brigade Commander
took the salute on the 30th Septe mber when the 17 members
of 2 Troop _Passed-off.. After the parade the Brigadier presentc::d the prizes; the prize for the best recruit being presented
to ~ 1gnalman D. R. Davey.
. Signal~n Davey whose. home t?wn is Sc1,mthorpe, in
L1.ncolnshire, was. an analyuc~l chemist before, it was heard
s~~' he ~a~ ~e hght. We wish him all the best in his technician trammg m 8th Regiment and in his future Army career.

AUachment.-11.~f.S.

Hermes

14th REGIMENT, GLOUCESTER

Captain J. M. Drake, L ieutenant C. W. Collier, W.0.11 E .
Mornll and seven other members of the Regiment were among
those fortunate enough to become sailors for a fortnight on
H .M.S . Hermes ~nd to experience the delights of Navy rum
and duty free cigarettes. The trip has been reported on
separately, but we would like to thank Captain T. T. Lewin,
M.V·?· D.s.c.,_ Roy~! Navy, and all. his ship's company for
m~mg the mp so mtc::restmg and enJoyablc. We eagerly await
their return mp later m the year.

Royal Signals I..endersllip Course No. I
24th May saw the end of No. I Leadership course on which
so~e 18 students carried out a series of challenging tasks
des igned. to develop and test their powers and qualities of
leader~hip ~o the full. The course also included instruction
~nd discussion on a very wide variery of subjects that kept
mstructors and students on their toes.
Students . who came from far and near included Corporal
Arthur S~ ith, from FARELF, and Corporal Wall, from 204
~qu adron m Germa~y, the latter being one of the winners of
the final speed test m the Lake District.
T~e train~ng includ~d strenuous P.T. tests, drill, instruction
on . mternauo~al affairs, adventure training-climbing, potholmg-canoemg, assault courses and student lecturettes.
U~fo{ltunately, wet weather dogged the course's final
exercises and we feel that there must now be some very agile
fit but web-~oott:d young men in the Royal Corps of Signals j
However~ this slight abnormality does not seem to have been
held agamst them at R.C.B., as we have already had three
members. o~ the course recommended for R.M.A.S. and Mons
0.C.s trammg.
There is no d(:mbt that all students fin ished the course much
hardened and_ with a new-found confidence based on meeting
problems, which many would not have considered tackling preyiously, ~s a team. The;: ~lso learned how to help each other
m adversity and of the spmt of comradeship that such conditions
form.

SY A7PO!NTMENT TO Hl!R MAJESTY THE QUDN
OOlDSMrrHS & CROWN JEWELLERS,
GARR!JID

& CO. LTD.

•

ROY AL SIGNALS

9 ct. gold and enam11I

THE BADGE OF YOUR CORPS

In gold and enamel or set with
ROY AL SIGNALS

9 ct. gold and 1111amel

precious stones, a badae
brooch is
0
a gift of lasting charm. Here
is a riece of jewellery which is
always appropriate and always
in perfect taste. Write now for
details to our military department.

GARRARD & CO. LTD. Crown Jewellers
112 REGENT STREET· LONDON. W.l
Telephone: REGENT 7020 (n lines)
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Those

to reach the projects on time, to arranging for married memben'

who

know Robinswood Barracks at Gloucester
appreciat~ on!~ too well that they fall far short of an acceptable
standard m tlus day and age. For some years now planning 'has
been m~ving along to. design an entirely new Barracks, tailor
n:ade with every P?ss1ble mod-con to be built on the existing
site. At last, despite the 'freeze' and many "it's on"-" it's
off" phases we can whisper that this time it seems to be on.
So providing we can remain at "systems go," next April will
see chaos let loose at Robinswood as the tearing down phase
starts. As the project is to take three years, very few of the
present incumbents will see the finished article.

Training
We think it is worth publicising the tremendous trrumng
effort made at Robinswood. There are currently four courses
running- with approximately sixry students under instruction:
A potential Y. of S. Refresher Course; a Basic Comcen Op
BIII Course for prospective Y. of S.; a Comcen Op BIII-BII
Upgrading Course. At the end of the month a three-week
course for technicians sitting the Class I Qualifying Exam starts
and also a fully subscribed (28 students) MPC I Course. These
courses are all carried out with our own personnel-no outside
assistance at all!
Installation Troop (Comeau)
Life in Installation Troop continues to be anything but dull
--early September saw the entire Troop in Cyprus, where we
were engaged on three separate projects. Each of these could
comprise an article in itself, but the summary which follows
gives a fair idea of the varied nature of the work which members
of the Troop are called upon to do .
The first project was the transfer of two HS 51 30KW transmitters from the COMCAN Transmitter Station of 259
Squadron at Episkopi to the R.A.F. Transmitter Station some
20 miles distant. As the man who had installed these sets only
a year earlier, W.O.I (F. of S.) P . J. Swaby was the obvious
choice for team leader on this project, even though he had to
be borrowed from 646 Troop for the purpose. With W.0.II
(F. of S.) A. R. Jarratt and two technicians, he flew to Cyprus
on 5th July; the sets were tested, dismantled and moved to
their new site by the end of the month, when five more
members of the Troop arrived to assist. Re-assembly went
ahead swiftly but was brought to a halt late in August by a
hold-up in MPBW building work external to the Tx Hall.
This project is presently uncompleted, and F. of S. Swaby and
parry have returned to the U.K.
The remainder of the Troop (less notable exceptions mentioned below) arrived in Cyprus on 24th August, when Captain
L. E. Cushion, R.E.M.E., with a team of three, set about the
installation of on-line cipher equipment in the COMCAN tape
relay centre at Episkopi. This was completed in less than five
weeks, possibly due to Captain Cushion's declared intention
of making a speedy return to U.K. prior to posting!
Simultaneously L ieutenant (T.O.T.) G. H. Paul with W.0.I
(F. of S.) E. A. R. Harrington and W.O.II C. G. Curtis, were
in the throes of the third project, re-organisation of the
COMCAN Receiver Station, also at Episkopi. This involves
the re-arrangement of existing equipments in preparation for
additional receivers which are to be installed later as part of
the integration of Army/R.A.F. facilities, and the installation
of a coaxial cable complex with patching panels and over 900
plugs and sockets to be fitted. The end of October should see
this work completed.
Meanwhile the 0 C., Major P. D. Mootham, continues to
add to his already considerable experience of air travel on the
Troop's behalf. During July and August, he rwice made the
return trip from U.K. to Mauritius, on the s-econd occasion
taking Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) J. Mclnally with him on a
"Black Box" installation project for the Royal Navy. Foreman
Mclnally then made his way from Mauritius to Cyprus to lend
a hand with the work there, whil , at the time of writing, Major
Mootham is on his way to Cyprus from U.K., to oversee the
completion of our current projects on the island.
With almost the entire Troop thus committed overseas, an
anchor-man at Troop H.Q. in Gloucester is essential, and
W.0.Il (R.Q.M.S.) J. Smith, foregoing the Mediterranean sunshine, has had plenry to do in this role. Receiving as he does a
steady stream of signals and letters from the teams abroad, his
tasks have ranged from chasing up tools and stores which failed
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laWns to be mowed in their absence I
We are sorry to be losing Captain Cushion, RE.M.E., who
leaves us shortly for a tour in Singapore. To his successor
Captain V. Fairey, R.E.M.E., we offer a warm welcome and
the suggestion that he gets some leave in while he can I'

Soccer
The I Squadron football team have made an impressive start
to the season, with the following results: 8th September
beat Shops United
3-1
15th September
beat Government Trg Centre 5-2
29th September
beat 30th Regiment
4-2
2nd October
beat The Robins
9-I
Our impression to date-the team is at least as good as, if
not better, than the 1964/65 season's team (when we vron both
the District and Command Championships). So we look
forward to great things.
Major E. O>oper, Royal Signals, inspired by the "World
Cup," has brought our game up to date, by playing either a
4-2-4 or 4-3-3 formation, this apparently is understood by the
players to judge from the results.

xv'I.
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Matters

When we last wrote a contribution to this
distinguished journal we had just come, with flying colours, through our annual inspection. Now,
six weeks later, that all seems like another
life. Although we haven't forgotten all the things
that made us so smart in July, we now do them
without thinking about them much, while matters
operational occupy most of our thoughts.
The weather is turning cooler (by Aden standards, which
are not everybodys, we know!); dust storms have finished until
next year, and the football and hockey teams are at it again.
1 and 2 Squadrons have vied with each other to produce bigger
and bette r dances in the Kat Klub, and it is quite impossible
to say which· was the more resounding success, I Squadron's
" Tramps' Ball,'' or 2 Squadron's beach party. There were
lots of 'birds' at each, all clad in the minimum, it seemed,
and those who couldn't get a dance enjoyed a floor show that
many night clubs would do well to beat. We believe that thi
party-giving rivalry is to continue in October and November.
It can't be long before our Kat Klub is more of a draw than
the much-advertised Al Casino across the road.
What with one thing and another, time certainly doesn't
drag here-we're too busy for that. The old hands are, of
course, a bit scornful at the new " Sprogs" coming out for
a mere 12 months' tour. . . . Gad, ii wasn't like this in my
day.
I Sqaadron
On 3rd October Corporal Hamilton was awarded the Commander-in-Chief's Commendation for his work on the cable
installations and maintenance connected with the automatic
telephone system. We would all like to congratulate him for an
award we feel he richly deserves.
The Squadron has started to spread its tentacles outside
Aden Base.
Two Linemen, Lance-Corporal Manning and
Signalman Kenny are flying up-country to Al Masirah for
work (or is it a rest cure?) with 222 Squadron (Air rormati~n).
A relief, in the form of Lance-Corporal Forrester, is followmg
in a few weeks.
Another event to look forward to is the wedding of Signalman Graham Wykes and Private Jeanette Finlay (W.R.A.C.),
both of this Squadron. The 0 .C. will find himself in the new
roll of "Acting Dad," for he is giving the bride away. We
wish the bride and 'groom the best of luck for the future,
but will be sorry to see them leave Aden in December.
The Squadron was sorry tO- say goobye to S.S.M. Mears,
who has gone to U.K. on leave and for a course. On returning
to the Regiment he will take over as R.Q.M.S. · we anticipate
good service for t:he Squadron! Staff Serg ant Keany has very
ably stepped into the breach as S.S.M. and has kept up his
good work.
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digging for water in order to supply 40 "dehydrated" men,
when the anticipated supply was found contaminated; a night
spent bivouaced in a swamp. W.O.I Littlejohn and his elephant tracks; Corporal Hall ( ?) and a tiger sharing a water
hole, unknown to each other, and separated only by a bush,
and hours of digging out trucks, which got bogged down rather
more frequently than was expected.
All this activity is thrown into deeper contrast when one
considers the monotonous routine of shift work which is the
lot of an operating Squadron in Singapore. Exercise "Evergreen " looks like achieving its objective.

H.Q. Squadron at "full chat" over the water

Signalman Cooke, with 41 set, and Signalman Lawrence on Exercise
in South Arabia

They get about
Lance-Corporal Howard and Signalman Buck, with a Cu,
are 350 miles away, working in civilian clothes for a political
officer. Corporal Chisholm and Signalmen Cooper, Ing!edew
and Leyland have gone off up the coast in an L.S.T. with a
Troop of Sapper surveyors, map-making in Dhofar, the southern
end of Muscat and Oman. They will work a Cu back to us
in Aden (about 500 miles) among other things. Six telegraph
operators are back in Bahrein on an upgrading course run by
our friends in 3 Squadron.

H.:u.s.

Fearless
. And now H.M.S. Fearless has come, complete with Ship
Signal Troop. Men who had become adept at battering across
- desert and hills with Land Rovers and Cr rs are now working
a FSK Duplex circuit to Fearless with Dus, capable of carrying all ship-shore traffic for her. There are no Royal Navy
communicators left in Aden now, and we are proud to be communicating with this amazing new ship. Already we have
learnt a lot, and made many good friends aboard her.
As part of the amphibious training being carried out with
her, our Squadron Emplaning Officer (Second-Lieutenant
Walters) and A.T.L.O. (Sergeant Ryan), of Radio Relay Troop·,
have also become Unit Amphibious Officer and Unit Waterproofing Supervisor.
Vehicle waterproofing kits have been
ordered, and an air support tentacle and crew are starting to
train into loading on to Fearless's L.C.M.s, and landing over
beaches.
Helicopters, too
The same two amphibious experts, having tired of trying
to get fixed-wing aircraft to train their airportable Radio Relay
Troop with, have gone for helicopters instead. With the willin~ help of Sergeant Jones, Royal Signals, a Scout pilot of 3
Wrng A.A.C., they are busy breaking down their C4r trailer
stations into smaller loads for lifting in Scouts up and down
the jebels (hills to you). Lest you should imagine that their
engineering is at all rough-and-ready with chis fast-moving kit,
we should add that the same chaps run the static links to
Little Aden, carrying the automatic telephone circuits, and
there is nothing casual about that.
Coming and going
We are sorry to say goodbye to Sergeant Batchelor, destined
for B.A.O.R. again. Staff Sergeant Stanger is a welcome addition from I R.H.A. Signal Troop in Little Aden. SergeantMajor and Mrs. Laing have gone for a well-earned leave in
Kenya, and, of course, there is always a steady trickle of comings
and goings with 544 Troop attached to 1 Royal Irish Fusiliers
in Swaziland.
It is time I ended this catalogue of movements and checked
my own kit over-you never know where you'll be sent next
in this lot I
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18th Regiment
e/o G.P.O. SINGAPORE
The Assault Course
One of the many activities of the Regiment is the InterSquadron Competition. This has a number of aims, of which
two are ~lleged to be to keep people occupied in case they
have nothmg else to do and to act as a talking point within the
unit. It achieves both these admirably.
T.he assault course is one of the component events and is
a quarterly trial of fitness and training. It comprises a relatively normal ( ?) course over which a medium-sized PL pole
has to be manoeuvred without it touching the ground, followed
by the team, firing five rounds with the SMG. The result
is determined by a complicated process of points adjustment,
dependent on elapsed time, how many men were crushed by
the log, and whether or not the M.T.O. remembered to wind
his stop-watch.
Are I Squadron hoodwinking the OJtftositiou?
The latest round was won by H.Q. Squadron, who produced
an excellent average time of 2 minutes r4 seconds between
their three teams. 3 Squadron, somehow or other, came second
with a .time of 2 minutes 19 seconds. 2 Squadron, who had
something of a reputation to maintain failed to do so and came
third; r Squadron came last-they are reported to be lulling
the other Squadrons into a false sense of security so that
when the ·time is ripe they can strike.
This occasion, with its 120 competitors, officials and spectators, is undoubtedly a regimental event, assuming increasing
popularity, and plays an important part in fostering a spirit
of competitive rivalry between the Squadrons.
Jungle Training
Being a base unit, we don't have much in the way of
excitement or many opportunities to escape the confines of
rhe Signal Centre or unit lines.
One of the objectives of Exercise "Evergreen " is to remedy
this to some degree. Each Squadron establishes a training
camp at a distance from Singapore and then rotates as many
of their men as possible through a week's jungle training. 2
Squadron had their exercise earlier in the year and it is
now 1 Squadron's time; for the next month, each of the four
shifts will take their turn, while those remaining close up and
work a three-way shif.t.

''A large element of exeitemeut nntl tough living"
At the time of writing, one shift has already pioneered the
"ulu" in ·the area of the Pengerang Peninsular, some 20 miles
east of Singapore . island. Their week was certainly a change
from the normal routine and had a large element of excitement
and tough living, which was not entirely planned. Events included a sea voyage to the camp; movement by helicopter,
including the evacua.tion of five heat exhaustion casualties;
THE
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Farewell to S.S.~I. D. Cle.nver-n popular
Sergenut-lUnjor
Once again 2 Squadron " went Malay " for a night, this
time to say farewell to S.S.M. Brian Cle~ver and Mr~. Clea~~r.
It is indeed unusual for so many soldiers and their families
to turn out to give their regards to t·h~se departing-especia~y
to Sergeant-Majors. But anyone knowmg S.S.M. Cleaver will
realise why he should be different. He is one of those ageless types who, though the years roll by, still takes part in all his
troop's activities, a master of leadership by example. 2 Squadron's loss is the whole Regiment's loss, and our best regards
go to the Cleavers in their ne~t appointment. There w_ill be
no letting-up, Sergeant-Major, after these notes are published.
Now, back. _to th~ l?arty, which, _unfortunately, seemed . to
be in competition with a. dance upstairs. Not ~at ·the ~en~g
was spoiled-far from it-though the Malay ioget girls did
have a mental battle competing with the "shake."
To finish, we welcome our new S.S.M., W.O.II . "Lany"
Jones and wish him and Mrs. Jones the same happmess and
succe;s as that achieved by their predecessors.

21st

REGIMENT,

D.F.P.O.

Sad scene as R.S.M. Barnes, having been courtmartialled, has his
emblems of rank torn off !
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August slipped quietly by. with some peopl~ enjoying le~ve
whilst others worked steadily at trade trarnmg and routrne
airfield maintenance. However, in September, things began to
hum again.

Stntiou activities
One of rhe many attractions offered ~~ing the af.temoon ~f
Laarbruch station fete was ' L ' Troop s Duck the Pongo m
the Pool " stall. A roaring trade was quickly established, and
the four main victims, plus other "volunteers," were soon
dripping wet.
Each bulls-eye and inevita?le ducking w~s
greeted with delight by the large crowd which surrounded it
all afternoon.
The Regiment was also included in the Laa:bruch s~at!on
families' open day, and provid~ a dell!onstra-tion. cons1stmg
of a mobile exohange and teleprinter vehicles. This soon became a centre of attraction for the children, who accounted
for a fair proportion of ithe thousand-strong crowd, and by
the end of the afternoon phones were red-hot, the exchange
operator exhausted and the teleprinters out of paper. The
weather was glorious and the flying display put on by the
station made a most thrilling ending to the day.
Farewell to n.s.ii.1. Barnes
On the evening of 13th September, the Sergeants' Mess said
farewell to W.0.I W. A. Barnes, who leaves the Regiment on
commissioning.
Due to summer camp a few of our senior Signals .C.O.s
were unable to be prese~t, but this loss was more than made
up by the large number of R.A.F. senior N.C.0.s w~o
at•tended, leaving no one in any doubt as to me esteem m
which they held the R.S.M., a fact backed up by t·he presenta.
tion made to him by the Mess.
After a very pleasant evening, the R.S.M. was deal~ with
by "court martial" in the usual manner, under ·the presidency
of his successor, W.O.I T. J. Cantle, he was escorted by Master
Pilot Neale and W.O.I (F. of S.) Johnson, was given a "fair"
trial, found guilty (obviously), de-badged a?d e.scorted fr~ the
Mess with instructions to " proceed to his billet, get him.self
properly dressed and seek re-admission to the Mess in the
correct manner." This he did, to the delight of everyone.
The Regiment wish Lieutenant and Mrs. W. A. Barnes
every success in 1he future and thank them for all they have
done for the unit during their s·tay, and eoho the Sergeants'
Mess sentiment that "our loss will be the Officers' Mess gain."
THE
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But all ended well with Court and accused getting stuck into a pint

SUMMER CAMP
2nd-Lieutenant W . J. Hodson briefs "L" Troop ambush party
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We also t.alce this opportunity of welcoming W.O.I (R.S.M.)
and Mrs. T. J. Cantle to the Regiment and wish them a happy
stay with us.
SnlllDl r

cnmp

Daring September, our long-prepared plans for getting the
troops off the airfields and away to do some internal security
training came ·t o fruition. We established a tented camp for
6o men in a field above Cochem, a picturesque town on the
River Mosel.
For the ne.xt four weeks some 240 men from all Troops
spent a week each, carrying out a full programme, which ranged
from personal camouflage, through ambush drills, ·t o staging a
full-scale night cordon and search.
Recreation was not neglected, and sports, films, a cruise
down the Mosel for some, and a short route march ending
at the local gasthouse for everyone, were all included.
The camp P"...rnJanent staff, under the excellent guidance of
Staff Sergeant
elson, made everyone comfortable and contributed greatly to the success of the camp.
Captain P. H. Bolton gave us the benefit of his personal
knowledge in counter-insurgency operations, and his graphic,
though som~times blood-curdling lectures, were listened to with
more than the normal share of interest and attention by all
ranks.
The verdict on summer camp?
"Strenuous, but very enjoyable--1Ilore next year, please."

30th Regiment

I Squadron Sports Report
Having lost the Unit Rugby Seven-a-Side Competition
earlier in the year, we made up for this loss by winning the
Regim ental Inter-Squadron Athletics Meeting on 1:z.th
September. It is difficult to avoid mentioning all the members
of the team, as our success was due entirely to excellent team
work throughout the meeting. However, a number of events
are worth describing as illustrations of team spirit.
Our distance runners had .trained hard prior to the meeting
under the critical eye of Corporal Ashworth, who was favourite
to win both the mile and three miles. During both races he
worked so hard at pacemaking and encouraging the other
members of the four-man team, that he bad to be content with
second in the three miles, although he won the mile quite oonvincingly. His efforts were worthwhile, however, as our teams
took winning points in both events.
r Squadron M.T. Troop was represented by Signalmen
"Big" (750) and "Lirtle" (050) Williams.
050 Williams
showed considerable courage in managing to finish his l.eg of
the 880 yards relay, having been on the point of collapse some
roo yards from the line, and finishing on his hands and knees.
750 Williams-the best long-jumper in the Regiment-could
only finish second on the day, as he strained an injured ankle
helping the 120 yards hurdles to a good win, and running in
the 220 yards relay.
The most surprising success was gained by our 440 yards
relay team. They won by a good margin, in spite of two
last-minute changes in the team.
Shortly before the race
Signalmen Russell and Brightmore joined Lance-Corporal York
and Signalman Stewart, and they all ran to such good effect
that this scratch team trounced the opposition.
The team had strong support from the rest of the Squadron
throughout the meeting, which was a considerable help to
the athletes. As a point of interest, for the less successful
teams, the winners' cup holds exactly three pints of beer!

BLANDFORD CAMP

Exercise •e Link West "
A large number of 640 Troop headed for the Torm of
England at the end of September to provide umpire communication for Exercise " Link West." Everybody survived
the exercise without incident except for one vehicle, which
arrived in Yorkshire some time after everybody else. The driver
is still trying to work out " where all those bills on the Mr
appeared from."
The main job of the Troop was to man the umpire comcen,
however, certain members of the Troop found themselves
attached to various friendly or enemy forces. The disadvantages
of this soon became apparent, once the exercise started. Nobody
was allowed outside the camp, except the umpires, so the white
armband became a valued passport to the outer world and
all its attractions!

CORPS DIAIUES
Owing to unprecendented demands all Corps diaries
for 1967 are now sold out.

MATTHEWS
OF STOCKWELL LIMITED
ESTABLISHED 75 YEARS

55 Stockwell Rqad, London, S. W. 9
Telephone BRlxton 2026

Rngby

Rugby in the Regiment is extremely active. In addition to
the Regimental XV, we have a second team and a mixed
team for Saturday fixtures. When the School of Signals arrives
here, we should be able to field a worthwhile Satutday team
against local civilian teams.
As a background to these effor.ts, we have a clubhouse (every
true rugger man knows a club is essential both to foster and
imbibe the right spirit).

Our club is housed in a Nissen hut and, in addition to
the bar, we have other necessary facilities under the same
roof.
Training is in the capable hands of Lance-Corporal
Thompson, the Corps and Army full-back. The team captain
is Sergeant Fowler. The vice-captain is Corporal Kimble of
the R.A.P.C.

PERSONAL ATTENTION AT ALL TIMES

FORD AG·ENTS - Over I SO used
cars always in stock
Special foci/it/es for Servicemen, Immediate Delivery,
Insurance and H.P. Finance within the hour on
production of your pay book
* free road tax *
EVERY VEHICLE CARRIES THREE MONTH
WRITTEN GUARANTEE
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All enquiries answered
Write to Mr. F. Lancaster (General Manager)
only address at "55" Stockwell Road

CARS FOR SALE
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The A14-BCC 30 is the lightest, smallest, fully transistorised, one man high power HF transmitter-receiver station
with an output of up to 30 watts.
Fully approved to British Ministry of Defence DEF 133
standards and to United States Mil. Std.188B the A14BCC 30 has already been selected by the British Services,
Commonwealth, NATO and United States forces.

SwhnminJ(
Signalman J. E. Wilson of 4 (Bruin) Squadron took part
in the annual General's Challenge Cup Swimming Race on
7th September at Portsmouth. He was the only representative
from Royal Signals and, in spite of strong competition from
Army Champions and Royal Marine Swimmers, managed to
gain seventh place out of 40 swimmers. This event is unusual in that it is held in the open sea which, at times, can
be most unlike an indoor heated swimming pool I

"Against intense competition the BCC 30 has been
selected to fill the A14 role for the British Services."
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A 'Penguin' and a 'Pongo' on the job. Junior Technician Toghill
and Corporal Nicol

JOINT COMMUNICATIONS UNIT, BORNEO,
B.F.P.O. 600
" Jointness "
. As this u~it is shor~y disbanding, we f~l that this is a good
ume to consider the views on integration, of the sailors, soldiers
and airmen who have actually had to make it work. Here
therefore, we have an article on "Jointness," submitted by ~
Comcen shift, and a letter to the Editor by a S.A.C. (see
page -?-). Is this the first time that an airman has written
to THE WIRE?
o, see page- 478 also).
"What a Joint! "-by ••A" \Vatch, No. I ·comcen
There were once three Servicemen-a soldier, a sailor and
an airman ... and so the joke continues. Everyone has heard
that joke at one time or another. Well, here is another one.
You may prefer to call it an Epitaph, proving, in its way
'
that "'jointery " really works.
By the time this reaches the printers, The Joint Communication Unit, Borneo, situated on the original 'Blood Island '
will have finally closed its doors to all who have used it
a~used it, and rarely praised it. As is fitting on such occasions:
mmds wander back over the period of operations, which will
be known hereafter, inevitably, as the "good old days!"
Handlipg an aver~ge of 3,500 messages per day over a threeyear penod, the Jomt Comcen can be said to have been an
essen~al cog in .t he. milit~r}'. machine that has successfully operated 10 Borneo. Snll, this is only what any comcen is expected
to be, and the work would probably have been done anyway
wha~ever the service. However, in a "Joint" Comcen, th~
passmg of messages is only half the battle.
.The administration of three Services under one roof has
to be conducted with an open mind. Servicemen like to be
controlled by their "own kind." They have a natural resentment (oh, sorry, a bit strong ·that) let's try again . . . They
have a natural wariness when it comes to receiving orders from
" another uniform."
How can a matelot sporting a Player's advert beard understand when the S.S.M. tells him to get a shor.r back-and-sides.
What's an airman to do when he's told : " Don't call me sir
call me Yeoman ! "
'
~~another thing,. wh~t is a." Lance.-Jack?" Is he a corporal
or 1sn t he? What 1s his equivalent 10 the other Services?
Small problems, perhaps, but little things can mean a lot
to the O.R.s. However, JCUB, administered by the boys in
green (khaki to the "moonies ") can rest on its laurels. Morale
~as always ~en high,. Regardless of rank, everyone has entered
mto the. spirit of th10gs and, Io and behold, it has worked.
A pomter to the success of "Jointness" is the Carousel
Club. This club, run by the unit, has been a favourite rendezvous for all three Services. Here, differences of opinion can
be "stomached," along with the "Tiger."
Good h~moured r~valry i~ inevitable in such a set-up, but
coupled With a genume desire to see the other fellow's point
of view, can lead to effective teamwork.
~o here we have it, a . dead comcen, with the ghosts echoing
voices from a not-too-distant past:
"Look at that Pongo, he's got socks with no feet " (hosetops).
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WHAT IS IT 1
The first correct reply received by the Admi n Officer from a past
membe r of J.C.U.B. who left before Christmas 1966 will receive
a J.C.U .B. plaque

"Help that matelot get his beard out of that auto-head."
And famous last words like: "You'll never get the R.A.F.
on arms cleaning, mate."
Victoria Loop Relay Race
On the first Monday of each month a strange ritual takes
place on Labuan. At about 5 p.m., in the heat of the afternoon,
dozen~ of runne~ .amass by the corner of the airfield to perform m a competmon known as the Victoria Loop Relay Race
Teams consist of six runners, and each member has to ru~
880 yards.
In October the race was won by JCUB. Out of a total of
eleven teams competing from the various units on the island
JCUB stormed in first, beating the S.A.S., who took second
place. . The team consisted of Corporal Hawkins, Signalman
Mawhmney, Lance-Corporal Polden, Corporal Rossall, Lieutenant Storr and S.A.C. Street. Lieutenant Crocker and Captain
Bro:vzi drove rou~d the co.urse. in a Land Rover picking up the
bodies as they fimshed their stmts, and Captain Hunt circulated
on his bicycle. Lieutenant Storr ran the first leg and handed
over in third place to Signalman Mawhinney; he took the lead
and thereafter the team remained in first place until the end'.
It was noticeable that Captain Hunt was hard put to it to
keep up on his bicycle with Lance-Corporal Polden who was
running the last leg.
The team was presented with an impressive cup and a case
of 24 ~i:is of Tiger. As dusk fell six shadowy figures could be
seen s1ttmg on a small wooden bridge outside the billets surrounded by empty beer cans, thoroughly satisfied with their
evening's work.
Soccer
Naturally, with .t he unit functioning on a joint basis so
does the soccer team which represents JCUB on Labuan. 'The
playing condition of the only pitch on the island is far from
good, but d!e spirit and enthusiasm with which the game is
played makes up for this. This pitch is on the ' Padang ' and
just twenty yards from a palm-lined beach. In order to cater
for ail the teams, at least two matches are played each evening,
and a keen crowd is always around to watch.
At present the unit has one of the most attractive teams
playing, and is in the forefront of the competitions. The team
consists of .six R.A.F. players and five Army. Together, they
are producmg results. The strength of the team is in the
R.A.F; half-back. l~e of . Comrie, Howell ~nd Connaoher, whose
att.acki,ng style is mtelligent and defensive covering effective.
W1th iust a few weeks left before the unit is disbanded the
team has to play off against two R.A.F. Labuan teams fo~ the
league championship. We have also reached the semi-final in
the Darvel Cup, which is organised by the Labuan Soccer
Association. This has all t·he makings of a very successful
season, and should :the team manage to win both the cup and
the league, it will be a very fitting conclusion to JCUB soccer
on Labuan.
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The new MEL L5!56 /ooksthe same-and
uses the same station units and harness as the C11 equipment it replaces. Yet.
operating on s.s.b.. it offers twice the range.
eliminating the gap between ground wave
and 1st skip I Other features include
frequency coverage of 2- 16 Mc/sin 1 kc/s
steps, high setting accuracy and
electrically-locked final frequency. 120W
p.e.p. output. c.w. telegraphy, c.f.s. with
RTA type L607 and d.s.b. telephony
facilities available. complete
transistorization up to the final stage.
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Up-dating an existing C11/R210 station
is as simple as rep lacing the C11 . making
a few minor modifications to the standard
receiver.

Whether up-dating or installing new
stations-contact MEL

Hockey
There is a thriving hockey league in existence on the island,
containing teams from British units, Malaysian units and local
(Continued on page 32)
THE
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..• with teleprinter if requ ired I
All the advantages of teleprinter operation
can be added to most vehicle-mounted
h.f. and v.h.f. Military Radio stationsusing the new MEL L607 adaptor. Fully
transistorized. it enables the addition of
facilities for automatic coding and
decoding, and permits 750 Baud data
operation with certain stations.

The M . E . L . Equipme nt Company Ltd
Manor Royal-Crawley Sussex England
Telephone Crawley 28787
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(Continued from page 30)

FAR AWAY PLACES--UNU§UAL JOB

civilian . At the present stage, just over half-way through
the competition, the JCUB team is three points clear in the
lead.
We have had four wins, three draws, and only one loss.
The only pitch is somewhat bumpy and often waterlogged.
Our players may sometimes lack finesse, but they make up for
this by the effort they put into the game.
The spearhead of our attack is Sergeant Scott, who plays
cen~-fonvard. He is ably assisted in the front line by Corporal
McC!enaghan, Signalman Parker, Lance-Corporal Parker,
Lance-Corporal Young and Lance-Corporal Douglas-or at least
a selection of any four out of the five. The half-backs consist
of Major Blake, Lieurenanr Storr and Sergeant O'Mahoney.
Our full-backs are Lieutenant Crocker and Sergeant O'Brien,
and our intrepid goalkeeper is R.Q.M.S. Steadman.
We are now looking forward to our concluding fixtures
and hope that no vital players are posted away until we have
built up a winning lead.

Reports from the Outposts
The RMA Santlhurst Ethiopian
Expetlition 1966
By Sergeant J. V. Prees, Royal Signals,
and Omcer Cadet C:. J. Brill

[And so the Joint Communications Unit, Borneo, folds up.
Without doubt their's has been a splendid example of integration and a job well done. We shall miss them in "The Wire."
-Editor.]
HEADQUAHTEllS, ROYAL SIGN..\l.S, JUAL'l'A
A.l\"D LIBYA
234- SQUADRON
Outstunding Sportsman
The past twelve mom.hs have been a period marked by two
singular features-firstly, a year of hectic communications
activity, and secondly, a season of gratifying sporting success.
The first feature we, of course, take in our stride, but the
S"--COnd is a matter of some pride, and we hope our readers will
bear with us on this score.
The year opened with the announcement in the local press
that Alfred Grixti, by national ballot throughout Malta, had
been proclaimed '"Sportsman of the Year." This brought
particular satisfaction in 234 Squadron, where Grixti is better
known as Signalman Grixti and a stalwart member of Line
Troop.
Grixti's claim to fame rests upon his outstanding
ability as a swimmer and water polo player, but more of that
later-sufficient to say that other than his Army swimming
activities, he bas represented Malta in International and Olympic
swimming events and is a very well-known and popular figure
with the water polo crowds in the summer here in Malta.

Footballer of the year
A little later, the Council of the Malta Football Association
nominated as " Footballer of the Year," to our great delight,
Mr. Ronnie Cocks. Signalman R. Cocks is a locally-enlisted
soldier and a driver for this Squadron, and when not playing
for die Squadron is a well-known footballer amongst the Maltese
community. Cocks plays for Sliema Wanderers and made his
first appearance on the football field when he was 14 years
old. Four years ago he attracted the attention of First Division
Clubs and made his debut with Sliema Wanderers against the
visiting Yugoslav Club, Rijeka, on 2nd January, 1963, when
Sliema won 2-1. He reached the top of his form this year,
when he was top scorer in both the Malta National and Malta
League Competitions, both won by his club. He was also
selected as outside-right for the Malta National Team against
Libya, scoring the winning goal. Undoubtedly, Cocks's selection for this honour was a popular one throughout the island,
and really hardly surprising in view of some of his brilliant
performances and outstanding displays of sportsmanship, on and
off the field. His performance as a footballer is even more
creditable in view of the injuries Cocks received some years
ago, injuries that would have stopped many a man playing
games at all, but this misfortune bas never worried him, and
I don't believe Cocks has ever missed a game of football in
his life. He has recently returned from Budapest, where he
played for his club in the European Cup.
Swimming successes
This year, the Squadron combined with 235 Squadron to
produce a Royal Signals Team in the Malta Inter-Unit
Swimming Championships. Royal Signals were runners-up to
very worthy winners in the shape of I Loyals, but it was a
pretty close tfiing. We need one or two divers (any trade) to

234 SIGNAL SQUADRON WATER POLO TEAM-1966
Back Row Left to Right: Signalman Debono, Lance-Corporal Farrugia,
O.C. Captain Lane, Signalman Dymond, Lance-Corporal Xuereb;
Front Row Left to Right: Signalmen J. Mizzi, C. Mizzi, Grixti, G. Zam·
mit, Attard

pull it off next year. Records, please note!). Our successes
included Signal Grixti (234 Squadron) first, with a new record
in the 440 yards free-style, first in the 200 yards free-style and
second in the 55 yards butterfly. Lance-Corporal Phillips (235
Squadron) was second in both the 55 yards free-style and
the uo yards free-style, and the Royal Signals team also netted
first in the 4 x 55 yards medley relay and free-style relay.
In the Inter-Services Championship, won by the Army, the
Corps provided five of the Army team. These were LanceCorporals Xuereb, Farrugia and Signalman Grixti, and Corporal
Bash and Lance-Corporal Phillips (235 Squadron). Grixti won
the 220 and 440 yards free-style event, whilst Xuereb came
second and third in the 55 yards and uo yards backstroke
respectively. Signalman Farrugia also achieved •t hird place in
the 55 yards free-style.

Wnter Polo-our speciality
In water polo, we go it alone, and are prepared to take on
anybody, however big. The Water Polo League Cup again
came our way with seven straight wins. This is the fourth
time this Squadron h~ won the cup in the last five years,
and we are glad to ·have it back again from H.M.S. St. Angelo,
last year's winners.
At the same time, H.M.S. St. Angelo handed over the knockout Competition Shield, as we again beat them ~3 in the
finals. This brought, for us anyway, a very satisfactory end to
the summer season. O.C. Line Troop can now have his men
back, and he has just about three weeks to sort out his cables
before the rains come-should be plenty of time if he gets
moving for once !

DOUGLAS HOUSE,
MALVERN, WORCESTERSHffiE
An Independent Boarding and Day School for
Girls (8 - 18 years), recognised by the Department of Education and Science and registered
as a CHARITABLE TRUST.

Did you know that crocodiles eat stones to enable them to
maintain just the right position in the water?
Have you ever heard of the Ant Lion, vicious predator of the
ant world who lives at the bottom of small holes and devours
instantly any unfortunate ant which happens to drop in?
Did you know of the Lam.mergeyer or bearded vulture which
lives on the marrow of bones which he drops from a great height
on to a rocky surface with all the accuracy of a second world
war Stuka pilot?
If you were not aware of these and countless other fascinating
aspects of African wildlife I shouldn't worry too much. Until a
couple of months ago I hadn't the faintest idea either!

A study of an ancient AJrican culture
It all started about a year ago when Captain J. N. BlashfordSnell, R.E., the Academy Adv~nture Training 0£1'.icer, beg~ to
plan the expedition and decided that he required a Signal
Officer. Another member of the Wing put his name forward
but unfortunately, due to personal reasons, he was unable to
make the trip. I was asked, and immediately jumped at the
chance and having done so, suddenly realised that apart from
knowU-:g vaguely where Eth;iopia was .situated: on the map,. and
having heard the name Haile Sellassie men~oned many runes
since my childhood, I knew al?solutely nothing. of t11;e country
and its history. I took immediate .steps to rectify this state of
affairs by visiting the Academy Library and laymg h~ds on
every publication that had even the remotest menuon of
Ethiopia within its covers. The more I read the more engrossed
I became.
Here was an African country with 3,000 years of its o~n
culture behind it which had remained virtually isolated w?ilst
the remainder of the African Continent had been colorused,
civilised, bought and sold ten time~ over. A;ll this had. p_ass~d
the Ethiopians by apart from the mtroducuon of Chrisoamty
in A.D. 330. The Bthiopian monarchs claim ~escent f:c>m
Solomon and Sheba. Today there may be doubts m the minds
of many historians but the legend is very _dear to the _hearts of
most Ethiopans. The fi~~t real co~t.act with the o~s1de world
came in 1867 when a Brn~ expedmon under Napier, captured
the then Abbysinian capital of Magdala and the Emperor Theodore committed suicide. The trouble arose. ?Ver th~ fact tJ;at
Theodore had seen fit to imprison certain Brmsh subjects which
in those days was almost certain to produce a wave of righteous
indignation in London.
However, the British left the country ~s soon a . the prisoners
were released and comparative peace reigned until 1896, when
Italian colonial expansion was severely checked at the battle of
Adowa when a complete Italian Army :vas wiped out by the
Ethiopians. Ethiopia's violent entrance mto the modern world
is, of course, comparatively recent his tory, but the small,_ pro~d
figure of Haile Sellassie confronting the L~ague of Nations m
1936 pricked the conscience of the w:orld which was all too soon
to realise that Ethiopia was a blueprint of what was to follow.

break lu the journey
Having armed mysell wi?t. a J?Otted history of the country it
was with considerable anticipation that I boarded ~ R.A.F.
Britannia at Lyneham on 9th July. I must ha':'e n_iade lt all too
obvious that I was eager to arrive at ~Y des~ation . because. I
spent three days wrapped round an ~ir cond1uoner m Bahrem
A
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whilst the R.A.F. made up their m "nds what to do with me.
However, even this break in the journey was not wasted because
it enabled me to meet the Officer Commanding the advance
party, Lieutenant J. Insley, of 2nd Bn. The Parachute Regiment.
We were able to discuss several aspects of the hectic days ahead
of us in Aden.

Much to do in Adell
When we were all finally assembled in Aden the work started
with a vengeance. There were people to be seen, stores to be
drawn last minute crises of all types to be dealt with including
the fa~ that at almost the eleventh hour the Ethiopian Airlines
informed us that the chartered flight for the main party could
not be undertaken by them. Fortunately the R.A.F. saved the
day and agreed to provide an Argosy for the round trip. My
thanks are due to 15th Regiment and especially to Major M. J.
T. O'Connor, of 2 Squadron who, in spite of the fact that he
was an extremely busy man, was kind enough to help us in every
possible way including the provision of a complete C! I d<:tachment. This was commanded by Corporal Walker with Signalmen Patience and Previtt. At last all the stores had been drawn
and loaded into the vehicles. The next job was to get the whole
lot loaded into the L.C.T. Agheila. This feat was achieved
without d isaster and we finally sailed on 16th July. Before
leaving Aden harbour we trans-shipped .a further two tons of
stores which the Royal Navy had very kindly transported from
U.K. aboard H.M.S. Londonderry. To say we were _made
welcome aboard the Agheila would be an understatement, it was
a short voyage but a happy one and the Red Sea was kind to us
so no one was unduly perturbed.

Customs-the san1e where,•er you go
On arriving at Assab our troubles, from which so far we bad
been miraculously free, started. We were descende~ upon by a
large group of gentlemen who had that w<;>rld-wide look of
Customs Officers about them. At one stage it seemed tha~ ""!Ne
would have to unload all the vehicles and have the exped1~on
stores checked item by item; however, a great deal of fast talking
by Lieutenant Insley and considerable help from Mr. Todd, of
Mitchell Cons & Co., and we finally departed after only two
days, which we were assured was an all time rec;ord as far as
Ethiopian customs were concerned. How~ver, JUSt to show
there was no ill feelings, the shotg1;1fis which the party from
Bahrein had bought with them were impounded, and as far as I
know they are still there.
severe test
The drive from Assab to Ad~s Ababa :-vas a severe test. of
both vehicles and drivers the distance be.mg about 6oo mil~
over what must be one <:i the hottest and most desolate places
in the world, the Danakil Desert. It took us two days to cr!>ss
and I for one was glad to see the back of it. We had one p~g
shot from the Customs, roward the end of the first day's driving We were stopped at what must have been one of the most
isoiated customs posts anywhere a-?d were about to go througit
the whole procedure again when Lieutena1.u Insley produced ~i
magic piece of paper which bad been signed by someone ID
authority in Assab and once again we we:e on the way. On
crossing the desert we were confronted with a wall of mountains over which the Italians had built a road that evoked nothin but admiration for the engineers and workmen ~ncerned.
~e final stage is called the " Mussolini Pass " and it took the
three ton vehicles half the day and about 30 gall<;>ns of petrol to
reach the top--a distance of only about twelve rrules as the crow
flies.
A

Night life!
.
We finally reached Addis Ababa on the evening of. the third
day and reported ourselves to the Military Attache Lieutenant·
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the promised land. You can imagine the looks on the faces of
my five passengers when the vehicle chugged to the middle of
the river, which was about thigh deep and very fast flowmg, and
died on me.
des1u~rate fight
I turned to them with the helpless " little boy lost " expression
ithat one finds useful on occasions like this, and started to
apologise. However, the river allowed little time for explanations
and at once it became a desperate fight to save cameras, watches,
personal kit, etc., etc., while the river relentlessly rushed on
through the windows and doors of the vehicle. After a frantic
struggle we managed to save just about all our bits and pieces
with the exception of one of my sand shoes which everyone in
the party agreed served me damned well right. We were still
faced with the problem of removing one rather forlorn looking
Land Rover from the middle of a particularly evil- mud coloured
and very fast-fl.owing river. Fortune smiled on us in the form
of Captain J. N. Blashford-Snell and a 3-ton Bedford, complete
with winch. The unfortunate vehicle was winched clear and
then towed back to the base camp rto be dried out. I found
myself in rec.eipt of knowing looks and then I heard snatches
of the Beatles' latest hit "The Yellow Submarine" sung within
my hearing by some of the more " with it " cadets.

A

To say that we were made welcome aboard the Agheila would be an
understatement

FOR.DING THE KALUFU RIVER
"Overnight rivers rise in feet rather than inches."

Colonel· Christmas, who made us very welcome and showed us
to our accommodation in the English School. The next few days
were spent in liaising frantically with just about everyone. I
went to the British Embassy and made arrangements with the
D iplomatic Wireless Staff for the daily schedules we would be
maintaining once the expedition reached the area in which it
would be working. As before, everyone was most helpful and kind,
and Mr. Davie, of the Diplomatic Wireless Staff, still managed
to smile even when I talked him into lending me his last pair of
insulators. Corporal Walker set up the Cu on the school football pitch and managed to contact Aden with little difficulty.
All we had to do now was wait for the main body to arrive, and
of course conduct an impartial survey of the night life available.
Into the latter everyone threw themselves with a will, and the
unanimous verdict was " Addis Ababa has considerably more to
offer than either Aden or Bahrein or even Camberley."

156. These little sets proved to be excellent in almost every
respect. Their main disadvantage was the fact that they work
from wet batteries; this is not a great success as the long list of
acid damaged sleeping bags and rucksacks, etc. will show. Most
of the cadets have only a comparatively limited knowledge of
H.F. radio and its peculiarities but with a minimum of instruction on how to operate the set and how to erect a simple dipole
the communication problem was more than half-way to being
solved.

A slnJster river
When the main party arrived everything was more or less
ready but we were held up for one day over permits for our
weapons. At last all was ready and we set off for our ultimate
destination, the town of Arba Minch in the province of Gema
Gofa. Arba Minch means "The meeting of forty rivers." We
did not realise at the time but the words were prophetic. Our
first days' journey brought us to the town of Shashamani which
was far as the metalled road went. We started before dawn the
next morning as the river Hamasa which had stopped the 1964
expedition had to be crossed and we would need all the daylight hours to mount our expected massive engineering assault.
When the river was finally reached we found that we were in
luck, the evil brown water being low enough to enable all the
vehicles to cross without any trouble, so once again, we were on
our way. We finally arrived in our working area at about 15.00
hours and an immediate reconaissance took place to find a camp
site. A large flat grassy area by Lake Abaya was finally settled
on and everyone set to with a will to get the camp into some
semblance of order before nightfall. When everyone fell into
their sleeping bags most of the donkey work had been done and
in spite of the squadrons of mosquitos which appeared at dusk
most members of the expedition slept the sleep of the dead.
First task in the morning was to erect our dipole antenna and
see if we could still contact the outside world. We found our
link wirh Aden was a little uncertain at 10.00 hours, but once
we changed the time to 07.30 hours there was no further
trouble.
An excellent little set
Almost at once small hunting and trapping parties were
despatched into the wildem ~ss taking with them their sole
means of communication with the great world outside, an H.F.
S08

Sergeant Prees working the British Embassy Addis Ababa

Harrogate training pays oft
Our only serious problem was a fault on the C1 I which, when
he was hastily retrieved from one of the remo~er unmapped
parts of the province, Officer Cadet C. J. Brill, ex-Harrogate
Apprentice and a Tz Radio Technician (Lt.), speedily rectified.
(Officer Cadet Brill, it is hoped, will be commissioned inio the
Corps.-Editor).
A ndsnnderstandlng
The expedition speedily settled down to a pattern of groups
of up to ten members with their rations, water, weapons and
radio setting off into the bush, fending for themselves and shooting their own fresh meat and collecting specimens under the
direction of our expedition zoologist, Mr. Patrick Morris. To
start with, some of the reports of game seen tended to be a little
exotic but in a surprisingly short time animal' recognition became
quite accurate and the first ever game survey in this area was
conducted for the Ethiopian Game Conservation Department.
All sorts of tales were told over the camp fires at night, sucP, as
that of the unfortunate cadet who was left on his own to guard
the camp one night whilst his companions were on a night hunt.
Whilst sitting by his fire thinking profound thoughts he
suddenly heard what he took to be a lion roaring from the
other side of the river which ran by the camp. Without
further ado he took to the trees and spent the night
suspended from a branch clutching a revolver, determined to
sell his life dearly. I don't think anyone has yet told him that
the roar came from another party on their way back to the base
camp after an abortive night hunt.
Pleasant climate
The area in which the expedition was based is in fact the
start of the great Rift Valley, commonly referred to as the
Ethiopian Lake District. The valley floor at this point is about
4,000 feet above sea level, and the mountains on either side soar
up to about 13,000 feet. The climate was extremely pleasant,
the maximum day temperature being about 88 °F. However,
it rained frequently and this, of course, made the mosquitoes
extremely happy, bringing them out in ever increasing numbers.
Everyone of course took Paludrine, but from the health aspect
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we were extremely fortunate; the expedition doctor had very
little to do except to treat the upset stomachs and a few minor
cuts and abrasions.

Triumphant in death
Apart from the adventure trallllng aspect the object of ~e
expedition was to collect specimens for the British Museum
(Natural History). To this end the cadets were divided up into
various groups, fish, mammals, reptiles, etc., and with the minimum amount of supervision were left to get on with the job.
The net result is a collection of 265 specimens of at least 60
species, some of which still await identification. Not only did the
cadets have to stalk and shoot their specimens but they had to
do most of their own skinning as well; never a pleasant task, but
when the animal in question has been lying in the African sun
for two days the resultant odour is beyond belief. The large
crocodile (13 feet), which was unfortunately left just a little long
before skinning was towed across the lake on the e~d of the
longest line obtainable and finally placed in a box specially constructed for the purpose and is at present en route for the U.K.
It would be a very brave Customs Officer indeed who insisted
on removal of the lid from that particular box!
An epic journey
Towards the end of August it started to rain heavily. In a
country like Ethiopia, where bridges are someth~g rare apd in
this particular part of the country almost non-ex1stent, plus the
fact that roads are in fact just hard-packed earth, rain assumes
an importance out of all proportion. Almost overnight. rivers
rose in feet rather than in inches and roads became vmually
impassable. The expedition lead~ issued the . order for .all
advanced bases to return to the mam base camp m preparauon
for the move back to Addis Ababa. The party I was with were
in an area which had been christened the " White Grass_es," an
area of rolling, almost treeless steppe country, not unlike the
game parks of Kenya. We set off almost immediately and it
turned out that had we left it another day we would probably
be there now. The journey back was an epic ~o say the least. I
made my acquaintance with a type of soil named " Black
Cotton " which when dry looks perfectly normal but add one
night of rain and . you have the m<_>st evil smelling black glue
imaginable. Our land rover and trailer must have been dug out
at least ten times that day and it was an exhausted band of
adventure trainees that finally made their way back. to the
Kalufu river after dark that night. The next morrung our
vehicles were rafted across the river plus a large number of the
local people on their way to market and we set off to cover the
last few miles to base camp. Due ta the rather haphazard t~po
graphy of this part of the world we had to cross the same nver
agam about five miles further on; however, ~ere at least there
was a ford. Stopping only to place a rubber p1pe on ~e exhaust,
our hero drives into the river on the last lap of the iourney to
THE
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Safely across
With much frenzied packing and muttered curses about the
min coming late this year we set off on our journey back to
civilisation. The first few miles from Arba Minch saw us held
up several times to winch out one of the heavily-laden 3-tonners
but we finally reached the dreaded Hamasa River at about
midnight. Our fears were justified, what had been a fast flowing
but small river on the way out had now turned into a roaring
torrent of brown, muddy water. We were forced to wait to· see
if it would rise or fall. Again fortune smiled on us and we
managed to get all the vehicles across in rapid succession. Two
or three of the Land Rovers stalled but they were speedily
attached to the winch on the 3-ton vehicle and pulled out before
any damage was done. A few miles further on we came to the
camp site used by .the 1964 expedition and we spent the night
there.
We broke our journey back to Addis Ababa at Lake Langano
which is the fahiopian Riviera and, being the only lake in the
country that is free of crocodiles and bilhanzia, it is used
extensively for swimming and water ski-ing. Two or three days
were spent loafing in the sun and ·trying to wash most of the
Rift Valley out of our clothing and then at last we arrived back
in ~ddis Ababa. The climate in Addis Ababa at this time of
the year is pretty miserable, i·t being the rainy season, and Addis
being about 9,000 feet above sea level.
• Thank you's ' all round
The evenings can and do get very chilly. Again there was
little time to ruminate about the vagaries of the climate. There
were crates rto be packed and skins to be sorted out in preparation for the journey back to the U.K. We all took the
opportunity of dashing around thanking the many people who
had gone out of .their way to help the expedition and if there
were any who were somehow missed then I would like to take
this opportunity of. saying " thank yo~ " for all th~ beJp we
received. The Briush Embassy had laid on a recepuon m our
honour and they somehow managed to assemble the most
beautiful collection of young ladies I have ever soen under one
roof. The following night there was yet another party at the
house of Pete Bodkin who had been on the other end of our
radio link to the Embassy whilst we had been in the back of
beyond. One way and another it was quite a relief to stagger
onto the R.A.F. Argosy and curl up to catch up with the sleeple s
nights.
Three days in the long forgotten heat of Aden, a painless
flight by VC 10 to Gatwick, and the Sand.burst Ethiopian
Expedition, 1966, was over .
The experience of a lifetime
The e.\.-pedition for me is something that happens once in a
lifetime an unforgettable experience that will provide me with
many happy memories and not. a few lessoi:is. Also I .feel that
the cadets will look back on tt as som~thing ~at wiJ.! be of
great value to them in their careers, and tf th~e .1s 1:1othing e!se
to be gained from it at least they know what tt 1s like to buil
bivvies and construct bridges and roads and a host of other
useful little labours.
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Thai/anti anti /Jack- /J y tbum/J
Br1

Corporal '' .fJobo " Hogan ol the
Joint Communication llnit~ Borneo

Corporal Hogan determined to see as m uch of the Far East
as possible makes his way to Penang, Malaysia, and then hitchhikes to a small town in Thailand where he is obligingly
accommodated in the local police station-and thoroughly
enjoys himself.

*

*

*

The grim-faced Thai customs official looked at my passport
for the fourth time and, slowly shaking his head, disappeared
through a small door at the back of the office. I had been at
" Immigration " for almost an hour and, although previously
forewarned that hardly anyone speak1l English in Thailand, I
was only then beginning to realise the seriousness of my predicament. Have you ever tried ro explain to a suspicious foreign
official, whose English vocabulary is about seven words (including " hello " and " goodbye") just what you mean by
"hitch-hiking?"

A sudden inapulse
My mind went back to how it had all started, only the
previous Tuesday. A sudden impulse caused me to approach the
"'Y.O.S. " and request a fortnight's leave. This, to my surprise,
was immediately granted and, four days, one flight and one
long train journey later (made somewhat pleasant, courtesy
Henessey) I arrived in Penang, a small island off the coast of
Malaya.
Penang nil right, but Thailand beckons
Like most holiday centres of its kind, Penang is very highly
commercialised. After three days I had seen all there was to
see, so, packing a light bag, I obtained a visa and hitch-hiked
to the border. The journey took me best part of a day and, as
luck (my luck) would have it, my " lift " dropped me two miles
short of the border, just as dusk was setting in. I walked the
remaining twO miles and sometime later I marched into a small
abandoned outpost, whistling "Happy Wanderer."
After what seemed an eternity (and three cigarettes) lattt,
my still grim-faced official returned to the office, stamped my
passport, muttered something ·undecipherable and, with what
could have been a smile, pointed to the door-I was free!
One word does the trick
At that time, my brilliant knowledge of the Thai language
consisted of one word, "Songkhla "-the name of the town for
which I was headed. Strangely enough, it was adequate to get
by on and, after something faintly resembling a bus ride, I
arrived there at 8 p.m. and presented myself to the local police
station. They were only too happy to put me up and gave me
a comfortable piece of floor alongside the "trusties."
The Thai people are very friendly and very, very inquisitive.
I experienced this to the full in the next few days. One afternoon, I was writing out postcards on a shop counter when no
end of people came in, picked them up and tried to read them.
(The one we received left us wondering whether or not to send
the "M.P.s " to fetch him back!)
Even shaving in the morning was not without its events. A
whole queue of convicts, patiently waiting in a most orderly
line, would take turns with my razor. Some would shave their
heads, some their legs and one or two even shaved their faoes.
Things were 'great' ·
The town itself was "great." Very small, very cheap and
very friendly. I met only one other "white man" (an American)
the whole time I was there. With him also working in communications we found plenty in comm~n-mainly girls and
beer, but the comms were a pleasant sideline.
As always when having a ball, time went much too quickly
and it wasn't long before I bad to return to the unit. Of one
thing I am certain-wherever I go I will never forget the terrific
time I had in Thailand. To my pals from 249 Squadron- told
you I'd make it 1
O.C.'s Note: Anyone who had wished he could have
extended his leave should have seen Corporal Hogan's face
when, on his return, he was told quote " Why didn't yoµ signal
me asking for a week's extension? You could have had it."
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Americans-by the end of the exercise all of our party were
~clping ~ut on the site switchboard-very strange, when one

In The Heart of Asia
Part of Radio Relay Troop of 249 Squadron
Fly to Thailand - and find life there quite stimulating
- And a Little Rewarding Too!
E in 249 Squadron are quite used to being given tasks
which take us far from our base in Singapore. On this
W
occasion it was to an exercise in Thailand that part of Radio
Relay Troop, under Captain A. ]. Hervey, flew with their
vehicles and equipment.
The Squadron is designed to have an airportable capability,
but t·his was the first time our Radio Relay vehicles had
travelled by air. The days preceding our departure were therefore taken up with thoughts of weights and measures, flight
manifests, tie-down schemes and the preparation of batteries.
Qur aircraft were a Beverley and an Argosy. The Beverley
was to take two t -ton Land Rovers, a trailer, and half the
party, under Sergeant Abid Shah .to Ubon, via Bangkok. The
others were to fly with two Land Rovers direct to Ubon.

Five nights in Bangkok were so frustrating
Both aircraft took off on time from Seletar and Changi
respectively. The Argosy flight was memorable for the fact
that, as we were flying through some bumpy cumulo-nimbus,
one of the tensioners (these hold the vehicle to the floor of the
plane) came loose. The prospect of a Rover bouncing gently
on to one's knees is quite interesting-in retrospect.
The
Beverley, on .tli.e other hand, played its tricks on the ground,
where it 1ltayed, at Bangkok, for five days with engine trouble.
As Lance-Corporal " Chiefie " D ickinson, the Troop's master
of understatement, later remarked: "Well, it was all a little
bit frustrating really-being grounded in Bangkok for five nights
with no money.'' (This is not strictly co:rrect. He had moneyfor the first night).
Once at our destination we deployed, with half of us at
C.R.E. (Works) Crown, and half at a U.S. Signal Corps relay
site on a hill, nicknamed "Little Rock." The exercise side
of life was soon under way, shift1l were established, and we
were able to take a look around at our locations.
Picking up the Sappers' cries at "Crown "
" Crown," as many readers will already know, is an air trip
which is being constructed by the Royal Engineers, and which
will be handed over to .the Thai government on its completion.
Since conversation at Crown was largely about the airstrip,
we naturally picked up many of the Sapper "cries," such as
footrun, Michigan, Starmix, Leanmix, aggregate, low-loader
and central batching plant.
But it was not nil work here
Of course life at Crown was not all work.
There is a
swimming pool, cinema shows, .the bars in the village, sports,
and a nine-hole golf course, which has interesting hazards, such
as padi fields, .to offer. We were well looked af·ter, and life
was quite comfortable. In return, we were able to justify our
presence in a real way by helping with casualty evacuation.
On the first occasion, a Land Rover had turned over one evening and a Sergeant wi-t h a suspected fractured spine required
urgent attention. The laterite roads in the area are incredibly
bad, so e'V'SCUation by air was the answer. We were able to
call up an American •h elicopter, which arrived within two
minutes of its ETA, and landed, before a large audience, on
an apron lit by the lights of half-a-dozen vehicles. On two more
occasions in the following weeks we provided the same service,
both time1l for a case of appendicitis.
A • Bentlemnnin ' problem fo-r the Auierinn O.C.
Life on Little Rock was rather different, the site being very
small and isolated, and problems being electronics ones. The
U.S. site commander and his men, although they did not know
of the planned arrivals of " Brits," were very co-operative. Once
we had sorted out the language and procedural incompatabilities
("say, who is this guy 'Pronto,' anyway?) all technical problems were quickly resolved. We got on very well with the
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1S expecting the operator to reply with a Georgian drawl to
hear Glaswegian tones (Lance-Corporal " Chalkie " White).
Our presence presented one slight problem to the American
O.C.
'B~atlemania ' has had far-reaching effects, and the
G.I.s on Little Rock, presumably under the influence of these
effects, reckoned "long " hair like ours a good thing. The plot
was luckily discovered when certain G .1.s' had grown a shaggy
half-inch, and the situation restored to normal. It should perhaps be pointed out that our hair is only "long" by U.S.
standards.
The comparison between ours and the Beatles'
is. the s!lme as t·hat between a G.I.'s and ours (the astute reader
will quickly deduce that the length of hair in the Squadron is
given by the expression JRingo x GI).

Treated with great hospitality
We were treated with great hospitality, and all of the
facilities on the site we:re afforded us. These included not
only board and lodging, but a swimming pool, which had
been made by damming a stream, and a club. It was here

l!llteen Daf/8 and l,000 ltliles in the Desert

Exercise Nomad Mercury
ANY shook their heads and said it could not or should
M
not be done. Featured in the local papers and on F.B.S.,
the party of twenty-two from the 15th Regiment proved otherwise as they returned in good spirits from Exercise "Nomad
Mercury."
Dy no m eans Desert Sweats

After two or three work-up exercises, it was expected that
everybody nominated for this ambitious " safari " would have
had some experience at least, of living and working in the
desert. When, however, various courses and detachments had
claimed their toll of the Squadron, it was found that the
final party of the Squadron Commander, two officers, one
Sergeant and eighteen others, consisted mostly of people who
had only recently arrived in the Regiment. The most recent
arrival of all was the writer of this report, whose bare formight
in Aden ·had done little to prepare him for such an undertaking.
Any shortcomings in experience, however, were more than
compensated for by the enthusiasm apparent when the convoy
of 10 long wheelbase Land Rover s and a three...ton recovery
truck pulled out of barracks on 17th August.
Our first day took us along one of the main routes upcountry-the sea shore at low tide! At Zingebar we turned
inland a little on to a fine new metalled road to Shugra, where
some 40 mi les from Aden we said goodbye to any form of
smooth surface for the next fortnight and headed inland . to
our first night's halt at Lodar.

Getting to grips with the problena
The Federal Guards were our hosts for the first two nights.
By the time we reached the splendid mud fort at Mahfidh, on
the second night, we were beginning to get to grips with the
problems of arriving in location at, or just after, last light. These
included promptly setting-to to service our vehicles, communicate, and feed ourselves in the shortest possible time.
R.E.1'1.E. swing into action
The third day' s run took us first of all through the mountains, via some unbelievably rough going. Then, after the midday halt, we suddenly descended through an incredibly narrow
gorge into the lush green Wadi Yashbun and thence to the
F ederal Regular Atmy Camp at Ataq. A maintenance day
followed at Ataq, to give us a chance to rectify the ravages
of the country on our vehicles and radios. It was here that
our R.E.M.E. team of Corporals Perrett and Palmer really
swung into action, checking and repairing the vehicles.
Arnbisatlo11 sets in
Ataq was remarkable for two things. We used the F.R.A.
charter flight to set up our re-supply service and replace some
of the radio kit that had gone unserviceable, and "Atabisation"
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th~t Corporal "Red " Whiteley taught the game of dart
(hitherto, darts had been thrown, smgly or three at a time,
baseball style, from the far end of the room-to relieve tensions).
It w!ls here that Cf>-'.I>Oral Jack Ellis casually defeated all-comers
at Pmg-Pong (as lt 1s called, and played, up there). And it was
her~ that beers at?d bourbons were downed and some good
stones exchanged 10 an atmosphere of happy comradeship.
When, at .the end of a successful five-and-a-half weeks we
returned to Singapore, it was with many impressions ~f a
land whose inhab_itants ~re essentially cheerful and pro-Western.
\Ye w~re met 'Ylth smiles from cosmopolitan Bangkok to the
nny villages of the North East.

Tailpieee
There nearly was a tailpiece-literally. When taking off in
the Argosy horn Ubon, as the aircraft accelerated, the rear
Land . Rover moved smartly. back 1.8 inches. The Captain of
the aircraft afterwards adrrutted his concern: "You see it's
rath~r 9iffi~ult to explain away the back doors of an Argosy."
Poeuc JUStlce we thought. As they had not brought ramps we
had w load the vehicles on to the aircraft from the back ~f a
3-tonner.

first showed itself. The symptoms, at first were not serious
and ~erely cons~sted of Signalman Claypo'Ie and others dis~
covermg _an appeute _for Atab food. The whole thing soon grew
to alarmmg proporuons, however, when "chupattis and dip"
were succeeded by Bedouin headdress of various sorts and
~ulm~ted in the Squadron Commander's goatskin-a revoltmg obiect that gave forth smelly water of an interesting shade
of brown. Also at Ataq, we were joined by Officer Cadet
Powell-staying with us during his leave from Sandhurstwho flew up after recovering from his regulation dose of
" Aden Gut."
The next stage of ?ur journey had to be taken at n ight,
so thi_it the 70-odd miles ?f soft sand that Jay in our path
to Beihan would be at theJI coolest. Again the F.R.A. were
ou.r hosts for a five-day stay, during which we did more maintenance, made short trips out to the neighbouring countryside
and, above all, communicated like mad with Aden, Bahrein
and even Ethiopia.
'

The C.O. unearthed
By this time our re-supply organisation had really got into
its stride, and we were getting all sorts of replacement parts
flown up on the daily Beverleys. It was, however, with mixed
feelings that we unpacked one consignment and found it to
consist of none other than the C.O. himself.
In fact, the Colonel and Foreman of Signals Moore, who also
flew up, joined us for the journey back, the first part of which
On various advice we then
retracked our route to Ataq.
decided to head for the east to Mayfaah and give our tired
vehicles the benefit of an easier run back. The result was a
broken half-shaft on one of the Land Rovers! It took our
"Bluebells" a whole night's work to repair that, by cannibalising an abandoned vehicle that someone had obligingly left for
us.

A race against time
We plodded on and reached the sea-shore by the middle
of the following day, and there our troubles started. One
vehicle after another got bogged down, and it was only a
matter of time before the recovery truck itself succumbed. A
thrilling race against the incoming tide ended successfully, but
resulted in an unscheduled night's stop at Ahwar.
The penultimate day was only remarkable for the fact that
our trusty recovery truck ended up towing two Land Rovers.
At Shuqra again we were met by a party from barracks with
some rather necessary P O.L. They, incidentally, were re ponsible for the quote of the exercise. Queueing-up for supper
one of the "reinforcements " was hear to make disparaging
comments about our 'compo' rations. Whereupon one member
of the old sweats turned round and said " when you've been
with us a bit longer you'll realise that happiness i tin-shaped
round here.''
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their new tasks and h ope that, if they are ever involved in
active service in the f uture, they would be willing to accept our
services again.

c.L Sehool of Signals please note
Since the ending of confrontation in September, our task
h as become a lot easier. The Yeoman's cry of, "Sir, please,
get me some more operators " or " That's it, I want a posting"
are now lost in the noise of outboard engines and the slushing
tramp of feet through the " Ulu." Can instruction in the use
and maintenance of Johnson 40 h.p. outboard engines please be
incl ud~d in the syllabus for Y. of S. Courses? Our Y. of S.
(Y. of S. Coe) seems to have spent most of his time down r iver
to the Santubong Kampong with a boat load of operators after
a panic-tan before they return to the U K., or, up to his armpits
in the mud of Sungei 'Sarawak, ably assisted by Sergeant
" Nobby " Clarke, R.A.F., trying to retrieve the boat next
morning!

Signal man Holmes, heavily disguised

P rize f o r the h airiest
And so an easy run from Shuqra brought us back to barracks.
A beer in the evening to celebrate was aptly climaxed by
the C.O. judging our moustache-growing competition and
awarding the prize for the hairiest men to our " Bluebell "
friends.

No 2. Comcen TroopJ Joint Communication
Unit, Borneo

They're coming to take us away!
HE newest pop song to reach us here in Borneo can now
T
appropriately be applied to No.
Comcen Troop-They ARE Coming To Take Us Away !
2

Dis banding
Royal Signals units are not often in the news, but ours had a
mention in the K uching Vanguard under a list of British and
Commonwealth Units finally withdrawing from the First and
Second Divisions of Sarawak. Our move, however, is slightly
different to that of the other units-we are d isbanding in siru
and all ranks are proce<>...ding on posting to units throughout the
world, whilst the others are moving their home.
We started life as 6o6 Troop, gre w and became a detachment of 266 Squadron and then, last year, grew yet again to
become a Troop of the Joint Communications Unit Borneo with
our present title.
Our strength on disbanding was one officer and seventy-three
men, of which none were cooks, bottl::-washers or odd-job men
(though S.Q.M.S. H owie of 248 GUl'kha Squadron may not
agree). The three Services were represented by: R.N.--0ne
senior and six operators; R.A.F .-two seniors and eight
operators, and the remainder from the Cor ps.
Thanks to those who h e lpe d u s
A unit of seventy-three operators and technicians cannot look
after itself administratively, especially when its parent unit is
400 miles away across some of the most inhospitable country
in the world. We have therefore had to lean very heavily on
the H.Q. Company 99 Gurkha Infantry Brigade, on 248 Gurkha
Squadron and on many other units here in Kuching. We
would like to thank them all for their hospitality and cooperation in making our life here possible, always bearable and
often enjoyable. Also, we offer our best wishes for success in
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No. 2. Comcen Troop, Joint Communication Unit, Borneo.
They w ill be m issed. Kuching, by night, w ill be a little quieter, the river and jungle a little less d isturbed,
as the lads of 2 Comcen Troop disperse to many new units - but a certain spirit of friendships made and
a job well done will linger on.

T he missing S.Q.M.S.
We are, at the time of writing, in the midst of a "Host of
Wooden Daffodils," those flowers known only too well to all
S.Q.M.S .s. Staff Sergeant Nicholls disappeared the other morning and, though no-one was really worried (he's big enough
to look after himself), we decided to have a look around for
him. H e was finally discovered inside a CWP 36 X 24 X 24
marked, C.S.0. Buffer Stock-3 B.0.D. Singapore. If his wife
Teceives a letter by the time this goes into print, saying t!hat
the scars on his back were honorably gained in action, she
should ask him, on his return home, what length nails the
packing party were using that day. Lance-Corporals Chalmers
and Mathews deny all knowledge and simply remarked, "He
said pack everything I "
Signabnnn Bibby makes his name
Staff seem s to have handed over his role as i/c Adventure
Training. Sergeant Brind le (recently departed for 24th R egim en t) took a party for a "walk(?)" up Gunong Serap i, our
recently vacated R.R.B. and home for a time of our R N .
operators working the ship-to-shore primary net. It is understood they were waylaid and they never (feached the top. On
returning to the base they were lucky enough to find tbeir
tran spor t "' right side up " and n ot on its side in a d itch as on
t he last occasion~urtesy Signalman Bibby. As a result of
the previous episode, Bibby has been seen recently undergoing
careful instruction in the correct method of reversing trucks,
I ton, G.S. under the stern eye of the S.Q.M.S.
Farewell te local a s sociations
It is rather sad to see the ending of the many associations
with the local population we have buil t up. No longer will
JCUB hold their weekly singing competition in the Fontana
and the local rural council can now fill in the Palm Road
monsoon d itch-it is no longer r eq uired as a route back to
Palm Camp for members of the T r oop trying to get back for
curfew.
(Con tinued on page 514)

Regimental Cummerbunds &
Matching Bow Ties
Lend a truly dis tinguished appea rance to
you r evening dress ensemble. Available exstock In the colours of th e Royal Signals,
other designs a vailable on sueclal request.
Cummerbunds 35/- each. Bow Ties 13/6.
Send cash wlth order to Dept. w.,

CLUB CUMMERBUNDS, LTD.,
Oak Mills, Clayton,
Bradford, Yorkshir e.

I. " Where it a ll st arts-The Router."
2.

" Dea r Mum and Dad . • • "

Signalmen Raven and Brown and Corporal Thurlow (P).

Signalman Rees, Systems Controller.

3. Hear no evil-speak no evil. Lance-Co r pora l Barber, Corporal Thurlow (M), Lance-Corporal Brown, Signa lman Bahadar,
Lance-Corporal Hosey, S.A.C. Glasscoe and S.A.C. Rickard~.
4. "We ll, that's the Comcen packed I " (Back) Signalmen Mclean and Cupps. (Centre) Signa lman McKn igh t, S.A.C.
Couchman, Signalman Bibby, S.A.C. Forbes, Signalma n Mead. (Front) Signalman Brace.

PO ST E D?- LET US HAVE YOUR
NE W ADDRE SS FOR YOUR WIR E
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2 Troop " In the Field."

"You are sure that you parked it here? "

6. " Are you certain it's this way?"
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(Continued from page 512)

On tlte technical side
On the more serious side, rhe closure of the Joint Communications Centre, Kuching brings to mind several statistics
which we feel should be recorded.
Of the six circuits we have provided for 99 Gurkha Infantry
Brigade, five were provided by the Sarawak Postal and Telegraphs D~partrnent; we provided only the terminal equipment.
The sixth circuit was, perhaps, our favourite-the D13/R234
dual diversity FSK circuit to the Joint Comcentre Labuan.
Our "plugs and sockets department" (ably headed by
Corporal Hogan, our man in Thailand see page 510) can
tell many tales of heated moments trying to engineer a 1,200mile circuit which passes, via P & T, over a path consisting
of line, HF radio, VHF radio, seacom cable, line, VHF radio
relay and line again-in that order. With his original band, of
Lance-Corporal Ashton, Signalmen McManus and Stevenson,
Corporal Hogan established our systems control in record time
and our increased circuit availability times spoke well of their
efforts.
Congratulations 248
We would like, at this point, to pay our compliments to the
Gurkha Signalmen of 248 Gurkha Signal Squadron who operated rhe Command and Adrnin nets from the Comcen radio
room. To operate a seven-station net, consisting of two Gurkha
units and one each British, Australian, New Zealand and
Malaysian, required a very high standard of control-operating
and supervision. This rhey provided throughout--our congratulations to you, 248.
R.A.F. Changi circuit nearly lost
The RA.F., Changi, circuit will be handed over to R.A.F.,
Kuching, on 15rh October. We nearly "lost" it on l5rh
September! A party of P & T engineers arrived on tlhat date,
suitably armed to disconnect their junction and transfer it to
the R.A.F. Seems there had been some difficulties over translation-rhe " boss-man " was Indian, his two line technicians
were Chinese, and his char-wallah was Malay. However, no
such luck and, after a hectic swopping of ' immediates ' between
the O.C., C.R. Signals and Director, T elecommunications in
Singapore, we were told to wait anorher monrh. Incidentally,
sir, if you had waited just another fifteen minute~ with ~e
final signal, the S.Q.M.S. would have had the terminal eqwpment packed and away!
We close on 15th October, and we are now preparing to
band over our rapidly-~ptying building to our friends of 3rd
Malaysian Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron. We wish them
rhe best of luck when wrestling with the problems of communicating in this theatre and hope that they receive the same
co-operation as we did.

Faraway Places!

Unusual Jobs!

Butchers : Grocers : Game Dealers
our aim in all Depls.:-

Superb Quality

With Rucksack Anti Rope

For tho Corps Museum
A parcel will shortly arrive at the O>rps Museum containing our collection of trophies, including unit plaques presented to us by units with which we have worked, a weighted
streamer used by 20 Flight A A.C. to commemorate the last
flight in Borneo of a certain " mark" Auster (they dropped it
smack on to Brigade Headquarters and Sergeant Jennings was
quicker than anyone else in recovering it), and rhe two .. battle
maps" (as the 0.C. calls them) which graced the wall of
his offioe.

Outside visits
It was always difficult to realise that, outside our air-conditioned, windowless palace, the Infantry were living in grim
conditions, many of them relying solely on air-drop facilities
for all their supplies, even fresh water. We were able to arrange
for several of the Troop to visit many " front-line " locations,
an experience which left very strong impressions in the minds
of many of them.
Escorts on air drops, guards on convoys! number two operator
aboard llhe duty minesweeper (with ta es of the traditional
naval hospitality) and foot-slogging up the slopes of Serapi-all
helped to bring home to the Troop the true nature of " Whilst
on Active Service." The police armoury is just outside our
Comcen front door and the troops have seen on many occasions, the fruits of the Infanteers' labours in the form of
captured arms and equipment.
One item caused a lot of
comment-a BCC HF 156!
Finale from the O.C., Cnptaln D. C. N. Genders
(Krwwn to the Troop as " The Indulger "-Eisley and back
for free!)
We have now done our job in Borneo; we like to think we
have done it well. We're proud of the results and the way
we have proved that it doesn't matter which Service you're
from, communicators will always get on with it.
We've done our fair share of moaning and groaning, being
good sailors, soldiers and airmen, we're bound to.
We've
worked hard (three-shift systems are not the best), but everyone
did his share willingly and with a cheerfulness which has
been commented on by many of our neighbours.
To you and all ex-members of the Troop, thank you for
your efforts. I hope we will have a chance to meet again in
the future perhaps to form another No. 2 Troop. If you can
still sing ~hilst going on duty as you have been doing these
past months, the communicatfons ne~orks of all Services have
nothing to worry about, you ll make 1t work!
"DE RBMXBC 15/0001Z OCT 66
QRT ZAIF AR. NNNN."

Why not send us your story?

R. SPENCE & Co.,

LTD.

IRONMONGERS
Telophooc 2171 /2

RICH M 0 ND

&tabliahed 1718

CHAS. JACKSON & SONS
(Controlled by Jacksons the Butchers Ltd.)

63, 64 and 66 SKINNERGATE
Established
Telephone
DARLINGTON
1894
2955
Seventy Years Sati sfactory Ser vice
"WE BUY Tiil! BEST"

HARDWARB FOR CAMP MAINTBNANCB
LAWN MOWERS AND GARDEN TOOLS
BLBCfRIC WASHING MACHINES AND CLEANERS
BEDSTEADS AND INTERIOR SPRING MA ITRESSES
PRAMS AND CYCLES
GLASS AND CHINA

*

"WE SELL THI! BEST"

CALOR GAS AGENTS

DAILY DELIVERIES IN YOUR DISTRICT
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Six linemen of the 8th Regiment pit themselves against the
Lake District Peaks.
Early this year some members of the Regiment decided to
take to the hills. The party of six of us, all linemen. led by
Sergeant Elliott, planned to trek for two days over the higher
regions of the Cumbrian Mountains from north to south, a
distance of some 15-17 miles, visiting various peaks on the way.
This plan may not appear to be very ambitious as regards distance (when first seen on the map it is surprising how contour
lines are ignored), but the steep ascents and descents can be
very tiring, especially when each man carried a rucksack
weighing between 40 and 50 lb. The following gives some
indication of our experiences.

Camping at Seateller Farm
The journey to Keswick was quite pleasant, and with the
weather obviously on our side, we arrived just after 17.30 hours.
Then we made our way south to Borrowdale over a road that
was very narrow and winding, finally arriving at Seatoller Farm
(338 ft.), which was as far as we could ride. An obliging farmer
allowed us to camp, 3-tonner and all, for a small fee, also
offering us fresh milk and eggs. Tents were soon erected and a
meal followed, during which some passing fellow hikers casually
enquired if we were a Mountain Rescue Team. Reluctantly
telling the t:ruth we contented ourselves with the thought that
at least to others it looked as if we knew what we were doing.
During the night we paid for the fine day with a heavy ground
frost. Morning came, cold, but it was obviously going to be
another fine day. A brisk wash and shave in rhe beautifully
clear water of the nearby River Derwent, breakfast over and
rucksacks packed, a slight delay to allow the sun to dry out
·t he tents, and we were on our way.
Climbing upwards between Great Gable
and Seatbwaite Fell
The first it miles of our route, on a reasonable flat road,
was useful in settling down rucksacks and adjusting shoulders
to the weight. Seathwaite Farm (422 ft.) marked the end of
the surfaced road, and our route became a stony path gradually
gaining height alongside .t he River Derwent; it was not lo~g
before .the sun cleared Hind Cxag on our left and the uphill
walk made us stop and remove some of our " morning woollies."
We went on to Stockley Bridge where we turned right and
climbed for three-quarters of a mile up the valley between
Great Gable and S~athwaite Fell, until, at I,200 feet, the slope
eased off and we followed a small stream (Styhead Gill) on a
path which occasionally got lost amongst patches _of ~ar.shy
ground, which Signalman B_urnett developed an unerrmg mstinct
for finding. When we arrived at Styhead Tarn (l,430 ft.), a
pool about 200 yards across, Signa.IJ?an Carr dis~overed he had
left his anorak at the first halt. Signalman Shields offered to
accompany him back, so dumping their rucksacks they started
to run. The remainder of us had a quick brew of tea, and then
half the party climbed (or perhaps scrambled. is the wor~) up
to the peak of Seathwaite Fell (1,970 ft.) while the remainder
attempted to do the same up Great Gable. What a difference
without a rucksack! Signalmen Carr and Shields returned
with ·the anorak (not still running). They drank a much-needed
"cuppa " and by 12.30 p.m. we were on our way again with
the bulk of Scafell Pike, our immediate object, in view at last.
Where a s li1• would have been fatal
At Styhead Pass (1,600 ft.) we missed the path and made our
way across a boulder-strewn depres~ion to. Skew Gill, a small
stream running through a 30 ft. ravme which we had to cross.
Though there are plenty of hand and footholds it is actually
a climb, and with heavy rucksacks putting everyone complet~y
off balance ropes were brought into use for safety. Follmvmg
the conto~s, for approx. three-quarters of a mile, we came to
Greta Gill (1,500 ft.), a ravine possibly more than 100 ft. deep
(we could not see the bottom), and certainly no_t fo~ _crossing.
We had to turn up hill now and follow a .half-raismg path
alongside the ravine; a slip could have had fatal results.
Finally after a calf, ankle and nerve-test~g half-mile we ~t
round the top of Greta Gill. We had lost sight of Scafell Pike
behind tl1e bulk of Broad Crag which we were now under, but
we could see Lingmell, which is joined to Scafell Pike by a col.
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•.• we thoroughly enjoyed the trek only wishing we had more time
to appreciate these lovely mountains ...

Top of Scafell Pike reached
The "path" became easier, and after admiring the view down
Piers Gill (even deeper), we eventually arrived on Lingmell
Col (2,500 ft.) where the first thing to strike us was the cold
west wind. An easy walk (less rucksacks) took us to the peak of
Lingfell (2,649ft). Returning to the col, we picked up our
rucksacks and began the last three-quarters of a mile to the top
of Scafell Pike; this stretch is not particularly steep but goes over
a series of large boulders, the " parh " being a line of stone
cairns.
Finally the p!ak at 16.30, Scaf.ell Pike (3,210 ft.), is topped _by
a huge stone cairn 9 ft. high and 20 ft. wide, on top_ of wb.ich
anorher visitor obligingly took our i)hotograph. D espite cyrucal
mutterings about « overgrown slag heap" everyone had a certain
sense of achievement. We remained on the peak for about 20
minutes, enjoying the perfection of blue sky and purple vallers
framing the distant Cheviots in rhe north, the Isle of Man m
the west, and the star peaks of the Lake District Mountains in
the south and east.
Turning our backs to the wind we made our way down to
Broad Crag col, where we could see <;!own rhe east side of
Scafell Pike In a small patch of grass m a gully some 500 ft.
below we found a convenient stream by which to spet?-d the
night. On patches between the boulders tents were pitched,
meals cooked, and after a quick exploration of the two steep
crags on either side of us we bedded down.
ltlissed rendezvous
At dawn the sky was overcast and the peaks shrouded in
mist. We dare not risk them. After a quick wash and shave,
and breakfast, tents were struck, rucksacks packed, . and we
reluctantly made our way down l,200 feet to rhe River Esk,
which we followed downstream over flat, marshy ground
(Signalman Burnett again using his instinct) to E~ Hause.
Hard Knott Peak (1,803ft.) \':'as not covered by mist ~o we
made the stiff climb up to 1t and down the other side to
Hard Knott Pass. Back on the road, we made our way east
to Cockley Beck Bridge (7ooft.), wh_ere we stopped for a
snack. From here it was only two miles t? the top of Wrynose Pass (1,28rft.), our rendezvous with the 3-tonner.
But there was no 3-tonner!
In view of the steep approaches to the pass, Driver. Dennet
had instructions to get the vehi~e up as far as _possible and
wait; we would walk down t~ him. After walk!D~. a further
jive miles down through Little Lan~dale, .t~inking harsh
thoughts on D river Dennet's map-readmg ability, we fo~d
his vehicle parked beside a sign saying "
rge locomouves
and vehicles over 15 seating capacity prohibited."
All was
forgiven.
We thoroughly enjoyed the tre~, only wishing that we had
had more time to really appreciate these lovely mountain ·
He.re's to the next time.
SIS

company we had was an occasional " put-put" of a small fishing
boat and the blowing of the porpoises. The lull in the wind
remained with us until mid-<iay on Thursday. At last the
much needed wind came and remained with us just long enough,
for us to sail up the picturesque fj ord to Fladerslev. A much
needed wash and shave was had by all at the local Yacht Club.
Here we found en tertainment limited, a few p ubs and a small and
rather empty dance hall. By now we were determined someh ow to have at least one good n ight on D anish soil.

Det ermine d to hnve a party
T he skipper came to the r escue by suggesting Sondenborg
or Aeroskobing. The crew d ecided to visit both, considering
there were still two d ays in hand. At noon the following day
we set sail back to Sondenberg, arriving late afternoon. We
must have made a funny sight to the Danish, a bunch of red
fa ced E nglishmen looking for the highligh ts of the town. We
struck here, a dance h all, plenty of beer (3s. 6d. a glass !) and
attractive female company. That is all I am allowed to say,
because three of the crew wer e m arried 1
MOSEL VALLEY
Left to Right: Sergeant Greatholder, Sergeant Stubbings Signalmen
Parsonage, Hazelhurst, Sett, Lance-Corporal Lavery. After breakfast at base camp

MOSEL VALLEY
You ' re not serious-we don 't really have to go down here 1

NORTHWARD IN ' PETASUS ,

BY S IGNALMAN
204 S4tUADRON, B.F.P.O. 24
It is quite horrible to see how much nagging we . ~ave to
do to get our WIRE notes in--could 1t be that we are ilhterat~?
Of course the trouble with B.A.O.R. is that everyone says it
is just the' same old round, so here are some notes about it:

A FORT.l.\"IGHT IN THE lUOSEL VALLEY
Base {;amp set up
In view of all canoeing and sailing going on in the Squadron,
cenain of its members decided to keep their feet very firmly
planted on the, sometimes, dry ground by spending a fortn ight
trekking in the Mosel Valley. Consequently, a base camp was
set up by the river.
The object of Exercise " Pacesetter" was for every man. to
cover about 150 miles on footin a series of treks-100-120 miles
in one six-day trek, and the remainder of the time spent on
one-day hikes in the hills around the camp site.
A six-day bash
Having set up camp, half of the party, consisting of one
officer, six signalm1!n and two guardsmen, donned their boots
(meant for walking) and set out on their six-day bash. Apart
from one or two blisters, time passed uneventfully until the
boss said "he was not looking," when someone thumbed a lift
from a tractor!
C42 record?
Meanwhile, the remaining party established a C.42 link
between Nehren and Iserlohn and the other 204 Squadron mob
paddling down the Rhine (see article on page
). (These, by
the way, were never found-one suspects they were either in
submarines, or spent their time in their trucks driving. Hard
graft indeed ! ). Despite the intricate system of relays laid on
by " A " Troop, Iserlohn was worked direct from a position
just west of Koblenz (distance approximately 85 miles~ on an
eight-foot rod! This was not a fluke. We have done it again
since-a record for Northern Germany? (Any challengers?Edizor).

Second pnrty lost?
After the second party's departure, they were not seen again
for that week, although searched for twice in the Landrover.
Hardly surprising, for when they did return there were hints
about sleeping in unattended wine cellars, snatch parties in
potato fields, and water bottles filled with wine !
For those left in camp, life was not all sunbathing and
swimming. The other campers were amused to observe a road
being laid out and a drainage system made to clear flood water
threatening several tents.
When the fortnight ended we were all very sorry to go, but
mostly determined to do the same next year.
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Early on the morning of Sunday, 17th July, a L androver was
to be seen travelling north on its way to K iel. In it five people
(Captain Topple, L ance-Corporal Strugnell, Signalmen Young,
Danson and Taylor) were eagerly looking forward to a week's
adventure training aboard the Corps yacht Petasus. Two of
the crew (Captain Topple and Lance-Corpora~ .Strugnell) were
old salts; to the remainder of the crew, sailing was a new
venture.

We set sail
We anived at Kiel in the early afternoon to find that Petasus
had not berthed at the expected time, the reason being "No
puff." At 21 .00 hours Major Hankinson, R.E.M.E., and crew
(also from the Squadron), looking weather beaten, tired and
thirsty, handed over Petasus and her skipper to us and
adjourned to the local bar.
So at mid-<iay the following day we set sail for Denmark.
The new crew were practising the various duties and tasks
shown to them by the skipper. The barometer was " S7t Fail/'
with the promise of a week's fine weather. After leavmg Kiel
Bay we found the going rather rough and most of the cr7w
began to feel rather queasy, but after an hour or so, with
the aid of hot cups 'Qf coffee, things began to look more ~heerful.
At approximately 18.00 hours we entered our first Damsh port,
Faarborg, and after a hot meal all members of the crew made
their bunks for a good night's sleep.
" Gunnels "
awash
Tuesday dawned bright and warm, with the prospects of a
fine day of sailing. After restocking with bread and milk we
set a course for Ausustenborg via Sondenborg. Unfortunately,
there was a slight delay; we had to " make about" several
times to retrieve the skipper's new hat. We reached Son~en
borg in the late afternoon and proceeded .thro1;1gh the sv.:m~
bridge into one of Denmark's most beautiful fJords. This ~s
where we had some of the best sailing. There was a Force Six
cross-wind, thus providing the lesser experienced members of
the crew with plenty of excitement; at times we made 10 knots.
Needless to say "gunnels awash" was not an uncommon
occurrence.
Ausustenborg proved to be a quiet little village, with not mucl;i
to offer in the way of entertainment, so with the prospect .of a
full day and n ight sailing ahead everyone had an early mght.
Still ••• except for the blowing of porpoises
Wednesday morning also promised fine, with not so much
"puff." We set sail at 10.00 hours, expecting an easy day of
sailing. This proved to be rather an under-statement, because
after leaving the Aabenraa Fjords .the wind dropped to virtually
force half, and stayed that way for several hours. By nightfall
it was a rare thing to see any movement in the sails. Both the
mainsail and Genoa looked like a couple of wet blankets and
as there is little or no current and tide in the Baltic we made
about two miles during two four-hour watches. The only
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A grand finale
Saturday proved to be one of the best days we had. We
made an early start for Aero. The weather was, as promised,
" Set Fair." Everyone by now had acquired a James Bond suntan. Aeroskobing was visible a good two hours before actually
reaching it. The setting was perfect, one could see scores of
quaint little old houses with cobbled streets running in between,
the church standing out majestically as it should, the harbour
full of fishing boats and yachts and, completing the scene,
the undulating countryside of Aero surrounding all. A dance
was scheduled for that n ight, so, as per usual, we found our
way to the gay sounds and lights. Here everybody found his
perfect end to a week' s cruise on the Baltic Sea. I fear to say
many a heart wept as we pulled away from Aero at 05 oo hours
on Sunday morning to arrive at Kiel under power in the early
evening of the 24th.
Comings and Goings
Welcome to Captains Jack Mills and Gavin Mackay, R.S.M.
Lloyd and our new Chief Clerk, Sergeant Brown and many
others.
Farewell to Captain Mickey Topple, R.S.M. (now Lieutenant) Peck, Staff Sergeant (0 .R.S.Q.M.S.) Harry Feber, and a
swathe of the old and bold all of whom we shall greatly miss.

Congratulations
To the M.P.B.W. and all their minions for being in process
of putting in a new roof on our barrack block, rebuilding our
cookhouse, redecorating all the barrack rooms, sandblasting the
the exterior stonework and expecting us to live in the place all
at the same time.
To the Reece Flight Commander (Major Mike Hickey) for
bringing himself and h is helicopter (Bleriot's Blunder 353) back
·
from the South of France by train.
To Corporal Bott for attending a Grenadier Guards' " 0 "
Group while doing a recce patrol against them.
To Signalman Wallace for holding at bay Major-Generals who
don't know the password.
To the Squadron Commander for chosing Austria's worst
floods for forty years for his holidays.
To the Editor of THE WIRE (genuinely) for producing us a
better magazine than anyone else gets.
Ah well, it's the same old round in B.A.0.R.
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Television in a Brigade H.q. in the Field
I
(with apologies to the 7th Regiment)
We must begin by thanking Mr. Jules Rimet, for without
him arranging to have the World Cup take place when our
Brigade H.Q. was at Soltau on training, this article could
never have been written.

A proud status symbol
The Warrant Officers and Sergeants made no secret of the
fact that they were taking <the television set from their Mess in
barracks wirh them when the unit went to Reinsehlen Camp.
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By the time the main body of the unit arrived, the Mess was
already the proud possessor of that status symbol, a television
aerial. R.S.M . Young, along with the rest of the Mess, took
great delight in meeting the officers wich greetings such as
" I know the officers haven't got a sec installed yet, p erhaps
you might like to wander across tonight to watch the football?"
Needless to say, the officers played it very casually until just
before kick-off time when there was a rush, led by the O.C., to
get the good seats. Now comes the first bit of bad luck,
the Foreman, W .O.II Thornborough, hadn't arrived at Soltau
yet; however, he was ably represented by a three-man team,
Sergeant Markwell (clim ber on che roof and turner-around of
aerials), S taff Sergean t Ch almers (interpreter and waggler of
knobs) and Sergean t H all (director of operations and leader in
the rude comment section). The team worked hard all night,
and did achieve the weather forecast quite often-or at least
that is what all who watched assumed it was by the amount
of snow on the screen.
The next day, the highest C41 mast ever erected in B.A.O.R.
went up outside the Sergeants' Mess with a pole and their
TV aerial stuck on top. They didn't mind only getting the
weather forecast as long as their status symbol was bigger and
better than anyone else's. You see they had heard rumours
t hat the Officers' Mess might be setting up in opposition.

Competition for the offieers
Father Tom Bradley, our R.C. Padre, arrived two days after
the mAin body, complete with his television set and aerial.
He set these down in a comer of the Officers' Mess, plugged
in, switched on, and the officers then took over the role of
TV critics for the area. Not wishing to get one up on the
Sergeants, but because the P.M.C. thought it would be a good
idea to clear just a little space in the Mess, Corporals Rennie
and Pettie, our line Corporals, were invited to stick the aerial
outside the window on half an M.A.L. pole.
Situation consolidated
To complete our user trials on television, it was decided
by the 0.C. to take the Padre's set out with us on an exercise,
and it was arranged for England to play Portugal on that day.
In the middle of a wood the Foreman's truck arrived and the
TV aerial 'was set up on the ledge by the back door. Never
have so many people appeared in Brigade H.Q.; the R.S.M.
quickly made a note of names for his guard roster. Threats
were issued for everyone to keep quiet because the Brigadier
was ·having an ' 0' Group with all Commanding Officers. These
threats were heeded until England scored a goal, then a roar
that could have been heard at Wembley went up, and the
Brigadier's batman, Lance-Corporal Amos, came panting up
to find out the score for the Brigadier. All went well, and
even the critical members of the Odling-minded L.A.D. agreed
we had never had such a good picture, but thought Sergeant
Westgate should have tumed his wireless round the other way
because rlle English radio commentary on F.B.S. was from the
other side of the field.
Otber News from the Squndron
On Saturday, 13th August, the Brigade Commander, BrigadiC1"
W. B. Thomas, o.s.o., M.C., opened the new bar in the Sergeants'
M ess. It was perhaps the hottest night of the summer, and
people proved to be very thirsty, so the bar was w~ll and truly
launched. All the officers in the H.Q. and many semor men;bers
of Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Messes from the Brigade
and Garrison were invited rn attend.
Comings nod goings
On ioth August R.S.M. C. Young left us on commissioning,
and we would lik~ to wish him and his wife the best of luck
in their new unit. R.S.M. S. B. C. Peberdy arrived to take
over and has already settled in.
Captain R. T. Cosgrove (R.C.T.) and Lieuten~nt J. D.
Daglish have both depa:ted for U.K., and Captam W. K.
Adrian (R.C.T.) has arrived as our new M .T.O.
Happy C'\'ents
Congratulations to Sign man and Mrs. Marsden who had
their first child, a daughter, on 7th September.
Best wishes also go to Signalman and Mrs. Page, our newlyweds. They got married on 31st August.
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chest. The luckless individual is despatch ed with a packet of
" Glo-brite" in his hands. F ollo ws a short, but punchy, speech
extolling the virtues of th is wondrous cleanser. To round
out the ad ver tisemen t, on the stages flo ats M ac, fl ashing in
the lights like a n eon strip, with the proud legend " After"
strapped to his ribcage. A stark piece of publicity. There is
a rumour at present circulating the Squadron that Mac is not
a Royal Signals radio technician on temporary secondment to
the Federal Regular Army, but rather an ethereal being on
loan from one of England's stately homes, complete with detachable head. We wonder.

A

The Signnls Adviser speaks to Control from an F.R.A. outpost

FEDERAL

REGULAR AR~IY
S«!UADRON

SIGNAL

Made up!
Reader are you a p erson sensitive to atmosphere? Are you
quick to spot the mood of a crowd ? To note the subtle change
in attitude in other people when you d isplay a shirt liberally
garlanded with egg stains? Of course you are, as I am, though
the rest of humanity be feclingless bores ! T his being the case,
when you enter the bar of the Junior Ranks' Club of the
Federal Regular Army, you will be struck immediately by a
sense of lassitude prevalent amongs the elbow-tilters. You
will note that the « Reserved " notices h ave been r emoved
from the two cenc:re stools facing the bar and that the jolly
conversational flow has dried up. W ha t's wrong-who's missing? " you think perplexedly. And then a kind ly patron will
lean confidently towards you and whisper in your ear (not
B.O.) but "' Dick and Lou have been made up."
You recoil with shock. " Dick Gillard and Lou Lyddon are
sergeants ?" you gasp. Not nastily, or even incredulously, for
these are good military equipments. Your feelings will be
like those of the man who, having throughout a lifetime of good
works and pious deeds earned a season ticket to the cloudy
realms above us, knocks on the Pearly Gates and finds them
open~ by a horny dragon with asbestos nostrils.
Your thoughts are grim, and pity stirs as you consider Lou
and Dick r esiding in nhe Fairy Grotto with Warrant Officers
and their ilk. But brace up-these men have seen the wartime posters. They have seen Kitchener's steely gaze directed
at them; have seen h is finger singling them out; have heard
his cry " Britain needs men like you "; have heard the clarion
call, and have answered, " I'm coming, sir, I'm coming! "
A Penchant for Nicknames
Lance-Corporal George MacDermott has now desc.."Jlded
upon this unit. His nickname, of course, is Mac. Why this
penchant for nicknames? It appears that everyone posted to
this unit hides behind a pseudonym
Some parents, it is
assumed, have indulged in malice or humour at their infants'
christening ceremonies, but this cannot account for every case.
We have Corporals "Humph" Humphrey, "Stan " Sta nton,
Lance-Corporals " T ed" Wray and " Mac " MacDermottthe list is endless. Since Lance-Corporal Philip H all d~ s not
squeak when rocked back and forth, and has rather a d eep
tone when speaking, his insistence that he be called " Pip "
is mysterious, to say the least.
Whiter than white
But to return to Mac. In the Middle East one becomes inured to the sight of newcomers to the theatre arriving with
that deathly pallor associated with service in U.K. or B.A.O.R.
unit. Mac, however, is outstanding, even for a newcomer.
He is whiter than white-he gleams! Imagine, if you will, a
salesman in an ultra-white suit dragg!ng forth someone about
to leave the Middle East with the label " Before " tied to his
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t Lone liness Allowance ' fo.r single soldiers
A sudden rush by many single men to join themselves in
Holy Matrimony is having wide repercussions throughout the
Squadron, and a state of civil war exists between the faction
of married unaccompanied and engaged men, and that of the
confirmed bachelors.
Single men glance surreptitiously at
each other's fingers each morning, and the appearance of a
ring occasions cries of "Judas" from several throats.
Each evening the married men- Lofty Yates, Pip Hill, Ted
Wray, together with their colleagues "with prospects" such
as Alan Benson and Ken Humphrey- hold court with the
more militant members of the bachelor fraternity. Snowy
H olloway, currently down in Aden on a course, usually starts
the ball rolling with a brisk " I'm paying £6 a week income
tax to keep your kids in mink-lined diapers!" From the background can be heard cries of " Pads go home-Jerusalem's
calling!" From the other side can be detected "If you can't
beat 'em, join 'em." No one has yet asked if these are the
reasons for so many people getting married-we're gentlemen,
you see.
Unconfirmed reports have it that many engaged persons
are now studying hard each evening to become proficient in
handling claims for motor mileage, disturbance, and sundry
other claims have not been denied. Strong opposition was,
however, encountered to proposals that all wives in the
Squadron earn their marriage allowance by knitting socks for
single soldiers. Incidentally, personnel from British units are
requested to inform the Signals Adviser, Federal Regular
Army, soonest, of the full particulars of the 'Loneliness Claim'
for single soldiers, as we have not yet received the DCI on this
subject. And so the battle rages.

H.M.N.Z.S.
WAIKATO

Radio T C(lhni cians-re ad h e r e
A period of rapid expansion within the F.R.A., before the
British troops leave Aden in 1968, has given rise to a need
for yet more radio technicians. A most depressing piece of
news this was for us, since the Force has only recently come
up to full establishment agai n on technicians, after a long
period of many fa rewells and few helloes. N ecessity therefore
d ictates that we blow once more the trumpet of the F.R.A. and
inform one and all of the advantages t o be gained from service
with the Force.
I was going to mention that th e' wages of all members of
the F .R.A. ar e approximately 50 p er cent greater than tlhat
received in the British Army, but nobody who comes here is
interested in the mercenary aspect of F .R.A. servioe, so I won't
bother.
L ife can be very absorbing here for all who are in terested
in gaining a wealth of experience in a very short time. The
ability to improvise is very useful, since on-the-spot repairs
immediately prior to an operation up-country are sometimes
n ecessary if a particular set is n eeded to ensure the success
of that operation. A little more ingenuity and all traces of
the crime may be r emoved before the set is backloaded to
Aden for more permanent reparations.
The T elecommuni:ations Workshop is one of t he finest in
the Middle East, and is so r eplete with air-cond:tioning that
technician s are often very cold . N ot having the services of
R.E.M.E. for technical maintenance, the Squadron is equipped
to d eal with repai rs on grand scales. M any radio technicians
have improved their general knowledge and application of
it immeasurably because of the fa cilities available to themuseful to them in civ:lian , as well as military careers.
One tour with the F.R.A. is of only eighteen months' duration, and is well pa;d. A mass of experience on all aspects of
technical maintenance is here to be gleaned, so if you, like
Dick Gillard and Lou Lyddon, can bear the call and see the
pointing finger, then dash into your Orderly Room, dig out
the application forms from Royal Signals Records, and slam
them on your Adjutant's desk, pronto. Glad to have you with
us.
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213 SQUADRON, LISBURN
S.0.- in-C. visits
Despite our good intentions a considerable time has elapsed
since we were last mentioned in THE WIRE. Reade\"s will recall
the interesting articles written about the R adfan emergency.
However, the Squadron which has been located in Northern
Ireland since 1965 has been very busy putting the house in
order with regard to the integration with Headquarters 39
Infantry Brigade.
For this reason we were particularly happy to have a visit
by the Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major-General P. E. M . Bradley,
C.B.E., D.s .o., on 9th September.
After meeting the Brigade Commander, Brigadier C. Blair,
O.B.E., M.C., and the staff officers, General Budley carried out a
tour of the unit. The G eneral not only talked to every soldier
in the Unit, but also added certainty to the excellence of our
CIV report by his greeting the visiting civilian inspectors en
passant. Quite correctly, the visit was concluded by a visit to
the Sergeants' Mess and an entertaining half an hour whilst
the Garrison Sergeant-Major described his exploits with our
other recent visitors, namely the crew of H .M.N.Z.S. W aikato.
N e w Z e aland fri e nds
This frigate was recently completed by H arland and Wolff
at Belfast for the Royal New Zealand Navy. During the final
stages, the crew mustered at Lisburn and stayed with the
257 SqUADRON (ARTILLERY BRIGADE)
B.F.P.O. 20
Although Dortmund weather is dull-life in 257 Squadron is
by no means so, a brief resume of events over the past few
months will perhaps show this.

Training in nil its facets
It's said it rains when 257 leaves barracks; it didn't when
we went to Sennelager in April. It snowed instead . But snow
cer.tainly adds zest to P.T . at 6.15 a.m . The Squadron played
soldiers for ten days doing all the ' infantry ' things of soldiering.
The O.C.'s megaphone was much in evidence lending tone
to ithe proceedings-it's a good job it's not a receiving device
too. T raining went with a 'bang '-so did the Ammunition
D epot when it found Second-Lieutenant F isher's locally obtained
7·62 blank in with the r eturned empties. Sergeant Jones, A.C.C.,
and his staff kept up a supply of excellent food and finally
produced a curry for the last night bonfire and sing song.
Suitably lubricated by " Ritter " beer Signalman " Doppo "
Evans gave a select group a demonstration of a belly dance and
the rest were able to tell the serious how the Squadron should
be run.
Toughen ed by Sennelager sm.all parties of twe~v.e or so disappeared in to the H arz moun tams for a 'i\'.eek- livmg ?n what
they carried on their backs. The clear au: and exercise gave
one a large <thirst and a good liaison was made in various pubs.
F. of S. "Jack " Gardiner had his cup well filled one evening
on .the strength of being able t o recognise a ' Dunhill' pipe.
The Squadron has done its share in B.A.0.R. exercises b1;1t
Sergeant " W all " Wisher still insist s it's a bad year for Radio
Relay-Sporadic ' J' or something. Detachment Commands
are looking for a really effective way of stopping the POL truck
-a felled tree or something similar. Doubts are sometimes
levelled at the proud ancestry of the Royal Regiment as Sergeant
" II Duce " Redfearn sails past.
H.Q. 1 Arty Brigade's~ and hence 257's way of moving at
night, in woods, sans lights, produces some interesting noises
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Squadron. Although the Brigade Rugby XV lost their match to
this happy group of Kiwis by sixteen points to three, the
Squadron football team achieved a five goals to two win. Well
done the goal scorers, C.Orporal Moore, Rifleman O'Rourke,
Signalman Hindson and T rooper Montieth; that r eally shows
how in tegration works.
Apart from running two football teams, the Unit proudly
boasts a very respectable hockey team. This team is now
gallantly led by M ajor E. J. Hellier and organised by S.S.M.
Markham (how can we fail to do well?) We are delighted to
say Major Hellier is our new D .Q. and with us for t he next
twelve months.
However, our sporting achievements do not stop at this and
throughout the summer we have sailed two Enterprise dinghies
and completely overhauled our GP14 ..
T wo orher n ew arrivals of note are Lieutenant Bain in April
and m ore r ecently Captain Mills, who takes over from Lieutenant
Potier. Lieutenant Potier has decided to add Arabic to his
vocabulary, a language which, it is understood, is more frequently
used in Aden than Belfast !

Always a welcome
Finally, we say to anyone of the Corps: Should you ever
come across the sea to Ireland, and even if it is the closing
of the day, don't forget to look in at Th.iepval Barracks, Lisburn,
where you are sure to receive a welcome.
as v~h icles and trees fiibt it out. The spanner benders are
applying to be known as panel beaters-the driving courses held
by the M.T.0., Captain (Q .M.) Ken Bailey, haven't produced
half as many casualties as those trees. Sergeant " Splodge"
Malone, <the 150 (G.E.) Rak Battalion Detachment Command,
distinguished himself on .t he last exercise-he didn't get stuck
in the mud for once, although a certain Sergeant with him
decided war was for real and went west to Cologne instead of
east. We were in Halt em some 80 miles away. Something about
Autobahns (wrong way) we hear.

A sad farewell
A sad day occurred in August when the Squadron said goodbye
to W.O.II (A/ W.O .f) Rowthome, our R.S.M., on his retirement. "Danny" Rowthome was a leading D.R. in the Corps,
an ex-member of the Display ream and responsible for the
training of man y D.R.s. Squadron Second-in-Command Captain
Bill Morgan r emembers well the ' encouragement' he r eceived
from then Staff Sergeant Rowthome in 1954 as his 500 c.c.
B.S.A. stalled midstream at 5 T .R. Ripon.
Visit by Representative Colonel Commandant
The sun shone brightly on 21st July when the Squadron was
honoured by a visit from Brigadier and Mrs. Stoneley. The
Colonel Commandant inspected a Guard of Honour commanded
by Staff Sergeant Neill, who was winkled out of the Q.M. Dept
and dusted for the occasion. After meeting the Squadron Officers
and being briefed on I Arty Brigade communications Brigadier
Stoneley toured the complete layout, set up on the square. Thus
he met over two--thirds of the Squadron on the job as t'were.
Meanwhile Mrs. Stoneley was entertained to coffee and eats by
the Squadron W iv s' Club and then was shown an example of
our excell nt quarters here in Dortmund.
Great changes are afoot for our future but ~n til they have
appeared in the Telegraph we'll watch our security. But all old
hands of 622 Troop, 256 Squadron and 257 will be glad to
know that finance permining we are soldiering on.
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-242 S«tUADRON. EDl:'VBURGH
After tht> ~filitnr)· Tattoo life is strangely
quiet now
The Edinburgh Military Tattoo is now finished for another
year. Dreghorn Camp is strangcly quiet again after the daily
practicing of massed bands and a motor cycle display team (R.A. !)
on the square. The Pakistan Frontier Constabulary detachment,
with their peculiar and colourful costum s (and ideas) are away
to warmer climates-and our own linemen and technicians
can draw breath and cogitate on a job well done.
The Tattoo runs for three weeks and covers 30 performances
plus numerous rehearsals and the provision of P.A. equipment
and searchlight control communications over this period is an
exacting strain on our very limited manpower.
Tattoo weather is notoriously wet and those TV enthusiasts
who saw, through the rain, the B.B.C. lit:e broadcast on Saturday, 20th August, the second night of the Tattoo, can be assured
that this was not unusual.
We are sorry to say farewell to Captain (T.O.T.) New.ton
who has left for a tour of duty in Malaya. His work with us
for the past three years will be much appreciated. H is successor,
Lieutenant (T.0.T.) Craze, has joined us on first commissioning;
he arrived from Malaya in August, just in time to get straight
into the Tattoo communications-quite a hectic start for anyone.
In the Command Athletics meeting this year we competed
against strong opposition from the Highland and Lowland
Brigade Depots and teams from the 1st Bn. The Gordon Highlanders. We did ~tter than in any previous year, although we
did not win. We were beaten into second place by the Lowland
Brigade Depot, by four points. We were weakest in our field
events· the F.O.S., W.O.II Coxon, was unlucky not to win the
discus, but he was throwing against very strong and experienced
opposition.

In the Squadron's sporting spotlight
In the track events Lance-Corporal Pickup deserves mention
for his one mile event which he won in great style. Signalman
Downie did very well to win the 440 yards, and then pulled
us up to 2nd place in the 4 x IIO yards relay, after taking over
in fourth place.
Signalman Herberts ran a magnificent 880 yards again.st very
strong competition and after leading all the way was beaten into
2nd place only in the last 10 yards. He proved a great asset
to the Squadron while he was with us, representing the Squadron
in athletics, football, shooting and the Command in crosscountry running. He and his family have now left for Singapore
and we wish them well in his new Squadron.
The W.R.A.C. Troop had bad luck in the athletics. They
itrained very hard but were bedevilled by too many minor
injuries. However, they pulled off fust place in the women's
high jump event.
Tail piece
Overheard on the Edinburgh Castle esplanade.
A Line Corporal preparing cable for the Tattoo P.A. equipment, near the Castle moat, approached by a visiting
American sightseer.
Visitor: " Say, I thought they put water in these moats?"
Line Corporal: " Aye, but they take it out to cut the grass."

252
Flaming

June
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A most crowded quarter to repon on and, as usual, in
oompiling notes for THE WIRE, one is faced with the problem
of not what to put in, but what to leave out.
The rain storm at the beginning of June was one of the
worst on record, and we have still not fully recovered from the
effects, in that i.ome of the roads are just being repaired and
restored to full working order. A full report on the storm has
been given in THE WIRE (Oct./Nov.) issue and so will be mentioned only in passing, except for what is considered the understatement of this year. At the height of the storm, with torrents
of water taking away the underpinn ings of the Communication
Centre and, at that time, a real possibility of the Centre sliding
down the hill and finishing in the Bank of China building, an enquiry by phone to .!'he supervisor on duty " if everything was
all right" got the snappy answer, "Yes sir, only one routine
outstanding."
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Cor1u1 Week a great success
However, storm or. no storm, we carried on with the Corps
Week later in the month. It was expected some items would
have to be cancelled owing to the condition of grounds and, indeed, the basketball and hockey competitions were abandoned
because of Ute flooding of the pitches.
A very successful
swimming gala was held, however, and rhis was quite an
achievement, as only a few days previously the pool bad a
thick covering of mud carried down by the floods. In a varied
programme, a close contest was seen, with 252 Squadron the
eventual winners. One of the highlights of the programme,
although not counting towards .the competition, was the greasy
pole, provided by the Island Signal Troop. In fairness, it
should be stated that some of the senior N.C.0.s and one
junior officer of 246 Gurkha Signal Squadron had been effectively "nobbled" die night before at a well-attended Old
Comrades' reunion, held in H.Q. Land Forces Sergeants' Mess.
At this reunion, although we didn't quite get back to laying
cable from the old cable wagon, Major (Retd.) Brett met one
stalwart whom he had known when they were both LanceCorporals in 1923 in the Shetland Islands I The conversation
flowed almost as smoothly as the drinks, and several of the
leading firms in the Colony must have had a big fall-off in
production the following day.
On Corps Sunday, 26th June, the numbers, whilst not up to
those attending at Catterick, were more than sufficient to
fill the Garrison Church, and what .the hymn singing lacked
in quality it made up for in volume. Finally, to round off
Corps Week, a ball was held in the China Fleet Club on Tuesday, the 28th. To say the traditional, "a good time was had
by all " is an understatement, as everything went with a swing,
and the "Conga " that wound around <the Fleet Club and some
of the streets of Wanchai, will be talked about for some time
to come.
Plenty of work, too
Don't imagine .that life in June was one long round of
entertainment, as some ex;tremely hard work was being put into
restoring the communications of the Colony, especially by -t he
Works Troops. In addition to repairs to ,t he military cable network, they also helped, in no small measure, to restore some of
the thousands of lines of the civilian telephone company network which had been disrupted by the floods.
good time had by nil
By comparison, July was a fairly quiet month. Corporal D.
J. Waddingham won't agree with this statement, for on 2nd
July, at St. Margaret's Church, he married Private B. Duffy
of the W.R.A.C. Our congratulations to them both.
We were honoured by a visit by the new Commander,
British Forces, Hong Kong, Lieutenant-General Sir John
Worsley, on 13>t:h July. Whilst 13 may be unlucky for some,
one of the results of this visit was some new accommodation
for Radio Troop, which we had been trying hard to get for
some time. The 20th July was sthe day set aside for the annual
Squadron ferry trip to some of the islands off Hong Kong. A
very full and enjoyable day, ably organised by Major (Re td.) John
Dought, the Squadron Administrative Officer, and a willing
band of helpers. The organisation was 11;ood; no one was
drowned, was stung or cut; the food lasted out; the curry
was hot and the drinks were cold . . . no one can ask for
more than that.
A

M11ch d11sting of equipment
August was notable only in that on no less than five occasions
storm warning signal number one was hoisted in the Colony.
The signal warns that typhoons or severe tropical storms are
in the area. Luckily, none of these storms hit the colony,
although one was a near miss. They did considerable damage,
however, on the mainland of China and also in Japan. The
end of August saw preparations for the social event of the year,
the Squadron annual camp. The camp, held at Sai Kun, on
the Kowloon side of the Colony, between 2nd and 17th
September is designed to get all members of the Squadron
away to a different environment for a few days and, in particular,
to get out of offices and other hidey-holes those members of
·the Squadron whose duties keep them indoors.
The end of August saw much dusting-off of equipment not
normally used, and the issue of a varied and somewhat rigorous program.me for the camp brought gasps from some of
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the faint hearted. The programme, in addition to weapon training, including GPMG and gren~des, under the guida_nce of
instructors from the Welch Regllllent, covered first aid and
map-reading, field cooking and field craft, and concluded with
a :recce and fighting patrol exercise. Sports were amply catered
for and, in addition, the Squadron junk and motor cruiser were
taken to the camp area <to give everyone a chance of going
to sea. Apart from blisters on the feet, people returned to duty
fitter and sun-bronzed, and <the surprise of many who hadn't
thought it possible, they had enjoyed themselves. There has
been a dearth of horror stories from the camp, although the
snake the O.C. killed grows with each story-teller. At the
moment it assumes the shape and size of a full-grown py.thon I

They come and go
In conclusion we welcome the following new arrivals to
the Squadron: Corporal P.A. Downey, Signalmen G. J. Brown,
E. Pacey, and R. W. Procter to Radio Troop, and Lance-Corporal
K. E. Jones to 'M' Troop. It is with regret we say farewell
to old-timers, Corporals P. G. Masser, J. D. Corbett, B.
Langford and P. J. Russell.
249 SQUADRON, e/o G.P.O. SINGAPORE

THE ARMY COMMANDER W ITH RADIO RELAY TROOP

Left to Right: lance-Corporals Merican, Drury, Lefevre, Corporals E! lis. Lance·

The days when stores were overcrowded and morse training
was carried out among piles of wet camouflage nets are now
over. We have left Meiktila Barracks and are now well and
truly settled in Calcutta Camp--the old 263 Squadron camp
for those who do not remember names ! The move, which
many old ' two-four-niners ' will remember as having been
rumoured for many years, has been advanced by the formation
of ·the new Air Troop-and helicopters need space! The move
to our new camp ·has taken us a few hundred _yards, and a
lot of equipment was strictly hand luggage-choice comments
were frequent, but one which might bear remembering com~
from an air support operator, burdened under a mound of rad10
kit: " Hasn't the Army heard yet that we're in the age of the
- - - transistor.

Corporal O 'Hagan, Captain Hervey, The Army Commander and Ma1or Lyons

Visit of the Army Commander
The Army Commander, Lieutenant-General Sir Michael
Carver, K.C.B., D.s.o., M.C., accompanied by. the Chief Signal
Officer, Brigadier A. D . Brindley, ·M.B.E., v1s1ted the Squadron
on 27th September. He was met by Major J. M. N. Lyon~,
our Officer Commanding, who explained the various responsibilities of the Squadron. This was followed ~Y . the ~y
Commander meeting some of our operators p:rov1dmg a stauc
demonstration of the equipment we use. General Carver was
particularly interested in relative merits of the Cr5 and . the new
Cr 1 ( SSB), which was _demons~ted b¥ Corporal Shomng, who
is carrying out field trials on this eqwpment.
Jungle trniuiug
The Squadron :recently visited ·the Cameron Highlands,_ some
four hundred miles north of Singapore, to carry out iungle
training and have a change of air. Second-Lieutenant D . J.
Case and Staff Sergeant (now W.0.II) Larry Jones, who had
just completed a five-week course at the Jungle Warfare School,
were responsible for the torture that followed. Snak~s, 1 ech~s
and other "crawlies " produced a lot of knee-knoc~mg. 'Iftls
was not reduced by the tiger which killed a <!og JUSt behind
our camp, and was still on the pr?wl. Des~Jte these drawbacks t·he training was completed with great vigour and everyone benefited from this welcome change.
Air Support Troop
The theme of this month's notes is joint working, for since
we returned from our jungle training, at least one tentacle from
this Troop has been exercising in Malaya.
.
Our first task was to test the new Cn (SBB) under tropical
conditions. This is the equipment. wi~h which v.;e hope to
convert some of our present morse crrcu1ts to .telepnnter working. To this end, Corporal " Ginger" Shorting !ook t·h ree de' tachments into Malaya and gradually worked his W!!Y n~
wards up the east coast. The work has been very .mterestmg
and :results, to date, are encouraging-150 miles voice on low
power!
Whilst Corporal Shorting was away, Corpo~al Des Jack~n
and Signalman Sandy Catterall were; busy with . die phys1'?11
parts of an Embarkex on H.M:.S. Trmmph-an arrcraft carrier
used in .rhe Korean war, which has been s~~sequently converted into <a supply ship. This was a really JOlllt exercise, for
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Signalmen Rouston and Catterall of Air Support T~oop com~unica·
ting from HMS Triumph during an embarkation exercise

THE TIGER TAVERN
Air Support Troop relaxing at the Tiger Brewery, left to ri1ht : Sianalme.n Parker,
Montgomcric, Corporal Abbott Si1nalman Sykes. Corporal Harbord, S1cnalmen
Cross, Lockie. Alves, Corporals Dickson, Audsley. S11nalmen Duff. Canavan
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not only did we embark the two Cu staoons and an A43,
but were, thanks to the Royal Air Force, lifted on and off
the Triumph by Whirlwind helicopters-just how •joint' can
you get?
Continuing with the theme, we have just finished a series
of three CASCOMEXES with H .M .S. Victorious. This means
that we have finally completed the full cycle, for it was with
H.M.S. Victorious that we star ted .this successful series 18
months ago. As usual, some of the naval operators came upcountry with us, and once more fell foul of this climate.
Ark Royal operators were bitten by mosquitoes, Eagle operators
were badly sunburned, and this time one of the Victorious
operators was stung on ·the face, when he dived into the
centre of a jellyfish-we are t-h inking about a medical supplement for JSP 2 !
When we returned to Singapore it was definitely time to
clean up and rela.x, so we m anaged to arrange a visit to the
Tiger Brewery in Alexandra Road. The stiff climb to the
top of the barley shute at I I o'clock on a sweltering Monday
morning certainly provided everyone with a raging thirst-11s
the photograph of the T iger T avern shows. We were very
surprised not to find a '249' plaque on the wall of the T avern,
for we thought that Radio Relay Troop, in the days of Captain
Ian Penny, had a branch of their Troop Office there-or was
it the Kent Bowl?
The leavers folder and " grip shirt " have been seeing action
recently. Lance-Corporal Bob Story managed to cover his shirt
with blood when he and his motor cycle parted company the
day before he left for England. Readers who know Bob need
not worry, for although he has a few stitches here and there,
his ground sheet remained intact. Next for grip shirt-Corporal
Lofty Winton.
STOP PRESS : Bish is back in !

Farewe lls
We have reluctantly said farewell to Captain Roy Burfitt,
Second-Lieutenant Paul White and Staff Sergeant (F. of S.)
Cook. Captain Burfitt's replacement as Operations Adjutant is
Captain Don MacFarlane, of the Royal New Zealand Signals.
We wish him and his wife a happy association with the
Corps, and in particular, with 249 Squadron.
532 T ROOP ATTACHED I K.S.L.I.,
c /o G.P.O., SINGAPORE
SERGEANT E. STORIE, i/ c TROOP, REPORTS:
We do exist • • •
D espite blank looks and emphatic exclamations of denial
from the " Powers That Be," 532 Troop does exist even though
new arrivals make at least two tours of the island looking for
us. D ocumentary evidence of our existance is the following list
of real people on our strength, together with an account of
their activities: N.C.O. i/c:
Workers:
Sergeant Ernie Storie
E.D.:
Signalman Bryan Bougourd
Corporal Dave Parker
Signalman Neil Tegg
Radio:
Signalman Mick Rose
Corporal Ken Phillips
Technicians:
Dog Corporal Sandy (formerly
Lance-Corporal Paddy Sloan
Sergeant until refusal to
Lance-Corporal Taffy Law
bite an Argyll)
In theory A.N. Other: Who is, we are informed, on the island
but just hasn't fou nd us yet.

Old weats
In April this year the Troop completed its third tour of
active service with the 1st Bn. Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders
in Borneo. Hopes are now running high that we do not enter
upon a fourth with our new responsibilities, Ist Bn. Kings Own
Shropshire Light Infantry. In fact, while writing this we are in
the process of handing the 1st A. & S.H. over to Plymouth and
taking on charge 1st. K.S.L. I.
On the <echnical side, the workshops have now been air
conditioned and our two technicians look most becoming in
blue skins and fur boots.
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IDghlan d Games
The next major task will be the " Highland Games " (a parting
shot from the Argylls). We do not anticipate any Olympic-typo
performances from our chosen few but we do feel that the
combination of our weight with our brains should spring some
surprises (comments next time).
The whole troop would like to welcome to the fold the new
Mrs. Bougourd and hope that she will enjoy her stay with us,
so few peo·ple do.
A .busy b ee

Our Neil has left us for a radio operator upgrading course at
the signal training centre FARELF, and we optimistically await
his triumphal return. Signalman Rose is left holding the fort
for the workers and as a result is a very busy little "B," and has
been distinctly heard muttering to himself something about
too many chiefs.
Owing to financial difficulties it is impossible for us to drown
our sorrows, so after putting this round the neck of a northbound pigeon we will drown ourselves (in the 80° pool).
262 SQUADllON (CYPllU S)
Squadron lleadquarte rs
A nil return?
I t has always been amusing in other unit's notes to read of
the difficulties they have been getting WIRE Notes written and
d es patched on time. Now I find the boot is on the other foot
and I couldn't believe that yet another month had flown past
when the Orderly Room Sergeant popped his head round my
office door a short while ago and said, " Don't forget the O.C.
will want the draft for WIRE Notes on his d esk tomorrow, Sir."
Knowing the O.C. had d etailed several people to write up ·the
main even ts of the past month my firs t reaction was to submit
a "' Nil Return," however on second thoughts I realised that it
would undoubtedly take more imagination to explain the " N il
Return" to the O .C . than it will to knock up a few lines for
inclusion in our notes !
So here goes, and all you comrades in arms of mine now is
your chance to pick ·holes in my En glish, my imagination and
my trend of thought, or lack of it. You may laugh, joke, point
the finger (simplex or duplex) in any direction, scoff, discuss my
heritage or parentage and, having enjoyed tremendously all the
frivolity, pass on to the more rou tine accounts submitted by
ot hers.

Teaching the Sergeant-;It.lajor
Although I have served in the Corps for some years now
members of the Squadron obviously consider that as a sergeantmajor my communications knowledge must be sadly lacking.
Only recently Signalman Griffiths of T echnical Troop took it
upon himself to teach me how to use a field telephone handset.
"You have to press the pressel switch while speaking," he
informed me. Thank you, Griffiths. N eedless to say he is now
the only soldier in the unit who is allowed t o wear a telephone
handset for a collar !
One incident that recently caused amusement, subsequent to
one of the O.C.'s regular demands for brevity and clarity, was
the report of the following conversation. " Give me a short
count back." " Roger-One." No one quite understands why
the O.C. was not particularly impressed at this obvious
compliance with his wishes!
Staff Sergeant Speight, our S.Q.M.S. is at present on a short
"liaison visit" to Cater·ham. So far our only news of him has
been .the following cryptic note. " Two weeks completed and,
oh, me flippin' feet. Progress : Fair. Prospects: Fair. Physical
condition: Deteriorating. Prayers: Fervent." We wish him
luck!
Sergeant Tryner having just returned from the said haven of
loud shouters is now once more becoming involved in the radio
problems of Field Troop. His voice procedure is not what it
used to be, but then he no longer needs a radio and my! you
should see those boots, they're ideal for helio !
Elsewhere you will Tead of the doings of our active Wives'
Club and their outing w Limassol. I remember my wife leaving
the house clutching her most treasured possession, a large brown
paper bag. The things she brings back in it for the dog after
Kebab sessions makes me wonder if all dogs are n aturally
cannibals!
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Athletic Meeting
I might have written all sorts of trash about beach outings,
the end of the cricket season, the beginning of the football
season, athletics gone mad and all the rest of the many trends
towards mass hysteria which invariably envelope this squadron
from August of one year to July of the next. Alas, however,
other unfaithful scribes have gor in first. There is one exception.
This year's C.S.O.'s Athletics M eeting. Unfortunately the
Squadron had a disappointing day, after much prior enthusiasm
and hard training, and finished last. Still there's always next
year. In any case we did redeem ourselves a little by winning
the tug-of-war. Our particular friends and rivals, 261 Squadron,
won the meeting. Hearty congratulations 261 on your fine and
well deserved win. You certainly found your "Wings" that
day.
Having after all developed a serious trend I feel it's time I
signed off and I feel the ideal way for me to achieve this is to
record the recent births and marriages that have occurred within
the Squadron. You'll note the trend that has been previously
reported continues !
BIRTHS
Mack.-To Sergeant and Mrs. T. Mack, on 26th August, a
daughter, Tracy Ann.
Robinson.-To Corporal and Mrs. F . Robinson, on 10th
September, a son, D avid.
Theobald. -To Signalman and Mrs. P . Theobald, on 25th
Septembt :r, a son, Steven Richard .
M ARRIAGES
F inch : W ilson.- Sapper Finch, R.E., on 3rd September, to
Lance-Corporal Wilson, W.R.A.C., at St. George's Church,
Dhekelia.
Middleton : White.-L ance-Corporal M iddleton, R.M.P., on
10th September, to L ance-Corporal White, W .R A.C., at St.
G eorge's Church, Dhekelia.
Tunmore : Whea tley.-Signalman Tunmore on 24th September to Private Wh_eatley, W.R.A.C., in Singapore.
T aylor : Adams.-Driver Taylor, R.C.T., on 8th October, to
Private Adams, W .R.A.C., in K ent.
Fi.eld Troop
Second-L ieutenant Pet er Pearson has found that his involvemen t in the more robust pastimes, which he commented on
last month, has by no means come .to an end. His current report
is as follows: -

Yet another fortnight
I am beginning to think that the O.C., having sec~etly awarded
a vote of no confidence in my troop and I, has decided that the
best thing to do is .to keep us well occupied and out of sight.
Recent events certainly point that way. Last month . I mentioned the wide variety of our tasks and that we had finished up
by having a week with 2 Royal A?glian covering as much as
possible of the life and w?rk of a. Rifl.e ~latoon. We all :thought
that it was a very beneficial and mterestrng week, especially for
t·he better understanding created between ourselves and the
battalion. However although we considered that the one week
achieved all that wf.s necessary this was obviously not the O.C.'s
impression and I found that ~i ght members of the troop :ind
myself were rejoining the battalion for the whole of the fortmght
of their field training. The only reason the number was so
limited was the fact that over the same period t~e troo.p were
providing a Sigint team to monitor the ba.ttalion whilst on
exercise and two detachments for umpire and control
communications on the C.R.E.'s annual exercise.

U1m erviug E x 1aerie 11ces
My .tale starts on 18th September when eight apprehens_ive
members of the troop and myself arr!ved on the battalion
barrack square to join the rifle comp~n1es before they moved
out. This period brought no surpr!Se.s. The move . to the
western end of Cyprus and the settling m at the battalioz; base
camp wer!! no different to the similar moves we have exp~1enced
with the Corps units. However, thereafter even~s took a different
turn. During the first week each Company m turn ~as put
through an In ternal Security exerci~ over g~ound which can
only be d escribed as a nightmare. Cliffs, waddis, scrub and r<?ck
were the order of the day! The members of t-he troop, havmg
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been d ivided up between the Companies, found themselves
faced with many different tasks in performing their d uties as
riflemen. The normally darkly tanned face of Lance-Corporal
Philpot became as white as driven snow when he mad e his first
rope assent into a helicopter during the air lift of his section,
but he was not as white as Signalman R eynolds when he first
came under mortar fire! Signalman Clegg fin ished up with his
feet well beyond their normal size after crossing some twentyodd miles of rough country, but at the time I wasn't feeling too
sympathetic as I'd been d etailed as an umpire and, being tbe
most junior one, had to manpack my own A41 over the same
distance. The O.C. had the nerve to remark that it was all
good experience.

1Uodes t dis tinction
Once the basic soreness and tiredness caused by the unaccustimed exercise had been overcome the troop set out to d istinguish
itself. In fact the Company Corrunanders ha ve subsequently
given very pleasing reports of our achievements and in particular
remarked on the thr ee members who finally made a first class
job of commanding rifle sections during the battalion exercise
in the second week.
So if anyone n!:eds a Royal Signals troop skilled in ambush,
anti-ambush and many other infantry drills we of Field Troop
are always ready and able.
H aving myself been entirely involved in the battalion training
I now hand over to the N .C.O.s responsible for the other two
tasks the troop has performed this month to tell their own
stories.
(Regrettably, the two excellent short articles by Corporals
Blench and Spink had to be cut, owing to severe pressure
on WIRE space.-Editor).
S a i ling
The many xude remarks that have been made in the past
about the sailing bug that has bitten so many members of the
Squadron have now all been retrncted for the sailors are the
only sportsmen this year who have achieved a first place for
the Squadron in the events that make up the C.S.O .'s Championship.
The winds were very light at Famagusta on 21st September
when the two races of the C.S.O.'s Sailing took place over
courses off Golden Sands Beach, but this did not prevent that
now well known team of L ance-Corporals Brian Mills and
" Geordie" Lyons finishing the day as overall winnexs.
Further honour was brought to the Squadron when Sergeant
Chapman, Lance-Corporals Mills and Lyons ~ere chosen to. be
members of the Army team for the Inter-Service match agamst
the Royal Air F orce, which again was sailed at Famagusta.
Unfortunately the Royal Air Force ca~e out the overa~ winners,
but our participants stron gly deny thJS was due to theu efforts!
1Vi.ves' ClNb
This organisation that is the bane of all the married men
for the babysitting duties that it causes is going on from strength
to strength.
The stall the club ran at the D hekelia Summer Pete was
one of the most successful due to originality and effort that
was put into it by so many members. The result was that ~ven
after half the profits were given to charity ~ ere was still. a
goodly sum credited to the club account. A_s 1s the way .with
women their first thought was how to SP<:Dd It. Mrs. Ha~ilton,
the wife of the Second-in-Command, who 1s the present chairman
of the club, came up with the S!lggestion that they s~ould ~ a ve
a night out on the proceeds and it's understood that this received
unanimous acclaim! •
.
From several suggested venues Niazzi's Kebab Re taurant JD
Limassol was finally chosen and on the night of 9t;h ~epte mber
a gay party of 13 ladies set out by coach on theu JOUmey . of
some fifty-odd miles. As the rest~ urant ' name b~trays Turk!sh
style kebab was the order of the ?1ght. The establishment mamtained its r putation and contmued to present. c;ourse after
course as Jong as anyone could eat, as w~ ~s providing a much
red Cochinelli wine as could safely be 1mb1bed ! Ju t to round
the meal off coffee, grapes and turkis? de~ight were produced
with the acc6mpanyment of local music. .Fmally to ensure that
all the memories of the evening were 1mpres ed u~ them
the lad ies on leaving to board the coach for the long trtp home
were e-ach presented with a rose.
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by a tour of our presem manual exchange, in the charge of
W .R.A C. Corporals Hunter and Park.
After meeting the "Q "-Staff Sergeant L. Didlick and the
M.T. Sergeant, Sergeant A. Reed (N.C.O. in charge boatbuilders-ref.ers to the construction of a Squadron cabin cruiser
which has just made its maiden voyage on Lough Neagh),
the S.0.-in-C. was introduced to Lance-Corporal D'Arcy and
his Radio Team (Du, not B.B.C.). He also congratulated
Signalman Hickenbotham on winning .the Welterweight Senior
Judo Championship, Western Command, in October, last year.
Following the S.0.-in-C.'s departure, a W .R.A.C. switchboard op-rator was heard to say in an awed voice, whils.t staring
at her right hand: "I've never shaken hands with a real General
before-isn't he lovely?"

FA REWELL PRESENTATION TO W.0.11. K. HILL

(Ph ot<>-<:ourtesy

of the Evening Gazette, Middlesborough)

5 0 th (NORTUmmRIAN) REGllUENT, T.A.

Farew e ll to a p o pular Warrant Officer
On Friday, 23rd September, the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess of 339 Squadron (Infantry Brigade) T.A. held
a farewell party for W.O.II K. Hill on his retirement from the
Army after 28 years' service.
W.0.II K. Hill joined ·t he T.A. in 1938 as a signalman. He
signed-up as a regular soldier at the start of the war and served
in north, sou-th and east Africa, Singapore, Italy and Germany
before being posted to 339 Squadron T .A., Middlesbrough, as
permanent staff instructor in June 196r.
During his four-and -a-half-year stay with the Squadron he
has made many friends, and throughout ·his service he has
e.n deavoured to set an example <to the young soldier.
W.0 II Hill was presented with an inscribed salver by the
Squadron O.C., Major Mike Stewart, T.D. Mr. D . Hooton
presented a pen and pencil set on behalf of the civilian staff;
W.O.II B. A. C. Hardy, the new P.S.I. of the Squadron, and
Sergeant-Major J. T. Robinson CT.A.) presented a tool kit
on behalf of the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess. Mrs. Q.
Hill was presented with a bouquet of flowers by Mrs. M. Piper.
Apt>£Oximately eighty guests attended including: Lieutenan·t Colonel and Mrs. S. P. Irwin, Colonel A. A. Edwards, T.D.,
Major V. S. Smith, Major and Mrs. M. J. F. Sheffield, Major R.
W. Fawcett, R. S.M. R. Marriott, and most of the Warrant
Officers, Sergeants and their wives from the Squadron.
It was a very pleasant and memorable evening and thanks
are due to many people who worked so hard to make it so.

233 SQU ADRON ( N .I. COMMAND )
Vis it of the S.0.-ln-C.
On 8th September we were delighted to receive a visit from
the Signal Officer-in-Chief, Major-General P. E. M . Bradley,
C.B.E. n,s.o. The S.0.-in-C., escorted by the C.S.0 ., LieutenantColonel J . N. Congdon, was met by our Squadron Commander,
Major A. R. B. B. Dale, M.B.E., and the S.S .M., W.0.II G.
J. Castle.
The first stop-which inspired the adjoining cartoonwas the hallowed portals of the Signal Centre, where the
General was introduced to the Duty Signal Officer, Lieutenant
L . C. Stubbs, W.R.A.C., the Sjgnal Centre Supervisor, LanceCorporal M. D. Rose, W.R.A.C., and some of the W .R A.C.
Come.en Operators. Major (T .0 .T.) Freddie Speakes, M.B.E.,
showed the S.0.-in-C. our partly-installed brand new aut.omatic
telephone exchan ge (which should be in use in mid-October
if nothing else happens!). A direct contrast was introduced
52-4

66Ch (ULSTER) SIGNAL REGIMENT (T.A.)
Descent on Scarborough
We have not yet told you about this year's camp. The
Regiment descended on the old town of Scarborough and had
more ' Signal' success than Cerials' 9th Legion in AD66.
The P.R.I. fund, however, was not so successful. (Scarborough
Camp is in the town itself, with .the result that the George
Hotel could have given the R egiment a larger rebate than did
the camp N.A.A.F.I.).
l' ha also been whispered that Major "Nick" Williams and
his friends could ·have organised a handsome rebate from the
19th hole at Scarborough Golf Club.
Reflecting on Scarborough, I feel that it is necessary to
record the not uneventful journey from Belfast. We hopefully embarked on the Ulster Monarch at 9 o'clock on Saturday night-Sunday morning at 9 o'clock found us still in lklfast
(theft!'s a grain of truth in the saying that the ship's elastic had
broken). We then transferred to the Ulster Prince which had
just arrived from Liverpool and, with a somewhat cami':"al
air, set sail. Lance-Corporal Niblock ascended the gangway with
a large cabbage leaf in his hand explaining that if it took as long
to reach Liverpool as it did to leave Belfast he was afraid <that
"scurvey would break out."
The Troop Train left Liverpool at 7 on Sunday evening and
being unable to pass York (British Railways repair their tracks
on Sunday nights) we completed our journey by bus and reached
our destination at 1 o'clock (a.m.) Monday morning. Twentyeight hours Belfast to Scarborough in 1966 !

S . 0 .-in- C. visits
Major-General P. E. M. Bradley, C.B.E., D.~.o., visited !he
Regiment at Clonaver Park Camp, Belfast, durmg the everung
of 8th September; he was met at ·t he entrance by our new
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant~Colonel J. E. Carroll, M.B.E.,
and R.S .M. P. Harrison. His first call was at the Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess where he met all fifty members
and there enjoyed a convivial beer. Next was a visit to an
N.B.C. lecture ~ollowed by a tour of our L.A.D. '"'empire."
The Cookhouse as usual provided one of the highlig·h ts of
the evening and General Bradley was somewhat mystified to
see that according to the menu board, scones were scheduled;
howeve; Corporal J. Dempsey, A.C.C., was busy constructing
"rock" ~akes-later investigation showed that in their enthusiasm
the scone mixture had been somewhat over prepared and the
only salvation was to throw in a few currants and call them
Rock cakes.
Our visitor's heart missed a beat at the first aid lecture. But
when, what at first appeared to b e a soldier ·t aking a liberty with
one of the W .R.A.C. in full view of a mixed audience, turned out
to be S.S.M. Lawson imparting the "Kiss of Death" to our
resucitation dummy, he was more than relieved.
The evening culminated with a buffet supper in the Officers'
Mess and reluctantly our visitors left us, after what was, we
believe, for all, an enjoyable evening.

All set fo r n e w r o le
As Colonel Hamer ·has left " God's own country" to join
the British Embassy in Washington our new Colonel has the
unenviable task of steering the Regiment through the transitional period between the reorganisation of the Unit from that
of mixed Signals <to an all male unit employed in an entirely
different role. In this difficult task he can !l'ely on tht! fo:ll cooperation of all of us.
THE
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Corps Small Arms Meeting, Singapore
A very successful meeting was held at Nee Soon, the team
events being competed for on a quadron basis. The team
championship was won by 3 Squadron, 18th Regiment, and
the champion shot was Sergeant Abu H assan, also of 3 Squadron,
I8th Regiment.
Other results were:S.M.G. T eam Championship.- H.Q. Squadron, 19th Regt.
Individual R ifle Champion (Class A).-Sergeant Abu Hassan.
Individual Rifle Champion (Class B).-Corporal Nelson, 18th
Regiment.
Pistol Champion.-Major H arwood, 18th Regiment.
Champion Young Soldier. - L ance-Corporal Clark, 19th
Regiment.

CORPS LAWN TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS
This year's Lawn Tennis Championships were held on the
courts of the Old Officers' Club in Canerick from Tuesday, 27th
The Signal Officer-in-Chief visited 302 Squadron T.A., Be lfast , recently.

Here is

Major Genera~ Bradley chatting informally to members of the Squadron in on e of

the lecture rooms. With the Signal Officer·in·Chief in the picture are Signalman
Black, Corporal Lc-Flech, and Signalmen Burke and Hall
(Phow; courtesy Belfast Telegraph)

302 SQUADRON (INFANTRY BRIGADE) T.A.,
BELFAST
Visit of Signal Officer-in-Chief
On Thursday, 8th September, this unit was visited by MajorGeneral P. E. M. Bradley, C.B.E., D.s.o.
During his visit, whioh bad to be a short one, due to h is
many commitments, the S.0.-in-C. was introduced to our
Brigade Commander, Brigadier Dyball, O.B.E., M.C., T.D., and
the officers of the Squadron.
A short visit was then paid to the Warrant Officers and
Sergeants' Mess, where W.O.II G . Aven, our P .S.I., and the
S.0.-in-C. discussed their last meeting.
During a visit to one of the lecture rooms, where a film was
being shown, the Press was present; as can be seen from the
photograph from the Belfast Telegraph, which sh?ws the
S.0.-in-C., Signalman Black, Corporal Le-Floch, Signalman
Burke and Signalman Hall.
All ranks were most impressed by the informality of the
S.0.-in-C.'s visit and hope he will visit us again in our new
unit, 4oth Regiment, A.V.R.

September, to Saturday, 1st October.
The Championships were well supported, and we were
particularly pleased to welcome a number of competitors who
made the effon to travel to Catterick from units in the South of
England. It had been hoped that a few of the tennis players in
B.A.O.R. could have attended, but in the event this did not
prove practicable-perhaps next year? It was disappointing that
last year's winners, Captain Logue and Lieutenant Smith (Royal
Signals A.E.R.), were not present to defend their titles, but
they were both engaged on business elsewhere.
The weather was fine for the first four days of the Championships, but on the finals day rain made play impossible. As the
forecast for the following days was bad, it was decided reluctantly that the main trophies could not be awarded but that
the individual trophies would be presented to the finalists; the
allocation of winners and runners-up trophies was decided by
the toss of a coin . This was a most disappointing end to the
week but the preceding days had produced some good tennis,
and in particular a number of games where the younger and
inexperienced players had been matched against players of
Corps standard. This will, we hope, encourage players. to
persevere with the game, and, of course, to enter the Championships next year.
Two of the most keenly played matches were in the P late
Competition semi-finals when Corporal Pedley (10th Regimen~)
beat Lieutenant Stather (8th Regiment), and Corporal Franas
(24th Regiment) beat Sergeant Evans (224 Squadron). In ~e
Singles Championships the outstanding match was the semifinal between Captain O ehlers (School of Signals) and Major
MacLean (H.Q. Southern Command) which ended in a victory
for Captain O ehlers. Majors Willway and Tripp (nth Regiment) won a long well-played match against Majors Macl..ean
and Bamber (14th Regiment) to reach the finals of the ioterUnit doubles.
In addition to the Corps events, an Invitation Open Mixed
Doubles Event was held for any mixed pair in Catterick
Garrison. This proved popular and provided some very good
tennis.
Results were as follows:Singles Championships: Captain Oehlers and Captain Randel.
Open Doubles Championships: Captain Oeblers and SecondLieutenant Butler; Major MaeLean and Major Bamber.
Inter-Unit Doubles Championship: Major Willway and Major
Tripp (rith Regiment); and Captain Oehlers and SecondLieutenant Butler (School of Signals).
.
Plate Competition: Corporal Pedley and Corporal Franos.
Double winners shown as ra in stopped play on the first day.

Football
Manchester University 8; Royal Signals o.
The Corps fared badly when rhey went to Man_chcster to
play the University, which fiC:ded a very strong 1de. The
Corps team was weakened by four of its players being on
Army soccer d uties, and injuries to other players and had
to make eight changes.
Sergeant Abu Hassan of 3 Sqn . 18th Regiment Ind ividual
Champion of t he Royal Signals (Singapore) Small Arms meet ing,
r eceives his prize from Brigadier A . D. Brindley (C.S.O . Farel f)
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Goll Result
Royal Signals 3; I ronsides 6.
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A Yeomans Soliloquy- Borneo Style
Ju th

Classroom-'l' eomun of Signals Course No.
• • • School of Sif,.'lmls

We sell
plain clothes too

The exercises usually start: "You are the D.S.O./
Y. of S. at .•. and the following events occur.
state what action you take."

In Borneo with tile Join Communications Unit
Slightly different things happen. Try and sort out the
following true to life situations: It is 23.30 hours, the D.S.M. telephones to say that .there is
a foot of rain water in the T.R.C. and he is getting worried
about the blue sparks flying round . . .
It is 17.30 hours Sunday, the Brigade Command Net operator
walk"'S into your office, waits patiently for you to notice him
and says, " Excuse me, sir, what does May Day mean?"
Your Command Voice net consists of following operators,
three Gurkha and one each British, Australian, New Zealand
and Malay. One of them has just compromised the address
groups for that day, the R.R.B. has been hit by lightning
(again), the Slidex keys are found to have three duplications
and now the Brigadier wants a conversation with the B.M. on
recce . . .
It is 04.00 -hours, the system controller reports as follows: When he transmits on the Labuan circuit, R.A.F. Changi answer.
When he transmits on circuit to R.A.F. Kuching they complain
they receive Radio Sarawak, strength five. P. & T. control are
away for the national holiday . . .
Your senior R.E.M.E. technician walks into your office and,
in casual conversation says, .. Oh! yes. Remember the tenway junction box holding the P. & T. incoming pairs? It
vanished at eight o'clock." . . .
On visiting your transmitter site to change over antennae to,
fit your new F.T.S., you find that the local constabulary have
constructed a complete co-op shopping centre (complete with
overhead power cables) r ight underneath your masts. Your
F.T.S. changes in one hour .
Unusual c onversations
" I am D.S.M. of the forenoon watch." (The Navy reporting
for dury).
"'scuse me, Y.O.S., what precedence is MOST IMPORTANT?" (used on Sarawak Constabulary message forms).
"You said WHAT to the D irector of P. & T., Corporal?"
(circuit outage five hours).
"Nip over the side and tie up to the jetty." (How was the
O.C. to realise a rise in tide of fifteen feet).
" . . . where have you gone?"
"Say that again slowly-where is the launch?" (Who tied
up by a short xope on a falling tide?)
"Surely, if you make an entry on the R.A _F. Fo~ H2188-4'
duplicate it on the RN Form 618, all you will need is a pencil
entry on AF B 2672." (Sergeant Clarke, R.A.F., trying to
unravel a minor admin. prol>lem.)
"Y.0.S., ,remember your instruction .to the S.D.O. abo~t
size and weight? Would you come outside and see what th1S
bloke has just brought round in his 3-tonner for Labuan ?" . (he
was in fac.t looking for the police Q.M. who runs a heavy freight
delivery service and had wandered into the wrong office.)
Perhaps they have been heard before, I for one would be
only too happy to hear them again. Looking back over these
past few months-glad to have been here, proud to have
worked with such a good troop and very sorry to see them
disbanding.

Moss Bros have been tailors to the Services for
over 80 years, a period which has included three
major wars. In addition to providing the necessary
'war paint', we have supplied and still supply the
clothes for more peaceful pursuits, for leis~e, for
sport; in fact for all occasions when mufti i.s the
order of the day. An account with Moss Bros is the
touchstone for being well dressed on all occasions.

Moss Bros
Bedford Street, W.C.2
Covent Garden 4567 · Open Thursdays till 7p.m.

HAJOR W. J. CORNISH
Just as this " Wire " leaves us for the printers, the sad
news has come through of the death of Major Ted Cornish.
He will be greatly missed by very many friends. Our deep
sympathy goes to Mrs. Cornish in her sad loss.
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Branches throughout the country
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"Against intense competition the BCC 30 has been
selected to fill the A14 role for the British Services."
The A14-BCC 30 is the lightest, smallest, fully transistorised, one man high power HF transmitter-receiver station
with an output of up to 30 watts.
Fully approved to British Ministry of Defence DEF 133
standards and to United States Mil. Std.188B the A14BCC 30 has already been selected by the British Services,
Commonwealth, NATO and United States forces.
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This will be the last edition of THE WIRE for 1966 and,
indeed, many of our overseas readers will not receive their copy
until 1967. Alas, economy obliges us to despatch THE WIRE by
sea-mail and, as the song informs us, boats are slow to Chinaand many other places, too, for that matter.

R 0 Y A L S I GN A L S
M A G A Z I N E

Our sincere good wishes go to all our readers, and we are
joined in this by all who serve the Corps here at Regimental

The Official Organ of the Royal Signals
Association

Headquarters. You have supported us loyally during 1966, and
the numbers who have reached for their pens and sent us a
contribution must be an all-time record. Suffice to say that our
problem is now one Qf space to try and accommodate all that
.
l .
arrives in the ed1toria m-tray.

Editor:
BRIGADIER P. M. P. HOBSON,
D.S.O.
Assistant Editor :
i.tr. L. Wood

\)"

All correspondence and matter for
publicalion in THE WIRE, should be

mark in buying his monthly WIRE so that they can have a
look at it as well.

\)"

addressed to THE WIRE, Royal Signals
Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea,
London, S.W.3. Tel. Nos. SLOane 4129
143
3477
• Ext.
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A salute also to our friends in the Royal Navy and Royal
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more to the fore than amongst communicators. We are grateful

'/j:

for a number of kind leMtteayrs received from correspondents in the
other two Services.
we become even more " joint " in
1967;
But, without doubt, our warmest tribute must go to all
those generous members of the regular Corps who have seen
their way to contribute one day's pay annually to help Corps
and Army Benevolence. Their generosity would be amply rewarded if they could only see for themselves how much more
we are now able to do for those members of the Corps family
who have fallen on bad times - this is the true spirit of
Christmas.
Finally, our sincere thanks must go to our printers, Messrs.
Parsons Ltd. They have served us faithfully for many
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We would like this year to send a special gre,eting to all
our Corps wives and families who we know read THE WIRE as
keenly as anybody, and who keep "the old man" up to the
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====Special Mention===
MONTHLY miscellany of Corps happenings which have
A
come to our ears or have been sent in by readers, and
are deserving of SPECIAL MENTION.
- - Otli llegiment
for taking first and third places in the Northern Command Night March Competition. 2 Squadron were the
winners, in 4 hours 1 minute, and I Squadron were third
in 4 hours 34 minutes.
Nearly r,500 Regulars and Territorials took part in
an event that had to be held over four nights because of
the large number of entries. There were 144 teams of
10 men each, from Regular and Territorial Army units,
the Royal Air Force, Army Apprentices Colleges, Junior
Soldiers' units and Army Cadet Force organisations. The
march was a formidable test of team movement by n ight,
navigation by map and compass and of physical fitness.
A simple tactical exercise was included and the tC31Ils
were required to avoid areas patrolled by an "enemy."
The course was about 19 miles long (17 "as the crow
flies") across the Yorkshire Moors, and started and ended
at Bellerby, in the Catterick training area. Each team paid
25s. into a central pool and the winners received £100,
the runners-up £60, the third team £30, and the best
Cadets £10.
- - IA1nce-Ct1rp1)ru.l D. n. Mantle, 210 Signal
Sq1tadrt1n. and Signahnan D. Cummi1U,
attaclif'1l l st Bn. The Somerset and Corn.wall l~iglit lnftantry.
for being awarded the Middle East Commander-in-Chiers
Certificate of Commendation. In the case of LanceCorporal Mantle, the award recognises his outstanding
work in Habilayn, where he spent the last eighteen months
in the dual role of N.C.O. in charge and lone operator of
the two radio relay ·terminals there. It also recognises not
only his personal performance, but also the job done by
the small band of radio relaymen who man the radio relay
in the Radfan. It is hoped to publish details of Signalman
Cummins' award in the next WIRE.
- - Th" Old Cflmrades ol tlie 1st and 2nd Ai.r

Formation Signals
for attending over 90 strong at their annual dinner in the
Chevrons Club, London. Comradeship engendered during World War II still remains at peak level. All indications were that "at a drop of the hat" they would be
back in the Corps again, still capable of doing a first-class
job.
Major " Doug" Hunneyball is the organiser and
can be contacted through Association HQ.
- - Sf'rgeant Pf'ter Ltisota, the Corps lnternutfonal Gol1l ~1edalist
for being selected to appear on the Army stand at the
International Cycle and Motorcycle Show which was held
at Earls Court, London, in November. He accompanied
the public on a vividly-simulated 90-second cross-country
trials course. Seated on a Greaves 250, used by the Army
for competitions, visitors were able to have a realistic
ride by means of a fiim controlled from th:: machine's
throttle.
'{ - - Lie11tenant Palmer, M.B.E., Lierden.11nt
Srrmmerl!l, M.B.E., 1V.O.l Elliott. itl.B.E ••
lV.0.11 Green, B.E.M.

for developing from four young
.C.O. who shared a
tent whilst serving in the Parachute Signals, prior to
Suez, in 1956, to their present-day status-not to mention
the awards they have gained since then.
- - ~1r. Ge11rge Li.tchfleld, M .S.M.
for completing 50 loyal and valuable years with the Army
as soldier and civilian and earning the special tribute made
to him at a recent pass-off parade at Cstrerick by Lt.-Col.
C. 0. Bound, Officer Commanding IHh Regiment. Mr.
Litchfield, an ex W.O. of the Corps joined The Queen's
T H E W I R E,
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Royal West Surrey Regiment and was taken prisoner
on the Western Front just before the end of World Wu I.
After' his release he joined the R.E. Signals and later
tr31nsferred to the then newly-formed Royal Corps of
Signals. He served with the Indian Army and in Palestine,
Greece and the Western Desert. He was &~charged in
1948 ~.d. shortly afterwards joined 0e Army Department
~s a civilian. He has been employed m the Officers' Training Wing of the School of Signals and with 11th Regiment
at Catterick Camp. His son, W.0.11 Peter Litchfield, is 11t
present chief clerk to the Chief Signal Officer Middle East
Command. May his retirement be a happy one--and a
long one!

The foregoing in no way attempts to cover all items of
Corps news worthy of special mention. Something of
particular interest must have occurred in YOUR unit
station, or command. Write NOW and tell the Edito;
about it and so help to keep this a live and interesting
column.

BRIGADIER J. E. ANDERSON, C:.B.E.
Those who have not already heard the news will be
very interested to learn that Brigadier John Anderson
has been selected to be Signal Officer-in-Chief with effect
from August, 1967.
THE WIRE is sure that all our readers will join us in
congratulating him on his new appoinunent and in wishing him every success in the very responsible and
important task that lies ahead of him.

l.etter to the Editor
Fro111
LIEUTENA..i.~T-C:OLONEL

P.A. lU. TIGUE, H.B.E.,
ROYAL SIGNAL

Sir
It was particularly interesting in the November/December
issue of THE WIRE to read the closing notes from units in
Borneo.
May I, as one of the four Force Signal Officer who served
there since 1962, add a few lines as a postscript?
Since the campaign began, WmE notes from Borneo have
sustained a theme of high endeavour and excitement with a
continual stress on working with the orher two Services; the
ov~mber issue is no exception. In retrospect, it was for all of
us a tremendous experience as both soldiers and communicators.
Over three thousand officers and men served in signals units
in Borneo, including British, Gurkha, Australian and Malaysian
troops from the Navy, Marines, the Army and the Royal Air
Fore::. At its highest the strength was nearly 1,200 men. Together they builr, maintained and operated the largest operational signal system established by the Services in the field
since the last war, based mainly on radio over great distances
and often in appalling conditions.
Jointness became a reality, and Service differences became
secondary to the needs of the operation.
As the last units depart and are disbanded let us hope that
the lesson learnt will be remembered, lessons both in planning
and organisation, in techniques and improvi ation, and above
all in inter-Service co-operation.
I am sure I can speak for all four of u who were lucky
enough to be Force Signal Officers in paying tribute to the
men of all nationalities and Services who served as communicators in Borneo. Their skill, devotion to duty and good humour
were the foundations of it all. We were privileged to hav
served with them.
Yours faithfully,
ANnIO 'Y TIGJll,

Ministry of Defence,
Stanmore, Middlesex.
22nd November, 1966.
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CORPS PHOTOGHAPmc COMPETITIONWINl\'ING PHOTOS
Entries for the recent Corps photographic competition,
sponsored by the Corps Recruiting Co-ordinator, totalled 29
from eleven different Units - not an overwhelming response, but nevertheless sufficient to achieve the aim of providing purposeful looking photographs of the Corps carrying
out its various tasks--some of which may be used for recruiting
publicity purposes.
The first prize (£10 Os. Od.) was awarded to the
14th Regiment (right);
The second prize (£7 10s. Od.) to 647 Troop (left
below); and
The third prize (£2 10s. Od.) to 235 Squadron
(Comcan) (right below).
In the Nov Dec Wire we drew attention in our 4 Special Mention' column
to the happy occas ion on which Senior Under Officer D. R. Marks received
the cane of honour at a Commissioning parade at the Mons Officer Cadet
School. We are glad to be able to follow this up with a photograph of the
presentation. We underst.and that David Marks was originally a regular
rec_ruit at Catterick a._nd that when he joined up the idea of a commission
had not entered his head. Presenting the cane is Lieutenant General Sir
Richard Goodwin, the Military Secretary. The General made a name for
himself by passing a telegraph operators morse test during a visit to the
23rd Traing Regiment at Lincoln in 1959 when he was G.O .C . North
Midland Area.

14H1

CAIRO

REUNIO~

The 14th Reunion of the Royal Signals officers who served
on the staff in Cairo during the war was held at Williamson's
Tavern, Bow Lane, on W ednesday, 5th October. Brigadier F.
A. H . Mathew, o.B.E., M.C. was this year's President.
After tlle Secretary had given his report, Colonel John
Reading said he thought the Cairo Reunion was a really worthwhile event and that over the years since the war it had been
very much appreciated and enjoyed as a function for renewing
old friendships and acquain tances. Ir was a pity that the
attendance this year was fewer than normal; he understood
the difficulry of Gerry Preston (in Thailand) being unable to
attend, but hoped that in future years a more vigorous effort
might be made by those living in the U.K. to attend.
All old Caironians are welcome, so please take note. The
next re union will be held on 4th October, 1967, at the same
place. If you are not on our mailing list and would like to
attend next year, please get in touch wirh the Secretary:
Major S. D. Allaway, Plessey Automation, Data Processing
Division, Sopers Lane, Poole, Dorset.
The officers present this year were: Brigadier F. A. H.
Mathew, Brigadier Sir George Walton; Brigadier W. R. Smijrh
Windham, Brigadier R. B. Ridley Marrin, Colonel J . Reading,
Colonel J. I. Parker, Colonel R. W. Bailey, L ieutenant-Colonel
W. J. Morris, Lieutenant-Colonel P. W. L ennon, Major W.
A. Roberts, Major E. Sharpe, Major F. Winte r, Major D . S.
A. Hutley, Major S. D. Allaway and Major W. H awkin.

CROYDON AND DISTRICT DISANCll
Secretary: Captain J. R. Way, 49, Alma Road,
Carshalton, Surrey.
Pre..'Sentation of a Shh~ld to ~lajor D. Hunneyball
At the A.G.M., held on 12th October, the following officers
and committee were elected to serve for the ensuing year:
President, Major D. T. Hunneyball; Vice-President, Brigadier
H. R. Firth; Chairman, Mr. L. J . Rebbeck; Vice-Chairman, Mr.
P. Tarrant; Secretary, Captain J. R. E. Way; Treasurer, Mr. P .
Ashton; Social Secretary, Miss A. Glover; Committee, Mr.
L. S. J. Chalke, Mr. F. J. Cagby.
At the cx:mclusion of the normal business, a shield was presented to Major Douglas Hunneyball. This was in recognition
both of the President's outsta nding service to the branch and
also as a "thank you" to the Ist Cadet Bn., East Surrey Regiment for permitting the branch to use their premises.
In his acceptance of the shield, Major Hunneyball said that
he had recently been appointed .t o command the 5th Cadet
Battalion and intended to rake the shield with him. It would
be presented annually to the sub-unit with the best record for
recruiting. He was delighted that the shield bore the crest
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The Adjudicating Committee made their decision on the
basis of the qnality of the photographs in terms of the action
portrayed and the balance of men and equipment achieved.

1st PRIZE
Lance-Corporal P. L. Sweetman, R Tech (Hy) Tiii carrying out maintenance on R217 (Marconi) and RAl7L (Racal)

2nd PRIZE
Corporal P. C. Smurthwaite, L. Tech Tll at the antenna control
console of the Army Satellite Communications Earth station

3rd PRIZE
Lance-Corporal Murphy R Tech (Hy) carrying out routine maintenance in the receiver hall

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS

DOUGLAS HOUSE,

New Regulation Pattern with Straps

MALVERN, WORCESTERSHIRE

Made up as required

An Independent Boarding and Day School for
Girls (8 - 18 years), recognised by the Department of Education and Science and regi tered
as a CHARITABLE TRUST.

iU USKETEERS "

There is a remarkable thread of coincidence about the
careers of these four officers of the Corps (left to right)
Brigadier E. A. James, Colonel M. E. Holdsworth, Colonel
P. H. Jones, and Colonel F. E. B. Jones, which surely must
be a record.
All served in World War I.
All were subalterns in 48th Divisional Signals, T.A., 1922.
All served as Territorials until 3rd September, 1939.
All commanded a Divisional Signals.
All became C.S.O.s in World War II.
All are Deputy Lieutenants for Warwickshire.
of the Royal Signals, and hoped that it might be an aid to
some of the Cadets who, wishing to make the Army their
career, would apply to join the Corps.
He assured the branch char he had arranged for permission
to use the existing premis.s to continue.
In conclusion, the " prosperity " of the branch was emphasized by the fact that out of a membership of 35, over 20
were at the meeting and at least five other regular attenders
were unavoidably absent-a good record .

HARTLEPOOi, AND DISTRICT BRANCH
Branch Seci·etary : Mr. S. Irvin,
32, 1-ligh Street, Greatham, West Hartlepool, Co. Durham.
A hundred and forty-four members, wives and friends sat
down to d inner on the occasion of the Branch dinner dance
held in the Owron Manor Community Centre. The chairman
said grace before the gatheri ng proceeded to tuck into a most
excellently prepared meal of turkey, etc., served by twelve
pretty waitresses.
Afterwards {hey were joined by some twenty or so more
members for the dancing which followed. This was a little
restrained at first, no doubt due to the satisfying gastronomical
after-effects, bur as the evening wore on and the fancy hats,
streamers and what have you came into their own, Vhe pace
hotted up. Betty and Bob Paxton, who had motored down from
Scotland, man aged somehow to keep the " hooch " in the family
and the bottle of whisky, appropriately, was won by Betty's
sister, for gues-sing how many beans made five!
On the serious side the sum of five guin eas was collected
for rhe Aberfan Disaster Fund to be sent to His Worship the
Mayor of West Hartlepool.
Relief was voiced that H eadq uarters, according- to latest WIRE
information, "had never heard of the ·twin annual reunion."
(To Editor-temperatures back ro normal at West Hartlepool!).
As these will probably be the last notes to be published before
Christmas the Chairman and members of Hartlepool and
District Branch wish all members of the Corps, Association
Branches and Headquarters Royal Signals Association the very
best for the seasonal festivities and a prosperous New Year.
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®bituarp
L. H. DRAKE
It is with regret that we announce the death in Aldershot in
June of Lawrence Hardie Drake at the age of 63. L. H. Drake was
a cartoonist who preferred rather to amuse than compose, which
so often is the preference of able cartoonists. His regular contributions to THE WIRE from 1921 until recently were one of
the features which popularised the magazine in the early days
of Mr. Butler and Corporal Palin. Lawrence Drake became a
Captain in the Second World War. As a civilian he served the
NAAFI for 20 years as visualiser and designer until his retirement in 1964.

w.o.n

D. H. ALLEN

We regret to report the death of W.O.II B. H. Allen on
the 30th October. W.O.II Allen rendered long and loyal service
to the Corps over 25 years, during which period he made many
friends, particularly while serving with the 6th Airborne
Divisional Signals during the War and later with the S.A.S.
Regiment and Gurkha Signals. During the War he was personal
radio operator to General Bois and was mentioned in despatches.
He finished his service career with the 51st Highland
Signal Regiment T.A. and sadly died at the comparatively early
age of 47. Our deep sympathy goes to his widow, Mrs. Jean
Allen, at 371, Kinfanns Drive, Glasgow, W.5.

====Movements
Offleers
ADDITIONS
...
...
...

Major B. A. R Driskell
...
Ma1or D. P . Gamons-Williams
Lieutenant-Colonel H. B. Roper

Major

G.

C.

- OCTOBER
To M.O.D. DAT
,, M.O.D. Signals 37
,, M .O.D. MS TECH.

AMENDMENT - NOVEMBER
.. . ,, 5oth Regiment (T.A.)
Beadle ...
ADDITIONS -

NOVEMBER
,, C.S.0., M .E.L.F.
Lieutenant-Colonel W. W. Cock
,, 11 Flt., A.A.C., FARELF.
Captain C. I-L D. Cross
...
240 Squadron
Major (T.0.T.) A. Bcckelaers
M.O.D . AG
Major J. P. Hart ...
...
. ..
Major J. A. J. Massey, M.B.E.
. .. ,, School of Signals
SHAPE.
Lieutenant-Colonel A. Pagan, M.8.E.
16th Regiment
Major N. W. P. Pearce ...
,, Training Brigade
Major A. L. Stonham ...
DECEMBER LIST

4 Commns. Unit
2 Grenadier Guards
Southern Comd. (GI Signals).
242 Squadron

Captain A. S. McK. Anderson
Lieutenant R. F. Baly .. .
. ..
Lieutenant-Colonel T. W. Baynes
Major (Tfc.) B. H. J. Brielle
Lieutenant (Q.M.) H. J. C~~:
B.B.M.
...
. ..
. ..
Major E. C. Collins .•.
Major G. J. Curl ...
.•.
• ••
Lieutenant (T.0.T.) P. Devanny
Lieutenant It. P. Gravestock ...
Captain R. W. Garlick .. .
Colonel J. N. Hallett .. .
Colonel D. M. Haslehust
Major E . R. Hardy
. ..
.. .
Major M. A. T. Hartnett
...
Lieutenant (Q.M .) L. Irving ...
Major (Tfc.) A. F. Hounsom ...
Lieutenant-Colonel A. D. Inglis
Lieutenant R. A. Knox-Johnstone
Major P. J. Knott ...
...
. ..
Lieutenant (T.0.T.) J. B. Jupe
Lieutenant M. J. Lance
...
Lieutenant-Colonel W. B. Lyskc

,, 206 Squadron
,, M. of A. (Ad. L T1).
,, ALFCB
., 14th Reiiiment
4th Regunent
,, 20 5 Squadron
,, 611 Troop
,, M.O.D. DOAB.
,, ISt Q ueen's Surreys
H.Q., B.A.O.R
,, 259 Squadron
1st Coldstream Guards
,, AB & SW Board Fort Bragg,

Major F. W. Lcatherbcad
Captain R S. Mansfield
...
Captain CT.O.T.) A. D. Martin
Major W'. T. MacFarlane
...
Ma1or CT.0.T.) R. Marsh, M.B.B.
Major b. G. Pratt
...
. ..
Major V. S. Smith
CaPtain R. P. Shiner

,, i8th R egiment
,, 7th Regiment
,, 15th llcgiment
22nd Regiment
I-LQ. Comcan
J.C.U., Borneo (266 Squadron}
,, 2nd Regiment
209 Squadron
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H.Q., FARELF.
H.8.
(BR) Corps
H . ., RARDE
1

Captain (0.M.) T. A. Swales
Captain (Tfc.) B. T. Seymour
Major J. H. Williams ...

Officers will be posted as shown below
Signals Qualifying Course :
econd-Lieutenant S. M. A. Lee
.,
Second-Lieutenant J. R . Smith
,,
Second-Lieutenant M. E. Billett ...
Second-Lieutenant N. J. Mayne ... ,,
Seco~d-Lieutenant D. S. McLuck:ie .. . ,,
Second-Lieutenant G. J. Barrett ... ,,
Second-Lieutenant T. P. Mountford ,,
Second-Lieutenant J. P. Munnery ... ,,
Second-Lieutenant J. C. WolJaston .. . ,,
Second-Lieutenant I. C. Shuker .. . ,,
Second-Lieutenant R. A. J. Gardn~ ,,
Second-Lieutenant B. C. P. Higson ,,
Seco ~d-Lieutennnt A. J . Briggs
,,
Second-Lieutenant D. F. Moir
.. . ,,
Second-Lieutenant M. P. S. Shaw .. . ,,
Second-Lieutenant M. W. H. Roberts ,,
Second-Lieutenant D. C. Richardson ,,
Second-Lieutenant F. P. Wilkinson ,,
Second-Lieutenant W. K . Butler ...

,,

17th (Gurkha) Signal Regiment
210 Squadron
t Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
t Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
1 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
1 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
2 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
2 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
2 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
4 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regimenr
7th Regiment
7th Reg,ment
7th Reg.ment
22nd Regiment
4th Guards Brigade H.Q. and
S.gnal Regiment
7th Armoured Brigade H.Q. &
S ignal Regiment
3 Div. H.Q. & Signal Regiment
216 Parachute Brigade Signal
Squadron
5th Infantry Brigade H.Q. and
Signll'i Squadron

W.O.II (Y. of S.) A. Dixon
W.O.II A. Cooke ...
...
Staff Sergeant (F. o( S.) F.
Staff Sergeant (F. of S.)
Freeston
...
...
Staff Sergeant D. C. Probert
Staff Sergea-nt L. H. Harvey
Sergeant P. Gorman
.. .
Sergeant G. A. Aylmer .. .
Sergeant M. J. Millichip
Se"g:ant S. E. Graham
Sergeant J. A. Hume
...
Sergeant R. C. L. Grant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

J. Leitch
R. G. Mill~
R. S. Kilbie
P. Waldock
A. McMullen ...
D. G. Rotherham
G. J. Laws
G. A. Ghaut
D. Brierley
B. Lorgdcn
B. Hassell
D. Knox
J. Duncan
P. H. Green

Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergea:ot

D. Moat
Murdoch
G. T. Farmer
J. T. O'Brien ...
J. F. Bachelor
G. A. Adlir.gton
R. G. Vale
...
C. L. Singleton
E. E. Jones
...
A. Davies
R. K. Millar
L. Gray ...
D . J . Loome

J.

.. . To
,,
,,
,,
,,

,,
.. .
. .. ,,
Boulton ,,

D.

.. .
.. .

J.

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

,,
,,
, .. . ,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

,,
,,
,,
,,

,,

School o( Signals
18th Regiment
9th Reg.ment
i3th Regiment
3 Div. H.Q. and Signal Regiment
1 Ith Regiment
8th Regunent
SHAPE H.Q. Command and
Support (B.E.)
612 Troop
Royal Signals Records
237 Squadron
65th Regiment, T.A.
15th Regiment
243 Squadron
261 Squadron
Zambia Army
16th Regiment
191h Regiment
30th Regiment
20 Armd. Bde. H.Q. and Sig.
Sqn.
School of Signals
School of Sig:ials
School oC Sig,als
School of Sigoal9
School of Sigoals
School of Sigoals
School of Sig:ials
School of Sig,als
School of Sigoals
School of Sig:ials
School of Sig,als
School oC Sig,als
t8th Regiment
SHAPE H.Q. Command and
Support (B.E.)
4 Div. H.Q. and Signal Regiment
210 Souadron
ioth Regiment
249 Squadron
244 Souadron
13th Regiment
24th Regiment
261 Squadron
1 nh Regiment
640 Troop
253 Squadron
210 Squadron
Junior Leaders Regiment

H .Q.:.i 17 Div/Malaya Dist.
I

Dr.RR

U .S.A.

RENEWING OLD TIES
Ex Boy J. A. McKee (Captain retired), R.E. Signals, "K"
Company, Manchester, would like to contact any old friends
-Bedford, Maresfield Park, etc. Captain McKee's address:
34, Rawson Street, Harrogate.

To Individual Subscribers
HE only way to be certain of receiving your
WIRE correctly addressed is to be sure and let
us know changes in your address, rank and such-like,
as they occur. We try to operate a detective service,
but it is fallible!

T
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To W.O.I

OCTOBER

New
Old
Sen . No. Sen. No .

on completion o( No. 62 Royal

Movements-Warrant Olflcers and
Senior N .C.O.s
W.0.1 (Y. of S.) A. A. Hudson
W.O.II (Y. of S.) G. H. Wright
W.0 .II K. Mason ...
...
.. .
W.0.II (Y. of S.) B. Abbiss .. .
W.O.II L. M. G. Plumbridge
W.O.II (Y. of S.) I-L Brown ...
W.0.II J. W. Jepson ...
. ..
W.O.II (Y. of $.) J. A. Esson

Promotions

,, 30th Regiment
612 Troop (CB)
,, 224 Squadron

To S Sgt.

REGIMENTAL DUTY ROSTER
To W.0.1

To W.O.II

To S Sgt.

Webb, E.
Raymond, J . A.
Paterson, J. H.
Aitken, R. G .
Emery, G. J.

990
1000
1010
1020
1030

1450
1470
1480
56o
1200

22050002 S Sgt.
22212057 S S~t.
22418163 A/ .O.II
22547226 A/W.0.II
22212245 A /W.O.II
22563971 S Sgt.
225 59051 S Sgt.
22367882 s~.
21005086 A / .O .II
22820494 A /W .O.II
25i9690 S Sgt.
21l 2789 S Sgt.
22229248 S Si!.

Jones, L. R.
Bell, H.
Hughes, D . J. M.
Taylor, K.
Turner, C. A.
Brown, I-L A.
Martin, T. M.
Bunston, K.
Richa:dson, N .
McKeever, A.
Aul~ F. C.
Lin sell, J. B.
Stowe, P. D.

3720
3730
3740
3750
376o
3770
378o
3790
3800
3810
3820
3830
3840

2310
3020
1810
1350
940
3090
3220
3110
2070
308o
3070
2450
3030

22856528 Sgt.
22773433 Sgt.
22771645 Sgt.
22272176 Sgt.
22773472 Sgt.
22537718 Sgt.
22798828 Sgt.
2549667 Sgt.
22773847 Sgt.
22586926 Sgt.
22265358 Sgt.
22265226 Sgt.

Haydon, J. M.
Smith, G. F.
Bamden, M. R.
Atkins, T. H .
SclK_fe, G. P.
Mc ie, G. J.
Fro~tt, F. G.
Cob , R. H.
Robin1 B. F.
Driver, . T.
Perry, .
Baxter, E. J. S.

4370
4380
4390
4400
4410
4420
4430
4450
446o
4470
4480
4490

2549657
21127919
21182806
15002553
2549301

A/W.O.I
A/W.O.I
A/W.O .I
A/W.O.I
A/W.0.1

To Sgt.

To Sgt.

To Sgt.

FOREMAN 01' SIGNALS ROSnR
Moxon, B. R.
14469928 W.O.II
Johnson, P.
22525144 W.OII
22274251 Sgt. (Tech.) Hatcher, c. P.

2720

Hill, J. B. T.

2770

22776817

Sgt. (Tech.}

23786578
23784o63

Cpl.
Cpl.

22821829

218o (Pd)

226o
I86o ~d~
d
2420 Pd
5400 (Op)

JlJNIOR LEADERS' REGIMENT
S.O.-ln-C. nt Graduation Parade
The summer gi;aduation parade took place this year on
Monday, 8th August, in more favourable weather than tha-t
which drenched the output at Easter. The parade was commanded by Junior R.S M. Randall and the inspecting officer
was Major-General P. E. M. Bradley, C.B.E., o.s.o. The Junior
Leaders seemed to put a little extra something into the parade
before their Signal Officer-in-Chief, and were rewarded by
his compliment on their drill and turn out.
The S.0.-in-C. joined the guests of the Regiment and the
officers for lunch before taking his leave.
After lunch it was Junior Squadron's tum to hold their
passing-out parade, watched once again by many of the parents.
The Juniors were then able to consider themselves members
of their Senior Squadron, with whom they will remain until
they graduate to man's service.
Parents then walked round the Regiment to look at training,
boobies and sporting facilities and to watch various demonstrations. Later there was a short tattoo consisting of a display
by the gymnasts, band, pipers and drums and Highland dancers.
At four o'clock, parents, boys and staff congregated in the
cinema for the prizegiving and for the Commanding Officers'
address, during which he summarised Regimental activities
and achievements for the interest of the parents.
After the prizegiving, tea was served in the N.A.A.F.I.,
during the course of which parents were able to chat to the
staff about their sons and to discuss their progress.
The day after graduation day developed into a struggle between Junior Leaders and Staff. The former intent on packing
their bags to ensure they were ready to make an unhindered
start to their leave whilst the latter were desperately trying
to ensure that everything was battened down and secure bebefore the " labour force " disappeared.
Very early on Wednesday, 10th August, various coaches departed and a deathly hush descended on the camp, where only
the staff remained, and by mid-day everyone was ready to
depart. Another .t erm had ended.
Summer Cruise
As a grand finale to a successful season, the Sailing Club's
annual cross-Channel cruise will long be remembered as the
outstanding event of the season by those taking part.
It was "Certa Cito" all the way as we logged over 420
miles and visited eight ports in six days.
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FmLD ROSTER
McCall urn,

w.
M.

Nay, J. P. F.

Sgt.

S Sgt.

w.o.n

1720
328o

W.0.1
Sgt.

170
2300

4525

6110

OPERATING RosnR
10280
12360
8870

Sgt.

1450
Sgt, (Tech.)
3520
Sgt. (Tech.)

10854 27738
13190 2216o
13194 17300

6120 3'k6o
(S Sgt., • Duty}
n4
870
(S Sgt., R. Duty)
1864 2680
Si!. (Tech.)

DELETIONS
Rl!GIMJ!NTAL DUTY ROSTER

3ooo(Tec~

2050 (Fd
I58o (Fd)
556o (Op)
337o(Tec)
1980 (Ad)
341o(Tec)

INSERTIONS
0PBRATING ROSTER
Wrixon, L.
Sgt.

22296399 Sgt.

1o8o
1210

TECHNJCAL ROSTER
Gardner R. A. C. 5690 1116o
Campbell, M. G. H. 5698 1o830

OPERATING ROSTER
Hutton, C. G.
2289423 AtSgt.
Armstrong, J.
23473114
pl.
Chapman, R
22959792 Cpl.

u265784

J08o
1090

TECHN1CAL ROSTBR
5020

5335

The crew consisted of: Skipper, Lieutenant P. E. Bruce;
mate, Captain P. G. McMahon (R.A.E.C.); crew, Junior Signalmen Noble, McKendrick, Clare, Hild and Kershaw.
The boat, The Aquila, is an ex-German 100 square metre
' Windfall,' retired after an eventful career as Galahad with
the Royal Naval Engineering College, and still going strong,
The yacht is now owned by Major Gregson, R.A. (Rctd)
On Sunday, 4th September, we were gale-bound in harbour,
and when the wind moderated we had to wait for the tide
to rise high enough to cross the bar.
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We finally left at 21.10 hours, a dark night, with a strong
swell left by Hurrican "Faith." At 00.45 hours, in Brixham
harbour, we were met by the customs officer, who mistook us
for the excise cutter. We had to alter our navigation lights.
The following morning we set out to croos the Channel,
helped by a south-westerly wind which gradually freshened.
We reduced sail accordingly, and one by one, everyone except
the skipper was s~asick.
A few miles south of the Hurd Deep, and we altered course
from Les Hanoi , Guernsey, to the Casquets and Alderney, with
Cherbourg as long stop.

Folkloring with the llighland Dancers
On the 25th August "The Group Ecos ais ' set off in fine
holiday mood for the big folklore festivals in North-East
France. For months we had practised the routine required
for this kind of "do," and we were full of confidence as our
old 'bus trundled along over the bumpy roads of West
Flanders towards our first stop, Auberchicourt, near Douai.
At Ypres we stopped to see the Menin Gate Memorial.
There Holman, one of our drummers, discovered his grandfather's name in the Roll of Honour. He was very chuffed
about this.
At Auberchicourt we found the townspeople, led by the
Mayor, out in strength to meet us and it was a very jolly
party that settled down to lunch in the Salles des Fetes. The
talk was all about the Argylls, who had been billeted there in
1939/ 40; our piping instructor, who had been in the Argylls
then, was treated like Bonnie Prince Charlie !
After a ceremony in the evening at {he British Cemetery
and the French War Memorial, and after a wine of honour in
the Town Hall, we put on our show. We would have been
there yet had we responded to every encore.
Next stop was Metz, where we joined about 40 or 50 folk
groups and bands for the great Mirabelle festival-the biggest
of its kind in Europe. One hundred t housand people were
packed into the town for the festivities and the place was really
jumping. We soon made friends with people from other groups,
but particularly with the lads from the Royal Canadian Air
Force Band. They were a right lot of comedians.

German Trip, 1066
During the summer leave a party of seven boys chosen from
the German Hobby spent ten days sightseeing in Germany. The
objects of the trip were to introduce them .to the country and
to give them an oppor.tunity of practising the language they
had learnt in the classroom.
H.Q. 4 Division and Signal Regiment at Herford kindly
acted as hosts and gav the boys a very favourable impression
of man's service. A number of trips were undertaken during
the stay, including visits to Hamburg, to Hamlin, where the
legend of the Pied Piper was seen re-enacted, to Lemgo, Bad
Salsuffien and Detmold, as well as a number of visits to openair swimming pools in the area.
Regimental Boxing
The Regimental boxing championships were held this term
and were spread over several evenings. Eventually 30 finalists
emerged on Finals Night to produce a fine evening's boxing.
There were some close decisions, with displays of en·thusiasm,
pluck and courage in abundance.
In t:>he Troop comp~tition, Beaufighter Troop emerged the
winners with 33 points. Lion Troop were second with 29
points and White Swan third with 25 points. White Swan did
well to produce four champions.
A cup for the best boxer was awarded to Junior Signalman
Hirst, Quadrant Troop, and a cup to the best loser to Junior
Signalman Craven, Lion Troop.
In the preliminary round, the regimental team were drawn
away to the A.A. College, Arborfield, and were narrowly beaten
by 23 points .to 22 points. This was unfortunate, as we bad
h<>ped to reach the finals at Aldershot in November. Ne>w
we have to rest content by boxing friendlies with Junior Leaders
Regiment, R.A.C., and Junior Soldiers Company, Wessex
Brigade, also local boxing clubs.
In the New Year several of our boxers should do well in
the County-Southern Command and Army Junior Individual
championships.
We welcome the arrival of our new boxing instructor,
Sergeant A. Paxton, Royal Signals. H e is mos.t enthusiastic
and is knocking the regimental <team into good shape.

The leisure
check shirt
Here, shaped and sewn from luxury Viyella for Gieves,
big-checked, red/tan/grey/olive, blue/tan/grey/olive, green/
tan/grey/olive, all on cream ground, with attached collar,
single-button cuff. Sizes 14!-17!, normal or long sleeve,
69/6

Gieves t....._
LIMITED

..... ,

Appointed Tailors and Outfitters to the Royal Signals
I HIGH STREET, CAMBERLEY. Tel: 3659
27 OLD BOND STREET, W.I .

Tel: Hyde Park ll76/9

Weymouth
Chestu
Southampton
Edinburgh
Plymouth
Chatham
Brockenhur$f
Cran we//
Winchester
Bath
Harrow
Dartmouth
Londcnderry
Gibraltar
Cambridge A.G. Almond)
Malta
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ron. The Junior Competition was also won by an individual
runner from ~cott Squadron, A/T Brookes, but it was Recruit
Squadron which very easily claimed the victory-A/Ts Cami>~ell and Pegg ran exceptionally well. These names may mean
little to members of the Corps now, but they will make
familiar reading in a few years.

Winter games
Teams from the Army Apprentices College, Carlisle, came
here for a day of concentrated sport on 29th October--and the
wea~her helped to ensure that everyone enjoyed themselves.
Carlisle were the overall winners, being triumphant at basketball, ru¥ger, small bore shooting, hockey and fencing. We won
the box.mg, soccer and cross-country, and licked our wounds in
best ale with our opponents in the evening! We hope for
greater success when we meet the other two colleges at Arborfield and Chepstow, and look forward to the visits.

Exercise " Fe II Mist"
Bu Major I!. C. Bonnart
WINTER GAMES AGAINST ARMY APPRENTICES COLLLEGE,
CARLISLE
An anxious moment in Basketball - Harrogate in Light Vests,
the players from left to right are :12 - A/T Wells, A/T Kerr, 11 - A/T Hunter, 5 - A/T Corporal
Holt, 13 - A/T Lance Corporal Hawkins

ARMY APPREN1flCES COIA.EGE, HARROGATE
llebuilding Turbulence
".Mud, Mud, Glorious Mud" suitably describes the barracks
durmg the month of October. Not only has the paraphernalia
?f. model:n building gone about its dirty work, but it has been
iomed by other monsters tearing up our sports fields in an
attempt to improve the drainage. We trust that in months
to come, order will appear out of chaos! Add to this the odd
fires on the new building sites, causing the usual excursions of
fire picquets with hoses, etc., and the picture is complete-but, not qui te !
Proudly standing in their new glory are the College Headquarters and the central boiler house, both of which have
made their mark. Frantic calls for help were heard from the
H.Q. building as water flooded it and steam gushed forth.
Compare ·the haste with which everyone went to assist the
inmates with the occasion they rushed to help the NAAFI
staff, dressed in their night attire, when the alarm bells of the
boiler house (within feet of the NAAFI living quarters)
clanged in the early hours of the morning! The Commandant,
Colonel J. W . Eagle, M.B.E., E.R.D., is said to have summed up
the situation with the comment: " There was a fire yesterday
and a flood today, and I have only been here two days-js <his
th~ normal run of things! ?"

Cycling
At the Combined Services Two-Day Stage Cycle Race, held
in Anglesey on 8th and 9th October, the College provided two
of the three members of the Army "A" Team. There were
t:>hree stages-a 35-mile massed start; a 23-mile mountain time
trial; and a 101-mile massed start. The Army ' A" Team
won the second and third stages, and also the General Classification. A/T McNeilly won the first two stages and finished
second in the third stage, with the same time as the winner;
he thus won the General Classification and was awarded the
Inter-Services' Trophy. A/T Corporal Ascough was close behind A/T McNeilly throughout, and was placed ninth in the
General Classification.
A/T Corporal Ascougb and A/T McNeilly were both
selected to represent :rbe Army in the Inter-Services' Hill Climb
Championship on I 5th October. A/T McNeilly was third overall and A/T Corporal Ascough eleventh. The Army finished
econd to the Royal Air Force.
Cross-country
The Inter-Squadron Cross - Country Championships were
held o~ 12th October. The Senior Competition was won comfortably by R awson Squadron, although .t he individual winner
was A/T Turvey, followed by A/T Muir, both of Scott Squap-
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The clouds hung low over the moors and a gentle, but
persistent drizzle added its gloom to a moment due to be
charged with effo.i:t and excitement. For several days now,
rumours of a transfer to another camp had been circulating
among the "Blueland" prisoners of Officers P.O.W. Camp 52
(represented by 61 and 62 Royal Signals Subalterns ' Q •
Course) and clearly some information had leaked from the
" Orangeland" Guards (No. 4 Communications Course and
Cadre personnel of the School).

Esenpe
Th~ir forebodings were correct.
Early one September
morrung they were all told to assemble with their small kit
and given an unusually large breakfast and haversack rationsindicating a move. Shortly afterwards, Rufus, senior P.O.W.,
~alked in '.llld surreptitiously distributed a sheet of paper;
JOY and exCJtement-they were to escape!
As they assembled on the camp parade ground (H.Q. Mess,
No. I tennis court), their hearts sank. The court was surrounded by a large number of armed guards, a long line of
patrol cars stood by, netting in their radios, and a thuggisblooking team of special guards (Sergeant Gosser, Corporal Wood
and Cadre Training personnel) made them tum out pockets,
packs, take off boots and socks, and removed anything that
might have made escape easier (like money for bus fares,
wire for shorting our vehicle ignition keys, and other little aids
to movement).
" Get on the trucks," the brutal guards yelled, and made the
sluggish prisoners move with rifle-butts, elbows and the odd
boot. Sullenly the officer prisoners filed out of the courts
and clambered on to tw<> three-tonners, hiding their smiles
as they were slipped maps by bribed " Orange " guards.
Flaps were lowered and the convoy moved off. Time passed
slowly in the jolting darkness. Suddenly there was a bump
on the side of the slow-moving truck, up went the flap and the
P .0.W. saw Rufus in the following Land Rover. The headlights flashed. °'Jump" whispered the guard, and the first pair
went over the side, scrambled over a wall and sank out of sight.
The convoy passed on.
The process was repeated a number of times and eventually
two empty 3-'tonners disappeared over the horizon.
The
escaping prisoners knew there would be no let-up; from various hide-outs they could see patrol cars systematically covering all roads. So up they went, along gullies, across bogs,
through old quarries and disused mines, keeping out of ight,
plodding on. Their target, the rendezvous, was 25 miles away
as the crow. fl ies but, alas, they were not crows and could
not fly, and it was a good mnny miles more up and down
across the fells.

The net closes
Some were clever-or so they thought. Inspired by a casual
remark by one of the guards about the unpreparedne of the
mobile patrols, they moved rapidly along the nearest road.
They didn't even hear the Land Rover pulling up behind,
and Second-Lieutenant McLuckie, then Munnery and Mayne
were soon "in the bag."
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the mass exodus of the Neapolitans to tend their family graves
so that the car in which he had come to meet them becam~
stranded in a monumental Italian-type traffic jam, accompanied
by a most impressive thunderstorm.
The next morning was spent in rehearsing and briefing the
team's temporary assistants in preparation for the afternoon's
presentation. All went well, but, it must be confessed the
afternoon was rather disappointing, d espite a helpful intr~uc
tion from a two-star American Admiral (who then left hurriedly), and the attendance, for part of the time, of an American
Major-General. The unfortunate fact that the Headquarters
having just completed a fortnight's " Fallex," had had a com~
pulsory religious national holiday the previous day, and was
having to knock off at 15.30 hours so that its personnel could
get clear before the Neapolitans took to the road after an international f0:0tball match in the nearby stadium.
As the presentation went on until 15.30 hours, it was not
surprising that there were no questions, and the team were
able to appreciate the good sense of the "early . closing" when,
an hour later, they themselves launched out mto the stream
of traffic.
"Made it, at last!" Lieutenant Radford and 2 Lieutenant 1·1 organ
arrive at the R.V., being received by Captains Ooi Ah Kiang and
Rollie Theakston
"Two stern-faced individuals, severe, but not necessarily unkind •. •"
Sergeant Hughes and Sergeant Cosser - interrogators
Another rid~at least it's out of the rain and better than
walking; in the right direction, too, it seems, but it's difficult
to know where you are. A sharp turn into a gateway,• past a
vicious-looking sentry (Signalman Micklethwaite in disguise)
and the car pulls to a stop by a fence. " Out you get ! " The
recaptured prisoners are hustled into a derelict-looking building,
broken windows and dust. "Boots and packs off!" That command sounds familiar, only this time there is a steely ring in
it!
In stockinged feet, without hat, and their hands raised, they
are moved into a "waiting room," stood face to the wall, and
made to lean against it. It seems easy at first, bur eventually the
arms cramp up. The brutal guard forbids any movement or
speech.
It was a relief when the Sergeant came to take the first
one away, although a good deal of foreboding filled hls soul.
(Would he be tortured .. . shot?). Up on t o the platform, my
lad, yes, into this disused shed, through the creaking door,
into this small dark room, with a candle on the mantlepiece
and another on the bare table. " Stand there, against the wall,
on that steel bar." The handcuffs clicked, the steel felt hard
and cold through the wet socks. (Are those bullet holes in the
door . . . ?).

Interrogat ion
There they sit, in front of him, two stem-faced individuals,
severe, but not necessarily unkind. T he questioning begins.
"Number? Rank? Name?" . . . So far it's easy, but now
the tricky questions: " Of course I wasn't walking east." "No,
I meant north." «What do you mean, the RV?" •• Map reference 321452." (Good heavens they have found out the RV!).
" No, no, I don't know; I know nothing!" " What ?-a cigarette? Yes, please!" "Only two left-sorry." "Oh damn."
(But there is a gleam of kindness in his eye; suppose I tell
him that I meant to go to Old Farm, after all, it's miles away
from the RV, perhaps he'll give me a cup of tea . . . ) "Yes."
"Splosh "-(oh, what a waste of the lovely, hot, sweet reviving
liquid).
They have much to put up with. Yet their staunchness is
rewarded. " Put on your boots" (they are dry!). "A cup
of tea " (and really allowed to drink it this time). "Into the
truck" (where to now?). "Escape! " (it may be miles further,
but at least we are on our way again).
Darkness falls, but the mist has cleared away and soon the
stars are out. It is a clear, crisp, autumn night, and all over
the moors, in threes and pairs, the escapers come down on to
tracks and roads and push on to the final goal. Some rest for
a while in a ditch or cranny, but the cool air soon makes
them go on again.
By dawn it is grey and overcast, and soon the thin rain begins to fall once more. At least the RV is not much further.

Yes, over this hill, down this track; one should see the farm
building now. What's this? Careful-another couple of trucks.
Ah, but that must be Rufus, in disguise, and what could be
in those containers? Yes, hot sweet tea. "A tot of rum?"
" Yes, many thanks ! "

Adventures
They nearly all had narrow escapes and many adventures.
Second-Lieutenant Farey, having lost a boot ford ing a river,
carried on in his sock until he met a kind farmer who kindly
gave him a shoe three si2es too big. Second-Lieutenant Morgan,
having helped an injured Malaysian colleague to safety, was
captured the next time he crossed the road. When ever they
bumped a patrol, the escapers ran for it, but they were
rarely a match for Lieutenan ts Graham Saunders, John Turner
or Michael Forge, lightly armed, unencumbered by pack, and
keen to get prisoners.
Lieutenant Browning, having been
separated from his companion, decided that he should free him
and, at night, crept into the "lion's den"; he was caught by
Corporal Wood, just as he was picking up an unload ed SMC.
The mobile patrols, guards, interrogators, and prisoners,
would have had a very thin time of it had it not been
for the devotion of young Private (now Lance-Corporal)
Mallows, the cook of Exercise H.Q., who tirelessly kept the
fires burning all night. '
The escapers tales were too numerous to be told-although
Carol, H .Q. Mess barmaid, seems to have heard them allbut, as they stood round the bar that Sunday evening they
all seemed to agree-it was good to have been escaping, but it
was bet'l:er to have arrived.

" Spreading the Gospel "
B u Lieuten a n t -Colon el J. E. P. Sanipson

F ollowing a successful visit to AFNORTH in the spring, the
School was invited to give similar presentations on Electronic
Warfare, during the first week in November, to H.Q.,
AFSOUTH, in Naples, and H.Q., AFCENT, in Fontainebleau.
The team, consisting of L ieutenant-Colonel Sampson, Major
Kirby, R.A., and Major Cathcart, duly deplaned from their
B.E.A. Comet at Capodichino Airport, Naples, shortly after
13.00 hours on 1st November, after a comfortable journey.

Magnificent chaos
Fortunately, we were in no hurry, and were ·able to enjoy
to the full the magnificent chaos. Indeed, the nearest thing
to shooting the rapids was to be engulfed in the six-lane torrent
of the "Senso Unico" on the Via Fuorigrotta.
Your
Neapolitan, if he wishes to get out and do some shopping, does
not draw into the side; he just gets out where he is and locks
his car, leaving the rest of the traffic to surge round it to a
joyous accompaniment of shouts, horn blasts and police whistles.
But that was not all, for whilst it was one-way traffic for
motor vehicles, it was two-way for the trams, whose lines ran
right up the middle of the street. Surely only the Italians
could have devised such a system, and only the Neapolitans
lived with it!
That evening the weather had cleared up, and the team were

ROGERS, JOIIN
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Mufti and Sporting Tal/ors
Breeches Makers
Regimental Outfitters to the Royal Signals
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Coinc ided wUh a mass exo dus
At the airport the team was met by Lieutenant-Colonel
Vairano, who was their guide for their time in Naples. He was
most helpful, and had arranged all the necessary accommodation, transport, and assistance for the presentation
It was
certainly not his fault that the team's arrival coincided with
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A warm welcome
The next morning, Thursday, meant a very early start in
or~er. to .get 10 Capodichino Airport in time for the 07.30
Al1taha flight to Rome, where they changed to an Air France
Caravelle, which deposited them at Orly Airport shortly bebefore 13.00 hours. They found they had exchanged the rain
of Italy for the snow of France, but this in no way detracted
fr?m the warmth of their welcome in Fontainebleau by
Lieutenant-Colonel Henssen of the West German Air Force
who was to be their most helpful guide and assistant during
their stay with AFCENT.
The presentation was given the next morning before an
interested and appreciative audience, headed by the Commander, AFCENT, General Graf von Heidleseck, and a number of interesting points were raised. Afterwards, the team
adjourned to the Officers' Club, where they were guests at a
" Signals " luncheon, arranged by Colonel David Gibson and
Lieutenant-Colonel Eric Bardell, and attended by almost all
the Royal Signals Officers in Fontainebleau. As at Naples, the
staff of H .Q, AFCENT, had plenty of other things to keep
them busy, for they were on the point of completing the
amalgamation of three separate allied H.Q.s, and were already
in the throes of preparing for their move to Brunsurn, in
Holland. It was most gratifying, therefore, that the presentation was so well attended.
In conclusion, the members of the team would like to place
on record their deep appreciation for the welcome, hospitality
and assistance that were · so generously extended to th em, both
in Naples and F ontainebleau, though they must deny hotly
any suggestion that they brought their own weather with them
from Catterick!

By Ap pointment to t he Late Kins G eo r1e V

Telephone t
Mayfair 7303
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entertained most pleasantly by Colonel and Mr . George
Blackburne in the delightful 17th century villa which they
have rented up in the Vomero, with its magnificent views of
the Bay.

Telegraphic Address t
"Rogers, Mayfair 7303 London
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The Regiment's mobility was put to the test on the InterSquadron Cross-Country Competition; Lance-Corporal Venus,
of 2 Squadron, was the individual winner, but the team cup
was retained by 1 Squadron, ably (and physically) led by
Lieutenant Almonds, with Sergeant " Taffy " Blay acting as
whipper-in . It was a pretty close-run thing, and Corporal
" Box " Whenlocks, overtaking three runners in t he 20 yards,
just tipped the scale for I Squadron.
High up on the naouutniu
It's a bit difficult to find out much about 2 Squadron, as
they have disppeared down to Wales on what is euphemistically
called "adventure training." The fact that 0.C. 2 Squadron is
Major Jones might have some beaiing on the locale of th.is
training. What they are actually doing is anyone's guess, but
one disillusioned soldier was heard to make the following remark (suitably paraphrased, of course): "Adventure training!
Climbing up flaming mountains with flaming jerricans of petrol
on your flaming back I It's more like field punishment." However, as well as the "adventure," they did a fair bit of signalling, working a RR link from the .top of a very high Welsh
mountain back to Salisbury Plain. It really was a high mountain, as the G.O.C., Major-General Deane-Drummond, and the
C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel Webb, can testify to, for thev
climbed it in a " blinding snowstorm" (the C.O.'s graphic
phrase) to visit the detachment. There has been some
loose •talk about either a Polar or an Everest medal.

All smiles, Lance Corporal Collins receives the cross-country cupSignalman Aldridge a shade disappointed !

3rd

llEGDIEI\'T,

DULFORD

C:AMP

Duty at Aherfan
The extent of the disaster at Aberfan was brought home in
full to men from" A" Troop, when eight SR C15 radio detachments were sent to the area on 17th October. Their task was
to duplicate certain vital G.P.0. circuits in case of any further
movement of the tip. After three days the engineers were
able to declare that the danger to the G.P.0. installations had
been removed and the detachments returned to Carter Barracks.
While the amount of traffic passed was small, the crews saw
enough to show them how important it was that they should
The mpment when communications might be
be there.
essential can rarely be forecast exactly, but time spent waiting
for that moment must be fully used to ensure an immediate
response when the emergency arises, however dull that waiting
may seem. A letter of thanks from Lieutenant-General Sir
Kenneth Darling, G .O.C.-in-C. Southern Command, made
that very point.
Rugby and Soeeer
On the sporting front, the Regiment has got through the
first round of the Army Cup at rugby, beating the 1st Cheshires
in the process; then to rub it in, the soccer team did the same
thing in the Army Soccer Cup, first round, to the same 1st
Cheshires. In fact the soccer team is doing very well, not
having lost a game so far. The rugby team have only lost
two games, one a good fair fight against 5 RTR, the other
was a piece of coniving on the pan of Lieutenant Jenkins, of
30th Regiment. "Come over and give my weak 2nd/3rd team
a run out," says he. So off we go with a pretty ad hoc team
(all the class players were in the Divisional •trial) and the
crafty Lieutenant Jenkins then says: "I hope you don't mind
playing my rst team, their game was called off." Needless
to say, 30th Regiment won-and to think he was once my
RS.M., and I thought him an honourable man!
We have just lost a third game, once again to 30th Regiment.
This time we have no excuse to offer. Let it be noted,
though, that no ears were lost, though the odd bone was
broken.
More sport
The hockey players have got off to a slow start, but the
team shows promise, and Captain Roy Robinson, M.B.E., is
quietly confident. As an indication of this, Captain Peter
Goldney has been selected to play for the Corps.
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Hard, gruelling stuff
I Squadron, making use of W.O.II f.Y. of S.) Tim Lockley,
have rewired the Swainson Room; and what with the laying
of a new floor and the installation of storage heating, have now
got a place where the telegraph operators can practice in comfort. It will be a change from the TX site, where the roof had
a tendency to come off. They, too, have been out on various
Troop exercises. All terribly hard, gruelling stuff, according
to them. They all seem to forget that the chap who writes
THE WIRE notes was doing exercises when lots of them were
creeping like snails unwillingly to school, and takes it all with
a large chunk of salt.
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7th UEGllUENT, 11.1.<'.P.O. lG
For us, October was a month of exercises, the last before
the winter training season. After the Regimental study period
on 10th October, at which BRUIN and the new reorganisation
were discussed, we turned Olll' thoughts to Exercise " Fallex
66." This exercise was to be a hard one for us, and we were
to learn many valuable lessons from our experiences, as were
others to learn lessons on our behalf. A larger than normal
crop of amusing tales and events grew from the exercise, and
a small selection of the more printable ones follows.
Only tbe best tlistillery will do
The " Hairies,'' as usual, moved out a day early to begin
laying the 110 miles of trunk cable. They were considerably
hampered in this task through being frequently captured by
The
French-Canadian units involved in another exercise.
Linemen took this in their stride; however, they took great
exception to the fact that their comfortable, pre-reconnoitred
echelon-by coincidence, a distillery-was discovered to be in
enemy territory and therefore out of bounds. Consequently,
they had to move elsewhere-to a less suitable distillery. Eventually they were able to re-capture their first echelon, but it took
three complete moves, watched with great amusement by the
remainder of the Regiment, who stayed put, in one location,
for the entire period. When questioned on the motives behind
the moves, a spokesman for 2 Squadron stated that they were
practising for the C.C.R. Signals' spring exercise.
Another tale from the " Hairies " describes how two of their
heavy detachments learnt a bit of boatcraft from an old farmer
who had watched them unsuccessfully trying to cross a river
with two 10-pair cables. They were struggling to punt a leaking
dinghy with an MAL pole that didn't reach the bottom. Unnoticed, he let them fumble on until it was obvious that his
dinghy was in great danger of sinking-cable, "Hairies" and
all; and then with the aid of only a shovel, he swiftly paddled
across . The "Hairies" were very impressed.
.-\ Prince lock•••I 011t
The meagre dwelling of 3 Squadron and the gallant manner
in which they bore the hardships deserves a mention. ·They
hid themselves away in a huge sprawling farmhouse, the residence of their Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess of
Hanover. Many a strange tale escaped from behind the iron
gates.
Rumour has it ~hat one dark night a sentry was
approached by a lone figure, who asked "How do I get in?"
Investigation revealed that the figure was no other than the
Prince, who was himself a liaison officer on the exercise, and
who couldn't get in as Captain Sampson bad the only key!
It is also rumoured that Captain Sampson, on several occasions,
entertained off-duty staff officers to hot baths and <tea, along
with conducted tours of the art treasures in hi suite of rooms.
Her Royal Highness the Princess gave several of our minds a
few hours' respite from communications-states, line faults and
camouflage, by arranging several very interesting visits to their
former residence the magnificent Schloss Marienbourg.
We will never be able to thank the Prince and Princess enough
for their wonderful co-operation and kindness.
H elaxution
The following Tuesday, the officers entertained the Garrison
Commander, Brigadier G. de E. Collin, and LieutenantColonel Graham Jackson, Gr at H .Q., Royal Signals, to a
Regimental guest night.
Another guest was Captain Bill
Lacey, of 10th Special Forces, Bad Toltz, a friend of the
Regiment since his help in arranging 3 Squadron's summer
camp (covered in a previous issue). Bill was en route to
Viemam and he added colour and amusement to the evening
by presenting a large bottle of "'fire-water," Old Hickory, to
the Mess, but with one stipulation, that Lieutenant~Colonels
and above must finish it alone before the evening was over. As
only <three officers came into this category, the "Moonshine"
was effective. The following morning Brigadier Collin kindly
offered the Regiment ithe opportunity to send 16 soldiers grapepicking. The chance was readily snapped up, and now 12
" Hairies " and four " Fairies " from 4 Squadron are toiling
away in the Moselle Valley.
A Itlo'''"'?

Also at: Dorking, Guildford, Reigate, Chertsey, Tonbridge,
Tunbridge Wells, East Grinstead and Staines

Knowledgeable readers may be puzzled that there is mention of our " move.'' In fact many of us were confused as to
why .the move was renamed "reorganisation." An explanation
by one of our more intellectual member was clearly called for.
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At his last opportunitty to address us; in fact, on his diningout night, Major Peter Knott took it upon his experienced
shoulder to enlighten us, referring occasionally to his Murray
code. He brgan:
I'll tell of the Battles of Herford, as happened in days gone by
When 7th was nigh initiated, and 6th was a gleam in our eye;
It were .t~is way: one day in Headquarters, the Brig, who e
vmon was great
Hwing no new plans on at the moment, decided to tamper
with fate
"If I have THREE Regiments under, one star simply won't
be enough,
I'll rate Major-General status, and then I'll be settling some
duff."
He turned to his sleeping staff officers, and said "Plan for
Main, Rear and Trunk,
We'll play beer and skittles with soldiers, until tM whole
lot are punch-drunk.
They heaved away all cme morning, when some chap with
more brains then sense,
Said here-three lots means three sets of barracks, or else
they'll be putting up tents."
But, memories of Yorkshire prevailing, someone found down
the road from H .Q.,
A barracks which said with nostalgia " A Catterick welcome
to you."
Too small for our trucks and equipment, too dirty for
sensitive menSo 22 took I from 7, and 7 shared Cotncetis with 6,
4 went to 7 from Lippstadt, and hairies got lost in the mix.
You needed computers to do it-for human brains just
couldn't copeAnd what with finance complications, they was nigh on
giving up hope,
But victory came, or they thought so, when Harold found
coffers bare,
Said "No moves until further notice-just Lippstadt and
Herford-so there."
But turning again to his Colonels, Brig said "I'll not stay,
I've lost,
I'll carry on BRUIN concoctions and damn all conditions of
cost."
So back to the brm:e Planning Major the figures and ideas
all went.
And round about ten the next morning, out popped the new
establishment. ·
So 4 goes from Herford to Lippstadt, and VHF prodigal
sonComes back to the house of its parents, its thrusting days
over and done.
Our Squadrons have now grown to seven, our barracks are
b11sting at seams.
We sleepwalk around in the chaos, the nightmares lun:e
come from our dreams.
But sternly surveying the battles, His Generals' tabs in tire
ditch.
Stands the author of this new best-seller-a page copy of
Sevemh's year hitch.
Farewells
We wish the Knott's the best of fortune in their new posting
to H.Q. B.A.0.R.
Anorher notable departure this month was our very experienced Adjutant, Captain oel Moss. During his mammoth
term of office-more than two years-he became well-known
for amongst other things, .0.P.s, convoy movement exercises,
illegible handwriting and hockey. His posting from the Regiment is a great loss to most of us, particularly to the hockey
<team, which he led to be Army Champions in 1965; the typists
in R.H.Q. were not perhaps so sad to see him go. Before
leaving, he summed up his vast experience a " eagull " by
saying to his successor Captain Alan de Bretton Gordon
"Everything would be fine if it weren't for the quadron .
Arrh·als and departures
We greet Captain R. A. Hoghton, Second-Lieutenants G
Davies and I. A. Coppock, W.O.II J. B. Lindsell and Staff
Sergeant A. J. Cook.
There was only one departure to record thi month, nd
that was Sergeant C. L. ingleton.
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The other Corps representative in the Championships was
Corporal Cairn , 7th Regiment, who won the senior heavyweight
fin al.
This year Royal Signals did well, but as Judo gains popularity in the Army it is imperative that all units make an effort
in their training so that next year there will be a representative of all weights at the Army Championships.
.\11 ~m11ressive cross-country driving show

5th ARMY JUDO CHAMPIO N SHIPS
Corporal Nancarrow (l eft) of 8th Regiment who entered the
Individual Championships as a ' hot favourite' but was beaten by Pte.
Colebank (with him in the picture) of P.P.C.L. I. (see unit notes)
Between them - the P.P.C.L.I. mascot.
Uth IlEGDIENT, CATTEHICK CA:}fP

Sth Army Judo Champio11shi1•s
This year the 5th Army Judo Championships were held
at the Army School of P.T., Aldershot, from 24th to 27th
October.
8th Regiment team, winners of Northern Command Championships, went to Aldershot with high hopes of victory, but
luck and the draw were against us. The team championship
was on a knock-out basis, with five teams competing. There
were three byes to the semi-final, but we drew an eliminating
bout against Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry,
B.A.0.R. champions, and we were quickly defeated 4-r.
Corporal ancarrow was our only winner. P.P.C.L.I. went on
in the competition to win outright the Army Team Championships.
8rh Regiment Team: Corporal Nancarrow (captain), Sergeant
Wellings, Lance-Corporal Collins and Signalmen Heard and
Booth; Reserve, Signalman Crawford.
Individuals
There were two entries from 8th Regiment in the Individual Championships, Corporal Nancarrow (Light Heavyweight) and Lance-Corporal Collins (Special Kyu).
Corporal Nancarrow went through the preliminary bouts
with skill and ease, defeating all others in his pool. On Thursday night Corporal
ancarrow was hot favourite for the
championship, as Private Colebank, P .P.C.L.I., had already been
beaten by ancarrow, but the Canadian was too strong and
won the contest with a ground hold. Corporal Nancarrow had
the consolation, however, of representing the Army against
the Navy, later that night, and going on with the Army team
to the
ational Team Championships at Crystal Palace.
In the Special Kyu (for those of us whose Japanese is a little
rusty, Kyu means grade or standard), Lance-Corporal Collins
completely dominated the competition and in the final, swifdy
and surely, beat Signalman Raymond, R.C.S. To add to his
victories, Lance-Corporal Collins took an upgrading test and
gained a green belt.
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Over the past few weeks
Driver Training Troop has
had such an interesting
time, we believe it merits
some mention.
It began on a fine day in
September when the Commander, Training Brigade,
said he would like to see
some outdoor <training "What was on?" "Driver
Training on Gandale tomorrow, sir." "Good, I'll
take a look." And look he
did. Upgrading Course
UG 1/19 laid on an impressive cross-country drivThe G.O.C. gets 'Windscreen
ing show. The Commander
View'
so enjoyed his visit that he
decided the G.O.C. ought to
see this display. Also, the C.I. thought it would do the Regimental officers some good to do it themselves.
In consequence, on 12th October, Gandale was expected to
resound to the crash of gear-teeth and gasps of alarm. But
it was not too bad. Our officers made a good show after
getting over the initial fright of "Fernbank" (most Class I
drivers will know what that means) and the loss of several
pints of sweat. (Not quite such a good performance was put
up by the officers a month later when they tried to do the
same thing with the Queen's Own Hussars' Centurion tanks!).
True to his word, on 19th October, the Commander brought
the G.O.C. on to Gandale to watch Upgrading Course 2/2
going through their paces on their first day of cross-country.
Their efforts were not quite as polished as UG 1/19. Nonetheless they . impressed the G.O.C. with their nerve, if not their
skill. The G .0.C. readily accepted the challenge to take a
"windscreen view " of the course. His verdict, "'WOW," or
the equivalent in G .O.C. language.
His chauffeur for the trip was Staff Sergeant Cwrunins, who
was making his final appearance with the Troop before leaving
for 1st Regiment. To "Staffy" on his departure, we say
a big thank you on behalf of the Troop Cadre and trainees, who
enjoyed his quick-fire wit and ever-ready desire •t o help with
their problems during his 4t years w1th the Troop.
For those not already in the know, Driver Training Troop
returns to 24th Regiment on 19th December.
worthy trophy ou the sideboard
Finally, rally enthusiasts might like to know that Sergeant
Frank Crutchley and Sergeant Tony Potter teamed the first
L and Rover home in Class 5 of the Manchester Guardian
Jeans and Trio Rally last month. They added the S.S.M.C.
trophy ro the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess silver
display and a beautiful veteran car ashtray to their home
trinkets. Good show, lads. May they do as well in the Rally
Miliraire in November. But watch out for the Meek/Paterson
team.
A

KEEP

rs

IN TJIE PICTUHE

With several thousand individual subscribers THE WIRE
cannot hope to keep up with postings, changes in rank,
decorations awarded. If you are going to be posted or
promoted or have something new to add after your name
drop us a card so that we can address your WIRE properly.
Thank you .
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October has been a relatively quiet month. The Regiment
held the normal Autumn Military Proficiency Class I Course
from 10th-21st October, and nominations for this course
were accepted from all signals units within Eastern Command.
The Regiment is also currently running a Comcen Operators
BIII-II Course which is due to finish on 10th December, 1966.
On Monday, 24th October, the G.O.C.-in-C. Eastern
Command, Lieutenant-General Sir David Peel Yates, K.C.B.,
c.v.o., D.s.o., o.B.E,. visited the Regiment and made a short
tour of the Unit Jines.
Preparation is well in hand for the two forthcoming State
occasions to be held in November, namely the State Visit of
the President of Pakistan on 17th November and the annual
Service of Remembrance at the Cenotaph on 13th November.
We congratulate Corporal and Mrs. Miller and Lance-Corporal
and Mrs. Chapman on rhe birth of their sons, and Signalman
and Mrs. Pateman on the birth of their daughter. We also
congratulate Lance-Corporal Thurlow on his marriage to Miss
Wendy Harris, and Signalman Willmott on his marriage to
Corporal Lynn Bryan, W.RA.C. We welcome Sergeant Collis,
Signalman Kershaw, Signalman Cosham, Signalman Laing and
Corporal Anderson to the Regiment and say goodbye to
Corporals Feltham, Clarke and Mottram and Lance-Corporal
Easton.
Corporal Pedley is congratulated on winning the Men's Plate
(Singles) in the Corps Tennis Championships at Catterick.

LET'S

HAVE

A

GO!

Sergeant Albon describes l 0th Regiment's first
real battle with the River Thames
" Let's have a go at the Thatnes." That was how it began
a matter of weeks ago. So it was that four men and two
canoes from 10th Regiment ventured out on a spot of
"adventure training."

I.t must be noted that a great deal of work had to be put
in to organise the trip. Most of the credit for this goes to
Sergeant Widdicombe, who in his usual able manner managed
to " beg, borrow and acquire " an amazing amount of necessary
kit in a short while.
Full of high spirits
On Saturday, 24th September, we set off ar 06 oo hours in
our vehicle full of high spirits. The party consisted of two
crews, i.e. Crew "A" - Sergeants Widdicombe and Albon;
Crew " B " - Signalmen Kelly and Mitchell. The driver/ cook
was Signalman Lindsay.
We arrived at Lechlade at approximately 09.00 hours in
thick fog, and both canoes were in the water and under way
by 09.20 hours. Progress the first morning was fairly slow, each
crew taking time to accustom themselves to both crew companion and canoe.
However, we arrived at the R.V. for lunch in a good mood
and thirsting for the welcome " cuppa." Progress in the afternoon was much improved, the weather clearing to a fine, sunny
day, and our stop ar night saw 20 miles behind us.
Through a film set
Sunday morning proved to be cold and foggy, but we were
on our way once more by 09.00 hours, much to the annoyance
of numerous fishing parties. The fog stayed with us all day
and proved a little dangerous when approaching weirs. At
Oxford we passed through a set for the filming of " Half a
Sixpence," but had no time to stay long. (We've vowed to
see the film now).
Monday morning we paddled off at 08.30 hours but soon
lost " B " crew in the fog. After waiting some rime they caught
up but Signalman Kelly was complaining of a swollen finger.
We took "B" crew out of the water at lunch time hoping a
rest would put the offending finger back to normal. The afternoon proved fine and sunny once more and we took ample
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opportunity to savour the quiet of the countryside which is
such a change from the bustle of Hounslow and the noise of
London Airport. We made good progress throughout the day
completing a very pleasing 28 miles.
Tuesday morning proved the parting of ways for the crews,
Signalman Kelly's finger was no better so " B " crew was
returned to camp. However, this proved another fine day,
with an amazing amount of fishing floats to dodge. (Don't
these chaps ever go to work?).
A worthwhile visit
Wednesday dawned as yet another foggy morn but once more
cleared to sunshine although a fairly stiff breeze mid-morning
warned of a break in the weather. We took time off at lunch
time to visit the Magna Carta and President Kennedy memorials
at Runnymede, a place well worth a visit to anyone passing
the area. The aight stop was made at Laleham, and we were
now in "home waters" being only about 7 miles from camp.
W estmi11ster or bu t
Thursday we took to the water at 09.00 hours in fog once
more. By 12.30 we had reached Teddington and our final
lock. Up to this point we had passed through/over/round some
45 locks. At Teddington we consulted the lock keeper as to
the state of the tide. We decided to press on and try our luck
against the incoming tide. After rather more than the expected
amount of exertion we managed ro reach Chiswick Bridge by
tea time-I hasten to add, completely shattered.
Friday morning dawned none too brightly; in fact extremely
overcast, and rain threatened from the start, so rather than
wait for high tide and probable rain, we decided to press on,
having only about nine miles to go. The first three miles or
so were uneventful, the only comment we could make being
on the amount of garbage that was evident on both banks.
Soon, however, the tide began to run against us and it proved
to be almost too much to paddle against. At one time we could
make no headway at all and had to hang on ro a bridge for
support. Then the rain came, so we decided to go for Westminster at all costs. One of the main hazards on this stretch
was the amount of broken timber being swept towards us on
the tide, some pieces as big as railway sleepers. At last, there
was Westminster Bridge and the Houses of Parliament visible
through the mist, and on the embankment Signalman Lindsay
with the truck and dry clothes.
So ended what proved to be quite an enjoyable although
tiring trip.
Well worth it
We must mention once more Signalman Lindsay who put
up with our moans in the evenings and did his best to make
a good "'brew."
Finally, -to anyone who thinks it was just a "Swan"-" You
have a go mate, you'll soon change your tune."
11th REGIMENT, CATTERICK CA1UP

October will be remembered in the Regiment, nor only for
the colder weather it brought; not only for the numerous visits
thar were made to the Regiment, but also as the month of
the two cadre treks." Two pass-off parades were held, and
the sight of groups doing PE tests and of others doing their
annual range classification was much in evidence.

Cadre Trek
The first "cadre trek," or more correctly, Exercise "Rigor
Mortis I," rook place from 5th to 7th October. The aim of
the exercise was to prise out members of the permanent staff
(military and civilian) from their office chairs and enable them
to ger out and sample the delights of the Yorkshire Moor .
The exercise is more fully reported on separately.
Army lUotor-Cyele Championships
The Army Motor-Cycle Championships took place on the
Gandale training area on 8th and 9th October, and som 30
members of the Regiment were called upon to "lend a hand '
in its running. The Regiment was well represented in the
hazard section of the competition and officers, N. .O.s and
soldiers alike, were all seen, up ro rheir thighs in mud, " pushing out" those unfortunate competitors who had become waterlogged.
541

Much of the credit for the success of the meeting must
Tite 'R.Q.' was
called away from his comfortable chair in the Quartermaster's
department to suffer the discomfort of riding his motor-cycle
over countless miles of moorland in search of suitable crosscountry and hazard routes and in establishing bogey times.
R.Q.M.S. Edwards will be well-known to all who have followed Army motor-cycling in past years. At some stage or
another before the day, he rode each portion of the competition fa ultlessly, just to prove that it could be done.
go to W.0.11 (R.Q.M.S.) M. G. A. Edwards.

P ass-off pnrade--14th October
Brigadier A. J. Wood.raw, M,B.E., took <the salute at t'he first
pass-off parade of the month. Twenty-six men from 7 Troop
passed out and they were supported by over fifty relatives and
friends, who braved the
changing Catterick weather
to be presenL
The best recruit on this
occasion was Signalman T.
A. Morr al 1. Signalman
Morrall, who comes from
Bradford was educated at
G range Grammar School.
Whilst undergoing recruit
training he showed good
leadership qualities and displayed a keen sense of humour. (He also proved himself to be an excellent guitar
player!) We wish him every
success in his training as a
Communication
Cen tr e
Operator in 24th RegiSignalman T. A. Morrall
ment.
Pass-off parade--.28th Oct obe r
Brigadier J. D. T. Brett, o .B.E., Commandant of the School
of Signals took the salute at the pass-off parade of No. 4 Troop.
Thirty-eight parents and a group of Army Cadets watched the
29 men pass off and auended the prizegiving.
The Army Cadets were
from the Fairchildes Company, Parachute R egiment,
A.C.F.,
South
Croydon.
The cadets came up to watch
Signalman V. L. Leppard,
a late cadet under-officer of
the detachment pass out.
W.0.11 P. R. Leppard,
father of Signalman L epp:u;d
and also a member of the
company was also present at
the parade.
The prize for the best
all-round recruit and for the
best recruit at P .T. on this
occasion went to Signalman
E . M. Sutherland. Signalman Sutherland, who lived
and worked in Glasgow beSignalman E. M. Sut herland
fore joining the Army, is
keen on both rugby and
basketball.
We wish him every success in these sports
in 8th Regiment and in his training as a technician.
Hockey

The season is still progressing quite satisfactorily, despite
the setback of our first defeat at the hands of 8th Regiment,
who narrowly defeated our slightly weakened team by the only
goal scored late in the game. We played, and earned, a creditable draw against the School of Signals, but were unfortunate
not to beat R.A.F., L eeming, who held us to a one-all draw.
We have a very good nucleus of a team, with five members
of the present Corps team in it. D espite this, however, we
still have great difficulty in scoring goals. We hope to soon
remedy this particular lacking and then to proceed on the
Army Cup trial with high hopes and ambitions.

5-42

Rugby
The Regiment suffered defea.t in the first two matches of
the month, the first by 19 points to 3 against Yorkshire Copper
Works RU.F.C., and the second by I I points to 8 at the
hands of Gosforth 3rd XV. Despite this, well turned-out and
confident of success, the Regiment played 24th Regiment in
the first round of the Army Cup. An extremely hard-fought
game, which was enjoyed by both players and spectators alike,
resulted in 24th Regiment scoring two and 1 rth Regiment
scoring tltree penalty goals.
Proud of their achievement, the team went out with a
completely new set of backs against Hartlepool R.U.F.C. It
was only after bitter experience that the forwards began to
come into their own and to get on top. Two ' push-over ' tries
resulted in a six-nil win for the Regiment. Our last ga~ to
press was against York R.U.F.C. This resulted in an easy 21 to
nil victory.
We now look forward to entertaining 19 Tank Transporter
Squadron, R.C.T., in the second round of the Army Cup.

Exercise • Rigor ltlortis I ' rvas:

Certainly 'Rigorous' - But the 'Mortis' has
not occurred yet we hope !
(The story is told by Signalman F. R . Bottley, IIth Regiment)
The first exercise for cadre personnel of uth Regiment
this year, aptly named " Rigor Mortis I," was, in its own
unique way, a success. Organised and planned by O.R. I
Troop, it took place from 5th to 7th October, the sole aim
being to " allow " the cadre to exercise their ill-used limbs and
lungs. The participants were a pretty mixed bunch which
included an assortment of N.C.0.s, W.R.A.C. clerks, two
W.R.A.C. Officers and some civilian staff, including two typists.
The party set off at 12.00 hours from R.H.Q. and drove to
Beckermonds for the beginning of the ordeal. Gaily dressed,
as if they were going to a high-class tramps' ball, the victims
set off in small groups in hot pursuit of an O.R. I who was
blazing ·the trail to H igh Birkwith Farm, the first camp site.

The mirage wa8 in fnct reaU
The sight of the bus in Thwaire, waiting to return us to
Catterick seemed at first a mirage, but mercifully it was real,
and had even brought out some hot soup for us. A minimum
of delay and we were off, wending out way back to camp;
although most people dozed off for a welcome forty winks,
and everybody tried not to think about next year. Though,
to be honest, everybody admitted it was a welcome change.
Our thanks to Captain Griffiths and his minions for making
things run smoothly; to Sergeant Sells for manning the Land
Rover as a 24-hour rescue service; our congratulations to the
girls for lasting, and our condolences to the injured, although
most seemed .to recover at the sight of Catterick.
16th REGIMENT, D.F.P.O. 36

The password this month was "Fallex." This explained
why husbands didn't go home, why you cou~dn't draw. your
credits and why there were so many new faces m the Regiment.
We had the pleasure of company in the shapely shape of lady
and men reservists from 44th (Home Counties) Regiment,
T .A., 45th (Essex) Regiment, T .A., and 54th (East Anglian)
Regiment, T.A., sixty all told.
Although they were guests they were invited to make themselves at home and to get stuck into Fallex-this they did.
The success of their stay was to be measured, so said the
Commanding Officer, by the number who had to be belpe?
aboard their aircraft at the end. I think he meant that their
fortnight was to be strenuous but we decided to take no chances
and set up a Tramps' Ball to round things off.
The scene was set with straw and sacking, boxes and planks,
coloured lights and music. Into this tumbled tramps of all
sorts distinguishable from die real thing in some cases by
their hairstyles and in others only by their AF B 2603 (though
even this can be misleading). Pictured is Corporal John Sharpe,
A.C.C., in typical evening wear and menacingly asking "What's
wrong with the chips?" Photography by Corporal Alan Woods
whose hand, at this stage, was still steady.
. .
At the end of it all, and the day after, tpe orgamsmg committee could claim success. Help was needed, but not only by
our visitors.
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Policies Covering War Risks
for :
Children.
Convertible Whole Life.
Death Duties.
Education Endowment.
House Purchase. Retirement.
Unit Trust and Share Purchase
by Endowment

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING
Officers' Kit. Household Effects.
Hospital Schemes (33! % Group discount - Officers
and retired Officers).
Personal Accidents. Personal Liability.
Motor Competitive rates for New and Old Cars.
Home and Foreign Policies.
Bloodstock, Camera, Caravan, Golf, Gun , Holidays,
Hunter. Transit, Television, etc.

B. E. THOMPSON & CO. LTD.
I NSURANCE BROKERS

11, KING STREET, RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE
Telephone No. 2308.

MATTHEWS

A p attern was established •••
About half-way along the six-mile route a pattern was established: the O.R. I got lost and the leading party wandered off
under their own steam. Luckily, Captain Griffiths was around
to direct the other groups and the O.R. I the right way. Spirits
undaunted, we "hit" High Birkwith and, despite the cold,
cheerfully set up our tents. Some time later an anguished cry
was heard and lo! somewhere in the distance the " lost sheep "
were seen, hacking through a forest to get to the camp site.
We cooked our own meals, despite the insects, and tended
our sore and blistered feet. With its usual flair for efficiency,
0.R. I Troop had forgotten to bring their supplies along,
so poor old Sergeant Sells had to return to camp to retrieve
them.
Up with the larks ·the next morning, and happily breakfasted,
the next pal't of the Pennine Way, from High Birkwith to
Hawes, was attacked. The twelve-mile stretch was boggy,
marshy and misty, and ·took its toll in minor injuries, genuine
or otherwise. The tea shops at Hawes were practically bought
out as the various parties staggered into town.
• •• t h e girl s w ere wenry Jmt sm ilin g
Luckily, the farm at Hawes had two spare barns which
were made as comfortable as possible. The high spirits were
not lacking, rather more, so I'm told, because of, and not despite" the presence of the Padre, who had joined the gallant
ban<l. The girls were weary, but smiling, although one had
to drop out because of blisters and swollen feet.
The final day's walk was the most difficult, from Hawes to
Thwaite, because over great Shunner Fell there were no tracks,
and the black, hoggish soil claimed many victims, as it was
impossible to circumvent it in parts.
However, it didn't
worry the hikers, who walked, ran, crawled, tripped and swam
their way along. The weather was good, perhaps a little too
good, judging by the amount of weight rhat was sweated off.
But, we made it !

Life Assurance

OF STOCKWELL LIMITED
ESTABLISHED 75 YEARS

SS Stockwell Road, London, S.W.9
Telephone BRlxton 2026

PERSONAL ATTENTION AT ALL TIM ES

FORD AGENTS - Over ISO used
cars always in stock
Special facilities for Servicemen, Immediate Delivery,
Insurance and H.P. Finance within the hour on
production of your pay book
* free road tax *
EVERY VEHICLE CARRIES THREE MONTH
WRITTEN GUARANTEE
All enquiries answered
Write to Mr. F. Lancaster (General Manager)
only address ot '' 55" Stockwefl Road

" What's wrong with t he chips I "
A touch. of menace at the Tramps .Ball.
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CARS FOR SALE
s.43

1'7 GURKHA. SIGNAL REG'IMENT,
SEREMDAN, MA.LA. YSIA
A 11 o utstan ding win
Within the Brigade of Gurkhas, to win the annual Inter-Unit
Football Competition the Nepal Cup, must have almost as
much significance as winning a new battle honour. A win by
Gurkha Signals in 1966 was therefore a fitt ing end to a year
of successes in almost every field of our work. Success was all
!!he sweeter because very few people would at the outset have
rared our chances very highly .
Tribute must be paid to Lieutenant Max Young who did
the initial training and very much by his own efforts won the
first round before leavjng for Dharan. Captain Stan Gordon
was recalled from Born e.o in his place and had the added
incentive that the longer ·they went on winning the longer he
was able to stay on with h is wife. He was nearly thwarted in
his efforts by Second-Lieutenant S. Cowan, also of the Regiment, but playing for Training Depot, Br igade of Gurkhas,
who held us to a drawn game and a hard match in the replay.
It was fitting that our success in the final should have been
seen by ·the C.S.O ., Brigaruer A. N. Brindley, M.B.E. We do
not wish to appear to be pot hunters but we are now also in
the final of the D ivision Football and semi-final of the local
Malayan knock-out competition.

PLESSEY A13 all-transistor
transmitter-receiver is an . . .,

all-purpo~e .

co11un1ca11on
syslem
'

.

No crystal tuning
Instant communication-no netting
In quantity production now
No other lightweight ·mi litary radio in quantity production anywhere
does all the things the A 13 can do, in so many different roles . That's
why it's already been bought by armed forc es on four continents. They
recognise the A13's unique fl exib ility as manpack, ground station,
vehicle station or marine craft set. Th ey know it's proved in combat,
including parachut e delivery.
The Plessey A 13 provides 2400 discrete channels in the 2-8 Mc/s band
(selected without netting); a choice of phase or amplitude voice
modulation, or hand-keyed CW; standard (2 watts) or high-power
(20 watts) t ransmitter output ; fully protected output circuits; and a wide
ra nge of accessories . Please write for a copy of the A13 brochure.
Th e Pless ey Company Limited , Radio Systems Division, llford , Essex,
England. Telephone: llford 3040. Telex: 23166.

• PLESSEY Electronics

Old Boys collle bock
One of the most encour aging aspects of life at present is the
way in which old fatniliar faces are returning to the Regimental
fold . Majors K evin Kirkby and Frank L ettin are back. M ajors
Peter Musselbrook and Peter Ridlington are soon to return .
Captain Keith Ryd ing is back and is in the Gurkha Para Company while Captain Jerry Birch has joined 2 (Training)
Squadron. The strength of Gurkha Signals depends very
largely on this flow back of those who know the Regiment but
new blood is no less important and we welcome Captain J . V.
Fielding and Second-Lieutenan ts Willsher and Mills.
Major exercises are over for the present but we keep our
hand in with Signal exercises in volving 249 Squadron, 2o8
Commonwealth Squad ron and 3 Commando Brigade Signal
Squadron.
W e held the last one for a change on <the East Coast where
at leasl the off-duty persunnel could enjoy some gooJ swimming.
Integration with Brit ish uni·ts has one great advantage in the
rate at which it helps to swell 4 (Fd.) Squadron's canteen
profits.

Warran t Officer s' and Sergeants' Itless
I was recently asked to write something of interest about
our Sergea nts'~ess and its members, and something of
' recruiting value ' if possible.
U nique
Our Sergeants' Mess is what one would call unique in many
ways-we have been integrated since our origin in 1949, The
Gurkha R.S .M. is the Mess President, whilst the Senior British
member is the R.Q.M.S. Liaison is excellent and rules are
made to accommodate all problems for the good of the Mess.
Monthly Mess meetings are held as in any o ther M ess, but
in our case, the Mess minutes are read in both Gurkhali and
English. We d isplay both national royalties above our M ess
bar, and talking of bars, have you tasted our n ational drinkGurkha rum-it's good, cheap and in great s upply and demand ?
As for curries, you haven't lived until you have tasted the
rraditional daily bhat !

No lack of activities
O ur activities are many and include Sunday curry luncheseven t he Life Guards have become hypnotised with the " Meal
of the East." Tuesday is whist n ight for the card sharpers of
the Regiment, with films on a T hursday; at 16.00 hours every
Friday we open our bar for " Sunshine Hour" when our
officel:'S pay us a visit for a frie ndly chat over a beer and curry
puffs; on to Saturday with tombola and dancing. Over and
above these even ts, time is mad e for other social activities,
G urkha and British holidays, n ational d ays, a " T ramps' Ball "
now and again, formal d ances, Mess dinners and, of course,
one of the h ighlights of !!he year- T he Gurkha D ashera. We
also celebra te Deepavali, the festival of lights, which represents
three days of official gambling followed by Christmas and N ew
Yea r. Inciden tally how many M esses in the Corps can boast
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The Major General, Brigade of Gurkhas, congratulates the winning
Nepal Cu p team

of having sold six thousand Christmas draw tickets and we
are ~>nly in early September. Apart from eating, drinking and
making m erry, I can assure you we do work and how! !
The R.Q . fv1: . ~· s' le~gers are like a miniature 3 Division,
G ermany, Tralll.Ulg Bngade and Comcan rolled up in one. Our
three Yeomen have visited so many places the Foreign Office are
considering issuing them with their own special passports. Our
Staff Sergeants and Sergeants perform roles fittin g themselves
for promotion and at the same · time help train the Gurkhas in
their trades.
Most members play sport an d there is m uch scope for the
sporting types. The excitement of a Nepal Cup game .is equal
to the Cup Final at Wembley, even more so.
Our wives are always active, either in the Wives' Club,
playing badminton or .22 shooting.

quarter s and pay attractive
Married quarters are big enough to accommodate the largest
of families, usually being of the bungalow type with a garden.
Our pay department give us a first class service and are always
willing to ad vise on when and how to claim and we do get
extra pay for secondment.
Yes, serving with Gurkhas is really worthwhile. It creates
many las ting friendships and memories of service with them
are always happy ones. So should you wish to solruer come
and join us, believe me its worth it but remember we only
rake the best.
18th REGDIENT, c/o G.P.O., SINGAPORE
Public Belotio11s
For man y years now, the British Army in Singapore has
unobtrusively been givin g assistan ce to various civil social
organisations. T his has been mainly such concerns as community cen tres and you th clubs, and has taken <the form of
assistance in organising functions, club n ights and outings;
indeed, h elp is given in any way requested, provided resources
are available.
The Radin Mass Community Centre is one in a multi-racial
village contai ning M alays, Indian s and Chinese.
Lieutenant M ansur and Staff Sergeant H ashim, of 2 Squadron,
represent the Regiment there, and recently were present when
the Area Commander, Major~G eneral H ensman, made a visit.
They advised the Community Centre Management Committee
on the presentation made w the General, an inscribed ceremonial Kris, and lat r organised an outing for the children
of the village. On two consecutive days, hundreds of children
were documented, labelled, transported, picnicked and returned
intact.
o small task, but a worthwhile one in term of
happiness and good will.
After sixteen years' association with the Regiment, the
T suking and Chingking Youth Clubs have had to close down.
Over the past 100 years the club premises in New Bridge
Road have housed an opium den, a police station, a Japane e
barrack and finally a youth club· it is now needed as a Headquarters for the Singapore Vigilante Corp . Thi end of it
5-45

W.O.I ~ay EvaJ?S fed it into an amateur radio station, using
the ~pec1al call sign GB3RCS. World-wide contacts were made
throl?gho~t the exhibition ~nd a world map illuminated by
flashing lights let the public know which country wa being
contacted. 3 Squadron, 14th Regiment, are to be congratulated on a successful venture.

AN OPERATING SQUADRON OPERATING.
Signalman Cunnion shows how it should be done. Belvedere by
courtesy of 224 Group R.A.F.
Lieutenant Colonel R. W. Millo, Royal Signals, presenting the prizes
at the Tsuking and Chingking Youth Club dinner.

probably most worthy era was marked by a grand dinner at
the Bang Sen restaurant, at which the Commanding Officer
and other regimental representatives, Lieutenant Frank Richardson and Staff Sergeant Low Lah Bah, were guests.
Lieutenant-Colonel Milla presented the annual club prizes
and, with Staff Sergeant Low Loh Bah was, in return, presented with an embroidered banner of appreciation from the
members of ithe club. This friendly and final gesture ended
our Jong association with this club, and the banners will
serve to remind us of the mutual benefits we have received.

'' Evergreen " Concluded
Last month we reported on the start of r Squadron's period
of jungle training. Now that all four shifts from the HQ.,
FARELF Signal Centre have returned safely, we can conclude
that all the organising, planning and sweat poured into the
exercise by Captain David Miller and his staff has been worth
it.
A major aim of the exercises (yes, we had more than one)
was <tO inject a change into the air-conditioned monotony of a
four-shift routine-a touch of tough living; a smell at the
jungle; a few days away from the wife and kids; beer, barbecue and bawdy songs on a tropical beach.
There may be some who don't relish this, but few can say
they didn't get it all.
After a few days " working-up," each party was helicopterborne into the jungle and there left to live, learn and walk its
way out two days later. A feature of the training was the increasing dependance on helicopters of the modern soldier.
Not only did the men experience the transportation aspect,
they also had an opportunity to see the reconnaissance role
demonstrated by the Sioux helicopters from the air platoon of
the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders. Nearly everyone had
a short map-reading flight and, on returning to the jungle
clearing used as an H.L.G., joined in the heated arguments
as to actually where they were.
Someone on each party must have got the answer right, as
they all emerged from the jungle safely, if somewhat leechbitten and foot sore.
There is no doubt that the 0bject of the exercise was
achieved; most people learned a lot; most people enjoyed it;
and, one thing is sure-everyone has got a story to tell.
Ten-pin Bowling
Anyone serving in Singapore before May, 1965, will have
been unable to enjoy one major facility of the Dover Road
complex-the Kent Bowling Club. This was opened by the
recently departed Army Commander, Lieutenant-General Sir
Alan Jolly, and has proved the popularity of this sport beyond
doubt. In air-conditioned atmosphere, six lanes of players keep
the Brunswick pin-setting machines earning their keep, and a
gallery of spectators amazed at their skill.
2 Squadron entered their team " The Otters " for the first
league and, under 1he initial captaincy of Signalman Walley,

it secured second posmon and many trophies to its credit
for the opening season.
The team comprises Sergeant Bill Kent, Corporal Andy
Bowles (captain), Corporal Terry Crawley, Lance-Corporal
Mick South, Lance-Corporal Dave Owen, Signalman Frank
Bluer and Signalman Syd Walley.
Signalman Walley is the present holder of the Kent Bowl Hi
Series with 714, and the Jackies Bowl High Game with 289.
He is the only bowler in Singapore to have bowled two 700series and he holds a 190 average at both alleys.
" The Otters " themselves have a High 3 games of 2704.
Can any other unit in the Corps better those scores?
21st llEGIMENT, B.F.P.O. 43
The big event of the month was undoubtedly the NATO
autumn exercise "Fallex 66." However, we also managed to
complete our third MPT III/II course this year, start a
technicians " pilot " course, dash out madly on station alert
(in record time) AND do range classification.

Autunm Exercise
On this exercise the Regiment bade farewell to ithe German
14 pair "' Stecke" cable which has served us faithfully since the
end of the last war! (Divisional Units please note). No more
the back-breaking task of humping drums weighing close on
2 cwt. on to lo-tonners, with the attendant risk of losing thumbs
and fingers--ro pair plastic covered cable for us from now on!
It is to the credit of both "A" and " M" Troops that the
change-over from "Stecke" to ro pair, with the amount of reterminations involved, went without a hitch, and that no circuit
faults were due either to the cables or their connections.
The exercise was notable, we have been told, for the excellence
of its line communications and for the enthusiasm of the
communicators.
The only disillusioned man on the exercise, as far as we could
see, was the R A.F. Met. man who steadily forecast rain each
day during a sunny and pleasant week and finally, in desperation,
forecast "hot, sunny weather" for the one day when the
heavens opened!
Various people's jeering reference to his "wet sea-weed" did
not improve his humour.
Our latest arrival, Lieutenanit R. R. Bulloch, arrived just in
time to accompany us on the exercise and despite the fact that
he got well and truly soaked we hope .t hat be, and his family
in due course, will have a happy tour with the Regiment.
Benevolent FDlld
We are delighted to report that the Royal Air Force has been
kind enough to present us with a cheque for £12 16s. rod. for
the Royal Signals Benevolent Fund as a result of our contribution
to the Laarbruch station fete reported in last month's issue.

(Now received, with much appreciation.-Editor).
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H.R.H. Prince Philip with Lieutenant-Colonel R. H. Gilbertson and
Mr. R. Stevens, President of RSGB touring the Corps stand at the
International Communication Exhibition

30th Regiment
BIANDFOBD CAMP
The two highlights of the past month have been the
arrival of the new Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel R.
H. Gilbertson and our appearance at the International Communication Exhibition in London. A full report of the latter
appears as r Squadron's contribution to these notes.

Late c:.o.•s " Swan Song "
Lieutenant-Colonel R. H . Gilbertson started to take over the
Regiment on 10th October. Later in the month LieutenantColonel H. E. Roper was able to leave, but only after a series
of farewells from every section of the Regiment, which included dining-out by the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess. This ended with the Commanding Officer being towed
away from the Mess in a swan-shaped chariot, pulled by the
assorted "horse "-power of various Mess members.
The Corporals' Club invited the Officers' Mess to a games
evening, and Colonel Roper was seen throwing a " deadly
arrow" against the champion of the Corporals' Club. The
results of the evening are somewhat vague, as the grand scoreboard seemed to register a different total for the officers every
few minutes. Somehow this total got smaller as the evening
progressed.
C:Or1•s really go to town at International
•• Hant " Show
Many unusual jobs come to the Trials Squadron, and not
the least was the request to organise and man a large stand
at rhe Seymour Hall for the 1966 International Communication Exhibition. lt may be a coincidence that the exhibition is
the annual show run by radio amateurs and that the O.C.
Squadron is a radio amateur-but somehow I doubt it. It
may be a further coincidence that all the men manning the
stand were radio amateurs, or potential ones. And so we
went to Seymour Hall to occupy the largest and most prominent
pitch-the stage.
wide variety of exhibits
The theme was fairly simple-" Something old, something
borrowed and something new." "The something blue" was
the language that was heard during the actual construction of
our stand. The Corps Museum provided us with a No. 1
and No. 9 set, which caused many an eyebrow to raise among t
the younger public and many an old soldier on the stand.
Hams are essentially practical people and like to examine
everyone else's equipment-and the D1 I and R230 gave them
this very chance. The drawers were unscrewed and out they
came to be examined and discussed.
Sergeant Prees and
Lance-Corporal Malone provided ·the expert knowledge of the
set. A teleprinter link was established with Bampton, where
A
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Field radio collects crowds
It was, however, the field radio stand that collected the
largest crowds. The RA17, Squadcall, GR345, Cu/SSB and
a~iated equipment, mostly with covers off, interested many
v1smng Hams and showed them that transistors and modern
techniques are coming into the Army. Racal also lent us a
digital counter, and W.O.I (F. of S.) Grigsby, Sergeants Westwater and Rex and Corporal Ashworth were kept very busy.
One German Padre, himself a Ham, produced no less than 27
crystals for measurement! Certificates nearly ran out that we
gave for the m_any crystals measured. The spurious responses
of the R22a, d1Splayed on a Polyskope, together with a similar
display of how to clear up the 50 mc/s wide response was
ably demonstrated by Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Jeffrey and
Lance-Corporal Malone. Quicksilver themselves, having built
ithe stand, also lent an R120, radio telegraph adapter and a
T100, and we wer_e copying many of the commercial teleprinter
messages that exist in the HF Band. Finally, an attractive information room completed the stand and enabled our young
officers to chat with potential officers and apprentice tradesmen. Thirty names of well-qualified young men were recorded
who were seriously interested in a technical career in the
Corps.
H.B.H. Prince Philip visits
The show was opened by His Royal Highness Prince Philip,
who made an amusing speech before touring all the stands.
Our C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel R. H. Gilbertson accompanied
His Royal Highness during his visit <to our stand, and since
Lieutenant-Colonel Gilbertson bad only assumed command
of the Regiment six days previously, this must have been a
unique start. Many others visited us, too, including Brigadier
D. Horsefield, Brigadier T. G. Gray, Colonel E. L. Vulliamy
(from Regimental H.Q.), and Lieutenant-Colonel D. Pounds,
the Corps Recruiting Co-ordinator.
Two others deserve special mention: Major-General E. C.
Cole, the first President of the Corps Amateur Radio Society,
and Brigadier -P. M. P. Hobson, our Editor, who has given
every encouragment to hams whenever he has met them, and
always finds space in the magazine for Ham news. It was very
nice to see you all-come again next year.
AU in all, a

great success
There can be few of the 10,000 who came to Seymour Hall
who did not come and see our stand. Our sore feet tell us
that as the exhibition was open for almost twelve hours a
day, we must have had over 90 p-r cent of that total. The
President of the Radio Society of Great Britain, Mr. Roy
Stevens, complimented us on our stand, and one was left with
a very clear impression that from 26th to 30th October,
1966, the Corps flag flew very high in Seymour Hall.

CLOTHING GIFTS
Since the beginning of September, gifts of clothing, toys,
books, ere., have been gratefully received from the following: Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Goddard
Sergeant nnd Mrs. F. Hayden
W.O.II Thomas
W.0.1 and Mn. W. A. Barocs
Miss A. Atkinson
Major-General A. M. W. Whistler,

c.e .. c.e.B.

Major D . S. A. Hutley, G.M.
Mrs. West
W.0.1 F. Stockdale
Maior and Mrs. R. Lawrence
M.aior and Mrs. {· L. Akass
Lieutemmt-Colone J. F. Scott
Mnjor and Mrs. V. W. G . King
Ma1or E. F. Prockter
Maior ]. P. Hart
The Wives' Club, a Squadron, 14th
Regiment
Mrs. J . Power
Mrs. G. J. C. Moss
Colonel H. J. Thompson, O.B.E.
Brigadier H. R. Firth
Sergeant and Mrs. M . White
Cap!Ain B. T. Gro'8n
Colonel P. R. Hoskin•

Mrs. Bennm
Mrs. Spic.rs
2 Squadron, 13th Regiment
Mrs. N. A. Vandyclt
Sergeant R. Woods
Threestoke Marine Ltd.
Private M. B. Stokes, W.R.A.C.
Major-General R. J. Moberly,

c.e., O.B.B.

Anonymous Donor. 10th Regiment
W. B. Osborne, E'<!.
G. B. James, Esq.
A. Walsh, Esq.
Brigadier A. C. Sykes, C.B.8., D.S.O.
Mrs. F. S. StraiRht
Captain J. Bay6c1d
Majoc and Mrs. D. H . Brigg
Mrs. E. Fladpte
The Wives' Club. 20d Div. H.Q.
and Signal Regiment
The Thrift Shop. Cattcrick Camp
Brigadier and Mrs. H . L. Lewi
Captain C. B. N. Pilkinaton
Major R. O. Wilson
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FAR AWAY PLACES--- UNUSUAL JOBS
Reports from the Outposts
Operating the C.11 from Addis
Ababa lo Adeni

A FRESH ANGLE ON THE R.M.A.
ETHIOPIAN EXPEDITION
Dy Corporal Jack 1Valker, 15th Regiment
In last month's issue of "The Wire" there was an account
of the R.M.A. Sandhurst Expedition to Ethiopia written for
us by Sergeant J. V. Prees, Royal Signals, and Officer Cadet
C. J. Hall.
With the expedition was Corporal Jack Walker of 15th
Regiment who was i/c the C.11 detachment operating a rear
link back to Aden. Corporal Walker writes of his experiences
with the expedition from a new angle and has something to
say about the potentialities of the C.11 set.

The Advance Party
N 15th July the advance party of the RM.A. Sandhurst
Ethiopia Expedition left Aden for the Ethiopian port of
Assab, aboard the R.C.T. L .C.T. Aghei/a. The advance party
consisted of seven men and one officer from 2 Para stationed
in Bahrain, two drivers from I Welsh Guards from Little
Aden and a Cr I detachment from 2 Squadron. 15th Regiment,
the crew of which consisted of myself, Signalman Patience and
Signalman Prevett. We also had Sergeant Prees, a Royal Signals
instructor at the RM.A. with us to act as signals adviser to
the expedition.

O

Our role
Our role on the expedition was to operate and maintain a
rear link back to I.5th Regiment and also a link to the British
Embassy in Addis-Ababa. Both these links were to be on a
daily schedule basis, using the Cn on CW. We were also to
do all the expedition's battery charging for their H.F156 radios.
These sets were to be used on a forward link to survey and
hunting parties. In the case of the H.FI 56 having to work any
great distance, we were to provide an operator to work CW.
A pleasant trip
The voyage from Aden to Assab was a very pleasant trip
with a cool breeze and calm water. For most of the trip the
operators could always be found in the ship's Tadio " shack,''
but whether this was due to operating keenness, a renewal of old
friendships with Sergeant " Dave" Barnes and Signalman
" Bonzo" Reagan or to the fact that the "shack " had the most
efficient air-conditioning plant, was never decided. For me it
was a case of the latter.
The A gheila finally arrived in the Ethiopian port of Assab late
the following morning, where it was found that due to the large
dock crane being inoperative, unloading would be delayed for
about two days. This give everybody the chance of getting everything ready for the long trip up to Addis Ababa, and to get
ashoce to sample Ethiopian hospitality.
A tortuous jou:ruey
The next two and half days were spent travelling the remaining 500 miles to Addis Ababa. The type of country tihat we
passed through was desert on the coastal plain, which gave way
to scrub. As we climbed so the country became more fertile,
until about 100 miles from Addis Ababa we were in secondary

jungle. It was at this point that we came to a pass in the
mountains called "The Mussolini Pass." This pass climbs
about 4,000 feet in 30 miles and was designed for marching
men, and so no-where was the gradient very great, with many
hair-pin bends and tunnels. Due to the very heavy loads on
all the vehicles and the high altitude (the bottom of the pass is
about 6,ooo feet above sea level) they made very heavy work of
the climb. Most of them were in bottom gear and the two
3-tonners and occasionally a Land Rover were in four-wheel
drive. This necessitated frequent stops to allow the engines
to cool. The fuel consumption of the 3-tonners during this
climb was just over one mile to the gallon. Once on the top of
the pass the country was like some of the large moors in England,
including the rain. The going at this stage also became a little
easier. We finally reached Addis Ababa on the morning of the
20th. Throughout the whole of the journey we had maintained
our daily link with Aden wi•t hout any difficulties.

Two weeks in Addis Ababa
We remained in Addis Ababa for two weeks awaiting the
arrival of the main party, who were flying out from the U.K. via
Aden. This time was spent in reloading the vehicles with extra
stores that ·the British Embassy had loaned to the expedition,
and taking the opportunity of getting to know the city and the
people. We found that in the main me Ethiopian people were
a very friendly race and were also very proud of their record
of independence. We also found that they had not forgotten
the help that the British Army gave it.hem during ·the last wat
in liberating them from the I·talians.
The city of Addis Ababa is a great contrast of the old and
·the new, with large ultra-modern buildings surrounded by
shanty-type dwellings. It is also a cultural and United Nations
centre for Africa. One of the most impressive buildings is called
Africa Hall, built as a meeting place foc all Africans. This is
also the building where all top-level debates on African affairs
are held by <the United Nations and other organisations. Addis
also pas a very large diplomatic community as was noted
by the large number of cars in the city with CD plates. Being
the only country in Africa that has a long record of independence,
and therefore a more neutral outlook on African affairs, Ethiopia
has become the debating centre on all major African problems.
I think that everyone was relieved ·tO find that they could
walk around the town after dark without looking over their
shoulder every minute as in Aden, and when we were told that
there was no imposed time foc being in at night everyone took
advantage of it, although at first, I found myself looking at
my watch at about I I o'clock and thinking that it was time to
be getting back in time for the curfew. Luckily ·though, I only
made that mistake once, and was soon made to realise that I
was not still in Aden by the number of beautiful girls that were
about.
The g.reat Rift Valley
Unfortunately all things must come to an end, and two days
after the arrival of the main party we left Addis Ababa. From
Addis we were to travel about 250 miles to the south, to an
area between two lakes, which are called Chamo and Abaya.
In this area, which is in the Great African Rift Valley, we were
to make our base camp, from which the zoological, hunting
and survey parties were to work. This journey south was without incident, although the vehicles were very much over-laden
due to the fact that besides the ten tons of stores we had 50
persons to fit in them.
It was on this journey that it was found that we could work
to Aden (a distance of about 700 miles) on the move using an
8-foot rod. This was a boon to the expedition as it cut out
the necessity for us to stop and erect a dipole, as we had been
doing up till then, and so saved us precious time.

New type generator a successs
On arrival at our base camp location, which was on the shores
of Lake Abaya, we set about taking the Cx 1 out of the Land
Rover and setting it up in expedition's Ops' tent. After this
was done our main concern was to get a battery shop organised,
as we had about 30 HF156 batteries to fill and get fully charged.
Our generator was a new type of Onan which had an output of 30
volts, and was loaned to us by <the makers for trial. I understand
that this generator is up for trial with the Army and I hope
that it is accepted, as a replacement for the present 126o watt,
as to my mind it is a first-class piece of equipment and is very
reliable.
AftCT two days we were completely settled in and our signal
side was just about organised, with our links to Aden and to
the British Embassy established. The only trouble we had was
that t·he DWS operators at the Embassy were using a 'bug'
key which we were not used to, but eventually this problem was
overcome.
Life in the ' Kuds '
During our time at the base camp all members of the detachment went on at least two zoological parties. Signalman Patience
on one of his trips into the ' Kuds ' decided that it was easier
to jump into, sooner than over, a ravine. After bouncing off the
sides of me ravine twice, he finally landed on his back where,
lucky foc him, his rucksack containing the HF156, took the
brunt of the fall. His only injury was a slightly twisted knee,
and he says that the fall must have done the set a lot of good,
as it worked better afterwards than it ever did before.
For the operators who were out in the 'Kuds,' life was a
little better than for the operator who was left back in base.
While in base the diet was the usual ' compo,' the outstations
were living off the land to a great extent. Even so, wild pig,
bush buck and venison steaks get a little monotonous after a
while. We also found that the Army mess tin was not designed foc this kind of living, as the venison steaks always
had to be cut up into about three pieces to get them in.
Besides doing the operating foc the outstations, we had plenty
of opportunities for hunting, although it turned out that I
was the only one from the detachment who actually bagged
anything. This was a very large wild boar, which I dropped
from about 150 yards, using a soft-nose .303 round. The pig
turned out to be far too large for myself and my hunting
partner to carry, so we cut off three legs, leaving the remainder
for the vultures. Two of the legs made a very good meal
for the nine men in our party, the other being despatched back
to base to supplement the compo.
Animals galore
Other animals that were shot for both .the. pot and as zoological specimens were greater kadu, bush buck, reed buck,
dik-dik and wart hog, while porcupine, baboon, and a huge
15ft. crocodile were shot purely as specimens for the British
Museum in London. Due to a big epidemic of smallpox in the
area we were in, which was thought to be spread by monkeys,
a large number were shot and the heart and liver, plus a blood
sample, were sent back to Addis Ababa by aircraft every week
for laboratory tests. Other animals seen were lesser kudu,
Grant's gazelle, zebra, hippos, ostrich, and a few other types of
antelope ·t hat were not defined. Leopards were heard on most
nights, but none were actually seen. A large number of small
reptiles and rodents were also caught for specimens, including
a 3ft. long monitor lizard.
CJomnumicntions through
Throughout <the five weeks that were spent in the area,
communications with Aden and Addis Ababa were maintained
without any trouble, except for a three-day break with Aden,
when me Cu developed a fault in the PSU. The A13 was
used as a standby, and although we could work Addis Ababa,
we could not get through to Aden. It was only after about
three weeks of working to the DWS that Signalman Patience
found, much to his embarrassment, that VA at the end of a
transmission was OT the operator's initials. Old hands please
note.
Cante the rains
Towards the end of the fifth week we started getting monsoon-type rains, and as the rainy season in Ethiopia hould
have been finishing, and not• starring, this at first could not

be accounted for, but with the aid of a school atlas, it wa

f<Y~md. tha~ the immediate area we were in was unique, in that
this s1tuat1on was reversed. When this was discovered it was
a case of "pack up and get out " as soon as we could. Thi
was because we had two rivers to ford, which could become
raging torrents in a matter of seconds, and once the rainy
6eason really got under way, these rivers became impassable.
Consequently, we started for Addis Ababa two days later.
On the journey back the CI 1 developed a fault which nece itated us working. on low power for most of the time.
As we were only using a twin vee aerial, we were quite urprised to be getting QSA 4 reports from Aden, 700 miles away.
Surely this says something for the Cn.

Baek in Addis
Our journey was broken by a four-day stop at a holiday
resort on Lake Langarno, which is about 150 miles from Addis
Ababa, where we spent the time swimming and generally relaxing. We eventually arrived back in Addis on 6th eptember,
spending the next six days cleaning up and preparing for our
journey back to Assab. Our last night in Addis was spent
helping the locals to celebrate their New Year, it now being
1958, and saying goodbye to all the many friends that we had
made during our stay. A good time was had by all, I may add.
The morning of the 12th saw us once again on the road,
but this time with a certain amount of reluctance, as we remembered the good times we bad had in Addis, including
the party that was given for us by the Embassy-the success
of which could be seen the next morning.
Downhill all the way
Our return journey was much easier, as it was mostly downhill, and our load was considerably lighter than going, and the
vehicle engines began to regain the power that they had
previously lost due to the high altitude. The only incident
on the return journey was when our vehicle, which was being
driven by Signalman Prevett, threw a tread on one of its
tyres, and it was only by his stopping without bursting the
tyre that an accident, which could have proved fatal, was
avoided. We arrived in Assab on me 14th, a day sooner
than was expected, as the Agheila was not due to pick us up
until the 15th, but luckily she had arrived that day to put
an R.E. Survey team ashore. Although the vehicles had to be
left on the quayside for customs inspection, we were allowed
to go aboard, · where there was an immediate queue at the
ship's water cooler. We finally left Assab on the evening of
the 16th, arriving back in Aden at IO o'clock the following
morning. During the voyage we kept in contact with the Regiment, using the ship's transmitter, which is the civilian equivalent of the Du.
Dack in Aden
Since we have been back, I have heard that the Regiment
is to supply a radio detachment for the forthcoming Camb.ridge
Zoological Expedition to an island off the east coast of Afnca.
It seems a shame for our newly-acquired hunting experience
to go to waste (0.C. 2 Squadron please note) although if we
are not destined to go, we would be prepared to accept the
job of keeping the camp's cat population down.
Footnote by O.C. 2 Squadron
Unfortunately, the proposed detachment to Socotra, mentioned by Corporal Walker, cannot be provided by us. We
expect to send a rear link with a RA.F. party to Socotra next
March-but it's someone else's turn this time!
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With several thousand individual subscribers THB WIRB
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numbed .the sen~es. The po~te chatter was broken only by
three things-<:hildren throwmg thunder-flash-like fireworks,
the new hus.band who ~as so happy that he told everyone he
was the Emlr of Kuwe1t, and the manly Bedu tribesmen who
would suddenly stand up with a stem, serious face, draw their
pistols and empty the chamber into the night sky. Alarm broke
out when one less-manly Bedu, returning his Beretta to a
leather holster, ~ed h is sixth round in to the sand by his feet.
Everyone was mildly shocked and relieved to inspect the hole
in the ground rather than somewhere else. Mercifully the
gathering dispersed early and friends guiding u s back politely
told us that 'last week's party had been better.' ·

Karak in Moab

la the Foo tst e p s of H isto r y

A Sandhurst Expedition to the Crusader Castles
BY SENIOR CADET c. NEEDHAM,
lNKERMAN CoMPANY, RM.A. SANDHURST
How many of those now reading " The Wire" are given
seven weeks nndisturbed leave every year? Maybe for the last
time we had this opportunity and, with the remarkable
expedition facilities available at the Royal Military Academy,
Sandhurst, hoped to use it. To explain how the object was
chosen is difficult; but basically, the appeal of Arabia, historical
curiosity, and the unusual problems of transport, attracted
the four of us in varying degrees.

Muc h pre limlnary stud y
Crusader castles were sprinkled liberally about the Levant
by the Franks during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Most
r emain, in states of repair ranging from the perfection of the
Crac des Chevalier, the best known, and just north of the
Lebanon, to the barely discernable outline of castle outposts
near the famous ci<ty of Petra in Jordan. There are few books
written about them, and the best are in French, so many hours
of study were necessary. In late July, feeling there was much
more bookwork necessary and knowing much more was possible,
we flew out to Cyprus with the R.A.F . From there we continued
deck-class on board a squa.l id Greek ship from Limassol to
Beirut.
Logistically the biggest problem then to be faced was in
getting hold of sufficiently rugged transport for the job. None
of us had been in this part of the world before, and we were
aware of the risk in arriving in the Middle East without a
vehicle. Travelling overland, it had been decided, would take
too long and, although by the time of leaving England nothing
was finalised, we did have many promising contacts in Beirut.
As it turned out, the legalities of privately hiring a Land Rover
were too great. D ejected, we hired a Volkswagon, being advised
by the British Embassy that this would suffice for the areas we
intended to visit, and set off. Fortunately their advice proved
correct, though only just.
A Yorks hire ser e nnde--nnd w e'r e in!
Our first-and only-major brush with Arab authorities was
at the Lebanese-Syrian border the same evening after leaving
Beirut. Our " triptic " was not really a " triptic,'' they said.
We were welcome to cross rhe border on foot, but would have
to leave the car behind. Not thinking too much of this idea we
tried at the next border post, ten miles further inland. By this
time all healthy people were in bed and the guards gave us
their undivided attention. Trying to appear unconcerned the
three not involved sat on rhe car bonnet and gave a shaky
but noisy rendering of ' 0 0 n Ilkley Moor Ba'tat!" This seemed
to do the trick and the gates of Syria were flung open for us.
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Montreale, from the southern approaches

Pleasant greenery and friendly people
The main aim of the expedition was to do some pnmiuve
field work at a little known but strategically, and possibly
architecturally, important fortress in t he south of Jordan, near
Petra and some twenty or thirty miles from the supposed sites
of Sodom and Gomorrah. It was called Montreale--0riginally
Mons Royalis. None of us were archreologists, historians or
anything knowledgeable so it was thought bes t to browse round
the better known and better preserved castles in the north of
the Levant. This we did and most fascina ting they were for
names like Sahyun, Margat and Crac des Chevaliers conjure up
vivid and colourful images to all of us. We all wished to linger
in this pleasant, almost Mediterranean heat, where greenery and
water were abundant and the Arabs were so naturally friendly.
Many of the Syrians we me t-most offered their hospitalityhad served in North Africa twenty-odd years before, so there
was plenty to talk about, even if th e only words we both understood were "Monty,'' " Benghazi,'' "Rommel " and similar
"expressions Army."
Land of milk and honey
A brief glimpse of D amascus, Amman and Jerusalem and
then south along gravel roads into the hotter, more rugged
mountains of Moab and the lands of the Howeytat. With the
exception of the n ew north-south desert highway the roads
deteriorated and great care had to be taken not to tackle too
much. Only once did we have to off-load though, and that was
when finally approaching the castle of Montreale. It was no
let-<lown, surrounded by green, wine and fig growing wadis,
in an otherwise barren hill-land and perched on a dominant and
shaped oval. This valley, or one of its neighbours, was Moses's
" land of milk and honey." Every day, before sunset and our
evening labour, we zig-zagged down into the wadi, a drop of
nearly three hundred feet, replenished our water, washed in the
stream where it flowed n ever-ceasing from the hills, and accepted
gifts of grapes from Arab boys. The water we shared with
goat-minders or Bedu and their camels.
One w a y a n d ano t h er quite a p a rty
For five days Montreale was our home; working from four
to eight morning and evening; eating and sleeping the remaining
hours, and we had only one sp ell away from this routine when
two of us accepted an invitation to a marriage party for a
village headman and his second wife. Because i<t was to take
place two or three miles away our camp site had to be well
guarded, besides, our day was tiring and I think it was the two
who were working the hardest who stayed. There were two
parties, twenty feet apart, one for the women, who sang mournfully in the darkness, the other for the men folk . Of the women
we saw nothing. The men and boys sat outside the doorway
with their backs to the wall of the forecourt. T hey brought us
rice and gristle-streaked but tender beef and all watched as we
self-consciously and ineptly hand-fed ourselves. Soon we were
full and the "party" got under way. With typical Arabian
contr adiction it resembled a funeral more than .pre-nuptial joy
-plaintive music and coffee litle m ore than pure caffeine
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B est a nd return
From Montreale we rested a day or so at Aquaba renewing
ourselves in the Red Sea, and then returned northwards to see
the castles around Petra and the Nebatean city itself. The latter
was disappointing, half because we expected too much and
half because of the increasing tourism-blatent and American
d irected.
This was our last objective and we returned from Jordan
smoothly to England in exactly the reverse way.
We were fortuna te in being able to u se very good photographic equipment, including 16rnm. colour film. Our thanks
for this and the success of ·the expedition was due to the Corps
and the Royal M ilitary Academy for their support.

Comcentre . .. Caribbean Style
Would
.
.
.

you like to-Laze on the sun-drenched Bahama beaches?
Live in an air-conditioned flat?
Have your own underwater illuminated swimming
pool?
. .. Tie up Royal Naval Frigates as a sideline?
Or would you sooner be a mule?
If so, you had better not think of joining Royal Signals at No.
1 Relay Station, at Nassau, in the Bahamas, when all these things
can happen to you. What' s that? . . . it just couldn't happen to
you? That's what Sergeant K. Purnell, the writer of this article,
thought until he found it was a . . .
A

DllEAM

COME

T llVE

Who was the first to say," It never happens to me ?" At some
ti me in our service most of us must have said those very words.
Well it has happened to u s of No. I Joint Relay Station. A
quick posting from Catterick to start three months hard training
at· Gloucester and to meet t he detachment who had been
selected mainly from G ermany and U.K.

Getting to know each oth er
First of all I thought the main thing to do was to get to know
my detchment and find out the wealth of experience we had
betwePn us to tadcle our new job, which was to man and open a
new Signal Centre in Nassau. This we found out was going to
be called number "1, Joint Relay Station, Nassau."
So there we all were, one not so very warm September
morning. I introduced myself, putting on my best Catterick
airs and graces; th en it was the tum of my two Corporals,
Jack Lovell and Bob Parry. Corporal Lovell, I am glad to say,
as from this day of writing, is now Sergeant and our congratulations go to him. The fir t piece of information I
received was that they had been together for most of their
service, via Germany, Cyprus and back to G.rmany to 22nd
Regiment, which was my •old Regiment. Even if we were not
going to do any " thrusting" at least I knew we were starting
off on the right foot.
Now to meet the others. Signalman " D oug" Smith and I vor
Lockhart (both now Lance-Corporals) and Peter Pindell, known
to the lads as "Fink," all of 4 Divi~ion. Jack Richardson, 22nd
R egiment R. A. Signal T roop, Ian Blake, 30th Regiment, Blandford, Roy Rogers (now Lance-Corporal), Don Seymour and
Roger Boag, all from 602 Troop.
ot one of <he Signalmen,
I might add, had ever seen the inside of a static Signal Centre
so it was q uite easy to anticipate the problems involved over
the n ext three mon ths.
Before you could say "~r~bbean Holiday," it yvas Jan~ary
and our ~tay and hard tra mmg was over, and it was time
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to say goodbye t o 'the new friends we had made at Gloucester.
We would like to take this opportunity of thanking them all
for a very pleasant and happy stay with them.

A luxury trip
After an over-night stop in London, we reported 10 the
B.O.A.C. terminal, and there we started on our luxury journey
to the sunny Car ibbean, via a coach trip to London Airport
where we found that our trip was going to be in a B.0 .A.C.
Super VC IO jet airliner, first stop New York. After having
what seemed to be countless meals, we landed in N ew York
where, of course, the big rush was to send as many post card s
home as possible, and it was here we nearly had our first m isfor tune. Signalman " F ink " F indell was sitting comfor cably in
the reception lounge, waiting for his passport to be given back
to him; the only trouble was tha t the rest of the d etachment
were about to reboard the plane for Nassau. All ended well,
however, when Corporal Bob Parry ran back through the airport's " no en try" archways to retrieve our elusive "Fink."
This, by the way, appears to be an achievement in itself. As an
airport official told us, it was an impossibility to go from one
end of the John F . K ennedy Airport to the other via the "no
en try " signs, so I think we can mark one up for Corporal
Parry and the Corps for a very fine piece of ingenuity. Mind
you, I always said we bad rather special people in the Corps.
So now it was the final leg of the journey which took about
two hours making the overall flight about eight and a half
hours flying time, without taking into consideration the alteration
of the clocks.
As we looked out of the plane windows we could see Nassau
international airport below us and wondered what life had in
store for us in our future employment and environment. We
were greeted at the airport by the O.C., Captain Crew, who had
flown out a few days earlier to act as our advance party.
The buzz in 6o2 Troop was that he bad gone to assau via
Swan, or was it on a swan, never did quite get the right story
on that one. Anyway, most valued work was achieved in a very
short time by him, for which we give our thanks.
He also left some very interesting telephone numbers and
addresses before he departed which have been used to good
advantage.
The first day we visited our new station and to our mixed
horror and delight discovered that the station would not be
completed for another fortnight, so it was down to the beach
with b;ithing trunks and eyes a'popping. This fortnight as all
migbr guess just flew past, and once again we were thinking in
terms of work. One of my first jobs was to decide how we
were going to man a station plus a transmitter site for 24 hours
a day seven days a week with only IO men plus myself and give
as much time off as possible. It was decided to work a threeshift roster with one man for TX working. This, of course,
sounds very well, but some quick arithmetic tells us that the
people required for shift work consist of one Corporal and
two Signalmen, therefore to make the best of this job everyone
was going to have to pull bis weight.
T e l egraph 011e rators r e ally do the ir s tuff
It must have taken the best part of six weeks really to get
into the swing of things, with, of course, our fair share of
snags, but if anybody says a telegraph operator does not deserve
his trade, just let him come out to assau, where our operators transcribe traffic direct on to a teleprinter and make a
tape at the same time, so that it can be used direct on to the
RTT circuit, with just a change of heading and channel
numbers.
We also have a very close link with the Navy, working a
ship-to-shore circuit, where once again a change in procedure
is required, plus a various assortment of ' Z ' and ' Q ' codes.
A mlique job for the Corps
One of the fun niest jobs the detachment was requested to
undertake came from the R. .0. (Re idem Naval Officer).
This was to " tie-up " a Navy frigate, H.M . . Lynx, which wa
visiting N assau. There we were, the R.N.0., C.P.O, and three
Royal Signal . I think the object of the job was to tand on
the jetty and wait for the Matelots to throw rop-s at us. Thi.
we did, but as hard a· they tri d to reach us the ropes seemed
to get shorter and sh rter. At last Corporal Cunningham (on
loan to us from 607 Signal Troop, Guyana) caught one, and
then everything started to happen. Ropes were being thrown
at all angles, but ten minutes later there he wa , all tied up.
This mu t have been the first Royal Signal berthing party
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to tie up one of her Majesty's ships in Nassa1:1. . Af~er all the
lines had been made fast we accepted an mvitatton to _go
aboard hoping <that " Tot Time ' had not gone by, wh1cp
I am 'pleased to say was the case.
Everybody -had therr
tots and we were offered " Sippers " all round.

How about thls for living?
You may by now have guessed the set-up in Na~sau is quite
strange, and as far divorced from the. n_ormal routine o~ Army
life as one could possibly get. Our ~1vmg ac~~mmodauon, we
think, must be one of, if not the best, m ~e Bnt1sh Army today,
even including The Golden Arrow boys m :8angk?k. Our detachment has three self-contained flats, mc!u.dmg showers,
baths, air-conditioning, refrigerator and tele_v1s1?n.
We receive six TV channels in assau, all from M1anu, prog:ammes
starting at o6 oo hours and going ro_und the clock unul 04.30
hours the following day. I'm surprised to see that there ~re
90 minutes' viewing time missed out of the 24 hours, but it's
just as well, as the lads feel that it gives them half-an-hour to
eat and one hour to sleep.
Also we have a very fine swimming pool, wh}ch. co~es in
very handy after a long da¥ s~ift, and the pool 1s illummated
by night with underwater hghrmg.
For meals, this is as far removed from Army life as you ~ll
ever get. Corporal Cunningham goes to the Supermarket ~ice
a week to do the weekly shopping for the detachment. This, I
might add, includes evc:rything from toilet rolls to the Sunday
joint and a very fine 1ob he does.
I'~ pleased to say he does not have to do the cooking, since
we have two maids who cook all the meals and clean out the
flats, plus doing the washing!
And a little sport, too
On the sporting side of life, it is difficult to play team
games owing to the shift working. Howev~r, we have managed to field a cricket team. Corporal Cunrungham plays football for a local team, the Beach Hawks, and I m3?.age a game
of squash at the local club, but we are all wamng for the
darts league to start again, when we really hope ito show the
Corps colours; somehow I've got a feeling the lads like indoor
sports much more than the outdoor ones.

Last, but not least. the Wives
As requested by the wives, I promised ~o mer;ition ~hem. It
is surprising to hear h~w :nuch th~y miss bemg ~v1th other
Army wives to have therr little gossip over a momm_g cup of
coffee
The three wives out here are, my own wife, Pam,
Mrs. ·Dorothy Lovell and Mrs. Pamela Parry, who all say
if there are any wives with whom they have lost contact and
who would like to write, they would be very pleased to hear
from them. The address is P.O. Box 542, Nassau, Bahamas.
SIGNAL TROOP ATTACHED TO TUE
1st ROYAL TANK REGIMENT
Troop Nominal Roll
Sergeant Elliott, Corporals Sanctuary and Hayes
(Technicians)
Corporal
Elliott,
Lance-Corporal
Coulthard Slgnalmen Keevill, Duxfield and Smith
(Radio Operators), Signalman Baird (E.D.).
From the 1st Royal Tank Regiment to our Attached
Signal Troop
For many years the Regiment h!ls ha~ an attached ~roop,
Royal Signals, but now they are c!isban~g, as ~e Reg1me!lt
is taking over the role of the Baste Trammg Umt, R.A.C. m
Catterick.
We would like to say " thank you" to all past an~ present
members of the Troop, which has served the Regiment so
well at work, sport, and in many other ways, and wish them
the very best of luck in the future.
(Thank you, zst Royal Tank R egiment, far your kin~ remarks--also the anonymous writer of Troop notes.-Editor).
Dear Editor,
After religiously purchasing THE WIRE every month from 210
Signal Squadron, and reading about other members of the
Corps doing exciting things in exotic places, we, the members
of our own small Troop, decided that we would submit an
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article about our life in Aden, attached to "The First of Track,''
who are here on a one-year tour.
The advance party comprised Sergeant H~rnilton (who left
us at the beginning of September to go on his Staff Sergeant'&
cour e). Corporal Sanctuary, Corporal Ball (who left us ·to go
on a T.1 and has since been posted), and last, but not le_ast,
Lance-Corporal Coulthard. Phil Sanctuary hardly ha~ tu:ne
to settle in here before he was whisked away to Bahrain with
"C ' Squadron on an exercise.
More about that late~.
Sergeant Hamilton and Lance-Corporal Coulthard had a hecuc
time taking over the Troop transport, r x FFR Land Rover
and 1 x 3-ton battery charger. We are also supposed to have
a 6 KVA generator; no one has ever seen it, the L.A.D_. say it's
been BLR'd-which is their stock answer to all questions I
Lance-Corporal "Geordie" Coulthard took over as I.C.
battery shop, which was no more than the sandy floored
verandah at the back of the Tech shop, but came to be known
as "Coulthard's Kingdom."
.
The main party arrived in December to be greeted with
jeers and shouts of " Who's got white knees; only 365 days to
do,'' etc.
After settling in, "Gabby " Hayes, " Geordie/' Leo Keevill,
assisted by Sergeant Brown (RS.S) .took a tr1p w1~ "A"
Squadron on an exercise to familiarise themselves with the
local terrain.
January saw us all making preparations for the first of
Reece Squadron's patr0ls in the Western Aden Protectorate.
This was to be the first of many such patrols. On one of these,
one of the Saracens ran over an anti-tank mine, and Sergeant
Hamilton who was in the vicinity, described the incident thus:
" There ~as a - - - bang, and one of the wheels and its
suspension decided to join the A~r Troop." Luckily, no one
was injured, and the L.A.D., being what they are, managed
to get the " Sary" back to base, on four wheels, under its
own steam.
January also saw the return of Phil S3;Dctuary from Bahrain,
with tales of fantastic temperatures and life on the ocean wave.
(H.M.S. Striker, landing craf~, tank). It ~as beer: sa_id. in " C ."
Squadron circles that he did a good JOb mamtammg therr
radios, although if you were to tell him ~· ,~e would shrug
his shoulders and say, "I know, I'm a geruus. -Very modest,
our Phil!
In February we said goobye to Corporal Ball, who went to
Catterick on a TI course, and was subsequently posted to
Darlington T.A. Centre.
.
March arrived, and the weather started getung hotter. V<(e
also welcomed Signalman Baird, our new E.D., to the urut.
Geordie relinquished his " rule of the amps " and han~ed
over the baHery shop to Dickie Baird: Two days l~ter a s1_gn
appeared outside the battery shop with the followmg on 1t:
"You've got your troubles, I've got mine." (Pop song ~efers) .
The Regimental link is operated from the H Q. end m our
Operations Room, which is fitted out with a CII and C42, not
to mention a comfortable armchair for the duty operator,
which Sergeant Hamilton acquired from some ~own soure:e.
Time doesn't really matter out here; when Signalman Keevill
was asked the time by the R.S.O., Lieutenant Meares, he looked
up into the wider blue yonder and said " July!"
Funny
fella!
We have had quite a bit of success on M.P.T.C.s and upgrading courses. Corporals Hayes, Elliott, Sanctuary and Signalman Baird successfully completing M.P.T.C.s. Lance-Corporal
Coulthard came top on his BIII to BII upgrading course at
210 Signal Squadron.
August saw "'H.Q." Squadron out in the desert on mapreading and desert survival training, which ended. in a 12-mile
hike across the desert. (I am assured by the Signals detachment who were on it that they marched twice that distanceprobably the maps were wrong. Very honest fellas you know,
the signal wallas ! ).
September, and Sergeant Hamilton left to ~o to Catterick
on. his Yeoman's Course and then to 208 Signal Squadron
in the Far East. We all here hope he passes his course and
wish him luck with his new posting.
Most of our free time is spent swimming at the Lido and
N.A.A.F.I. Club pool. In the evening it's usually the unit
cinema or a few beers in the N.A.A.F.I. We have had one
or two organised beach parties and dhow trips, which turned
out to be great fun. The less said about our fishing activities
the better.
"Gabby," Smudge Smith and Bert ~lliott are all :nembers
of the Regimen tal water polo team, which has had little success, but hope to do much bett r this season I
Signalmen
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Keevill and Baird both play football for the Squadron team.
Very shortly the Troop will be disbanded and we will all
be posted to new units-some of us to be attached to other
Arms again, and some of us to Signal units. I am sure that
most of us have gained quite a lot of experience-and sun-tans
-from our stay in Aden with the "Tankies." We are all now
looking forward to going home in December, and having a si>ot
of leave before joining our new units.
Yours etc.,
ANONYMOUS

TEEN-AGE ROBOT
ny Captain •• narnh11m and Bailey " Dudley
One of the many ERE jobs which 0.C. ' Quicksilver ' has
to undertake these days is being the brains and the voice
behind the Royal Signals Miracle Electronic Robot " Magnetron." Over 6ft. high, made of aluminium, with flashing eyes
and nodding head, " Magnetron " is the biggest single draw
of all the mobile displays.

How he works
The " Miracle " is, in fact, a two-way system between a
B47 (slightly modified), inside the robot, and a standard B47
hidden in a box body 3-tonner behind the show. A small
obse.rvation hole, the Guinness Book of Records and assorted
reference books complete the equipment. However, what is so
often lightly dismissed by the uninformed as a fraud, does
in fact draw large crowds and attracts much press publicity for
the Corps Display. At a rough estimate, 85 per cent of the
general public do not question the computer explanation; 10
per cent suspect a trick, but they are not sure how it is done,
and the remainder know how it is done, but even they cannot spot the whereabouts of the control oell. Thus, we fool
most of the people most of the time.
For those who have never seen the robot in operation, here
is a brief account of how it works (or rather, how it is seen
to work). The public are invited to ask general knowledge
questions. 'I1hey talk into a normal handset which is connected
by a long lead to " Magnetron's " stomach. As they speak, th.e
robot nods his head and flashes his eyes to show ithat he is
listening. He then repeats ,the question so that everyone in
the crowd knows what the question is (and, of course, to give
the " brain " time .to look up the answers). There is a second's
pause and then the answer is given in a deep metallic voice,
accompanied by mouth-movement, flashing eyes and an arm
moving up and down to emphasise the point.
Not always foolproof-but interesting situations
The system is not, of course, foolproof, as only a certain
amount of information can be on hand without carrying a
library around. However, it has been found that certain questions are asked time and time again : " How far is it to the
sun?" "What is the highest mountain in the world?" and so
on. Also a great number of " infinity " questions are asked:
" How many blades of grass in the world? How many star.;
in the universe?" and "How many pints of water in the
Pacific Ocean?" The answer to these take the form of an
eiruemely long number spoken very quickly (eight hundred and
forty-two thousand billion, one hundred and thirty-seven million,
two hundred and sixty-eight thousand, one hundred and fortyone-approximately ! ).
Then there are the trick questions,
the straight mathemetical or scientific questions and the impossible type:" What is my grandmother's name?"
It is
necessary to use a little psychology here. It it looks as though
the questioner does not know the answer himself, anything reasonable will do. So long as the crowd is either impressed or
amused, the object has been achieved. In the last resort do not
repeat the question, quote the Welsh railway station "Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwymdrobwllllanrysiliogogogoch " and pass
on to the next question quickly. The crowd are always ready
to laugh if he gives a funny answer to a difficult question, but
they are equally quick to notice a falter or an evasion.
Generally accepted us a minor miracle
The spyhole provides a means of further confounding the
public. They are always impressed when the robot calls forward
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Mr. Magnetron in action -a typical scene

. . . the lady in the red hat ' or warns someone that their
child's ice-cream is about to drip over them. He also produCC$
a wolf-whistle for the pretty girls. This ability to see does confirm the suspicions of the doubtful that there is a fiddle somewhere, but the majority accept it as a part of the miracle.
People wave to attract ,the robot's attention when they have a
question and generally treat him as a live person.

Question and answer
Here are a few of the ' prize ' questions and answers we have
had:
Q. What was tlie highest mountain in the world before
Mt. Everest was discovered?
A. Mt. Everest.
Q. What is my name?
A. You look like a Charlie to me.
Q. What is the best sweet in the world?
A. The bridal suite.
Q. How do you make gunpowder?
A. Carefully.
Q. How heavy am I?
A. I am an electronic robot not a common weighing
machine.
Q. What will win the National this year?
A. A horse.
Q. What do you eat?
A. I drink a pinta oila day.
Q. Can you count to ten in Hindu tani?
A. Yes.
Q. What is life like in the Army.
A. It is very interesting, often exotmg and certainly a
worthwhile job, especially in the Royal Sign~! . The
ignals are the nerve of the Army and tram young
men to be kilful craftsmen in a variety of trades. The
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pay is very good, the holidays generous and the training
first class. You can get Travel, a Trade and a Career
that's well paid in the Royal Signals. That is the end
of the commercial.
Which is all very trivial and see[l\ingly unimportant but it
certainly draws and holds the crowds and that is hat we arc

mere for.

°' That must be all for now . . . my computers need recharging . . . this is Magnetron the Royal Signals Miracle
Robot saying goodbye until eight o'clock tonight .
switch
me off . . "
200
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This was held on the airfield. It was very well attended by
the local population and, judging from the applause, the most
successful section of the military events was the Motor-Cycle
Display Team, trained by the R S.M., W.O.I Hornby, B.E.M.,
which included the fire jump as a finale.

AUTUMN EXERCISES
After most individuals had taken leave, the Squadron left
barracks on the 10th September for Exercises "Queen Cobra "
and "Eternal Triangle."
" Queen Cobra." This was the Brigade Commander's exercise for 3 D.G., Royals and I Royal Sussex, ·and took place
in the Munster area. Brigade H.Q. acted as umpire and
control H.Q., and this resulted in rather more communications
than normal, and we were very grateful to 4th Regiment for
the loan of their rebroadcast detachments. As usual, there
were numerous visitors and attachments for the exercise, and
the first job for the Foreman of Signals was to repair our
Police Liaison Officer's set. This proved to be only a blown
fuse and was repaired in seconds, which impressed the said
policeman very much. The Brigade H.Q. moved five times
during the exercise and, except for the week-end break, generally sec up in a " cloth of gold " type layout in open fields.
For the week-end break, we were in a farm complex, with
a particularly well-sited vehicle and mantrap ditch near the
entrance, which caught Signalman Scobbie and vehicle, as well
as several other unwary individuals. Signalman Moir, who
drives the Brigadier's caravan, was convinced he had lost his
glasses in the same d:tch after returning from a local gasthof,
but after he'd spent some time digging in the mud, they were
found beside his bed!
" Queen Cobra " finished on 22nd
September, and the Squadron returned to Detmold for a
24-hour sort-out before "Eternal Triangle."
" Eternal T riangle." This exercise was the rst Division
exercise for 7, 11 and 31 Panzergrenadier Brigade, controlled
by 1st Division and umpired by 20th Brigade. The Squadron
was therefore co-located wirh 1st Division H.Q. and Signal
Regiment which, after initial " teething troubles," worked very
smoothly. We were once more indebted to 4th Regiment for
the loan of many office vehicles and complete line and rebroadcast detachments. All our circuits were remoted into
the office vehicles over Io-pair cable provided by 1st Division
H.Q. and Signal Regiment. The accidental disconnection of
this cable led to the Second-in-Command appearing before the
R.S.M. on a charge of doing four-wheel drifts in his Land
Rover. It is noticeable that the R.S .M. now keeps well away
firom the traffic circuit. During the exercise the Squadron
accepted a challenge to play football with 1st Regiment and
beat them 3-1, which was a very satisfactory result from
our point of view. We had, of course, taken the precaution of
loaning them the goalkeeper!

Arrivals and D e part ures
On 20th October we said farewell to Major R. L. Stonham
and family. He has gone to be B.M., Training Brigade, at
Catterick, and we confidently look forward to all the things
he thinks are wrong with the system being put right. In his
place we welcome Major G. W. Gittins and family. We have
also lost Captain C. H . Reynolds, Q.R.I.H., who departed at
very short notice to Kirkcudbright and has been replaced by
Captain J. Hayward, R .TR., who is no stranger to the Unit,
having been Second-in-Command of H.Q. Squadron before
integration, two years ago.

5S4

EXERCISE 'QUEEN COBRA'
Staff Sergeant Bresloff and Sergeant Whittingham looking suitably
determined

Signalman C. S. Preston
We very much regret to have to record the death of Signalman Preston in a traffic accident on 5th September. To his
parents and friends we offer our deepest sympathy in their
great Joss. A collection in the Squadron raised £40, whlch is
to be used a purchase a trophy in his memory, which will be
presented annually to the most proficient private soldier serving
with the Squadron.

THE CORPS CARES FOR ITS OWN

'T!HEwhogenerous
support of many-particularly those
contribute under the Day's Pay Scheme-has

How paying by cheque
helps your pay go further

enabled your Association to assist the less fortunate
members of our Corps family as follows : Number of cases assisted during the past month, 30.
Total of grants and loans made, £508 14s. 8d.
Number of clothing parcels despatched, 4o.

One of the Month's Cases
Signalman, served throughout the last war. Because
of a progressive and incurable disease, he has been unable to work for the last r2 years. H e and his wife have
struggled to bring up their four children without any
help from anyone, but their recent removal to a larger
house taxed their resources to the utmost, and the Associa.tion made a grant to help with the removal expenses and
essen~ial furnishings.

One o f the Month's Letters
" I wish to thank you from the bottom of my bean
for the grant you have made so that I can have a holiday.
It was a thing I thought could n ever happen after
all the bad time I have had with illness these last three
years, and being told I should n ever be able to do anything but very light work aga in . Also, thank you again
and again for the parcel. The clothes for it.he boys are
perfect, the coat and shirts fit me lovely, also the dress
for my wife. You should have seen Tony when he
saw the train you had sent him. His eyes shone, and now
it is his pride and joy-he even takes it to bed with
him. Please accept the thanks of us all for what you
have done for us."

Lloyds Bank offers full banking services to all Majesty's Forces, or, if you like, write to Mr•
ranks of Her Majesty's Forces.
E. S. Keyworth, Lloyds Bank Limited, Cox's
When you have a bank account, you'll find and King's Branch, 6 Pall Mall, London, S.W.1.
that paying by cheque, automatically having a He is specially concerned with liaison between
record of your outgoings, never carrying un- the services and the Bank.
necessary amounts of cash on you - all help you
to have a clear view of what you're doing with
your money. Help it to go much further.
Lloyds Bank has a long tradition of service
to the army, so you'll be welcomed at any branch.
Ask for our free booklet which explains FOR GOOD AND HELPFUL SERVICE
how Lloyds Bank can help members of Her

~

LLOYDS BANK
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204 SQlJADRON, B.F.P.O. 24
After our mammoth notes of last month, the.re is not a l«?t
left to be told, but to keep us in focus, here are a few cryptic
notes.

Exereis
We had the pleasure (?) of manning umpire and control ~om
munications on Exercises " Twin Screw I and. I~>'.' a Bn~de
exercise, and umpire communications on 2nd Divmon exercise,
"Check Mate."
.
Either our pre-planning was beyond rep~ch or the battle
was less hectic than we had been led to believe, as we found
ourselves living a fairly quiet camp existence on them both.
A few of the highlights were :
"Twin Screw." The Sergeants' Mess volley .ball team beat
all-comers, including the Brigade Officers, despite the R.S.M.
being nobbled. They won so much beer that they ended up
by giving it away!
" Check Mate." Eight packets of salt were found in one
bag of crisps by Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) John ~kKeon.
W.0.II (R.Q.M.S .) John Ayres (Wel~h <;iuards) ra-? hlffi clo~e
with seven. Our dashing communicaaons captain ~Captain
Gavin Mackay) also deserves a mention for using all his letters
in one move in a game of "Scrabble."
No to be forgotten, also, is Captain John Mills, our Secondin-Command who suddenly found himself as Brigade Signal
Officer for the whole exercise. He cenainly made his ~rk,
if not by the vigour of his daily inspections, then by managmg
to break down (and call out the L.A.D.) in six of the seven
vehicles in which he left umpire H.Q. location. "Alphl;l"
Troop are said to be supplying him with a FFR bicycle with
solid tyres for future use!
During the e.xercise we were delighted to have q .R. Signals,
4th Division Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. Jackson, with us for a
shon visit. 'He seemed quite happy with all that he saw.
Spor-t
A mad rush of sponing activitiy is now under way, coordinated by the Second-in-Command and R.S.M. At rugby
we were unfortunate enough to meet the 4th Signal Regiment
in a preliminary round of the Army Cup before we had been
able to have a practice game, and went under by 0-32. However we have beaten the rst Bn. Coldstream Guards by 17-0
and 'ran the 2nd Bn. Grenadier Guards to o--6. Not bad for
a minor unit!
At soccer we swamped 5 O.F.P. by 16-o in a first round
Minor Units Cup game and look forward to another good run
this year.
Colour Sergeant Joslin (Welsh Guards) has a veritable muscle
factory in operation, with ten keen boxers, m<;>St of them, unfonunately, big boys, in training for the newly-~troduced Army
Minor Units Cup. We are confident of puttmg up a good
show but must commiserate with Lance-Corporal Graham, who
mana'ged to break a toe-hanging curtains in his quaner !
Other sports flourish. At hockey we have beaten lst Bn.
Coldstream Guards 2--0, and even the Sergeants' Mess has
got in on the act by beating their Sergeants' Mess by 3-1 at
soccer. We also look forward to success in cross-country and
squash.

Wi n ter Training
A full programme of winter trallllilg is now ~tarting, ~ith
M.P.C. (shades of Pirbright!) and trade courses in full swmg.
Corporal Styles and Corporal Robinson have both excelled
themselves on "432" Courses in the U.K. and are now passing
on the knowledge gleaned.
Not forgetting, of course, our weekly drill parades, when,
following Household Brigade custom, .the "youn~ gentlemen"
tab around the square in company with the seruor N.C.0 .sa sight well worth seeeing ! Especially as we have a subaltern
who inists on giving all words of command on the wrong foot,
much to the annoyance of Lieutenant L. C. Noiles (R. Canadian
Dragoons), a stalwan number one in the rear rank.

C.rporal ' Mess
The CofPOrals' Mess is flourishing, with a tatty "Tramps'
Ball" and a horrific Halloween night to their credit. Corporal
Wall, Corporal Pugh (R.E.M.E.), Corporal Eddingcon C
R. H.;p.),
and Corporal Goodman (R.A.0.C.) keep the place swmgmg.
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Corporal Wall has also come up with some way-out decorating
of an attic, that has to be seen to be believed.

Wives' Club
The Wives' Club has now come out of hibernation, and between 30 and 40 is now the foptnig~tly roll call. To .d:itc
they have had a hairdresser and an Eliz~beth !U'den. beautioan
in attendance and have all manner of thmgs-mcludmg Judo-planned for the future.

Comings and goings
The cycle is almost complete now, with Squadron Commands in process of changing. ~cw faces inc~ud~ the Secon.din-Command, Captain John Mills; Commurucat1ons Captain,
Captain Gavin Mackay; R.S.M., W.O.I "Chuff" Lloyd;
Brigade Armourer, W.0.II Len Lamacraft (R.E.M.E.); A.S.M.,
W.0.I Arthur Chiswell (R.E.M.E.); F. of S., Staff Sergeant
John McKeon; O.R.S.Q.M.S., Staff Sergeant Reg Brown; and
Pay Sergeant, Sergeant John Baker (R.A.P.C.).
Depanures include the A.S.M., ~.q.I . George Marshall
(R.E.M.E.), ex-210 Squadron, on comnuss10nmg; Staff Serg~ant
Baxter (R.A.P.C.); Staff Sergeant (F. of S.) Kirton, wJ:o thmks
he can parachute; C P.O. Mitchell (R.N.), our tame sailor; and
Corporal Peplow (Tech.).
Good luck to them all I
That's all, and a merry Christmas!

205 S(llJADRON, TIDWOllTH

We have arrived
Our 550 packing cases arrived from FARELF a few weeks
ago, and between the agents an~ .British Rail we have only lost
three-is this a record? In addition, only half of the 120. cases
of M.F.0. have arrived, and it has not escaped the notice of
the O.C. that R.Q.M.S. Stephens' box is among those that
have arrived.
Disbanding, or are you being suspendedly aniI?ated? ~hat
ever your distress, we will buy your sports kit. It 1s becoming increasingly difficult to turn out 150-200 people each
Wednesday in an acceptable form of dress. Let us have r~ur
unwanted clothing-no reasonable offer refused. (Competition
for our Welfare Section!-Editor).

Home sweet home
Life is returning to normal and Yeoman ~aku is busy wri£i?g
Signal Instructions for the five exercises between .m1dovember and mid-December.
Foreman Thornbury is at
grips with the ' G' Ops. lighting systeJD, so there is no doubt
that we are really home.
Capt. Wood is away learning how ·t o be ~n ell_lplaning
officer, and Lieutenants Martin and Jonas follow him quite soon.
All we need are aeroplanes.
Congratulations to: Lance~rporal Tyler on pl.aying soc~r
for the Corps; Lieutenants Jackman and Martm on their
marriages (not to one another, o~ course ! ) ; S taf!' Sergeant
Stapleton, who is posted. on promotion; Corporals Pmkney and
Collins on their promoaon.
We welcome Captain Irving, who is to be our Quartermaster; Sergeant Cush, who relieves Sergeant Harwood; and
best wishes go to Staff Sergeant Williams, who takes over as
0 .R.S.Q.M.S.-he'll need them.
Dest wishes
There is little to record this month, as we hav~'t really
started any.thing useful, except ~npack boxes. We will therefore wish everyone .a merry Ch!1strnas. and a h~ppy New Yell;!,
remembering especially our friends . m 612 Signal Troop m
Singapore and those who served m the J.C.U.(B), whereever they are now.

Marriages
Lieutenant A. J. R. Jackman and Miss Felicity Quintan
Puckett on lst October, at Christ Church, Dartford, Kent.
Lieuten~nt M. L. Manin and Miss Dorothy Angela Hepburn,
on rst October, at the Church of St. Mary, Lydial!a, Tregoze,
Swindon. Sergeant G. Hanson and W O.II She1la Bo~am,
W.R.A.C., on 21st September, at Rot~erham, Yo~ks., Register
Office. Signalman P. Brearley and Miss Janet Bickerdyke, on
17th September, at the Church of St. Mary, Hawkeswonhwood,
Leeds.
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SQUADHU..'.\' (AIUPOHTAUl,E),
cou::HESTER

An old motto rin"s true

The exercise season finished (if it ever does finish in a
Brigade Signal Squadron) with Exercise "Link West." It was
an interesting exercise which fully stretched our resources.
Unfortunately, the old motto of "if you have time to spare
-go by air " rang true, and many a long hour was spent,
after zero minutes' notice, for calling forward to the aircraft,
unpacking and repacking cooking gear and food, as mealtimes
came along and still no movement.
Inevitably, the Comcen was required to work up to the last
possible minute, and it was amusing to see Sergeant Hope and
Corporal Davies operating their blanketed equipment from a
6k table in the middle of an open field, while their tent was
packed mto the trailer in preparation for flying. Happy to say
that permission to close down was received before the rest of
the Squadron moved off.
Some tears for the Co1nceu Staff

In one location, the Comcen staff thought they were tortunate to have a hut with heating and lighting laid on. They had
not anticipated that the S.A.S. enemy would lay on tear gas
in there as well.
The week-end after the exercise was a long week-end, but
not for some engaged in assisting 161 Brigade, T.~., who were
holding their annual competition. The Second-m-Command
and Yeoman Hawkes tested the officers on voice procedure, and
later, Lance-Corporal Pearce and _Signalmen Davey, ~cAlli~ter
and Brown monitered the Battalion nets. It was mteresang
to see and hear Regimental officers who in real life are
solicitors and company directors, etc., grapling with 31 and 62
sets. Inevitably, there were some calls for " ~uper Sll?1"ay"
and phonetics of the "Able-Baker" era-but m all fairness,
they performed well.
The winter months will find us busy with upgrading training, command post exercises and sports, b1;1t foI'tunately, the
programme will include some welcome Chnstmas leave.
210
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Out of season sports round-up

Those readers with long memories may recall that wJ:ien we
last appeared in print we were having some pr<?blems with our
cricket team. I am glad to say that we earned our scheme
through to its inevitable conclusion - every one of our
opponents left the field of play with their morale boost~ as
the result of a convincing win. We, for our part, !eured
gratified in the knowledge that we had done something to
spread a little happiness which, we hope, has made up for the
fact that not everyone can be in "2~0." (If there are ,any
readers who can propel a cricket ball m a reasonably straight
line or who have ever reached " double figures " with the bat,
don't hesitate to drop a line to O.I.C. Records, I'm. sure he
will do his best to post you here before the next season starts
in April).
\Vinter s1•orts
If you've never been to Aden I had better explain ~at
sometime in October the shade temperature comes tumbling
down into the nineties and the P.R.I. is flooded with requests
for new football boots, hockey sticks and: replaceI?ent peas for
referees' whistles. In other words - wl.lller arnves. LanceCorporal Travers a most impatient fellow, decided that October
was far too late' to start the soccer season and so aided and
abetted by a staggering number of like-minded individuals, he
got to the head of the P .R.I. queue in early September. Before
the hockey players, referees and rugger men had even started
to think about their own pursuits, the Squadron Soccer. XI
we're equipped for battle. Lieutenant Knight, newly arnved
from U.K., was persuaded to become 0.I.C. Soccer (presumably
he had decided we were all mad in Aden anyway so why not
" jolly " us along) and the first practise games were played
with the temperature up in the "hundreds." We have now
got down to the serious matter ~f. the ".Leagu<:" where, much
to the disgust of our morale r~1smg willow-~ielders, ~ve won
our first three matches (including a good victory against lst
Q.D.G.). We then Jost our next three (including revenge for
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1st Q.D.G. m the first round of the WiB Cup). W11h our
members dotted around up-country, keeping the same team
from one match to the next remains our biggest problem.
Corporal Laidlaw, Lance-Corporals Traver and Dunbar and
Signalman Milne have so far represented the Squadr n in all
matches, but how long before one or all of them disappear
overnight is anybody's guess.
lndin11 mu1o1suc•r••
On the social side, the most dangerous acuvny yet devi ed
was a "Chiefs v. Indians' darts match, played recently in the
unit club.
Twelve of our Officers, Warrant Officers and
Sergeants were inveigled into taking on a team of twelve
Corporals and Signalmen. The evening started by the O.C.
lodging an objection against Corporal Gore (Brigade L.A.D.)
playing for the •• Indians " and after sustaining the objection,
recruited him to play for the " Chiefs," invoking a generally
unknown club regulation that any visting R.E.M.E. Corporal
is automatically appointed Temporary Acting Lance- ergeant
for the evening. Protests from the " Indians" were democratically overruled by a judicial committee of " seniors " under
Sergeant-Major Rose, and battle commenced. If the result
was a foregone conclusion, the evening produced an occasional
red-faced "Indian "-Corporal Cleary's being voted the reddest
when he lost to a certain opponent (who must remain nameless) who consistently hit the treble 18 whilst aiming for
treble "top."
Temporary Acting Lance-Sergeant Gore, by
general consent the club champion, also managed to clock up a
victory for the "Chiefs." It is rumoured that Corporals Hughes,
Hutchins, Van Ammel, Cleary and Lawrence, together with
ignalman Milne and Manifold are to be sent on duty "upcountry " to coincide with the return match.
\ rery temporary :llarines
Sandwiched between our other commitments, a third of the
Squadron managed to get some time at sea with H.M.S.
Fearless during her recent visit to Aden on Exercises "Falais
Fred I and II." Whilst no one has gone so far as to ask for a
transfer to the Navy, an enjoyable time was had by all. Our
drivers, having spent the previous four weeks learning to
waterproof their vehicles, were disgusted when the Navy got
them ashore on Exercise Falaise Fred I without getting a
single tyre wet. Our M.T. N.C.O., Sergeant Garside, pigheadedly refuses to understand why the avy considered the
landing a huge success-as far as he was concerned it proved
nothing!

-- Harns ,. ;away
Having successfully established a "Ham" station on Kamaran Island earlier this year, Sergeant Vasper has plans well
advanced for a similar expedition to Kuria Muria which, a
far as we can gather, is :mother obscure island (or maybe group
of islands) about six hundred miles away.
He's somehow
persuaded the avy that a visit from one of H.M. ship is long
overdue, and any day now he sets out with a small detachment aboard H.M.S. Harnton, a minesweper, to spend three
weeks proving that the R A 13 is a suitable substitute for th
SR C 1r. No official mention has been made of a " Ham "
station going along as well, but if the kit being assembled in
"Alpha " Troop stores is all SR A 13 I'd rather carry an
R C u/R210 on my back. Perhap when they get back on
of them will write an article for THE WIRE, which I can pa
off as unit notes on some future occa ion. (I'm not sure what
arrangements have been made for rhe return journey. Even
the avy seem unlikely to be quite so co-operative twice in on
month, so maybe I shall have to go on writing unit notes for
ome months yet).
C'omnuander-in-f'hh•r" f 'omm .. ndntion
To conclude on a more eriou note, we were all deli hted
to learn that Lance-Corporal Mantle, of "J " Troop ha been
awarded the C.-in-C.'s Commendation for hi work in Habilayn
where he has spent the last eighteen month in the d1;1al role
of .C.O. in charge and lone operator of the two radio relay
terminals there. This up-country location in the Radfan i ,
to say the very lea t, lacking in home. comforts af!d is normally
a five or nine-week tour for the Intantry Battalion taaonc:d
there.
Lance-Corporal Mantle's award recogni s not o!11Y
his personal performance, but also the importance f the 1ob
done by the small band of radio relaym n (plu on mi -employed Comcen Operator!) who man the radio rel y in the
Radfon.

SS7

212 S Q U.\ DllON. D.F.P.O. 36
This month features a mixed bag from 212 Squadron. We
are happy to h ave in " The Wire" notes the Brigade Major's
views on certain aspects of signal skullduggery; a LanceCorporal tells us what it is like to pilot a 14£-ton A.F.V. 432
through a full-sized river, and an unknown poet tells of the
problems of a Reece Officer.

Sc4•uario - Chec knmte
By M ajor B. E. Malcolm, A & SH, BM, 12 Infantry Brigade
Scene: The camera closes on a well-ca mouflaged 432 complex and d wells on one of the four. The interior is then disclosed lavishly appointed, and the audience are shown such
derail; a an incomprehensible map covered in c~inagraph! a
half-empty mug of tea, piles of dog-eD;dS and a Bn~de. Maior.
H e is grey-faced long-nosed, weak-chmned and twitchmg. Is
he on " purple 'hearts?" No he is being jammed.
B.M . (hopefully): " H ello roB. Signals. O ver."
lflireless : " Burr da da burr burr da da burr,"
r D .W .R. : " Hello, roB, burr d a da burr ~a da ~ a, etc."
(This conversation can go on as long as the audience will stand
it without getting restive).
BM. (laying down handset) : " The C.C.R. S i~als_, whom
Heaven preserve said dcn't let them know the net is iamrned,
but try other means. Also P ronto says use a gap for a shor.t,
harp message."
(He takes up handset) " SHELDRAKE
MEAS.'
The scene changes ro a scruffy Gunner vehicle where the
B.M. patiently enjoying a conversation with his friend, ~: O .,
r D .W .R . Enter Pronto. He is stout, well-scrubbed, smiling,
and has obviously just had ro-hour kip.
B.M. (snarling) : " Look, this four-lettered net is no sanguinary
good. In fact it is impossible."
Promo (debonair): "Leave it to me my good fellow."
The scene chan<res ro one of activity. A Land Rover is
brought to the co~plex. Cables are fed in. Pr?nto pours a
. glass of wine and speaking softly into the mouthpiece, breathes
" AU TIB'S GAMP.'' Miraculously the net clears, the B.M.
smiles and stops twi tching. Strong staff officers cluster round
Pronto to wring his hand.
Pronto : " Merely a simple change of frequency. But follow
me.'
He leads them to a clump of nettles where hoi poloi such as
the I.O., the Foreman of Signals, the R.S.M., the Chief. Oerk,
et alia are nattering on the old frequency, to the delight of
the j~ers, who patently think it must be Christmas.
Promo : " A simple deception plan, old boy.''
B.M. (slowly) : " I think the Royal Signals are wonderful."
(He turns away to hide his emotion).
Dawn breaks, birds twitter, and eat"ly sunlight dapples the
autumn leaves as the B.M. returns to his 432.

*
4 ~r oss in ~

*

*

n ntnjor r h ·er under c omba t c onditi o ns
in the AFV 4 32
By Lance-Corporal 1- Powell

13th October, 15.30 hours, to us 'H '-hour. The obstacle
in front, a full-sized river. The crew and mrself knew that
it was too late to worry whether our preparations were complete. Only once before had I pilote~ r4! tons of machinery
in the form of an AFV 432 across this obstacle.
A mental check: Flotation screen, exhaust extension,
greasing . . . have I forgotten anything? Soon we will kno_w!
The tracks bite hard into the bank; the front of the vehicle
touches the water; I accelerate hard, and soon, with ·the aid
of the current we are moving down river. The entry has
been a success' and so far we are still afloat I Will it be as
easy when we' get to the other side? We are soon to find
out.
" Range 1 - 2 direction left." The instructions from my
Commander, S~rgeant Jones, were clear and precise.
The
tracks gripped the bank and we slowly rose out of the water on
to dry land, feeling very pleased with ourselves!
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Our "swim " had gone according to plan, and no one
was more relieved than myself. Although judging by the smiles
of Major Eller, the G3 Ops., Cap~in Wnitehe~d, Corporal
Mcintyre, Signalman Pople and Signalman Ovmgton, they
too, were feeling somewhat relieved!

*
A

BRIGADE

RECCE

*
OFFICER'S

*
SURVIVAL

HYMN

I wandered lonely through the night,
In search of yet another site,
In which to hide the glorious twelfth
Brigade Headquarters, for its health.
Just as it was becoming dark,
Was I permitted to embark
Upon my ·task, to find a new
Location for u to move to.
If only I had bad the chance
To have but just the smallest glance
Of the groun d to which I go,
My heart would not be full of woe.

All vehicles must get in with ease,
Be widely spaced, if I'm to please,
Communications must be good,
A likely answer seems a wood.
I must consider camouflage,
So as to bide the vehicles large,
The antennas, too, that are so high
Must not show up against the sky.
There is a beech wood, that would do,
I t's high, which means we will get through.
Alas, the tracks are bad, I frown,
And so our trucks would get bogged down.
Thus look elsewhere, I therefore must,
The time is short, and I must trust
That step-up doesn't arrive before
I've finished doing all my chore.
Thus when the place you're put, you curse,
R emember that it could be Worse,
And spare a thought for him I pray
W ho works for you both night and day.
D.C.W.
(with apologies to Charles Wesley)

Arrivals
We congratulate Corporal and Mrs. L ythaby; Oorporal
and Mrs. Thompson; Corporal and Mrs. Lowry and LanceCorporal and Mrs. Campbell on the birth of daughters, and
Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Harrison on the birth of a son.
D e p artures
We are sorry to say goodbye to W .O .II (R.Q.M.S.) A.
Grainger and W .O .II ('l. of S.) G. H. Wright .. Both. of the1!1
have worked tirelessly for the good of the umt durmg their
tours here and both will be greatly missed .

As last-minute copy was being sent to the printers,
the Editor received the following signal from 621 Troop.
From : 3 Squadron, 15th Signal Regiment.
To: R.H.Q., Royal Signals.
" From 621 Troop for WIRE.
Watch space next
month. En route Mombassa to Iran. Difficulty Nairobi
game park removing Sig. Agrell from tree and Haytree
and Standley from long-tailed friends. Great hardship
Aden, four days at hotel. Bar did not clos.e. Photos .to
be processed. O.C. in dog house for bemg late with
notes again.''
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SQUADRON,

Detached
The unlucky patrol company detachment of "D" Company,
I Para, including Lieutenant Swainson and Corporal Kennington, which was to have left for Borneo as the emergency ended,
are still undergoing intensive training for a destination unspecified. This time they are learning Arabk and hope to depan: these shores in January.
The Parachute Brigade is in the unique position of having
two highly-trained patrol companies-" D " Companies, r and
3 Para-in the U.K. at the same time. The role of these
companies is still in its development stages, but used imaginatively can provide the Brigade Commander with an immensely
powerful weapon. Thus, the employment of " D " Company,
3 Para, to whom were attached Lance-Corporals Davis, Rose,
McCullough and Signalman Baikie in a Divisional exercise
in B.A.O.R. was of great interest to the Brigade. This was,
after all, the first time since the end of the 1939-45 War that
a specialist unit of this type had been employed. That they
were a success goes without saying; failure would not have
been acceptable. For the present, and until such time as they
have improved the standard of their own operators, the Squadron will continue to help these Companies with their communications and training. We have now fitted the receivers
into a Land Rover, which has, in addition, a penthouse. How
wrong were those happy optimists who forecast that the Racal
RA17L couldn't take the bumps and knocks of a Land Rover.
Exer c i se " L i nk W est"
This was the biggest exercise of the year in U .K., for
which Exercise " Life Line," in April, was purely a work-up.
The areas involved were Catterick, Stanford and Salisbury.
D espite the fact that the Squadron is now up to strength, we
were stretched to the limit, at times reduced to two, and even
one-man detachments, operating between battalion s and
Brigade H .Q. at distances of up to 200 miles and similar
distances rear of Brigade. It was, without doubt, the best exercise in which the Squadron has been involved in U .K., probably
for years.
Add itional detachments were provided by 3rd
Division to give us on line facilities rearwards. The flexibility
of the Squadron was tested to the utmost. At one stage, the
Squadron Commander gave three com pletely different sets of
ord ers in as m any hours, in volving one specific operation, each
cancelling the previous orders. The intensive training of the
Squadron in previous mon ths saved the day, plus some firstrate performances by individ uals of all trades.
Sport
Rugby and soccer have occupied our mind s and thoughts
of late. The soccer team, without four of its best players,
on d etachm ent from the Squadron, n arrowly lost in the first
round of the Army Cup to rst T raining Regiment, R.E., but
only as the result of a replay after forcing a one-all draw.
In the Brigade I smailia Cup Competition, the same team played
their hearts out to reach the final, only to lose to 9 Para
Squadron, R.E. In bo th the quarter and semi-finals they had
won in extra time. In these days of professionalism and exhibitionism on the soccer field it is worth noting that, throughout
the competitions, not a single incident of dirty play was recorded, yet the standard of play was the highest ever seen in
the Brigade:
This year, permission was obtained from the Army Sports
Control Board to enter a combined Brigade H .Q. and Signal
Squadron rugby team for the Army Cup. The first round,
agains t S.E .M .E. Bordon, was won by 11-0, and the next
round is to be pfayed shortly. Needless to say, 9 Para Squadron, R.E., 63 Para Squadron, R.C.T., and 7 Para RH.A.,
have also won their first rounds, but we are unlikely to meet
until possibly the third round. Watch out for 16 Parachute
Brigade H.Q. and Signal Sq uadron.
The Squadron, despite the numbers away on course, detachments, etc., is regularly raising, every week, basketball,
hockey, rugby, cross-country, volley-ball and soccer .an~ boxing
team simultaneously. By the end of the season it is hoped
that many will deservedly have represented the Corps. It
was little wonder that Staff Sergeant Wells viewed his talent
for the basketball team with mixed feelings; he achieved
wonders, and the team ju.st lost to 9 ~!!!a Squadron, R,.E., in
the semi-final of the Brigade competmon. The serm-finals
became our happy hunting ground in this competition, in that
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we reached this stage in every spon. We now lie third, by
one point, in the overall totals, a magnificent effon, in view
of the intense competition.

In Brief
Looking back. Shar~g a tent in Cyprus, prior to uez in
1956, were four pronusmg young r.c.O.s of the Squad~on,
Palmer, Green, Summers and Elliott. These same four are
now Lieutenant Palmer, M.B.E., W.O.II Green, B.E.M., Lieutenant Summers, M.B.E., and W.0.I Elliott, M.B.E.
rot a bad
record!
Enterprise. Full marks to Signalman Finer, of this quadron,
who, having personal business to settle with h:s father in
Canada flew by R.A.F. to New Brunswick and on to Vancouver.
Business settled, leave expended, he thumbed his way back
to Dublin. Shannon to London cost him his fa re, but this
was virtually the only money he spent throughout the whole
period of nearly five weeks.
An area of wh ich others can
Brigade Technical Area.
rightly be jealous, and into which has now moved our M .T .
Modern in design and structure, well-planned and pleasing
to the eye, it is a worthy successor to the decaying structure
so recently occupied in M alplaquet.
Pot-holing. T he great new cry in the Squadron. L ed
by Second-L ieutenant McClean, a party including LanceCorporal Speakman, Signalmen Mullen, Whitt:ck and Dillon
have made several week-end trips underground in the Swildon
area.

HEADQUARTERS, MALTA A1\' D LIBYA
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Quiet period
The Squadron has been extremely quiet these past three
months, apart from our normal 24-hour-a-<lay job communicating.
(The S.S.M. is told this when he needs men for
parades).
Warrant Officers' and Ser geants' ~less
Wednesday, 28th September, was "Personality Night"
in the Sergeants' Mess. We
were all indeed honoured to
receive a visit from the
Captain of England's World
Cup soccer team, Bobby
Moore, and one half of a
very famous comedy team
in U.K., Mike Winters.
Bobby Moore was on a
visit to Malta at the invitation of the Maltese England
supporters, aJ td it says much
that he man ged to cram in
a visit to u.s in the middle
of a very crowded proAutographing th e whisky bottle
gramme.
Mike
Winters
to be raffled in aid of 'Wireless
was in Malta for a week's
for the Blind" WO I (Y of S)
holiday. During their vis it
to the Mess we got them
Paddy Stringer (Mess President)
to autograph a bottle of
and Bobby
wh isky, which was later
raffled at a games evening
against ithe Junior Ranks' Social Oub on Saturday, 8th
October. The Wireless for the Blind Fund will benefit to
the tune of £4.
There are about twenty Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Messes on the island and you might ask bow we managed to
arrange this visit!
A fairly regular visitor to the Mess i the player-coach of
Florian F .C., Ted Phillips, the ex-Ipswich Town star. H e
plaY:e? inside-left for Ipswi~h in thei:' . r.ise from 0e Third
Div1S1on to L eague Champions of D ivmon I, scormg more
than 200 goals along the way. T ed knows both of our vi itors
and he persuaded them, on our behalf, ( O pay us a vi it. The
whole evening was a huge success and our gra teful thank go
out to Bobby and Mike for coming to see us, and to Ted for
manipulating the strings.
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Co~pet ition. Once again we set off from Episkopi with mixed
feelings; ~e h~d had ~r.ticular difficulty in making up the
team, as ~;1 this comJ>".Att.J.on the rule was "one competitor,

one event. H owever, once more our team manager, R.Q.M.S.
Cox:ie, ~ame up trum~s and produced the winning team again.
Th1s time, however, 1t was no walk-over, and in the end the
final result d epended on who won the last event, the 440 yards.
F ortuna tely we had a " real thoroughbred " in Lance-Corporal
Murray and h e cantered home an easy winner.
It was then all over bar the shouting, totalling and reto.talling, but in the end 261 Squadron was adjudged the
wmners of the Cyprus Minor Units Athletics Competition,
beatll_lg last year's. winners, 33 Field Squadron, R.E , by the
margm of one pomt.
Up to th is point we have deliberately avoided mentioning
names, as these victories have been essentially team effor ts,
and it would be qu i~e wrong1 in our opinion, to single out any
one athlete for special men non ; they all gave of their best.

In the centre of the group are : Ted and Diane Phillips, Tina and
Bobby Moore and Mike Winters

Junior Ranks' Club
This is again going from
abead volunteer committee.
ings, which are enjoyed by
every month is the dance.
O.C. downwards.

strength to strength, with the goThere are many impromptu evenall who attend. The highlight of
This is enjoyed by all, from the

SPORT
F. of S. Tricker, our "walking stick foreman," has extended
his ski-ing prowess to water ski-ing. Needless to say, the winter
military training programme has now started, is he again
hop(p)ing?

Swim.ming
As in previous years we had a Royal Signals Malta team,
a combination of 234/235 Squadrons, and fared very well as a ·
team, coming second to the 1st Bn. The Loyal Regiment.
Corporal Jim Bash and Lance-Corporal Phil Phillips are to be
congratulated on their fine efforts, not only in the inter-Unit
but also in the inter-Services competitions.
The W.R.A.C. had an individual swimming competition,
which Capta:n Janet Hill won with ease, in spite of starting
last and getting tied up in the lane markers.
Football
The season is just starting, but the team is doing well again.
After being runners-up in the League last season W.O.I
"Paddy" Stringer, the manager, is hoping to win it this year.

BndmJnton
Since our new gymnasium floor has been completed this is
an extremely popular game and the gym is pretty well booked
up from 09.00 to 22.00 hours daily. Our expert and tactical
player still remains W.0.II (F. of S.) Pete Hutley. With his
aggressive charge and neat flick, his oponeat is beaten again
and again. His nearest rival is W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.) Wally
Hammond.

Personal
Bfrths.-Signalman and Mrs. Lawrence, a second son (Mark);
Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Dixon, a son (Peter); Lance-Corporal
and Mrs. Murphy, a daughter (Carol Anne).
Marriages.-Corporal John Wallace to Private Lorraine
Hodgson, W.R.A C., on 17th September; and Corporal Melvyn
Mann to Miss Barbara Chase on 9th October.

As our O.C. comments, "There's something about Malta.
So come on you single lads get posted to this Unit."
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261 SIGNAL SQUADRON {Air Formation) • Winners of :R.A.F. Station EPISKOPI Inter-Section Athletics Co m petition 1966.
C.S.O . (CYPRUS) Champion Squadron Athletics Competition 1966
Army Minor Units Athletics Competit ion (CYPRUS) 1966
Back row :- Lance-Corporal Stevens Lance-Corporal W il kinson Lance-Corporal
Cooper Lance-Corporal Mulvana Signalman Coble Captain K. G. Goulding
Corporal Smith and Corporal Calver
Middle row :- Signalman Neale WOii Cone (Manager) Major H. A. Johnstone, MBE
(Officer Commanding) Lance-Corporal Everest and Lance-Corporal Murray
Front row :- Lance-Corporal Archer and Staff/Sergeant Richardson , B.E. M.

261

SQUADRON

(AIR

B.F.P.O.

FORMATION)

Finni follow-up
The last chapter of this story is concerned with the Army
Individual Athletics Championships held at Dhekelia on 12th
October. H !re it was very much a question of personal achievement, and names are the order of the day. We sent down
four competitors and came away with two firsts, two seconds
and one fourth. Lance-Corporal Murray easily won the 440
yards, Signalman Neale won the long jump, in spite of a
pulled leg muscle, Lance-Corporal Cooper came second in the
javelin with a throw of 145 feet, his best throw of the season.
Lastly, our gentle giant, Corporal Smith came second in the
hammer and fourth in the shot, in spite of having broken his
throwing wrist only a few months ago.
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A Fanfare for 261
261 Squadron (the "Jacks-in-the-Box") feel they ought to
blow their own trumpet in this month's " Wire " notes. And
well they might. In fact, a fanfare would not be out of place
as a mark of their achievements on the athletic field, where
their successes this season have been dazzling. Now they
pose the question: Will the " Jacks-in-the-Box " become the
" Giant Killers " of the future?
We in Cyprus have now gone on to a system whereby, in
future, WIRE notes will be produced quarterly by units. In
that way we hope to keep the island permanently in the public
eye-or something like that.
There are, though, times when we must be flexible in our
thinking, so this month, rather than rely on one of our sister (?)
Squadrons doing the reporting for us, we thought it best
if we blew our own trumpet.
First victory
The cause of the fanfare-three great wins in the only
athletic competitions open to us. First came the Episcopi
Station Sports, when we combined with 259 Squadron (they
had the quantity, we had the quality). On this occasion we
ran out handsome winners and easily defeated the other five
teams taking part. (To co:n a phrase, there was many a red
face amongst the blue jobs). This, though, was early on in
the year, and a long gap elapsed before the other two meetings.
The two ree-"tlt victories which completed our hat-trick were
firstly the Chief Signal Officer's Athletics Competition, and then
a few weeks later the Cyprus Minor Units Athletics Competition.
Second victory
We entered the C.S.O 's competition knowing that we had
some good talent, but a little unsure about the second strings.
We need not have worried; our policy of really getting fit,
and worrying later about the speed paid off. In all, our team
won the no yards relay, 440 yards, 880 yards, shot, discus and
long jump, and were second in the mile. In the end we
ran out handsome winners by some eleven points over the next
Squadron.
Third victory
The final meeting was the Minor Units' Competition, held
in the dust bowl of Dhekelia, as also had been the C.S.0.'s

No more fields left to conquer
So there we are, at the end of the season, with no more
fields left to conquer. There are those in the Squadron who
would like to see the nickname of the Squadron changed from
"the Jacks-in-the-Box" to "the Giant Killers," but perhaps
we had better wait to see how we get on next year before
going firm.
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Sailing-Exercise " Squadron SnlD.Dler Holiday "
Our contribution this month is from the sailing (still growing ! ) section of the Squadron.
Friday, 28th October, was the beginning of an eventful
weekend's offshore sailing for the Squadron. The Signal yacht,
Cito, sailed from Famagusta at 07.00 hours, bound for Dhekelia's
"Fisherman's Cove." The light breeze of early morning quickly
died away, to the disappointment of skipper, Signalman Keith
Walker, mate, Sergeant John Chapman, and crew, Corporal
Alan Woodward, Lance-Corporal Brian Mills and Lieutenant
Anne Sealey. The next eight-and-a-half hours were spent
stopping and starting the engine as the wind lifted and died. It
was a thirsty and rather disappointed crew that finally warped
into the jetty of Fisherman's Cove at 16.30 hours.
. The next two days' weather were kinder. Light breezes
and smooth sea set the scene of exercise " Squadron Summer
Holiday." The object of the exercise was to enable as many
members of the Squadron and their families as possible to
experience offshore sailing. In this respect the week-end can
be said to have been a tremendous success. On one trip the
mate was heard muttering despairingly: "There were children in the rigging, children on the deck, children in the
bilges. Oh what the . . . .." The rest was luckily lost in
the process of going about!

The 0.(;.•s foot never reached the jetty nndsplnsh, he was In!
The climax of the week~end came in the closing moments
of the Sunday afternoon trip. The stem of the ship approached
the jetty.
The Squadron Commander, wearing a suitable
nautical expression, seized the stern warp in his left hand
and, taking a regulation pace of thirty inches forward, placed
his left foot firmly on the jetty. Military movements and shipboard technique, however, are different "and never the twain
shall me.t ! " Neither did ship and jetty. Cito sidled gracefully seaward. The Squadron Commander's right foot followed;

"There were children in che r igg ing, children on the deck, children in the bil1es
• ••. .. it was an all in show in Exercise•squadron Summer Holiday'. At the helm
of 'Cito' the skipper Signalman Keith W•lker with the Mate Sergeant John Ch•pman taking up a military stance on the foredeck. •cito' Has behavins comparatively qu ietly when this photo was taken .

there was a moment's incredulous pause, a resounding splash
and the O.C. reappeared giving his famous impersonation of a.
retriever, as with the stem warp between his teeth, he swam
for the jetty. Here he promptly accused the Second-in-Command of sabotage. Captain Hamilton, with tears in his eyes
and a choke in his voice*, assured him that his suspicion was
unfounded. However, after suitable liquid refreshm~nt had
been consumed, p_ace was restored and the crew prepared
ship for the return trip.
For this trip, Lance-Corporal Barry Ellershaw took the
place of Corporal Alan Woodward, unfortunately on duty,
and W.O.II Jim Hehir took the place of Lieutenant Anne
Sealey, even more unfortunately bedded down with a sore
throat (not the result of shouting nautical commands on the
outward-bound voyage!) . .
We left Dhekelia with a light wind in the gathering darkness at I8.oo hours. The starboard watch, coming on duty at
22.00 hours, had the best sail of the week-end; a force four to
five wind and a rising sea. Another moment of humour was
introduc.d on this watch.
Someone (investigation failed to
reveal the guilty party) had left the starboard port-light open.
Sleeping peacefully on the starboard bunk, S.S M. H ehir received a stream of water, something like a high-powered hose
turned on full, as we shipped a " green-un ! "
Apart from
this incident, the rest of the return trip was uneventful, and
we reached Famagusta at 05.30 hours on Monday, the wind
having died completely at 04.00 hours.
From the numerous enquiries received by the author as to
when a repeat performance can be held, one can assume the
trip to have achieved its object and to have been enjoyed by
all.

* fram laughter?!

*

*
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638

TROOP (AIR PODMATIO ·),
ILA.F., TANGMERE

"The w·ire " we1comes the first notes from this very active
Troop: . Wan~ to travel the world? Then join the coaxial
cable iomters m 638 Troop.

[Photo by courtesy: Tht Derbyshirt Timu .
Presentation of a silyer salver, inscribed with 56 signatures of serving and put
Officers of the Regiment, to the Honorary Colonel, Colonel C. J. Underwood
C.B. E., T. D., D. L., commemorating his fiftieth ye-ar of service co the Crown by
Major-General C.M. M. Man, 0 .8.E., M.C., G .O.C . 19 (WR &NM) DIV./ DIST

"The long and the short of it" Sergeant Major Ash and Recruit
Signaller Ali med Abdu llah on exercise near Ras-al-Khaima

TRUCIAL O~IAN SCOUTS SIGNAL SQUADRON
Although we have recently been mentioned in an article
written by our close friends, 222 Squadron, the " flying doctors~·
of line repair, it has been quite some time since " The Wire"
notes appeared composed by a member of the Trucial Oman
Scouts Signal Squadron.
This is, of course, due to the
heavy pressure of work, which consists of anything from helping to depose a ruling monarch to investigating why our E.D.
knocked down a prize racing camel.

Numbers dwindle, but still a hard core
The number of our British signalmen is now beginning to
dwindle as the well-trained Arab element takes over our duties.
Last month we said goodbye to two Corporals, Jim Rayment
and Fred Howley, for whom we will see no replacements.
However, the hard core of our Squadron refuses to be moved,
and seems like staying on here for ever. This hard core is,
of course, John Allcock, our renowned S.Q.M.S., and S.S.M.
Tim Ash. Tim, after much argument, was persuaded to go
on leave this mon~ but has since then requested to return,
as his wife cannot understand Arabic and his English is very
limited.
This month also saw the end of a successful recruit signallers'
course. Under the watchful eye of our Arab Sergeant-Major,
Wakeel Ahmed Musaid, they were taught first to write in
English, and then brought up to a morse speed of 18 w.p.m.
The average age of the students on the course was only 15,
and they are now holding their own working to their opposite
numbers in Bahrain joint communications centre. Now in
progress is an upgrading course, BIII-BII, consisting of some
of the older elements of the Signal Squadron, namely the 17-18
year-olds.
Intrepid adventurers
It is the aim of every British rank on arrival at Sharjah
camp to get away from it as soon as possible. This is no reflection on Sharjah, but our chaps are intrepid adventurers and
long to go charging about the desert. This is the reason given,
anyway, but it is felt that the entitlement to higher rates of
ration allowance may have something to do with this urge to
wander.
There has <to be a Technician and Electrician Driver tour
of all our outstations once a month, which gives our more
technically-minded tradesmen a chance to travel round the
Trucial States. It bas been the policy to send a fetch-andcarry man with <them, just for the ride; normally it is one of
our radio operators, but even the cipher clerks have been known
to emerge from their air-conditioned lair and attempt to get a
suntan. So apart from Tom (the nose) Stirzaker, everyone in
the. Squadron has been on a tour round our far-flung outstations.
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"Cal ling Bahrain" Sergeant Vale (our Wire notes author) working
on our rear link

.46 (N.M.) REGIMENT (T.A.)

Gold smuggling
To most people, the mention of the Trucial Oman Scouts
brings to mind the desert and not much else. But ithe Trucial
States is much more than ·that. The history of the states goes
back to the days when Blackbeard was roaming about the
West Indies. At this time his counterpart was very active
around the shores of the Trucial States, which were originally
known as the Pirate Coast. Gold smuggling still continues,
and dhows loaded with gold regularly leave Dubai for a secret
rendezvous off the Indian coast. Relics of the pirate age still
remain in the form of forts, complete with cannons and men
willing to use them, given half the chance. These forts, however, have been taken over either by the Trucial Oman Scouts
or the reigning Sheikhs and so rendered comparatively harmless. The occupants' worst fear now is that a sudden rainstorm may dissolve their mud-built castle.

U.S. Signal Cor1•s Major with RD o.n.E.
. Those r~ders of THE · WIRE who served during the war
m Italy . with II L. of C. Signals will be glad to know that
our Regi~ental Headquarters received a visit on 23rd August
from Maior (Retd.) J. H. Waldron, o.B.E., of the United States
Signal Corps. Major Waldron was awarded the O.B.E. for
th<: excellent work he did with 11 L. of C. Signals and other
Unfortunately,
uruts of the .Corps_ o~ long-distance lines.
shortly ~ft~r his sen:ice m the. Korean War, Major Joe Waldron
f~ a "'.ictm:i to polio.
Despite his terrible affliction, together
with bis wife, Trudy, and his daughters, Debbie and Janet,
Joe has re-visited Europe. He was brought to Derby by the
Commai;iding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel L. W. Wright, T.D.,
and Maior (Retd.) T. S. Wragg, M.B.E., T.D., and his immediate
remark was "I am at home." He is a strong link between
t~e United ~tates Signal Corps and the Royal Corps of
Si_gnals, and lt was good to listen to him discussing Korea
with our own veteran of Korea, Captain G. E. Atkin.

~lany

s"trnnge sights
There is a chance also .to see the Bedouin tribesmen who
live as they have done for thuosands of years, in tents in the
desert, either unaware of the bustle and bustle of modern
Jiving or not in the least interested in it. These and many
more strange sights are seen by those taking part in the Squadron technical tours, making the trip well worth while, both from
a communications and sight-seeing point of view.
Two of our Corporals, Paddy Wilson and Steve Cartwright
are now bottom, or almost bottom, of the Technician Sergeant
roster. Congratulations to you both.
I<t is hoped that, providing the O.C., Major Morris, and the
Second-in-Command, Captain (" Crumpy ") Crouch offer the
incentive of a crate of beer for the best written notes every
month, you will be hearing of our activities more often in the
future. (Give them the beer !-Editor).

SILVEll

AND

BRONZE

" JIMMIES "

Several handsome figures of "Jimmy," in bronze
and heavy silver plate, are available at Association H.Q.
Very suitable for Officers' or Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Messes. Prices in <the £40 .to £50 range, but
repayment could be spread over several years.
For
details apply to the General Secretary, Royal Signals
Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London, S.W.3.

UPGRADING COUBSES IN CATTERICK
Cipher Op
Radio Op

Class II- I
Class II- I

6th June, 1967
20th Tunei. 1967

Telegraph Op
Draughtsman

Qass III-II

20th June, 1967
6th June, 1967

Class III-II

('fwo Courses)
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A happy visit to B.A.0-ROn 19th September, our Infantry Brigade Squadron, 337
Squadron, under the command of Major R. A. Ledder T.D.
flew. ·to B A.0.R. t<;> train with 1st D ivision H.Q. and Signai
Regiment. As workmg teams, they took part in Exercise " Eternal Triangle III " and gained invaluable experience. Apart from
Co~poral Pownall sustaining a burnt hand, and Sergeant Bramley
falling,. for a shoiit period, a victim to flu, they suffered no
casualues. In the course of the exercise they were visited
by Colonel G. J. Underwood, C.B.E., T.D., D.L., the Honorary
Colon.el, and Lieutenant-Colonel L. W. Wright, T.D., the Commandmg Offic~r. These notes provide a fitting opportunity
to <thank Lieutenant-Colonel R. H. Borthwick and every member of his Regiment for the courtesy with which 337 Squadron
were received; the excellent way in which they were trained
and the very generous manner in which they were treated. W~
would 't hank, too, Major J. A. D. Francis, of the Divisional
Staff who took such a keen interest in them.

·who we ore and what we are
What's that? Ne~er heard ~f us? Well, to the uninitiated,
we are the R.A.F. s U.K. Air Formators.
Still doubtfuP
Then read on.
·
Formed in_ 1962, commanded by Captain Bernard Strange,
and ablr assisted by a " paper " subaltern, we actually serve
the tacucal element ?f the R.A.F. 38 Group. To do it we
~ve three self-contamed detachments, each looking after one
airfield and each detachment commanded by a Segeant. Sergeant
Fuller has the Tac T (MR) Base; Sergeant King the Airhead;
~d Se_rgc:ant B'-!rgess the FGA/PR Base. Head overseer, with
his swmgmg shillelagh, is Staff Sergeant (rugger-mad) Block.
Visits
. The best :time to see a " stop-and-go " organisation like ours
is a? exer~1se,_ and during "Link West" we were pleased to
receive Bngadier T. I. G. Gray, the Chief Signal Officer of
S~uthem Command, and Colonel A. J. Leahy, o.B.E., the
Director of Air Formation Signals. Our Colonel came announc~, a~d a use.ful exchange of ideas was made. The c:s.O.,
bless him, JUSt arnved, and on three separate occasions! The
G2, you see, map-reads, too I
Coaxial enble jointers-the men who travel
th" world
The hono~ and privilege of h~v~ng the .Corp;;' only practising
tea.m of tr~med coaxta1 cable iomters 1s enioyed here with
relish. This globe-tro~ting team ?f Sergeant Fuller, Corporals
Woolley and Butt~n, Signalmen Suns and Stutt, joint, terminate
and test the coaxial and control circuit cables associated with
all R.A.F. radar installa~ons overseas. They spend up to six
weeks at any one lo:::auon, and for them the phrase " Join
the Army and See the World " is ~dvertising in a big way
come_ true. But, boy-<lo we get wife problems! Three are
married, you see.
Sports
From an established 32, we boast the Corps soccer goalkeeper, Lance-Corporal Clarke, the Corps left wing-threequarter, Staff Sergeant Block, both of Army potential. We
hav:e four men playing station first eleven soccer-Signalmen
Deighan, F1t;etbam, Godsell and Wilson. We have Signalman
Elgood playing ~st fifteen rugger; Signalman Wilson, first
el~en hockey; _S1&n;a1man ~sell , station cross-country, and a
fair representauon m the station athletic team Pretty good
don't you think.
·
'
~farriages

Maybe. its because .w~ are away ~ often, or maybe its the
air; whatever it is, we have, m the past twelve months,
lost six of our most ardent bachelors and gained six lovely
ladi s. We bid Janice Drew, Vera Sword, usan Stacey, Susan
Stone, Wendy Greenwood and Mary Lancaster welcome to
our way of life, and may all your troubles be "little hairies."
Newsflash.-Cupid is on the warpath again! Who is it?
It's Aussie!
Sus~

Presentation to Colonel G. S. Underwood

Shortly after his return from visiting 337 Squadron in
B.A.0.R.-a visit which was so deeply appreciated by all!\t the Regimental dinner and ball, on October 15th, Colonel
Un?erwood was presented by our Divisional Commander,
Maior•General C. M. M. Man, o.B.E., M.C., on behalf of
serving and past officers of the Regiment, with a suitably-inscribed silver salver to commemorate his 5oth year of service
to the Crown. The salver bore 56 signatures of officers covering the various periods of the history of the Regiment. Tribute
was paid by <the Co=anding Officer to Colonel Underwood's
distinguished service, ranging from the Easter Rising of 1916
!P the pesent day; his service in the R giment of his father
and Sir Winston Churchill, the 4th Hussars; his service in
and command of this Regiment; his raising and command of
the second line of the Regiment in 1939; bis service as Chief

N .B.-We don't like to show our ignorance, but what
on earth are '"little hairies "--or have we misread it!
PuzzLED TYPING POOL (combined Mums of seven
little horrors).

Goll
The final representative match of the season was played
at Camberley Heath Golf Course against the Staff College.
The result was a draw. The following played for the Corps:
Major - General Vulliamy, Colonel Linton and Fairman,
Lieutenant-Colonels Ferguson, Lyske and Walsh, Majors
McKellar and Carr.

Continued on page 565
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THE GLOBE TROTTING MEN OF 638 TROOP - FROM TANGMERE TO GAN ISLAND
YOU WILL FIND THEM - OR ANYWHERE ELSE FOR THAT MATTER!
Thei r job: To joint, terminate and test the coaxial and contro l circuit cables associated with
R.A.F. Radar installations overseas.

Continued from page 563
Signal Officer, 4th Indian Corps, on SHAEF, and at Northern
Command; his great interest in the post-war Regiment, as
Honorary Colonel; his services as member and Chairman of
the Derbyshire T. and A.F .A.; and his great efforts on behalf
of the Royal Signals Association. This event, occurring in
the presence of so many past and serving officers and guests,
made the Regimental ball a most happy ocasion, and secured
its place in the history of the Regiment.

W edd i n g b e lls
On 29th August at Chesterfield, the wedding took place of
Corporal Bygrave and Lance-Corporal Ellis (W.R.A.C.), both
serving with No. 2 (Chesterfield) Squadron. Appropriately,
the wedding reception was held in the Squadron canteen. I t
was a great occasion, for they are both very highly-regarded
members of the Squadron, and we wish ·them a very h appy
married life.

47th Regiment, Middlesex Yeomanry, T.A. Lafone Day Parade The March Past.

Quite recently ithe engagement was announced of Sergeant
Lim bert (W.R.A.C ), daughter of Staff Sergeant Limbert,
to Corporal James of the Regimen tal Permanent Staff. W e
rejoice with them and wish them well .

•

47th REGIMENT T.A.
MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY
(The Duke of c:amhrldge•s Jlussars)

Our last Lafone Day Parade as a Regiment was held at
the Duke of York's Headquarters on Sunday, 30th October.
The Inspecting Officer was the G.O.C., London District, MajorGeneral B. 0. P . Eugster, c .B., c.B.E., o.s.o., M.C. The parade
was composed of " A," " B," " C " and " D " Squadrons, 305
(Middlesex Yeomanry) Signal Squadron (Para) and the Regimen tal Band. Cadets from the affiliated C.C.F.s lined the
parade ground .
Among the guests we were
particularly honoured to receive were Major J. Baynes
(Cameronians)
and Mrs.
Baynes. Major Baynes is a
d irect descendant of Captain
Christopher Baynes, who
form ed the first Squadron
of
Middlesex
Yeomanry
Cavalry in the County of
Middlesex in 1797. Also
present were the Mayor and
Mayoress of Kensington and
Chelsea, the Mayor and
Mayoress of Hillingdon, together with senior officers of
the Corps and members of
the Old Comrades' AssociaThe R. S. M., WO.I R. G. Robinson
tion.
being presented w ith the LS. and G.C.
After inspecting the RegiMedal by the G.O .C. London d istrict
menr, the G .O.C. presented
the Long Service and Good
Conduct Medal to R.S.M. R. G . Robinson, and the County
of London T.A. Band Competition Cup to the Bandmaster,
W.0.I E. J. Tamplin, M .B.E. This competition was won by the
Band earlier in the month.

I. Some of the troop members from left to right Sergeant Fuller, Corporal Martin, Signalman Hughes, Lance-Corporal Clarke, Signalman Elgood,
Signalman Simms, Signalman Greenwood, Lance-Corporal Stacey, Corporal McGill, Lance-Corporal Fulton, Signalman Buckley and Signalman Fry
2. Our air-transportable container housing the dual 40/ I60 telephone exchange. From left to right the troops are Signalman Davis, Signalman
Godsell and Sergeant Fuller 3. Signalman Buckley and Signalman Davis preparing to plough I0 pair cable 4. Our new system control for field
use. Designed by the OC and produced by Signalman Stone assisted by Corporal Jones and Signalman Jarwood. 5. Sergeant Fuller and his
labour force putting in the coaxial cables at GAN. 6. Sign:ilman Sims preparing .a PAR termination at GAN Island.
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Then came the march-past, followed by a march through
the streets of Chels.ea, with bayonets fixed and band playing,
to the Royal Hospital, Chelsea, for the church service, conducted by the Regimental Padre, Rev. P. D. Kingston. The
Regiment then marched back to the Duke of York's H.Q.,
where the parade was dismissed, and members of the Regiment,
along with guests, were entertained to lunch.
Although this parade was the last ocasion on which
Signal Regiment and 305 Signal Squadron honoured
memory of Major Lafone, V.C., it is hoped that the
47th Signal Squadron (Middlesex Yeomanry) of A.V.R.
continue the custom in future years.

47th
the
new
will
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Lafone Day - The Inspection by Major General B.O.P. Eugster,
C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., M.C. G.O.C. London District

53 (W) REGIMENT (T.A.), C:ARDIFF
Getting to know you-in sign language
On Saturday, 3rd September, with typical Welsh battle
cries, such as " tally-ho, chaps " and "up school," the Regi= t set off from Cardiff for two weeks annual camp. The
location this year was the Training School at Burniston Barracks, Scarborough, a full 280 miles into " foreign " lands.
Strangely enough, despite careful planning of the move, all
personnel had arrived by early evening and were fast settling in.
In fact, as permission to fraternise had been given, the first
recce parties ventured into town, and Welshman and Yorkshireman were getting to know each other in sign language.

Protesting

groan~

disturb Scarborough

This was to be a concentrated trade training camp, and
meant hard work all round, though recreational activities had
not been forgotten. On Sunday, therefore, everyone got down
to brass tacks, and the various training classes detailed and
form'!d and training wings established. Personnel were given
their programmes for the fortnight and by evening everything
was "all systems go." However, at one point in the proceedings, a large protesting groan disturbed the peace of Scarborough-caused by the announcement that there ~-ould be a
P .T. session each day for everyone, and this wa in addition
ro organised sports. Diplomacy won the day and the men
were som:what mollified when it was explained that, having
slept through a couple of hours of lecturing, the P.T. would
make them sufficiently tired to sleep through the remaining
lectures.
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t.

t. David and St. Andrew get
in,·olved in elvll war and • • •
Meanwhile, trade training continued, leading up to trade
tests in the second week. Keenn ss to learn wa evident from
the reque ts received for extra tuition after training ended for
the day. Testing was held on the Thursday, and in conjunction
with this an exercise was held on the Wednesday and Thursday. If details of this exercise had been revealed to the public,
no greater consternation could have ensued throughout Britain
since Orson Welles gave his graphic broadcast on the invasion of earth by Martians! Apparently our Quartermaster,
a Welsh patriot to the core had gathered to him a fervent
band of Welshmen seeking Home Rule, and had revolted against
Her Majesty's GovemmenL Their stronghold was in Wales.
At the same time, our Commanding Officer had decided that
Scotland, too, should govern her own affairs, and his army
of the clans had rallied to his cry. As if these tu-rible events
were not sufficient, England was being invaded also. With
these "facts " established, battle commenced.
Georg~

• • • The Lyke Wake Walk was e'•en more
eompliented
However, a further event was also taking place to outshine
the most monstrous perpetrations of the conflicting forces.
During the earlier days of camp, the Rev. Brannigan, from
the local parish had mentioned an endurance trek known as
The Lyke Wake Walk. This feat involves crossing 35 miles
("as the vulture flies") of the Yorkshire Moors within 24
hours.
ow incorporated into the Duke of Edinburgh Award
Scheme, the trek is becoming increasingly widely known. Of
course, this was the " red rag ro the bull " for our Second-inCommand, who had accompanied our Regimental Team on
the recent Cambrian March. He immediately took the bait
and obtained permission for any ex-Cambrian Marchers who
completed their trade test in time to tackle the big walk.
Thus " Tiger Tim's Own " (Sore of Foot) T roop was reraised, and at 03.15 hours on Thursday, eight men set off from
camp to start the Welsh invasion of the "'Walk" at o6.30 hours.
D isregarding the 24-hour allowance, the Second-in-Command
merely instructed them that they were to be back at camp
that same evening. During good weather (we were told) the
trek can be quite pleasant, but such was not the case. Fighting driving rain almost from the start, high winds and muddy
bogs, the team struggled over the route. At intervals they
were glad to see their support vehide, where the infrequent
roads crossed their path-and coffee was consumed by the pint.
Never taking their groundsheets off, they plodded on.
Meanwhile (back at the ranch) the civil war covered by the
exercise had resolved itself, with the excellent result that
Britain was still governed by its present system and all the
insurgents pardoned. Then, at 22.45 hours, the team's radio
vehicle reported the news that all the trekkers, stiff and weary,
had reached the finishing point. They had completed the
course in 14t hours.
Naturally, having disobeyed orders to complete their return
to camp by the earlier part of the evening they were ordered
to report direct to the Officers' Mess on their arrival in barracks. There they found a gathering of people who had recently
left the Regimental Concert Party (organised very successfully
to mark the end of the Trade T ests). The team were duly
admonished with a hearty cheer, a rendering of " Ilkley Moor"
and welcome pints all round. Thoroughly tired, but pleased
with their efforts, the eight retired to bed.
The summing up: " ee ba goom, what a time we had!"
On Fr:day, the trade test marking was completed, and the
usual tedious preparations to leave were made. Saturday saw
the return of the Regiment to Cardiff-where not a few wives
and sweethearts that evening were surprised to be greeted with
a chorus of " ee ba goom " and similar remarks in a strange
mixture of Welsh/Yorkshire accent.
We might also record here that weapon training and range
practice at camp, as part of the itinerary, resulted in the formation of a team to compete in the Divisional shoot to take place
a week after camp.
The eonc lnslon: W e all bene fited and a re
prend of our e fforts
The conclusion reached from this camp is that the achievements of those who attended proved that they had all benefited
considerably by their experience. Everyone had worked well
and played well, and could be justly proud of their efforts.
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Achieving an ambition
On Monday, training went into full swing and the prograrn~es, devi.sed with. considerable thought over long conferences m Cardiff, functioned very smoothly. This training involved both the men and our W.R A.C. element, with t!he
futut A. & V.R. commitment in mind-and our ambition at
thi~ .camp wa~ t~ ac~ieve the completion of the past year's
trammg, culmmatmg m Trade and Upgrading Tests. More
on this later.
To compensate for hard work, hard social and recreational
functions had also been planned for the formight, again bearing in mind that this was to be the last camp undertaken by
the Regiment in its present form . Of course, the men and
W.R.A.C. were free to visit Scarborough proper, and the surrounding district, when not on duty in the evenings, and the
middle. week-end was f~ee . In addition, Squadron parties, a
favounte event at previous camps, were held; and went off
extremely well. There was reported to be a tittle embarrassment at one party, attended by both men and W.R.A.C., when
the cabaret turned out to be a striptease act, but all was well
when the artiste ended her act at a point where decency was
still maintained-(mixed feelings among the men).

66th

(ULSTER)

REGIMENT

(T.A.)

" The Mills of God have ground slowly but exceedingly
small"; the Veil of the Temple has been drawn aside and
behold the chosen of the Selection Boards stand before us.
Those of us who signed the D . of I. forms, see nothing
humorous in their being referred to as the Declaration of Independence; that document must have been a poor second to the
massive heap of bumph each of us completed to say that we
were still on 'the Queen's side.
The new Phoenix to rise in April from the ashes of 66
will be named 40 A.F. Signal Regiment (V) and, with the proposed intake from other Arms, someone is going to have a
monumental task, with 24 days of camp training, to produce
an Air Formation Signal Regiment.

Gni-ess in excess
Meanwhile we continue with our lively and useful exercises.
A sunny week-end was laid on recently for a combined exercise
with a detachment from 58th Regiment.
They brought much of their own gear and, in spite of this,
communications from Ulster to Wales worked well; even our
Rear HQ. Mobile Comcen link by line and AN/TRC was
successful. We used an R.C.T. adventure training hut in the
Mourne Mountains as our H .Q.
The administration, as usual, was irreproachable, with two
exceptions: Firstly, one of the Q.M.'s buckets was used over
a No. I burner and its " black bo~tom " gave the exercise
O.C. a "red neck."
Secondly, me exercise Administration
Officer boobed on the "booze order." Our mobile bar opened
on Saturday night in this desolate mountain area, stocked to
the roof with Irish Guinness, but our guesits from 58th Regiment were in tears because there was no English beer! Silly
barman.
Wives learn a few things!
Our Wives' Club continues to flourish under the energetic
secretaryship of Mrs. M. J. H. Williams. At a recent meeting,
Lieutenant-Colonel J . E. Carroll and Major M. J. H. Williams
were coerced into telling the ladies something about the re·
organisation of the Regiment. Unfortunately Major Williams
was indiscreet: he told the wives how much T.A. pay their
husbands received, since when the ladies think him wonderful
-but their husbands take a different view.
The Wives' Club also heard some deliciously disgusting tales
of the more sordid side of life in Belfast from Policewoman/
Sergeant Wahn. They loved it!
F are w ell
I finish on a rather sad note, as we must say farewell to our
most senior member, R.Q.M.S. J. L. Barrett, a founder member of the forerunner of 66th Signal Regiment. 1939 saw the
beginning of his military career in this camp, and except for•his
wartime exploits in North Africa, Italy and France, he has
been with us ever since. He is lost to us officially, but I am
certain that unofficially he will still remain as a member of
66.
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/slant/ Victory
By n Special Correspondent
. Our spe~ial corespondent accompanying the 4Sth (Essex)
Signal Regiment T.A. on a recent foray to the Channel Islands
paints a graphic picture of the T.A. in action, culminating in
a splendid victory for the ri~ht cause and defeat and damnation
for a gang of revolutionary thugs.
The cry :went. up, " Jer~ey is saved." It was a victory that
went unnouced m the nauonal Press, for this was the result of
an internal security exercise held on the island by the 45th
(Essex) Signal R egiment (T.A.) based at Wanstead, Colchester
and Brentwood.
The plot of th e exercise was that Jersey is an island over
which. GTeat Britain exercises vague control. However, Rodreigez
and his thug.s, a. gang of revolutionaries from Frar1ce who belong
to an o~gamsauon known as the People's National Party, had
been dnven from France and were terrorising the people of
Jersey. It was the job of the 45th Regiment {0 capture and
mterrogate as many of these men, known as Deigos, as possible.
The exercise was mounted and run by the Regiment's Training Major, Len Rog::rs. " The idea of the exercise," he said,
"was to give the men valuable training in both security operations and communications. Information collected was transmitted to Krefeld, in West Germany, and back to the regimental
headquarters in Essex.

Sonae ha' meat
Each man was a self-controlled unit, carrying on his back
whatever he thought he needed. Troops were issued with 24hour rations, a groundsheet and a small stove. If they wanted
to take anything else, they could, but in fact, the men carried
as little as possible.
Eighty-seven volunteers went on the exercise which started
one Friday evening, when a number of the force left Waterloo
by itrain for Southampton.
Travelling wirh the Terriers, I had the chance to speak to
some of the men. Sergeant Michael Walsh said he had served
in the Territorial Army for 13 years. "I joined the T .A. when
I came out of the Army in 1953," he said. " It's difficult to
say exactly why I joined, although I suppose the main reason
was for friendship and excitement. Needless to say, I've made
lots of friends and had a - - - of a lot of excitement." "What,"
I asked, " do you think of the partial running down of the T.A. ?"
" Well, it had to come, I suppose, the Army has got .ro move
with the times. The T.A. needed stteamlining, and, like it or
not, it is very necessary."
Some like it hut
"Why are you coming on this exercise?" "For the same
reason I joine d the Terriers in the first place, to get some
excitement. My job is to operate one of the long-range transmitters, C.us, and although it might not sound exciting, it gets
pretty tense and hot at times inside the radio truck."
The train pulled into Southampton station at 7.30 p.m. and
we were taken by some of the Regimental transport to Marchwood docks where a L.S.T. waited to take us to Jersey. This
was Aachen, operated by the Royal Corps of Transport. She
is flat bottomed and rolls tremendously in any sort of sea. The
heavy intake of anti sea-sick pills weren'.t needed, however, as
the crossing was quite calm.
Some l ike to slee1•
The ship sailed at 9 p.m. and after a welcome cuppa, everyone ·tried to get some sleeping time in.
We docked at St. Helier, Jersey, at 10 a.m. on Saturday
morning, completing the journey in 13 hours. By noon all the
men and equipment had been unloaded.
Before the operation commenced, Major Len Rogers presented
the Governor with a Regimental Shield.
Meanwhile, the "Diegos," under the command of Captains
Chapman and Naylor, had left co take up their positions in
the south-western corner of the island. At 12.30 p. m. the main
body of men of the Essex force, commanded by Major Mike
Froud, 'J)Ulled ouc and headed for ·the perimeter of the area to
be searched. The boundaries were to the north, Jubilee H ill,
to the east, Queen's vais Road, and to the south and west,
the sea.
The security force consisted of nine patrols. Numbers one,
two, four and six were ·the search forces deployed along eastern,
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western and northern bo~ndaries and worked their way down
to the R.V. Le M?Y Station. Here they took a different axi of
advance on to a !me drawn through Le Moy Station from St.
Brelade's Church to La Palent.
One Patrol, UD;der the comm.and of Captain Green, was the
lnterroga~on Umt; he set up his H.Q. to the south-west of Le
Moy Stauon.
Patrol five was in reserye and patrols seven, eight and nine
formed .th~ stop party .b~hmd the Interrogation Unit to prevent
any De1go s from avo1dmg the advancing net.
To get an idea of how the search was made, I work~ with
patrol four along Queen's vai5 Road.
Men were spaced at 10-yard intervals and instructed that
each man was to know who was on either side of him.
The search starrted and pretty soon I discovered the horrible
trut~. My patrol was searching some very hilly ground. Still, I
sol d1e~d on and managed to keep up with the rest of the patrol,
struggling through a tangle of bracken and brambles which at
times completely covered our heads.
None. of patrol four . was captured but, despite a very
methodical search, no De1gos were captured either. The reason
for this, though, was that over half of them had gone into the
bag at the beginning of the exercise. However, at the time we
didn't know this.
'
Climbing up and down perpendicular hills was too much for
me, and after three or four hours I sought a more useful area
m the .form. of the Interogation Unit. Happily for my feet, I
found it quickly. The method of interrogation was remarkable.
I saw seve~ men stand~g bootless on a surface of small, sharp
stones. This was Captam "Roddy" Green's way of ensuring
the ' prisoners ' did not tty to escape.
By now the exercise, which was scheduled to last 17 hours,
had been under way for about four hours. I was therefore
surprised to see that over half of the enemy force had been
captured by the stop party soon after they had moved into
position.
What was even more surprising was that Captains Chapman
and Naylor were among the prisoners.
The interrogation procedure was first to make the prisoners
remove their boots and socks and then empty their pockets, as
each. D eigo carric:<I a jigs.aw piece which, when fitted together,
provided all the mformanon the Essex force had to obtain.
Two of the captured men, however, had the foresight to
throw away their vital pieces!

Green 's not; s o green
Later, interrogation took place at an old German gun
emplacement.
At this n ew location, however, the U nit's tactics were only
slightly changed. The prisoners were still deprived of boots
and socks and they were still closely interrogated by Captain
Green.
The plan Green adopted was more subtle. He sent them away
with one of his own men. The D eigo, thinking that he had
fooled the interrogator, relaxed-and eventually ' spilled " key
information .
By 7.30 p.m. the Interrogation Unit had got all the informaition that was needed, and right on schedule the exercise stopped.
We bedded down for the night in tents and trucks.
Reveille was at 4 a.m. Sunday. We broke camp and set out
for St. Helier's and the boat back home.
Aachen sailed at 7 a.m. and thanks to the tide and a calm sea
we were back at Southampton by 8 p.m.
Any c omplants ? • • • w e ll, hardly an~· :
Not only was the exercise unusual because of the distance
and method of travel, but it was also unusual in that not one
man complained about the weather, the boat the food or the
conditions.
Obviously all 87 . . . (89 if you include the photographer
and myself) enjoyed themselves.
Me? The whole exercise was great fun. The ratio of one
hour's sleep in 12 did not matter. I (yawn) liked it.

POSTED?-LET U H VE Y O R
EW ADDR E S FOR 0 R W IR
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JERSEY IS INVADED
anti men of the 45 th (Essex) Regiment, T.A. arrive to tleal with this 'Spot of Bother'

SCHOOL Of SIGNALS MAKE HOCKEY DEBUT
Stan ding : Ca pta in Pe r tw ee , Lieutenant Sm ith, Seriea.nt Webber, Corporal
Aspinal , 2 Lie utenant Wilk inson , Mr. J. Balmer (umpire)
Kneeling : Sergeant Hope, W .O . I (R.S. M.) Harrison, Sergeant Bland , Serceant
Fe nw ick (R.E. M.E.}, Lieutenant Hi&ton, Captain Oehlers

THE O .C . WITH THE W .O .'s AN D SERGEANTS OF 336 SQUADRO N T. A.
(Back) Sergeants Dyso n, Grey, Hall , Clar ke , T ho mas, Fowler, (Front} Staff
Sergeant (SQ MS) Reyn o lds, WO II (PSI} Oscr olt, O .C. Mai. G . J. Malco lm ,
WO II (SSM) W ild er, Se rg ean t G oslin&

330 SQUADRON (T-A.). J,EED
Major G . J. Malcolm wr ites:
End of an t>ra for the • Polar Bc>ar
. June saw the end of an era, when the Signal Squadron bearmg the proud symbol of the 49rh Division t he ' Polar Bear'
took part in its last summu camp. Nor that we felt like
Infa ntry Brigade Signal Squadron, because it rained so much
and so long, we thought the M.O.D . bad decided on a r esurrection and were re-formin g us as an amph ibious unir. W.O.Il
(S.S.M.) Wilder, attending his 19th camp, was overheard
muttering something about " webbed feer," and the M .T.
Sergeant was seen measuring up stove pipes in the Nissen
hu ts in case engine snorkels were required.
Despite the very tedious Devon weather, the general roncensus of opinion was that the camp was a grear success, and
this was helped by the very hospitable way we were accommoted and fed by the West Riding Battalion, Duke of Wellington's Regiment; they really came up trumps.

a:i

f.

We' re on our way now to give the enemy 't he works' but a
game of 'snap' shouldn't hurt us.

2.

Here we are, all present and correct at Sout hampton-it
won't be long now.

3. " Now t he tactics we'll employ will be like t his • . ."

4. " Come to thin k of it we are qui t e a good looking bunch of
chaps"

5. We've landed- now watch out !

6.
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Oh ! A bit more conference on what we' ll do about it- but
is t he R.S.M. saying : " f am not really with this lot l"
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Tl1e Brigade Conunaud er was s a t is fie d
We more than satisfied our Brigade Commander, Brigadier
W. Armour, M.B.E., wirh the standard of communications; and
as he is r enowned for being outspoken about any lack of communications, and for " earing Brigade Signal Squadron Commanders before breakfast," we were pleased to come up to his
exacting standards.
·
Our second week saw some high-powered visits and, in
consequence, very little of the O.C. in anything but .D. and
... fancy hat." Our Honorary Colonel, Colonel N. R. (Ritchie)
Bigland, T.D., was, as always, a most welcome visitor; few can
equal h im as a supporter of the reserve side of our Corps and,
indeed, of the interests of our Corps in general.
We are now in what can almost be described as a state of
suspended animation, although we have still 146 Brigade commitments unril 31st ·March next year; we have also to be rein tegrated with our parent Regiment, to become part of 34th
(Northern) Signal Regiment.
Although the end of an era, having experienced the " winds
of change " in the past and overcome them, no doubt we will
do so again!
n•~•·ouT O N
CORPS HOCKEY
The trials this year were most disappointing. Twenty-eight
players were nominated and invited and only eighteen appeared
on the day. About one hour's play en sued, the tea ms being
completed by a stalwart or two who had come to spectate
or blow a whistle!
I:t was a somewhat depressing day for
Corps hockey and apart from three untested goalkeepers, the
side to play the Thistles, the next day, virtually picked itself.
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T he team selected was Corporal Dewhurst, W.0.1 Reed,
Majors Hal'tnett, Rogers, Tripp (captain), Wetherill, Staff
Sergeant Stoddart, Sergeant Hyde, Captain Oehlers,
taff
Sergeant Grierson and Sergeant McLean.
Tllistl es ga m e e njoy able
The Thistles arrived in the customary way-from all directions at all times. However, they mustered I I players with the
usual sprinkling of internationals in their ranks.
The Corps team started with determination and for twenty
minutes had the measure of the tourists. Goals by McLean
and Hyde gave a worthy 2-0 lead to the Corps. Slowly the
Thistles' teamwork was developing and the Corps' defence
had some am:ious moments just before the interval and gave
away a goal, to change ends with only a goal advantage. In
the second half the Corps forwards, who had looked so dangerous in the early part of the game, seemed unable to hold the
ball, !hus putting the defence under constant pressure. Eventually it (the defence) cracked and within minutes the Scotsmen added three goals to give them a 4-2 victory. As always,
a very good fast game was enjoyed by all players and the few
specrators.
Octobe r tour
In the October tour, the Corps team encountered R.A.0 .C.,
R M .A. and R.A.M.C. The team was Corporal D ewhurst,
Signalman Blowers, W.0.1 Reed, Captain Goldney, Majors
Tripp (captain), Wetherill, Sraff Sergeant Stoddart, Sergeant
Hyde, Major H artnett, Sraff Sergeant Grierson, Captain Byng.
The R. A.0 .C. m atch was played at Blackdown, and R.A.O.C.
quickly launched a series of attacks which were comfortably
held by the defence. G radually Hyde and Grierson began to
dominate the midfield and before half-time, both Hartnett and
Hyde followed a little dribbling by a goal flicked pa t the
advancing goalkeeper. A two-goal interval lead seemed satisfactory. Playing with the slope in the second half, the Corps
dominated the midfield play, the inside-forwards using the ball
neatly and the half-back line roming into its own. Royal
Signals finishing was spoiled by over-enthusiasm, and with no
second-half goals, a 2-0 victory was registi:red.
At the R. M. A., the first half was good open hockey, with
rhe Corps playing a neater brand of the game. One or two
very penetrating moves gave opportunities which were not
regi tered in the score book. A well-taken goal by H yde
followed a text book approach from one circle to the other,
with accurate telling pa ses, and made the Academy one goal
in arrears at half-time. The second half was somewhat scrappy
and Sandhurst put th~ defence under considerable pressure.
Their equaliser came from a penalty, and the game ended
with honours shared.
The last game of the tour was at Aldershot, where we entertained the R A.M.C. The Royal Signals' team was adjudged by
neutral ob ervers ( I) to be playing the better hockey throughout the game, but only came near to scoring. The Medics,
however, had a very nippy goal-hungry centre-forward who
notched a hat-trick to give his side a 3-0 victory.
I t was most gratifying to see senior officer and other upporrers on the touchli
at these games-in particular at the
Sandhurst encounter.
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Redifon's NEW GR410T
coolly covers the distance
with a turn of the dial

From the Sahara to Southampton ... when the heat is on Redifon's GR41 OT
frequency flexibility bridges the gap with a turn of the dial. The front-pane/mounted crystals can be changed by the operator in the field ... without workshop
assistance. Specifically designed for military and security forces, this new SSB
transmitter-receiver offers the simplicity of crystal control with the flexibility of
continuous tuning. It provides four crystal-controlled channels and may be
driven by a frequency synthesizer over a range of 2-16 MHz. Redifon's fullytropicalized G R41 OT brings cool economy and efficiency to the most urgent
communication requirements.
For further information, write for our leaflet or telephone:

REDIFON LIMITED COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION,
Broomhill Road, Wandsworth, London, S.W.18. Telephone: VANdyke 9161
A Member Company of the REDIFFUSION Group
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